After the vaccines were available to everyone, did you lose an unvaccinated loved one to COVID-19? If you're willing to share your family's story, please DM us your contact information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.
Tim Van Hal
Josh Kleymann

1 hr Like Reply More

Josh Kleymann replied · 1 reply

Spike Cohen
This wasn't the response you expected, I suspect.

on Mon Like Reply More

Dylan Albanese
Spike Cohen So, the comments section isn’t going the way you planned. You mean Spike Cohen

on Mon Like Reply More

Nathan Allwood
Spike Cohen @[231877085393158:69:So no one told you your post was gonna go this way ]

on Mon Like Reply More

Houston Strode
Spike Cohen Its honestly pretty comical how badly they read the room.

on Mon Like Reply More

Db Cooper
Spike Cohen

OP is getting hit more than a cop's wife

on Mon Like Reply More

Chris Tyler
Mike Albrecht
Spike Cohen the best thing for your life is to turn off the tv and enjoy life

Tommy Linstrom
Spike Cohen get em Spike!!!

Adam Kampia
Spike Cohen

Jason Moore
Spike Cohen sadly non of these stories will be told on major news networks thanks to the TNI.

Aaron J Oglesby
Spike Cohen
Kim Dockery Marlin

Spike Cohen I know 3 people who were fully vaccinated and DIED within weeks!!

Lorne Buck Morris

Spike for President

Samantha Rae Pasquale

Spike Cohen please run for president

Kristopher Hughes

They are looking for fuel for the propaganda machine. It must be running out of steam.

Brandi Fielding

Spike Cohen sad but true. They don't care about the other side of the story either, only their narrative.

John Yacks Jr.

Detroit journalists do nothing but stir the pot. They're CNN/Fox News tier

David Dadmin Gay

Spike Cohen not the response they expected, but the response they deserve.

Kurtis Triplett

Spike Cohen this is our reality. It sucks you have to dig so far just to see the whole picture of what's going on in our society. Not sure why it took Trump being president for people to see this.

Joseph Slabaugh

Lorne Buck Morris He ran on the libertarian ticket
Michelle Stensgar

Kim Dockery Marlin I am so sorry for all the loss. And equally as sad that doctors say "not related to vac"...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Joseph Slabaugh

Samantha Rae Pasquale he did

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marc Corinth

Jason Moore the ministry of truth.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Adi Rose

Adverse reaction from vaxxed mother to her new born baby

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTwa51_FavM/?utm_medium=copy_link

This needs sending to every single...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marc Corinth

Jason Moore

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Joe Cianciotta

Spike Cohen not one bit

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
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Jody Ash
Kim Dockery Marlin I know a bunch too

Michelle Ryan
Kim Dockery Marlin sadly most who have received the v will be dead in 1 to 3 years.

Lori Moses
Kurtis Triplett no one else had the guts to call them out.

Tara Thompson
Must be a new guy that ran this headline. He's fired.

Thomas Dover
Elizabeth look a mirror of that Reddit thread.

Tara Thompson
Michelle Ryan I believe the same. A large % will pass this fall and winter. The next over the next 2-3 years

Amber Anderson
Marc, I have been calling them the MiniTrue for so long! The fact checkers are the beginning stages and a crossover department of the thought police. I am glad to see another person using the term!

Sad it's happening. Glad someone else is raising the truth with a book of reference.

1984 has proven to not be fiction. And, it's interesting that George Orwell's wife worked in the Ministry of Information in the Senate House in London; which he based the MiniTrue off of. He had insider knowledge.

Maegan Toth
Michelle Ryan got anything to back this one up?
Logan Wiley

Michelle Stensgar

Maria Lewis keeping sharing that info with as many as you can

Vincent Commendatore

Michelle Ryan Really? I'm interested. That's huge. That means America will lose a third of its population over the next 3 years! That's apocalyptic. Say goodbye to America. 1/3 population drop will shut the economy down and completely crumble the healthcare system. Where did you get this number from?

Kyle DeStefano

Spike Cohen Spike, I understand you are trying to reach as many people as possible, but you are intelligent and should see why politics and science shouldn't mix.

Getting into this vaccine debate is picking up the loud ones from last election and is distancing you from the average citizen.

Like I said, I understand why you are doing this, exposure.

The people in these comments are loud, no doubt. But how many other people see your comments and say nothing because they are turned off by this? Don't marginalize the middle. #Gold is the standard, constant. Not a byproduct of political winds.

Still love you and will vote for you if you choose to run.

Food for thought.

Bradd Tucker

This comment section is both tragic and heartwarming

Jodi Robertson

Spike Cohen, I believe this is exactly the response they wanted to invoke.
Tommy Step

Spike Cohen are you sure? Did you hack them and read their DMs? Who are we kidding! You obviously can't read, I suspect!!!

Annaliese Collins-Mitten

That escalated quickly huh???
Americans will not allow propaganda to go unchecked....
almost 100% stories of vaccinnated loved ones gone...Keeping it real even when media refuses

Chasity Crose Dailey

Spike Cohen no it wasn't...that backfired for sure

Marc Corinth

Jason Moore y'all.. Dr. Pierre Kory is speaking live right now on the numerous trials/studies that have been completed regarding ACTUAL therapies...

https://internationalcovidsummitlive.com/live-stream-english/
Amber Anderson

Kurtis, because he was the first of many to see through the bs. He slowed down the plan that his predecessors had been working towards. He reversed some actions that he saw were corrupt and effected change that they would have to explain their reversals once he was out of office. If they just trashed him the entire time, they could continue to blame him after he left.

Afghanistan is a prime example. He was working his way peacefully through our adversarial world leaders and dominating the peace agreements. He was bringing business back home to the US. He wasn’t letting them bully us into funneling money into their extortion. He was making the financial business of government run smoothly.

In doing so, he was proving to us citizens that what HAS been going on for decades, was corrupt and wrong. He also squeezed the pockets of many members of our government (going back how are public servants becoming millionaires).

He’s the first since JFK to not play into their long running plan. But, they couldn’t pull another Grassy Knoll without it being too obvious.

Trump couldn’t be bought by them. And they couldn’t get him to filter himself.

Marc Corinth

Marc Corinth

"I have never seen mortality reduction of this scale in my life.. this would rival antibiotics."

-Dr. Pierre Kory

Hplar Merlin

Spike Cohen it would be nice if someone would use the same math for covid deaths and vaccine deaths but everything can't be straight forward anymore
Tricia Hurd
Kim Dockery Marlin and I know several who were not vaccinated and died so it goes both ways. I'm not pressuring anyone one way or another but this divisiveness needs to just stop period regardless of which side you are on we all want to be over this and through it period.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Tara Thompson
Maegan Toth the people harmed are reporting their doctor won't diagnose them with a qualifying diagnosis to receive disability and they are mostly saying it's unrelated. Straight from the patients themselves.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Wesley Cook
Kim Dockery Marlin they've stopped counting deaths for vaccinated people. Also if you die within 2 weeks of being vaccinated it's counted as a non-vaccinated death.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Lauren Brookes
Kim Dockery Marlin sure ya do.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Tricia Hurd
Jody Ash how many is a bunch and what percentage are we talking about? Just curious

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Samantha Rae Pasquale
He ran for Vice President with Jo

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

William Elliott
Spike Cohen I think a lot of these media morons actually believe their own narratives sometimes. Seen journalists for example twittering about their adverse reactions... WHILE still trying to sell the shot, and saying "covid would have been worse, I am glad I got the jab despite the heart damage I now have..." Clown world.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Kelley Nicole
I assume this is what they wanted. It's called Depopulation. Welcome to war on good vs evil.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More
Erin Higgins Fern

Kelley Nicole absolutely agree

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tara Thompson

that's what we, the previously vaccine injured have been saying forever, but it's nice that some people are waking up.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

KT Marguerite

Joseph Slabaugh as the VP candidate. Hoping he runs for President next!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tara Thompson

I've been doing research since this nightmare began. I have lots of data and resources collected. This is insane to continue with the known risks.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Fiona Hook

Kim Dockery Marlin Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Joseph Slabaugh

KT Marguerite he ran for president before they nominated him for VP.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Angela Burton Stevens

Kim Dockery Marlin From the vaccine or from Covid?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Petunia VG

tara Thompson doctors aren't even blaming the jab even when the patient never had pre-existing problems prior to the jab.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tara Thompson

Petunia VG time to audit their finances I'd say

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Laura Ann

Maegan Toth what more do you need than personal accounts of these occurrences?

on Mon Like Reply More

Tara Thompson

there have been a lot of doctors discredited for coming out against vaccines in the past and there is a lot of testing that has parameters to give them the results they want. Vaccines have always been a giant lie and harmful. This vaccine, some of the top scientists are saying 90% of people who got the covid vaccine will die within 3 years, I've been estimating it at 80% in 5 years with the research I've done. It is absolutely atrocious that people haven't been able to learn the downside of vaccines or rather they block it out.

on Mon Like Reply More

Tara Thompson

Laura Ann thousands I've seen. So sad. The neurological ones are horrible

on Mon Like Reply More

Amy Huber Massella

Vincent Commendatore several sources. Can't cite here.

on Mon Like Reply More

Tara Thompson

my estimate is a bit more conservative at 70% but in 3 years. Some only got placebo but they won't disclose that information now.

on Mon Like Reply More

Christy Grubbs

Lauren Brookes she sure as hell does as do I! So take your troll.self somewhere else!

on Mon Like Reply More

Vincent Commendatore

Amy Huber Massella several sources showing that most will be dead in three years. Better share that with someone more important than me. That's predicting the apocalypse. Share with the world.

on Mon Like Reply More

Ashley MacCurdy Ellis

Or maybe it was?

on Mon Like Reply More
Maegan Toth
Laura Ann I'm living in Hope's that the vaccine I got for the grandparents I've been taking care of for years isn't going to kill me in 2 to 3 years. My grandparents got the vaccine out of fear, I got the vaccine out of their fear. I know people who've gotten the virus and those same people haven't gotten sick since they've been vaccinated. So yeah, I'd like to see something that backs up a claim like that. Considering to my knowledge the vaccine has only been operating for maybe the past year, how can some internet troll know how it'll result.

Kristy Hoyt
Spike Cohen nope they were hoping that all the jabbed would say that the unjabbed were dying. Totally backfired in their faces.

Jerri Bow
Spike Cohen at all!!!

Tara Wagner MacLaren
Spike Cohen

Barbie LeBrun
I know, personally, more than 8 people vaccinated and got very sick. Some heart, some bacterial, some clots

Lori Lee
Kelley Nicole
Amy Huber Massella

Fiona Hook can't. Whoever posts truth gets put in fb jail. It's happened to my husband several times. Have to read news from other countries-especially Israel and the UK. They actually report what they should. 66% hospitalized in UK are Vaxxed as of last month. Israel is seeing a HUGE number of hospitalizations and deaths and they have the highest percentage of vaccinated in the world. The news is out there, just not here in our country because our media won't report it.

JC Calderón

Spike Cohen Correct.

Amy Huber Massella

Vincent Commandatore that's the thing-the rest of the world (Israel, UK) is reporting it, but the US gov doesn't expect us to know that. I get all my information from other countries pretty much.

Loretta Spears

I got the rona from a fully vaccinated person! I didnt get really sick, took my ivermectin. Her on the other hand was pretty sick!

Tara Thompson

Amy Huber Massella I do as well. It's clear which counties are handling it better. India and Sweden..... wow!

Tara Thompson

I block Karen's all day long.. Go read the data and don't shoot the messenger. Free advice I give with my hours invested. Please research what I share and u will find the truth.

Vincent Commandatore

Amy Huber Massella well I read things from other countries too. Just never seen anything predicting most people being vaccinated dead in 3 years. I'll keep looking seeing as you don't want to share your sources.
Tara Thompson
Hplar Merlin data manipulation is their jam!

Amy Louallen Stinnett
Michelle Stensgar just like every patient who does WITH Covid died FROM Covid to pump the numbers!

Christine Guisti
Tara Thompson Ginny Gwin McCauley you are not alone.

Darcie LaRue Groce
Brian Logan Groce

Shawn Rana
Yeah this post really brought out the plague rats.

Tara Thompson
永次 この男 the previous attempts at this type of vaccine showed disastrous results in the animals......

Stacy Palmer
Vincent Commendatore a man who was kick out of the medical field in 2017 for mistreating patients and misdiagnosing patients started that rumor

Christi Hebisen
Kim Dockery Marlin yeah us too

Vincent Commendatore
Stacy Palmer oh. Source is rumor
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Dawn Sikora
Kim Dockery Marlin same

Sarah Jordan Brazier
Hplar Merlin because the news is now the biggest advertisement agency for these "free" vaccines...

Carolyn Mclean
unfortunately, the deaths from heart failure or kidney failure a few months post shot are going unnoticed to most that it was from these shots. I believe we have already lost almost a million people in the US bc of them.

Roger Boydston
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7645850/

Stacy Palmer
Vincent Commendatore it comes from a idiot.

Kim Herschberger
Spike Cohen probably not even close!!!! Thank God people are talking about the truth!!! Now let's start asking our representatives that we elected to work for us, to fight for us, because they work for US!!!

Juanita Buck
Tara Thompson Eric Clapton is one. I watch a YouTube video of him telling all his systems he has from just the first dose. Said he will not take another one.

Robin Nichols Newman
Mike Albrecht AMEN!!!!!
Stacy Palmer

Vincent Commendatore

Roger Boydston


How concerned are you about adverse...

medscape.com

Amy Baker

Spike Cohen: I can't believe you found your way to our local news comments. Love you!

Stacy Palmer
Lauren Brookes
Christy Grubbs Anything is possible when you lie

Darian Correll
Tara Thompson yes Tara. Unfortunately ALL the animals died

Will Drosos
Spike Cohen you're needed right now more than ever. Keep up the good work!

Brittany Rebel Parker
Kim Dockery Marlin same!

Cindy Davis
Juanita Buck I thought he got two doses. But I know he said he'll never get another. He’s in constant pain now over it.

Jackie Harling
Vincent Commendatore

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_
Wendy Hurd
Amy Baker He's everywhere! LOL.

Rebekah Schmitz
Tara Thompson my sisters foster daughter who is now 20yr old, got the vaccine and immediately started having issues. Blood clotting and here lymph nodes are huge! She has tried to get help from her doctor and asked if it's from the vaccine and they won't say it is, except they are having her come in for monthly visits now to monitor.

She was in perfect health and no one pre-existing condition before the shot. Report that.

Francesca Farber
Kim Dockery Marlin A fully vaccinated doctor in my hood died from Covid.

Michelle Ryan
Maegan Toth I will share an interview with former CNN anchor Greg Hunter if you or anyone would like to pm me. This interview opened my eyes big time.

Shauna L Calderon
Spike Cohen Jesse Tolleson

Billie Morrison Jordan
Vincent Commendatore Bill Gates himself said it when they were working on this to take down the population. He wants a 1/3 of e population gone.

Melba Reimer
Carolyn Mclean Have a friends daughter in hospital. Was vaxed, had heart attack at school at 15. In coma, on dialysis, almost lost her leg, liver affected and kidneys. So sad, but hopefully Jesus is going to do a miracle for her somehow

Michelle Ryan
Vincent Commendatore pm me if you'd like. I will share an interview with you from former CNN anchor Greg Hunter.
Tara Thompson
Rebekah Schmitz ask for full labs including a d dimer please. And they can look at some RBCs under a microscope and look for a rouleaux pattern. It's a coin stacking effect seen in the RBCs due to change in charge from the vax. I'd look at iron level and immune system fcn as well. Ask ur doc to do full workup and compare to baseline or previous labs.

Kurtis Triplett
Amber Anderson I'm not sure what prompted your long love affair story with Trump there but it was irrelevant to anything I said I said.

Barbie LeBrun
Loretta Spears so many people saved by ivermectin. It's pure evil to deny a patient this med

Rhonda Ball-Agee
Amy Huber Massella where do you go for the news from the UK and Israel? I have found a couple of articles but would appreciate more it you don't mind giving to me.

Tara Thompson
Kim Herschberger I'm gonna write to a few senators that are calling out fauci. I have a lot of data and resources for them to look at.

Carolyn Mclean
Melba Reimer This is so so sickening. Esp these younger people. I saw a young ladies story. She decided to be a part of the teen trial to do a good thing and shes now on a trach, cant talk, has seizures and completely disabled! The MSM is hiding all of these stories! Fb deletes them. I'm So sorry for your friends daughter.
Sylvia Irvine

Jason Moore they are the ones spreading false information that the shots are fine

Amber Anderson

Kurtis, it was answering your rhetorical question. I don’t have a love affair with Trump. It’s merely the fact that he wasn’t a politician. That he wasn’t part of the Robber Baron’s club. Corruption is both red and blue. It just so happens that Trump is red, white and blue with Stars and Stripes.

If you can’t handle the answers, don’t ask the question in a public forum.

Angela John

Maegan Toth did you research graphene oxide? It is concerning....

Loretta Spears

Barbie LeBrun agreed. I just saw a doctor talk about the evils with remdesivir! That’s what they are using in the hospital!

Kim Dockery Marlin

Billie Morrison Jordan ALL THE ELITISTS …. Want the little people “the dead weight” who take up so much space, and so many resources to be eliminated … Seniors cost every state so much money in “care” that EVIL GREEDY politicians FORCED them into death traps with no witnesses or family members by their sides to protect them! Why? A germ that 99% of people survive?? It’s just like the FAKE celebrities who claim they’re “environmentalists” but do more environmental DAMAGE than thousands of “regular people” do every day! They want “THEIR SPACE” to be free of clutter!!
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Sylvia Irvine
Stacy Palmer
Check this out from a year ago.

Brent Fish
Gaige Logan goteeem

Ashley Mack
Spike Cohen they know we waking up

Leah Roux
Spike Cohen maybe it was their intention all along... Get the truth out there without being hunted down for going against the grain. Probably wishful thinking though

Michelle Ryan
Here are stories of vaccinated people injured and dying from the vax.
https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Nomore Silencedworldwide

Sylvia Irvine
Stacy Palmer oh great. Another pic with info from Deagel .com from a year ago is being blocked. US pop estimated to be down by 2/3 by 2025.
Sylvia Irvine
Stacy Palmer
Check this out from a year ago.

Christine Moss Wheatley
Meagan Toth I have tried to PM you, but nothing comes up. I would love to see the interview and have friends also interested. They will take this down soon.

Gina Stoffer
I know of many who got unusually ill months after the V....and some also were immediately ill.

Phoebe Chapman Holbrook
Rebekah Schmitz so sad!

Millie Miglieri Jim Joslin
Kim Dockery Marlin well said!

Crystal Mexico
Kim Dockery Marlin My dad died within a week or two of having his vaccine.

Christina MacNeil Barefoot
Rebekah Schmitz
They need to self report to VAERS. And or force the physician to do it and have the MD give you the VAERS number. It’s the only way to ensure the same does not happen to others.
Don Johnson
Burned by reality.

Nicole Leigh Hendricks
Spike Cohen I'm sure it wasn't but us “woke” people are sharing the heck out of it! The truth shall set you free!!!

Cathy Turman
Sylvia Irvine who put this information out?

Tara Thompson
Cathy Turman she posted where it came from^

Cathy Turman
Amy Huber Massella Gibraltor was 100% vaccinated and are having large outbreaks.

Cathy Turman
Stacy Palmer sadly if you disagree with mainstream views your career can be in jeopardy. Think how much he considered his actions beforehand if he knew his livelihood was at stake.

Lauren Brookes
Kristy Hoyt they are though. The unvaccinated are dying. In droves. And they're taking up all the icu beds.

Patricia Studdard-Styers
Kim Dockery Marlin lost 3 this year after getting the vaccine they don't want those stories told.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
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Michael Cudahy

Samantha Rae Pasquale I voted for him

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Kays-Witkowski

Michelle Ryan please pm me the interview. I can't get you on messenger because my phone Sucks. But I can get messages

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Aaron Vern LeGrow

https://astediscovery.com/COVID/DEPOPULATION.htm They listed stats for the world.

DEPOPULATION

astediscovery.com

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Carol Williams

Kim Dockery Marlin such hypocrisy. The covid death counts did not differentiate between dying with covid or dying from covid. They were all covid deaths.

Now, the deaths in close proximity to the vaccination are all simply coincidental.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cathy Turman

Tara Thompson this thread is so weird. Doesn't post under the comment but way up in the thread. thanks for letting me know.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Daryl Krone

Tara Thompson i hope you include hes aids f up that guys a loser should be jailed

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jen Darnell

Kim Dockery Marlin do you know what shots?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Nikki Brooke Crosslin

Spike Cohen 2024!!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Jill Wilmeth
Nikki Edwards

Samantha Rae Pasquale
Nikki Brooke Crosslin yes. He’s got my vote

Emily Mainprize
Billie Morrison Jordan I also think this is a population control shot. I believe that there will be at least 70% of the population in 5-10 years will be sterile. I believe that this is a sterilization drug given to kids from 12-18. #handmaidstale

Michelle Ryan
Kristi Yates Lumpkin sent

Chrissy Dee
Kim Dockery Marlin I know of one. But my circle has mostly had it early on, before the vaxx. And we all STILL have antibodies. Go figure!!

Gavin Williams
Spike Cohen the truth will not be hidden.

Becky Mailahn
Robin Rogers

Infinity Bro
Jason Moore its just censorship against the truth and we need to stand up against this crap flase pandemic.

Amy Huber Massella
Vincent Commendatore I can’t but I can message you if you want! Let me know
Kim Dockery Marlin
Jen Darnell they won't let me answer you!!!

LaLa Lagos
Leah Roux I did think that, too. But yeah... probably wishful thinking, unfortunately.

Kim Dockery Marlin
Jen Darnell

Kim Dockery Marlin

Kim Dockery Marlin
2 were F and 1 was M

Lisa Nelson
Spike Cohen people being ignorant to the traumatic result of a deadly virus spreads throughout our country? No wasn’t the response I expected… Apparently no empathy anywhere to be found either

Jen Darnell
Kim Dockery Marlin can you message me on messenger?

Nicholas Wiewiora
Spike Cohen Ayy you’re commenting on one of my local news channels. Nice!

Jess Kiser
Lisa Nelson do you have empathy for the 45,0000 people that have died from this inoculation?

Valerie Cady Hudgens
Vincent Commendatore CDC website has a plan in place for an Apocalypse...check it out!

Sharrie Gouin
Jess Kiser She has no response!
Christina Guenette

Lisa Nelson is been nearly 2 years with this "deadly disease" that has a 98% recovery rate... don't you find it odd the death rate over the past 5 years has NOT increased the way media wants to portray? Have a nice day everyone...

Katarina Bais

Kim Dockery Marlin Rob Lane

Stefania Di Pascale-Bowler

Tara Thompson I strongly feel a percentage is getting a placebo and the ones getting injured are getting the side effects of what's really in the . Been saying this even before the v came out.

Taylor Conway

Emily Mainprize I have said this same exact thing!!

Christina Guenette

Can't comment... UNLESS...

Kim Dykstra-Ziolkowski

Lisa Nelson people aren't being ignorant they just want truthful and unbiased news! Nobody talks about people who have had it and have greater immunity than vaxxed, nobody talks about what to do to not get, what to take, how to be healthy, etc. this is political and they are just forcing without really going by the science! People vaxxed also get and spread, get hospitalized and die. Not just unvaxxed. Stop being a sheep

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr#_=_
Heidi Brockbank Estes
Billie Morrison Jordan

He actually probably meant a MUCH HIGHER percentage if he believes the Luciferian Georgia Guidestones - 500,000 million is their goal much closer to 95% reduction.

Aj Goshorn

Loss no...but are you looking into those suffering from an autoimmune reaction to the vaccine

Mary Elizabeth McClellan

Loretta Spears I'm with you! Husband got Rona from my fully vaxxed brother. He didn't have a fun time of it, but he did go back to work in 10 days and is doing fine. My brother took a MONTH to get back to feeling better. Funny thing was he kissed my mother and me on the lips and I turned to my mother and said, "What did he just give us?" I knew that something wasn't right. She and I (she had a BAD bout of Rona last January and I had a slight bout June before last) only got the sniffles and a slight cough - me also a sore throat for about a week. We took extra zinc and vitamin c.

Cole Noack

Jess Kiser where are you getting this number from? Just curious what your source is.

Brooke Bourg

Michelle Stensgar and yet when you go to the doctor for something or someone dies, they are so quick to call it covid! A lot of double talk! Ugh
Lisa Nelson

Sharrie Gouin 45k (source?) compared with 660k dead from Covid so far... that's your logic

Constance Constance

Spike Cohen the news station and other forms of media can't handle the truth.

media.tenor.co

media.tenor.co

Tiffany Michelle

Spike Cohen not in any way haha

Belinda Crash Manning

Spike Cohen not many Americans who actually do deep research instead of listening to the fake media knows the jab isn't a good thing.

Lisa Nelson

Sharrie Gouin ugh, takes a few minutes to type one out buddy

Lisa Cooper Wall

Aj Goshorn interesting you say that. I've seen back to back instances of guillian barre syndrome as well as a friend that had another autoimmune disease show up.
Kurtis Triplett
Amber Anderson the subject was not about Trump, nobody asked the question you answered. It was about gross media bias.

Ron Corcoran
Lisa Nelson how many of those deaths were gunshot victims, motorcycle accidents, suicides, etc etc. those numbers are so far skewed it's amazing anyone has any faith in them, but I guess we all need something to believe in to justify our beliefs.

Lisa Nelson
Ron Corcoran why don't you check out the local hospitals and find out for yourself…

Kelly Hughes
Marie Steph no it wasn't

Noel Pease
Spike Cohen Unfortunately no
If you look at the picture over last few year's
We witnessed a political party demonize and demoralize a politician "Trump" who has much different expectations for the government (there are flaws running a government like a corporation but at the time needed to correct path if the nation). Thus try to blame and impeach him for a very small part of your wrong doings.

Noel Pease
Spike Cohen Covid-19 was planned world trade federation was sending pcr and test kits designed for covid. Thus previous administration activities a fail safe to scare the populas
Spectrum Nurse RN

**Spike Cohen** The vaccine has become so politicized that even if it is useful for preventing serious illness or death from covid, they pretend that adverse effects don’t exist and so they don’t warn people and don’t actually monitor people for them. My mother had a hypertensive crisis from the moderna booster which could have caused a stroke, and now she has to be on blood pressure medication. I also developed high blood pressure after one dose of Pfizer (I had covid already in November and just thought a booster would be a good idea, but I monitored my BP because of what happened with my mom). We know a 22 year old woman who also developed hypertension and tachycardia after the second Pfizer dose in March, and she is now on medication but her tachycardia is still uncontrolled. They are endangering people’s lives by pretending the adverse effects don’t exist. They know they exist which is why they don’t want to give boosters yet. They think it will cause even more adverse effects.

Bill Dixon

The shot should be your choice....I personally fo not feel they are safe. Also, why would you get a shot for a virus with a 99.95% survival rate. Makes no sense...get the shot and take a chance of something crazy happening to you!

Spectrum Nurse RN

**Spike Cohen** The vaccine has become so politicized that even if it is useful for preventing serious illness or death from covid, they pretend that adverse effects don’t exist and so they don’t warn people and don’t actually monitor people for them. My mother had a hypertensive crisis from the moderna booster which could have caused a stroke, and now she has to be on blood pressure medication. I also developed high blood pressure after one dose of Pfizer (I had covid already in November and just thought a booster would be a good idea, but I monitored my BP because of what happened with my mom). We know a 22 year old woman who also developed hypertension and tachycardia after the second Pfizer dose in March, and she is now on medication but her tachycardia is still uncontrolled. They are endangering people’s lives by pretending the adverse effects don’t exist. They know they exist which is why they don’t want to give boosters yet. They think it will cause even more adverse effects.

Patrick Herbert

Belinda Crash Manning mind sharing some of this deep research

Young PJ

**Aj Goshorn** LoL, or from Covid
Sean McElroy

Exactly I strongly believe is ridiculous. I strongly believe I’m unicorns doesn’t make it facts.

Noel Pease

Belinda Crash Manning there is no isolated CRM for the virus
Simulated model of human host
Thus vaccine that is created from a bad CRM
That has always seen great results. In making the virus worse.

Christina Guenette

Lisa Nelson what source does Wikipedia found its information on?

Christina Guenette

Cole Noack

Stephanie Ruebensam

Amy Huber Massella, can you message me with some of them? I’ve been looking for some further research.
Lisa Eicher

Laura Ann some people will not listen to that. If a Dr does not publish it, it did not happen.

Amy Holland Hendrix

Aj Goshorn father in law has seen huge drop in his blood platelets since getting fully vaccinated. Has been urinating larger than pea size blood clots too. Thankfully has been given blood thinners.

Christina Guenette

I can't say Wikipedia is volunteers... cause the numbers support their smoke shield.

Paula Clark Burton

Spectrum Nurse RN there is risk to every single vaccine given someone is gonna have reactions there are thousands that got vaccinated and no side effects.

Christina Guenette
Colleen Hanel Morosey

**Jess Kiser** And that could be anywhere between one percent to 10% of the actual deaths because of the shots

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Ilean Bee

**Kim Dockery Marlin** yep!! Same. Sorry!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patricia Ann Errickson

My daughter got the first dose of Moderna then conceived a baby. My grandson was stillborn with heart and brain malformations that a Pfizer VP said could happen during the 20th and 22nd day of conception. But hey he is a crazy guy right. Hmm. Not. Also the FDA won't have full test results in regards to teratology until 2025.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kelli McQuistion

This vaccine is KILLING people. They won't talk about that though

104

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Eliza

**Noel Pease** can you please explain this further to me even if you have to pm? I'm interested in more about this

3

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Colleen Hanel Morosey

**Lisa Nelson** The CDC themselves said that only 6% of all the Covid deaths were true Covid deaths all the other deaths everybody had at least 2.6 comorbidities

8

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Amanda Barnes

**Aj Goshorn Krystle Warren** ....the comments

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Heidi DH

**Patricia Ann Errickson** , so sad, sorry for your loss

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Amanda Sanford

**Spike Cohen** isn't it beautiful?

13

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Lisa Nelson
Colleen Hanel Morosey What's an acceptable number of death for people to have empathy for others traumatic experiences then? Is there a limit? I don’t understand the point y'all are trying to make
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Noel Pease
Stacy Eliza give me a moment but yes
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Deb Lubbe
Spectrum Nurse RN my mom did too
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Deb Lubbe
Lisa Cooper Wall yes!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Deb Lubbe
Young PJ no, not from covid. The jab
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jen Kipper Bustamonte
Amy Huber Massella better watch on messages. I have a friend that got banned for 30 days for a private message sent on fb.
4
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Amber Anderson
Kurtis, you said... “Not sure why it took Trump being president for people to see this.”

I answered WHY it took Trump being president for people to see this.

It’s all tied together. The Robber Barons have control over it all. Trump was a wild card in their decades long plan.
4
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jeremy Dolan
Spike Cohen don't you have elections to embarrassingly lose?
4
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Spectrum Nurse RN
**Paula Clark Burton** the point is that many also do have serious side effects, and pretending they don’t exist and failing to warn or monitor patients puts them at risk. If my mother weren’t a nurse with easy ability to monitor her own blood pressure, she might have had a stroke or fatal arrhythmia like others who were less fortunate.

Maghen Stubbs Cantrell
Jeremy Dolan no need to make it nasty or personal. A lot of people are talking about how we don’t think anyone expected this type of response.

Dee Twentyman
**Patricia Ann Errickson** so sorry to hear of your daughter and grandchild.

Katie Jami Dieterich
My best friend’s father went to the ER shortly after his second shot with blood sugars over 800 and the doctor said they’ve been seeing peoples blood sugars be crazy after the shot but of course this isn’t reported anywhere.

Jeanne Bradley
**Paula Clark Burton** and there are thousands that have been silenced about side effects!

Rayna DeHoog
**Patricia Ann Errickson** omg this is criminal on so many levels I am so sorry for you loss

Aj Goshorn
With in 12 hrs of first injection wife had increased pain that radiated from injection point to her neck, around her back and down her arm...resulting in temporary paralysis in her hand. Doctor placed her on 28 days of Prednisone. She's better now; but is prohibited from getting any future vaccines.
Colleen Hanel Morosey
Lisa Nelson

“Tolerate this and your children will be next"

Up to 8th August 2021 the CDC reported, in CHILDREN 12-17 Years Old:

9246 Adverse Reactions
397 Heart Inflammation
14 Deaths

This is just in the USA and its estimated that only 10% of ADR’s are registered.

Kathy Mannis Kidd
Spectrum Nurse RN I remember being told nobody should take this shot!!! I’m obeying!

Andrea Brown
Patricia Ann Errickson I'm so sorry.

Joe Higgs
Jeremy Dolan ad hominem. Attack his argument, not him.

Justin Hall
Spike Cohen #spike2024

Spectrum Nurse RN
Paula Clark Burton the point is that many also do have serious side effects, and pretending they don't exist and failing to warn or monitor patients puts them at risk. If my mother weren't a nurse with easy ability to monitor her own blood pressure, she might have had a stroke or fatal arrhythmia like others who were less fortunate.

Spectrum Nurse RN
Paula Clark Burton the point is that many also do have serious side effects, and pretending they don't exist and failing to warn or monitor patients puts them at risk. If my mother weren't a nurse with easy ability to monitor her own blood pressure, she might have had a stroke or fatal arrhythmia like others who were less fortunate.
Spectrum Nurse RN
Deb Lubbe is she okay?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Naomi Rodriguez
Spike Cohen So true
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jen Kipper Bustamonte
Emily Mainprize there will be the. Breeders left…. If it's like handmaids tale! Yikes!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Spectrum Nurse RN
Paula Clark Burton the point is that many also do have serious side effects, and pretending they don't exist and failing to warn or monitor patients puts them at risk. If my mother weren't a nurse with easy ability to monitor her own blood pressure, she might have had a stroke or fatal arrhythmia like others who were less fortunate.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Dana Elizondo
Spike Cohen backfired
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Spectrum Nurse RN
Paula Clark Burton the point is that many also do have serious side effects, and pretending they don't exist and failing to warn or monitor patients puts them at risk. If my mother weren't a nurse with easy ability to monitor her own blood pressure, she might have had a stroke or fatal arrhythmia like others who were less fortunate.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

William W. Fehlmann
Patricia Ann Errickson Nicole Summers

Joe Higgs
Jeremy Dolan (null) ad hominem. Attack his argument, not him. It'll have a better effect.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Tara Wade
Jeremy Dolan Shhh, quiet...... he's working now. Making comments can help drum up support.

Michael Johnson
Jeremy Dolan your profile literally says “be nice” man..

Spectrum Nurse RN
Katie Jami Dieterich that’s very interesting.

Sean Mcelroy
And where are you seeing the cases of severe side affects. What published medical information shows a large amount of side effects?

Jennifer Thigpen
Katie Jami Dieterich My dads sugar also spiked and his blood pressure has yo-yo’d to where he’s back on bp medicine.

Kim Belden
Tara Thompson are you for the vac or against

Spectrum Nurse RN
Deb Lubbe is she okay?
Melanie Maddox Polk
Patricia Ann Errickson

And where are you seeing the cases of severe side affects. What published medical information shows a large amount of side effects?

Susan Pugh Hoffmann
Colleen Hanel Morosey a HS friend lost her husband to aortic embolism after getting the vaccine.

Marilyn Miller
Sean Mcelroy VAERS report on the CDC website.

Stephanie Ruebensam
Rhonda Ball-Agee, I can't find Amy's original post. I've been looking for some more info like you as well. Last time I went to ask it kept blocking me.

Susan Pugh Hoffmann
Lisa Nelson only 1% of vaccine injuries are reported. So do the multiplication and see what number that is.

Joseph Slabaugh
Samantha Rae Pasquale Yes, after running a the nomination himself. As did Adam Kokesh

Nalani Jenkins
Sean Mcelroy first hand. Daughters best friend miscarried her baby 24 hours after getting the Vax.

Bronson Fraser
Marilyn Miller I think he's waiting for the report on CNN.
Anna Mayer
Patricia Ann Errickson I just heard a politician on the radio this morning saying pregnant women get the vaccine it is safe for you and your baby and I just screamed at radio. It makes me so sick, SO SICK how they are pushing this so much. I'm so sorry for your family!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Rhonda Martin
Nalani Jenkins geeezuuuz. My heart goes out to her
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Susan Pugh Hoffmann
Lisa Nelson 1% of cases of V injuries are reported. Brings this number a bit higher.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sherrie Huskey
Aj Goshorn I work in retail and one of my reg customers had this happen. She had the vaccine and not long after her hand was swollen and couldn't move her hand/fingers.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Kiely
Sean Mcelroy Read the CDC website. You have to scroll past the parts it says how safe it is and you will find a death toll greater than 7,000 as of late August. Over 1,200 cases of Myocarditis and over 1,000 cases of blood clots.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Deborah Belcher
Aj Goshorn sorry that happened to her & how lucky that she's prohibited!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
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Chrissie Anne
Sean Mcelroy the government official website. VAERS.
on Mon Like Reply More

Rebecca Nelson
Sean Mcelroy oh that's so cute
on Mon Like Reply More

Trisha Vail
Sean Mcelroy wonder.cdc.gov

CDC WONDER
wonder.cdc.gov
on Mon Like Reply More

Joseph Galantine
Jeremy Dolan he'd be winning them if the elections weren't rigged in favor of the two major parties.
on Mon Like Reply More

Tammy Ann
Sean Mcelroy
on Mon Like Reply More

Phil Lindsay
Jeremy Dolan tbh we all lost this election
on Mon Like Reply More

Velma J. Mitchell
Kelli McQuistion the media is keeping the real truth from us because they are backed by the money, Big Pharma. Either way, it's still a choice, or should be. I choose NO!!
on Mon Like Reply More

Adam Felske
Sean Mcelroy first hand 3 days to 3 weeks 4 of my friends perfect health working every day All had an aneurysm blow and 3 did not make it one is in bad shape
on Mon Like Reply More

Jan Ekert
Sean Mcelroy vaers
on Mon Like Reply More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
Leah Bross
Kyle Slicker

Jodi Thompson
Christina Guenette they are a group of left wing volunteers

Velma J. Mitchell
Anna Mayer it makes me mad also. It's all in the big plan to depopulize. People need to fight against this tyranny. Do the science please!!!

Debbie Voss
Sean Mcelroy troll!

Leah Bross
Same people who do that, don’t believe in pro choice??? Lmao don’t make sense

Karla Cranmer Hold
Non treated Covid? Monoclonal, antibiotics BEFORE the Covid pneumonia is non treatable.

Amy McGuire
So very sorry for your loss. Heartbreaking.

Velma J. Mitchell
Spectrum Nurse RN so sad.

Jamie Threadgall
Spectrum Nurse RN this is interesting, because my husband is on blood pressure medication already and he got the shot, and then shortly after had a doctor's appointment and his blood pressure was high even with his medication, which has always kept it in a good range before the shot.
Sandi Perry Bradbury
AJ Goshorn did you see Eric Clapton's interview about his paralysis after getting the jab? https://youtu.be/NVbt8wIKMEY

Evergista Stoddard
I think they knew of what the vaccine does to an individual especially the vulnerable people who has an existing condition. Think if most of our senior citizens dies, the government can stop paying that someone's social security benefits.

Laree Claire
Adam Felske ugh that's so sad. I'm so sorry for your losses....

Robin Jones
Sean Mcelroy there has been plenty. It's getting it out there before they remove it as misinformation. I personally don't know anyone who died of COVID. I know 2 people who do. I know 4 people permanently paralyzed after getting the vaccine and 2 that have been vaccinated and hospitalized with COVID. I have seen news reports from 3 states that have had high schools student drop dead after the vaccine from exploding hearts and thousands with permanent heart problems now. I kids it forms water around the heart. All heart damage is permanent. Go look for yourself. First you have to weed through all the blockers put in a lace to make it harder to find.

Leon Robbins
Jennifer Kiely you obviously don't understand what you're reading. Those 7,000 deaths (or .002% of those vaccinated) being reported on the site is every person who has died after they were vaccinated. The overwhelming number of that 7,000 did not die because of the vaccine. And the ones that did had extremely rare allergic reactions or Guillain-Barré syndrome. The latter of which is even more rare than an allergic reaction and can be caused by a mosquito bite, the flu, and yes... Covid.

Nothing is 100% safe. Peanuts, strawberries, aspirin, and water (drinking not drowning) kill far more people each year than all vaccines combined. Nothing is 100% effective. Including vaccines. However, you are 2000 times more likely to die from Covid than you are from the Covid vaccine.
Mike Horn

**Belinda Crash Manning** these are not vaccines - they are bio products that program your mitochondria DNA to change your cellular structure, to do bad things when a new virus starts its infection - the response to the new virus now is so overwhelming that may kill you. These are not vaccines. That change your mitochondrial DNA for who knows what real purpose. It is evil.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

JamesKellie McClellan

Kim Dockery Marlin my son was forced to get the jab (military base) and started having grand mal seizures. The neurologist said he could find no reason for them, go see veterans affairs about PTSD. Veterans affairs say no PTSD, go see a neurologist. But neither will say “wow, odd that a healthy 30 year old in peak physical condition with zero history of seizures, and clear MRIs and CT scans suddenly starts having the bad ones days after getting the jab.”

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

John Cempa

**Evergista Stoddard** that's a good point they have already said by 2025 they won't have enough social security to pay out.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Leon Robbins

**Aj Goshorn** Guillain-Barré syndrome? Very rare. But your wife could have gotten that from a mosquito bite, the flu, or Covid itself.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Jennifer Fuller

**Sean McElroy** they are refusing to acknowledge or publish any of it! Don't you understand this is purposeful?

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Robin Jones

**Sean McElroy**(null) trying to show you its blocking me from doing it.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Kayla Wiley Cruz

**Spectrum Nurse RN** Interesting. I too developed high blood pressure shortly after first dose and I normally have very low blood pressure but it was off the charts high.

on Mon   Like   Reply   More
Sean Mcelroy

You do know the vaers site is just a clearance house like Wikipedia. Then researchers look them over for cause and effects. A guy posted on that same site that he took the vaccine and is now the hulk. A guy submitted that the vaccine turned him into a superhero from the marvel comics. If you’re getting you’re info from nothing more than a clearinghouse and you believe that the vaccine turns you into the hulk then I will have to agree with you. It I don’t think anyone’s that stupid

Patricia Ann Errickson

Heidi DH thanks. Their genetic testing g came back negative so I am going to stand by that it was the stupid vax.

Jenn Verhoeve

Spike Cohen it's a mining field of information, for sure - everyone freely offering up their stances on the issue at hand. *Gold Rush*

Sean Mcelroy

You do know the vaers site is just a clearance house like Wikipedia. Then researchers look them over for cause and effects. A guy posted on that same site that he took the vaccine and is now the hulk. A guy submitted that the vaccine turned him into a superhero from the marvel comics. If you’re getting you’re info from nothing more than a clearinghouse and you believe that the vaccine turns you into the hulk then I will have to agree with you. It I don’t think anyone’s that stupid

Jenn Verhoeve

Spike Cohen it's a mining field of information, for sure - everyone freely offering up their stances on the issue at hand. *Gold Rush*
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jim Bernard
Spike Cohen

Patsy Alcock

Tania Peach
Sandra Le Clos, Marie Therese Muller, Jenni Franz

Natasha Wesley
Samantha Rae Pasquale

Tara Thompson
Cathy Turman have to change the comments section to all or newest at top of feed

Melinda Mann
Sean McIlroy https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html. This is the official government site. VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting...

wonder.cdc.gov

Kelli McQuistion
Same
Melinda Mann

Sean Mcelroy [https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html](https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html). This is the official government site. VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting...

wonder.cdc.gov

Melinda Mann

Sean Mcelroy [https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html](https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html). This is the official government site. VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting...

wonder.cdc.gov

Robin Jones

Sean Mcelroy I know a man permanently paralyzed. Also know two people fine, dead within 24hrs of the jab.

Melinda Mann

Sean Mcelroy [https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html](https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html). This is the official government site. VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting...

wonder.cdc.gov

Brian Feutz

Evergista Stoddard bingo from day one part of it is to shape up ss
Which by itself (ss) if exposed would bring down the crooked government by itself
Robin Jones
Aj Goshorn thank god she is ok.

Melinda Mann
Sean Mcelroy https://wonder.cdc.gov/ This is the official government site. VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

Leon Robbins
Nalani Jenkins I feel for your daughters friend, but your anecdotal experience means absolutely nothing. Her friend could have miscarried anyway. Again, sorry for her friend.

Brian Feutz
Evergista Stoddard bingo from day one part of it is to shape up ss Which by itself (ss) if exposed would bring down the crooked government by itself

Melinda Mann
Sean Mcelroy wonder.cdc.gov This is the official government site. VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

Tara Thompson
Stefania Di Pascale-Bowler yes and with their dose limit testing those w the most severe outcomes had the big dose of the serum. The minor side effects possibly the lower dose ranges they tested. And then some placebo but how many? One control group they ruined by giving them the vax too so that data will be useless for that trial. This isn't science going on here. It's mad science.
Ginny Gwin McCauley
I will PM you may latest situation after my hip surgery. Why is it no doctor wants to document the problems of the vaccine?

Brian Feutz
John Cempa Evergista Stoddard bingo from day one part of it is to shape up ss Which by itself (ss) if exposed would bring down the crooked government by itself

Robin Jones
Leon Robbins you just cannot except the truth. The lie is better? So rare I know two people who are now permanently paralyzed. Their docs told them it is happening.

Patsy Cable
Spectrum Nurse RN it's not a vaccine, no viral immunity imparted, its patented technology, an operating system, that when installed make the recipient owned by the patent holder. Yay!

Laura Wilson
Sean Mcelroy the vast majority of reports to VAERS are filed by doctors and healthcare professionals. The system also only represents somewhere between 1 and 10% of all adverse events, per Harvard’s study. Go shill somewhere else.

Melinda Mann
Sean Mcelroy google VAERS. I tried posting the link but FB will not post my comment (tried 6 times) VAERS=vaccine adverse event reporting system. But this does not include ALL events; it only includes events that were actually reported by patients or providers (I think most patients do not know they can report issues themselves)

Laura Wilson
Sean Mcelroy the vast majority of VAERS reports are submitted by DOCTORS. We also know that the system only represents between 1 - 10% of all adverse events, per Harvard’s study. Go shill somewhere else my dude.
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Sandy Ball
Phil Lindsay That's the absolute truth!

Sarah Ma'at
Spike Cohen nope!

Ginny Gwin McCauley
Rebekah Schmitz
Ask for all blood tests and any others tests done.
I had to be persistent. I found most medical facilities or doctors do not want to mark any records with vaccine problems.

Jillian Rader
Sean Mcelroy say it again...I didn't read it the first 50 times!!!

David Polus
Spike Cohen amazing to see all the stories that people are sharing here and not a peep from the media about any of this.

Ivy Brooks
Sean Mcelroy That and if you want to see more vettee cases, go to the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program website. Reports are there, only 2%will be paid out... but you can look at past vaccine payouts like H1N1 injuries. You can't deny that people get injured by vaccines and paid out. Polio vaccines had nightmare injuries...

Kim Dockery Marlin
JamesKellie McClellan I'm so sorry !!! I have military in my family too!! I'm praying for him!!!
Nomore Silenceworldwide
Do you want to see all true covid stories together? Click on the link below and follow me on my personal profile on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Jeremiah Goltz
Sean Mcelroy Does not matter if a few are putting up false stories...it does not negate the real ones. The Vax DOES cause adverse side effects that have long term effects. I know of 2 in just my own personal circle.

Laurie Tomasino
Sean Mcelroy keep listening to your tel'lie'vesion...they'll tell you the truth.

Patty Pedigo
Spike Cohen no. They trusted our Biden government!!

Jeremiah Goltz
Does not matter if a few are putting up false stories...it does not negate the real ones. The Vax DOES cause adverse side effects that have long term effects. I know of 2 in just my own personal circle.

Kim Dockery Marlin
Lisa Eicher the Doctors and Nurses who speak up are silenced ... ridiculed and threatened!!!

Patty Pedigo
Spike Cohen they trusted our government!!
Adrianne Lake
That Hulk story does not sound valid. First, it's doctors filling out the VAERS reports... not random people. Unless the jab caused a patient to become deluded and thinking he was "the hulk", this sounds like total fake news to me. And even if it's not, it's well understood that only about 2% of vaccine reactions ever get reported to VAERS... so the numbers from VAERS are low.... And that's scary. More than enough safety signals have come up now... the roll out should have been halted.

Adrianne Lake
That Hulk story does not sound valid. First, it's doctors filling out the VAERS reports... not random people. Unless the jab caused a patient to become deluded and thinking he was "the hulk", this sounds like total fake news to me. And even if it's not, it's well understood that only about 2% of vaccine reactions ever get reported to VAERS... so the numbers from VAERS are low.... And that's scary. More than enough safety signals have come up now... the roll out should have been halted.

Hillary Stotter Fiedler
Again, no one knows if she'd have lost the baby. But to experiment this serum on under 40, is risky. On Children INSANE! This IS still an experimental serum. Deep dive the research & patents. It will be clear - this is an experimental serum

Adrianne Lake
That Hulk story does not sound valid. First, it's doctors filling out the VAERS reports... not random people. Unless the jab caused a patient to become deluded and thinking he was "the hulk", this sounds like total fake news to me. And even if it's not, it's well understood that only about 2% of vaccine reactions ever get reported to VAERS... so the numbers from VAERS are low.... And that's scary. More than enough safety signals have come up now... the roll out should have been halted.

Adrianne Lake
That Hulk story does not sound valid. First, it's doctors filling out the VAERS reports... not random people. Unless the jab caused a patient to become deluded and thinking he was "the hulk", this sounds like total fake news to me. And even if it's not, it's well understood that only about 2% of vaccine reactions ever get reported to VAERS... so the numbers from VAERS are low.... And that's scary. More than enough safety signals have come up now... the roll out should have been halted.
Patty Pedigo
Spike Cohen my reply to you gets blocked!!

Lorne Buck Morris
Joseph Slabaugh yep.

Adrianne Lake
That Hulk story does not sound valid. First, it's usually doctors filling out the VAERS reports... not so much random people. Unless the jab caused a patient to become deluded and thinking he was "the hulk", this sounds like total fake news to me. And even if it's not, it's well understood that only about 2% of vaccine reactions ever get reported to VAERS... so the numbers from VAERS are low.... And that's scary. More than enough safety signals have come up now... the roll out should have been halted.

Jana Jorgenson
Spike Cohen ... Perfect!!

Tracy Parks Coker
Spike Cohen go to http://c19vxreactions.com/

Testimonials of study participants and post vax adverse events

Ogar Ernest Wagner
Leon Robbins I would like to know where your data comes from Sir

Jeremy Dolan
Phil Lindsay i agree lol

Patty Pedigo
Jim Bernard that is so wrong!!!
Patty Pedigo
Jim Bernard every comment I make you is not allowed!

Patty Pedigo
Jim Bernard very interesting

Tracy Parks Coker
https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/ 11

C19 VAX REACTIONS
c19vaxreactions.com

Mary Ul
Patricia Ann Errickson I'm so sorry! 😞 that is so sad!!

Nicola Knight

Patty Pedigo
Jim Bernard I can't reply to you. It is prohibited

Patty Pedigo
To write anything back as back to u is not allowed! About this. Wow. Gets circled and dismissed!
9/16/21, 12:13 AM
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Sarah Anne
Matt Ryan
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patty Pedigo
Oh I can say is people wake up
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Laurie Tomasino
Leon Robbins
So you believe that 7000 deaths were NOT FROM the jab, they died from extremely rare allergic reactions...but yet you believe the official RONA death numbers.
Ok cupcake, whatever helps you sleep at night.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jim Silvers
Lisa Nelson Those 660k dead from covid? The average age was 73 and they had an average of 1.3 co-morbidities each which essentially "could have killed the person, although they died WITH covid"
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patty Pedigo
Jim Bernard not able to answer you
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patty Pedigo
Wow
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patty Pedigo
Jim Bernard Am I still in the United States?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patty Pedigo
What happened
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Laurie Tomasino
Nalani Jenkins same happened to a friend of mines sons fiancé.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Rena Burton Bradley
Nicola Knight wonder how many are hospitalized with serious illness

Debbie Heuston
Adrianne Lake ok you can stop posting this now.

Patrick Herbert
Noel Pease why would an 'Isolated Customer Relationship Management' system have anything to do with COVID and the development of an mRNA vaccine??

Drema Drake Paugh
Leon Robbins kind of like dying with something vs dying of something. Hmmm.

Cara Singer
You suspected correctly!

Patrick Herbert
Stacy Eliza I'd love to hear this too

Cole Noack
Christina Guenette I'm confused? Are you saying she got those numbers from Wikipedia? I'm fairly sure that's not a very good source for something that's ongoing.

Debbie Heuston
Sean Mcelroy my sisters Co worker got the Vax, the next day he died.

Sean Mcelroy
Yes when Facts don't work move the goal post lol
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Michelle Ryan
Michelle Kays-Witkowski i sent it via messenger because I don't have your number to text you. If it doesn't work or you can't get it let me know

Angela Elaine
Adrianne Lake https://vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html

Anyone can report to VAERS. Medical professionals, patients, and parents.

Michelle Ryan

VAERS - Report an Adverse Event
vaers.hhs.gov

Kim Dockery Marlin
Millie Miglieri Jim Joslin sadly!!!

Laurie Tomasino
Leon Robbins you just can't accept the fact that jabs do and have injured and killed people. Do you work for big Pharma, because it sure seems that way.

Sean Mcelroy
I’m sure he died Debbie from a vaccine and you failed to link an article about it, a death certificate. I took one too and now I’m able to fly. See I can make stuff up too

Debbie Heuston
Anna Mayer my friend got the vaccine while pregnant, I had no words, she said the dr said it's safe, I pray for that baby,

Shawn Cunningham
Kristi McSweeney Haney might be horrible misinformation for someone that doesn't know what PER CAPITA means... If 16% of their population had covid that would be the equivalent of 60,000,000 cases in the United States which is 19,000,000 more than currently reported.
Sean Mcelroy
There have been found no issues with vaccine and being pregnant. The only case of someone miscarrying while in the study was a woman who was given a placebo.

Alicia Marie
Sean Mcelroy
https://www.organiclifestylemagazine.com/thirty-four-women-report-spontaneous-miscarriages-or-stillbirths-after-receiving-covid-vaccine

Thirty-Four Women Report Spontaneous...
organiclifestylemagazine.com

Nicola Knight
Kristi McSweeney Haney well since the information was sent from a nurse over there im inclined to believe her over msm

Marty MacFly
Sean Mcelroy what? There are tons of cases of miscarriages, and periods delays, and massive bleedings.. are you kidding?

Jana Posey
Sean Mcelroy really ? We have a friend of ours whom is fighting to live (pregnant) after taking the 2nd shot.

Marty MacFly
Kristi McSweeney Haney no its fact

Aj Goshorn

Receipt of mRNA Covid-19 Vaccines and...
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Alicia Marie

Andrew Hayes

Spike Cohen big spike I the house

Tom Keen

Sean Mcelroy Shouldn't the real question be why is there not a reliable data base that encourages the submission of vaccine side effects so we can be 100% certain we are tracking its safety real time? Why does that not exist? Stop being so naive.

Sheriesse Mass

Sean Mcelroy please tell that to the women who have lost their children over this. Miscarriages have gone up 336% with this vaccine. Your ignorance is disgusting

Zachariah Frazier

Kristi McSweeney Haney are you saying you like vaccines?

Amy Maloney

Spike Cohen
Kelly Cox

**Adrianne Lake** doctors don’t report to VAERS, anybody can report to VAERS, you can actually do it online, and the claim of injury is never investigated or verified. It’s like Wikipedia for vaccination injuries

Christine Zuck

I had a baby in July and my OB/GYN told me, "as a dr I have to tell you to consider the Covid vaccine but as a mom I would HIGHLY suggest you not get it during pregnancy, we have seen miscarriages skyrocket since women started getting the vaccine while pregnant"

Kimberly Sullivan

**Sean Mcelroy** wow. How ignorant. As of last I read (about a month ago) over 1000 miscarriages have happened after vaccination.

Sean Mcelroy

Because they rack side effects without the open forum of well a Facebook like platform. But they do allow anyone to submit to that side so they can investigate. And there have been no clinically proven miscarriages to date related to the actual cause of the vaccine. You can post any article you want it doesn’t mean it’s true. I could write an article about the vaccine making me a super hero. If it’s not from an actual medically reviewed site or forum how do you know it’s real? I get it can seem scary to some people and you get stuck in this echo chamber of people to posting articles that feed a narrative but you’re not getting facts your getting what you want to find. I’m the end do you want to be the shepherd or the sheep. Again to Sheriesse Mass there have been zero medical studies at ALL that link miscarriages to the vaccine. You pulled 336% out of a Facebook post. Here is the article that explains it’s not true. If it was true you would hear it all over the place to have tens of thousands of wemom get the shot then loss a baby. You’re own math based on a fake post dictates that. [https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.usatoday.com/amp/7062549002](https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.usatoday.com/amp/7062549002)

Devin Ketting

**Sean Mcelroy** so only the studies ones count gotcha. So if it’s not studied it doesn’t happen. That’s some good science
Sean McElroy
Because they rack side effects without the open forum of well a Facebook like platform. But they do allow anyone to submit to that side so they can investigate. And there have been no clinically proven miscarriages to date related to the actual cause of the vaccine. You can post any article you want it doesn’t mean it’s true. I could write an article about the vaccine making me a super hero. If it’s not from an actual medically reviewed site or forum how do you know it’s real? I get it it can seem scary to some people and you get stuck in this echo chamber of people to posting articles that feed a narrative but you’re not getting facts your getting what you want to find. I’m the end do you want to be the shepherd or the sheep. Again to Sheriesse Mass there have been zero medical studies at ALL that link miscarriages to the vaccine. You pulled 336% out of a Facebook post. Here is the article that explains it’s not true. If it was true you would hear it all over the place to have tens of thousands of wemom get the shot then loss a baby. You’re own math based on a fake post dictates that. https://www.google.com/amp/amp.usatoday.com/amp/7062549002

Fact check: No evidence of miscarriage...
usatoday.com

Devin Ketting
Sean McElroy okie dokie trust the science

Charity Gallen-Hagenaars
Sean McElroy liar, liar pants on

Debbie Larson
Tom Keen exactly!

Nina Swank
Sean McElroy I don’t believe that at all!!!!
Sean McElroy
No Kimberly Sullivan they have not reported 1000 post vaccine. Stop getting info from a blog or Facebook post good lord

Robert Baron
Sean McElroy oh you can't be this blind read the comments. You think average people from all walks of life are making up these stories. You do realize that 6 big companies own all the media in the country they literally spoon feed you lies and like a good little you blindly follow along

Kaitlin Vickers Edwards
Christine Zuck sounds like a good doctor

Sharon Rothwell
Sean McElroy fact check??

Jeni Emment
Spike Cohen about time the truth came out

Alba del Valle
Sean McElroy Cervical cancer dx on the rise in just the last few months. Irregular cycles, infertility and miscarriage abound. Women ready to deliver are turned away if unvaxxed. Jugular clots in young men but dx with mental illness when they claim it was the vax (in major NY hospital). Nursing infant died with multiple organ failure 2 days after mom had vax. I have friends in healthcare across the country who are seeing this increasing trend on a daily basis. They are told that "any death is a covid death". They run PCR's at high cycles on the unvaxxed only. Running case numbers high with PCR false positive results. PCR is 95% inaccurate according to Dr. Roger Hodkinson, virologists and pathologist.

David George
Greg Patterson
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Devin Ketting

Sean Mcelroy

Charlotte Dea

Alicia Marie one week later (later from What?)

Kimberly Elizabeth

Alicia Marie im 62 haven't had a period in 25 years. I went on a day trip with daughter who was just vaccinated. 2 days later full blown period. My doctor did test an internal ultrasound...Absolutely no reason to have period! Nothing showed up

Charlotte Dea

Sean Mcelroy That is not right!

Jennifer Walde

Sean Mcelroy if you look on the Canadian government page with reported adverse effects. There have been miscarriages report post vaccine.

Sean Mcelroy

https://apnews.com/article/fact-checking-afs:Content:9765563716 Pathologist falsely claims COVID-19 is a...
Brea Berry

Sean Mcelroy https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/datarequest/D8;jsessionid=ED39A69F4E234FD5F3EC28656265

You can go hard on that site and see how many have had adverse effects from the crapccine, miscarriages, as well as deaths etc.

As medical establishments are to make reports on www.vaers.hhs.gov, stats can increase or decrease as they are only made public for 2 weeks I believe.

WONDER Message

wonder.cdc.gov

Jeanne Bradley

The vaccine is NOT approved!

https://www.facebook.com/759384164/posts/10159857066339165/

Richie Furay August 27 at 7:57 AM

WELL NOW, ISN'T THIS INTERESTING:
On August 23rd all the mainstream or agitprop media outlets were trumpeting… More

Sean Mcelroy

https://apnews.com/article/fact-checking-afs:Content:9765563716 yes let's all listed to a dr who was debunked last year and has zero credibility with any legitimate agency.

Pathologist falsely claims COVID-19 is a...
apnews.com

Anthony Stephens

Sean Mcelroy who do you work for?

Irene Ginori

Kimberly Elizabeth the vaxxed are shedding to the Unvaxxed. Spike protein and Graphene.
Mary Jane Stepp Myers
Sean McElroy seriously who are you trusting for this info.

Pam Bartlett
Paula Clark Burton yet

Deb Lubbe
Spectrum Nurse RN it has been a nightmare on so many levels. No one wants to look at the circumstances. She has been in a "care" facility for 4 months. It's Bazaar. The entire shut down was not good for most people

Hayley Currier
Kimberly Elizabeth you "caught" the vaccine side effects from your daughter? You can't actually be saying this....

Summer Elise Doshier
Sean McElroy medically reviewed isn't what it seems right now. Even scientists are being censored.

Teresa Shackelford
Spike Cohen the truth? Lol

Danielle Davis
Sean McElroy USA today is not a reputable scientific journal ...

Quacksine Floura
Irene Ginori it's called transferring and it happened to me and I was diagnosed by an Obgyn. I don't have periods anymore but after being on girls trip around recently vaxxed I was bleeding for days. It's real.
Summer Elise Doshier
Friend got jabbed and just went to the doc a few days ago and found out there's mucus and inflammation around his heart. Never had previous issues, and the docs don't know why.

Brea Berry
Sean McElroy

https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/datarequest/D8;jsessionid=ED39A69F4E234FD5F3EC28656265

www.vaers.hhs.gov

Medical establishments are required to report to vaers when someone comes in with side effects from the vac.

These are made public for two weeks. So the results can increase or decrease if you do the search at a later date.

They have all stats of adverse effects, miscarriage, death, etc.

You can look it up per vax manufacturer or as a general search. IE h1n1, Covid, etc.

WONDER Message
wonder.cdc.gov

Sean McElroy
It's not but they link the study in the article. I know Danielle Davis you have to actually read for once. It's not a fake covid meme that you can cut and paste

Christie Lunsford Walker
Irene Ginori people who aren't actually searching for this type of information, have no clue what's really going on. There's lots of women whose periods are being affected due to being around people that are vaccinated.

Tricia Seyfert Whitcomb
Adrienne Lake i could not get the doctors to report my father's vaccine injuries so i am doing it myself! But it is not an east process and they are not counting all of them.
Gwen Biedler
Alicia, I believe it, but many are saying we're making it all up! But that's crazy! Because if the jabs were so safe, why wouldn't we be WANTING them, you know? They are NOT safe, and we're trying to warn people, but I think the ones that already took the jabs have had some brain damage from them. I think that the fear mongering done to them made them think that the jabs were the only way to 'get back to normal,' and now, we ALL know THAT ain't happening--EVER!

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Sean Mcelroy
Summer that is the funniest thing I have ever heard. A vaccine that works on a body and is not transmitted from person to person… or we wouldn't need to get people to be vaccinated you could just walk by them. Transferred that to you. Holy cow either you are the dumbest person or the funniest person I have ever met. Oh man that's hysterical

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Sue Rosinbum
Spike, no, it wasn't. Think they’ll report these stories??

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Sean Mcelroy
Brea berry you did read above how anyone can submit to vaers right. I proved it earlier. Thanks for being a day late and a dollar short there buddy.

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Gwen Biedler
Alicia, and I'm sure it's on the rise!

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Gwen Biedler
Patty, I agree! But I've not managed to turn ANY around in MY circle of fam/friends! It's crazy!

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Aj Goshorn
Deb Lubbe Any vaccine

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Sean Mcelroy
And luckily more people are coming around to how safe they are Gwen and not listening to what people say on places like Facebook. Look at all these comments and all are based on fake information and all of it from a website or a blog post.

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
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Michelle Holcomb

Vaccination Considerations for People...
cdc.gov

Sean Mcelroy
Exactly. Hey Michelle Holcomb how come you decided to post a real article and not a fake one? I'm just curious lol

Scott McReynolds
Tricia Seyfert Whitcomb doctors do not want to take the time to submit the reports...takes way to long and they so many patients who need their attention. And yes, it is not an easy process to submit it...

Sean Mcelroy
It's very easy you can submit to verse web site it will be reviewed and researched. Just don't say you became the hulk that one was taken already

Aj Goshorn
Leon Robbins Unlikely as she has a similar results with two vaccines...The vaccine prior to the COVID shot was far worse...

Quacksine Floura
Hayley Currier no the spike proteins “transferred”. It’s a real medical term. I work with scientists and it’s real.

Quacksine Floura
Kimberly Elizabeth this happened to me. I am 44 had an ablation several years ago and don’t get my Period anymore. After being around vaxed girls I bled for days

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Tamara Ward
Sean McElroy you clearly have no medical training or even a fundamental understanding of the VAERS process yet you harass anyone who disagrees with you. What a sad little life you must live.

Andy Jackson
Americans need to stick together. This arguing and division is absolutely by design, our government is liking it as it gives them more opportunity to take away even more rights AND foreign governments are liking it as well.

This Sean guy has every right to speak his mind but, if he doesn't understand that FREEDOM and PERSONAL CHOICE is infinitely more important than safety...let him believe that.

Arguing is not going to help. Neither side will change their mind and it just spreads Americans even further apart from each other than we already are.

Love one another and we can win.

God bless America and God bless all of you.

Try to stay safe.

But ALWAYS stay free.

Sean McElroy
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSL1N2MG256

Fact Check-COVID vaccines do not ‘shed’...

Quacksine Floura
Gwen Biedler I’m so sorry. It must be so lonely. I work with scientists and researchers so I’ve been surrounded by people all along that advised me Not to take the shot. Even my Dr doesn’t advise it to anyone under 80.

Sean McElroy
What scientist do you work around that believe that?

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Tiffany Lechelle Bixby
Sean McElroy they are giving patients drugs that make them sleep. If they don't wake up in 72 hours (CDC's NEW policy) they want to remove vent. If you don't have a high tolerance it's going to take them longer. It's only common sense. They are killing people left & right. I pray vaccinated or not you and your people are safe. Our government does not care! I've seen with my own eyes & I pray nobody else has to see the truth the hard way! God bless & take care!

on Mon Like Reply More

Rebekah Piña Kurth
Kimberly that's often a sign of reproductive cancer. Please get a second opinion.

on Mon Like Reply More

Nancy Louise Phillips-Auld
Quacksine Flura yes...and read the articles on "shedding"....but they have hidden that from the general public. The vaxxed are getting and spreading the virus and variants at a higher rate than the unvaxxed....they found some people have something in their blood that gives them natural immunities to this virus AND that "shedding" is causing variants.

on Mon Like Reply More

Terri Lindley Petty
Sean McElroy how safe what is?

on Mon Like Reply More

Tamara Ward
Sean McElroy of reproduction is not a demonstrable issue, including spontaneous abortion then why the 1.6 billion designated to investigate the effects of female menstrual cycle/reproduction? #clueless

on Mon Like Reply More

Lorraine Picciuolo Donaldson
Those that insist on everyone getting the vaccine, show us what's in it. Prove that it is safe to take. Prove that it is better than eating right, exercising, getting Vitamin D from the sun and/or supplements, and taking vitamin C and Zinc, etc. Prove that the pcr tests for covid are finding covid virus and not the remnants of a past virus or other covid virus, like flu or cold. My guess is you can't because we are being deceived. The virus was made and released by the same people selling the vaccines. The vaccines don't stop you from getting covid, they don't stop you from spreading it and they have horrific side effects and could quite possibly end in death. Too many people know the truth and will not allow them to force us to take something that could kill us.

on Mon Like Reply More
Gwen Biedler
Stats coming out of several countries show vaccinated people are spreading Covid-19, as evidence mounts the vaccine is actually causing viral variants and infections as experts predicted. [https://newsrescue.com/2500-covid-spike-seen-in-spain-peninsula-despite-99-vaccinated-population-similar-pattern-observed-globally/](https://newsrescue.com/2500-covid-spike-seen-in-spain-peninsula-despite-99-vaccinated-population-similar-pattern-observed-globally/)

Tricia Seyfert Whitcomb
Spectrum Nurse RN Boosters start on or around September 20th. Just. Say. No.

Laurie Tomasino
Leon Robbins And if the USMC insignia in your profile pic is there because you served, you should be ashamed of yourself.

Bonnie Jean
Loraine Picciuolo Donaldson doesn’t stop you from spreading it.. u are more then likely asymptomatic and spreading it more! Can Carey high viral load as a vaxed person and not know it thus super spreaders.

Aaron Ed
Loraine Picciuolo Donaldson your right the ones selling the cure are the ones that made the problem. This is very common
Bonnie Jean
Lorraine Picciuolo Donaldson doesn't stop you from spreading it.. u are more then likely asymptomatic and spreading it more! Can Carey high viral load as a vaxed person and not know it thus super spreaders.

Kelly McComas Scarff
Bonnie Jean Not true. Do your research

Ashley Supernault
Sean Mcelroy a reuters article doesn't mean much when manufacturers and federal websites state differently.

Sean Mcelroy
And please send me a federal web site that says different.

Alba del Valle
Sean Mcelroy reuters is the main "fact checker" for facebook and heavily funded by Bill Gates. That alone is a warning.

Bonnie Jean
Robert Baron

Michael Richardson
Lorraine Picciuolo Donaldson exactly right. There is no better prevention than getting off the couch and in shape. Stats don't lie, 80% of hospitalizations are overweight or obese but nobody is pushing that. Rather, sit at home, stay unhealthy and get a shot… hate it…

Amanda Cox
Sean Mcelroy the CDC admitted this…FINALLY!! You are a bit duped
Delia Kane-Acosta
Sean McElroy do ur fact checking there are a bunch of scientist who have put there jobs on the line.. plenty of hospital staff losing there jobs over this.. doesn’t that concern you at all?

Norma Jean
Aaron Ed Chinese virus, Chinese masks, Chinese vaccine.

Laura Horton Canaday
Sean McElroy u don’t shed anything or spread what’s in the vaccine - what they are saying is since the vaccine supposedly lessens symptoms ppl don’t think they have it and can spread the virus which has been proven over and over - vaccinated carry Covid just as much as any unvaxxed and I personally know 3 ppl 1 a sibling all vaxed and exposed me and others to it- they also had symptoms - Also monoclonal antibodies are not the same technology as the injection

Brenda Bartlett Conley
Alba del Valle https://www.markmallett.com/blog/following-the-science/

Following the Science? - The Now Word

Brandon Etzler
Problem ??????
Brandon Etzler
Solution $$$$
Robert Alexander
Mary Jane Stepp Myers Sean must be a troll
on Mon  Like  Reply More

Brandon Etzler
Sean Mcelroy problem????
on Mon  Like  Reply More

Brandon Etzler
Solution$$$$
on Mon  Like  Reply More

Delia Kane-Acosta
Sean Mcelroy what about all the hospital staff willing to lose there jobs
on Mon  Like  Reply More

Darci Kleinert Cummings
Brandon Etzler OMG!!!
on Mon  Like  Reply More
Christine Laginess

Brea Berry I wonder why they are removing after 2 weeks, don't we want to know how the vaccine is affecting people and to understand this we need to know the full number over time. Removing vax deaths or injuries distorts the true picture.

Shirley Wensmann

Sean McElroy the thing is that a person can be vaccinated and still get covid. the symptoms will be less so the person may not know they have covid and will be spreading it wherever they go. The infertility aspect is the spike protein that is in the vaccine travels through the system. It likes to go where there is more bloodflow...the heart, the lungs, the ovaries, testicles.. and cause problems = infertility

Samantha Rae Pasquale

He needs to do it again!

LD Gale

Lorraine Picciuolo Donaldson this!

Ashley Heatley Kahanic

Sean McElroy

Sean McElroy I think the point of most of these posts is that there are major effects/stats that aren't being reported. ER doctors and nurses aren't required to ask patients if they are vaxxed. I know several nurses in different ER locations who said there is a noticeable increase in unexplained heart complications, heart attacks in patients with no pre-existing conditions, and strokes and they are being instructed to test for covid and when they come back negative they are not asked if they are vaxxed. If this type of thing is happening all over, that would make statistic inaccurate now wouldn't it.

Sean McElroy

What about them willing to loose their jobs. They want to have their “ rights” override their willingness to work then let em

Tamra Hartwig

Sean McElroy Does the Mayo Clinic (one of our high ranking research hospitals in Cleveland suffice??
Donna Jenkins Costello
Brandon Etzler go look at #protectthechildren

James Foster
Sean Mcelroy -Reuters?? You don’t understand the PR industry, cui bono, manufacturing consent or pharma hegemony evidently.

Charlotte Dea
Nina Swank It is the truth!

Sean Mcelroy
Tamara Hartwig. Sure send me a medical review they did and published I'll read it. I will never turn down a chance to be wrong

Kelli Church
Sean Mcelroy a recent study posted in the Lancelot said nurses who rcvd the vaxx held 251x more viral load than nurses who weren't vaxxed.

Aaron D. Pierce
Sean Mcelroy https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data

Cindy Phegley
Norma Jean and Chinese testing swabs imagin that

Sean Mcelroy
Kelli church if they did send me a link to the study
Christine Laginess
Adrianne Lake abc

Lah Lee
Sean Mcelroy why is rights in quotation marks?

Kelli Church
Sean Mcelroy the WHO adverse site has over 2 million reactions listed from all the Rona stabs.

Sean Mcelroy
https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data?fbclid=IwAR3SVn4nYllk4NP_uXAUcdvluZEGUYjXibrBeSoXawkBQaj0BcMflO2mtEg That link is broken pulls up nothing

Brandon Etzler
Donna Jenkins Costello well these who take the mRNA are spredding it and many kids who take the shots still count as unvaccinated

Mark Thomas
Sean Mcelroy you're dedicated to being a sheep aren't ya? Haha
Brandon Etzler
Donna Jenkins Costello

Ullie Kowcun
Summer Elise Doshier he needs to report this. Sounds like myocarditis. My daughter's best friend has it now.

Rhonda Cain
Brandon Etzler Right, saw this already, people are so blinded, scared and brainwashed, unfortunately children will be injured or worse before they take a stand.

Debi Ethredge
Loraine Picciuolo Donaldson

Mark Thomas
Alba del Valle correction...PCR tests are completely invalid because they're not to determine if you test positive or negative. So said the creator of the test....who "just so happened" to die...

Aaron D. Pierce
Sean Mcelroy https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data

COVID Vaccine Landing
openvaers.com
Michelle Holcomb the CDC also claims that if you've had Covid your immunity is insufficient, that you still need the jab. They even found a miniscule, unverifiable study in KY with a hundred people to "back" this theory up even though Israel has thousands and Cleveland Clinic has over FIFTY THOUSAND in studies demonstrating that getting Covid absolutely makes you immune! CDC only uses distorted sources created to make their points look valid. You MUST use more than govt sources for your information.

Dakota Underwood

Spike Cohen the VP we all wanted!!

Sean Mcelroy

He didn’t say that about PCR tests see the quote from the medical jour TEST a FRAUD?”, then introduces the alleged quote from Mullis, who invented the PCR method in 1985 and was recognized for this achievement by being awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1993 (here).

However, the quote is actually from an article written by John Lauritsen in December 1996 about HIV and AIDS, not COVID-19 (here).

The context around the quote shows Lauritsen is not saying PCR tests do not work. Instead, he is clarifying that PCR identifies substances qualitatively not quantitatively, detecting the genetic sequences of viruses, but not the viruses themselves: “PCR is intended to identify substances qualitatively, but by its very nature is unsuited for estimating numbers.

Debi Ethredge

Sean Mcelroy anyone who would be "Calling the vaccines “our single best tool for confronting a global pandemic that has taken 600,000 lives in this country alone,” is lying or ignorant, and certainly cannot be looked towards for any trustworthy info

Scott Thomas

Brandon Etzler . I wonder when the penny will drop?

Tracey Polk Cook

Lorraine Picciuolo Donaldson it doesn't seem strange that since the vaccine came out the number of Covid positive have also gone up.....
Tracey Polk Cook
Loraine Picciuolo Donaldson

hmmm can’t respond testing

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Alba del Valle
Sean McElroy

"Knowingly filing a false VAERS report is a violation of Federal law (18 U.S. Code § 1001) punishable by fine and imprisonment." Appears you are the should be doing some reading. People take fines and imprisonment seriously. I worked in healthcare; VAERS reporting is taken very seriously and always verified.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Darci Kleinert Cummings
Sean McElroy

then just look up VAERS on your own if you really want to see truth

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Darci Kleinert Cummings
Sean McElroy

people in the medical field have medical education, know more about science AND see what's happening to actual patients. If all of that makes them walk away from the jab, you ought to be afraid! Afraid of what they know, that you DON'T, and afraid of not having enough people to take care of you in the hospital when/if you need it because so many are leaving.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Debi Ethredge
Sean McElroy

I have heard many doctors interviewed, many who have treated over 1000 patients and lost none, or 1. These drs are easily accessible and still practicing. I have gotten no info from or on this guy
Besides that, original research is more reliable

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Joshua Melvin
Rhonda Cain

media.tenor.co

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

James Benson
Sean Mcelroy

James Benson
Sean Mcelroy

James Benson
Sean Mcelroy
Andrea Bache-Frangella

**Lorraine Picciuolo Donaldson** im not going to debate vaccine vs no vaccine but i will tell you that eating right, exercise and sunlight wont stop you from getting covid. I do all of that and still had covid. And i know plenty of other “healthy” people in the same boat as me.

Kenna Arcury

**Brandon Etzler** a good friends teenaged granddaughter had this same heart problem from covid. Thanks heavens she is better now. But not many girls have had this issue.

James Benson

**Sean McElroy** I sent the study to your DM

Shauna Christine

**Darci Kleinert Cummings** exactly. I’m 10+ years in and my career that I love will be over in about a month.

Brandon Etzler

**Scott Thomas** only when the vaccinated are willing to come together and stop pharma

Brooke Pickrell

**Rhonda Cain** I saw it too! They know there is a correlation. Sell the problem, then sell the cure. It a magnificent business plan

Brandon Etzler

**Sean McElroy** federal lololololol yeah because surely that makes it Trustworthy. You are funny. [https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data](https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data)

Carol McDonald

**Shauna Christine**
Debi Ethredge
Sean Mcelroy I have heard many doctors interviewed, many who have treated over 1000 patients and lost none, or 1. These drs are easily accessible and still practicing. I have gotten no info from or on this guy Besides that, original research is more reliable

Kevin Pachla
Andrea Bache-Frangella We'll all get it. The healthy ones will obviously fare much better.

Darci Kleinert Cummings
Shauna Christine my husband too. People won't understand the loss that's coming until it's too late.

Christine Schene-Stieg
Sean Mcelroy federal are all paid off by big pharma! Don’t trust them at all.

Cindora Palmer
Brandon Etzler isn't this horrible? Approved just in time to start treating all the children whose going to be having this as reactions to the vaccine.

Jewel Equality
Brandon Etzler right in time for the fda approved children's poison dart bam!

Stephanie Leytrick
James Benson can you DM me the study as well

Llogan Lewis
Just here to watch people argue with Spike Cohen because they don't know who he is.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Brandon Etzler

Sean Mcelroy https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinated-healthcare-workers-threat-unvaccinated-patients-co-workers/

Study: Fully Vaccinated Healthcare...
childrenshealthdefense.org

Brandon Etzler

Kelli Church yup https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinated-healthcare-workers-threat-unvaccinated-patients-co-workers/

Study: Fully Vaccinated Healthcare...
childrenshealthdefense.org

Cindora Palmer

Sean Mcelroy so you're going to discredit the CDC VAERS?

Tarah Kay

Llogan Lewis who is he ?

Bethany Lea Cranor

Christine Schene-Stieg they’ll all find out soon enough. Eek

Bethany Lea Cranor

Christine Schene-Stieg they’ll all find out soon enough.

Sean Mcelroy

Cindora Palmer you do know vaers is an open platform. Anyone can put something there. Again a guy put in a response he got the vaccine and it turned him into the hulk. It says on the front page by the cdc that anyone can reply and to not trust everything on it.
Brandon etzlee. That’s a false study. The study is being misrepresented. It found vaccinated health care workers with breakthrough infections caused by the coronavirus delta variant had higher viral loads — the amount of virus detected in a person — compared to patients infected with earlier strains of the virus. Furthermore, other studies that compare the viral loads between vaccinated and unvaccinated delta patients found similar amounts of viral material in the two groups.

THE FACTS: The website, The Defender, which is published by the anti-vaccine organization, Children’s Health Defense, posted an article this week that distorts the findings of a recent study of breakthrough delta infections among vaccinated hospital staff in Vietnam.

The misleading article, written by Dr. Peter A. McCullough and posted online on Aug. 23, claims the study found vaccinated individuals carry “251 times the load of COVID-19 viruses in their nostrils compared to the unvaccinated,” and pose a “threat to unvaccinated patients, co-workers.” The article falsely blames the delta-driven surge in new COVID-19 cases on vaccinated people who are “acting as powerful Typhoid Mary-style super-spreaders of the infection.”

Robert F. Kennedy Jr., who is the founder and chairman of the board of Children’s Health Defense and has a history of posting vaccine misinformation, tweeted the article in a post that was shared 3,000 times.

But the article, and associated social media posts, distort the study’s findings, according to the Oxford University Clinical Research Unit in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, which conducted the study in partnership with the Hospital for Tropical Diseases.

“It’s unfortunate that our study was completely misinterpreted and misquoted by an anti-vaxx website,” Chi Ngo, senior communications officer for the research unit, told The Associated Press in an email.

Ngo said the research unit does not support “any statement” shared in McCullough’s article and is working to report social media posts sharing the false information.

The study, shared online by The Lancet as a preprint for research purposes, has not yet undergone peer review needed by a scientific journal. It did not compare vaccinated people infected with the delta variant to their unvaccinated counterparts. Rather, it compared the viral loads of vaccinated hospital workers — who had been infected with the highly contagious delta variant — to viral load data from early in the pandemic.

The health care workers in the study had previously received the AstraZeneca vaccine.
but were infected with breakthrough cases in June.

“Viral loads of breakthrough Delta variant infection cases were 251 times higher than those of cases infected with old strains detected between March-April 2020,” the preprint paper reads.

While it is true that vaccines were not available at that time, the study was designed to compare how different strains of coronavirus impacted viral load, not vaccination status.

Lead authors of the study, Dr. Nguyen Van Vinh Chau, Dr. Guy Thwaites and Dr. Le Van Tan, released a statement late Friday to clarify this point further.

“The differences in viral load were driven by the ability of the Delta variant to cause higher viral loads; they had nothing to do with the vaccination status of the infected individual,” the authors wrote. “Thus the claim that vaccinated individuals carry 251 times the loads of SARS-CoV-2 in their respiratory tract compared to the unvaccinated people is a misrepresentation of the data.”

According to Ngo, the study shows that the delta variant is more transmissible and dangerous compared to earlier strains of the virus, and therefore safety measures like mask-wearing, hand-washing and social distancing are still advised even among vaccinated people.

“We strongly endorse vaccination as a critical tool against COVID-19 and the terrible consequences of the pandemic,” wrote the authors in their statement, noting that that their study does not undermine the “overwhelming evidence” that vaccines are effective at preventing severe disease and death due to COVID-19.

The authors also pointed to other recent studies that compare delta infections in vaccinated and unvaccinated people have found the two groups have similar viral loads — not that vaccinated people carry more virus.

Dave O’Connor, a professor of pathology and laboratory medicine at the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health who has researched the topic, agreed.

“The existing data, from multiple studies, in multiple continents, is that the amount of delta genetic material measured in the nose is similar between those who are unvaccinated and those who are infected despite vaccination,” O’Connor said.

And contrary to the false claim in McCullough’s article, experts say there is evidence that vaccinated people infected with the delta variant are less likely to infect others compared to unvaccinated people.

Jennifer Nuzzo, a senior scholar at Johns Hopkins University’s Center for Health Security, said those who are vaccinated and catch the delta variant of the virus can clear the infection faster than unvaccinated patients.

“This helps lessen the chances that vaccinated people who get infected will have severe illness, but also makes them less likely to transmit their infections to others as compared to unvaccinated cases,” Nuzzo said.

Kennedy told the AP on Friday that his organization had reviewed McCullough’s article in light of the comments by Oxford University Clinical Research Unit. “We are confident that
everything in our article is accurate,” Kennedy said. “However, we will also add links to recent articles that show equivalent viral loads in vaccinated and unvaccinated cohorts.”

Early Saturday a clarification note appeared below McCullough’s article acknowledging that the study compared two different variants of coronavirus, and “differences between these two groups aren’t a result of vaccination status alone.” The note also included links to two studies that found comparable viral loads between vaccinated and unvaccinated delta patients.

McCullough did not respond to a request for comment.

—

This story has been updated to include a statement from the authors of the paper, comment from Robert F. Kennedy Jr., and the clarification published by Children’s Health Defense.

—

This is part of AP’s effort to address widely shared misinformation, including work with outside companies and organizations to add factual context to misleading content that is circulating online. Learn more about fact-checking at AP.

Report: Climate change could see 200 million move by 2050

Alba del Valle

Sean Mcelroy the only case? I personally know of several.

Sean Mcelroy

Again you can easily look up the same information and see if it's right or wrong how are you all unable to look something up and see if it’s true or not?

Catherine Nicholson Hutchins

Sean Mcelroy Foxes guarding the hen house. Wake up.

Philip Paris

Sean Mcelroy
Sean Mcelroy
Jeez I thought someone would have some info that wasn’t regurgitation of old internet hoax’s. It’s really sad you have the ability to verify these things just by a quick search. Look up the article and who wrote it. Where did they get that same info and then read the info

Alba del Valle
Sean Mcelroy You are saying that 100’s of thousands of people ignore the reporting process and risk imprisonment. "Knowingly filing a false VAERS report is a violation of Federal law (18 U.S. Code § 1001) punishable by fine and imprisonment."

Sean Mcelroy
Well since all I get back is insults then I can only assume you are all upset for being wrong more times than you can count. Please go grab some more stats from a Qanon site or some meme on a post somewhere and then spend 0 seconds checking it. Come on don’t disappoint me now

Sean Mcelroy
Yea read what the front page on the cdc site says. Are you incapable of reading English??
Cindy Mcgirt
Megan Britt. Please read this

Chloe Belle
Looks like they sent in the 🤭 for damage control to this question

Fredreica Atkins Speyer

COVID-19 Vaccination

Fredreica Atkins Speyer

COVID-19 Vaccination

Sean Mcelroy
And I will drop the mic and walk off the stage. I like discussing these things with intellectual people who may differ but have info to offer and check. This is like playing chess with a stuffed animal just sad

Fredreica Atkins Speyer

Catherine Nicholson Hutchins
Sean Mcelroy I've not seen anyone so stupid displaying their ignorance so blatantly. Do some real research, not post fake news clippings. You have been heavily brainwashed by that same propaganda media.

Cindy Mcgirt
James Benson this is scary
Joshua De La Mont
Sean Mcelroy I believe the consensus is, you are swift in your quest to disprove anything that does not feed your agenda, however if it aligns with your agenda.. you whole heartedly accept it. Case in point. VAERS was a "goto" data resource for the investigative sector of the science and medical field long before Covid. Why is it now we are trying to water its content down?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

BrianN-Karolyn Strock
Where are our true and decent reporters these days? This foreign bio weapon is a synthetic mass killer and you encourage people to be hosts to this parasite. The Dr's treating this are failing their people. I've seen people diagnosed with the vid with covid pneumonia both vaccinated and unvaxxinated. They are sent home with nothing. Prednisone helps keep them out of the hospitals. Is not offered tho. First do no harm no longer means anything. Frontline has turned into final line for many. We are being denied true medicine that actually works. Where are our people?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Devon Lapointe
Sean Mcelroy you are missing the fact that misrepresentation on vaers can result in fines or worse and people have to check off that when submitting. Kind of makes it a lot more valid than what you might be insinuating. New studies are also saying that for every one entry on the database there is approximately 9 others who suffer same injuries and do not submit for various reasons (big one being doctors are claiming that the systems they are having after a shot is not in relation).

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy
Wow I guess the quanon idiots are all still hanging on and they are right here in one Facebook thread

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Angela Ledger
Spike Cohen BUT THIS IS THE BEST RESPONSE!!!! TRUTHS!!!!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Gabriel Arold
Sean Mcelroy If you think Spike Cohen has anything to do with Qanon, you are so grossly misinformed that you're not even worth engaging.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Andrzej Giergielewicz
Sean Mcelroy Imao in your own head that probably sounded brilliant

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Gabriel Arold
Spike commenting on a local news outlet in my area. It's an honor.

John Geeman
Sean McElroy do you have info to offer about the Vaccine? Do you have info to offer the short term and long term effects of it? Do you have info on how this vaccine was created so quickly when other illnesses and diseases still don't have a cure to this day? For someone claiming to be an intellectual, I feel as if you don't have those answers, because not even the vaccine creators have the answers.

Wade Logan
Gabriel Arold my thoughts exactly.

Joshua De La Mont
Also.. why is it "ok" we can say people that died after receiving the vaccine likely died from complications of pre-existing conditions, yet when people die with Covid.. its Covid and only Covid that killed them? Have you ever seen a death certificate in person? I've seen plenty. They typically have a series of diagnoses for death.. until lately which in some hospitals now just show Covid as cause of death. If you want to find truth, you have to stop making challenging statements, and start asking challenging questions, or nobody will listen to you.. which is your current situation.

Gustavo Zambelli Amorim
Sean McElroy https://www.geertvandenbossche.org/

DVM, PhD | Geert Vanden Bossche
geertvandenbossche.org

Andrzej Giergielewicz
Cindora Palmer of course he is because it doesn't support the safe and effective narrative

Sonja Feintech
Sean McElroy tell that to all the “trumpers” in the U.K, France, Italy, Spain, Australia etc who are fighting this. Oh wait…
Dave White

Joshua De La Mont it's not being watered down. People that do studies of any kind have to be aware of confirmation biases. That's why clinical trials are double blind and all research is peer reviewed. The CDC is just explaining to the public what everyone that uses VAERS data already knows.

Whitney L Lambert

Sean McElroy you sure do have quite the lengthy “cut and paste” responses to everyone’s rebuttals…

Whitney L Lambert

Sean McElroy you sure do have quite the lengthy “cut and paste” responses to everyone’s rebuttals…

Whitney L Lambert

Sean McElroy you sure do have quite the lengthy “cut and paste” responses to everyone’s rebuttals…

Sean McElroy

John Geeman. You asked a legitimate question. Let’s break it down. So this vaccine has been in research for several years. They were doing studies on other novel coronavirus strains of which there are over 40. When the pandemic hit they quickly got the genomic code and began adapting the current info to the research they have already had. This made the process very fast. This information is actually very readily available in multiple places. Also the studies on mRNA that has been in research for over a decade for cancer and other things. Now let’s look at the covid deaths are they really bc of death certificates. In a medical setting when a patient dies you have what’s called co morbidity for say a person with covid that had a heart attack. Since the virus does affect the heart you can show how that boils les to the thing that killed them. This is very normal if you died of cancer but had another cause of death both are put there.
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LeafIt ToBeever
Sean Mcelroy

Ruairi Johnston
Ashley Supernault you'd think Reuters would know better, they share board members with Pfizer

Mickey Smelser Lmt
Sean Mcelroy family that reports covid on death certificate gets a $5000 check.. hmmmm, a little incentive?

BrianN-Karolyn Strock
Gabriel Arold odd he believes his words and insults carry any weight. Bet he can't hold a job down or people just don't like him. I can't help but to think of how he is a leading authority on covid yet he still has time to get on here and couch us all on how misinformed we all are. Can we do a shout out on his behalf? "Hey America..Sean has all the answers!" Rest easy people..Sean is at the helm.

Kathlene Gerety Miller
Sean Mcelroy Read fast this one is censored. https://www.history.com/news/cigarette-ads-doctors-smoking-endorsement?fbclid=IwAR2R-xoTz7O-45LQ5bfrE0QSvTxbifexXEAhJkB OA2JyVfzq7_V763U4kI

When Cigarette Companies Used Doctors to...

history.com

Sean Mcelroy
Umm no they don't get 5000 I've lost family and that's not the case. Wow you really need to fact check that one. And 73 patients with SARS ??? You do know sars is a respirator type of viral infection. H1n1 the flue and more that I can rattle off are all the same family. Heili Sillard please tell me you know the difference between the family of a virus and the actual virus. That's like saying we're the specifies as homohabilis or aficanis lol
Joshua De La Mont
Dave White do you acknowledge confirmation biases on documented cause of death as well?

Tessa Tran
Sean McElroy and yes there are studies on mRNA but the actual creator, Dr Malone, warned them not to put this into humans at risk of the things that are happening right now! This isn't a vaccine, it's an experimental drug

Briar Mascheretti
Sean McElroy yup

Crystal Waters Hamilton
Gabriel Arolf i just had the same reaction!!!!

Joely Good
Sean McElroy There's no such thing as qanon.

April Wardlaw
Spike Cohen silence.

Katie Kurtz Hansen
Sean McElroy is run by the DNC. We know your trying to be an intellect but...

John Wimmer
That's a lot of words for “we don't care about the effects of the vaccine”.
Sean Mcelroy
Well unfortunately until we get actual medical related data that says there is an issue not much can be done. I've asked allllll day for info and I get nothing but fake quotes about mRNA and falsified studies and I showed the people the facts even based on the exact study given and then I get hit with insults. I'm all for science and that means if there is a real issue that can be replicated and shows a problem I'll be the first one sounding the alarm but right now it's just a bunch of I feel statements or I've heard or blatantly wrong info. Christine Barbour I do feel for ya and I am sorry if others shouted you down or called ya names.

John Wimmer
Sean Mcelroy, that's a lot of words for “the CDC doesn't care”

Jeremy Ruesink
Mickey Smelser Lmt you do realize families don’t list cause of death on death certificates?

John Wimmer

Paula Sparks Rego
Mickey Smelser Lmt Its patten is submitted as gene therapy.

Alissa Seering Orr
Sean Mcelroy maybe you need to quit taking baths in the Kool Aid!!!
Christopher Roskosh

Andy Jackson unfortunately for the past 20 odd years, an alarming number of citizens have that entirely backwards and need that illusion of safety at all costs.

Kristi Smith Zittle

BrianN-Karolyn Strock he cannot spell check or give actual substantiated facts. But we should all shake as he shares the same lame lies. I personally do not know who quanon or qanon is. But I do know after researching the immune system, virology, natural immunity vs artificially acquired, well, forgive me Sean if I choose to believe what I've personally uncovered for the past 29 years and from my experience working w moms, babies and children for nearly 20 as a midwife.

John Payne

Sean Mcelroy https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/wonderful-loving-mum-died-complications-24963751

'Wonderful and loving' mum died from...
Kristi Smith Zittle

**Sean McElroy** If you desire to earn respect from those sharing true accounts of family members DYING at least do a quick spell check or give actual substantiated facts. None of us will buy you sharing the same lame lies. I personally do not know who quanon or qanon is. But I do know after researching the immune system, virology, natural immunity vs artificially acquired, well, forgive me Sean if I choose to believe what I've personally uncovered for the past 29 years and from my experience working w moms, babies and children for nearly 20 as a midwife.

JasonFrakes AnnaWheeley

It’s amazing your job hopping allows you the ability to increase your vocabulary this much. Your page suggests you must have recently gotten a dictionary, that you don’t really like those job “thingys”, and this must be a fake profile that everyone is arguing with.

John Payne

Marla Cooke Price

Sean McElroy actually they don’t list both on death certificates, at least in my experience. Lost both parents to cancer but it was not included on their death certificates.

Sean McElroy

Kristi smith sorry a midwife is not a nurse nor a doctor. Did you study evolutionary biology? Virology? Hell even basic biology bc they covered allot of this stuff even in my freshman class. You just spout the same Quanon crap that every else says and bat your eyes and say what is that name?? Please I already respond 4 hours ago about natural immunity is not peer reviewed yet and the study has not even been submitted for study out of isreal. It’s sad I thought someone would have some real info from the other side but it’s just the same crap I’ve and over
Katrina Brown-Anderson

Spike Cohen! By far my favorite comment! 6

Dave White

Joshua De La Mont I am merely talking about VAERS data and what it's used for.

I will acknowledge that there are probably lazy doctors out there who are not diligent in filling out death certificates if you will acknowledge that there are people with underlying conditions that would have lived for years had they not caught the virus. Most people that die from influenza had underlying conditions. Having COVID19 and having underlying conditions are not mutually exclusive.

JasonFrakes AnnaWheelely

Sean Mcelroy It’s amazing your job hopping allows you the ability to increase your vocabulary this much. Your page suggests you must have recently gotten a dictionary, that you don’t really like those job “thingys”, and this must be a fake profile that everyone is arguing with.

Belinda Crash Manning

Patrick Herbert you seriously don’t know that the big leftist dollars own the media? Lawd help you

Ian Matthews

Belinda Crash Manning

Mike Horn yes. I know. This is why i will remain jab free

Belinda Crash Manning

No jab for me. I fully know the dangers
Belinda Crash Manning
Funny this keeps happening

Belinda Crash Manning
Guess im blocked from this page. LOL

Loraine Picciuolo Donaldson
Andrea Bache-Frangella Are you going to survive it? Are you willing to take Ivermectin or HCQ? Many Docs have had great results with it.

Jennifer Weber
BrianN-Karolyn Strock oohh a shared Facebook! So who cheated on who?? Come on! Spill the details!!!

Sean Mcelroy
Jason frakes. Thanks I have been blessed with not really needing to work a job I don’t like or outgrow. You should try it sometime. Take a summer off spend with family and friends. If you can’t afford it I can get a go fund me started for you

Kieu Gould
Belinda Crash Manning, they censored people's comments/replies. They filtered it and deleted so no one can see the truth.
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Kieu Gould
Belinda Crash Manning
(null)

Sean Mcelroy
Good they should del fake crap I'm glad I've been able to get a bunch of this removed today

Fred Dederman
Spike Cohen

Laura J Canter
Sean Mcelroy Do you drink your Kool-Aid with ice or room temp???

Tiffany Martin
Sean Mcelroy there isn't going to be medical related data because hospitals have gotten a big chunk of money to keep their mouths shut to these adverse reactions to the Covid-19 vaccine. My mother is currently dying after taking the vaccine, and I'll be more than happy and prepared to tell her story!!!!!

Sean Mcelroy
Yes please tell her my story if she is awake that is. Thanks

Caitlin Chamberlain
Sean Mcelroy Ummm... What drugs are you smoking. My midwives were ALL nurses. Go ahead and mansplain to women about their doctors.
Jeffrey Hoogland
Sean McElroy That's your problem everybody is on a side you think!

Darci Kleinert Cummings
Fredreica Atkins Speyer I'm already aware of their misleading info. They're going to say that the VAERS cases aren't verifiable but conveniently, they also won't verify them. I believe they've done a whole ONE autopsy since the vaccine came out. Hard to show poor outcomes if you won't acknowledge them

BrianN-Karolyn Strock
Kristi Smith Zittle his kind is always snarky. All words and no remedy. Easily dismissed

Caitlin Chamberlain
Belinda Crash Manning I can’t post anything to respond to the guy saying midwives aren’t doctors or nurses. You know cause I wouldn’t know that my midwives were in fact nurses.

Joseph Slabaugh
Belinda Crash Manning One of you blocked the other.

Katelin Benner
Sean McElroy a midwife is a nurse actually. They start as nurses and go on to continue their education. Just like nurse practitioners. They have the same privileges as doctors and can order tests and meds. And most go the more natural route at that.

Joseph Slabaugh
Gabriel Arold Hes a friend of an old friend, and a member of a group I'm in, and this friend posted it on the group. I saw his comment and mentioned it on her post.
Katelin Benner
Sean McElroy

BrianN-Karolyn Strock
Jennifer Weber just dig through your paper back romance novels Jen to get your nut off. That should keep you busy old girl.

Tavia Lynn
Tim Double, the comments on this post are interesting.

Joseph Slabaugh
Spike Cohen love you buddy

Debi Ethredge
Andrea Bache-Frangella what was your vit D blood level?
Are you overweight?
Taking zinc, vit C, ivermectin or HCQ?
Any underlying diseases?
How ill were you?
Kieu Gould

Sean Mcelroy  Biden wanted unvaccinated to take the jab to protect the vaccinated people. Let that sink in!

Our country is becoming a communist country. It's all about government control and power. I escaped the hell hole of communists to come here, so I knew the communist platform when I saw it. Vaccination is a tool to get power.

I love the freedom of America. Heck, I miss the freedom of America.

Kieu Gould

Chloe Belle I think they blocked me. Lol

Kieu Gould

Sean Mcelroy, you trust CDC?

Sean Mcelroy

That CB makes zero sense kieu Gould. A communist country would just make all the people do it at once no asking just do it. You do know the unvaccinated people causing the spread bc the virus is looking for hosts. I can’t believe I have to explain that to an adult. My 10 year old get this.

Kris Jackson

Sean Mcelroy

If it's looking for a "host" in the unvaccinated then why is it finding a host in the vaccinated ??
Meghan Johnson Dimasi

Sean McElroy midwives actually have to be a nurse first then get a masters degree in nursing before continuing on to obtain a midwife certification!!! Soooo yeeaaa. I don't even know why you made this comment cause I haven't read that far back but this alone makes your opinion invalid

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lori England

The regulatory submissions from the V mfg'ers describe the V as “experimental.”

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Shauna Christine

Darci Kleinert Cummings exactly. I'm sorry your husband is in the same position but thank him for standing up with us. I wish more could. But unfortunately they are being forced because they have no other way of making a living and that I understand. The president spoke of how he's made so many more jobs available since taking office...yeah because we are being forced to make a decision that is opening a lot of jobs.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sean McElroy

Leo's Jackson what are you talking about. It's in the people without a vaccine. Yea some breakthroughs have occurred and that's normal. You get a clue shot ya still get the flue it's just more mild and that's why the vaccine does. Midwives are not nurses in most states please if you are one that actually went to college and studied and got all of that than good for you

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sean McElroy

Good take the vaccine or get on welfare lol

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Braden Kimmel

Spike Cohen
Meghan Johnson Dimasi

Katelin Benner Im writing this to that Sean McElroy person but I keep getting an error too sorry a midwife is not a nurse nor a doctor. Did you study evolutionary biology? Virology? Hell even basic biology bc they covered allot of this stuff even in my freshman class. You just spout the same Quanon crap that every else says and bat your eyes and say what is that name?? Please I already respond 4 hours ago about natural immunity is not peer reviewed yet and the study has not even been submitted for study out of isreal. It’s sad I thought someone would have some real info from the other side but it’s just the same crap I’ve and over

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy

Ok well I’m sure once everyone has had a chance to watch OAN tonight or fox they will have more fake stuff to add. Well this has been fun

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy

Well said meghan Johnson Dimasi. Couldn’t have waid it better.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sara Luevano

Sean Mcelroy viruses are not considered to be “alive” by the biological definition (unlike unborn babies). They do not have any instructions other than to replicate. They don’t “look for hosts”.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sara Luevano

Sean Mcelroy viruses are not considered to be “alive” by the biological definition (unlike unborn babies). They do not have any instructions other than to replicate. They don’t “look for hosts”.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sara Luevano

Sean Mcelroy viruses are not considered to be “alive” by the biological definition (unlike unborn babies). They do not have any instructions other than to replicate. They don’t “look for hosts”.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mary Pittman

Truth

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Sharon Latimer
Spike Cohen maybe this is their way around being in a choke hold by the network?
on Mon Like Reply More

Donna Sprunk
Sean McElroy My heart goes out to the family. So sorry
on Mon Like Reply More

Jay L Kizer
Spike Cohen it will all disappear soon
on Mon Like Reply More

Allison Dickerson
If I've learned anything from this at all... it's that Sean McElroy SUCKS
on Mon Like Reply More

Paige Smiley
Spike Cohen but it sure is enlightening to hear first hand accounts of what we've all been thinking is going on
on Mon Like Reply More

Katie Kurtz Hansen
That happened to me too!
on Mon Like Reply More

Katie Kurtz Hansen
Ian Matthews Hunter....that you?
on Mon Like Reply More

Paige Smiley
Sean McElroy then why a huge spike after so many HAVE been vaccinated? Everyone I know who's had it recently was vaccinated
on Mon Like Reply More

Day Walker
Here to point out that Spike Cohen has more reacts than the post.
You're welcome.
on Mon Like Reply More
Sean Mcelroy

Spike is due to the unvaccinated you did see how 99% of allcas are unvaccinated in the south and west. And anyone who thinks a virus is not alive has zero understanding of biology. A fruit fly used for scientific study that kind that lives one day only to reprimand then die is a good analogy. A virus mutates thru evolutionary pressure. That's why we use virus to help understand evolution and evolutionary biology better. Anyone who took a freshman class in high school of biology should know this.

Teresa Henson

Sean Mcelroy turn the TV off and talk to scientists that aren't on the payrol

Sean Mcelroy

I have and as someone who has done some studies the reports are actuate ow my studies have been in evolutionary biology so I'm no epidemiology expert but man you don't have to to understand basic biology

Amber Rose Peters

Sean Mcelroy so if it mutates then how does the vax help

Mason Rieber

Sean Mcelroy actually I'm pretty sure the reason you still get the flu is because the vaccination is for the prior years strain. You get the flu because you contract the current years mutated strain, not that you're getting the prior years strain and just have mild symptoms. It also will likely help with any flu strain you do get. That is the big difference is that you could get a vaccine and still get the strain of covid the vaccine should be preventing you from getting.

Sean Mcelroy

Sara luevano you do know all cells are alive right? A zigot or the start of a new baby is nothing more than a collection of cells that are programmed with a code the genomic code from father and mother. Then the cells divide and multiply just like a virus. We're all code from rna and dna that's been changed over millions of years of evolution.
Erin Elizabeth

**Sean McElroy** if you are vaccinated and test positive for COVID you are NOT counted as a positive COVID case unless you are hospitalized. Which is why 99% of the cases are unvaccinated. Speaking of evolutionary biology - what happens when a virus can still be transmitted through a vaccinated population... is it going to try to mutate so it has an easier time spreading?

Joell Griswold

**Sean McElroy** come on. Be better...or at least smarter.

Joell Griswold

**Sean McElroy** we'll be watching the same time you're tuned in to CNN and MSNBC.

Lynn Renville

**Sean McElroy** You sound like a moron. I love that you talk about science but don't seem to understand the science. I am embarrassed for you. This isn't even a vaccination it mRNA gene therapy with graphene oxide as the main ingredient. Why don't you go do some research on mRNA and Graphene Oxide.

Yashinca Pontillas-Bonzo

**Sean McElroy**
Sean Mcelroy
Ok I'll answer both. If it mutates how do we know the vaccine helps... right now we do based on continued test of those getting the vaccine and lab test. Now if it keeps mutating we could be left with a strain that is resistant to the vaccine and then we’re in for allot of trouble that’s why herd immunity is so important. Flue vaccines are a combination of different strains bc that is always changing. The difference is that the flue vaccine is about 68-85 percent effective while the vaccine is about 90 for covid given the current information we have. Some break thru cases are possible and we’re predictable but those who have the vaccine and we’re post 2 weeks from second shot we’re only getting mild reactions. Lastly Erin Elizabeth asked a great question. If the virus reaches a population that has herd immunity it’s extremely rare that it mutates bc it needs so many cycles of being in a host and spreading. This was shown in a case of measles in the us when a somoli community did not vaccinate and is spread like crazy but never passed out of that area. Sss as me thing happened in France and it spread like wild fire thru the unvaccinated groups but within a few months it petered out. From a purely scientific standpoint we don’t know. It’s possible that the virus could mutate and even this vaccinated could get it and it could be bad news. Or we could reach herd immunity before that event happens. Great question

Sean Mcelroy
Lynn reenville are you that dense? 

Evan Peterson
Spike Cohen they’re certainly not going to get the responses they were hoping for now that you showed up!

The hero FB needs, but not the one it deserves!

Sean Mcelroy
Lynn reenville are you that dense?? This is a vaccine. Anything that introduce something into the body to create a response of the immune system is by definition a vaccine. That’s what it does.

Diana Rohmer Patton
Sean Mcelroy you need to research ... the largest population not getting the vax is physicians!
Julianna McDaniel
Sean Mcelroy Wow! A scientist who has reduced himself to a manager at Bob Evans? How's that working out for you buddy?
on Mon Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
I have not worked there in a loooong time. But it went well thank tou
on Mon Like Reply More

Michael Bambach
Sean Mcelroy you eat lead paint, wear a tin foil hat and live under power lines don't you?
on Mon Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
Finally got some good questions keep em coming
on Mon Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
I only do one of those those things lol
on Mon Like Reply More

Alan Hayes
Sean Mcelroy awesome vaccine then really isn't it. Does none of the stuff its supposed to do and could well kill you or leave you severely disabled.
on Mon Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
Well actually no evidence has been shown it causes severe disease or death and has been shown to help fight off this virus in every single peer reviewed study but nice try
on Mon Like Reply More

Richard Greene
Spike Cohen holy comments
on Mon Like Reply More

Amber Kay Jackson
Sean Mcelroy that's because they dont look into all the reports, theyyyy haven't found that it does but the evidence of all these people is a little hard to ignore
on Mon Like Reply More
Christine Wingle

Sean McElroy The three shots available in the US do not meet the CDC definition of a vaccine. The best we can say is that they are therapeutic medication.

Brandon Etzler


Brandon Etzler


Theresa Groves

Sean McElroy it's not a vaccine by definition

Matt Madsen

Sean McElroy 13,923 families would disagree with you, as a loved one who got the vaccine died. The info is out there, all you need to do is pull your head out of the sand.

https://vaers.hhs.gov/data.html
Keith Moseng

Sean McElroy I'll just leave this here.

Dee Hallett

Debi Ethridge i am getting ivermectin prophylactically via Frontline Drs. to prevent covid

Chris Hare

Christine Wingle until they changed those definitions.

Keith Moseng

Sean McElroy I'll just leave this here

Christa Swerzz

Matt Madsen And that's just 1% that are actually reported!!
Sean McElroy

Again that web site is open source so anyone can put stuff into that web site. A guy claimed he took the vaccine and now he is the hulk from the comic book. The csr even put up a disclaimer about how you can't read those things and believe them all I'll attach a screen shot from the cdc web site

Dee Hallett

Andy Jackson Brilliant

Dee Hallett

Kellye Sandlin

Christine Wingle It meets the classification of gene therapy. Manipulates our genes.

Adam Lovern

Sean McElroy you need to redo your research on whether or not virus is classified as life. It meets only one criterion for life: replication. It is nothing but an RNA sequence covered in a membrane. It has no DNA, doesn't eat anything, doesn't reproduce either asexually or sexually, and doesn't move around on its own. Scientists have been on the fence about whether to call it life for decades with a general lean towards saying it's not. That's the first thing we learned about viruses in life science in the 7th grade. Perhaps if you're going to lecture people about what they don't know, you might get your house in order first.
Linda Tagg

Sean McElroy Shouldn't the science be the same worldwide? Why are the Israeli studies so different from what the CDC says?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Susan Little

Kris Jackson right on!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

John Radcliffe

Sean McElroy actually, vaccinated carry the same viral loads as unvaccinated - within a few months of being vaccinated. Recent story of a man who went into the hospital for transplant, was vaccinated, whole staff was vaccinated, no visitors for 2 weeks, everyone wearing PPP, and he still got Covid. He had to have picked it up from someone who was vaccinated.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marlene Alkins

Sean McElroy the CDC

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marlene Alkins

Sean McElroy

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

John Bradley

Sean McElroy actually the vaccinated are becoming super spreaders because still contract and carry the disease, but since they are "vaccinated" they get less restrictions in most cases the the unvaxed. Hopefully you haven't let your 10 year get it yet because they still havent decided if it safe enough for kids under 12 to mandate for them, but yet its definitely safe enough for everyone else.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
John Bradley

Sean Mcelroy

Stuart Riley
WRONG! i suppose you can chop and change any definition you like... but you said by definition! WRONG! you dont get to define words I'm afraid:

In 1800, used by British physician Edward Jenner (1749-1823) for the technique he publicised of preventing smallpox by injecting people with the similar but much milder cowpox virus (variolae vaccinae), from vaccine (adj.) "pertaining to cows, from cows" (1798), from Latin vaccinus "from cows," from vacca "cow," a word of uncertain origin. A mild case of cowpox rendered one immune thereafter to smallpox. "The use of the term for diseases other than smallpox is due to Pasteur"

So there you go, you really should look at etymology if youre going to go around saying by definition...

Skyler Walker

Allison Dickerson well we at least learned he's either ignorant or a really bad liar. I'm guessing the first is more likely.

Susan Little

Hey SM, arent you an asphalt, concrete guy?

MJ Morris

Sean Mcelroy awww...aren't you precious. You believe everything the government tells you?
Patrick Dines
Linda Tagg Israel is much further a long in the vaccination game. They're already giving Israelis 4th shot

Cari Culbertson
Marlene Alkins yeah cdc has lost ALL credibility

Carol Hutto Gilmer
Sean Mcelroy Straightout lies!

Kieu Gould
Sean Mcelroy, there is no Qanon. It never had and never will. When you want to mention some group/person, please make sure you spell it correctly. And no, I'm not capable of reading communist English.

Joost Feskens
Spike Cohen did you expect this respons on your post?

Joost Feskens
Viola Hazelhoff 😇

Derek Kazinski
Sean Mcelroy awwwww ur a idiot. Lmao..... Wow ur blinders are frickin huge! People like u are what's wrong with everything right now! There had been no evidence?! Are u serious!? Please someone smack this guy upside the head for me!!

Rachelle Flowers
Caitlin Chamberlain he's an idiot. Sounds like he took some “vacation” aka government handouts while currently unemployed to study all about it. Maybe he'll move on to get a medical degree since he knows so much.
Sean McElroy
Nope never took a dime from the government. When you I'm eat well and make good money you don't need a hand out

Adolpha Dillard
Sean McElroy there is no evidence of anything yet because there are no long term studies.

Matt Madsen
Sean McElroy no evidence? I would say the co-worker of mine, who was vaccinated that died last weekend, would say otherwise.

Sean McElroy
Yes I would matt

Sean McMillian
Sean McElroy he said the CDC.... They all a bunch of political hacks now. The C-D-C....

Melinda Morlock Brooks
Sean McElroy only the J&J falls into that category

Sue Marley
Tessa Tran Considering doctors used to take an Hippocratic oath” my concern is why they are recommending everyone to have the “vaccination” that apparently doesn’t work, is this even a medical standard for doctors? Is ethics more important than protecting humanity? I guess it depends on how much you trust your doctor...

Crystal Trost
Sean McElroy wrong, I have close personal friends now missing periods, one who went in for blood clots and was in the hospital for days, another with inflammation around his heart and now can't raise his heart rate for at least 6 months, one friend she is losing hair. Don't be so naive, sir.
Sean McElroy
Crystal Trost correlation is not causation

Jay Jenkins
Spike Cohen

Matt Madsen
Sean McElroy so you are admitting that Covid is just a stronger flu virus? Since it IS part of the novel coronavirus strain, that would make it the flu, right? Which means that it will be around forever, right? I mean the common flu gets a new booster every year, why are they calling for a booster after only 6 months? Details aren't adding up.

Frederick Daniel
Jay Jenkins
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Matt they are similar yes but the genetic make up is a bit different.

That's like saying humans are the same as horse's bc we share 75% the same genetic code. Yes technically it's similar but no we're not.

Jay Jenkins thanks for throwing yourself on the grenade to save us all.

They are now studying the effects of this vaccine on women's periods!! It was all over the news this morning. Praying your friend is better I hope people do their research before blindly injecting their kids with this crap.

mind your own business. Your vaccine works, right?

the CDC also says there have been 7,218 deaths "conveniently after the shot", but they highly doubt it has anything at all to do with the vaccine.
WXYT-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Frederick Daniel
Jay Jenkins

Sean McElroy

Veg does not say they had 7218 deaths where did you find that

Alfonso Pena
Cindy Lou it's always mind your own business until you anti vaxxers are dying in the ICU saying I should've listened. There are more of you then what you non backed up stats say that is happening.

Sean McElroy
As of August 30, 2021, there have been more than 369 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines administered in the U.S. During this time, VAERS received 7,218 reports of death (0.0020%) among people who received a COVID-19 vaccine but a causal link to the vaccine has not been established, according to the CDC. "However, recent reports indicate a plausible causal relationship between the J&J/Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine and TTS, a rare and serious adverse event—blood clots with low platelets- which has caused death," according to the CDC website.

Sean McElroy
That's what happens when people refer to a VERRS site that is by the cdc said on that very site to not trust 100% bc anyone can place a thing on it. Yes they will check it but again you could put on there it turns you into the hulk, which someone did and it was posted there

Valkyrie Guerriera
Guess I'm a menace! All history making patriots are! 😏
Valkyrie Guerriera
Sean McElroy To think 100% of a population will adhere to a uniform standard is outrageous! haha gtfo! proud to be unvaccinated!!

Mary Beeson White
Sean McElroy you do know the vaxed can transmit yes?

Valkyrie Guerriera
Jay Jenkins I've taken Stats three times sir, and I still found that with a 99% confidence level, the virus is 99% survivable. 😞

Susan Case Prater
Jay Jenkins this is just an awful mean thing to say about anybody. Just we have to try to think about our safety first because of our medical history doesn't make us these ppl

Kathleen Jennifer
Erin Elizabeth THANK YOU for this info!

Buffy Nelms Smith
Sean McElroy if you look through the VAERS Covid vaccine they are reported as random events that all equal death.

Sammy Olivia
Jay Jenkins my body my choice works for abortionists. Right?

Sean McElroy
Again anyone can submit to the vaers meaning they can put anything in there. How do you not understand that

Jay Jenkins
Valkyrie Guerriera Real patriots get vaccinated
Vanessa Peet

Jay Jenkins unfortunately sir you are incorrect, this is a very poor comparison. If you are vaccinated then me being unvaccinated doesn’t affect you. You being vaccinated doesn’t protect me and me being vaccinated doesn’t protect you. I will stand for mine and your freedom that our ancestors fought for us to have.

Jay Jenkins

Sammy Olivia that’s a different argument for one abortion only Affects those getting a abortion. you getting the vaccine affects everyone you interact with

Jay Jenkins

Jodi Thompson I got a vaccine and I’m fine just like the millions and millions and millions of people who got it

Kathleen Jennifer

Sean Mcelroy your many words do not amount to truth.

Sean Mcelroy

Well said jay

Kathleen Jennifer

Adam Lovern truth. He’s bs-ing.

Jay Jenkins

Vanessa Peet You clearly don’t follow the science

Karen Stillings Miller

Jay Jenkins where’s the science on immunity from having covid antibodies? Kinda silent in that department. Makes you wonder why?

Danny Lucas

Jay Jenkins your health is not my responsibility.
Joseph Fernandez

IS THIS Why They Want to Change our DNA?
rumble.com

Chris Serna
Jay Jenkins

Richard Hodges
Sean Mcelroy Did you get that data off VAERS?? jk..

Joseph Fernandez

COVID Victims Memorial Tribute
rumble.com

Sean Mcelroy
Joseph you do know the debate is over for 20 years on intelligent design right?

Sean Mcelroy
Ahh a tribute to the non existent very well deserved from an irrelevant web site lol
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Ron Vinsant
Valkyrie Guerriera look it's sleepy creepy Joe attempting to talk about Afghanistan.

Sierra Cooper
Jay Jenkins wait I have one telling your woman/man that you never cheated and sleeping with another woman/man without a condom on is like telling everyone you’re a drunk driver

Ashley Edwards
Sean Mcelroy I understand that but does that not concern you even more that the VAERS is the only way that any vaccine injury is reported.

Meghan Beisel
Jay Jenkins if it only affected those getting one, they'd be the one that does, not the baby

Laura Pimental Wong
Sean Mcelroy Knowingly filing a false VAERS report is a violation of Federal law (18 U.S. Code § 1001) punishable by fine and imprisonment.

Sean Mcelroy
Nope not at all. Bc they check on all data and then give out the facts.

Ron Vinsant
Valkyrie Guerriera the comment above was meant for jay

Brad Collins
Jay Jenkins I am very proudly unvaccinated and will stay that way. Enjoy your fear. Lunatic.

Kimberly Lynne
Spike Cohen hmmmmm I wonder if it was shared in a few anti vax crazies groups?
Kendra Duncan

Sean McElroy well, BEFORE Covid-19, THIS was the definition of "vaccine." Kinda funny how it changed AFTER Covid-19 hit...huh?

Catrina Klop

Vanessa Peet your response is GOLD!!! Very well said

Frank Haiko

Jay Jenkins what are the contraindications? What is it made of? How do I know if I'm allergic to something in it? What do the long term studies show? When has gene therapy ever been used on humans before (it's not actually a vaccine it's gene therapy). Bet you can't answer one of these questions that are of life and death for some people. After you get the vax, can you still get Covid? Can you still give it to others? If your vax works why do I need it? What do you think of people with natural immunity? Bet you won't reply to this, at least intelligently.

Cris Eaton Welsh

Sean McElroy then check cdcwonder.gov

Sean McElroy

Lol the gene therapy response ahh the Hail Mary of the anti vaxer
Cris Eaton Welsh
Sean McElroy then go to https://wonder.cdc.gov/

CDC WONDER
wonder.cdc.gov

Melissa Hughes
Kimberly Lynne I am fully vaccinated, however I am anti mrna injection.

Sean McElroy
Lol cris we already answered that nice try

Dederman Dean
Jay Jenkins

Dederman Dean
Jay Jenkins
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Dederman Dean
Jay Jenkins

Nick Robinson
Jay Jenkins I'm proudly unvaccinated

Val Spratte
Sean Mcelroy sooo sanctimonious

Sean Mcelroy
I'm surprised you can spell that
Rhianna Miller
Karen Stillings Miller I had covid in October 2020. By January 2021 I had no detectable antibodies. And I am STILL sick.

Diane McGuire
Alfonso Pena I know more people in hospital after the shots than before and one died they are all had double jabs! There are 2 friends in hospital now both had their shots.

Samantha Swartz
Kimberly Lynne all the anti-vax groups have been deleted and censored.

Christy Stamper
Sean Mcelroy Lol! Stop with the catch phrases! Believe me, people have caught on. Yes there are those that have to have their brain pull started like a chain saw. And yes, you have them. Big accomplishment. But people who have enough intelligence to have an original thought, are not buying what you’re selling. You’ve over reached. Anti vaxxer we have all had our vaccines. We all have had what we were supposed to get. Most get the flu shot. So drop cnn's catch phrase. You make yourself look foolish

Ben Taylor
Ashley Edwards if you held the pharma companies liable for inherits and deaths without gag orders... that might help.

Sean Mcelroy
Spoken like a true anti vaxer

Briony Georgiou
Christy Stamper Sean is a bit sad lol

Sean Mcelroy
Yeah truth can be sad when it does not fit you’re narrative
Afzan Abd Kadir
Spike Cohen omg am sorry I thought it's spike protein!

Briony Georgiou
Hmmm. I wonder if discounting 70k+ accounts of vaccine death and mayhem, makes you blind, psychopathic, or merely stupid?

Lyss Lemon
Spike Cohen

Donna Curry
Sean McElroy you can't be real. Israel 90% vaccinated and epidemic breakout of Covid! The vaccinated cause this! And they are the super spreaders!

Donna Curry
Sean McElroy you can't be real. Israel 90% vaccinated and epidemic breakout of Covid! The vaccinated cause this! And they are the super spreaders!

Joel Diaz
Spike Cohen vaccines should be a choice, not all work, not all people can take it cuz of medical or religious reasons, but oh how the government has planned ahead to eliminate such exemptions in varying states or make you jump through so many loop holes just to get said exemptions.

Briony Georgiou
Kimberly Lynne Hmmm. I wonder if discounting 70k+ accounts of vaccine death and mayhem, makes you blind, psychopathic, or merely stupid?
Sean Mcelroy
Lol first you anti vaxer say 7000 deaths now it’s 70k. You all need to get on the same page and pick a fake number and lie. Come on get on the same page

Sean Mcelroy
That chart makes no sense lol

Linda Mace Hight
Jay Jenkins I thought that was the common core reasoning. It's been going around for years now.

Briony Georgiou
Sean Mcelroy It tells your body how to create toxic spike proteins. Enjoy your infinite boosters.

La Shawnda Washington
Jay Jenkins u a lie

Chuck Holder
Briony Georgiou where can we find that data?

Cherie Uvitz
Joseph Fernandez


Fauci-Funded Wuhan Lab Viruses Exhibited...
Sean Mcelroy
Lol I love how briony understand absolutely nothing ignorance is bliss thanks for providing that just by being you
on Mon
Like Reply More

Rob Crossan
Cheryl Koster where did this data come from?
on Mon
Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
Rob crosssn from the best trusted place Twitter
on Mon
Like Reply More

Joseph Fernandez
Sean Mcelroy Al bot sure have improved!
1
on Mon
Like Reply More

Briony Georgiou
Sean Mcelroy Don't worry Sean. Just keep on with the cognitive dissonance. That way you need never come to terms with the biggest mistake of your life
2
on Mon
Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
Lol
3
on Mon
Like Reply More

Stacy Groleau
Sean Mcelroy what about Europe's reporting site for adverse reactions there data is false also I suppose???
4
on Mon
Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
I think I made it by talking to you yeah I’m sure lol
Sean Mcelroy
Yes same thing . How did you not understand this?

Norma Prado Rodriguez
Donna Curry I got the vaccine and now am positive after 1.5 years negative. So pissed

Bryce Brown
This went south real quick

Sean Mcelroy
Well glad you got vaccinated will be not as hard on ya if you were not

Kathy Steel
Rhianna Miller Did they check your t-cell immunity? Those detect the long lasting immunity. They found people who had SARS 1 in 2003 and still had immunity in 2020. I’m so sorry people were not given early treatment for Covid. My family had Covid in December, got antivirals and I had a 7 day mild event. The biggest mistake in our country was not treating people with known medicines. If you know people who get it now tell them to get monoclonal antibodies quickly after a covid positive. They are free. Hope and pray you get better soon!

Timi Mason
Jay Jenkins my ex boyfrend sister died weeks after receiving the jab and some goes for her ex husband and now her son is with out a mother and father! Yes I’ll be a menace !!!I’m not getting that!!!

Coralee Schindel
Spike Cohen at least your american main stream news still allows comments on their social media or news articles. In Canada we have no voice.

Richard Hodges
Stacy Groleau I didn't know they had one!
Sean McElroy
Good for Canada

Nancy L George
Coralee Schindel sorry to hear this. Praying for your country.

Ryan Bracius
Sean McElroy Thin the heard. Save the planet.

Sean McElroy
Not sure about that

Rachel Black
Coralee Schindel we don't have much here in US. We're being heavily censored and having our posts changed and deleted and our accounts terminated. Stay strong and pray for each other to get through this

Joe Broderick
Someone doesn't understand math.

Denise J. Clark
Adolph Dillard We are the long term study!!

Nancy L George
Farts
Karen Stillings Miller

**Sean McElroy** FDA site clearly states heart problems.

Gregory L Schmitt

**Christy Stamper**, people like Sean don't just look foolish, they are foolish. The simple fact that they label anyone who doesn't want to be part of the highly politicized, highly monetized, so called vaccine experiment as anti-vax, shows their 2nd grade level thought process!!

Joy Watkins

**Afzan Abd Kadir**

Cheryl Koster
Ashley Edwards

Ben Taylor oh I absolutely think they need to remove this.

Karen Stillings Miller

Sean McElroy FDA clearly states they have issues with men under 40 having adverse reactions to myocarditis and pericarditis. Israel also has many studies, look them up. They won't let me post anything here.

Karen Stillings Miller

Sean McElroy yes there is

Oleg Karin

Jay Jenkins Yes, this is correct - you get much higher viral load after vaccination and become more contagious (according to the latest published research) So, if you got a shot, you are actually more dangerous for everyone you interact with.

Heather Trump Henry

Donna Curry 100%

Adi Rose

Rob Crossan www.ourworldindata.org

Our World in Data
Heather Trump Henry
Gregory L Schmitt exactly I am totally pro vax.... In all areas that I can think of except this...
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cindy Marie
Stefania Di Pascale-Bowler me too! Normally "experiments" have control groups that do NOT receive the jab/variable and another group that does. This is science is supposed to work! Without a control group, it is impossible to know if the variable did or did not make a difference.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cheryl Koster
Donna Curry he's lot in his brainwashing. Just block the troll.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lyn Anders
Keep believing the lies! V people are suffering and dying and are getting debilitating long haulers cvd.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Daniel J. Coon
Spike Cohen nice of you to stop by! I'd like to see your smiling face and eloquent voice speaking at a school board meeting!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Hortmx Kxkeod
Xyzw tv - DO A STORY ON THE TRUTH FOR ONCE. Evil can't hide -GOD WONT LET IT. The truth will come out that this was depopulation and u will be help accountable for ur lies and will never be trusted again. Ur siding with the devil - that's the losing team.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
According to Dr. Charles Hoffe, the Moderna shot contains 40 trillion mRNA molecules.

Just 25% of these molecules remain in your arm, the rest picked up by your lymphatic system and transported to the body. Your body will create millions of copies of these particles.

Circulated to the immune system, into the vascular capillary network, turning smooth cells into rough, spiked cells that more easily clot.

Nancy L George

Jay Jenkins an your a total nut case. I think that vax went to your head and fried your brain. Please show us all your vaxxer papers.
Cayman Russell
Spike Cohen

According to Dr. Charles Hoffe, the Moderna shot contains 40 trillion mRNA molecules.

Just 25% of these molecules remain in your arm, the rest picked up by your lymphatic system and transported back to the body. Your body will produce billions of copies of mRNA each day.

Circulated through the system, into the vascular, cavernous network, turning smooth cells into rough, spiked cells that more easily clot.

Connie Barata
Coralee Schindel I just got suppressed on Twitter for expressing views on the vaccines.

Kelly Vera
Sean McElroy it is NOT a vaccine by your precious CDC's own definition... on THEIR own website.....GO LOOK THAT UP!

Laurie Ann
Donna Curry I'm not sure the vaccinated "caused" an outbreak. I think the vaccine is causing many people's immune systems to deteriorate. According to the CDC, early vaxxed citizens are developing "serious disease" (they didn't give details) and are apparently 68% more susceptible to catching and falling ill from variants than the unvaccinated.

Kelly Vera
Valkyrie Guerriera Pureblood.
Nancy L George
Jay Jenkins come back and tell us your still fine 5 years from now if you can.

Laurie Ann
Crystal Trost a female friend of mine had a stroke. Another male friend was hospitalized with "generalized heart problems" after the mixed Pfizer/Moderna crap and ended up with blood clots and an open heart surgery.

Katelynn Counts
Stefanie Brown

Katelynn Counts
Stefanie Brown

Joanne Burns
Cayman Russell this is brilliant. Could you send me the link. Thankyou

Stephanie Perry
Cayman Russell Shannon Brodnik your grandma- towards the middle

Linda Rapsis
Jacqueline Debbie how about these comments?

Kerri Strech
Cayman Russell I'd like the link to this as well please.

Suzi Alesso
Cheryl Koster so deaths went from 0.2 per million to 3.4 per million? LOL.
Kelly Whelan DiBacco
Cayman Russell amazing - perfectly explained

Kerri Strech
Joanne Burns did you get a link? It won’t even let me ask.

Katelynn Counts
Stefanie Brown

Sage Moon
Spike Cohen

Tina Massey Swegles
Sean McElroy but most are required reporters and the site even says its only about 1% reported.

Alex Snelgrove
Sean McElroy Yes, a doctor, Dr James Laidler boasted that he’d reported to VAERS that a flu vaccine had turned him into the hulk and he should have been prosecuted because not only is "filing a false VAERS report is a violation of Federal law (18 U.S. Code § 1001) punishable by fine and imprisonment" it has been used by vaccine-injury deniers ever since to undermine the validity of VAERS and give the impression that vaccine caused injury and deaths are not real.


Sami Duncan
Cayman Russell I click on and no noise just pic which are unclear.

Tara Ann Goettl
Kimberly Marie Amos
Randy
Penny Boyd Croft
Cayman Russell i would like the link to this video. Thank you for sharing.

Jill Wilson
Cayman Russell very interesting. Where can I find this video?

Jill Kizer
Lyn Anders I’ve had a few people I know collapsing from shortness of breath, having miscarriages and dealing with blood clots where they never had trouble before this shot. Our government is not for us right now these shots aren’t safe. More and more providers & people are speaking up and realizing the truth.

Tina Massey Swegles
Cris Eaton Welsh someone better back up the data before 9/17 website maintenance

Anna Mae Wickey
Cayman Russell thank you for sharing!! He breaks it down so well!

Jill Kizer
Connie Barata that tells you something doesn’t it?! Why delete it unless what you’re saying is true & they’re not wanting it heard?! So irritating

Tina Massey Swegles
Sean Mcelroy they will never admit a causal relationship.

Niki Foster
Amanda Dion Lauren Leon Paige Katrina Kylie
It won’t let me guys and girls. I’m sorry. Try screen recording it.

Sean Mcelroy
Lol wow tou made a graphic of fake numbers good job

Daniele Williams
Lyn Anders you are right that is happening, I’ve worked the covid unit and have seen it, but should we inject people with something that does the same thing or causes problems? The crime is the withholding of potentially life saving early treatment that many physicians have tried to present and yet are silenced and censored. That is criminal! Dr Peter McCullough is one who presented an early treatment protocol to HHS in March of this year and stated if put in place it could have prevented up to 85% of deaths! But it fell on deaf ears and the emphasis put only on the vaccine and it was pushed and pushed while people are sent home time and time again after testing positive until they become so sick they are finally admitted to the hospital and put on a protocol that has failed many, because they won’t try anything else. What has happed to the physician practicing medicine and trying something else when one thing isn’t working? They aren’t doing this and that is killing people. One dr even tried to prescribe a patient high dose vitamin C because there has been success in other places using it and it was cancelled by the pharmacy!!! Why? If it has potential to help don’t you think they should at least try it! Why are they blocking these types of treatments? These are safe and effective medications that have been around for decades with practically no side effects.
Marnie Del Beauchamp
Cayman Russell can you possibly DM this video to me??
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marnie Del Beauchamp
Cayman Russell can you please message this to me?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jane Ernst
Cayman Russell this is terrifying!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marnie Del Beauchamp
Randolph Penny Boyd Croft me too please
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Alicia Veloria
Jill Kizer we live in Hawaii and they are trying to mandate the shot. We don't know anyone who has died or even was hospitalized with Covid but I'm hearing the shot has hurt many but the government and media are covering it up.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Denise Hedrick
Shellie Almond Ridenhour
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cayman Russell
Screen record it. I doubt it'll be available much longer.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Zen Miller
Spike Cohen
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jill Kizer
For the one laughing be glad it's not you it's not a laughing matter you're sick. Get this shot if you want just don't do it without researching the other side to this.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Sean Bell
Cayman Russell this is terrifying

Lora Jean
Jay Jenkins So far.....long term side effects yet to come! 2

Colin Lewery
Cayman Russell sent to me too please!!!

Jill Kizer
Alicia Veloria yes it’s scary! The ones I’m seeing we’re pro covid shot & now they’re second guessing this. Now it’s too late to remove it.

Jia Christopher
Spike Cohen we need to hold WXYZ-TV Channel 7 your feet to the fire. Tell the truth. Investigate. Do real journalism.

Tracey Ellen
Megan Bleich Newman

Lora Jean
Jay Jenkins So far.....but long term, adverse events are yet to come! 2

Jennifer Golomb
Cayman Russell can you please Send me a link to the video

Scheresa Erickson
Mallorie Williams listen to this the video that Spike screen recorded
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Christy Rodriquez
Cayman Russell can you please share this with me?

Tracey Ellen
Megan Bleich Newman

Jill Kizer
For the people laughing get your shot if that's what you feel is best just be careful.

Laura Laura
Anita Skora

Donna J Lewis
Suzi Alesso really? You think it's funny?

Melissa M Moline
Sean McElroy Since you have so much info on the vaccine, where can I find a study that it this vaccine will not cause ADE(Antibody-dependence enhancement) serious question....

Niki Foster
Lauren Leon Dion Amanda Katrina Kylie Paige Erin

Melissa M Moline
Sean McElroy Since you have so much info on the vaccine, where can I find a study that it this vaccine will not cause ADE(Antibody-dependence enhancement) serious question....

Raemie Cooley

Cayman Russell September 13 at 8:30 PM ·
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, formation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook
Rebecca Mattoon
WETM 18 News interview possibilities

Apryl Gaddy
Cayman Russell can you send this to me as well?

Jake Gray-La France
Cayman Russell Ethan LaFrance Logan Gray Melody Gray Skye LaFrance Tim Swick Timmy Dupuis

Natalie Jones
Cayman Russell Natalie Jones

Georgi Teodosiev
Christy Rodriquez
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=368929894896566&id=100000187378351&_rdr

Cayman Russell September 13 at 8:30 PM ·
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Mary Weiner
Cayman Russell Please send this to me.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Diane McGuire
Did they tell you this before getting the jabs?

Kerri Strech
i had to save the video, go into my Facebook saved videos, copy link, and the paste to post.

Denise Hedrick

Shellie Almond Ridenhour

Paige Williams
Ryan Williams thoughts?

Karren Fisher
Cayman Russell the spike proteins aren't the only thing circulating. Don't forget the graphene oxidewhich they insisted just stayed in the injection site in the beginning. Strange since it's purpose is to encase the spike proteins so they can enter the cell wall. Without it, it is very unstable and would die off before getting near a cell. Graphene oxide is nearly I destructible which is why they put it in the vaccines to deliver the spike proteins to the cells. So..they had to know it doesn't stay in the arm. It is poison by the way..just a little FYI for ya.

Paige Williams
Ryan Williams

Janine Hager
Cayman Russell where can I find this? Fantastic explanation
Caitlin Chamberlain
As an aside I hate the word mansplain but it fits right now.

Christy Rodrigez
Georgi Teodosiev thank you!

Mary Weiner
I got it, thanks!

Sonia Kennedy
Tahlee Minchin, Tj Perry

Christy Stamper
Stefanie Santiago Pensinger They opened up a can of worms with this question. I don't think the wind blew the way they wanted. What happened instead? The truth

Caitlin Chamberlain
Yashinca Pontillas-Bonzo I read about the Mareks vaccine because I have chickens. It made me wonder if it applied to covid. Here's a doctor supporting what I, a lowly 'uneducated' person, figured out with critical thinking skills.

Cayman Russell
Karren Fisher you're probably correct, however I didn't make the video lol

Christy Stamper
Briony Georgiou mayne all of the above? They really need a vaccine for that

Brittany Sue Waters
Jessica B Rosillo watch that video clip…. We were just talking about this Sunday!
Linda Carter
Jill Kizer I know a girl who had an allergic reaction to it and has had a horrible migraine ever since, it's been 6 months or more, she's been in the hospital and they could do nothing for her. Last I heard she went to Cleveland Clinic and is no better. She also has Audra and vision problems with it, can no longer work.

Denise Hedrick
Shellie Almond Ridenhour

Tara Fuhrman-Schmirler
Cayman Russell https://www.bitchute.com/video/qsTbE4yYxSC8/

Dr Charles Hoffe Talks Long Term Effects
bitchute.com

Tara Fuhrman-Schmirler
Jill Wilson https://www.bitchute.com/video/qsTbE4yYxSC8/

Dr Charles Hoffe Talks Long Term Effects
bitchute.com

Georgi Teodosiev
Apryl Gaddy see my comments to others.

Jennifer Baker Fetzer
Spike Cohen Maybe they should do something with this News story! I am an RN among many I know, and doctors and anesthesiologists that do not want this vaccination because it's not one!!!!!

Georgi Teodosiev
Colin Lewery see my comment to other.
Charity Gallen-Hagenaars

Diane McGuire  I just love how death ISN'T the first one

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jill Hope Godek

Katherine Hope Iadanza

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Hatcher

Gregory L Schmitt  he probably didn't even get the vaccine. He’s just unemployed and bored and it shows.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Hatcher

Sean probably didn't even get the vaccine. He’s just unemployed and bored.... and it shows.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Robert Baron

Sean Mcelroy  dude you can't even spell a word correctly and your use of punctuation is atrocious. So before spouting off on things you obviously have no idea about maybe you should head back to the 3rd grade and brush up on your spelling. And try and keep a job a little longer your job history looks worse than a heroin addicts needle marks.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Renee Hamstra-Pew

Jennifer Baker Fetzer  I have had many very respected Drs tell me they will Not be getting this vaccination citing flawed tests and research.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Bristles N Charm

Donna Leverett  watch this video

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Talitha Parker

Cayman Russell  can you send that to me?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Donna Singleton
Mary Weiner https://www.bitchute.com/video/iyg5oorZjdf/

Dr. Charles Hoffe- mRNA Vaccines ‘Will...
bitchute.com

Lora Jean
Sean McElroy
There is outdated science regarding vaccines. We know so much more about the immune system now! Tonsils and the appendix used to be removed without understanding their role in the immune system. Strengthening the immune system is vital to health. There has been an increase in autoimmune disorders since the escalation of a vaccine schedule for childhood shots.

Donna Singleton
https://www.bitchute.com/video/iyg5oorZjdf/

Dr. Charles Hoffe- mRNA Vaccines ‘Will...
bitchute.com

Tara Carlisle Simmons
Daniele Williams yes!! This is what sickens and infuriates me! Why aren’t we trying every possible thing to treat patients early on instead of waiting until they are deathly ill to begin treating them? Why aren’t doctors giving guidance when their patients first become sick? All they are telling them is “go to the ER if it gets too bad”. The people pushing the vaccine keep saying “it’s not political” but they are the very ones who made it political. I have been asking the same questions…what happened to doctors being able to critically think and try different ways to treat someone? The treatment of Covid patients, or lack there of, is the true crime! I’m sad for the world we are living in.

Libby Hill
Georgi Teodosiev thanks..
Becky Elliott Casanova

John also I would like to know the long term effect on teenage girls who already have some issues with their cycles. Will this keep them from having babies some day? Think he has the answer to that?

on Mon Like Reply More

Jennifer Baker Fetzer

My neighbor died two weeks after his vaccination. And I found out from his son yesterday, that he has a friend whose father died two weeks after his vaccination. Two weeks! Isn’t that funny? Heart attacks in their sleep.
I know another person whose father was in hospice dying of cancer. When Covid broke out, guess what? Yep he got it because his immune system was so weak from all the chemo and his cancer. And he died. Not from cancer however, from Covid. That family was so irate. He was already in hospice!!! This is such a blatant control of our society !!!

on Mon Like Reply More

Joseph Tyler Miller
Spike Cohen less than 2% of the general vote probably wasn’t the response you expected either.

on Mon Like Reply More

Lisa Boettcher Hilss

Jennifer Baker Fetzer The father in hospice that passed, had he taken the jab? It’s all so sad.

on Mon Like Reply More

Haley Bennett

Jason Martin

on Mon Like Reply More

Haley Bennett

Jason Martin

on Mon Like Reply More

Lisa Boettcher Hilss

Coralee Schindel we are being watched here in America also. I wouldn’t doubt this entire post gets deleted from FB.

on Mon Like Reply More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Kathy Bolick
Anna Sevener read these comments…interesting and eye opening!

Amanda Yetman
Renee Hamstra-Pew same here

Chasidy Plunkard
Joseph Tyler Miller well considering the death percentage is .02% nationally (if it was actually Covid that killed them) of the population, I think 2% of the local population that are having issues from the vaccine is more of an issue. I have stage 4 cancer and I survived the virus. I will rely on my antibodies to protect me not a vaccine that I am a test dummy.

Anjala Marriott Cariou
Diane McGuire blood clots are missing

Shar Miller
Cayman Russell Michelle Hurley

Joseph Tyler Miller
Chasidy Plunkard wait until you see the numbers for vaccine related deaths being less than 0.0020%

Phyllis Vi Chang
Diane McGuire these fact checkers can't read. Sheesh
Carlie White Swink  
Diane McGuire I wonder why they cover it when it's on the FDA's ACTUAL GOVERNMENT WEBSITE.

The moderators and soc med kingdom is collapsing. There are so many lies, they can't keep up with them. This is insane. It's not missing context. It's on the FDAs page, for real. I've had that image save since BEFORE they started the first round of vaks...

Betsy See Raffensperger
Daniele Williams

Neu Jes
Spike Cohen hahahahaha

Phyllis Vi Chang
Diane McGuire These fact checkers can't read, sheesh.

Cheri Hood Shafer
Jia Christopher sadly journalism is CLEARLY dead. Curiosity doesn't even exist any longer. #lemmings

Margie McCall
Laurie Ann can you screen shot and post where this is on the cdc website? I am very interested in reading it!

Jill Turbin Lacy Atwood
Daniele Williams It makes you wonder.

Jennifer Baker Fetzer
Lisa Boettcher Hilss Lisa Boettcher Hilss no, he was already dying. But because his immune system was so weak he got Covid. Just like most people with weak immune systems in hospice. Most get pneumonia. But the death certificate does not say that. It would say what they were on hospice for in the first place........cancer. All about the “tally”.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Becki Manion-Winters
Jennifer Baker Fetzer my mom died two days after her 2nd vaccination

Connie Moore Hollis
Becki Manion-Winters My son in laws mom did less than 48 hours.

Chasidy Plunkard
Joseph Tyler Miller I truly hope and pray it is!! Because my son is so dedicated to serving this country he had to be vaccinated to stay in the military to defend your opinion! I pray to God this vaccine doesn't effect him.

Duke Parent
Cayman Russell Katie Marie

Joseph Tyler Miller
Chasidy Plunkard that's the flu.

Audrey Fisher
Donna Singleton - I would like to see this data actually published. Many inaccuracies here. mRNA is not a "gene". Anyone who has studied hematology knows that the balance of clotting and flow at the capillary level is happening on an ongoing basis. Publish this work, or it's just anecdotal, not adding to the body of scientific information. Doesn't mean it cannot be true, but this gentleman should work with someone who actually understands cell biology and hematology.

Karon Patterson Czekala
Vincent, she's talking abt the studies on ferrets or weasels I believe. Researchers have tried forever to make cv-sars/mrsa type vax. Turns out, all the ferrets & mice seem great, and quit getting sick as often as the unvaxxed ferrets. They thrive. THEN when another variety/ variant hits, they get way MORE sick, for way longer and are greatly weakened --- much moreso than the unvaxxed. Many, if not most vaxxed die. That's it in a poorly worded nutshell. I wish I could recall the formal names of the studies.
Sasha Gaines

**Carlie White Swink** trusted news initiative is why! Same thing had happened to me several times citing federal links.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cindy Lou

**Alfonso Pena** tell that to Israel with over 90% vaccinated, and tons of hospitalizations. Don't worry, we won't need your sympathy.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Joseph Tyler Miller

**Chasidy Plunkard** what happens when it inevitably doesn't affect him? Is that going to change your mind about the vaccine?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Darrell Moilanen

**Diane McGuire** minor oversight

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Bobby Klaiss

**Charity Gallen-Hagenaars** it's just death, after all

[media1.tenor.co](https://media1.tenor.co)

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Anjie Buchan

**Cayman Russell** I would appreciate if u can send it to me thru private messenge please. I want a copy of this to share. Thanks

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Nixon

Muzzled and intimidated.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Richard McCulloch

Precisely lora

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Mat'eo Orozoco
Spike Cohen nice! 2

Michael John Taekema
Diane McGuire here’s the side effects of Advil. Sure hope you don’t use it…


Advil Oral: Uses, Side Effects,...
webmd.com

Shar Miller
Cayman Russell Nancy Lo Piccolo

Shar Miller
Nancy Cumba Johnson

Shar Miller
Kristina Kostova

Chasidy Plunkard
Joseph Tyler Miller
Toni Hoover
Joseph Tyler Miller oh he fully expected those numbers. He's one of the ones in the know. He just plays his part in the illusion as directed and collects his monies.

Robyne Pascoe
Cayman Russell Scroll up to this comment

Michael John Taekema
Hope you don’t use Advil...you see the side effects??

Advil Oral: Uses, Side Effects,...
webmd.com

Jeaniene Jones
Christina MacNeil Barefoot I just went online and filled out a report for Vaers. Easy Peasy.

Audrey Fisher
Sarah Nixon - why do we need to “muzzle and intimidate” people. Let’s not treat each other as subhuman. We are all trying to learn very rapidly through a very dynamic environment. Can we listen and learn, and dismiss what isn’t based in evidence?

Richard McCulloch
Jay Jenkins idiot
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Jessica Nichols
Joanne Burns you can find it on YouTube as well. Search Dr Charles Hoffe

Kerry H McQuighan
Cayman Russell thank you for sharing . would you mind messaging me that video so I can save/download it?

Kristin Wolcott Day
Renee Hamstra-Pew me too. It’s all on the CDC’s website if people are willing to hunt for it.

Barry Tharp
Sharon Hughes

Jazzy Jazz
Kylie Mascola watch this video

Richard McCulloch
Kelly Vera dont waste your time, the myopic view combined with arrogance and ignorance is a losing battle. Stupid people dont know they're stupid. History keeps repeating itself when it comes to the populations gullibility.

Debi Y. Polston Smith
Sean Mcelroy are you for real???

The “v..a..x” does Not prevent c—1–9, nor prevent one from spreading it, nor prevent one from ending up dying in the hospital with it.
Chasidy Plunkard

Joseph Tyler Miller No. My son is a healthy 20yo and I have cancer. He would not have gotten it if he didn’t have to to stay in the military.

Debi Y. Polston Smith

Sean McElroy are you for real???

The “v..a..x” does Not prevent c—1–9, nor prevent one from spreading it, nor prevent one from ending up dying in the hospital with it.

Barbara Kay Calahan

Audrey Fisher it’s not a gene therapy? Here you go from the mRNA inventor himself…https://rumble.com/vm2zi1-natural-immunity-is-20x-more-effective-than-the-vaccine.html

Sasha Gaines

Spike Cohen it’s doing it to me right now
They delete anything that speaks negatively of vaccine! And hide anything on effective treatment! This is why! Big pharm bought em out!

...Media and tech firms join forces to...

Natural Immunity Is 20X More Effective...

same here in Australia

what happened to the other 9+ million I am no genius but those #s don’t add up?

Spot on. That’s why it was never approved. They’ve been at this since 2008 I think. The only way they could use it on human lab rats was to have a perfect storm such as this (man made or not) and call it an emergency and boom! the famous human experiment (in more ways than one) begins

Except no studies on animals were done on this jab. We were the subjects.
Nikki Webster
Spot on. That's why it was never approved. They've been at this since 2008 I think. The only way they could use it on human lab rats was to have a perfect storm such as this (man made or not) and call it an emergency and boom! the famous human experiment (in more ways than one) begins

Tina Taylor Butler
Karon Patterson Czekala Except they did not study an@m&ls. They were never $t¥died for the jab.

Joseph Tyler Miller
Chasidy Plunkard so your train of thought is- that you'd rather not be a test dummy to a vaccine for the virus that you're a test dummy for? You don't want the long lasting "effects" of a vaccine, but you're fine with the long lasting side effects of the virus? You're fine with a 2% fatality rate of a virus, but not the 0.0020% of vaccine related injuries/deaths. How much death would there need to be for you to take this seriously? And to understand that not everyone has the same amount of antibodies?

Christine Marie
Sasha Gaines me too! I can't post replied. Crazy.

MistyJuan Cervan
Karon Patterson Czekala One of the studies you're talking about was done at Baylor University.

Tina Taylor Butler
Karon Patterson Czekala Except they did not s+•d¥ an@m&ls. They were never $t¥died for the v@((In€

Cee Danie
Spike Really trying to understand why THAT question was even posed by them.
Chasidy Plunkard

Dana Galiardo idk ask the CDC about their numbers. Oh wait they probably are a lie too!

Clara Hogan

Nikki Webster https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=klg2naXcmM0

Watch this from 2005....sound familiar....sorry for Italian subtitles but was only copy they didn't pull from a few years ago. I watched this at beginning of pandemic in English....till they started removing and blocking news.

Sintem o specie autodistructiva inutila,...

youtube.com

James Del Toro

media.tenor.co

Anthony Huss

Spike Cohen I like your comment here. But that's it.

You and JoJo Binks betrayed the libertarian principles and bent the knee to the far left, swallowing the BLM load as fast as you could. Anything the libertarian party could have been, you have now destroyed and set it back to Less Than Zero.
Megan Lynn

**Anthony Huss** You apparently are not a Libertarian and do not understand what being a Libertarian means.

---

Chasidy Plunkard

**Christine Marie** mine is doing it too. It eventually goes through.

---

Karon Patterson Czekala

VAERS (Vax Adverse Event Reporting System) now reports 27,000+ deaths DUE TO THE VAX-- more deaths then from all the vax put together in the last 15 YEARS. VAERS also reports 600,000+ SERIOUS adverse events following the vax. I mean ...

---

Susan Clark

**Nikki Webster**

---

Jared Nelepovitz

**Spike Cohen**


**Jared Nelepovitz** July 20 at 7:27 PM ·

[established and crystal clear]
Bottom to top? Or top to bottom?

Also Majestic 12

I suppose they censored the… More
Lani Eldredge
Kristin Wolcott Day Where is this from? Who is MHRA?

Bonnie Sather-Kinloch
Nikki Dr Lee Merritt, bitchute. Animal Studies WERE done. They all died at the binary stage (didn't die from the jab, but died when they came in contact with the actual V). ALL OF THE ANIMALS DIED.

Kimberly Anger
Spike Cohen anyone from Buffalo? It's time we stand up!

Chasidy Plunkard
Joseph Tyler Miller I am dying of cancer. No I don’t wish death on anyone. It is a fact of life. I am not a test dummy for cancer treatments and I am not a test dummy for a vaccine. I did that when I was in the military. I don’t have any lasting effects from the virus. This is labeled as a pandemic because of 650,000 deaths in about 20 months. There are 659,041 deaths from heart disease each year. There are 599,601 cancer deaths each year. Do you see a cure for them. Or cancer treatment that works for all cancers that have been around for years!!

Anthony Huss
Sasha Gaines OH YEAH!

We already know Media and Big Tech joined forces a long time ago to spin this worldwide power grab.
Audrey Fisher

Barbara Kay Calahan - I'm sorry, but with all due respect, God or the Universe “invented mRNA”, not a person. It’s a messenger (hence the “m”) like a transcriptionist that lives outside of the cell nucleus (where the genes are). The genes are in the DNA, not mRNA. I know these are technicalities for a layperson, but they should not be for anyone who is a legitimate scientist.

Lani Eldredge

Kristin Wolcott Day wow. Do you have the link to this?

Helena McDonald

Karon Patterson Czekala is that true? Do you have a link?

Tanya Sorochka

Donna Singleton scary stuff!

Jessica Nylen

Michael John Taekema those side effects pale in comparison to the covid does anyone have any idea what’s really going on? I’m confused.
Just a few possible side effects here:

Candi Richie

Helena McDonald just go to the VAERS website. It's all right there.
Audrey Fisher

Barbara Kay Calahan - I believe this is true. However, the J&J vaccine was produced through traditional methods, so what is the objection to that? Also, what would you do if you were running the strategy to this worldwide pandemic? Should we eschew vaccinations like polio, hep B, smallpox, and just let the susceptible die off? All of those vaccinations have side effects to, but it's about risk vs benefit.

Connie Bereziak Richard

Cindy Berg

Krys Tal

Janelle Hultgren

Krys Tal

Kym Cardiff

Dena Spangler

Karon Patterson Czekala I have a hard time navigating that site. Do you have any links or screen shots? I would love to share this.

Lisa Miller

Karon Patterson Czekala unfortunately this is all they are reporting on their website to date.
Julie Dendler Almanrode

Karon Patterson Czekala My understanding is that VAERS only receives 10% of vaccine injury reports. So that number is WAY LOW!

Lisa Miller

Karon Patterson Czekala

Lisa Keys

Julie Dendler Almanrode because doctors deny the correlation and don't report as what happened to us with MMR.

Jason Averweg

At a glance, I'm only seeing 5,300 deaths reported. Not that that is something to scoff at: https://wonder.cdc.gov/controller/datarequest/D8;jsessionid=87108A2233770A36C6F53AC2DC28

Jason Averweg

Wow. trying to post a link:
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Jessica Bryant
Wow

Jason Averweg
Spike Cohen wow. trying to post a link in one of the threads.

Nikki Webster
BONNIE yes thank you I know that they all died.

Ryan Knauss
Spike Cohen I guess you not getting your monthly kick back bonus from Pfizer, Moderna, Johnson & Johnson, AstraZeneca, the White House, CDC, NIH, or the WHO now are you?!

Karen Stillings Miller
Sean Mcelroy c19vaxreactions.com
tell all these people they lie.

Anthony Huss
Spike Cohen You're the Spike Protien people should avoid.

C19 VAX REACTIONS
c19vaxreactions.com

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Karen Stillings Miller
Sean McElroy c19vaxreactions.com
tell all these people they lie.

C19 VAX REACTIONS
c19vaxreactions.com

Karen Stillings Miller
Linda Tagg because they don't want you to know anything here.

https://youtu.be/Jktvh6k0qys

Dr. Christina Parks testimony for...
youtube.com

Alex Snelgrove
Sean McElroy Read about Marek's disease in chickens vaccinated with leaky vaccines causing evolutionary escape?

"the people who have been vaccinated are those who society most needs to now adopt pre-exposure prophylactic protocols with the antiviral drug of their choice; they are the ones incubating and spreading deadly disease, not the unvaccinated"
https://covidcandy.net/coronavirus/a-new-mutation-threatens-a-fragile-recovery/

A New Mutation Threatens A Fragile...
covidcandy.net
Justin Weaver
True they are allowed to, but most doesn’t. Dr.’s are required to and their reports are being dismissed as coincidence and within the statistical range of acceptable yearly tolerances for e.g. stroke, carditis, paralysis, miscarriage, auto-immune diseases, brain fog, and death. There is zero accountability and transparency at the CDC, WHO, and NIH and they are the ones controlling all of the information, treatments, and protocols. Agencies that have a history of incompetence. Agencies that funded the gain of function research required to design a virus of this nature, in the very lab in the very city the virus just happen to appear. There is a lab that studies and experiments with gain of function research (term used to describe the genetic altering to a virus to make it more contagious and adaptable to infect humans) with bat viruses in the exact part of the world where this started and that is just a coincidence too. Fauci testified to congress that he has never funded GOF in wuhan, then walked about of the hearings and emailed all of his co-conspirators that he dismissed the lab leak theory and pointed the origin to a bat biting a pangolin which then got sexual assaulted by a human and passed it along (intentional exaggeration) and miraculously has the ability to evolve instantly to now know how to infect human to human, and then develop variants that are adaptable to the vaccine. The virus is encourage to infect instead of being attacked by the immune system unless we take boosters every 6 months? I’ll stick to my real antibodies that I received when I joined the other 99.6% people in the world that survived the virus.

Sharon Ledford
Cee Danie because they want to put those special stories up so that they can pull on the heart strings of their audience. The problem is that they are covering up the fact that the VAXed are dying in massive numbers.

Kristen Verburg
Karon Patterson Czekala and unfortunately some Doctors/Nurses won’t report the side effects and deaths. I’m sure there is WAY more than that.

Sharon Ledford
Bonnie Sather-Kinloch with this, they will blame the unv@xed instead of those who created and unleashed it.

Debi Hamari
Michelle Stensgar Yes, the young, active, healthy mother that was dead 4 days after the vax. No underlying conditions. Determined it was not related to the vax.
Justin Weaver

Jeaniene Jones True they are allowed to, but most doesn’t. Dr.’s are required to and their reports are being dismissed as coincidence and within the statistical range of acceptable yearly tolerances for e.g. stroke, carditis, paralysis, miscarriage, auto-immune diseases, brain fog, and death. There is zero accountability and transparency at the CDC, WHO, and NIH and they are the ones controlling all of the information, treatments, and protocols. Agencies that have a history of incompetence. Agencies that funded the gain of function research required to design a virus of this nature, in the very lab in the very city the virus just happen to appear. There is a lab that studies and experiments with gain of function research (term used to describe the genetic altering to a virus to make it more contagions and adaptable to infect humans) with bat viruses int he exact part of the world where this started and that is just a coincidence too. Fauci testified to congress that he has never funded GOF in wuhan, then walked about of the hearings and emailed all of his co-conspirators that he dismissed the lab leak theory and pointed the origin to a bat biting a pangolin which then got sexual assaulted by a human and passed it along (intentional exaggeration) and miraculously has the ability to evolve instantly to now know how to infect human to human, and then develop variants that are adaptable to the vaccine. The virus is encourage to infect instead of being attacked by the immune system unless we take boosters every 6 months? I'll stick to my real antibodies that I received when I joined the other 99.6% people in the world that survived the virus

Mafa Mahbob

Connie Barata

Coralee Schindel I had a story but it's hard to convey it with such censorship.

Julie Cochran Heim

Maegan Toth can’t see her comment?

Jodes Ann

Spike Cohen You made me laugh, no truer words are spoken, this thread is on fire... nice to see people are not stupid here! channel 7 your days are numbered i see. Answer the people's questions then.. I dare you!!

Julie Cochran Heim

Vincent Commendatore troll
Ryan Knauss
Ana Harper

Janis Vorbeck
Karon Patterson Czekala this should scare everyone.. vaxed and unvaxed..

MO Signal
You might want to try hitting "save" to store your search, and then post the resulting URL instead. The "session" URLs wouldn't work even if Facebook allowed them.

(Maybe this "saved" one won't be allowed either, and if it's not, I'll delete this comment.)


Debi Y. Polston Smith
Kendra, and even this...

Debi Y. Polston Smith
Kendra, and even this...

Debi Y. Polston Smith
Kendra, and even this...
Julie Cochran Heim
Debbie Voss little troll

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Debi Y. Polston Smith
Kendra, and even this...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Debi Y. Polston Smith
Kendra, and even this...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Anger
Karon Patterson Czekala they only report 1%

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Susan Cropp Johnson
Audrey Fisher The man pictured on the lower left is Dr. Robert Malone. He was the the first person to invent and work on mRNA years ago, he wrote the first 2 papers on it, and other people worked on developing the vaccine after that. I think he may know quite a bit about mRNA...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Barker
Kimberly Anger no way?!!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tony Bolivar
Anthony Huss he was the Libertarian Vice-Presidential candidate, has a hot wife, and doesn’t need any ‘attention’ lol.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lyndsy Thompson
Christine Marie what are guys trying to do? I’m sorry I’m so confused...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Anger
Yup and any side affects after one dose considered unvax. So not up there as well. Plus they blaming underlying conditions as majority of causes not the actual shot.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
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Kimberly Anger
Sarah Barker

Kimberly Anger

Kristen Verburg I'm getting that same thing too they blocking us out man they scared ash to allow the truth to leak before we are weak

Katie DeLaveaga

I never thought I'd ever see truth shine through on fb again. Surprised doesn't describe it. Prayers for health and discernment for all, and especially for truly informed consent.

Michele Partoni

I just came across this page. Most of you seem super friendly and I had no idea COVID-19 vaccine had this many issues. I think I was oblivious and now I'm starting to think this is definitely about making money with this vaccine. 46% of patients passed away from the flu with COVID-19 thus far. I don't see them pushing anything to stay healthy other than the COVID-19 vaccine.

Michele Partoni

I just came across this page. Most of you seem super friendly and I had no idea COVID-19 vaccine had this many issues. I think I was oblivious and now I'm starting to think this is definitely about making money with this vaccine. 46% of patients passed away from the flu with COVID-19 thus far. I don't see them pushing anything to stay healthy other than the COVID-19 vaccine.
Jodes Ann

Bonnie Sather-Kinloch it is called ADE, auto immune dependent enhancement, that is what the animals died of. This is due to the fact the immune system simply doesn't recognise virus entering (any virus) and has delayed response, so without the immune jab (aka covid 19 vax) the animals all died from viruses not necessarily covid either.

Marie Hubbard

Joseph Tyler Miller actual death rate for the virus. Simple math

Kim Fisher

Donna Singleton I didn't know bitchute was part of the censorship..can't open the video
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Kimberly Anger
Sarah Barker

Jodes Ann
Audrey Fisher evidence being that NOT of mainstream media!

Adi Rose

Debbie Baker
https://tickettofreedom.com/?fbclid=lwAR1b_DBDS4oCnoyVpa9CZbHuGmhvb-dFq8-k7FgkbT7WuDltyywPrQE24CE

TicketToFreedom.com – FREEDOM From Covid
Debbie Baker
https://tickettofreedom.com/?fbclid=IwAR1b_DBDS4oCnoyVpa9CZbHuGmhb-dFq8-k7FgkbT7WdItyywPrQE24CE

TicketToFreedom.com – FREEDOM From Covid
tickettofreedom.com

Natalia Porter
VAERS allows anyone to post whatever they consider an adverse reaction. The site is to allow medical professionals and researchers to see patterns and look into patterns when warranted. Just because an event is reported does not mean it was actually caused by a vaccine. You need to look at how many people normally die in that age group and time frame and then see if there are a significant number more than that.

Quote from website, "Anyone can report an adverse event to VAERS. Healthcare professionals are required to report certain adverse events and vaccine manufacturers are required to report all adverse events that come to their attention.

VAERS is a passive reporting system, meaning it relies on individuals to send in reports of their experiences to CDC and FDA. VAERS is not designed to determine if a vaccine caused a health problem, but is especially useful for detecting unusual or unexpected patterns of adverse event reporting that might indicate a possible safety problem with a vaccine. This way, VAERS can provide CDC and FDA with valuable information that additional work and evaluation is necessary to further assess a possible safety concern."
https://vaers.hhs.gov/about.html

DEBRA BAKER

VAERS - About Us
vaers.hhs.gov

Debbie Baker
They won't allow the link, so here is a screenshot of the link instead. Just copy and paste into your browser and you will find the video from above. It is one of 3.
Marie Hubbard
Laurie Ann read about virus shedding of the vaccinated.

Debbie Baker
They won't even allow a pic of the link. Search for TicketToFreedom

Ryan Knauss
Anthony Huss And I thought I was a #SAVAGE with my comment?! #WellPlayed Sir! #Kudos #MicDrop

Adi Rose
Most vaxxed country result

Debbie Baker
https://www.bitchute.com/video/s3YPcG5DIsbh/
Debbie Baker

https://www.bitchute.com/video/s3YPcG5Dlsbh/

Professor SUCHARIT BHAKDI DIRE WARNING...

Debbie Baker

Jill Wilson I will send it to you privately, as FB is blocking all efforts to share a link of any sorts that contains this info.

Marie Hubbard

Sean McElroy richard, you're on this news feed too? Lmao

Marie Hubbard

Sean McElroy then stop typing. Problem solved.

Sonja Ahone Beekley

Natalia Porter You are correct. But that also means people can remove info from VAERS! When an adverse action is created and that person’s info is entered, it is assigned a case number. There are literally nearly 200,000 case numbers MISSING from the site! That means someone entered them & they were deleted! This has never happened before! Where did those records go? Why would anyone delete records? It would be one thing if it were just a few, but in the 100’s of thousands?? And I have heard time after time about people dying right after the vaccine, and family members are told that it wasn’t because of the vaccine. And then the docs blame it on a heart attack or something! So those are never even reported! How many deaths from the vaccines are being drastically under reported - hidden even!

Renae Berkenstock

Sean McElroy are you going to tell me they are all lying? The majority are not and someone is monitoring it. It has been going up and down by a few thousand!
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Sonja Ahone Beekley exactly

Renae Berkenstock
Jay Jenkins your a du*mb azz!

Sonja Ahone Beekley
Natalia Porter You are correct. But that also means people can remove info from VAERS! When an adverse action is created and that person’s info is entered, it is assigned a case number. There are literally 100,000 case numbers MISSING from the site! That means someone entered them & they were deleted! This has never happened before! Where did those records go? Why would anyone delete records? It would be one thing if it were just a few, but in the 100’s of thousands?? And I have heard time after time about people dying right after the vaccine, and family members are told that it wasn’t because of the vaccine. And then the docs blame it on a heart attack or something! So those are never even reported! How many deaths from the vaccines is being drastically under reported - or, hidden even!?

Sonja Ahone Beekley
Natalia Porter You are correct. But that also means people can remove info from VAERS! When an adverse action is created and that person’s info is entered, it is assigned a case number. There are literally nearly 200,000 case numbers MISSING from the site! That means someone entered them & they were deleted! This has never happened before! Where did those records go? Why would anyone delete records? It would be one thing if it were just a few, but in the 100’s of thousands?? And I have heard time after time about people dying right after the vaccine, and family members are told that it wasn’t because of the vaccine. And then the docs blame it on a heart attack or something! So those are never even reported! How many deaths from the vaccines is being drastically under reported - or, hidden even!?

Amela Ta
Katie DeLaveaga I am surprised the comments haven't been disabled

Mandarin MacLeod
Nikki Webster Nailed it! Though I suspect there are many layers.
Renae Berkenstock

Jay Jenkins than why are the real patriots not getting vaccinated?

Ryan Knauss

Sasha Gaines "welcome to Monday here at Facebook we need you to comply with unreasonable totalitarian mandates & demands, the 1st Amendment does not apply here on our platform & is against company policy!" #LMAO

Louise Shepherd

Amela Ta perhaps this was a well orchestrated post designed to have this effect without implicating themselves or being accused of inciting anti v narratives. If so, well played. Perhaps I’m giving too much credit.

Renae Berkenstock

Alfonso Pena that is false! Read the comments on this post!

Renae Berkenstock

Jennifer Branesky Smith actually it’s up to 14k!

Renae Berkenstock

Sean Mcelroy boy are you du*mb!

Mette Adler

Debbie Baker When you google “ticket to Freedom” there are no hits

tickettofreedom.com/
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Valerie Ronquest  
**Yarosh PL** he will wait for you

Elle Wilkins  
**Jeni** this comment though.

Dawnette Dobrick  
You're on the WRONG Side Of This Man  
You're just a Puppet!

Janey Blaine Goude  
**MO Signal**, how do you do that?

Lauren Michelle  
**Louise Shepherd** I agree-first thing that came to my mind.
Janey Blaine Goude
Jason Averweg, I’m hoping MO Signal will see this, too. Weird this comment didn’t post
Just hoping she will see it and answer!

Melinda Wedgewood
Cayman Russell how can I save this or get a copy?

Katie Hesketh
All the animals were dying in the trials so yah why not turn it on humans. Disgusting, Awful and shameful.
I bet this isn’t the response they were hoping to get when they pulled at the heart strings of everyone trying to get their next story!!!

Katie Hesketh
All the animals were dying in the trials so yah why not turn it on humans. Disgusting, Awful and shameful.
I bet this isn’t the response they were hoping to get when they pulled at the heart strings of everyone trying to get their next story!!!

Katie Hesketh
All the animals were dying in the trials so yah why not turn it on humans. Disgusting, Awful and shameful.
I bet this isn’t the response they were hoping to get when they pulled at the heart strings of everyone trying to get their next story!!!
Tracy James
Joseph Tyler Miller
Then explain to me why the dose is the same for everyone??
No preliminary work up to identify conditions or medication interactions

Adi Rose
Spike Cohen This gone viral

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTybK_orYqb/?utm_medium=copy_link

Here is what @nickiminaj said. She was...

Kerry H McQuighan
Debbie Baker the screen shots don't work to copy paste

Kirstjewel Allen
Spike Cohen you just get vaxxed

Terry Hall
Sonja Ahone Beekley I heard of two yesterday, one 55 yr old man and a 60 year old electrician. We are assessing injuries from the vaccines and these are running at concerning numbers daily.

MO Signal
Janey Blaine Goude

After clicking on "save", you can send the "share" link, which will remember all the search parameters.

(Following the link may still require accepting the disclaimer with "I agree", and running the search, but the settings will be the ones you saved.)
Kirstjewel Allen

*Jodes Ann* No actually it is being shared globally. I am in Australia.

---

Katie Hesketh

I have know idea why that posted more than once sorry about that. Wouldn't let me put it directly on the link that might have something to do with it.

---

Justin McCullough

*Chasidy Plunkard* What are the numbers for those usual expected causes of death in 2020? Are many of them in unprecedented historical decline?

Are those declines virtually identical to the so called 'surge' of the new political cause?

If the global annual mortality of humanity in 2020 was consistent with the consistent and stable 0.75% that each of the preceding 6 years registered (and it was), then wouldn't that logically imply, by simple deduction alone, that there is a proportional decline in the otherwise known and expected causes?

If the same percentage of humanity has died as is normal and expected in any other recent year, with 0.02% of the normal 0.75% simply changing categories, how is this a "dangerous deadly global pathogen, of which only the mass injection of an experimental gene therapy, into virtually every human being on planet earth, is the only solution to" exactly?

Besides bold declaration and repetition by those who stand to gain from it the most?

Asking for a friend, I'm on your side... Lets blindly obey

---

Malene Raaberg Mifan

and I'm in Denmark, Scandinavia
Kirstjewel Allen
Also you might want to look at the rest of the world
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Kirstjewel Allen

Feel stupid yet?

Kirstjewel Allen

Kirstjewel Allen
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Kirstjewel Allen

Kirstjewel Allen

Megan Isaac

Spike Cohen abso not. 100%

Kirstjewel Allen

Kirstjewel Allen
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Kirstjewel Allen

Wont let me share the 100 plus countries participating in this .

Eileen Doulos

**Audrey Fisher** Oh my goodness there is no comparison with other vaccines! They were allowed YEARS of development so they could
a) look people in the eye and say they knew the medium and long-term effects before administering them
b) know fully and truthfully what the risk/benefit ratio was for EACH age group
c) be completely honest and transparent about potential side effects, thus offering people the right to INFORMED CONSENT which until last year was the foundation for ALL medical treatments
Jenny Gaul
Rushed vaccinations....remember thalidomide babies????
That was a rushed vax

Marc Drost
Not sure when it started, but now I see that some editing is going on, posts are being deleted... That was to be expected, no?

Malene Raaberg Mifan
Denmark

Caroline Jean Waterman
Anthony Huss hmm you lie like cheap politicians

Lynda Kolehouse
Can you tell people are ANGRY about this whole Covid hoax TO THE CORE?!!!!!!Not that the virus is not real bit it is as real as the flu. It was a perfect opportunity for greedy, power hungry people to capitalize on their EVIL plans!!!!! Everything surrounding it is a lie. Lie Ilie, lie. All the media and elites do is lie, lie ,lie to us and those of us who have been able to see through the lies ARE FED UP!!!!!!!

Stuart Riley
Christine Wingle gene interference is the correct terminology. It comes in at number 8 in the main threats to humanity's future on the Transhumanist top ten hit list... lap up those microchips Pop-pickers!

Rise and shine Breathe in the nano dust and polution and have a nice cup of tea made with a cocktail of chemicals, heavy metals and toxins piped into your illusory (you dont really own it) home on demand. Switch on the magic hypno-lantern hung proudly above your gas fire mantel piece, gas sold to you by oligarchs in Russia, and read the daily rag, that keeps you informed of the latest trends for budding slaves by the puppets in the press who dance on the strings pulled by the glouring slave puppet masters. And have a jolly nice day!

I remember when RFID chips were a big concern to people of the conspiratorial bent, having them injected through a vaccination for fake pandemic. and about five years later people queued up to purchase mobile devices voluntarily, almost merrily! Not really questioning that those devices could track you but could listen in on you and see all your thoughts.

George Orwell wasnt trying to entertain us with 1984... he was warning us!
Kelly Gilman
Jenny Gaul thalidomide wasn't a vaccination.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Justin Beaver
Lynda Kolehouse I agree 100%

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brian Taylor
Thalidomide was a drug to prevent morning sickness in pregnant women.

It was not a vaccine.

Imbeciles abound on here.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brian Taylor
Thalidomide was a drug to prevent morning sickness in pregnant women.

It was not a vaccine.

Imbeciles abound on here.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brian Taylor
Thalidomide was a drug to prevent morning sickness in pregnant women.

It was not

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Johnni Levi
Kelly, incidentally these aren't vaccines either. They are a gene therapy that doesn't meet the definition or criteria of a vaccine.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr&_z=1
Tracy Clark

Kelly Gilman Pandemrix was. GSK knew it caused severe narcolepsy but the profits were too good and they were completely fine with it being injected into kids.

Austin Pellerito

Google "largest ever criminal fine in history" I DARE YOU. See what pops up! And for all of you to lazy to use Google search here you go.

Jomara Burrows

Jenny Gaul get your facts straight ffs that wasn't a vaccine !!! Typical scaremonger spreading untrue info

Kelly Gilman

Johnni Levi yep, true. I was just responding to Jenny's assertion.

SirRic Adam's Ra El

Austin Pellerito Facts

Natalee Lynn

Brian Taylor Perhaps not. But it does prove the point that the FDA approvals are not always "safe" nor "effective".
Gloria Midyette Callaway

**Jomara Burrows** well look up swine flu 1976 fiasco. That was a rushed vax and it did mess folks up, it was almost exactly set up the same way this plandemic is.

Debbie Turner

**Bonnie Wilcome Gundeck**

Stephanie Mogg

**Lynda Kolehouse** 100%!!! All lies

Vickie Selway

**Brian Taylor** Hahaha mirror. Google swine flu vax!!!!!

Maritza Diego

**Brian Taylor** right. The same FDA that allows cellulose, aka wood chips in food............

Charlie Mike

**Jomara Burrows** kinda like Liberals with the covid-19 scaremongering???

Traci Webber

**Jenny Gaul** it was not a vaccine.

Linda Leseman

**Brian Taylor** Do u have a problem with repeating yourself, over and over

Benjamin Mata

**Austin Pellerito** I guess they got their money back 20 fold

Gina Marie

**Gloria Midyette Callaway** they tried it again in 2009 and it messed me up bad.
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Gabrielle Portelli

Jenny Gaul not a vaccine

Carmen Pizzuto

Traci Webber is this a vaccine? Doesn't prevent spreading, stop symptoms, or prevent death.

Angis Love

Gloria Midyette Callaway the only difference being after 25 deaths they shut it down. In the end there were a little less than 60 deaths. With Covid we're already over 16,000 deaths and they now want to start vaccinating all the kids for 6 months old

Stephen Leon

If you're seeing through the lies, can you tell us what exactly it is you see?

Gabrielle Portelli

Johnni Levi no they are not you need to learn to research reputable sources. Gene therapies involve making deliberate changes to a patient’s DNA in order to cure or alleviate a Genetic condition

A condition that is the result of variants in the genome. This can be by adding a functional copy of a gene, disabling a gene that makes a faulty product or changing gene activation.

The mRNA from the vaccines does not enter the cell nucleus or interact with the DNA at all, so it does not constitute gene therapy.

Angis Love

Sorry I was wrong it's 14,506 deaths that have been recorded so far

https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Gabrielle Portelli

Johnni Levi not a vaccine

Angis Love

Gloria Midyette Callaway the only difference being after 25 deaths they shut it down. In the end there were a little less than 60 deaths. With Covid we're already over 16,000 deaths and they now want to start vaccinating all the kids for 6 months old

Stephen Leon

If you're seeing through the lies, can you tell us what exactly it is you see?

Gabrielle Portelli

Johnni Levi no they are not you need to learn to research reputable sources. Gene therapies involve making deliberate changes to a patient’s DNA in order to cure or alleviate a Genetic condition

A condition that is the result of variants in the genome. This can be by adding a functional copy of a gene, disabling a gene that makes a faulty product or changing gene activation.

The mRNA from the vaccines does not enter the cell nucleus or interact with the DNA at all, so it does not constitute gene therapy.

Angis Love

Sorry I was wrong it's 14,506 deaths that have been recorded so far

https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Gabrielle Portelli
Angis Love
So sad

Angis Love
Gabrielle Portelli but the spike protein doesn’t stay in your arm like they thought! It going into your brain, heart, ovaries, testicles amongst other places and will cause some serious damage!!

Ruthy Ruth
Stephen Leon
Agenda 21
New World Order
Communism
Invasion of health
Criminal mandates

Diona Cruz
Linda Leseman probably a bot

Diona Cruz
Brian Taylor probably a bot
Lindsay Machado

Stephen Leon Here’s one to start: “Get the vaccine and then you won’t have to wear a mask!” Everyone is still being told they have to/should wear masks while inside, because the vaccine doesn’t prevent you from getting COVID or spreading it like they claimed. This vaccine was supposed to create herd immunity, and it’s not. Example: Singapore has an 81% vaccination rate, yet they are seeing a major spike in COVID cases. Herd immunity was estimated to be reached at approximately 70% vaccination. The scientists we are being told to trust and understand the virus, don’t actually understand it. So if they cannot correctly predict the outcomes of a virus or a vaccine correctly, how/why should I trust them enough to inject it into my body?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Diona Cruz

Marc Drost and I’m having issues posting comments

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Marie Farnworth

It makes no difference if it’s not a vaccine it’s the fact they used it and said it was safe sane as this!! It’s still in clinical trials until 2023!!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Magnus Johansson


Justice Department Announces Largest...

justice.gov

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Phinehas Eleazar

Jay Jenkins another product of public school indoctrination, are ya?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tabitha Renee Roper

Gabrielle this is actually not true! This vaccine has no trace of the virus in it which is why people taking it are still getting sick. Research has shown people that have had the first round of covid are actually more protected with their natural antibodies then with this vaccine. The vaccine goes in and wipes any memory you have of ever getting covid which is why so many vaccinated people are still getting it. The adverse reaction from this vaccine will be way worse than any side affects from having Covid. And this “vaccine” is a therapy. It takes 5 years for a drug to be FDA regulated. This is technically still in phase two trials. WE ARE THEIR LAB RATS.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
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Lilah Marie Clark

yet they are allowing doctors to prescribe Ivermectin to humans, which is definitely not FDA approved, but it's safe to take right?

Holly Walker

idiot!

Marie Farnworth

Brian Taylor

Brandi Leighe Counter

Spike Cohen I'm hoping these types of comments are the intention of the post because they (the media) are all told to only encourage the vaccine.

Debra Francis

yes it was!

Caroline McNight Langdon

Natalee Lynn the ones making the accusation, "imbeciles," apparently couldn't make that cognitive connection. Thanks for clarifying it for them.

And for another vaccine example besides the Swine flu, there's the Rotashield vaccine (for rotavirus) ... Based on less than 100 cases of intussusception, it was withdrawn. We're currently at over 14,000 deaths from the Covid vaccines...

Pam Littlejohn Alvarez

Austin Pellerito yep and they have had violations in their manufacturing facility for a decade
Tasmin-Bianca Kotze
Austin Pellerito it seems they came back for revenge and made it back and then some more.

Pam Littlejohn Alvarez
Holly Walker omg lol ivermectin was a human drug first lol

Christine Gain
Holly Walker it has been FDA approved for 20 years in people, won the Peace Prize.

Debra Francis
Brian Taylor thalidomide was a tablet not a vaccine however it was supposed to be safe and it went through the so called trials. It was for morning sickness. Sadly babies born without limbs

Chris Poolman Beals
Brian Taylor how about Google what happened to all the babies born to those mothers that used thalidomide!! Horrific... until it was ban on the early 60's!

Pam Littlejohn Alvarez
Holly Walker omg lol ivermectin was a human drug first lol

Debra Francis
Holly Walker it has been used for 60 years.

Bo Jacks
Holly Walker ivermectin has been FDA approved for humans since 1975 I believe. Maybe you mean to say not approved for treatment of Covid 19. But it IS FDA approved and it HAS been used on people since at least 1975.
Ivermectin is FDA-approved for parasitic infections, and therefore has a potential for repurposing. It has been used for decades and prescribed to over 130k people in 2018 alone. Ivermectin is widely available, due to its inclusion on the WHO model list of **essential medicines**

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166354220302011?
via%3Dihub

Problem is...there is no money in it...

The FDA-approved drug ivermectin...

Deborah Ramsey

Tom Deer

Aaron Davis

Spike Cohen

Kimberley Zampella Schulman

Brian Taylor so what! It was an FDA approved drug like Zantac, and many more being sued for harm!!!

Alexandria Turrisi

Holly Walker Ivermectin has been used on humans for a long time. For pin worms and scabies... It's not like people just started using it because of Covid. FDA regulates the production and distribution of cigarettes too.. So does that mean smoking is safe?!?!?

Michael Tanner

Holly Walker except it is FDA approved and they won a Nobel prize in Physiology or Medicine for its discovery. It gets a bad rap because of the people going to feed stores and buying the version used for animals.
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Diane Ruggeri Torch
Spike Cohen I guess you didn’t expect all the responses you got did you quit pushing the vax let people know the truth

Brook Cox
Ruthy Ruth absolutely

Elle Haus
Brian Taylor yet it was FDA approved and injured babies. Bigger picture

Lauren R Garza
Holly Walker not only FDA approved(off label for covid) but deemed safe in the 70’s and the discoverer earned a Nobel prize for his work
Edited to say, it's also been peer reviewed and published in scientific and health journals.
It’s ok though, more for me - if and when I need it.

Elle Haus
Brian Taylor yet it was F. D. A. approved and injured babies. Bigger picture

Elle Haus
Brian Taylor yet it was FDA approved and injured babies. Bigger picture

Cecelia Aguallo
Lynda Kolehouse AMEN!!! Thanks for the post. It needed to be said!

Michael Bradford
Kimberly Anger

Larry Sharpe
Monetta Smith

Spike Cohen AT ALL!

Melissa Smilie

Brian Taylor Yes it was. A simple google search would answer that. My mother’s cousin had a baby that was missing half his arm. That was directly connected to her use of thalidomide for morning sickness.

Audrey Fisher

Barbara Kay Calahan - what he is saying is completely logical, but what is his alternative solution? Is the idea that we just let people get sick with COVID? Yes, of course, natural immunity is better, but the way to get it may not leave you or those around you alive or intact. Prior to vaccines, millions of people died or were maimed from viruses like smallpox and polio. The path to a modified live vaccine is years away. Do we stand by and let people die in the meantime, or do we use what we have now to help?

Audrey Fisher

Eileen Doulos - totally agree. So what’s your solution?

Melissa Smilie

Debra Francis My mother's cousin had a baby that was missing half of his arm because of it.

Nicole Griffin

Brian Taylor I humbly suggest you watch Dr. Sam on "safe and effective" which is a marketing tool of pharmaceutical companies going back to the thalidomide days. It is available on YouTube and it may help you understand why so many here take issue with Big Pharma and their influence on government and politics. I would ask you to take the time to watch so that perhaps you can understand we aren't imbeciles. We are informed...from someplace other than the mainstream media.

Lindsay Machado

Karon Patterson Czekala Do you have a link for this?
Audrey Fisher

Susan Cropp Johnson - I didn’t dismiss Dr. Malone, just the incorrect statement that he “invented” mRNA. He invented technologies to utilize mRNA which already existed. His arguments are very sound, but what is his proposed solution?
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Suzi Alesso

Cheryl Koster I didn’t laugh. Just commenting on the scale of the chart.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Teri Wade

It sure wasn’t.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brandon-Victoria Stephens

Drewblakley Whitmire this is what my dad took!! It works!! They just don’t want us to take it!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Natasha Rossiello

Nicole Griffin Also pelvic mesh and hernia mesh still destroying lives
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Kimberly Pitchford Nevers

Benjamin Mata I am thinking they will this time lose it all. Once they can be sued again

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Cindy Beckingham

Brian Taylor is against anyone sharing their stories when it doesn’t coincide with his beliefs.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ruthy Ruth

Lindsay Machado let’s just face it, the vacs a dud.
No way am I taking it,

Look at the bigger picture guys.
The virus is a cover up
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Ruthy Ruth
Lindsay Machado let's just face it, the vacs a dud.
No way am I taking it,

Look at the bigger picture guys.
The virus is a cover up

Melissa Hughes
Renae Berkenstock I am fully vaccinated, but will not take the mrna injection. Call it what it is.

Tim Kellogg
Melissa Smilie
And it took
5 YEARS to get it no longer prescribed to pregnant women

Missy Ann
Melissa Smilie my mom was taking it too got pulled off of the shelves due to birth defects

Sarah Joleen
Spike Cohen
googole

9 new billionaires

Follow the money baybee

Lisha Wilkins Adam
Anjie Buchan https://www.bitchute.com/video/qsTbE4yYxSC8/

Dr Charles Hoffe Talks Long Term Effects

Stephanie Rebecca
Austin Pellerito Let me help you.... PFIZER
Amy Beth
Megan Lynn libertarian doesn’t mean aligning yourself with collectivists

Ruthy Ruth
Also, can anyone tell me why they’re building a quarantine camp out west?
The vac are only travelling. Why in hell would they need to build a quarantine camp, to get away from hote quarantine if your vaccinated and returning from travel?
I read Toowoomba?

Tanya Bailey
Brian Taylor this is not a vaccine either.

Tanya Bailey
Nicole Griffin US Supreme Court 2010 declared all "unavoidably unsafe".

Angela Brown McManus
Kimberly Pitchford Nevers they can never be sued for this one. Read up.

Dan Greiner
Tanya Bailey true sense vaccinated can still catch and spread it the same it doesn't really qualify huh? Lol

Louise Charlton Grey
Tracy Robar yeh, I stopped using Google a long time ago

Angela Brown McManus
Brian Taylor You see how many older scared people talk about polio vax
Look up how many the vaccine killed.
Marielba Cancel Olmo

Ruthy Ruth a quarantine camp? I do know people who had Covid and survived, unvaxxed. Also know of people who got sick after fully vaxxed, so I don’t know what to make of this mess
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Diane Minchew

Ruthy Ruth Where can I find info on that?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amy Beth

Laurie Ann it’s entirely possible the vaccines are driving evolution of the virus, this is called the imperfect vaccine hypothesis and it’s been observed in chickens https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/this-chicken-vaccine-makes-virus-dangerous?fbclid=IwAR0ggGxMy8YPoy0kcC9PAXQfqGi6bDDi4C89lz7o-jwqVV_O9CJ2okynfk

This chicken vaccine makes its virus...

pbs.org

Tanya Bailey

Karon Patterson Czekala a CDC whistle blower put the deaths at over 45,000 some weeks ago
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Leon Robbins

Jennifer Kiely still spreading false info and incomplete info, huh? Do you know how many cases of blood clots and myocarditis with Covid?

Chance of myocarditis after vaccination: .0000034%

Chance of myocarditis with Covid: .2%

A person is nearly 60,000 times more likely to get myocarditis from Covid than the vaccine.

The numbers are also staggeringly in favor over vaccine vs Covid regarding blood clots.
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Shelley Lapworth

Brian Taylor it was a drug. However it enters the body is irrelevant. It still caused terrible damage and suffering absolute bellend.
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Phinehas Eleazar
Jay Jenkins you got roasted!

Mel RelentlessAgain Vil
Pam Littlejohn Alvarez and surprise surprise that's the 1st one to be "FDA APPROVED"

Leon Robbins
Ogar Ernest Wagner the CDC and NCBI.

Tanya Bailey
Natalia Porter I understood doctors use it and face serious consequences if mis-reporting?

Leon Robbins
Laurie Tomasino you realize that people who died in car wrecks, but were vaccinated, are reported to VAERS and are included in that 7000, right? I believe the facts.

Rose Townsley
Jomara Burrows neither is this one ffs

Leon Robbins
Drema Drake Paugh not really. Kind of like protection vs no protection. I mean, babies have been killed while in and BECAUSE of their car seat, but I wouldn't think to tell someone not to strap there child into one. That's basically what stupid people are doing regarding the vaccine.

Ruthy Ruth
Diane Minchew are you being serious or taking the Mickey mate?

Ruthy Ruth
Marielba Cancel Olmo https://amp.abc.net.au/article/100410932

How will Queensland's own COVID-19...
Shelley Lapworth
**Brian Taylor** Bellend on repeat.

Angela Brown McManus
**Alexandria Turrisi** Yes, was used for people original then started being used to treat cattle!

Debra Pasquella
Crimes against humanity.

Brandi Leighe Counter
**Kevin F Carini** check these comments.

Debra Pasquella
The truth is always revealed eventually. Unfortunately, too late for some. This is awful.

Shelley Lapworth
**Linda Leseman** the Bellend obviously does.

Amanda Cupan

Chi Dogsbody
**Missy Ann** google it.... it is horrendous and the german company kept pushing it even after they knew it was deforming babies... true story...
While searching for information on the Tuskegee experiment— I came across this:


Sarah Joleen

Tuskegee Experiment Was But One Medical...
baltimoresun.com

Vee Create

Austin Pellerito thank you for sharing!

Ruthy Ruth

What irritates me, is Mandating and bringing in a passport so my kids you can return to school and sports. My doctor has suggested not giving my kids the thing, yet they will be discriminated against for not complying to health orders.

This will decimate many sport clubs, schools and business. Not like the lockdowns haven't done this already.

Get out of the whole idea of worrying about a vaccine, and start looking at what else is happening since this plan demic has evolved. Sure the virus is here, but for good reason.

We're being treated as rats and fools,

Afghan, America, China,

Their in cahoots

Néw laws being passed all the time, for the Agenda. We lost our rights a long time ago.

Abide or pay the ultimate price.
Cohesion.
Fear.
Lockdown.
Control.
Or lose your freedom, jobs, health, speech and movement.

Ruthy Ruth

Sarah Joleen starting with Bill Gates. Funding the née world order

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135/?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Chi Dogsbody

Brian Taylor no it was not a vax but it was a drug that was pushed onto the public via
doctors who were told it was safe.... even when it was found to be causing heinous
deformities in babies it was still sold by the company well after the side effects were
known... sound familiar? The thalidomide babies did get compensation-yrs later when most
had died and the company was never really held accountable... sound familiar? If you don't
believe look for yourself or read the commentary on this post to see where this is
heading....
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Jim Speer

Sarah yeah, check into the swine flu poke of the 70's.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ruthy Ruth

Marielba Cancel Olmo alter our immunity, requiring boosters.
I believe the vaccinated a spreading the virus. The more vaccinated, the more cases?
Can still get it, can still pass it..
it's a no from me
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Brian Erckman

Spike Cohen my family is currently fighting off Delta Covid 19 right now including my 2
year old and we are almost fully recovered with zero doses of the vaccine. Our
leadership has had no common sense when it comes to the handling of the virus.
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Julie Lauder

Ruthy Ruth ive been told there is a quarantine camp being built near Tullamarine airport in
Melbourne!!
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J.C. Grant

Austin Pellerito it was a civil fine, not a criminal fine. Lord you are misinformed.
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Michelle Taylor Neely

Lynda Kolehouse girl YES !! Wait till they find out millions of people have died senselessly!!
Then they kill or injure millions more with their deadly vax !!! It got out of hand cause they
wanted it to !!! The Fauci protocol!!!
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Ruthy Ruth
Just accept any fines as judges are throwing these out all the time. Believe it or not.

Mandating and needing to prove health stats? Highly illegal. Discriminatory and against our human rights.

Stand tall people,

Julie Lauder

Sarah Joleen
Jim Speer Oh I’m informed about these jabs — I have never seen an article like that one I posted though talking about several secret “experiments” performed via healthcare

Kari Lynch
Brian Erckman How did you know it’s delta? Can they test for the Delta strain?

Kari Lynch
Brian Erckman Brian Erckman How did you know it’s delta? Can they test for the Delta strain?

Ruthy Ruth
Marielba Cancel Olmo I know!! The unvac aren’t the problem here sadly.

Jean Cohoon
Brandy Gerard this is why many blacks will not take the vaccine
Bonnie Nonnie Brown
Kari Lynch No they cannot. I listened to an interview with a nurse.

Bonen MJ
Ruthy Ruth amen!

Chris Morgan
Julie Lauder Yes there all over

J.C. Grant
Angis Love got some scientific verification of this "serious damage"? LOL

Chris Morgan
Julie Lauder (null) yes

J.C. Grant

No, the CDC's VAERS database does not...

Duke Dugan
Julie Lauder truth

Lori Blay
Ive been told by many there is NO test to determine which strain
Cheryl Loschen

Sean Mcelroy, Thousands of women lost their babies after getting the shots. Are you going to tell them it’s not from the shots? Who is supposedly doing the research that says the shots didn’t cause the miscarriages, the “vaccine” companies?

Casey Jones

Brian Erckman I just stop kissing strangers and licking sidewalks and ive never been healthier

Colleen Barbour

Kari Lynch when you know, you know.

Karen Johns

Marie Farnworth yep nailed it

Lani Xan Haney Hawk

Ruthy Ruth stay strong and say no to it

Fevity Eva

Kari Lynch No they can't ... they use the same test, and yesterday Facebook deleted my responses to that too so it was close to the truth.

Karen Johns

Lilah Marie Clark omg

Casey Jones

If im vaccinated theres no way to die from covid. If im unvaccinated and die from anything is it considered covid death? Like is this an era or something cause i had a buddy have a heart attack and lived and on his paper it said covid complications
Jackie Hansen Schroeppel
Amanda Cupan and usually this is only about 10% that is reported, so it’s way worse than those numbers.

Karen Johns
Ruthy Ruth yup

Melissa Busch
Brian Erckman hey everyone, Brian and his family didn’t die from the virus so that means it isn’t deadly to other people.

Kimberly Aaron
Brian Erckman There’s no way of know whether or not you have a variant.

Justin Powers
Lori Blay There is in fact a test - BUT it's very expensive and they are NOT conducting this test. They are basing it all on a moving goalpost of assumption.

Melissa Busch
Ruthy Ruth vaccines have always been required in schools. This isn't anything new so just stop with this bs.

Jen Roberton
Spike Cohen this is the response I expected. The media is asking the wrong questions.

Jen Roberton
Spike Cohen this is the response I expected. The media is asking the wrong questions.

Rita Stone
J.C. Grant A fine is a fine! Same as if it quacks like a duck, it is a duck…
Pam Conklin

Jackie Hansen Schroeppel actually I think it's only 1% of the actual numbers

Abigail Boxman

Casey Jones Covid causes blood clots, so if he had Covid & had a heart attack, it probably was caused by Covid. I know 2 people who have had blood clots when they had Covid.

Abigail Boxman

Casey Jones Covid causes blood clots, so if he had Covid & had a heart attack, it probably was caused by Covid. I know 2 people who have had blood clots when they had Covid.

Alyssa Alyssa

Casey Jones my moms coworker died of covid after being vaccinated. Also while I was in the hospital recently (non covid related) I had a nurse tell me she also had a friend die recently from covid that was also vaccinated.

Melissa Hollister

Jill Logan Kyhn

Brian Erckman

For those asking how I know it is the delta variant, I don't.. that is what our family doctor has told us.

John Michael Shuffett

Casey Jones you can still get (& unfortunately, die) from COVID even if vaccinated. If someone told you otherwise, they lied.

Sergio Alan

Casey Jones you're actually able to still get Covid if Vaccinated. It's been proven that the vaccines weaken the immune system. A person who recovers without antibiotics from the doctor is 99% likely to not be affected by Covid again. That's a fact.
Dottie Buxton
Sarah Joleen very interesting (and scary) article

Natalee Shae Pruitt
Amanda Cupan where does this info come from? I've never seen this site, is it reliable?? and that info is just insane. I'd love to do more of my own research.

Brian Erckman
This isn't my first time having Covid either. This is just the first time I had any "severe symptoms" (slight fever, and terrible cough).

Amanda Cupan
Pam Conklin yes I completely agree with you but this is all I have been able to find and even THESE numbers should show concern. After I saw one of my patients die from the vaccine who survived Covid I have been looking for more research but Google censors everything so I started using different web browsers.

Abigail Boxman
Lori Blay "many" people who think memes are a news source, really do believe that. The people who read things longer than 8 words, know that's not true. They don't variant test everyone & most labs don't have the technology to test for variants. They test a random sample. Do people rest not know how statistics work? Do you think every person has to be tested?

Angela Blazek Salinas
Melissa Busch no they haven't.

Alyssa Alyssa
Ashley Kirk

Yvonne Janviriya Berry
Justin Powers you are correct. The health dept would not test my family's PCR for the strain. They said it's too expensive and they just assumed it was delta. IMO, NOT SCIENTIFIC AT ALL!!!
Abigail Boxman

Lori Blay “many” people who think memes are a news source, really do believe that. The people who read things longer than 8 words, know that’s not true. They don’t variant test everyone & most labs don’t have the technology to test for variants. They test a random sample. Do people rest not know how statistics work? Do you think every person has to be tested?

Karen Richmond

John Michael Shuffett so what is th point of getting the jab.? BTW it is an experimental biological agent, not a vaccine

Abigail Boxman

Melissa Busch lol right? Nobody in my family has died from a heart attack. That means that nobody does

Jessica Santoro

Natalee Shae Pruitt it’s real and there’s a few more like it. Many deaths recorded from adverse reactions.

Jessica Santoro

Pam Conklin true!

Casey Jones

Abigail Boxman he was unvaccinated neither of us has had it he was just unhealthy but still covid was to blame?

Joy Briant

Sergio Alan my grandfather had the jab (against my wishes) got the covid
Dominick Portelli
Spike Cohen Please join and help stop this madness!!!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/547441373156792/?ref=share

Americans Against Mandatory Vaccination

Willis Danielle
Melissa Busch doing your research on each vaccine and why it was produced and how many years it took for the vaccine to be created would help you understand why your comment is nothing but ignorant.

Linda L Elmenhorst
Michelle Taylor Neely unless that was their intent.

Amanda Cupan
Natalee Shae Pruitt most comes from the CDC but when I recently went back you have to dig and it’s getting harder and harder to find. Use the web browser duckduckgo and start looking what’s happening in Russia and Israel.

Harlie Elaine Glassman
Sergio Alan exactly when my family are going to get it naturally, keep healthy and let our bodies fight it off like it should.

Michelle Garner
Melissa Busch this is the FIRST mRNA vaccine and it doesn't even protect you from getting or passing on the virus. The polio vaccine guarantees I won't give or receive polio from another
Amanda Cupan

Natalee Shae Pruitt look at the last article, that's Google now ill show you an unconscious web browser

Brian Erckman

Abigail Boxman refer to my last comment

Amanda Cupan

Natalee Shae Pruitt

Sarah Marie

Yvonne Janviriya Berry exactly!!
Barbara Bradford Austin

Melissa Busch, there has always been exemptions for all childhood vaccines in school. You will find one or two children in every class not vaccinated. My daughter is a pediatric nurse practitioner. She encourages people every day to get their kids vaccinated with these long time proven vaccines. This one, not so much, because the studies aren't there. There are no long term studies on how children can be affected. (remember the thalidomide debacle?) if not do the research. There's nothing wrong with being cautious over a vaccine with such a huge survival rate. If people were dying at a 30% mortality like smallpox it would be a different story. It is reckless to not vaccinate against childhood diseases that we have studied for 70 years. When we have studied this one for longer, I dare say people will be much more open to the idea.

Charity A Fowler

Karen Richmond

Heidi Michaelian

Amanda Cupan I personally know more people killed or injured by vaccine than covid. 10 to 1, actually.

Amanda Cupan

Jen Ellis

Abigail Boxman Very difficult to prove cause and effect in science. There may be a correlation. But a correlation is not causation. In order to prove that it causes it, he would need a control group. You would need to rule out all extraneous variables. You would need to be able to show definitively that the people who got blood clots would not have gotten them if they had not had it. How would you prove that? Additionally, knowing two people who got them is not statistically significant. Even if those two people got them that does not translate into the fact that it is a guarantee that everyone is going to get them.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Jason Woerner

Melissa Busch you are correct but none that need booster shots after only 6 months. apples and oranges.

Gena Mueller

Yvonne Janviriya Berry makes you wonder if the DV is different from COVID how does one test positive for COVID? Wouldn't they need a test for the Delta Variant in order to tell if they're positive? I mean they have Flu A and Flu B tests and they are different....right? You can't pop positive for Flu B if you have Flu A.

Debbie Duncan

Jen Ellis the exact same thing goes for saying people died of Covid

Charity A Fowler

Ruthy Ruth

Nancy Talamantez

Casey Jones the vaccine is causing heart related problems...it's not covid, it's the vaccine

Jen Roberton

Dominick Portelli you spelled vaccination wrong, but that's ok, since this is NOT a vaccine.

Sharlena Brown Klug

Jen Roberton correct!

Sarah Marie

Ruthy Ruth sounds like the start of a concentration camp…
Pam Malensek

**Jen Roberton**, probably spelled that way on purpose. It keeps it from getting censored and flagged. Just like I posted a comment and used a “0” instead of a “o” and it took a “missing content” label off.

Tommy Massey

**Jen Ellis** exactly. Hard to prove. So are the people that do get the vaccine and still contracting the virus surviving because of the vaccine or because 99% of people that get the virus survive regardless of being vaccinated or not?

Brian Erckman

**Gena Mueller** from my understanding/experience (if my doctor is right) the Delta Variant just happens to be severe (of course, it is the mutated version). I tested positive for Covid19 in December last year and I had not 1 symptom. I tested positive 4 days ago again only this time (with antibodies) i actually have gotten kinda sick but nothing that isn't manageable

Toni Tadlock Clegg

**Gena Mueller** there is no test for the Delta variant. The PCR test is for all Corona viruses. It seems to pick up everything and doesn't distinguish

Emily Garrard Jones

**Jen Roberton**

vaccine-nation

Vee Kay
Diamond Marie

Spike Cohen exactly... the people are speaking out... The Creator of the Worlds has a way of just making things happen...especially when it comes to truth ... it'll fall out of their mouths even in the mist of telling lies, so listen up

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brian Erckman

Toni Tadlock Clegg the only difference between the 2 is Delta has "more severe symptoms" and if my family doc is right, it has proven to be true for us too.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lucy Riccardi

Spike Cohen omg I am so happy you show up on my feed.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kathy Burnett

Spike Cohen or he did..

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kathy Sutton Bacon

Tommy Massey Exactly!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Chris Herbert

Natalee Shae Pruitt use duck duck go and search for the VAERS weekly summary report, can filter it, and as Pam said there’s WAY more than actually reported as it takes some time to log the info. But it’s very scary

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Chris Herbert

Natalee Shae Pruitt use duck duck go and search for the VAERS weekly summary report, can filter it, and as Pam said there’s WAY more than actually reported as it takes some time to log the info. But it’s very scary

Donna Burns Anthony

Jen Ellis and there is NO control group - except for the unvaxxed. We should be celebrating them, not scapegoating them. They are the only way to see if this experiment works or fails

Christine Van Tassel

Dena, Michigan Freedom Defenders group posts an update regularly.

Natalia Reynolds Burleson

Toni Tadlock Clegg That's what i've heard to no test for it. So, how do they know there is a delta variant and what the symptoms are???

Austin Pellerito

Spike Welker read the comments

Austin Pellerito

Susan Pellerito read comments

Jason Nekleva

Your just repeating what the tv told you
Timothy Walsh

Sergio Alan who gives antibiotics for covid?

Jacqueline Vry Hewitt

Sergio Alan this comment is ridiculous. I just had a coworker pass away from covid 19. She caught covid which dug down deep in her lungs and now her kids and grandkids and family and friends have lost her forever. Because she wouldn't get the vaccine. Because it was political!!! Why can't anyone do anything for the greater good? YOU might not catch it or have severe symptoms but the longer this thing is out there, the more perfect it gets in figuring out ways around the vaccine in or to KILL us more efficiently. Viruses MUTATE. That is SCIENCE! So if you want to keep contributing to virus survival instead of human survival, keep refusing the vaccine. Just hope that karma doesn't come for you.

Kim Hazleton

Sarah Joleen exactly

Larry Malone

Melissa Busch 2words: Novel Coronavirus.

Sara Lowell

Sergio Alan not fact! A friend had Covid 3 times and beat it each time but now has respiratory and cardiac issues because of it.

Carol Massey

Timothy Walsh My Dr gave me antibiotics and a steroid. I took 2 scripts of both plus 3 infusions of each when mine went to pneumonia. And also breathing treatments

Heather Ann

Brian Taylor YES! FACT!! and did you know they are still actively using Thalidomide as a way to treat certain cancers?! They are also located in CinCi Ohio... The Thalidomide trials PROVED they had no evidence of the drug doing anything it actually claimed it did yet they were still allowed to practice and administer the drug. There are STILL victims to this day pursuing suits and seeking justice. Its sick. yet no on ever wants to talk about this kind of stuff.. you know just do our part for human kind.. take the "shot" its ok... it will make you better... like get outta here with that bull.
Kristy Branch
My 78 year old father was pretty healthy he got the moderna now he's walking with the Walker cuz he keeps falling he's weak he shakes and he has bathroom issues now I tried to get him not to do it oh, but he believed you crooked lying people from the news and those criminals that created it, my adult son oh, my two adult nieces am I adult nephew all took the poison and God is my witness if anything happens to my family somebody will be held accountable, my friend since high school she got moderna 3 days before her second job she died he was 52 years old

Kimberly Pitchford Nevers
Angela Brown McManus Yes I know that. Have already "read up" on everything. But there might be something to be done still for them to pay for all the wrong that was done. Because they created it they need and should be responsible for the damages done.

Karen Davis
Jacqueline Vry Hewitt my mom was vaccinated and died from covid

Diamond Marie
How do you expect liars and master manipulators to monitor, report and police themselves? You people didn't learn from my people or other indigenous tribes did you? You're feelings will be hurt when you actually begin to realize the betrayal... they're showing you, it's in your face ... I wonder what makes you so different at this point from all the other “different” people that you've been taught to hate, disregard and mistreat on one level or another  looks like everyone's on a even playing ground when it comes to population control.. and wicked agendas ... ohhh they're just getting started... buckle up

Where is your sovereignty?
Did you give it up?
Who's the people?
Who's the servants?
Problem is 99.9% don't know law... only statues, ordinances, codes and corporate policies ... better start reading

Patricia C McGrane
Karma? Is that a joke? Karma is a made up thing designed to instill guilt & fear of nothing by people who want you to follow some made up rules that make them feel they are morally superior.
Karen Davis
Jacqueline Vry Hewitt my mom was vaccinated and died of covid.

Jen Roberton
Pam Malensek good call! I could learn a thing or two since I keep getting into trouble on here.

Omg I just posted a comment, and it seemed to be written differently. FB wants me to sound like an idiot. They literally have to work hard at it, I guess that's some sort of victory!

Karen Davis
Jacqueline Vry Hewitt my mom was vaccinated and passed. Due to covid

Karen Davis
Jacqueline Vry Hewitt my mom was vaccinated and passed. Due to covid

Karen Davis
Jacqueline Vry Hewitt vaccinated die of covid too

Alyssa Alyssa
Abigail Boxman that’s what Plaquenil helps treat. Also Asprin. When I had covid I took both.

Heather Ann
Elle Haus Correct! It didn’t just injure babies it caused them to be born dismembered and deformed. LIFE long affliction because their parents were lied to. Treated like lab rats.

Beth Vanderhoofven
Sarah Jordan Brazier in Houston you get paid $100 to vaccinate. So a single mother of 4 kids (12 yrs or older) will get $500 for having her family covid vaccinated with Moderna or Pfizer
Janene Wood  
**Kari Lynch** they are just assuming it is delta, they have to do genomic testing to confirm that it is. And we all know that isn’t being done. It cost more and has to been sent away to check for the genetic differences

Kate Kellie  
**Melissa Busch** vaccines are not mandatory in most places to attend school.

Diane Jones  
**Carol Massey** my younger brother was gave the samething took him 3 weeks to get better but he made it I had it January 2020 b4 they started testing did all the things you do for the flu and pneumonia took me 5 weeks to recover

Joey Richard  
**Brian Erckman** same here and my fiancé as well

Tammy Deak Blasko  
**Diamond Marie** I love this! I’m from Pittsburgh and it’s crazy to see how the media tries to shut everyone out, but the people are making sure they are being heard everywhere!

Kari Elisabeth Vuncannon  
**Casey Jones** they are also counting anyone who dies within 2 weeks of the as unvaccinated.

Lisa Patnode Frost  
**Diamond Marie** your message is good, but the hate could be dialed down so people will listen. Not every generation was taught to hate.

Cary D’Antonio  
**Christina MacNeil Barefoot** I reported my fathers death to Vaers after he received the shot no response they wanted to hear nothing of it!!
Monica Allan
Those who have had the vaccine should definitely get the blood clotting factor done. I'm not going to debate this, but do your own research.

Jen Robertson

Emily Garrard Jones wow, good one.

John Malvey
Bezos increased his $200+ billion wealth by an additional $24 billion during the pandemic. We're all in this together 😊

Kelly Ouzts Hall
Monica Allan which is why so many flights are cancelled. Pilots are getting blood clots

Ricarda Scheffler
Chi Dogsbody and it took five years for the health professionals to make a connection between the pill and the deformations

John Malvey
Sarah Joleen - we're all in this together wink wink.

Nerys Lewis
Julie Lauder one in Toowoomba qld also, Annastacia Palaszczuk approved it herself after Morrison said no to helping her fund it.

Donna Burns Anthony
Justin Weaver my daughter works at a clinic...her PA had never even heard of VAERS. And it takes about 1/2 hour to file a report. Most docs and nurses don't have the time for that. Patients are being told to self report.
Yasmin Khan

**Tommy Massey** my mum 76 survived and her friend 85 did as well. The government tries to scare us. Most survive however some younger friends in their 40s had hard time when they got it. So if your time is up, you go... No government can help you. They are not saviours.

Amanda O'Bryan

**Timothy Walsh** I did in January 2020. I tested positive for a SARS virus (My Dr says it was SARS COVID 19). And was put on antibiotics because it was so bad. I think part of the reason is to maybe help stave off pneumonia. I was out of work for 3 1/2 weeks and it took about 12 weeks to fully recover.

Ayanna Lowe

call them and tell them !! You have a story or testimony of this . Just called and they said they are reviewing the post and said have a nice day and hung up !!

Wendy Tomsky

**Kari Elisabeth Vuncannon** That is a cover up to people dying from the vax. How horrible!

Amanda O'Bryan

**Timothy Walsh** I did in January 2020. I tested positive for a SARS virus (My Dr says it was SARS COVID 19). And was put on antibiotics because it was so bad. I think part of the reason is to maybe help stave off pneumonia. I was out of work for 3 1/2 weeks and it took about 12 weeks to fully recover.

Jen Roberton

**Amanda Cupan** thanks for sharing VAERS. It's crazy how many people discredit what's on the back of their "vaccination" card. I said if you read the entries, you might think twice. It's very sad. We need to honor their lives by being honest about their deaths.
Diamond Marie
Lisa Patnode Frost and for the record, there is no hate.. only facts and the posing of a few questions … those that have an ear, will hear
Stay Safe!

Shelley Hadd
Tammy Deak Blasko although quite a few of these comments have been deleted. They are screening them

Stacie McKinnon
Ayanna Lowe “Always taking action for you.”
Even their TagLine is a narrative!!!

Scott Donaldson
My stepdads mom passed very shortly after Moderna

Ta Mantha
Melissa Busch this is not a traditional “vaccine,” and there has always been the right to refuse before now.

Coby Joe Richey
Ashlee René Ellefson... Why do you limit it to Christianity? Do you mean organized religion?

Lacey Root
Timothy Walsh the doctors did in the very beginning when they were trying to figure it out. They quickly realized it wasn't working so they stopped. That was the beginning of last year. The dr.s I worked with talked about it.

Coby Joe Richey
Ashlee René Ellefson... Why do you limit it to Christianity? Do you mean organized religion?
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Ashlee René Ellefson
Coby Joe Richey yes

Lacey Root
Carol Massey why would they give you an antibiotic for a virus?

Tammy Deak Blasko
Shelley Hadd doesn’t surprise me a bit! But it’s hilarious that it backfired so badly

Lisa Sharkey
Barbara Bradford Austin this is not a vaccine it’s a shot just like a flu shot!

Ta Mantha
Melissa Busch this is not a traditional “vaccine,” and there has always been the right to refuse before now.

Donna Burns Anthony
Sean Mcelroy It sure was when counting deaths BEFORE the vax came out

Amy Autry Morrow
Ashlee René Ellefson You are sorely misinformed about Christianity if that is what you think The Bible is saying. Sadly, many people believe this way.

Amy Autry Morrow
Ashlee René Ellefson You are sorely misinformed if that is what you believe that Christianity and the Bible are saying. Sadly, many people are.

Dianne McKay
Ruthy Ruth was the vaccine created for the virus? or was the virus created FOR the vaccine?
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Tammie Marie Watts Stafford
My friends father was paralyzed after his first vax...

Jen Budrow Diamond
Sara Lowell your friend has respiratory and cardiac issues because of the vaccine? How can you know that? Those are common residual effects from Covid-19....

Danielle Frenchie
"Reviewing the post" is most likely a euphemism for "we're going to take it down".

Susan Haney
Everyone has to decide for themselves. Do your research.

Ryan McDonald
Alyssa Alyssa you shouldn't have to take a blood thinner to prevent a clot from a VACCINE. That should tell you something.

Nicole Hays
Tammie Marie Watts Stafford my father passed away after the first vax!

Sara Luevano
Kris Jackson this is actually not a new phenomenon. The CDC found about 15 years ago the measles is predominantly spread by vaccinated individuals. They concluded their findings by saying that people should get the vaccination anyways.

Sara Luevano
Kris Jackson this is actually not a new phenomenon. The CDC found about 15 years ago the measles is predominantly spread by vaccinated individuals. They concluded their findings by saying that people should get the vaccination anyways.

Nicole Hays
Scott Donaldson my father passed away after the V to!!
Denise Koenig
Kate Kellie not yet

Nicole Hays
Kelly Ouzts Hall my father passed after the jab

Ayanna Lowe
Danielle Frenchie exactly. I tried to keep her on the phone to record but it was so quick and she was not having a good day. I asked to share and then asked if they were aware there was more than 100 thousand comment and stories and she said yes it's under review. . . doyou have a question. I said no just want to share my story and make sure you aware. She said have a nice day *click*.

Donna Burns Anthony

Eric Williamson
Flu shot is a vaccine. They are both vaccines

Genelle Tracy Spence
Carol Massey similar treatment here also for recent pneumonia. I cannot give enough credit to the vitamin supplements for the power of healing. (Zinc, D3, Vitamin C, Quercitn, Garlic, Turmeric, Colloidal Silver)

Al Jas
Kelly Ouzts Hall what are you serious? Where are you hearing this, I've seen like nothing about this
Katrina Ooms-Thorpe

Ryan you would think this was the conclusion she would come to on her own

Patricia C McGrane

Ashlee Renee Ellefson, don't think so. Karma is a made up silliness which apparently works on you. Facts are facts. Sorry, doesn't work on those who A. have minds to think & B. Know the truth because they know the ONE who gives it.

Stephanie Howells Scoville

Danielle Frenchie or look for the ONE comment out of THOUSANDS that tells the story THEY want to tell!!

Eric Williamson

Lacey Root viral pneumonia can leave you susceptible to superimposed bacterial pneumonia. You can't differentiate on imaging, so if there is clinical deterioration it is not unreasonable to start a course of antibiotics empirically

Eric Williamson

Lacey Root viral pneumonia can leave you susceptible to superimposed bacterial pneumonia. You can't differentiate on imaging, so if there is clinical deterioration it is not unreasonable to start a course of antibiotics empirically

April Calloway

Debi Y. Polston Smith have you seen this one ...yep they seem to have updated the definition... https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vaccine

Jenn Hayes

THESE ARE THE STORIES THAT NEED TO BE SHOUTED FROM THE ROOFTOPS! I am so sorry for your loss.
Jenn Hayes
WHY AREN'T THESE THE STORIES THAT SHOULD BE IN THE NEWS?!? So sorry for your losses!

Jacqueline Vry Hewitt
Karen Davis it's not a 100 percent guarantee. But it's a better chance at not developing severe infection. No vaccine is 100 percent effective. Yet again, SCIENCE. I am sorry for your loss but this thing is just gonna get worse until people start getting over themselves.

Jason Kirby
Patricia C McGrane you sound like a child molester supporter to me. Lemme guess you think pedophilia is a sexual orientation not a choice huh.

Lonnie Williams
Alyssa Alyssa Well, one of the nicknames for the vaccine is “the clot shot”.

J.C. Grant
Rita Stone one is a crime, one isn't. Worry about our US senators who oversaw historic Medicare fraud.


Senator Whose Company Defrauded Medicare...

Lynn Eldridge
Lacey Root I was told by day 6 it usually causes a secondary infection. Usually gives a zpak.

David Cole
Timothy Walsh many hospitals prescribe Azithromax for covid patients. It actually does seem to help.
Tilly Dee
Spike Cohen I actually think it is what they're looking for, likely running a story on how the vaccine is affecting people.

Sheila Ruby
Ayanna Lowe call Newsmax

Lynn Henderson
That is actually not what karma is at all, that's a western misunderstanding. Karma is behaving appropriately for your caste in life until your current life is over. (most basic eastern religion courses could teach you the truth of the doctrine) someone's specific caste or roll in their life could be to NOT do what we Americans would consider "good" and if they act contrary to that then they are going to get bad karma. Wouldn't normally jump on to correct, but since you're try to 'educate' others, I just figured it should be done correctly.

Robin Simpson
Jen Roberton Serum

Karen Roberts
Nicole mine too but it's not recorded as that, he had a stroke caused by a blood clot, they won't admit it's from the jab

Frank Young
Spike Cohen If them either. They were trying Shame us into believing that we are wrong for Is being hesitant or refusing to get vaccinated They thought they were going to get more support

Eric Williamson
P Maxi Russell I think that varies by provider. Guess it would depend on severity of fever, sputum production, leukocytosis w/ bandemia on CBC, elevated procalcitonin, etc
Dianne MacKay
I saved those studies on a different computer but can't find them now. Do you have the links?

Lonnie Williams
Lacey Root because of all the secondary issues associated with the virus. It weakens the immune system to the point that many systems are weakened and that allows other infections.

Mina Tzenova
My friend lost both his healthy 55 year old father and uncle within a week of each other, after they both got A-Z.

Dianne MacKay
Kristin Wolcott Day Do you have the actual link to that photo?

Tyrone Rodrigues
Diamond Marie
I always read about past sins by the oppressed but one group you NEVER hear victimize their self is the Jewish people who were up for extermination less than 100 yrs ago & still fight for survival today in their homeland.

Tyrone Rodrigues
Diamond Marie
I always read about past sins by the oppressed but one group you NEVER hear victimize their self is the Jewish people who were up for extermination less than 100 yrs ago & still fight for survival today in their homeland.

Dianne MacKay
Do you have the link to the study for the picture you shared?

Carol Lee Hiestand Pagoria
Nicole Hays I'm so sorry for your loss. I've lost five people shortly or immediately right after getting their second dose. It's sad either way. A loss is a loss. But this craziness needs to end.
Dianne MacKay
Denise Hedrick Testing.

Charmaine Edwards Crundwell
Eric Williamson is a vaccine not something that is given to eradicate a disease......the 'flu' is alive and well and quite possibly will never go away so .....that shot folks go for every year to maybe keep them from getting flu......??? I struggle to call it a vaccine

Sandra Benteman - Lisius
Stephanie Howells Scoville they already have thousands of stories on the site. Don't be a Goomba!

Tyrone Rodrigues
Donna Burns Anthony %

Mindee Woodward
Jackie Hansen Schroeppe! That's right because even healthcare providers are having trouble getting their reports in. Myself and others have called and took the run around "Push 2 for this." "Push 3 for that" and it got nowhere.

Sandra Benteman - Lisius
Danielle Frenchie the ones on FB have been taken down. But there is still the .com one that they can't. Makes you wonder what they don't want you to know because they are still dividing us!

Jenny Thorstensen
Barbara Bradford Austin This !!

Eric Williamson
P Maxi Russell hopefully not!
Niki Ann
Frank Young

Rob Taylor
Eric Williamson I get sick as heck within 2 weeks of the flu shot, I quit getting them years ago and ain’t been sick sense

Judy Springer Kelly
Patricia C McGrane Why do you feel the need to post your comment 5 times ?????

Ahni Ahna
Eric Williamson Both the flu shots and the Covid shots contain Graphene Oxide.

Walt Remele
Charmaine Edwards Crundwell it's not a vaccine. Comes no where close to the definition of a vax. They are GTE'S with an EUA from the FDA. Nothing more. We've been Fauci'd.

Max McIntosh
P Maxi Russell I wouldn't take abx unless secondary infection!

Quercetin with zinc along with C to bowel tolerance and D at a minimum at onset of symptoms.

Also take daily aspirin to help with fever and/or clots.
Linzy Green

Eric Williamson this definition clearly states this is NOT a vaccine...

Sonja Henry Harper

Rob Taylor Truth

Josie Butcher

Jenn Hayes yes

Te Emani

Diamond Marie

Josie Butcher

So eager give 3booster lol

Eric Williamson

Linzy Green it does produce antibodies, and it does decrease risk of severe disease after exposure. No one should be saying you can't still get the virus or spread it, but it does drastically reduce your risk of hospitalization, severe disease, and/or death

Austin Lee Stanley

Niki Ann solid article from the Alaskan news of 1890-1920.
Marilyn Beutler
Spike Cohen my body my choice.

on Tue Like Reply More

Amanda Joy Calvert-Smith
Spike Cohen exactly

on Tue Like Reply More

Vicki Pittman
Rob Taylor truth!!

on Tue Like Reply More

Billy Carrigg
Linzy Green cdc and fda changed the definition of a vaccine

on Tue Like Reply More

Alida G. De Boer
Lacey Root Secondary infections that come from having Covid.

on Tue Like Reply More

Eric Williamson
Charmaine Edwards Crundwell not necessarily eradicate, but severely reduce your risk of morbidity/mortality. Almost every vaccine we get requires a booster because immunity can wane over time. I know you don’t feel like it should be called a vaccine, but it is literally a vaccine

on Tue Like Reply More

Shell Pie
Eric Williamson the flu shot is NOT a vaccine… it is not called the flu vaccine, it’s called the flu shot for a reason! It doesn’t stop the spread of the flu virus, just like the covid vaccine shouldn’t be called a vaccine because it also doesn’t stop the spread of the virus, only lessens the symptoms

on Tue Like Reply More

Steph Iverson Frasieur
Eric Williamson
Mindee Woodward
Even healthcare providers are having trouble getting their reports in. Myself and others have called and took the run around "Push 2 for this." "Push 3 for that" and it got nowhere.

Molly Alton Cutrell
Eric Williamson never had it..

Molly Alton Cutrell
Don't do HPV either

Delta Arellano
Spike Cohen you got that right!

Brian Taylor
Trumpian halfwits. Just get the fecking vaccine.

Andrea Wise
Niki Ann well this isn't the flu sooooo
don't do HPV either

Andrea Wise
Niki Ann well this isn't the flu sooooo

Delta Arellano
Andrea Wise that's because the flu no longer exist
Austin Pellerito
J.C. Grant oh really?

Sandy Gaines Etzel
Steph Iverson Frasieur they would do that, don’t think wouldn’t.

Austin Pellerito
J.C. Grant Is that so? Have you even researched the matter? It was for certain a crime.

Amanda Knowles
Shell Pie The flu shot is definitely a vaccine lol
Amanda Knowles
Shell Pie The flu shot is definitely a vaccine lol
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Al Johnson
Eric Williamson sovwhy are they lying?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amanda Knowles
Shell Pie The flu shot is definitely a vaccine lol

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Christine Walorz
Mina Tzenova in what country?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Austin Pellerito
J.C. Grant

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Steph Iverson Frasieur
I do believe Covid is real don’t get me wrong but I do think there’s some trickery with the numbers for sure

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Danielle Reinhardt
_Sandra Benteman - Lisius_ what is the website? Thanks in advance. I’ve only seen this one and the #protectyourf

Jamie Martin
_Steph Iverson Frasieur_ exactly what I have thought the whole time.

Donna Burns Anthony
_Laura Pimental Wong_ and they clearly state that when you file a report

Carole Keyes Miller
_Steph Iverson Frasieur_ Well , of course they did . How else will the MARXSIST take complete control ?

Brenda Johnson
_Spike Cohen_ I'm sure you are right! So thankful that people are sharing their stories!

Candace Ruddy
I would say that the vaccine reducing symptoms hospitalizations and death is not true. As someone who works in icu and Ed through out the hospital. It's about 60% unvax with Covid snd yes dying. However the amount of strokes and blood clots alone has increased x4 since vaccine came out and yes these people are vaccinated but 4-6 months later stroking out, having MI, GB, Mysthenia gravis etc. you have to make you own. Hooves but remember it's experimental and only been studied for a yr now aside from all the rats thst died 20 yrs ago when it was tested. For those lucky enough to not have side effects.... We still see what happens long term in 3-5 yrs.

Al Johnson
Karma? How about you reap what you sow...

Carole Keyes Miller
_Sandy Gaines Etzel_
Stacy Tonkin Heintz
Eric Williamson not if you look at the data out of a Israel, (country with the most vaccinated people).

Zaynab Akkawi
Eric Williamson then why is everyone hell bent on those choosing not to get vaccinated to go and get vaccinated, since it's for your own individual protection to lesser the severity of the virus

Patricia Studdard-Styers
Ayanna Lowe there is so many comments that was deleted including a few of mine. They don't want people telling their personal stories about the ones who passed after being vaccinated

Denise Koenig
Stephen Leon i see population control! I see greed and CONTROL! I see communism! I could go on and on but no need

Laura Persin-Hernandez
Judy Springer Kelly just read one then….geezzzz!

Ayanna Lowe
Patricia Studdard-Styers o ya . . I've been screen shotting it to share with my family and things are getting deleted now . . .

Julie Peterson Harris
Trust the authorities? Really, I look and listen to so many true authorities with degrees in science and virology who have years of experience who are not making billions off the jab and are not flip flopping day to day on the science and advise, and I believe are much better authorities than politicians or business people making money off keeping people scared, sick and uneducated to be able to provide information and think for themselves. There are so many treatments and therapeutics that this V should have never been released in my opinion.
Patricia Studdard-Styers
There is so many comments that was deleted including a few of mine. They don't want people telling thier personal stories about the ones who passed after being vaccinated

Kari Elisabeth Vuncannon
Donna Burns Anthony not to mention that’s where convalescent plasma comes from to treat severe cases of covid!!!

Ayanna Lowe
Patricia Studdard-Styers not sure if it's the sheer volume of comments coming in for them I keep getting red flags and saying I'm offline to post .. It's weird

Donna West
Andrea Wise do you hear yourself? Listen to what you just said... read this slowly..... THE FLU NO LONGER EXISTS. Ask yourself why???? Because they have claimed anything with flu symptoms is COVID. The numbers are skewed by people who only have the flu and are mixed in with the virus now.

Laura Stoyanoff
gmail

Donna West
Andrea Wise do you hear yourself? Listen to what you just said... read this slowly..... THE FLU NO LONGER EXISTS. Ask yourself why???? Because they have claimed anything with flu symptoms is COVID. The numbers are skewed by people who only have the flu and are mixed in with the virus now.
Donna West
Andrea Wise do you hear yourself? Listen to what you just said... read this slowly..... THE FLU NO LONGER EXISTS. Ask yourself why???? Because they have claimed anything with flu symptoms is COVID. The numbers are skewed by people who only have the flu and are mixed in with the virus now.

Ali Mary
Doug Haentges read this

Laura Hill
Candace Ruddy my friend died of a brain haemorrhage aged 46.. single mum. Double jabbed. An ICU nurse told me "it probably did kill her" and also that doctors are not reporting to yellow card scheme. They have seen huge issues.. fits, enlarged hearts, strokes, clots... more with adverse reactions than actual covid.

Know what else she told me? They were no busier on ICU than any other winter flu season. That its similar to flu complications and nurses are noticing the adverse reactions but cant speak up.

Jacki Thomas
Spike Cohen have they reached out to anyone to research those who lost loved ones after or with the vaccinations yet??? Crickets?

Shane Zettelmier
Spike Cohen because 99% of the country won't even read a news article they look at the title and make an assumption about the Clickbait headline. That's why they phrased this question to push the jab and demonize those who don't think it's worth the risk. That's not health advice that's pushing a political narrative, because this is an about your health and safety this is about controlling people about trying to scare them into thinking it's OK for the government to take away their rights. Read all these comments and keep reading them that's what real people think about all of this, and go watch this news channel and look at who's paying their bills medication ads elitists and all censored by social media who stock is primarily owned by those elitist billionaires. The Democrats like to talk about the evil 1%, but they don't tell you is they are the evil 1%

Jen Ellis
Whoever laughed is obviously ignorant and uneducated. If you can do more than laugh, provide me a rebuttal to my comment that actually makes sense scientifically. I'm sure I'll get crickets.
Horst Piepereit

Judy Springer Kelly FB does not show me her comment - but I suspect that she was so very exited that she had SOMETHING to say ...

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jen Ellis

Donna Burns Anthony yes

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Shane Zettelmier

Spike Cohen because 99% of the country won’t even read a news article they look at the title and make an assumption about the Clickbait headline. That’s why they phrased this question to push the jab and demonize those who don’t think it’s worth the risk. That’s not health advice that’s pushing a political narrative, because this is about controlling people about trying to scare them into thinking it’s OK for the government to take away their rights. Read all these comments and keep reading them that’s what real people think about all of this, and go watch this news channel and look at who’s paying their bills medication ads elitists and all censored by social media who stock is primarily owned by those elitist billionaires. The Democrats like to talk about the evil 1%, but they don’t tell you is they are the evil 1%

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Claire Stewart

Pamela Smith Vicki Lamont Matthew Toal Lorna Harkness

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jen Roberton

Karla Galvao

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Leah Harbridge

Shane Zettelmier exactly

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tina Albillar

Brian Taylor says the lil sheep.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Don Russell

Jacki Thomas Of course not, they are just searching for stories to push the propaganda.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&__rdr#_=_
Amanda Anderson
My dad passed away in July after a stroke. I often wonder if it was from the vaccine....

Jose F Torres
Candace Ruddy
Do you have any peer reviewed articles or clinical studies that support this 4x increase in strokes & blood clots post vaccination?

Don Russell

Jose F Torres
Candace Ruddy
Do you have any peer reviewed articles or clinical studies that support this 4x increase in strokes & blood clots post vaccination?

Clara Smith
Spike Cohen
No, I dont think it is

Christine Voss
Shane Zettelmier

Ky Ctapoe
Spike Cohen GBS?
Valerie Hastings
Shane Zettelmiere Truth

Brian Thompson
Jacki Thomas I doubt they will but they asked people to reach out to them via a DM. Maybe that's why?

Janny Brideau

Christine Voss
Shane Zettelmiere

Alicia Kelley
Sharon Ledford and spreading it on top of creating more varients because of it! But then, that's what they wanted all along.

Don Russell
Looks like facistbook is blocking certain replies to this comment.

Dee Ann L Voth
My friend passed away from covid and she was fully vaccinated!

James JC
Dee Ann L Voth fake page
James JC
Janny Brideau conspiracy clown.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Laurie Tomasino
Brian Eckman just out of curiosity, how did they test you for the Delta variant?
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amanda Shipley
Candace Ruddy that's consistent with what I'm seeing in both patients and staff in the skilled nursing facilities that I go to.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Goudeau Blush
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

How concerned are you about adverse...
medscape.com
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amanda Shipley
If the flu no longer exists why is flu shot now mandatory to work in healthcare??
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Elizabeth Anne
Amanda Anderson it wasn't.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sa Brina
Yes they're still killing people at hospitals. Been happening this whole time. Wrong protocols rolled out and stuck to even when it was brought to light that ventilation caused more deaths ..I believe purposely....can't have folks living if they want a vaccine pushed. There's docs all over the country saving people with simple solutions and keeping their patients out of hospitals altogether. Those docs are silenced and demonized.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Tony Quinn
*James JC* mainstream media nut are ya

Laurie Tomasino
*Brian Erckman* I have actually heard the opposite, the Delta variant has less severe symptoms.

Micheline Roch
*Janny Brideau* overtime families will heal. Th truth is leaking out everywhere and in abundance

Jamie Bonfiglio
*Ky Ctapoe* Guillain -Barre Syndrome

Dee Debra Franklin
*Amanda Thiedt* I have five neighbors that have had major medical problems since having the clot shot.

Benjamin Wadsworth
*Spike Cohen* Hurry before Facebook decides to silence us!!!! Pleas!! like and share this!!!!! [https://mewe.com/join/theamericantruthcovidedition](https://mewe.com/join/theamericantruthcovidedition)

Mewe is UnCensored! This will be silenced on Facebook and we can still speak if we get organized somewhere els!

Michael Cooper
*Amanda Anderson* looks like we found a medical expert on your comment.
Andrew Williams
Elizabeth Anne if it was the j&j jab maybe

Andrew Williams
Elizabeth Anne ok lol

Michael Cooper
Elizabeth Anne and you know how?

Joslyn Robinson
Elizabeth Anne how would you know?

Michael Cooper
Amanda Anderson looks like we found a medical expert on your comment.

Michael Cooper
Elizabeth Anne and you know how?

Jose F Torres
Laura Hill
Which “doctors” are not reporting these things? Why haven’t you or your friend gone to the authorities. Or the nurses for that matter?

Julie Peterson Harris
what if instead of flu shots/vaccines we gave all the people good vitamins and minerals and help them build up their own immune system, eat healthier(not give them 2 free donuts a year for getting the jab). I know, call me crazy! but lets say we give our bodies the right things to help them stay healthy and less likely to die from the next germ or virus that comes along! Why not!! oh yah, big pharma, govt and all those making money off the shots and vaccines would never go for that. To big of a hit on their money and power trip they have been on for how many years now!! Our bodies are amazing gifts from God, that often can heal and endure much, but we sometimes need help for sure. Just out of control and over reaching.
Dee Debra Franklin

Frank Young If you have to be persuaded, and reminded and pressured, and lied to, and incentivized, and coerced, and bullied and socially shamed, and guilt-tripped, and threatened, and punished and criminalized-if all of this is considered necessary to gain your compliance-you can be absolutely certain that what is being promoted is not in your best interest. Meaning the clotshot. by Ian Watson. Remember when this whole fiasco started the conspiracy theorist said covid stood for Certificate of Vaccination ID, and everyone laughed?????? Rose's are red free thinkers are few. Keep on obeying orders and you'll have a mark upon you.

Michael Cooper

Elizabeth Anne and you know how?

Donna Burns Anthony

Jacqueline Vry Hewitt too bad they censor TREATMENTS. But if they admitted these proven treatments work, it would be illegal to use "emergency use only" vaccines

Laurie Tomasino

Brian Erickman the PCR test picks up everything, so testing positive with no symptoms or symptoms of a cold doesn't necessarily mean it's CV19.

Brian Thompson

Don Russell they most definitely did lol
Terri Meade-Baker
James JC fake comment!

Jose F Torres
Amanda Thiedt
Did they have prior heart conditions? Pre existing high blood pretty or cholesterol? There's been 380million doses administered, can you find me a medical article that supports your non coincidental hypothesis?

Brian Thompson
Jacki Thomas they're blocking our replies to you

Vicki Roy
Judy Springer Kelly I'm wondering if it's some sort of glitch? I've seen a few peoples comments being repeated....

Andrew Williams
Elizabeth Anne maybe look at vares silly lady

Gail Self
Elizabeth Anne, so no one does from the jab, we know a 20 year old that did. They are censoring the deaths. Wait till auto immune disorders go crazy!!

Christine Ohlsgschlager Morel
Amanda Anderson same thing happen to us.

Marley Love
Terri Meade-Baker do you actually read anything that's not on MSM news? There have been many deaths. Most of my colleagues that have gotten sick recently are fully vaccinated. Your comment should be deleted!
Pat Crawley
Austin Pellerito good info to know!

Kelly Fitzpatrick
Amanda Anderson I’m sorry for your loss. I would look into it for sure. I had a stroke caused by covid in 2020, and because it could cause a similar reaction if I take the vaccine I am advised from my drs not to get it. For some reason a few of us have bad blood reactions with covid and/or the vaccine that can cause an acquired protein s deficiency which can cause blood clots leading to strokes

Mike Murray
Spike Cohen these unreported stories are the ones that need to get out to the people. The bias reporting to support only 1 side makes me sick.

Kelly Fitzpatrick

Leisa Lingwall
James JC facts are not conspiracies
Judy Willington
Terri Meade-Baker  I didn’t die from the vax but am 4 months in to major side effects that didn’t get better. Just because it didn’t hurt you, doesn’t mean it won’t hurt others!

Dee Debra Franklin
Julie Peterson Harris  If you have to be persuaded, and reminded and pressured, and lied to, and incentivized, and coerced, and bullied and socially shamed, and guilt-tripped, and threatened, and punished and criminalized-if all of this is considered necessary to gain your compliance-you can be absolutely certain that what is being promoted is not in your best interest. Meaning the clotshot. by Ian Watson. Remember when this whole fiasco started the conspiracy theorist said covid stood for Certificate of Vaccination ID, and everyone laughed????? Rose's are red free thinkers are few. Keep on obeying orders and you'll have a mark upon you.

Kathy Jean Moreno
Ky Ctapoe  the new vaccine that will be released next month for kids 5-12 will sky rockets the GBS. Also read up on polio outbreak.

Don Cartier
Judy Willington  that’s how the body reacts to poison...I hope you get better Ms Willington..

Kelsey Anne Watts
Kelly  what's your blood type? Can you pm if you're an O type?

Lou Domenech
James JC  the clown makes sense. What are you doing besides putting him down?
Joyce Skowron
Micheline Roch I am not soo sure if that is true... not everyone is the same. Because the issues may not immediatley be evident it necessarily being reported to the FDA. The public doesn't even know where to go (i.e. FDA) to report it. Famikies are dealing with death of the or loved ones or perhaps worse are dealing with long term issues and care for loved ones i.e. Partial or complete paralysis (I would have to look up the medical name for it GBS) while I know others who have had blood clots and have died within weeks of the shot from heart attacks.

Dawn Renee
Dee Ann L Voth I am sorry for your loss.

Kassie Pierce
Kelsey Anne Watts I am O- and am curious also.

Dawn Renee
Dee Ann L Voth Dee Ann L Voth I am sorry for your loss.

Kassie Pierce
Kelsey Anne Watts apparently I can't post?

Madison Sanchez
Judy Willington Real not rare. We believe you.

Manouk Vd Woestijne
Judy Willington Omg thats the first time I see it somewhere 3lse!!!! My daughter has exactly the same! And still rashes off and on. Was this after the first vax? I woukd love to hear more.

Kristie Nicole
Kathy Jean Moreno yesssss
Jose F Torres
Michelle Goudeau Blush
None of those folks sound like actual MDs or virologist, I'll pass

Stacy Menefee Schiefer
Kathy Jean Moreno is there polio?!

Jose F Torres
Michelle Goudeau Blush
None of those folks sound like actual MDs or virologist, I'll pass

Paulo Kegles
A vaccine so effective it doesn't prevent infection or transmission and the CDC had to modify the therm vaccine...

Buffy Breeden
Dee Ann L Voth Teia Coleman

Angie Artis-Drake
Judy Willington, Amy Christine Streeval

Krissie Jo Leilana
Kelsey Anne Watts what does blood type have to do with it

Buffy Breeden
Judy Willington Teia Coleman

Angie Artis-Drake
Judy Willington Amy Christine Streeval
Janice Price Johnson

Mike Murray yes, we demand truth or we stop listening. I already have stopped listening. We no longer trust reports, because we are intelligent and capable of thinking for ourselves. News flash we don't need scientists or degrees people to tell us what is really going on in our communities. We LIVE here. We interact here. We know what is and is not happening around us.

Ashley Dodson

Kassie Pierce I'm O- also and curious

VeeLove Leigh

Mike Murray exactly!!

Miranda Kowalski

Kathy Jean Moreno I saw a video from a Dr. about this! They are also putting it in the flu shot for kids this fall..they said 5-11 there will be a “polio like outbreak” starting in August-November

Tammy Alger

Benjamin Wadsworth joined your group. Check out gab.com which is even better for uncensored news. Don't have to search as hard.

Gab Social

Welma Liebenberg Smith

Amanda Anderson i hear that alot.so sadxsory about thatx

Breanna Shay Starshine

Ummm the vaccine has bn out longer than a year..my friend had bn in a trial for over 2 years..
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Miranda Kowalski
Kathy Jean Moreno

Melanie McQueen
Kim Dockery Marlin need to report even to newspaper

Brandi Leighe Counter
Brian Taylor he actually got this thing going. Remember?

Brandi Leighe Counter
Brian Taylor Brian Taylor he actually got this thing going. Remember?

Regina Lucas
Janny Brideau facts that’s why they are saying the unvaccinated is spreading the variants however they're not telling the truth about how many people that died from Covid that were fully vaccinated wasn’t sick before they took this vaccine I must steal your meme that’s on point good afternoon have a safe and blessed day

Melanie McQueen
Crystal Mexico I'm so sorry to hear that...my condolences .... I'm afraid to say that they more than likely say it was unrelated or use another excuse like there were other underline conditions etc

Lori Reid
Dee Ann L Voth so sorry. THIS needs to be SCREAMED from the mountain tops.
Richard Cranium
Mike Murray Fauci should be imprisoned.

Eric Williamson
Julie Peterson Harris should we do away with Measles/mumps/rubella, Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, haemophilus influenza B, rotavirus and polio vaccines too?

Constance Olmstead
Janny Brideau exactly

Beverly Hendricks
Amanda Anderson How soon after the fax did he stroke?

Philip Fox
Janice Price Johnson The statistics are cooked I feel bad for the people genuinely want to find truth through studies they're not going to so they're a victim of the lies also. They're not going to see the truth until their relatives start being damaged by the VAX. Alas but most will say oh it's working!!!

Kelly Fitzpatrick
Oh weird they finally let this comment go through

Jeana Adcock
Crystal Mexico, did you report it to VAERS?

Kelly Fitzpatrick
Kelsey Anne Watts I'm A+ and part of me thinks there's a connection with blood type and the type of reaction you get from C

Al Johnson
Eric Williamson placebo occurs in many or half-- that's why some are getting sick...
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Kelly Sinkey
Breanna Shay Starshine how so when the big C hit the US around Nov of 2019 if I remember correctly? Hmmmm maybe “they” were getting one ready for this “surprise outbreak”...

Benjamin Wadsworth
Kk sounds good!

Kandi Holder Alvarez
Judy Willington Wesley Brock

Primi Mammiez
Ahubah Chana BahtYah

Jesica Delfin-Muñoz
Mike Murray but they take them down! It’s sad and frightening

Jose F Torres
Amanda Shipley
The flu still exist, where are you getting this information from? How is it possible that in this age of rapid, easily accessible knowledge you can post a sentence like that

Jesica Delfin-Muñoz
Mike Murray but they take them down! It’s sad and frightening

Benjamin Wadsworth
Tammy Alger thanks! I'll do that! I just can't sit around and let this die!
Philip Fox
Lori Reid this explains why the vaxed are making the variants in their own bodies

https://youtu.be/gmy8znrLPc0

Pam Branson
Ky Ctapoe I'm guessing Gilliam Barre Syndrome?

Regina Santos
Following

Primi Mammiez
Ahubah Chana BahtYah

Golinka Belo
Jose F Torres dude, just go get triple vaxxed and be happy already

Philip Fox
Dee Ann L Voth check out Joe Rogan talking to Bret Weinstein. They won’t let me copy it here

Rebecca Crippen
Miranda Kowalski…I've read about this also

Jessica Delfin-Muñoz
Dee Ann L Voth I’m very sorry about your loss.
**Pádraig Mór**

**Amanda Anderson** I was talking to a fella in the pub a few weeks ago who reluctantly took both jabs because of his job. 52 years old and perfectly healthy but took a stroke a few days after the second jab and also lost the sight in his left eye!

---

**Tisha Jett**

**Benjamin Wadsworth Leandra Anderson Weech**

---

**Jose F Torres**

**Golinka Belo**

I did, I have no issue with anyone not wanting to get one, that's on them. But posting misinformation & BS should be something we all should want to tamp down on.

---

**Lauren K Thorsteinson**

**Jacki Thomas** Crickets , I love it!! But seriously, I sincerely hope they do. Doubt it, but still hopeful.

---

**Kim Merrill Anderson**

Paulo Kegles and within a week of the last in auguration the W HO changed the definition of herd immunity to include a certain percentage needed to be vaccinated. If you have a dictionary you can look up the original definition.

---

**Meggie de Jong**

**Rob Taylor** Me too
Scott Saintsing

James JC Why would you keep insulting people on here telling there story? When someone's family dies days after a vaccine.. they have every right to acknowledge that and tell the world! If your vaccine works so great then you have nothing to worry about! So go kick rocks.

Judy Whitehead Parris

Sharon Ledford Can you post your reference? Just curious. I read on the CDC website that 9% of deaths are fully vaccinated. My position is that everyone should make their own choice for themselves and their families regarding vaccinations. I respect others' right to choose on this and masks too, for that matter.

Tisha Jett

Krisse Jo Leilana I hear a lot . And the inflammation in your body it attacks it ..

Dan Denigan

Jewish homeland? You mean Palestine yes? Yes!
James Vescio
Kim Merrill Anderson https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10158690407172183&set=a.10150192442422183&__cft__%5B0%5D=AZWffXG4Ly-A4Pj6akNBNltMOvk5ZhTvcbxGI-x2sXbNmgznJeTDlvowptfySuGkl3wFy19PcPyNn9PRbdEvIm1OdmxUveHSxmlZ6YyRcStvuwTw85uMgelKjy2eCHshw8mZkk-8vRzQ9ZkkdIYGeyqFh3hcMfkD5Ry4lMTMd-2eWbB6MUUZU_59ikL5oiT-CfzgsqwkJp74kungYic2rrN&__tn__=EH-y-R

Ashley Marie September 8 at 9:08 AM ·

The more ya know

Kelsey Bieler Spike Cohen I literally look out for your comments now
Jose F Torres
Donna West


Flu Has Disappeared for More Than a Year
scientificamerican.com

Tammy Allison
Joyce Skowron methoxy polyethylene glycol is an inactive ingredient in the Moderna V and it can cause serious or fatal side effects including heart attack, stroke, or blood clots and this is just one ingredient I have researched.

Philisha Hanes
Richard, Fauci has been dealt with.

Wendy Lukaszek
Marley Love you do realize that vaccines are not 100% effective?

Bridgette Ray
Shane Zettelmier

Judy Whitehead Parris

Donna West My daughter just recovered from confirmed Flu-type B. First I have heard of this year.

Clare Motherwell
Lucy Stewart

Eric Williamson
Stacy Tonkin Heintz the data from Israel shows those aged>60 who were unvaccinated were 9x more likely to be severely ill/hospitalized

Dee Ann L Voth

Cannot see no one's comments! What's up with this

Cath Mac Lochlainn
Philip Fox he cured himself them the media doctored his video to make him look sick

Scott Saintsing
Jose F Torres just because someone’s personal story don’t line up with MSM told you doesn’t make it misinformation! These Vaccines are causing serious complications and deaths! These people have every right to tell there story!

Catriona Harbison
Kim Merrill Anderson they also changed the definition of pandemic last year.

Berni Aziz
Monica Allan and take baby aspirin if you can tolerate it. Thins your blood.

John Grayshon
Dee Ann L Voth press on the image and then you will.
Paul Smith
Have you not heard of reverse psychology? You have all been tricked, they don't want the sheeple to die! They are easy to manipulate, you lot are the target! They knew that if you were told you "had" to take the vaccine you wouldn't! Spread a few rumours about the deaths from vaccines and you all jumped on it like the bunnies that you are, talk about sucked in, you really fell for it hook Line and sinker. A few antivaxxers have realised the truth when it was too late and with their dying breaths tried to warn you but nobody listens. You just watch, this post will get deleted because it's the truth.

Eric Williamson
Zaynab Akkawi because there is still a reduction in viral shedding and susceptibility to infection among the vaccinated. The unvaccinated can get it more easily and shed virus longer. Every time it spreads it replicates, every replication is an opportunity to mutate. Eventually it could mutate into a strain that the vaccine doesn't work for at all. So if everyone was vaccinated, less opportunities for transmission/mutation

Shane Stafford
Jacki Thomas theyve been told not to report on that so we know it will be pushed under the rug

Jessy Lynn
Catriona Harbison why would they change the definition?

Sean Mcelroy
Eric Williamson what documentation from isreal said that? There was a study done but nothing has been peer reviewed or fully published yet. Can you advice where you saw the paper? Maybe shoot me a link please

Shae Kennington Reagh
Wendy Lukazcek yes… so why is it they are forcing it down out throats..

Dawn Lewellen Graber
Paul Smith I don't think that 15,000 deaths reported to the CDC's vaccine adverse event reporting system could be considered rumors.
Donna Burns Anthony


Eric Williamson

Zaynab Akkawi also, it is proven that severity of illness is reduced among vaccinated, so if everyone was vaccinated and only had mild or no symptoms, it wouldn't be a big problem that would overwhelm the healthcare system and cost lives

Regina Lucas

Shane Zettelmier the ABSOLUTE TRUTH it's all about money and control modern day SLAVERY these pharmaceutical companies own these news stations that's why they spread these lies so openly and bully people into taking these vaccines if you don't take it we will fire you, ir you can't eat at a restaurant, or go to the movies etc. My life is more important than whatever these evil people have to offer you be surprised what fear does to the human body im good have a safe and blessed day

Jeffrey Miller

Paul Smith sounds like you're in denial. Best of luck to you with your continuous boosters.

Rebecca Dyson

Jessy Lynn because the current shot does not qualify as an actual vaccine.

James JC

All you see are fake pages and conspiracy theorists. Sad the state of sick America
Jason Gammon
Dawn Lewellen Graber

Savannah Lynn
Paul Smith My objective observations in my job as a medical editor for 11 hospitals throughout N. America would argue otherwise. But you do you, Boo. Since you love the jab juice so much, you can have mine 😏

Eric Williamson
Al Johnson what study was that from? All major studies I have seen are statistically and clinically significant. It is true that there is waning efficacy especially in the immunocompromised (autoimmune disease, rheumatoid, HIV, DM, ESRD) and elderly.

Tammy Hansford
Judy Whitehead Parris look at other sources - not CDC or FDA

Donna Grizzle
Sean Mcelroy

Autumn Busick
Dawn Lewellen Graber it’s against the law to file a false report so they are very much real, sadly.

Jay Wave Brown
Paul Smith So what u gone tell me when I tell u that I know somebody really close to me that never had covid but die 2 weeks after getting the vaccine! And my whole family had covid but we still alive and we not vaccinated! Explain that to me since u trust this stuff so much
Tricia Taylor
Savannah Lynn may I follow your posts? 1

Eric Williamson
Amanda Knowles thank you, I didn’t know there was anyone else on this thread that also thought this way

Harmony Favo
Miranda Kowalski I saw/heard the same

Amanda Anderson
Beverly Hendricks about 6 months

Hollie Mau
Dee Ann L Voth I hope it got reported on vaers.com

Savannah Lynn
Tricia Taylor Gotta friend me; I don't have "stalkers." 😊 1

Marilyn A Jaeckle Girardin
James JC this is fake news these are real stories
Daniel Sulyk

Dan Denigan There has never in the history of the world been a country named Palestine, it is merely the name of the peninsula on the Mediterranean.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kriss McKee

Savannah Lynn Paul Smith you can have mine as well its a polite canadian one

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Andrew Williams

Shane Zettelmier https://images.app.goo.gl/NBiR1w6d13bYoRva9

Image: YARN I God damn it, Gump! You're...

google.com

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Teri Wright

Jose F Torres I don't even think there would be any without a significant amount of time to actually do a study, when all this is still relatively new...

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Erica L. McNulty

Spike Cohen You're the best! I would have loved to see you and Jo in office!! I hope you both run again!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Monique Stratton

Savannah Lynn he can have all of mine and my family's too

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ashley Coleman

Paul Chaffee ... the comments

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Donna Bodnar Bolk

I'd love to know how that can be "proven".

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Sean McElroy
No I need a link to the actual medical journal that info is in anyone can make a graphic I need to see the abstracts

Brandon Shank
Dawn Lewellen Graber there’s a Harvard study that only 1% of the adverse effects of jabs get reported…so that number could really be 1.5million

Brenda Geckler
Miranda Kowalski with the 100,000 refugees from Afghanistan (where polio still exists) this seems very likely.

Alessandra Maria Lavallee
Mike Murray Yes yes

Christy Stamper
Gregory L Schmitt maybe they should make a vaccine for ignorance. Wow, they wouldn't be able to make enough. And the boosters that would be needed!!

Patrick Hertig
Marilyn A Jaeckle Girardin, a homeless lady attempted to egg him while wearing a gorilla mask. He had no contact with her at all. Where is the racist outrage? Only matters if you are a democrat.

Brandon Shank
Dawn Lewellen Graber there’s a Harvard study that only 1% of the adverse effects of jabs get reported…so that number could really be 1.5million

Jordan Wile
Paul Smith if the vaccine only lessens the symptoms you can still catch and spread covid. who’s to say the vaccinated ain’t just living they’re life with that badge of honour saying you vaccinated spreading covid because you ain’t got no symptoms still living ya life like your protected. Now tell me how that makes sense. Daycares getting shut down cause of some kids have covid but the parents of said kids don’t have to quarantine too. What logic is that
Danielle Frenchie
Yes, that’s a great point **Stephanie Howells Scoville**, and then they will take it down asap. So much manipulation.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Dorothy Lee
I will be crucified on a cross before I inject a derivative from aborted fetuses into my body. Those shots are NOT "vaccines," they are therapies. Well, they were until CDC changed the definition of "vaccine" on Sep 1, 2021. Everyone will die - or has that fact escaped the insane who traffic in fake news??

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brandon Shank
**Dawn Lewellen Graber** Dawn Lewellen Graber there’s a Harvard study that only 1% of the adverse effects of jabs get reported…so that number could really be 1.5million

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Dustin Jones
I know, as soon as Biden was elected it’s been downhill.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Crismore
**Savannah Lynn** my I friend you too please

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Deb Kurum
**Paul Smith** aww bless. Of course your going to say that.. you rushed in!!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Diane L Hartman
**Candace Ruddy** thank you

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jen Barber
**Spike Cohen**

media.tenor.co

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Ken Schweikert
James JC lefty is king of fake news. If you are really addicted to the covid cult you can get the patch. Main lining vaccine will get you nowhere in life. Wean yourself off of the twisted msm. You will breathe much easier.
Jesus does love you!
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Renae
Paul Smith I had covid (while 19 weeks pregnant), my husband had covid, my 10 month son had covid, my grandfather with asthma had covid, my mom had covid, 5 of my friends had covid, several families here where I live have had covid.. And yet here we are. None of us are vaxxed. You wanna change your story now? Or am I and my family just some death resistant mutants?
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Gibby Linda
Eric Williamson not in the friends I know that had it before their jab and after
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Bree Woods
What are you seeing? How bad is it?
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy
Dorothy lee. There are zero derivatives from aborted fetuses in this vacince. It's right in the cdc page that lists all ingredients. What crack pot told you that
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ken Mitchell
Donna Bodnar Bolk
How can it not be. Crooked DR’s, lawyers scientists, and medical Lawyers can make anything happen. Almost everything is about money, power and greed. Most of our leaders sacrifice our country and it’s citizens to help other countries or to stay in office, to get in office ETC. look at how many times the FDA gets paid off to approve BS meanwhile other drugs don’t get approval BC they may cure something! Remember the big money is in treatment not the cure (sad).
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ca Boston
James JC what happened to its ok to ask questions and think outside the box? Not everything is a conspiracy theory.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Deb Kurum
Only FOOLS rushed in.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

James JC
Ken Schweikert too bad he doesn't love liars. And that's the skill of the conservative ReTarDumblican
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Bree Woods
Savannah Lynn what are you seeing? How bad is it?
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Janny Brideau
James JC poor lil lil man.......i have pity of people like you......
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Teri Wright
Eric Williamson there is an actual video from the cdc that says there is no data that it reduces transmission and that they are hopeful that it does. Virologists say that jabs that reduce transmission are surprisingly rare. Look up the different types of jab Immunities. The manufacturers of these jabs say that they didn't make them to stop Transmission, it would have taken longer to make. They were made to lessen symptoms and severity.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Patrick Hertig
Brandon Shank with all the corrupt elites getting paid off every dose, why would they allow anything negative about the vaccine to spread? Money and power is all that matters to them.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Crismore
Philisha Hanes you mean killer Fauci
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lisa Messina-Hardy
James JC as the conspiracy theories start coming true...
Kathy Charlton

Sean McElroy what type of human tissue do they test the vaccines with?

Brigid Anne Rohde

Donna Bodnar Bolk I am a real person and thus is my parents story that just happened early this August 2021.....

May parents real story..... This might sound like a joke of a number but my parents got their first vax and approx 2 months after their 1st dose they both ended up in hospital on the exact same day for 2 different complications. My dad had a sever pain in his side on right under his rib and my mom was severely dizzy and nauseated and was having heart palpitations! Guess what the first thing they tested them BOTH FOR? Blood clots! Yup…. Even though they had 2 completely different symptoms that's the first thing they addressed!
They had asked my parents if they had the vax and they stated only the first dose and we don't want your second one dad stated!

Dad ended up having gang Greene in his gall bladder and almost died …it was so bad! After waiting 3 days to get every other test done they finally did an emergency surgery to remove the gall bladder and they said it was severely green and infected!

Dad has never had complications in this area … ever.
My mom ended up on blood pressure pills and vit D2 which helps to not get the virus. (thought the vax was suppose to work for that)
Mom was released 2 days before my dad.
We must ask why are they looking at blood clots right away?

Also the staff was short handed… not because they were packed full of patience but rather they are short staffed because of
The mandatory vax for these nurses etc losing their jobs because they refused to get the vax.
This has put more people in a health risk because of short staffing a d firing of those who choose not to put experimental drugs in their bodies! With A shot that has a 99% Survival rate!

I'm not against anyone getting the vax who feels confident that they need to do so… but to be FORCED IS A LOSS OF OUR FREEDOMS & It's becoming like a caged society!
I'm blown away that anyone thinks it's ok to mandate such as this!
"My body my choice"they cry for abortions but say you get NO CHOICE in the vaccination for a virus that has a recovery rate of over 99%!
Just weird

Kathy Hamilton

Ayanna Lowe They are taking a lot of comments down so as people cant see what's happening
Diane L Hartman

**Eric Williamson** read up on Israel! They are the most vaccinated country and EUROPLEAN countries are not allowing them in. Israel has a very high number of COVID cases! The vaccines don't work! They are making it worse! The healthcare field should have been treating it instead of allowing so many people to die

Lisa Miller

**Benjamin Wadsworth** I keep getting an error when trying to log in. How do I just search for this within mewe

Dave Cruickshank

**David Dadmin Gay / Spike Cohen** - love that y'all are on my hometown page.
Brigid Anne Rohde

May parents real story….. This might sound like a joke of a number but my parents got their first vax and approx 2 months after their 1st dose they both ended up in hospital on the exact same day for 2 different complications. My dad had a sever pain in his side on right under his rib and my mom was severely dizzy and nauseated and was having heart palpitations! Guess what the first thing they tested them BOTH FOR? Blood clots! Yup…. Even though they had 2 completely different symptoms that’s the first thing they addressed!
They had asked my parents if they had the vax and they stated only the first dose and we don’t want your second one dad stated!

Dad ended up having gang Greene in his gall bladder and almost died …it was so bad! After waiting 3 days to get every other test done they finally did an emergency surgery to remove the gall bladder and they said it was severely green and infected!

Dad has never had complications in this area … ever.
My mom ended up on blood pressure pills and vit D2 which helps to not get the virus . (thought the vax was suppose to work for that)
Mom was released 2 days before my dad.
We must ask why are they looking at blood clots right away?

Also the staff was short handed… not because they were packed full of patience but rather they are short staffed because of
The mandatory vax for these nurses etc losing their jobs because they refused to get the vax.
This has put more people in a health risk because of short staffing and firing of those who choose not to put experimental drugs in their bodies! With A shot that has a 99 % Survival rate!

I’m not against anyone getting the vax who feels confident that they need to do so… but to be FORCED IS A LOSS OF OUR FREEDOMS & It’s becoming like a caged society! I’m blown away that anyone thinks it’s ok to mandate such as this!
“My body my choice”they cry for abortions but say you get NO CHOICE in the vaccination for a virus that has a recovery rate of over 99 %!
Just weird

Dorothy Lee

Eric Williamson Yep, just got prescribed Doxycycline for bronchial infection; tested negative for COVID-19. Doc said I was "pre-pneumonia ."
Brigid Anne Rohde

Ashley Coleman May parents real story….. This might sound like a joke of a number but my parents got their first vax and approx 2 months after their 1 st dose they both ended up in hospital on the exact same day for 2 different complications. My dad had a sever pain I his side on right under his rib and my mom was severely dizzy and nauseated and was having heart palpitations! Guess what the first thing they tested them BOTH FOR? Blood clots!
Yup…. Even though they had 2 completely different symptoms that’s the first thing they addressed!
They had asked my parents if they had the vax and they stated only the first dose and we don’t want your second one dad stated!

Dad ended up having gang Greene in his gall bladder and almost died …it was so bad! After waiting 3 days to get every other test done they finally did an emergency surgery to remove the gall bladder and they said it was severely green and infected!

Dad has never had complications in this area … ever.
My mom ended up on blood pressure pills and vit D2 which helps to not get the virus . ( thought the vax was suppose to work for that)
Mom was released 2 days before my dad .
We must ask why are they looking at blood clots right away?

Also the staff was short handed… not because they were packed full of patience but rather they are short staffed because of
The mandatory vax for these nurses etc losing their jobs because they refused to get the vax.
This has put more people in a health risk because of short staffing a d firing of those who choose not to put experimental drugs in their bodies! With A shot that has a 99 % Survival rate!

I’m not against anyone getting the vax who feels confident that they need to do so… but to be FORCED IS A LOSS OF OUR FREEDOMS & It's becoming like a caged society!
I’m blown away that anyone thinks it’s ok to mandate such as this!
“My body my choice”they cry for abortions but say you get NO CHOICE in the vaccination for a virus that has a recovery rate of over 99 %!

Just weird

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy

You can read about this I don’t have an hour to go over step by step. You do know they can use cells from almost anything now right. But it’s a fact there are zero abortive fetuses used in the vaccine you gotta start checking what some crack pot says on tv or in a internet blog

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Luke Hayden
Paul Smith you're spot on. Most antivaxxers today have been heavily vaccinated as a child, are totally fine, and have known vaccines to be beneficial their entire life. Fast forward to now, and for some insane reason they think vaccines are some conspiracy where the elites apparently want to kill off the most educated and productive members of society rather than the poor and undereducated.

P.S. I encourage you to laugh react this post because it means you not only read it, but feel the need to deflect from the fact it perfectly highlights the idiocy of your fearmongering.

Linda Owen
This has been my point all along. We DON'T know enough yet. We lost two family members early on who refused to be vaccinated. A college friend of mine (age 70) has been fully vaccinated and now has COVID although she claims it's not any worse than a sinus infection. Just let folks decide for themselves, forGod'ssakes!!!
Brigid Anne Rohde

May parents real story….. This might sound like a joke of a number but my parents got their first vax and approx 2 months after their 1 st dose they both ended up in hospital on the exact same day for 2 different complications. My dad had a sever pain I his side on right under his rib and my mom was severely dizzy and nauseated and was having heart palpitations! Guess what the first thing they tested them BOTH FOR? Blood clots! Yup…. Even though they had 2 completely different symptoms that's the first thing they addressed!

They had asked my parents if they had the vax and they stated only the first dose and we don’t want your second one dad stated!

Dad ended up having gang Greene in his gall bladder and almost died …it was so bad! After waiting 3 days to get every other test done they finally did an emergency surgery to remove the gall bladder and they said it was severely green and infected!

Dad has never had complications in this area … ever.

My mom ended up on blood pressure pills and vit D2 which helps to not get the virus . ( thought the vax was suppose to work for that)

Mom was released 2 days before my dad .

We must ask why are they looking at blood clots right away?

Also the staff was short handed… not because they were packed full of patience but rather they are short staffed because of

The mandatory vax for these nurses etc losing their jobs because they refused to get the vax.

This has put more people in a health risk because of short staffing a d firing of those who choose not to put experimental drugs in their bodies! With A shot that has a 99 % Survival rate!

I’m not against anyone getting the vax who feels confident that they need to do so… but to be FORCED IS A LOSS OF OUR FREEDOMS & It's becoming like a caged society! I'm blown away that anyone thinks it’s ok to mandate such as this!

“ My body my choice"they cry for abortions but say you get NO CHOICE in the vaccination for a virus that has a recovery rate of over 99 %!

Just weird

Taki Taki Tumble

Most actual vaccines do have that ingredient, measles, rubella.....research......your the Crack pot for not knowing
Marilyn A Jaeckle Girardin

the real story was a hug

James Vescio

https://facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2FUG3zg1aqMQLc%2F%3Fbclid%3DIwAR1euOxyi6elyA1Zl7rzjxta1vhR6soTuoZ8EThkA9TCPAsWZ6R4VC3ac&h=AT0-8IB7OZPNePpqEEOYldrc7Sib3bGQojNqUNEITgMpAtB32bUmeE5tHTITc2qsVUBHAKF7jx0smgiNpfcWUCJkeFA3czK17E2SkTAhk3cKG_juAGfTPCs7n8-s-5RXLN8BLn3hCc-jx2vIOKO&__tn__=R]-R&c[0]=AT25fn1eZT0hfYpAA-bwDdKzf42UYkY9mmm8NX1QXVoxC6g7wel9UCO2Ko2UqiqgIWCGg8xP31C1cEqaPhmmyjyRIV9ysBoMbYINWa2W4m26fGpKJMpRMWAdra6Pwux1Q0Q9yXfzqdW5cnj7d8yhULN1CGLu7eiHAw-USf0MkynkA

Tee Vee Ess

Sean McElroy what do you think they use cultivate the virus? They're not going to call it aborted fetal tissue in the ingredients, they will call it something less horrific of course. This is not a new practice, by any stretch. You can research this stuff yourself.

https://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center/vaccine-ingredients/fetal-tissues

Nichole Fisher-Tucker

Dawn Lewellen Graber it's much more than that

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Scott Gregory

Sean Mcelroy you are incorrect. They split hairs by differentiation between fetus cells and fetus cell lines. If you research further you will find:

Modern, AstraZeneca & Pfizer: Uses the HEK293 cell line that originated from a healthy aborted child in the 1970s, age unknown.

Johnson & Johnson: Uses PER.C6® cell line that originating from a healthy 18-week-old aborted child.

Sean Mcelroy

That's the age of the internet people like ones on this post read a blog or a story like from karat but fail to read the actual article and they don't see how things like no abortive fetuses used, or how vaers system for adverse affects let's anybody post anything and that there are not 10, of thousands of deaths from a vaccine, or how the vaccine doesn't lessen transmission etc. people these days want to believe what they want and can't take 20 second to simply read it's sad to get so worked up over something that it patiently wrong.

Clinton Duff

I'm lucky. I was born with an immune system I feel bad for people that don't realise they don't have one.

Sean Mcelroy

Scott again you are wrong but thanks for trying on that you obviously took a news blog out of context. Ahh the age old antivax rule if someone said it and it's a meme it's gotta be true.

Danielle Frenchie

Ayanna Lowe of course she was not having a good day. They're being inundated with calls and going into panic mode. As someone else astutely pointed out, they are franticly searching for that one story that fits their narrative among this ocean of backlash.

Sean Mcelroy

Man it hard to keep up flagging these and watching them get pulled I need a break lol.

India Sarai Simer

Spike Cohen love you! You should have been our leadership in this country!
Glenda Nelson
Brigid Anne Rohde why is this repeating and repeating?

April Costello
Spike Cohen I will follow and fight along side any politician that is against all of this crap they are trying to do. People need to wake up and realize that this is just not about covid or a shot, its about total domination and control. I hope several of the sheep are ready to get thrown into one of 800 Fema camps that are around the US. Don't believe me? look it up.

Denise Green
1 Cousin, 1 Aunt and a close friend to Family... ALL DEAD NOW... and ALL 3 WERE VACCINATED!!!
There's YOUR TRUTH!!
When it's your time to go, It's your time to go.
So, getting the Shot, truly does not matter!!

Deb Schumacher
Taki Taki Tumble thats why its smart to not get any vaccines, especially for children...they are full of toxins and the major cause for autisms...

Tyler Spanaus
Denise Green no no noooo it does matter! Don’t get the jab!

Kristin Widzinski
Thank you for sharing this! I'm 15 weeks and I'm so tired of hearing OBs telling people every unvaxxed pregnant woman with covid is either hospitalized or on a vent etc. A girl in the pregnancy group I'm in said her doctor said she had 4 unvaxxed pregnant women vented the day she said "no" to getting it. It's insane.

Stephanie Ann
Sarah Renae us too. Still here!
Kristin Widzinski
Thank you for sharing this! I'm 15 weeks and I'm so tired of hearing OBs telling people every unvaxxed pregnant woman with covid is either hospitalized or on a vent etc. A girl in the pregnancy group I'm in said her doctor said she had 4 unvaxxed pregnant women vented the day she said "no" to getting it. It's insane.

on Tue Like Reply More

Kevin Gee
Jordan Wile You nailed it on the head. That was the directive all along. Remember last year the key phrase was "asymptomatic", yet now with over half the population vaccinated they dont dare say that word anymore. Connect the dots people and look at all the inconsistencies and hypocrisies. Ie Bill Gates is on record saying he and his family are not taking the vaccine. Why are postal workers exempt, why are lawmakers exempt...need more examples then you simply lack common sense. May God bless us all in these dark times!

on Tue Like Reply More

Steven Takov
Tyler Spanaus the second shot is where they got everyone, i mean if you watched bill gates, im pretty sure you arent taking this bioweapon

on Tue Like Reply More

Nick Shelton
Kristin Widzinski I was talking to a doctor yesterday.. he refuses to get vaxxed. Said he knows a lady who got vaccinated and had a baby girl.. the baby came out with no overys.. population control at its finest.

on Tue Like Reply More

Sherry Moxley Myers
Kristin Widzinski My daughter-in-law had it when she was pregnant. She was just super tired but luckily no other side effects.

on Tue Like Reply More
By 1944 the medical team of the Manhattan Project, headed by Stafford Warren, concluded that a controlled experiment on humans was necessary. They came up with a plan to inject radioactive elements, including polonium, plutonium, and uranium, into civilian patients around the country. Between April 1945 and July 1947, eighteen subjects were injected with plutonium, six with uranium, five with polonium, and at least one with americium. The experiments were performed at Manhattan Project-affiliated hospitals in Rochester, New York; Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Chicago, Illinois; and San Francisco, California.

The 1932 Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in Black men was a real experiment. In this study, the CDC and the United States public health service observed 600 African American males as the progression of syphilis ravaged their bodies. They were told that they would be treated for “bad blood” but didn’t receive any help. This experiment lasted until 1973, and these men could have been cured as early as 1943 with the use of penicillin.

In 1991, federal officials for the first time admitted that the military conducted mustard gas experiments on enlisted men during World War II. According to declassified records and reports published soon after, three types of experiments were done: Patch tests, where liquid mustard gas was applied directly onto test subjects’ skin; field tests, where subjects were exposed to gas outdoors in simulated combat settings; and chamber tests, where men were locked inside gas chambers while mustard gas was piped inside. From 1950 through 1953, the U.S. Army conducted Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage), spraying chemicals over six cities in the United States and Canada,
A 1953 article in the medical/scientific journal Clinical Science[106] described a medical experiment in which researchers intentionally blistered the skin on the abdomens of 41 children, who ranged in age from 8 to 14, using cantharide. The study was performed to determine how severely the substance injures/irritates the skin of children. After the studies, the children's blistered skin was removed with scissors and swabbed with peroxide.

Operation Top Hat: Seven research projects involving chemical weapons and human subjects were submitted by the Chemical Corps for Secretary of the Army approval in August 1953. One project involved vesicants, one involved phosgene, and five were experiments which involved nerve agents; all seven were approved. From approximately 1951 to 1974, the Holmesburg Prison in Pennsylvania was the site of extensive dermatological research operations, using prisoners as subjects. Led by Dr. Albert M. Kligman of the University of Pennsylvania, the studies were performed on behalf of Dow Chemical Company, the U.S. Army, and Johnson & Johnson.[109][110] In one of the studies, for which Dow Chemical paid Kligman $10,000, Kligman injected dioxin — a highly toxic, carcinogenic compound which is found in Agent Orange, which Dow was manufacturing for use in Vietnam at the time — into 70 prisoners.

MKUltra
In 1953, the CIA placed several of its interrogation and mind-control programs under the direction of a single program, known by the code name MKULTRA, after CIA director Allen Dulles complained about not having enough "human guinea pigs to try these extraordinary techniques".[130] The MKULTRA project was under the direct command of Dr. Sidney Gottlieb of the Technical Services Division.[130] The project received over $25 million, and involved hundreds of experiments on human subjects at eighty different institutions.

More than 50 mentally disabled children, ages 5 to 10, under the care of Dr. Saul Krugman, a respected pediatrician from New York who wanted to determine if there were multiple strains of hepatitis and whether a vaccine could be created to protect against the disease. Krugman and his partner, Dr. Joan Giles, used the Willowbrook residents to test a preliminary vaccine for this disease that had killed millions worldwide. From 1955 to 1970, the children were injected with the virus itself or made to drink chocolate milk mixed with feces from other infected children in order to study their immunity.

Jon Anderson
Tilly Dee I agree and was thinking this the whole time I've been reading. I think this reporter WANTS the real story to get out. There are probably many reporters (and health professionals) getting tired of the real story getting censored.

Taylor West
Kristin Widzinski I had it last month, 14ish weeks, and was sick for 3 days. Tired for the rest of the 10 days.
Barbara Ann Wolfe
Taki Taki Tumble

https://external-content.duckduckgo.com/iu/?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftse4.mm.bing.net%2Fth%3Fid%3DOVP.huMdxDsdEq7_YB9yjnBMgOwEsDh%26pid%3DApi&f=1

Christy LeGrand

Sean Maddox The Native Americans had no reason to trust our government. Also, why didn't they push doing something about poverty and homelessness as much as they have this shot? Imagine that.

Rita Kremer

I agree!

Shaina Alexis Prince

Kristin Widzinski I had it at 9 months pregnant I was really tired and my sinuses bothered me. Other than that I was fine.

Myra Hackler

Brigid Anne Rohde your parents will count as unvaccinated for all data purposes because they had only received one injection!

Pam Osborn

Spike Cohen nope- they only want to push the BiG killer lie !!!
William Elizabeth
Sean Mcelroy It's funny how the word "antivax" has been so abused. You all use the word to refer to anybody who even questions a single vaccine. That is ridiculous. That is like me saying that if I question a Toyota car about its airbags, I am anti-vehicular. And unfortunate situation for you, is where we have Dr. Malone. You know, the guy who actually invented mRNA vaccine technology. Well unfortunately for you, he's actually pro vac's. Yet, he admits these vaccines are dangerous. Oops, for you!

Gail Christian Anderson
Taki Taki Tumble My elderly vet refuses to give any animals vaccines because he says they cause cancer! Mostly tumors near the injection site!

Jill MacDonald
Look at this thread!
People are waking up! Finally!!
Mandy Hebert
Kristin Widzinski i know 2 ppl very close to where i live had miscarriages after being vaxxed

Josh Herbst
Kristin Widzinski my wife was 7 months pregnant when we all contracted the virus. We are all fine and my beautiful baby girl is amazing and healthy. We all have antibodies naturally now

Joanne Allan
Sean Maddox brilliant information

Diamond Marie
Tyrone Rodrigues I don’t even want to get started with that conversation because it’ll go further than you’re probably willing to go.. with history, scripture and reality .. & to add, nobody’s playing victim… until they become one
#message

Sean Mcelroy
Sorry was busy flagging and getting post removed

VeeLove Leigh
Kristin Widzinski please do your research, because they say that if you get it, you are 83% likely to lose your baby in the first or second trimester. I certainly couldn't make this up. Actually this was put out by the CDC. I wonder if they go over that study with he their patients. Matter of fact, I noticed someone attached the article to this feed. Author: CDC.

Benjamin Wadsworth
Tammy Alger https://gab.com/groups/50537

The American Truth Covid Edition / Group...
Madeline Bacheller
Bailey Puckett

Kim Periman-Burton
Sean McElroy and you believe the CDC when the government is pushing the narrative, more fool you.

VeeLove Leigh
Mandy Hebert yes, CDC admits you will have a 83% chance of loss if you take it in the first or 2nd trimester. Look it up. Interesting study article. Literally put out by CDC. Someone has linked the article in these comments.

Kyle Coates
Kristin Widzinski my niece had it at the end of her second trimester and had zero issues...

Denise Davis
Denise Green so you are essentially saying live life as you feel; smoke crack, jump off bridges, drive dangerously, don't use a condom - because when your time's it's up?

Sean McElroy
We all who are able to read the actual medical literature able to follow the science and not what someone puts on a blog or meme for attention

Diamond Marie
Tyrone Rodrigues and that's not their land ... you need to catch up to what Helen Thomas said and why .. matter fact, read their own documents.. or The Thirteenth Tribe .. it's the .. in the tailpipe

Joanne Allan
Sean Maddox Brilliant info
Pola Plompen
I caught it in my first few weeks of pregnancy and I'm now 8 months pregnant and we're both perfectly healthy (thank GOD)

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Rachelle Tregle
Rebecca Dyson oh, it's okay now. The CDC just changed the definition of vaccine. Now it qualifies. You see, all better.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Susan Bernsen Umphres
Kristin Widzinski we just lost a mom in CC and had to c section the baby.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Secnarf Ytreffal
Kristin Widzinski hi my daughter is 21 weeks pregnant and she had it she wasnt as bad as my mum and dad and shes pregnant my daughter wont get it x

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lani Bresler
Sean Mcelroy if you do not trust the VAERS system, then there are about 11-15 other reporting systems you could research. One of them is the Medicare/Medicaid reporting system that is reported to by medical professionals and not patients. The numbers are in the thousands for deaths and the hundreds of thousands for serious injuries.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Derly Caiza
Sean Mcelroy wow..get a life sie

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Steven Takov
Lani Bresler
Sean McElroy if you do not trust the VAERS system, then there are about 11-15 other reporting systems you could research. One of them is the Medicare/Medicaid reporting system that is reported to by medical professionals and not patients. The numbers are in the thousands for deaths and the hundreds of thousands for serious injuries.

Rebecca Burgess Anderson
Dan Anderson , Jasi Anderson Powell read comments

Allison Brown Mitchell
Tanner Mitchell

Joanne Allan
Christopher LeGrand well said we can learn a lot from the native Americans very wise people.

Rodger Weir
Spike

Amanda Jackson
Kristin Widzinski I had Covid while 8 months pregnant. I went to the hospital once because my OB said my oxygen was a little low but they basically checked on the baby, gave me some fluids and sent me home. Both my baby and I are fine. She a healthy happy 7 month old
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, misinformation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Allison Brown Mitchell
Tanner Mitchell

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Judy Springer Kelly
Laura Persin-Hernandez well well well ! Geez

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kevin Tenery
Sean Mcelroy anything that goes against the agenda driven narrative is considered wrong and misinformation. Nobody else is right about anything

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lani Bresler
Sean Mcelroy if you do not trust the V A E R S system, then there are about 11-15 other reporting systems you could research. One of them is the Medicare/Medicaid reporting system that is reported to by medical professionals and not patients. The numbers are in the thousands for deaths and the hundreds of thousands for serious injuries.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy
Lani those numbers are distorted and you are over reporting bc the last set released as of a week ago showed under 1000 deaths from anyone who got the vaccine. But you have to see that some are in the far colum showing they died of other causes like one was a car crash 1 week post vaccine. Do you believe the vaccine causes car crashes???

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Karrie Schuh
Sean Mcelroy its true no aborted fetus line is in the pfizer or moderna vaccines but in the process of making the vaccines the aborted fetus line was used. People have a strongly held opposition to that fact.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Matt Pacholski
Sean Mcelroy do you believe covid causes car crashes? They were counting them too

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Rodger Weir
Sean McElroy Like the CDC stuff?
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Pz0SBTvKdV/?fbclid=IwAR1IRR
eqwoFRU80wDrYms-tmm3jKjZK9WePCGL9McvROzSi_LRFziqB7yi

Most Important Video You'll See / Watch...
bitchute.com

Eric Williamson
Shell Pie you are misinformed. “Shot” isn’t a medical term that differentiates anything, it’s the act of getting an injection. It’s a vaccine.

Rachelelle Tregle
Dee Ann L Voth so I wonder why they aren't looking for family members of vaccinated people that died with Covid? Hmmm?

Angie Pattillo
Sean McElroy do you believe Covid causes car crashes? Because deaths for other reasons were counted among the Covid deaths.

Kevin Tenery
Sean McElroy the fact that you believe and trust the cdc after they've been wrong and flat out lied is hilarious. They’ve lost all credibility and you’re just as bad with your repeating what you hear from the media and cdc

Louis Veldtsman
Eric Williamson
Jacqueline Vry Hewitt

**Donna Burns Anthony** I challenge you to ask a child's parent that survived aggressive cancer from those "big pharma" drugs if they begrudge them one single cent! Those cents are worth more time and special moments with their children, just like a vaccine allows grandparents, immunocompromised people and others more time and togetherness than without it. It also allows them the peace of mind to be able to spend time with their loved ones. If everyone had gotten on board earlier and not been selfish about their right to their bodies (which always cracks me up considering they won't get a vaccine but they will refuse a woman like me to get an abortion to save MY life, where's the right to my body there?!?!) Then MAYBE this would be over and there wouldn't be a new variant each month developing. And how much money was wasted by those that refused a vaccine that was ready for them???? Could those have been sent to other countries that don't have the resources to be able to protect themselves? Did you even WATCH what happened in India? Did you even CARE? Those people were DYING by the thousands outside of hospitals. Do you have any friends outside of your white supremacist republican group? Perhaps ones that might have populated one of those unfortunate countries? Did you have to hear from them how TERRIFIED they are because of all their family members that are dying around them and they do not have the means to save them? That a hospital refused them because there were no more beds in the hospital or that they could only take the patients that had a chance?!?! There is no MIRACLE cure for this (and even if there was, if it was republican sponsored, you wouldn't take it) just HARD WORK and TEAM WORK. How many nurses and doctors have to stage walkouts to get you all to understand that this is NOT JUST ABOUT YOU?!?!?

Sean Mcelroy

No the lani person does since she is unable to read a report and thinks that bc someone got a covid vaccine and does from a car crash that the two are related. Just pointing out her stupidity

Kevin Tenery

**Dorothy Lee** exactly! It's a gene therapy being passed off as a vaccine.

Karen Bullen

**Jacqueline Vry Hewitt** so you want your body, your choice for yourself, but not for others?

Aaron Longman

**Derly Calza** ignore him, he's just a bored self righteous individual who can not be talked to. It's his way or no way. He's right everyone else is wrong. I've chosen to ignore these arrogant/ignorant people.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_= _
Angel Diehl  
**Pádraig Mór** my mom also had both doses of the vaccine and had a TIA/stroke and lost the site in her left eye.

Sean Mcelroy  
Semantics Kevin lol man these anti ax peeps are just recycled false info all day

Bryant Scott  
**Spike Cohen** I collected the reported vaccine-related adverse effects data from this/your thread as of 09/14/2021 at 10:04am. Your responders/replies have reported that they/themselves, a friend, or a family member have experienced or witnessed within 2 weeks of obtaining a vaccine (1 or 2 shots) these effects:

Pfizer:
- 5 COVID-19 Deaths
- 3 COVID-19 Hospitalizations
- 3 Heart Attack Deaths
- 9 Heart Attacks/Issues
- 15 Blood Clots/Blood issues
- 8 Paralyzed
- 3 GB Syndrome
- 1 Stroke
- 29 Died within 12hrs - 2wks of getting the vaccine
- 11 Misc. vaccine injury 8hrs - 1wk after getting vaccine

Moderna:
- 2 Heart Attacks/Issues
- 2 Deaths 12hrs - 7 days after getting the vaccine
- 2 Misc. injuries after getting vaccine

A-Z:
- 2 Died After Getting Vaccine

J&J:
- N/A

Unvaccinated:
- 3 COVID-19 Deaths
- 2 COVID-19 Hospitalizations
- 1 Respiratory Injury
- 1 Misc. Injury

Along with 41 Birth Defects/Miscarriages (mostly miscarriages) and 2 menstrual cycle issues (including a cycle post-menopause)

This is a relatively small sample size, yet there is well over 300 people in this thread reporting these issues. I ensured to only count each data point once (i.e., a heart attack and blood clots was counted only as a heart attack) so that each number represents...
one person with an adverse effect. Moreover, I avoided any repeated posts (i.e., reporting the same event twice such as a mom with a heart attack and a daughter with hypertension being reposted)

These numbers should be relatively indicative of the larger problem of only three to four of these reports being indicated to successfully having been submitted to VAERS. An aspect to consider.

Disclaimer: I am a Data Analyst and used common data collection principles and practices. This is not a study, only a "snapshot" of a small facet of reality from a sample population derived from this post.

Kathy Sullivan

Sean Maddox How about that the FDA receives 75% of its funds to approve drugs, FROM the drug companies? Or that for a fee the FDA will fast track those drugs?

How about that every vaccine manufacturing drug company has been fined, some billions, for lying, fraud and manipulating trial results.

What do they think is happening now?

Hollie Gassa

Fleur De Lune this makes sense. I would want to believe that Governments across the globe would hide this information from the public to not scare people away from this drug

Davina Esther Bagot

Brandon Shank this makes sense. I would want to believe that Governments across the globe would hide this information from the public to not scare people away from this drug

MulletMan Corey Joe

Sean McElroy if someone got vaccinated and the symptoms caused them to get into a vehicle accident, then it could be a covid vaccination related death.

Jacqueline Vry Hewitt

Karen Bullen I am just pointing out the hypocrisy of the my body rule when republicans try to take that right away from women. However, an abortion, whether I have it or not, ONLY affects me and my unborn child, not the thousands of people I may come in contact with a day and the millions more that are in contact with those. This is bigger than just one person. This is bigger than a political party. I just hope you people realize that before you or someone you care about ends up dying on a ventilator by yourself in a hospital because you were too stubborn to get a shot in your arm.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Murray Hicks
Sean McElroy that's a lie

Sean McElroy
So you're point is what? Let's stop all drugs to help cancer ext bc back in the day the exects were dbags. By you're logic we would still be treating illnesses with herbs from a garden lol

Kristen Spenrath
Spike Cohen

Kristen Spenrath
Reading these comments make me hopeful! We do have a chance to fight back!

Alzette Gerber
Amy Huber Massella South Africa is also trying to hide these truths from us your not alone

Kara Anders
Bryant Scott
Thank you for putting in the legwork.

Denise Chase
Sean you believe the propaganda, spread it, and will jolt allow truth in. Sad.

Greta Renae
Jen Budrow Diamond she said her friend had COVID. Not the vaccine. You only see what you want to see.
Colby Bogle
Cortney Bogle

Sean Mcelroy
Yes facts are propaganda of the sane lol

Sally Roller Kahoun

Mary Ann Dixon Reven
Sean Mcelroy actually over 1500 in the U S have died with covid that were fully vaccinated! Just remember those same over 1500 survived the big pandemic before the vaccines!!!

Melissa Clark Sprague
Paul Smith that is complete BS I know someone personally that was injured by the moderna jab! You that have been jabbed are the target gullible

Sean Mcelroy
Umm again nope that number is not correct. Would you like to maybe respond with a larger number. I mean come on go big or gone home right
Kathy Sullivan

VeeLove Leigh  Sadly the CDC continues to lie, manipulate facts/stats and truth>

FDA and CDC have been censoring and suppressing therapeutics that work in order to push an experimental gene therapy for emergency use. That is criminal, genocide and nothing less.

CDC holds the ONLY patent on coronavirus research in this country.

When Stanford was researching 1500 Covid positive cases and every one of them tested positive for influenza A or B, they went to CDC to ask for a Covid sample to test Koch’s postulate on the sample as they had the other 1500 positive cases on which they were working.

They were told CDC had no Covid sample!

Yes, that the FDA and the CDC that are supposed to protect Americans.

Every single person I know who has had Covid or a reaction to the shots, has not been offered any of the therapeutics that work.

The doctors helping patients recover and heal are losing their jobs and being targeted for saving lives because it goes against the fear mongering narrative.

When my sister was really sick for 4 days, she tested positive. What did they do for her? They sent her HOME with no protocols except to rest and drink fluids!

2 days later even sicker her husband took her to the local ER. They prescribed antibiotics and steroids knowing those hadn't helped anyone.

2 days LATER, even sicker and we thought we were going to lose her, her husband took her to a much larger city ER and they demanded monoclonal antibodies. Not once was she offered them or anything else that has been proven to work.

Criminal genocide is happening as we watch.
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Pierre Mueller
"able to follow the science"

Anyone who uses a term such as THE SCIENCE is a completely uneducated fool who doesn't even understand the concept of "science"

There is NOTHING that could be called "the" science!

Science is a METHOD, not a religion!

I created a summary especially for people like you.

Teresa Whitaker

Sean McElroy it appears half of us Americans are able to use our common sense. It's really pretty simple. We don't need a science background to figure it out.

Known side effects of shot are blood clots. This is nondisputable.

Healthy person gets shot. Healthy person suffers heart attack, stroke, dies after. We can add 2 plus 2.

Plus why no early treatment. Why do we tell People to go home until you're sick enough to go to the hospital. It's pure lunacy. It's pure evil. There are life saving medications available right now that are being withheld.

Michael Chovich

Sean McElroy but I had Covid and it was a joke. I had sinus infections way worse than Covid.

Rebecca McGill

Bryant Scott wow, thank you for doing this.
Catriona Harbison

Jessy Lynn so they can keep killing people and claiming it's the virus. Research Agenda 21/30. It's a government document, or you could look up Rosa Koire (CIA whistleblower who died last year) ‘behind the green mask’

Zach Koontz

Sean McElroy What's your favorite flavor of Kiwi polish????

Sean McElroy

Good for you I'm glad science isn't based on some schmick in lord only knows USA. To determine medical treatments.

Pierre Mueller

Sean McElroy Why would you want a link to a medical journal article? You obviously have ZERO scientific education. You'd be completely unable to read such an article. You referred to "the science", so you probably never went past high school, if even that...

Mary Jensen Ortega

Mary Ann Dixon Reven that is false. The actual number is .0001%.

Kerry Cowie

James Cowie

Sean McElroy

Pierre bc I read them often and have contributed to science educational tho kHz like the khan institute among others so I think I'm well versed enough to read the abstracts and the conclusion

Lisa Hager Jackson

Bryant Scott Wow. Thank you for putting this together.
Kathy Sullivan
What's crucial here is that when the Swine Flu Shot in 1976 killed some 50 people and caused guillian barre in others, they stopped the shot. Why is this non vaccine experimental gene therapy still being pushed?

Madi Harris
Tiffany Vittrup-Minter - this comment

DeAnna Hyatt
Bryant Scott that dam DA job… dam good job collecting the data makes me think I should still use my education and go for the actual career in Data Analysis

Leslie Sankey
Sean Mcelroy or going after companies to clean up the waste they put in our water supply or start paying for cancer research and medical Bill's not having us raise monies

Sean Mcelroy
Wow 50 deaths out of millions and almost 50 years ago. Yeah medical and other science hasn't improved at allllll lol

Alicia W Anderson
Spike Cohen Mary Ellen

Sean Mcelroy
Leslie sankey what tangential thought are you on lol

Justin Mihalos-Krummann
Pierre Mueller sadly, it IS a religion to these folks. “Follow the science that we agree with” is a more accurate statement.
Laura Petros-Bales

**Bryant Scott** what is the best way for an RN who is not a data analyst to collect data from VAERS? I’ve seen some alarming issues and statistics and would like to verify for myself.

Kate Johnson

Jacqueline Vry Hewitt [https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gvPKTVK10JE&feature=youtu.be](https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gvPKTVK10JE&feature=youtu.be)


How the "Greater Good" is Used as a Tool...

Nikko Farmer

**Bryant Scott** Thank you! You are the MVP!

Sean Mcelroy

lol science is a religion oh lord that’s rich

Robert Paul DeBolt

Laura Petros-Bales drjaneruby@protonmail.com may be a good starting point.

Joelle Greencorn

**VeeLove Leigh** ya like 83 % plus percent, fully immune from covid if you had covid. Which is just a strong flu people. Who know know there is great depth to this. Please trust your neighbours as they are trying to educate and protect you from death and generations to come their will be some not many. The issue with the vaccine is simple it kills your TCells people know that big Pharma will make money on you for the rest of your life as you have no immunity any longer.

Janice Carlin

**Karrrie Schuh** u have no idea what’s in them!!! They are allowed to change while experimenting!!
Deanna Stewart

Bryant Scott Thank You!!

Sanny Benson

Sean McElroy 'Herbs from a garden' were still considered effective treatments to illnesses far and wide and were listed in all medical texts until (within the last 100 years) Rockefeller, the oil tycoon, realized that pharmaceuticals could be made from petroleum. In order to monopolize the medical industry AS WELL, he formed the American Medical Association, invested in "research", and paid people to rewrite all the medical tests to wipe out all natural remedies and replace them with pharmaceuticals. Then he demonized natural remedies calling them "alternative". Our medical history is incredibly corrupt. Bill gates is our modern day Rockefeller.

Karen Rapp

Paul Smith hey... Congratulations Paul!!! You have been chosen as the Main Stream Media's #1 fan! Now sit back and buy a freakin vowel!! Have you done ANY research of your own or are you one who believes if you hear it from CNN, MSNBC, ABC, etc it must be true? Well, you are exactly what they're looking for. They are hoping that you take the bait. If you REALLY want to know the truth, do some research on George Soros and Mr. Fauci for starters. And for God's sake watch another station like OAN or America's Voice News.

Janice Carlin

Sean McElroy Karrie Schuh u have no idea what's in them!!! They are allowed to change while experimenting!!

Joelle Greencorn
Laurie DeSalvo Chaffin

**Sean McElroy** you have a choice to take those drugs. You won’t be fired if you CHOOSE not to.

Renee Farnham Leighton

**Sean McElroy** Herbs from a garden is not something I would mock! It is better than clot-inducing, untested, unapproved jabs that data proves to be more dangerous than beneficial!!

Tony Brewer

As well, the definition for vaccine.

Pierre Mueller

**Sean McElroy** Losers have to change the definition of words to push their agenda!

Uneducated people & trolls like you are unable to distinguish the debate of specific medical products vs. people who have an ideological conception of reality, as they assume that viruses and bacteria don't exist.

You are in the no less cringy category of people who think that forcing people to get injected with a potentially lethal substance for almost ZERO benefit is justifiable.

The Covid mortality for people under 70 was less than 0.04%, last year - study from Stanford, published by WHO.

As ALL viruses get less lethal over time, but more infectious, we KNOW that the variants are even less dangerous.

One does not get vaccinated for that kind of ridiculously low risk.

Even less so when the vaccine has an extremely high risk of causing permanent harm or even death at a non-negligible rate.
Sean McElroy
I you can’t change a vaccine just Willy milky. You have to have approval

Cyndi Carlson Johnson
Spike Cohen

Nikko Farmer
1. My fully vaxxed niece got COVID and is on life support. She does have health issues.
2. Three people close to me are fully vaxxed, got COVID.
3. One person (bestie), got COVID, got vaxxed, got COVID again

William Porter
Spike Cohen of course we find a Jew, the ppl behind everything.

Donna Marie Toborg
Sally Roller Kahoun I agree. Thalidomide was horrible. I never realized it until I was in England years ago and saw so many people with no limbs!
I watched a commercial for the shingles vaccine. There were a multitude of side effects! With the covid shot? Not a word about it.

Cory James
Jen Robertson what’s on the back of vaccination cards?

Peter Ouchterlony
Bryant Scott Exactly yes! If this is happening in every sample the yes there are likely thousands of these deaths or adverse reactions/ disabilities caused by these phase 3 trials.

Sean McElroy
Pierce spoken like a true anti ax with zero actual scientific info to back it up
Pierre Mueller

Coivd mortality much lower than expected, according to Stanford study [https://www.who.int/bulletin/online_first/BLT.20.265892.pdf](https://www.who.int/bulletin/online_first/BLT.20.265892.pdf)

Gabriel Arold

**Joseph Slabaugh** Spike is one of the leading libertarian voices and ran as the VP candidate for the Libertarian Party in the 2020 election. I may not have the same views on race as he does, but Spike is solid on principles.

Renee Farnham Leighton

**Bryant Scott** Heck—The VAERS reports show more reporting of adverse effects (including deaths) than all the reporting on adverse affects of all other vaccines combined!! Yet, still, the ignorant push, and push, and push this vaccine!

Troy Compton

**Sannyas Benson** mwahh.. Most medication come from plant derivatives, alot of the plants from the rain forest.

Renee Farnham Leighton

**Sean McElroy** Most are not anti-vaxers, except the so-called vaccines that have proven dangerous! I'll stay in the control group! Thank you very much!

Marsha Jo-Lu McNair Harris

**Renee Farnham Leighton** true!! I agree 100%

Troy Compton

**Only 3% of medications made from petrochemicals peruse petrochemicals in the process granted 90% of all medications are shipped and stored in containers made from petrochemicals AKA plastic**

Michelle Wade

**Sannyas Benson** yes and herbs still work . They just don’t want you to know.
Troy Compton

Bryant Scott I don't really want to get wrapped up in the vaccine debate but I do have one question. COVID-19 is no more deadly than the seasonal flu so why are we trying to mandate people relax tonight and we don't require it for the flu. I'm asking this, I'm a heart patient with lung disease so the flu could easily do me in but a legit question if one's not any more deadly or any more contagious than the other why do we require it for one and not the other that's all I want a medical factual answer for.
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Sean Mcelroy

Lol you picked an article a doctor wrote that's not peer reviewed so it's no fact checked wow just wow.
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Connie Coleman

Sean Mcelroy funny. If you read some of the ingredients in many drugs they are herbs and plants not just chemicals. They just tweak many natural ingredients so they can patent and sell for money. Not supposed to patent nature but please tell me how CDC has patents on CV, Ebola, Zika and H1N1. Since your so capable why not look into timeline of patents surrounding CV. You know.. since it's a NOVEL virus?
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Athena Flowers Randolph

Spike Cohen
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Athena Flowers Randolph

Spike Cohen
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Pierre Mueller
You are FACTUALLY INCORRECT, i.e. YOU LIE!

"vaers system for adverse affects let's anybody post anything"

That's absolute BS and you know it!

The claim is ridiculous.

Only medical professionals have access to the system, for starters.

More importantly:

EVERY SEVERE ADVERSE EFFECT MUST BE INVESTIGATED !!!

EVERY DEATH REPORT MUST BE INVESTIGATED!

In other words, ALL severe adverse effects and ALL deaths that are older than 2 weeks have been CONFIRMED and are based on medically accurate information.

The lie spread by the fake "fact checkers" and professional trolls like you does not even hold up.

WHY would people tens of thousands of reports about adverse vaccination effects?

The ONLY people who have an interest in manipulating data are those who make money from false data.

Who is earning tens of billions of dollars in profits?

Oh, right, the vaccine manufacturers.

How much do their opponents make?

ZERO! FLAT OUT ZERO!

Vaccine manufacturers committing fraud and corrupting government officials? How could anyone suggest such a thing?

Oh, wait, there was this story about the UN and the Swine 'flu in 2009-2010... reported by the known far-right white supremacist paper The Guardian:


Report condemns swine flu experts' ties...
Deb Kelver- McDermott
If they quit withholding HCQ and Ivermectin there would be nearly zero deaths. The studies are in on thousands and thousands and people (Dr Stella Immanuel and Dr Meehan have the results) are NOT dying and not being intubated when they get treatment early. Aw, yes, there’s no money in the above treatments, there are other health issues they’ve been proven to treat and cure, but they are inexpensive drugs. Do you really thing big pharma wants everyone healthy and at a reasonable cost??

Nikko Farmer
Laura Petros-Bales Hey There. Im a nurse as well....Im collecting data. Let me know how I can help you.

Sean Mcelroy
Wow Connie you really didn’t get the sarcasm did ya. And you butchered those definitions because anyone with half a brain knows this is not the first novel cv. We have been studying them for decades. Lol pathetic

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Kristen Spenrath and I hope we all do. Please don’t let people take that vaccine for a job let’s fight these evil people.
Pierre Mueller

Sean McElroy You are FACTUALLY INCORRECT!

"vaers system for adverse affects let's anybody post anything"

That's absolute nonsense and you know it!

The claim is ridiculous.

Only medical professionals have access to the system, for starters.

More importantly:

EVERY SEVERE ADVERSE EFFECT MUST BE INVESTIGATED !!!

EVERY DEATH REPORT MUST BE INVESTIGATED!

In other words, ALL severe adverse effects and ALL deaths that are older than 2 weeks have been CONFIRMED and are based on medically accurate information.

The lie spread by the fake "fact checkers" and professional trolls like you does not even hold up.

WHY would people tens of thousands of reports about adverse vaccination effects?

The ONLY people who have an interest in manipulating data are those who make money from false data.

Who is earning tens of billions of dollars in profits?

Oh, right, the vaccine manufacturers.

How much do their opponents make?

ZERO! FLAT OUT ZERO!

Vaccine manufacturers committing fraud and corrupting government officials? How could anyone suggest such a thing?

Oh, wait, there was this story about the UN and the Swine 'flu in 2009-2010... reported by the known far-right white supremacist paper The Guardian:


Report condemns swine flu experts' ties...
You are FACTUALLY INCORRECT!

"vaers system for adverse effects let's anybody post anything"

That's absolute nonsense and you know it!

The claim is ridiculous.

Only medical professionals have access to the system, for starters.

More importantly:

EVERY SEVERE ADVERSE EFFECT MUST BE INVESTIGATED !!!

EVERY DEATH REPORT MUST BE INVESTIGATED!

In other words, ALL severe adverse effects and ALL deaths that are older than 2 weeks have been CONFIRMED and are based on medically accurate information.

The lie spread by the fake "fact checkers" and professional trolls like you does not even hold up.

WHY would people tens of thousands of reports about adverse vaccination effects?

The ONLY people who have an interest in manipulating data are those who make money from false data.

Who is earning tens of billions of dollars in profits?

Oh, right, the vaccine manufacturers.

How much do their opponents make?

ZERO! FLAT OUT ZERO!

Vaccine manufacturers committing fraud and corrupting government officials? How could anyone suggest such a thing?

Oh, wait, there was this story about the UN and the Swine 'flu in 2009-2010... reported by the known far-right white supremacist paper The Guardian:


Report condemns swine flu experts' ties...
COMIRNATY® (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) is an FDA-approved COVID-19 vaccine made by Pfizer for BioNTech.

It is approved as a 2-dose series for prevention of COVID-19 in individuals 16 years of age and older.
It is also authorized under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to be administered for emergency use to:
prevent COVID-19 in individuals 12 through 15 years, and
provide a third dose to individuals 12 years of age and older who have been determined to have certain kinds of immunocompromise
The Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine has received EUA from FDA to:
prevent COVID-19 in individuals 12 years of age and older, and
provide a third dose to individuals 12 years of age and older who have been determined to have certain kinds of immunocompromise
The FDA-approved COMIRNATY® (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) and the EUA-authorized Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine have the same formulation and can be used interchangeably to provide the COVID-19 vaccination series. An individual may be offered either COMIRNATY® (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) or the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by SARS-CoV-2.
Carol Fortier
Sean Mcelroy did you see the report of the lay scale a doctor makes on a covid shift. 350 an hour. Well why would they want this to stop. How many again do you want us to declare covid. Cha ching.
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Scott Goodman
Samantha Goodman
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Michael Apodaca
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Ruth Sullivan
Sanny Benson right on
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Malan Bredenhann
Kristen Spenrath we can only go on to warn the people
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Ruth Sullivan
Sanny Benson right on
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Balbina Mendel Yrizarri
Kathy Ernst Gross USA population is mostly obese, overweight, diabetic, have cancer.. consume artificial toxic foods and artificial toxic medications that, and the most sick and addicted population in the world.
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NoCo Peej
Dorothy Lee patently untrue
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Sean McElroy
Pierre Mueller you can actually. Anyone can submit to that web site look it up right now on the front page it tells you to not take what on it as facts bc anything can be posted there my god open you're eyes and read.

Lisa Rice
Deb Kelver- McDermott yes!!! It’s criminal what they are doing!

Lisa Rice
Deb Kelver- McDermott yes!!! It’s criminal what they are doing!

Lisa Rice
Deb Kelver- McDermott yes!!! It’s criminal what they are doing!

Lisa Rice
Yes!!!!

Pierre Mueller
Sean McElroy Sarcasm requires intelligence. Clearly not something that is available to trolls. A little introspection might help. You've been wrong so many times in just a few messages, it's grotesque.

Lisa Rice
Yes!!!!
Coralee Schindel
Connie Barata global tyranny.
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Athena Flowers Randolph
Spike Cohen
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Coralee Schindel
Lisa Boettcher Hilss comments are completely turned off on our MSM outlets up here.
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Eric Williamson
Teri Wright what is wrong with lessening symptoms and severity?
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Pierre Mueller
Sean Mcelroy You should keep up to date - your lies are now completely outdated.

Here is one of many scientific, peer-reviewed studies that confirm that Ivermectin is effective against Covid-19.

Published by NIH, which is why even FB can't take it down:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8383101/

The lies about Ivermectin are DONE.


ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
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Coralee Schindel
Rachel Black Amen
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Coralee Schindel
Nancy L George thank you.
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Sean Mcelroy
One of my facts are wrong and since you can’t even look at the FRONT page of that cdc site you can’t be trusted to read 2 sentences so i tho knots you who was caught making up lies you’re just mad you were caught and now everyone sees one person has things you can tease him and fact check and the other regurgitates out what ever they read on a blog post

Eric Williamson
Diane L Hartman again, no one is saying you can’t still get it or spread it. The data from Israel is clear that the severity of illness and hospitalization rates are much less among the vaccinated, and that is the point

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Sean Mcelroy I am not anti-vaccine I’ve always got all of the vaccines that I needed to get but this particular one red flags it to me. Very dangerous I do my research. I will now no longer get the flu shot because that’s probably why everybody’s getting Alzheimer’s.

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie
Sean Mcelroy And just as easily VAERS can delete the data that is entered into that website. And they do… There is a whistleblower who works for the CDC who has filed a lawsuit. She says there are tens of thousands more cases of deaths and problems caused by the shot that have been deleted

Ruth Sullivan
Steven Takov I can’t read the small print, date?

Eric Williamson
Diane L Hartman the best treatment is prevention and mitigation of severe symptoms through vaccination. Once you have it and have progressed to serious illness, there’s not much to do
Sean Mcelroy
Hey read the bottom of the website it says it’s posted by the company who is touting this drug or in layman’s terms selling it as a drug to treat covid. You are railing against big pharma and yet you just copied and pasted what is essential a long wed site add for them lol how pathetic

Sean Mcelroy
This is getting too repetitive sir. Next time try to find actual information that you can’t debunk in 20 seconds or literally doesn’t state on the form hey this is made to get people to buy my drug like disclosures

Robert Manship
Rebekah Schmitz Which vaccine! There are over 11 in use worldwide!!!

Steve Daugherty
Laura Ann Agreed! They'll probably want a 20 year study so they can accomplish their goal of depopulation...

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Sean Mcelroy(null) No I believe that they died of a car crash and not Covid all together but they’re counting it as a Covid death.

Eric Williamson
Gibby Linda guess we can update the literature now since you know a couple people that had it. The data that matters is large population trends and statistical analysis/significance
Sean Mcelroy
Stephan y the same whistle blowers who claimed the election was rigged and after 100 or so cases all were garbage? Luke those

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Victoria Murphy Tice Bocik did you get the vaccine?

Marsha Jo-Lu McNair Harris
Sean Maddox awesome response!!!! They are using humans as Guinea pigs with this jab. More fully "vaccinated" people are getting covid and dying than is being reported. People are dying from accidents, shootings and other non covid conditions but their deaths are reported as covid deaths. Our government CAN NOT BE TRUSTED!!!!!

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Michael Chovich did you get the vaccine? Just trying to determine the unvaccinated from the vaccinated people. That got Covid

Sean Mcelroy
Lol pathetic Marsha. Hey want to add moon landing never happens just to round out the crazy?

Marilynn Monds
Spike Cohen I expect not!

Melinda Evans
Bryant Scott Well done and much needed! Thank you for taking the time!

Ruth Sullivan
Kathy Sullivan I heard that the pharmaceutical company's make the largest donations for political gain. They also get the most
Rhonda Isert

Sean McElroy depends on how many billions of dollars you have.

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie

Russell Carter Bryant Scott compiled this data just from this article

Spike Cohen I collected the reported vaccine-related adverse effects data from this/your thread as of 09/14/2021 at 10:04am. Your responders/replies have reported that they/themselves, a friend, or a family member have experienced or witnessed within 2 weeks of obtaining a vaccine (1 or 2 shots) these effects:

Pfizer:
5 COVID-19 Deaths
3 COVID-19 Hospitalizations
3 Heart Attack Deaths
9 Heart Attacks/Issues
15 Blood Clots/Blood issues
8 Paralyzed
3 GB Syndrome
1 Stroke
29 Died within 12hrs - 2wks or getting the vaccine
11 Misc. vaccine injury 8hrs - 1wk after getting vaccine

Moderna:
2 Heart Attacks/Issues
2 Deaths 12hrs - 7 days after getting the vaccine
2 Misc. injuries after getting vaccine

A-Z:
2 Died After Getting Vaccine

J&J:
N/A

Unvaccinated:
3 COVID-19 Deaths
2 COVID-19 Hospitalizations
1 Respiratory Injury
1 Misc. Injury

Along with 41 Birth Defects/Miscarriages (mostly miscarriages) and 2 menstrual cycle issues (including a cycle post-menopause)

This is a relatively small sample size, yet there is well over 300 people in this thread reporting these issues. I ensured to only count each data point once (i.e., a heart attack and blood clots was counted only as a heart attack) so that each number represents one person with an adverse effect. Moreover, I avoided any repeated posts (i.e., reporting the same event twice such as a mom with a heart attack and a daughter with hypertension being reposted)

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
These numbers should be relatively indicative of the larger problem of only three to four of these reports being indicated to successfully having been submitted to VAERS. An aspect to consider.

Disclaimer: I am a Data Analyst and used common data collection principles and practices. This is not a study, only a “snapshot” of a small facet of reality from a sample population derived from this post.

Sean Mcelroy
Lol hey I got the vaccine and it turned me into the hulk can ya add that too?? Funny but someone actually entered that into the vaers website lol

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Teresa Whitaker The whole time it’s the hospitals that are getting paid Big bucks to kill people.

Bobby Robarge
Pierre Mueller

Kyle Hawthorne
Sean Mcelroy you think they went to the moon? That's hilarious

Lorne Davis
Stephanie Marrero Thomassie any other vaccine wd have been and has been taken off the market long ago with those side effects and deaths , makes one wonder why not this one !

Kenny Herr
Sean Mcelroy also, if you watch one of Joe Rogans latest interviews he talks about Ivermectin. He has personal experience with the drug because he took it when he was diagnosed with Covid-19. He says he was better within 1 day!! Quit wasting your breath. These are FACTS from an actual person with personal experience. Get outta here with that fact checkers bull****. The smart ones already know that “fact checkers” are full of ****.....
Sean McElroy
Lol

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean McElroy
How Rohan who last month said don’t listen to me I don’t know anything he literally said that you can look it up he actually said that. Man you’re pathetic

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Swift
Spike Cohen ohh spike haha

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Cold Hands
Sean McElroy read the comments on this post. Do you really think all of these thousands of people are just making up their stories? Because that sounds like a conspiracy theory.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean McElroy
Yes cold hands. Look at the thousands that lies about voter frauds there we’re hundreds that signed blank affidavits under penalty of perjury they still did it… so yes I do believe it nothing is outside the bounds of a trump supporter

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kristy Garcia
Kristin Widzinski Sadly I know of a pregnant woman in the ICU on a vent who was fully vaxxed - blood clots in her brain

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Becky Graham Foster
Lorne Davis $$$$$ That’s why. The most deaths that were allowed from quackcines before they pulled/recalled them was 50, not thousands!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean McElroy
Yeah sadly people come down with all kinds. Blood clots are kinda common in pregnancy and not covid related. Sometimes correlation is not causation

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Cold Hands
I'm pretty sure the comments in this post about loved ones lost account for more than 7000 deaths. I'm seeing thousands of them.

Tom Fry
Exactly brother preach

Scott Welch
So I'm guessing you have all the hard facts and numbers?

Sean Mcelroy
Yup go for it cold hands guesstimate make the crackpots proud

Carol Pruitt
Sean Mcelroy ahh yes that one poor little boy who blames everything on Trump. What a waste

Paula Roses
Jason Moore Thank you for sharing. Just tells us we are no longer living in a free nation, and shows us how we are being transtioned into thr NWO.

Greg Garramone
I'm in the funeral business and we have buried several people after the vaccine. That is a fact folks.

Pat Perkins Womble
Spike Cohen I think someone has left the building.

Terry Cryts
Sean Mcelroy Vaeers website is physician generated silly
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Maria Rey
Spike Cohen we love you spike!!

Sean Mcelroy
Make that paper greg

Ivonne Flâm
Sean Mcelroy I've read so many of your comments now and just want to point out that you're using "you're" wrong. You write "By you're logic we would..." It should be "By your logic..." or else you're saying "By you are logic...". Just sayin'.

Becky Graham Foster
Deb Kelver- McDermott A patient cured is a customer lost.

Bradley Price
Sean Mcelroy

Ben Sal
Carol Pruitt Biden?

Sean Mcelroy
Actually it depends on how you use the preposition. I appreciate trying to be educated on English by someone who doesn't and clearly shown can't understand 9th grade biology but thanks for trying
Dawn Hartzell Irving
*Greg Garramone* thank you for your honesty

Karen L Echols
TDS is real! When you have air bubbles for brains, just blame everyone else. CNN loves you.

Ben Sal
*Carol Pruitt* Biden?

Tj Courtney
*Sean Mcelroy*
Sean, one thing to keep in mind regarding VAERS.. while the community can indeed submit adverse events — submissions involving death are closely examined before inclusion; CDC will review decedents medical records, autopsies/death certs.

(I haven’t read all the comments, but wanted to add this in case someone else had not.)

Kristin Pollock
*Bryant Scott* you just nailed it.

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie
*Kathy Ernst Gross* did you read about the hospital that a reporter did an article on saying that they were turning away patients, and then we found out that it was all a lie? The hospital had the paper write a retraction but of course the damage was done

Sean Mcelroy
Lol
Pierre Mueller
Sean Mcelroy there is CAUSATION and it has been largely established, so you just continue to lie!


They obviously down-play the numbers, but the causation has been established and it’s serious.

Blood clots and bleeding events...

Trevor Nichols
Sean Mcelroy you misspelled biden

Sean Mcelroy
TJ I know that I was points that out earlier bc people were believing that only doctors can use it and there is no way some idiots would use the internet to lie

Pierre Mueller
Sean Mcelroy Your profile says that you are some sort of low level manager for asphalt products. You are obviously a paid shill. You have ZERO scientific education, you keep posting obvious lies. So tell us: does it pay well to push people to get a shot that might be extremely harmful to them without any perceivable benefits?

Lisa Paquet Hauck
Aaron Longman what’s really sad is we’re trying to help people and they don’t wanna listen. Believe me I’m not getting paid big bucks to lie I’m only here to help

Marvelle McKeen
Greg Garramone yes,, thank you.. we need more people like you to come forward with the truth, now, more than ever
Sue Hotu
Melissa Busch but the other vac were well tested CV19 not tested fully

Shirley Renee
Greg Garramone thank u for sharinb

Anthony Huss
Caroline Jean Waterman funny, spike is the only politician on here. How dare you say that about him? LOL

Anthony Huss
Tony Bolivar as long as he has mindless drones like you worse than him while he cosplays as a Libertarian he'll be O-Tay!

Sean Mcelroy
Bargain Pierre it's not a peer reviewed study so it means it's not checked. Man I can't keep going over this with you. A peer reviewed study means allot of other doctors and experts look over the data they see the same info and then check it. This is just a study showing a possible causing link in 33-151 episodes out of 1mil

Shirley Renee
Tj Courtney i have read Vaers and reported out more than deaths. Majority of entries are by care takers Dr's or nurses

Shirley Renee
Kenny Herr cured my family
Robin Bailey

Bryant Scott In the USA, we administer 1M COVID Vaccinations Daily. For such a large number of people, we will expect a large number of UNREALTED adverse events to normally happen within any two week period.
The following numbers are the expected number of adverse events within 2 weeks, based on normal rates (I'm using 2019 statistics)
129,000 will die
69,000 will suffer a heart attack
37,000 will die from a heart attack
36,000 will suffer a stroke
187,000 will become pregnant (yes the shot causes pregnancy too)
38,000 will lose a pregnancy
Lesson: We expect to see lots and lots of anecdotal stories that may seem to be compelling evidence that vaccines are not safe, even if they are perfectly safe.
Also remember that J&J put a pause on their vaccine for only 28 clotting cases (3 fatal).

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie

Joelle Greencorn it won’t allow me to post either

Nancy Prince Gagnon

Deb Kelver- McDermott I got my stock to help me and my husband....if needed.
We don't vax for our health and our health reasons!
Me so many allergies to many rx and other vaxes.
Husband doc says no with his health issues!
I am even allergic to TP...try handling that one!!!

Daanan Mahn

Sean Mcelroy
The peer reviewed studies are *annihilating* the vaxene cover story!
The Jab spreads the disease... 27 times more likely to be hospitalized if jabbed.

Lisa Paquet Hauck

Kathy Sullivan Well it doesn’t help that Fauci’s wife is the head of the FDA.

Nancy Prince Gagnon

Sean Mcelroy don't knock til you try it.
Sean Mcelroy
Deanna where are the studies showing that send me just one. And sorry stephany I'll see if I can get them to let ya post that again lol

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Daanan Mahn

ISRAELI STUDY: Fully Vaxxed Are 27 Times... nationalfile.com

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Katie DeLaveaga
I wonder how long this thread will last in the face of the fb censor? Amazing that it's here . . .

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy
That study has not been peer reviewed. You seriously send me an article from NRA web site about a study that you didn’t fully read to know it’s still under peer reviews and claim it has been??? Congrats your at home here everyone else doesn’t read the full story here too

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Vickie Cobb
Cory James prevention that it doesn’t prevent. A friend had both shots and the booster and still got it.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kelsey Renee
Austin it was for the way they advertised it, it had nothing to do with the actual product

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Prince Gagnon
TO ALL...

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_
Kelsey Renee
Austin it was the way they advertised it, not with the actual product itself

Vickie Cobb
Spike Cohen Facebook sucks and won't let people tell that the vaccine didn't work or that people got sick from it!

Sean Mcelroy
Yeah those pesky people flagging false info and it gets removed boooo lol

Elisa Garcia
Spike Cohen crickets

Alex Kane
Vickie Cobb what about all those hundreds of millions of people who've been vaxed who arent dead though. ICUs are not overflowing with adverse reactions to the vax but they are with people who got Covid as they didnt vax. Thats a fact.

Vickie Cobb
Stephanie Marrero Thomassie me either

Joscaidy Abreu
Spike Cohen

Gayla Peek Hilton
Karen L Echols right on!!!

Sean Mcelroy
Bingo Alex bingo
Beth Hodge

Greg Garramone thank you for honesty it could save lives

Katie DeLaveaga

Enjoy your fairy tales. I recommend something other than CNN for news.

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie

Ken Mitchell I don't think it's the doctors who are on the floor helping patients but staff that are mandating the doctors follow the CDC protocol are complicit. The ones that control the money

Cold Hands

Bronson Fraser Perhaps this one?

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cnn.com%2F2021%2F09%2F02%health%2Fus-coronavirus-thursday%2Findex.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0JqopGNXtnl_7Hjas8tDHjtRYfllSS3zmEbyhzugBjHQv0XHXoEGlu3EU&h=AT2miKnEc98Aa40ppBnbrUwks2F2kh_ULNPRdT-2OfdWhNelMUKMgxK9mKQ6sl5xydVyPkJFMyYPagRkQMi3YFc4C-0rfLngg-WOlznw8lrPuY1k7-6N5PelGueteAMOHTSz&__tn__=%2CmH-R&c%5B0%5D=AT28LikWOQ5EdJFw_h6Z1kFwqgeoQTrl7xo3HPJi-PECdfoFtNaF_kib2JeDwkJUGoXGKaiY_gGtfBRLA2JMcyrqFXemYBGTPlxWxgI5KrLDNLzYsUsfCpogyqApXV-1Kw6grgBW0zsRFsgKnCg37KQ

US states that had some of the worst...
cnn.com

Becky Graham Foster

Sean McElroy Who do you suggest fact check it? You? F@keb00k?

Sam Graham

Alex Kane no where is overflowing from anything.

Kara Hoffman

Sean McElroy
Beth Rooney
Alex Kane stop watching the mainstream media ....look up what is going on in Isreal right now

Asha Ann
Katie DeLaveaga that's what I said I wonder if they'll delete it

Moriah Perez
Alex Kane its ok biden said if u get sick from the vaccine ur job has to pay u for time off .. hmm

Sean Mcelroy
I fact check for them it’s easy when you all send stuff that false and most of it you can read the article even says it's. It fact yet

Bailey Burton
Vickie Cobb vaccines don't prevent illness they help you immune system recognize it to help fight it off.

Carol Cockrum
Alex Kane how do you know that? Israel is the first mass fax’s country...the day they started the v, their deaths took a big jump on the world o meter. They are currently talking about administering a 4th booster. IT DOESN'T WORK!!!! They currently have roughly the number of fax’s and unvax’d in their hospital...only difference is the v’d are accounting for most of their deaths. Stop watching msm. Do a little research.

Asha Ann
I'm sure they were not expecting that. My friends that caught covid unvaccinated just seemed as though they had a flu. The vaccinated ones were sicker and 2 were hospitalized..

Sean Mcelroy
Correct bailey
Lisa Paquet Hauck
Sean McElroy show me how you add numbers to VAERS. Prove it

Jean Clermont
Alex Kane the government speech!

Bill Counts
Daanan Mahn False News look at where you got it from.

Kay Musich
Greg Garramone likewise, in our family's friends' circle, 3 have died and 1 young man now has cardiovascular issues for life.

Beth Matich
Alex Kane only according to msm, but you just keep lapping up that mess and regurgitating it!

Carol Cockrum
Vickie Cobb I just tried sending Alex Kane a reply to the message they wrote to you! An 'unknown error' occurred and it wouldn't send...I tried twice and now it appears to have disappeared entirely! Ugh! I hate this censorship. No wonder these people believe the lies...that's all they are allowed to see!

Brandon Metzler
What about the hundreds of millions of people who didn't get vaccinated including myself who have contracted covid and got over it fine?

Brandon Metzler
What about the hundreds of millions of people who didn't get vaccinated including myself who have contracted covid and got over it fine?

Vickie Cobb
Sean McElroy what happened to my body my choice?
Tom Manson

**Greg Garramone** I sincerely hope you cater for funerals; otherwise in literally 10 seconds profile doesn't check out (that said; I spent 7 months last year getting a Dr letter from a Cleveland clinic epileptologist that I wasn't lying and really CAN'T wear a mask and wasn't just a Trumper [he's also a virologist as well as epidemiologist for the#1 hospital system; so good luck attacking his credibility. I think being chosen to perform the first live worldwide broadcast neurosurgery procedure in 2015 on Discovery channel, but out of the nearby University Hospital surgical theater because it's nicer though; kind of sealed the deal.] I'm definitely not getting it either, but update your profile if you're gonna talk about what business you're in.)

Mark Weiler

**Sean Mcelroy** I just poked in here Sean, but it's pretty obvious you're the biggest mouth in here. You keep asking people for info, how about going out and getting it yourself. What, too lazy? It's out there, legion in fact. As to this particularly comment, VAERS alone, which is massively underreported, has over 10,000 deaths, and many are being removed.

Have you seen the multitude, and I do mean multitude, of videos out there on platforms like bitchute with people dying from these injections? Doesn't seem as if you do, which would render you ignorant insofar as that goes. It's a helluva lot more than a thousand, and that's simply those videos.

A, you know what they say bout holes, right? B, you also know what they say about having people think that you're a fool, contrasted with opening one's mouth and proving it. Either way, you're a TV-brain. If all you're going to do is to regurgitate mainstream media tripe, why bother? Why waste your time? Seriously, what's the point unless you're an angry bitter person?

You're OFFERING nothing from what I can see in dozens of posts. You're obviously beyond ignorant on the topic given the volumes upon volumes of factual info out there being provided by world-class research professional, physicians, nurses that are in the field, not just “doctors and nurses” that have no training beyond med-school.

Food for thought there buddy.

Meghann McPartlin

**Alex Kane** it's a fact? Where do you get that data from?

Richard R McMullen

**Vickie Cobb** It went out the door… So they repealed Roe v Wade…..
Tammy Shaw May

Sean McElroy peer review means that it was looked over to determine whether scientific method was used to reach the conclusions of the study, but does not verify that the outcome is accurate, true, or right. It's about scientific methodology.

Tyrone van Zyl

Hot off the Press! It is starting to come apart.
"World Health Organization European Advisory Group of Experts in Immunization former Vice President Professor Christian Perronne yesterday said that all vaccinated people must quarantine over the winter months or risk serious illness.
Perronne specializes in tropical pathologies and emerging infectious diseases. He was Chairman of the Specialized Committee on Communicable Diseases of the High Council of Public Health.
Confirming the rapidly deteriorating situation in Israel and the UK, the infectious disease expert stated: “Vaccinated people should be put in quarantine, and should be isolated from the society.”
He went on to say: “Unvaccinated people are not dangerous; vaccinated people are dangerous for others. It's proven in Israel now – I'm in contact with many physicians in Israel – they're having big problems, severe cases in the hospitals are among vaccinated people, and in UK also, you have the larger vaccination program and also there are problems.”
The current working group on the COVID-19 pandemic in France was reported to be “utterly panicked” on receipt of the news, fearing pandemonium if it follows the guidance of the experts.
Israeli doctor Kobi Haviv told Channel 13 News: “95% of seriously ill patients are vaccinated. Fully vaccinated people account for 85-90% of hospitalizations. We are opening more and more COVID branches.
The effectiveness of vaccines is declining or disappearing.”
NB “ Any booster Jab will make this 10 X worse !!
Please share to as many people as possible.
I'm sure this won't get on mainstream media but we have to somehow get this info out... the Vs don't work, therefore V p'ports are obsoleted. https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/immunization-expert-unvaccinated-people-are-not-dangerous-vaccinated-people-are-dangerous-for-others/

Kathy Ernst Gross

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie
No I did not….my daughter works at UAB.
Brandon Hilborn
Daanan Mahn "vaxene"...

Mary Roberts
Brandon Metzler exactly! At the time I tested "positive" so did my 2 month old son but we sat in the er for 8+ hours waiting for them to transfer him. So I truly don't believe we had it. My sinuses get like that every year and this year it was "covid". If we really had it and it was that big of a concern they would have gotten to us sooner smh I don't believe none of this bd

Claire Denners
Spike Cohen this video gave me hope that the other side is coming out. It's so bloody horrible how many have suffered and been deleted or silenced, imagine losing a loved one then getting your post deleted because you mentioned the vax, it's bloody disgusting!!!!

Christine Janiak
Tyrone van Zyl The reason it won't get out in mainstream media is because it is a false story and you are quoting a quasi-medical group that has already been disproven whose "research" is not even peer reviewed (and by peer I mean real doctors without an agenda!)

Terri Maslyk Loewen
Brandon Metzler since there's no test for the convids.....

Sherrie Staples Keller
Mary Ann Dixon Reven, that statement right there should make everyone sit up and take notice.......it's frightening and how many other countries have the same issue

Teresa Donahue Wolfe
Alex Kane just to play devil's advocate but how do you know they aren't overflowing with adverse reactions? The media tells us what they want us to hear not what is actually happening or there spinning it to fit there narrative....

Sean McCarthy
Christine Janiak thank you.
Sean McCarthy
Christine Janiak thank you.

Jaclyn Lyons
Christine Janiak the vaccines are pushed even tho they didn't have a control group, on animal testing all the animals died. They were supposed to stop trials at 25 deaths now there are thousands. They pick the narrative.

Yvette Argrave Salkeld
Robin Bailey but for a virus w a high recovery rate- these numbers are not acceptable!

Jo Jones
Tyrone van Zyl Louise Stichbury

Cindy Landskron
Tyrone van Zyl thank you for THIS info!

Debi Mitchell Walker
Angie Pattillo do you believe that someone who has a massive heart attack or stroke while driving a vehicle or flying a plane can avoid crashing? Those reports can say whatever the author wants them to say yet we actually do not know. People can come here and argue until they are blue in the face, yet they still don't know... they are just regurgitating what they have read. Best to do your own research, make your own decisions, and stop all of the fighting. It does no good for anyone.

Yvette Argrave Salkeld
Stephanie Marrero Thomassie where was this?

Calvin J Williams
Mary Roberts 100%. I've had it twice...allegedly. The first time was Nov 2020 and it was a minor head cold. Then again a month ago...not a single symptom. Not vaccinated and will not get vaccinated. weird how if it is real that my body miraculously fought it off completely, almost like it is designed to do. God immune systems are great aren't they haha
Victoria Margason
Brandon Metzler last i heard they couldn't distinguish between covid and another virus.
Ive actually spoken with a geneticist and they said get the vax IF YOU NEED IT. If you dont
down youll just fine. Some people have the ability to fight it in their dna while others dont.
Others being immunocompromised. What ive been sayin is do whats right for YOU. Not
your neighbor or friend or coworker. You dont know their life or body so unless youre
marryin them, stay out.

Daanan Mahn
Brandon Hilborn
What you don't understand is being censored because you spelled the word "right", because
you are in line with the felonious, fascist Facebook censors. You are in agreement with evil,
and my hope is that you wake up.

Dannielle Kemp
D'Arcy Allison

Elizabeth Jane Parnell
Mary Roberts I have heard NUMEROUS stories of people having flu and sinus infections
that test positive!! I have sinusitis every yr a cpl times I never go to dr and didnt last yr and
wont this yr bc im scared my sinusitis will be declared c**I'd and I'll b quarantined and my
whole family will too.....that's a huge NOT

Sherrie Staples Keller
That statement right there

Daanan Mahn
Bill Counts
One of the few fearless truth telling organizations left. Even Fakebook couldn't stretch a reason to
censor National File, like they have countless other conservative sites.

Calvin J Williams
Mary Roberts 100% I allegedly had it twice...the second time with zero symptoms, first was
like a mild head cold. Weird how our bodies fight off sickness like it's designed. And no I
haven't been jabbed and refuse to so nature wins this go around, natural immunity at its
finest.
David J. Green
Pierre Mueller hey now, his years working in the restaurant field and Asphalt Companies have made him a medical genius! he's been politically angry at things since 2013....watch out

Tina Schneider Kasper
Brandon Metzler amen!!

Jo Jones
Tyrone van Zyl Shelly Allan

Jo Jones
Kelly Eden

Kellie Stager
Alex Kane NOT true.

Karla Riggs
.......

Lisa Pehrson
Brandon Metzler, you don't fit the narrative, therefore you don't exist

Iain Eddie Brown
Brandon Metzler same

Tyrone van Zyl
Christine Janiak I have thousands of other doctors on video all warning about this death jab. Please don't embarrass yourself by trying to discredit these physicians that are speaking out. They have nothing to gain and everything to lose. Send me your whatsapp or e-mail address and I will flood you with hundreds of doctors, pharmacists and scientists warnings
Sandy Smith Todd
Alex Kane the ICU’s aren’t allowed to document it as an adverse reaction. Because there’s no way to prove that the symptoms are an adverse reaction to the vaccines. There is no way to prove that the deaths are caused by a adverse reaction to the vaccine either. I said what I said!

Tina Schneider Kasper
Bailey Burton so does your natural immune system. If you already had COVID there is no reason you need the vaccine

Denise Koenig
Not seeing my comment anymore I guess I struck a nerve

Lauri Brown
Brandon Metzler oh they can't discuss that. That wouldn't push the story enough!

Jennifer Jacobson
Brandon Metzler they are ignoring natural immunity now

Ashton Stuard
Tyrone van Zyl Shawntay Icenhower

Tervon Bryant
Lisa Pehrson ...ain’t that the truth...!

Mark Weiler
Anthony Stephens Could very well be one of the feds paid to do that kinda stuff.

Sherrie Staples Keller
Calvin J Williams, amen !!!!!!
Tiffany Richelle

Tyrone van Zyl thank you for sharing

Lisa Paquet Hauck

Kathy Sullivan because they want to depopulate the world

Megan Sweet Wood

Terry Cryts VAERS is not physician generated. You should go onto their website and read their reporting criteria, to further your education. While you’re on there try reporting whatever vaccine made you so incompetent.

Eric Hedden

Brandon Metzler you now have natural immunity! I was told this by a Doctor and 2 other health professionals.

Kim Swaner

Christine Janiak and you are clueless

Brianna Hardison Sansbury

Elizabeth Jane Parnell Brandon Metzler I have a week immune system and I fought it just fine. It took me a few more days than most like it does with any other sickness but I’m fine also the CDC had recalled the test because they are not accurate but they’re not taking them off the market till December

Scottie Anderson

Brandon Metzler and now you have natural antibodies to fight off any kind of strain that might come around and your body will fight it too! If you get the Vax it only protects you against 1 strain, so they say, and multiple boosters over multiple years will be necessary just to combat other strains

Gloria Gohn

Brandon Metzler no one makes any $$$ from natural immunity...
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

**Tj Border**

**Alex Kane** how come Biden told OSHA to STOP reporting adverse reactions from the vax in June? Why would he do that???? If you would do some research you will see for yourself.

**David J. Green**

**Denise Koenig** Denise Koenig Sean McElroy has self reported himself as the person reporting comments he doesn’t agree with in the name of science.....btw, his self reported background is in food service and a quick stint in the asphalt business...

**Marissa Decina Sarnecky**

**Brandon Metzler** my husband has several health issues including heart problems, he got covid and was fine. Our entire family got covid and are fine, it lasted a little bit longer for my husband but he’s good! They don’t want to hear from us though.

**Michelle Barnden**

**Elle Lyon**

**Asia Carpenter**

**Brandon Metzler** but even though we have the natural immunity they still want to force us to get the shots
Karon Patterson Czekala

Brian Taylor, Trump supposedly GOT the vax, so you equating anti-vaxxers with Trump is off-point. MOST Trump people I know wouldn't follow Trump off a cliff if he said jump. They think for themselves, which is why they voted for the "unpopular" candidate. Although, at least he could form a sentence, had a solid exit strategy for Afghanistan and didn't take any from China, etc.

Rose Stevens

Christine Janiak what agenda do these doctors have? To plan to lose their practice? To ruin their name? To be discredited? To be mocked and hated?

Jennifer Cummins Mohundo

Tyrone van Zyl hey.. unvaccinated nurse here.. can you message them to me? Please

Vanessa Lightle

Brett

Linda Del Balso

Christine Janiak you are joking right?!

Just ask yourself one question... WHO pays main stream media companies to speak out their written narratives...

do the research!

Karon Patterson Czekala

I know a nurse who is in charge of accepting the call-in reports of post-vax issues. She's been virtually silenced. When she brings adverse reactions to the attention of the "head honcho", he typically tells her she misunderstood or to phrase it "cleaner", as though the outcome wasn't as brutal, and so on. She quit after 4 mo. because they were insisting she be deceitful And put a positive spin on everything.
Jamie Malkin

**Brandon Metzler** Natural Immunity. It is how mankind has survived coronavirus's for 10,000 + years. But ya, go get an experimental vaxx?

Julie Way

**Claire Denners** there is no remorse from our government. Biden addressed our nation with complete contempt for his own people. They passed so called laws to make it so they are not liable but THEY ARE LIABLE and now they are coming for our children and making it so we can not even decide what they inject into our babies.

Biden flat out said that this is not going to end Prepare for virus after virus, booster after booster, lockdowns, totalitarian rule, and death until they have their New World Order with the population to a number that they can continue to control.

The great reset

Faye Cash Johnson

**Jennifer Cummins Mohundro** Hey, I'm a nurse of 46 years...unvaccinated as well.

Sean Mcelroy

Ok back to checking facts

Bienvenido Alesna

**Brandon Metzler** Your supporting statistical data to support your claims are where????????

You know, ACTUAL documented, verifiable, credible, reputable data versus your FB post "opinion"......
Julie Way
Claire Denners, FB was not allowing me to send this reply

Yolande Ross Miller
Karon Patterson Czekala unbelievable!

Sonya William Waddle
Karon Patterson Czekala it would have been hard to do what she did for 4 months. I wish there was a way for her to tell her story.

Sean Mcelroy
Welcome Julie

David J. Green
Denise Koenig
Marie Farnworth
**Cory James** the Uk is not encouraging kids unless vulnerable to get it. Yet Queensland now saying get your 12-15 year olds vaccinated

Burnette Hull Diamond
**Julie Way** it came up after! It's right below your comment

Nicky Tarrant
**Tyrone van Zyl Linda Duncan Carla Klein Kim Hands Julie Osborne Chelsea Fenwick Brent John Sincock**

Mark Terran
**Greg Garramone** - I call BS. You did not perform a medical examination on them. And you are in the CATERING business.

Josh Thomas
**Spike Cohen Tatianna Marie**

Raynald Champagne
**Genevieve lol**

Nicky Tarrant
**Russel Tarrant**

Mark Terran
**Greg Garramone** - I call BS. You did not perform medical examinations on those people. And you are in the CATERING business.
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Charlie Plate

Mark Terran
Stephanie Marrero Thomassie - Why don't you post the article, if it's true.

Moises Senti
Bienvenido Alesna my son and daughter in law had it and got over it just fine without any poison V. You want the truth? I don't think you can handle the truth.

Faye Cash Johnson
Gloria Gohn Exactly and you can bet that all of these claimed Covid deaths are NOT Covid deaths!!!!!

Sean Mcelroy
Bc they can't . If they post it you will see it's not true if they find some crap made up it gets flagged and removed

Lisa Fink Davis
The truth is being buried!!!!!

Erin Franklin
Julie- depopulation effort for the NWO.
Shaun Trader
My favorite comment so far. 'The reason it won't get out in mainstream media is because it is a false story...'. Where have you been the last 4 years? All that's on mainstream media is false stories or complete nonsense. So that being said if it was a false story it would be headline news.

Bienvenido Alesna
Asia Carpenter Have you inquired with the friends and families of the currently 675,000ish deceased and possibly millions of others suffering long-term debilitating symptoms how their natural immune systems worked against Covid? Lucky you to be blessed if you had definitive symptoms as I did and made it through, while others have died within days if not sooner.

Do as you wish and accept the repercussions of your decisions, it's as simple as that with no regrets, and NO asking for a hospital bed if it gets bad. Science was offered to help prevent you from getting ill, so don't be a hypocrite expecting science to save you should your natural immunity not be enough to turn the tide.

Chelsea Marie Brown
Karon Patterson Czekala wow you said it all girl!

Candace Griffin Bozard
Tyrone van Zyl Brandon Bozard

Amanda Strebeck
Brandon Metzler, yes me too!!! And my daughter.

Sandra Fortner Foley
Julie Way they delete everything. Pitiful

Heather Knorr
Sean McElroy I am asthmatic, take corticosteroids for it, am almost 60 and haven't had the shot. I've been exposed to several people who have gotten it AND gotten Covid. I even hugged someone who tested positive 2 days later. I'm still clear from it all. As a side note, I've never had a flu shot and haven't had the flu in over 15 years.
Kerri Dulaney Theiss
Sonya William Waddle There is shout it out
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kathy Ernst Gross
Stephanie Marrero Thomassie
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy
Good for you and bc everyone is genetically identical to you we should be fine then.... Yes that sarcasm lol
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kerri Dulaney Theiss
Karon Patterson Czekala They're all in on it together ,just dividing the people. Both sides dirty
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mary Coffman
Yolande Ross Miller Actually it's not unbelievable at all, which is so much worse.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kathy Smith Suddeth
Bienvenido Alesna Brandon Metzler has a lot of likes on his comment. I'm assuming they support his claims and have recovered without a jab. I have twice.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Doryl Jill Tomain
Marissa Decina Sarnecky same. My 85 yo mother 2 sisters with cancer, myself, my husband, son, daughter's bf. We were all better within 3-10 days.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Karianne Newton
Bienvenido Alesna the majority of deaths were caused by the treatment for covid, Remdesivere, not covid. However it was ordered by the government that theirs deaths be ruled "covid related". All this info is just starting to come out as well. I pray for you and all others who decided to take part in this experiment. Much love sister
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
William Thorpe

It's sad reading these comments, if y'all can't open you eyes and see that they are trying to divide us even more than ever, if you want to get the vaccine get it and not don't, we had a few friend who passed away fully vaccinated and a few who weren't, this disease don't give a crap, its just a gimmick to keep us fighting among each other and from the looks of it they are winning.

Kerri Dulaney Theiss

Ivermectin is a human not horse drug btw. Won nobel prize in 2005 for antiviral capability in humans. Safe even for children to take for lice. So they won't use these things because if a therapy works they cant force the vac. Wakey wakey

Laura Jean Atkinson Wagner

Tyrone van Zyl following.

Bienvenido Alesna

Jamie Malkin Hey Einstein, ever read the news? This variant started and mutated to it's current form within the last 1.5 years..... with NO vaccine, killing more in our recent lifetime, NOT your 10,000+ year old types. EXPERIMENTAL? Statistics and math aren't your strong points it seems......

Heidi Coup

And I'd like to know the ones treated with Remdesivere which was removed from the market after people died from it. How they began using this lethal drug again is beyond me. Look into what that did to people.scary.

Brian Erckman

Laurie Tomasino go through the comments i've typed it out enough

Karianne Newton

Sean Mcelroy what are you so afraid of? Why do you feel the need to flag everything you dont agree with? If you dont agree and are so sure about your position keep scrolling. In the mean time I am praying for you and all others who took part in the experiment. Much love to you brother.
Nanc Smith

**William Thorpe** You are so right! That is their whole plan, so they can move ahead with their agenda to destroy our freedoms and this country!

Meghann McPartlin

**Carol Cockrum** same

Brandy Callihoo

**Tyrone van Zyl** can you send me some? I have just been let go from my job for not getting the vaccines. I will msg you my WhatsApp

Amie Nickles

**Laura Hoare**

Xlauren Berry

**Justine Weaver** read these comments

Sean Mcelroy

Lol

Kristy Ancheta

**William Thorpe** exactly. Vaccinated or not you have an equal chance of a bad outcome either way. People should make their choice and stop being hateful to each other.

Linda Schwehr

**Bienvenido**, I have friends who have survived Covid who were not expected to due to autoimmune diseases. They have chosen not to vaccinate, because they do follow the science. The actual science, not just the media science.
Kathy Ernst Gross

Stephanie Marrero Thomassie

No I did not. My daughter is a CRNP and works at UAB and is also pregnant. Had vaccine in December.

Teresa Whitaker

Karon Patterson Czekala please have this nurse speak out!! There's e ought of us to support each other.

Sean Mcelroy

Lol

Laura Jean Atkinson Wagner

….following

Brandy Callihoo

Tyrone van Zyl I have msgd you...my original comment could not be posted on here for some reason

Jimmy Rosado

David J. Green yup. They are an unemployed nobody. They always have time on their hands for that sort of jazz.
Linda Schwehr
Faye, I don't know if that's true. The news says that is absolutely not true. I mean really. That girl that overdosed and died. She died because of the Covid. They treated her after she overdosed and she had Covid, so she died of Covid. That is media science for you. Follow that science.

Anne Alvino
Sonya William Waddle sadly all you have to do is talk to your friends in health care... its happening all over and we all know at least 1 healthcare worker.

Chari Norton
Heidi Coup Exactly! - Fauci lied, people are still dying! This doctor tells the story...
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IC2LQQpieYl6

Dr Bryan Ardis with the most stunning... bitchute.com

Chari Norton
Heidi Coup Exactly! - Fauci lied, people are still dying! This doctor tells the story...
www.bitchute.com/video/IC2LQQpieYl6

Dr Bryan Ardis with the most stunning... bitchute.com

Sean Mcelroy
Lol

Bethany Badour
Bienvenido Alesna That is an asinine response. People have a choice to get this shot or not get it. If you get sick, you should go to the hospital to be treated by doctors who take an oath to save lives. Thankfully, you have no say in that matter.
Anne Alvino
Erin Franklin they finally found the answer to the Social Security short...

Heidi Coup
Chari Norton yes I watched him, very informative

Vickie Newkirk
Brandon Metzler we're good.

Taliah Flores
Brandon Metzler I always wonder about this! I had covid during the first wave. Including my 4 month old son and fiancé. My fiancé had no symptoms at all. He wouldn’t even have know he had it if I hadn’t made him get tested. Since mine and my sons came out positive. My son only had congestion and a minor cough. I had everything but fever. Was also pretty minor for me though.

Bienvenido Alesna
Moises Senti Lucky them, now you, that is another story...

https://www.fastcompany.com/90675524/delta-variant-vaccinated-vs-unvaccinated-this-new-cdc-chart-shows-how-well-covid-vaccines-work
Good luck with your luck......

Robin Kemmerer
Doryl Jill Tomain yep 80 yo dad, 76 mom and several other family members ranging in ages from 15 to 56 all survived no problem. 99.96% recovery but they don’t talk about that!
Heidi Coup
Kristy Ancheta I'm not hateful to anyone but those that have lied to the world, watches them die, gives wrong advice deliberately, then turns around and makes billions off of the jab. It's flat out evil.

Robin Lott
Nanc Smith companies are discriminating against unvaccinated people. Trying to bully people into getting vaccinated.

Cheryl Loschen
Kimberly Sullivan, Why do these women risk their babies' lives with this dangerous “vaccine”? I wouldn’t take an aspirin when I was pregnant with my children.

Chris Perdue
Charlie Plate Our veee peeeeee 😒 said that didn't it?

Linda Mackanesi
Charlie Plate this is absolutely perfect

Noora-Maria Kylväjä
Spike Cohen yep!

Davon Scott
Spike Cohen everybody if you want to know the truth follow Rizza Islam his Instagram is gotcensored

Bienvenido Alesna
Kathy Smith Suddeth Good for you! I recovered last March right at the beginning of lockdown, most likely from a packed Vegas Strip where I was that shut down while I was there. Symptoms I NEVER experienced that were unique to Covid dragged me down for a few days, so 1st chance to get vaccine in March this year I grabbed it for my health and others around me.
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Summer Lawler Patterson
not trying to argue just wondering if this guy is really a true medical doctor.

Anne Alvino
Christine Janiak "You have been fact checked" they are turning away unvaxed from most hospitals. They are only treating vaxed and only worried about treating covid to get their federal funding! Stop with your propaganda.

Sandra Fortner Foley
Tyrone van Zyl very interesting

Ashley Overton
Karon Patterson Czekala this isn't suprising to me....just makes me angry

Jeannie White
Sean Mcelroy you got it BACKWARDS. Election was STOLEN by demonrats!!

Kylie Jade
Kristy Ancheta its only a bad outcome when the only protocol for treatment is ventilation and remdesivere. In other countries Ivermectin and Hydroxichloriquin has been extremely successful as early treatment with no hospital admittance, that alone tells me there is more to this that what we are told.

Sean Mcelroy
Anne alvino nope they are treating all. Some have stopped elective procedures. Again you have to advise where you got the press release that a hospital is only treating vaccinated people.... Oh you cant

Jodi Refre Lempka
Spike Cohen where's this news channel based?
Sean Mcelroy
Lol there is always a q trumpet

Sean Mcelroy
Nope Kylie only remdesivere is proven to be effective. That’s based on clinical trials not what you heard on Fox News

Vickie Cobb
Holly Walker been around for decades. Used in humans but unlike the vaccines certain people are not making money off it. Follow the money!

Rodger Weir
Heidi Coup You’d have to ask Sean Mcelroy about the Remdesivere and its success rate. He’s the local authority on this stuff.

Rodger Weir
Wow, I’m blocked from posting here LOL

Britany May-fuentes
Sean Mcelroy Actually that drug was proven to be in effective but nice try

Kylie Jade
And to add to that Pfizer and Moderna are working in a pill to be taken along side the vaccines. Its basically rebranded Ivermectin, so they jab you with the spike protine then give you a pill to counteract the spike protine......makes total sense

Sean Mcelroy
Yes remdesivere is safe for covid
Klara Poikolainen
Sean McElroy it is spelled remdesivir.

Effective yes, if your intention is to kill the patient.

Sean McElroy
Nope Lylie see changed you're name lol. That's not a fact at all

Royden Chan
Sean McElroy no it's not, its killing people!!!

Stephanie Richmond
Charlie Plate WINS the internet today!!!

Royden Chan

Danielle Kinchella-Pistilli September 9 at 10:10 AM ·

A thousand doctors suing the WHO! Look what this doctor found on Fauci! BOOM
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Mark Wright

Jodi Refre Lempka Detroit.

Rebecca Clow Bentivegna

Sean Mcelroy that drug is also not approved since it is an EUA. And why is everyone a trumpet who watches fox. Because I am a deplorable but never watch that crap
Royden Chan
https://www.facebook.com/kinchellapistilli/videos/905438407000229/

Danielle Kinchella-Pistilli September 9 at 10:10 AM ·
A thousand doctors suing the WHO! Look what this doctor found on Fauci! BOOM

Sean Mcelroy
Ahh a Facebook video it has to be true. Lol
Judy Brown

Kerri Dulaney Theiss truth is they got Emergency approval for the vaccine, With an emergency approval it would become invalid if there was a treatment or therapy that would work. So they could not allow any treatments or therapies to be noted as working until they got FDA approval. There was too much evidence pointing to several things working that magically the FDA approval came right at that time. Now you're hearing more positive studies on early treatments and antibody infusions that do actually keep people from the ventilator and death. Follow the money trail.. The virus is bad, Deceitfulness of those at the top is worse, Hundreds of thousands of people died needlessly, if they had only known the things they could’ve done as soon as they tested positive instead of waiting until they were terribly sick as they were told at the testing facilities to go to the ER. Then hospital treatment protocol caused a lot of the complications, like the use of morphine. Did you know morphine slows the respiratory system?? How many people died from opioid induced respiratory depression?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sean Mcelroy

Nuremberg code lol this is fun bc all they have to do is show the us Supreme Court s v mass and boom it shows that the state and the fed government can impose vaccines and other measures for the good of the public health. Lol I can’t wait to read the briefs on that one

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Stephanie L. Wasson

William Thorpe I was just saying this the other day

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nelda Beard

Charlie Plate sounds about right

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sherry Mace Cherry

Ivermectin works. Hydroxychloroquine works. Budesonide works. Remdesivir makes a lot of money for some people.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Susan Mabry Thompson

Sean Mcelroy what trials? The actual trials are ongoing as we speak! And it is not working.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Jeanette Ericson

**Klara Poikolainen** wasn't that the drug who caused kidney damages which lead to excessive fluid in the lungs? Causing patients to drown in their own fluids? Effective, yes, if you want the patient to die...... with covid-like symptoms.

Danielle Reese-smith

**Robin Lott** 100 percent true. Vaccinated employees at my job didn't have to wear a mask. Unvaccinated did regardless. Discrimination at it's finest. Since all of them were supposed to wear them working with food.

Patty Fozo McCool

**Royden Chan** so is covid so... going to refuse or withhold meds that MAY help to people who are failing? yeah, THAT makes sense!!! We know you are dieing, but we can't give you this medicine that MIGHT save you because it could kill you.

Steve Lockhart

Ivermectin and hydrochloriquine Work to allow zinc to get into the cells and stop the virus advancing. They don't cure apparently on their own but they facilitate that important step with zinc getting through into the cells more easily.

Steve Lockhart

Ivermectin and hydrochloriquine Work to allow zinc to get into the cells and stop the virus advancing. They don't cure apparently on their own but they facilitate that important step with zinc getting through into the cells more easily.

Katrina Goldberg

**Sherry Mace Cherry** do you realize that every body stock piling Hydrochloriquine, just in case; caused real people with Lupus and other ailments to go with out meds.

Li Da

**Klara Poikolainen** this is an approved drug, why are you saying that it will "kill the patient"? if, let's say, by accident, you take a couple of times... one approved drug instead of another approved drug... and both are in your drug cabinet... are you expected to die? just don't take arsenic in all types and form, and you will survive. trust me. 😊
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Latonia Miller
Sean Mcelroy has kidney failure listed as a side effect however. Want me to show you? I understand that KIDNEY FAILURE leads to PULMONARY EDEMA, and has been mistaken for secondary pneumonia. Sooo…how safe is it really when PROTOCOL is to keep patients on it up to approximately 10 days?

Craig Kinross
Sean Mcelroy must be true as Facebook haven't deleted it

Royden Chan
Patty Fozo McCool in case you missed it, CDC has confirmed 94% of reported deaths from Covid were not actually from Covid but from pre-existing conditions and other primary reasons... eg. Terminal cancer, car accidents.. people who were destined to die

Therefore the death rate you see is highly inaccurate.

Without them is there really a pandemic?

Dave McCalister
Alot of idiots on here

Terry Wittwer
Klara Polkolainen finally, someone spelled it correctly. and notice nobody states the dosage used on covid patients. Not saying I know anything though.

Sean Mcelroy
Roy den Chan. I they did not. My god read the report

Frances Trexler Ashcroft
Chari Norton thanks for sharing this here. I've seen this once already, and wanted to see it again, but couldn't find it. God bless you.

Penny Brown Tiberend
Sean Mcelroy fn certainly deletes everything that.faje right?
Janice McMillan

Remdesivir was the only drug given to my husband when he was hospitalized recovering from a removal of an intestinal tumor. They had to stop the drug because it damaged his kidneys and would need to be on dialysis the rest of his life. However, he ended up passing away from the blood clots in his leg and it moved into his lungs.

Judy Johnson

Sean McElroy maybe you should learn how to spell remdesivir before you give your expert medical opinion.

Pat Parnell

So many bots and liars on this thread.

Bryant Scott

Robin Bailey Your data is skewed and inaccurate. If it were the case that we administered 1,000,000 vaccines daily, and the first 800,000 Pfizer vaccines began dissemination on or around Dec. 14th, 2021; then that would indicate 274 days have passed which equates to 274 million vaccination injections out of circa 328.2 million civilians. Deducting the projected 7 million 1-shot J&J vaccines taken, we arrive at 267 million vaccines devised by 2 to equal 133.5 million fully vaccinated individuals (yes I know, some people only received one shot and decided not to receive the 2nd dose. Add the 7 million to the 133.5 = 140.5 million vaccinated est. 328.2 million US citizens and at most 140.5 million fully vaccinated would put our vaccination numbers at a 42.8% fully vaccinated rate for our country. Reviewing results from other sources including the CDC, usafacts, and the Mayo clinic projects that figure at around 51-55%. In that case, your data sourcing is outdated or inaccurate as that percentage would indicate the number of fully vaccinated is significantly lower than what is reported.

Moreover, indicating those alarming figures does not give your statement strength. Reviewing the CDC data on heart disease for instance at www.cdc.gov/heartdisease/facts.htm demonstrates that every year about 805,000 Americans suffer a heart attack. In the case that 37,000 people will die of a heart attack every two weeks out of the 52 weeks in a year would result in a projected 962,000 est. heart attack deaths. 157,000 more heart attacks projected than the CDC’s yearly estimated average from 2019. That projected increase would need to be explained, with the understanding of differences between contributing variables, intervening variables and potential z-factors (among others). Meaning, it could be the vaccines or it could be another aspect such as citizens gaining an average of 29lbs (which could increase heart disease and heart attacks as well). Another possibility is that they both are contributing variables as one exasperates the other.

I understand your reasoning of naturally occurring issues arising on or around vaccine dates, what I question is the increased figure and the data denoting that teenagers are experiencing the atypical phenomena of heart attacks, blood clots, seizures, and aneurisms after receiving the vaccines, specifically the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA vaccines. I was skeptical of the J&J viral vector vaccine as well but after looking into their company, they have the most transparency when it comes to data reporting which makes it much easier to
alleviate apprehension and skepticism. That is what many of us are asking for, honest answers without opinion or bias to our questions. Censorship, shaming, vindictiveness and wishing death on people who simply want more answers to their concerns is counterproductive in convincing them to become vaccinated. I hope I am displaying that it is of the utmost importance to remain impartial when making these decisions and if this was another thread, I can just as easily display the efficacy of the vaccines as well but that is out of scope of my findings here.

The vaccines can be both of high efficacy towards deterring severe illness and also low-to-moderate risk in terms of the degrees of side effects to a greater or lesser extent. The main point is that it should be okay to look at the data and raise questions to which answers should/ought to be found and thankfully I know how to perform the analytics to seek out answers to such questions. If I had found the adverse events were entirely unreal, then that’s what would have been reported but that is simply not the case.
Beth Smith
Spike Cohen it sure wasn't

Robin Bailey
Pat Parnell Honestly, you'd think ICUs were full of people injured by the vaccine and not COVID patients.

Vickie Tingen Sauerwein
Steve Lockhart hydroxychloroquine

Cyndi Bock-Whitson
Sherry Mace Cherry mainly Fauci since he owns the patent

Kaelan McCorkle Sutherland
Robin Bailey that's what I think.

Vickie Tingen Sauerwein
Steve Lockhart

Angel Ramon Westbrook
Austin Abraham ok

Tim Fig
Nikkie Figgie and Shawn Klippstein this is what I was telling you about. Read some of these comments

Karen Bloxom Gabriszeski
Sean Mcelroy first they have to prove that this is a vaccine...which it isn't. It doesn't prevent catching or spreading the virus.
Nila Stone Dutcher
Pat Parnell I'm not. Don't be an idiot.

Heidi Wease
Linda Ekkel

Samara Kilner
Comment section didn't go to plan, or did it? If you consider the bias in mass media right now, is it possible that our Journos, like our Healthcare Professionals, are being censored?

This comment section is by definition, kind of independent journalism. Maybe informal and with questionable credibility lol But I wonder, is it the best that news outlets can do right now? ABC News has an article on their website about the "Facebook news ban" reporting on how Facebook and YouTube are blocking trusted news sites in regards to reporting on the vaccine campaign, you'll notice the article is worded very carefully.

Excerpt from AHPRA and the Medical Boards joint directive email to Australian GPs: "Health advice which contradicts" or "actively seeks to undermine the national immunisation campaign (including via social media) is not supported by the National Boards" and "may subject to investigation and possible regulatory action".

Healthcare professionals have been warned not to comment or give any health advice to patients that contradicts the vaccine campaign, or they could face deregistration and be stripped of their ability to practice. That's concerning to me.

Sydney Criminal Lawyers website have an article on "Doctors Face Deregistration for Expressing Concerns About COVID Vaccines" which contains non bias information. Many other law firms websites are now providing non biased information.

The Australian government Human Rights website also has information on the actual laws surrounding the vaccine and human rights.

Just for clarity, this is NOT an anti or pro vaccine comment. I'm just advocating for transparency and free thinking.

Shauna Stricklin Maston
Sean Mcelroy When this class action suit goes to court they will have to prove this shot benefits the people verses harms. This is where they will lose, and it is why they are telling nurses to be quiet reporting anything that disproves their narrative.
Nila Stone Dutcher
Sean Mcelroy You need to do research off Google. Remdesivir kills.

Linda Townsend
Robin Bailey Honestly, they are just do not recognize/diagnose the symptoms as adverse reactions. And most of those that are having adverse reactions do test positive so they count their issues as Covid.

Clifford Vanrenterghem
Big Pharma should have drastically increased production, oh yeah its cheap....

Clifford Vanrenterghem
Big Pharma should have drastically increased production, oh yeah its cheap....

Sean Mcelroy
Yup and they will win in court

Cliff Almquist
Katrina Goldberg why would Lupus patients be using a drug that the FDA has only approved for Malaria?
Danielle Kinchella-Pistilli September 9 at 10:10 AM ·

A thousand doctors suing the WHO! Look what this doctor found on Fauci! BOOM
Lee Horsfall

Spike Cohen https://youtu.be/vsUyG5OXPOU

James Blackwell

Spike Cohen none of these people that made a comment are my friends. Kind of figure someone like you was behind it. Just another Trumphumper. May God have mercy on your soul

Helen Triplett

The people want answers and those responsible will answer for their complicit crimes in a court

Robin Harbin Payne

Royden Chan

All the Covid stats are just guesses...bad ones. There are possibly hundresd of thousands of people who had Covid with no or slight symptoms that did not seek medical attention and were not documented ... so these numbers could be way off base

Ursula Nicole Johnson

Nila Stone Dutcher OH wow my sister took that.

Stone Antoun

Helen Triplett can you explain what crime has been committed ma'am? Cause I can't seem to find one lmao

Tina McCandless

James Blackwell proud to be a trumper and ya know what God will and has blessed me he made me a conservative
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- **Helen Triplett**
  - Heidi Coup easy to commit mass genocide
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More

- **Julie Way**
  - Burnette Hull Diamond, FB is just playing with us. Mocking us really
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More

- **Helen Triplett**
  - William Thorpe this has gone way beyond jabs now it's all about control and fear to keep people in line. Are you not tired of it all?
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More

- **Sean Mcelroy**
  - I Crimea are committed. They have the same crap about is it a vaccine? Is is safe etc etc. the appellant court will review and then throw it out when they side with the Supreme Court when they ruled about all this crap 100 years ago when people tried the same thing to the small pox vaccine and the. Again with the Spanish flu. It's ends the same way the only difference is that the crazies have Facebook in today's time
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More

- **Jenni Rose**
  - Katrina Goldberg I work in rheumatology. Not one of our patients has gone without hydroxychloroquine
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More

- **Kim Griffiths**
  - Nanc Smith They want everyone to comply and r going to great lengths to get their way but they not getting me to comply cos I'm going with my own gut feeling that I must not have that vaccine and that's good enough reason for me.
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More

- **Helen Triplett**
  - Kylie Jade got to keep big pharma rolling in the £££££ big business this cashing in with each person
  - on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Bryant Scott

Troy Compton the mortality rate for COVID-19 can drastically increase if an individual is high risk, such as yourself (heart and lung patient) and myself. An empirical example would be the more comorbidities I have such as being overweight, prone to blood clots (medication) and immunosuppressed (due to an organ transplant) would put me in that high risk category for dying if I were to contract Covid-19. Those conditions and many others are contraindications (reasons not to get sick) for Covid-19, since most people who die from Covid-19 have circa 2.9x comorbidities, than those who are perfectly healthy. This does not apply to the flu (short for influenza), though it could kill you in other ways since each viruse effects other systems of the body. This is the common answer provided for why you should get vaccinated but what it is not being used for is the common answer for why you should take the precautions that you personally deem necessary and that you are comfortable with doing. I would recommend going to https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ to review preventative treatments if you are to catch Covid that will help. This does include ivermectin (cuts recovery time in half), inhaled budesonide (kills 99% of the virus in the nasal cavity, & throat), essential iodine droplets (reduces viral load), HQC, quercetin, glutathione and zinc (to fight the infection), and other widely unreported/safer treatment options. It is a great resource to help you find alternatives to protect yourself and other high risk individuals. To answer your question, you shouldn’t be worried but you should certainly do your due diligence to be prepared for both types of illnesses. I know it is widely contested but there is efficacy to wearing a mask and keeping distanced but practicing common sense also helps, as in you aren’t going to die if you don’t wear a mask walking into a restaurant to sit down but if you go to the store it might be good to have one on. We are all responsible adults and should be allowed to make our own personal choices for what is best for our health, as much as to not expect anyone else to go out or their way for us…since we would not want any other personally-responsible adult to expect us to go out of our way for them. I hope that helps, pardon my over elaboration

Donald Wiles

Steve Lockhart, those first two drugs acquirable and FDA approved for that cause? Pretty sure hydroxychloroquine is only available through prescription. Zinc is good to take but does it treat a virus or does it only help your immune system?

Stephanie Mogg

Stephen Leon just read the comments. Look how many people are being killed and injured from the jabs, yet we’re being lead to believe they’re completely safe!! Who is going to be held accountable for all the lives lost? Not the vax company’s.. they have no indemnity..
Donald Wiles

Steve Lockhart, those first two drugs acquirable and FDA approved for that cause? Pretty sure hydroxychloroquine is only available through prescription. Zinc is good to take but does it treat a virus or does it only help your immune system?

Kara Burkham

James, obviously you don't know who TF Spike Cohen is. Go back to your duopoly.

Jacquie Oehlert Marburger

Royden Chan exactly.....don't believe the numbers they are putting out there because its all a bunch of crap.

Craig Pina

Shauna Stricklin Maston the Jacobson case from Massachusetts is ripe for a challenge considering that it's 110 yrs old, was used as the precedent for Buck v Bell, legalizing eugenics, and the fact that there were no effective treatments for the Spanish Flu. We HAVE effective treatments against the current flu that don't have to involve a dangerous vaccine.

Kara Burkham

James, obviously you don't know who TF Spike Cohen is. Go back to your duopoly.

Bryant Scott

Renee Farnham Leighton I wouldn't call anyone ignorant, what we are observing is groups polarizing along various demographic lines which leads them to review some information more than other information. Unfortunately, the lack of transparency and accurate reporting is making some more skeptical as much as it is having the ones who are overtly trusting doubling down on the only information they know or are willing to accept for one reason or another.

Kathy Smith Suddeth

Bienvenido Alesna Then keep your vaccines and clubs. I enjoy staying home so I have no problem with NOT getting the jab.
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Jim Rifenbark

**Stone Antoun** crimes against humanity forced medical experiment .? Lies vaccine works or it don't. I put my faith in God and proven science. I pray for you but I bet they already have a boxcar for you. Good luck with your experiment mine is going fine

Kate Oman Vandercook

**Stone Antoun** you must not be trying very hard then. How about fraud for starters? Medical malpractice ... Infringement of human rights ... crimes against humanity.

Sean Mcelroy

Maybe Craig but it's very hard to over turn a statue that's been upheld a few times

Stephanie Mogg

**Stephen Leon** our future and freedoms, our human rights, gone!

Elaine Mercado Ronquillo

**Amelia Pomeranian**

Jim Derikozis

**Samara Kilner** bring it in brother big hugs

Lanse Fullinwider

**Janice McMillan** remdesivir is the drug of death, recommended by Fauci for all c19 patients ...it did as you said....shut down organs and killed people needlessly. Prayers for you and your family!

Neil Stout

**Stone Antoun** LIES AND COERCION.... Why would, the VERY FIRST THING DONE, WHEN PUTTING OUT THIS EXPERIMENT ON HUMANS (INCLUDING CHILDREN FFS)... , BE A DISCLAIMER AND A PROTECTION FROM PROSECUTION THEN..... if it was all above board and a healthy option... ???!!!???
Leann Watson

Spike Cohen so much journalisming. People need answers.

Bryant Scott

Kathy Ernst Gross agreed, the unvaccinated can still catch Covid as well, it is a sad reality we are facing where we must decide against the lesser of two evils while seemingly everyone is attempting to tell us what to believe.

Karen Davids

Angela Carroll

Denise Koenig

Danielle Reese-smith i wear mine because I chose to

Neil Stout

Julie Young

James Blackwell side effect death. No thank you.
Equals a Trump humper?
Haha well if that’s the case you’re not saying much for the other teams intelligence! Lmao
Bryant Scott

Laura Petros-Bales you can take a crash course in data analytics from LinkedIn learning or another e-learning website, even watching DIY YouTube videos is an easy way to teach yourself how to do data importing, plots, charts, pivot tables, dashboards, and other useful resources. I would focus on data formatting/input for excel to do visualizations from that platform (since most computers have it) or convert it to a .csv file to export it to an analytics software platform if you are willing to purchase one. Hopefully that helps

Bill Clement

Sean McElroy and here you are son.

Joanna Burkett

What i don't understand is why on earth get a vaccine for something that doesn't protect you from getting what you're being vaccinated for anyway. Not only can you still get it after being vaccinated but you can especially still give it to someone. In my opinion the government needs to get off its high horse and NOT MANDATE something that doesn't even do what its supposed to do

Dawn Zaffonato

but we still have to do it so we can keep our jobs unfortunately they have got us by the short and curlies

James Fitch

Joanna Burkett it's not about protecting you at all. The side effects of the vaccine are all very serious and deadly. Three of them are related to shutting the kidneys down and then your body fills with water because the kidneys can't get rid of it.

Marc Parise

Joanna Burkett Better than that! They (Governments) should be Investigated!

Bree Pratt

James Fitch NANOPARTICLES
Gus Mcbean
Spike Cohen? More like spike protein

Kathy Sharrett
Dawn Zaffonato no there are ways you just have to find them.

Linda Capen
Dawn Zaffonato There is power in numbers. If everyone said no, there would be no one to work and they'd figure something else out.

Bill Clement
Sean Mcelroy(null)

Sherry Dowd Ayres
Dawn Zaffonato nope. That is exactly what they want. Stand

Bill Clement
Sean Mcelroy Sean Mcelroy and here you are son.

Maureen Pettigrew
Dawn Zaffonato Job is no use to you if you are dead or damaged.

Kathy Sharrett
Neil Stout brilliant
Linda Capen I've been hearing this more and more that the people that don't want these vaccines will be replaced by people in other countries. This post was from a Maine person.

Bill Clement
James Blackwell

Nora Jones
Sean McElroy Listen you idiot go back and do some research and research the new emberg code is definitely law came out after war war 2

Jerry Vodicka
Joanna Burkett read up on small pox vaccine mandate. That disease was actually super deadly, didn't have 99% survival rate. The vaccine actually did what it was supposed to. This vaccine doesn't meet the criteria.

Michael Feigenhauer
Joanna Burkett I know 2 people who were vaccinated and they died from it

Cynthia Raven Potter
Joanna Burkett and there are people that are exempt from getting the vaccine.

Kathy Sharrett
Dave McCalister you?
Brian Werley

James Blackwell so your a pedophile supporter and a treason supporter and a let's give the terrorist that flew planes into our buildings all our military equipment and billions upon billions of dollars supporter?YEA YOUR A WACK JOB THAT NEEDS A BRAIN

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jerry Vodicka

Sean Mcelroy small pox vaccine was actually helpful. this one ain't, not even a vaccine. So up theirs on taking it.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Katy McDonald England

Joanna Burkett Do you want me to explain it to you?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sylvia Kathleen McCa

You'll see what's going on, when you stop trying to make it make sense.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Katy McDonald England

Joanna Burkett do you want me to explain it to you?  

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Bill Clement

Stone Antoun you've been inhaling to many paint fumes son.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jon Whitfield

Dawn Zaffonato

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Monica Rand

Neil Stout indeed

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Lee Blackhawk

Janice McMillan  Remdesivir is nothing short of medically mandated genocide.

Kathy Sharrett

Judy Johnson read the earlier comment from the lady whose husband died before you comment.

Lee Blackhawk

Sean Mcelroy Wrong! Remdesivir causes kidney failure and subsequent multi-organ failure and pulmonary edema. It is nothing short of medically mandated genocide.

Beverly Snyder

Philip Fox https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmy8znrLPc0

The Proliferation of COVID Variants

Kathy Sharrett

Sean Mcelroy other ppl are saying it kills

Robin G Becker

Dawn Zaffonato Many are willing to lose job over risking their health/lives

Shane Jack Harmston

Dawn Zaffonato wont have a job if your dead tho?

Amanda Kotel

Spike Cohen
Jerry Vodicka

**Steve Lockhart** simmer peels of 3 lemons and 1 grapefruit for about 2 and half hours, strain and there's your homemade hydroichloriquine

Lee Blackhawk

**Sean Mcelroy** Wrong...It is causing renal failure, which then leads two pulmonary edema and multi-organ failure...Then they can put you on a ventilator, collect their $39,000, and then you die. This is after they have charged you $3000 for the Remdesivir. This is the CDC genocide protocol.

Deborah Knight

**Dawn Zaffonato** you're life is worth more than your job. We stand with you. Many companies that know what's going to happen are already preparing their HR departments. This is no joke.

Sean Mcelroy

Kathy it can kill sure bc it's a therapeutic used to help with severe covid cases and yes some have died. It that's like saying well covid patient's died after getting oxygen so oxygen kills. It's all a giant game of moving the goal post . Fact is that drug clinically is proven to help. Hydroxy and the other that is an anti parasitic med is not proven to do anything.

Robin Karma

Remdesivir causes the kidneys to shut down and kills people. Ivermectin and HQC are highly effective and safe

Joseph Gonzalez

**Joanna Burkett** I agree. One side affect from the vaccine is death.. and they pfizer isn't even held accountable for those deaths terrible all the way around.

Barbara Jackson

**Shane Jack Harmston**
Robin Karma
Remdesivir causes the kidneys to shut down and kills people. Ivermectin and HQC are highly effective and safe

Melissa Smith
Fredreica Atkins Speyer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6I5dn0b3k
Mirrored: The swine flu fraud of 1976,...
youtube.com

Sylvia Alleman Pollet
Robin G Becker My son-in-law has a really good job with an oil field service company, and he's more than willing to lose his job rather than take that poison.

Sean Mcelroy
Yup and a side effect of driving could be death and a side effects from swimming could be drowning man we should stop doing everything

Neil Stout
It wouldn't let me post this pic the first time..... i had to do what the gov and big pharma do...... MANIPULATE THE FK OUT OF IT..... LOL

Sam Leidy
Sean Mcelroy You have a job doing fact checking, yet your spelling, syntax and punctuation are at grade school level?

Monica Jordan
Crystal Mexico and what other problems did he have

Sean Mcelroy
Thank you it's hard to get it right when every post on here is soooo false
Lexi Knight- Doucette

Robin Karma Ivermectin is a horse dewormer, and not safe for human consumption..

Marc Parise

James Fitch Rick Clever is our Facebook Idiot laughing. Everyone meet Rick the Idiot Clever!!

Tammy Macnamara

I just watched a video on this treatment and it actually can kill you and fauci is aware of this study they are warning. People do not take this treatment if you have covid

Sean Mcelroy

They don’t believe you Lexi bc tucker Carlson told them so

Marc Parise

James Fitch Watch out for Rick Clever! Our Facebook Idiot laughing on this!!

Sway Miguel

Gus Mcbean Going straight Nucleo...capsid on this post

Debbie Hathaway

Lexi Knight- Doucette really, maybe you should read all the peer reviewed evidence based research debunking your theory

Jeffrey Wallace

Janice McMillan sorry about the passing of your husband but remdesivir blood thinners and antibiotics were given to me and my wife for covid pneumonia and we’re doing great and was approved by the FDA

Debbie Norman Gentry

Sean Mcelroy you are just listening to the soundbites.
VJ Desjardins
Lexi Knight- Doucette ivermectin is for humans and has been safely used on humans for decades... so some research!! Lmao.. there are a lot of meds that can be dosed for animals.. there are oral tablets of ivermectin that they are currently giving to the refugees coming from Afghanistan. It is a anti-parasitic but also stops viral replication.

Sean Mcelroy
Debbie then submit a peer reviewed journal on that drug.

Kristy Harris Thacker
Google search who paid the highest criminal fine and what it was for...The answer might surprise you all!

Marc Parise
Beware of Facebook Idiot Rick Clever. Laughing on everything

VJ Desjardins
Lexi Knight- Doucette ivermectin is for humans and has been safely used on humans for decades... Lmao.. there are a lot of meds that can be dosed for animals.. there are oral tablets of ivermectin that they are currently giving to the refugees coming from Afghanistan. It is a anti-parasitic but also stops viral replication.

Deborah Lynn
Tammy Macnamara what treatment? The vaccine?

Cole Franke
Only if money is more important then helath to you and your family. Look at the percentages, why the big push?
Brenda Green Wojtacha
Dawn Zaffonato its called compliance. And if they get you to do it your freedom is gone.

Carmen Martinez
Joanna Burkett
Studies outside the US shows that vaccinated people has more % to get the Delta variant. This evil Government wants to kill as many people as they can.

Shaun Guthier
Dawn Zaffonato or get tested every week.

Deborah Lynn
Dawn Zaffonato not really. OSHA "might" make employers pay for weekly testing for those who don't want the vaccine. And, if it is your situation, you can claim a medical or religious exemption.

Betty Bland
Lexi Knight- Doucette spoken like a true mockingbird has no idea that the drug was giving a Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 and has been used for decades to treat and cure PEOPLE.

Lindsay Loury
Lexi Knight- Doucette it is used for horses,dogs,cattle, children with different types of worms. Do a little research. It is safe to give to humans in the correct dosage. GOD only knows how much I've actually received while pouring wormer on my cattle....

Robin Heth
Lexi Knight- Doucette

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8088823/


https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/1015820766696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
**Brenda Green Wojtacha**
**Shane Jack Harmston** 98% survival rate.

**Ma Lev**
**Kristy Harris Thacker**

**Betty Bland**
**Sean McElroy** HCQ and Ivermectin were used successfully and safely until the C came along and they were vilified so that 'they' could give the experimental drugs. Wake up.

**Robin Heth**
**Robin Karma**
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8088823/


**Donna Love**
**Lexi Knight-Doucette** um...I take Ivermectin for Lyme disease. It has been in human pill form for 40 years.

**Gay Allen Niccum**
**Sean McElroy** what does "I Crimea are committed" mean? Typos?
Bernie DeLahunt Schumacher

Deborah Lynn Remdesivir causes the kidneys to shut down and kills people. Ivermectin and HQC are highly effective and safe but many doctors are not allowed to use it!!! Considering HQC has been around forever and costs .20 a pill, you’d think the CDC or WHO would authorize its use.

Glenda Larocque

Joanna Burkett a friends healthy young apprentice in BC died within 24 hrs of getting the poke. My sons girlfriend ended up in hospital for 3 days, my friend military friend passed away shortly after receiving...I could go on and on...99.6 survival rate and why would you subject yourself to something that was not properly tested and or approved. I will send the list of what is in it if you like as it was just released...Mercury Aluminum and Formaldehyde in all vaxxes..top 3 ING in all...in addition this one has human fetus particles, HIV, graphene oxide, pocine particles..(pig)...and the list goes on...all for people to see if you are willing look. If you have taken get some suramin . It has also been stated that there was a placebo batch and that the goal is to get everyone poked so that they can't separate control groups...time for people to wake up to this genocide.

Bryant Scott

DeAnna Hyatt you should definitely go for it if you think it’s right for you I do it at work on boring topics and it comes in handy in my free time when I want accurate depictions of reality devoid of personally held beliefs, skepticism or bias. Math is the universal language that reveals the truth and thankfully we now have computers to show us information that it would take even the brightest doctors years to find. I hope you do what you love and love what you do in DA or otherwise

Tracy Carne

Deborah Lynn or you can use the Supreme Court of Canada's ruling on the covid testing

Deborah Lynn

Joanna Burkett and I've read PLENTY of science and medical papers and what they aren't telling you is that you shouldn't get the vaccine if you have antibodies already....either from an earlier vaccine or from previous covid infection. It can cause you to develop auto immune disorders. so making people who are otherwise perfectly healthy get a shot that could ruin their immune system is beyond ridiculous!!!!

Tracy Carne

Shane Jack Harmston won't have a life either
Tammy Macnamara
Deborah Lynn remdesivir

Debbie Norman Gentry
Jeffrey Wallace you are very fortunate sir.

Gay Allen Niccum
Kara Burkham what's a duopoly?

Katlyn Bonner
Bernie DeLahunt Schumacher ivermectin is used to treat horse worms

Benjamin Wadsworth
We just made two Uncensored groups. Facebook will delete this!!! https://mewe.com/join/theamericantruthcovidedition

https://gab.com/groups/50537
Would you share your story's on one or both of those please?
Your comments will stay up and never be censored on those groups and what you are talking about is super Informative!

You're invited: Join this group
mewe.com
The vaccine is approved. Here's the approval letter: https://www.fda.gov/media/151710/download?fbclid=IwAR3iSTSZRkUpgpWA-F-328GakvNHnH4vy2hvFyf1v-Ez8Ub27XomXfHNA

Here's 2 quotes from the follow up letter. "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine contains a nucleoside-modified messenger RNA (modRNA) encoding the viral spike (S) glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 formulated in lipid particles. COMIRNATY (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) is the same formulation as the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine and can be used interchangeably with the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to provide the COVID-19 vaccination series."

and another quote: "The Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine vial label and carton labels are clearly marked for

"Emergency Use Authorization." The Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine is authorized to be distributed, stored, further redistributed, and administered by emergency response stakeholders when packaged in the authorized manufacturer packaging (i.e., vials and cartons), despite the fact that the vial and carton labels may not contain information that otherwise would be required under the FD&C Act. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine is authorized for emergency use with the following product-specific information required to be made available to vaccination providers and recipients, respectively (referred to as “authorized labeling”):

- Vaccine Information Fact Sheet for Recipients and Caregivers About COMIRNATY (COVID-19 Vaccine, mRNA) and Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to Prevent Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)." https://www.fda.gov/media/150386/download?fbclid=IwAR3RqvR-crc6Uc82cUJ2kj-TTw6SQEb8aMyctCsMP_DQxaHPf1GNtv2TjY

This shows that the EUA vaccine and the Comirnaty are the same formulation. The difference is the labeling - one is labeled EUA and the other is not. Also the fact sheet for an approved medical product has certain requirements that are not required with EUA. Usually a company must collect all the EUA or compassionate use dosages that were unused and destroy them. Then replace with the new approved dosages with updated labeling. The FDA acknowledged that Pfizer was sending out all the vaccines they made and didn't have a stockpile for with new labeling. This just allows them to use anything labeled EUA, as long as they send an insert that has all the required labeling.

Remdesivir was one of four drugs in a clinical trial for Ebola in 2018 and was dropped from the study before it was over, after a safety review revealed that it had the highest death rate of the drugs being tested.

The Ebola clinical trial was sponsored by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), of which Fauci is director. Remdesivir had a 50% death rate, compared to 35% of two other drugs in the trial – and that serious side-effects, including at least one death, led to the drug being pulled and research on it abandoned.
Kerri Campain
Jamie-lee... Check

Tammy Macnamara
Katlyn Bonner you need to read up on it ivermectin has been used for many years in humans my dear

Debbie Folkerts
Kristy Harris Thacker Pfizer also paid $1 billion to resolve allegations under the civil False Claims Act that the company illegally promoted four drugs—Bextra, anti-psychotic drug Geodon, antibiotic Zyvox, and anti-epileptic drug Lyrica.

Debbie Folkerts

Robin Peinsipp
Katlyn Bonner thy also give it to people. Do more research please

Deb Pomeroy
Bernie DeLahunt Schumacher But then Big Pfarma, Gates, Fauchi and a few others wouldn’t make any money. Besides, the Experimental jab is not a vaccine! It is a biological agent that’s being used to harvest dna, and to make us compliant ( zombies ). It’s also a tool to control population! Causes sterility and spontaneous abortions, not to mention that it kills those who are old or have other health issues. It’s just poison. Please don’t let them give this to you children! They may want to give you grandchildren someday if they survive.
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Janice McMillan
I'm so sorry
Remdesivir was one of four drugs in a clinical trial for Ebola in 2018 and was dropped from the study before it was over, after a safety review revealed that it had the highest death rate of the drugs being tested.

The Ebola clinical trial was sponsored by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), of which Fauci is director. Remdesivir had a 50% death rate, compared to 35% of two other drugs in the trial – and that serious side-effects, including at least one death, led to the drug being pulled and research on it abandoned.

Kerri Campain
Jamie-lee Ferguson read these..

Lanessa Goldie
Look up christine grady is and then her husband

Jordan Buckley
Spike Cohen you're my hero

Brenda Matney Cox
Sean Mcelroy Wrong them medication helped my husband and I both and within a week we were good and we will not take the vaccine it has Not been proven safe!!!

Jaz Trumpwon
Lexi Knight-Doucette “Ivermectin was discovered in 1975 and came into medical use in 1981. In 2015, William Campbell and Satoshi Ōmura won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for its discovery and applications. It is on the World Health Organization's List of Essential Medicines. Ivermectin is approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration as an antiparasitic agent. In 2018, it was the 420th most commonly prescribed medication in the United States, with more than one hundred thousand prescriptions. The medication is also used to treat or prevent tropical diseases including yellow fever and malaria. Literally been on the market for 40 years with a perfect safety profile. Now go look up your beloved Tylenol

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Katlyn Bonner tell that to the millions of people in third world countries who take it on a daily basis to treat parasites.

No you don't! That's a law suit. Trust God he'll see y'all through it all!!!

Amen Exactly

How do you know they're not ??

Cause the news stations ARENT reporting them ??
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Kristy Harris Thacker

Royden Chan

Amandine Llwyd

Dawn Zaffonato Stay strong. Make them fire you.

Margarita Williams

Nila Stone Dutcher It is also very expensive and makes its company very rich...only 27% effective, I read.
Royden Chan

Margarita Williams
Jaz Trumpwon

Today, Uttarakhand and Goa are free from their pandemic because of their bold choice to use Ivermectin, and today Kerala is a train wreck because of their choice to abandon it. Kerala, who chose to minimize their Ivermectin use in April 2021, deleted it from their protocol on August 5, 2021."

From the article perhaps no longer visible to you.

“On September 10, 2021, Uttar Pradesh, a population of 240 million, saw nine new cases, or about one for every 24 million people. One death. Delhi saw only 36 new cases and ZERO deaths. Bihar, a population of 127 million, saw 12 new cases, or one per 10 million population. ZERO deaths.

In stark contrast, we see Kerala, a population of 34 million people, with 25,010 new cases on September 10, or nearly one per thousand. Deaths are 177 out of the entire country's total of 308. Thus, more than half of all of India's September 10 COVID deaths occurred in Kerala.”
Darlene Kusick
Shaun Guthier I'd do that.

Jarrad Warne
Katlyn Bonner it a nobel prize winning drug that has been used in humans for forty years hahah used to treat denguie fever and all sorts, fool.

Jarrad Warne
Sean Mcelroy do you know how hard it is to overdose on ivermectin and even when you do it's unlikely u will die, there is studies done on monkeys with this. Fool.

Nanc Smith
Oh wow!!

Royden Chan
Steve Lockhart

Ma Lev
Glenda Larocque And look what is happening in Israel So ya, once on the poke train, you're never getting off the poke train until your dead... Coming to your country soon...
Sherry DeMartino Blevins
Lanessa Goldie

Carmen Martinez
Spike Cohen
They want more lies to scared people. Instead, more and more people are opening their eyes and see the Media’s lies.

Maria Parente
Kristy Harris Thacker Pfizer

Ma Lev
Neil Stout Ya, doing the same to me

Hattie Knox
Sherry DeMartino Blevins No!

Christie Lyday
Benjamin Wadsworth or, you could use Schmules dot com and not be charged for emojis. And your content isn’t censored there either. They also have an affiliate program where you can earn money when people sign up from your affiliate link.

Elle Dani
Glenda Larocque can u pit up link where u got this info of ingredients n jab plz
Several studies reported antiviral effects of ivermectin on RNA viruses such as Zika, dengue, yellow fever, West Nile, Hendra, Newcastle, Venezuelan equine encephalitis, chikungunya, Semliki Forest, Sindbis, Avian influenza A, Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome, Human immunodeficiency virus type 1, and severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

Ivermectin proposes many potentials effects to treat a range of diseases, with its antimicrobial, antiviral, and anti-cancer properties.

On coronavirus, Ivermectin doesn't keep people from contracting the disease. Once coronavirus is contracted, to get into the nucleus the viral proteins need to bind a cargo transporter which lets them in. Ivermectin can block the cargo transporter, so the viral proteins can't get into the nucleus of the cell that is settling in lung tissue.
Lesa Hunter Burkavage

Katlyn Bonner there are many many drugs or substances that are used for animals. For example hydrogen peroxide is used for cleaning and sterilizing but also can be used for growing vegetables sterilizing your soil that you grow your vegetables in etc. the difference is one is food grade and one isn't. So to laugh at a medication that is used to treat animals as well as humans is just ignorant.
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Jessica Jones

Kristy Harris Thacker does that show that they are held accountable
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Julie Speas

Royden Chan The vaccinated are spreading covid. I knew it the moment “the spike”, “the new variant “

It’s a lie! Real respiratory viruses do not spread in hot weather! I am amazed how many people took this shot

on Tue Like Reply More

Sannyia Benson

Troy Compton Yes, very true. Making my point that herbs do indeed work, the question is, who’s making the money now??? And why vilify the herbs these medicines are made from? Many people don’t know that aspirin’s made from willow bark. But the problem is they couldn’t patent the plants. Turn it into a compound that can be patented, now there’s where the money and power lies. Sad thing is that changing the chemical components of Mother Nature has an immense side effect on our health. We now take these medicines that come with a long list of side effects. While herbs can have counter-indications, these have been known for thousands of years. Many of the new chemical compounds we take are having a profound effect on our health, healthcare system and society as a whole and we are still learning the effect of these.
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Lesa Hunter Burkavage

Katlyn Bonner and other illnesses. It has been prescribed by Drs for humans for years.

on Tue Like Reply More

Robert Carroll

Katlyn Bonner The uneducated are the ones that make the internet so dangerous. Ivermectin was approved by the FDA and many other organizations for use in humans many years ago. They even won a Nobel prize for it and it’s benefits for the human race. I don’t know if you are just uneducated on the subject or spewing leftist disinformation and propaganda but you should be ashamed.
Chad Waddell
MaryLori Rieth one of the problems that most of them had, were the stuff needs to be measured out for the human use, the stuff is made for 1200lb horses. People need to be reasonably if using it.

Darlene Kusick
Robin Bailey I'll bet there are but that's being kept from us as well .

Barbara Magwire
Samara Kilner healthcare workers have not been told to not comment.

Molly Payne
Liz Hickey Pfizer is moving towards FDA approval of their “new” oral v19 treatment - its a protease inhibitor

Megan Fordenbacher
Chad Waddell if course as you would do for ANY OTHER medicine approved! They are using this to keep us Vaxxed.

Jackie Peterson
Chad Waddell they made it up to scare people into not using their heads.

Molly Payne
Liz Hickey Pfizer is moving towards FDA approval of their “new” oral v19 treatment - its a protease inhibitor

Angel Motes
Julie Speas did y'all see that a vaccinated asymptotic man gave Covid to 13 gorillas?
Cathy Bonner Townsend

Christie Lyday love that explanation. We know several people whom were about to be intubated and family demanded ivermectin and these people have survived and saw improvements in 24-48 hours!!!!

Reba Luck

Chad Waddell Geez the Ivermectin pills have been on the market forever. Then Fauci waved his magic wand and said no, not for Covid but I know many who got them from doctors that care and they recovered in just a few days. F couldn't push this experimental jab if we had anything else that may work. Even HQC works which is cheap. Think of how many could have been saved from the get go if they were left readily available?

Leanne Rigby

Brian Werley the wack job that flew planes into your building were trained and paid for by your CIA. And talk about pedophiles, I believe many of both democrats and republicans plus countless other pollies and beaurocrats fall into that category.

Nanc Smith

Kelley Nicole Absolutely!

Selwyn Burley-Wagner

Angel Motes send the link

Laurel Catherine Peterson

Molly Payne do telll....

Nanc Smith

Barbie LeBrun Yes it is, but they are doing just that!
Christie Lyday
Be careful of the test as well. John Hopkins University created a test that they can vaccinate you from.

https://www.schmules.com/blog/21

Kevin Richardson
The CDC has stopped collecting data on breakthrough cases as well. What an absolute gong show.

Angel Motes
Selwyn Burley-Wagner

More than a dozen gorillas at Zoo...

Christie Lyday
Be careful with the C-19 test as well. John Hopkins University created a test that they can vaccinate you from.

https://www.schmules.com/blog/21

Alex Kane
Tj Border
I'm vaxed and have not had any adverse effects. But you guys are dying in droves. It breaks my heart to see. A guy who signed one of my bands and his wife, both anti vax, died this week. Both of em.
Renee Allman
Angel Motes what? No

Melissa Marie Clayson
Molly Payne HCQ? 1

Kevin Richardson
This should come as absolutely no surprise. Big pharma has completely abandoned victims of the vaccine. The stories are absolutely heartbreaking and are finally coming to light, thank God!

Alex Kane
Sandy Smith Todd ok but why are ICUs 9 to 1 unvaxef peeps regardless of what you say

Liz Hickey
Molly Payne begins with an I and ends with a n? 1

Ann Russell
Julie Speas just a side note here. In past years the statement regarding respiratory illnesses spreading in the summer months would be true. However this year we are seeing a spike in RSV which is a respiratory illness. They are spreading during the warm weather months.

Kathleen Callahan
What?

Alex Kane
Teresa Donahue Wolfe my brother runs ICU units. He’s the guy forced to choose between the 35 year old or the 18 year old dying

Kathleen Callahan
What?
Renee Allman
Tammy Macnamara Remdesivir and Acute Renal Failure: A Potential Safety Signal From Disproportionality Analysis of the WHO Safety Database

Kirstin Blackwood Cheyney
Cathy Bonner Townsend absolutely. But the problem is that it is only like $1 a cc and that doesn't make money!

Debbie Fabry
Royden Chan the government told everyone in Australia that the vaccine is safe for pregnant women

Alex Kane
Beth Matich you keep feeling defensive everytime your bubble of delusion is popped.

Renee Allman
Tammy Macnamara It shuts the kidneys the lungs fill with fluid and well you can see where this is going
Renee Allman
Tammy Macnamara

Angel Motes
Renee Allman yep read that article. Happened in Atlanta

Kirstin Blackwood Cheyney
Chad Waddell that's why you don't use paste. It's very difficult to be accurate. Use the 1% injectable but take it orally 1 ml per 100 lbs. once a week for preventative. If you get sick it's important to take the first day. It literally kills off virus. Fact.

Diana Donofrio
@nat.ksite
This is incorrect information.

An important fact to note is that the FDA issued two letters the same day.

The FDA approved drug, COMIRNATY, is NOT currently available (full FDA authorization not until 2025 AFTER further studies completed). But when it is available, it will not be shielded from liability.

The currently available Pfizer shot is under EUA and therefore NOT an FDA approved vaccine.
Diana Donofrio
@nat.ksite
This is incorrect information.

An important fact to note is that the FDA issued two letters the same day.

The FDA approved drug, COMIRNATY, is NOT currently available (full FDA authorization not until 2025 AFTER further studies completed). But when it is available, it will not be shielded from liability.
The currently available Pfizer shot is under EUA and therefore NOT an FDA approved vaccine.

Renee Allman
Tammy Macnamara I am trying to post the name and it keeps giving an error so insane

Kristy Harris Thacker
Jessica Jones it shows they don't care, they just wanna make a buck. It shows that we shouldn't trust them.

Diana Donofrio
@nat.ksite
This is incorrect information.
An important fact to note is that the FDA issued two letters the same day.

The FDA approved drug, COMIRNATY, is NOT currently available (full FDA authorization not until 2025 AFTER further studies completed). But when it is available, it will not be shielded from liability.
The currently available Pfizer shot is under EUA and therefore NOT an FDA approved vaccine.
Stone Antoun
I think y'all are getting the idea I'm FOR the vaccine lmao I'm NOT. I'm saying that refusal of the vaccine is NOT, I repeat, NOT a crime. Sheesh

Renee Allman
Tammy Macnamara isn't that insane

Judy McCutcheon
Truth!!

Renee Allman
Spike Cohen they are not letting me talk

Angela Hansen
Christie Lyday horrifying

Dan Dancer
Diana Donofrio That's fact. No one can deny it, but the Sheeple will run with it. Everything that's happening now is extremely unconstitutional.

James Fitch
Joanna Burkett you can tell the ones who have been conditioned. They laugh at what they cannot comprehend with intelligence. They NEED that vaccine and let’s hope it does what Fauci intended.

Annunciata M. Corey

FDA Approves First COVID-19 Vaccine
fda.gov
Leslie Kight

Renee Allman and I had covid in hosp 6 days gave me Remdisiver with both my kidneys & lungs co.promised!!!

Matthew Carson

Spike Cohen You should visit r/libertarianmemes

See what they're saying over there. A number of redditors on that stream seem quite enamored with the idea of vaccine mandates.

Ruthy Ruth

Brian Eckman what part of the world are you from Brian?

How has it been for you guys being unvaccinated, with freedoms etc and lockdowns.

David Cullers

Sean Mcelroy https://www.facebook.com/1449999210/posts/10223094697783070/

Bill Guyther September 8 at 8:50 AM ·

Once you watch this (15 mins) then you'll understand much better. #GENOCIDE #DEMOCIDE
Paige Green

MaryLori Rieth I have a friend who took the horse stuff but it didn’t work, he was nearly put on a ventilator. I wish we’d communicated more, I could have told him how easy it is to get it from aflds. He’s fine now, but it took him a couple of months to recover.

Brittany Sweat

Reba Luck I took ivermectin from the feed store and started getting better the next day.
Brittany Sweat
Cathy Bonner Townsend yes! I am one of these people!

James Emiliani
Diana Donofrio thank you for this. Can you send links to this?

Pamela Guererri
Crystelyn Laske

Pamela Guererri
Sara Monacelli

Pamela Guererri
Angela Marie

Bryan Horton
Diana Donofrio that's correct. Exactly the same that Robert Malone said.

Jenene Kronyak Klem
Diana Donofrio do you have a link for comirnaty?

Kera Mitchell
Kristy Harris Thacker Pfizer!! All big pharma are crooks! Only Want to make more and more money off of sick people! Why do you think there has never been a cure for cancer!?!?! Completely disgusting!!!!

Paige Green
Lexi Knight- Doucette bless your heart, you're a lost cause.
Wesley McMurray
Tammy Macnamara what treatment? The vaccine?

Ruthy Ruth
Dianne McKay the vaccine was planned well before the virus, and the virus was planned to
lock us all down under jurisdiction, because of a man made virus to strip everyone of their
rights, and put a lot of people into hardship.
New world order is their agenda. The old economy will be no longer, we'll have no privacy
when it comes to health (passports)
Discriminated against if haven't taken the vac, divided in the people.

Put fear into everyone, and suggest getting vaccines so we can open the borders up- yet your
still on restrictions and can still catch the virus.

Look up agenda 21
New World Order
Communism (social scoring)
Totalitarian

Bobby Mac

FDA Approves First COVID-19 Vaccine
fda.gov

Bobby Mac

FDA Approves First COVID-19 Vaccine
fda.gov

Ruthy Ruth
Nerys Lewis sounds like it could be used as a concentration camp in the future. Why do the
vaccinated need to quarantine?
Martha Torres

Ricardo Chavez check this one out
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Ruthy Ruth

Diane Ruggeri Torch hopefully we’re all waking to the truth ourselves. It’s slowly leaked by the media, you just need to become a conspiracy theorist like the majority of us!! We aren’t nuts
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Bill McPherrin

If this were serious the borders would be closed.
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Bryan Horton


"Fully Approved?" Pfizer Vaccine's FDA...

thegatewaypundit.com
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Samantha Jane Goede

Diana Donofrio Jody Montana Melissa Mitsdarfer Vanderwood
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Denise Koenig

Alex Kane long term just wait and see the ICUs will be overflowing with vaccinated people.
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Adi Rose

This gone viral

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTybK_orYqb/?utm_medium=copy_link

🔥Here is what @nickiminaj said. She was...
Adi Rose
This gone viral

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTybK_orYqb/?utm_medium=copy_link

🔥 Here is what @nickiminaj said. She was...

Bryan Horton
https://youtu.be/00BKcx3HO0Q. Of course others are saying he’s wrong...discern for yourselves....but I’d trust this guy all day long before the snakes in government and the media.

Steve Bannon & Dr. Robert Malone:

Tamra Wilson
Thanks

Aleah Propst
Katlyn Bonner Honey, please educate yourself. It’s been around for human use for 40 years or more. Win Nobel prize and everything. Is also used regularly to treat Malaria overseas. Would you like me to find the link to the peer reviewed articles about Use of Ivermectin in Humans, or do you think you can figure it out for yourself?

Denise Koenig
Heather Knorr don't get me started on that ridiculous flu shot! NEVER EVER AGAIN WILL I GET ONE. THOUGHT I WAS GOING TO DIE
Danny Fiser

Spike Cohen probably not but it’s the people on this board who are making sure we stay ahead of every other country in the world with this bug. Or as Donald Trump would say, “So much winning!”

Danny Fiser

Spike Cohen probably not but it’s the people on this board who are making sure we stay ahead of every other country in the world with this bug. Or as Donald Trump would say, “So much winning!”

Mike Cash

Annunciata M. Corey go read the full report on it. Will not be fda approved fully until 2025

Corey Tschuta

Jenene Kronyak Klem https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/comirnaty-covid-19-mrna-vaccine

Pfizer/BioNTech COMIRNATY®, COVID-19...
Megan Fordenbacher
MaryLori Rieth and did they get harmed or is it all media lies.

Megan Fordenbacher
Dawn Zaffonato exemptions and do not quit.

Stephen Kiely
David Kiely

Brandon Jillings
And current population of US is 333,331,343. No evidence other than the fake numbers on these sites

Julie Speas
Lacy Couture Oh it's more! More stillbirths and premature babies. It may be weeks, months but it will affect your body in some form! It's poison and designed to do exactly what it is doing. It worked! Fear and control. People gave up freedom and you will never get it back now!

Brandon Jillings
Danny Fiser not to mention the average age of death is the same as life expectancy in the US. It's so easy to manipulate data like this get to people’s emotions.
Lori L Lombardi
Diana Donofrio Pfizer is most definitely FDA approved.

Adi Rose
This gone viral.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTybK_orYqb/?utm_medium=copy_link

Here is what @nickiminaj said. She was...

Hinter Ouvers

Cindy Aldrich
Lori L Lombardi for emergency use only.

Carolyn Richards
Megan Fordenbacher all media lies for sure they're owned.. and puppets..

Julie Mavromihalis
Lori L Lombardi no it's not do some research

Pam Cash Peters
Hinter Ouvers provisional application 2015?
Kevin Lindstam

Danny Fiser Covid is a HOAX!!! It's the Flu!!! Rebranded. Wake up

Monica N Hutton

Julie Speas https://www.bitchute.com/video/vTFMMasGQPyb/

SHOCKING REVELATION - Doctor Exposes...
bitchute.com

Melissa Fenley

Diana Donofrio so Pfizer is still not FDA approved yet?

Tammy Henderson Stewart

Danny Fiser since vaxxed and unvaxxed get and spread the virus, I call bs on your comment. The vaxxed should read this comment section instead of being butthurt to see what future problems they may have. Remember zantac was out for 40 years and they just pulled it recently Because it causes cancer. It took that long to get pharma to admit it. Why is it that the vaxxed are the most scared when they got vaccine. You should be happy and moving along.

Julie Mavromihalis

Mike Cash no research on their behalf..Your correct it's not approved

Judy Henry Buscaglio
Jolene Erickson

Hinter, $$$$$

Mark Ballentine

Bobby Mac except that he corrected himself later.

Besides, this is a guy who says he, alone, invented it (what?) but now he doesn't trust it?
Hmmm...

Pam Cash Peters

Brandon Jillings going up because of illegals.

Ula Salinas

Aleah Propst, you need to educate YOUR self. Ivermectin won the Nobel prize for its use as an anti parasitic. Malaria is caused by parasites….Covid-19 is not. Taking it might clean out your intestines, but it won’t touch that virus in your respiratory system. Can you figure THAT out?????

Tammy Henderson Stewart

Danny Fiser also the CDC admitted they listed anyone with covid as a covid death whether it killed them are not.

Gina Gasser-Quinlan

Julie Speas where do u get your information? That is 100% false. There are all kinds of respiratory viruses in the summer. SMH!
Becky Graham Foster
**Pam Cash Peters** Yes, all this has been planned for years.

Cody Johnson
**Danny Fiser** It’s crazy that even with our numbers being "higher" we still have a 98.4% survival rate which is higher than a lot of the other countries.

Mitch Carver
**Hinter Ouvers** Corona viruses aren’t new hahaha it didn’t just pop up in 2019.

Rodney Oberdorf DC
**Bobby Mac** End of press release states approval was granted for priority review. This is not same as FDA Cleared Authorization.

- The FDA granted this application Priority Review. The approval was granted to BioNTech Manufacturing GmbH.

Melanie Vaillancourt
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AnckYhOZMgU7/

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Pz0SBTvKrDrV/

Universities suing the CDC for fraud re:...

Selwyn Burley-Wagner
**Angel Motes** Wow

Melanie Vaillancourt
It ALL boils down to $$ and control ffs people.
Heather Meadows Kohut
Chad Waddell all one has to do is look it up and youtube has many videos explaining how to dose it according to weight.

Gina Gasser-Quinlan
Lacy Couture where do you get your delusional information from? SMH

Kelly Willis
Kirstin Blackwood Cheyney this may be a dumb question but how do you take an injectable orally?

Royden Chan
It's estimated that only 1% of cases are reported on VAERS which is a government body

Mark Ballentine
Royden Chan read the notes below the VAERS data - NONE of it is confirmed.

Julie Speas
Gina Gasser-Quinlan not like this, this is nothing “normal”. I knew in March 2020 this was intentional.

Jake Lichtenwalter
Dr. Fauci is indeed a premeditated murderer working with the Chinese Communist Party who has been lying to Congress and the American people.

Royden Chan
Mark Ballentine what did the notes say? Same could be said for Covid cases - NONE confirmed.

Toni Vold Dobias
Jerry Vodicka thank you!
Jake Lichtenwalter

Bill McPherrin

Jennifer L Black

Megan Fordenbacher yes u are so right! They are all owned by Sinclair Broadcast Group look them up. They are also controlled by The Media Giants

Stanford KA

Nope

Michele Crauswell Robertson

Hinter Ouvers Shelia Randall-hodges

Lorraine Trapani Martin

Rebekah Schmitz the breast oncologist I see informed me not to get vaccinated within 6 weeks of my scheduled breast imaging because swollen lymph nodes are a common issue that they are seeing in vaccinated. The swollen lymph nodes are distorting the breast images.

Brandon Jillings

Pam Cash Peters true. We can also look at world population, where if you tried to tell someone a deadly pandemic was going on for over a year and half, they'd call you crazy

Mark Schaver

Bill McPherrin and not bring 5000 plus from Afghanistan to USA

Jennifer L Black

Kevin Lindstam u are so Right!!! When was the last time you remember them not tracking Flu Data?? "Covid Flu" took over. Smh! People are dying left and right after Vaccines
Jake Lichtenwalter

Christie Lyday also the C O V I D Test swabs are made in China. Also the swab packaging has EO on it. Stands for Ethylene Oxide and the swabs are saturated in it. Research EO on OSHA's site. The are putting these things all the way up your nasal cavity close to you brain. NOT COOL.

Кеннет Гонсалес

Bill McPherrin If it were serious the US and U.N would have invaded china for global bio terrorism and crimes against humanity, but no not even a slap on the wrist.

Deanna Daniels

Benjamin Wadsworth I just tried and it didn't work.

Kim Tate Prine

Inject your mouth?!!

Caroline Deane

Benjamin Wadsworth it won't let me sign up?

Laura Huynh Lim

Mitch Carver It says specifically in the title that it is for for Covid 19, not just general corona viruses.

Jacqueline Vry Hewitt

Kate Johnson this is more fox news propaganda being moved around. Ask people IN YHE MEDICAL FIELD! Even in areas that are not affected as badly, these nurses are terrified. So unfortunately, this YouTube video, which by the way is an open form of media that allows falsehoods to be posted, is false. If you want to die, be my guest. I will take every chance I can to ensure that my family and myself are as safe as we can be, especially with my immunocompromised parents. If you are the only person that is important to you....keep going the way you are going. As I said, karma comes for all...and covid isn't going to spare all. all I can do is protect myself and my family, friends and coworkers the best that I can. If you only care for yourself, keep going the way you are. This is actually easy. It's called common sense and empathy.
Carmen Martinez
Benjamin Wadsworth
What's mewe.com?

MeWe: The best chat & group app with...
mewe.com

Barbie Drury Griffith
Ula Salinas

Jake Lichtenwalter
Also the COVID Test swabs are made in China. The swab packaging has EO on it. Stands for Ethylene Oxide and the swabs are saturated in it. Research EO on OSHA's site and see what it does to humans. They are putting these things all the way up your nasal cavity close to your brain. NOT COOL.

Barbie Drury Griffith
Leslie Kight remdesivir is of the devil! Killing people.

Marti Kurtz
Spike Cohen spike the troll.
Kristy Harris Thacker
Jessica Jones

Karen Raboin
Danny Fiser - because they are killing people with Remdisivor and ventilators!

Paul Smith
Melissa Clark Sprague of course there will be collateral damage some of the vaccine is poisoned! To make it more realistic, think logically who do the want to keep for slave Labor? The pliable or the trouble makers...you have been scammed.

Ula Salinas
Aleah Propst, you need to educate YOUR self. Ivermectin won the Nobel prize for its use as an anti parasitic. Malaria is caused by parasites....Covid-19 is not. Taking it might clean out your intestines, but it won’t touch that virus in your respiratory system. Can you figure THAT out?????

Ula Salinas
Aleah Propst, you need to educate YOUR self. Ivermectin won the Nobel prize for its use as an anti parasitic. Malaria is caused by parasites....Covid-19 is not. Taking it might clean out your intestines, but it won’t touch that virus in your respiratory system. Can you figure THAT out?????

Jake Lichtenwalter
You guys at Channel 7 should investigate why Congress is exempt from having to get v@x’d. Problem is Fauci and the Democrats wouldnt let you drive in that deep.
Ula Salinas
Aleah Propst, you need to educate YOUR self. Ivermectin won the Nobel prize for its use as an anti parasitic. Malaria is caused by parasites….Covid-19 is not. Taking it might clean out your intestines, but it won’t touch that virus in your respiratory system. Can you figure THAT out?????

Karen Raboin
Melissa Fenley nope! Look it up on the FDA website!

Yvonne Bell
Cody Johnson it's higher because they coded everything as Covid...

Paul Smith
Sarah Renae I didn't say covid wasn't a real manufactured disease.

Karen Raboin
Bobby Mac - that's a press release. Not official documentation.

Karen Raboin
Bobby Mac - that's a press release

Karen Raboin
Jenene Kronyak Klem fda website

Roni Borg
Spike Cohen channel 7 need to also be investigated into their actions and the way they have carried themselves and reported garbage

Paul Smith
Deb Kurum I didn't rush in I researched and discovered the real agenda to wipe out the intelligent lateral thinkers! They don't want this to get out.
Dawn Easter
Tammy Henderson Stewart yes, and it is well known that if you run enough cycles in pcr testing, you can find covid in a sock...

Mitch Carver
Laura Huynh Lim this application was filed in may 2020, this has popped up before do some googling and you work it out for yourself

Ellie K. VeneTrinigyal
Spike Cohen exactly

April Vigil
Jake Lichtenwalter thank you!

Paul Smith
Lisa Paquet Hauck that's right they want to get rid of the dissidents and keep the pliable.

Cheryl Wright Kemptner
Кеннет Гонсалес , well, the US funded this research for years, knowing it was Gain-of-Function science!

Kirk Sherrill
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8236126#:~:text=Ivermectin%20was%20associated%20with%20decreased,68.3%2C%20p%20%3D%200.013).

Kathryn Goelzer
Lauren Brookes
Akiko Sunazawa

Diana Donofrio  it’s only authorized.

Kirk Sherrill

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8236126/#:~:text=Ivermectin%20was%20associated%20with%20decreased,68.3%2C%20p%20%3D%200.013).

Rachael Elizabeth McNamee

Jake Lichtenwalter  I also found these ingredients in the rapid tests
Tricine, Sodium Chloride, Tween 20, Sodium Azide (<0.1%), Proclin 300
The last two are troubling…

Kirk Sherrill

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8236126/#:~:text=Ivermectin%20was%20associated%20with%20decreased,68.3%2C%20p%20%3D%200.013).

Kirk Sherrill

Less mortality rate when patient was administered ivermectin.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8236126/#:~:text=Ivermectin%20was%20associated%20with%20decreased,68.3%2C%20p%20%3D%200.013).

Kirk Sherrill

Less mortality rate when patient was administered ivermectin.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8236126/
Kirk Sherrill
Less mortality rate when patient was administered ivermectin.

Akiko Sunazawa
Lori L Lombardi it’s only authorized “for emergency”, not approved. CDC said so.

Annik Landry

J. Thea Spaeth
Adam Kampia I see you are here too
Mitch Carver

Laura Huynh Lim look it up for yourself

Tracy Hansley Crosby

Jake Lichtenwalter you are correct so all this demand for testing or vacation. They want to kill us either way.
Tracy Hansley Crosby

Adam Kampia
J. Thea Spaeth It's the like-Spike curse.
I get notifications for every comment he makes.
Totally voting for the guy though.

Alain Veilleux
Kirk Sherrill Zero Covid mortality for people which didn't get Covid. This is the way to go.

Jaynette Barnes
Jake Lichtenwalter and doing it weekly or more often for many. Criminal.

Yvonne Bell
Annik Landry what is he saying?

Yvonne Bell
Jake Lichtenwalter Congress is exempt?

Paul Smith
Jay Wave Brown of course some of the vaccine is poisoned otherwise it would be too easy to disprove the lie. And why do you think they had to release the Delta variant? Because the original strain was weaker to cause panic and not kill so many sheeple.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
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Steven A Newman

**Mitch Carver** LOL. Reuters is covering for them, anyone can figure it out with a bit of logic and dot connecting. They are owned by one of the big 6 that own all media, that should tell you something.

Pat Reid

Yvonne Bell

Laura Allan

Yvonne Bell Of course they are! This surprises you? Fun fact: they are also exempt from Obamacare mandates.

Maija Katak Lukin

*Jake Lichtenwalter* they’re not employees.

Also, 100% of congressional Democrats are vaccinated. 46 out of 50 Republican senators are vaccinated and 114 out of 211 republican representatives are vaccinated.

Royden Chan

**Debbie Fabry** I just heard

Paul Smith

**Savannah Lynn** I was lucky, I got a good jab, sadly my wife died the next day. Neither of us had covid.
Mary Hock Webb

Tracy Ford Gaskins

Jake Lichtenwalter and B thinks that should happen weekly. How is that not considered attempted manslaughter, mandating toxins repeatedly be shoved far up in the nasal cavity weekly?

Julie Speas

Monica N Hutton

Ren Hal

Pat Reid why aren't people riled up about this?!? Because the MEDIA doesn't report this stuff!! It doesn't fit their agenda

Victoria Baker

Jake Lichtenwalter we have to get tested twice a week where I work.. it's dammed if you do and dammed if you don't 😞

Julie Speas

Retry sending

Deaths will increase
Victoria Baker
Jake Lichtenwalter we have to get tested twice a week where I work... it's dammed if you do and dammed if you don’t 😳

Jaynette Barnes

Alain Veilleux
Also: don't drive a car and you will never get killed in an accident while driving a car.

Misis Matos Cotto
Karen Raboin I did it is accurate thank u for sharing!

Jimmy King
Marti Kurtz Ah.. The go to cry of the synaptically challenged. Got anything intelligent or cogent to say? Thanks for helping widen the social division. Good Job.

Julie Speas
Debbie Fabry here as well. Many we know that have!

Misis Matos Cotto
Mark Ballentine he was in PR last Week
Paul Smith
Jeffrey Miller if I die it will be because they want to silence me, because I know the truth, they want a world full of compliant sheeple to do there bidding, think about it! They don't want people like us who can think for ourselves we are a threat to them.

Julie Speas
Royden Chan

Misis Matos Cotto
Melissa Fenley Not yet, I read the paper is accurate info.

Jaynette Barnes
Jake Lichtenwalter

Jimmy King
Lauren Brookes Where? Neverland?

Lisa Maria
Spike Cohen , best answer!!

Sharon Crawford Lager
Maija Katak Lukin well that takes care of the swamp. Bet some were fake
Rebecca Peek Page
Spike Cohen

Paul Smith
Regina Lucas that is why they are culling the free thinkers out of society! The sheeple accept these new rules without question, we are being targeted using psychology, it's blatantly obvious. Think about it logically.

Lynda Valera
voila la preuve! Lol
See Translation

Lynda Valera
voila le preuve!!!! Lol
See Translation

Diana Choinsky Sprauer
Pat Reid also the postal employees

Jaynette Barnes
I'm not in favor of these at all. Just wanted to show you the reply from the manufacturer when a health clinic director told me it was "just a cotton swab." This was the swab she used, twice, against our repeated requests, assurance of saliva option and chart documentation for saliva only testing. Oh, and her first swab was positive, her second negative...on the same person, minutes apart.

Paul Smith
Don Russell yes your right!
Paul Smith
Teri Wright they didn't need to do any studies, the vaccine was made at the same time that virus was manufactured so it is compatible, that is why so many of the vaxxed get blood clots, because it is a derivative of the original covid.

Charla Victory
Jake Lichtenwalter also White House staff is exempt too

Charla Victory
Maija Katak Lukin and you know this how? Try again troll

Charla Victory
Maija Katak Lukin and you know this how? Source?

Kirk Sherrill

A case series of cutaneous COVID-19...

Sandra Fleury
Kirk Sherrill but try and get it...

Charla Victory
Renee Allman I can't post either

Jason Henderson
Jaynette Barnes EO.... Ethylene oxide in the test swabs.. and all kits originate from China.. smart stuff hey
Kathy Talley Mazzoli
All of those including Joe that got on tv to get the jab only got saline. What does showing it on tv prove? Not one thing! They want all of us to get it so we will die or have severe health issue's!

Mary King
Repeatedly there has been copious reports of very common medications that worked early on for covid 19. Both overseas and in the US! When these medications were mentioned the government went out of their way to "debunk" these medications! Why? I believe for no other reason than the fact that the vaccine is only approved under a emergency application, meaning that there was no other medicine available to help. If they let these medications be used it would void the vaccine they want everyone to get. Why the big push for a unknown shot that has no back ground other than killing all animals in their tests before humans?????

Patti Fischer Goure
Scary stuff

Paul Smith
Julie Peterson Harris the authorities are the ones spreading this misinformation to make free thinkers not get the jab! They are trying to wipe us out. We cause them to much trouble. You can't have free thinkers in a communist world.

Janelle Erdman Ramberger
Ula Salinas you need to do more research on ivermectin. it definitely has the capability to treat bacterial infections and viral infections. that's why it was tried for covid in the first place. look at info from India. they squashed their outbreak with ivermectin and they are suing the WHO for disinformation about ivermectin

Sheila Lampe
Gail Christian Anderson, my dog die two weeks after getting his injections. He developed a rapid case of lymphoma. This makes me sick.
Jaynette Barnes

Paul Smith
Zaynab Akkawi it's there plan to make us free thinkers not get the vaccine, haven't you heard of reverse psychology, it works better on smart people than it does on sheeple.

Jaynette Barnes

Donna Marie
Yeah, what they said!

Donna Bunting
Paul Smith that more they push the jab, the more I know I will not ever take the jab.

Lorri Thomas
Charla Victory National news reported that sorry you missed it
Kathy Talley Mazzoli
I'm not getting the flu shot this year. Seems like it disappeared after Covid came along. Plus I don't trust them from not putting the covid vaccine in it!!!!!

Janelle Erdman Ramberger
Linda Townsend get injected with something that makes you produce spike protein and test positive for spike protein? huh? gee, that makes sense!

Camilla Landers
Kirk Sherrill I had Covid and took ivermectin, I was only sick 2 days… ran fever 1st day… I could feel the ivermectin eating the Covid …

Inta leva Borisa

Flu shot and a COVID jab? New 2021-2022...
mcknights.com

John Meaney
Kathy Talley Mazzoli absolutely

Reba Luck
Tammy Macnamara That not good at all! It is not working out for a lot of people! Regeneron is good!

Annik Landry
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=112587584498526&id=100072418552704

Lilly Taylor  Covid Vaccine & Adverse Effects Discussion 2.0  September 12 at 3:46 AM...

Skin reactions
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Reba Luck
Renee Allman wow they are censoring us because we know truth!

Karon Patterson Czekala
I recovered without a jab and I had double pneumonia AND cv. It wasn't fun but now I have long term antibodies. There are tests you can get. Duckduckgo it!

Brookie Booth
Sandra Fleury you can get it at a feed store.

Janelle Erdman Ramberger
Sean McElroy maybe you should check out Dr Zelenko who has treated thousands of high risk covid patients with HCQ and other supplements and has a 99.9% survival rate.

Cheryl Causey
Kathy Talley Mazzoli, gotta say I suspect the same thing...

Karon Patterson Czekala
Ivermectin did win the Nobel Peace Prize. Easily researched.

Karmel Baker
Brandon Etzler it was probably caused by the vaccine. She was hospitalized 3 days after her first shot. Article makes it sound like covid caused it, bet it wasn't covid but the shot

Paul Smith
Luke Hayden no-one wants a free thinking intelligent slave.
Karon Patterson Czekala
Kerri, it is a horse dewormer as well.

Cheryl Causey
Paul Smith, my suspicion as well...

Sara Sullivan Bergstrom
Mary King I'm sure it was just a coincidence that one of the biggest manufacturers of hcq burned to the ground last Fall. So much corruption it makes me sick to my stomach.

Kathy Talley Mazzoli
Inta leva Borisa I knew it! I will not be getting it!

Sara Sullivan Bergstrom
Kathy Talley Mazzoli 50% of the first shots put out last year were saline!

Paul Smith
Karen Rapp so you think they want us to survive? The logical free thinkers? Your the sheeple falling for their reverse psychology.

Karon Patterson Czekala
Teresa Whitaker, I'd love for her to speak out but she is laying low RN, in hopes of getting another job in healthcare. She is pondering/praying abt speaking up.

Melissa Gilmore Pitts
Jenene Kronyak Klem I find pages 14 and 15 enlightening. The lack of pregnancy data, The lack of carcinogenicity data, and the lack of data on male reproduction. It's insane. https://www.fda.gov/media/151707/download
Armansah Kembo

Kathy Talley Mazzoli isn't it?

Julie Jules

Diana Donofrio. I thought Comiarty is the other same for Pfizer. That is the way they snuck the approval through.

Melissa Gilmore Pitts

Jenene Kronyak Klem https://www.fda.gov/media/151707/download

Melissa Gilmore Pitts

Clearly not ok to discuss

Lynda Abernathy Howe

Jake Lichtenwalter gates wouldn't allow his kids to get vaccinations....hm,mmm wonder why??
Sara Sullivan Bergstrom

**Karon Patterson Czekala** the people who've already been jabbed definitely have not done any research, they are the research

Kathy Talley Mazzoli

**Armansah Kembo** that is so ridiculous! Because half of the so called covid patients had the flu!

Karon Patterson Czekala

Kylie Jade, you are correct. Easily searched... Look up India and Ivermectin. They were giving it out like crazy and nipped this crud in the BUD. They quit giving it (maybe because the powers that be can't say "Emergency Use Authorization" for vax IF there are other viable treatments??!!) and India's rates skyrocketed.

Chance Bell

**Melissa Gilmore Pitts , Caree Bell Gerber**, this is the approval smokescreen I was telling you about.

Mike McGill

We can't handle the TRUTH! Ps is the earth flat also?

Chantel Allen

**Mary** yep, can not instill SOE powers if solution is attainable, can NOT threaten with mandates for vaccine without SOE, says it all, but that's just a 'conspiracy theory' similar to New World Order 'conspiracy theory' they are both becoming a undeniable realities

Mike McGill

We can't handle the TRUTH! Ps is the earth flat also?
Kathleen Mallory

Mary King to get the emergency approval, the developer's have to say there is no other treatment that is approved. no longer the strong push back on alternate meds. the all mighty dollar rides strong again

Karon Patterson Czekala

Remdesivir = remDEATHavir. Regeneron = Regeneration! It's the monoclonal antibodies. Truly helpful. RemDEATHevir AND a ventilator = death in so many cases.

Marnie Bertolasio

Kathy Talley Mazzoli that's the biggest bunch of malarkey I've ever heard!

Mary Brodman

Kathy Talley Mazzoli exactly! The variant is in the C o v i d jab, after all, so why not put it in the fluvax?

Jennifer L Black

ok here is the Break down.. My studies have taken me all over the place. Ok so in 2019 5G radiation towers were started being put up all over the place they at that time said a Deadly Virus had landed in the united states.. Which is untrue what they didnt tell u is that we are being poisoned by the towers, our phones, tablets, TV and everything around us.. "Covid" and Radiation poison have the same symptoms. Dont believe me look it up. And what type of "Virus" is labeled a virus without Isolation in a lab? How did they confirm the virus then?? THEY DIDNT! people are dying from radiation poison and the ANTHRAX they are putting in our bodies.. AKA SCALINE (Look it up)

Jennifer Schmitt

Inta Ieva Borisa unbelievable. No studies. No idea if it would be harmful, but yea, let's give em both at the same time and see what happens.......WTF?!!

Nicole Irene Whaley

Yvonne Bell your correct

Even suicides have been labeled with a death of COVID-19!! Really a gun shot to the head and the death report says COVID-19!!  PEOPLE we need to open our eyes!!
Riley Edwards
Mike McGill  the earth is flat and that is that. Lol

Tiffany Trone
Very sad for our loved ones.

Deloris Robison
Have you noticed noone in government or higher up has had covid and died or got deathly sick?

Jennifer L Black
Lori L Lombardi I wouldnt TRUST them as far as I can throw them. Look up who got the BIGGEST Criminal fine in the United states history

Riley Edwards
Kathy Talley Mazzoli they began putting the Graphene in the flu shots beginning fall 2019. Go figure. How can we ever trust them again?

Randy Duncan
And a dessert topping!!!!

Karon Patterson Czekala
Katrina, source?

Jennifer L Black
Kathleen Callahan Look up who has gotten the biggest CRIMINAL fine in the US history.. Its gonna upset alot of people

Tabitha Johnson Pickett
Jolene Erickson I really just sang money money money in my head LoL
Mark Thundercloud

Deloris Robison wtf you talking about? Trump got covid. And before you say he didn't get affected. If you have money in America you can pretty much do whatever. Buy the justice system. Buy premium health care. Buy media outlets that brainwash you in thinking that they are right.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

All Feel

American medical textbook from 1989 canora virus, common flu

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

All Feel

Exactly Pfizer

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

RoRo Campo

Yet Congress and the white house staff aren't mandated.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Gregory Myers

Kathy Talley Mazzoli 1/2 were saline as it was a volunteer trial.... they gave the placebo-receivers the option to get vaccinated when initial trial was done.... so no control group anymore...

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Oscar Mulligan

Jimmy King doubtful

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Melissa

Deloris Robison wtf many have had it!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Brandie J Durre
On a side note...as I was doing my own research & the use of cotton for personal hygiene products, started digging into where many feminine products are made. Think about how many tampons women have used made in Chin@? Sick!!

Armansah Kembo
Kathy Talley Mazzoli

Karon Patterson Czekala
Jerry Vodicka, don't you need to pour tonic water over it or something? Y'all, duckduckgo the recipe for HCQ.

Cheryl Kalil
Kathy Talley Mazzoli you but the nail on the head!!!!!

Cynthia McCune
Mark Thundercloud Trump made the antibodies free to anyone with covid. I know someone who had both shots and got covid.

Jane Maggio
Karon Patterson Czekala It also kills viruses! Many medications are used in the animal works and in humans.

Cynthia McCune
Karon Patterson Czekala right on!

Oscar Mulligan
Sean Mcelroy so you're looking for information, yet before you have all the research you proclaim "most the information false?" Jesus
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Karon Patterson Czekala
4-6 BILLION doses of Ivermectin have been used for river blindness, viruses, parasites, plenty of ailments!

Deloris Robison
Melissa Melissa I'm sorry, had it and died?

Sharon Barnhart
Kathy Talley Mazzoli yep i Totally Agree!

Cheryl Kalil
Marnie Bertolasio no Marnie, they came right out and said that 50% were given placebo shots! The ones who got the shot are now dying from other variants hitting, because THEIR shot out your own immune system to sleep, so now your body can't even right off the the flu! It's called "repopulate the country by 90%! Right out of the mouths of the 5 billionaires who run this country! But you won't see the truth on China run tv 4 5, 7, CNN, MSNBC!! They're all owned by them!

Oscar Mulligan
Jarrad Warne its pointless...his information is from the media, don't waste your time

Deloris Robison
Mark Thundercloud I'm sorry, had it and died?

Oscar Mulligan
Dawn Zaffonato only if you value thier cheap Chinese crap

Jennifer Schmitt
Ula Salinas wrong Rhonda. It’s being used effectively all over the world with almost 100% efficacy against Covid....
Charlie Lemon
**All Feel** us Government patented coronavirus in 2002 before the first sars outbreak in china

Charla Victory
**Lorri Thomas** I honestly don’t trust any media anymore. Come quickly Lord Jesus!

Cheryl Kalil
**Paul Smith** that’s right! With a little bit of deadly things thrown in!! They kill you from blood clots, neurological disorders, be In cancer that immediately goes to all your lymphnodes, which happened to my brother-in-law. Didn't drink, smoke, drugs, are well, exercised daily, had the shot, couldn't move for 8 days went to the hospital, loaded with cancer in the brain, lung lymphnodes, of which 3 months prior had yearly blood work and xrays, and there was NOTHING there!!

Karon Patterson Czekala
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-injuries-deaths-covid-vaccines-new-highs-biden-mandates/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b2d457ef-29a3-4efe-93f3-c7943f6a0ea8

Ann Hemmings
Ann Hemmings

Indian Bar Association Sues WHO For...
covidcalltohumanity.org

Cheryl Kalil
Yvonne Bell I couldn't understand a word. What were they saying??
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Karon Patterson Czekala
THIS article is great -- plus its new info (to me)! Thank you, Ann Hemmings.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Fiana Paulette Garza
Deloris Robison https://ballotpedia.org/Government_official,_politician,_and_candidate_deaths,_diagnoses,_and_quarantines_due_to_the_coronavirus_(COVID-19)_pandemic,_2020-2021

Government official, politician, and...
ballotpedia.org

Kindra Matheny
Mary King to make profit. Big Pharma and all the crook politicians are making pretty pennies off these vaccines.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Cheryl Kalil
Camilla Landers how did you get the ivermectin?? Most Drs are threatened not to give it out, so THEY can control us and the population
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sharon HT
Mark Thundercloud never go to the hospital with covid. Take care you take preventual the doctor Zelenko protocol.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Clever Cecil

All Feel  You must not have heard...only science AFTER 2020 counts now LOL

Sharon Pursley

Deloris Robison  Both Donald Trump and Louie Gohmert contracted COVID-19. However, their health care professionals were able to prescribe hydroxychloroquine for them. It is extremely effective in fighting COVID. It is also very inexpensive. Our government will not release it to the general public because it would not allow them to push their agenda.

Olivia Boon

Nathan Boon

Karon Patterson Czekala

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-injuries-deaths-covid-vaccines-new-highs-biden-mandates/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eld=b2d457ef-29a3-4efe-93f3-c7943f6a0ea8

Reports of Injuries, Deaths After COVID...

Georgia Houssos

Karon Patterson Czekala  are you for real why does it cost so much when they're like five cents a tablet

Jessica Yarbrough Berry

Deloris Robison  I have! Or celebrities!
Karon Patterson Czekala
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-injuries-deaths-covid-vaccines-new-highs-biden-mandates/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eld=b2d457ef-29a3-4efe-93f3-c7943f6a0ea8

Reports of Injuries, Deaths After COVID...
childrenshealthdefense.org

Roxy Werner
Sara Sullivan Bergstrom They gave 50% saline because they couldn't kill or disable the whole population at once. If everyone that got the first vaccines when the first came out and all of them had adverse reactions or death then the rest of the world wouldn't take them so I think that is what the booster if for, To take care of the ones that got the saline the first go around.

tina sites ketterman
Diane Alt here read this. No thanks to your shot and definitely none for my babies

Karon Patterson Czekala
Georgia Houssos, supply & demand is real! Fauci's Flu caused it. The dewormer for horses has gone up at feed stores as well.

Luna Kai
Jessica Yarbrough Berry yes!! I've thought about this often!

Sharon Pursley
Karon Patterson Czekala Yes, ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine are excellent medications and both are very inexpensive.

Tina Sites Ketterman
Diane Alt
Julie Shriner
Kathy Tallie Mazzoli
Maderna is already talking about a covid and flu shot together.

Sharon Barnhart
Jane Maggio I remember as a child my parents gave us dewormer. And we also had horses so there's a possibility that's what we were given as a child. And so far I've lived a pretty healthy life

Robert Manship
Kim Dockery Marlin What age and comorbidities?

Greg Garramone
Mark Terran Hi little Mark. All burials come with a cause of death and we all talk amongst ourselves. Mostly blood clots and heart attacks. People are on edge by what's happening and are paying very close attention. So here is what I have to say to you. Take the shot. Take the second shot. Then take a booster and another booster. Have a nice life bro!!

Ginny Nosal

Jesus Hilario Leon
Emm Kay Ell, Alexis Yaritza

Tina Sites Ketterman
Riley Edwards yep
Samantha Sharp
Karon Patterson Czekala myself and my father in law were hospitalized with covid pneumonia and were on Remdesivir and decadron, and it saved my life. However, staying inside for a year and not seeing anybody outside my household was detrimental to my immune system.

Tina Sites Ketterman
Kathy Talley Mazzoli he didn’t get it not mandates it for any staff in the White House

Paula Chandler
Judy Brown go to FLCCC.net for the real story about early Covid treatment

Home - FLCCC | Front Line COVID-19...

covid19criticalcare.com

Austin Noel
Ginny Nosal well actually it has a 97-98% survival rate if you contract it. And if you are over 60, prob 90% survive.

Derrick Ray
Paul Smith why does your profile from last year say that people think for themselves about the mask etc are selfish idiots etc? What made you change your tone?

Cameron Lund
Deloris Robison Herman Cane.

Ken Johnson
Deloris Robison The Elites only got saline solution shots...not the vaccine. Bill Gates and other billionaires have been advocates of "population control and reduction".

Kowena Page
Mark Thundercloud yup Trudeau did
Nicky Riblett

All Feel coronavirus and sars cov 2 they aren't the same!! Influenza and Coronavirus aren't the same. If anything compare covid to Spanish flu people do your research.

Roxy Werner

Sharon Pursley Ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine are hard to get because doctors won't prescribe them.

April Magallanes

Julie Shriner moderna

April Magallanes

Julie Shriner Moderna.

April Magallanes

Julie Shriner moderna.

Mechaune Jacobs

Barbie Drury Griffith yes, and all the while the Drs and nurses are overwhelmed with sickness not realizing that they were guided by protocol to use the very thing that would kill so many!

Mechaune Jacobs
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Mechaune Jacobs
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Mechaune Jacobs
Barbie Drury Griffith yes, and all the while the Drs and nurses are overwhelmed with sickness not realizing that they were guided by protocol to use the very thing that would kill so many!
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Mechaune Jacobs
Barbie Drury Griffith yes, and all the while the Drs and nurses are overwhelmed with sickness not realizing that they were guided by protocol to use the very thing that would kill so many!

23 hrs Like Reply More

Polly Carvalho
Karon Patterson Czekala the dose is too high

23 hrs Like Reply More

Monica Whitehouse
Georgia Houssos supply and demand sadly.

23 hrs Like Reply More

Celeste Sanders Holloway
Karon Patterson Czekala I had covid and 3 months later I had no antibodies in my system

23 hrs Like Reply More

Sheila Rae Smith
Julie Shriner I think you'd have to be a fool to take that concoction.

23 hrs Like Reply More
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Mechaune Jacobs
**Leslie Kight**
yes, and all the while the Drs and nurses are overwhelmed with sickness not realizing that they were guided by protocol to use the very thing that would kill so many!

Julie Shriner
Celeste, You probably had the flu, but the test came back positive for covid. That's why there was only a couple thousand flu cases last year, everyone was told they had covid.

Cheryl Loschen
**Christine Zuck**, Why as a doctor did she have to tell you to get the shot when she knows that it causes miscarriages? I thought doctors were to do no harm! Horrible!

Michele Bartylla
**Karole Ponsness** read this

Michele Bartylla
**Karole Ponsness** read this

Jeannette Grondin
**Julie Shriner** I seen this article

Mechaune Jacobs
**Leslie Kight**
Barbie Drury Griffith yes, and all the while the Drs and nurses are overwhelmed with sickness not realizing that they were guided by protocol to use the very thing that would kill so many!

Mechaune Jacobs
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Mechaune Jacobs
Barbie Drury Griffith yes, and all the while the Drs and nurses are overwhelmed with sickness not realizing that they were guided by protocol to use the very thing that would kill so many!
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Mechaune Jacobs
Barbie Drury Griffith it won’t let me post reply to you. Saying error.

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Julie Shriner
Roxy Werner we have a cousin that was in the hospital on a ventilator and was really bad. They gave him hydroxychloroquine and the next day he made a complete turnaround. A few days later he was released from the hospital and sent home with oxygen. They told him that he will have to use the oxygen for a few months.

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Reba Luck
Ula Salinas Do you know that it keeps the virus from entering your lungs! Go look up how it works!

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jeannette Grondin
Karon Patterson Czekala https://youtu.be/Bkcp04z8pE4

EXPOSED! FDA, CDC & WHO is hiding this...
youtube.com
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Chris Shaw
Considering 40% of Americans are crazy and follow a cult leader “trump”, yes we all knew the Karen’s were coming out. Notice it’s the same profile - it’s not hard to notice after you really take a look. Wow, if we only focused on racism as much as we don’t want a dang shot

14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mechaune Jacobs
Katlyn Bonner yep, as well as a host of other things!

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Rachael Renee
Deloris Robison UK prim was very unwell

Natasha Zasoba
Emily Cicero

Chantel Varley
Sara Sullivan Bergstrom Berry and Honey Sherman were murdered just before covid. They produced HCQ.

Ely Allen
All Feel there are many different coronaviruses. Previous human infective coronaviruses caused the common cold and SARS and MERS. COVID-19 is caused by the SARS-CoV2 coronavirus.

Clarisa Damron
Kathy Talley Mazzoli they are talking about making it an mRNA as well.

Jean Glenn
Julie Shriner

Jo Steff
Cameron Lund conservative

Vincent Hermosillo
Chris Shaw
Joy Show

What? Someone has sure created a lot of fake profiles then. I know quite a few people who consider mandated vaccines to be racist because vaccines typically harm certain minorities at a higher rate. You might want to look into that.

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jade Netherton

Julie Shriner glad he is better. I have a cousin who passed from it, she may have had a few health issues before, maybe a little overweight. Drugs in the past. Was put on a vent and died a week or so later. Her organs failed. I am not sure what they gave her. I wonder if some hospitals have different protocols. I am curious what meds they gave my cousin.

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Josh Overfelt

Chris Shaw

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mechaune Jacobs

James Blair seriously? This is fact-checked?

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Laura Huynh Lim

Mitch Carver OK like I'm gonna trust Reuters!

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kristina Minnix

Joy Show facts and I have a video I can try and forward to you of a African American doctor sharing some of that.

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Glenn Smith
Chris Shaw I'm mixed race from a former African slave. How about you people forget about racism, rather than perpetuating it. It's sick.

Rayanna Anderson
Chantel Varley I believe he was the C.E.O of the Ivermectin company.

Kristina Minnix
Julie Shriner I watched a virologist speak out at a meeting or whatever and he said it would be bad to take any vaccine after the spicy shot. I still have the video but idk if it'll send. I've been having issues sending things like that lately..

John M West
Spike Cohen more people have liked this comment more then the actual post I think that says it clear as day

Dean McBride
Josh Overfelt FairPlay

Greg Jobe
Chris Shaw you had me at Colorado...

Jerod Edington
Celeste Sanders Holloway There are different levels to the immune system, your T and B cells can recognize covid quick and release new antibodies after the antibody count wanes.

Donna Hughes
Julie Shriner it's to trick all the people who won't get the covid shot.
Suze Dando
Josh Overfelt Vompletely different. Chemo isn't a preventative

Betty Goodwin Rachael
Karon Patterson Czekala Brian Rachael read this

Christina Teglovic
Austin Noel this!

Betty Goodwin Rachael
Karon Patterson Czekala Brian Rachael read this

Richard Stables
Julie Shriner yes I agree. And the first protocol in hospitals should be high dosage of vitamin C given intravenously rather than straight on the ventilator (they have been using incorrect protocol in hospitals because the board of directors are controlled by Big Pharma and big pharma can't make money from vitamin C and other treatments).

Jessica Barry Fleming
Chris Shaw
Jessica Barry Fleming

Chris Shaw the Campbell river Mirror recently had a piece on a man from Campbell river who was shipped off to Victoria due to severe seizures after his second Moderna jab. I wonder if you would have the gawl to say such ignorant things to someone like that? I know of a 26 year old in Vancouver in the ICU after her second jab and it's not looking like she will make it. This is sooooo far beyond anti Vax/pro Vax and it's all about control, but you are clearly part of the Majority still asleep. Here's an article about just how many elderly were killed post jab in the LTC facilities in BC. It's time to wake up and realize you and so many others are being played for fools

https://alexposoukh.blogspot.com/2021/05/vaccination-campaign-in-prince-rupert.html?m=1&fbclid=IwAR0SkmjiqgRjjqY9zk4ddUv4y7MBUSSWYbZ3ajVSjMLXYT_IpUCrLZ33Scs

If you die of c19 after 1 jab, that is considered an unvaccinated death, if you die of c19 after 2 jabs, you are considered an unvaccinated death, if you die after 2 jabs and after the time period (whatever the Hell that is) you are considered a vaccinated death. When they release the booster shot, if you die before you get it, that will be considered an unvaccinated death, after you get the booster and if you die before the said time, that will be considered an unvaccinated death, if you die after the time limit, that will be considered a vaccinated death. Until the next booster and then you will be considered unvaccinated again...and so will go the the cycle...how many boosters will there be? Now we know how they are counting so many unvaccinated deaths and unvaccinated in the hospital, most playing in the sandbox are considered unvaccinated, why play, seems the game is rigged.

PRINCE RUPERT - A PECULIAR TALE
alexposoukh.blogspot.com

Betty Goodwin Rachael
Sharon Pursley only if they will give you Ivermectin which is the generic name actually. Name brand starts with S it's expensive. Pharmacies here will not fill RX for Ivermectin if it's for Covid. I have been calling like crazy. I ended up getting the name brand and it was like $140

Betty Goodwin Rachael
Sharon Pursley only if they will give you Ivermectin which is the generic name actually. Name brand starts with S it's expensive. Pharmacies here will not fill RX for Ivermectin if it's for Covid. I have been calling like crazy. I ended up getting the name brand and it was like $140

Ubabuike Oduada
God help us all
Jessica Barry Fleming

Suze Dando If you die of c19 after 1 jab, that is considered an unvaccinated death, if you die of c19 after 2 jabs, you are considered an unvaccinated death, if you die after 2 jabs and after the time period (whatever the Hell that is) you are considered a vaccinated death. When they release the booster shot, if you die before you get it, that will be considered an unvaccinated death, after you get the booster and if you die before the said time, that will be considered an unvaccinated death, if you die after the time limit, that will be considered a vaccinated death. Until the next booster and then you will be considered unvaccinated again...and so will go the the cycle...how many boosters will there be? Now we know how they are counting so many unvaccinated deaths and unvaccinated in the hospital, most playing in the sandbox are considered unvaccinated, why play, seems the game is rigged.

Kelli Perry Richardson

Chris Shaw

I hope you’re vaccinated, Chris. If you are and if it works, you’re protected. Leave me alone!

You’re one to talk about following a cult leader. You’re leader gets lost at every venue, requiring tactile cues to get him in the right direction. He’s personally responsible for the deaths of 13 US military members and over a hundred Afghan civilians, he gifted billions of dollars of high tech military defense equipment to the taliban, his son is a drug addicted loser that daddy basically used to launder money from foreign countries, I could go on but I’m getting a HA.

I pray you wake up to what socialism looks like before you, and people who align with your thinking, push this country beyond the point of no return.

Check out the book-American Marxism- by Mark Levine. You might be surprised.
Kelli Perry Richardson

Chris Shaw

I hope you're vaccinated, Chris. If you are and if it works, you’re protected.
Leave me alone!

You’re one to talk about following a cult leader. You’re leader gets lost at every venue, requiring tactile cues to get him in the right direction. He’s personally responsible for the deaths of 13 US military members and over a hundred afghan civilians, he gifted billions of dollars of high tech military defense equipment to the taly ban, his son is a drug addicted loser that daddy basically used to launder money from foreign countries, I could go on but I’m getting a HA.
I pray you wake up to what socialism looks like before you, and people who align with your thinking, push this country beyond the point of no return.
Check out the book-American Marxism-by Mark Levine. You might be surprised.

Kelli Perry Richardson

Chris Shaw

I hope you’re vaccinated, Chris. If you are and if it works, you’re protected.
Leave me alone!

You’re one to talk about following a cult leader. You’re leader gets lost at every venue, requiring tactile cues to get him in the right direction. He’s personally responsible for the deaths of 13 US military members and over a hundred afghan civilians, he gifted billions of dollars of high tech military defense equipment to the taly ban, his son is a drug addicted loser that daddy basically used to launder money from foreign countries, I could go on but I’m getting a HA.
I pray you wake up to what socialism looks like before you, and people who align with your thinking, push this country beyond the point of no return.
Check out the book-American Marxism-by Mark Levine. You might be surprised.
Marlow Hofer

Chris Shaw this is serious

Jessica Barry Fleming

Suze Dando It appears the jabs didn't prevent anything either

https://alexposoukh.blogspot.com/2021/05/vaccination-campaign-in-prince-rupert.html?m=1

Tracey Leigh Carolus

Jessica Barry Fleming what the fudge, just to boost numbers Rene Koekemoer

Sasha L. C. Veregin

Spike Cohen no kidding!!! THIS is what people who still believe mainstream media and the bought and paid for actors on tv, and all their bought and paid for “Trust the $cience” articles and studies NEED TO SEE!!! Totally contrary to their narrative they’re so desperately and sadly trying to keep selling!
Sasha L. C. Veregin
Spike Cohen this is what the world needs to see

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Charles Smith
Chris Shaw Wow talk about drinking the Kool aid. Keep feeding the fire of racism. You're a joke.
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Connie Caprari-Shaughnessy
Kristina, this has come to mind.
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Josh Overfelt
Kristina Minnix I would like it also if it will send
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Kathy Talley Mazzoli
Marcia Koenig Scholl why do you say that? Because I think before I act?

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More
The number one drug protocol in Canada for COVID is Remdesivir, which can very easily cause kidney damage if the doctor is extremely attentive to their kidney levels. Island Health recently had a story about a woman in her 30s and another in her 40s who died of COVID and both were treated with Remdesivir. Remdesivir toxicity causes similar symptoms as COVID so it makes me wonder if it's easy to mistake Remdesivir toxicity for COVID symptoms. In one of two studies Fauci used to prop up Remdesivir for the drug of choice early on in the pandemic had 53 COVID patients and 25% developed severe kidney damage. It was so bad these individuals had to be taken off the drug within a week or they would have died. This was the ONLY DRUG prescribed to all the thousands of elderly people in the nursing homes in NYC. I remember doctors saying "we've never seen a virus kill people so quickly in spite of treatment and we don't have enough ventilators or kidney dialysis machines to keep up with the demand." Now I'm beginning to think these poor people died due to being on the wrong treatment. We now know after a meta-analysis was done on ivermectin that it's far superior in its anti-inflammatory and anti-viral properties and kills fewer people annually than Tylenol 😳 the only problem is that Remdesivir costs 1000/dose and ivermectin is an off patent drug that only costs 3-12$/dose so pharma companies don't stand to make any money off of it. This article is a good article about just how many elderly died in BC LTC facilities post jab

https://alexposoukh.blogspot.com/2021/05/vaccination-campaign-in-prince-rupert.html?m=1
They're not going to read the article **Jessica Barry Fleming**. These people don't care about anything unless the t.v. tells them to.

**Christi Collins**

**Jessica Barry Fleming** thank you for sharing.

**Christi Collins**

**Jessica Barry Fleming** thank you for sharing.

**Susan M Ripley**

**Austin Noel** I don't believe that is correct. The survival rate while it drops down some the older you are is not 90% if you're over 60.

**Terri Martinson**

**Chris Shaw** I appreciate you calling it a "shot" and not a vaccine.

**Shannon Morlock**

**Julie Shriner** look into Rem des iver drug (misspelled on purpose) then the murdering maggot fou*chi and his studies on Ebola. Over 50% died. Those demons will be judged someday.

I am sorry for you loss

**Jessica Barry Fleming**

**Shannon Morlock** what is liberal nonscence? Iam far from liberal

**Jessica Barry Fleming**

**Marlow Hofer** omg this makes me so angry

**Jessica Barry Fleming**

**Tracey Leigh Carolus** exactly...the most misleading definition for that exact purpose
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Shannon Morlock
I posted for you Jade Netherton but it went to Julie Shriner, weird ... now it says posting but denied

Jessica Barry Fleming
Marlow Hofer Jeff Fleming this is unbelievable

Deborah White
Josh Overfelt exactly

Rico Brasco
Spike Cohen

https://youtu.be/iwPKnOhJRYg

EXPLOSIVE Truth About Vaccines & COVID...
youtube.com

Deborah White
Julie Shriner a taxi driver in our town was told he had the virus, the country was told he had the virus. Then it was found he only had the flu. BUT the authorities didn’t inform the country that he only had the flu. And of course the V wasn’t spread was it.

Toby Vita
Read all three parts--the "vaccines" are killing far, far more people than they are "saving".
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/estimating-vaccine-induced-mortality

Estimating Vaccine-Induced Mortality,...
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Toby Vita
Read all three parts:
https://roundingtheearth.substack.com/p/estimating-vaccine-induced-mortality

Estimating Vaccine-Induced Mortality,...
roundingtheearth.substack.com
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Maria Baja
Chris Shaw
Cults go around burning down poor neighborhoods!! We know what you like!!
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Josh Overfelt
Suze Dando neither is the covid vaccine. You can still get and pass along the virus.
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Tequita Raymond
Chris Shaw

media1.tenor.co
media1.tenor.co
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Mitch Carver
Laura Huynh Lim you guys are cooked
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Maria Baja
Charles Smith
Cris uses the race card as a crutch, he sure didn't mind when all those poor hoods were burned down, from Colorado the white state, if that tells you exactly what ole Chris is really thinking.
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Marty Jordan
A majority of the people not taking the shot are poc.. that's who "don't want a dang shot" Trump is for the shot, this is not about politics

Kathy Ott
I know of three friends who lost a loved one within one - 24 hours after their 2nd experimental mRNA therapy jab

Shannon Morlock
Jessica Barry Fleming me too sister!

Ashley Patricia
Marlow Hofer omg that's so sad that poor little one

Debbie Richards-carver
Chris Shaw maybe if the shot wasn't killing thousands of ppl we might consider it. Maybe you should do some research. And trump got this stupid jab out at warp speed back then joe and kamala said they wouldn't take it. Get a clue this isn't about right or left its about our freedoms which are being taken away daily. And racism will be the least of our problems.. think communism cause thats not too far off. Government will control us all. You haven't seen nothing yet if we don't stand up for our freedoms. Its now or never get a clue to whats really going on.

Pamela Whistley
Sean Mcelroy give us the VAERS ID # of the hulk report so we know that you didn’t believe some fake internet rumor.
Penny Margaret Carswell

Toby Vita can't believe the ignorant people that put laughing emojis on this post they wouldn't do that if they lost a loved one or one was maimed because of the shots.

20 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Penny Margaret Carswell

Toby Vita Why the laughing emojis on this topic not funny?

20 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Anna Cairns

Toby Vita You're so right. And I'll never understand why people would laugh at the fact that these vaccines are killing more than the virus does. How awfully arrogant and ignorant those three, who added laugh emojis, are.
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Debbie Richards-carver

Jessica Barry Fleming exactly.
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Lucy Stewart

Clare Motherwell what's this

20 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Hilary Hughes

Penny Margaret Carswell ...Ill informed trolls, unwilling to even research it
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Tara Stevens

Austin Noel

20 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Debbie Richards-carver

RoRo Campo or the postal service or illegals!

20 hrs  Like  Reply  More
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See Translation

Debbie Richards-carver

Debbie Richards-carver комунистите отдавна са измрели, това е новият капитализъм, жадуващ за властта над хората

See Translation

Debbie Richards-carver

Karon Patterson Czekala

Japan is now using Ivermectin since they found metals in the shots. Said they based it on other countries that used it like Africa with good results

Railey Holt

Toby Vita not a credible source at all but good try bud! You can find anything you want on the internet. Try looking at the unvaccinated vs vaccinated outcomes in a hospital setting from a *CREDIBLE* source. This article doesn't even give a name of the “experimental” vaccine. The words “suggest/suspect/ personal thoughts” are not scientifically proven or evidence based. Stop putting this BS out here. Come back when you have some evidence based research to back up what you’re *attempting* to prove lol.

Railey Holt

Toby Vita not a credible source at all but good try bud! You can find anything you want on the internet. Try looking at the unvaccinated vs vaccinated outcomes in a hospital setting from a *CREDIBLE* source. This article doesn't even give a name of the “experimental” vaccine. The words “suggest/suspect/ personal thoughts” are not scientifically proven or evidence based. Stop putting this BS out here. Come back when you have some evidence based research to back up what you’re *attempting* to prove lol.

Jackie Louise Gladdis

Kathy Talley Mazzoli

So you normally get a flu shot?!?! What's the difference in that & getting the Covid shot???

Julie Trett

Pfizer is currently working on a treatment for Covid.

Julie Randall

Austin Noel you are way over estimating the death rate. I tried to find the chart but I can't. To my best memory over 75 years of age has like a 3% death rate.
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Julie Randall
Tara Stevens thanks I could not find that chart.

Aaron Stevenson
Railey Holt do your research on Israel ya flog....

Penny Newcomb Hinders
Susan M Ripley yes it is. I highly advise everyone to NOT GO TO THE HOSPITAL if they're sick with covid symptoms, they will kill u by putting u on a vent, more money for them death for u

Julie Randall
Kristina Minnix correct like ever. The best example I ever saw was showing the vaccine as a football team and the virus as opposing team. Problem is that 'team' is taking up the space of universal antibodies. And that 'team' doesn't recognize of viruses or other health issues the body usually fights.

Penny Newcomb Hinders
Ely Allen and? Still same class ,, oh u say they have isolated the virus!? Lol ok let's c it!! Oh yep they HAVE NOT

Toni Marie
Toby Vita must be paid trolls

Julie Randall
Nicky Riblett they are related enough that studies are finding those who had SARS2 17 years ago have immunity to COVID.

Larry Barron
Deloris Robison They have the good vaxx. They give us the depopulation vaxx
Hey WXYZ...... I think you should be doing a story on mental illness in America. One just needs to read some of these comments to realize they should be more afraid of their neighbors than their vaccine shot or the virus.
Dr. Christina Parks, Ph.D., testifies in support of HB4471, a bill proposed in Michigan against vaccine mandates.
Cindi Davidson
Railey Holt

Helen Pierce
Julie Shriner that would be crazy alot will take the flu shot but not covid. Seems there would be more flu deaths.

Helen Pierce
Karon Patterson Czekala They should be giving monoclonal antibody treatment at every hospital in America. I believe it was already paid for under the President Trump's administration.

Sigita Repsyte
Maybe there are any solicitors in UK working on it as we lost our brother after the jab in Manchester the same evening after the jab. He was only 41.

Dawn Harris Bybee
Sigita Repsyte happening and no reporting

Sigita Repsyte
Dawn Harris Bybee people should share this, it can't carry on like this

Sue Wyldes Prough
Toby Vita
Truth!!
Nickie Steele Allen
Kibrie Saunds

Mike Conlen
Julie Randall that was very informative

Alejandro Bayalan
Sigita Repsyte you lost him after getting the jab(vac) because the jab or he didn't get the vac soon enough? Please enlighten thanks.

Alejandro Bayalan
Sigita Repsyte you lost him after getting the jab(vac) or he didn't get the vac soon enough?  

Alejandro Bayalan
Sigita Repsyte Sigita Repsyte you lost him after getting the jab(vac) or he didn't get the vac soon enough?  

Rachel Cropley
Sarah Joleen can't access your link from the UK - but here's an overview for those interested https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuskegee_Syphilis_Study

Adrenalin Paulbuggy
Robert Moldashel are you ok you seem to be on the wrong thread.  

Rima Elkurdi
Sigita Repsyte so sorry for your loss
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Rima Elkurdi

Toby Vita how do I share this?

Jennifer Schmitt

Mechaune Jacobs so true!! And screaming get the shot!! We’ve watched so many die. When most all of them could have been saved if given just a few meds. And they STILL aren’t giving them!!!!

Kayla Whitlock

Spike Cohen it wasn’t

Amanda Payne

Alejandro Bayalan what does soon enough mean? We are tested before the jab so he had to be negative. If you can still contract the virus after getting vaccinated there is no point in getting the vaccine. My dad was also negative almost a month ago, agreed to the vaccine and now he is in the ICU unit in Winston Baptist hospital on a ventilator fighting for his life. Because what does sooner mean honestly? sooner than the neighbor I suppose? Sooner than your co workers? Sooner than what? Dad got his and as SOON as he did its almost killed him. And the scary thing is he had healthy lungs, my mother however who has copd, Emphysema, and who had been exposed to TB and treated, smoke like a train and wears oxygen also positive for Covid but had refused the vaccine and she barley got sick. I’m just saying everyone isn’t dying because they didn’t get the vaccine sooner. The vaccine is what’s killing them off if Covid can’t do it.

Blagovesta Petrunyasheva

Sigita Repsyte

Jennifer Schmitt

Jessica Barry Fleming you’ve got this exactly correct. Add to it that Remdesivir is not clinically proven AT ALL to cure Covid. Actually does not even help treat it, and Ivermectin has been proven up to 98% effective with early treatment. It's genocide, pure and simple...
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Suzi Canavan
Amanda Payne Meggs Canavan

Jane Shaw
Sigita Repsyte sos sorry

Robert Ward
Cindi Davidson source?

Jane Shaw
Amanda Payne omg so sorry about your dad but I have heard this before from others

Blagovesta Petrunyasheva
Amanda Payne Your last sentence - the sad and awful truth! Prayers for your dad and whole family!

Lidia Paciocco
Amanda Payne They say it's the drug they give them in hospital that effect their kidneys so the fluid doesn't drain from their body so their organs fill with fluid and they pass away. It's what I heard but don't know how true it is.

Deb Bloom
Robert Moldashel it amazes me that there are stories out there from people that went through it, testimonies from doctors, medication's that are proven to work and still you don't believe it. Take the vaccine, it's not gonna keep you from getting Covid and it's not gonna keep you from spreading Covid. And just think of all of the health issues that you'll have to look forward to in the next few years until it kills you because that's what they want it to do. It's called depopulation, as requested by Bill Gates. Fauci created this and still you trust this whole thing? You're stupid.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Deb Bloom

Robert Moldashel it amazes me that there are stories out there from people that went through it, testimonies from doctors, medication's that are proven to work and still you don’t believe it. Take the vaccine, it’s not gonna keep you from getting CV and it’s not gonna keep you from spreading it. And just think of all of the health issues that you’ll have to look forward to in the next few years until it kills you because that’s what they want it to do. It’s called depopulation, as requested by Gates. Fraudci created this and still you trust this whole thing?
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Deb Bloom

Robert Moldashel
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Jim Lan

Julie Shriner it saved my wife's life.
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Therese Larfield

Chris Shaw a high percentage of African Americans and other minority groups are declining the vaccine..... and who could blame them... they have the whole Tuskegee syphilis study to ponder over ..... Gees, bloody hell .... I stand by my unvaccinated brothers and sisters what ever race or creed.
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Jim Lan

Richard Stables
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Rachelle Coumz

Lidia Paciocco Remdesivere
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Jenni Gebel

Sigita Repsyte a friend of ours had a stroke the day after getting the Pfizer jab, and lost use of their left side!
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Jennifer L Black

Listen to all of you that are AWAKE and understand what is really happening I AM PROUD OF YOU. To all BIDENS sheeple I FEEL SORRY FOR YOU.. ITS TIME U ALL WAKE UP AND PRAY TO THE LORD HE SPARES UR LIVES AFTER RUNNING TO BE LAB RATS.
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https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
Flower Room Sydney
I know of 5 people who passed away after the jab. 1 of them who went to hospital after a clot from the az jab was being treated in hospital for the clot than caught covid in the hospital FULLY vaccinated but died from covid virus...

Go figure!

Jennifer L Black
PEOPLE ARE DYING FROM RADIATION POISONING! AND THE ANTHRAX THEY ARE INJECTING IN THEIR BODIES

Deloris Robison
Sharon Pursley I got a prescription from my doctor for Ivermectin for preventative care. When I went to the pharmacy to get it they've jacked the price up. It will cost me $275 cash only. I was informed by three pharmacies that the FDA will fine them if they file any insurance.

Alison Stryjewski
Richard Stables wow, that’s a lot to unpack there sunshine. What is your degree in? Medicine? Epidemiology? Immunology? Darn if the docs had only listened to you, millions could have been saved

Amber Sakocius
Cindi Davidson Bryan Sakocius

Angie Stephenson
Debbie Richards-carver..... soooooo true

Amber Sakocius
Sorry Cindi Davidson didn't mean to tag ya.

Jenni Gebel
Samantha Sharp bingo!!!! You but the nail on the head!
Tonya Michelle Carlton
*Spike Cohen* I am so glad. I've heard only 6% of the death of the unvaxxed are from covid.

Sigita Repsyte
*Jenni Gebel* my brother died from Miocarditis which was called by the blood clot

Sheri Cordi-Tallman
*Rima Elkurdi* how do you not know how to Copy
And paste
?

Sheri Cordi-Tallman
*Rima Elkurdi* how do you not know how to Copy
And paste
?

Shannon Stephane Dupuis
*Summer Elise Doshier* Of course they KNOW why.... They're just hiding the truth. Unfortunately, they're doing everything possible to manipulate the masses. If they let it get out that the vax is causing all these horrific side effects and deaths, why would people continue lining up to take it? What I don't get, is that the truth is RIGHT there... plain to see.. and people still want to pretend nothing's wrong. So sorry about your friend btw 😔

Jenny Gaul
How convenient...
Christine Boland

**Chris Shaw** that’s what is wrong with this country now is people like you focusing on racism which hardly exists but the topic is pushed to help Democrats win elections
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Jenny Gaul


Vaccinated Deaths Are Now Being Listed...

articles.mercola.com
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Melissa Melissa

**Deloris Robison** bc they are all vaccinated honeyyyy!! Trump is vaccinated yet all his cronies are resisting it and wearing masks yet he gets the vaccine and wears a mask just as every other conservative politician. My god how hard is this to understand??
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Glenn Smith

**Chris Shaw** the vaccine was Trumps doing, who do you think created operation warp speed to get the thing approved? Now you're on the same side. https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-vaccine-coronavirus-mandates/2021/09/01/34e23604-0b6f-11ec-9781-07796ffb56fe_story.html

‘The vaccines do work:’ Trump says he’s...

washingtonpost.com
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Brent Crush Ventosa

**Robert Ward** https://fortune.com/2021/08/27/covid-natural-immunity-vaccine-delta-variant-pfizer-protection/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=news_tab&utm_content=algorithm&fbclid=IwAR1GmdNJTE1QLOWFp8Kn_qvFN1d1Bwr28p1oT41wgFqn0t5FJ3v2nh_ehrM

Previous COVID infection may offer...

fortune.com
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Kelly Jeter

Robert Moldashel my aunt had the first and second pfizer vaccines. Since then she has has 2 severe uti, 2 cases of pulmonary embolism and currently has covid. All this since March. She received her vaccines in January and February. She’s convinced they have caused all this.

Joshua Jones

Robert Moldashel you my friend need the first one in the mental illness line then go right to the “no common sense” line.

Connie Howle Smades

Cameron Lund he died of cancer

Sheila Laster Jasmine

Jenni Gebel please tag their family members

Sheila Laster Jasmine

Jenni Gebel tag their family

Natalie Zaranti Knutson

Chris Shaw wow. You’re special

Natalie Zaranti Knutson

Jennifer Schmitt Rem also costs like $6,000 vs the few dollars for Hydro and Iver
Jennifer L Black

**Deb Bloom** im sorry to inform you but there is NO VIRUS! what happened was they wanted to run these 5G towers and doing so they knew it would make people fall ill! In October of 2019 the first tower went up.. More followed! So they "made up a deadly virus" that has the potential to kill people.. Well I hate to inform you what everyone is dealing with is RADIATION POISONING! look up the symptoms of that! They are the EXACT SAME AS "COVID" Its a cover up and scare tactic. Stop listening to your local media which is partly owned by the government! They are all owned by SINCLAIR BROADCAST GROUP! ITS TIME U ALL WAKE UP STAND UP AND START GETTING LAW SUITS PUT TOGETHER! OH AND ANOTHER THING... LOOK UP WHO GOT THE BIGGEST CRIMINAL FINE IN U.S HISTORY!!!$ (((PFIZER))) DID!!!

OOOOOOPS.... READ FURTHER THEN THE FIRST THING GOOGLE BRINGS U TO ON THE TOPIC U ARE SEARCHING.. MATTER OF FACT GO TO DUCKDuck GO FOR THE TRUTH. THEY DONT SENSOR ANYTHING OR HIDE THE TRUTHS.
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Daren Rigby

**Sigita Repsyte** so sorry for your loss.
So I can educate people who say the jab is great. Any chance you could send me your story to smurfsdaddy@gmail.com
I work I aged care and have seen an increase of death since the jab
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Jane Shaw

**Lidia Paciocco** they lie so much cant trust anything anymore it is all so terrible and so many are suffering but that is what evil does they enjoy the suffering of man..find freedom and love in everything you do it is the only way through these tough days and months ahead
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Kaha Baha

**Sigita Repsyte** https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2F9wEo%2Fh=AT0cFWcjc7E-J3un-cHX_IWnCROYSWCT3sAF5kWaV78vDFsOEBoq4QE1rwa0ByaxA4HM9hKeyvbjE-y5z0Fdiv8Bt9ZCRKOSkPWpy4-w1_wT9XjTRnvm9xLV81P5e6U&s=1
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Suzanne Andrews McClere

Remdesivir wasn’t even approved by the fda until last October, when they quickly approved it for “treatment.” It is known to cause kidneys and liver to fail. When kidneys fail, fluid builds up in the lungs. Then they put you on a vent and most likely you will die.
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Daren Rigby
Sigita Repsyte I am so sorry to hear of the manslaughter of your brother by your gov

Dan Wayne
Robert Moldashel you can be their first interview

Donna Anderson
Alejandro Bayalan Read their comment again, you might find your answer!

Amanda Payne
Lidia Paciocco I believe it .. watching his decline from the moment they admitted him has been like watching a horror story from behind a window and not being able to do anything about it. It’s terrifying and the worst part of all I’m being asked to make a decision to place a DNR because he’s had multiple strokes on the brain and is completely reliant on the ventilator for oxygen. He’s been on the ventilator since September the 06th and his name is Darrell Payne another victim of this governmental experiment!

Barbara Finn
Helen Pierce they will heap them all as covid

Kaha Baha
Toby Vita
Some people might say bitchute is not creditable, but the sources they site and reference are correct and 100% creditable.
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2FgweUd7phwEo%2F8%3Fh=AT0cFWcJ7E-J3un-cHX_iWnCROYSWCT3sAF5kkWaV78vDFsOEBqooQE1rwa0ByaxA4HMr9hKevbjE-y5z0Fdiv8Bt9ZCRRKOSkPWpy4-w1_wT9XjTRnvm9xLV81P5e6U&s=1

Horrific Findings In The Blood Of The...
Tammy Kling
Amanda Payne praying for your dad. Luke Anthony I can't ignore these comments, from real people.

Deloris Robison
Melissa Melissa you are a true AH, shame on you

Amanda Payne
Tammy Kling thank you so much

Amanda Payne
Blagovesta Petrunyasheva I believe that with all my heart, seeing is believing. And they can't convince me otherwise. Thank you so much for your prayers and kind words.

Eva Black
God forbid you try to explain this to someone who keeps pushing this vax. I'll consider getting it when the trials are over, when they've isolated it, and when they stop calling it a vaccine. It's not a vaccine!!

Ashley Lewis
Amanda Bruce

Chris Kendziora
Amanda Payne

Ashley Lewis if Covid can’t kill us, they will, by any means necessary. Project population control. I’m sorry I hope they pull through, I wouldn’t allow the DNR on my dad yet I’m not prepared to say goodbye.

Jennifer L Black

Ashley Lewis

my friend Amanda was in the ICU and they tried to make her husband do the same. Also her dad was in the ICU and they tried that with him as well

Ashley Lewis

Amanda my friend Amanda was in the ICU and they tried to make her husband do the same. Also her dad was in the ICU and they tried that with him as well

Justin Legg

Chris Shaw can you honestly say Biden has done anything right since taking over? Stop and research why both sides of our corrupt government hated Trump and used their rich friends who control our propaganda fed mass media systems to spread that hate to a lot of us. Trump maybe wasn’t a nice person but few quality leaders are. If he wanted to please everyone and make them all happy like little kids he should have sold Ice cream from a truck. He was the leader of a world power. It should scare you more that Biden cheated and stole office. They needed that power back. And look where he gave it. To other countries and the elite rich day 1. Don’t believe everything you’re being force fed. You’re probably someone who was in line as soon as these experimental vaccines came out believing that hoax too. I will continue to pray for our leaders, our country, and our world. But it might be too late to save.
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Jennifer L Black
Oh Ben PLEASE WAKE UP!!!
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Jermaine Bleitner
Jennifer L Black ....bingo
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Darina Tony
Sigita Repsyte I'm sorry../ and here's a thing, it probably got counted as an unvac death
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Steve Avallone
Show me your study with references.
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Alison Stryjewski
Karon Patterson Czekala but it doesn't work on covid. Parasites yes but not covid
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Christa J SC

Instagram Post Missing Context About...

factcheck.org
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Lise Landry
Eva Black knowing what you know, why would you even consider it??
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https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Alison Stryjewski

*Karon Patterson Czekala* consider your source when reading something as “fact”

Darina Tony

Robert Moldashel hm… when was the last time the phrase ‘you should be more afraid of your neighbor’ was en Vogue..: and where…

David Peters

*Jennifer L Black* sigh, 5G uses the same frequencies as previous cellular standards. Furthermore, those frequencies are NOT ionizing radiation, which is the kind that causes radiation poisoning. Your claim is ridiculous!

Christa J SC

Missing context

Lidia Paciocco

*Sigita Repsyte* condolences to you and your family.

Robin Beadle

*Sigita Repsyte* what’s the jab? The vaccine?
Anthony Fabiano

Steve Avallone

Elizabeth Thompson

Cindi Davidson the problem with posting a headline is that it is intended to draw you in. The study ACTUALLY shows that those who had COVID-19 and then were vaccinated have a much higher efficacy of immunity vs those who are only vaccinated and have not had COVID-19. I am not pushing the vaccine, but headlines are only headlines…they NEVER tell the facts. They are intended to make people go ! Unfortunately we live in a world of headlines and no context, so people make real-life decisions based on them as opposed to actually seeking real advice from their doctor, friends/family in the medical field and other sources.

James Akers

Christa J SC benefits vs risk…sounds more dangerous to take than not too

Ann Marie Hudock

Steve Avallone and they keep saying the elderly are vulnerable..

Laura Louise Brown

Kaha Baha Emma Connolly watch this

Lisa Wallace Miller

Robin Beadle yes.

Jacqui Roberts

Kim Dockery Marlin I had two friends one dropped dead 5 days after the vax the other got dreadful side effects and died. Its a oity the media don't work with truth instead of being parrots and dictators and doing the governments job for them
Jacqui Roberts

Brandi Fielding Too true

Kaydee Miller

Jennifer L Black ok so what about all the countries with people dying from covid and don’t have 5G? Lmao that is ridiculous

Jacqui Roberts

Rebekah Schmitz Unfortunately with an Experimental vaccine this is landing on anyone who comes forward and no responsibility on the Pharma companies its disgusting and immoral.

Mickie Mairs

Chris Kendziora but there are covid cases, and covid deaths. Two very different things.

Libby Potts

Sigita Repsyte Condolences to you and your family

Vito Siaosi

Jennifer L Black

Jacqui Roberts

Billie Morrison Jordan I think the number is 90% its horrendous
Dáithí Ronin

Jennifer L Black I don't know about that. Career tower worker here. Unvaccinated and covid free,

Jacqui Roberts

David Dadmin Gay All my replies including my agreement with you have been sidelined until it goes online they say, peculiar I say!?

Michele Mcnab

Chris Shaw

Sue Brown Marwick

Kaydee Miller they have never isolated a virus. Im not the 5 G theorist but I am wondering with all the evidence, it doesn't add up. Fauci was working on a virus to make it more harmful in China but its still not that harmful, the vaccine is worse. But when you take into consideration why would nano particles be in a vaccine and these passports. This stuff does point more to 5G then a virus. Things that make you go  huh.

Dee Gee

Ann Marie Hudock https://maskexemption.cards/product/vaccine-exemption-card/
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Steven Beauvais
Rima Elkundi Just press on the 3 dots on the top right. They'll be an option to copy link.
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Va Lou
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Chris Baugh
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Michelle Mulholland
Robin Beadle it's not a vaccine. It's not approved by the FDA.
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Brenda Lee Thornhill-Norton
**Toby Vita** ty so much for sharing. You noted red all 3 parts but I see only 2 links and the first link posted title is pt II. Is there an article link missing?

Tyler W Nash
**Anthony Fabiano** almost like there's more people vaccinated than unvaccinated which means there will be more confirmed cases in vaccinated people what do you think this proves? Y'all have 6 brain cells.

Tyler W Nash
**Chris Kendziora** you're brain dead. Vaccines don't completely prevent illness, bro.

Tyler W Nash
**Cindi Davidson** lmao, no it doesn't
Carol Fortier

Victoria Murphy Tice Bocik did you know millions of people are going through the same effects you are. It's called Lyme disease. Still the general population is oblivious. It's been 40 years plus of management of this disease from the CDC and so called scientist. Cdc suppresses the use of medications for treatment of of lyme just like they do with covid. What does it cause? Long term pharmaceutical use for all different kinds suffering both of these diseases. Outcome of their dictator control over treatment recommendations. Billions of dollars in pharmaceutical revenue. All ANGER ISSUES! should be directed to the people who want to keep us all sick enough to generate profits. It's not the people who are at fault it's the profiteering entities.

Bryan Horton

Mark Ballentine So here's the deal. I care about truth in all things. And whether there is true approval by the FDA means exactly crap to me. However. It’s important to seek truth in the details we put forth. So I went to his Twitter and looked through all his tweets and do not see this tweet. I especially looked through all august 30 posts. Why is that?
And what was stated was he invented the tech used in the vaccine, not the vaccine itself. So stop conflating things to create a bogus narrative. And show me the post where he stated “he alone” invented it.

Kristen Adkins

Samuel Adkins

Liz Andrews

Tyler W Nash no they create them! Bro

Anthony Fabiano

Tyler W Nash it proves the V don't work..

Chris Kendziora

Liz Andrews theres more cases from taking the jab! Simple.

Phyllis-Ann Auriemma Baumann

Chris Kendziora I'm so happy u post stats from Twitter. I'm so sure very accurate.
Phyllis-Ann Auriemma Baumann
Chris Kendziora I'm so happy u post stats from Twitter. I'm so sure very accurate.

Terry Wilson
Tyler W Nash exactly.

Tyler W Nash

Kathryn Dydecka
Vito Siaosi Many microbiologists and immonlogist like the guy from Yale immunology department said that all this is bs.

Laurent Vigny
Horrible.... which vaccine??

Laurent Vigny
Horrible.... which vaccine??

Darrin Parray
Michelle Mulholland Pfizer was approved by the FDA.....the question is how much did the FDA get paid to get the Pfizer vaccine approved.

Jonathan Duguay
Chris Kendziora the vax didn't really roll out until 2021

Aundrianna Janee
Chris Kendziora Quantrell Moore did we not just say this
Melanie Schulz

Jose F Torres Based on the fact that we are discussing this on a news channel wanting to write a story regarding nonvaccinated deaths, perhaps that's indicative that those who write stories/complete the research are controlling the narrative and that these things are happening but are not being told. Based on the comments here, I would say that is the case.

Paula Brown

Jade Netherton iam so heartbroken, so angry to read of all these unnecessary deaths. Crimes against humanity. Nobel Peace Prize
Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine are life saving. But most medical professionals are threatened and won't prescribe it
Injections are killing people.

Marylynne Conkin

Chemo is a preventative!

Karon Michka

How about stories of vaccinated losing their lives.? Doesn't fit your narrative does it?

Tyler W Nash

Anthony Fabiano lmao no it doesn't, not even remotely again, it doesn't prevent you from contracting Covid, it helps you to better fight it off. Seriously dude, you're not very bright.

Joshua Jones

Jennifer L Black oooouu I love it when someone knows how to do research. I've been telling folks this exact same thing but people dismiss what they don’t understand because it's too grandiose of an idea for them.

Everyone of these viruses from Spanish, to Swine to cv19 was a cover story for every time a new millimeter/microwave technology was rolled out including radar, satellites, 5G, etc.

There was an article wrote by doctors in pubmed in March 2020 showing the correlation between radiation poisoning and cv19. The doctors were told to redact it because they didn't want people knowing the truth.
Beth Dalton

**Anthony Fabiano** yup and now other countries are banning Israelis from traveling there, Norway and Portugal are two I remember. They have announced 3rd and 4th boosters in Israel despite the Vax failure there.

Karon Michka

How about a story on the working people of this country losing their jobs, their incomes, their means to support their families? Or a story on unvaccinated that survived covid and how they fought it at home in three days? Nope, doesn't fit the narrative.....

Jay Sherbino

**Karon Michka** of course that fits the narrative but that's not what we're talking about now dummy lol. The story is vaccinated are still getting hospitalized and yet the news will tell you the complete opposite. Of course I'm vaccinated are still getting sick it's a f****** virus that makes people sick so congratulations on knowing that s**** smartass. I would say hurry up and go get your vaccine so you can still get sick but I'm sure you already ran and got it. Anything else to say you f****** moron besides something that everybody else already knows

Angie Miesner Blake

**Kaha Baha** Why would Bitchute not be a good source? It's a video platform.

Janet Keegan

**Steve Avallone** my mother has been sick since she got the vaccine and is dealing with low blood and she had to get blood and seen different doctors and just say it's a blood deorder but still not getting better and my nefyou was fine and got the vaccine and got cancer and died within 5 months

Palo Pollard

**Jennifer L Black** we dont have 5g down here so how are we getting covid, if your against the vax plz don't bring crazy theories
Claire Denners
These are peoples children! These are being cencoured it's vile and even more vile to be called a conspiracy theorist by the media when kids are dying and the media are hiding that!
Claire Denners

If anyone wants stickers contact **Stephen Jon** he has got permission to share the sad stories x
Melissa Kaufman
Karen Michka, isn’t it amazing how you never hear of this on the news? We should, we have a right to know!

Melissa Kaufman
Karen Michka, we should hear about this on the news.

Melissa Kaufman
Va Lou, this is so sad

Angie Miesner Blake
Alison Stryjewski Let me guess.... GOOGLE? Guess what? Google is BIASED and extremely left leaning. They bury good true info. They have slanted at LEAST the last two elections in their "search". Also, if that came from wikipedia - they are exactly the same

Darlene Kusick
Faye Cash Johnson What happened to the flu?

Angie Miesner Blake
Alison Stryjewski Yes. It most certainly does. My husband had COVID and less than 12 hours after taking the first dose of Ivermectin, he was up, no symptoms, feeling great... A homeopathic vet I know has given 100s of doses of Ivermectin and she says 100% of them are symptom free in less than 24 hours.... doctors everywhere are touting Ivermectin. So, what are your credentials and exact experience in it not working on COVID?

Angie Miesner Blake
Alison Stryjewski Yes. It most certainly does. My husband had COVID and less than 12 hours after taking the first dose of Ivermectin, he was up, no symptoms, feeling great... A homeopathic vet I know has given 100s of doses of Ivermectin and she says 100% of them are symptom free in less than 24 hours.... doctors everywhere are touting Ivermectin. So, what are your credentials and exact experience in it not working on COVID?
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Va Lou

Va Lou

Roth Livingston
Alison Pluff read this thread. I'm still out

Angie Miesner Blake
Deloris Robison Go to the feed store. I bought a box that supplies 1200 lbs for $7.99
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook
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Va Lou

Melissa Kaufman j essaye de vous le publier mais échec à chaque fois

See Translation
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Jill Coletti

Darrin Parray Pfizer owns the FDA for sure
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Susan Brown

Va Lou oh no!!! This is criminal - I hope the baby will fully recover
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Margo Rey

Robert Moldashel One wonders what makes you read about all the tragic stories of people dying from the experimental "vaccines" and gaslighting victims. What does it say about someone completely lacking empathy for other people, who horribly suffered and those who lost their loved ones. Speaking about mental illness, there is a psychiatric diagnosis for your condition and you possibly need to seek help. Psychiatrists will be glad to prescribe you psychiatric drugs and experiment on you. Maybe then you will understand what it means to be experimented on.

Va Lou

https://t.me/DrTenpenny/12442?single

Telegram: Contact @DrTenpenny

t.me
Monique Veillon

Kaydee, I think that COVID is a true virus that was manipulated by FAUCI and others in collusion with China for their purposes without regard to what many scientists worldwide when they began doing this research and development. However, I don’t completely disregard the theories about the governments’ actual agenda for developing this virus to begin with.

Va Lou

Marcus da Silva

Vincenzo D’Alessandro

Nxr Mhd

Va Lou i cant bear to see the video of this baby in jitters.. poor innocent one shaken by the cruelty of this world. Im sorry baby

Va Lou

Tonya Michelle Carlton
Susan Brown
Vo Lou oh my God! This is heartbreaking

I pray the baby will fully recover and I hope your niece sues the hospital and doctors. This is criminal
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Jeremy Curtis
Spike Cohen of course not Im sure they expected people to actually answer the question
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Sue Brown Marwick
Palo Pollard no 5 G in New York. Hard to believe
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Robyn Luscombe
Constance Constance Truth is subjective - to God even 90% truth is still a lie.
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Susan Brown
Vo Lou oh my God!! This is heartbreaking

I hope your niece sues the hospital and doctors involved. This is criminal
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Margo Rey
Vo Lou This is heartbreaking
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Sarah Amadi
I am crying

15 hrs Like Reply More
“This is one of those Nobel Prizes for drugs that have truly impacted hundreds of millions of people, no exaggeration,” says Anthony Fauci. He directs the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, Md. Together, ivermectin and artemisinin “have been more benefit to humankind than any other” drug, says Christopher Plowe. He’s an expert on parasites who works at the University of Maryland. He’s also president of the American Society for Tropical Medicine and Hygiene.

Can someone translate please?

then why do they call it a vaccine?

ok keep believing what u hear.. U must research on other platforms outside of Google..which the MEDIA GIANTS OWN

can you translate please? After vaccine what happened?

Sorry for your loss that's terrible

I heard most of Israel already have the third and there moving on to the fourth
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Susan Brown

Margo Rey sounds like depraved indifference - people just don't want to believe the government would lie to them, and something they already submitted to to keep them healthy may actually be the thing that kills them.

Va Lou
Casey Faria Haynes
That the stupidest comment I have ever seen! Do you know HOW many reputable scientists, microbiologists, doctors, virologist and nurses have ALL put their careers on the line stating the truth about these vaccines? A LOT!!! All of them had NOTHING to gain, but EVERYTHING to lose. They are all getting discredited, and fired. They have all investigated, written papers, journals and are laughed at. Did you know that the creator of the mRNA vaccines himself has warned us against them? Has talked to his "good friends" in the fda telling them to stop the vaccines. Saying that they are not doing what they were supposed to be doing and are dangerous???? Just because it doesn't fit your narrative doesn't mean it's not true. Just because it's not the doctors you want to listen to doesn't mean it's not true.
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Casey Faria Haynes
What is that saying
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Va Lou
France les médecins infirmières brule leurs diplômes

See Translation
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Susan Brown
Darina Tony it's crazy. But frankly people pushing vaccines are behaving in threatening and hostile ways - we should be wary of them.

I have severed ties with several people over this. I won't be spoken down to or treated as a monster because I refuse to put my health at risk to alleviate their fears
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After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Casey Faria Haynes
false information. Those who are getting vaccinated and have had covid are seeing more adverse effects.

Adrian Ado Durrant
Теперь мы умеем редактировать ДНК. Но да...

Adrian Ado Durrant
false information. Those who are getting vaccinated and have had covid are seeing more adverse effects.

Adrian Ado Durrant
New IGI SurPASS Study to Track...

Chris Baugh
Chris Baugh
MUST WATCH https://www.facebook.com/An0malyMusic/videos/3208816392679304/

An0maly 15 hrs ·
Fauci AND DeSantis Weigh In On Israel Study! Interesting Breakdown.
Va Lou
Sheila Rivera

desolée
Pascal, [13.09.21 16:18]
[Transféré de BeachMilk]
Si cela ne vous met pas en colère, rien ne le fera !

Une mère qui n'a pas confiance dans le vaccin COVID s'est vu dire qu'elle aurait besoin d'une césarienne et l'hôpital et les médecins ont insisté sur le fait qu'elle devait d'abord se faire vacciner contre le COVID, sinon ils ne l'admettraient pas.

Elle s'est sentie obligée d'obtempérer, et maintenant son bébé a des "tremblements" incontrôlables qui s'aggravent et il a besoin d'un scanner cérébral. (son a allumé)

Telegram (https://t.me/BeachMilkChannel/7987)
BeachMilk
If this doesn't make you ANGRY, nothing will!

A mother who doesn't trust the COVID-vaccination was told that sh
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Si cela ne vous met pas en colère, rien ne le fera!

Une mère qui n'a pas confiance dans le vaccin COVID s'est vu dire qu'elle aurait besoin d'une césarienne et l'hôpital et les médecins ont insisté sur le fait qu'elle devait d'abord se faire vacciner contre le COVID, sinon ils ne l'admettraient pas.

Elle s'est sentie obligée d'obtempérer, et maintenant son bébé a des "tremblements" incontrôlables qui s'aggravent et il a besoin d'un scanner cérébral. (son a allumé)

Telegram (https://t.me/BeachMilkChannel/7987)
BeachMilk
If this doesn't make you ANGRY, nothing will!

A mother who doesn't trust the COVID-vaccination was told that sh

Sonja Andersen
Penny Newcomb Hinders My husband ended up in the hospital because he was severely dehydrated because he wouldn't eat or drink when he had COVID-19. He was diagnosed with covid/pneumonia. They discharged him the next day with nothing for the pneumonia. We found a doctor who was willing to give us a prescription for the pneumonia and within a day and a half he was already starting to improve! Can't imagine what would have happened if we wouldn't have gotten the pneumonia taken care of!
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A mother who doesn't trust the COVID-vaccination was told that sh

See Translation

Tonya Michelle Carlton
Casey Faria Haynes the news is Oan network says via CDC that 6% of the hospital covid case deaths are only 6% actually covid. They just died with covid not of covid

Pamela Speert
Definitely.

Carol Harris
Janet Keegan My sister is sick as well after the vax. Numerous tests and they can't seem to find out what is wrong with her. This has to stop.

Tracy Wilkomn
Marylynné Conkin chemo??

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Sheila Rivera je viens de le faire sa passe pas la mère c est fait vacciné enceinte elle a été obligés car il fallait une césarienne et si elle était pas vacciné l'hôpital ne voulais pas la prendre.

See Translation

Va Lou

Sheila Rivera swollen heart

See Translation

Fiona Harvey

Sheila Rivera swollen heart

Fiona Harvey

Va Lou thankyou and i stand with you xxx

Tammy Sleeper-Lowe

Sheila Rivera I believe it is swollen heart…. It is what we are hearing about most with people post vaccine.

Kaha Baha

Suzanne Andrews McClere FDA approved does not mean "safe" it means "deal made". Did you hear Pfizer is working to put a new twice a day pill to go with three times a year jabs, every year??

Va Lou

Soyez tous unis!! vacciné ou pas vacciné c est notre plus Grande force courage à vous tous ont est tous dans le même bateau ne nous Division pas !

See Translation

Fiona Harvey

Tyler W Nash this 1 is different. Its killing more people than any other!!!

Chris Shaw

My point exactly. You people are out of this world.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Chris Shaw
It's fine. I'm excited for the country/Europe to continue to ban you crazy folks. Enjoy each other.

Carol Harris
Darrin Parray Trump said Pfizer basically controls the FDA.

Carole Bartoo
Va Lou I do hope her baby recovers AND that they find out what caused the problem—even if it was the vaccine—we have to know. But another story out of California illustrates what we are seeing here in Tennessee and all over the world. Pregnant women (and sometimes their husbands) are dying from COVID infections and leaving their children orphans.

Daniel Zarpellon
Va Lou poor baby, so sad. This child should be getting free treatment for the rest of their life, & the ones who forced the vax on the mother should be locked up. Unbelievable

Mary Bradley Sollberger
Chris Shaw who is “you people?”

Ellie Matlock
Carol Harris demand a d dimmer test.
Susan Lough
Carole Bartoo yes they told preg women it was safe, now miscarriages and still borns are up 500%.

Kevin Ford
media.tenor.co

Joanna Mckay
Sigita Repsyte iam starting to here more stories of deaths after they get the jab my co-workers friend died shortly after to

Karon Patterson Czekala
Source, pls, Carol Bartoo.

Karon Patterson Czekala
Y'all have GOT to subscribe to Coffee & Covid!!

Joanna Mckay
Susan Brown well said sister

Deidra Leshner Hepp
Jonathan Duguay ummmm...that's why the percentage of valued people is 0%. Because we didn't have the vaxx until late 2020. Proves his point.

Suzanne Scott
Crystal Mexico so did my grandpa. 95. Lives on his own went out everyday during for the year prior to the shot. Worked in his wood shop everyday. Walked on his treadmill daily. Got the shot and 12 days later got « covid » 3 weeks in he died. The vaccine killed him.
Kaha Baha

**Darrin Parray** the FDA does not do it's own lab tests, that is done by an independent lab that then reports it's findings to the FDA, and you'll never guess who's the head of that "independent" lab.....Dr. Anthony Fauci's wife!

14 hrs Like Reply More

Katie Lynn Theiss

**Susan Lough** I'm pregnant and that's why I refuse to get it. I'm already high risk. Don't need a vaccine that can cause more issues.

14 hrs Like Reply More

Carol Harris

**Bryan Horton** If you are talking about Dr. Malone, there are several interviews of him talking about the dangers of the v a x, and that he did invent MRNA. Go to Duck Duck Go and do a search, not Twitter. Twitter censors whatever they want. Watch his video interviews and you don’t have to wonder what he said.

14 hrs Like Reply More

David Peters

**Jennifer L Black** yeah, I don't use Google, so joke's on you!

14 hrs Like Reply More

Polly Shaw Carroll

**Chris Shaw** these other people don’t speak for everybody please let me in lol

14 hrs Like Reply More

Caroline Elizabeth

Swollen heart

14 hrs Like Reply More

Carol Harris

**Vladimirzelenkomd.com**

https://www.michaelrood.tv/programs/yom-teruah-_dr-vladimir-zelenko_sm-896e52

14 hrs Like Reply More

Dr. Vladimir Zelenko MD

vladimirzelenkomd.com
Kim Dockery Marlin

Suze Scott I’m so sorry for your loss!! We have to keep talking to each other, I was suspended from Twitter for a week bc I told the truth about this… and Dr. Fauci’s connection to it! ACTUAL terrorists in the Taliban, in Iran and in Pakistan have open free Twitter accounts to use as they please, WHILE they’re simultaneously censoring Grandmothers in America who are concerned about America becoming a Dictatorship! We have to be willing to be “punished” and tell the truth anyway!!

Glen Coleman

Jessica Oliveira Humble, that sure wouldn’t be a description of most of the citizens of the US.

Jim Perkovich

Sue Brown Marwick what is sad is the fact everyone thinks the CDC and USA government is doing real testing and information gathering on the virus. Fact is so far only Israel is gathering this useful information.

Glen Coleman

Jessica Oliveira I was just making sure as an American, you were staying humble yourself.

Jennifer L Black

https://m.facebook.com/wxzydetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_
Karon Patterson Czekala
RemDEATHavir, $3500.
Ivermectin, anywhere from $.02/pill to $80/pack, HCQ, also dirt cheap and SIMPLE recipes are all over the internet.

Amy Arnold
Trump, Biden, Google, Facebook, and media platforms are all bought and paid for. The truth is out there but you won't get it from any of the above sources. Unfortunately it requires research which many are not that well at. People prefer to listen to others and adopt philosophies rather than do the work to learn for themselves.

Jennifer L Black
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Jennifer L Black

Lotta Freiman Gjelset

Jessica Oliveira hey!

Catherine Armour

Karon Patterson Czekala hope you are joking about this

Jessica Oliveira

Glen Coleman I def am always.

Catherine Burkard McRoberts

Tonya Michelle Carlton, I know of 2 elderly gentlemen with health issues who were about to go to hospice care and died. When they went to hospital first the whole floor had Covid. Wondering if they “died” of natural old age or were listed as Covid deaths.
Chris Baugh

Kim Folmsbee
Caressa Scarrett
Justin Folmsbee

Debbie Steiner Wells
Carol Fortier you're absolutely right and people would be surprised at the illnesses Ivermectin has cured because they are so focused on it being a horse de-wormer.

Gary Corbin
Spike Cohen

media2.giphy.com

Kim Folmsbee
Karon Patterson Czechala subscribe where??

Patti James
Jennifer L Black How can I pass this on?
Jennifer L Black

**David Peters** listen the things you and AMERICA LIVE AND CHERISH THE MOST are silent killers. Cell phones, wifi boxes, ANYTHING WIRELESS does give off BAD RADIATION do your research.. We are getting fried using things we have been trained to Love. Its time to tell everyone u love to completely power off any devices while they sleep. Its scary and its on their agenda.

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Debbie Steiner Wells

**Casey Faria Haynes** former VP from Pfizer has warned us too.

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Agatha Willem

**Rein**

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Agatha Willem

**Jennifer L Black Rein Mali-Limanta**

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Deb Lord

**Jennifer L Black** yuuuup!!! This has been planned for decades!

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Glenn E. Henderson

**Spike Cohen** I love that your comment has more reactions than the post. America is tired of the games.

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Laura Geabhart Hanoch

**Judy Willington** have you been told what this is? My daughter and I contracted similar skin rashes and nerve pain within 10 days of the J&J vaccine. Three doctors and not one knows what this is or will admit that it’s related to the vaccine.

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sue C Hewitt

**Joe Hendry**
Cheryl Loschen
Kim Dockery Marlin, But you won’t hear it on the news. All of this is censored by the media giants.

Ian Jipson
Jennifer L Black Jay Dente

Karon Patterson Czekala
COFFEE & COVID. COM SO GOOD!!! Very informative!!!

Hannah Nickell
Kim Hoppe Kristen Paige Hoppe

Joseph Chukwuma
wow!!!

Hannah Nickell
Jennifer L Black Kim Hoppe Kristen Paige Hoppe watch the video

Ginny Nosal
Susan M Ripley I will NEVER have the poison injected into my body!
Moriah Perez
Alex Kane it was part of the mandate if u get sick from the vaccine he issued ur job pay u for time off .. so idk y u laughed at clear public information.

Cheryl Loschen
Wesley Cook. The hospitals are being so dishonest with their reporting. Disgusting!

Ginny Nosal
Penny Newcomb Hinders Fill out an advanced directive. Mine states NO ventilator, and no CDC CV."protocol". I stipulated treatment with hydroxy and Ivermectin

Bridget Marie Pierce
Honestly, I'm shocked it's still up!

Samantha Antifave
Tyler W Nash I think what this is proving for a lot of people is the right to be able to choose if they would like to get it or not.. not being forced into an ultimatum about being a part of society or loosing there jobs. There are enough reactions that it has to be a choice. That's what this post is validating for people. Finally another voice is heard

Ginny Nosal
Chris Shaw

Cheryl Loschen
永次 この男, Scary!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Ginny Nosal
Amy Arnold

Cheryl Loschen
Amy Louallen Stinnett, Truth

Kim Ham
Karon Patterson Czekala there's a doctor who only treats with ivermectin ..and has not lost a single patient .. do your research.

Kevin Howe
Jennifer L Black

Some insane crap right there

Karon Patterson Czekala
Screenshot 2021-09-14 at 5.16.29 PM.png
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Karon Patterson Czekala

https://default.salsalabs.org/Ta225a89c-fdca-472b-be0a-b25553330304/d788e2d7-1a45-4959-8bb5-396327905741

‘I Just Want My Life Back’ Says...
childrenshealthdefense.org

Erricka Roberts-Simmons
Derricka Roberts Tanisha Simmons Tammy L Henry Mia Jae Catherine Worthy Y’all look

Karon Patterson Czekala
FIND this. They won't let me post the link.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Lexi Payne
Travis Groves

Monee Schaefar
Jennifer L. Black the lady talks about being afraid to stay in usa due to commissary vax, but isn’t that happening in other countries, as well???

Britt Sandberg
Sarah Sandberg Anna Greeneyes

Karon Patterson Czekala
Australia & UK are worse. Israel is worse but I think they are beginning to see reality because they are actually documenting what is going on. See COFFEE & CO V I D. com

Scott Carberry
David Michael

Christina Reinholt
Eric Reinholt Jr.

Shane Zettelmiere
Amanda Anderson They keep denying correlation but a stroke is basically a blood clot and the vaccine causes clotting. I think when we see the number of strokes compared to previous years that happen this year I’m guessing there will be a huge rise in the number.

Kelley Blastquest

HUGE: Uttar Pradesh, India Announces...
Sean McElroy

Results: About one-fourth (23.6%) of the patients in the intervention arm and one-third (31.6%) in the placebo arm were tested reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RTPCR) negative for SARS-CoV-2 on 6th day. Although this difference was found to be statistically insignificant [rate ratio (RR): 0.8; 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.4-1.4; p=0.348]. All patients in the ivermectin group were successfully discharged. In comparison the same for the placebo group was observed to be 93%. This difference was found to be statistically significant (RR: 1.1; 95% CI; 1.0-1.2; p=0.045).

Conclusions: Inclusion of ivermectin in treatment regimen of mild to moderate COVID-19 patients could not be said with certainty based on our study results as it had shown only marginal benefit in successful discharge from the hospital with no other observed benefits.

Sean McElroy

That’s from the same study about the drug use India. The placebo was almost as effective as the drug.

Tara Dobell

Karon Patterson Czekala I am not finding this

Ronnie Wigington

Jennifer L. Black can this video be shared?

Lisa DiGennaro

Rebekah Schmitz I’m sorry to hear this. I believe patients can report to Vaers so please do.

Sean McElroy

So they are blaming the vaccine on a side effect of covid it’s self. Migraine and brain foggy ness for lack of a better term has been a known side effect of the virus for a year. But sure the vaccine causes it
Chris Baugh
Steve Avallone https://www.facebook.com/An0malyMusic/videos/3208816392679304/

An0maly 15 hrs ·

Fauci AND DeSantis Weigh In On Israel Study! Interesting Breakdown.
Chris Baugh
Phyllis-Ann Auriemma Baumann listen to your god fauci's own words then https://www.facebook.com/An0malyMusic/videos/3208816392679304/

An0maly 15 hrs ·

Fauci AND DeSantis Weigh In On Israel Study! Interesting Breakdown.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jennifer Ohmer Baker
Spike Cohen does commenting on these posts help to get you more followers?

Linda Dawn
Tara Dobell You have to use DuckDuckGo. You won't find it using Google.

Sean Mcelroy
Lol

Sean Mcelroy
What Chris posted is an out of context video. When you look at the question what should we do fauci is right it’s an interesting question if that the truth. However since the study out of ideal is not peer reviewed yet and until they review all the documents and the case study with the lab results we can’t really say. That’s why vaccines are the best bet right now.

Jennifer L Black
Patti James you wont find it searching in google they censor everything. Download DuckDuckgo on ur phone.. Its a platform that allows people the truth

Jennifer L Black
Patti James. Search Dr.Raima Laibow

Sean Mcelroy
Duck duck go is just another service for people to post anything at all. It’s used largely by white nationalist so just be aware who uses that and take what’s on it with a grain of salt

Valerie Lemay
Sean Mcelroy I too seen that. now they did state that other aids such as vitamin D was used in conjunction with the ivermectin…but no other drugs!!! they addedthat it was being used worldwide with the exception of the USA and to date has saved 3.7 million covid patients.
Valerie Lemay

Henny K. Haatuft
I think it is important not to ridicule each other, instead try to figure out what is in fact happening; everybody have to search for the real truth, listen to absolutely everything available to find what is the right thing to do, not only listen to msm . . . please . . .

Sean Mcelroy
The drug was ok to use in those countries for mild cases, so I can only conclude that they would have been fine without it. The study they did showed only a 2% difference from those on the drug and a placebo. I am only going to make comments on the case studies if someone feels it helped them then hey all power to ya

Jennifer L Black

Chris Shaw soo who are the crazy ones? The puppets being brainwashed that the virus exist? Or THOSE THAT ARE AWAKE TO THE SCARE TACTICS AND WHATS REALLY GOING ON? I DONT LIKE TO SLEEP..IM AWAKE

Dominique Jaillet

Va Lou à tu le lien de la vidéo stp?

See Translation

Sean Mcelroy
Probably the ones that are told to look at the actual data and they ignore it Jennifer.

Carol Harris

Robin Beadle Yes

Trouvee Archer Williams

Spike Cohen primary care doctors need to treat patients sooner.
Trouvee Archer Williams

Sean McElroy dumbest thing I've seen posted today. Congratulations

You're welcome sir!

Dohnia Parfitt

Ventilator and Remdesivir* it destroys the kidneys—then they call it death from delta variant, which is actually side effects from the shot.

Many hospitalizations a result of a false positive test


Sean McElroy

That's false. That drug is studied and approved for use in specific cases. There are zero cases studies that say this drug showed it on it's own causes this. They use this drug when the body is close to shutting down and major organs start to fail like lungs, liver and kidneys. By your logic we should stop use of oxygen bc some people give it in the hospital died.

Junior Livin

Sean McElroy that has to be the dumbest comparison I hope you don’t teach offspring using that logic.

Sean McElroy

It's as valid as what that person posted. Sometimes you have to point out just how stupid a point is.
Kevin Howe
Karon Patterson Czekala

Robert Kennedy?

Speaking of stealing from the dolts to give to himself

Jennifer L Black
Patti James https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2dIn0izZpvc

Dr Rima Laibow - The Globalist Agenda
youtube.com

Kevin Howe
Karon Patterson Czekala

Vaccines are free…

Your point?

Kevin Howe
Karon Patterson Czekala

Vaccines are free…

Your point?

Jeannette Grondin
Janelle Erdman Ramberger

https://youtu.be/Bkcp04z8pE4

EXPOSED! FDA, CDC & WHO is hiding this...

youtube.com
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Jennifer L Black
Sue Brown Marwick https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=2dIn0izZpvc

Dr Rima Laibow - The Globalist Agenda
youtube.com

Dohnia Parfitt
Va Lou
I wish I spoke French What is happening here in the video

Sean Mcelroy
Dr. Rima Laibow and Ralph Fucetola, violated the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act by unlawfully distributing a misbranded and unapproved new drug.

Dohnia Parfitt
Va Lou
I wish I spoke French! What is happening here in the video?

Sean Mcelroy
L touting the use of silver which would be helpful if the covid was bitten by a warewolf first

Jo Anne Baum
Spike Cohen This is sad...Why is this an issue.....We are adults and we can make our choice and will live with it....we need to stop forcing our opinions on others!!!!!!! Grow up....Make the choice that is best for you and SHUT THE F__K UP!!!!! Tired of being called sheep and other things...WALK IN MY SHOES BEFORE YOU GET THE RIGHT TO JUDGE!!!!!

Kaydee Miller
Sheila Rivera hit the see translation button
Kaydee Miller
Sheila Rivera

Denise M Smith
Dr Ardis - SHOCKING NEWS!

https://rumble.com/vlsf6b-dr-ardis-shocking-news.html

Arlene Poffenholz
Chris Baugh Where did you find all these Chris? I am in a few groups here that share their stories.

Kaydee Miller
Jennifer L Black just looked up the symptoms of your so called theory, not only is covid in COUNTRIES that don’t have 5G but I didn't know tooth decay, hair loss and stuff jaw were symptoms of covid, not to mention if you think it’s killing people why are the little birdies flying around just fine and even perched up on the wires, lmao take off the tin foil hat this theory is absolutely bogus
Kaydee Miller

**Jennifer L Black** just looked up the symptoms of your so-called theory, not only is Covid in COUNTRIES that don't have 5G but I didn't know tooth decay, hair loss, and stuff jaw were symptoms of Covid, not to mention if you think it's killing people why are the little birds flying around just fine and even perched up on the wires, lmao take off the tin foil hat this theory is absolutely bogus.

11 hrs Like Reply More

Kaydee Miller

**Jennifer L Black** just looked up the symptoms of your so-called theory, not only is Covid in COUNTRIES that don't have 5G but I didn't know tooth decay, hair loss, and stuff jaw were symptoms of Covid, not to mention if you think it's killing people why are the little birds flying around just fine and even perched up on the wires, lmao take off the tin foil hat this theory is absolutely bogus.

11 hrs Like Reply More

Kaydee Miller

**Jennifer L Black** just looked up the symptoms of your so-called theory, not only is Covid in COUNTRIES that don't have 5G but I didn't know tooth decay, hair loss, and stuff jaw were symptoms of Covid, not to mention if you think it's killing people why are the little birds flying around just fine and even perched up on the wires, lmao take off the tin foil hat this theory is absolutely bogus.

11 hrs Like Reply More

Kaydee Miller

**Sheila Rivera**

11 hrs Like Reply More

Conor Passler

**Susan Lough** one of my close friends and business partner had his wife beginning second trimester, miscarried the day after her first shot. Coincidence, right?

11 hrs Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy

It probably is a coincidence since the study they did last year out of hundreds of pregnancies only one was lost and they had the placebo. Sometimes correlation is not causation. Unfortunately even in a developed world loss of pregnancy is still common.

11 hrs Like Reply More

Claire Patterson

**Sean** erm.. you keep polishing your cognitive dissonance badge

11 hrs Like Reply More
Dawn Easter
Bill McPherrin right. If this were a true public health emergency, they would not need to coerce, bribe or incentivize folks to take their poison. Free uber rides, lotteries, free tuition, employment signing bonuses, joints for jabs... etc. Dangling the carrot. It's pathetic.

Claire Patterson
Sean Mcelroy or maybe it's a shill badge?

Sean Mcelroy
Wow you know what that means?

Claire Patterson
Sean our world in data has some great data on it. Not too sure you'd like it

Sean Mcelroy
Yup repot on actual studies anyone can look up and read that's the evil agenda. Look if you don't believe me go read them . That the difference between science and the I feel it's bad or I heard it's bad. You can read the actual paper for you're self

Claire Patterson
Sean seems to be awfully invested in proving the efficiency of the vaccines and discrediting the opinions that go against the NWO rhetoric.

I wonder how much he's being paid?

Transparent lol
Claire Patterson

Sean McElroy is this a coincidence too?

LaDawn Anderson

Sean McElroy go look at VAERS.com and it shows 1,600 plus miscarriages thus far.

Sean McElroy

vEERS is open sourced anyone can put anything in there. A person said he took the vaccine and he is not the hulk. The csr website said right in front do not trust this information. They have sort thru it and investigate it.

Sean McElroy

Yes Clair it is a coincidence. The spike follows the world wide spike in delta variants.
Ashley Connolly Weaver
Denise M Smith thank you for sharing!
Kacie Moore Phelps

10 hrs Like Reply More

Ashley Connolly Weaver
Kacie Moore Phelps

10 hrs Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
You can’t hear hoof beats out in the distance and think zebra sometimes and most the time the most simple reason is the actual reason not a conspiracy theory backed by nothing more than rumors and blogs with no sources to check

10 hrs Like Reply More

Arlene Poffenholz
Darrin Paray the current "shot" is NOT FDA approved. They approved one that isn't even available yet. "Comorbidity"

10 hrs Like Reply More

Sean Mcelroy
It's actually approved has been for a while. Where did you see it’s not approved send me a link to the medical information saying it’s. Ot

10 hrs Like Reply More

Claire Patterson
Sean yes, of course it is. As it’s always been. So there is your measurable consistency.

It's not like it used to be a closed site for reporting adverse reactions and has suddenly changed to being open to anything?

Again, cognitive dissonance

10 hrs Like Reply More

Cynthia Stark
Jeannette Grondin watched it, great! Thx!

10 hrs Like Reply More
Karen Mills Farrar

Sean McElroy

Stillborns and miscarriages are up since the vaccine has become available! They are finally doing some research on this! I know this because I have a family member who runs a Lab in a hospital and they're doing autopsies on all of these babies! They would have maybe 10 every six months and now they are having 10 or more a week!!

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Dan Halldin

Claire Patterson may be Sean is just actually that ignorant?

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Denise Sellers

LaDawn Anderson I know someone personally so Sad that the government would do this to people in the name of population control . People need to OPEN THEIR EYES

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Denise Sellers

Claire Patterson to the people that simply will not look at the Truth they call it coincidence

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Ellen Allman Borish

Claire Patterson scary

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Cynthia Stark

Jennifer L Black thank you for sharing this.

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sigita Repsyte

Carol Harris fda?

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lynn Harrietha Pereira

Sean McElroy

They approved the Comirnaty vaxn.

Its not available yet.

Pfizer is still EUA. I can PM you the documents if you like.

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Rachelle Tregle
Jessy Lynn Newspeak. Under the new definition the shot is considered a vaccine, under the "old" definition it could not be.

Jennifer L Black
Cynthia Stark you are welcome.. If I can help save one life I completed my journey.

Tonya Whoopi Branam
Sean Mcelroy The first step to brainwashing is to convince them that you are the only truth. Media and others that smear other sources know they lack facts.

Sean Mcelroy
Emergency authorized. Hmmm the word authorized is in the name.

Sean Mcelroy
Tonya that's why with science you can read the information. It's not hidden there is no well this person said something and you can't check them on it. Science gives you the documentation on all of it from beginning to end. You just have to actually take more than the 30 seconds you all use to repost a meme

Trevor Thistle
Sean Mcelroy could you point out which study. The pharma studies I looked at had pregnancies or child bearing aged women as exclusion criteria for participants. Thanks.

Shelly Moberg
Karen Mills Farrar labs don't perform autopsy. And rarely is a miscarriage autopsied

Angie Lowerison
Sean Mcelroy I hear a lot of flip-flopping, and actually no links to prove your idiotic theory
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Genelle Tracy Spence
Ronnie Wigington I found it! https://www.tiktok.com/@dochouse1776/video/7006312493513575685

Genelle Tracy Spence
Jennifer L Black TikTok dochousepatriot https://www.tiktok.com/@dochouse1776/video/7006312493513575685

Brandy Kulp Biddle
Lynn Harrietha Pereira would you send them to me so I can show that I wasn't wrong I knew it wasn't approved

Kristi Lee Frade
Sean Mcelroy you poor blind man. Bless your heart. Go read the Pfizer documents that tell doctors to go and report to VAERS directly. And guess what even then some of them don’t because of how flawed and corrupt are medical systems are. They were all bought out by the same company and umbrellaed under smaller names. And it’s not a theory.. it’s the truth. But when money rules the world and owns the information it’s keep people like you stuck in a false reality one built on lies and a war on information.

Cyane Veonata
Jo Anne Baum it's too late for you. You did it to yourself
Dutch Lass

Judy Whitehead Parris Tho I wholeheartedly agree with that; the problem arises in the Fact that this vaccine is not a true vaccine thus they changed the meaning and scientific wards of what it means to have a real vaccine! So if those who do get the jab are (because what is it if it’s not scientifically considered a vaccine), you are putting in your body? As stated The Measles is a vaccine which created 98-100% immune response to the cells in a human body!

Covid vaccines don’t!
So there’s the reason for many to suspect the herd immunity and mandatory government involved vaccine mandate is very questionable!

Karen Mills Farrar

Shelly Moberg they get the stuff ready to send off to do the autopsy!! They are doing them because the parents want them done!!! And before you say anything I know this to be fact!!!

Ronnie Max Cochran

Sean McElroy if it actually approved, rather than the other vaccine, why can’t you sue. Emergency use only drugs are not liable but approved drugs by pharma can be sued.

Debbie Mangrum Archer

Sean McElroy the VAERS info is a CDC-backed site. It’s govt- sponsored. And there are stiff, stringent penalties & threat of prosecution for anyone who falsifies data. CDC has also said those listed are prob only 10-20% of adverse events that have occurred due to gross under-reporting. So you can at least DOUBLE the numbers of complicating side effects, many of which occurred immediately after the jab or within 48-72 hours. Do your research on non-Google/MSM sites, & you’ll find the actual info.

Josephine Catalano Macpherson

Ronnie Max Cochran approved or not, the vaccine companies are not liable. Some countries have set up their own compensation packages for deaths.
The Pfizer vaccine gained full FDA approval on August 23 of 2021. I don’t know about the lawsuit ability you speak of or why but wanted to verify it’s approval.

All of us are invested in getting you to understand that vaccines are safe and effective because we’re sick of being in a pandemic.
Maureen Pitre
Tara https://www.coffeeandcovid.com/

Melissa Nelson
What expectant mother would ever allow her developing baby to be a “test study”? That is EXACTLY what this is. In history, those test study babies were plagued with life-long issues. Wake up, women! Trust your body to do it’s job for this baby.

Darran Pulkrabek
Lynn Harrietha Pereira only people who pay attention, know this!

Corey Toftdahl
Lynn Harrietha Pereira the FDA made it clear too. They said “while the EUA vaccine and comirnaty vaccine maybe interchangeable, they are legally different”

Destanie Lahman
Claire Patterson it appears you are arguing with a bot. Just a computer program.

Dawn Easter
Look up D I V O C.
The relevancy here, is that these jabs are being referred to by their makers as, "mRNA Technology", and "Operating system". Hence, the need for regular 'updates', aka "boosters". A.I. is essentially an artificial spirit... and it's INJECTIBLE.

Jennifer Ohmer Baker
Pablo Roman lol excellent use of inflammatory verbiage
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Robert R. Broyles

Diana Hilbrich Schneider
Sean, you cannot sue big pharma over ANY thing called a vaccine. They are exempt from being responsible for any adverse reactions or death that may occur from vaccines you put in your body, willingly or not.

Claire Patterson
Erick a pandemic created by an organization to enable them to use vaccines that come with digital ID cards… ok

Tanya Teich
Thé Comirnaty vaccine and what was called the « mRNA vaccine made by Pfizer » is one in the same. The Comirnaty is the brand name that Pfizer applied for full fda approval


FDA Approves First COVID-19 Vaccine

Tanya Teich
Josephine Catalano Macpherson  It is approved under the brand name Comirnaty

Leo-Veronica Dupuis
Sean McElroy another reason to trust the cdc! GOVERNMENT sponsored! (Insert sarcasm)

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Lauren Mcguire
Tanya Teich Pfizer not approved

9 hrs Like Reply More

Erick Carrasco
Claire Sorry, I didn't realize we were going down this rabbit hole. I hope you get better soon 😞

9 hrs Like Reply More

Lillian Robinson

Unvaccinated people make up for more...
fox43.com

9 hrs Like Reply More

Lauren Mcguire
Claire Patterson the problem is that once you get it you're all in. I mean mentally what choice do you have. They don't want the facts because it's scary

9 hrs Like Reply More

Claire Patterson
Erick independently looking at world data and seeing what it is you mean or happily being spoon fed whatever the 'government' tell us?

9 hrs Like Reply More

Lillian Robinson
Robert R. Broyles https://apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-health-941fcf43d9731c76c16e7354f5d5e187

Nearly all COVID deaths in US are now...
apnews.com

9 hrs Like Reply More

Lillian Robinson
Dawn Easter : You are terribly misinformed .. incredibly sad how few people understand science

9 hrs Like Reply More
Lori Rice
Lillian Robinson I love true facts...thank you! I noticed people who are against the vaccine never ever give real facts.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Anjie Buchan
Jiron Adrianna tagging you on this video. Watch it. Did not allow me to share.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lillian Robinson
Spike Cohen https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/vaccine-safety/

COVID-19 vaccine safety: Weekly report...
health-infobase.canada.ca

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lori Rice
Oops meant to reply to Lillian Robinson

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Anjie Buchan
Lisha Wilkins Adam thank you

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Rita Faye

SARS-CoV-2 Reference Panel Comparative...
fda.gov

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lori Rice
Lillian Robinson thanks for the facts. It seems the people who are against vaccines can never back up there statements with actual facts.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Emily Jane Carpenter

Lillian Robinson yes, but do you know the definition of “unvaccinated” per all these articles stating this “statistic”? Anyone who has had zero or one dose OR are less than 14 days after their second dose. What NEEDS to be reported is how many “unvaccinated hospitalizations” are people who actually have ZERO doses.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Robert R. Broyles

Lillian Robinson These comments are from "Actual " people...NOT the media....

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Emily Jane Carpenter

Lillian Robinson Lillian Robinson yes, but do you know the definition of “unvaccinated” per all these articles stating this “statistic”? Anyone who has had zero or one dose OR are less than 14 days after their second dose. What NEEDS to be reported is how many “unvaccinated hospitalizations” are people who actually have ZERO doses.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Emily Jane Carpenter

Lillian Robinson Lillian Robinson yes, but do you know the definition of “unvaccinated” per all these articles stating this “statistic”? Anyone who has had zero or one dose OR are less than 14 days after their second dose. What NEEDS to be reported is how many “unvaccinated hospitalizations” are people who actually have ZERO doses.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Eva Klarenbach

Lillian Robinson Really? Why Israel that majority have bin vaxed has the highest C rate now?

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jean Clark

Sean McElroy there id only one that is approved by the FDA, it is just being sent out yo public,
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Elly Smith
Kevin Howe The FLCCC Alliance COVID protocol is a lot SAFER

Mike Bolender
You should give people a break. Everyone is just trying to do what’s right for themselves. Science is always right until it isn’t.

Cheston Errol Carson
Lori Rice, the fact is, it’s not safe, and shouldn’t be forced or mandated. If someone dies from an adverse reaction, is their life worth less than someone with Covid? People are having reactions and if they don’t want to get it, it’s their choice. Not yours, the government, or their employer. People have backed their statements up with facts, it’s just ignored because people don’t want to hear truths without it coming from someone they “trust”.

Mike Bolender
Lillian Robinson You should probably give people a break. Everyone is just trying to do what’s right for themselves. Science is always right until it isn’t.

Cheston Errol Carson
Lillian Robinson, science changes, and so will the way we treat and approach this moving forward. So to say this is the right way, is presumptive and short sighted. It’s called Practicing medicine NOT MASTERING!

Patty Schmitz Hippleheuser
Emily Jane Carpenter I have not gotten the vaccine nor have I gotten Covid. Imagine that!

Karon Patterson Czekala
Tara Dobell, get on The Children’s Health Defense. Great site! You can sign up for email newsletters. He knows his stuff.

Patty Schmitz Hippleheuser
Emily Jane Carpenter I haven’t gotten the vaccine or Covid.
Karon Patterson Czekala
Sean, rarely with a drug which has won the NOBEL PEACE PRIZE, and been given 4-6 BILLION times, do you find that the placebo was as effective as the actual drug. Keep putting laughing faces on everything though. That's clever. Do they pay you by the dozen?

Karon Patterson Czekala
Source, Sean?

Karon Patterson Czekala
Linda Dawn, you may find it using google but you have to wade through a slew of "opinion pieces", loosely disguised as actual research facilities or reputable sources. They're getting tricky.

Ellen Mogensen
Here are some facts: The CV19 V-x D.e.a.t.h T.o.l.l: https://circleofmamas.com/health-news/frontline-workers-testimonials-vaers-reports/ and video testimonials: https://1000covidstories.com/ These Covid stories are real videos from real people... FACTS!

Ellen Mogensen
Here are some facts: The CV19 V-x D.e.a.t.h T.o.l.l: https://circleofmamas.com/health-news/frontline-workers-testimonials-vaers-reports/ and video testimonials: https://1000covidstories.com/ These Covid stories are real videos from real people... FACTS!

Karon Patterson Czekala
Sean, you don't need to peer review a drug that has been proven safe, is widely used, and has been used for decades with 4-6 BILLION doses. It has been linked to only 6 deaths (FAR fewer than the covid vax!), and 5 of them had serious comorbidities. Six deaths is far fewer than even deaths from aspirin.
Jason Glastetter
Spike Cohen Where’s my darn pony!? 

Rick Haar-hooyz
Spike Cohen good little poked

Emily Jane Carpenter
Cheston Errol Carson

Emily Jane Carpenter
Cheston Errol Carson

Hannah Smith
Spike Cohen I’m amazed they haven’t taken their post down yet

Ariane Turgeon
Lillian Robinson
Ariane Turgeon
Angie Lowerison

Exactly! This was my response

This story is just trying to follow the scare tactic narrative! Your real story should be on the thousands of people that have died from the V (this information is straight off of the VAERS website and you can even download the full report. I have it) Also, the newest cases of Covid deaths on that page contain cases of fully vaccinated people who are getting Covid and passing post Vax. The vaccinated are getting Covid in huge numbers (I know of at least 10 with one neighbor being a fully vaccinated 14 year old boy). The virus is mutating to a stronger virus because it recognizes the vaccine spike protein and learns to mutate. Plus the vaccinated that are getting Covid are walking around asymptotic and potentially infecting everyone they come in contact with. When my whole family and I got Covid (by which we have natural immunity that is 27 times more effective than any of the vaccines) we were feeling sick and stayed home and quarantined. Natural herd immunity is the only way to irradiate this virus. Also, people need to be taught about the absolute 100% treatments such as the Monoclonal Antibody infusion from Regeneron as well as hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin in the proper doses for your weight (not a horses weight)!

There is your story ABC! Call me…. I know you won’t because it does not fit your fear mongering narrative! Now go back and stick your heads back into the sand….. or decide to be a “REAL JOURNALIST” and tell the right story!!!

Martin Pánek
Spike Cohen Spike, get bent.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_
Bruce Soden
Most adverse events take place within 7 days after the jab. If a person is considered unvaccinated until 14 days after the final shot it totally skews the vaers statistics. It would show an over-reporting of unvaccinated deaths and a simultaneous under reporting of deaths due to the shot. The accounting change was made recently by the CDC

Claire Patterson

Here we see the introduction to the one world government

Boris Johnson to make major national...
express.co.uk

Claire Patterson
Karon Patterson Czekala what the pandemic and everything has been about

Amanda Ward Schulte
Ariane Turgeon can you PM me a link to this video?

Devin Tarpley Carman
Amy Katz Dowling can you send me that report? I would love to share that with family and friends who are on the fence about getting the jab. No jab for me!

Cheryl Woodham
Jo Anne Baum I agree. The problem is people are being forced to get it or not have a job.
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Jan Johnston
Devin Tarpley Carman
https://openvaers.com/covid-data/covid-reports

First site is CDC. Second is an independent summary site of the data since the VAERS database can be confusing and take time to shift thru

Megan Moss
Amy Katz Dowling maybe this post worked exactly how they planned, knowing they can't report on reactions or deaths from the shot

Milena Ruman
Bruce Soden Exactly. We saw that in Israel, in the gov. Data but no one would listen.

Steven Stanfield
Jason Glastetter that's Vermin Supreme's promise, not Spike Cohen

Amy Katz Dowling
Devin Tarpley Carman PM me with your email address. It is a very big file. It took me a while to navigate the site as they don't make it easy (because they don't want people to know). I have tons of other very credible information to show your family. I have been in the medical field for over 30 years and I am floored at the cover up that is going on!!!
Amy Katz Dowling

Devin Tarpley Carman Just tried to send you a reply... looks like I am being monitored for speaking the truth! PM me....

Jan Johnston

Lori Rice Are u kidding me? Read comments. People are providing tons of sites with evidence & facts. BTW - most of us are not "antivax" and are offended by the term. We are anti-CoV "vax", which is more of a treatment. It doesn't fit a tight definition of a vax.

Martin King
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Michelle Lynn Flanigan
Duck duck go is a search engine

Karon Patterson Czekala
Lori Rice, here's a true fact. Go find VAERS. Note that it is an instrument created BY the CDC. Note the 27,000+ covid vaccine DEATHS which no media ever mentions. Note the 600,000+ SERIOUS adverse events requiring hospitalization/doc visit, etc. Fact.

Karon Patterson Czekala
I LOVE Coffee & Covid!!!

Karon Patterson Czekala
https://www.coffeeandcovid.com/

Sherry Rock
Tonya Whoopi Branam love how he brought "race" into the conversation. People like him, your better off not even responding too.

Jan Johnston
Martin King

Lynn Weiler
Heather Knorr me too!!!!
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Lurdes Coelho
Hannah Smith

Destanie Lahman
Claire Patterson event 201

Lurdes Coelho

Lurdes Coelho
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Lurdes Coelho

Lurdes Coelho

Lurdes Coelho

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
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Lurdes Coelho

Nancy Prince Gagnon I am also.. all shots. Nova cane, tp . skin lotion,

Robert R. Broyles

Jan Johnston These are REAL people!..NOT Fake MEDIA !

June Lee

Sean Mcelroy

AAWWW I wondered when THE WHITE NATIONA LISTS would be mentioned by you. You have just prooved to me you have NO INTENTION of listening and LEARNING about the SUFFERING of these people.
Your AGENDA is RACIAL DIVIDE as well as PUSHING the POI SON on the GENERAL PUBLIC.
You have PROVEN to me by ALL YOUR REPLIES that you are a PAID SHRILL with POLITICAL AMBITIONS and NO INTEGRITY or CARE FOR THE PEOPLE or the TRUTH.

Karon Patterson Czekala

You need this!
Sharon Ledford

**Judy Whitehead Parris** Yes, I agree. only problem with that is that many are making these decisions based on fear and rhetoric while the full information that will bring about an INFORMED decision is suppressed. That is why the other side is speaking out so!

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Janine Romanelli

Karon Patterson Czekala last time I checked it was over 1 Million adverse reactions now and those are just the ones being reported.
It's frightening and infuriating that you have to look for this information and it's not part of mainstream reporting. All you see is commercial after commercial about how wonderful it is to get vaccinated.
I'm over it.

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sandra Walus

**Martin King** the body language when he is talking to Biden and both him and Trump look like they were forced to a shake hands

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Karon Patterson Czekala

Anyone who wants to LEARN rather than ARGUE, go here: **ALL have except credentials and are still employed by prestigious hospitals/firms/research universities:**
- Children's Health
- Defense / The Defender (email),
- Dr. Sheri Tenpenny,
- Dr. Simone Gold, Dr. Arden, Dr. Zelinko, etc

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sharon Ledford

**Judy Whitehead Parris** This post is a very good reference for one. read the first hand eye witness accounts. Also if you dig deeper, the true data is available, such as the WHO and even the CDC. don't look at or listen to what they summarize with their own commentary of what that means. Investigate these patents and who stands to benefit from them. Investigate the ingredients. Investigate the lawsuits. Investigate the injuries. By the way, anyone who has had only one jab is considered unvaccinated. Also moving into that with those who have only 2 now that the booster and pills are coming out. Without everything they call v2ccine, you are considered unv2ccinated. So someone who just got the 2nd jab is listed as unv2ccinated. Therefore, the numbers are being played with. Common sense works best with these numbers. For example, when they say that the c2vid numbers are higher this year than last year, but last year none were jabbed, what can we deduce about this year when 71 percent are jabbed?

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Sharon Ledford

Judy Whitehead Parris I agree. The problem is that many are making these decisions based on fear and rhetoric while the full information that will bring about an informed decision is suppressed. That is why so many are speaking out.

6 hrs Like Reply More

Mark Matthews

Janine Romanelli please post your source for these adverse reactions. I can't find them & I'd love to see them.

6 hrs Like Reply More

Janine Romanelli

AND, I'm vaccinated.

6 hrs Like Reply More

Sharon Ledford

I am trying to answer Judy Whitehead Paris but it is removing my comments and for no reason!

6 hrs Like Reply More

Jacki Fleet

Bruce Soden yes

6 hrs Like Reply More

Karon Patterson Czekala

NEWS FLASH: The 11 year-old Twitter account of the 39-year old educational charity, the National Vaccine Information Center (VIC), was suspended without warning on Sunday afternoon, May 23, 2021. VIC's Twitter handle was @VICLoeDown and the account had about 21,000 followers at the time it was suspended. In March, VIC's account with Facebook was terminated and, in April, VIC's Instagram account was terminated without explanation, together affecting over 300,000 followers.

No other major non-profit organization that reports on vaccine science, policy, law and ethics has been removed from all three social media platforms.

VIC Co-founder and President Barbara Loe Fisher said,

"Those who fear the truth have no option but to censor it. Big Tech and Big Pharma are business partners, just like the federal government and Big Pharma have become business partners over the past four decades. Now political operatives and Silicon Valley profiteers trying to control the public conversation on the world wide web are targeting truth tellers in order to silence them. VIC has served as a voice for the vaccine injured since 1982 and we will continue to tell the truth about vaccination and health in all forums, no matter who tries to stop us."
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Janine Romanelli
Mark Matthews https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb

Search VAERS Database
medalerts.org

Karon Patterson Czekala
MARK MATTHEWS, head straight to VAERS, Vaccine Adverse Event Recording System, a tool created BY the CDC. They list between 1%-10% of adverse Events, according to a Harvard study.

Karon Patterson Czekala
READ TODAY’S COFFEE & COVID . com!

Karon Patterson Czekala

Dave Lock
Milena Ruman
Karon Patterson Czekala

Karon Patterson Czekala

Karon Patterson Czekala

Amber Alexander

Amy Katz Dowling can I get that info as well?

Lynn Osborne

Amy Katz Dowling me too! Thank you!
Elaine Beever

Karon Patterson Czekala if you see Dr Ardis’ talk, he explains they knew remdesivir could cause kidney damage when they were trialing it for Ebola. Crime against humanity

Nicole Barnett Reeves

Karon Patterson Czekala every needs to turn off the tv and get on uncensored platforms like Gab and Telegram.

Amy Katz Dowling

Karon Patterson Czekala You are 100% correct! I’ve looked up the data myself. Of course the deaths do not state they were due to the vax… if that were the case, all of them would have been taken off of the market the first week. Most of the deaths are due to complications of bleeding, including stroke, heart attack, blood clots etc…. Most deaths were in the first days after getting the vax… this is no coincidence!

Karon Patterson Czekala

I agree! LOADS of really good docs with GOOD credentials agree, too. Israel is beginning to agree.

Karon Patterson Czekala

Otherwise this jab would be THE vax most likely to cause an "adverse coincidence"!!

Amy Katz Dowling
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Judy Jones Obitko

Karon Patterson Czekala Dr. Zelenko God bless him. Nominated for a Nobel Peace prize. He has also treated 7000 Covid patients with only 3 deaths.

Lynn Osborne

Ariane Turgeon June Bruinsma

Devin Tarpley Carman

Jan Johnston thank you!

Karon Patterson Czekala


Dr. Bryan Ardis - Hospital Protocol is...
bitchute.com

Lynn Osborne

Ariane Turgeon June Bruinsma

Jeanette McCloud

Karon Patterson Czekala Trump said Remdesivir was the greatest drug ever when he had it for his covid, i think we're being played from sides!!!

Shannon Johnston

Spike Cohen Google this- Who paid the largest criminal fine in history.

Drug maker Pfizer, Inc. and one of its subsidiaries have agreed to pay $2.3 billion dollars to settle civil and criminal charges regarding its marketing of the drug Bextra. The criminal portion of the fine is the largest fine ever levied by the United States government for any matter. As part of the settlement, Pfizer pled guilty to felony violation of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act for marketing the drug with the intent to deceive and mislead the public.
Adrian Morgan
Sarah Morgan, look at this. I wish the public and doctors alike could have had a chance to speak out, instead of being kicked off for "misinformation"

Patti Petro
Jeanette McCloud, I thought Trump had Regeneron not Remdesivir.

Jenni Rose
Cliff Almquist it is not only approved for malaria

Amy Katz Dowling
Lynn Osborne PM me with your email.

Amy Katz Dowling
Amber Alexander Just sent to your email.

Karon Patterson Czekala
Oh, no! MERCK has had to lay the largest fine. $5BILLION for the VIOXX debacle. They "safely & effectively" led between 15,000-80,000 to an early grave/open heart surgery -- all while lying and jimmying around with data. AND did a $5BILLION dollar dime put them out of business???? Nope. Does that not tell you they've got $$$ to BURN?

Karon Patterson Czekala
Regeneron is the secret sauce. It's the monoclonal antibodies. Remdesivir = RemDEATHevir. It screws up around 35% of everyone's kidneys AND gives many pulmonary edema. Know what THAT is?? Liquid (pulled from ruined kidneys) into LUNGS-- like the lungs need THAT.
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Karon Patterson Czekala
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BKBpP5bJ21B/ WATCH this! You will lose your MIND.

Dr. Bryan Ardis - Hospital Protocol is...
bitchute.com

Michael Karns
Spike Cohen I can't wait till your our VP love you Spike!

Karon Patterson Czekala
I think he did have Regeneron.

Michael Manderson
https://www.bitchute.com/video/8Zw7aCwGStko/

Dr Ardis speaks Truth, on Dr Fauci, on...
bitchute.com

Hank Pielack

BOOM! Major law firm confirms FDA...
leohohmann.com
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George Miklos

Kelly Kinsella
Shell Olsen I now can't view original post

Leah Rutherford
Spike Cohen James Wolfertz

Nancy Stennes
Karon Patterson Czekala Yes, that's true. The protocol is flawed.

Nancy Stennes
It IS the most likely to cause adverse reactions. And already has, by far.

Diane N Houston
Shannon Johnston that's only pennies to Pfizer.

Luke Frost
Shannon Johnston civil does not equal criminal.

Robin Jewelzz
Amy Katz Dowling some of the side affects of the Vaccines are blood clots, heart attacks, auto immune disorders, enlarged heart and Death just to name a few.
Shirley Peter
I thought Trump had the Regeneron monoclonal antibody infusion. Not remdesivir

5 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Shirley Peter
I thought Trump had the Regeneron monoclonal antibody infusion. Not remdesivir

5 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Shirley Peter
I thought Trump had the Regeneron monoclonal antibody infusion. Not remdesivir

5 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Dee Gee
Shirley Peter We are all exempt from the shot if we don't want it. You can even carry around an exemption card. https://maskexemption.cards/product/vaccine-exemption-card/

Robin Jewelzz
Lori Rice well let's be clear...I can backup everything I say.... It's called pathogen shedding and it's caused by VACCINATED people. This is what's causing it to spread. Not the unvaccinated. If an unvaccinated person gets it, they become immune. Check YOUR facts cause you're obviously not doing YOUR research! There are renowned specialist that specialize in Cardiology, Pathology and Immunology from MT Vernon, Mayo and Texas A&M just to name a few. But, don't you think it interesting instead of trying to initiate a treatment plan for Covid they want everyone to take the vaccine. Doctors have been blind sided by the CDC, Dr Faucci and the President. They should have created a panel of the top Physicians to combat this, instead they came up with a plan to inject everyone if a vaccine that technically a bioweapon! People, do your research and stay off main stream media. They're trying to silence the truth. Just check out my page.

Judy Jones Obitko
Nicole Barnett Reeves Facebook is now for sharing recipes, cute baby and puppy videos. Sharing truth must be done elsewhere.
Lori Rice

Jeanette McCloud Trump also said that this Covid was also going to disappear around a year ago.

Treena Kirkpatrick

Shirley Peter remdesivir damages the patients kidneys and liver. They start to drown in their own fluid and die...Then they shove them on respirator machines which finishes people off. Covid was supposedly made to affect the airways not the kidneys etc. They ask if you have kidney or liver disease why They are going to create liver malfunction So why ask the stupid question. Undertakers are now speaking out about false registered covid deaths. And they said once they start vaccinating kidd we will see high death rates and maming in kids. When this happens go figure they did it in old folks villages.

Lori Rice

Karon Patterson Czekala this is what I found. Help me please I'm not really finding any thing you're talking about. Im looking around?

Sara Cooper

Dee Gee some of the items on the back are specific to USA... we might need to create one for NZ...?

Sarah Klaus

Following.....

Lori Rice

My post isn't posting. I keep trying. I went to the site and all it's telling me is that it's a very contagious virus and gives an outrageous number of deaths and illnesses. I'll keep trying. I took a picture of the post and copied it but it's not going through. Ugh I'll keep trying
Kel Bel
Spike Cohen Benjamin Belding  your favorite guy!

Lori Rice
Karon Patterson Czekala I copied a picture of the cares sit you told me about and it's telling people how contagious it is. It's telling me contrary to anything you are saying. I'm really trying to understand but I'm still not convinced. I'll keep trying.

Diane Zimmerman
Karon Patterson Czekala https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/bitchute/

Brendan Stevens
Karon Patterson Czekala we get it, you get facts out of the bottom of cereal boxes.

Lori Rice
Amy Katz Dowling Right the CDC warned of the public of those affects. Every vaccine had one. My question is alot of people will get the other mandatory vaccines but not this one who has killed hundreds of thousands of people. My husband was a Marine he had to get all kind of vaccines. But people are complaining and spreading false information. That why I believe it's a political issue. And unfortunately it's the alot of the same people who still can't get over Trump loosing. Wake up people
Jenny Owen

**Lori Rice** are you a real person? Your profile looks fake...

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Tanya Oickle

Biden looks like he's about to kiss him. I'd pull back too. Ever hear of personal space? Lol!

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jenny Owen

**Lori Rice** I looked because most of your comments on here sound false

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Edyta Monroe

**Robin Jewelzz**

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Eric Letchumanan

Dee Gee....well delta could careless about your exemption card...u will innoculated either way...thru your arm or thru your nose...evolution always wins. Roll the dice with Covid and find out.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lori Rice

**Jenny Owen** oh boy your one of those

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lori Rice

I just sent you a message

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Sigrid Cox

Shirley Peter i think you're correct. Remdesivir is for Ebola virus. They produced a lot of it bit couldn't use it. Trying to get rid of it now & insurance paying the hefty price tag.

Renae Johnson

Shirley Peter one thing he used was hydrochloriquin

Jenny Owen

Lori Rice OK real, but genuine with your comments then? No offence but what you've said on your other comments sound very disingenuous. You keep 'trying' to find info you say, but clearly not trying very hard

Stacy Lyons

Karon Patterson Czekala
Lori Rice  
*Karon Patterson Czekala* Because of the unvaccinated and people that want to follow lies like their leader. Also people who are against wearing masks. Pretty sad putting politics over our children's education. Trump tards!

Lori Rice  
*Karon Patterson Czekala* and No I didn't vote for Biden either  

Maura Woods  
*Shirley Peter* He did have regeneron.

Maura Woods  
Correct.

Stacy Lyons  
*Victoria L Verbeck*
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Stacy Lyons
Luke Frost

Stacy Lyons
Patti Petro You are correct!

SH AZ ZA
Lori Rice it is political and you will find all the countries are run by one country that wants world domination .. if that happens we loose all rights to our own minds and bodies

Stacy Lyons
Mark Matthews

Shirley Peter
Treena Kirkpatrick that is what I thought. I had the Regeneron infusion because my dr recommended it and said President Trump had done it. It actually kept me out of the hospital. I have read that about Remdesivir and told my hubby if they put me in hospital I DO NOT want that
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Anne Fidler
Kelly Kinsella I've saved it so can send it to you

Cindy Bell
Lori Rice most not getting vaccinated are Black and I doubt Trump supporters... read more

William Smith
I wasn't expecting any response. I sent this to family and friends. I don't know how these other people got it. They can believe it or not. I don't trust that piece of crap Joe Biden or the democrats that are pushing the vaccine.

Ryan Whiteside
Lori Rice lol he didn’t lose

Cindy Bell
Jenny Owen are you even an American.....

Cindy Bell
Renae Johnson yes

Misha Hughes
Cindy Bell are you?

Donna Vinci
Lori Rice Trump came up with the vax so you would think people who are so called trumpeters would've ran to get it but they didn’t

Clinton Lee Gougler
Lori Rice plus all the vaccines people normally get have had years to show side effects and for people to realize what they might get. Not with the covid shot. No one can know the side effects right now.
Misha Hughes
Sigrid Cox good grief, where are you getting this “information”? Remdesivir is used in Anti-rejection therapy for transplant patients.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Stennes
Lori Rice You're right, VAERS likely underestimates the death totals by a factor of 10, 15, or even up to 100 times. Supposedly 9,000 deaths in the US so far, and something like 468,000 injuries. Why, if there have been so many deaths and injuries, (and it's likely much higher than these nos.) are they still pushing this and claiming it's "safe"? They say the instances of Guillain Barre and myocarditis, fatal blood clots are "rare." Yet everyday I read about someone new who has been harmed or killed by one of these things. At what point does the general public begin to realize it's very likely they are being lied to? (In my opinion, one massive lie and public policy fail after another when it comes to Covid.)

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Bill Liebertz
Donna Vinci that's not true. You really should know your facts before you make comments. The majority of those bot vaccinated are democrats.and mostly minorities.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Bill Liebertz
Renae Johnson hydroxichloriquun

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Stennes
There was a site in Europe claiming much higher totals. Tens of th ous ands of deaths, 1/2 mil injuries in Europe. Same in E. Asia, back in March or so. Not known how many here. FB cen sor ing me.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Stennes
Cindy Bell Lots of Latinos are hesitant too. As well as well informed people! They are hesitant for very good reason!

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Stennes
Cindy Bell Well educated are said to be not doing it too. Lots of La tinos are hesitant too. FB, arrrgh!

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Victoria Gleason
Science is about observation. It has never “arrived.” There is no absolute science because we are always trying to weigh new evidence. Shutting your ears to the evidence being submitted and suppressed is not science. It’s very scary. I was pro vaccine until I personally was detrimentally affected by it. I wish I had opened my ears.

George Whiteford
Lori Rice because Trump didn't lose.

Taryn Sipperly
Lori Rice this is an immunization not a vaccine. Go do your homework and this should not be a political issue. Ask yourself why this has been politicized and get back to me. Go pick more sunflowers.

Cory James
Lynn Harrietha Pereira hello. I would like to see the documents thank you.

Nancy Stennes
Lori Rice No, it's not just political. Have you read the V A E R S reports?

Devin Tarpley Carman
Jan Johnston Linda Koch check this out

Nancy Stennes
It's actually mRNA gene therapy. Not a v in the traditional sense, at all. And this is not just political. Just because someone's husband didn't have issues doesn't negate the harm done to tens or hundreds of thousands of others. Documented. FB will not let me post where that info. can be found. It's a fed guv site that tracks all of this.
Sue Winterling-Schneider

Shirley Peter you are correct, he had Monoclonal antibody infusion

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Stennes

FB censoring overtime!

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lorene Walsh

Nancy Stennes can you personal message to me please

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Brett Soda George

Diane Zimmerman isn’t it amazing how any expert, scientist, or doctor that says anything contrary or in protest, is gagged, debunked, defunded, persecuted as fake news, or all of a sudden a quack (there are thousands btw just look up front line doctors)? You don’t throw your career or merit (and some of them has so much merit) away for anything less than conviction. What I see most everyday people do in rebuttal to valid concerns of safety and effectiveness, even with non redacted and peer reviewed evidence, is either, lump everyone into a anti-vaxx conspiracy category or they do a quick google search (which is totally censored) and post up some wiki page saying “that's debunked.” Then they sigh in relief because now they can persecute their neighbors knowing that "science" has backed them. I'm pro vaxx anti mandate. There’s enough contrary evidence to suggest the policy response to C@vld is overreaching.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Cheryl Nelson

Misha Hughes it is now being used as a Covid treatment. Look it up.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Curtis Sluder

Brenda Green Wojtacha One dead in 50 not bad enough for you?

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Patti Petro

Lori Rice, Trump was lied to by so many people. He had listened to Fake Fauci and bought the vaccine sales pitch when in reality it doesn’t stop people from getting Covid. So why are hey pushes it so hard?

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lori Rice

Taryn Sipperly I have and you all are a bunch of Liars

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Erin Franklin
For the ones laughing, ignorant to the “new world order”, I hope you’ll come to terms with what is really going on.


As Australia Announces That They Are...

Nancy Stennes
Victoria Gleason Hope you will in time be 100% healed and WELL, Victoria! So sorry to hear you have had to go through this. Pls. make sure it’s reported. Can't tell you how to do that here, won't allow me to post it.

Nancy Stennes
Lori Rice No, the effects not disclosed, bec. EUA license only. No "informed consent." Pls. check again. If there was, you should be able to get full info. that was in the box at the time administered. And Lot No., etc.

Joseph Sinon
Taryn Sipperly aww let her take to the floor and dance.. Hmm the real effect will eventually surface..

Billie Huff
Misha Hughes Remdesivir is being used to treat Covid

Kristofer T Reckner
Lori Rice SO LKNG AS YOU DO WHATEVER THE IDOOT BOX SAYS, YOU LL BE SAFE-RIGHT? THEM SMA DN GOVERNMWNT HAVE YOUR HEALTH AND WELL BEING IN MIND-RIGHT? JOW BIDEN AND FRIENDS ARE CONCERNED WITH MAKING SURE MS. LORI RICE HAS EVERY BIT OF FACTUAL INFORMATION, AND DONT SLEEP WELL JNLESS THEY KNOW THEYVE GOTTEN LORI ALL THR FACTS!
You're brainwashed lady. Probably disparage all her white friends for the sins of their great great great grandparents too, no? You are a joke lady. You are clown shoes.
Alina Squires

Lori Rice I know of 7 people personally who have died from the vaccine and 3 from Covid..

2 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Lori Rice

Taryn Sipperly you need the vaccine to become immune. I Know the difference between the two

2 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Marlene Dilday Sims

I wish he had injected himself with bleach as he spoke of it.

2 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Nadine Santerre

You do not NEED the vaccine to become immune. Humans actually have something called an IMMUNE SYSTEM. Imagine that Imagine having a GOD GIVEN way to fight disease, virus, harmful bacteria etc. If you're so smart as to know the difference between a vaccine and an immunization then perhaps you should be so smart as to research what our own immune system does. Peace out

2 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Nadine Santerre

You do not NEED the vaccine to become immune. Humans actually have something called an IMMUNE SYSTEM. Imagine that Imagine having a GOD GIVEN way to fight disease, virus, harmful bacteria etc. If you're so smart as to know the difference between a vaccine and an immunization then perhaps you should be so smart as to research what our own immune system does. Peace out

2 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Nadine Santerre

You do not NEED the vaccine to become immune. Humans actually have something called an IMMUNE SYSTEM. Imagine that Imagine having a GOD GIVEN way to fight disease, virus, harmful bacteria etc. If you're so smart as to know the difference between a vaccine and an immunization then perhaps you should be so smart as to research what our own immune system does. Peace out

2 hrs   Like   Reply   More
Nadine Santerre
You do not NEED the vaccine to become immune. Humans actually have something called an IMMUNE SYSTEM. Imagine that... Imagine having a GOD GIVEN way to fight disease, virus, harmful bacteria etc. If you're so smart to know the difference between a vaccine and an immunization then perhaps you should be so smart as to research what our own immune system does. Peace out

Kathy Mccormick
Nadine Santerre I agree 100%!!!!

Cody Cote
Lemme guess .. you guys get your information from government paid subsidiaries when stupid people don't know there stupid.

Nadine Santerre
Sorry my post is out of control it keeps posting.

Darlene Peoples McMillan
Kathy Mccormick Amen!!!

Kathy Mccormick
Lori Rice you need to wake up!! Other vaccines were tested for years before being used, this wasn’t!! As a doctor in Israel said-you're the lab rat!!!

Tanya Liner
Lori Rice so if the government cares so much about Americans why isn't cancer treatment free?? Or insulin? Why are they forcing it on Americans but not people at the borders coming into this country?

Matt Neubert
Nadine Santerre YEAH!!
Matt Neubert

Nadine Santerre  YEAH!!!

Gary Meadows

Lori Rice  A vast majority of the black community in our country have not had the vaccine. Safe to say, they are not Trump supporters. Trump is not Pres. Biden/Harris are in the White House and both said before the election that they would not take Trump's vaccine.

Jo-Ann Rafferty

Nadine Santerre

media4.giphy.com

Melissa Kaminski

Probably sniffing him too!!

Katherine Daniel

Nancy Stennes  So how come the FDA doesn't pull the vaccines from being administered?? If some many deaths have occurred?

Michelle Simmons

Lori Rice  Natural immunity is 20% better than the needle.

Mark Hays

This page will be taken down- the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public. Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities.
Mark Hays
This page will be taken down- the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public. Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities.

Tyler Gottlieb
Mark Hays copy and paste much?

Tyler Gottlieb
Mark Hays copy and paste much?

Marisa Leonard Abelseth
Lori Rice let's just stop this right here they said to follow the science ... so Fauci CDC and WHO said that the vaccine does not keep you from getting it ,it does not keep you from carrying it ,it does not keep you from spreading it ,it might keep you from dying if you do get it , but they don't guarantee that either it is not a true vaccine they said that it is not going to help you build up your immune system you have something called natural immunity it is a 99% survival rate if you contract It ! I love how people always say what about the vaccines for measles mumps and chickenpox ....etc . people walked right in and got those and they don't know what's in it . well those were tested for many years and guess what if you had the measles and survived it you didn't have to get. The vaccine if you had chickenpox or mumps love how people always say what about the vaccines for measles mumps and chickenpox people walked right in and got those and they don't know what's in it . well those were tested for many years and guess what if you had the measles and survived it they didn't make you get a vaccine if you had chickenpox or mumps you did not need the vaccine It's called natural immunity

Katy Glassberg
And the beat goes on.....

Matt Neubert
Nadine Santerre YEAH!!
Janet Bierbower Weaver

Nancy Stennes it's actually over 14,000 in the United States now. I'll see if I can post a screenshot of the explanation of va red.

Stefanie Michelle

Spike Cohen best response

Alina Squires

Lori Rice as opposed to natural immunity which is far more effective and lasts longer with no dangerous side affects???

Teresa Wickersham

Nadine Santerre Imagine having a vaccine that God gave us the intelligence to create that teaches our immune systems about a new virus so I don't have to get it and risk death or disability BEFORE I am immune to it? What a wonderous thing.

Katy Madison

Amber Fitzpatrick Jaime Fitzpatrick Angel Zuniga Jennifer Stevens Brown

Janet Bierbower Weaver

Diane Zimmerman why would you say bitchute is fake news? Could it be that it's not censored so the storyline that certain people want and only allowed to get out there is not the only one that is put out. Science isn't science unless you can debate it and look at both sides. And there are tons more places to look than that bitchute where you can find the info. But you can't find something that you're not looking for. I think it's sad that people can't get the truth and only get the one side that is "permissible" by the people who can censor.

Garry Madigan

Overwhelming response!

Madaline English

Mark Hays IT'S BOTH. PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD
Lori Rice Can you link me this source please?

Sheva Sangar

Nancy Stennes inbox me info please

Lori Rice You talk about our freedom well then give people their freedom by respecting their choice.

Sheva Sangar

Dee Gee Jessica Benavidez

Lori Rice Bill Liebertz I really don't care who take the vaccine and who doesn't. Something, somebody put this virus out I'm gonna protect myself

John Ragland

Lori Rice only the choices you agree with. So many choices we don't have and we don't complain about.

Sheva Sangar

Anne Fidler me too please

John Ragland

Shirley Peter and of course the vaccine
Paul Tilsley

Erica O’Keeffe Schaller

Cody Cote i think what you meant was "when stupid people don't know THEY'RE stupid."

Lynne Gifford Bell

Misha Hughes what are you talking about...remdesivir is being used to treat covid in hospitals. It's standard right now. I was given remdesivir and dexamethasone for it before I learned more.

John Allen Gaz

Tyler Gottlieb So!

Natasha Koral

Alina Squires no you don't.

Kelly Kinsella

Eagan Mount ooooh I can see it again now

Traci Hair

Roshawn Worthen
Lori Rice  
**John Ragland** we all have a choice. We're always gonna be persecuted for it though it in one shape or form. No matter what choices we make.

Lori Rice  
**Alina Squires** I'm sorry for your losses

Traci Hair  
**Roshawn Wortthen**

Kelly Kinsella  
**Anne Fidler** thank you so much

Misha Hughes  
**Lynne Gifford Bell** o am talking about my husband had a stem cell transplant in 2010 and remdesivir was one of the meds. Standard for all stem cell transplant patients.

Cody Cote  
**Erica O'Keeffe Schaller** Yes, I'm usually typing to fast to catch myself

Misha Hughes  
**Lynne Gifford Bell** What are you talking about? Remdesivir was developed in 2009. It was originally developed to fight hepatitis C. It is standard protocol for transplant patients, of which my husband was one.

Theresa McCulley  
**Donna Vinci** Trump motivated scientists to come up with a vaccine. He was unaware how evil Fauci and his gang really are. You can bash him all you want - he is the best President ever!

Fiona Harvey  
**Chris Kundziora** talking to a wall it appears would be better conversation. He will be in the 6%.
Lisa Leopard Bynum
**Mark Hays** You are right and I think it's both.

28 mins  Like  Reply  More

Erica O'Keefte Schaller
**Cody Cote** we all do! I just had to give ya a hard time

24 mins  Like  Reply  More

Laura Cavey
**Teresa Wickersham** not if you die from it

11 mins  Like  Reply  More

Iulia Cluj
**Mark Hays** sometimes cntrlld opposition involves a bit of venting, and it could be allowed, if it doesn't spread. Couple of thou. comments here would not affect the narative, especially since the sheep watch teevee and "VIPS" and can't be bothered to read and take in any facts, no matter what the price.

2 mins  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Prout
No matter what your perspective is, strengthen and take care of your health and your immune system. I'd like to see a story about the most powerful ways to stay healthy. Not just one steady stream of fear.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cleo Horsford
**Sarah Prout** staying healthy. Unadegato daily blackseed oil daily

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Stacey Kim
**Sarah Prout** the stories are not shared enough!!!! If more people saw the reality of this maybe then we wouldn't have so many in denial.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Amber Rae
**Sarah Prout**

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Amie Cowlishaw

Sarah Prout I am with u beautiful

Nancy Sullivan

Sarah Prout I had covid and I'm over sixty. Take care of myself. No hospital no doctor required except for testing. No worse than flu.

Cole Marie Latimer

You can just be healthy. Your immune system is just that -a system. You can't predict what it will do - i.e., cytokine storms.

Richard Lougee

Sarah Prout information on how the bodies immune system defends against COVID-19 after infection would be good to know also. That information is missing from the media

Kath Ness

Nancy Sullivan thats because it is flu just a new strain .

Anthony Nnko

Sarah Prout

Nicole Bonnett

Well said

Melody Hendricks Magathan

Nancy Sullivan you got lucky.. remember that!

Mary Curran Slaven

Sarah Prout Go Sarah!
Bonnie Parham
Amen Sarah Prout !

Cathy Simm
Sarah Prout well said

Nancy Sullivan
Melody Hendricks Magathan no I exercise everyday and take vitamins and eat the right things to build up my immune system. Luck has nothing to do with it. Brain and brawn.

Judy K Rogers
Sarah Prout exactly

Ashley Brogan Lee
Sarah Prout this is not fear; this is reality.

Rechel Deboe
Sarah Prout no money that way

Debra Thrower Storey
Nancy Sullivan
Same for the people I know. Many!!!

Judy K Rogers
Stacey Kim how can you say that. More vaccinated people died than not. Read other countries paper not just you cnn

Pamela Greenfield
Sarah Prout , I agree with you.
Deveitor Mason
Sarah Prout my God EVERYDAY THEY JUST PREACHING ABOUT BEING VACCINATED!!!!

Ingrid Eng
Nancy Sullivan I'm happy for you - not meant in a mean way, I'm glad you're okay. I'm 62, take very good care of myself, meditate, yoga, eat well, etc, etc. Was very happy and upbeat prior to getting covid - and I got so ill. Still have residual issues more than 6 mos later. (to everyone) Yes, we should strengthen our immune systems, but no one should shame anyone who gets ill. Or dies. This is a pandemic, don't be paranoid about "Big Pharma" be mindful, but don't forget that a vaccine can also be a way of caring for each other.

Judy K Rogers
Melody Hendricks Magathan I have 4 family members that agree with Nancy Sullivan. Stop the fear tactics. It's used to control you! Wake up. Go to Americanminds.org. It explains the truth

americanminds.org

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Sarah Prout thank you! I feel the same way, they're using "scare" tactics to make us go to make us get vaxxed

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Ingrid Eng I’m not responsible for other people! I’m responsible for me!

Rowan Lilith
Nancy Sullivan You are lucky. That is it. LUCKY. I have seen extremely healthy, way younger people die of COVID. No co-morbidities. Hospitals are full of them.

Samantha Scoggins
Sarah Prout
Chelsea Leonard
Sarah Prout Happy to see a public figure who hasn't drank the Kool-Aid!

Mairi Hunter
Sarah Prout I felt like I was doing all the right things like exercise, minimal alcohol intake, taking vitamin D, eating clean. Still got covid and it is flooring me 3 weeks on, so frustrating, I just want my life back. Struggling to exercise now the fatigue is bad and terrible stomach pain all weekend, now that has gone it is replaced with a searing headache today.

Jan Mayer
Sarah Prout Amen on that!

Stephanie Marie
Sarah Prout time to unfollow you.

Doreen Thompson Franz
Sarah Prout you go girl!!

Melissa Cordero Habermann
Sarah Prout yes!!! Preach!!!

Diana Butler
Agree with you. But, when an article is posted about ways our immune system works or what's to stay healthy then it's marked as false reports and deleted. Then we are kicked off FB and thrown in FB jail. The info is out there if people would research. Blessings to you Sarah.

Estelle Peetz
Sarah Prout YES!!!
Ingrid Eng

Ruth Marilyn Hooper Well, we're different there, I believe we should care for each other too. Like the people who are front-line workers, our emergency services, and many more. Every individual can do something.

Ruth Marilyn Hooper

Ingrid Eng do you want to support me and others too? That's “caring” for people too!

Catherine Findsen

Sarah Prout so true.

Tonie Greve

Sarah Prout exactly!! I've lost family to this virus who were not healthy and the healthy family members survived. I've seen full vaccinated hospitalized and have died. This FEAR PROPAGANDA needs to stop.

Ruth Marilyn Hooper

Stephanie Marie bye

Cheyenne Lindemuth

YES!!

Tonie Greve

Stacey Kim people are not in denial they are seeing what she posted as true. Underlying health conditions are causing the death rates to increase. VERY few reported of those of healthy persons. The vaccine is not safe for all but you think they need to give up that right to please you by getting vaccinated? My GOD what has happened to persons... oh wait FEAR

Denise Aguirre

Sarah Prout I can't agree more.
Faith Pletcher
Sarah Prout Agree

Ingrid Eng
Ruth Marilyn Hooper You make your choices all by yourself - that's what you just told me, right? But I do care for others, both hands on IRL and in my prayers.

Tugboat Mary
Sarah Prout exactly

Nancy Jones
Sarah Prout amen to that

Louis Hoolaef Hr
We use some powerful nutritional supplements that prevent viruses with great results. In our program no one contacted co-vid of thousands of people using the supplements. All info is on our website.

Kimberly Savangrat
Sarah Prout take care of yourself with exercise, sunshine, vit D and eat healthy. Immune system is much stronger than the vax at taking care of a virus. This vax is BS, more vaxxed people are getting sick

Darlene Mae Best
Ruth Marilyn Hooper God, others self
I strongly believe each person in communities need to be accountable to take care of others as well as self

Jane Mabbott
Sarah Prout yes that would be great
Tricia Christo
Sarah Prout agreed!

Lindsey Denver
Ingrid Eng you have to put your own oxygen mask on first then others.

Lindsey Denver
Darlene Mae Best you have to put on your oxygen mask first then help others. I learned the hard way.

Genevieve Poeticlady Williams
Ditto.

Jerri Andreasen
Chelsea Leonard Ruth Marilyn Hooper I don't think that's what Sarah Prout is saying. But maybe she needs to clarify.

Megan Blok
Sarah Prout yes! I have the vaccines but I also take personal responsibility for myself. I'm eating better, ditched alcohol and look after my body as best I can. Far too much emphasis on vaccines and not enough on also looking after your body and immune system!

Stacey Kim
Tonie Greve yep fear a REAL pandemic. Nothing to be ashamed of, it's what any decent human being is feeling. Regardless of what the news says, some idiots still think all these people would have died even if they had not came down Covid. That's denial!! That's ignorance.

Nicole Mortimer
Sarah Prout thank you
Erica Sabbage
Sarah Prout I totally agree Sarah! Vaccinated or not. The most important thing is for everyone to build up their natural immune system with good wholesome food and general common sense to keep healthy! I'm so sick of this fear factor being the main focus!

Kimberley Nyenhuis
Even though we social distancing, we stay united as a tribe, we talk on the phone, we really stay away from negativity of the news....(they seem to really hang on to the tragic stories).....we do believe in the vaccines and we've all had them.we all are taking our vitamins.....but mostly you stay in contact.....I'm going through my seasonal depression, my son last night had such motivating words for me ....so that helps a lot motivation....how is your family doing?

Darlene Mae Best
Lindsey Denver look at my photo.
I wear oxygen.
I understand that sense of smothering from lack of oxygen a lot of years.
I can only imagine it feels worse than fighting to live ( as I did many times) having covid. heart breaks that people don't get the seriousness of it

Amber Linne
Sarah Prout yes!! Let's move past fear.

Caroline Ravensdale
Sarah Prout not sure it's fear it's reality and facts .. we can hide away from the information and all be ignorant, who does that actually help?

Melody Hendricks Magathan
Judy K Rogers lady I've had friends pass... I believe in science and reality...

Melody Hendricks Magathan
Nancy Sullivan AGAIN... YOU GOT VERY LUCKY!!!

Darlene Mae Best great, pay my bills then... thank you
Sherrye Trice
Alex Isaenko this!

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Lindsey Denver yup

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Diana Butler or comments get deleted

Judy K Rogers
Melody Hendricks Magathan why did you post laughter about my family being sick and my friend losing his eye sight from the shot. 4000 people have gotten the virus this week and they were all vaccinated. You really have a sick personality if you think it's funny

Darlene Mae Best
Ruth Marilyn Hooper your choice to believe that. It is no scare tactic that 4.55 million people died of covid world wide. It is no scare tactic that the smothering over lacking oxygen occurs if really I. It is it a scare tactic to describe how the medical staff must add ventilator by showing a tube down their throat after sedating them so this ventilator can push oxygen into the.lungs Nor is it scare tactics when a family is called to say goodbye. That's reality of covid.

Fear is usually false evidence appearing real like the scare tactics you allege are being used to get people to vaccinated.

Yet truth being what It is "x
We can lead a horse to water however, we cannot make it drink."

Thus the reality I just shared you will deny possible

Mary Waldron
Children are dying because people are refusing to get vaccinated. I've never heard of such selfishness in my entire life.
Mary Waldron
Ruth Marilyn Hooper That only applies if you stay home and there’s no chance for you to spread this to children.

Ingrid Eng
Lindsey Denver Certainly, but then there is the "then others" to also tend to.

Philippa Hall
Sarah I was just thinking the very same thing. Trawling and preying on someone who has lost someone is unethical to me. I am also really interested to hear stories about those that have been boosting their immune system. Well done on shouting this out.

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Mary Waldron I’m not around kids..

Kassidy Dougherty
Sarah Prout I’m guessing you’ve never suffered from the virus. What your saying is that it’s fear if you share the truth and If someone like myself shared my battle to stay alive from covid and took 14 months to recover I’m sharing fear. That’s a slap in my face to myself and the many 100,000’s of people that have suffered. Covid doesn’t care how heathy you are and I can attest. I eat extremely clean, no sugar, gluten, alcohol, soy, dairy and worked out on regular basis teaching yoga and spinning. Also following a holistic program. Covid didn’t care and it still ravaged my body. Very disappointed in this post. This virus is REAL and has ruined many lives physically, mentally and financially.

Mindy Czuleger
Sarah Prout

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Darlene Mae Best I do my share to the community, by minding my own business, I believe in live and let live, and not push my “beliefs” on others or down their throats or in bodies period! That’s my contribution to “the community”!
Deb Ann
Thank You Sarah! There is no conversation about eating clean, fitness, building up the immune system. I had covid and survived as did my children. 20 years ago I met a holistic nutrition coach who was a RN. She said there will be virus in the future with no medication to cure, start building you and your family's immune system up. Our food and our fitness, the chemicals we allow in our homes, all of it as a whole is important.

Ruth Marilyn Hooper
Ingrid Eng yup, that's how I was raised! Mine my own business and not tell others what to do or not do or live by MY STANDARDS!!!
Heather Wolfman
54,000+ shares, people want their voices to be heard and their stories shared. The fear comes from not really knowing

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Leslie Wilson
Sarah Prout even healthy take care of themselves people die from covid..you just lost a fan

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Caroline Ravensdale
Faline King not at all no one is forcing you to listen or have a jab are they.. that’s your choice just like I have mine however I accept we all have a choice… even though I don’t agree!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marianne Hope-Slatter
Sarah Prout You have came across to many as an anti vaxxer on this stream....

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Caroline Ravensdale
Deb Ann what like the serious athletes and runners who have the best diets and immune systems and high level fitness but have still died?
I think if it was a case of a couple of vitamins then we would all be fine why didn’t the scientists think of that one

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jo Medina Stone
Sarah Prout
Well said! Many of us would!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Bex Mudie
Sarah Prout

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jacqueline Helena Caruso-MacDonald
Sarah Prout yes!!!!! Exactly!! How many people are smokers? Obese? Diabetes? Heart disease?etc....but they All died from COVID?? Give me a break!! covid is real!! Yes!! I get that.But one SMALL piece of truth has been stretched out and fabricated into a fat lie! How about instead of installing fear start teaching people( because they obviously don't know how) to build up their immune system!! Stop smoking!! Hell shut down nicotine factories!! No more vaping..cigarettes...change up the fast food to healthier options....but hey...its just mho

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Wendy Gates
its definitely about boosting your immune system and doing that all year round not just for a little while

Jacqueline Helena Caruso-MacDonald
Nancy Sullivan exactly! You probably aren't obese or a smoker...you exercise!! Get plenty of rest etc...and i don't think people are in denial ...i think people are fed up with all the lies and bs and are " Waking up"...

Stephanie Knight
Sarah Prout your post 100% xxx

Julie Veenstra
Sarah Prout absolutely agree, I've made up a bush flower essence remedy that is boosting the immune system and so far clearing all signs of fear people get of illness, and any signs of cold, flu or virus symptoms are just washing away, its very effective

Sandy Dobbyn
Sarah Prout Agree. And to be fair to both sides, share a story of a loved one who died or was badly hurt by the vaccine. I'm sure both sides have stories.

Janice Whitten
Sarah Prout Absolutely so would i also.

Kristina Depault
Sarah Prout me too!!!

Janice Whitten
Richard Lougee Of course it is , they don't wan't us to know.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Tonie Greve
Stacey Kim research how many die of cancer each year or diabetic complications. Kidney disease or hypertension. This is a terrible virus and working in the hospitals/healthcare I know it’s real and see data not being shared. Not all areas of the United States experience the same outcomes of death but many do have high numbers of positive coronavirus infections but don’t die or hospitalized.

Richard Lougee
Janice Whitten I get that. The entire situation is about controlling people.

Tonie Greve
Stacey Kim research how many die of cancer each year or diabetic complications. Kidney disease or hypertension. This is a terrible virus and working in the hospitals/healthcare I know it’s real and see data not being shared. Not all areas of the United States experience the same outcomes of death but many do have high numbers of positive coronavirus infections but don’t die or hospitalized.

Richard Lougee
Janice Whitten I get that. The entire situation is about controlling people.

Kathy Cox
Sarah Prout Yes.

Bianca Aspenson
Sarah Prout True.

Cheryl Humphrey
Sarah Prout ty exactly but they will lose their job if they do a story about deathly options!
Bianca Aspenson

Stacey Kim We all know Covid is serious and should not be taken lightly. However, the majority of the population does not take care of themselves on a day to day basis and should know more information on how to stay healthy and keep their immune system strong for every disease.

Tara Smith

Too

Stacey Kim

Bianca Aspenson that is all over the media! Has been from the beginning. It’s also one of the largest industries in this country. If you don’t know how to stay healthy by now, it’s a choice.

Lynda Stafford

Melody Hendricks Magathan so are the 99.97 others

Ruth Marilyn Hooper

Ingrid Eng and I’m at peace with mine!

Tasha Van Willigen

Sarah Prout

Tonie Greve

Stacey Kim you can prevent this diseases is the point I’m making. I had my daughter in my presence sick with coronavirus who did home care an adult child but me a person with lung disease did not get infected. What's your point? Oh yeah FEAR. My adult daughter will not get the vaccine and it’s her choice she survived coronavirus and still out living and enjoying herself not living in fear.

Kalena CC

Sarah Prout where are the health professionals? Why isn’t anyone pushing healthy ways on social media, tv? Are they banned? It’s been a suspicious year with the pandemic.
Fear is natural human emotion and helps keep us safe and alive. “Living in fear” is right wing selfish propaganda.

Stacey Kim

Tonie Greve you can prevent cancer?? Really!?!? You're clearly delusional!

Stacey Kim

Ruth Marilyn Hooper tell Biden that!

Kalena CC

Charity Marshall

Sarah Prout Truth, local honey, oregano, exercise, praying, there are so many things to strengthen, let's focus on that, elderberry and black seed... the list goes on, thyme rosemary, gardening... wellness bless

Theresa J Fillmore

Janice Whitten you can find out for yourself since so many claim not to trust the media anyway.

Theresa J Fillmore

Faline King who is forcing anyone to hear only one side? People can change the channel and people can look up information on their own if they distrust what they hear from the media!

Theresa J Fillmore

Kalena CC people find what they look for - I have seen several healthy options suggested both on tv and on social media.

Tonie Greve

Stacey Kim laugh because you can't give scientific reason why I didn't get infected. Ignorant you are. Jumping in post with your opinion but can't explain. Typical of the media fear persons
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Tonie Greve  
Stacey Kim oh my gosh “dilution”

Stacey Kim  
Tonie Greve you perfectly described yourself!!!

Ryan Michelle  
Sarah Prout yes! I’ve been saying this over and over!!

Elizabeth King  
Agree! A healthy immune system is the key to a healthy life no matter what your condition it helps!

Louise Mazziotti  
Sarah Prout Absolutely right!

Kitana Kelly  
My colleagues best friends, father died after his first jab two days later of a blood clot no mention of this anywhere. Three others i know are having eye issues since having it.

Brittany Tillison  
we take emergency c everyday, vitamin d and zinc slipped one week in December caught covid. Take it religiously everyday since.

Kim Orr Irwin  
Exactly
Rhaine Clayton

Marianne Hope-Slatter why? Because she wants a balanced approach? All we hear about is case numbers and deaths - we never hear about those that recover and we're not encouraged to boost our immune system. All this negativity creates stress which weakens your immunity. Also, please try to come up with another term besides "anti-vaxxer" - there are plenty of people who have had all their other vaccines, but have genuine reasons why they don't want or can't have this one.

Teresa O'Hara

Sarah Prout They don't want you to stay healthy.

Rossana Norton

Sarah Prout here here totally agree and how about the people who have recovered Covid.

Donna Corrigan

Sarah Prout why is it fear to share an actual experience that had serious consequences for people. I thought that was reality and sharing a common problem real people have experienced.

Allison Inglis

Sarah Prout fear is how they get you to comply.

Rhaine Clayton

Donna Corrigan real people have also experienced recovery and that doesn't get shared, not do the very real adverse reactions people have had to the vaccine. That's also reality.

Lesley Givens

Sarah Prout have you had the vaccine? We are being forced into it here in Australia. But agree with this! We are trying to wait for a better vaccine than the ones available. But people are very judgemental and just see one train of thought rather than the bigger picture.

Nikki Marie

Sarah Prout This!!
Sarah Seago

Sarah Prout I wish I could 'love' your response a thousand times!!! SAY IT LOUDER!!!!

Kimberley Stefanski

You can stay as healthy as you want .. vaccinated or unvaccinated .. some people will just be taken down by this virus. I’ve lived 98% healthier than most of society and I’m a living example of this. I had my first symptom of covid on Aug 1st .. was rushed in by ambulance 9th a week later they put me on a ventilator. I was in the hospital 24 days. Have been home 13 days and it’s a slow slow recovery. I was and still am in shock. Even when they were telling me to make my last calls and I may not survive I just kept repeating but I hike everyday. Take my vitamins, eat healthy. Don’t drink. Don’t smoke. Is this for real & the nurse just grabbed my hand and said it is for real .. we know it can happen to anyone. Only 5% of patients become critically ill like I was and only a small % of those that go on the ventilator survive .. It’s complete hell that I would never ever wish to see anyone go through. Maybe it was the healthy living in the end that saved me among all the prayers, love and amazing care I had. When I was in the hospital I shared rooms with people who had 1 shot, double vaxed and non vaxxed and instead of having a false sense of security that the vax will save them .. they should be taught about healthy living, eating etc
It should be part of the protocol

Brittany Rebel Parker

Sarah Prout instead they want to give you FREE donuts for gettin' the V...I even saw one state health department say "loosing weight is too hard just get the vaccine" like wow!! this isn't about health at all...

Sharon Infante

Kalena CC I know you know the answer. Censorship. Dr Mobeen showed a list of all his videos showing specific ones delete. It's been going on for way too long.

Darlene Mae Best

Ruth Marilyn Hooper frankly,in all due respect, if you would like some true stories of the suffering and loss I could share my own personal experiences complete with broken over covid.
However, I am not that foolish to waste my time on someone who truly don't appear to care about others.
Tragic sad
Missy Cochran
Sarah Prout Amen to that!

Rexine Phillips
Sarah Prout if you find Dr Vladimir Zalenko he has the dosage combination for Vit C Vit D3 Zinc Quercitin, He calls it Z Stack

Dorian Gibson
Sarah Prout Agreed. Then ask yourself, as some eminent biochemists, doctors, and other scientists have without success: "Why no medical conferences every two weeks to release details of the latest research and findings, so the world knows exactly what is going on?" I leave you to surmise the real answer to that....I think you already know it...

Paula Mariniello
Sarah Prout they'll ban you and tell you that you are interfering with the health of others and putting them at risk

Rachelle Young
I couldn't agree more!

Tara McCauley Sponar
Sarah Prout believe it or not but I made a post about vitamins the other day and it was removed

Erin Stawski
Sarah Prout silly rabbit, there's no profit in being healthy!

Colleen Hardy
Sarah Prout fear is biologically necessary for survival. Taking in information then making decisions because of consequences doesn't make you a scardy it makes you informed. Fear is a motivator when you can think critically.
Debi Cannings
Sarah Prout I'm with you on this x fear lowers the immune system x

Debi Cannings
Stop watching msm

Beryl Walker
Lindsey Denver exactly what we are told each time we fly...save yourself first then help others xx

John Bradley
Sarah Prout careful I had a friend get a facebook ban for saying to help fight covid to make sure you are naturally boosting your immune system as much as you can.

Mary Waldron
Ruth Marilyn Hooper Just disgusting, people like you have clogged hospitals and children are dying. How can you live with yourself?

Nic Starr
Marianne Hope-Slatter unfortunately anyone who has questions about the vaxx, virus or natural immunity is considered anti! There is only one narrative we are 'allowed' to have without being considered an anarchist anti-vaxxer. This is a huge issue.

Lorin Newell
Richard Lougee phizer has already made over Two billion dollars from the vaccine, I wonder who is paying for it?

Amber Engler
Ingrid Eng the vaccine does not stop the spread it only lessons symptoms so how is this vaccine supposed to help others
Rhonda Rutherford
Melody Hendricks Magathan the science from big pharma? $$$$$

Gerry Crocetta
Sarah Prout we have been taking all of the vitamins our doctor has suggested before C and have not gotten sick.

Christina Gwarek
Stacey Kim second hand smoke? Heredity? Medications prescribed or powders/products used as a child?

Also the flu death rate is pretty high (before all flu cases were called ‘covid’), pneumonia kills a lot of elderly and youth, even the common cold or elective surgeries can turn fatal.

But you're totally right, other people definitely can't influence you're chances at catching or acquiring other illnesses or diseases.

Joylily Young
Sarah Prout this!

Blake Dale
Sarah Prout people are just simply too lazy and don't care about getting healthy these days, however i do agree even if you're on the brink of death you should be doing everything possible to be as healthy as you can be

Cma Beegeez Honey Grimes
Kalena CC look for Dr Livingood and Dr, Nepute (Wellness Warrior) both on FB

Jay Jenkins
Sarah Prout
Erin Moore
Sarah Prout Thank you. Precisely what I needed to hear right now.

Stacy Jean
Sarah Prout

Tracey Hanna Dailhou
Sarah Prout absolutely!!!!

Monica Rosell Garcia
Sarah Prout Yes!!!!

Joan Marshall
Sarah Prout

Maribeth Brisk
Sarah Prout amen
Joan Marshall

**Rexiné Phillips** you are right ..every natural healthcare practitioner I've spoken to says C D and Zinc are 3 essentials to boost immunity against Covid!

Cecelia Paxman Gonzales

**Ruth Marilyn Hooper** there's a difference between caring and supporting. I care for all my patients but I sure as hell don't support them or the decisions they made that lead them to getting so sick.

Laura Dockrill-Wiens

**Sarah Prout** the most powerful way to stay healthy is to listen to the overwhelming majority of doctors and scientists and trust the peer-reviewed evidence!

Janet Pechey Leavey

**Nancy Sullivan** I'm 74 and my husband is 76 there are also9 other family members who live with us we all had covid I have a cows valve in me with 2 bypasses and my husband has diabetes and spinal cord problems from being a firefighter until he retired. none of us went to the hospital and we all took care of ourselves no one even called or checked on us to see how we were doing. percentage wise one of us should have been very sick oh yes with flu symptoms but we all survived. no hospital, no doctor visits no nurse call, you would think with this deadly virus someone would have checked to see if we kicked the bucket, even the board of health, but guess what none nada nilch. Such concern even when quarantined with small pox the BOH would check. so I'm leaving it right there this will never make the news. panic will kill a lot of people.

Von Morin

**Sarah Prout** lots of natural sun light, eat lots of dark greens, lots of different colored veggies, take long walks with deep breathing while you walk. If you start feeling sniffles or run down do hydro therapy. (Hot and cool) showers. See your doctor for other covid treatments

Karen M O'Donnell

**Sarah Prout** #FaithOverFear

Heather Falls

**Sarah Prout** amen! But they won’t, because it doesn’t make big pharma money. It was never about our health!
Deb Stuart
Sarah Prout: that's sick- We use to call them Ambulance Chasers I would call them something else

Julia Lindsay
Sarah Prout: I constantly build my immune system and feed my gut biome

Raine Turner
Ruth Marilyn Hooper there is this new fangled thing called 'google' research it!! (Once you have virus your body builds an immunity to it-- hence a vaccine OR getting the virus) Clearly you choose to get the virus-- now-- PLEASE do not go the hospital if you get sick-- there are doctors, nurses there- they believe in SCIENCE- which you clearly do not. Stay home, stay away from other people so you do not get them sick.....

Joslynn Ford
Sarah Prout: yes!!

Raine Turner
Faline King then research- you have a computer. Look at articles you do not believe in - check out alternate ideas........research!!!

Raine Turner
Nic Starr No- research... simple! However, other people have the 'right' to choose who they 'allow' around them. If they choose to not be around those unvaccinated they have that 'right'. Presently, you still have the 'right' to not get vaccinated- with each decision we make in life there are consequences. Simple

Julie Duffield
Sarah Prout: absolutely!

Lindsey Denver
Beryl Walker you have to! I learned the hard way and NEVER again!
John Palcisko

Sarah Prout steady stream of fear is exactly what the powers that be initiated somewhere late 2020. I think they believe we all had lobotomies and forgot how to think critically. Eventually, common sense will prevail and this poor excuse for a social experiment will cease to exist.

Brady Kitchingham

Sarah Prout getting vaccinated strengthens your immune system and makes you more likely to stay healthy. One of the most powerful ways, actually. I think the messaging to get vaccinated is very clear.

John Qualtrough

I love the idea of taking good care to be in good health. We need to stop blaming everyone else and the “system”.

Marielle de Greslan

You won’t see that, big pharma is billions of dollars industry!

Lisa Moenter Towell

Nancy Sullivan you did not “get lucky” - you are being smart!!! Take care of ourselves. I take strict care of myself with juice plus, vitamin d3 and zinc and proper eating!!!

Ruth Marilyn Hooper

Mary Waldron I don’t fking think so.. I live pretty good with myself.. “coo coo for Cocoa Puffs”

Jane Naylor

Sandy Dobbyn Eric Clapton is a very good start! Lovely man will probably never be able to play his guitar again due to vaccine reaction.

Ruth Marilyn Hooper

Cecelia Paxman Gonzales then that pretty much rules out most of your patients
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Brooke Lynch

Janine Wolfe Jones
Nancy Sullivan everyone is different- some people it is more than the flu for.

Nancy Sullivan
Lisa Moenter Towell intelligent!!!! Happy for you.

Cheryl Humphrey
Kalena CC yes to both questions

Marianne Hope-Slatter
I am not saying Sarah is an antivaxxer... I am reading responses from a lot of people who seen to think this is the case... Read the thread and you may understand what I mean...

Grant Cook
Sarah Prout here’s a suggestion.....
Carla Axtell Nelson
Sarah Prout maybe if the media would put preventive methods on the news over and over people would listen. Our bodies are amazing. Taking care of our bodies in general would reduce a number of health risks. Like eating right, taking a plant based vitamin, regular exercise. I personally use essential oils and other supplements to help keep my immune system supported. My 16yo fully vaccinated child got sick suddenly....like over night. 2 other fully vaccinated family members then got a few symptoms. We used all natural remedies and gone in 48 hours. Took vitamins, enzymes, essential oils internally, topically and diffused them. Did ionic foot detox's and literally went from lethargic, sore throat, fever, cough, runny nose and Go distress back to normal in 2 days. We do preventive stuff daily so our immune systems are ready to handle. Everyone is different, but I'm with you, let's talk prevention and see what happens. So sad this is where we are 18 months into it.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Alex Snelgrove
Lorin Newell Pfizer expects coronavirus vaccine revenue of $33.5 billion in vaccine revenue in 2021


on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Ken-Debbie Davis
Carla Axtell Nelson Laura Bartlett

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marianne Hope-Slatter
Nic Starr I don't believe that is the case at all...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Shxwnx Risdon
Sarah Prout you should stop doling out misinformation like it’s candy. That would be a great start.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Alex Snelgrove
Richard Lougee Interesting that you liked my comment but FB says "unable to post". Weird.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Richard Lougee
Lorin Newell I'm very sure we are!! Tax payers foot the bill for everything one way or another.

Richard Lougee
Alex Snelgrove

Kim Snider
Sarah Prout

Renee Ruecker
Do you all just read the same script? You all sound like robots saying the same exact crap.

Steven Rayner
Sarah Prout well said

Nancy L George
Alex Snelgrove if the government is paying for all these shots i can't even imagine what each one cost. I'm sure they aren't cheap. But in the long tax payers are footing the bill.

Delisa Pennell
Sarah Prout AMEN!!
Amber Langley
Sarah Prout I agree!! The info is available on how to do that but smothered.

Julia Fox
Sarah Prout exactly

Missy Kay
Sarah Prout thank you and well said. Prevention, not necessarily vaccination with experimental medicines!

Bianca Aspenson
Nic Starr nailed it!

Nancy Hamm
Sarah Prout exactly. That's my jam. They can keep thier jab.

Joe Papa
Nancy Sullivan I've had worse head colds!

Christine Martin
Darlene, it is scare tactics because the numbers of Covid deaths are not correct. Hospital get kickbacks, death certificates and cause of death procedures altered. Cause and in underlying circumstances have flip-flopped. We cannot hear scientific debate (the very essence of science) or medical team sharing and discussions (how medicine advances and improves) because of selective divulgence and censorship. “Hear only what we want you to hear.” “Believe only what we want you to believe.” “Throw stones at those who die not follow the prescribed path of action and thought.” “And even if your own eyes, heart or experience tell you a different story, hear us, believe us, and cast the others into ghettos, make them wear yellow stars or red hats.” “Divide, attack, ignore the testimonies of those who bear whiteness to a different narrative.”

Albert Johnson
Sarah Prout
Gina Coscarart
Sarah Prout well my brother died last October before vaccines and I took vaccine (Moderna) and I had a stroke when I took the 2nd shot. Just fact. I still think in personal choice. Only God knows how we will do with Covid-19 or with vaccine.

Garth Rakow
Sarah Prout Facebook community stantards etc won't allow me to say what i want to sooooo

Garth Rakow
Yolanda Lyne Pacheco i was moon 2

Garth Rakow
media.tenor.co

Sarah Willett
Sarah Prout for real. Where the talk and the story about this? You never see it on any mainstream media. Just another reason why mainstream media is loosing credibility.

Tanya Erwin
Sarah Prout agreed

Kate Jones
Sarah Prout !! zinc protocol anyone

Janine Harbrow
Sarah Prout Hi agree and that is exactly what I am doing down under in Australian

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecaged&_rdr#_=_
Michelle Burstrom
Sarah Prout let me help you with that. Please see picture.

Angela Marie
Sarah Prout bingo!

John Martin
Sarah, very true and very well said!

Delisa Pennell
Yolanda Lyne Pacheco Please know there is a huge difference between pharmaceutical health and taking care of your own body with the knowledge you have been given.

Tiffany Jarrett Droll
Sarah Prout yes

Mindi Woolman
Sarah Prout right!!! Why aren't the health depts and such also advocating ways to stay healthy- stay active, go outside, drink water, take vitamins and such…

Valerie James
Sarah Prout agreed
Adi Rose
Adverse reaction from vaxxed mother to her new born baby

https://www.instagram.com/p/CTwa51_FavM/?utm_medium=copy_link

This needs sending to every single...

Grant Niemann
Sarah Prout Vitamins C,D and Zink!!!

Cayman Russell
Sarah Prout

According to Dr. Charles Hoefl, the Moderna shot contains 40 trillion miRNA molecules.

Just 25% of these molecules remain in your arm, the rest picked up by your lymphatic system and transported to your body. Your body works to shuffle random stretches of your DNA.

Circulation...

Karen Lowe
Sarah Prout AMEN!!!!

Stephanie Quinlan
Amen!!!!
Stephanie Quinlan
Amen!!!!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Gregory L Schmitt
Mindi Woolman, there’s no money in advocating ways to be healthy, that’s why!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Whitney Edge
Sarah Prout bingo!!!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kevin Duffy
Sarah Prout boom
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Sullivan
Joe Papa believe it
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sage Moon
Sarah Prout
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mindi Woolman
Truth
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Wendla Hamilton
Cayman Russell thank you
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
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Wendy Rey Kee
Ruth Marilyn Hooper yep

Mindi Woolman
Gregory L Schmitt right... so sad

Shannon Taylor
Randy Taylor

Donna Green
Christine Martin propaganda. Also Australia saying theyre gonna reach 70 and 80 percent and out of lockdown... No way will it be 80 percent. Theyre just saying that so people think they should have it coz everyone else is.

Hope South Woodard
Mindi it's because there is no money for them in the prevention by boosting one's own health and God-given immune system. They make all their money in the treatment!

Damien Djnemesis Levis
Sarah Prout Fear weakens it, that's why they push it, the science they follow is evil

Damien Djnemesis Levis
Mindi Woolman because they don't give a crap about our health
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

- Pamela Benton: How cruel to those that have immune compromised conditions, that many times are inherited. Of course it is all about you! Right?
- Mary Lou Carbon: thank you...this is excellent
- Eleanor Garrett: Yes that is what I have been saying
- Damien Djnemesis Levis: check the comments
- Stu Meyers: great post Sarah! For 32 yrs I've counseled and coached my patients to strengthen their immune system.
  (Even those who are immune compromised!)
- Sara Sims: how do I share this video?
- Janine Harbrow: Thank you very ingesting
- Ted Poweski: The oligarchs that control the media have no interest in your health. Only their own power and enrichment.
- Tracy Sparrow: not at all surprised.
Zen Miller
Sarah Prout thank you

Eleanor Garrett
Pamela Benton See that's where YOU are wrong!!! Unlike mainstream media has told you it is actually up to no other person or vaccine but YOU to take care of yourself. Even inherited immune problems can be helped by taking care of your own body.. YOU are like all the other sheeple looking for that quick fix and it absolutely does not exist

Albert Johnson
Richard Lougee We have quit spending money in Afghanistan so maybe we can afford it. 2 trillion dollars waisted.

Lydia Thompson
Stu Meyers yes and there are treatments that work that have very little to no side effects along with the supplements - that is the biggest travesty

Juanita McGuiness
Sarah Prout ..

Albert Johnson
Alex Snelgrove They are telling me the same thing.

Albert Johnson
Kiss my a**

Marianne Hope-Slatter
Nic Starr I have had many question about the vaccine.. everyone should question anything they are putting into their bodies...
Marianne Hope-Slatter

Rhaine Clayton I am happy she has a balanced approach. I have many friends and family who are anti vaxxers. I didn't create or make the term so unfortunately not mine to change. You completely missed my point. I am not against what Sarah said... however unfortunately there are people taking it as her being an anti vaxxer and that is sad!

Lu Visocky

Melinda Marcks

Rebecca AndJosh

Tiffany Caporale Jennifer Lynn

Heather Young

Pamela Benton that's me & I follow protocols from others that are excluded from the one way narrative. Am not afraid of Covid but more of our governments & their agenda!!

Davo Robinson

Sarah Prout You're not supposed to take care of your immune system, it takes care of you. All the ridiculous spikes of autoimmune diseases in the 20th and 21st century are enough to warn me to stop messing with my immune system. I suffer from chronic pain and the doctors literally told me they don't know what it is. All my countless hours and days and years of research has led me to the overuse of vaccines in our bodies. Now our systems are getting overloaded with so many response triggers it never shuts off and now we have massive spikes in auto immune disorders and an overactive Immune systems leaving our body to attack itself.

They're literally trying to keep us sick and dying and relying on their medications that never cure but keep us coming back for our next dose of pain meds.

I'm finished with our global healthcare systems. It's not about health any longer, it's about getting paid for them.

Colene Romanik

Thank you very much !!!! I'm so sick of hearing only one side. I'm sooooo over this !!!! Or let's hear how many people got really sick or died after getting the jab !!!!!!!!
Pamela Benton
I am a seventy year old that does everything in my power to maintain my health, I have Graves’ disease through absolutely no fault of my own! I fight everyday to keep this under control, how dare you say that I don't do enough to be healthy! My Mom died of Pulmonary Fibrosis when she was 78, there is no known cause or cure for that, and she was the healthiest person I knew! You are certainly a self righteous individual!!

Colene Romaniuk
Sarah Prout they won’t post what I just said. But thank you for your comment

Ginny Lynch
Sarah Prout you hit the nail square on the head!!

Ted Poweski
Pamela Benton https://youtu.be/6kCDu_LjsNE

Ted Poweski
Pamela Benton https://youtu.be/6kCDu_LjsNE

Pamela Benton
So my beautiful Mom who had never been sick in her life but developed Pulmonary Fibrosis for which there is no known cause or cure was guilty of not taking care of her health? Self righteous you are!!!
Geoffrey C Scott
Sarah that's exactly what I did. This thing comes after the sick not the healthy. So I started eating healthy, watching my calories, drinking a ton of water, and exercise. Hard work, dedication, and discipline. I lost 50 lbs in 15 weeks. Best shape of my life. They should do a story on that.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Geoffrey C Scott
Sarah that's exactly what I did. This thing comes after the sick not the healthy. So I started eating healthy, watching my calories, drinking a ton of water, and exercise. Hard work, dedication, and discipline. I lost 50 lbs in 15 weeks. Best shape of my life. They should do a story on that.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Geoffrey C Scott
Sarah that's exactly what I did. This thing hits the unhealthy very hard. So I started eating healthy, watching my calories, drinking a ton of water, and exercise. Hard work, dedication, and discipline. I lost 50 lbs in 15 weeks. Best shape of my life. They should do a story on that.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Susanne Haslund
Sarah 100% !

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Chris Phillips
Geoffrey C Scott these products have really helped me. Maybe they can help you too!! http://nowyouseitnowyoudont.ShopKeto.com/

Keto Supplements From Prüvit
nowyouseitnowyoudont.shopketo.com

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Triece Triece
Sarah Prout great point!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Eva Darr Russell
Geoffrey C Scott, I am 72 yo.....eating healthy foods...taking added vit D3, C (twice daily), zinc, and stay well hydrated! Walking and spending time in air and sunshine as much as possible.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Janice Williams

Eva Darr Russell I’m 61 same for me ...

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Holli Solenberger

Milk kefir.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lisa Silvestri Kinnes

Sarah Prout right on! I've been saying that right along!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Barbara Nordstrom Sepulveda

Sarah Prout That's a story I am also waiting for!! Thank you

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Leanne Weaver Toole

Pamela Benton is that post jab

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Barbara Nordstrom Sepulveda

Geoffrey C Scott Way to go!!Sounds like a great story!! I'd read it!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Danielle Almond

Brady Kitchingham I think you are confusing natural immunity with the vaccine.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Michael Day

Sarah Prout absolutely

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Barbara Haldeman Yentes

Sarah Prout I can’t agree more!! We are spending so much time on fear and nothing on treatment, healthy living, positive thinking etc. there are treatments but we can’t get them..... nothing is making sense.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Amy Pierquet
Geoffrey C Scott good job!!!

Jacqui Scott
Sarah Prout those don't feed the pockets who are benefiting from the Vid.

Pamela Benton
Leanne Weaver Toole No that was in 2009, but she was an intelligent well read person that cared for her six children with amazing energy! You are a mean spirited person to say what you said!! God help you.

Shar Miller
Davo Robinson Nancy Lo Piccolo, Barbara Jean Amato, Mary Walker, Lisa Renee Wood, Lisa Pangalos

Pamela Benton
Geoffrey C Scott How many times you post this? Bot

Laura Jacklyn
Sarah Prout

Christine Marie
Sarah Prout amen!!! Yes please!!!

Jenny Black
Pamela Benton my father also had Pulmonary Fibrosis.. what a terrible disease. Hugs to you x

Helen Pierce
Barbara Haldeman Yentes Money needs to be spent on therapeutics like it is for every other illness.
Christine Marie
Sarah Prout amen. Yes please!

Pamela Benton
Are you people going to tell those with Cancer, ALS, Pulmonary Fibrosis, Muscular Dystrophy, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and all the other diseases that destroy people’s lives, that they just didn’t do the right things for their bodies? You all are sick, cruel, and evil!!!

Jennifer Lumactod
Sarah Prout yesssss!

Pamela Benton
Jenny Black Thank you.

Gay Norris DiOrio
Sarah Prout it should be just that easy... BUT ITS NOT!!!
My immune system is PERFECT and yet they are trying to make me take the jab... so it won't be!!! DONT YOU GET IT??? THEY WANT US ALL SICK AND/OR DYING!!!!!

Denise LaFleur Osterhout
Sarah Prout elderberry, zinc, vitamin d and C. Avoid crowds. Wash hands frequently and always ask if your going to be around other if they have been exposed or if they have been hanging out in crowds or exposed to anyone who was positive. If in doubt. Stay home. Don't touch hand rails, door knobs, and wipe them down first. Lysol packages or letters. Etc. there are ways to prevent the spread. It's a bit of work but it's worth it.

Denise LaFleur Osterhout
Sarah Prout Sarah Prout elderberry, zinc, vitamin d and C. Avoid crowds. Wash hands frequently and always ask if your going to be around other if they have been exposed or if they have been hanging out in crowds or exposed to anyone who was positive. If in doubt. Stay home. Don't touch hand rails, door knobs, and wipe them down first. Lysol packages or letters. Etc. there are ways to prevent the spread. It's a bit of work but it's worth it.
Denise LaFleur Osterhout
Sarah Prout elderberry, zinc, vitamin d and C. Avoid crowds. Wash hands frequently and always ask if your going to be around other if they have been exposed or if they have been hanging out in crowds or exposed to anyone who was positive. If in doubt. Stay home. Don't touch hand rails, door knobs, and wipe them down first. Lysol packages or letters. Etc. there are ways to prevent the spread. It's a bit of work but it's worth it.

Jacqui Scott
Pamela Benton I agree some diseases are thrust on very healthy people x

Lori Pender
Sarah Prout look into Propolis!!! I commented below (somewhere) about it. We should all be taking this unless you are allergic to bees.. best thing ever

Rachelle O'Toole
Sarah Prout here here

Bobbie Jean Riales
My sister was extremely healthy with a great immune system until she was killed by a blokd clot from this stupid vaccine.

Lindsey Willard
Sarah Prout it's the age old: vitamins, go outside, get proper sleep, exercise and eat well.

Martha Twiner Alder
Lori Pender FLCCC Protocol. It has been updated to include the Delta variant.

Carol Neumann
Sarah Prout too much common sense in your statement... you are absolutely right on!!
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jordan Leanne

Sarah Prout

Lina Cosmo

They stopped the natural cures and went straight for the experimental vac

Nikole Garcia

Sarah Prout perhaps they are working on best ways to get family members to get a vaccine so they can live, you know?

Darlene Mae Best

Faline King do your research
I did
It's shocking the grave reality of covid that people are too busy running away from, when they need to stop, seek out the right information and make wisest decisions

Lyndy Webb

Sarah Prout dr peter mccullough

Brian Bean

Sarah Prout their version of being healthy is trying to coerce people to take the shot “in the name of health” while offering people free junk food for a year taking it lol

Karida Anne

Lori Pender propolis is glue made by bees from parts of plants, allergies to venom from stings doesn't have anything to do with propolis.
Darlene Mae Best

**Ruth Marilyn Hooper** how much income do you think seniors get per month to live on?
Many are on the poverty line, and barely make ends meet. Why do you think you see seniors walking pushing walkers? They barely have enough to eat some

Caroline Ravensdale

**Kassidy Dougherty** I’m sick of people using their platform for mis-information that’s so dangerous and people listening to it.. I wonder if she’s happy to be held accountable to anyone who loses their life because they’ve read this post and not been inoculated because they’ve listen to an influencer? I think people need to stop and leave this to the experts and scientists to work out and stop trying to be above their stations... it’s all personal guess work and not fact..

Sarah Prout

**Yes!!!!!**

Barbara Jean Amato

**Sarah Prout** I am not a doctor, but I am very focused on healthy living, food and supplements. I do not eat any packaged food or any food with preservatives, sugars, salts or chemicals. My personal health protocol is which I have been doing this for many years is keeping my Vitamin D levels above what is considered normal levels. I been told by a doctor 60 -70 range is good. Every time you get sick you loose D and they can go pretty low so you want to be above mid range. I take fulvic and humic acid by MotherEarthLabs the best source. I take their PH balancer. It has all the vitamins, minerals, zinc, Quercetin which are anti viral and many other good things in it. It literally has everything you need! It is also very important to keep your body alkaline at normal range 6.5-7. An acidic body is the perfect breeding ground for cancers, viruses and bacteria. So things like alcohol can make your body acidic while apple cider vinegar does the opposite and is excellent for a balanced flora in your gut. So your gut is the most important part of your body to keep healthy, because your immune system is part of your intestines. What you eat or drink directly affects your immune. So fresh vegetables, whole eggs, they do not raise your cholesterol they are a perfect protein. Wild fish or grass fed meats are the best to eat. Raw cheeses free of antibiotics and hormones are very healthy. Cheese is inflammatory so too much is not good either. Everything in moderation. Water very important. I feel better with a gluten free diet. Better when you have thyroid issues. Most breads are just junk. Ezekiel bread is a good one. Made with good stuff like lentils. Some have gluten though. You can make bread and cookies with Almond flour. Soups made with bone marrow are really healthy. Cook the bone marrow all day then take the bone out and make a vegetable soup. I also grow my own vegetables in the summer.
May Kalalang
Supplements include:
4Life, Melaleuca and doTERRA

Lifestyle include:
Sunshine, fitness walk, prayers & more

Patricia O'Brien
Pamela Benton Enough of the pity party.

Joanne Steen
People who were vaxxed died for me!!!!!!..shocking...

Lindsey Lee Wilson
Sarah Prout exactly..thank you

Kramer Richardson
Sarah Prout that unfortunately makes no money. Fear brings in views, even negative ones.

Shelley Joy Hill
Nancy Sullivan That’s fantastic for you…But not everyone has just Flue like symptoms.Stay well

Faye Birtwistle
Sarah Prout

Faye Birtwistle
Sarah Prout

Danielle Toni
Sarah Prout Well said!!!!!!!
Cathie Shearn
Sarah Prout leveluphealth.co.uk
It's always better to light a candle than to curse the darkness!!

Level Up Health. Take charge of your...
leveluphealth.co.uk

Ed Squire
Joanne Steen Hmm... I lost vaccinated AND unvaccinated loved ones. I feel a little weird only supporting the ones who were unvaccinated for the story.

Ed Squire
Joanne Steen Hmm... I lost vaccinated AND unvaccinated loved ones. I feel a little weird only supporting the ones who were unvaccinated for the story.

Dianne Brabham
True

Kjell Larsson
Stress and fear is the real enemy for the immunsystem.

Mike Bondy
Sarah Prout I haven't had covid but since it started I began a healthy diet and exercise 3 days a week. Im down 52 lbs. I feel more confident on making it through covid if I contract it. Also vit d, zink, vit e all help as well.

Sarah Miller
Sarah Prout If you let big harma's MRNA rewrite your immune system with their HIV concoction, say buh bye to natural immunity, forever
Ill Loomin Knotti
Sarah Prout I read that on CNN, believing you have an immune system is a conspiracy theory.

Kjell Larsson
Trust your own immunsystem and boost it with Zink, D-vit, Magnesium and other herbs.

Ill Loomin Knotti
Mac- am i right er em i right?! lolzers

Lynda Stafford
Mary Waldron people like You should shut the f…k up !!! Do some research and find the truth

Maggie Walker
Sarah Prout I've always tried to stay healthy eat the right foods take echinacea and cider vinegar every day to build the immune system not had a cold or flue etc for the last 8 years when I stopped taking the flue jab because it made me very ill and nearly ended up in hospital .had a chest infection this year that was bad could have been covid but just stayed in and cured it myself with herbal medicines .I have severe arthritis but refuse to take pain killers as I believe they affect other parts of the body and can be addictive cider vinegar and honey 3 times a day plus eating the right foods that are good for arthritis keeps me going .I will never have this trial vacation end of .

Kjell Larsson
Dont let the Cabal destroi your life and remember that we are billions of humans that must come together

Chris Koehn
Sarah Prout it’s not rocket science. Eat healthy nutritious food , not out of tins and packets. And excersise even if it‘s just walking.
If you body is filled with prescription drugs you are already behind the eight ball.

Ax Gz
Sarah Prout taking care of your health and immune system would be getting the vaccine
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Kate Hunter
Sarah Prout absolutely agree!! Xx

Maria Reinholdsson
Sarah Prout C-vit Zink
See Translation

Chantelle Buttigieg
I agree the world doesn’t need fear right now.

Susan Berkec
Sarah Prout the information has never changed on how to stay healthy. It’s the same as it has always been since day dot. Eat healthily, plenty of fresh fruit and veggies, minimal meat, fresh air, exercise and vitamin D/sun. Simples...

Mua Zee
Sarah Prout Sarah Prout this!!! I seen a statistic that 70% of the ppl in ICU was obese, maybe pushing living a healthy life style could be beneficial!

Teresa Camacho
Maggie Walker I totally agree! I also suffer from arthritis( RA and OA) and stopped taking those prescription meds and stick to right diet and good powerful supplements that sustain and build my Immune system especially at this time of pandemic. I refused to take the vaccine, too.

Kaywin Sinclair
Sarah Prout oh I so agree.

RJ Melo
Ax Gz that’s like saying driving a car instead of walking is tantamount to taking care of your musculoskeletal system.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Alfie Mcfarland
Sarah Prout. Eat a balanced diet, get some sun. Take some zinc, vitamin d3 and k2. I think one boosts your immune system whilst the other two boost your ability to absorb the other vitamins. I don't know what else they do.

Kathy Adams Whiteman
Sarah Prout exactly!!!

Viktoriya Gonzales
Sarah Prout diet, exercise, lots of vitamin C. Hugs and love by family and friends. Lots of outdoor time.

Silvya Kesmarki
Sarah Prout I believe it starts with our minds if we constantly believe and know that we are healthy our bodies will follow and so will our habits.

Alexa Chambers

Our First Hand ICU Story - What is...
rumble.com

Rachel Smith Conner
Viktoriya Gonzales that is EXACTLY been what I have been doing for the last 2 years and my faith in God and I have been fine. Praise God!

Adam Kleist
Davo Robinson It always WAS about this...
Stephanie White
Sarah Prout I believe I survived a severe case of covid 9 months ago because of all the vitamins and immune supplements I still take, even though I am vaccinated.

Heather Semple Purtee
Sarah Prout a group of medical professionals have started a group in lima. We have been getting great info.

https://facebook.com/events/s/lima-community-for-medical-fre/388538922887599/

Dawne Littles
Sarah Prout truth

Nita Ali
Sarah Prout EXACTLY……. There is NO mainstream information given on how to Treat.

Sarah Payne
Sarah Prout I agree!

Adrienne Vasil
WXYZ-TV Channel 7

Nita Ali
Heather Semple Purtee
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Carolyn Kocherhans
Nita Ali that truth isnt given.....because they have hidden the medicine that helps

Sonia Placek
Pamela Benton I'm very sorry for your loss. I'm grateful that you shared because thanks to your comment, I was prompted to look for alternatives. I was able to find this site which gives me hope that my friend's health may improve with this treatment. https://weiinstitute.org/pulmonary-fibrosis-treatment/

Nita Ali
Mmmm says this page has been removed

Leish Newell
Sarah Prout

Brittany Stone
Sarah Prout this!!!!!!

Pete Dee

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Amy Beasley
Sarah Prout Saaaaame

Kathy Auset
Heather Semple Purtee can't open it! 3

Joe Trapp
But fear sells news. Truth does not. 23

Natasha Rossiello
Caz Chisholm Yasmin Chamarette Peter Petrovich

Jolene Liste
Sarah Prout

Natasha Rossiello
Dustin Murrie

Jo-Anne Hansen
Sarah wonderful comment!!
Wade Biggs
Silvya Kesmarki you can worry yourself sick with your mind, but I don't think you can become healthy with comfort thinking.

Gilli Ann
Heather Semple Purtee it's been removed

Gilli Ann
Mua Zee healthy people don't bring profits.

Clee Stacy
Sarah Prout YES

Mua Zee
Susan Berkec “healthy” while they literally poison us with our own food so we are old and sick so big pharma can profit.

But maybe if instead of STRICTLY promoting something that killing ppl they can let ppl know statically obese are the ones in the hospital etc etc. also explore options other then the vaccines that has over 1 million adverse side effects like the NON mrna vaccine which I think ALOT more ppl would be more comfortable with or actually try ivermectin which they are giving go immigrants but want to say it's deadly to our own ppl. Or budesonide or high levels of vitamin C. If this were any other vaccine it would Have been pulled

Anna B. Ross
Sarah Prout I have created a survey to collect individuals’ real life experiences concerning covid-19 and/or the vaccines. If everyone reading these comments would please take a quick moment to answer this survey, I believe it will prove to speak true volumes and take the guessing games out of the equations.

Please LIKE this comment to help it stay relevant and seen. Thank you!

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5MVXCNK

Covid-19 Real Life Experiences
surveymonkey.com
Mandy Kay Claussen
Sarah Prout  

Donna Jane Ford
Anna B. Ross  

Lori Pender
Karida Anne  

Joanne Moore
Sarah Prout  

Jessica Lynn Shipley
Joanne Moore  

April Givens
Joanne Moore  

Chris Lea
Joanne Moore  

Sarah Joleen
Joanne Moore  

One of the most powerful ways to stay healthy is getting yourself fully vaccinated! It costs zero. Side affects are zero and if you contract covid your chances of dying are almost zero!! How is that for no fear? You do not fear covid at all if you are vaccinated! AGREE?

the vaccine doesn't work. I know a lot of people who still got covid and the people who are vaccinated are worse.

what do you mean zero side effects?? Really

Zero? Have you read any of the other comments in this post?

How dare you come onto this thread and talk like this with everyone in an uproar about all of the injuries and deaths!

You surely drink the Kool-Aid because you are delusional
Dee Sclafani

Joanne Moore one of the most powerful ways to stay healthy is to supplement and not take the jab, which has killed over 13K people.. You're insane.

Joanne Moore

Dee Sclafani Could you import the news article where you read that the vaccine has killed over 13 thousand people?

Marc Anthony

Joanne Moore so how do you explain the people that have come forward with side affects from the vaccine? And to say vaccines have NO side affects is absurd. I feel you need to look back at history and you will find your statement is full of holes. The most powerful way to stay healthy is lead a healthy life with YOUR natural immune system in top condition. FYI a lot of people I know are scared of covid and are fully vaccinated.

Alison Lauer Hill

Joanne Moore how did you get side effects are zero? Personal experiences with side effects are listed all over this thread

Kimberly Anne

Joanne Moore I don't fear covid anyhow .I had it im perfectly fine. My whole family had it all perfectly fine .within days we were fine so

Barb Bates VandenAvond

Sarah Prout Amen!

Rachel Badamo

Anna B. Ross done. Will you be sharing all your results at some point?

Tony Branson

Sarah Prout been saying this!
Kimberly Anne
I kno a ton of folks who had covid . miraculously all of them are fine . no worse than the flu . they don't want anyone to think they will be ok . im not taking a vaccine.

Bonnie Martin
Pete Dee amen!!!!!

Kimberly Anne
The vaccine isn't good

Julie Miller
Sarah Joleen if you look at her page she is a hate filled, trump bashing person. Not sure if she is Democratic or not because she never posts all the wonderful things Biden has done for her just lies, hate and false info that CNN has retracted or put out there that can be verified facts.

Yuki Schur
Jolene Liste most don't have a good immune system

Kimberly Anne
Folks better fear the government agenda not covid

Lindsay Hamaker
Joanne Moore also have you noticed may not in your opinion on the “V”, the test subjects are the ones taking the jab? The only test subjects were animals and they died. The human subjects are during and after the EUA and approval. Also, where do you think the$$ comes from for those injections???? It comes from hard working peoples pay checks! Nothing material is free! But our God given rights of Freedom!!

Ree Ree Lister
Anna B. Ross done
Christine Turner
Joanne Moore think all the paranoid covid jabber would disagree with how they attacking everyone who doesn't want it, why they afraid it doesn't work so we all need to get one so there's works WTF GROW A BRAIN

Angie Garbarino
Chris Lea - exactly

Sherry Lee Roy
Joanne Moore

Dr. Shiv Chopra was Senior Scientist with Health Canada from 1968 to 2004, he was in charge of Vaccines and Food Safety. When he wouldn't sign off on "some will die for the greater good" saying "not on my pen, he was fired."
"Shiv what vaccines would you take or recommend?"
Dr. Shiv Chopra "none and this is why?"

Dr. Shiv Chopra says "everyone who is vaccinated, is vaccine injured whether it shows up right away or later in life"
He's Canada's whistle blower!!

https://youtu.be/uDg490zBsmU

Dr Shiv Chopra talks about vaccines
youtube.com

Sarah Prout the most powerful thing anyone can do is keep your immune system healthy. Take care of that, and it will take care of you...
Sherry Lee Roy
Joanne Moore

Bought Propaganda!!

Less than 1% have complications from Coronavirus ....,

Who are they ..... 
- those pharmaceutically dependent
- those who receive vaccines, in particular the Influenza Vaccine
- those who are Immune Compromised
- those living in CareHomes
- those who were denied early treatment
- those who received treatment in Hospital ICU

A year later
- those Volunteering for Human Experimental CV19 Injection!!

https://youtu.be/xXI0UEmCsEw

Zach Bush MD: Highwire with Del Bigtree...
youtube.com

Ashley Helton
Joanne Moore please look at the vaers website which is where everything gets reported. However, it is said that only about 10% of side effects are actually reported so I'm sure the numbers are a good bit higher.

Eugene Barron
Joanne Moore I know several people fully vaccinated that come down with Covid, and one person that died while vaccinated, so I'll just put faith in my immune system not an experimental drug.
Joanne Moore

Dee Sclafani Coauthor Ben Reis, PhD, of Harvard, said that the study results should assuage vaccine hesitancy due to lack of potential information on possible vaccine-related adverse events. "Those who have hesitated until now to get vaccinated due to concerns about very rare side effects—such as myocarditis—should be aware that the risks for this very same side effect are actually higher among unvaccinated infected individuals," he said.

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF

Joanne Moore

Sarah Joleen Dee Sclafani Coauthor Ben Reis, PhD, of Harvard, said that the study results should assuage vaccine hesitancy due to lack of potential information on possible vaccine-related adverse events. "Those who have hesitated until now to get vaccinated due to concerns about very rare side effects—such as myocarditis—should be aware that the risks for this very same side effect are actually higher among unvaccinated infected individuals," he said.

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF

Beth Bressler

Joanne Moore we lost 2 friends who had covid recovered just fine went and got the vaccine and died!! The vaccine is not safe!!! I've got antibodies I don't need the jab!

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF

Joanne Moore

Sarah Joleen You poor thing!!! Who told you all your misinformation? Wait! FAUX ENTERTAINMENT CHANNEL RIGHT?

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF

Marie Lammons

Sarah Prout your immune system cannot fight a virus it has never seen. Hence why we vaccinate.

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF

Stephanie Searle Bohnett

Christine Turner actually they need to get rid of the control group - so it's not apparent how much healthier the non-vaxxed are

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF

Beth Bressler

Ashley Helton I heard only 1 percent are being recorded I know of so many people that have complications from that vaccine I can't believe people are still getting it

Share this page: Share Tweet LinkedIn Email Print & PDF
Jan Jordan
Joanne Moore WHAT!!! Zero side effects??????????????? Pull your head out of your ### !!!!!
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Daniel Wilkins
Sarah Prout vitamins C, D, And Zinc.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tonja Tate
Dee Sclafani 4.6 Million people have died from Covid-19 world wide. 662K thousand in the United States. The odds are better if you take the shot.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sonia Placek
Julie Veenstra Please elaborate. I've heard of Bush tea. My friend became very ill in Dominika and said that bush tea had an amazing effect on him.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Allie Adele
Anna B. Ross donr
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Bell Palmer
Joe Trapp yeah and follow the $
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tony Branson
Marie Lammons please go back to school…We’d all be extinct if you were right!
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Corey Bam Bam Moulton
Marie Lammons your dumb
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jade Kathryn Pearson
Marie Lammons if this were true, there would be zero human life. People have been fighting disease with their immune systems long before vaccines.
To be clear, I’m not saying people should never get vaccinations.
Vivianne Poirier
Sarah Prout

Russell Sharp
Marie Lammons you think god designed you for pharma then

Jade Kathryn Pearson

Nadine Hendrickson
Sarah Prout I totally agree with this, and that's what I've been saying all along. A diet of whole foods, not processed, lots of veggies, Vitamin D and C, sleep and exercise!

Reed Junior
Sarah Prout yas!!! Speak on it!!! (I've been saying that since my bday last year).

Donna Rakitzis
Joanne Moore
Delinda Cendrowski

Anna B. Ross done. Please share the results.

Ruth Jewell

Sarah Prout But while most of the nation IS so misinformed therefore metabolically sick, we need the vaccines. I'll never stop pushing for truth about food but so many have weak immune systems due to bad old failed advice so need jabs or they'll flood the hospitals as if that wasn't already an issue.

Joanne Moore

Dee Sclafani That's what I thought!! You do not have a news article you can show that says people died from the vaccine!! Do you?

Marissa Weir

Sarah Prout Two years before COVID-19, echinacea was finally scientifically proven to shorten the duration of respiratory virus and lessen the severity.

Deb Ann

Caroline Ravensdale we are all capable of being fit and healthy . Don't be naive

Joanne Moore

Kimberly Anne But you fear the vaccine??

Diana Powell

Anna B. Ross done
Ruth Jewell
Nadine Hendrickson And as most people are sadly NOT eating real food .. we need vaccines and continuing education and battling against big food and pharma control.

Christinia Nicole Miller
Sarah Prout what you said!! But, sad truth is.. probably won't ever happen.

Joanne Moore
Kimberly Anne How so!

Maketa-Nasirah Collins
Sarah Prout

Joni Smith Chism
Joanne Moore zero side effects? Are you kidding me right now? What about the people who have already died from the side effects? Heart problems, and stroke. I think their loved ones would disagree with you.

Donna Waters Dayton
Marie Lammons we’d all be dead if that was the case. Most likely before reaching adulthood.

Peggy Orcutt Riemenschneider
Marie Lammons not true. Our body makes antibodies for any antigen, including viruses, it has not seen. Then, your body stores that information and is able to react more quickly if that antigen tries to invade again. Tricky thing about viruses is they are like microscopic Navy SEALS. They adapt and overcome - they mutate so the defenses created against them are not effective anymore. The more vaccines we create, the more variates we create. This is why we have hundreds of variants of the influenza virus, and why every year the CDC makes their best guess as to which two variants will make an appearance and push those vaccines. As an ER nurse, I've seen this play out for years.
Laurelynn RC
Heather Semple Purtee FB took it down.

Kevin Gorczyca
Donna Waters Dayton Exactly. This is why half the country believes all the crap they are fed. Because they are uneducated.

Katie Steward
Corey Bam Bam Moulton It’s ironic that you are calling someone dumb but you used the incorrect “you’re”.

Kevin Gorczyca
Donna Waters Dayton Exactly. This is why half the country believes all the crap they are fed. Because they are uneducated.

Jason Cobb
Joanne Moore this why you have no credibility. If you took even a moment to read what real people on here are telling you, you could easily see that your worship of this absurd medical tyranny is apparent. You already know the amount of censorship against other real studies and findings is huge. Stop lying and furthering lies. You are only getting away with this because of EAU, otherwise , you would not even be here. The fact sheets from phizer or any of the pharma lunatics even state it is offered to prevent covid 19 ...does it? NO it does not! So tired of arguing with people like yourself. So if I come back with links to info destroying your position, would you change tack, nope. You will just slink off of here until the next time you muster enough courage to further more vax BS. ..

Marie Lammons
Peggy Orcutt Riemenschneider false

Marie Lammons
Donna Waters Dayton yeah...in the 19th Century most people died in childhood because we didn't have....vaccines.

Marie Lammons
Jade Kathryn Pearson to be clear
Christie Granowicz
Anna B. Ross where can we find results from this?
on Tue Like Reply More

Elizabeth O'Byrne
Sarah Prout absolutely I agree with you Sarah. They keep pushing this same old agenda fear fear fear fear, how about truth for a change. How many devastated lives ruined by vaccine injury and death?
on Tue Like Reply More

Marie Lammons
Jade Kathryn Pearson this one is classic. 2
on Tue Like Reply More

Angela Brown
Sarah Prout exactly!!! No one is talking about natural supplements only vaccines… 20
on Tue Like Reply More

Ruth Jewell
James Finn Imposssible with so much junk food, sugar, alcohol being consumed by the vast majority.
on Tue Like Reply More

Kathleen Duff-Colbert
Peggy Orcutt Rienschneider unfortunately NAVY SEALS, have the choice but to adapt and overcome.. yet FULLY VAXXED..
on Tue Like Reply More

Laura Baker Zeeb
Ruth Jewell I am a cancer survivor with lupus, HS, scleroderma, fibro, hashimoto thyroiditis, and several more.... I will NOT get the jab. You can have my dose. 33
on Tue Like Reply More

Marissa Weir
Jade Kathryn Pearson you’re not wrong however keep in mind there weren’t all these highly processed consumptions by humans like there is now.
on Tue Like Reply More

Leo Liane
Heather Semple Purtee tried to see it. Comes up as unavailable.
Lee Darrel

**Tonja Tate** they cooked the numbers to make us think everyone who died were covid related... You cant even trust those liars... People who died from gun shots were then put down as dying from covid.. I dont trust anything those liars said....

April Garrity

[Tenor media icon]

Tina Lancaster Hamilton

Debra Pasquella

**Sarah** Natural immunity was estimated to be about 13 times stronger than having two doses of the jab.

My regimen: vitamin D3 +K2, (5,000 IU) vitamin C (2,000+) zinc, quercetin, and magnesium glycinate, good sleep hygiene and reducing alcohol or (in my case) quitting altogether.

The *best* health tip I can give? PRAY continuously. Read Psalm 91 aloud. Draw closer to God.

If you’re reading this right now, remember—-No weapon formed against you shall prosper!!— —

Kimberly Aaron

**Ruth Jewell** But the answer isn’t injecting ourselves with dangerous chemicals.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Ed Apsitis
Joanne Moore https://openvaers.com/

Welcome
openvaers.com

Jodi Muller
Elizabeth O'Byrne According to CDC, not many

Connie Moore Froehlich
Sarah Prout I think this is what many would like to see, I think the vaccines are important but there are also medicines and therapies that are having success and there are preventive measures that everyone should be aware of.

Ed Apsitis
Tonja Tate https://openvaers.com/

Stefanie Nicole Page
Anna B. Ross same

Anita Griffith
Sarah Prout Truth is not fear...Truth is truth
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Deanna Cheryl
Marie Lammons

Sara Wooters
Sarah Prout ^^^THIS!!!!

Marie Lammons
Tony Branson about to be

Tina Sutton Thurston
Sarah Prout You’ll never hear that, the pharmaceutical advertisers would never pay 75% Of their advertising budget

Marie Lammons

Marie Lammons
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Marie Lammons

Tony Branson

Marie Lammons

Jackie Hansen Schroeppep

Joanne Moore have you read even one of these horrible stories, oh that’s right you think they are lying!!

Karen Lang Westfall

Sarah Prout you are so right Sarah but then you donT need doc to keep them in buisness

Marie Lammons
Wendy Wyman
Sarah Prout

Ruth Jewell
Laura Baker Zeeb Maybe because of your medical history you would not be allowed the vaccine. Indeed you are typical of the people I had my jab for. Your welcome.

Greg Parry
Marie Lammons you aren't reading enough comments.

Marie Lammons
Self-correcting error. Earth's "immune system" is doing its job.

Monica Merkel
Marie Lammons how about the vaccine is safe for everyone

Ruth Jewell
Daniel Wilkins And NO junk food, sugar, alcohol, cigarettes, nasty inflammatory oils like seed oils, vegetable oil. ..... so how many people do you reckon do that so may not need jabs.... could it be as high as 2%?

Lee Darrel
Marie Lammons you fail to realize.. Many folk have been doing that for hundreds and thousands of years.... Way before our time.. and continue to do so... Even people within the Big Pharm won't even use their OWN stuff.... Its no big secret....
Marie Lammons
Laura Baker Zeeb

Sara Wooters
Never got the shot and I'm still healthy as ever
You have an immune system people. Natural immunity. Practice it. Supporting your immune system will benefit you far more than any shot.

Kimberly Aaron

Angie Kaiser Harris Hurst
September 3 at 1:14 AM
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BKBpP5bIJ21B/
Ruth Jewell

**Kimberly Aaron** Well obviously those who want long covid or death risk can go ahead but shame they can't consider others including vulnerable children with their life, hopefully ahead of them, free of long covid.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kellz Aghostinis

**Debra Pasquella Cindy Washbrook-Agostinis** read this!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Aniya Hightower

I hate that no one is talking about preventative medicine. Even before COVID, no one talks about eating better or working out or spending time in nature to keep our immune systems strong. I just graduated college in May and had a real passion for emergency medicine but over the last two years I've been self teaching myself about plant medicine and herbalism and have realized this is where my passion is. In my household we eat a mostly plant based diet as of January, we take our herbs, drink our herbal teas, juice our fruits and veggies to make natural drinks, drink smoothies, workout and spend a lot of time in nature. I've worked through this pandemic at both a hospital on a COVID unit and a nursing facility that ran rampant with COVID, I have not had covid. If I have, I didn't have symptoms..

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Dustin Hall

**Peggy Orcutt Riemenschneider** viruses are not bacteria. They don't develop drug immunities. Virus mutates the more it proliferates. Unvaccinated are like mutation factories for this thing. Vaccine dramatically decreases its ability to proliferate. Mandatory vaccines for EVERYONE. 99% of deaths and hospitalizations are unvaccinated. Due the math. Its not that difficult

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Dustin Hall

**Kimberly Aaron** do you have any tattoos? Tattoo ink isn't FDA approved and is a dangerous chemical. Not a single dangerous chemical in the vaccine. Stop being a part of the problem

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Liz Grayson Landry

**Aniya Hightower** if they are they are being shadow banned. They are blocking immunity on social media....
Dominick Portelli
Sarah Prout Please join and help stop this madness!!!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/547441373156792/?ref=share

Sarah Pashos Spiteri
Sarah Prout there is a way.. a Dr in the USA has just written a book on this it’s called The Natural Vaccine for Covid-19 and future pandemics by Dr Graham Simpson. He has developed an incredible program that helps you do just that. You can download the book for free https://www.livebelow5.com/free-ir-screening-test

Trisha Tarrant
Marie Lammons I had the virus. I survived and now have more immunity than anyone vaccinated.
I will never take that shot.

Julie Rainer Yost
Sarah Prout how about treatment options too! That would be helpful to see

Sarah Pashos Spiteri
Sarah Prout there is a way.. a Dr in the USA has just written a book on this it’s called The Natural Vaccine for Covid-19 and future pandemics by Dr Graham Simpson. He has developed an incredible program that helps you do just that. You can download the book for free https://www.livebelow5.com/free-ir-screening-test

FREE Insulin Resistance Test
livebelow5.com
Ben Dayhoe
Marie Lammons I've had COVID, guess what, I'm still here Little fear monger. Second, the vaccine doesn't prevent you from getting COVID, that's now well known. The vaccine is used to artificially cause an immune response to create antibodies. Catching COVID will do the same thing. The clot shot isn't needed. You're a disciple of hate, and a preacher of lies.

Chad Miller
Marie Lammons hateful communists like you love to see their enemies die.

Julie Rainer Yost
Sarah Prout

Cheryl Basham
Monica Merkel you don't watch other news outlets if you think that shot is safe

Ruth Jewell
Jolene Liste Very poor immune systems among sugar, veg oil, junk eaters, alcohol drinkers, smokers. So many vaccines needed.
Sarah Pashos Spiteri

Sarah Prout there is a way.. a Dr in the USA has just written a book on this it's called 'The Natural Vaccine for Covid-19 and Future Pandemics by Dr Graham Simpson. He has developed an incredible program that helps you do just that. You can download the book for free

https://www.livebelow5.com/free-ir-screening-test

FREE Insulin Resistance Test
livebelow5.com

Marie Lammons

Chad Miller so you agree that you will die if you don't get vaccinated?

Holly Hollsten

Aniya Hightower I agree keep your immune system up. Also they do have two drugs that work if given early, but Doctors don't want to see you till your condition worsens then sometimes it to late. Stay healthy!

Gia Riccelli Pauldine

Sarah Prout

https://zstacklife.com/?ref=uvc9ve3iw8

Sara Wooters

And there it is.. the stupidest thing I've ever read.

First of all, survival rate when covid is contracted is 98%. So kot that down. Second off, there is DEFINITELY NOT "zero" side affects. Have you not read any of these comments? That is what I call spreading false information
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we reach out for a story we’re working on.

Sarah Pashos Spiteri
Sarah Prout
Sarah Prout there is a way.. a Dr in the USA has just written a book on this it’s called The Natural Vaccine for COVID-19 and future pandemics by Dr Graham Simpson. He has developed an incredible program that helps you do just that. You can download the book for free https://www.livebelow5.com/free-ir-screening-test

FREE Insulin Resistance Test
livebelow5.com

Val Stanton
Dustin can you back this up with actual facts please ..........

Vicki Wilson
Sarah Prout
Sarah Prout Yes! I also wonder if alternative treatments are being seriously considered.

Becky Fair
Aniya Hightower
Please read up on increased risk of bleeding from herbal supplements. My background is critical care & procedural nursing & we see this.

Ruth Jewell
Kimberly Aaron
Much more dangerous in daily sugar, veg oil, junk eating!

Marie Lammons
Kimberly Anne
Val Stanton

Dustin can you back this up with actual facts please ........

Sarah Pashos Spiteri

Sarah Prout there is a way.. a Dr in the USA has just written a book on this it’s called The Natural Vaccine for C and future pandemics by Dr Graham Simpson. He has developed an incredible program that helps you do just that. You can download the book for free https://www.livebelow5.com/free-ir-screening-test

FREE Insulin Resistance Test
livebelow5.com

Val Stanton

Dustin can you back this up with actual facts please ........

JoAnn Brock Wills

Cheryl Basham it is safe. The ingredients of the vaccine don’t even stay in your body. It just evokes an antibody response.

Trisha Russo Halloran

Ruth Jewell please explain why you think it is so important when it doesn’t provide immunity, you can still carry, spread and get it... you can still be hospitalized and yes you can even die. They also acknowledge that the viral load in both people who have and have not received it is the virtually identical and this experimental thing you are putting in your body is completely ineffective now for the variants.

Maggie Fletcher

Sarah Prout !!!

Maggie Fletcher

Sarah Prout yes!
Val Stanton
would be interesting to see where you’re getting your facts from ..... 

Dee Sclafani
Sarah Joleen go to her FB page.

Slobo Bobo Panovic
Exactly, metabolic health is key, meat, organs, sun, cutting out junk food such as grains, gluten, legumes, seedoils is a game changer, then you don't care about any of the fear from media when your immune system is rock solid!

Becky Fair
Lee Darrel I wish I knew statistics on healthcare professionals…nurses, doctors, pharmacists regarding voluntary vaccination status. I am a healthcare professional & the overwhelming # of my coworkers are vaccinated voluntarily.

Joanne Moore
Sara Wooters What is the big deal about getting vaccinated? You have had to do it your whole life to stop the spread of horrible viruses!
DiegoPat Luquis
Sarah Prout A firm believer in the Power of Vitamin C here: at the first sign of a cough, sore throat, etc, my family and I grab 8 oz of OJ with a packet of EmergenC...symptoms gone.

Chad Koerner
Sarah Prout stay away from refined sugar, drink water, and get sunshine everyday. Easiest things you can do.

Annette Guilbeau
JoAnn Brock Wills how do you know? A client asked to see the ingredient list before taking the shot to make sure there was nothing he was allergic to and the nurse couldn’t supply him with an ingredient list!

Kim Ellerbrock
Joanne Moore No one knows the cost of this vaccine. NO ONE. The FDA leaders are resigning! The WH is trying to tell them how to do their jobs. that's scary.... THAT is why no one is coming forward for this vaccine. no one can trust anything out there.

Yvonne Shepherd
Sarah Prout I think our schools should educate on healthy eating natural foods to boost our immune systems they are not even taught basics of cooking anymore & not all children have parents/ grandparents that can show them I’m going to make elderberry syrup for winter apparently very could & full of vitamins to help ward of colds flu,stay well

Marsha Johnson
Sarah Prout we take Quercetin, zinc (big doses), vitamin c-big dose, D(big doses), general vitamins also

Kim Ellerbrock
fb found the truth and removed it.... need a website address
Judy Hammond
I read a lot of articles, and watch videos from doctors, virologists, and researchers trying to get the word out to the public, but their voices are silenced soon afterward. Synopsis: Take zinc, D3 and Quercetin supplements. I buy from swanson because their quality is really good. Add C to the mix and take them as directed.

Judy Hammond
I read a lot of articles, and watch videos from doctors, virologists, and researchers trying to get the word out to the public, but their voices are silenced soon afterward. Synopsis: Take zinc, D3 and Quercetin supplements. I buy from swanson because their quality is really good. Add C to the mix and take them as directed.

Judy Hammond
I read a lot of articles, and watch videos from doctors, virologists, and researchers trying to get the word out to the public, but their voices are silenced soon afterward. Synopsis: Take zinc, D3 and Quercetin supplements. I buy from swanson because their quality is really good. Add C to the mix and take them as directed.

Brady Kitchingham
Danielle Almond the way immunisation works is it trains your natural immune system to fight off disease. That's how the immune system works. Read a book.

Brandon Swan
Sarah Prout well then you are speaking of the wrong subject, please don't allow these democrats to keep pulling this wool over your eyes.

Barbara Spratt
Cute… you take the clot shot and I'll trust my body's immune system
Marie Lammons
Ruth Jewell Yes, because Smallpox decimated the Native American population because they were eating....checks notes...processed food.

Ben Dayhorne
The vaccine is based on the natural human immune system. The vaccine causes an immune response for the body to create antibodies. However, you can still catch COVID with this vaccine, so what’s the benefit. I had COVID in December, I’m still alive and well and now I have antibodies to the virus, just like I still have immunity to the Varicella Zoster virus, which I had back in 1982. Natural immunity is better, natural immunity works.

Dina Leenne
Inas Maktabi read the comments please

Karen Jean
Judy Hammond, hi Judy, I take D3 with K2, Vit-C, Quercetin with Bromalin and Elderberry, also hikes, walks, fresh air, Pilates reformer incorporated with Joseph Pilates breathing techniques. Nothing over the top, just keeping active and trying to eat healthy. So far so good for myself and my husband.

Sharon Infante
Julie Rainer Yost can't open to enlarge to read.

Aniya Hightower
Becky Fair I actually do read up on this! Thank you for the insight.
Danielle Lynea

How many people died in previous pandemics before processed foods and sedentary lifestyles? The answer is thousands and thousands. Their natural immune system didn't help those unfortunate individuals fight a virus their body didn't recognize. Do you know what helps people combat a virus their body doesn't recognize and is severe? Modern medicine and vaccine. Vaccine IS and HAS BEEN the only end to a pandemic! Do your research on something that can actually help this situation. Yes, being healthy is great, but all of this self righteous talk about simply eating healthy and taking vitamins doesn't help the millions of Americans that have an unchangeable medical condition that leave them vulnerable. Even if it could for some it takes at least a year to really have a significant impact in your body. The bottom line is people just don't have that kind of time with this virus. It's scary enough that it takes 6 weeks to be fully inoculated. It's so self righteous to me when I hear people touting their "healthy" lifestyle as reason they either haven't contracted covid or haven't been severely affected by it when the actual reason is more simply your age and genetics. I also find it hilarious that this same group of antivax people constantly blab about fda approval of the vaccine and how it was either not there or too quick, base their entire lifestyle regimen on vitamins unstudied and unapproved(and never will be) by the fda. So so many holes in your arguments. Do your part and get the shot! So done with this stupidity! I actually have more respect for the individuals that are truly antivax and zero for the people that rely heavily and have followed mandates on all vaccines except this one.

on Tue  Reply  More

Linda Petty

Sarah Prout amen! Thank you, that's what I've been saying

on Tue  Reply  More

Jeremy Wilson

Thats exactly what they dont want and wont do,and for the comment that an emmune system cant help alone im srry ur so missinformed i hav multible chronic conditions i was on over 20 medications and hav had many surgerys over 18 2 major ones one open heart,before i figure out how to build a healthy immue system and about thing that boost health white blood cell count and red naturaly build healthy stomac floral so and so on alot more,nyway my point is i couldnt get out the bed most days with modern medicine with modern medicine i would mostlikely be dead,i now take no meds ive faught corona off twice with nothin but water and pepperment oil one the time i had really bad for 3 weeks i didnt go to the doc call the doc or nything,you r wrong corona is one the easiest things to fight unless u hav cancer or something else already killing u,my dad passed of covid in feb or they say it was of covid he had not been right for months we kno he was already sick the docs jus dnt kno what is was so they blame covid its bs.

on Tue  Reply  More
Diana Maries
Sarah Prout could not agree with you more. How about people being helped to get healthy, to lose weight. I lost a dear friend of mine because of COVID, he was only 35…. And on his death certificate obesity was one of the accelerating factors. It is heart breaking that we are not doing more to encourage people to get healthy.

Joanna Makowski
Tara McCauley Sponar I was put in Facebook jail for a week for that.

Klara Fischerova
Danielle Lynea did you lose an unvaccinated loved one to c?

Emma Jane Sumpster
Sarah Prout This

Donna Passfield
Sarah Prout well said

Christina Martin
Sarah Prout look up fulvic acid and Humic acid on a private browser. Lots of good studies on how it can be beneficial against viruses. Also Thyme essential oil and its antiviral properties along with Oregano

Heidi M Hyatt
Sarah Prout This is true AND the people need and SHOULD have the TRUTH ABOUT THE SHOT

Jennifer Jaeger Hoffmann
Danielle Lynea https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0u8ObojeZgo&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3-mI_1NdLia1bLi8DqELRljE1_qkZzODk2g4SDdO8pHWNONFmzNDfY5Os

Mary Tyler Moore, Swine Flu Shot August...
ShelLee King
Sarah Prout THIS THIS THIS! So much this!!!!! So much this!!!!!

Ayanna Lowe
call them and tell them!! You have a story or testimony of this. Just called and they said they are reviewing the post and said have a nice day and hung up!!

Allyson McCormack
Christina Martin where would someone get these?

Judy Hammond
Jo Ann Brock-Wills: Check out the graphene oxide topic. It's in there.

Tina Sutton Thurston
Sarah Prout Sarah Prout You'll never hear that, the pharmaceutical advertisers would never pay 75% Of their advertising budget

Patti Milbourn
Marie Lammons so pilgrims had the capability to process foods like we do now? Where did you find that out?

Jayna Lattig
Sarah Prout Agreed!! This is what we as people need!!
Denise Aabye
Sarah Prout agree

Kim Fiel
Allyson McCormack organic food stores are best.

Lolita Bekeré
Transfer factor

Linda Gillespie
Bravo, Sarah Proust!

Linda Gillespie
Bravo, Sarah Prout!

Robyn Hewitt
What so many mistake as rebellion is actually the numbers of us that do not do pharmaceuticals (or very little) and stay healthy by taking care of our bodies and live a more natural lifestyle. I truly believe there will be a day when "they" will need us- healthy blood from the unvaccinated. I also believe that this entire scenario, the virus, it's variants, the attempt to come up with a "cure" (vaccines) is truly a huge experiment. Call me a conspiracy theorist, but every day the actions of a few in charge fuels the fire for well meaning others to push their will on the people. But this is America!! If we allow this, it will no longer be. We need to wake up and hold the line- the US Constitutional line that is. They can not be allowed to get away with this!!!
Zoe Caroline Hicks

Sarah Prout I've been saying this all along!! Not ONE drive or campaign about boosting our own god given immune systems!! Actually appalling! Yet a massive hard sell on the vaccine..

Matthew Troyer

Sarah Prout the most powerful story is when Christ took 39 lashes and went on the mercy tree to die for your sins when you come to him they are erased by his blood. Then he defeated death and hell and became the victor when he rose again the third day. There is no story more powerful then this

Kristin Highland

Sarah Prout Girl, YES!!!!!!!!!!!

Jerry Bures

Wait, you were okay with the false fear of COVID danger, but the true fear of the bioweapon you're okay with? Think about it...this fear is necessary to wake up the sheep so they can finally see the wolf in sheep's clothing. People are getting a good, but costly lesson during this modern day holocaust. Sadly, we are seeing which side everyone would have been on prior to WWII.

Kim Fiel

Danielle Lynea its because eating healthy and vitamin deficiencies, mineral deficiencies and water are essential to life. Also, why is the government involved in the medical field??? I already know and so do most of us. Even Drs are specialized Go investigate industrial. Medicine. Especially aerosols. You would be amazed at what you learn

Dmitriy Groesbeck

Sarah Prout probably the best way to prevent Covid. No one talks about that.

Ax Gz

RJ Melo i wish those that died of measles could read that one.
Susan Haywood Jennings
Robyn Hewitt Have you seen all the horrible testimonies from getting the shot?

Sonja Renea
An overactive immune system is an autoimmune disease

Chrissie Blake
Sarah Prout I'm a teacher and our school has been open everyday since Aug 2020. My family and I also travel quite a bit, kids in sports etc. We have not been sick. Other than allergies and asthma for me, I'm quite well. With that said, we take all the necessary vitamins. D3, vitamin C, zinc, NAC, and even have a pack of ivermectin my doctor gave me just in case. We drink a lot of water, eat clean and workout daily. It's all about building your natural immunity. Forgot to mention, we don't wear masks!! They break down your own defense.

Mat Koenig
Sarah Prout amen! Care for yourself and keep your immune system strong!

Mat Koenig
Sarah Prout amen! Care for yourself and keep your immune system strong!

Kellie D'Elia-Laskin
Sarah Prout follow Joe Rogan. Also there are some great articles in Women and weed on CBD and COVID. VERY interesting.

Marie Lammons

Interim Clinical Considerations for Use...
Denise Quiros Nobs

Chrisissie Blake Ditto for me. I had a student throw up in my self contained classroom and her temp was elevated. They shut down my classroom for 10 days because she tested p but she never got covid. Neither did the rest of my students.

Amy Weaver Then

JoAnn Brock Wills is that what you really think? Well they have you fooled. A lot more stays in your system than you think. Not to mention that it breaks down your natural immune system by 15% after the first shot and 35% after the second shot. If this vaccine is so safe. Go and try to give blood or plasma. Let us all know what you are told. One week after being vaccinated. tests have shown blood clots forming in the brain microscopically. Can you imagine what that will do to you over time. Causes men and women to be sterile. I used to support vaccines. These days I don't even trust prescription drugs. Just stay healthy my friend.

Susan Haywood Jennings

Have you seen all the testimonies from people who have gotten the shot that had horr@ @le reactions.

Caswell J. Rogers

Sarah Prout Strength Training, regular cardio, sunshine.

Trisch Wentz

Sarah Prout There are many telling the truth on how to boost and maintain your immune system. Joe Rogan, Dr. Zelenko, Frontline Doctors, Sherry Tenpenny, Dr. Malone... People all over the world are telling us how to better care for ourselves. First step, stay away from big farma as much as possible.

Trisch Wentz

Denise Quiros Nobs very likely another false positive to drive the fear.

Enjoli Hurgunow

Sarah Prout

Tracy Paye

Sarah Prout Amen!
Mitch Shannon
Sarah Prout I added milk kefir to my diet five years ago and my life improved dramatically for the better. I haven't been sick since.

Dawn Valentino
Trisch Wentz just look for the people being shut down. They are the people speaking truth.

Sonja Henry Harper
Heidi M Hyatt what better way than True testimonies but heartbreaking to say the least! My friends husband lost 2 friends to this horrific shot! Died within 2 weeks of taking the jab. Perfectly healthy individuals ...

Caswell J. Rogers
I worked hard on inventing those things, so send money

Lena Odie
Sarah Prout ditto! I've wondered the same all along.

Windy Woo
Sarah Prout I've been saying this since day 1.

Becky Fair
Dustin Hall I tried to post earlier but think it failed. At a local hospital that daily reports # of Covid cases & percentage unvaccinated the numbers last week were back up to 50+ cases with 73% unvaccinated & 13% unknown vaccine status on admission. The overwhelming percentage of healthcare providers are voluntarily vaccinated. We have been taking care of COVID pts & see the devastation as well as the chronic health problems, chronic kidney failure requiring dialysis in people who "survive" COVID.
Julia Sirugo Hachey
Sarah Prout

Jeffery Talaski
Sarah Prout should have been weekly series on nightly major network on how to build immune system. Negative affects of smoking and drinking. Etc etc etc. NOT a single one.

Cole Marie Latimer
Jerry Bures You shouldn't compare a novel virus pandemic to the Holocaust. That's sick! Sickening that you would do that.

Jeremy Hamel

Cole Marie Latimer
Zoe Caroline Hicks So you are an anti-vaxxer? God given immune systems? What are you talking about?

Melly Guzman
Sarah Prout THAT PART!!!

Melly Guzman
Sarah Prout THAT PART!!!

Luke Schumacher
Mitch Shannon what is milk kefir? I'm interested

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=?
Lee Hannigan
Sarah Prout the media don't want that, they want death to report about

Mark Burke
Sarah Prout

Brea Bradley
Lee Hannigan that's because that's where they are making their money! Between the amount of populations control and this jab! They are making million and millions but many think this jab is a savior to make and it's NOT! They knew this shot wasn't going to last in folks bodies this long that why there is now a 3rd shot booster cause sooooo many vaccinated are becoming more and more sick as there are no Covid antibodies left in their body. But you know people want to get out and are dying to just die and nothing caring or thinking i still Ned to protect myself including immune system until this has passed. A neighbor is a scientist and stated herself if we as Americans would have listened last year we would have been past this just like several other countries have controlled it but America is too greedy!

Sally Hill Rockey
Sarah Prout exactly!!

Michele Schoedler Lampert
Sarah Prout amen sister!

Diane Macalinao Refuerzo
Sarah Prout couldn't agree more. Its what will save u in the end, really.. no amount of medicine can surpass an healthy immune system..
Meds are just weapons, immune system is still the army

Zoe Caroline Hicks
Cole Marie Latimer an anti vaxxer is someone who doesn't believe in vaccines. I'm fully vaccinated with all my childhood jabs and so are all my children. "God given" is just a saying where I live. I've had Covid therefore have antibodies and immunity. My statement stands that I've never seen one health “body” promoting looking after our immune systems in the last 18 months. I'm immune compromised and have 2 auto immune conditions so I take good care of mine.
Peggy Szana
It's not sick, why is it sick? Are we not being bullied and coerced into doing things we don't want to do just as they were back in WW11 did you know that there was a typhoid outbreak? Did you know there was forced , did you know there was curfew, lockdown ,forced quarantine /"field hospitals" (concentration camps) ? people reporting on each other for breaking lockdown rules? People dying from hunger?Dying from forced medical intervention and Eugenics experiments Economic devastation. If we do not look at this for what it Is we are lost, this may not be a conventional form of war, but we most certainly are experiencing a holocaust, what else could you call it? Police brutality, arrests, what is sick is that people are trying to make out that it's not the same thing because they have been conditioned not to speak about the unspoken truth about WW11 and why people complied.

Corey Courson
Sarah Prout I will say that if you take cream of tartar every morning half a teaspoon mixed in your any juice right you prefer it really is quite attractive in your lungs I know this is not what you're looking for but I promise you this people start taking this it will protect the lungs.

Jamie Bonfiglio
Sarah Prout this is the most important part in all this

Ranna Abro
Sarah Prout 100% the best way to help people in the most unbiased way is to promote good nutrition, but unfortunately good nutrition isn’t in the best interest of the advertisers.

Elizabeth Anne
Sarah Prout this is a story about just that. A good way to strengthen your immune system is to get vaccinated.

Rick Rocky Rude Bawboa
Elizabeth Anne explain why injecting a syringe full of toxins/chemicals has any positive effect on the body. Get a grip you dangerous daft
Benjamin Wadsworth
Hurry before Facebook decides to silence us!!!! Pleas!! like and share this!!!!!
https://mewe.com/join/theamericantruthcovidedition
I want all of you to join (YOUR) group on MeWe!!!!

Mewe is UnCensored! This will be silenced on Facebook and we can fight back!

You're invited: Join this group
mewe.com

Mary Waldron
Judy K Rogers I don't believe anything you say. Provide any evidence that your vaccinated friend lost his eyesight, any evidence. Soon we won't have to try to reason with you because it'll be forced on you if you want to have insurance or a job.

Rick Rocky Rude Bawboa
Corey Courson how does it protect the lungs?

Maxine Ann

Mary Waldron
Nina Staff Restrepo sounds fair to me. Now the virus has a chance to stop creating variants.

Michelle Brown
Sarah Prout amen to this. This is what they are not wanting to report. The positive. Like you say take care of yourself eat well and have a good vitamin regimen.

Mary Waldron
Judy K Rogers I don't believe a word of this. Provide any evidence of this claim that someone lost their eyesight because of the vaccine.
Mary Waldron
*Nina Staff Restrepo* it sounds fair to me. Now the virus has a chance to stop creating variants. Soon you’ll all lose your jobs and insurance.

Noah Marogi
Literally my entire family got corona except me and my cousin, I survived by drinking and smoking my way through the pandemic

Peggy Szana
I often wonder why a person would laugh at such a serious topic, then I remember....gas lighters are real people with no soul and too much time on their hands

Russell Sharp
[https://www.bitchute.com/video/iMKvWiQYZw8R/](https://www.bitchute.com/video/iMKvWiQYZw8R/)

Peggy Szana
I often wonder why a person would laugh at such a serious topic, then I remember....gas lighters are real people with no soul and too much time on their hands

Janice Price Johnson
Peggy Szana yes, I believe we have been attacked - bio-warfare all over the world. Not a country against a country; but, a ‘group’ against the world population- the common man.

Pat Crawley
Sarah Prout likewise!

John Morley Sr.
Elizabeth Anne You got to be kidding right? Open your eyes, it's all lies.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Check it out and research Aronia Berry
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.10.30.360545v1.full?fbclid=IwAR3Jx19dLZDhASzUOd_e4p-XtDD8vSFF2RR78sjgXDXiuBnlVXj_YX6Yrg

Antiviral activity of plant juices and...
biorxiv.org

Karen Kemmis Poulson
Treat early! https://youtu.be/QAHi3IX3oGM

Peter McCullough, MD testifies to Texas...
youtube.com

Gail Collins
Noah Marogi So your family, you still have them?

Janice Price Johnson
Lee Hannigan the people have been set up for years with all these medications that have ultimately destroyed their immune systems and their quality of life. It all makes the general population more susceptible to any kind of attack of disease. Makes take over and control easier. Build your immune systems. Improve your surroundings. Learn about all the plants in your area. Keep the faith.

Gail Collins
I can identify. Spent my life with kids who yearly had chicken pox. Didnt get it.

Karen Kemmis Poulson
Treat early! https://youtu.be/QAHi3IX3oGM

Peter McCullough, MD testifies to Texas...
youtube.com
Annie Meadows

Sarah Prout ABSOLUTELY!!!!

Jeff Peterson

Sarah Prout They keep ignoring the fact that if people lived healthier lifestyles, the Covid death rate would drop off the map. Real health isn't gained from a mask or a shot.

Annie Meadows

Sarah Prout ABSOLUTELY!!!!

Elizabeth Anne

John Morley Sr. My eyes are open friend. The science on vaccines is solid. Whether you choose to get it or not.

Kate Phillips

Sarah Prout hear bloody hear so sick of the fear narrative with not one mention about how to stay healthy. Face space whatever, how about what to eat to strengthen your body oh hey let's give away donuts and kebabs free with every vax. And people still listen to those same voices like they care

Laverne Swett

Jerry Bures Sometimes it takes a disaster to wake people up, unfortunately and sadly people lose their lives...People put all their faith in drs and meds instead of God. I've been guilty in the past, but no more. I see the direction this world is going and it's not going well. The only true dr is Jesus, He gave us life and He will see us all through to the end

Kate Phillips

Sarah Prout hear bloody hear so sick of the fear narrative with not one mention about how to stay healthy. Face space whatever, how about what to eat to strengthen your body oh hey let's give away donuts and kebabs free with every vax. And people still listen to those same voices like they care
James Finn

Ruth Jewell it's all about choices. And no-one should be forced into anything they don't want to do. The vaccine is still in tested phase until 2023. Of people want to be the testers then let them. Not me.

Kate Phillips

Sarah Prout hear bloody hear so sick of the fear narrative with not one mention about how to stay healthy. Face space whatever, how about what to eat to strengthen your body oh hey let's give away donuts and kebabs free with every vax. And people still listen to those same voices like they care

Savannah Yost

Sarah Prout garlic honey as a treatment and a preventative!

Kate Phillips

Sarah Prout hear bloody hear so sick of the fear narrative with not one mention about how to stay healthy. Face space whatever, how about what to eat to strengthen your body oh hey let's give away donuts and kebabs free with every vax. And people still listen to those same voices like they care

Jennifer Paddock

Sarah Prout I've been giving my family vitamin D and Vitamins for at least 6 months or better. Any pod cast I listen to say Vitamin D is a BIG one to have at optimum levels.

Phyllis Whitten

Sarah Prout Thank you, so would I.

Carrie Miller Seger

Kate Phillips stop repeating yourself!!!!
Jennifer Juniper

Sarah Prout there are thousands of articles and studies on how to stay healthy. However, even healthy people can get viruses, especially the Delta variant of COVID. They are asking about unvaccinated people getting COVID, so your asking them to report on something completely different is irrelevant and unnecessary.

Zenica Castano

Sarah I had COVID in January then apparently had it again in July after taking an antibodies test to find out I'm positive for short and long term. January it knocked me out thank God no hospital. July I thought heat exhaustion from working in the yard was making me not feel good. I've been on vitamins since COVID all started vitamin C, B12, D, zinc & elderberry and have stayed steady with them since having COVID in January. I'm not vaccinated. All of a sudden a year ago vitamin talk has disappeared as well as natural immunity. By no means do I think I'm invincible but I have so many questions about this stuff and no one can answer me. You're right about the not just one steady stream of fear.

Mal Jetton

Jennifer Paddock and B12

Sara Rivera

Sarah Prout

Jo Sanchez

Jennifer Paddock I saw few video that says zinc and bulk vitamin C also.

Buck Rose Sherrod

Peggy Szana They need Jesus

Twon Donna Marriagefirst

Sarah Prout All they want to do is control and put fear in people instead of telling people how they can strengthen their immune system.
Savannah Yost

https://www.healthline.com/health/garlic-and-honey

Garlic and Honey: Proven Benefits, Uses,...

Sara Sims

Robin Buttram Huey

Noah Marogi

Gail Collins every single one of them, grandma was going on daily walks, sister was doing her usual tiktoks, mom was yelling at her for it, and my uncle was deadlifting metal heat lamps, didn't see anybody else during that time

Beverly McGhee

Sarah Prout I prefer to call it deep respect for a bad virus get your shot

Mary Ruth Watts

Savannah Yost organic black seed and manuka honey

Kyle Unger

Sarah Prout hell yeah!!!

Rose Eide

Sarah Prout that's it. But they will never do that. It’s considered “anti” something I’m sure. “Dangerous”

Rose Eide

Sarah Prout Sarah Prout that's it. But they will never do that. It's considered “anti” something I'm sure. “Dangerous”
James Krause
Sarah Prout This needs to come from the top to have impact. However the only storyline that makes dollars and sense is get vaccinated. How about big money into health and wellbeing?

Frederick Calhoun
Sarah Prout amen

Rose Eide
Sarah Prout that's it. But they will never do that. It's considered “anti” something I'm sure. “Dangerous”

Brooke Siekman
Sarah Prout

Lorie Guggenberger
too much vitamin D is bad for you, so be careful

Brooke Siekman

Eddie Sweeney
They can't control us with news stories like that!

Sara Sims
Can you see the video?

Heather Veitenheimer
Savannah Yost what are the safe amounts of recommended doses of vitamins to take right now with Covid to prevent or if positive for?
Colleen Mary
Sarah Prout fear is control!!!

Randy Fisher
Sarah Prout Haven't heard much about educating people on diet, weight, the obese nation that we are. Where is that focus.

Sharonrose Magno Harper
I know two people who haven't had a cold/flu in 20 years. They're on Facebook. Their names are Larry Simonis and Chris Califano. Go see what they're doing!

Anita Robertson
Noah Marogi Now there's a real healthy lifestyle

Wayne Downs
Sarah Prout I think most of us had to learn for our selves defensive measures for prevention and treatment . Most of us feel the message for personal treatment for this Chinese virus have been concealed. The constant commingled barrage sales pitch ing by government, Health industry, pharmaceutical, social media have had a numbing effect.

Sandy Densem Winter
Sarah Prout so would I !!!!
Linda Hammer Smith
Sarah Prout when you look at the standard American diet & sedentary lifestyles, you have to wonder how much that also plays into getting Covid.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Trish K-m
Linda Hammer Smith it plays a lot in severe disease. BMI>30 is major risk factor for poor outcome

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Joe Myhand
Sarah Prout ..... here you go :

Bob Dewey
Sarah Prout check out Doris Loh Talks.. she is a Melatonin researcher and tells how latest research shows how Melatonin and Ascorbic Acid work well to help..

Lia Vernaci Cooley
Noah Marogi me too. I smoke, I drink and I am overweight. I only lost smell for a week.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Jacob Prosser
Sarah Prout in the words of Fauci, yes indeed

Doula Bianca
Sarah Prout that part!

Kelly J Miller Berg
Sarah Prout Take vitamin D zinc and vitamin C and find a Doctor Who will prescribe you ivermectin if you catch Covid

Kelly J Miller Berg
Sarah Prout So evidently Facebook doesn’t like what I’m trying to send to you because it won’t post it so take vitamin C vitamin D and zinc and find someone who will prescribe ivermectin

Kelly J Miller Berg
Sarah Prout So this is the third time I’m trying to post to you Facebook obviously doesn’t like what I have to say because they don’t want the truth being told- Vitamin C vitamin D and zinc and follow the FLCCC

Brenda Defibaugh
Savannah Yost I have some fermenting right now.
Kelly J Miller Berg
Sarah Prout Facebook doesn't like what I have to say this is the fourth time I'm trying to post underneath you and it won't let me say

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ranna Abro
Kate Phillips how about the mayor of New York eating his free fries and a cheeseburger

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tom Tom Lee Lee
Sarah Prout American Foods Pyramid is a start and then processed foods.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Deborah Dutton Harris
Sarah Prout Have your Vitamin D levels checked, Take Vitamin C 1000 mg, and zinc 15mg daily. Eat healthy and exercise. I take 4000 iu IU vitamin D daily because mine was 33 and needs to be above 50. Getting 30 minutes of sunshine helps build your D levels.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Rose Dell'eva
Sarah Prout my pulmonary doctor told me to double up on vitamin b12, zinc, and c. And if I should get it and must go to hospital, do not allow them to put me on a resperator.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lindsey Mayes
Sarah Prout that doesn't make them BILLIONS tho

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Katherine Kruckow
Kelly J Miller Berg people are dying from taking ivermectin. It has not been shown to help people AT ALL. Please do not encourage it.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kellie Pacella
Sarah Prout I agree!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Brooke Anderson
Kelly J Miller Berg Vitamins vitamins vitamins not this Big Pharma bs.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Lisa Theriot

Sarah Prout yes, 100%!!!! Why aren't news outlets covering the positives and the recoveries and all the preventative measures people can be taking to strengthen their immune systems and get healthy?! Hmmm, I wonder...

Lisa Theriot

Lindsey Mayes exactly. Sad but true.

Lisa Theriot

Rose Dell'eva You have a wonderful doctor. I wish more were willing to speak out on this and tell their patients this information.

Patrick Hopkins

Rose Dell'eva Probably because by the time you're on a respirator you're already going to die. Get vaccinated if you haven't already

Kristen Tipton

Kate Phillips virand D3, zinc and elderberry vit c...and let me tell you about my Jesus!!!!

Patrick Hopkins

Katherine Kruckow Jesus Christ i thought taking ivermectin was a joke. Are these people actually tell you to take it?

Brenda Geckler

Rose Dell'eva Dr. Livingood. Vitamin D3.

Brenda Geckler

Katherine Kruckow false
Russell Sharp

The Canadian Peoples Union, NFP was live. Yesterday at 7:23 AM

Is this the life you want? 2030 UnMasked 2021
If not, then join the Powershift Revolution https://thepowershift.ca

Mary Thurgood
Sarah Prout AMEN!!!!

Brenda Geckler
Jacob Prosser finally some truth out of Fauci. Build health is your BEST RECURSE!!!

James Mayer
Sarah Prout exactly
Tom Parker

Linda Hammer Smith I don’t think China or Fauci…..care about lifestyles!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amber Lynne

Kelly J Miller Berg what is the FLCCC?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amber Lynne

Kelly J Miller Berg What is the FLCCC?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Angela Farley

Joe Myhand where/how do we get Quercetin?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Joyce Campbell

Sarah Prout you are absolutely right!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nadine Locke

Katherine Kruckow That is simply untrue. Mexico and other countries are using ivermectin with good success. It was awarded the Nobel prize in 2015 for cure for malaria. No one is dying from it. Fake news.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Danielle Nicole Smith

Sarah Prout YESSSSSS I LOVE THIS

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Linda Hayes

Patrick Hopkins a that’s a big fat NO! I already had covid. If I get it again I know exactly what to do and going to the hospital, or getting the shot, is not one of them!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Joyce Campbell

Brenda Geckler yes, my friends Dr. Said vit. D3 is very important to fight Corona viruses
Kristi Palmer Patterson
Sarah Prout Yes, completely agree. The vax doesn't help everyone obviously since they are still getting sick and dying too. We are all different and respond differently to things, whether it be environmental or medicinal. So we need to try a different approach and strengthen our own God given immune systems because no matter how many boosters come out this virus is in our environment to stay (like the flu) and will continue to just mutate to outrun them. It's time to be PROactive in other ways as well.

Danielle Nicole Smith
Lindsey Mayes if people would boycott news media outlets then they make nothing including everyone sick with their negativity

Kim Anchors
Sarah Prout yes!!!

Anita Hart Keller
Amber Lynne it is an excellent reduce for preventing and treating C. https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Kimber Knapp
Sarah Prout That answer is Jesus Christ he is the only one who can sustain anybody. Your heart is beating only because God Almighty.

Esté Cann
Sarah Prout yes!!!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Anita Hart Keller
It is an excellent resource for preventing and treating Cv. https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Gaye Hundley Nielsen
Sarah Prout I so agree with you! The wise docs all say take zinc, vit D and Quercitin. I and my husband have, don't wear masks and have never had this covid flu. Build the immune system.

Stephen Thomas
Sarah Prout exactly! Before the plandemic I have been taking
Vitamin D3 5000ui
Vitamin C
Zinc (ZMA)
Magnesium
I haven't been sick once in almost 3 years!!!
Anita Hart Keller
Amber Lynne it's an excellent resource for preventing and treating Cv. https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Carissa Lynn Snyder
Sarah Prout When I got covid I just took my vitamins and made special drinks with garlic, lemon, grapefruit, ginger. Literally plants help our bodies heal

Lisa Theriot
Deborah Dutton Harris drs need to be educating patients on this! Covid or not, anytime this is good immune system support year round, for anyone!

Amy Keslar
Sarah Prout regular exercise and plenty of fluids and outdoor activities as well as vitamins.

Leslie Solomon Swan
Sarah Prout docofdetox has good recommendations on staying healthy

Lisa Galloway Karpinski
Sarah Prout There is a lot of info out there about how to build up your immune system with certain vitamins and supplements, whole foods, sleep and exercise
Lykke Bukhave
D vitamin, loads og them, d vitamin is the bottun who stops and start imun system. Without enough, you can get Very hard outstrikes ( allmost like anafylaktic chok) and we are seing that all over.
And without kalciun- since the calcium strikes out d vitamin 😞
C vitamin allways Help on imun system in high gear !
B6 and magnesium is neuron brain, muscle, kramp saver. And Best Together in water.
And ofcorse getting all healthy lifestile.
Cleaning out body of uneanted elements ;
Chlorella ( seawheed) has highest score in testning.
But also other seawheeds are good.
Active coal, Also fine for cleans....

Judith Kopchak
Sarah Prout Raw honey (store bought doesn't count; they add sugars to the syrup) every day with cinnamon tea, and lemon helps.

Joshua Grayson
Kimber Knapp i believe i god but he didnt put cheeseburgers coca cola and lack of excercise on this earth the answer is not god when youre the one causing the problem you can pray but without will power and common sense of taking care of your body he can only do so much.

Madeline Budin
When we're afraid, or in periods of stress, our bodies release stress hormones. In the short term, this is natural, its what keeps us safe, but if we are constantly in states of stress, and if our bodies are constantly releasing stress hormones, this weakens our immune systems. I'm sure we can all think of times when we've been super busy for a few weeks and then gotten sick. I can certainly think of people I know who are always stressed out, and also always sick. The narrative of fear is such a good point to bring up, because its exactly what we should be avoiding. Take whatever precautions you think are necessary and then just live your life! Vitamins, and plant-based foods are also always great options, as well as exercises like walking or yoga.

Terrie Batdorff
I strongly advocate for echinacea and, vitamin D for the immune system. Also if you do get sick make sure that you breathe in a lot of steam; It breaks down and kills virus particles in the nasal passages and throat. Just boil a bowl of water and use a towel and breathe it in. Also very important to push fluids as they wash virus particles from your throat down to your stomach where GI acids can tear them up. One more thing: take 2000 mg of Lysine (amino acid) daily; it suppresses viruses.
Glory Jean
Carissa Lynn Snyder i swear by ginger and garlic..literally demolishes everything

Renée Higa-Brown
Sarah Prout thank you so much for this!!!

Lisa Galloway Karpinski
I've been taking vitamin D with K, C, zinc, quercetin, B12, I drink fresh organic juices, kombucha, plain yogurt

JoAnn Brock Wills
It breaks my heart to see the laughing faces. I'm not a scientist but I'm in healthcare and I know this is a fact. It breaks my heart seeing people lose their loved ones because they believe all the stupid misinformation.

Lisa Galloway Karpinski
I've been taking vitamin D with K, C, zinc, quercetin, B12, I drink fresh organic juices, kombucha, plain yogurt

Lisa Galloway Karpinski
Sarah Prout I've been taking vitamin D with K, C, zinc, quercetin, echinacea, B12, I drink fresh organic juices, kombucha, plain yogurt

Lisa Galloway Karpinski
Sarah Prout I've been taking vitamin D with K, C, zinc, quercetin, echinacea, B12, I drink fresh organic juices, kombucha, plain yogurt
Lisa Galloway Karpinski
Sarah Prout I've been taking vitamin D with K, C, zinc, quercetin, echinacea, B12, I drink fresh organic juices, kombucha, plain yogurt

Shauna Preble Wheeler
Terrie Batdorff be very careful with Lysine. It says on the bottle to take it WITHOUT food for a reason. Your stomach has to be and stay completely empty for awhile while it's in your stomach. Lysine has a nasty side effect of raising your triglycerides. I found this out. I went in for my annual, and my triglycerides were 716! Normal is under 190! I did some research and learned it was the lysine. I quit Lysine immediately, and went back in 6 weeks later for another blood draw. My triglycerides dropped back down to the 300's. It is now in the normal range. But, if I would have continued Lysine, it would have led to cardiac arrest in several years, per my doctor's words.

Sarah Prout
Lisa Galloway Karpinski
Sarah Prout I've been taking vitamin D with K, C, zinc, quercetin, echinacea, B12, I drink fresh organic juices, kombucha, plain yogurt

Shauna Preble Wheeler
Terrie Batdorff be very careful with Lysine. It says on the bottle to take it WITHOUT food for a reason. Your stomach has to be and stay completely empty for awhile while it's in your stomach. Lysine has a nasty side effect of raising your triglycerides. I found this out. I went in for my annual, and my triglycerides were 716! Normal is under 190! I did some research and learned it was the lysine. I quit Lysine immediately, and went back in 6 weeks later for another blood draw. My triglycerides dropped back down to the 300's. It is now in the normal range. But, if I would have continued Lysine, it would have led to cardiac arrest in several years, per my doctor's words.

Sarah Prout
Shauna Preble Wheeler
Sarah Prout They killed Dr Sebi ijs

Shauna Preble Wheeler
Terrie Batdorff be very careful with Lysine. It says on the bottle to take it WITHOUT food for a reason. Your stomach has to be and stay completely empty for awhile while it's in your stomach. Lysine has a nasty side effect of raising your triglycerides. I found this out. I went in for my annual, and my triglycerides were 716! Normal is under 190! I did some research and learned it was the lysine. I quit Lysine immediately, and went back in 6 weeks later for another blood draw. My triglycerides dropped back down to the 300's. It is now in the normal range. But, if I would have continued Lysine, it would have led to cardiac arrest in several years, per my doctor's words.
Rebecca Brown
Sarah Prout amen!

Shauna Preble Wheeler
Terrie Batdorff be very careful with Lysine. It says on the bottle to take it WITHOUT food for a reason. Your stomach has to be and stay completely empty for awhile while it’s in your stomach. Lysine has a nasty side effect of raising your triglycerides. I found this out. I went in for my annual, and my triglycerides were 716! Normal is under 190! I did some research and learned it was the lysine. I quit Lysine immediately, and went back in 6 weeks later for another blood draw. My triglycerides dropped back down to the 300’s. It is now in the normal range. But, if I would have continued Lysine, it would have led to cardiac arrest in several years, per my doctor’s words.

Jane Nichols
Thank you!!! My thoughts exactly!!!

Iryna Lavinda Kautsiak
Sarah Prout reduce sugar, eat healthy, sleep well, exercise, see the sun, do earthing, cope with stress, love yourself and your family, plus vitamin D,K2,B complex, C, Zink with copper. Avoid crowds and big gatherings

Gary Johnson
Lisa Galloway Karpinski you seem to be taking a lot of it

Wayne Moses
Sarah Prout I'm not vaccinated haven't been since I was a baby and only had 3. My religious beliefs are against consuming blood in any form. I got covid from a vaccinated person. And I feel fine have had a little bit of sniffles upset tummy from time to time other than that feel great oh and low energy. I take vitamins haven't had the flu in 32 years. Have no fever. 76 yr old grandma was sick in bed for 3 days and doing much better now my wife has had a headache and at night cold and hot. Other than that fine. So yes having a healthy immune system not altered by vaccines seems to be working just fine!!!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Sandy Smirth
watch Fauci in 2019, at 23:00 minutes in this video. "Exercise, diet, positivity" to boost the immune system. OH REALLY https://youtu.be/NaYDxJfatYg

Dr. Anthony Fauci on The David...
youtube.com

John Reber Jr
Sarah Prout
"There is no virus greater than fear."
-Abramham

Sarah Prout

Theresa Vest Drinkwater

Sarah Prout

Rose Dell'eva

Patrick Hopkins you're entitled to your opinion and I am to mine. I prefer to listen to my Dr!

Theresa Vest Drinkwater

Sarah Prout

Gary Johnson

Patrick Hopkins

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Daniela Mocanu

Sarah Prout vitamin D3 is essential to strengthen the immune system. Almost all the Canadians are deficient in D3 and B12. I was shocked when my dr. read the results to me. He also told me that every person should have to be tested for levels of vitamins...

Theresa Vest Drinkwater

Sarah Prout I take every morning a vitamin Shoppe product called bio active immune multi. I highly recommend it. I take some additional vitamin D to go with it and in the evening I take extra C, E, and L lysing.

Tasha Miller

Sarah Prout

Donna Mckieve

Theresa Vest Drinkwater, I like the immune list however when it comes to onset of cold and flu you should be increasing the vitamin C to 3000 to 4000 a day spread out during the day. As water soluble it goes through your system fast. And if you take too much of it at the same time you will get loose stools. Healthy functioning immune is our defense.

Hilias Isaboke

Exactly

Samantha Shortridge Dunaway

Sarah Prout amen! Best way of putting it fear=immune system decline and they knew this!!

Jody Evans

But pharma doesn't make money when we are healthy.
Bruce Anderson
Get in good physical shape (lose weight, etc.), get outside (vitamin D) - most important: find a way to be happy, real happiness not just from chemicals or instant gratification. Stop being fearful and eliminate anxiety. Eat better (and probably less).

Ashley Diane Cohen
Sarah Prout this! The narrative to “stay home, save lives” is actually causing unnecessary obesity, which in turn is creating underlying conditions in many folks. The media never pushes healthy food choices, gyms, etc, but rather fast food chains and “ordering in”. People need to take control of their own health and do what they can to boost their immunity. I've had Covid and haven’t had it since the pandemic began. I eat healthy, whole food and run almost daily. Even when I did have Covid, it wasn’t as bad as it could've been since I was already healthy.

Cherie Justine Miracle
Sarah Prout

Holly Alexis
Theresa Vest Drinkwater what does the l-lysine do please

Chris Franks
Sarah Prout yep.
Tom Tom Lee Lee
The theory of virologist and how to make effective biological-weapons.

By using stem cell research, nanoscien and gain of function, yet the virologist had not come up with a successful bio-weapon. Aids is semi successful, then we got ebola, Sars, Zika, Mers, N1H1, just to name the few, would you call these a success? Effective bio-weapon?

I think they had reach some goals with maybe 30% - 40% efficacy base on influenza vaccine, depend on each viruses.
But in biological weapons stand point it is not successful.
Despite aids, ebola, covidd, many people have natural immunity and adaptability, therefore it not as successful as elites want it to be.

But they are successfully at hiding the truth, successful at brainwashing people and successfully shutting down the world, they are even more successful at moving money to big pharma and few others.

To be more successful the virologist know they would have to bypass human immune system, weaken them, so these viruses could have their way with your body.

This is the war of immunity,

natural immunity vs vaccine immunity.

Man-made viruses vs human adaptation.

Atisha Delpesche
Sarah Prout this comment right here

Kristen Clabaugh
Sarah Prout exactly!!!

Paula Roses
Brady Kitchingham How so? Have you actually been shown how the vaccine, that is not actually a vaccine, does this? That is what vaccines given in the past have done. They have given us a small part of the vaccine. That is not what they are doing with what they are calling a vaccine.
Sherry Rudolph VanEk
Sarah Prout I agree!

Paula Roses
Nancy Sullivan You do know the covid test cannot distinguish between the flu and covid? Testing positive for covid, can really just be the flu.

April Dawn Jackson
Cole Marie Latimer your absolutely right! I saw someone post a picture on their FB page of syringes that made a swastika. You have to look at it a few times to see the syringes. tWe all have our own opinions. I don't agree with everyone’s an I am sure they don't mine. My opinion......it was absolutely disgusting. I can think to so many more effective ways to make a point than to make one using something that was an is associated with Nazis and various hate groups. I'm incredibly passionate about the things I believe in too but would never do anything like that because I knew the anguish, pain, trauma, and death it has caused to many religions, ethnicities, an their families. She told me that she wanted people to feel as fearful and scared just like they did then or how they do now with hate groups.

Paula Roses
Richard Lougee antibodies.

Kim Newell-Johns
Tom Tom Lee Lee well well said.

Stina Marie Gia
Stephanie Teger DuMelle the comments

Amber Kelley
Sarah Prout yes!! We need to be taking care of our bodies, this is what will give us the best chance at life. Lose the unnecessary weight ( If able), exercise in some form or fashion even if its just 20 minutes a day, stop eating horribly and eat wholesome, no sugar ( sugar is bad for the immune system. It compromises the immune system by up to 45% for up to 5 hours after consumption) more drinking water, getting enough vitamins, including vitamin D, going outside getting sunlight and fresh air. Reversing these co morbidities. Every doctor should be shouting this from the rooftops. Oh wait....theres no money in healthy.
Dwayne Villaroel
Sarah Prout don't ever visit a doctor ever. Just strengthen ur health and u will be fine drink orange juice.

Debbie Ernst Moore
Sarah Prout why aren't they pushing for real cures and treatments, instead of pushing a questionable vaccine?

Angie Miesner Blake
Ashley Diane Cohen This narrative is actually a mental disorder. We are responsible for ourselves. I am not responsible for you or your health and you are not responsible for mine. The narrative "if I don't wear this face diaper, I may kill someone or cause someone to die" is not only ridiculous, but definitely indoctrination and brain washing of the most narcissistic nature. Definitely in the mental disorder category.

Russell Sharp
Peggy Szana yep wait till they find out it's a satanic pedo network. pedowood is tip of iceberg. 5:gee is a weapons system not 70 yrs to give you 2 min movie dwnd. Yep it's why no one can wrap around it all it's insane. And the are worse than soulless. It will shock the world

Kristine Egner
Sarah Prout great idea! Love the way you think!

Jesse Bourgelas
Sarah Prout It's not like there are commercials out there promoting weight loss programs or exercise equipment. You're ignoring that.

Noble Jahlil Amir Bey
Sarah Prout ask The Rockefellers cause they hid the truth how to stay healthy , so they could make trillions off pharmaceutical...... The Earth is the remedy.

Casey Fontenot Colley
Debbie Ernst Moore follow the money
Kellie Stowe
Jesse Bourgelas or the foods that promote healing and immune system support

Cheryl Diane Stewart
Sarah Prout BINGO!!! I SO AGREE!!!

Doneita Garza
Sarah Prout Ditto!

Charlotte Williams
Sarah Prout I totally agree. We just lost a fully vaccinated LOVED ONE

Leah Nadeau
Sarah Prout well said.

Rachel Williams
Sarah Prout There are. There are a lot. I follow traditional & holistic wellness doctors that share the best ways to boost your immune system, and foods to eat to strengthen the health of your body, and I have my own group as well. Fb censors everything that isn’t the jab, and Google filters the Medical Websites. Literally. Fb flagged a post in my personal group about the benefits of blueberries because it mentioned the good berries do for your immune system, and I now have to use DuckDuckGo to find the Holistic & Traditional Functional Medicine sites.

AaNiya Starr
Sarah Prout this is the one

Michael Leffler
Sarah Prout the experimental gene therapy ruins the immune system
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Michelle Baer

Katherine Kruckow it is safer than aspirin. They even came back and said that story was false. There has been no incidences of people dying from ivermectin

Lena Joy

Sarah Prout I love you for this!

Nira R Boo

Michelle Baer

Kelly J Miller Berg this is not true. There has been no deaths taking that. It is safer than aspirin. They even came back and said that story was not true. No one has died from that

Sis Shaneka

Sarah Prout

Jesse Bourgelas

Kellie Stowe Exactly. People don't seem to understand that it's still promoted on TV. I guess they want to hear it from the doctors rather than ordinary people.

Lindi S Knight

Debbie Ernst Moore

Because there's no money in that. Vaccines are a BILLION dollar industry. Chemo is a BILLION dollar industry.

Drs don't make money off well people

Cindy Woodby

Sarah Prout natural medicine works
John Beatty
Sarah Prout plenty of outdoor exercise, supplementary Vitamin C, D, and Zinc. Enough sleep. Stay away from social media more. I'm an OR unvaccinated nurse in a large regional hospital. I'm exposed to Covid every week. Had a 5 day bout at the beginning. Wife (vaccinated) had Covid for the last 10 days -mild symptoms), I was close to her the entire time, no issues.

Jean Marchbanks
Sarah Prout amen

Raegin Linton
Sarah Prout

Mac Robinson
John Beatty this hospital is telling people not to take vitamins....

Angie Miesner Blake
FB wouldn't allow my reply to you, Ashley Diane Cohen! LOL
Lindi S Knight
Sarah Prout
Yes & among exercise, eating healthy, add quercetin, zinc, vitamin C and d3 to our daily regimen. The quercetin acts as an ionophore carrying the zinc into the cells

Emma F Ba
Sarah Prout being breastfed

Beverly Payne Chaney
Mac Robinson all those vitamins they listed are very good at supporting the immune system, they all should be taken!!

Chrissie Blake
Denise Quiros Nobs it’s crazy and we need to stop believing in this nonsense. It goes against all logic and real Science. I wish more people would wake up.

Adri van Zijl
Sarah Prout since the 2020 lockdown I drink vit C,D, B, Magnesium and Zinc. Didn't even have a cold. I'm over 60, has high blood,cholesterol, is a little bit overweight and not really active

Chrissie Blake
Denise Quiros Nobs it’s crazy and we need to stop believing in this nonsense. It goes against all logic and real Science. I wish more people would wake up.
Chrissie Blake
Denise Quiros Nobs it's crazy and we need to stop believing in this nonsense. It goes against all logic and real Science. I wish more people would wake up.

Chrissie Blake
Denise Quiros Nobs it's crazy and we need to stop believing in this nonsense. It goes against all logic and real Science. I wish more people would wake up.

Chrissie Blake
Denise Quiros Nobs it's crazy and we need to stop believing in this nonsense. It goes against all logic and real Science. I wish more people would wake up.

Samantha Shortridge Dunaway
Tasha Miller not enough though..the doctors should also be prepared to help his covid patients recover by throwing everything he/she knows at it & actually follow up to see if it's working! It's not enough to tell them here take this the end.
I was fortunate enough to have a dr who kept in touch with me until I was better! It took monoclonal antibodies and she referred me..

Noble Jahlil Amir Bey
The question that should be asked is why 600,000 federal employees are exempt? Why should you be vaccinated? I'm trying to figure out what is wrong with Americans thinking? Why would you want to be vaccinated with a vaccine that don't work? If Doctors are speaking up who are experience in virus and tell you that the vaccine will be useless against the Delta variant cause it wasn't manufactured to target the variant but is made to target the 1st variant ..... This is why the vaccinated still can catch it....... Your only true remedy is the Earth minerals which the human body lacks due to the gmo food been eating and immune system are being depleted by your diet ...... No one has to be rocket scientist to make sense to what's taking place....... Theres to much information available just research and stay away from media .....
Sharon McIachlan
Lainey Coll Murray

Brittany Dock
Sarah Prout healthy people don’t make pharma money though

Debbie Don Spangler
Debbie Ernst Moore the protocol in hospital if you have to go there is to put you on a ventilator. Then was told by them that they had 100% die and none came off alive. Why not treat people on the front end when they get it before they come back when they were sent home to ride it out. Too late then! Low oxygen with blood clots in their lungs!

Amy Lou
Sarah Prout
does anyone know the proper vitamins for kids to take?

Em Sahagun
Sarah Prout does anyone know the proper vitamins for kids to take?

Donna Sibley Vincent
Mail in ballots

Judith Marriott Marler
Sarah Prout MSM won't let healthy if out. I survived Covid at 73yrs old. I've always eaten plenty of fruits, veggies, beans, peas, eggs, don't smoke, only have a rare glass of wine and try to drink plenty of water. An excellent veggie is cabbage. It helps cleanse and flush the lymph system. I cringe over children eating sweets, drinking pop, eating chicken nuggets and fries. Anything fried becomes carcinogenic when cooked in grease and oil at high heat. Sugar damages the body's cells...it's in all packaged and prepared foods. Ketchup and dry cereals are major culprits. Sugar also feeds cancer. I wish more parents would take the time to look at proper nutrition for their children in order to build good immune systems.

Kimber Hoang-Street
Adri van Zijl please check out hawthorn berry capsules for your high blood pressure. Amazing results!
Andrew Davey
Vitamin D Sarah, Fauci takes 9000iu each day, that speaks Volumes! Vit D moderates immune response, (will reduce the likelihood of needing a respirator, should you contract c19) all the best,,,,,

Michelle Esnard Hershman
UNBELIEVABLE!!

Aleana Myers Forquer
Sarah Prout love this!

Amanda Kish
Sarah Prout yes yes a thousand times yes!

Lindi S Knight
Em Sahagun
I HIGHLY recommend Garden of Life Family multivitamin. It's for age 6 and up. I also highly recommend D hist Jr. It has vitamin C, Quercetin & NAC. Quercetin carries the zinc into the cells. NAC & Quercetin are both antioxidants. They grab harmful free radicals in the body. Both are supplements for respiratory & immune health.
Mary Coffman

Sarah Prout Who has ever been diagnosed with an illness and been told NOTHING. If you test positive for the china virus they tell you NOTHING. WTF. Even if you have a cold they will tell you, rest, drink plenty of fluid, take aspirin for fever etc. They don't tell you how you should take care of yourself with the manufactured virus. That should speak volumes to whoever has the brains to listen.

Lindi S Knight


The Importance of Zinc and Quercetin...

Beth Bergenstock Reynolds

Sarah Prout

Thank you for requesting the PDF booklet: A Guide to Home-Based COVID Treatment.

Your copy can be downloaded at: https://aapsonline.org/CovidPatientTreatmentGuide.pdf

An updated list of protocols in use for COVID early treatment and prevention can be found at https://c19protocols.com/

If you are looking for a physician in your area please see the following link for a list of possible options: https://c19protocols.com/physicians-facilities-offering-early-treatment/

Please also watch the companion videos:

1) Video by Dr. Elizabeth Lee Vliet, available at: https://www.truthforhealth.org/2021/06/covid-treatment/

2) Video by Dr. Peter McCullough, available at: https://rumble.com/vay2vx-dr.-mccullough-explains-treatment-protocol.html

If you would like to support ongoing and future efforts to protect patient rights, you can do so by contributing to the American Health Legal Foundation: http://americanhealthlegalfoundation.org/
Ahmiyah Hodge

**Sarah Prout** I’ve been sharing my story with no recognition. I believe both my husband and I had Covid in Feb 2020 which we were told was respiratory issues. When everything came out, we had the same symptoms as the virus. Neither one of us have ever been that sick, it was scary as hell.

On March 1, 2020 (still before receiving Covid info) we both started taking Probiotics and multivitamins daily. We’ve both been getting tested 1-2x a month since Sept 2020 with negative results each time. Not only have we been exposed to Covid by vaxxed and unvaxxed ppl, we’ve been in large crowds due to getting married in the pandemic and still tested negative. This is the longest in my life I’ve went without even having a common cold.

I feel ppl who want to get vaxxed should do what makes them comfortable as my husband has only bc he felt pressured and mandated for school. But still chooses to take his vitamins.

Ppl who don’t feel comfortable taking the vaccine should be given the alternative option instead of creating a war between the vaxxed and unvaxxed.

Darrin Grosenick

**Sarah Prout**
My go to daily

Jessica Jewels

**Kimberley** so glad you do take care of yourself. Can’t imagine the outcome had you not. So many do not.
Power of prayer and love. So glad you’re on the other side of this!
Darrin Grosenick

Kirby Merrell
Sarah Prout there’s a very good protocol by dr. David Brownstein. Vitamin C vitamin D vitamin A iodine and other things if it gets more serious

Kirby Merrell
This is amazing finally the truth comes out

Christopher Cadorette
Sarah Prout who cares what you want

Bruce Kidd
Brittany Dock BINGO!

Vicky Mattingly Bramble
Sarah Prout wash your hands!!!!

Don Campopiano
Sarah Prout stay away from red meat, meat cooked on a greasy outdoor grill, eat blueberries and any veggie green, pasta with tomato sauce and garlic is good. lots of fish and fish skin.

Ricky Osmani
Sarah Prout
Marina PS
Sarah Prout thank you for this! You're the sister I've never had! If people around the world spent all that energy in healthier life's activities instead of COVID's chats/vaccination/fear/hate they'd be stronger and more successful in fighting diseases of all kinds!
on Tue Like Reply More

Amy Diamond Ropitini
Sarah Prout this is what i preach daily
on Tue Like Reply More

Sarah Perea
Sarah Prout yes!!!
on Tue Like Reply More

Laura Wining
Sarah Prout yes!!!
on Tue Like Reply More

Kimber Knapp
Joshua Grayson JESUS IS THE HEALER no one can heal themselves. Prayers for all to understand that. God bless you.
on Tue Like Reply More

Bob Pira
Kimberley Stefanski Glad, you are recovering. You have been in my prayers.
on Tue Like Reply More

Brandon Downey
Sarah Prout I agree!
on Tue Like Reply More

Christina Marie
Sarah Prout the healthiest way is to research and learn from "Dr. Sebi". You'll learn how to cleanse and restore your body with a high alkaline lifestyle! He cured cancer, HIV, Diabetes, etc.
on Tue Like Reply More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135/?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Annalisha Vandeventer
**Christopher Cadorette** eeeewwwww go away! She said something positive that the government, media and big Pharma DO NOT WANT TO HAPPEN!!!!! They don't want us to have healthier habits to fight this. They can't stay rich and have us all angry and divided if the tv is off and we are being happy and healthy. Go sit on your couch, eat crap and be miserable.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Wendy Sons
**Sarah Prout** vitamin D 3 is essential to a strong immune system

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mary Beth Senechal
**Sarah Prout** 100% in agreement!!! How much does the CDC really care about our health if they don’t talk about common sense things like building your immune system? And really… does the CDC and Biden REALLY care that much about us and the spread of Covid if they are allowing illegal immigrants to pour into the country with high percentages of Covid?? I have heard 1 report that said 25% and the other said a third of the immigrants coming in have Covid.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Justin Lixo Tokarski
But, vaccines literally strengthen your immune system. That is in fact the only thing vaccines are designed to do.

media1.tenor.co
media1.tenor.co

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sandra Seward Schulz
**Sarah Prout** yes!!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mary Beth Senechal
**Wendy Sons** yes! I've been taking it for years… Everyone in my household has had Covid but me!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mary Beth Senechal
**Annalisha Vandeventer** Soooo true!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Christopher Cadorette
**Annalisha Vandeventer** I was speaking more on the terms of the truth needs to come out. Whether you’re scared of it or not. We can live rich fulfilling lives after those who are responsible are held responsible

Mandy Boulding
**Justin Lixo Tokarski** sadly this isn't a vaccine, just because they call it that.

Natalie Martinez
**Mary Beth Senechal** how much do you take?

Kelsey Griffin
**Justin Lixo Tokarski** Wild that the immune system actually does that as well. It's as if......the vaccine.....was modeled off how the human body becomes immune!!!! science.wow.soamazing.

Kelsey Griffin
**Mary Beth Senechal** Where is the shot for Heart Disease? Still the number one killer of Americans....oh right...diet, exercise, and sleep. Alllllly way to hard

Kelsey Griffin
Yep!

Rosemary Leggore
**Wendy Sons** as well as zinc, the b’s, c, iodine and tyrosine

Jackie Garcia
**Natalie Martinez** 10,000 IUs
CDC changed the definition of “vaccine” at least three times now. Check it out. These injections don’t confer any immunity — they “maybe” soften the blow of covid and that’s if a cytokine storm doesn’t cause someone to decline. The first mRNA injection of its kind, limited safety testing, and a myriad adverse events apparently being covered up. It’s a mad, mad world.

Then what, pray tell, is something which introduces inactive viral components to your body for the purpose of priming your body’s immune response to more quickly recognize those structures as a foreign threat?

That’s literally the point. It’s modelled after our own immune system so we all don’t have to get small pox, measles, hepatitis, etc. to be able to defend against the viruses. How dumb are you?

Hear, hear!

I’ve been taking D3 and Zinc. Thankfully covid was a walk in the park for me. I wish it was for all

Wild that your body can synthesize necessary vitamins from the food you eat. Weird that so many people are suggesting eating vitamins when, by your logic, it is literally pointless and just gives money to scam vitamin companies. Unless, you know, it is possibly too use science to bolster your body’s natural processes.
Whitney Wheatley
Sarah Prout woooooɔddeelllll!

Linda Hicks
Wendy Sons- our PCP told us Vitamin D helps with the Covid symptoms.

Justin Lixo Tokarski
Jackie Garcia Legitimate sources for any of that please.

Heather Zaitz
Sarah Prout I would love to see more stories like that as well!!

Karen McCarty
Ahmiyah Hodge if you don’t mind me asking what probiotics do you take & multivitamins?

Randi Holder
Sarah Prout yes!! Thank you

Amanda Shirley DeBaillie
A BITCHUTE VIDEO AHAHAHAHAHAHIPITY!

Sabrina Basora
Sarah Prout best response ive seen by far

Frankie Peaker Hase
Sarah Prout thank you! Agree!!

Frankie Peaker Hase
Sarah Prout thank you! Agree!!
Frankie Peaker Hase
Sarah Prout thank you! Agree!!

Darlene Trivette Magyar
Marina PS exactly why is everyone so afraid of getting the shot? I had both, I am fine. What about the vaccinations for all the other diseases? No one has a problem with those???

Sandy Erfourth Campbell
Sarah Prout

Kris Erickson
YES>> this!!! I spent 2 weeks with my FIL in ICU before he died. We found out a few hours before he passed, that his test came back positive for covid. Yet, I didn't get it. I feel that the fact that I had been boosting my immunity, to be well enough to visit him, is why I dodged Covid. But that sure doesn't follow any agenda I can find mainstream.

Paulette Toudouze
Sarah Prout as if they really had concern about our well being

Rosemary Leggore
Darlene Trivette Magyar not true for all people. Do you not realize the media isn't going to share that info right now if ever? My roommate had 2 pokes and he has been unusually ill since then with eye infections, extreme fatigue and ended up in emergency with pain in neck, jaw, chest and back. I forgot to mention his urine was full of blood for a week or more. I took him to the er for his chest pain and the er/ed nurse asked which vaccine he had, so what does that tell you. It tells me they actually know what's up with the vaxx

Vern Nickelson
Sarah Prout https://covid19criticalcare.com/
Vern Nickelson
Sarah Prout https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Home - FLCCC | Front Line COVID-19...
covid19criticalcare.com

Keith Crovisier
Sarah Prout
Let's see I'm diabetic so I decided to make some changes.
I've lost 27 to 31 LBS, depending on the day...
Cut my metformin by half....
Cut my insulin shots in half.... and my A1C is better than it's been in 6 years.
My antibodies test came back at 614, "off the charts, Keith"~Dr. Don't need to know his name.

Vern Nickelson
Sarah Prout Search for FLCCC. They keep blocking my link.

Sherry M Morrison
Mary Beth Senechal

Kaylin Greiser
Sarah Prout

Susan Hogan
Sarah Prout here's my story; wash your hands, coming and going. Get enough rest. Get lots of fresh air and exercise daily. I take vitamins A,B,c,D and added zinc. Eat right: lots of veggies, lean protein, complex carbs, fruit. Minimize or quit alcohol/smokes. Pray/meditate.
If your BMI is over 35, lose weight until it is below 30.

Monique Newball
Sarah Prout
Laura Ann

media1.tenor.co

Christopher David Michael Smith
Sarah Prout get out of here with that. Facebook is no place for logic and critical thinking.

Tanya Aube
Darrin Grosenick

Justin Maarten de Vries
Sarah Prout Hi from Berlin Sarah. & agree

Shirley Chestnut
Sarah Prout this!

Susan Hogan
Keith Crovisier well done!

Wayne Downs
Sally Scott Hannah thanks

Wayne Downs
Sally Scott Hannah thank you

Marie Peaks
Marina PS other vacations cured the illness. This is just a shot, like flu or pneumonia...not a cure, so why are they pushing it so hard and it is free! Is any other free!!!! Too fishy!!
Marcus S. Collum

Sarah Prout exactly. Never once did they focus on how to strengthen our natural immune systems..

Paulette Toudouze

Kris Erickson definitely won’t fit the agenda.

Nicholas Wigand

Sarah Prout

Wendy Joy

Sarah Prout

Wendy Joy

Luke Reynolds

Linda Hicks Don't forget about Zinc, vitamin C, fresh air and sunshine 😊

Ahmiyah Hodge

Karen McCarty The brand I've been taking is by Olly. I believe any probiotic and multivitamin would work as viruses start in the gut and probiotics provide gut health which strengthens your immune system. I'm currently 39wks pregnant but have been taking both Olly probiotics and prenatal vitamins

https://m.facebook.com/wxydzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Donna Greer
Wow

Ken Bulley
Sarah Prout A.MEN!

Sandy Tritt Wehle
Marcus S. Collum they don't make money keeping people healthy

Natalia Porter
Dr. Peter McCullough is a cardiologist. Not an epidemiologist. [https://www.uscjournal.com/authors/peter-mccullough](https://www.uscjournal.com/authors/peter-mccullough) He's also being sued for claiming employment with Baylor, which he does not work with anymore. [https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/exclusives/93936](https://www.medpagetoday.com/special-reports/exclusives/93936)

Peter A McCullough | USC Journal
uscjournal.com

Sarabell Grace Bovee
Darlene Trivette Magyar it isn't even a vaccine.
Karissa Byrne
Sarah Prout

You don’t need a shot. What we need to a mass campaign about effective treatments worldwide.

Vitamin C - 1,000 mg once a day

Vitamin D3 10,000 IU /250mcg once a day

Zinc 50 mg once a daily

Quercetin 400 mg once day

budesonide nasal spray and as an inhaler if having trouble in chest.

Ivermectin and HCQ! Done Covid over!

Ken Bulley
Karissa Byrne Careful! You're likely to go missing in the night posting that kind of common sense!

Deborah Lynn
Vern Nickelson is that the Critical Care article?? If so, I've read it. There are many articles online from Ph D, people who study viruses, vaccines, Immunology and that, who have opinions about these vaccines yet main stream anything doesn't ever talk about their concerns. When they don't want to give you the WHOLE story, it's sketchy AF.

Dean Murray
Sarah Prout https://youtu.be/w_ybzC2wP7Q
WXYT-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Dean Murray
https://youtu.be/w_ybzC2wP7Q

Fear and Social Control
youtube.com

Kasey Krestan
Sarah Prout take elderberry

Kathryn Yancey
Karissa Byrne some people are so brainwashed I believe, you can’t get them to not believe in the shot

Sarah Haliem
Sarah Prout that’s it!!! Why take something that will only weaken the immune system in the long run?

Katarzyna Pietruszka
Karissa Byrne thanks for those kidney stones, that was great fun.

Shara Alicia
Sarah Prout are you supporting this?

Katarzyna Pietruszka
Susan Hogan this is just basic for how to stay alive
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Wanda Spencer
Sarah Prout ... watch this, and he will give you a wealth of health advice.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/eceyExiR6ROD/

We are Witnessing Worldwide Planned...
bitchute.com

Katarzyna Pietruszka
Kris Erickson not everyone in same household gets same cold or flu
It's like all infections, not 100% you'll get it from exposure

Wanda Spencer
Sarah Prout https://www.bitchute.com/video/eceyExiR6ROD/

We are Witnessing Worldwide Planned...
bitchute.com

Jennifer Martin
Sarah Prout yes! So much this.

Katarzyna Pietruszka
Susan Hogan this is just basic for how to stay alive

Wanda Spencer
Sarah Prout I have tried to attach a video but this site will not allow it...

Wendy Sons
Justin Lixo Tokarski there is NO BENEFIT to the vaccine … you can still get it, transmit it and die from it…so there is ONLY RISK!
Kasey Krestan
Karissa Byrne yes, I literally swear by taking vitamins and elderberry and trying to eat the most nutrient dense foods. (Not all the time but a good amount). I’m someone who is immune compromised and I was on a medication that was an immune system suppressant as well last March when Covid started (funny story I have bronchitis during that time as well) I stopped taking the immune suppressant and started with elderberry gummies, Vitamin C, D. And I haven’t been sick at all. I was directly exposed to Covid as well (my ex husband had it) and I had to quarantine with him and I never got it. Tell me how that makes sense.

Kristin L. Scott
Sarah Prout now that is Common Sense!

William H Clemons
Sarah Prout FACTS

William H Clemons
Sarah Prout how crazy is it they even police your comments if it goes against the FEAR MONGERING!

Keith Crovisier
Susan Hogan
Thanks
Getting back into fighting shape
Do you think Inslee would go three rounds with me? Had spinal surgery and emergency surgery for a hematoma a year ago.
I should ask him. No, no, no no holds bar cage match!

Jasmin Nusgart
Sarah Prout amen!! Healthy mind, healthy body, early intervention!!

Theresa Rothove
Sarah Prout you mean truth
Michele Gauze Anderson

Vern Nickelson, I asked a local pharmacist just this past Sunday if they are dispensing Ivermectin. He told me they can't get any and they've been told not to dispense it. He said if I could get it, there would be a high cost $300. They were dispensing a lot of it at one time. This is infuriating and criminal!

Michele Gauze Anderson

I asked a local pharmacist just this past Sunday if they are dispensing Ivermectin. He told me they can't get any and they've been told not to dispense it. He said if I could get it, there would be a high cost $300. They were dispensing a lot of it at one time. This is infuriating and criminal!

Michele Gauze Anderson

They will not allow my post to go through. I said the I drug name.

Michele Gauze Anderson

censorship

Bev Jones

I like your response. Keep your immune system healthy

Donna Gichel Howard

Sarah Prout fearful people are a lot easier to manipulate thus control.

Maritess Reyes

Sarah Prout Tess Prias Winnett David K Winnett Jr Mari Jo Reyes

Maritess Reyes

Daniela Aileen Jarvis

Ahmiyah Hodge this is the brand me & my kids take. I highly recommend it. Happy to hear others having success with it.
Daniela Aileen Jarvis
Karen McCarty I take these.

Barry Murphy
Sarah Prout yes totally agree

Beth Bergenstock Reynolds
Natalia Porter I'm not sure what your point is he was employed..he claims when he made statements he said he no longer worked there. Who knows...who cares... do you not really think they want to shut him up... of course they do!
And one can have more then one degree

Kim Nelson
Sarah Prout how about making cigarettes illegal? You can't tell me they are healthy and don't cause cancer and how many people die because of that??

Kim Nelson
Michele Gauze Anderson I got told it was $650!!

John Prout

Tony Black
Sarah Prout YES, thank you! Imagine if the CDC tried as hard to get healthy food and clean water to every single person; instead of just pumping us with preservatives
Jean Laurin
Sarah Prout https://youtu.be/Eo3ObvS4ADk

Dr Daniel Adam proved with brain imaging that a return to pre-technological evolution lifestyle, diet, and hygiene reverses brain aging and heals all conditions that I have previously mentioned.

Stear away from electromagnetic pollution, artificial sugar, fake lights and fake foods and you will not only stop your brain deterioration but you will reverse it.

He did so 7 years ago and nothing has changed since. "Crickets...crickets..."

The Bredesen Protocol also proves it.

How Dr. Daniel Amen Repairs the Brain...
youtube.com

Jean Laurin
Sarah Prout https://youtu.be/esPRsT-lmw8
"Cricket intensifying"

The most important lesson from 83,000...
youtube.com

Michelle Borowy
Tony Black no profit for big Parma in that

Tish Pegoraro
Our bodies are designed with an amazing immune system for a reason......I know what my body requires and what it doesn't
Pete Robillard

Sarah Prout like always, sunlight and fresh air, vitamins especially vitamin D and C and some zinc and copper like you might get from a good balanced diet including fresh vegetables. Etc. Exercise etc.
Work hard, play hard.
Eat well, sleep well.

Robin McNamee Bland

Pete Robillard I agree wholeheartedly! When they closed gyms and told us to stay inside I knew immediately that exercise and sunlight were two ways to avoid covid. The evil is astounding!

Vern Nickelson

Darlene Trivette Magyar Why is everyone afraid of the unvaccinated, if the vaccine works? Oh, and it is only a vaccine since they changed the definition to accommodate the experiment. Oh, and the “experts” have been caught in so many lies and false data collection that it makes some of us a bit suspicious. I’m fine with your choice and I’m pleased it worked for you. I just ask to let me have my choice.

Robert Kida

Sarah Prout last flu shot we took was 2011. Always took one and so did family but we would all still get sick during the winters. So we decided to do experiment and see if not taking would be different. It was, we barely get sick and if we do it's manageable, including this covid.

Mary Beth Senechal

Excellent point. No shot because they can’t scare the general population into getting a shot if they are not worried about having heart disease. But it’s amazing how fearful people can become of an invisible virus.

Mary Beth Senechal

Kelsey Griffin Excellent point. No shot because they can’t scare the general population into getting a shot if they are not worried about having heart disease. But it’s amazing how fearful people can become of an invisible virus if the media scares them enough.
Shelley Mooney
I've doubled up on my vitamin and eat but not chew raw garlic EVERYDAY

Ciera Alejos
Shelley Mooney I've also been doing the garlic every day. Also making a garlic soup. It doesn't taste the best but it works!

Lisa Drach
Tish Pegoraro Yup we have natural immunity but they don't want the American people to know that. How about telling us to eat more vegetables and exercise. You don't make money on healthy people.

Nick Collier
My wife and I worked through the whole thing exposed to quite a lot if the public and never took the jab nor got sick. Both of us doubled up vitamins and water plus added couple other things we did anyway that are organic for arthritis. No problems. My brothers dodged the swine flu vax under Carter. It sicken,crippled and killed a couple thousand service people before being withdrawn. I missed the anthrax vax by getting out a couple years before it was experimentally used in 1990. Some friends are all screwed up now.
Nope we will never trust the government nor take the vax!!!!

Nick Collier
My wife and I worked through the whole thing exposed to quite a lot if the public and never took the jab nor got sick. Both of us doubled up vitamins and water plus added couple other things we did anyway that are organic for arthritis. No problems. My brothers dodged the swine flu vax under Carter. It sicken,crippled and killed a couple thousand service people before being withdrawn. I missed the anthrax vax by getting out a couple years before it was experimentally used in 1990. Some friends are all screwed up now.
Nope we will never trust the government nor take the vax!!!!

Becky Rose Marlow
Sarah Prout yes! Yes! Yes!

Shannon Weiss
Sarah Prout I LOVE what you said!!
Shannon Weiss
Sarah Prout I LOVE what you said!

Rachael Elizabeth McNamee
Pete Robillard My father is a holistic doctor, I’ve been following this for my whole life. I had COVID. Didn’t even know till I just recently took an antibody test... positive for antibodies. My immune system did it job.

Leigh Ann Roark
Sarah Prout … YES!!! That has Been My Battle Cry this Whole Time

Grace Madore
Deborah Dutton Harris I take 10,000 IU of D3 daily.

Brian Hanley
Sarah Prout that simple statement right there really tells you all you need to know about the largest PsyOp in all human history

Nikki Lin
What has saved me... my kids nebulizer, Saline from Amazon, and their expired albuteral.

Frank Pontillo
Sarah Prout Sarah Prout you mean mandate good eating habits and exercise? Yes that would result in a strong immune system!! The health eating and exercise mandate!! Sounds like a better idea than shooting experimental chemicals into the body!!

Robin Eckert
Sarah Prout indeed, this is the real way through all of this.

Crystal Stone Parzow
Sarah Prout Sharon Merica this!!
Marie Lammons
JoAnn Brock Wills I am fresh out of sympathy for them at this point.

Marie Lammons
Monica Merkel what? I am not familiar with the language you are speaking.

Ken Ayers
Sarah Prout 100%

Wanda Spencer
This post is a doctor who successfully treated 6000 covid patients during this pandemic without vaccines.. he is a practicing health physician and uses available medications, not fear and hypothetical ideas!

Stefanie Obermедер
Sarah Prout I have a lengthy synopsis on how to treat Covid with herbs written by a Dr turned herbalist. Pm me if u want me to email u a copy.

Carrie Walters
Sarah Prout absolutely!

Steinar Ellevseth Myhre
Small pieces of raw garlic in your salad.

Julie Speas
Sarah Prout
D3- 5000
Zinc-50-100mg
C, and Quercetin.

Karen McCarty
Ahmiyah Hodge thank you!!
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Ashlee Henderson
Sarah Prout So far the best comment I've read!

Ashlee Henderson
Sarah Prout Best comment!!

Jacqueline Treharne
Nick Collier same. Got C twice. My natural immunity ( along with zinc, D, vitamin c and a LOT of water knocked it out after 24 hours) While in the Army, I naively got the anthrax jab. I don't trust much of anything the govt wants to inject.

Justin Lixo Tokarski
Wendy Sons In the UK, data from January to July of this year shows only 1.2% of all Covid deaths were in fully vaccinated people. 98.9% of Covid deaths were among people who were not fully vaccinated. I'm gonna go out on a limb here and say that being vaccinated does a little more than "nothing".

Katie Jo
Sarah Prout exactly. I don't hear any talk about diet and exercise.

Amy Alana
Stefanie Obermeder sending a pm

Joe Myhand
Angela Farley ... are you asking about ivermectin?

Joe Myhand
Angela Farley .... Ivermectin?

Eileen Lacovara Strasser
Sarah Prout YESSSSSS!!! THISSSSSSSSSSSSS
Melanie Sanders Stewart
Sarah Prout THIS RIGHT HERE!!!!

Cristalina Alcazar
Sarah Prout exactly!

Sara Clark
Sarah Prout Exactly...if it were really about health, we would never stop hearing tips for strengthening our immune systems...

Jill Meistrell Rossics
Stefanie Obermeder I would love info

Jill Meistrell Rossics
Stefanie Obermeder I would love info

Jill Meistrell Rossics
Stefanie Obermeder I would love info

Marek Newman
Sarah Prout

Dave Green
Julie Speas keep following that trail. You will find two more that are more essential even.
Amy Moler
Sarah Prout agree

Summer Pearl Doughty
Nick Collier I got the Anthrax vaccine in 2000 and I am all screwed up. Said I needed it for Korea and then the sent me to Alabama! Smh

Bek Antonucci
Sarah Prout agree SARAH!!!

Chantelle Mawby
Stefanie Obermeder pm sent

Maggie Colvin Farmer
Check out Dr. Livingood

Bill Stuart
Donna Gichel Howard It is not about control at all

Mary Brodman
Sarah Prout you have to go "alt" sources for that. MSM is prohibited from printing truth.

Tiffany Leigh
Marek Newman How does strengthening your immune system and being healthy make you anti-vax? Shouldn't that truly be a priority for everyone, since people WITH the vaccine are getting it too. Instead of judging start thinking about supporting what is in the highest good for everyone's health and wellness.

Bill Stuart
Kris Erickson We call that luck and anecdotal
Lindsey Tague

Justin Lixo Tokarski with a side of blood clots and heart inflammation in young healthy ppl

Sarah Marti

Amen

Jody VanderSchaaf

Summer Pearl Doughty my sister is now disabled from the anthrax shot!

Amanda Vogelsong

Sarah Prout

November Allard-Szcoczarz

Stefanie Obermeder i would love it countrysidesignz@aol.com

Peter Ouchterlony

Sarah Prout That's the way to go if you haven't taken the vax. The point of this is to make people aware these shots are very dangerous and should be taken NO MORE. If you think it's going to get better with a third, fourth booster shot with a healthy immune system. It's not, many more will die. The point is these are neither safe or effective. It's exactly the opposite of what media is saying! Vax is spreading variants and killing more double vaxed people. Look up stats for Israel, Iceland and Gibraltar!

Shannon Goldschmidt

Darlene Trivette Magyar Just because you had no side effects from the vaccine, doesn't mean other people haven't. I have heard from numerous people that have. Even my brother after only getting the first shot, got sicker than he has ever been in his life and he is still having issues which is why he decided to not get the second shot.
Jerry Bures
Cole, I suggest when you finally wake up to what we all know, you'll realize that Fauci approved this bioweapon research, shipped it over to China when some in NIH complained, then continued funding it. This evidence is all there and has been from the start. It only hides when people choose to ignore it. Gee, remind you of another time in history?

Stacey Mayoya
Sarah Prout yes!!

Michelle Frost
Sarah Prout Be the Love and get a vaccine!

Monica Neilson
Sarah Prout yes, so important but never mentioned in MSM.

Monica Neilson
Marek Newman Don't forget losing weight, exercise, sunlight. A lot of overweight people were dying.

Elizabeth Nicole
Sarah Prout

Sara Clark
Kim Nelson AND secondhand smoke is harmful to anyone near the smoker...

Mir Elizabeth
Sarah Prout Sarah Prout THANK you. I've been saying this since day 1. We are focusing on the wrong things.
Jennifer Witting Kemmerling

Sarah Prout YES! Totally agreed. We always take multi vitamins daily as well as pre + probiotics. Then when my husband and I tested positive we upped our vit c, d, zinc and took quercetin. That's how we got through this. Thank goodness we were taking most of those to begin with to keep our immune systems strong.
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Sara Clark

Wanda Spencer I'll bet that all these politicians and wealthy elite that are forcing this vaccine aren't taking it...because they know what it will really do.

on Tue      Like      Reply      More

Jennifer Witting Kemmerling

Trying to post, but it won't let me

on Tue      Like      Reply      More

Richie Ro

Sarah Prout go to the gym, which you can't do here in NYC anymore vax mandate .. eat right, lose weight, take vitamins c, zinc, nac, d3, magnesium get good sleep and stay hydrated!

on Tue      Like      Reply      More

Rara Avis

Sarah Prout Holy basil (organic pills) and echinecha organic liquid drops both non gmo certified

on Tue      Like      Reply      More

Robin Eacret

Sarah Prout What's better than the jab?

HEALTHY DIET & LIFESTYLE:
- No grains or legumes
- No sugar or fake sugar subs
- No toxic oils (vegetable oils, corn oil, soy oil, peanut oil, etc.)
- No processed dairy
- No additives
- Plenty of meat & eggs (raised and fed naturally), vegetables, berries, electrolytes
- Sunlight
- Functional movement
- Plenty of sleep
- Stress reduction
- A supportive Tribe/social interaction and contact
- Top quality supplements to make up the nutritional deficiencies (our soil is depleted)
- No possible negative side effects

23 hrs      Like      Reply      More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jo Meehan
Caitlyn O'Connor

Jessica Munroe Butz
Sarah Prout Love this!!! Soooo true! It should be the headline on the news, how to stay healthy and keep your immune system strong....

Richie Ro
Jennifer Witting Kemmerling 2000 mg of C from the start, the max doses of zinc, d3, mag and nac you could take!

Blake James
Sarah Prout the cure for covid is potassium vitamin c d zink turmeric and honey. There's only one disease mucus caused by our diet eating toxins eating a raw organic vegan diet cures mucus killing any disease food is medicine.

Barbara Becker Cook
Peter Ouchterlony so very true!

Barbara Becker Cook
What can I say? People just drank the kool-aid and got the shot because they were told to. Did they research it, NO! Those shots are not even FDA approved! They are working on ones that will be FDA approved, but that might be awhile. So, basically you have NO idea what is being put into your body. There are many people out there that are completely stupid and get the vaccine. I myself know many people that have gotten they shot, it's like follow the leader, but there is know leader
Greg Morris

Sarah Prout But certain people wouldn’t make money from that!
Agree with you 
I own and operate a health and nutrition store. There are more people these days trying to do just that.
Unfortunately, media and government are all about a magic pill, a fad or crash diet, a vibrating machine, or any easy way out to be healthy and lose weight.
There are no short cuts to good health! But it is achievable for anyone that actually puts their health first!
We are a brainwashed and lazy society that looks for the easy "bandaid" option.
Education on health is key! I feel deeply for those that rely on government or commercials or even doctors! For Health advice or guidance.
Doctors are good for a broken bone, a cut or a prescription!
People don’t take financial advice from poor people.
Why would you take health advice from people that quite evidently are UNhealthy.

Diane Rex

Sarah Prout Amen

Erin Nicole Bick

Sarah Prout totally agree! Where are the stories in the mainstream about a healthy lifestyle being the true source of safety & security?!

Shalina Williams

Sarah Prout Jonathan Kalani King

Debbie Berger

Robin Eacret When you say no grains or legumes does that include bread, oatmeal, and even gluten free bread and not beans at all?

Ana Cardoso

Sarah Prout I agree

Susan Camisuli Moncada

Sarah Prout I couldn't agree more. Personally I stopped all medications 7 years ago and I feel tremendously better.
Jenni Crites

Sarah Prout where are the programs for free gym memberships, free nutritious food without all of the toxins, free vitamins? If this was actually about keeping people healthy, these things would be free. However, a few very rich people see more potential in keeping us all sick. Why isn't there a treatment plan after 18 months? They just tell you to wait it out until you have to be hospitalized... we had flu treatments when the flu existed... it's all just very confusing.
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Brady Haynes

Robin Eacret as a soil scientist- no. If a soil is depleted, a plant cannot produce. Leibigs law of the minimums here. A plant can only reach as much of its genetic potential as its most limiting nutrient. There are 17 essential nutrients, those that don’t exist are added through soil amendments. I agree with most of what you say, but you’re incorrect there.
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Ayaluna El Bacha

Sarah Prout 100

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jacqueline Butler-Davis

Marek Newman I don't think she is anti-vax, I believe it is more pro-wellness.
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Amy Palamara

Sarah Prout love your comment!! Couldn't agree more.
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Emma Ridley

Sarah Prout no billions in that why you know its an agenda not a health pandemic.
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Milli Jones

Sarah Prout sea moss
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Melanie Russell Graber

Sarah Prout Eric Nepute. Wellness warrior
Jacquelyn Sansom
**Rexine Phillips** I am taking the Z stack daily..plus tumerac and NAC

Kathy Hartman
I have also ! But you would not believe the curses I get and laughter that I'm wrong about this. A shame more people won't take care of themselves.

Elizabeth Wells
**Susan Camisuli Moncada** Same

Dave Lewis
**Jacqueline Butler-Davis** it’s not anti vax anymore it’s “Pure Blood”

Travis Keeton
**Sarah Prout** most powerful way to stay healthy is to be righteous

Janece McMillan
**Sarah Prout** eat healthy and zinc

Robin Krop
**Richie Ro** A victory today - a NY judge said no vax mandates for healthcare workers in NY! So, let's end them all! It

Shannon Weiss
**Robert Kida** ditto…. Without a word of a lie the years I took the flu shot I was so sick and all the other years I didn’t…. I would get my self stocked up on vitamins and got my rest put the attitude in my head that I can't be stressed in life cause there's nothing I can do about it anyway and I never got sick. Like maybe a little cold but nothing major

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?referrer=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Shannon Weiss
**Robert Kida** ditto…. Without a word of a lie the years I took the flu shot I was so sick and all the other years I didn’t…. I would get my self stocked up on vitamins and got my rest put the attitude in my head that I can’t be stressed in life cause there’s nothing I can do about it anyway and I never got sick. Like maybe a little cold but nothing major

Robin Krop
come on, facebook, let us have the conversation.

Emce Oosthuizen Maritz
**Sarah Prout** Vit C, D, Zinc and Quercetin. I had a very mild Covid attack and I am over 50. Had myself tested for antibodies and was positive. Stay safe.

Maria Dimitrova
**Sarah Prout** Hot shower followed by cold shower and being consistent with it. It takes a bit of time but the result is that you hardly catch a cold anymore.

Para Sempre
**Sarah Prout** HCQ

Ruth Jewell
**Pete Dee** IF you eat NO sugar, NO seed oils, NO junk food, very little alcohol. How many do that??????

Fran Van Akerlaken
God your so lucky - good judge

Sue Morgan
**Sarah Prout** ivermectin
Sue Morgan
Sarah Prout
iver mectin

Elizabeth Dugaro
Sara Clark my grandmother who raised us kids lived her life suffering from emphysema and COPD. Never smoked a day in her life- it was caused by secondhand smoking as a child. It's why once I realized what caused it and I had my own first child- I didn't want my children anywhere around it!

Elizabeth Dugaro
Kasey Krestan our entire family takes elderberry every single day since this all started - we only took it during flu season- and have smack center of all of it. My friends and family both drs and nurses it's why they're still fighting for their rights against the vac. They know it works!

Matt Stpierre
Sarah Prout they used to teach that in school.

Broden Kruijer-Hall
Sarah Prout 100%

Kathleen Waites
Sarah Prout Nailed it! 100%

Linda Tovar
Jenni Crites it isn't confusing at all...everything is plain as day. People just need to open their eyes to see what is going on!
Sandra Ross-Davis

Sarah Prout I eat very healthy. I am an ultra marathon runner, and a RN. I also had my shots in Jan. I now have covid. We don't know who it will hit and how hard. My shots wore off. I am recovering well, but just want to let you know, covid is dangerous. I am negging people to not think that just because you are healthy, you won't catch it. I did. It sucks too. I never get sick, and haven't had a cold in 25 years.

Jane Shaw

Sarah Prout yesss

Jane Shaw

Jenni Crites it is about depopulation but it is hard for the masses to get that

Jane Shaw

Jenni Crites be a critical thinker and bit is easy to see

Natasha McDonald

Sarah Prout Exactly!

Jane Shaw

Jenni Crites totally agree

Angela VanTuyl

Sarah Prout look up mushroom therapy in ancient Chinese medicine, the Chinese have been using mushrooms such as Chaga, Ricci, avec, shiitake, miitake to naturally boost immune system! There are products all over the place, garlic helps build your immune system Cayenne pepper to improve circulation, our medicine is found right here in nature and nobody wants to pay attention!!!!

Jane Shaw

I remember when the Canadian government used to put health ads on TV commercials saying how eating from the food guide and exercise is the way to stay healthy what happened to all that now
Jane Shaw

**Barbara Becker Cook** there us a leader straight from the pits of hell called the elite

Richie Ro

That’s only b/c they didn’t offer an exemptions

Laura Mc

**Elizabeth Dugaro** how do you take elderberry in a juice ??

Lidia Paciocco

**Angela VanTuyli** that's right. Fruits are the top healing foods too. Get your gut healthy. I take vitamin c d and zinc every day. D is very important at this time ,,

Ray Jones

**Sandra Ross-Davis** be you. Ultra healthy. Ultra fit. Vaccinated. STILL got the virus

Zoe Johnson

The vaccines don't stop you getting covid! it lessens the strength of the symptoms from covid

Misty Hunter Gray

**Sarah Prout** I take zinc, vitamin c and vitamin d3 every day. My son just had a mild case of covid and I didn't get it

Cole Jolly

**Sarah Prout** vitamin c, d3, zinc and e. If you get symptoms including but not limited to a fever, add Triple Leaf Cold and Flu Tea and organic non GMO oregano oil capsules. And eat anti inflammatory foods

James Akers

Jane Shaw fear and being uninformed pays better
Nettie Sunshine
Sarah Prout

Marna Erasmus
Amen to that. Why don't they mandate healthy living and exercise and losing some of that kg's. 78% of patients ending up in Hospital are overweight or obese. I am overweight myself and that is why I have lost 10kg already. I had covid very light and I do believe it is due to my healthy lifestyle.

Paula Hennick-Lalonde
Sarah in Canada throughout all of this our gyms, fitness facilities and rec centres have been deemed non-essential. Not one story on how to get/stay healthy with foods, vitamins, physical activity. Just the push for the vaccine. Can you imagine a place where people go to manage their mental and physical health has been deemed NON-ESSENTIAL in a world-wide health crisis..?!

Natalie Wilson
Zoe Johnson it “might” lessen

Holly Harris
Jane Shaw pharma paid them more money to advertise their crap..

Amanda Rife
Angela VanTuyt! mushrooms helped me!! I had Covid, lasted about three weeks, worse of it week two. I went hiking away from people to keep from letting it settle in my lungs by sleeping all day. I experienced severe headaches loss of taste and smell a little bit of trouble breathing, but it was mostly in my head. It sucks but natural remedy and a lot of centering I beat it no problem. I am a pretty severe asthmatic too.

Kaitlyn Cox
Sarah Prout walk by faith not by sight, God is your way of being healthy & protected.
Jane Vanden Berghe
Sarah Prout Absolutely, and that's with ALL disease not just covid!! Good health should be the focus not vaccine mandates. We don't live in a one shoe fits all kind of world!
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Jane Vanden Berghe
Sarah Prout Absolutely, and that's with ALL disease not just covid!! Good health should be the focus not vaccine mandates. We don't live in a one shoe fits all kind of world!
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Milton Douglas Allman
Sarah Prout I would like to see who and what strides are being made for post diagnosed treatment. If you get the flu even after getting the flu shot you get Tamiflu and/or antibiotics or antiviral meds. After over two years of this crap all they keep pushing is a vaccine that may or may not help, but no treatment out of the whole arsenal of meds available? Makes no sense.
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Adam Watson
Sarah Prout yes! This is what I’ve been saying! I don’t trust any authority who isn’t pushing this.
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Shauna Edwards
Sarah Prout yes!!!!
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Catherine Millwood
Paula Hennick-Lalonde same as us in Melbourne Australia... not one thing about staying healthy... just bombarded with fear and threats of lockouts
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Amanda Rife
Lidia Paciocco yes I drink kombucha for my gut And take papaya. Alongside of zinc, vitamin C, elderberry, turmeric, echinacea, green tea, butterfly pea flower tea, Egyptian Lotus Tea, Chaga tea , and I eat my raw vegetables and fruit. However I’m still working on reducing Sugar from my diet is my weakness lol.
Amanda Rife
Lidia Paciocco yes I drink kombucha for my gut And take papaya. Alongside of zinc, vitamin C, elderberry, turmeric, echinacea, green tea, butterfly pea flower tea, Egyptian Lotus Tea, Chaga tea, and I eat my raw vegetables and fruit. However I'm still working on reducing Sugar from my diet is my weakness lol.

Barbara Corbin
Amanda Rife Im glad you are well now.

Jane Shaw
So sad

Ashley Pulczinski
Cole Jolly amen!! The second you're sick if not before so you don't. I got covid and learned all about this once I got to the point of the hospital. Once I also got steroids plus the vitamins I instantly turned around. Diet helps tremendously! They keep pushing vaccine, but don't talk about anything else. Vitamin D deficiency is one of the triggers for getting covid.

Sue Winkler
Sarah Prout I agree, Sarah!

Rashad Lee

Debra Kay Stephenson Yarbrough
Sarah Prout 4 died that had the vaccine They did not take immune building vitamins Vaccines don't protect you either Taking vitamin c d and zinc help Your immune system share way to increase your immune system not the doom and gloom.
Fred Robertson
Sarah Prout check out Dr Levy’s free eBook about using a nebulizer and 1% Hydrogen Peroxide
IT WORKS

Zoe Johnson
Natalie Wilson in my opinion it does! coming from icu in feb with being in a coma and on a ventilator to when I had covid with the jabs it was nothing compared to what I went through a few months back! So as it was my comment and my opinion then I don’t need correcting from you! thanks for trying tho!

Amanda Naomi Basped
Rashad Lee best advice in here.

Krystal Berry
Sarah Prout Many of you may find it interesting to know the current budget trend for Vaccine Injuries and that our government has added 5 million dollars to the budget for 2022 to cover COVID 19 Vaccine Injuries and another almost 5 million for hiring more workers to process the sharp increase in VEARS claims. I believe this budget or at least the 2021 budget was created before the vaccine was even released... think they didn't know this jab would be dangerous? (refer to table of contents or ~ pg 429 and 434 through end) https://www.hrsa.gov/sites/default/files/hrsa/about/budget/budget-justification-fy2022.pdf

Cathy Byrne
Sarah Prout EXACTLY!!!!!!!
Nothing better than a NATURAL HEALTHY IMMUNE SYSTEM NOTHING

Georgine Zell
Cole Jolly Boo
Christine Breault

Misty Hunter Gray I have the same vitamin regimen, four family members got covid, including me. I had a stuffy nose for three days and intermittent stomach upset, that was all. I didn’t receive any medical treatment. I immediately started everyone on the same vitamin regimen as myself, and they all received a zpack and Hydroxychloroquine. Two went back 6 days in for the antibody cocktail- but everyone else was completely well within 5-10 days. I wish the government put as much effort into Immune support education as they do propaganda.
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Georgine Zell

Blake James Remove the Parasites in your body Research
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Tammy Sleeper-Lowe

Milton Douglas Allman kinda like no cure for cancer…. Hmmmm!!!!!
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Misty Hunter Gray

Christine Breault I agree!! They push the vaccine but do not push boosting our immune systems, diet and exercise. There was a doctor who posted videos on Facebook at the beginning of the pandemic and I learned a lot about immune support from him. I immediately ordered the vitamins that he recommended and I've been fine. I even work in a restaurant around the public every day. It's definitely something we should be telling people about.
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Misty Hunter Gray

Melanie Russell Graber I watch him too. That's where I learned about what vitamins to take.
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Megan Doran

Sarah Prout yes!!!!
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Matthew James Dronberger

Sarah Prout all gym were shut down during the lock down. Good thing Walmart was open. They sell healthy at a discount

14 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Lynda Keating
Milton Douglas Allman well it is proclaimed by some of the manufacturers that it is a depopulation ploy!!

Maureen Kavanaugh
Sarah Prout exactly!

Appleton Julius
Sarah Prout vaccination...

Appleton Julius
Cathy Byrne enjoy your delusions.

Georgine Zell
What do you do for arthritis? I'm taking Borax, and Himalayan salt protocol, w/a joint supplement turmeric etc.

Eden Destiny
YES!!

Eden Destiny
YES!!

Appleton Julius
Fred Robertson where's the clinical trials with peer review to support those lies?

Diana JoyJoy
Sarah Prout vitamin c and zinc are among things I've heard. Also making sure you get enough rest.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Angela Foraker Hammontree
Sarah Prout  amen

Connor Skudlarek
Sarah Prout  doctors agree, the best way to help yourself not die of COVID if you do get infected is:

1. Maintain a healthy diet.
2. Maintain a healthy sleep schedule.
3. Maintain a healthy exercise schedule.
4. Be vaccinated.

Edit: to the people saying "except number 4" unless you’re an MD or doctorate researcher, your "opinion" doesn't change the prevailing facts of the day. If you want to 'wing it' with COVID, go ahead. But it's just a fact that the vaccine is one of your best weapons (if not the best) to prevent yourself from dying prior to a COVID infection.

Lisha Lockhart
Sarah Prout

Mikhail Baleka
Sarah Prout  No matter what your perspective is, take care of your children and their future. Safe guard freedom, and stand against two-tiered societies. I agree, seeing this steady stream of COVID mania is exhausting.

Lisha Lockhart
Sarah Prout  in that case don’t watch the news , that’s all the spread is hate and fear .

Wendy Rogers Young
Connor Skudlarek  agree with everything but #4. I believe 4 is a personal choice and if you are doing 1-3 you don’t need 4 because your body does what it is suppose to do naturally.
Connor Skudlarek
Wendy Rogers Young but math doesn't care if you agree.

All 4 of them are personal choices. It isn't like getting a vaccine is any more personal than maintaining a sleep schedule.

The data is in, the math is done, and all 4 of them are your best bet for what you can do to prevent death should you become infected. (1-3 is also almost always your best bet in nearly all other cases; #4 is only applicable to diseases for which a vaccine exists).

It is up to you if you want to do everything in your power to not die. If you want to 'wing it' and proudly stand in defiance of modern medicine in the belief that your meat sack will do its job (something diabetics and cancer patients wish their bodies would do, but no amount of 1-4 will make that happen)... well, that's up to you.

Anthony Pickles
Sarah Prout

Luke Kasten
Sarah Prout I Manage a company called the transformation tribe that is working to give everyone the information and motivation they need to get healthy and stay healthy with our live workouts for 17$ a month. help us spread the word!! lets get america healthy!!

Lilia Wood
Diana JoyJoy Also Vitamin D (aka sunshine and its free).

Sandra Santiago
Sarah Prout http://chng.it/chcRMtFW

Sign the Petition
change.org

Bree Garcia
Sarah Prout this!!
Nick Collier

**Georgine Zell** two tablespoons of decent olive oil a day and one 8oz glass of apple cider vinegar mix with water and honey.
In a gallon jug mix 1 cup apple cider vinegar
1 cup honey
Fill 3/4 way up with water. Drink one or two 8oz glasses a day.
Great for arthritis and other things in our bodies.
Cheers

Nick Collier

**Jacqueline Treharne** God bless you and stay on the vitamins and eat healthy.
Boosting our immune systems is a great defence from a lot stuff out here.
Cheers

Jane Vanden Berghe

**Paula Hennick-Lalonde** if people are worried about covid… stay home and get on your treadmill!

Amy White Bregy

**Sarah Prout** now that’s what I’m talking about!

Monica McGrath

**Sarah Prout** this!

Amy White Bregy

**Connor Skudlarek** diabetes absolutely can be prevented with diet exercise with exception of type 1 which is a systemic type not a diet problem. Once the pancreas stops producing insulin you need insulin. But you can in some cases increase the body ability to heal itself and produce more insulin naturally. Not all diseases need modern approaches. And some certainly do. The key is the balance. And the knowing what is right for YOUR body. No body is the exact same. Therefore different approaches are needed to balance each individuals needs. Natural medicine adapts better and is more readily acceptable to our systems, therefore eliminating toxic side effects that destroy our natural immune systems. We need to eat better sleep better and turn off the TV! Try it. See how you feel!
Marina PS
Darlene Trivette Magyar these ones can’t be compared to the vaccines included in the national vaccination’s programs. Signing a document prior vaccination answers your question.

Monica McGrath
Sarah Prout this!

Amy White Bregy
Appleton Julius so what do you have against healthy immune systems? You think being healthy is delusional?

Lucille Simoneau
Connor Skudlarek I agree except for the number 4

Lucille Simoneau
Appleton Julius I will leave that out. I prefer to trust my immune system since I am a perfectly healthy, balanced weight, non smoking, exercising person.

Amy White Bregy
Appleton Julius where are your clinical trials and peer reviews?

Lucille Simoneau
Appleton Julius I will leave that out. I prefer to trust my immune system since I am a perfectly healthy, balanced weight, non smoking, exercising person. That is my vaccine.

Jill Buffie

Lasting immunity found after recovery...
Athea Boucher
That food guide was rubbish. But I agree...no commercials on how to stay fit and healthy...what happened to "Walk a block a day"?

Athea Boucher
Amanda Rife Cass Collins

Heather Prestridge Chambles
Jill Buffie if it's from the government I'm not interested! They lie!

Jill Buffie
Sarah Prout How about this study, that should blow the lid off C-19 treatment, if it ever makes it out to the mainstream. It was quietly published in the US 3 weeks ago and is a meta analysis of 15 other published studies as well as 22 clinical trials. If you don't have time to read the whole thing, take a look at the last 2 paragraphs!! [https://journals.lww.com/americantherapeutics/fulltext/2021/08000/ivermectin_for_prevention_and_treatment_of.7.aspx#:~:text=Low%2Dcertainty%20evidence%20found%20that,interval%2079%25–91%25].

Robyn Zucco Repeta
Sarah Prout
JM Freeman
Sarah Prout exactly

Jason Cushnie
Sarah Prout I'm taking a New Product called GRW and I feel great! Strengthen the immunity system is the best idea

Pandora Lyn
Rashad Lee You don't have to stop eating meat. Honestly some people do not do well on a no meat diet.
No processed foods YES leave them alone, Fast food STOP its not good for you period.

Hayley Rose Willoughby
Sarah Prout exactly this ! I have had 4 open heart surgeries, last one being in the middle of the pandemic, I eat organic/clean foods, I take and am partnered with the ONLY Holistic Mental Wellness company in the WORLD that focuses on healing your gut/brain axis and my immune system is ! I have been in close contact with covid 3 times now, that I know of, and I am still feeling and doing great and have not contracted the virus. Gut healing is KEY to keeping your immune system producing healthy!

Angela Pryor
Sarah Prout yes FEAR causes your body to get sick.

Pandora Lyn
Milton Douglas Allman The Flu Vaccine is redesigned every spring they decide which strains of the flu may be more prevalent during the year. One to three are usually included in the flu Vaccine.
So how that works for example they decide that H1N1 is going to make a comeback this year so they add that to the vaccine for this year. You get the vaccine but another version of the flu is going around in your area the shot does nothing for that. Its all up to your immune system to fight it with Tamiflu ect. Same with this one they are working off the original strain not the current D variant.
The other issues is the flu vaccine doesn't stop the transmission of the flu you can still give it to someone even if you have hardly any effects from it yourself. Just like whooping cough it no longer prevents the transmission so it protect the toddler who got the shot but if that toddler is exposed at daycare they can bring it home and give it to the unvaccinated younger sibling.
Do you see the pattern now we are not trying to stop transmissions of any of these now we are just trying to make the symptoms easier on the vaccinated individual.
Mariluz Collado
Sarah Prout your immune system is the first in line of defense. Strong enough where 99% of patients recover from the vaccine. My mother 76 year old with kidneys at 20% capacity and high blood pressure but she only eats whole foods survived.

Jane Vanden Berghe
Marna Erasmus yes!! Fat=inflammation= covid storm! Exercise n Lose weight, eat right n get rest! Lower stress, stress/anxiety/fear= high cortisol=inflammation! Inflammation triggers disease vs versa. We have more control than we realize by changing our lifestyles. It starts there:) Most people don’t want to put in the work to change bc its not always easy, they want magic pills, potions and vaccines

Dawn Cole
Robyn Zucco Repeta Got all my family on them.

Jeffrey A Bland
Jill Buffie negative publication bias has is one factor. Better quality stufies (ie randomized double blind ) showed zero positive effect . One even showed Ivermectin increased severity of covid

Fred Raye
Sarah Prout I'm 74. Never had a flu shot never had the flu. Never had a covid jab. Asymptomatic for covid. My immune system has been my number one priority for 60+ years. Sick people die much more often from viruses than healthy people. Got a weak immune system?....Sorry for your bad planning...
Shelley Mooney
Garlic in itself heal from the inside. Also keeps any viruses from festering
11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Karolina Dacree
Sarah Prout exactly! Why is the government not administering free organic food, vitamin D, Vitamin C, Zinc to the people? Also Ivermectin!
11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Veronica Roman
Sarah Prout Medical Medium protocols (Anthony William). All anyone needs to get well and stay well.
11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jill Buffie
Jeffrey A Bland This is a meta analysis of 37 studies with over 3800 patients. And the one you mentioned, where the IVM made C more severe, was when it was given too late. The encouraging part is the prophylactic use.
11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Rochelle Lamarre
Sarah Prout yes, that positive can do action far outweighs the fear mongering that has been so wide spread!
2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jane Vanden Berghe
Angela Pryor the media’s serving that(fear) up on a silver platter and continues to do that…. Instilling fear in effort to control people that don’t know or understand what’s goin on, in order support their agendas.
8 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sally Berry
Per FDA mandatory disclaimer: Asea does not diagnose, treat or cure any disease. The FDA put the biggest 21st century in bio-tech ever in a dietary category. They would not give this breakthrough a stand alone category despite the fact there is nothing else like it on the market. Forced it into the dietary category when it has zero nutritional value. It is the discovery of redox signaling molecules that we all have in abundance during youth, but diminish over time until in our golden years we are really deficient. A decade ago this breakthrough was opened up globally. Now in 32 nations and growing. It has no competition and is the paradigm shift proving to be totally disruptive to big pharma. Asea is the brand.
9 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Danelle Smart Schaefer
Yes! Stress weakens the immune system.

Bonnie Finishing Touches Conley
Sarah Prout agree my thought exactly

Bonnie Finishing Touches Conley
Jane Vanden Berghe nailed it

Michelle Kavanaugh Burke
Sarah Prout I follow the AIP (auto immune protocol) My family acquired covid. They all recovered, even my 80 year old mother. I did not get sick.

Sheila Murrey
Sally Berry Redox. Yes!

Michell Vazquez
Sarah Prout 2020:
Peak active cases - 9,034,460
Vaccinated - 0%

2021:
Peak active cases - 9,243,682
Vaccinated - 71%

I hate to break this to you, but this not a "pandemic of the unvaccinated."

Jennifer Eisenberg
Agree! My husband has been working from that angle the whole time and helped many people who were exposed, sick, or long haulers.

Jennifer Eisenberg
Agree! My husband has been working from that angle the whole time and helped many people who were exposed, sick, or long haulers.
Heather Batt
Michell Vazquez can u send me the source of these stats pls? Helpful. Thanks

Devin Boyd
Sarah Prout it's simple eat right excercise and don't take tht stupid vaccine! You have a better chance of your body building immunity naturally than allowing a unknown not tested long enough chemical to run in your system! I'm telling you it's very simple just wash your hands and do everything as normal before Covid became a scare tactic by your government

Charlotte Birch Pedersen
Diana JoyJoy yes boost immune, avoid FEAR - False Evidence Appear Real

Lucia Rushton
Sarah Prout I've been saying that for ages. Falls on deaf ears.

Cherie Servello
Sarah Prout I am right thete with you. The immune system is STRONG if taken care of. It can more then take care of this virus, weaker then the flu....WHAT is WRONG with this picture?? Think about it. 98-99 % recovery rate except for the compromised health & immune system. ...

Prince Jay
Sarah Prout facts

Kamran Cave
Sarah Prout I have a background of nutrition for over 15 years and here's what I've come up with. Take NAC, Zinc, and MMS, which is a liquid that includes Chlorine Dioxide and Citric Acid (lemon juice) for health and well being! I'm not allowed to say it's
a cure, but I am allowed to recommend health supplements! Graphene Oxide Exposed: Best Home Remedy
We had access to a sealed vial from Pfizer, and by means of a request for services to a university, specifically in my name, it was sent for an analysis of the vial, where we were looking for the material in question: graphene. After some time of investigation by Dr. Pablo Campra Madrid, Doctor in Chemical Sciences, Bachelor in Biological Sciences and member of the University of Almeria, we obtained this preliminary report where we are told that there is indeed solid evidence of graphene oxide in the sample and that it is also the main component of what they wrongly called a vaccine.

From here and with this solid evidence, which will be further complemented with other spectroscopy techniques that can be done. Those that have been used are transmission electron microscopy; EMF techniques, also, optical microscopy; and ultraviolet radiation spectroscopy, which coincide with the peak wavelength of graphene oxide. From here we began to study the toxicity or cytotoxicity that graphene oxide has on the body.

Pay attention to this finding: Graphene oxide inside the body causes thrombogenicity, thrombi. Graphene oxide inside the body causes blood clotting. Graphene oxide inside the body causes post inflammatory syndrome or systemic or multi-organ inflammations. Graphene oxide inside the body when it is above the levels of glutathione —which is the body's natural reserve of antioxidants—, causes alteration of the immune system, collapse of the immune system and cytokine storm. Inhaled graphene oxide spreads evenly throughout the alveolar tract and causes bilateral pneumonias. Inhaled graphene oxide causes inflammation of the mucous membranes and thus loss of taste and smell, possible loss of taste and smell: anosmia.

In short, graphene oxide behaves exactly like the supposed SARS-CoV-2 of the official version, generating the same symptomatology of severe COVID-19. When installed at the neuronal level, it causes neurodegeneration or, in other words, neurological COVID-19.

So, from here we started to see what possible compounds, drugs and treatments could degrade graphene oxide. And look what we found: N-acetylcysteine or glutathione administered degrade it. Because what glutathione does is counteract free radicals and oxidants, all the toxins that can enter the body.

And we discovered that there were about 300 clinical studies where certain hospitals and certain universities were using N-acetylcysteine with incredible results. For example, 100 patients with saturation levels below 50% practically dead —bluntly speaking—, with bilateral pneumonias, within an hour of intravenous glutathione or N-acetylcysteine administration. They were taken off ventilators and everything.

On the other hand, I have been asked about the efficacy of chlorine dioxide. That goes another way.

What it does is to oxygenate the cell, it prepares it so that it is not easily destroyed by this toxicant.

What glutathione would do is to provide the army with more numbers of soldiers in terms of glutathione to deal with toxins.

We now fully understand why those treatments worked: because they addressed all the symptoms of the disease supposedly caused by SARS-CoV-2. Given that to date there
is no scientific evidence of an actual sequencing and isolation of SARS-CoV-2, we suspect with many credible indications that COVID-19 disease is actually the side effect of the introduction of graphene oxide into the body by different ways.

Lynn Babbitt Pratt

Sarah Prout YES!!!!!!

Joshua Hook

Sarah Prout get up and work. That's a good step.

Brendon England

Sarah Prout

Emily Hoskins Richardson

Kamran Cave do you have links where we can get those?

Johnny D Knight

Sarah Prout But are you against the vaccine?

Mandy Lynn

Sarah Prout it has been a proven fact for years, you build immunity and your immune system by exposure. (Example: allergy shots expose you to tiny amounts of what you are allergic to) We have now been masked, with face shields, gloves and hand sanitizer for over a year. We have been protecting ourselves from the coronavirus but we’re also protecting ourselves from all other germs so our immune systems will continue to be compromised.

Angie Jones

Sarah Prout Don't forget about preventing infection! Vaccine if you can or wear a mask and wash your hands. It's not fear, it's prevention.

Sara Jones

Sarah Prout BIG FACTS
Sophia Funkhouser

**Jehanne d'Orleáns** exposure only goes so far, doesn't work for novel viruses like COVID. or polio, mono, HPV ... That's why vaccines exist.

Brian Tracey

**Emily Hoskins Richardson** the story is bs.

“The allegations are based on an analysis by a professor in Spain which has been rejected by experts. He obtained what he himself described as non-conclusive results after studying one vial. He said the vial was purported to contain a dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine but said it had come to him by a messenger service and acknowledged that the vial’s origin was unknown.”

Here’s a Reuters article that has links even to the claims of vaccines containing graphene oxide.

[https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-grapeneoxide-vaccine-idUSL1N2OZ14F](https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-grapeneoxide-vaccine-idUSL1N2OZ14F)

Kalena CC

**Cma Beegeez Honey Grimes** I do. What I’m trying to say isn’t it on the tv? Instead of every other commercial about getting the jab? Doesn’t anyone care to ask the news stations and their sponsors? What happened to eating healthy and taking recommended vitamins and minerals. I haven’t seen one commercial advertising vitamins. Everything is about medications for diabetes, HIV etc. and getting the Jab.

Sophia Funkhouser

**Michell Vazquez** it actually is, since the unvaccinated are still more able to spread covid, and hospitalizations are overwhelmingly unvaccinated individuals

Catherine G Link

**Sarah Prout** Don’t be afraid, seek the truth!

Kamran Cave

**Brian Tracey** That's BS! More misinformation to confuse the masses! Give me a break!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Vee Brancatisano
Angie Jones maybe have a look at the comments before pushing this experimental thing

David Payne
Sarah Prout this

Kelly Kirksey Fisk
Sophia Funkhouser novel only means new. Not some sort of virus that isn’t curable.

Jim Somers
Sophia Funkhouser Only after testing and trials for at least 4 years. You ARE the experiment!

Liam Staples
Adam Staples spitting facts

Tyffani Newkirk
Kamran Cave Some folks just will NOT understand what you listed! Glutathione is !!!!!!! Thanks for sharing this!!!!!!

Tyffani Newkirk
Angela, Shellye, Yvette!!

Tyffani Newkirk
Emily Hoskins Richardson https://debrasnaturalgourmet.com/nac/

Michelle Castagnini
Sarah Prout lol, we need to warn ppl, it is our civil duty. How can i not tell ppl. This vax is
Michelle Castagnini
Some are paid to troll
Some have lost their soul
Some love to control
Some have to be right Even when they are wrong
Admitting mistake is harder
Than singing the anti vax song

Jessica Buckles
Sarah Prout this!!!! Let’s tell people what they can do to take care of themselves. Take vitamin D, get outside in the sun!!! Take vitamin C take zinc! So many prophylactic things could be done on top of walking and mild exercise and good diets!

Jessica Buckles
Sarah Prout this!!!! Let’s tell people what they can do to take care of themselves. Take vitamin D, get outside in the sun!!! Take vitamin C take zinc! So many prophylactic things could be done on top of walking and mild exercise and good diets! But Heath and preventative medicine doesn’t make money or scare people

Angie Jones
Vee Brancatisano I didn’t know washing your hands and not breathing viruses on other people was experimental lol

JoEllen Jones
Sophia Funkhouser the jab is NOT a vaccine!

Jay Monty
Sarah Prout...THANK YOU!!

Dawn Sanjenko
Emce Oosthuizen Maritz
my parents both tested positive for Covid and they recovered. My mom had little to no symptoms, and they are both in their 80’s. They were following the covid protocol from the FLCCC Alliance. Their doctor wrote them off as soon as he heard they tested positive, bet he’s shocked now!
Lynn Blackwater
Sarah Prout building immunity is the most important way. I worry about young children wearing mask and the effects it will have on their immune system.

7 hrs Like Reply More

Kasey Krestan
Laura Mc you can get gummy vitamins

6 hrs Like Reply More

Stefanie Williams
Fred Raye I am immunosuppressive from having cancer. I have eaten healthy, excercised and not smoked or drunk alcohol my whole life. So not all people with a bad immune system are "poor planning"

6 hrs Like Reply More

Pattie Leitner
Jessica Buckles Exactly! Healthy living doesn't make someone wealthy.

6 hrs Like Reply More

Patrick Currie
Kamran Cave Dave Woody

6 hrs Like Reply More

Samantha Elizabeth Cockerell
Sarah Prout yes please. I am seeing some exciting remedies coming up on my feeds now. Including the recipe for hydroxychloroquine

6 hrs Like Reply More

Amber Engler
Mary Waldron again vaccines do not stop the spread how dare you put the deaths of children on someone, stay in your lane!!!!

6 hrs Like Reply More

Infidel Coffee Hour - Ezekiel's Army
Connor Skudlarek People like you that consciously choose to ignore the many comments in this thread that prove the numbers of those harmed by this poisonous serum baffles the mind. Cattle to slaughter.

6 hrs Like Reply More
Carrie Baker
Sarah Prout right you would have thought they would have preached everything you could possibly due to boost your immunity from the start but nope nothing and they shut down anyone who tried to say anything about boosting immunity.

Revital Shnader
Sarah Prout

Revital Shnader
Sarah Prout

Nenyana Wong
Carrie Baker Yep, that reminds me of this chapter called 'Manditory Sickness' from the Amazon book 'Unmasking God's Truth' It said: 'All that is mandatory has little to do with health, for many practices serve to weaken the body, the mind, and the spirit'

Lee Kareena Black
Look into Medical Medium!

Angela VanTuyl
Amanda Rife I am so glad that you are a success story! I've been using mushrooms for years and you do have to boil them down but if you want to put them into a capsule what you do is you put just enough water in the pan to boil the mushrooms down soft and then rinse them off stick them in a blender and then put them in a glass baking pan and set that on a heating pad, yes the heating pad just like you would use for sore muscles. After a couple days it will have dried completely into a powder and then you scrape the bottom of your glass pan and take that powder and put it into capsules, I make my own capsules with a variety of things in them!! I literally have not been sick in 20 years.

Stuart Counter
Sarah Prout Eat Pomegranates, chew your food thoroughly NEVER eat while lying down. Do all the obvious things like getting plenty of exercise. But don't overdo specific foods for example cuciferous veg. Never go to the Dr unless you have a very good reason. Never take antibiotics if you think you'll get better anyway. Don't ever isolate from people, no matter what you are told it's not healthy for mind body or spirit.
Kathy Peppard-Florence
Sarah Prout I am taking Vitamin D and Airborne daily. Both strengthen your immune system or take zinc. Double up if you feel like you are catching something. I have not had very many colds since I started doing that.

Angela VanTuyl
Sandra Ross-Davis I have came in to direct physical contact with 13 confirmed cases one of them was my five-year-old nephew who is autistic and he was so miserable and uncomfortable that I held him for hours on multiple days and had tears and snot and was sneezed on and was coughed on and I get a Covid test every two weeks and every last one of my tests since this started has been negative! I am not putting any type of experimental drug in my system! The vaccine that they're telling everyone that is FDA approved is not what everyone is getting please do your research, that vaccine that has been FDA approved is not for public release until the end of 2023 beginning of 2024! I wish the media would stop misleading people. You see I have a really good friend Jennifer L Black had a baby named Noah, went for his vaccinations and they gave him a bunch at one time…… Noah is no longer with us, when that baby was born he was her whole world, we should not be giving vaccinations in large doses to infants. We need healthcare professionals and I think you for what you do, A lot more healthcare professionals need to do their thorough research

Tyffani Newkirk
https://www.orwell.city/2021/07/COMUSAV-CONUVIVE.html?m=1

Emily Hoskins Richardson
https://www.orwell.city/2021/07/COMUSAV-CONUVIVE.html?m=1
Angela VanTuyl

Choose your health
And freedom
Over a vaccine
That will destroy you

And they say the vaccine is safe

Angela VanTuyl

VaccineDeaths

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Bethany Edwards
Sarah Prout not everybody can just get a better immune system. Some people have immune system issues or it's being suppressed due to transplants.

5 hrs Like Reply More

Angela VanTuyl
Sandra Ross-Davis

Steve Bannon & Dr. Robert Malone:

5 hrs Like Reply More

Angela VanTuyl
Sandra Ross-Davis

Phd Cellular & Molecular Biologist...

5 hrs Like Reply More

Angela VanTuyl
Natural immunity it's so much stronger than an artificial one!

5 hrs Like Reply More
Ma Christina A. Sanborn
https://rumble.com/vmdow5-we-are-witnessing-worldwide-planned-genocide-hitler-on-steroids-w-dr.-zelen.html

We are Witnessing Worldwide Planned...
rumble.com

Appleton Julius
VAERS claims would need to climb way past a couple hundred thousand (relevant claims) to be taken seriously. Your pitiful excuses are laughable..

Krystal Berry the jab isn't dangerous, you're delusional. Please seek help.

Appleton Julius

Carrie Baker and also absolutely decimate peoples health and immune system in the process

Lynn Blackwater As well as their psychological well-being.

Lisa Jeannine Smith
Appleton Julius can you imagine if during the polio vaccine roll out they noticed that kids vaccinated against polio were still catching polio, but instead of losing their life or complete use of their limbs, they would just lose use of one limb, or part of their bowel function. Do you think parents would be busting down the doors to get themselves or their kids vaccinated for a vaccine that “just works some” responding with “I realize you don’t have use of your legs, but hey you’re still alive!” This is what you are supporting with these dangerous vaccines! I really just don't understand how many of you cannot see!

Anne Montgomery
Plus the numbers suffering from severe depression loss of income and the entire economy of the world being destroyed
Kimberley Hall

**Sarah Prout** I've actually tried that and got a 30 day ban for offering "health advice" and not having a license to do so

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jan Johnston

Lynn Blackwater Already effecting them. Many are getting ill, but not with CoV, but with RSV and other viruses - they were masked & isolated for over a year - now viruses are coming with a vengeance and scaring parents that it's CoV.

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Appleton Julius

**Ma Christina A. Sanborn** you should really try to avoid solving your issues with politics. It will end up costing you your life... Seriously it will.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Eric Hodgson

**Lisa Jeannine Smith** Do you really think that this single-paragraph authored by a random Florida resident contains such complexities that it completely behooved tens and tens of millions of those, who you perhaps see as intellectually inferior to yourself? I mean, really just imagine all the people your IQ towers over standing in one place! What a crowd!

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Appleton Julius

**Kathy Peppard-Florence** yet ... Covid isn't exactly a cold. Lol

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Heather Deaton

**Sarah Prout** yes. I haven't been sick at all in years. I don't take any meds at all. Probably a good time for me to be on a vitamin regime but overall over 50 and strong and healthy. Never used any big pharma drugs and thank God I haven't needed to but I stay active and eat right, and keeping strong in faith and a positive attitude has got me further than any western medicine could ever

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Georgiana Rosario
Sarah Prout not once has the media ever mentioned how to strengthen our immune system they constantly promote fear to push the agenda!!!

Sam Brown
Sarah Prout
Follow Dr Ardis

Eric Francis Coppolino
Ummmmmmm Sophia, that is not what the data says. the "vaccine" does NOT interrupt transmission; it merely suppresses symptoms

Mua Zee
Gilli Ann I know that’s right! Enough is enough with the profits off our LIVES

Gina Dow
Sarah Prout I find it very odd that the only thing the doctors are pushing is this vaccine which doesn't work and they tell you it doesn't work they tell you can still get the virus pass the virus and died from the virus after being double vaccinated so why are the doctors not saying you know what this is what you have to do to protect yourself from getting the virus you know take vitamins do this do that whatever whatever it is that they know that will keep you healthy why are they not giving that advice which vitamins to take how to keep your lungs clear you know stuff that we can do to prevent it instead of old take this vaccine that may kill you you may still get

Robben Morin
Pine needle tea is a HUGE immune booster but be careful to get the correct pine needles - I know Noble Fir fresh green needles are good to go but research for yourself first.

Loretta Bittorf Pfahlert
Gina Dow https://wellnesswarriorvitamins.com/

Wellness Warrior Vitamins - Zinc,...
wellnesswarriorvitamins.com
Christine Cr

Sarah, I was recommended to take 100 mg of zinc picolate, 2000 mg of Vitamin C and 14,000 units of Vitamin D. The combination of the three strengthens your immune system. Note: take the C 1000 mg in the morning and 1000 mg in the evening. I will tell you, all of the information I have been able to find confirms this recommendation I was personally given by my healthcare professional AND, when I apparently contracted Covid last Fall, I thought I had allergies. It wasn't until I was donating blood and they tested it for antibodies that I found out I had Covid. AND - I have lung disease, so I am extremely high risk. Good luck to you.

Nancy Stennes

Cherie Servello Agreed! Zelenko Protocol, esp. the preventive part. Vit C, D, Zinc, and Quercetin are the backbones. Look it up, it's all there! We have done this for 18 months. So far it has worked just great for prevention. No viral illness at all in our family for 18 mos.

Karen Knauer

Kimberley Hall they can’t handle the truth!

Kate Lum

Sarah Prout EXACTLY!! Your next Book ?? sending love to you all
Adi Rose
Sarah Prout

Vaxxed vs Unvaxxed blood under EL Microscope

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CTzLCFlbJ0/?utm_medium=copy_link

Linda Lubic
Kamran Cave Robert Geddes Ashley Foster

Stephanie Burnison
Sarah Prout vitamin d

Shelley Domine
Sarah Prout exactly

Jackie Nelson Doyle
Chrissie Blake my doctor says she would get in trouble if she prescribed ivermectin, may I have yours?

Marcia Standley Page
Sarah Prout i agree! If they really cared they would share this type of information regarding vitamins and minerals to build your immunities. It works!
Jackie Nelson Doyle

Chrissie Blake my doctor says she would get in trouble if she prescribed ivermectin, may I have yours?

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jackie Nelson Doyle

Chrissie Blake my doctor says she would get in trouble if she prescribed ivermectin, may I have yours?

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jackie Nelson Doyle

Chrissie Blake Chrissie Blake my doctor says she would get in trouble if she prescribed ivermectin, may I have yours?

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jackie Nelson Doyle

Chrissie Blake can I have your doctors name and number?

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Appleton Julius

Kathy Peppard-Florence covid will chew up all of those supplements after 12 hrs of acidosis. Lol... Your too confident... this will not help you survive! Gonna need you to get educated or wake the hell up.

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Appleton Julius

Stuart Counter write that on a piece of paper then burn it ok?

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Derek W. Keoughan

Sarah Prout "get the shot" - it's a short story, in two parts

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sara Clark

Wanda Spencer I believe it. I do not trust this injection and will start my own community before I'll allow them to force it upon me.
Michelle Castagnini
Even from this chat, some of my comments disappear. So.. For all we dont say... Maybe we did, read between the lined. These fact checkers ought to quit. They are finding themselves on the wrong side of history and their grandchildren with the 6 toes won't thank them for it.

Michelle Castagnini
From A Vaccinated personal his advice to the vaccinated.....

@JOETIMMIIG thank you

Stay in your lane and shut the bell up because ppl like me... we're all trying to warn ppl to save their lives.

Mark Hays
This page will be taken down- the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public. Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Michelle Castagnini

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Castagnini

2 hrs  Like  Reply  More
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Michelle Castagnini

Jill Donathan-Williams

Richie Ro  Richie Ro what is nac? I take 50,000 units of d3 a week due to being deficient is that a good dose?

Connor Skudlarek

For the folks talking about immune boosting

If you don't have an immunocompromised system, you already have a working immune system. There's very little you can do to make it "boosted," and even if you could you wouldn't want to. An overly "boosted" immune system leads to health complications, like allergies for instance.

When you eat healthy and exercise, you're mostly helping other things in your body. Making those parts of your body more resilient to damage and injury, and more adept at healing.

Olive oil and vinegar are good for you, in small amounts. Just like strawberries are good for you in small amounts, rather than 5lbs a day. 😊
Michelle Castagnini
Anne Montgomery tell me about it, Im a tour guide and singer.

Michelle Castagnini
Nancy Sullivan thats the spirit. PCR tests are faulty according to the inventor (Malone) himself, so maybe you don't even have it. Sometimes ppl do, but once again, the ocr can blow up any image of anything present. It does not indicate an illness if an infinite amount of pollutant is present somewhere with that pcr that will be revoked.

Donald Gough
Sarah Prout No ratings in that they need fear for numbers.

Kayla Brown
Michelle Castagnini good stuff!

Adam Corfman
Sarah Prout Exercise, eat right, take a multi. Been the advice for years and not many want to hear it and are fine with getting Type II later in life.

The vaccine just gives your immune system a heads up to prepare ahead of time. Your immune system is still doing all the work.

So how about exercise, eat right, take a multi, and get vaccinated. Boom, immune system primed.

Crystal Lynn Clower
Sarah Prout it's real. Read this story

https://gofund.me/3c4cd60a
Bear Ronin
**Sarah Prout** lose weight if you’re overweight. Reduce your bodies inflammation (search Functional medicine). Take a decent amount of D3. Improve your overall health. Look into Quercetin as a anti inflammatory.
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Bear Ronin
**Sarah Prout** Sarah Prout lose weight if you’re overweight. Reduce your bodies inflammation (search Functional medicine). Take a decent amount of D3. Improve your overall health. Look into Quercetin as a anti inflammatory.

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Derek W. Keoughan
**Bear Ronin** NONE of that will stop COVID

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Castagnini
**Richard Lougee** i know why it is missing. If you are unvaxxed you now have antibodies. Man made virus or not, you now have antibodies. If you do get the vax and youve had covid your body could react even worse as it will be in attack mode but it will be shooting blanks. With nothing to do, a cytokene storm of useless spike proteins is even more likely if I have understood anatomical pathologist dr cole from the independant idaho laboratory correctly. Thirdly, if you have been vaxxed your natural immune system is more compromised with every jab. First by 15 percent, then by a further 35 percent and every booster shot will diminish your natural immunity further. According to some professor who studied at oxford, sorry , forgot his name now. Basically, all the antibodies get usurped gradually by the newly engineered antibody that attacks the non specific antibody. On top of it, this delta etc variant story is preplanned and until today nobody has made a common cold (corona type) vax successfully because it has probably gone through 15000 new mutations since the last developed vax. So, by getting the vax, every different flu could kill you and getting a flu vax of a different type might also now kill you because with your artificially engineered immunity your immune system has become more and more rigid, only attacking one pathogen, the patented ( corona and not ALL the others. Anyway, why trust the poison patent holders with a cure for you. They want to kill you. This is population control and still experimental. What will happen to unborn babies? Thadalomide 60 years ago, rings a bell? It is agenda get rid of 3,2 billion people. Of course I am speaking under correction, please feel free to do y proper research, but dont get to judgement day and tell them that you got vaxxed because your aunt is a doctor and thought its a good idea. A day of reckoning will come.

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Pam Lavens
**Sarah Prout** such a great call out Sarah. Prophylaxis is rarely mentioned with this administration. We are able to get ivermectin from many doctors across the country. People just need to research it to find a source. D3, Zinc, C, selenium, turmeric are all good immune boosters, esp D3. Even Lord Fauchi recommends D3

1 hr  Like  Reply  More
Carol Brock Johnson
Michelle Castagnini can you make this sharable? Or send it to me messenger?

1 hr Like Reply More

Lorrie Scherger Smallbones Mcleod
Darrin Grosenick awesome

1 hr Like Reply More

Kimberly Flanagan
Ma Christina A. Sanborn

1 hr Like Reply More

Twanette L. Price
Kasey Krestan elderberry is GREAT, but not effective/useful in preventing or treating COVID-19

1 hr Like Reply More

Mary Latham
Derek W. Keoughan No it doesn't STOP it, but it does give your body a fighting chance to fight off Covid and all viruses and infections. We’ve been told for at least 60 years to get enough vitamin C. Even the Astronauts were supposed to drink TANG for their vitamin C source.

1 hr Like Reply More

Twanette L. Price
Elderberry is GREAT, but hasn’t proven effective in helping prevent or manage symptoms of the virus.

1 hr Like Reply More

Jennifer Dominguez
Derek W. Keoughan actually yes it does. Stopped my son's right in its tracks

1 hr Like Reply More

Ginger Redwine
Sarah Prout this

1 hr Like Reply More

Joy Wilkerson Springob
Connor Skudlarek

1 hr Like Reply More
Joy Wilkerson Springob
Michelle Castagnini seriously?? This is disgusting that you would compare the two. There is NO comparison.

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Anne Pierini Lamacchia
Sandra Ross-Davis

Michelle Castagnini
Ruth Marilyn Hooper after all, if you are vaxxed you are protected, right, official narrative. OK so you need a booster every 3 to 6 months to update your fire wall.

54 mins  Like  Reply  More

Anne Pierini Lamacchia
I Also know of someone that woke up in a pool of blood after each of her 2 shots after being "dry" for over a decade. Another that broke out in shingle blisters on her neck, the 16 yr old died in Texas and many other young boys suffering myocarditis. A teacher died shortly after hers. Ugh... the list goes on. Look at VAERS

53 mins  Like  Reply  More
Michelle Castagnini
Ingrid Eng

Dawn Wonder
**Sarah Prout** vitamin D, C, Zinc and Elderberry. Sanitize your nose hairs, wash yourself and keep your germs to yourself. If everyone did that...there wouldn't be a pandemic.

Kathy Jennings
Derek W. Keoughan pardon? What do you mean?

Greg Dishinger
**Sarah Prout** https://t.me/mrn_death

mRNA Death Toll
https://t.me/mrn_death

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135/refsrc=deprecated&_rdr?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr
Jennifer MacKinnon

Connor Skudlarek so the immune system in someone with diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and hypertension is working just as well as someone without these conditions as long as they're not immuno-compromised?

I don't think so!

Jennifer MacKinnon

Joy Wilkerson Springob says the people flashing their pass

Jana Harris

Sarah Prout A B S O L U T E Y'

Susie FL

Get ivermectin

Susie FL

Rexine Phillips get ivermectin

Douglas Braxton

Sally Berry really

Susie FL

Google ryan cole for what to take to beat covind if you treat with 7 days. He is batting 1000

Robin Hensley-Mccollough

Kamran Cave thank you for this information. I knew about Grapgene in the jab, but didn't know the rest.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Candace VanRonk
Sarah Prout I take Thrive and drink herbal tea a lot and my family I live with has gotten it and me and my daughter and younger son have not gotten it... My oldest son his dad and his dad's wife has gotten it.

3 mins Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Bonnie McLean
After the vaccines were available... someone I care about suffered from severe memory loss AFTER the second shot. A medical doctor could no longer remember where they lived or how to get home. Memory has yet to return. One life destroyed, and that life affected many others. But lives don't matter to you, you just seem eager to celebrate the death of the unv'd.

Sarah Young Bowman
Bonnie McLean I know someone's father who lost memory hours after shot

Sarah Young Bowman probably a stroke.

Leah Floyd Rocheleau
Bonnie McLean I have heard the same thing happening to somebody else.

Sherrie Reed
Sarah Young Bowman tested neg

Sherrie Reed
Sarah Young Bowman hmmm!!!
Pat Clark Sz
Bonnie McLean I know someone too, who got sudden onset of severe dementia and gait problems. No stroke per CT scan.

Jody Westmoreland Nixon
I know two people who had severe reactions to the vaccine. One person ended up having a stroke and may never be the same. Another person had a heart attack ... and heart attacks don't run in the family

Whitney Palmer Barnes
Bonnie McLean and yet nothing on the news about this side effect. We are hearing about the cardiac and period problems. Why won't the news get back to real investigative journalism instead of being big Pharmas puppet?

Antoinette Landau
Whitney Palmer Barnes
You just described my neighbor perfectly. He drove home from a neighboring town with his wife in the car but couldn't remember where they lived, where to turn, how to open the garage door. She called an ambulance when they got home and he has no recollection of driving home or why the paramedics were there. Complete black spots. He is having neurological black outs post vax.

Charisma Tandy
Bonnie McLean You just described my neighbor perfectly. He drove home from a neighboring town with his wife in the car but couldn't remember where they lived, where to turn, how to open the garage door. She called an ambulance when they got home and he has no recollection of driving home or why the paramedics were there. Complete black spots. He is having neurological black outs post vax.

Lillian Diaz Nieves
Lisabel Diaz Gonzalez

Renee Burrough
How sad people are being manipulated and mislead.
June Burton Bartlett
*Pat Clark Sz* strokes don't always show up on CT til days later. Get another CT or MRI is even better if patient can have it.

Andi Noveroske
*Bonnie McLean* I'm so sorry

Misty Gray Occi
*Bonnie McLean*, I know someone that lost 2 whole days of memory after getting vaccinated.

Stephanie Almendariz
*Gayle Mishler* ..... Something to look into

Kimberly Thomas Mount
*Bonnie McLean* because it deposits in ur brain and this is why neurological disturbances occur in some ppl, but the mob of maniacs don't care if some die being forced into taking it

Sabrina Marise
*Bonnie McLean* yep a Doctor had a stroke and now can't even talk and is paralyzed on 1/2 his body

Katie Hernandez
*Bonnie McLean* Sadly they don't care about deaths of jabbed or non jabbed people. They just want to stick to a lying narrative. Sorry to hear about your friend though.
Stacey Mata

Bonnie McLean I've heard about this recently. A person couldn't find their own car in the parking lot. Even when someone pointed it out to her after work, she didn't think it was her car. So upsetting.

Kimberly Thomas Mount

Kensi Thomas read the comments

Nomore Silenceworldwide

Do you want to see all true covid stories together? Click on the link below and follow me on my personal profile on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Jeannie Anderson

Interesting, maybe that could explain the accidents being reported...

Mary Fake

Bonnie McLean a friend's husband had Afib after his second shot, then his memory started to go may have been from mini strokes brought on from the Afib.. never had heart or memory problems before that.

Kimberly Rasmussen

Bonnie McLean test for aluminum poisoning too.

Dee Neilson

Bonnie McLean sounds like it could be Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) prion. https://www.cdc.gov/prions/cjd/index.html

Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease, Classic (CJD)...
Vickie Calhoun
Kimberly Thomas Mount
Yes we need to share and tag friends and loved ones

Sandy Vidal

why anyone would take a brand new mRNA v w no clinical long term case studies that aren't available, is beyond me. Experimental beings is what those have taken it are. Reminds me of Nazi Germany!! Hope people wake up! Sad.......  

Tanja Drews

Misty Gray Occi  Someone close to me forgot his credit card pin, I was very surprised because he used it for many years daily. Now I'm getting worried...  

Erica Morgan
Sabrina Marise  anyway to know what doc so we can make that public? How tragic  

Greg Day
Michelle Rothwell

Le Wylde
Bonnie McLean

Lanette Crossley

Bonnie McLean  ugh.. I read a 42 page report on possible side affects of the mrna vaccines... prion disease was a possible side affect. Can't for the life of me understand why anyone in Healthcare would take that chance and take the jabs

Jessica Trivette Prevette

Bonnie McLean we had this happen to a patient. He was admitted several weeks post second vaccination. We done CT and MRI plus a whole bunch of other test. No stoke, labs all normal. He all of a sudden just had no memory.
Nicola Grewatsch Torres
Sandy Vidal You are not the only one. Even the holocaust survivors think so: https://doctors4covidethics.org/holocaust-survivors-write-to-the-european-medicines-agency/

Holocaust Survivors Write to the...
doctors4covidethics.org

Stephen H Jones
Pat Clark Sz you can request a d-dimer test I think it’s call, will even pick up micro clots

Becky Lynn
Bonnie McLean my dad thought he was home in the hospital after the second shot... he really lost his mind too and he was hallucinating and imagining everyone was plotting. He certainly was not like that before his shots... just a bit dementia when tired or too much sugar. I want my dad back....

Asad Ali Lite
Bonnie McLean yup

Michelle Ta
Bonnie McLean Omg this is what happened to my friend’s mom. After the second shot she is suffering from drastic memory loss!

Eva Brazda
Sabrina Marise Tragic.!! Am very sorry to hear it .

Chris Midson
Christina B Ashford
Jonathan Thyng
Sara,

Karin Corea-Laurel
So many heartbreaking stories like this, Bonnie. I wish more media would at least be truthful about what is happening during this trial.

Diane Brown Amend
im dealing with this with my dad!!! Omg how many are there with these dementia like symptoms and no one is talking about it???

Beth Hall Aebly
Bonnie McLean same here for two ppl and one to a heart attack . Each got the shot same day and four days later it all happened

Eef Nietinteresting
Do you want to see all true covid stories together? Click on the link below and follow me on my personal profile on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Ashlee Stokes
Joanna Seigrist I wonder if your memory loss is more from the shot instead of your anxiety?!?!

Susan Shull
This one. Karen Buettemeyer

Antoinette Landau
Hey ABC! Happy with the genocide and destruction you've helped to create? Well done! Josep Gobell's would be so proud.
Joanna Seigrist
Ashlee Stokes maybe it’s always been pretty bad though. Guess something i’lol keep an eye on.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Ashlee Stokes
Joanna Seigrist has it been worse since getting it?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cara N Dave White
Michael, read through these comments.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Anne-Marie Carpenter
Bonnie McLean so true they dont care about lives now they want to make movies how sick is this

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Andrea H Freeland
Bonnie McLean #protectyourfamily

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Andrea MacKenzie Small
Nomore Silence worldwide Trish Denny Metz go follow read the stories!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sheila St
Bonnie McLean this just happened to someone at my church- not sure if it was after the Vax or Covid infection- but she got sudden onset amnesia- Doctors cannot find anything wrong-only explanation is Covid

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.
Antoinette Landau
Elliott Teubner
Pfizer
Serious Adverse Reaction: Heart Attack
Age: 24 Years Old
Elliot's Story in his own words
Hello my name is Eliott and I'm 24 years old.
In perfect health, yet I had a pretty serious heart attack only 5 days after the second injection of the Pfizer vaccine.
I spent more than a week in intensive care at the Salpêtrière in France where I'm still, I also went not far of death.
24 years is very, very young for a heart attack, I specify that I never used drugs etc...
I was sporty because I wanted to become a pilot in the army, for those who know, I had passed a very advanced class 1 medical at the Toulon CEMPN that detected absolutely nothing abnormal 6 months earlier, I had been declared fit fighter pilot, now this heart attack has flown all my dreams for which ones i fought.
The doctors haven't actually found the cause and don't know what to say when I talk about the vaccine but admit it can be a cause, yet it seems more and more obvious to me.
I'm going to have to take life meds and my heart may not recover at 100 %, I'm only 24 years old, I was military, I'm devastated, my life is wasted, A month ago everything was fine.
Antoinette Landau
Chris Kreider
Moderna December 2020
His story is told by Friends set up the Following Go Fund me Page and Chris gives an Update in His Own Words
To help the Kreider family with unforeseen expenses related to Chris’ reaction to the Covid vaccine, friends have come together to create a GoFundMe page that will help them through the next year.
Chris joined the ministry full-time last year after being ordained by Cityview Community Church. Only months into his first, full-time job as a chaplain at Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital, Chris faced head-on the increasing care needs brought about by a worsening global pandemic, something he bravely took on as his mission and calling.
Chris faithfully served Covid patients and survivors in the early months of the pandemic on top of his usual duties, and when vaccines were made available in December 2020, Chris was among the first wave of front-line workers to receive it.
Tragically, due to his body’s adverse reaction to the vaccine, Chris has suffered on-going health complications that will require the Kreider family to make potentially significant changes over the next year. To help the family navigate this time and cover important monthly expenses, we’re asking that you please consider making a donation.
If you’re unable to give to the Kreider’s at this time, we still invite you to pray for them and share this with anyone you know who might be interested in helping. While this year will likely be a very challenging one for the Kreider family, their trust in God remains strong and grounded in the unshakable and certain hope they have in Christ.
Told by Chris in His Own Words
12 March 2021
Thank you, everyone, for your continued support and generosity. We have been able to make significant progress towards tackling the unexpected expenses related to my initial injury and subsequent loss of employment.
Thank you everyone for your generosity, prayers, and words of encouragement! My family and I are so grateful for your continued support.
It has been 90 days since my injury and I am now at the end of my FMLA leave. Therefore, my need for recovery has required me to step down from my chaplaincy position as the on-going complications of the COVID vaccine continues to prevent me from returning to work.
As you feel led, please continue to pray for us and for my healing, If you are able, any financial support continues to be a blessing.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart,
31 March 2021
I continue to experience significant brain fog on a daily basis greatly impacting my ability to multitask. I remain unable to drive and still experience significant pain on the left side of my body from my left eye to my left foot. However, and gratefully, there have been occasional, brief moments which have allowed me to walk outdoors in front of our house and experience the warmer air and sunshine. Nature, especially more comfortable temperatures and sunshine, seem to bring my soul the greatest opportunities for peace, which I cherish when given the experience.
Blessings to you all.
Antoinette Landau
Sarah Barney
Johnson & Johnson April 9th 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Severe Neurological Damage, Paralysis
Age 33

Shana
Pfizer February 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Guillian-Barre Syndrome
Shana's Story Told by her Friend Susanna
Shana was placed on mechanical ventilator and placed in ICU. She was there for 41 days on the ventilator.
On Monday, 22nd February Shana started experiencing a tingling and numbness in her fingers and toes. She also had pain in her back and neck, and a pins and needles feeling throughout her body. By Wednesday, 2-24, the numbness had spread. She was now experiencing a loss of feeling in her hands and feet, but also still feeling pain, and having some trouble breathing. She scheduled a doctor's appointment that morning, but to her dismay, she was told that it was just a lack of vitamins in her body. She was given some vitamins to take and sent home.
By that very same night, the numbness/loss of feeling and pain had continued to spread. We finally convinced her to go to the ER. She was very scared and worried, and part of that was due to the fact that she has no insurance. She was worried about being sick, but also very worried about being able to pay for an ER visit. She spent hours in the ER with pain and numb limbs to the point she was beginning to be unable to walk on her own. They finally sent her home with a diagnosis of having anxiety attacks. She has never suffered from anxiety before, and we were all stumped that her arms and legs were going numb and they sent her away basically saying it was just anxiety and it was all in her head. She was given something to relax her and the only thing they prescribed to her was an inhaler to try and help with the breathing issues.
The next morning, Thursday 2-25, the issues continued to get worse. The numbness/loss of feeling and pins and needles feeling had spread further. It had moved up her legs, all the way to her thighs. She was unable to walk on her own at all, and she could not sit up on her own. She also had a heaviness on her chest that was making it difficult to breathe. So she decided to try a different place and ended up going to Tristar ER. They once again ran an array of tests, only to come to the diagnosis of anxiety attacks once again., she was given Xanax to calm her and Lorotabs for pain and eventually sent home again.

On Friday, 2-26, she was completely unable to walk or do most things for herself. She was basically paralyzed. And if it wasn’t bad enough, she was having chest pains and extreme difficulty to breathe. An ambulance was called and she was taken to Maury Regional ER once again. This time she was admitted. After further discussion of her symptoms, and speaking with a neurologist, she was diagnosed with Guillain-Barre Syndrome.

This disease is very rare, but becoming more common with people who have or have had Covid, AND with people who have gotten the Covid Vaccine. GBS is a disease where basically your immune system attacks your nerves. It is so rare that the hospital apparently doesn’t keep the medicine for it in stock, except enough for 1 person. And unluckily enough, there was already a person there with the disease.

The night of 2-26, she started the treatment for Guillain-Barre Syndrome. We have been told that she will be staying at Vanderbilt and being treated for a minimum of 5 days. But the recovery can, and probably will be much longer. She will also have to undergo months of physical therapy. By 14th May 2021 Shana was placed on mechanical ventilator and placed in ICU. She was there for 41 days on the ventilator. She was then transferred to a long-term care facility. She has finally got off the ventilator and they have removed her tracheotomy. She is still at the long-term care facility undergoing therapy to learn how to do basic day to day skills and walk again. She has not gained all of her feeling back as of yet and it’s taking a while for her left hand to respond. She is getting better but it’s a slow process. 77 days in and a long way to go to get back to somewhat normal. We are grateful for the prayers and support everyone is giving her.
Antoinette Landau
Sharon Kendall
AstraZeneca June 2021
Adverse Reactions: Anaphylactic Shock
Sharon's Story in Her Own Words
I had anaphylactic shock 25 mins after 1st Astrazeneca vaccine. The nurses went through with me potential side effects and asked me to wait 30 mins, I also had 2 antihistamines straight away (which I always carry) then they administered steroids, antihistamine and g&a while waiting for the paramedics
My 2nd jab was supposed to have been organised to happen in hospital about 4 weeks ago but still waiting
Just to add health professionals are encouraging me to have 2nd vaccination
Antoinette Landau
Rachael Cecere
Pfizer 14th April 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Paralysis
Rachael's Story Told by her brother Below & Racheal Telling her story on WPXI
Rachael received her first COVID-19 Vaccine (Pfizer) on Wednesday, April 14th and woke up in a terrified state, in full-bodied paralysis at 1:30 am the next morning. She had to yell for her 3-year-old daughter Bristol to call for help.
She was taken by ambulance to Jefferson Hospital where they treated her with oxygen, took a CT scan, and they then immediately sent her to Allegheny General Hospital (AGH) by ambulance. AGH ran several tests including blood work, a 2-hour MRI, and a Spinal tap.
With all these tests and her medical history, she is a healthy 33-year-old and the only unknown is this vaccine. As things progressed, she was then taken to the Cleveland Clinic by ambulance.
The Cleveland Clinic ran another gauntlet of tests and they confirmed she had a distress reaction from the vaccine that caused her nervous system to trigger paralysis.
After the Cleveland Clinic, she was sent to in-house Acute Rehab at Jefferson Hospital. Through this time, Rachael regained feeling in her arms, but still lacks strength in her left arm. She has some strength in her left leg, but no strength in the right leg, and both of her legs have no sensational feeling. It's hard to believe she went from being fit and active one day to not being able to walk now.
Rachael is now home to work on these continued symptoms and challenges. While being home is what we all wanted, the road ahead still looks dark. She is set up at home with extensive in-home rehab with an occupational therapist, physical therapist, and an RN.
Antoinette Landau
Matt
Johnson & Johnson: August 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis
Age: 34 Years Old
My brother-in-law Matt, had a stroke "Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis" (CVST) caused and confirmed as being related to the JNJ vaccine.
He is currently in the ICU with definite brain damage and uncertainty about his recovery.
Matt is only 34 years old and was in perfect health, he loves to cook and is a renowned chef in New Jersey, he loves fitness and works out all the time.
The fact that this could have happened to a perfectly healthy individual is horrifying - Even more horrible is that Matt is newly married and just became a dad last year to 1 year old Benjamin.
Matt is the kindest, most self-less person that I know, especially to someone that has touched so many lives.

Antoinette Landau
Your silence is deafening!!!!!

Antoinette Landau
Your silence is deafening!!!!!

Antoinette Landau
I left over 50 messages to ABC
Antoinette Landau
Kanani Valles Soares
Moderna June 2021
Adverse Reaction: Vaccine Induced Thrombocytopenia
Age 25
Patty Valles Soares Telling the story of her Daughter "Kanani"
My 25-year-old daughter had her 1st Moderna vaccine 3 weeks ago and now she’s been admitted into hospital with a platelet level of 7,000. She has had IVIG treatment, blood and platelet transfusions but her body continues to destroy the new platelets. They are now starting her on plasma therapy. I’m just at a loss! She came into hospital with anemia, low platelets, and heavy bleeding.

Antoinette Landau
AstraZeneca 31st March 2021
Vaccine Reaction 18th April 2021: Blood Clots on Lungs
Age 18
Ellie a trainee nurse from Queensland developed blood clots more than two weeks after receiving the AstraZeneca jab is left shocked after it took multiple trips to the hospital and her local GP before anyone listened.
Ellie was always convinced she was having an adverse reaction to the COVID-19 AstraZeneca vaccine.
Ellie went to hospital three times and her GP twice before it was discovered she had Blood Clots in her lungs. After persisting for further testing, they finally found three blood clots in one lung. It took a further five days to confirm the blood clots were linked to the vaccine.
Antoinette Landau
Georgia Rose
Pfizer 29th June 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Neurological Damage, Tremors
Age: 34 Years Old
On the 29th June 2021 Georgia from the United Kingdom had her second Pfizer Jab. From then, she didn't quite realise what was in store for her and her family.
On Getting the first jab, she just had a headache and severe tiredness.
Although she had immediate side effects after the second, she started suffering headaches, dizziness, lightheadedness and daily fainting episodes. Literally fainting at the drop of a hat, leaving her boyfriend to scoop her up.
Fast forward approximately 10 days later and the tremors started, fully body tremors. She then slowly declined losing the ability to walk properly.
On Wednesday 14th July 2021 she was admitted to hospital, a week later still there and still awaiting on numerous results.
Following numerous tests, MRI's, CT, Lumbar Punctures and blood tests... Some she is still waiting on results.
The frustration she has is through the roof, along with the stress her family and friends are going through. They all just want to know 100% what is going on.
Assuming the tests are ALL clear it is being diagnosed as FND. But they are still waiting.
She had been reluctant to get it from the start, but after overwhelming pressure from her peers and the media to do so, she caved.
She Says "Do NOT feel pressured into getting this vaccine, please.I didn’t want it done. I felt pressured by peers and media"

Jamie Butler
Diane Brown Amend More than we’ll ever know. I worked in a senior community through all of it and watched it happen to many of them as well.

Antoinette Landau
Natalie Clancy
Pfizer 6th April 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: April 16th 2021
Natalie's Story in her Own Words
I’m sharing this personal post in an attempt to create awareness and spread information about my severe reaction to the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. I hope to be an advocate and resource for others who are suffering from similar symptoms and horrific, life-altering experiences after
receiving the vaccine. I don’t want anyone to struggle through the weeks of pain and misguidance from physicians that I have.

My symptoms began on 16th April, 10 days after receiving the first dose of the COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine. It began with upper back muscle aches, on the same side as the vaccine injection. At first, I thought perhaps I pulled a muscle at a workout class, however after the third day of fatigue, the pain started intensifying throughout my body. My knees, ankles, wrists, back, neck and head started intensely aching and turned to flu-like fatigue and a low-grade fever which rendered me bedridden and unable to sleep or move much.

On 1st April, I checked into urgent care where both my COVID-19 and influenza vaccines were negative, so I was instructed to go to the ER to be evaluated for possible meningitis. At the ER, I mentioned separately to both the doctor and a nurse that I believed my symptoms could be related to the vaccine, but they both promptly dismissed the idea and discharged me with a “muscle ache.”

For two days I was in relentless pain, which left me basically moaning and crying for hours on end. Several of my previous gymnastics injuries from when I was in my teens had resurfaced. My knee swelled up so badly that I couldn’t walk, my previous fractured wrists started aching, my left foot became inflamed, ankles ached, and a rare skin disease I had when I was 19, erythema nodosum, large painful welts on the legs, also re-emerged.

On 23rd April, I saw my primary care doctor who also dismissed the idea of my condition being vaccine-related and misdiagnosed me with a respiratory infection, prescribing muscle relaxers that did nothing to ease the discomfort. Three days later I went back in to see her after my condition worsened and she ran labs and suggested it could be an STD (it was not).

On 28th April, the pain was intolerable, and I checked into a different ER where they admitted me to the hospital, ran labs and kept me overnight because my heart rate was so high. It was at this hospital, CPMC Sutter Health, where the Infectious Disease expert finally diagnosed me with having a severe allergic reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine and told me that he had seen other similar cases. I was discharged and put on Dexamethasone; the same steroid given to COVID patients, to calm the immune system.

My steroid dose ended on 3rd May, and one day later, I started experiencing violent sickness along with the same arthritic symptoms as before, so I checked back into CPMC ER where my knee was drained because there was worry of infection, and I was put on a longer, tapered course of steroid (prednisone) and referred to a Rheumatologist who ruled out autoimmune diseases and confirmed this was a reaction to the vaccine.

Five weeks later, I have now finished the steroids and am experiencing the same symptoms all over again, swelling and inflammation of the knee and other joints, severe neck aches, and sleepless nights. This time, I’ve decided to seek the second opinion of a naturopath in an attempt to refrain from continuing yet a third round of steroids.

What I have been told consistently from the many doctors that I have spoken to throughout this medical saga is that “we just don’t know enough.” At this point, there are too many unknowns and not enough data. I have been told that perhaps my body just couldn’t recognize and register the mRNA vaccine, and it’s possible that later down the line I could consider getting a more traditional vaccine, like Johnson & Johnson’s which administers an adenovirus. My body is far from being ready for that though.

I encourage you to share this story with your friends and family, and please reach out to me if anyone you know has experienced anything similar. Sharing our struggles will only make us stronger. I’m sure there will be many more to come.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Antoinette Landau
Mary Anne Akins Harris
Pfizer 23rd April 2021
Adverse Reaction
Mary Anne’s Story in her own words
I’m a 51-year-old healthy active woman. I received the first Pfizer vaccine on Friday, April 23rd with my husband (he only suffered fatigue the day after) on my right arm. About 6 hours into the shot, I starting feeling numbness on my right side of my face and numbness going down my right side. If subsided over a few days along with foggy mindset, fever, fatigue, upset stomach. During that week into the next I didn’t feel like myself and then on day 14 two weeks on a Friday, I started experiencing my left leg swelling then within 2 hours tight chest pains along with upper back pain and throughout the night including my left arm and down my left leg.
In the early Saturday morning, I started feeling sick with pain and I never go to the doctor with illness or sickness much less hospital trips. I was admitted into the hospital for overnight observation to rule out stroke and heart attack with test and lots of blood work and was released on Mother’s Day afternoon with no diagnosis. I rested the rest of the evening. On Monday, I saw my primary and she wanted to rule out a blood clot and noticed my blood pressure was high as I typically have low blood pressure. On Tuesday the doctor discovered that the lab lost my blood work and because of her great concern she asked me to go back to the ER so they could test me for blood clots and after 8 hours they discovered none with more tests and bloodwork. So continuing with no diagnosis with pain and discomfort. I saw the cardiologist on Friday who wheeled me back to the ER for another CT scan but with contrast to rule out heart issues. That was clear. So, I was released. I rested all weekend and on Monday, I received a call from my primary that they found some unusual texture in my right breast so now I go to get an ultrasound and an MRI to rule out anything in my neck or back. I told someone that I feel like my body is playing a war game. My body is sending out symptoms that are serious ones but when they do test there is nothing which is a blessing.
I am Just ready to feel like myself. When talking to the doctors everyone wanted to dismiss my comment what about the vaccine and finally after my 3rd ER trip an ER doctor said it could be a vaccine reaction because he had seen a bunch of side effects in the ER. I did report it to the CDC and VAERS. I had an ultrasound on Monday they found something and they are saying that it is the vaccine. My blood pressure is still high even now being on two pills and I’m tired, dizzy and nauseous at times. After racking up over $10k in out of pocket medical with zero results. I’m still fighting everyday with listed and more. It has never gone away nor shows any signs of improvement.
Antoinette Landau

Luz Legaspi
Modern 18th January 2021
Adverse Reaction: 19th January 2021
One day after receiving her first dose of Moderna’s Covid vaccine, Luz woke up with bruises on her arms and legs, and blisters that bled inside her mouth. She was hospitalised in New York City that with a severe case of immune thrombocytopenia a lack of platelets, a blood component essential for clotting.
Age 72

Antoinette Landau

Kirsty Hext
Pfizer 28th April 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: 14 anaphylactic shocks in the last month as a result. Kirsty has had to fight for her life in ICU with her reactions so severe that her lips and tongue would swell to the point of bleeding
Age 26
Antoinette Landau
Karen Cogan
AstraZeneca 10th June 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Clot in Renal Artery, Two Large Haematoma's in Abdomen
Karen's Story in her Own Words
Prior to having AstraZeneca vaccine, I had routine blood tests and not long before a heart scan, both indicated I was very healthy
10th June I had the AstraZeneca
11th June had the headache for a couple of days and very fatigued
15th June My husband called ambulance as I had sudden lower back pain radiating down my flank, went to local hospital and had a CT scan and a very short ultrasound. NA detected sent home with have a Panadol or come back. I survived on Panadol for the next 8 days
23rd June my husband called ambulance and I went to the private hospital where a CT with contrast was done. The Scan Showed a clot in the renal artery. Placed on clexane unfortunately I suffered a bleed and had two large haematoma in the abdomen. The clot is still there. I have no history of clots or bleeds and was very healthy prior to the AZ, the doctor is pretty convinced my misfortune was due to the Vaccine.
My brain is still not quite clear and I still suffer from pain in my abdomen and side, my body is definitely not the same
I am by no means an anti vaxxer. I chose to have the AZ as we were going traveling in a few months' time with my 89-year-old family member and I chose to protect her as well as myself. I had a gut feeling about having it and yes, I really should have listened to my gut
My GP is pretty sure my case is related to the jab and he has tried very hard to find out the avenues to have it proven, unfortunately and apparently, I don't meet the criteria according to the scientist he spoke to
I feel the politics that are being played out are not for the benefit of the population in regard to covid
Antoinette Landau

Jamie Walton

Johnson & Johnson Serious Adverse Reaction: Guillain-Barré Syndrome

Jamie started feeling numbness and tingling in her feet and hands. "I know my body and I knew something wasn't right, so I kept trying to go to different doctors and I kept being told, 'You're dehydrated. You're fine, "One doctor told me I had anxiety. "Otherwise healthy, Jamie started falling and ended up paralyzed from the waist down and was not able to walk. She went to the emergency room twice and met with several doctors before she found out what was wrong. When this first happened, I honestly thought 'Am I dying?' "It's so weird when you have everything being taken away from you, and it was pretty fast moving up the legs to my hips to where I was numb, waist down, then the arms and the fingers."

Jamie spent 22 days in the hospital suffering from Guillain-Barré that she said her doctor determined was brought on by her COVID-19 vaccine.
Antoinette Landau
Shawn Skelton
Moderna 4th January 2021
Vaccine Damage: Shawn was a Nursing Assistant within 2 days she had Convulsions and Central Nervous system involvement, Her symptoms Still continue.
Could we ask you to PLEASE donate to Shawns GoFund me Page. Link is below this post in comments
Shawn in her own words - 26th June 2021
Please keep me in your prayers!! I have taken a few steps back again this week. I lost use of my legs on Wednesday, I was able to get a walker on Thursday to help me around but it's definitely taking a physical and mental toll! I'm trying to keep in mind the good days I have too but these bad ones are really bad!
Shawn in her own words - 4th June 2021
As most of you know I took the Vaccine on 4th January 2021 and since my life has forever changed! I have lost many friends, most of my co workers have abandoned me. My job terminated me!
Everything I loved to do I can no longer enjoy, my family is suffering! I miss my job, my patients, that was my calling! It has all been taken from me and American Senior Communities, Good Samaritan Home and Rehabilitative Center dropped me like I was nothing! Workmans comp denied me even though my DON told me to go to the Er. It's on my chart I’m allergic to the Moderna vaccine yet can't get a real diagnosis or any medical help!
Bills continue to pile up as we’ve gone from 2 incomes to 1. Please continue to pray as I’m 5 months in today! I have attached a video that holds who I was, who I am, and what this jab has left me like! My go fund me link as we need all the help we can get! Pray, and share!!! No matter what I hope the ones that dropped me appreciate that I continue to fight for you! I continue to speak out and hope to stop this mandate so you don’t end up like me!
Antoinette Landau
Lynette Kawabata
AstraZeneca: May 2021
Adverse Reactions: Hair loss, Fatigue and Blood loss.
Lynette’s Story Told in Her Own Words
I Had the AstraZeneca jab early may and probably lost 50 to 60 percent of my hair since. I've gone from going to cross fit 5 times per week to lucky if I manage a 30min cycle 3 or 4 times per week. I'm just wiped.
Oh, and I bled vaginally worse than after I had both children. Way too much info but it was literally flooding from my body. I'm talking sitting on the toilet and clench my stomach and blood landed in the toilet for a full 24 to 48 hours
I Spoke to the practice nurse who told me I was being ridiculous and to not to Google. She went on to say she's ran the covid clinic since March and never heard anything like this. It wasn't a sign of cervical cancer so I had nothing to worry about (I was there for my smear and brought it up as she said have I noticed anything irregular)
Now my iron levels are low and kidney function is low.
I wasn't anti vax but the fact I'm now still not right and the only difference being is the jab equates to categoric certainty I won't have the 2nd.
Currently waiting to see a private endocrinologist.
Antoinette Landau
Kathy Hyett
AstraZeneca April 13th 2021
Adverse Reaction: Neurological Problems and Much more
Kathy's Story in her Own Words
I'm 63 and live in Spain
Since April the 13th I have had severe reactions to the AstraZeneca vaccine only had the 1st one, my symptoms are:-
Excruciating pain front left hand side of head
Mumb face same side
Deafness same side
Dizziness
Blurred vision
Itchy skin
Pins and needles in hands and feet
Heart Palpitations
Lethargy,
Brain Fog
Memory Problems and Suicidal Thoughts
Generally feeling Unwell
Loss of appetite
My Symptoms are so bad I am frightened to go to sleep this is all very scary.
I am an an asthmatic and have epilepsy although both are well managed
Before the Vaccine I was leading an active life and I got the vaccine as I was told it would make me safe from Covid and I trusted what I was told by the government and now I am left with horrific symptoms and devastated by what has happened
Antoinette Landau
John Jones
AstraZeneca 24th April 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Heart Attack caused by Blood Clots
John's story in his own words
I was vaccinated 2nd jab of AstraZeneca 24th of April was fine to compare with side effects from 1st vaccine, however a month ago this Friday I suffered a bad heart attack which was caused by three separate Blood clots on my heart/artery. I'm lucky to be alive I'm told and recently got out of hospital however I don't understand the whole situation and believe it could have been caused by the vaccine

Antoinette Landau
Elaine Hannan
AstraZeneca 10th March 2021
Pfizer 24th May 2021
Please note Elaine was led to believe that she had two doses of Pfizer and did not agree to be part of a trial in mixing Pfizer and AstraZeneca!!
Elaine's story in her own words
I was perfectly healthy up until I had the 2nd dose of the Pfizer vaccination last Monday. On Wednesday I landed up in A&E after a TIA. I'm now on aspirin & awaiting a brain scan & not allowed to drive until they've cleared me. No reaction to the 1st dose. I asked if this would be reported as a possible reaction, and they said it wouldn't, as it's probably not due to the vaccination.
There was another older gentleman in with the same symptoms who had just had his 2nd dose on the Monday. Also not being reported.
I will be filing the report to the MHRA myself. How many possible reactions are being covered up? I'm not saying don't vaccinate. This is a personal decision. Make sure you have the facts before you permit anyone to inject your body with anything.
JUST GOT A COPY OF THE VACCINATION BATCHES WHICH WERE INJECTED INTO ME… PHOTO ATTACHED.
Claire Hibbs
AstraZeneca 31st March 2021
Severe Adverse Reaction: Portal Vein Thrombosis, Pulmonary Embolism - Vaccine-induced Immune Thrombotic Thrombocytopenia
Age 48
Claire's Story in Her Own Words
I had the AstraZeneca vaccine on 31st March.
I fell ill 5 days later with a bad headache, bad back and vomiting and fatigue. After 5 days of feeling like this I then had blood clots coming out of my nose and blood in my ear so I went to A&E, initial blood tests showed a very low platelet count and very high D-Dimer, then done a head CT but it came back clear but luckily they kept me in for further tests, a few days later they done a scan on my abdomen because I was in excruciating pain, they found blood clots on my liver
I had a portal vein thrombosis, then I started to get chest pains, further tests showed blood clots on my lung’s Pulmonary embolism.
I have and still am suffering from all sorts of other side effects/symptoms. I am now on blood thinners for 6 months initially and have constant hospital visits. I’m signed off work! It has been confirmed the vaccine caused this as I have no underlying health conditions.
It is written on my records as ‘VITT induced by AstraZeneca vaccine’. The word needs spreading far and wide that this is real! AND people need to know these symptoms.
I am writing this post purely for awareness, I need to make as many people aware of the symptoms people should look out for following the AstraZeneca vaccine. I am not doing this for sympathy or to scare people or to advise people not to get the vaccine.
I am 48 and have no underlying health conditions. I had my AstraZeneca vaccine on the 31st March in the morning, the vaccine centre told me I may have some mild symptoms that evening or the next day of which I did, this soon cleared and I was perfectly fine.
My blood platelet count (which is what makes your blood clot when needed) was significantly low at 13 and my D-dimer count (which is what causes dangerous blood clots) was significantly high at 5000, this should be 250.
They sent me straight for a head MRI which showed there were no clots on the brain, I was so relieved because this is what the doctors has suspected. A couple of days later my bloods were still abnormal and I started to have pains around my liver, my bloods then showed that my liver enzymes were raised, so I went for an ultrasound on my liver. This time it showed blood clots on my liver and in the vessels that carry blood into the liver and out. The pain them became excruciating.
A few more days went by and I was having pain everywhere from the pelvis upward, so I had a CT contrast scan, this showed a blood clot in my lung. I was put on a drip of immunoglobulin which is to help the blood come back to a normal level but because my platelets were so low I could not go on blood thinners to help the blood clots, it was now a race against time as the fear was that more blood clots will form due to my D-dimer blood levels. Gradually my platelets started to rise and once they reached a safe level I started the blood thinners.
So at 14 days in hospital, I now have a kidney infection and all sorts going on with my gut, I am on so much medication and will now have to live the next 6 months in pain and on medication and live-in fear that these clots may move to a dangerous location.
I have spoken to lots of specialists over the 2 weeks and learnt a lot about this condition.
This condition has now been given a diagnosis name; it’s called VITT - Vaccine-induced Immune Thrombotic Thrombocytopenia
The government are still not admitting a link between the vaccine and this condition but eventually they will have to.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
Antoinette Landau

Murderers

Steve Cullen
AstraZeneca June 2021
Died: Fecal Peritonitis & Bowel Perforation, the tear was caused by a rupture caused by clots from the vaccine.
Age: 55 Years Old
Steve's daughter Becky Jeisman Telling her Father's Story:

My dad worked in meat works in Victoria. To keep his job, he was coerced into having the jab. He immediately got unwell and lost him job anyway
After 1 week he was completely unable to eat and keep anything down and bed ridden
2 weeks post AstraZeneca he went to the doctor complaining of severe abdominal pain, they did an Xray and saw free air in his abdominal cavity, sent him away for a CT (Monday)
Got to book in for a CT in the town over 4 days later (Friday)
He died on Saturday
Fecal peritonitis and bowel perforation is listed as the cause of death but the tear was caused by rupture caused by clots cause by vaccine.
Dad was 55 when he passed. Weighed only 41kg when he passed due to not being able to keep anything down for 2 weeks prior to passing.
Final coroner's report would not state vaccine link as it was not definitive.
Died 3 weeks post jab.

Pat Clark Sz

June Burton Bartlett he's gotten several neuro consults plus he's a doctor.
Pat Clark Sz
Stephen H Jones he's a doc and has seen several docs about condition. Wife is also a medical professional. I'm sure he's getting appropriate tests. But thanks.

Lindsay Simoncavage
Bonnie McLean my dad and my brother lost their memory for a few days

Eva Dougharity
My 87 year old mother who has COPD and a heart condition had Covid in December 2020 before the vaccine came out had made it through that was recovering and the health department and the hospital both pushed for her to get the vaccine 2 weeks later which literally almost killed her she had a severe reaction was in the hospital for a month with side effects and now she has very substantial memory loss. Now of course they tell you that you shouldn't get the vaccine if you recently had Covid it's just the not knowing that is so scary

Sue Stuever
Kimberly Thomas Mount Um, no. That's not how it works.

Nicole Lavoie
Beth Hall Aebly Those stories are not being told. How can we actually make an informed decision when the only thing we are hearing about the vaccine is that it is safe, effective, and necessary? You literally have to dig to find any other narrative.

Michelle Thomas
Bonnie I've a colleague who after getting Covid the first time spent 14 weeks ventilated and when she survived she'd lost all her hair, short term memory gone, had to learn to walk again, new heart condition, and a few other lovely things to remember Covid. She couldn't look after her children so they went to family. She'll never work again most likely. She's mid 30's. She'd have loved the vaccine.

Kimberly Thomas Mount
Sue Stuever u sure about that? According to their own science it crosses blood/brain barrier and causes clots, bleeds, paralysis
Marti Smith
Misty Gray Occi

Christa Jones
Bonnie McLean I am so sorry to hear that. That's sad. I hope memory returns soon!

Fiona Hook
Mary Fake Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

Fiona Hook
Michelle Ta Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

Fiona Hook
Beth Hall Aebly Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

Erica Thompson
Bonnie McLean I'm so sorry. Thank you for telling their story though. It's important we see both sides of this. A side effect so severe warrants second thought for the vaccine.

Jerri Bow
Fredericka Bowman

Heather Buscetto
Bonnie McLean They are doing studies now linking the shot to Prion disease. The next few months and years will be frightening if true. It seems that it is.
Jeri Bridges- Rizzi
Bonnie McLean same thing with one of my family members.

Danielle Imperial-Dacio
Bonnie McLean so sorry to hear that. Do you know which v was taken?

Laura Ann
Michelle Thomas very sorry to hear this but I also know that going to hospitals with Covid can be deadly. Ventilators for one! Why, because they refuse to use the proper treatment measures. Even if a patient begs them to! I have a very close ally who reads case studies all day long. Thank goodness these inside health practitioners are starting to speak up.

Danielle Imperial-Dacio
Pat Clark Sz Do you happen to know which v was taken?

Lynette Goran Zentner
Bonnie McLean within days of the first jab(Moderna) my mom’s dementia accelerated into not being able to swallow and she died within a 5 weeks of being jabbed. She could no longer eat or swallow so....

Andrea Clark
Diane Brown Amend I feel like my mom has not been the same since she had her second dose! I feel like I’m going crazy thinking she is going crazy Have you heard a lot of stories like this? I’m truly concerned!

Sean Maddox
Bonnie McLean there are hundreds of thousands of these stories and the treasonous media ignores and hides it. They are absolutely betraying their fellow Americans for a lousy paycheck. There is no amount of money in the world that would get me to betray my country and these media employees are doing it for a lousy paycheck. They’re a national disgrace

Laura Listermann Niebling
Crisy Mccartt, check out this comment thread. Someone we know????
Rebekah Gallman
Michelle Thomas she suffered due to the "covid procedures" that were don't to her. Not because of covid. Look into those. They're terrifying.

Sean Maddox
Andrea Clark there are literally hundreds of thousands of these severe complications stories but if you speak about them or share their stories the post gets immediately deleted and you get 30 days in Facebook jail. I've watched hundreds of Dr's & nurses making testimonial videos of the deaths and complications happening and these Dr's are immediately deleted & erased from all social media. HUNDREDS

Lynette Goran Zentner
Michelle Thomas how did they treat her since many of the early treatment was “go home until you can’t breath” vs treat early? So many theaurptics that they refuse to recognize in US but globally having success. Many patients put on vents too early - sadly there was more $ for hospitals to vent. Current Fauci recommendation are making many more sick and with kidney issues. So sorry for your friend. We have had friends die but had unknow secondary illness that didn’t help.

Josh Doyle
Andrea Clark yeah I’ve heard stories about vaxxed people seeing and doing really weird things like one lady who started to see aliens, no joke. Also many people going into extreme rage and personalities changing.

Carolyn Mclean
Bonnie McLean My cousins neighbor lost her memory for 3 days after her shot. Didnt know who she was. Mind blowing scary!

Amy Duffer
Joe Duffer!!!

Carolyn Mclean
Lesley Parker Thomas look at these comments. Maybe show your mom.
Sean Maddox
I have dozens of videos by doctors warning people about the jib jabs and if you share any of them it's immediately deleted and you get 30 days in their communist Facebook jail. These are world renowned Dr's and now their reputation is being destroyed by our filthy nefarious swamp Gov.

Diane Brown Amend
Danielle Imperial-Dacio he had the Pfizer. When we admitted him in the hospital he had a low grade fever and an abnormal spinal tap. The infectious disease dr told us at wheeling hospital in wheeling Wv he had 8 patients - all male - between 68-82 with same symptoms and the only common denominator was the Pfizer vaccine within 90 days.

Cynthia Downs Kober
Bonnie McLean I also know of someone who had very sharp mental decline afterwards.

Sean Maddox
Diane Brown Amend no matter how you look at it the government is intentionally doing population elimination. They absolutely know about these hundreds of thousands of cases & yet they're still pushing it 24/7. Now Biden is threatening us saying their patience is running thin with us refusing to be jabbed. We are at the brink of a revolutionary war because this administration has become the definition of tyrannical. Trump was right the media is our enemy.

Carolyn Mclean
Lynette Goran Zentner my friend suddenly developed dysphagia as well. She also got real sick with covid.

Deedee Wooton
Bonnie McLean after my 2nd shot I have severe pain in my neck and arm that I got the shot in that was in April still having the pain also about a week after vaccine I ended up in the hospital with heart complications that I didn't have before the vaccine I will never take the booster shot they are saying is going to available I lost my mom to covid in November the only reason my dad and I had the vaccine but if I had it to do over I never would have gotten it! But God has my back he will take me when he is ready vaccinated or not!

Charisma Tandy
Andrea Clark Tons!
Phoebe Chapman Holbrook
Diane Brown Amend so sad! And they keep pushing it!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Missi Beth Dobbins
Bonnie McLean https://nomoresilence.world/
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kristen McClary
Bonnie McLean same thing happened to my dad.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Missi Beth Dobbins
Misty Gray Occi https://nomoresilence.world/
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Carolyn Mclean
Deedee Wooton My mom was forced to get it at her board and care. She has never had heart issues. She had some chest pain and heart issues a month after. I am so sorry to hear this happened to you and so many others.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Joyce Foy
Bonnie McLean the same happened to my friend's grandmother
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Clark McLeod
Bonnie McLean same
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Jamie Ormsby
Michelle Thomas, I am very sorry for your friends suffering. Unfortunately, in many cases, the medical professionals were hamstrung & not allowed to use therapeutics to lessen the duration of the pain & suffering of those severely affected by Covid.

Beth Hall Aebly
Nicole Lavoie oh I agree it's crazy now!! It was fascinating to read so many many like stories

Don Feliciana
Bonnie McLean Exactly my thoughts!! And why are they doing this? To generate more hate.

Robin Abess
I've had 2 doses of the Pfizer. Not one problem since April, when I finished. No one that I know who has received their shots have had any issues whatsoever, regardless of which vaccine they received.

Jill Wilmeth
Nikki Edwards

Missi Beth Dobbins
Michelle Thomas It was most likely the ventilation and the drugs used when they have to sedate a patient that caused her after effects. You can look them up. It's quite common. Unfortunately, she became victim of the system, not the virus. If she can get into a brain injury program that treats with different therapies, she may regain some of what she has lost. Some hospitals call them concussion clinics.

Carolina Monteiro Bourque
Diane Brown Amend I have had issues with severe memory loss and almost dementia issues post V. I have controlled it with low dosage of prednisone. Inflammation and cytokine storm is real post V. Almost 7 months fighting it. Not fun. Hope to reverse it.
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Justine Bre

Sherese Mom
Jamie Ormsby that's terrible!! Not allowed to lesson duration of pain and suffering? What is wrong with the people controlling that?!

Amanda N Joe Barger
Bonnie McLean I have developed life long health issues from the vaccine! I wish I never would have taken it!

Jen Darnell
Michelle Ta do you know what shot?

Jen Darnell
Beth Hall Aebly do you know what shot?

Jen Darnell
Mary Fake do you know what shot?
RJ Schulte
Pat Clark Sz Happened to two of my grandparents. One was already starting to suffer from the onset of alzheimers. The other wasn’t. Less than 6mo later, they are both in assisted living/memory care.

Evan Boren
Bonnie McLean David Morrow

Stetson Nesbit
Bonnie McLean my former roommate’s gf works as a housekeeper. A woman she used to keep house for for the vaccine, and now is basically an Alzheimer’s patient. She thinks she’s still married to her first husband, she thinks my roommate’s gf is her daughter. She calls her to make plans all the time. Evidently she had no signs of that beforehand. It was almost immediately after she got the VX.

Monica Blouin
Bonnie McLean Shell Patricia pls read the comments in this post.

Santa Rivera
Sabrina Marise and guess who is LIABLE, the innocent individual the government is trying so hard to take away informed consent from These pos are really fu$ing this country up and I thought trump was bad smh

Jen Darnell
Carolyn Mclean do you know what shot she had?

Jen Darnell
Cynthia Downs Kober do you know what shot?

Jen Darnell
Amanda N Joe Barger what vaccine did you get?
Jamie Ormsby
Sherese Mom, Political "Science" majors setting Covid response policy.

Beth Hall Aebly
Jen Darnell Pfizer

Jen Darnell
Beth Hall Aebly thank you!

Chad Conway
I would bet a lot of money that the news won't run your story

RJ Schulte
Mayree Shulet read the comments

Lisa Morley Parker
Andrea Clark I read comments from every story from conservative sites...yes...it's happening a lot. If you follow liberal sites...this shot has no long-lasting side effects, no deaths...it's the best thing ever and you're "killing people by not getting it!"

Lisa Morley Parker
Sean Maddox ditto

Lisa Morley Parker
Carolina Monteiero Bourque oh my gosh! That's horrible. I hope you return to normal.

Mayree Shulet
RJ Schulte I knew it
Tracy Schmidt
Robin, that is awesome that you are responding well. However it does not diminish the damage it has done to others. Be safe, be blessed!

Laura Christine
**Andrea Clark** unfortunately I have heard a lot of similar stories. That's why a lot of people are taking different supplements as it seems to help with the side effects of the jab as well as from the vaccinated shedding on the unvaccinated. NAC, CBD, zinc, quercetin, vitamin C, D3, selenium, and melatonin at night are helping a lot of people. Everytime we go to our friends house each week who are vaccinated we are usually sick for a couple of days after. Much less noticeable if we take CBD (50 to 100mg) NAC (600 mg), zinc and 1000mg buffered C.

Michelle Ta
Jen Darnell She got Pfizer but I know some people that suffered and died from heart failure and blood clots from Moderna too.

June Burton Bartlett
**Phoebe Chapman Holbrook** yes it is and try to make us unvaxed feel like we're wrong for being against it.

Nouvy Boschee
**Sherrie Reed** you can have mini stroke that won’t show up on the test… my mom just went through this…

Julie Anzer
there r drs that can help with reversing side effects. heard olive leaf extract helps. see a natural dr.

Debbie Folkerts
**Kimberly Thomas Mount** also collects in organs like the liver, kidneys and reproductive organs.

Taylor Lea Chesbro
**Barbara** read this post!
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Gene LaBarge
Lives don’t matter to them. Truth doesn’t even matter. Just disingenuous rats. God help them.

Debbie Montgomery Stalfort
**Diane Brown Amend** I have a friend whose mother has sudden onset of dementia after a covid vaccine. The neurologist thought it was odd. Her daughter has new onset of Narcolepsy after vaccine.....don’t know if they are connected but my friend thinks that they are.

Sherrie Reed
**Nouvy Boschee** I totally believe that or even hyperinflammation. I just learned Arnica can help prevent strokes!

Natasha Tanev
This story is very sad, but it’s complete ignorance to assume the ONLY solution that would have prevented this was the vaccine.

We don’t know if she had underlying health conditions that made her case worse, we don’t know how her immune system was/is functioning and we don’t know how she was treated at the hospital- oftentimes patients are given treatments that make it worse.

All of this can be substantiated but you have to find other sources besides MSM.

Kellye Sandlin
**Antoinette Landau**
Kimberly Thomas Mount
Debbie Folkerts but these concerns don't matter to those who haven't experienced them, but had it happened to them this would be different.

Kimberly Thomas Mount
Natasha Tanev I agree that's possible only there are 100s of ppl with the same side effects so maybe we need to do something to try and prevent it in others instead of ignoring it and demanding we all get the vaccine without knowing what triggered these responses and or deaths. How can we make an informed choice if we could die or be disabled when Noone recognizes the fact that adverse effects are NOT RARE, I'm sorry rant over.

Patty Burkhart
Jenn Latham this is sad....

Natasha Tanev
Kimberly Thomas Mount very odd, I was responding to someone who was asserting that someone they knew who was seriously affected by covid would have been saved by vaccine....I don't see the comment now; it looks like I'm responding to a completely different comment that I actually after with

Robin Bellah Haney
Justine Bre contact America Frontline Doctors for some assistance!!

Kaila Green
Nicole Green

Amanda N Joe Barger
Archuleta Pam I have developed neurological issues.

Amanda N Joe Barger
Jen Darnell Moderna
Amanda N Joe Barger
Archuleta Pam no I will not go into my personal health issues. I have scans & blood work to prove it. I didn't have issues until after the vaccine. It has been confirmed by 2 doctors my issues developed from the vaccine. I owe no further explanation.

Jeanette G. Brunet
Amanda N Joe Barger because of the Spike Protein they put in that shot.

Tbird Al
Pat Clark Sz they are also denying the link of stroke to the shot in many cases. I have personally seen several…. Lots of money behind the V

Kiley Reynolds
Justine Bre Bless your heart. You are a beautiful soul and I think it's awesome you still have a smile on your face. You will be in my prayers.

Suzanne Maier Goggans
Sherrie Reed more info on arnica please!!

Caleb Drake
Bonnie McLean May be interested in submitting a report for this researcher https://prions.rip/

Prions - Preparing for the Potential...
prions.rip

Sherrie Reed
Sarah Young Bowman my gf just shared the news from her homeopathic doctor! I already use it for pain- it's a homeopathic- like 4 to 5 pellets under tongue...I also use gel and cream for bruising and strains. I get it at the natural food store. Amica Montana.
Kathy Ha
Charisma Tandy
He shouldn't have been driving.
I am so sorry.

Becky Brinkworth
Kehani Rose these comments

Chelsea Smith
Christie Schwarz these comments.

Jester Cordell
Bonnie McLean that's awful, but has nothing to do with the shot.

Jennifer Morrison Leatherbury
Bonnie McLean this happened to my 39 year-old brother too.

Catrina Mooney Kingsley
Diane Brown Amend my ex-husband has terrible dementia like symptoms after receiving the vaccine and so does my mother-in-law, but my ex-husbands is far far worse and he's only 46yo.

Erica Payne
Seeing the same thing in my mom. Multiple incidents of her having severe memory issues. My dad has also now seen them.

Sean Thomas
This memory loss happened to my uncle too after his second Moderna shot.
Colloidal Platinum can repair DNA and damaged organs, is said to detox the spike protein, and help with memory problems. Colloidal Gold can help with hand-eye coordination and mental focus (But obviously don’t take them if you’re allergic to platinum or gold. Nor take them at the same time). White pine needle tea, and dandelion tea can detox the spike protein as well.

Imagine a news station trying desperately to find stories of ill unvaccinated people just to fit their narrative? Evil, true evil proponents of authoritarian propaganda.

Comments give me hope at least.

yep exactly, they've gotten the complete opposite of what they asked for. Hopeful too

His wife didn't realize what was going on. She just kept telling him what to do

my mum works in aged care and has seen a significant decline in her clients memory since they got the jab. She also works with those in government housing who are already on a lot of meds and have very poor health as it is
Hortmx Kxkeod
Xyzw tv - DO A STORY ON THE TRUTH FOR ONCE. Evil can't hide -GOD WONT LET IT. The truth will come out that this was depopulation and u will be help accountable for ur lies and will never be trusted again. Ur siding with the devil - that's the losing team.

Vickie Holder Bishop
Sarah Young Bowman
So very sad! Do you know if they filed a VAERS report?

Irene Maria
Vickie Holder Bishop they're blocking most VAERS reports. Only 1.5 million on there when everyone knows at least 5 ppl harmed from the shot

Emily Narik
I'm so sorry to hear that, sounds like you've been on a very rough journey. Just wanted to say that I've had some major adverse reactions to steroids with my eczema, where both times it had a more severe rebound, creating my symptoms 1000 times worse than before having them. Doctors think I'll crazy but there is an online community who have all had bad withdrawal and rebounds from steroids. Definitely stay clear of them if you can, they only mask symptoms while using them.

April Lynn Belcher
Rebecca Tallent read these

Nurian Torres
I'm so sorry! My cousin is an anesthesiologist for the VA and was forced to get the shot. He already got Guillian Barre once in medical school. How arrogant of politicians to think they know more than doctors about their own health or that they have the right to mandate on our bodies.
TJ Isaacs
We are in the same situation. My mother is a trainwreck. No idea what's happening and she says nothing seems real, not even me.

Todd Holzhausen
Sean Maddox could you link an article etc about this or pm me one?

Christine Herne
Jester cordell. You are named correctly because you are a joke. What the hell. There is no way you can know that these neurological symptoms are not caused by the vaccine. These similar reports by so many different people. I believe these people. You should be assumed of yourself.

Corey Wofford
Are you a real person?

Alisha Lindsey
Rebekah Gallman yep...Remdesivir

Lisa Brownlow
I did not get the sh0t but I did get c0v1d last Thanksgiving. I am have a very bad case of hyperinflammation now and it's very difficult. My Dr. gave me a steroid shot on Tuesday and it's not working do you know about any other treatments for inflammation?

Stella Corinaire
Same here...woke up and she had NO idea where she was or how she got there.

Kristi Eidson Hedberg
Lisa Brownlow have you tried Quercetin? I was having an inflammatory response to an antibiotic I was taking and of course discontinued the antibiotic but also started taking Quercetin ( before everyone was raving about it) and it helped tremendously.
Andrew Welsh
Yea of coarse it Was the vaccine lol

Kiarni Myles
Antoinette Landau: I haven't seen you posting anything about the people who have died or have suffered severe complications from Covid. I also haven't seen any evidence that the stories you are posting are true. Sorry, but anti-vaxers make up a lot of stories and falsify information so it's hard to take it seriously without the data to back it up.

Amy Nordhougen
Diane Brown Amend: my mom too! Had a mini-stroke, seems to be experiencing memory loss, she says she is. And clearly has forgotten several small insignificant things...like whether or not she got the shot 1st, or had the stroke 1st! Yeah f**% that. No thanx. I wish their was more solid truth/ exact numbers on VAERS. How is everyone still so silent about all of this!!!?

Amy Nordhougen
Andrea Clark: mine too

Dawnna Hale
My friend Jan had a stroke two days after her J&J. My friend Karin couldn't walk for a week after her Moderna.

Heidi Sattler
everyone with reactions to the big V please contact they are doing news reports on peoples stories and getting it out there
https://t.me/OurVoicesMatter

Jennifer Patterson
Sarah Young Bowman: I have a friend who had a stroke 9 days after shot. I also have another friend who ever since the shot gets dizzy occasionally.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we received a lot of information. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Nicole Hourigan
Simon Walkington Sharnae Leake

Denise Durcan Wismer
Andrea Clark feel exactly the same about my mom

Crystal Vance
Bonnie McLean i have a friend experiencing SEVERE memory loss AND other issues and all started AFTER the 2nd vaccine!

Aimee Decoskey
Bonnie McLean https://prions.rip/report/

Aimee Decoskey
Pat Clark Sz https://prions.rip/report/

Lisa Grace
Krasinda Cuevas

Rebekah Gallman
Alisha Lindsey yup. It nearly killed my friend.

Alyssa Ashley
Bonnie McLean i know someone as well. It's so sad to watch. He gets somewhere and has no clue where he is. In his 60's. No issues prior.
Amanda Friedl
Bonnie McLean there is a gentleman on Twitter named Adam Gaetner who is compiling these, Maybe reach out I am so sorry for your experience

Lucy Brown
Bonnie McLean I never knew about the memory loss but since I’ve had my jab I’ve been struggle to remember simple things and it has actually reduced me to tears because I feel like I’ve been losing my marbles I’ve always been known for having a memory like an elephant I never forget anything but now ready this it’s got me thinking maybe the jab has had something to do with it

Christina Wolf Johnson
WXYZ...at least investigate the story! Don’t you feel a sense of responsibility to report FACTS anymore??? Here are your facts...check them and tell the stories!!

Blake Marshall
Brittany Ardler

Cheryle McCann
My mother in law had to go into a nursing facility. They gave her the C0$ld v. Now, her mind is gone. She talks about people we've never heard of, sees people that aren't there and rambles when she talks and doesn't make sense. She wasn't doing that before.

Bob Kappel

Sean Maddox
Todd Holzhausen every time I do or my friends do it's instantly deleted and your banned for 30 days even in a private message in messenger. There's tons of them on rumble.com and other sites. Facebook is full blown communist

Rumble
rumble.com
Lucy Miller
Charisma Tandy This same EXACT thing happened to my cousin a couple of weeks after the second shot!

Alan Watson
Old age

Alli Lockett
Charisma Tandy wow!

Jesse Dorris
Micaila Dorris comments

Jesse Dorris
Lori Anderson read comments

Mel Sarao
My MIL had the 2nd shot on a Wednesday. In the hospital in a coma three days later.

Mel Sarao
My MIL had the 2nd shot on a Wednesday. In the hospital in a coma three days later.

Judy Hammond
What if the stick they shove up your nose also has cvd or other substance on it? Where are the sticks made? Lots more tests being done, to avoid vaccine. Lots more tests=lots more cases suddenly?? This is all very fishy to me.

I personally knew three people who died shortly after getting the jab. One lived next door to me. The other two were aunt and uncle married, got jab, and both died within a month of each other. They didn't all have the same brand, either.
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Teresa Reichstein
Chad Hayley Hucks Sean Gray check this page out.
https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78e

Patricia C McGrane
You already know that has happened to people, but the point here is a news station trying to trump up stories to fit their false narrative vs. truth telling about what is actually happening to people who took the jab because they trusted their lying government. YOU should read these real accounts & take heed.

Lucy Brown
Kimberly Thomas Mount what are you a medical doctor? Hahaha WTH…

Tammy Green
Bonnie McLean our grandma had her second vaccine in April and also suffered something similar. She just got out of the hospital again with same thing, only this time they are now saying it's full blown dementia.

Tammy Green
Bonnie McLean Ashley Richards

Faye McQueen
Debbie Folkerts Yep. Had blood work done recently, first time since taking the jab, and lab work is showing spikes in many things related to kidneys. Jumps in other lab work too. Only difference is MUCH more exercise (5-6 times a week), almost none before jab.

Guy Libbrecht
Kiarni Myles that many people can't be wrong. And you have zero doubts about mainstream media??

Guy Libbrecht
They are not going to put these cases on the news or more people will be scared to get the shots.
June Burton Bartlett

Rebekah Gallman exactly!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Trr Lge

Bonnie McLean I've suffered memory problems since November. Only recently found it this can be due to having covid. I've not been aware if I have had but I spoke to doctor n they told it's fine xx

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Charity A Fowler

My kids dad was 64. He took the vaccine and a week later he was found dead in his home by our daughter idc what they say. They killed my kids dad that vaccine killed him. He was afraid because he was diabetic that he would get Covid and he took that vaccine I'm convinced it killed him

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Charisma Tandy

Jamie Ormsby And teachers unions writing c d c "science".

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Charity A Fowler

The day before my kids dad was found dead by our daughter he came home from work that morning and the neighbors had to help him walk in the house. He couldn't make it out the car. He was so weak. This was after the jab. He was found dead the next evening on the floor of his home! I'm pissed. They stole something from me and my kids May God give them their due diligence!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Charisma Tandy

Amanda Friedl Info sources
Sally Hill Rockey
Bonnie McLean look at Eric Clapton

Charisma Tandy
Amanda Friedl

Ann Donley
Carolina Monteiro Bourque I have a reaction to all “sone” meds. Prednisone, cortisone

Briana Joy Hurley
Amanda Kliniske read these comments

Theresa Briand
Teresa Reichstein think they took it down.. not available for me. Saw it yesterday though.

Michael Di Bisceglie
Why isn't Facebook doing something about all this misinformation about the vaccine?? #Facebook are you seeing this? It's like this page was taken over by Russian bots. So many people have died before the vaccine and now the cult is spreading more lies!!!
Carolina Monteiro Bourque
**Ann Donley** are you experiencing side effects post V?

Philip Fox
**Sean Maddox** hey that might lead to vaccine hesitancy they know what’s good for you!!!!!!

Philip Fox
**June Burton Bartlett** they can always blame it on the unvaccinated buffoons

Flory Gout-Ijserinkhuijsen
**Chantal van Leeuwen**

Philip Fox
Josh Doyle i’m sure the vax has a obedience Goo in it. look how people defend it to the death. Now some of my friends that are double vaxed are not going to get the booster. WTH. How could you go with the program and all of a sudden to see the light. Not enough goo in it I suppose. Lol

Bryan Moore
**Laura Christine** I have noticed this also after being around my in laws that got jabbed. Have like sinus and congestion after being around them. Like a cold.

Tori Limmina Maley
**John Maley** I’m freaking out, this is terrifying

Tori Limmina Maley
**Valerie Marie** read all the comments. Scary

Sean Maddox
**Bryan Moore** shedding those sp ike pro teins all over you. Many Dr's are warning about this serious issue but their warnings are immediately deleted and the Dr's are erased from existence
Ann Donley

Carolina Monteiro Bourque I have not gotten it, nor do I want it.. I'm on the verge of losing my 19 year job because of it! This post just shows more and more why I don't want it!!! I had Covid 10 months ago and still get a weird metallic taste/smell from it. Can't always get my words out. Why would I want to lose what I do still have?! No thanks! I'm following the path God has for me!! Getting out of healthcare could be a huge blessing!! Who knows?!

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Carolina Monteiro Bourque

Ann Donley don't loose your job for it.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Philip Fox

Misty Gray Occi it shows it's working. Jk

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Ceara Carss

Pat Clark Sz Aaron Fers read these comments

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Crystal Smith

Ann Donley Yes I get that metallic taste smell as well.!!! I have felt the same way. I'm not in health care but I have been out here in it every day

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Christine Herne

Ann donley don't loose your life for it. I hear ya. I've been working for 23 years to get to where I am today. Just 3 weeks ago I was offered a promotion and my dream job. It requires vaccine. I'm not doing it. They are going to have to fire me. The choice is ultimately yours. But please decide for the right reasons.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Crystal Smith

did you notice it almost went away but came back just as strong or stronger? Mine is usually when I go from being outside to in or vise versa.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Teresa Reichstein

Theresa Briand oh so they did..
I also seen it.. such a sad world we are living in when they keep sensoring real stories..

on Tue   Like   Reply   More
Theresa Briand
Theresa Reichstein now it's working again haha #confused!!

Teresa Reichstein
Theresa Briand ahh yes! So it is!
That is weird?

Ann Donley
Crystal Smith yes!! When I call the neighbor’s dog before letting mine out, totally get it!! Sometimes after taking a drink of water (bottled), it’s there!!

Tiffany Paradise
Kailey Wilkey read these comments

Chip Pennington
Which cult are you referring to?

Paul Strange
Facebook is part of it. How are so many people still in the dark when there is SOOO MUCH EVIDENCE
Emily Mercer

TJ Isaacs
Ask my mother
Personally, I think so

Whitney Palmer Barnes
Emily Mercer I'm thrilled that they are at least acknowledging their might be a correlation but I don't have much hope because I've seen the NIH bait and switch where they appease by saying they'll study and then committee the study into something that won't really properly investigate the question.

Ann Donley
Carolina Monteiro Bourque trying not to!!

Melanie Douthit
Gullian Barr syndrome and other mental issues are common after the gene therapy drug is injected.... Research it

Jocelynn Miner
Andrea Clark same, my mom has just lost it..

Ruth K Cantrell
Michael...you MUST be a Liberal. Seeking to cancel those who don't think just like you. What reason does any of these people have to make this stuff up? I hate to break it to you, but someone against the jab doesn't care if you want it or got it, they just don't want it forced on anyone who doesn't want it.
Jennifer Fleisher Cromleigh
Jon Cromleigh Dana Canaguier read some of these comments

David Coupe
Elizabeth Elly wdf

David Coupe
The video

Kelsey Waller
Diane Brown Amend I’m on 32 y/o and have memory issues. I couldn’t remember people’s names — friends, coworkers I’ve worked with or known for years and years…it was so scary! Mine thankfully lasted only 24 hours

Sean Maddox
I was asked why I distrust our government so much? I responded why do you put so much undeserving trust in them? I got no reply back. Here’s my reply to their question. here’s a short list of reasons not to trust the government. There’s a thousand more I could add but here’s a few for you all to chew on and digest.
By 1944 the medical team of the Manhattan Project, headed by Stafford Warren, concluded that a controlled experiment on humans was necessary. They came up with a plan to inject radioactive elements, including polonium, plutonium, and uranium, into civilian patients around the country. Between April 1945 and July 1947, eighteen subjects were injected with plutonium, six with uranium, five with polonium, and at least one with americium. The experiments were performed at Manhattan Project-affiliated hospitals in Rochester, New York; Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Chicago, Illinois; and San Francisco, California.
The 1932 Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in Black men was a real experiment. In this study, the CDC and the United States public health service observed 600 African American males as the progression of syphilis ravaged their bodies. They were told that they would be treated for “bad blood” but didn't receive any help. This experiment lasted until 1973, and these men could have been cured as early as 1943 with the use of penicillin.
In 1991, federal officials for the first time admitted that the military conducted mustard gas experiments on enlisted men during World War II. According to declassified records and reports published soon after, three types of experiments were done: Patch tests, where liquid mustard gas was applied directly onto test subjects' skin; field tests, where subjects were exposed to gas outdoors in simulated combat settings; and chamber tests, where men were locked inside gas chambers while mustard gas was piped inside. From 1950 through 1953, the U.S. Army conducted Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage), spraying chemicals over six cities in the United States and Canada.
A 1953 article in the medical/scientific journal Clinical Science[106] described a medical experiment in which researchers intentionally blistered the skin on the abdomens of 41 children, who ranged in age from 8 to 14, using cantharide. The study was performed to

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
determine how severely the substance injures/irritates the skin of children. After the studies, the children's blistered skin was removed with scissors and swabbed with peroxide.

Operation Top Hat: Seven research projects involving chemical weapons and human subjects were submitted by the Chemical Corps for Secretary of the Army approval in August 1953. One project involved vesicants, one involved phosgene, and five were experiments which involved nerve agents; all seven were approved.

From approximately 1951 to 1974, the Holmesburg Prison in Pennsylvania was the site of extensive dermatological research operations, using prisoners as subjects. Led by Dr. Albert M. Kligman of the University of Pennsylvania, the studies were performed on behalf of Dow Chemical Company, the U.S. Army, and Johnson & Johnson.[109][110][111] In one of the studies, for which Dow Chemical paid Kligman $10,000, Kligman injected dioxin — a highly toxic, carcinogenic compound which is found in Agent Orange, which Dow was manufacturing for use in Vietnam at the time — into 70 prisoners.

MKUltra

In 1953, the CIA placed several of its interrogation and mind-control programs under the direction of a single program, known by the code name MKULTRA, after CIA director Allen Dulles complained about not having enough "human guinea pigs to try these extraordinary techniques".[130] The MKULTRA project was under the direct command of Dr. Sidney Gottlieb of the Technical Services Division.[130] The project received over $25 million, and involved hundreds of experiments on human subjects at eighty different institutions.

More than 50 mentally disabled children, ages 5 to 10, under the care of Dr. Saul Krugman, a respected pediatrician from New York who wanted to determine if there were multiple strains of hepatitis and whether a vaccine could be created to protect against the disease. Krugman and his partner, Dr. Joan Giles, used the Willowbrook residents to test a preliminary vaccine for this disease that had killed millions worldwide. From 1955 to 1970, the children were injected with the virus itself or made to drink chocolate milk mixed with feces from other infected children in order to study their immunity.

My dad’s Parkinson’s took a dramatic off the cliff nose dive into full on dementia after he got the C-jab. He is now institutionalized it’s so bad.

Tiana, get him on NAC supplement ASAP. It could help.

More than 50 mentally disabled children, ages 5 to 10, under the care of Dr. Saul Krugman, a respected pediatrician from New York who wanted to determine if there were multiple strains of hepatitis and whether a vaccine could be created to protect against the disease. Krugman and his partner, Dr. Joan Giles, used the Willowbrook residents to test a preliminary vaccine for this disease that had killed millions worldwide. From 1955 to 1970, the children were injected with the virus itself or made to drink chocolate milk mixed with feces from other infected children in order to study their immunity.

Tiana Thomas

My dad’s Parkinson’s took a dramatic off the cliff nose dive into full on dementia after he got the C-jab. He is now institutionalized it’s so bad.

Kenny Walker

Tiana, get him on NAC supplement ASAP. It could help.

Jennifer Lynn

Ed Rockefeller

 Rockefeller
Julie Boss LeBeau
Just lost my job for not getting the vaccine. I was an Activities Director for an assisted living and memory care. My residents were in tears.

Princess Willhite
Melinda Brown. Read some of these comments!

Denver Griffin
Bonnie McLean Jenni Wolcott Massengill

Margaux Eliene Marsh
But still living and breathing right? Seems like pretty good odds considering so many people have died from Covid

Melinda Brown
Princess Willhite just got my second shot Friday

Kylene Grippi
Bonnie McLean my mom is experiencing memory loss after the vaccine too. I'm very worried!!

Christina Brown
Bonnie McLean I have had several patients with that same story

Dawn Kirkpatrick
Bonnie McLean I have a close family member that could hardly walk or talk after his second shot. He has gotten some of it back, but will never fully recover. He also has memory loss and neurological issues. He can no longer figure out how to use a tv remote, his iPhone, or computer. He can sit down and have a little conversation, but he has a hard time finding his words.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, it’s amazing. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Dawn Kirkpatrick
Diane Brown Amend Same here a dealing with this with a close family member

Josh Doyle
Sean Maddox this is totally true and it’s good to screenshot when you see these stories

Christy Strosnider
Bonnie McLean my friends husband was the same way, severe memory loss, confusion...she sent me a video of him just walking into a room and not knowing why he was there, swinging his arms and mumbling, unaware she was even recording him, he was later arrested on the street and placed in a mental facility for 2 months, hes 51 and they’re saying he has dementia

Danielle Collette
Brian Bridges

Tammy Macnamara
My sister took the moderna and four days later took multiple seizures and had right side paralysis and herbalist now is really bad almost like dementia

Tammy Macnamara
Her memory

Gillian Clare May
How many ppl have died FROM convid???
I’ll wait.

Patti Laing Guzman
My mom lost her memory the same way 10 days after her second jab. No strokes nothing found, had every test done. Doctors don’t believe it’s from the shot.(of course it is). I reported it to vaers. It’s really sad people who are injured and had all their vac are being labeled as crazy antivax for just telling their story
Lydia Hogan
Bonnie McLean Ashley Meadors Donna Meadors

Michelle Holness
Sean Maddox I can’t even post my comment they won’t let me! I can vouch for that for sure because I just got off Facebook jail for posting about the vaccine! Sad if you ask me

Matthew Carson
Bonnie McLean If it's alright, I'd like for you to share your story on Reddit. Awareness needs to be raised on this issue.

Matthew Carson
https://www.reddit.com/r/WeWillBeHeard?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share

Hannah Kilduff
Cindy Dickerson David Kilduff david

Christen Rawn Williamson
Whitney Palmer Barnes Dr. Fauci’s wife is Chief Investigator of the NIH.

Jennifer Fitzgerald
Considering the recovery are for COVID is 98.99% and more people have died of the flu than COVID, I’ll take my chances with a little 4-5 day flu than memory loss or heart attack. 😊

Tabbatha Couch
Diane Brown Amend Chad Styers
Tina Catarra
My parents have both taken the jab and since March, I have noticed a rapid decline in their memories! My mom was already going thru the aging memory but my dad was still fairly good with his memory. Now even he knows he is really declining and it scares him!! He also says he does not feel well most days, like slightly achy and just blah. He stresses over it all too which I fear could cause him to have a stroke or heart attack! I'm upset they decided to get it but can only say, it's your personal choice. I can say my dad has said himself, he regrets it!!

Monica N Hutton
Bonnie McLean this is unfortunately not the story they will be sharing sorry for the struggles of your loved one

Mindy Minet-Hilyard
Bonnie McLean same happened to a friend plus blood clots.

Jessica Roberts
Stephen H Jones a D-dimer could be positive in me and I haven't had the shot or a stroke. I work in an ER and most of the time anymore we don't run D-dimers because it can be positive for many reasons. We usually do them for suspicion of clot in the lung anyways.

Kathryn Goelzer
Laura Christine Why do you continue to see these vaxxed friends if you get sick for several days afterwards?

Leslie Mindemann
Bonnie McLean a surgeon who works with a friend became paralyzed, unable to function in his career. My cousin suffered lower extremities paralyzed for three days until feeling returned. Her doctor was unconcerned and told her that reporting the side affect was up to her (the patient) Many other second hand but verifiable side affects. Some Major - life changing My family is very blessed not to have any issues..... But then we are not vaccinated.

Tammy MacPherson
Ann Donley ivermectin will give you back everything from being sick. still do it.
Kathryn Goelzer

Carolina Monteiro Bourque Her life is worth for than her job.

Tee Leef

Bonnie McLean I know 4 people this sort of thing has happened to.

Friend’s father very (early 70’s healthy, independent, living alone in the country running equipment, driving into city daily) blacked out and fell after 2nd Mo—na shot. Broken hip, hospitalized several weeks, will never return home. Was placed in assisted living a couple weeks ago. Only 6 weeks from 2nd shot to full blown dementia.

Friend’s mom and dad (late 70’a) are both showing signs of Alzheimer’s/dementia and have begun failing rapidly physically with multiple complications. Headaches, weakness, imbalance, fatigue.

A family member (male 70’s) also developed dementia type symptoms after the shots. He had absolutely no problem with his memory etc prior.

A friend’s 42 year old female friend died less than 24 hours after 2nd Pfiz jab. Shot caused HLH, went into complete organ failure, dead the next afternoon. Single mom of 2 kids.

It’s all so devastating. I’m sorry to hear your story as well. Sending our best wishes to you!

Kinley Laken Atkinson

Jenni Maiden

Amy Wagner

If you’re open to treating inflammation naturally there is some good information on Dr. Livinggood’s site and page. Turmeric is a great anti inflammatory but you need to pair it with black pepper. So you can’t take just straight up turmeric or you won’t absorb it. “Turmeric and black pepper each have health benefits, due to the compounds curcumin and piperine.

“As piperine enhances curcumin absorption in the body by up to 2,000%, combining the spices magnifies their effects.”

Nicki Mandeville-Lyons

Lisa Brownlow try a 3 day ivermectin 1 cc per 100 pounds
Donna Mantello
Bonnie McLean that is tragic.

Abigail Sparks
I'm so very sorry to everyone who has posted these comments. This just breaks my heart & I cannot understand why this is allowed to continue. Why can't most people see what's going on? If a person is completely or even remotely healthy & they take this vaccine & all of a sudden start having devastating problems, wouldn't it just be common sense the vaccine caused the problems? I just can't understand how people are not seeing this. May God be with us all!

Roberta Storrie
Jennifer Patterson have that friend checked for seizures. That was a symptom I had from the crap and yes I now have seizures. Sorry about the typos, new phone still learning the idiosyncrasies... ugh

Melissa Brewer
Bonnie McLean my friend is experiencing this and it's heart breaking!

Brigitte Henry-Ueberbach
Lisa Brownlow have you heard of Nrf2 activation to reduce inflammation.

Janelle Erdman Ramberger
Margaux Eliene Marsh living and breathing with no memory. you really think that's better?

Catherine Monahan
Pat Clark Sz Roberta Becker

Catherine Monahan
Bonnie McLean Roberta Becker
Melissa Kearns
Sarah Young Bowman look into moringa leaf.

Jennifer Patterson
Robin Lippe Gibson
Kristy Shaffer Dixon

Read the comments!

Tyla Walker
Jazzie Becca

Obie Karim
Naushina Khan

Shonah Turner
Bonnie McLean my friend who had the vaccine said he and about 6 of his friends were talking and they all came up with that in the discussion and they all had brain fog as well.

Melanie Marie
Sean Maddox can you post or reference any? The internet lately makes it hard to get results when searching anything.

Stephen H Jones
Jessica Roberts oh so about as accurate as a PCR test then

Heather Degn Allison
Bonnie McLean Omgosh this is exactly what happened to my Mother! And she hasn't regained it all back!
Heather Degn Allison
Pat Clark Sz this happened to my mother as well! The swelling in my moms hands and her memory loss has forced her to retire early!

Katieleigh Rooney
Erinn Nolan

Heather Degn Allison
Diane Brown Amend There are soooooo many! On my moms way home from getting vaccinated she randomly stopped at a restaurant and sat in the parking lot from noon until 8pm! She had no clue why she was there, where her keys were (they were in the ignition) how to use her phone etc. Finally at 8pm an employee at the restaurant (who noticed my mom had been sitting in her car all day) came out to check on my mom. My mom was completely confused on what was going on and was taken to the hospital. They tested her for a stroke but that came back negative. She was hospitalized for 4 days. All the tests that were run came back ok except they say my mom suffered a rare kind of heart attack The hospital refused to believe that this had anything to do with the fact that my mom was vaccinated an hour before these symptoms appeared! Now they say my mom has early signs of dementia and gout! My mother was fine before she was vaccinated! This is the same story with too many people I personally know! Now my mom will stop mid sentence completely forgetting that she was even talking! Early dementia my a**! This is a direct result of that toxic vaccine my mom felt pressure to get!

Kimberly Yerex
Sarah Young Bowman
Wow....for a few weeks after I had a terrific time finding words I wanted to use! I seriously thought I had dementia. Didn’t bother with the second shot!

Anna Black
Heather Degn Allison that makes me so sad to hear. I’m so sorry for your experience. It is absolutely criminal, what happened to your mom. It should absolutely make the medical professionals sit up and take notice. It should be reported as a vaccine reaction. I feel furious and sad for you.

David Brooker
Friends wife is the same way after her 2nd jab She was always very outgoing and very smart. Know she can’t remember who anyone is
Kelvin Rosario
Who is working on this story!? Really sick of this narrative that the Mrna Gene therapy is the only answer. It's not a vaccine just because you change the definition of vaccine to fit the narrative. That's actually called lying. Pluto is not a planet (because they changed the definition of a planet from what mankind has known for 1000 years)... Climate change isn't a natural cycle of the earth (the melting of the ice caps marked the end of the ice age long before pollution and its still going)... People are really getting sick of this BS and manipulation.

Dawn Read
Bonnie McLean same here. Severe immediate onset of dementia and memory loss.

She was sharp as a TACK the day before.

Charmayne Borchert
I was pressured random 69, I got moderna yesterday. I'm scared to get the second one now.

Amanda Naomi Basped
Nouvy Boschee this is true. Same with small blood clots. They may not register.

Lisa Brownlow
Brigitte Henry-Ueberbach no but I can search it out.

Lisa Brownlow
Nicki Mandeville-Lyons for inflammation?

Lisa Brownlow
Amy Wagner Natural is the best! Thank you.

Nicki Mandeville-Lyons
Sarah Young Bowman wouldn't hurt to try
Lisa Leis-Sulik
This is exactly what happened to my mother too. She lost her short term memory. I just got done moving her into assisted living as a result.

Lisa Leis-Sulik
Michelle Ta My mom same thing. I just moved her into assisted living due to short term memory loss problems.

Robben Morin
Please research pine needle tea. Noble Fir fresh green needles are not toxic. If your person (you care about) is still with us, research pine needle tea. You can also ask their MD to prescribe Ivermectin - do NOT use Remdesivir - deadly!!!
Tammi Purnell

Linda Koskie Egberts thank you. My ex-father in law died after getting the vaccine. Said he had a blood infection then diagnosed with meningitis. If you find any other articles pertaining to this, please message them to me. Otherwise they get buried in this interesting thread. Thanks so much!

Justin Barclay

Losing anyone is hard. I absolutely feel for each of these folks. Just curious, when is the story coming about those who lost loved one's who were fully jabbed?

Joseph Carron

this

Margaret Gatto

Justin Barclay Exactly Justin...and do we know if those loved ones actually died of covid...we have been lied to for so long...when the medical community will NOT use drugs that have been used for years because of politics...I don't want to hear their frigging stats...because they are FLAWED

Johnny Dye

Hey, thats a secret

Dave Formosa

No one wants to talk about the spike in deaths after the mass v started.

Michelle Renee Potpan

Justin Barclay exactly!
Christy Farrish
Justin Barclay couldn't agree more when will the truth be prevailed
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kari Smith
Justin Barclay never. I shared Vaers data on a comment thread and got a warning from Facebook And they took the post down. The censorship is real.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Links Pillay
Justin Barclay expose these satanic jabs death awakening
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Angela Alger
Justin Barclay I lost a dear friend of mine completely vaccinated and no under lining issues from Covid. She fought hard but she still passed. I know a few others on vents right now that are fully vaccinated. Theses shots are causing more covid deaths and side effects deaths and just pure side effects then any other shot. I pray a solution is coming.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mark Thiel
Justin Barclay won't be.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Leah Prairie
Justin Barclay or about the ones that are dying after being given remdesivir? The fatalities from this drug are staggering!!!! Shutting down organs and causing what they are calling 'covid pneumonia'.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Terry Swift
Justin Barclay probably about the same time that hell freezes over
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Scott Schild
Justin Barclay I have a feeling they are hiding those statistics
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Gene Draper
Justin Barclay that's not going to happen. It does not support the narrative being pushed

Terry Swift
Leah Prairie Leah, you gotta look at from the big pharma’s perspective, we have ivermectin at two cents a tablet, great safety record and in many clinical trials has produced very encouraging results both has a preventative and has a treatment but we don’t make any money from it. On the other hand we have remdesivir, terrible safety record, does very little in preventing deaths but the really good news is….we sell it for $3,000 a shot!!

Teresa Young
Justin Barclay they can't do a story like that because that goes against the agenda

Lori LaBelle
Justin Barclay right? Because you know that's not the angle they're looking for right now. Disgusting!

Frank Hollis
Justin Barclay true, they lie so much I don't believe anything they say

Terry Swift
Kari Smith why would they take it down, it’s info from the WHO/CDC isn't it? Bet you pointed out the blatantly obvious data that does not suit their narrative

Kari Smith
Terry Swift I shared a link and specifically shared myocarditis case count. Shame on me – right?

Terry Swift
Kari Smith you're very naughty, bringing attention to the very real risks of this ‘wonderful’ vaccine. Not that they give a about the risks, the only risk they are bothered about is the risk to their profits. Big pharma can't have anyone trashing their product
Leah Prairie
**Terry Swift** exactly! And everyone is saying ivermectin is only for parasites. Wrong! It’s been successful at treating bacteria, parasites and….get this…VIRUSES!!!!

Joanne Howell Eighmey
**Justin Barclay** add in that story how many with natural immunity (those that have already had C) were among those numbers! Probably not many.

Michael Paul Walker
**Justin Barclay** keep it up.! Spread the word.

Terry Swift
Silly me, i was being too optimistic, hell will have penguins and polar bears in there before the double jabbed death story makes the news

Linda Davis Holmes
**Justin Barclay** and to those who died because of the jab. There’s more of them than they will ever let us know.

Barb Vacha
I’m waiting for that story too.

Julie Baker Eldred
**Justin Barclay** Our youngest brother was murdered by a hospital in Florida because they refused to give him the medication he needed to survive this.

Melissa Davies Taetsch
**Justin Barclay** Or those lost FROM the vaccine.
Melanie Marie Johnson
Justin Barclay i had to take off work and use my sick time because someone who was fully vaccinated and wore a mask got covid 19 and that person was in an hour long meeting with me. Completely unfair. But i was told if i was vaccinated i wouldn't have to take the time off. How does that make any sense, the darn vaccinated person is the one with covid not me!

Emily Rice
Justin Barclay I lost two friends within 2 months of their 2nd shots. One was a heart attack and the other developed blood clots.

Bruno Bolivia
Justin Barclay in senior covid center? Just curious

Patricia Bowen
Justin Barclay That is the REAL story. Not only did they design the vi rus to k¿!!, they designed the vax for the same purpose. All planned! We need the Nuremburg Trials part II to begin.

Kathleen Hansen Sowards
Joanne Howell Eighmey unless they also got the jab. I hear that if you already had the virus, you're more likely to have a bad reaction to the

Ray Darnell II
Justin Barclay I watch for your comments on this daily. It's great that you won't take this like they want us too.

Candy Carroll
Justin Barclay exactly!

Tara Wade
Justin Barclay I love it when all my favorite peeps troll the same post
Brenda Jolly
Justin Barclay, absolutely!!

Gloria Cruz
Justin Barclay My thoughts exactly.

Richard Jaramillo
Justin Barclay how dare you point out that truth Justin! I am jealous that you beat me to it! These media clowns will stop at Nothing to promote this nonsense and keep that pharmaceutical bribe money flowing regardless of how many people will undoubtedly die from their misinformation propaganda! They bare all criminals and belong in prison!

Marion McNabb
Justin Barclay there are tons on this post that lost fully vaccinated.

Kathy Williams
Justin Barclay or vaccine-injured.

Becky Elliott Casanova
Kathleen yes! I was sick 10 months ago, still Have antibodies as of last week. My dr will NOT vaccinate anyone who has antibodies because of the reactions. She also doesn’t push you to get it and thinks natural Immunity is best!

Angela Pope Heuer
Exactly what I’m wondering!

Joanne Howell Eighmey
Kathleen Hansen Sowards "Science" could probably confirm that but you won’t be reading about that in the newspaper or hearing about it on the news!
Nancy Cole

Justin Barclay like the 45,000 of them, and where the variants are actually coming from: the vaccinated.

Cindy Singleton

Justin Barclay Don't want you to know those numbers....Of course pushing the cases, cases cases....

Lisa Dorsey-Mills

Justin Barclay exactly! News isn't interested in any of those stories! That should explain it all to everyone!

Lisa Dorsey-Mills

Emily Rice I too have 2 friends that ended up with blood clots in their lungs! Really sad!
Paul Trimble
Justin Barclay when all the nutjobs produce the evidence

Amber Mae
Jordan Mastrantonio the comments

Amber Mae
Kendyl Tokar all these comments

Charlene Mason
Justin Barclay Having just lost my husband to Covid, I would encourage everyone to research the protocol used by hospitals in your state for treating Covid patients. You won't be there to observe the treatment, to offer strength to your loved one, to object to certain procedures or meds. If the hospital is following CDC Protocol, that's it! When protocol is complete, there's nothing else the doctors will try. You don't suggest anything else! Please think twice before admitting your loved one to the hospital and walking away. Stay up on your vitamins- C, D3, Zinc, Calcium, selenium, elderberry.

Thomas Batchelor
Justin Barclay I believe 90 percent of people in the hospital with the virus got the shots.

Navit Yahdav Burgeson
Charlene Mason so sorry to hear this. Wish they had fried ivermectin. Praying for you

Kaitlyn Emelander
Justin Barclay I can't remember who was doing it, but I just saw a post from a news source of some sort asking people to write in about people who were vaccinated.

Virginia Munson
Justin Barclay you'll never see any stories from the left about dying from the jab
Debra Pasquella
Justin It’s crazy how they’re not reporting that portion.

Most of my family and my spouse’s family were all jabbed…and most got COVID. I understand breakthrough infections, but they will not admit that both unvaxxed and the vaxxed are equally vulnerable. We shouldn’t be dividing over this.

Remember this video?

Vina Sheree
Scott Schild they are

Damaris Purtle
Patricia Bowen and who is “they”?

Deborah Hess Johnson
Justin Barclay From inside sources, 60% poked in GR in hospital with C. In NC, 7 out of 10 took the needle but have C in hospital. Sources can not share under penalty of employment.

Kari Forbes
Damaris Purtle follow the money

Maria Vigodsky
Justin Barclay I heard people who die of the vaccine have their facebook posts immediately deleted. I’m not sure if that is true.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Sherry McClish
Justin Barclay exactly the effects from this jab are horrible
on Tue
Like Reply More

Giusy Allegra
Justin Barclay exactly!
on Tue
Like Reply More

Jenny Wright
Justin Barclay yes.
on Tue
Like Reply More

Erica Paterson
Justin Barclay mlive says those numbers are increasing
on Tue
Like Reply More

VeeLove Leigh
Scott Schild read these comments. The only reactions and tragedy on here is from the vaccinated.
on Tue
Like Reply More

Pam Osborn
Johnny Dye sad but true
on Tue
Like Reply More

Pam Osborn
Damaris Purtle CDC, WHO, NHl, Bill Gates, Fauci, Pfizer, Modena, J&J, our government .... And now add on doctors that follow the plan! They are The powers that be ... that lie to us daily ... you know man!
on Tue
Like Reply More
Mark Forbes
Love your post brother because the real Funny truth in my circle is the only ones that I know that have passed got jabbed!! Not understanding the medias motives here....

Linda Hauth Seil
Justin Barclay probably never.

Mccabe Kirst
Never. Doesn't fit the narrative.

Oliver Cooper
Justin Barclay share this post far and wide. Too much smoke to not have fire. Get the word out. This will never end if people don't wake up.

Brenda Murdaugh
Justin Barclay great question!

Kara
media1_tenor:

Carol Sue York
Justin Barclay exactly

Diane Williams
Margaret Gatto
FLAWED is a very nice word for their facts. I call them ball face LIES.

Brad De Boer
Justin Barclay give it a couple years.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Michelle Hannan Fraungruber
Justin Barclay preach!

David Wilson
Damaris Purtle they ate they that's why they're called they

Kelli Anderson
Justin Barclay
Look at All of these comments... it's really taking off holy crap

Matthew Brotzman
Christopher S'aist Lisk this is the best comment

Felicia Paulsen
Justin Barclay never! It’s bs and they need to be held accountable

LJ Gregory
Leah Prairie yep. It's been used to treat malaria for decades! Totally safe and effective in proper doses!

Zettalee Rollins
I am working with a man whose father was completely vaccinated with ModeRNA and he is now dying of the so-called Delta variant. They have put him on comfort measures only.

Paige Green
Terry Swift they were giving ivermectin along with the remdesivir and were having success, then took it out of the protocol and plenty of deaths. I think ivermectin also saves one from remdesivir.

Kimberly Lima
Justin Barclay looks like the story is being told in this comment section! That's ALL I'm reading is vaccinated deaths.
Terri Tracy Harrah
Justin Barclay this

Amanda David
Justin Barclay it’s not on their agenda... cause they want us to die

Samantha Marie
Justin Barclay it’d be nice if the media focused on truth rather than propaganda

Andrew Jarmyn
There has been many groups that were all about the stories of thousands of injuries and deaths but these groups get shut down because apparently it goes against community standards.. there is no freedom of speech jus 100% censorship

Nina Dyson
Justin Barclay i have lost 6 people this year! They don't relate anything to the covid kill shots and autopsies are not allowed! I know at least 3 of those friends where double jabbed!

Amber Rose McGovern
Justin Barclay it won’t.

Diana Lawson
Justin Barclay Indeed. Good question.
Christy Masterson
Why are we not talking about PREVENTIVE CARE, I'm offering halotherapy out of my office as a stand alone treatment or a treatment add on with massages...was doing this PRE- Covid to help with the "Clovis Crud" issues...Might add I've been full on exposed 3 times and not once have gotten Covid! Salt is cheap! A halo micronized particle treatment is way less than a hospital stay and allows the particles to get deep in lungs creating a inhospitable environment for viruses AND thins mucus! We have known for centuries the benefits to the lungs that micronized salt particles give, since Russian salt miners NEVER got viruses and respiratory issues...but they won't talk about THAT! 575-693-2838. If post covid and NEGATIVE, set up an appt today and change lung potential for getting viruses, pneumonia, etc. Great for asthma and COPD, cystic fibrosis also, in certain cases.

Erin Nicole Bick
Terry Swift that's the next big control mechanism. Climate change & polar bears.

Michi Bacaro
Debra Pasquella exactly. I tell people that first they said we don't get covid with the shot and they argue saying nobody ever said it was a cure. There you go right there.

Rico Brasco
Justin Barclay

https://youtu.be/iwPKnOhJRYg
EXPLOSIVE Truth About Vaccines & COVID...
Sharon Padilla

Justin Barclay I think it is actually happening right here in this thread.

21 hrs Like Reply More

Scott Howard

Erin Nicole Bick Even though masks are ruining the environment.

21 hrs Like Reply More

David Rarity

Scott Schild search for "jhon dee's Almanac" a retired NHS analyst/ auditor who is doing the maths on source data...

19 hrs Like Reply More

Alice Bell

Kathleen Hansen Sowards They do mention that in the Mayoclinic, and then say that's why people who've already had covid should only get one shot.

The only thing they don't mention (and neither does anywhere else that i can find) is if people who've had covid but no jab, are safer than people who have been jabbed but haven't had covid. Like nobody's ever thought to ask that:/ ! (Hmmmnnnmmmmm yeahright;))

18 hrs Like Reply More

Revon Yard

Justin Barclay lost my grandpa on Monday he was fully vaccinated

17 hrs Like Reply More

Carrie-Ann Whitworth

Justin Barclay indeed!! Xxx

17 hrs Like Reply More

Wicahpi Yamni

Justin Barclay I’m wondering too.

17 hrs Like Reply More

Mary Etiopia West

Teresa Young you mean is goes against the PROPAGANDA.

17 hrs Like Reply More

Jennifer Lee Romero

Justin Barclay oh they won't do the story on that because no they want to push the vaccine

16 hrs Like Reply More
Emily West
Justin Barclay that's no part of their agenda

Anthony Rubio
Justin Barclay you know why they died right? Because some other jack off luke yourself didn't get vaxxed and passed it to them. They should do a story on that. Let me start by asking you: how do you feel being a vector for a deadly disease like gay aids patients in the 80s?

Nicole Brittney
YES!!!!!!!!! My thoughts exactly!!

Lori Houk
Justin Barclay exactly!

Jodi Switalski
Justin Barclay Never..it doesn't fit their narrative.

Kare Towle
Leah Prairie EXACTLY THIS!!!!!!

Karen Toomey
Terry Swift or when the election votes are counted properly

Ann Marie Hudock
They also will not report on anti mandate marches on washington..I heard the Marines showed up and held a freedom march..we didn't get to hear about that

Terri Ann Williams
Justin Barclay There aren't any.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Louise Zoko
Margaret Gatto

Louise Zoko
Diane Williams

Sandra Santiago
Justin Barclay http://chng.it/chcRMtFW

Sign the Petition
change.org

Brenda Prins
Justin Barclay yes! I agree!!!!!!
Susan Bammel Hellenga

Justin Barclay that is not what we are seeing in our full to capacity critical care units. Don’t know which hospital system you work for but it’s obviously the exception.

Stacey Read-Valle

MOST LIKELY NEVER!!!

Stacey Read-Valle

Terry Swift and Alien invasions. They already started working on that one.

Jordan Di Sabatino

Angela Alger there are dr.s in the states also advising that the treatment people are being put on at hospital is also adding to the death toll. In the US they are prescribed a drug which is not safe and causes kidneys to shut down, causing the patient to essentially drown and their lungs to fill with water. Look up awake canada dot org several videos exposing whats happening

Jordan Di Sabatino

LJ Gregory you forgot to mention the most important fact and reason it's been 'canceled', it is CHEAP!!!! and there is no money to be made in Ivermectin

Laura Williams

Kari Smith I've shared links that included how well the vaccine is working and that got taken down too. FB is just indiscriminately taking down links, I think.

Sonja Warnock

I know several people who got very sick being next to someone who just got vaxxed who ended up getting sick from it! They were just fine until they were next to that Vaxxed person! That Vaxxed person almost killed them!

David Robinson

Justin Barclay never
Antone Chesa
Debra Pasquella well there it is in plain English. You will not get COVID-19 if vaxxed

Laura Brown
Justin Barclay my mom died on the 7th of sept and she was fully vaccinated and healthy

Claudia Hair
Laura Brown may I ask what vaccine?

Laura Brown
And my brother had a massive heart attack 2 days after his 1st shot

Cindra Shiplet
Erin Nicole Bick true!

Paul Munneke
Justin Barclay I was one of them that lost a loved one due to the Hitler jab.

Gail Welch West
Susan Bammel Hellenga how many in your full to capacity critical care unit are overweight?

Lisa Mullican
Justin Barclay, only through independent news sources will you get these stories and any semblance of truth!

Justin Bay
Justin Barclay big pharma has too much money to allow stories like that to come out
Suzanne van Bommel
Emily Rice i am sorry for your loss. 2 neighbours...both 2 days after the 2nd shot...also the heart....50 and 60 years old healthy people

7 hrs Like Reply More

Meritxell Hdez Gras
A friend of my husband's, healthy, died suddenly, fully vaccinated.

7 hrs Like Reply More

Deborah Smith
A preventative regimen of supplements I've been taking. So far so good. https://youtu.be/1P0PRhrEzBk

"Why You Should Be Taking Quercetin"....
youtube.com

6 hrs Like Reply More

Daniel Collins
Can't write about something that hasn't happened.

6 hrs Like Reply More

Timothy Boone
Laura Brown im sorry

6 hrs Like Reply More

Curt Deufel
Daniel Collins I had a close friend pass 2 weeks after the jab, and he was healthy, cause of death, unknown, ya right! If it was my family, I'd be suing!

6 hrs Like Reply More
Zanyé Hatfield
Justin Barclay the less than 1%?

Donna Reese
Justin Barclay
This is being reported in the UK “80% of Covid-19 deaths in August were people who had been vaccinated according to Public Health data”

Tashina Braden
Curt Deufel can't sue if you sign the dotted line

George Miklos

Alex Paul
Zanyé Hatfield that's not even from the vaccine. That's just people who died of Covid who were vaccinated. Because the vaccine is literally killing no one.
Daniel Collins
Curt Deufel My condolences for your friend who passed of something other than the vaccine.
6 hrs Like Reply More

Dan Beard
Zanyé Hatfield government propaganda, lies.
6 hrs Like Reply More

River Sage
Zanyé Hatfield I think those 7,000 people mattered to someone.
5 hrs Like Reply More

Terri Lee Batton
Curt Deufel I am not sure I believe you.
5 hrs Like Reply More

Jenna Rose
Laura Brown yes what vaccine
5 hrs Like Reply More

Jenna Rose
Laura Brown and when
5 hrs Like Reply More

Jenna Rose
Laura Brown very sorry for your loss 😞
5 hrs Like Reply More

Dierdre Wybrew
Justin Barclay they cover most of them up.
5 hrs Like Reply More

Chris Chevelle
Justin Barclay Or lost their eye sight! Google that.
5 hrs Like Reply More

Koa Moon
Laura Brown following
5 hrs Like Reply More
Elizabeth Kovach

Zanyé Hatfield research the 45k who died within 3 days of taking the jab or the lawsuit filed regarding it. Vaers receives 1% of all fatality reports. Also according to vaers, 3x more people have died from the cvd19 shot in 6 months than from all other vaccines combined over 15 years.

Murray J Baughman

Justin Barclay It is not allowed by the Government to keep a record of those vaccinated getting Covid n if they do perish again it not reported. They are told to day it was a accident or something else.

Zanyé Hatfield

Elizabeth Kovach just did, it was proven false.

Murray J Baughman

Curt Deufel noone can file a law suite their not responsible . In other words the pharmacutical companies have immunity

Michael Anderson

Justin Barclay that will be blaming the UNvaccinated lol

Mary Tainter

Curt Deufel who can you sue big pharma will not be held accountable
Eagan Mount
Zanyé Hatfield 99.8 chance of surviving covid. Or a less than 1% chance of having an adverse reaction. I don't man. Risk vs reward factor here isn't really adding up.

Chris Chevelle
Zanyé Hatfield and less than 10% of people that get Covid have to be hospitalized. Of the 10%, 6% have under line conditions.

Kendall Waller
Justin Barclay I think that's the million dollar question here! Doubt they will respond as it doesn't fit their narrative. Horrible what is happening to so many.

Eddy Cardentey
Samantha Marie come on man!

Hope Alanah Rose King
Terri Lee Batton u are so ignorant

Zanyé Hatfield
River Sage so did the 665,000 that died from a preventable disease.

Paul Stevens
Michael Anderson They will try. But keep in mind, they twist the term "Unvaccinated" around to suit them, depending on the context that they use it. I found them indicating "Unvaccinated" people in a chart, but they failed to disclose that they meant "People who had 1 shot" and it didn't include the people who were free of ANY covid-vax, because they simply have no idea how many of them / us there are. It's deceitful and outright criminal what they're doing.

Susan Sander Ruff
Emily Rice very sorry for your loss
Amy Tyler Stewart

Paul Stevens According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, you’re not counted as fully vaccinated until a full 14 days have passed since your second injection in the case of Pfizer or Moderna, or 14 days after your first dose of Janssen, despite the fact that over 80% of deaths after the vaccines occur in this window. How convenient Anyone who dies within the first 14 days post-injection is counted as an unvaccinated death. Not only does this inaccurately inflate the unvaccinated death toll, but it also hides the real dangers of the COVID shots, as the vast majority of deaths from these shots occur within the first two weeks

The CDC also has two different sets of testing guidelines — one for vaccinated patients and another for the unvaccinated. If you’re unvaccinated, CDC guidance says to use a cycle threshold (CT) of 40, known to result in false positives. If you’re vaccinated, they recommend using a CT of 28 or less, which minimizes the risk of false positives

The CDC also hides vaccine failures and props up the “pandemic of the unvaccinated” narrative by only counting breakthrough cases that result in hospitalization or death

Hospitals are still also reporting non-COVID related illnesses as COVID-19

Barb McKinley

Laura Brown so very sorry for your loss. May God Bless you

Barb McKinley

Emily Rice so sorry to hear this

Mary Fyock

Justin Barclay stay hydrated and make sure you get plenty of rest. Getting run down is not good and makes your body vulnerable for illness! Stay healthy my friend!

Dan Beard

Zanyé Hatfield a CDC whistle blower said weeks ago that the poison shot has already killed over 45 thousand.

Stacy Lyons

Zanyé Hatfield So you are ok with 1 percent of people dieing from the jab?
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Zanyé Hatfield

Dan Beard that one was proved false

Dan Beard

Zanyé Hatfield cdc approved. Lol hilarious. They are the ones doing all of this. You think they will tell the truth? Lol No

Zanyé Hatfield

Stacy Lyons Less than 1 percent. What I’m not okay with is people dying from a preventable disease (665,000). And I’m frustrated that we literally have a cure but not using it when other countries are begging for it.

Dan Beard

Zanyé Hatfield bill gates owns the CDC literally. His father was a huge advocate for population control and gave seminars on it regularly. His son bill took up where his father left off and began pumping money into experimental shots and pushing them heavily in africa. After killing and crippling thousands he and his shots were ran out. He has done the same in India and other countries.

Zanyé Hatfield

Dan Beard I trust science and studies. I do my best to look at multiple sources. Questioning things is fine but if everything is a conspiracy then nothing gets done.

Jamie Macdonald

Zanyé Hatfield a cure ?
Teresa Wickersham

Elizabeth Kovach Vaers does not say that those people died from the vaccination.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Teresa Wickersham

Elizabeth Kovach Vaers does not say that those people died from the vaccination.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Teresa Wickersham

Stacy Lyons they aren't.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Robben Morin

Whistleblower for CMS - Medicare/Medicaid reports 40,000 seniors dead from vaccine - data shows post vaccine death 2,3,4 days

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mark Winsock

Teresa Wickersham you must be trolling with your responses. Please read before you comment.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Shane Stuart

Justin Barclay they won't do that story just like they won't do one about the people that died because of the jab

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jamie Macdonald

by paid liars with vested interests.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Genie Sollace

Laura Brown a 59 yr old in a coma now after taking jab.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Chris Chevelle

Eagan Mount antibodies are better if you had it, then a vaccine.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Bailey Pearl

Justin cause there is none.

3 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Zanyé Hatfield

Cara Hatfield

3 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Milquetoast Bandersnatch

Justin Barclay I don't know anyone who had any harm from the vaccine, but I know a lot of people that had loved ones die or had serious complications from covid, so...

3 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Dariene CA

14K deaths so far as per VAERS


Search Results from the VAERS Database
medalerts.org

Zanyé Hatfield

Dan Beard https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSL1N2LO230

Fact Check-List of claims about Bill...
reuters.com

Zanyé Hatfield

Dan Beard I tagged you with a non-bias central website that debunks a bunch of Bill Gates conspiracies

3 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Laura Foulke

Milquetoast Bandersnatch I know plenty who suffered due to the jab. I myself have suffered vax injury in years past. It is no joke. That's why this needs to be a decision for the individual not the government.

3 hrs   Like   Reply   More
Laura Foulke
I know plenty who suffered due to the jab. I myself have suffer vax injury in years past. It is no joke. That’s why this needs to be a decision for the individual not the government.

Laura Foulke
I know plenty who suffered due to the jab. I myself have suffer vax injury in years past. It is no joke. That’s why this needs to be a decision for the individual not the government.

Jessica Dinh
Darlene CA do you understand what VAERS is?

Laura Foulke
Milquetoast Bandersnatch no idea why this posted three times, it get telling me there was an error

Mark Teymer
Milquetoast Bandersnatch cerebral palsy is a side effect of vaccine

Adi Rose
Justin Barclay
Vaxxed vs Unvaxxed blood under EL Microscope

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CTzLCFflbJ0/?utm_medium=copy_link

Mark Teymer
Laura Foulke cerebral palsy is a side effect of the shot

Joeline Nelson Bennett
Debra Pasquella he is our problem
Celeste Knobel
Darlene CA Vaers is only reporting a small percentage of deaths, it's more, way more.

3 hrs Like Reply More

Heather Stewart
Justin Barclay yes! We had 2 teachers die among other elders etc fully vaccinated but your not seeing that!

3 hrs Like Reply More

Milquetoast Bandersnatch
Mark Teymer "Most individuals with cerebral palsy are born with it (85-90%), but those that acquire it in early childhood typically get it from head injury, environmental factors, and infections. The age for acquiring cerebral palsy after birth tends to vary, but most research papers will define it no later than 5 years old." Only 12 yo and up can get the vaccine. Do you have any references?

3 hrs Like Reply More
Disclaimer
VAERS accepts reports of adverse events and reactions that occur following vaccination. Healthcare providers, vaccine manufacturers, and the public can submit reports to the system. While very important in monitoring vaccine safety, VAERS reports alone cannot be used to determine if a vaccine caused or contributed to an adverse event or illness. The reports may contain information that is incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental, or unverifiable. In large part, reports to VAERS are voluntary, which means they are subject to biases. This creates specific limitations on how the data can be used scientifically. Data from VAERS reports should always be interpreted with these limitations in mind.

The strengths of VAERS are that it is national in scope and can quickly provide an early warning of a safety problem with a vaccine. As part of CDC and FDA’s multi-system approach to post-licensure vaccine safety monitoring, VAERS is designed to rapidly detect unusual or unexpected patterns of adverse events, also known as “safety signals.” If a safety signal is found in VAERS, further studies can be done in safety systems such as the CDC’s Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) or the Clinical Immunization Safety Assessment (CISA) project. These systems do not have the same scientific limitations as VAERS, and can better assess health risks and possible connections between adverse events and a vaccine.

Key considerations and limitations of VAERS data:

Vaccine providers are encouraged to report any clinically significant health problem following vaccination to VAERS, whether or not they believe the vaccine was the cause. Reports may include incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental and unverified information. The number of reports alone cannot be interpreted or used to reach conclusions about the existence, severity, frequency, or rates of problems associated with vaccines. VAERS data is limited to vaccine adverse event reports received between 1990 and the most recent date for which data are available. VAERS data do not represent all known safety information for a vaccine and should be interpreted in the context of other scientific information. VAERS data available to the public include only the initial report data to VAERS. Updated data which contains data from medical records and corrections reported during follow up are used by the government for analysis. However, for numerous reasons including data consistency, these amended data are not available to the public.

Derek W. Keoughan
Justin Barclay needle in a haystack - the numbers aren't on "your side"

Kathy Mccormick
Milquetoast Bandersnatch that's because that's what the liberals want you to hear! They're not going to tell you anything negative!
Billy Williams
Justin Barclay along time from now, if it can be smothered out!

Derek W. Keoughan
Robben Morin "it posts the sources for its info or else it gets told to crawl back into its hole..."

Teresa Wickersham
What this means is that if a doctor has a patient who died immediately post vaccination, if it is because they are old and sick or because they had a sudden heart attack, that death is reported to Vaers. The number of deaths is not outside of what you would expect for the number of people-half our population. Then people (not you people, obviously) look at those deaths and adverse reactions to see if there are patterns that indicate a problem. They found three deaths of young women from blood clots that they attributed to one of the vaccines. They found cardiomyopathy (very rarely) in young men-and they recovered from it. This is nowhere near the number of deaths from the illness, or even the long term effects from the illness. Vaers doesn't mean what you think it means.

RH Eric
Heather Stewart vaxxed vs unvaxxed vs fake card vaxxed.... whats ya poison

Billy Williams
Mark Teymer you need to restate this fact later in the fall, kids 5 and up. you may not no it yet but, i'll bet if you remember in a couple months, you'll be rite on key, they're gonna call it something else though. don't get the flu shot this year! Same stuffs gonna be in it as the "c vaccine"

Mike Kehler
Celeste Knobel so there's been like a billion doses given out. Sad as this number may be it's negligible in percentage
Josh Novodoff

PCR tests on vaccinated and unvaccinated...
healthfeedback.org

Mark Hays
This page will be taken down- the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public. Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities.

Mark Hays
This page will be taken down- the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public. Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities.
WA

Teresa Wickersham

Darlene CA It does not mean what you think it means. erpreting VAERS Data.

Disclaimer

VAERS accepts reports of adverse events and reactions that occur following vaccination. Healthcare providers, vaccine manufacturers, and the public can submit reports to the system. While very important in monitoring vaccine safety, VAERS reports alone cannot be used to determine if a vaccine caused or contributed to an adverse event or illness. The reports may contain information that is incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental, or unverifiable. In large part, reports to VAERS are voluntary, which means they are subject to biases. This creates specific limitations on how the data can be used scientifically. Data from VAERS reports should always be interpreted with these limitations in mind.

The strengths of VAERS are that it is national in scope and can quickly provide an early warning of a safety problem with a vaccine. As part of CDC and FDA’s multi-system approach to post-licensure vaccine safety monitoring, VAERS is designed to rapidly detect unusual or unexpected patterns of adverse events, also known as “safety signals.” If a safety signal is found in VAERS, further studies can be done in safety systems such as the CDC’s Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) or the Clinical Immunization Safety Assessment (CISA) project. These systems do not have the same scientific limitations as VAERS, and can better assess health risks and possible connections between adverse events and a vaccine.

Key considerations and limitations of VAERS data:

Vaccine providers are encouraged to report any clinically significant health problem following vaccination to VAERS, whether or not they believe the vaccine was the cause. Reports may include incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental and unverified information. The number of reports alone cannot be interpreted or used to reach conclusions about the existence, severity, frequency, or rates of problems associated with vaccines. VAERS data is limited to vaccine adverse event reports received between 1990 and the most recent date for which data are available. VAERS data do not represent all known safety information for a vaccine and should be interpreted in the context of other scientific information. VAERS data available to the public include only the initial report data to VAERS. Updated data which contains data from medical records and corrections reported during follow up are used by the government for analysis. However, for numerous reasons including data consistency, these amended data are not available to the public.

EM Garcia Babb

Darlene CA do you have any understanding of how this site is managed?

Teresa Wickersham

Mark Hays or it isn’t true. And it is not.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Angela Pryor
Mark Hays my bet is this is democide

Teresa Wickersham
Patricia Bowen They have medication for paranoia.

Kirsten Myers
Justin Barclay https://www.bitchute.com/video/Q9Ln8e1Rt71/

Have You Heard of The Spanish Flu ( just...
bitchute.com

Teresa Wickersham
Robben Morin show me.

Barbara McGreger
The only people I have personally known who have died have gotten the jaberdooos! So there's that. Where's the story about that?!

Teresa Wickersham
Genie Sollace where?

Norsis Chirinos
Revon Yard sorry for your loss...

Katie Campbell
Justin Barclay They were still the minority
Amber Rach
Milquetoast Bandersnatch thank you for doing your research, I am astonished by all the misinformation on here…

Lori Ogden
Katie Campbell and that's ok with you? Wow

Lori Ogden
Katie Campbell(null) and that's ok

Lori Ogden
Teresa Wickersham you're brainwashed

Adam Keim
Dan Beard and people still can't connect the dots. Because "science".

Billy Williams
And if you think it's funny now, will you still, if it happens??

Connie Coleman
Katie Campbell you will feel differently when it happens to someone you care about. Better watch out karma can be really wicked.

Laura Brown
Claudia Hair Moderna

Laura Brown
Jenna Rose she was in the 2nd group to be aloud I think. I would have to check her card for exact date
Samuel J. Martin III

Kirsten Myers // fascinating… that an “experimental vaccine” was the cause of the “Spanish Flu” & a Gates was at the center of it

Critical Thinking Required

Bill Gates of Hell
always with a sly smile like a Cheshire Cat who’s so pleased with himself

C VID-19.84 😈
C-19.84 v@((ln€

Elizabeth Kovach

Zanyé Hatfield Zanyé Hatfield Zanyé Hatfield there’s an active lawsuit on this very thing. Attorney who filed the suit is Thom Renz. What you are experiencing is media propaganda to draw the public away from the truth. If it’s mainstream, it’s corrupt. Has been for years. Suggest getting off google to start. Search results are drastically different. And learn how to navigate archives for real information. Kudos for attempting though.

This site has the lawsuit

Elizabeth Kovach

Zanyé Hatfield https://stateofthenation.co/?p=75542 link to lawsuit here.

Delaine Amerson Fuentes

Martin Fuentes read comments
Diane Williams
Louise Zoko
There is NO depth they will not sink to in order to peddle fear. So tragic for this family already under the burden of grief. I would repost this but I just got out of facebook jail for posting anti "shot" info.

Robin Black
Barbara McGregor well the other million before any vaccine. I guess u didn't here about them. The ignorance!!!!!!!!!

Derek W. Keoughan
M'kay, Typhoid Mary... your unsupported anecdotal BS is not supported by ANY science, nor even Grade 1 counting ability...

Teresa Wickersham
Kirsten Myers Now I have heard it all.

John Ragland
Connie Coleman tell that to the social media folks who ranted about vaccines and mask who are now dead. Tell that to the three of eight in the republican liberty party of Texas picture who are dead. All now with go fund me sites. How many of their kids and wives would have liked them to take the jab. I'll post the link to a site all about these people. Not saying what is true or not on this chain, but we have watched countless die in front of our eyes who once ranted about mask and shots: who end up on TV crying and saying they should have taken the shot.

Katie Campbell
Connie Coleman I agree, I did not mean the lol as it’s funny, but the majority of them were unvaccinated. So can’t we focus on that too?
Barb Kehs Eichlin
Mike Kehler but for Spanish flu vaccine (i think that's the one) there were only 25 deaths before they took the jab OFF THE MARKET!!

Alecia Cruz
Katie Campbell tell that to my family that we're the first to get vaccinated and are now any the hospital dying almost 9 months later

Betty Mac
Katie Campbell ..Stop believing the lies the govt. are spewing out. Why do you think the majority of Aussies are speaking out about these criminals? Because we know who and what is behind it all, and it is NOT the govt. looking after your health! They are traitors and have sold us out to the Great Reset...Bill Gates, Big Pharma, big banks, Rockefellers, Soros, Fauci, elitists using communist tactics to tame and cull us.
Look up the Great Reset.

Revon Yard
Norsis Chirinos Thank you so much

Betty Mac
Alecia Cruz ..I can't Like what you wrote as it is so sad and unnecessary that deaths are happening. So sorry that you and your family are going through this. Stay strong! We need more victims speaking out..show the govt. up for what it is...the Australian mafia.

Betty Mac
Samuel J. Martin III ...Exactly...and Bill Gates is following in his father's footsteps....de populating the world. He said that he will use vaccines to do it.

Betty Mac
Great news...the CFMEU are backing the rally on Saturday in Melbourne....one in the eye for Andrews who thought he had them in his pocket.

Danni Tosev
Adi Rose roulade in blood smaples also occur in unhealthy people, impaired ability to carry oxygen around the body, eating too much processed food and sugar.
John Nerat VI
Ask Israel

Jen Evans Colville
Leah Prairie I know people in real life and online that saved their lives in the ICU with no vent. The vents are what can kill

Samuel Forget
Justin Barclay they wont talk about it fo sure fo sure

Elizabeth Kovach
Zanyé Hatfield Reuters is not non-biased. Gates and his father are eugenists. They firmly believe in de-population.

Thomas Batchelor
If you go to hospital, say 6 days after taking shot(s). They will say you don't have the shot. Because the shot does not go into effect until two weeks after having the shot. This is how the can lie and get away with it. Saying that people in the hospital didn't get the shot. I believe the shot is what giving the virus and killing

Courtney Evans
Betty Mac the new world order is what we know it as in the states. You are absolutely correct!

Courtney Evans
Interesting they deleted this woman's name off of all her comments and they can't be replied to.
Margaret Greatorex

Justin Barclay yes we would like to know

Jill Stiens-Hamilton

Katie Campbell no you aren't listening,! And we're freaking done with not being heard!

Jill Stiens-Hamilton

Derek W. Keoughan not true I have plenty of scientific information from well known doctors and virologists even the person who developed the MRNA protein vaccine you better stand back because you're full of crap you don't know what the hell you're talking about.

Jill Stiens-Hamilton

Robin Black and it is a known fact that if they had used outpatient therapy rather than just stepping a ventilator down everyone's throat that got sick with this they would have lost in the United States less than 50,000 people it would have been out of 650,600,000 people would have survived. But they stopped the use of the inexpensive medication that cures it.

Jill Stiens-Hamilton

Betty Mac this is not even a vaccine it is gene therapy there's a big difference.

Jill Stiens-Hamilton

Teresa Wickersham prove it I've got news for you lady I've got one of the best doctors in the United States who says that this is genocide would you like to see that information because I'd be happy to show it to you.

Jill Stiens-Hamilton

Darlene CA and it is been stated by many well known doctors that VAERS only reports 1% of all the adverse effects that are happening. But just with the numbers that they're showing there's never been this many deaths as a result of a vaccine in our nation's history. They have shut them down first.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Melissa Anne
If you’re unvaccinated & survived Covid, raise your hand.

View previous replies

Amy Argyle
Had it in April.

Amy Suiter
Melissa Anne

Manorama Diaz
Melissa Anne

Morgan Gilkerson

Christina Norberto
Melissa Anne

Melissa Wyant

Tami Freedman

Cherie N Gerald
Melissa Anne

David Mattas
Melissa Anne right here!! My immune system fought it off without issue.
Amy C Tate

April Campbell
Melissa Anne

Jessica Chavez

Meghan Oblazny
Melissa Anne me and about 50 other family members and friends.

Alvaro Laborin
@MelissaAnne

Susan C. Roberts
Colleen Mongan

Beth Snyder
.... 11 days in hospital, Remdesivir, CCU, whole 9.... Thankful to have survived.

Michelle Hutchison ONeal
Melissa Anne

Kaylynn Marie Cavins
Melissa Anne

Kaysie Ellis Phillips
Melissa Anne
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Abby Johnson: ProWoman, ProChild, ProLife
I'm just here for the ratio.

Lisa Leopard B... replied  862 replies

Adam Lee Marcus
I know people who died painfully from the vaccine. Want those stories?

Stephanie Kay
Adam Lee Marcus doesn't fit their rhetoric so I'm sure they'll pass.

Sam Smith
Adam Lee Marcus No they do not.

Kathy Dvorak
Strange that news stations in Cleveland are asking this as well...

Darla Dempster
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Stephanie Fagan
Kathy Dvorak Really? Someone isn't rolling over and sipping the Koolaid?

Carol Lynn
Adam Lee Marcus in our ER, we've seen 1 sick from the vaccine to 500 sick from COVID
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jewell Faye
Adam, exactly
on Mon
Like Reply More

Angela Huffstetler
Adam Lee Marcus me too Friend But they don't want to hear both sides
on Mon
Like Reply More

Jo Ann Esquinaldo
Adam Lee Marcus, me, too. Yep, they don't want the TRUTH!
on Mon
Like Reply More

Kathy Slone
Adam Lee Marcus Share those stories with us
on Mon
Like Reply More

Cara Thacker
Adam Lee Marcus did you get the shot??
on Mon
Like Reply More

Marie Maynard
Carol Lynn
What is the protocol now for when a covid patient is in stage 1?
When our family got it last year we were sent home...they monitored us with a phone call.
I started Dr. Zelenko’s protocols with the suggested supplements and fortunately we never reached the advanced stages.
Why do they not allow HCQ and Ivermectin for stage 1?
There are medical studies showing they’re most effective in stage 1.
The claims on HCQ side effects seemed to apply to people using it for long term use not short term.
Possible side effects from Remdesivir on the other hand, looks more concerning than these medicines.
https://c19hcq.com/

HCQ for COVID-19: real-time analysis of...
c19hcq.com
Mark Hight
Marie Maynard do you know why because if those work they couldn't push the vaccine understand they made the virus so that we would take the shot it’s the shots that have the stuff in it which come to find out they’ve been putting stuff in our flu shot last 10-15 years

Katie Kurtz Hansen
Cara Thacker If you ask a personal medical question, be prepared to tell Adam Lee Marcus when your last pap or colonoscopy was! #FairIsFair #NoOnesBusiness

Sean Mck innon
Adam Lee Marcus yes, tell us, just get vaccinated. It won't kill you, it's a vaccine.

Suni Macaluso
Adam Lee Marcus it’s not the path they are trying to lead people and convince them that the jab is what they should do. If they are a journalistically influenced station, they would include every factual story of how all lives have been touched. In other words, the truth.

Jenny Mize Toufas
Adam Lee Marcus yes please share. I'm asking because there are many that say it isn't so

Ellen Kraft
Kathy Dvorak you know all news stations are programmed the same right? So whatever propaganda one is spewing they ALL are spewing.

Pamela J Taylor-Mohn
Adam Lee Marcus Tell them whether they want to hear or not. We must truth is our weapon in this war. So so sorry for your losses.

Mary A Kastrol
Jenny Mize Toufas My children’s father passed away after his first shot of a massive heart attack The morning after getting it. And I believe that’s what killed him.
Kathy Dvorak
Ellen Kraft my sarcasm was not conveyed well enough i guess

Susan Mavity
Adam Lee Marcus Yes!

James C. Patterson
Adam Lee Marcus dude, I'm on your side as a Conservative, but c'mon...just ain't true. And even if they did die from the vax, they're one in a million.

Anita Ward

BBC presenter Lisa Shaw died of Covid...

Angela Dunckel
1984!

Eileen Jensen Prevost
Kathy Dvorak it's called mockingbird media.

Francine Bussell
Adam Lee Marcus - I know plenty who were injured too with neuropathy, encephalitis, GBS and 1 teen who died from inflammation surrounding the heart subsequent to the vaccine.

Amy Jenna Thompson
Ellen Kraft so true. They are owned by the same people, thats why
Janice Brown McDonald
Francine Bussell name us some names. I don't believe you can.

Laurie Kay McClain
Adam Lee Marcus I want to hear the stories and interview you telling them on a podcast, please DM me, thanks!

Cody Andrews
James C. Patterson LOTS HAVE DIED FROM THE SHOT

Cindy Crane
Mary A Kastrol so sorry to hear

Lisa Beck
James C. Patterson wrong, they are hiding the numbers, per VAERS it could be as high as 1.4 million dead from the jab

Jay Jenkins
Adam Lee Marcus That's a very very very very small number compared to the unvaccinated individuals

Jennifer Branesky Smith
Cara Thacker how was your last STD screening? Is that too personal? Feel like nobody needs to know whether it all came back negative or if something came up positive? Yeah it's the same with this shot.

Kathy Slone
Sean McKinnon Oh that's why you're wrong. It just might kill us. My body my choice
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Alejandra Cruz
Kathy Dvorak You know they're all run by the same people. If you ever see that video where they're all saying basically the same thing and it's recorded and it's so eerie to listen to 12 or 16 whatever it was station say the same thing

Steve Cannafax
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Doug Dickey
Adam Lee Marcus that would not fit their narrative

Amy Glosser Moser
Francine Busssel same. I review hospital cases and there are lots of awful side effects and now very sick vax covid cases.

Sara Keltner Ellis
James C. Patterson one in a million?? Have you read all of these replies?? You know there’s so many more than these comments.

Alejandra Cruz
https://youtu.be/yXfRDC2NKY0

Nancy DeTreville Spicer
Stephanie Fagan Koolaid always leaves a nasty aftertaste in my mouth. Something I don't drink voluntarily.

Albert Sutlick
Mary A Kastrol is that what killed him or is that what you believe ? Hard data only, please.
James C. Patterson
Y'all are wearing tinfoil hats...bunch o crazies...

Mary A Kastrol
Albert Sutlick put it this way if he did not do that stupid shot he would be alive today.

Yamema El-kurdi
Adam Lee Marcus what's the vaccine called

Wendy Wharton
Ellen Kraft mockingbird media

Gary Nye
Nancy DeTreville Spicer I fkn love Kool-Ade, just not this flavor. I prefer grape ot black cherry, myself.

Amy Jenna Thompson
Marie Maynard remdesivir doesn't work. My dad was vaxed and died two weeks ago. When Rem.. ran out they did nothing more for my father. He died 6 days later. They sent my dad home on monday when he first went in. On Thursday he was so bad off his friend compromised her health, picked my dad up at 4 am and took him back to the hospital, he died 10 days later. They didnt give my father immune boosting supplements, nothing. I had to beg for them to put him on high doses of Vitamin D, Zinc and micro-dose Vitamin C. They only gave him 2000 btu D a day after I begged, they gave him 150 mg zinc and didnt micro dose C. I begged them to try Ivermectin or anything! The Dr said she had to consult the pulmonologist. They didnt start any other potentially life saving meds. They left my father scared, suffering and he died. He vaccinated like he was told. He wore masks like they said. I wish he would have listened to me. The money making vaccine gave my father a false sense of security. He died.
Amy Jenna Thompson
Mark Hight thats why I dont get the flu shot. The 3 times in 19 years that I got it I got absolutely sick with either bronchitis, walking pneumonia or the flu. The last year I got the shot I got Flu A, B, hand foot and mouth, and carried strep. My 1 child whom also got the shot out of three children got Flu A and tested positive for strep 1 day after my symptoms started. I was sick for 30 days. Absolutely ill. Never will I ever get that shot again.

Zonya Ponder
Adam Lee Marcus exactly!!!!

Debi Brewster
Francine Bussell all that can happen from Covid too. Up to 40% of the people who survive covid have a long term disability from complications of covid. That is a lot more people

Elisa Noelle
Adam Lee Marcus yes speak out and don't be silenced.

Amy Stancombe
Adam Lee Marcus I got the . Totally regret it. My leg was paralyzed for almost a week, now I suffer from constant acute pain I didn't have before.

Christian Daman
I'll take things that didn't happen for 500, Alex

Chuck Dubman
Still play a backwards roll as well as I ever could.

Molly Rea
Adam Lee Marcus yes we do want those stories, with names and evidence showing the vaccine caused the death, not that it was just correlated
Diane Brown
Amy Jenna Thompson

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Brian Bechtel
Albert Sutlick

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Albert Sutlick
Mary A Kastrol i have lost three friends to Covid in the last year. One died before the vaccine was available, one did not get the shot, and the other had complicating illnesses. I understand your concern and i am sorry for your loss. But the deaths even related to a vaccine injection are about 1:50,000, roughly the same risk as dying from a bee sting for a normal person. I know what my friends went through, and they would not wish it on their worst enemy.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Julie Canafax
Debi Brewster cite your reference please.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Michael Camp

James C. Patterson Truth?
you know the truth?? That's a huge statement!
One in 1 million?
Do you have accurate data to support your claim?
According to the VAERS data you off by a lot.
It's more like one and 200 people have an adverse reaction.
Roughly 1 in 14,000 die

https://openvaers.com/

Johannah Snow

Albert Sutlick seems pretty obvious

John Snook

Adam Lee Marcus yes tell me the stories.

Johannah Snow

Debi Brewster they're both weapons. Why take one voluntarily..

Nancy GSmith

Adam Lee Marcus YES I do!

Jacklyn Schmitt

Adam Lee Marcus I do

Tara Hemminger Jacob Schmitt
Adam Strother
Albert Sutlick I completely agree with you... so how many people actually died from Covid or was it other conditions? Hard data only, please.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jackie Oh
Seth Burkholder those fools still have their signs up.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kristin Dioguardo
Adam yes. I lost 3 family members to the vaccine
28
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Chris Morgan
James C. Patterson Read the vaers data, nhs data, data from Israel, and studies on contamination from Japan. Not one in a million. Especially since the US doesn't consider you vaxxed until 2 weeks after second dose. Good way to mask what's happening.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

AmyJade English
Mary A Kastrol no - was probably going to have a heart attack either way
27
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AmyJade English
Mary A Kastrol you don't know that you have no evidence to support this
6
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

AmyJade English
Johannah Snow hardly to the millions of People who have been vaccinated and haven't had a heart attack?
2
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Hannah Heatherly Chambers
Adam Lee Marcus https://vaers.hhs.gov/

REPORT VACCINE INJURY HERE this is a link from the cdc website

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...
vaers.hhs.gov
Spencer Basoco
Adam Lee Marcus I know ppl that died painfully without. What's your point?

Quinn Kathleen
Adam Lee Marcus Your evidence source is...?

Pam Conklin
Adam Lee Marcus and the stories of all the people with debilitating strokes, blood clots, heart inflammation....

Stormie Speaks
Adam Lee Marcus yes! I know people who are having bad reactions from the vaccine.

Craig Rutledge
Adam Lee Marcus Name names. Prove it

Sara Keltner Ellis
Seth Burkholder the clowns are the ones who are blind to the truth. The ones who believe what they are spoon fed by the wishy washy Fauci and The other pushers.

Charity A Fowler
Mary A Kastrol I believe this

Mary A Kastrol
Charity A Fowler people are dying every day from the vaccine people are just too brainwashed to realize it

Kristy Branch
Mary A Kastrol I'm so sorry for yours and your children's loss
Kristy Branch
Amy Stancombe I'm so sorry that happened to you

Mary A Kastrol
AmyJade English well until he comes and tells me it wasn't the vaccine that did it… in my heart that's what killed him.

Vanessa Humphries
Debi Brewster, so you think taking the vaccine means you won't get Covid? You might want to research that one a little closer. And getting Covid is random. Injecting yourself voluntarily is a whole different situation.

Jacob Cabaniss
Yes, I want to know the actual story. The people's names, what they died from, how that was related to the vaccine, and the whole timeline of events please. I want to know the exact story of how these people died painfully from the vaccine

Josh Butler
Albert Sutlick How about you realign your manners? You can shove your "hard data" up your supple cheeks.

Josh Butler
James C. Patterson You don't know that, bruv.

Josh Butler
Paul Trimble You are not owed "evidence". Blow yourself.

Lynn Mitchell
AmyJade English same theory can be applied to people who had covid but didn't die...

Cheryl Lynn Wright
Ellen Kraft, aww Illuminati and their narrative!!!
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Cheryl Lynn Wright
**Adam Lee Marcus**, exactly!!

Dusty Fontaine
They may not, but I do.

Jen Kapelan
Facebook will ban you. I tried sharing the articles about the women paralyzed...

Charity A Fowler
**Mary A Kastrol** Exactly

Peter Russell
**James C. Patterson** if he personally knows people that have then its true by definition. Good grief

Carrie Steckbauer
**Adam Lee Marcus** go to go find me . Com put in moderna and Pfizer and see for yourself

Carrie Steckbauer
**Kathy Slone** you want stories? Go to go fund me .com search moderna or Pfizer and you will see all sorts of vax damage stories.

Carrie Steckbauer
**Mary A Kastrol** my friends family member who is young had a severe stroke after 2nd dose and his dr said it was from the vax

Carrie Steckbauer
**Albert Sutlick** is anyone studying this ..... no.... You want more stories? Go to go find me . Com type in moderna or Pfizer and look at all the vax damage stories
Christine Brunetti

Adam Lee Marcus we all know you don't know anyone who was vaccinated

Lisa Porthan Carson

Kathy Slone I have a friend who was 42, prime of health, fit, owned a dojo, 2 healthy kids and a wife… few days after the shot, collapsed and was brain dead within hours… want that story .. doc said he threw a clot lodged in his brain and had some cardiac myopathy- sound familiar? I'll take a horse gel over that...

Chad Kozloski

Adam Lee Marcus I do. cause I

Kari Daly

Amy Jade English they just don't want to hear that. Correlation does not equal causation but that isn't something they understand. This country is wild.

Rachel Cressy-Kent

Adam Lee Marcus the media won't post that side- unless they are paid to do so… everything is propaganda when it comes to politics and media.

Seth Burkholder

Sara Keltner Ellis this administration had a giant failure with messaging. The science is clear though. Even though they aren't as reckless as the last administration, they still involve politics in their decisions rather than just the good of the people. The are the ones that believe everything but the science

Brian Lawrence

Adam Lee Marcus yes we do. Share share share! People need to hear the truth and wake up. The jab was not created to help with the virus. The virus was created to get people to take this experimental poison. The media is an enemy of the people! Thanks in advance.

Brenda Lee Gatcomb Alley

Amy Jenna Thompson same experience for me!
Alison Wadsworth
Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t. You’re a liar pants on fire.

Courtney Farley
Adam Lee Marcus My dad had the j & j jab and not long after, had a massive stroke from a blood clot and passed away!!

Bex Ward
Gary Nye the two flavors i like too

Marvin Cruz
James C. Patterson And that number should be ZERO. The medicine isn’t supposed to kill you!

Misty Balsis Carpenter
Mary Bakara Boals Sandy Gal read comments

April Costello
Kathy Slone https://t.me/covidvaccineinjuries

Sherrie Horne Tucker
Adam Lee Marcus, the MSM don’t want REAL facts, they thrive on lies and trying to scare people but one would think they would see by now that we are smarter than all them put together and certainly smarter than Biden, Fauci and their cronies!!

Caleb Carter
Adam Lee Marcus no they cover all of that up with help of big pharma funded big tech.
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Ali Gilpin

**Adam Lee Marcus** same here and they don't want to hear it because it doesn't fit there propaganda bs

Alexis Giblin Nizer

**Adam Lee Marcus** yes, we want them! I'm so sorry for your loss

Katie Huggins

**Adam Lee Marcus** or how about the vaccine reactions that have disabled peoples entire lives as they knew it.

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins

**Katie Kurtz Hansen** and how would her pap and colonoscopy history effect anyone else? Do you think colon cancer is contagious? It's not the same.

Susan Stephens

**Adam Lee Marcus** Maybe you should make that known

Joe-Martha Mcnair

**Adam Lee Marcus** of course not They don't want the truth

Valla Wilson-Boyd

Pfizer alone has projected 35.8 billion dollars that they will make on the vaccine guess who pays for that the government guess who pays the government tax payers .

James W Dexter

**Amy Jenna Thompson** remdesivir is what's killing people.

James W Dexter

**Sean Mckinnon** It's killing a lot of people.
James W Dexter
Albert Sutlick Same goes for the virus..

James W Dexter
Janice Brown McDonald I don’t believe you care.

Elliott Clark
Molly Rea tell me you had this same energy when hospitals were labeling all deaths as covid deaths.

Richard Qualey McCracken
Adam Lee Marcus like how many people do you know that died from the “vaccine”

I know none personally. I personally know 3 that have died from covid.

So my personal experience is way different

Sara Keltner Ellis
Seth Burkholder the science is clear as mud … depending on who the “experts” are.

The so-called C vax is dangerous. It does not save anyone from C. It does more harm than good. That is not a vaccine.

Julie Marie
James C. Patterson the problem is when there’s many millions that’s a higher chance, but let’s not let one life go unexplained let alone several hundreds of thousands.

Colleen Young Higgs
Ellen Kraft right??! Unfortunately they get the same

Exactly story and you could

Watch the news in CA snd it’s the same as in VA! Weird??! Bahahahahaaaaa. I’m surprised people

Still watch the “news”
In the USA, we administer 1M COVID Vaccinations Daily. For such a large number of people, we will expect a large number of UNREALTED adverse events to normally happen within any two week period.

The following numbers are the expected number of adverse events within 2 weeks, based on normal rates (I'm using 2019 statistics)

- 129,000 will die
- 69,000 will suffer a heart attack
- 37,000 will die from a heart attack
- 36,000 will suffer a stroke
- 187,000 will become pregnant (yes the shot causes pregnancy too)
- 38,000 will lose a pregnancy

Lesson: We expect to see lots and lots of anecdotal stories that may seem to be compelling evidence that vaccines are not safe, even if they are perfectly safe. Also remember that J&J put a pause on their vaccine for only 28 clotting cases (3 fatal).
Shane Raymer
Adam Lee Marcus doubt it.

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins
Robin Bailey how does the shot cause pregnancy?!

Sabrina Medynski
Adam Lee Marcus well lets hear it.

Albert Sutlick
Adam Strother that is indeed the $64,000 question. It may take years to sort that out to an extent. Technically, a lot of the people are dying of pneumonia, but except for the covid virus, only a few would have been expected to get pneumonia. Same for a lot of other illnesses. I think some of our "experts", and certainly the media, have done a very poor job of explaining just how something like covid can trigger other, more life threatening, illnesses.

Janie Juliette Lowry
Mark Hight exactly! If there’s a treatment, no authorization for a vaccine. Why do you think they threw 350+ doctors off the steps in Washington? Shame on them for finding something that would save lives!

Craig Rutledge
Jen Kapelan okay Jan

Sylvia Hathaway
Kathy Dvorak They are trying to brainwash us!

Stefan Crayton
Ja'Net Marie
Nomore Silenceworldwide
Do you want to see all true stories together? Click on the link below and follow me on my personal profile on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Ryan Koehler
Adam Lee Marcus Careful, they don't like truth anymore…

Abbie Garside
Adam Lee Marcus https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100068922816380

Ria No Moresilence

Elle Balla
Adam Lee Marcus they don't want those

Abbie Garside

Ria No Moresilence

Jennifer Branesky Smith
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins what about STD results? Those are contagious. So shouldn't she release those, cause they don't just affect her? How are your STD screenings?
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins

**Jennifer Branesky Smith** Still not the same unless you plan on sharing your genitals and body fluids every time you go to the store…. but sure, I’ll tell you. My last pap came back normal. I get checked for STDs as well and I had nothing to report. Sorry if that wasn’t exciting
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Josh Sasina

**Adam Lee Marcus** noooo doesn’t fit the narrative

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Whiting Miller

**Carrie Steckbauer** what is that web site?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jared Jackson

**Adam Lee Marcus**

[media.tenor.co](https://media.tenor.co)

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sheldon Sunshine

**Adam Lee Marcus** prove it. Show the obituary or death certificate.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Karianne Newton

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Tierney Denise
Adam Lee Marcus Same here. But they won't spill that.

Ryan MJ
Adam Lee Marcus So sad. This is disgusting. You should share the truth. People need to hear your stories.

Tara Spradlin
Ellen Kraft operation mockingbird

Alexander D Antonio
Adam Lee Marcus shhh don't tell those you'll mess up their scare tactics....

Karen Ironside
and then the most relevant message . I want to hear the stories....

Autumn Johnson
Adam Lee Marcus same here

Ozogcato Kelly
They wouldn't have gotten that sick if they would have been given the right medications. I know for a fact here in Michigan Dr.s were told they could not give hydrochloroquin or they would lose their license. Why is that?

Nikita Zhukovskiy
Adam Lee yeah let's hear it! I've yet to hear them.

Ellis Swint
Adam Lee Marcus no you don't
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Mike Nielsen
**Adam Lee Marcus** Clearly, yes. The public NEEDS to hear those stories. If Channel 7 does not tell some of those stories, they are not about News. Real news, not the commercial like information they are passing on from the CDC...

Danielle Vincent Lewis
**Adam Lee Marcus** yes please share

Erica Cantu-vela
**Adam Lee Marcus** no you don't

Betty Diamond
**Adam Lee Marcus** Yes

Sandy Whitney
**Adam Lee Marcus**. Names and dates of death, please . . .

Lindsay Bunting Eichinger
**Adam Lee Marcus**

Joe Rexford
**Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins** So what happened to my body my choice like abortion

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr#_=_
Sharon Mlodoch
Adam Lee Marcus - No, no you do not know people who died from the vaccine.

Lisa Ann
Adam Lee Marcus are there verifiable

Shannon Brame-Collier
Angela Huffstetler so start sharing

Cara Sanders Drake
James C. Patterson I know two people who died after the shot and I live in rural Iowa… are you kidding me?

Shannon Brame-Collier
Joe Rexford can you pass abortion to 10 people within minutes of being with them?

Anita Sheckells Smith
Christine Brunetti I have two family members dead in one week from the vaccines ((unexpected heart attacks )) two healthy young men with no health issues.

James C. Patterson
Marvin Cruz all vaccines and even medications aren't perfect and have side effects...some fatal. But a very tiny proportion compared to those who have been helped by them.

Zeena George
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins are you HIV positive? Go do the test and post the results here. You have one week to comply.

Kayleen Edwards
Janice Brown McDonald Please dont name any names of the deceased from the vaccine on this site...they will only be victims of next elections cheated votes.
Shannon Brame-Collier
Mary A Kastrol what did the autopsy results say. I'm very sorry for your loss

BethSki Wski
Ellen Kraft 100%

Joe Rexford
My body my choice. You can still get the virus even though you have the vaccine and still be contagious and spread the virus

Jessica Fussell
Jenny Mize Toufas https://www.gofundme.com/s?q=Moderna

GoFundMe Search: Moderna
gofundme.com

Stephanie Soldano
Adam Lee Marcus yes names dates everything

Ellen Jardine
Omg.....have none of you idio*s realised that Adam Lee Marcus has not answered?? So gullible! He's clearly a stirrer.

BethSki Wski
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins Still nobody's business, whether you like it or not.

Sabrina Vukas
Adam Lee Marcus

Terri Battin
Adam Lee Marcus here in this thread you will find the programmable or is that indoctrinated?
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jessica Fussell
Jenny Mize Toufas https://www.gofundme.com/s?q=Pfizer

GoFundMe Search: Pfizer
gofundme.com

James C. Patterson
Cara Sanders Drake what exactly did they die from? In other words, what is on their death cert.?

Shannon Brame-Collier
Francine Bussell I have a friend who is 43. He got the pericarditis. They discovered the leaking valve in his heart that is a ticking time bomb. He’s having surgery to fix it in a few days.

Dorothy Johnson
Adam Lee Marcus I am so sorry

Elysia Petavrakis
This Didn’t Happen So Much That It Actually Unhappened Things That Had

Shannon Brame-Collier
Amy Stancombe the vaccine has no ingredients that would cause that. Could you have injured yourself in any way?

Audrey Jones
Adam Lee Marcus sure. Let us hear that.

Nicole Robinson
Adam Lee Marcus died? Painfully? From.. the….. vaccine? Multiple people? Context?? maybe?
Donna Rae Mangis
Adam Lee Marcus yes I would and an obit because I want the truth. If you truly know please send their story and obit. I will contact all that will talk to me. And post my findings too. I picked you randomly we both have nothing to lose so let's do our best to seek out truth. Not what we read true people. Thanks

BethSki Wski
Mary A Kastrol Awfully coincidental.

Kins Sparkles
Albert Sutlick there has been liable source that has said it causes heart problems. Can't remember the source but I will go find it and put it on here.

Debbie Lott
Kathy Dvorak my local tv station had the exact same post exact same wording...Mockingbird at it again!

Nichole Wright
Adam Lee Marcus yes tell me

Danielle Lorimer
Adam Lee Marcus Simply. no you don’t.

Elizabeth Ann Cotugno
Adam Lee Marcus yea let’s flood the comments with those stories

Andrea Darnell
Sandy Whitney you are a heartless horrible woman
Rebecca Guire
Amy Jenna Thompson I am so sorry for your loss. So many doctors are afraid of losing their jobs. It is so sad. I said the vaccine would give many people false sense of security. So many people do not understand that they can still get covid, and unfortunately the older the person is they still run the same risk of getting really sick from covid even when vaccinated. Again I am so sorry.

Kins Sparkles
Albert Sutlick MODERNA SIDE EFFECTS FROM COVID SHOTS...

On December 18, 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued an emergency use authorization (EUA) for the second vaccine for the prevention of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). On June 25, 2021, the FDA revised the patient and provider fact sheets regarding the suggested increased risks of myocarditis (inflammation of the heart muscle) and pericarditis (inflammation of the tissue surrounding the heart) following vaccination. The emergency use authorization allows the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine to be distributed in the U.S for use in individuals 18 years of age and older.


SIDE EFFECTS OF THE PFIZER VACCINES...

On December 11, 2020, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration issued the first emergency use authorization (EUA) for a vaccine for the prevention of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in individuals 16 years of age and older. On May 10, 2021, the FDA expanded the emergency use authorization for the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to include adolescents 12 through 15 years of age. On June 25, 2021, the FDA revised the patient and provider fact sheets regarding the suggested increased RISKS OF MYOCARDITIS (INFLAMATION OF THE HEART MUSCLE) AND PERICARDITIS (INFLAMMATION OF THE TISSUE SURROUNDING THE HEART) following vaccination. The emergency use authorization allows the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine to be distributed in the U.S.


Steven Thrasher
Adam Lee Marcus literally everyone knows you're lying. EVERYONE.
Kort Lewis
Adam Lee Marcus better watch it all the know it all Karen's have arrived

Jon Schwartz
Adam Lee Marcus
Your full of baloney ,cheese & hogwash

Tamara Garrett
Steven Thrasher 9 of my friends family died from the vax, and yes, it was painful. Clots, sepsis and organ failure. Horrific

Amy Jackson
Lisa Porthan Carson just so sad.

JeniRoss lty
Idiot

Lisa Catney
Adam Lee Marcus yes please

Christy Grubbs
Steven Thrasher no everyone knows your brainwashed so get lost

Jessie Naej
Adam Lee Marcus citation needed. Only 3 people have died from the vaccine. Do you know them all?
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Steven Thrasher
Christy Grubbs nah, I just live in reality.

Jenner Stevens
Tamara Garrett what vaccine was that?

Wendy Miller
Adam Lee Marcus I believe it! All circumstances!! Should be publicized for people to read!

Brittany Reetz
Sandy Whitney let's not break HIPAA cause y'all think you know it all.

Luc Highwalker
I've gotten the vaccine it's literally not a big deal.

Bennett Reeder
Tamara Garrett lmao this is funny.

Kati Smrz
Adam Lee Marcus lies!

Julienne Bellock
Tamara Garrett yup. My gram landed in ICU from blood clots that formed within an hour.
Jessica Halverson

Amy Jenna Thompson I'm sorry that's horrible. Prayers to you and your family. I was admitted to ICU after 9 days of 102 temp and dry heaving and my O2 dropped to 82-85, and told I was in respiratory failure, I had pneumonia in both lungs, hypoxia, and sepsis. I was given Remdesivir right after admit before they took me up to my ICU room and I already started feeling better. My temperature had dropped. I stayed in the hospital 4 days in ICU on Remdesivir and doxycycline with injections of anticoagulant medication in my stomach each day. I had to sleep on my stomach, which helped greatly. And was given musinex. No antibiotics, no vaccination. And I had underlying conditions. I am considered obese and have managed high BP, fibromyalgia, hashimotos thyroiditis, parasthesia,large fiber neuropathy without diabetes, IBS-C, acid reflux, and PCOS, and migraines. I was sent home after 4 days on only O2 at 2and am off completely now it's 3 months later, I was given musinex I stayed on a month, and given 6 more days of doxycycline. I slept on my stomach and still try to. I have read so many success stories in a long covid recovering group I'm in and some that weren't but more positive than not. I hope you know your not alone. And can reach out to groups like this for comfort. They truly help.

Reb Ecca

Adam Lee Marcus if you're a liar just say that

Corey Riley

Brittany Reetz they're ‘dead’. HIPAA doesn’t matter anymore.

Kelly Devlin

And you know this how? Being all the ingredients are not even public. The fda just ordered Pfizer provide those since it's officially approved by October. Moderna is still not revealed nor j and j

Pixi Eagleheart

Janice Brown McDonald my daughters fiancé blacked out behind the wheel 45 minutes after receiving his second dose. Drove off the road narrowly missing the car in front of him and almost clipping my daughters car before driving over a tree and smashing into another. Totaling his car. He is ok only because he was unconscious through the whole thing. Er doc said the only explanation is the shot. Now he has to be monitored for myocarditis. He is only 24. I have a client that dies of a heart attack after his "vaccinations" and another that has constant migraines since hers.
Jessica Halverson
James W Dexter saved me and many in the post covid recovering group I'm in over 16,000 people. With there recovery stories. Some didn't have the same outcome. But over 3/4 did recover positively.

Jay Fix Jr.
Steven Thrasher CDC must not know because they reported over 6k of the deaths from the vaccine

Shannon Markham
Corey Riley yes it does that just shows you dont know what you're talking about

Steve Howard
Adam Lee Marcus lol, yea send both.,We will put it next to the 650,000 that have died. Only 7000 have had sever reactions to the vaccine.

Dana Michele Cain
Steven Thrasher no we don't. Speak for yourself buddy

Steven Thrasher

Dana Michele Cain
Bennett Reeder wow. You think what she said was funny?

Connie Covey Sayre
Adam Lee Marcus Agree. Apparently some people do not read and only watch liberal media. Ive seen many family members discussing their personal losses

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
If you’re unvaccinated, you shouldn’t be allowed to cough/sneeze whatever around kids and people who can’t be vaccinated. You could get them sick. It’s selfish and irresponsible. But your personal freedom means to hell with everyone else so keep on putting your germs everywhere and enjoying your freedom, right? And if you can keep your secret to yourself, no one can make you feel bad if you do get someone sick. #merica! #selfish
Jade Rebecca
Tamara Garrett here in Aus roll out has only just begun medical tyranny

My cousin lies in hospital with an enlarged heart in her 20s and my uncle has had 2 liver surgeries

Both vaccine related both where healthy before the shot both had double shot

But my 19 yo brother who took Pfizer 1 shot seems ok for now however massive mood swings more than usual

My dad also on 1 shot and seems okay also a bit moody

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins
Zeena George you gonna pay for it? Send me the money and I will. #idiot

Tiera Lania
Adam Lee Marcus no they hide those they definitely dont want that

Melissa Klug
Donna Bourcier https://openvaers.com/covid-data

COVID Vaccine Data
openvaers.com

Jenny Mize Toufas
Mary A Kastrol I'm so very sorry for your loss.

Luchen Otto
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins are you saying the vaccinated cannot spread the virus?

Steven Thrasher
Julie Renee correct, but they like to pretend HIPAA applies because otherwise they'd have to provide evidence. And since they're lying, they can't do that.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Djdale Wells
Steven Thrasher

Patty Fozo McCool
WOW!!!! You guys are SERIOUSLY naive if you think NOBODY has died after getting vaccinated!!! Countless women have had miscarriages too!! Because we are all genetically and biologically the same, so SURELY NOBODY could have had ANY kind of reaction, even an allergic reaction, right?!

Jenny Mize Toufas
Albert Sutlick I'm sorry for your loss.

Trevor Titus
Steve Howard you must be a media machine

Rob Locke
Steve Howard actually, over 400k had severe vax responses, and over 12k died. In America alone, according to VAERS, before they started messing with the numbers. Only about 1% get reported to VAERS so you can bet the number is much higher. And deaths/hospitalizations for vaxed are being counted as UNVAXED if they are within 2 weeks of having the 2nd jab. Guess how soon after the vax people are having issues? Within days.
Mike Biddix
Steven Thrasher

Josh Earl
Steve Howard only seven thousand in one state that they actually reported right

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins
Zeena George You gonna pay for it? Send me the money and I totally will. Again though, if I have HIV or any other STI/STD, I can't give it to someone unless I'm sharing body fluids or genitals with them. I can't give you An STD by breathing near you. You don't think that too, do you?

Michelle Willmer
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins Omg a vaccinated person can spread covid just as easily as an un-vaccinated person, they can contract it just as easily as an un-vaccinated person and have just as high a viral load as an un-vaccinated person, making them just as contagious as an un-vaccinated person....the vaccine does not stop transmission!

Natalie Varapodio
Cheryl Dettmers love this! Well said

Rachel Franzen
Adam Lee Marcus please identify any. So far, 6 vax deaths have been found worldwide. 3 in Japan. Did you know them all?

Terry Beth
Rob Locke Could you post the link to this information.
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins
Zeena George You gonna pay for it? Send me the money and I totally will. Again though, if I have HIV or any other STI/STD, I can't give it to someone unless I'm sharing body fluids or genitals with them. I can't give you An STD by breathing near you. You don't think that too, do you?

Brian K Woodard
Adam Lee Marcus

Teri Christman
Adam Lee Marcus Yes I do want those stories. And names so I can verify. Because I don't believe you.

Joe Rexford
Shannon Brame-Collier No but you can kill a baby

Amanda Dawn Talley
Teri Christman doesn't matter if u believe him or not and u think we believe the news on these stories

Latasha Skouby
I think that is what the point is, factual experiences over "a friend of a friend, had a friend"

Brian K Woodard
Elizabeth Ann Cotugno I did not know that six deaths constitute a flood.

Kelli 'Baggett' Wildman
Rachel Franzen wtf is wrong with you? Where do you get your info from, CBS, NBC,MSN?

From your response I bet you are all for being controlled
Amanda Dawn Talley
Teri Christman and I know someone personally who just lose their brother who was FULLY vaxxed and had to be put on a vent and died!! But they don't wanna cover those stories!

Laura Garcia
Rachel Franzen are you dumb?

Kelli 'Baggett' Wildman
Steve Howard ok

Luke Michael Brett
Rachel Franzen wow you must be living inside a box if you think there's only been 6 vax deaths worldwide.

Sami Washburn
James C. Patterson you actually think they would write down it was from being Vaxx?? Wow...trust in the man much? They don't WANT U TO KNOW...DUH!

Nikki Marie
Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins my personal freedom is exactly that FREEDOM. WE LIVE IN A FREE COUNTRY ! Right?! If I choose to not get me or my kids vaccinated, that is my CHOICE! You can say we're selfish and irresponsible, well so is me putting an unknown vaccine with risks into me and my kids body. I don't care what the news says about it being safe. I don't know what's in it so it's not safe for me. We're healthy; no preexisting conditions. Why would I want to risk putting something unknown into my kids that could potentially make them sick? To each their own. It clearly doesn't help everyone. I'm not judging you for getting the vaccine, that's your choice. But my choice is mine. Its actually a disgusting trait to have and people shouldn't be accused of being "selfish and irresponsible" because someone doesn't agree with you.

Kira Rashid
Teri Christman paha
Kelsey Griffin

**Pixi Eagleheart** Right, and even half of these people praising the vaccine actually read the FDA APPROVAL letter they would know testing/observation is still being done on this. Here is the link that is on the FDA's website. Sorry the news doesn't report everything https://www.fda.gov/media/151710/download

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Steven Thrasher

**Mike Biddix** weird choice of pictures as I'm very much NOT a republican and they are the domestic terrorist party as we learned well on Jan 6.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Rob Mets

**Rachel Franzen** lying

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kelsey Griffin

https://www.fda.gov/media/151710/download

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kelly Chenoweth

Teri Christman go to Ria No Moresilence

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

James C. Patterson

**Sami Washburn** who is "they" Miss Tinfoil Hat?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mikaela Thompson

**Rachel Franzen** That's bull.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kelli 'Baggett' Wildman

**Adam Lee Marcus** I'm so sorry for your loss , but the controlled will never ever believe the truth, it will be less of them unfortunately.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Geoffrey Preece

Teri Christman and you believe all those people actually died of "covid". Wow
Mary Melissa Yelton Shields

Adam Lee Marcus no you don't lol

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins

Joe Rexford Yes, you can. But I'd rather have a mild illness than be hooked up to a ventilator if I get it. Ever watched someone dying of lung cancer? Not being able to breathe? I'd gladly take chances with a vaccine than believe amateur scientists trying to justify their ignorance. You do you, I guess.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kelsey Griffin

the approval letter itself states studies are still being done. I've tried to post the link twice but its flagging my comment.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Chris Jordan

Adam Lee Marcus yes, share them, give the information so your claim can be verified

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nina Smith Lenartz

Teri Christman I don't think you are privy to that information.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mary Melissa Yelton Shields

Amanda Dawn Talley nobody said it was impossible to die if you got the vaccine. But your chances are a lot better with the vaccine than without.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kristin Nicole Manis

.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Keesh Renee

Teri Christman Jesus. You're an idiot sis

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Shane Haston

**Adam Lee Marcus** show me evidence. I know hundreds that have had the shot and minimal side effects. So for you yo claim you know so many, it's only normal to ask for you to prove your claim.

Hailey Ludlow

**Teri Christman** interesting that you're asking an individual person for stories and names to “verify”, who makes no financial benefit off of sharing the comment that they shared. However you don't ask the news channel for stories and names to verify you just follow along with what they say!

Steven Cantwell

**Rachel Franzen** Did they use the same criteria for a covid death? Anyone who had received the vaccine and then died at some point later?

Diane Mcallister

**Adam Lee Marcus** go to the icu in hospital and see wat is happening

Chris Jordan

**Tamara Garrett** can you link an obituary or anything to verify?

Nina Smith Lenartz

**Teri Christman** I don't think you are privy to that information.

Teri Christman

**Geoffrey Preece** I personally know people that died of Covid. Including my father-in-law. I believe it because I saw it. And I myself have had Long Covid for 14 months. So do you think the whole world is in on some kind of plot against you? Wow!

Mark Andersen

**Latasha Skouby** sadly those that died can't reply, so it is up to friends to share
Kay Johnson Nelson

Latasha Skouby I know! Somehow on the posts are never from people who actually experienced the negative events! Not that we don’t believe some happened, but it seems odd it’s never from those who had bad reactions. I do belong to sites where actual vaccine recipients post their bad after-effects themselves and I definitely believe them! I know dozens of family and friends of all ages from teens to my 98 year old dad who did fine other than the expected couple days feeling tired, arm pain, flu-like s/e. My adult kids do know quite a few co-workers and others they know who have died from Covid itself.

Linda Darby

I had to see a doctor today, felt ill after taking antibiotics

Teri Christman

Nina Smith Lenartz He asked if I want the stories...

Rachel Franzen

Go ahead and cite the deaths. Adverse reaction reporting includes anytime death follows a vaccine. So if I get hit by a bus after I get the vaccine I’ll be reported on adverse event index.

But in terms of actual confirmed vaccine-caused death, that’s a number that is very small.

But please cite the confirmed vaccine-caused deaths

Marvin Cruz

James C. Patterson But with Covid it was one death is too many. But if someone dies from the vax its not so bad. Why can’t that be applied to the vax?

Rene Sunshine

Shane Haston www.vaxlonghaulers.com boom!!! There you go.
Jas Noelle
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Rene Sunshine
Mark Andersen I've been banned for sharing my experience.

Jerod Graham
Teri Christman well... if you scroll through the comment section you can read them yourself and contact the individuals commenting and you'll get your firsthand information.

Jane Parrish
Rachel Franzen think u need to look at yellow card scheme where 1000s of deaths have been reported but that info not shared very well cos they don’t want people knowing and I personally know 4 people who have had vax and 2 been hospitalised 2 suffering home and 1 had 1 vax and was in hospital and told under no circumstances to take the second vax!

Jessica Adams
Kelli 'Baggett' Wildman Incase you haven't noticed, the people who are not vaccinated are the ones dying in droves. Including so many individuals who beat that drum of no vaccine for them! … right up til they got Covid and DIED you idiot.

Teri Christman
Hailey Ludlow Um news stories generally include that kind of information. I personally know plenty of people that have died of Covid. But I have not heard of anyone that has died from the vaccine. So yeah I would like to follow up with that information.

Adam Walthall
Adam Lee Marcus I know dozens of people with the vaccine and not one death

Teri Christman
Jerod Graham That's what I'm doing right here. This person offered up their stories.
Debbye Eckhart Wolf

Jackie Oh maybe because Trump is THE LEGITAMATE PRESIDENT AND NOT THE BRAIN DEAD USURPER IN THE WHITE HOUSE???

on Tue Like Reply More

Teri Christman

Adam Walthall Hundreds probably not dozens. Pretty much everyone I know is vaccinated and I haven't heard of any long-term issues.

on Tue Like Reply More

Brianna Hilson

Rachel Franzen It seems as though you live in a bubble. You trust the science? Ok. What about young men (teens) developing pericarditis and/or myocarditis shortly after receiving the vaccine? What about a study taking place right now involving women having more intense menstrual periods shortly after having the vaccine? I work in retail and I’ve had at least 4 different people on different occasions tell me that they’re attending funerals because someone they knew died shortly after getting the vaccine. Science is to be hypothesized and tested. What the government is doing is hypothesizing, testing and realizing that it isn’t working, but they won’t ever admit it. On a moral level, while referring to the Nuremberg code which had been written shortly after ww2, is completely absurd. Do your research and wonder why, for any reason(s), they would not want the truth to be told. Do you remember the news article that came out in 2009 with Bill Gates. The title was “ Depopulation through forced vaccination”? You might not since you’re only 12.
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Adam Walthall

Teri Christman Agreed. Just speaking from my personal circle of people.

on Tue Like Reply More

Sami Washburn

Marvin Cruz yes! Agreed!

on Tue Like Reply More

Amanda Watson

Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t.

on Tue Like Reply More

Steph Golden

Teri Christman I know someone who had a stroke and has to relearn a lot

on Tue Like Reply More
Jason Connor-Flores

Adam Lee Marcus bet you actually don't [9]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Josh Earl

If people really knew...here in the us...the higher ups are playing ball meanwhile in Argentina an Brazil pfizer wants the federal government to put up building's for collateral for the lawsuits for this kinda of thing...but hey... we will fight over what color a rock is. [11]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Matt Capino

Adam Walthall that's your experience. You willing to listen to someone else's experience or is yours the only one that matters? [5]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Amanda Watson

Rene Sunshine ah yes. The incredibly reliable source: VAX LONGHAULERS DOT COM [1]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Amy Longaberger

Adam Lee Marcus right!!! [1]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Jody Thornsberry

Teri Christman there hasn't been enough time for long term issues. [3]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Paul Redman

Rene Sunshine your site gives absolutely no evidence and no numbers yet claims women are effected at higher rates... like it litterally gives a pictures generally filled with numbers for percentage and has nothing. And gives a global map also generally depicted with numbers or a legend to depict where the reported incident occurred and frequency like 1 out of a 1000000. But nine of that... so your boom for a reference is more like a fizzle.. [1]

on Tue, Like Reply More

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins

Michelle Willmer I’m aware. Which is why I still wear a mask. Because even though I blame most of you for keeping this pandemic going, I still don’t want to get YOU or anyone else sick. Because I’m not selfish, because I don’t want that on my conscience and some people can’t get the vaccine because they have legit medical reasons not to. They should have the freedom to live too.

on Tue, Like Reply More
Teri Christman

Steph Golden Have they been able to confirm that the stroke was caused by the vaccine? Because with millions of people getting vaccinated, certainly some of them are going to have strokes afterwards which are completely unrelated. I’m very sorry for your friend though.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Adam DeOcampo

Teri Christman that's cuz we haven't reached long term periods of time yet lmao

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Amy Longaberger

What don't you cover the side where people are severely injured from the shot or died??? Wait the Big Pharma isn't paying you for that!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lee Horsfall

Adam Lee Marcus https://youtu.be/vsUyG5OXPOU

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Klug

Quinn Kathleen Donna Bourcier https://openvaers.com/covid-data

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Keely Love

Teri Christman long term issues don't even exist yet! It hasn't even been a year

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Klug

Craig Rutledge Donna Bourcier https://openvaers.com/covid-data
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Michael Hall
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Teri Christman
Adam DeOcampo I got my vaccines months and months ago.

Latasha Skouby
Mark Andersen I understand that which is why I believe the post was created. But can we share friends we actually know the story of factually, from actually being friends with that individual? How many things have you been told about a third party that you later found out was misunderstood by the middle man, every day in every day situations? Sadly we see that third or forth person story and we all know how facts travel downstream- maybe why the news posting is asking for stories of your loved ones. I don't share stories of a friend of a friend or Facebook friends friends, who I don't really know in person.

Melissa Klug
Jacob Cabaniss Donna Bourcier https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Suzanne Maree Stish
Teri Christman

Suzanne Maree Stish
Teri Christman sorry for the all caps that was an accident I was a paying attention that's talk to text for you

Suzanne Maree Stish
Teri Christman it'll be a HIPPA violation to release anybody's names.. WOULD YOU WANT YOUR DOCTOR TO RELEASE YOUR MEDICAL INFORMATION TO THE PUBLIC...
Melissa Klug
Alison Wadsworth Donna Bourcier https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins
Luchen Otto No, I’m not saying that. Can you point out where you think I’m saying that?

Brandi Walker
Exactly!! The dead people can’t really relay their experience now can they??

Adam Walthall
Matt Capino I’m happy to listen. I’ve seen lots of people die from Covid-19, but none from the vaccine.

Rick Butler
Shane Haston I know 5 people I work with that had the shots and then came down with covid, so people are getting the shot and thinking there cured, that rt there is causing death.

Denise Daugherty Smallwood
Shane Haston here’s a video with people from different states who are suffering from side effects from the vaccine (most were part of the trials) & they manufacturers won’t recognize that they are having issues, nor have they helped them pay for the medical bills acquired by trying to get help. Furthermore, the docs that are helping & recognize that they are suffering from side effects don’t know how to treat because they have never seen these side effects from another vaccine.


Senator Johnson, families speak: COVID...
Heather Barto

Diane McAllister the media isn't going to tell you that. A friend of my son's works in icu and 75% of the people in the icu are fully vaccinated. My ex sister in law's dad passed away right after he got his vaccine, my friend's son passed away after getting his 2nd dose, they say he had a heart attack but won't release autopsy reports.

Brianna Hilson

Rachel Franzen Have you heard of vaers? It stands for vaccine adverse event reporting system.

Teri Christman

Keely Love I was talking long-term as in longer than a day or two of feeling icky after receiving your vaccine. But it has been many months so long-term issues would have started showing up by now. I mean 5.76 billion doses have been given. We would certainly hear if there was a major issue.

Cora Bentley

Rachel Franzen I don't know where you're getting your information, but you might want to consider finding a better source.

VAERS data released Friday 9/7/21 by the CDC showed a total of 650,077 reports of adverse events from all age groups following COVID vaccines, including 13,911 deaths and 85,971 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020 and Aug. 27, 2021.

Shane Haston

Paul Redman I was ready for an explosive article.....like a stick of dynamite. Instead all i got was a firecracker with a dud fuse.
Teri Christman
Matt Capino Yes that is why I asked for additional information because I would like to hear other peoples experience. I would think that was obvious.

Adam Walthall
Adam DeOcampo perhaps, but we do know that being vaccinated lowers your chances of being hospitalized or dying from covid by a big percent. Reward is >>>> risk

Steve Howard
Kelli 'Baggett' Wildman lol. I live it. Keep listening and when you get it stay home and don't bother us in the ER. Keep your kids home too.

Daniel Campbell
Paul Redman - what evidence could a person give you to satisfy your position?

Teri Christman
Suzanne Maree Stish He offered. No I would not want my doctor to release my medical information but my friends could certainly talk about if I died from a vaccine.

Cora Bentley
Steve Howard VAERS data released Friday 9/7/21 by the CDC showed a total of 650,077 reports of adverse events from all age groups following COVID vaccines, including 13,911 deaths and 85,971 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020 and Aug. 27, 2021.

Shane Haston
Rick Butler no one ever said it was a cure so if they thought that then they're ignorant.

Steph Golden
Teri Christman the doctors are certain enough to sue
Nicole Brown
Teri Christman there have been reported over 1.5 million adverse reactions in the US and Europe combined to include over 35,000 deaths it's on the CDC Vears reporting site, but they aren't talking about it!

Teri Christman
Amanda Dawn Talley No vaccine is not 100% effective. Particularly because so many people did not receive it and now we are dealing with variants. If everyone could have just got it right away we could have stopped this.

Rene Sunshine
Paul Redman I can see that you aren't educated enough to make informed decisions. Carry on.

Jared M Dugan
Adam Lee Marcus nope, the American media won't put those kind of stories out. That cuts into their pocket books.

Kim Hegner Wathen
Amanda Watson how the hell would you know what he’s seen? Smh

Kayla Streetman
Teri Christman my uncle had 4 strokes in a 3 day span a week after his second dose. He died.
No family history of strokes, no previous healthy problems.
I don’t think any of these strokes are “unrelated”

Denise Shinker
Adam Lee Marcus BS!

Rene Sunshine
Shane Haston <-> you need to go see the wizard for a heart and a brain sir
Shane Haston
My neighbor had a cousin that knew a guy at taco bell and his mom's neighbor knew a
guy that said his ex sister in law had a baby and that baby's dad had an ex wife who
knew someone that had the vaccine and they grew 3 inches taller.
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Adam Walthall
Just facts, man.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Donald Watkins
Denise Shinker did you read the comments or just this one?

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Nicole Brown
Teri Christman I can say the same about those who have contracted Covid and recovered
naturally and have stronger immunity now. You really need to do more research on the
adverse effects. Also please understand that this vaccine is still experimental through 2026 in
stages and so long term effects are not known!

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Rita Weigel
Heather Barto Same here. 3 Friends we know of-autopsy inconclusive..... really? We have
to keep our heads up!!

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Sagan Hague
Sure you do.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Rene Sunshine
Paul Redman pull up the vaers reports. Let me know if you need help.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Kevin Hartman
Heather Barto BS.. you all are being paid to lie. Nobody who is fully vaccinated is dying or
having severe reactions. But go ahead and keep lying. It is the anti vaxxers and conspiracy
wackos that are dying.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More
Rene Sunshine
Denise Daugherty Smallwood can't help the lost honey

Anthony Mckay
Denise Shinker lol search up nz teen dead after vaccination you dumb hoe

Janet Troske Steigerwald
Amy Longaberger why doesn't anyone anywhere cover the huge huge majority of cases where people get sick but recover at home and continue on with their lives? There are millions of those stories.

Kyle O'Keefe
Adam Lee Marcus No you don't

Rene Sunshine
Karma is real for everyone laughing. Just wait.....

Sabrina Gregory
Adam Walthall Not compared to those who have already had covid and have antibodies. We are slowly starting to recognize that the antibodies produced naturally are better than that of the vaccine. A professor actually sued using data and this argument in order to not get the mandated vax at his work and he won.

Rick Butler
Teri Christman rene sunshine, posted a link

Patty Barlow Miller
Kay Johnson Nelson because social media takes the post of the actual people down.
Denise Daugherty Smallwood

Paul Redman it would be great to have those concrete numbers, but that being said, if the vaccine manufacturers, cdc, etc. don’t recognize the cases of side effects from the vaccine occurring, then it's impossible to get those

Rene Sunshine

Shane Haston

Teri Christman

Nicole Brown 35,000 ÷ 7,650,000,000 is such an insanely small percent it is almost ridiculous to print it. .0000045%. With 7.65 billion doses administered, obviously there are going to be a few issues. Those are insanely better odds than dealing with Covid. I personally have long-haul Covid and I've been sick for 14 months. So sick I am unable to work. You do not want this!!

Den Ledou

Josh Earl PFIZER IS A CRIMINAL CORPORATION BLACKMAILING COUNTRIES.

Gracey Somers Nam

Adam Lee Marcus have you DM'd this to them yet? They are working on a story and asked for people to DM them so they have the info for their story. I think it could be helpful for them to share the full story!

Shane Haston

Rene Sunshine I'm crushed.

Em Rose

Is there a group on FB which shows people friends and family coming forward who have lost people to jab
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Caleb Cotten
Rachel Franzen have you looked at VAERS recently?

Rene Sunshine
Kay Johnson Nelson I AM THAT PERSON. I WAS INJURED. I'M TREATED HORRIBLY FOR TELLING MY TRUTH. IT'S SICK!!!!

Tracey Brown

Rene Sunshine
Patty Barlow Miller facts!!!! I am that censored page

Jon Schwartz
Kelli 'Baggett' Wildman
You should be worried and scared plenty since you're not vaccinated then and you must realize it's only a matter of time before it's your turn becoming infected and then who knows?

Kim Hegner Wathen
Amanda Watson how the hell would you know what he knows??

Rene Sunshine
Paul Redman false. Dig deeper.

Teri Christman
Janet Troske Steigerwald What they are not covering enough is the maybe millions of people that still have long-haul Covid over a year later. It is devastating. I personally have been unable to work for 14 months.

Jody Thornsberry
Em Rose I have a feeling Facebook would shut that group down
Rene Sunshine
Daniel Campbell none, Dan. None. I am the horse. I am the injured. He's here to deny truth.

Victor Garcia

Adam Walthall
Teri Christman me too. I had my vaccine in December. No issues.

Tracey Brown
Rene Sunshine vaers is months and months behind. But at least they admit it.

Christy Sugathapala
Paul Redman, yep.

Corey Talerico
Kevin Hartman “anti vaxxers “ that’s what you call us pretty discriminating in my opinion

Jeff Paulsen
Teri Christman the vaccine will not save you from covid though.
Natasha Louise

**Rene Sunshine** I'm so sorry to hear that. Would you mind telling us what happened to you please. X

Latasha Skouby

Patty Barlow Miller I have seen actual posts on my newsreel from real life friends. .. so not all, not sure what about yours or Rene Sunshine have experienced but please tag me in your comment here so I can understand your personal story, so many to go thru and many aren't stating experiences, just the same thing you are - they are asking you to share so we can see.

Ellena Smith

**Adam Lee Marcus** love that you said what you said.

Alison Nable

**James C. Patterson** I in a million you really have no idea this vaccines have killed and left people peremantly disabled it's done more damage than covid has honestly open your eyes no matter how much main stream media and the politicians all over the WROLD are trying to cover it up the story's are getting out and these jabs not vaccines because there not vaccines are killing more people and leaving billons more with permeant life threatening health issues and others peremntaly disabled wake up the whole world are finally starting to see these jabs are way more harmful and deadly than covid

Amy Pempeit

**Adam Lee Marcus** yes we need those stories, because no one hears them.

Nicole Hall

**Josh Earl** there is so much truth to this and more than people know....our tax dollars n military bases are collateral as well...Pfizer contracts...do the research...it is coming out

Latasha Skouby

**Rene Sunshine** your personal page has no experiences so are you only sharing with other pages post?
Robin Bailey
Lani Rose In the USA, we administer 1M COVID Vaccinations Daily. For such a large number of people, we will expect a large number of UNREALTED adverse events to normally happen within any two-week period.
The following numbers are the expected number of adverse events within 2 weeks, based on normal rates (I'm using 2019 statistics)
129,000 will die
69,000 will suffer a heart attack
37,000 will die from a heart attack
36,000 will suffer a stroke
187,000 will become pregnant (yes the shot causes pregnancy too)
38,000 will lose a pregnancy
Lesson: We expect to see lots and lots of anecdotal stories that may seem to be compelling evidence that vaccines are not safe, even if they are perfectly safe.
Also remember that J&J put a pause on their vaccine for only 28 clotting cases (3 fatal).

UNRELATED, YOU SAY? No way!! That is utterly absurd!! That's 496,000 people out of 1 million - a whopping 49.6%. UNRELATED?? WITHIN 2 WEEKS AND UNRELATED?????? ?!!!!!
Rene Sunshine

Tracey Brown sure is. I know first hand. I'm in bed right now tingling and burning from only 1 Moderna 6 months ago.

Gordon Taylor

Adam Lee Marcus please enlighten us with your fabricated stories

Ryan James Sanville

Adam Lee Marcus no you don't haha. You don't know a single person that did haha.

Adam Walthall

Ashley Shields hmmm, but the virus....

Jacquie Oehlert Marburger

Teri Christman would we though???

Juana Munoz Valencia

Ryan James Sanville exactly!

Marc A Segala

Janet Troske Steigerwald yea. 99.96% of us...

Ryan James Sanville

Adam Lee Marcus no you don't haha....literally just a plain lie, but that's expected of you people now.

Adam Walthall

Jeff Paulsen hey, seat belts won’t necessarily save you either
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Adam Walthall
Sabrina Gregory oh “a professor?”

Gordon Taylor
Anthony Mckay no one is disputing some people have died. You give a vaccine to billions of people someone’s going to die. But it’s extremely rare, especially when compared to the number of unvaccinated dying.

This guy doesn’t know anyone that died.

Darius Welch
Ryan James Sanville I know someone personally. But only one person.

D’Arcy Porter
Adam Lee Marcus do you realise these people that supposedly died after receiving the vaccine also died after drinking water and after breathing oxygen

Samantha Ebbs Lester
i know people who have died from flu vaccine or developed guilane barre syndrome. Same with our childhood vaccines we all took em and we most all of us give it to our children or they can’t go to school.

Chris Sene
D’Arcy Porter and also getting the covid flu.

Tom Phalon
Melissa Klug the crazy thing is the deaths are the ones they HAD to count.

Shayana Moses
Adam Lee Marcus do you have links i could take a look at please and can you prove no underlying problems?
John Ayre
Adam Lee Marcus OP get back here so we can bully you

Michelle Thomas
Samantha had a child come in with chicken pox, turned out he was allergic to the virus and passed away. Very sad.

Colleen O'Connor Jensen
Gordon Taylor fabricated?? Ahhhh, because your media doesn’t tell you so it’s not so. Got it. Go on telegram “covidvaccineinjuries.” Seriously- go there and scroll for miles! These aren’t anti-vaccine people!

Colleen O'Connor Jensen
Ryan James Sanville Gordon Taylor fabricated?? Ahhhh, because your media doesn’t tell you so it’s not so. Got it. Go on telegram “covidvaccineinjuries.” Seriously- go there and scroll for miles! These aren’t anti-vaccine people!

Colleen O'Connor Jensen
D'Arcy Porter Gordon Taylor fabricated?? Ahhhh, because your media doesn’t tell you so it’s not so. Got it. Go on telegram “covidvaccineinjuries.” Seriously- go there and scroll for miles! These aren’t anti-vaccine people!

Paulo Acoba
Adam Lee Marcus

Jeremiah Griesheimer
Shayana Moses it's funny everyone's concerned of people's underlying conditions when they die from the vaccine but not when they die of covid...
Colleen O'Connor Jensen
Adam Lee Marcus check this out! Facebutt won't allow me to post this:

Crystal Swarovski
Adam Lee Marcus I'm so sorry for your loss.

Jeremiah Griesheimer
everyone's concerned of people's underlying conditions when they die from the vaccine but not when they die of covid...

Tara Mitchell Parker
Adam Lee Marcus would love to hear it... since I've never heard one before that was real.

Colleen O'Connor Jensen
Rei Moon
Joseph Edward
D'Arcy Porter  Now apply that logic to people that died with covid. Wow

Colleen O'Connor Jensen
Rei Moon  go to Telegram and scroll through “covidvaccineinjuries.”

Nick Sweeney
Adam Lee Marcus  you do not. Maybe 1. Definitely not plural. And that one person, you just heard of.

Chris McDaniel
D'Arcy Porter  same
For
People who supposedly died of Covid. What’s your point?

Samantha Kylie Szaja
I was thinking the same thing

Michelle Thomas
Adam Lee  it’s weird, all of my family, friends and colleagues are vaccinated yet we’re all fine. All my Covid patients are unvaccinated and we have had no vaccinated patients have severe reactions or die of it. Maybe my neck of the woods is lucky or maybe yours is unlucky.

Michelle Thomas
Adam Lee  it’s weird, all of my family, friends and colleagues are vaccinated yet we’re all fine. All my Covid patients are unvaccinated and we have had no vaccinated patients have severe reactions or die of it. Maybe my neck of the woods is lucky or maybe yours is unlucky.

Paulo Acoba
D'Arcy Porter  dont post that, you know those horse paste-eaters will hold their breath and dehydrate themselves.
Alyssa Lynn
Ryan James Sanville

Jennifer Stallman
Teri Christman So then you are no longer vaccinated since it only last 60-90 days and the booster shots are not going over so well. Get off your dam high horse and stop forcing people to do what YOU feel is right. Happy you got to choose, but I think you should allow others to do the same and feel safe about it. Not bullied or forced too.

Shane Haston
Rene Sunshine that's called an STD....not from anything from the covid vaccine

Dennis Woyame
Adam Walthall do some reseach the stats show just has many people who are fully vaccinated are getting Covid as the unvaccinated actually it is higher. Looks like some people will follow these criminals to their grave.

Tyler Nuding
Adam Lee Marcus yep I’m still waiting. Guess you don’t have any stories then.

Joseph Gonzalez
Ryan James Sanville didn’t a famous baseball player days after the vaccine. I can’t remember his name though

Chelsea Jones
Lauren Jones

Johaan Gross
Adam Lee Marcus sorry to hear that.
Cris Quezada

Rei Moon you're seriously under the rug? You’re a troll, they only seem false cause you do research on one sided things and you don’t want to hear or believe that it’s true when people are suffering on both sides. Anyone who does not look at both sides and doesn't do critical thinking does not have the right to tell someone else what they have seen or heard or researched. So rei shut your trap

Samantha Lovell Burleson

Do some research on Phizer..dates way back before this Covid and their vaccine. Go back to about '05-'09. And we want them to inject us? Legal documents do not lie! We all can gather our own opinions and research, but criminal lawsuits are public knowledge. Felony criminal lawsuits, at that. Bribery, renaming a drug that was pulled for being unsafe, bribing physicians, etc...Just go back a bit and do some research and tell me you feel confident allowing them to inject you with God knows what!

Adam Walthall

Cynthia Ann Holeman are you joking? Or is that a serious post. Because what you posted is just daily life happening after the vaccine, NOT caused by the vaccine. Of course it can’t get you pregnant!!!

Emma Love

Michelle Thomas I always wonder where people who say they've seen so many people die from the vaccine find these people. I work ICU and certainly have not seen it. So strange.

Rei Moon

Gracey Somers Nam I do too, it would be nice to actually hear from someone who’s experienced this bc I’m seeing a whole lot of misinformation up in here

Adam Walthall

Jennifer Stallman 60-90 days? That’s just wrong information.

Joe Adams

Adam Lee Marcus I actually do. So I can pass it on to all the sheep. Not that they would listen.
Emma Love  
Colleen O'Connor Jensen it said the same for me but my comment is there.

Rei Moon  
Janet Troske Steigerwald we need more of these stories as well, ppl living with it and some of the things that can happen after. Seems like it’s either “I got it and nothing happened” or people on their deathbed

Carie Anderson  
Adam Lee Marcus we have a friend who after getting the vaccine so she could see her grandbaby, while visiting, ended up in the hospital in a coma. They have said it’s from the vaccine. That her body rejected it. The family was told that she will not come out of the coma. They have to make a very painful decision.

Pamela Zero  
Emma Love right? A few thousand people at my hospital got vaccinated, not one person died or had anything other than an immune response.

Jennifer Stallman  
Ryan James Sanville I do, but he was over weight and had heart conditions. But since his work was forcing him to be vaccinated or lose his job. He did it, first shot was fine. 3 days after second shot he ended up in the hospital and died three weeks later. So yeah, people die after the COVID shot. The also die from COVID. An some die from crossing the street or in accidents. It should be a persons choice to get vaccinated based off their own comfort level after checking all side affects and how ones current health could play a role. Real hard to do that when at first, your own doctor wasn’t allowed to administer the shot.

Heather Barto  
Kevin Hartman you're hilarious . Then why are these people dying within 2 weeks of the vaccine? And why won't they release the autopsy reports? And why are there Dr and nurses refusing the vaccine? Because they're seeing first hand what the vaccine does. I wish I was being paid.

Pete Audlee  
Michelle Thomas I had covid, as did my pregnant gf, and 3 of my cousins. Also a childhood friend who has the worst asthma I can remember seeing. We were all fine. My gf thought it was seasonal allergies. I thought it was a hangover. No big deal
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...mation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jessica Joyce
Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t

Kim Berreth Burton
Joseph Gonzalez Hank Aaron died shortly after getting the vaccine. Don’t know if he died from that or not. (He was 83) The media would not report it if he did.

Blake Warren
Tyler Nuding don’t you have children to abduct? I’ve had 2 friends die from it. And they were less than 30 years old.

Justin Grimmer
Adam Lee Marcus they don’t fit their agenda

Robin Hymas
Tyler Nuding I’ll go first, my friend who was 37 weeks pregnant and it was a healthy pregnancy,; her doctor encouraged her to get vaccinated, she did and miscarried. My friends grand mother got the jab and died shortly after w no preexisting issues. Those are 2 personal stories and I have lots of other stories from others around the world who are losing loved ones or are permanently disabled.

Nellie Meyer
Gordon Taylor check vaers.com More deaths have been reported from this vaccine than all the vaccines together in all the previous years of reporting adverse events to this system!

Pete Audlee
Michelle Thomas also, on cape cod, ⅔ of the people hospitalized are vaccinated

Samantha Lovell Burleson
Gordon Taylor ..Fabricated because you know so? Don't do your research on social media..go check out the criminal lawsuits that Pfizer got hit with in '09. Illegal criminal action is public knowledge, can't fake it. Also, it dates back before all this Covid. Just letting you know. Check the legal database, not just social media and the bandwagon you jumped on!
Lyn Deasy
Adam Walthall for now, give them 2 years

Joshua Jewkes
Michelle Thomas same. Work in a regional hospital that gets critical patients from 4 different states. I've personally given hundreds of vaccines, never seen a reaction, of all my coworkers the only complication we've seen from a vaccine was a rash. Rash went away and patient was discharged.

James Joseph
They'll just say that you're a lying conspiracy theorist because the vaccine is safe.

Iván Hernández
Tatiana Ducon

David Duchesneau
Carie Anderson that's terrible!

Jennifer Lynn Randolph
Michelle Thomas I have two clients with lupus. One got the vaccine and died. The second got it and is paralyzed. Another got the first vaccine and became very ill. Her doctor told her not to get the second jab.

Take it or don't take it I don't care but don't ridicule others for exercising their right to choose.

Violeta Dimitrova-van Veen
Tyler Nuding An acquaintance of mine got autoimmune hepatitis two weeks after her second shot. She is in bed for two months now, in and out hospital, her liver is covered completely by inflammation.

Jane Carmikle
Ryan James Sanville what do you mean by you people?
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**Stephanie Wilsie**

**Adam Lee Marcus** yes we do!

**Grandi Been**

**Michelle Thomas**

Michelle Thomas or maybe you're just full of sh*t and spreading disinformation like the media and some other doctors and nurses are choosing to do… our local hospitals where I'm from say the same thing, yet 5 weeks ago someone I know who was fully vaccinated got COVID and was on a ventilator for 18 days and died… and on Sunday another person I know who was also fully vaccinated and on a ventilator at another local hospital with COVID also passed away, yet our hospitals continue spread bullsh*t and keep our local citizens in the dark

**Michelle Polette**

It's sad they don't care about them really

**Drew Bell**

**Michelle Thomas** that's because all of these people claiming they lost people who GOT the vaccine are completely full of themselves. They are lying

**Dennis Woyame**

**Adam Walthall** some times seat belts cause worse injuries but that is apples to oranges.

**Esther Harkins**

**Jennifer Lynn Randolph** I have lupus and had both my vaccine doses how am I not dead?

**Drew Bell**

**Michelle Thomas** that's because all of these people claiming they lost people who GOT the vaccine are completely full of themselves. They are lying

**Carie Anderson**

**Michelle Polette** they dont
Callie Calhoun
Adam Lee Marcus  You and I both know they don't. Wrong narrative.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Violeta Dimitrova-van Veen
Robin Hymas  At 37 weeks...horror...My mother heart is crying when I read this...
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Thomas
Pete Audlee  pleased for you. I had 2 colleagues pass away from it, friends and loved ones too. Glad you guys were ok
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Ann Ehrreich
Adam Lee Marcus  my sons father did also !!!
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Thomas
Pete Audlee  pleased for you. I had 2 colleagues pass away from it, friends and loved ones too. Glad you guys were ok
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Ann Ehrreich
Adam Lee Marcus  Adam Lee Marcus my sons father did
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Dennis Woyame
Adam Walthall  but will they get Covid.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Josh Earl
LOL they maybe blackmailing countries but those countries are also breaking off with bitcoin as their currency so they can't be exploited anymore so time will only tell....
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tim Adams
Joshua Jewkes  my reaction came 12 hours after getting the vaccine. The person who gave me my shot never saw my reaction either. Just because you didn’t see them doesn’t mean they don’t happen. I'm a retired nurse and have seen and spoken to many, many people who got very sick from these vaccines! It was to rushed.
Michelle Thomas

**Emma Love** really is. Wasn’t actually ridiculing him, just strange certain people have seen so much when others haven’t seen any

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Thomas

**Pete Audlee** pleased for you. I had 2 colleagues pass away from it, friends and loved ones too. Glad you guys were ok

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Thomas

I’m not ridiculing anyone. It’s just funny how some have seen so many and others haven’t seen any. Not once did I say people have to have it, that’s you being defensive. A lot of people saying how it’s freedom of choice seem very scared,

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Elysia Drakos

Michelle Thomas using that logic it’s sad to say he would have passed away with or without the vaccine. As the vaccine does not stop transmission only the severity of the effects of the virus. If he was allergic to the virus and had the vaccine her symptoms would have been more mild but unfortunately would have still passed away as had an allergic reaction.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tyler Nuding

**Blake Warren** well unlike you, im not a pedophile

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Belinda McNeice Ramsdell

Grandi Been I’m thinking it might depend on which vaccine you got that could cause problems wonder if that was a thought to any of these nay sayers

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Mary Fessenden

Adam Lee Marcus or people who died despite being told the vaccine they got would keep them safe

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Thomas

I’ve seen nothing to say 2/3 hospitalised there are vaccinated. You do realise that the vaccine doesn’t stop you catching the virus but teaches your body how to fight the virus? It doesn’t form a magic wall around you

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Donnamarie Suszynski
Adam Lee Marcus  they don't want to see them! https://1000covidstories.com/

1000 COVID Stories
1000covidstories.com

Violeta Dimitrova-van Veen
Nellie Meyer  Yep...Vaers exists since 1991. For 30 years all other vaxx had around 9000 reported deaths. The C19 vaxx for 8 months only have around 12,000 reported deaths. When you add the crippling other side effects and realize it is only a percentage of the reality...then the picture becomes even more grim.

Callie Calhoun
Michelle Thomas

Tyler Nuding
Robin Hymas  well that’s terrible but ppl are always going to have side effects with any vaccine. They aren’t for everyone. But if that’s the case, why is there no data on any of it?

Lauren O'Donley
Adam Lee Marcus  of course they don’t!!
Laura Scott
Nellie Meyer check [https://www.openvaers.com/](https://www.openvaers.com/)

It takes the VAERS information and makes it actually legible!

Amanda Kotel
**Adam Lee Marcus** yes share those!!

Tyler Nuding
**Blake Warren** yea I can say whatever I want on social media too. Doesn’t make it true. Where’s the data to back up your claim? Was cause of death listed as covid vaccination? Probably not.

Lynda Makere Tipu
**Ariana Davis**

Yuliya Pokidova
**Pete Audlee** Exactly! Same with my family we all had it and recovered in less than a week, didn’t even know we were sick at first.

Dale McDonough
Jessica Joyce, you are telling liar at the sky like a moron. Share your story or your opinion is worthless. Who is the last person you know to get covid? Were they vaxxed?

Erek Tinker
**Michelle Thomas** same. Most people I know got vaccinated and I don’t know anyone who had a bad reaction.

Dale McDonough
Carie Anderson, please explain. Are you saying the story is untrue or you think the decision to unplug someone isn’t difficult?
Charlene Adams
Adam Lee Marcus we all want those stories

Erek Tinker
Michelle Thomas I think there are a lot of people fibbing.

Dale McDonough
Tyler Nuding why are you calling him a liar? What would he gain? Why do you only doubt those that have differing opinions?

Alexander Olivares Jon
Donnamarie Suszynski wahhahahaha that's so fake

P Maxi Russell
Dale. What?

Verónica Palma
Adam Lee Marcus so where are they?

Jason Keith McCoy
Adam Lee Marcus You are lying.

Dalton Kuspa
Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t.

Dale McDonough
Michelle Thomas serious question, are they testing the vaccinated for Covid?

Shelby Richardson
Adam Lee Marcus please share those stories.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Rachel Elise
Adam Lee Marcus no you didn't

Justin England
Adam Lee Marcus I do as well.

Jeremy Rogers

New Zealand reports first death linked...
Carie Anderson

Dale McDonough I’m saying I know people who have had complications from getting the vaccine. It’s everyone’s choice if they want to get it or not. Just like it’s a choice to get the flu shot. What I know is, that drugs are tested usually 7-10 years with test groups. And usually it’s in house and 2 outside to see if they get the same results. Which is why most drugs are so expensive when they first hit the market. They know side effects based on these test groups. That’s why insurance companies do not cover experimental drugs for cancer patients. It’s also why you sign a waiver stating you won’t sue if something happens after getting the vaccine. Their story is true. And they are not the only ones I know who have had medical issues since getting the vaccine. They have done tests, I am not disagreeing that. But, look at all the drugs that companies do get sued over years later for side effects that happened that were not listed but later found out. The Chicken Pox vaccine was in the market, then off the market because it was reworked due to some of the ingredients and side effects, then re-released to the market. While they are a majority who have gotten the vaccine and not had any issues since getting it, and that’s great, they need to acknowledge that there can and already are side effects that were not expected. I just know, for me, and for my kids, I want it tested more. I do not want to have to go sign a waiver that says I won’t sue if it causes something or creates fertility issues. I am willing to wear a mask, take my vitamins, and get deliveries (which I did before Covid-19 because it made my life easier) and take extra precautions. I’m not saying we are hermits, but, we don’t take extra risks.

Jeremy Rogers

Verónica Palma every vaccine has a chance to kill you. The flu vaccine has a higher chance than others because it changes so often. This is the reason many were waiting for fda approval. If you receive a vaccine that's non fda approved you get nothing, can't sue vaccine makers in the US. If it's fda approved your family has access to the federal fund.

Sandra Penfold

Dale McDonough 25 year old perfectly healthy. Heart attack 12 hours after.....but I'm sure it was just a coincidence as many healthy 25 year olds fall over dead.......or the previously healthy 29 year old male whose pancreas was destroyed after his second shot, being diagnosed as a type 1 diabetic. But then he bled out. Intestines were a bloody mess.....and those two I PERSONALLY witnessed.

Manuel Martin Barragan

Michelle Thomas why does a body need to be taught when it does it naturally already?
Bonita Church
Adam Lee Marcus I know people, too, that have died quickly after the vaccine. They hide it. They want to kill out Middle class and zoom in on sterilizing our children. Crimes against Humanity. Treason=death. Vid-19 has been a 32 billion easy rip off.

Jaycon Concepcion
Adam Lee Marcus yes if you share they will blocked it because they don't want it

Jeremy Rogers
Verónica Palma and since the"vaccine" isn't one this conversation is moot. Vaccines prevent infection. These do not.

Rachel Taylor Hedges
Adam Lee Marcus my mom dropped dead after her second dose. Healthy woman. Dropped.

Sandra Penfold
Tyler Nuding Tyler, they NEVER are listed as a vaccine death. Never. One was simply listed as a heart attack and the other undiagnosed diabetes type one, at 28 years old......it doesn't take a rocket scientist to know what the cause was. However, these people.will.go thru hell and high water and courts to PROVE the vaccines did indeed kill them.

Alyssa Jaynne
Adam Lee Marcus I know me too

Alyssa Jaynne
Yes they sweep these stories away because their experiment won't be happening to the full capacity then

She La
Adam Lee Marcus I've never heard of a single one that could be verified.
Rachel Taylor Hedges

Jeremy Rogers if you can get a doctor to sign off on it being because of the vaccine, and if you can afford the fight.

Willy Aczel

Erek Tinker funny,. I , personally,. dont know anyone that had COVID,. not me,. not my family,. not my extended family,. nor my friends,. nor my neighbors,. so tell me,. how bad is this VIRUS,. just asking,. 

Krystal Cummings Martin

Tyler Nuding THIS!!! They aren't for everyone. This is exactly what everyone is trying to say. They shouldn't be pushed and mandated by the government.

Casey Coady

She La you have to go outside the U.S. media to find it because they are liars https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/new-zealand-reports-death-woman-after pfizer-covid-vaccine-2021-08-30/

New Zealand reports first death linked...

reuters.com

Casey Coady

She La https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/new-zealand-reports-death-woman-after pfizer-covid-vaccine-2021-08-30/

New Zealand reports first death linked...

reuters.com

Ashley Marie

Zach DeValk

Casey Coady

She La lol I tried to link you 3 different links of verified vac deaths FB blocked them all. look up foreign news like Australia or the UK our media lies
Anastasia Laza
Adam Lee Marcus share your story

Krissi Rites-Wilkinson
Adam Lee Marcus please put them to make these people that think it’s a cure see that in truth it’s really not

Sinead Keane
Emma Love Where are the vaccine injured - why aren't we hearing directly from them... it's all second and third hand accounts strange that! Thanks for all you guys have done for us in ICU throughout all this

Kimberly Lynne
Adam Lee Marcus right

Michelle Wernham
Rachel Taylor Hedges thats really sad to hear

Jaimie D
She La look up #NoMoreSilence

Angela Worley
Casey Coady and Israel...

Rod Bowen
Adam Lee Marcus do you really. I know a lot of people who have had the vaccine and not one even got sick

Jarrad Warne
Michelle Thomas underlying health conditions? The average co morbidity in covid death is 4 so one would assume.
Justin Gilkey
Adam Lee Marcus NO !! Those go against the narrative

Bonita Church
Adam Lee Marcus It's coming out soon!! The asleep peeps will wake up after the shock!!!

Joe Adams
Tyler Nuding one of my best friend's 18 year old daughter almost died because of this vaccine. There is no data because it doesn't fit their agenda. I understand what you are saying though. You don't have to believe me and I get it. Ponder this though, Biden is trying to mandate the vaccine for everyone that works somewhere with 100 employees or more. Do they have the right to tell me I have to get it when there is a chance I could have a reaction? Another thing to think about is, if you can still get it and still pass it, why are they pushing it so hard.

Jason Daniel Jones
Tyler Nuding I had a fellow navy brother of mine that died a week or two after the 2nd vaccine dose. Perfectly healthy other than a few rare drinks and cigars for celebrations. But the media isn't saying he died of the vaccine. But everyone who knew him. Knows better.

Jarrad Warne
Jeremiah Griesheimer The average co morbiditys in covid related death is 4. Certainly not healthy people.

Jack Hanlon-anderson
Adam Lee Marcus you don't know anyone that died you big fat liar

Angela Worley
Jeremy Rogers people will not believe the truth about what is REALLY going on.
2 Timothy 4:3 (KJV) For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears;
2 Timothy 4:4 (KJV) And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables.
Sharon Spaulding-Braddock

Adam Lee Marcus I know one who died. One who almost and one who stoked. Never heard them on the news. Plus many older people who have Severe muscle pain all over but nobody calls it the vaccine even though it happened after the

Jarrad Warne

Gordon Taylor Get back under your bed with your mask on you bootlicking little coward

Dave Iyeach

She La 75 death were read out in the house of commons,,,praps people should pay more attention

Anna Perry

Casey Coady I doubt you did

Heather Poole

Adam Lee Marcus exactly!

Casey Michelle Lunsford

Rod Bowen i know a lot who have had the vaccine and have been extremely sick..

Margaret Pearman

Rod Bowen yes, I really do

Stephen Hadley

Casey Coady I know of 40-50 people who have taken the vac and none have died or have been even hospitalized.

Raven Blackcraft

Adam Lee Marcus Of all the things that didn’t happen, this happened the didn’t’test
Jennifer Stibel
Adam Lee Marcus names and ages. I don't believe you.

Matt Ryan
Adam Lee Marcus

Cheryl Sander
Rod Bowen I know a lot of people as well who did just fine with the vaccine. That is until I got it. I've been in the hospital 3 times, one with an emergency surgery all from the vaccine. I'm not guaranteed to recover. So naturally I started investigating adverse reactions and it's absolutely mind blowing how many others are dealing with side effects. There's not one report on it.

Patricia Rush
Alyssa Jaynne sure do

Josh Miller
Adam Lee Marcus honest journalism? That's a big nope for MSM.

Ashley Ferguson
Adam Lee Marcus unlikely to die from any vaccine but keep on trolling dude

Shayana Moses
Jeremiah Griesheimer That's real!!
Crystal Wissler

Casey Coady literally in the article you shared. Other health factors were the cause. 1 “possible” vax related death vs how many anti-vaxx deaths again?

Maranda Horvath

Rod Bowen

media0.giphy.com

John Liddell

Rachel Taylor Hedges That's not true at all.

Drew Robinson

no you don’t

Kimberly Lynne

Anastasia Laza that gun shooting banjo playing quack has no real stories.

Sunny Wendt

Cheryl Sander can I ask what your emergency surgery was resulting from the vaccine?
Robert Carroll
Rod Bowen You know that could be because no two people on this planet are the same. Some people can take penicillin, some will die from it. Most people can eat peanuts, some will die if they do. Some people can die from a bee sting, others may not even feel it. The point is I know many people who have taken the vaccine, most were fine, some got sick. A couple were told by doctor that due to their specific medical situation it WOULD kill them so don’t do it. There is no such thing as one size fits all. I’m glad that no one you know got ill from the vaccine, that doesn’t mean that many haven’t just because you personally haven’t seen it.

Tracy Stapleton-Lutkins
Tim Adams did you have to go to the hospital?

Casey Coady

Robin Hymas
Violeta Dimitrova-van Veen ya I couldn’t believe it! Babies are delivered much earlier without issue. This is happening a lot more than we know

Casey Coady

Andre Kondziolka
Adam Lee Marcus post them
Casey Michelle Lunsford
Cheryl Sander there's SO many other people dealing with it. You need to report this.

Steven Colby
Adam Lee Marcus https://youtu.be/sP9__Ndoom8

I made this video with my dear friend. I know of MANY more and am set to do more interviews.

Leonie Rowell
Robert Carroll and may I say the long term outcomes have not been tested or known, wait and see what winter brings to the UK and America

Aimee Graham
People literally have to go outside of FB to other sites that don't censor if they want to see any truth that won't be blocked or deleted. There are several groups on telegram that share uncensored videos or written stories of people's reactions, links to resources of studies and documents that are actively being censored, and stories and videos of what is currently happening in other countries that is being blacked out in main stream and social media. All of the information is out there and available. But you won't be able to see it on FB. You literally have to do your searching on Duck Duck go and sign up to apps that do not censor like rumble, bitchute, odysee, telegram, etc.

Michelle Holness
Rod Bowen I have a friend who got vaccinated 2 weeks ago and she tested positive for covid today and she feels awful! Never did she have covid or get sick before then. everybody is different obviously. They also have documented numbers of people who died vaccinated with covid but of course people will say it was a different reason. Y'all are weird just worry about yourself period and keeping yourself safe stop worrying about other people because you know nothing but what you're told. How you going to tell somebody else about THEIR own body!
John Liddell
I know their family. This is a hacked account. Hasn't been active for 8 years. This is bogus. You people are so gullible.

Steven Colby
Adam Lee Marcus

https://youtu.be/sP9__Ndoom8

I made this video interviewing a dear friend of mine. I know of MANY more cases & I am set to interview several more. Horrendous after effects from the jab.

Kevin Slagle
Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t.

Heather Young
Adam, no you don’t.

Karen Harris
Willy Aczel I personally know 3 people that had it and one of them died

David Mantelli
Sinead Keane Right, talked to 2 nurses today, the number of vaccine injured patients they have seen totals 1.

Donnamarie Suszynski
Alexander Olivares Jon actually 3 nurses who were vaccine injured created it because they were blocked on fb. You can choose to believe whatever you choose we live in America.
Patty Butler Grindle
Donnamarie Suszynski How can I share this to my page

Danny Zelko
Robert Carroll real shame that this has to be explained to people who blindly believe that vaccines (and pills) are the answer to health.


The vaccine effort in historical...

Brian Beezly Johnson
Ashley Ferguson I like how you said "unlikely"....troll

Janice M. Lorenzetti
I live with seniors who are having weird side affects. A lot of diarrhea and joint pain.

Kassy Sitzer
John Liddell OH you know them?? Were you there when she was pronounced dead? Did you hear the coroner's findings?

Michael Curtis
Adam Lee Marcus Anything is possible when you lie

JerryNell Kane Guess
Adam Lee Marcus Yes we do!

Trish Mabey
Blake Warren my one friend doesn't believe me that you die from the vaccine and I can't remember where to find the numbers. But even I know the vaccine is deadly!! I'm sorry for your loss!!
Danny Zelko
Crystal Wissler and let's not forget all the "covid" deaths counted simply because they apparently tested positive and then 2 weeks later died in a car crash or heart attack or cancer or stroke or obesity or old age. Amazing that those deaths are definitely covid but nobody ever dies from a vaccine.

Rod Bowen
Michelle Holness statistically your chances of catching or dying from Covid are much less if you are vaccinated but as you admit you know nothing.

Paul Racisz
Ashley Ferguson Death is one of the side effects

Dennis LZ
Ashley Ferguson Cdc changed the definition of vaccine recently...

Trish Mabey
I tried pulling up that link and this is what I get

Nick Smith
Heather Holmes

Lori Bodily
My co workers uncle died yesterday..he was fully vaccinated.
Rob Place

Ashley Ferguson you should really get educated on the matter since you like to talk like you are!

Jess Morrison

Adam Lee Marcus same

Ben Clemson

Paul Racisz death is a side effect of peanuts for some people.

KL Allen-Taylor

Jack Hanlon-anderson How do you know he's lying? Do you have a crystal ball, psychic powers?

Martha Goodin

Trish Mabey Sounds about right!

Matthew Carson

Adam Lee Marcus yes. I do want those stories. I will start a subreddit if you can get other people to share their stories. Let me know if you want in. This is serious. I'm not trolling you. I will link the subreddit here or in your private messages.

JerryNell Kane Guess

I know a lady that had lots of existing ailments therefore when she took the shot and died shortly after I'm sure drs.said she'd have died anyway. Died with a blood lot that she didn't have before the vaccine. Figure it out. I did! And I figure since I already have age related problems I don't plan on the shot!

Linda Stevens Bodenstab

Kelly Rebeiro
Sarah Wollaeger Kaiser
Danny Zelko or an OD. I know of a heroin addicted who died and it was classified Cv!

KL Allen-Taylor
Kimberly Lynne So, people who disagree with you are banjo playing quacks. What a brown shirt!

Danny Zelko
Casey Coady Australia? Sorry to disappoint but our news lies too. Try thehighwire.com...they are claiming to be the most transparent news service in the world and accepting responsibility if you can prove they have deliberately misinformed. They're the reason Faucis emails were released to the public.

Linda Stevens Bodenstab
Steven Colby Kelly Rebeiro

Chris Tina
Brittney Sheeran watch this

Rob Place
Ben Clemson it's not LABELED one you ignorant clown! I swear you morons will try to say anything to fit you moronic narrative!

Kara Comstock
Adam Lee Marcus there are side effects to any/every vaccine… you should look up the diseases linked to ethanol consumption or what ‘fragrance’ can do to the human body

Kimmarie Erdmann Woolgar
John Liddell Matthew Starrs
Scott Harris

Kara Comstock most of the time dropping dead 2 days later is not listed in the side effect list.

Tammy DeWitt

Adam Lee Marcus exactly, but you never hear about those poor people.

Virginia Manzano Ybarra

Steven Colby, wow thanks for sharing. Many people do not believe this.

Karen Ball

Adam Lee Marcus Yes!

KL Allen-Taylor

Rachel Taylor Hedges Naaaasty!

Trish Mabey

Sandra Penfold I wish you could tell my friend that he flat-out refuses to believe anything I have to say unless I say the vaccine is good which I won't.

KL Allen-Taylor

Dalton Kuspa You are hoping that he says it's all a lie...cause deep in the pit of your stomach, you're freaked out.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, more information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. Facebook

Julie Pichette

Jennifer Stibel He didn't die, but after my dad got his 2nd covid "vaccination", he went to the hospital with a stroke, heart arrhythmia, and half his body paralyzed. He needed to have a tracheotomy and feeding tube put in. He has been hospitalized for about 3 1/2 months now, all because of this toxic injection, which his team of doctors confirmed caused these issues. My dad is going to be disabled for the rest of his life because of it.

Michelle Thomas

Callie I can't read the articles as too small. Maybe post each screen shot separately so we can read it better.

Michelle Thomas

Callie I can't read the articles as too small. Maybe post each screen shot separately so we can read it better.

Julie Pichette

Rod Bowen After my dad got his 2nd covid "vaccination", he went to the hospital with a stroke, heart arrhythmia, and half his body paralyzed. He needed to have a tracheotomy and feeding tube put in. He has been hospitalized for about 3 1/2 months now, all because of this toxic injection, which his team of doctors confirmed caused these issues. My dad is going to be disabled for the rest of his life because of it.

Brad Adams

Adam Lee Marcus false

Ashley Griffin

Adam Lee Marcus, I do! Tell me!

Amanda Cooney

Adam Lee Marcus me too, my cardiologist told me Friday 3 of just HIS patients died from vaccine. It's sick how so much info is being suppressed while people are trying to make difficult personal decisions about THEIR health without adequate information on actual risks.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Brad Adams
Adam Lee Marcus so false

Elaine Kallmeyer
Matthew Carson
Do it
So many follow reddit

Julie Pichette
Rod Bowen After my dad got his 2nd "vaccination", he went to the hospital with a stroke, heart arrhythmia, and half his body paralyzed. He needed to have a tracheotomy and feeding tube put in. He has been hospitalized for about 3 1/2 months now, all because of this toxic injection, which his team of doctors confirmed caused these issues. My dad is going to be disabled for the rest of his life because of it.

Danielle Moodenbaugh
Adam Lee Marcus yes please! Can you forward them to me!

Nicole Jaeger Hadfield
Trish Mabey hummm go figure, probably easier to just block the whole site instead of randomly remove cases so people can't find out the truth

KL Allen-Taylor
James Joseph You are hoping that it's all a lie...cause deep in the pit of your stomach, you're freaked out.

Amanda Cooney
Scott Harris it's sad how far people stretch to rationalize, like comparing effect of fragrance to dying or severe disabling effects after being vaccinated by a product where companies making billions have zero liability

Shannon Anderson
Ashley Ferguson unlikely to die from the Rona, but hey, that happens too.
Tim Adams what was your reaction? The MRNA vaccine has been in the pipeline for decades. They nearly used it in 2002/3. It’s years old and they just adapted it for Covid. They spent more time adapting it for Covid than they do adapting the flu vaccine each year to fight the predicted strains. It wasn’t rushed. It took less time than most because they had unlimited finances, unlimited test subjects, and the whole globe was working on it.

Lea Qualine

Brad Adams, you can continue to say false all you want….but it doesn’t change the truth. Do your research. Open your eyes.

Michelle Thomas

Tim Adams what was your reaction? The MRNA vaccine has been in the pipeline for decades. They nearly used it in 2002/3. It’s years old and they just adapted it for Covid. They spent more time adapting it for Covid than they do adapting the flu vaccine each year to fight the predicted strains. It wasn’t rushed. It took less time than most because they had unlimited finances, unlimited test subjects, and the whole globe was working on it.

Michelle Thomas

Callie I can’t read the articles as too small. Maybe post each screen shot separately so we can read it better.

Michelle Thomas

Tim Adams what was your reaction? The MRNA vaccine has been in the pipeline for decades. They nearly used it in 2002/3. It’s years old and they just adapted it for Covid. They spent more time adapting it for Covid than they do adapting the flu vaccine each year to fight the predicted strains. It wasn’t rushed. It took less time than most because they had unlimited finances, unlimited test subjects, and the whole globe was working on it.

Lea Qualine

Brad Adams (null) hahahaha, can’t post to you.

Lea Qualine

Brad Adams Brad Adams, you can continue to say false all you want….but it doesn’t change the truth. Do your research. Open your eyes.
Stewart Hilton

Callie Calhoun more propaganda twisting of narrative. going on a ton
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Robert Davidson

Brad Adams sad to say but it's true

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Elliott

Jason Elliott

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck

Adam Lee Marcus yes, it needs to be known, bc no one will report those

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kerri Metzendorf

Brad Adams not false... I have had many patients who have had severe side effects from the vaccines. People with no health issues prior. Blood clots, seizures, lots of bad stuff... it's not as black and white as the media would lead you to believe.
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Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck

Adam Lee Marcus yes, it needs to be known, bc no one will report those

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck

Adam Lee Marcus yes, it needs to be known, bc no one will report those

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kara Comstock

Scott Harris 2 days after a single dose? Where/when was this? I know it’s been used as a lot of people ‘hail Mary’s’ when it’s definitely too late

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Teresa Ray Pendergrass

Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck exactly!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Jennifer Stibel

Julie Pichette I am sorry for you.

Elissa Shelton

Trish Mabey it’s a government website. It should be .gov

Jennifer Magina

Michelle Thomas key word in your statement is “ They nearly used it” Not saying they did an know the long term effects from it. Just my opinion

Kim Ridings

Adam Lee Marcus no they don’t. They only want to report those that didn’t and make a huge story of it.

Cynthia Herring Barley

Adam Lee Marcus Yes

Nathan Cuts

Lea Qualine Unless you are a scientist or researcher you aren’t doing research with peer reviews and a team of highly educated individuals. In fact what you are doing is browsing google or sharing a feed on your timeline on Facebook. You are looking and sharing information solely based upon your already made up mind. Browsing until you find the right one that lines up with your beliefs. “Do your research” Ok scientist Adams. #staywoke

Jennifer Magina

Michelle Thomas key word in your statement is “ They nearly used it” Not saying they did an know the long term effects from it. Just my opinion

Morgan Ruffier

Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t
Robert Davidson
Brad Adams Over 17,000 dead just from the vaccine alone

Andrew Heitman
Lea Qualine are you a researcher?!? Amazing!! Where did you do your doctorate work???

Lori Upmeyer
Adam Lee Marcus we NEED the media to be willing to publish this reality as well.

Tammy DeWitt
Ben Clemson but no one is FORCING you to eat peanuts…SMFH

Stacey Eckel
Adam Lee Marcus we need this shared, this info has to get out on the MSM. I wanted this blasted so everyone can see the truth.

Brad Adams
Lea Qualine “do your research” hahah show me credible evidence please

Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck
Steven Colby thank you for sharing that! So sorry he lost his mother. It is heartbreaking just heartbreaking

Hannah Shelton
Adam Lee Marcus Samantha Gaither

Jennifer Stibel
Julie Pichette unfortunately I don’t believe most people. And most who are not vaccinated laugh at people who have family who have died of covid or who have disabilities because of covid. How many times have you heard “what underlying issues did they have”. My FIL had issues with his breathing because he was hospitalized with covid for 2 weeks and I have had people who don’t care about that. I am sorry for you.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck
Tammy DeWitt right!!

Jess Pellerin
Sorry for your loss and yes those stories need told. I heard a doctor say, “people who vaccinate are ticking time bombs”

Dom Pang
Amanda Cooney what's the cardiologist's name?

Dawn Dorsey Bruce
Julie Pichette My dad was in the hospital with Covid when (after he was no longer contagious) he got a roommate who had just had his first shot and had a heart attack. Dr told him not to get the next one. Also a church member after first shot had stroke like symptoms...lost ability to walk and talk (it was temporary) but no stroke was evident. He was told not to get the second shot. Sister in law's uncle died after vaccine...no underlying health conditions. I am not anti-vax, but I would like to see everything presented equally, good and bad.

Jennifer Palmer Winkelpleck
Julie Pichette so sorry! And he won't get any assistance from the government because of that vaccine that disabled him and caused all these medical bills and pain!

Elizabeth Key-Ryan
Latest CDC VAERS Data Show Reported...
Superkarla Rose
Amanda Dawn Talley
Exactly....fact resistancy and cognitive dissonans, the news control the world:

https://www.facebook.com/henrik.s.bech/videos/574584230615040/

Henrik Bech July 30 at 5:37 AM ·
Journalist explains how he's been lying for years to manipulate countries and top leaders, betraying the world's population. Many are coming forward now. All top leader and those who lie are done. Its just a matter of time. Stop in time and jump on the right side. So we can fight evil and get honesty and love to lead the world.

Jodi Bredefeldt
Jodie Oldfield watch this
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Michelle Thomas

*Callie Calhoun* found the tweet. This “Doctor” is one of the white coat fraud brigade. So, it can take up to 14 days for the vaccines full effects to kick in. That’s what part of the article is about. Nothing to back up what she’s saying really. She’s a doctor and doesn’t seem to understand much. She also posted other BS. She participated in storming the Capitol, she an anti vaxer and proud, she says she’s worked places but they do not remember her or have a record of her, she’s spoken at Trump rallies and is a fan, she was sacked from her hospital job… Need I go on? The woman is horrendous as are the other white coat morons. She has no background working on or with vaccines, no scientific background. In her tweets she twists a lot of things around. She’s dangerous because believe her lies and many have died because of her.

---

Tyler Fugate

who is your cardiologist and how did he know they died from the vaccine?

---

Michelle Thomas

*Callie Calhoun* found the tweet. This “Doctor” is one of the white coat fraud brigade. So, it can take up to 14 days for the vaccines full effects to kick in. That’s what part of the article is about. Nothing to back up what she’s saying really. She’s a doctor and doesn’t seem to understand much. She also posted other BS. She participated in storming the Capitol, she an anti vaxer and proud, she says she’s worked places but they do not remember her or have a record of her, she’s spoken at Trump rallies and is a fan, she was sacked from her hospital job… Need I go on? The woman is horrendous as are the other white coat morons. She has no background working on or with vaccines, no scientific background. In her tweets she twists a lot of things around. She’s dangerous because believe her lies and many have died because of her.
Michelle Thomas
Callie Calhoun found the tweet. This “Doctor” is one of the white coat fraud brigade. So, it can take up to 14 days for the vaccines full effects to kick in. That’s what part of the article is about. Nothing to back up what she’s saying really. She’s a doctor and doesn’t seem to understand much. She also posted other BS. She participated in storming the Capitol, she an anti vaxer and proud, she says she’s worked places but they do not remember her or have a record of her, she’s spoken at Trump rallies and is a fan, she was sacked from her hospital job... Need I go on? The woman is horrendous as are the other white coat morons. She has no background working on or with vaccines, no scientific background. In her tweets she twists a lot of things around. She's dangerous because believe her lies and many have died because of her.

Rachel Taylor Hedges
John Liddell wow. You don't know me. Or my family. Or my mom's medical history. Nice. So why don't you sit down, shut the hell up, and listen. Because some of us are dealing with the absolutely unnecessary deaths of family members.

Superkarla Rose
Amanda Dawn Talley Hi, tried to leave a comment for you but fakebook wouldn't let me....let’s see if this gets through

Michelle Thomas
Grandi Been no need to swear. I’m sorry for your loss but I stand by what I say and others do to. We’re not keeping anyone in the dark. The people you know, what’s their medical history? How long had they been vaccinated for? Again, I stand by what I said completely

Rachel Taylor Hedges
KL Allen-Taylor those are the folks to pray for. Its so nice that they have given us their names.

Kaitlyn Letke
Elizabeth Key-Ryan pretty decent numbers for having the amount of vaccinations. Unfortunately to be expected.

Vera King
Adam Lee Marcus yes
Michelle Thomas
Not ridiculing anyone and not telling anyone to get or not get it. It's not being forced on anyone. Choices have consequences though. I know people with Lupus who are fine, I'm sorry your two clients passed away

Anna Corona
Me too

Michael Hodgen
Elizabeth Key-Ryan ah yes someone's been watching Tucker Carlson and not understanding how numbers work

Matthew Mohrlock
Kaitlyn Letke that is not too be expected at all, what are you even talking about as if you are talking with any authority on the subject.
There has been MANY nationwide vaccination campaigns in the past. Those numbers make those nationwide rollout minuscule in comparison.... and I'm not talking individually.... I AM TALKING COMBINED. THERE IS MORE DEATH AND ADVERSE REACTIONS IN THE LAST 9 MONTHS THAN IN ALL SHOTS COMBINED SINCE REPORTING BEGAN. COMBINED. DOES THAT WORD NEED TO BE HIGHLIGHTED ANYMORE----- NUMEROUS NATIONWIDE ROLLOUTS--- ALL COMBINED ARE NOWHERE NEAR THE REPORTS FROM THESE SHOTS IN THE LAST 9 MONTHS

Jesse Puckett
Adam Lee Marcus can you share those stories? Because we can't find them anywhere

Kathy Lambert
Adam Lee Marcus I stay away from everyone and get a full bag of all vitamins once a month, never have gotten the flu or this Covid thing. My doctor says she can't see me in person anymore so I got the first shot and got nasty nasty sick. Thanks!!

Valerie Brock
Adam Lee Marcus those stories will never see the light of day. No one will admit vaccine can be dangerous
Matthew Mohrlock

Michael Hodgendo the numbers work how they work. Let alone the studies on their under reporting.
What are you trying to say a billion dollar system is useless??
These reports have already gone to change the warnings with moderna for heart attacks due to myocarditis. ---because so many people were dying--- and they were giving it to people with histories of heart conditions!!!
Superkarla Rose
AmyJade English That is not a respectfull comment, how can you know and write something like that to a family member that has suffered such a loss.

One of the ingredients in the wag is potassium chloride, which is also one of the ingredients in the execution injections.
The function of potassium chloride is to stop the heart.
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Jamie Leigh Lala
Jesse Puckett https://1000covidstories.com/

1000 COVID Stories
1000covidstories.com
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Elizabeth Corlett
Adam Lee Marcus I want those stories

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jenny Blaine
Lea Qualine that's not "research" it's confirmation bias.
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Cindy Aldrich
Michelle Thomas yet the inventor says it was never intended to be used thus way, nor is it effective. Look it up.
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Joe Papa
Marat Lozhkin

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Adam Walthall
Dennis Woyame doesn't matter. They have minimized their risk for hospitalization or death

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Helen Schmidt
Every FDA approved vaccine which has 25 deaths must be pulled, that is why they are keeping these "vaccines' as experimental because there are now over 9,000 deaths reported in Vaers from this "vaccine" and if FDA approved, it would be pulled immediately.

Zen Miller
Adam Lee Marcus

Matthew Carson
Elaine Kallmeyer
https://www.reddit.com/r/WeWillBeHeard?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share

Kara Comstock
Helen Schmidt oooook

Adam Walthall
Dennis Woyame some research, eh? Well, a LOT of research shows those who are unvaccinated have much higher hospitalization rates and death rates.

Helen Schmidt
Jennifer Stibel Are you somehow unable to do your own research? VAERS itself has reported 9,000 deaths.

Jennifer Gilley
Helen Schmidt You are aware that the FDA has approved Pfizer and is no longer considered experimental right?
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Alexa Marie

Adam Lee Marcus there are way too many of those stories. But u don’t hear about them. Hmmm why is that.....

Jesse Puckett

Jamie Leigh Lala I should have clarified. I’m asking for a totally legit website with real stories and/or research.

Amanda Cooney

I'm not going to post his information here without permission, last thing I need is FB lunatics doing something stupid to screw with him or the medical group he's associated with, if it comes back to me and I lose one of the best doctors in my care team . Sad that people are that awful.

Breana Renda

Adam Lee Marcus no it doesn’t fit their narrative

Sandrine IB

Lori L Lombardi don’t be heartless. A death if due to vax or covid is a death and we must stay united in these sorrow times. The difference that is raised between the deaths is the age bracket and the state of health of individual. That's were we're the conversation starts. Vax is to protect the old and vulnerable due to inherent serious health issues. This is well documented now and reported. Vax injuries is random, and that is a problem.

Ann Ayers

Fu#@ you andy

Kimberly Lynne

KL Allen-Taylor banjo's are pretty awesome. People making stuff up are the quacks

Michelle Thomas

Jennifer Magina they went a different direction, that’s medicine for you. Doesn’t mean a problem. Opinions are great but don’t equal facts
Shari Blakeslee
Adam Lee Marcus I wish they would cover those stories. I know a man who suffered horrifically for about 5 weeks from the vaccine... then he died. He was in his 40s or 50s. He left a teenage daughter behind who was still in high school...but you know they won't cover that....its not what the big pharma wants covered

Tyler Fugate
Amanda Cooney all of these reports about people dying are hearsay until verifiable information is provided.

Shari Blakeslee
Elizabeth Corlett me too

Bjoern Hehmann
Adam Lee Marcus I'm sure they're not interested.

Kirsten Stewart
Shari Blakeslee what's his name? His Facebook ? Anything would be helpful

Marti Kurtz
Adam Lee Marcus I think you're lying.

Helen Schmidt
Jennifer Gilley You are aware that smug remark is where you prove yourself as uninformed, right? You need to look into what they actually said. No they approved the new vaccine when it was "market ready" in 2 or 3 years and they extended the experimental status of the current vaccine. Either poor reading comprehension or you blindly just repeat what you heard somewhere, from someone, sometime.

Karen Ball
Adam Lee Marcus Of course
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Michelle Thomas
Cindy Aldrich are you talking about Kariko or Weissman? Do you have a credible link about that as I've read differently

Karen Ball
Jennifer Palmer Winkelpaleck Yes it does!

Karen Ball
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Liz Campbell
Adam Lee Marcus Names and place please!!!

Amy Marie
Kirsten Stewart our voices matter covers stories follow them on IG. They are just starting.
Names and families speaking publicly

Dom Pang
"It's sick how so much info is being suppressed while people are trying to make difficult personal decisions about THEIR health without adequate information on actual risks."

Walk your talk, Amanda. If your cardiologist is certain that 3 of his patients died from the vaccine then there must be evidence, such as the official cause of death, to back it up. Let's see it.

Cindy Chapman Rietkerk
I know a lady who just 2 weeks after the second shot had a "vaccident." She was driving in a residential neighborhood and one witness saw her grab her throat and she went up over the curb and was slumped over the wheel.

Amy Marie
Marti Kurtz go follow our voices matter on IG they cover real victims and death has occurred. Families speaking out publicly!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Gilles Stoops
Kate have a read of this

Lori L Lombardi
That's well documented?? Only in your brain. You couldn't be more wrong. It's very sad that people are still dying from this virus. These people are dying unnecessarily. The majority for patients hospitalized with covid are unvaccinated..FACTS. Smfh

Van-Liles Willie
Adam Lee Marcus my 21 yr old nephew died 4 mos after getting vaccine..(heart and kidney failure) my husband work friend 3mos after getting vaccine 48..home with heart and kidney failure
Our tax man 67, 4 mos after getting vaccine .now has to carry oxygen everywhere he goes now...he is in heart and kidney failure now
All 3 were healthy...
There is their story...then my daughter tells me..there are 30 people in hospital with Covid-19 in very serous condition..."17 are fully vaccinated"

Kimberly Inman
Dom Pang the issue is this, the people that have died from the shot won't be listed as death by vaccination or toxicity. It's the complications from it that's causing death. And those complications will be what's listed on the death certificate. Example, liver failure, heart inflammation, renal failure...

Jaquelyn JWow Oberleuter
Amy Marie can you post ig link

Ruth Murray
Kimberly Inman exactly, and the 27 people in NZ that have died of covid..actually died of underlying conditions not covid. They need to stop all this scare mongering
Marti Kurtz

*Kirsten Stewart* They're lying. It's a big fat pack of trolls using robots to post this negative crap. Here's an anti vaxxer for you with a name.

Marti Kurtz

*Jaquelyn JWow Oberleuter* it's a robot.

Chelsea Kitchen

*Kimberly Inman* yes you are 100% I know the family of the death of a lady in middle more got the vax 2 days later died!!! They recorded it as covid!!!!!!

Casey Craft

*Kimberly Inman* or Covid they won't tell the truth I work in Healthcare it makes me sick that everyday I hear and read the lies

Bennett Reeder

*Dana Michele Cain* it's Hogwash of course it's funny. I really wish I could say more on here but that language wouldn't be Facebook approved.

KL Allen-Taylor

*Rachel Taylor Hedges* I love your outlook! Praying.
Esther Harkins
Michelle Thomas all those survivorship bias stories yet they don't understand the long-term consequences or the fact that the delta stain is worse.

So sick of covidiots yesterday's typhoid Mary is today's covid karen

Andrew Heitman
Kerri Metzendorf how did you assess causation?

Danyele Dewar Smith
BS Now it isn't letting me post!

Marti Kurtz
Amy Marie Robot troll. If people believe this they're dumber than they appear!

Danyele Dewar Smith
Oh I guess my comments are controversial!

Shari Blakeslee
Jamie Leigh Lala this stuff scares me too. My sister's best friends ex husband died a horrible painful death after reviewing the vaccine. My question to the world is this...if they are afraid of Covid have they done anything to strengthen their natural immune system?

Karolina Blazynska
Adam Lee Marcus they aren't ready to hear this.

Brenda Bartholomew Losch
Amanda Cooney I wish the naysayers would be that interested in the facts regarding the inaccurate numbers of cases and deaths of the last year and a half. They only want to eat you alive. But they believe mainstream media hook, line, and sinker. Stay strong!!
Magdalena Drozynska
Champ Ex you may want to read this...

Dom Pang
If the doctor is convinced that the cause of death was the vaccination then they should be able to back it up with evidence. In fact, as a medical practitioner, it would be morally bankrupt of him not to declare this evidence for the reasons that many are claiming here - that vaccines are harmful and the risks outweigh the benefits. So where is the evidence and the public record proving that these 3 people died from the vaccine? I certainly would like to know.

Diana Armstrong
Van-Liles Willie thank you for telling your truth prayers going up to you and your family

Karen Ball
Matthew Carson How do you know they’re true?

Andrew Heitman
Lea Qualine yeah. Do your research. Start by getting your doctorate in a related field, then do a couple post docs to get work up into a faculty position and develop enough preliminary data for your first solo grant. Then, spend two to three years writing grants and setting up your own lab while teaching.

Do. Your. Own. Research.

Adam Walthall
Adam Lee Marcus did you send them? Did they report them? Are they credible?

Stefan Krohn
Kimberly Inman should have been the same with covid

Mitchell Stopp
Tim Pallot
Connie J Nelson
Matthew Mohrlock Yes, my mom was one and died!

Dom Pang
Kimberly Inman Right, - mental note filed on anti-vaxxer thinking... The main cause of death is definitely the vaccine when complications are listed, but when COVID is the thought to be the main cause of death it's due to the underlying complications rather than the virus. Got it.

Daniel Paz
Adam Lee Marcus can you share some.

Susan Whalen Hughes

West SB
Van-Liles Willie thank you for sharing this. There stories keeps us holding on.

Sharee Conatser
Dom Pang maybe the benefit out weights the risk for you. Not for everyone.

Leslie Miller
Adam Lee Marcus yes!! Why are we not hearing them!!???
Colleen Marie
Van-Liles Willie but these are the stories people don’t want to know or believe. Yet people are being FORCED to get this to keep food on the table. Thanks for sharing. It’s the real life stories people need to hear.

Amanda Cooney
Tyler Fugate sorry, don’t know what to tell you. Not sure why you think anybody cares to prove anything to some rando on FB, ppl literally just sharing their personal experiences

Katie Tate
Valerie Brock Literally anyone will tell you that any foreign substance you put in your body can be dangerous to the wrong person, including vaccines and all medocations. Now y’all please go enjoy your cigarettes and coca-cola.

Katrina Seaton
Donna Gray

Louis Balzer
Mary Melissa Yelton Shields a chart from 2020 shows hospitalization rate of 2.5/100,000 = .0025% A shot will barely decrease this number, already so minuscule to begin with. How do you justify your statement?

Trish Mabey
Superkarla Rose I had the same thing happen and then 10 minutes later somebody like that comment so I’m kind of confused

Dom Pang
Sharee Conatser *weighs
Margo Folks

Susan Whalen Hughes can you please site this source?

Alyssa Dee Spellman

Leslie Miller because the media doesn’t want you to. I know people disabled from the vaccine. Hopefully the drs can figure it out so they’re not permanently disabled. I also have a friend that’s an emt and he will never get vaccinated. He has said the only covid patients he has transported since the vaccine are vaccinated patients!! This isn’t the mark of the beast but this is exactly how you get it. Forced/ persuasion/manipulation, guilt. It’s not pride, I just refuse to get on the worry train with social media.

Louis Balzer

Mary Melissa Yelton Shields

Alyssa Dee Spellman

Nicole W. Ramos yes!!

Sandy Nelson Ethridge

Adam Lee Marcus yes..let me hear about those people. Who do you know??

Dom Pang

Casey Craft Thank you for posting a coded “Q” message. I’ll look under my bed for the next clue.
Leslie Merz Vance
That's called an immune response.

Margo Folks
Dom Pang they can’t site their sources because they have none.

Gayle Adrienne
Adam Lee Marcus Same here!

Trish Mabey
Julie Pichette I'm so sorry!!!

Heidi Bogart
Adam Lee Marcus tell the stories!

Gayle Adrienne
Sandy Nelson Ethridge Best friends mother

Susan Whalen Hughes
W Va. 26% increase positive Covid cases..21% increase “breakthrough” cases fully Vax’d, hospitalizations, 25% increase in deaths, fully vax’d per the Gov.

Tommy Head
Chelsea Kitchen of course they did. I not only work in healthcare, I work with the most vulnerable. Also not one has died in the last year. I'll be d****, that was even before the mask were worn 12 hrs a day..so what an idiot recorded it as “Covid” ? Was a PCR done? Or was he immunocompromised? Died of something else? I liter know 2,000+ ppl vaccinated without a problem. Yes I’m vaccinated, a healthcare provider, and a conservative.

Andrea Roberts McGuire
Jennifer Gilley Pfizer is still EU. Comarity is the vaccine that has been approved but it’s not available at this time.
Melissa Mork
For all those needing a letter to give your employer. (3rd comment)

Marti Kurtz
Ann Ayers I call bullish! It. Too many robots on this thread.

Susan Whalen Hughes
W Va. 26% increase positive Covid cases..21% increase “breakthrough” cases fully Vax’d, hospitalizations, 25% increase in deaths, fully vax’d per the Gov.

Laura Eaton Schiavone
Deborah Cullers Brosius um, I saw him actually say this on tv.

Susan Whalen Hughes
Me too

Allie Twyman
Margo Folks do a simple google search for WV governor Covid. It's rather obvious that he fully supports the vaccines. He states, “show me a hospital that's overran with vaccine injuries.”
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Mary Hock Webb

Kelli Smith
Adam Lee Marcus that goes against the fear mongering machine. They haven't been truthful for 18 months. Why would they start now?

Melissa Mork
Are y'all going to report this REAL news to the masses or will YOU lose your job too?

Denise Mullins
Margo Folks High Impact Flix on YouTube did a video with the video of our governor saying as much. He did indeed state just that... And then continued to push the jab agenda! It's nonsensical. They contradict themselves constantly.

Deborah Stanton
In Australia, if someone dies, they blame it on Covid to scare people into getting the vaccine, if they die after getting the vaccine they blame it on how they died, ie heart failure, kidney failure, or the their magic word,"underlying health conditions" they wont believe it was the vaccine, when we say,"they were perfectly healthy and suddenly they are dead," Just like they refused to believe me when I said, My baby was perfectly normal, walking , talking, playing like any normal baby would at 18mths and then after the his vaccine, the triple antigen, his eyes rolled back in his head, then one went crossed eyed, he could not walk, he started to have seizures, he couldnt talk, he wouldnt eat, now he needs 24/7 care, his brain is full time in seizure, this is just a snippit of the 50 or more conditions he now has, not to mention the hell we have been through as a family with 3 other boys as well, oh no it could not have been the vaccine they say, we have even been told by school teachers that it was bad parenting, oh no it cant be the vaccine they say, Im happy to let my immune system do what it was designed to do.
Veronica Plascencia
Deborah Cullers Brosius he's on video reading out all the stats from his state.

Michele Martin Galloway
Trish Mabey https://vaers.hhs.gov/

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...
vaers.hhs.gov

Josh Giovengo
Deborah Cullers Brosius https://twitter.com/StateofusAll/status/1435192428038959104?s=19
Not debunked watch the video

STATE OF US ALL on Twitter
twitter.com

Alyssa Dee Spellman
Deborah Stanton that is what is happening here too. My sister works at the hospital and she fell and hit her head real bad in her yard while she was getting over covid.. You know the first thing she thought? If I die because of my head injury they'll blame it on covid.

Meme Potts
Tina Oraham

Michele Martin Galloway
Trish Mabey vaers. HHS. Gov

Melissa Mork
Dom Pang by all means, PLEASE go stand in line to "do your part" then. Make sure you get enuf of those "boosters" tho. Wouldn't want the unvaccinated potentially getting you sick from something your vaccinations are suppose to make you immune to.
Iulia Cluj  
**Dom Pang**  You do not want to understand that truth is banned. You'll have the evidence. Just that it will be too late.

Susan Whalen Hughes  
**Deborah Cullers Brosius**  [Link](https://thelibertyloft.com/2021/08/29/west-virginia-sees-25-increase-in-deaths-of-fully-vaccinated/)

Alyssa Dee Spellman  
**Dom Pang**  There you go, this is exactly the problem. People don't know what's going on. Tests are so wrong all the time no one knows what is going on! The only test worth taking is the antibodies test. But not many people take that. Aren't the tests about to be recalled? So how do we even know if anyone has covid or not. Most of the people who have gotten the vaccine already supposedly had covid so how can the numbers really be accurate with anything. The 20% of vaccinated covid patients in the hospitals; are those patients who've never had covid?

The vaccinated that have stayed out of the hospital, is that because they've already had COVID and have those antibodies? and that's why the numbers look good for vaccinated people? So many variables. I don't care who has or gets the shot. Idc. But leave the vaccinated alone and stop trying to make us feel guilty and stupid and trying to present us with “facts” because we have our own too and we simply decide not to get it. End of conversation.

Iulia Cluj  
**Leslie Merz Vance**  You're ignorant. Read up before you make a fool of yourself on a public forum.

Deborah Cullers Brosius  
**Veronica Plascencia**  Please post that
Tara Hayes
Alexa Marie because no one can actually tell you! They claim to "know a person" and then when you ask to them elaborate or for info ... you get nothing! So that tells me they are lying... because if were really true they would share the story and we would be able to find the information. That's just me though!

on Tue | Like | Reply | More

Anne Gianfagna Edwards
Adam Lee Marcus unless you are talking painful deaths in the MILLIONS keep your ignorant mouth shut

on Tue | Like | Reply | More

Corey Riley
Julie Renee yep.

on Tue | Like | Reply | More

Dora Rosati
Steve Howard ONLY 7000???? ONLY???

on Tue | Like | Reply | More

Corey Riley
Julie Renee (null) yep

on Tue | Like | Reply | More

Mike Schmitt
Andrea Roberts McGuire um, no. They're the same thing - the only change is the branding.
Alyssa Dee Spellman
Dom Pang
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Rosalind Richmond

Adam Lee Marcus please spill the tea please!! We need to know these factual real life stories because they will never tell us these truths.

Michele Parbury

Katie Tate the problem with a mandate is that even those of us who live incredibly clean healthy lives will eventually be forced to accept a foreign substance into our bodies. A foreign substance that can never be removed. I worked very hard for several years to remove chemicals, cleaners, fragrances, preservatives, etc, from my home and person because I had debilitating allergies. Now that my immune system is strong, I am not willing to take a chance on triggering those allergies again.
Mike Schmitt

Leslie Miller we're "not hearing them" because they're 99.9999% unrelated other than coincidental timing. Experts understand that correlation is not the same as causation.

Rosalind Richmond

Adam Lee Marcus FB Will not let me be great and respond but the answer is yes please do tell.

Linda Marie

Andrea Roberts McGuire exactly right!

Lesa Zyrangue Marshall

Sandi Judice

Braden Hagen

Anne Gianfagna Edwards so you’re saying it would take you millions of deaths for you to blink an eye? You...you’re the issue.

Mike Mariano

Mike Schmitt Per the FDA web site, they are the same exact formula but it has a new brand name. However, also accordingly to the FDA Comirnaty is ‘legally distinct’ from the original EUA. This is often not mentioned. Look it up for yourselves. Then find out what legally distinct mean.

Jeff Cloud

Andrea Roberts McGuire https://lc.org/newsroom/details/082721-fda-does-a-bait-and-switch-with-covid-shots?fbclid=IwAR37N5oRjm4vFHj7i5LgcaT--Dqaru_ZoDDEiySmZFhGuEwCiPnQqS0xph0

FDA Does a Bait and Switch with COVID...
Ronda Cooper Meadows
Anne Gianfagna Edwards are you serious ?? wow !

Lynn Harris
Anne Gianfagna Edwards according to VAERS the count is now over 13,000. Is that enough for you?

Margo Folks
Allie Twyman so a lot people take these high numbers (26%, 21%, 25%) and run with it instead of seeing the whole picture. Yes there may be an increase in vaccinated people also getting Covid (there is a more contagious variant: Delta) but that doesn't show us the whole picture. Of all the hospitalizations a much smaller percentage of them happen to be vaccinated. While the others are not. This is from the office of WV Governor's website:

Kristen Smith
Deborah Stanton, I'm so so sorry for what you're going through. You're living every parent's nightmare. Thank you for sharing your story amid what you're going through.

Jeff Cloud
Mike Schmitt NOPE! If you take the BioNTech and it damages or kills you, there is no legal recourse because it isn't the one that is FDA approved. BAIT AND SWITCH

Kristen Smith
Deborah Stanton, I'm so so sorry for what you're going through. You're living every parent's nightmare. Thank you for sharing your story amid what you're going through.
Cheryl Low-McCarty
Adam Lee Marcus me too!! Or have heart problems and a life expectancy of only 5 years

Kitty Jane
Anne Gianfagna Edwards yet the narrative you believe says “just one life lost by Covid is too many”

Heather Stratton
Mary Hock Webb, that's ridiculous. VAERS reports events, but does not address causation. I know 4 people personally who have died of Covid, one after the vaccine was available. But to be clear, I respect all opinions, but comparing the vaccine to the gas chamber is hardly a convincing argument. As my doctor said “we have a hospital full of dying Covid patients. Do you know what we don’t have? A single patient dying from the Covid vaccine.” I trust my doctors much more than YouTube research.

Kitty Jane
Anne Gianfagna Edwards yet the narrative you believe says “just one life lost by Covid is too many”

Kim Friedman
Adam Lee Marcus my precious Aunt did 18 hrs after getting 1st dose. Perfectly healthy. Was told by the county hospital where she lived, to have an x-ray from a fall, she had to be vaccinated. Would not let her husband even inside to see her

Susan Whalen Hughes
Deborah Cullers Brosius data by reliable source is truth, ... I don’t really care WV Gov stills feels warm and fuzzy the his vax, or what you care .. lol -ain't got no time for gaslighting. Good night Karen

Mike Schmitt
Mike Mariano yeah and the only significant part of that is "exact same formula".
Storm Mansell
Heather Stratton your doctor is lying to you. There are literally hundreds of doctors and nurses saying the opposite. How do you explain what is happening in Israel?

Michael Aftias
Sotirios Mimilis Atticus Rex

Julie Jules
It is way more than 13,000.... WAY MORE!!

Melissa Mork
Andrea Roberts McGuire girl the sheep aren't trying to hear this either tho. I pray these comments save some lives tonight.

Bre Lashelle
Adam Lee Marcus Chyna Lashay Mordican I love his response ^^^ do they want those stories

Andrea Jacqueline
Lynn Harris only 10% of the adverse effects get reported, multiply the VAERS numbers.

Donna Bunting
Cheryl Low-Mccarty me too.

Brenda Sproul
Andrea Jacqueline VAERS?

Amy Shaw
Lori Shaw Kelly Clough
Marek Newman
Adam Lee Marcus

Melissa Mork
Jeff Cloud plus, if it's got rna in it, they can be patented & no longer classified as "human" either. They're technically transhuman in the eyes of the LAW & therefore retain no human rights & as such, become property of whoever owns that patent. A Supreme Court hearing in 2013 made it so.

Caitlin Aichele
Mike Schmitt they're not the same at all

Caitlin Aichele
Mike Schmitt read the very bottom also

Jessica Zamora
Deborah Stanton your 18 month old got the vaccine?
Caitlin Aichele
Mike Schmitt you’re an IDIOT

Racham Selda
Yes kwento nyo po mga namatay sa bakuna..
See Translation

Christina Miller
Adam Lee Marcus I wanna hear your stories… even if others don’t!!

Christen Ozment
Sharon Franklin Caitlin Ozment Rachel Kinzi Oldham read thru the comments!

Christina Miller
After trying to comment

Dennis LZ

Why did CDC change its definition for ‘…
miamiherald.com
After the vaccines were available to everyone, there may be a story we're working on.

Laura Boucher Gil
Adam Lee Marcus exactly, there are many more of those stories that are being censored and shoved under a rug.

Lora Neill
Susan Whalen Hughes but the fake news will not report that.

Cliff Walton
Melissa Mork very true, that's why they are saying you will own nothing by 2030 and be happy, they will own everything if you take the gene thearaphy.

Little's Fight
Tara Hayes https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/sarah-green-16-year-old-neurological-symptoms-pfizer-vaccine/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBl astContent&eld=a7cf0073-8e67-4890-a64e-578183098c4c
This is my daughter.

Laura Filly
Adam Lee Marcus no they don’t want those stories. So sorry for your losses. My 91 yo mom refuses to get vaccinated, got Covid recently and survived.

Amy Jenna Thompson
James W Dexter I've heard that and watched a video recently by a dr

Lisa Mulcahy
Adam Lee Marcus

Amy Jenna Thompson
Jessica Halverson what groups?
John Delfgou  
**Storm Mansell** Short cut to were the doctors are saying this let me guess you a anti vaxxer.

RoRo Campo  
**Heather Stratton** you should talk to Trauma nurses and doctors who work in the ERs. They will tell you differently. People with serious reactions like these aren't going to go visit a doctor instead if a hospital

Amy Jenna Thompson  
**Jessica Halverson** what saved you in a post covid recovering group? Please inbox me if you would

Amy Jenna Thompson  
**Jessica Halverson** what groups?

Lora Neill  
**Susan Whalen Hughes** I saw that video. Very interesting and you will not see it on the fake news.

Amy Jenna Thompson  
**Jessica Halverson** what saved you in a post covid recovering group? Please inbox me if you would

Julie Jules  
**Little's Fight**

Barbara Kawalerski  
**Adam Lee Marcus** the media wont televise that...the truth what really happens after the COVID VACCINE. The news makes me sick! Pit us people on it!
Mary Hock Webb: This isn't a vaccine in the true sense of the word because there's no covid in it because nobody's been able to isolate the covid virus in a laboratory, and the inventor of the PCR test used to determine the presence of covid stated categorically, on video, that this procedure isn't suitable for testing for viruses. Not only that but this toxic injection, apart from human baby fetus and other horrors, has graphene oxide in it which in itself is poison, but it also creates an electromagnetic field, which, when triggered by a positive current, 5G, destroy everything in its path, particularly its human host... maybe do some research... and find out what your close acquaintances really died of.

Anne Gianfagna Edwards: I assume you voted for Biden.

Lance Creviston: I know six that were hospitalized from the vaccine and 2 died from the vaccine. No one that I know died from the virus.

Deborah Stanton: Your 18 month old got the vaccine?

Lance Creviston: I know six that were hospitalized from the vaccine and 2 died from the vaccine. No one that I know died from the virus.

Deborah Stanton: Your 18 month old got the vaccine?

Lynn Harris: 13,000 reports of adverse effects. Not death. Out of 200 million shots administered.

Adam Lee Marcus: My dad was fully vaccinated and died of Covid June 14, 2021.
Roy T. Smythers III
Anne Gianfagna Edwards I’m never getting the clot shot, shill, and there’s nothing you can do about it.

Darrell Prince
Lora Neill then where did she get the numbers from a personal poll of hospitals in west virginsa

Viktoria Mio
Adam Lee Marcus same

Christine Haney-Davis
Christina Miller I can give you mine Monday after I sit down with the ongologist. Having biopsy tomorrow. Absolutely healthy, strong as an ox. Got the first Pfizer jab in June and over 3 months, went from being 54 to a crumbling senior who probably has cancer. I felt effects beginning 2 days after the shot.

Kathy Sanders
Lance Creviston My experience is the polar opposite. We know of no one dying from the vaccines, but plenty from covid.

Darrell Prince
Susan Whalen Hughes 26% increase in positive cases amongst vaccinated people, which means if there were in one month 100 out of 200000 amongst vaccinated people and then there were 26 more, that would

Marnie Bertolasio
Tracey Lynn sorry for your loss but there's no comparison to the number of deaths of vaccinated vs unvaccinated people! Dudhat other medical problems did he have?

Michelle Castagnini
Adam Lee Marcus they took a 7k list off FB that contained vax injury and death testimonials. Tell your stories.
Steve Howard

Cora Bentley link it. Actually read the disclaimer. They don’t even recommend their data for scientific use. It’s an open source report that has no follow up. Another fake news generator.

Brandi Adkin

Marnie Bertolasio

Lance Creviston guess you don’t know thousands of people!!

Steve Howard

Dora Rosati yes verses 650000

Michelle Castagnini

Angela Huffstetler we dont care what they want to hear, do you?

Meg Zudycki

Lance Creviston why didn’t this make the news they have been tracking every single case of the vaccinated so far no one who has gotten Covid has died from it

Michelle Castagnini

Amy Stancombe wow, so sorry. Thats horrible. And speaking out everybody just wants to shut you up as if you are not being a patriot. Please look after yourself.

Marnie Bertolasio

Christine Haney-Davis how do you know COVID caused your cancer???

Alyssa Hamilton

Mary Hock Webb my mom works in the hospital and they are getting more and more covid patients and most of them are dying from the vaccine.
Meg Zudycki
**Christine Haney-Davis** beczu there are side effects to EVERY VACCINE some get them some don't

Sheila Bowlin
**Meg Zudycki** VAERS

Melissa Mork
**Deborah Stanton** girl I'm so sorry! The lies they tell are astronomical. Yours isn't the only story like this either. It's still called a "conspiracy theory" tho.

Alyssa Hamilton
**Heather Stratton** my mom works in the hospital and they are getting more and more covid patients and most of them are dying from the vaccine.

Meg Zudycki
**Christine Haney-Davis** doesn't matter how healthy how strong some peoples bodies just don’t tolerate well and I’m sure after a week or 2 you were back to normal

Melissa Mork
**Jessica Zamora** reading is fundamental.
Michelle Castagnini

From A Vaccinated person! His advice to the vaccinated.....

Michelle Castagnini

Erin Ciokiewicz

Anne, what an awful thing to say to someone! He voiced that he knew people who died from it. Are we so far gone into socialism that a person can't verbalize their own life's experiences? Who are you to tell somebody that they're ignorant for sharing an experience of losing a loved one? You should be extremely ashamed of yourself for being one of the many reasons people don't trust this vaccine, the current administration, everything being shoved down their throat's right now! Silencing peoples experiences that don't fit a specific agenda or narrative is the exact reason why people don't trust what's happening. ALL of the experiences should be shared. If we want people to trust this and move forward, transparency is key. Allow people to make their own educated decisions. Medical autonomy is all they're asking for. When our president makes statements like, “it's not about your personal choice or freedom” when speaking about a vaccine on the same exact day that the vice president make statements like, “When people are able to make choices without government interference for themselves — in terms of their wellbeing and the wellbeing of their family, in consultation with whomever they may choose — we are a stronger society.” In reference to abortion... Again it makes it very hard to trust what's being forced upon people. You get to make your choice, allow others to make theirs. You don't want people to judge you on yours, don't touch them. The golden rule is a very valuable tool to have in your toolbox.

Meg Zudycki

Kim Friedman this makes no sense
Veronica Buzzanca

Meg Zudycki that's a funny question "why didn't this make the news"... Because it didn't fit their narrative!!!

Sheila Bowlin

Christina Miller

Christina Miller

Courtney Gifaldi way to out yourself!
The comments DEFINITELY speak for themselves on this one

Michelle Castagnini

Lisa Burnham

Courtney Gifaldi over 14,000 deaths. Look on the vares list. It's a public government statistic. Just because you have not seen it, doesn't mean it's a not a fact
Courtney Gifaldi
Christina Miller ooof. Ok doll just move along lol.

Shelley Meisner
Christine Haney-Davis I know 3 people that after the V came down with cancer

Courtney Gifaldi
Christina Miller I'd hope you're brand new baby doesn't get it, ya rebel.

Lisa Burnham
Check the vares statistics 14,000 have d

Shelley Meisner
Christina Miller me to

Sheila Bowlin
Christina Miller first I got will post when online, screenshot and went to post under you and now failed to post. Sure.

Lisa Burnham
Adam Lee Marcus 14,000 deaths

Courtney Gifaldi
Lisa Burnham bless it. Just watch your fox and you'll be ok.

Sabrina Bleier Parkerson
Shelley Meisner do you know with v?
Heather Clark
Marnie Bertolasio drank the kook-aid huh? And do your research natural immunity is far superior if we had let Covid run its course and protected the vulnerable we would be out of this mess already!

Lisa Burnham
Obviously she’s an idiot

Sabrina Bleier Parkerson
Shelley Meisner(null) you which one?

Beau Stephenson
Marnie Bertolasio it doesn’t matter, it’s all caused by covid, and he died… why are you all of a sudden asking for other info when for the last year, it didn’t matter if you died of blunt force trauma in a car accident, and had covid, you were classified as a covid death, and you probably enjoyed using that criteria to bolster your arguments for social distancing and getting vaccinated.

Asia Wafer
Michelle Castagnini Nakia Fields-Robinson

Andy Dunkin
Melissa Mork say it's against your religion
Michelle Castagnini

Andy Dunkin
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we reached out for a story we're working on.

Rose Joy
Michelle Castagnini
Jo Winter

Josetta Armstrong
Rachael Shelton

Josetta Armstrong
Michelle Castagnini
Rachael Shelton

Cynthia Herold
Lisa Burnham

Adam Tobias
Lisa guess what? VAERS reports ALL incidents, including death, regardless of whether they are related to the shot. Your inability to read the information doesn't give you the right to your own facts.

Cynthia Herold
Lisa Burnham

Trisha McCabe
Erin Ciokiewicz
Amen!!!
Lance Creviston
Meg Zudycki idk ask the hospital. Maybe if they say they'll lose covid funding.

Roxanne Gupta
Michelle Castagnini wtf?!?

Roxanne Gupta
Adam Tobias actually vaccine related deaths only.

Brianna Capuano
Michelle Castagnini What is happening in this video?

Amanda Vogelsong
Sheila Bowlin same

Meg Zudycki
Veronica Buzzanca becuz its false

Lance Creviston
Kathy Sanders different states different reporting. News media lies. You should know this. This is personal experience. The more vaccines the more money the health care makes. Why would they tell the truth.

Trisha McCabe
I have a friend that lost 2 family members within two days of getting the first shot. I have another friend who got a blood clot and I have another friend who got the first shot and could not sleep for two weeks and the doctors still managed to talk her into getting the second and she proceeded to get dizzy spells so bad that she ended up falling nearly breaking her arm and badly hitting her head. The day when we are not allowed to talk about our concerns about any medication is the day we need to wake up!
Gould Sam
*Kristy* check this out

Trisha McCabe
*Anne Gianfagna Edwards* Exactly who has the big mouth??

Chris Lugo
*Adam Lee Marcus* No you don’t.

Stephanie Beltz-Price
*Lisa Burnham* VAERS also reports anything reported without verification.

Lucy De Cicco
*Michele Castagnini* disgusting..

Dawn Marie Atteberry
*Heather Clark* if that’s the case then by all means explain the people who have already had covid multiple times. I’ll wait…

Crystal Laird Russell
*Adam Lee Marcus* Amen….The world is trying to hide those stories. That’s so sad. They are MAXIMIZING this vaccination…Shame on them!!

Nancy Norwood
*James C. Patterson* you haven’t seen the injuries. My neighbor collapsed and was diagnosed with Guillain Barre syndrome. 2 neurologists confirmed it was the vax. He’s paralyzed and slowly dying. Even though he reported his injury to VAERS do you think his death will be linked to his vax?? They aren’t even linking deaths 48 hours after being vaxxed. It doesn’t fit the narrative.

Crystal Laird Russell
*Adam Lee Marcus* Amen….The world is trying to hide those stories. That’s so sad. They are MAXIMIZING this vaccination…Shame on them!!
Nancy Norwood
James C. Patterson you haven’t seen the injuries. My neighbor collapsed and was diagnosed with Guillain Barre syndrome. 2 neurologists confirmed it was the vax. He’s paralyzed and slowly dying. Even though he reported his injury to VAERS do you think his death will be linked to his vax?? They aren’t even linking deaths 48 hours after being vaxxed. It doesn’t fit the narrative.

Kristy Harper
Susan Whalen Hughes, I saw the governors report to the journalist. Brave man for standing up and getting the news out.

Jennifer Adkins
Kathy Sanders same here. I don’t believe the internet trolls that say they know multiple people that died after getting the vaccine. I know multiple people that have actually died from the effects of Covid though. I truly believe that had a vaccine been available to them before they got Covid then they would still be here today. It's been devastating to their families.

Trey Smith
Melissa Mork you took this convo to a whole different dimension

Trey Smith
Melissa Mork (null) you took this convo to a whole different dimension

Trey Smith
Melissa Mork sheesh

Ana Espinoza
Michelle Castagnini Can you translate please !!

Kelly Erin
Lance Creviston I know 2 people that died after receiving the vaccine. Was the vaccine at fault? Don't know for sure yet... But with that being said, I worked in a school district until recently and knew over 30 people that died from COVID-19. I STILL got myself and eligible family members vaccinated bc I am a responsible human
Bethany Vicente
Adam Lee Marcus I would like to hear those, if you don't mind messaging me please.

Stephanie Cheryl
Stephanie Beltz-Price kind of like Covid infection rates, eh? All of those “assumed” and “probables” in there? Maybe we shouldn’t count those then

Lisa Furtado LaManna
Meg Zudycki death isn’t a side effect.

Kathy Sanders
Lance Creviston Sorry but I am speaking from experience of an RN friend who works in the covid ICU and you have it all wrong. Covid is taking people at breathtaking rates. The vaccine has not killed anyone and is being promoted by all medical people, myself included. Covid is my home right now and it's bad, real bad. Thankfully I have been able to be of help BECAUSE I am vaccinated and am well in spite of the infection in this house right now!

Lance Creviston
Marnie Bertolaiso you forget your history of the holocaust. Control the media, control the people.

Nadia Petrovic Lumbroso
Adam Lee Marcus me too, i would also like to hear those stories.

Ana Espinoza
Michelle Castagnini PLEASE SEND THIS TO ME!!! IVE BEEN WARNING PPL ABOUT IT

Fiona Spears
Michelle Thomas. People are being coerced (with threats of losing jobs and reduced freedoms) and also a narrative of fear is being pushed by Govt leaders and media.

Our constitution protects us from this undue coercion... but it doesn't seem to stop them. It is all bluff.
Torben Mandala

Cynthia Herold https://vaers.hhs.gov/

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...
vaers.hhs.gov

Kelly Erin

Lynn Harris VAERS publishes all claims with NO verification it's a joke

Alyssa Dee Spellman

Kimberly Inman

Exactly

Cheryl Dees Bailey

Meg Zudycki that's a lie I personally know someone fully vaccinated, tested positive for Covid, was hospitalized put on a vent and is DEAD now!!

Marianne Laura Field

Lots of the world are depleatwd in vitamins and minerals. But randomly taking supliment and vitamin can be bad if your not deficient in a certain vitamin.we need to get them check d same with gut bacteria good and bad or we don’t know how much and what we lack or have. Hcl is one thing that raises stomach acid to where it should be and eating electric foods like full of antioxidants and alcoluzing foods not acidic processed food. Dairy encourages viruses and we are the only ones that drink another’s milk. Sugar is what bacteria feed off and gluten may not cause you an intolerance but still sensitivities that mainstream tests test for say celiac and if n varicella gluten could still cause issues. Grains. Lectins and more. Household cleaning products. Skin care and mould in home or work place can be an issue to some. I have mthfr gene mutation and it makes it hard to detox and lots have the gene but the 2 types of variants that get mutated is the issue. Genetics is key to be able to help us put the right stuff in our body and do our part of looking after ourselves the best way we can. So many things some folk are shocked to find they eat or use cause issues which they didn’t realise like lectins as per dr Gundry the renowned cardiologist.books and YouTube.

Lance Creviston

Kelly Erin what ever makes you sleep better.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_= _
After the vaccines were available to everyone,…ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Jennifer Grewe
Adam Lee Marcus no one will tell those stories in media outlets! Just like they won’t say the amount of people that died from other causes yet they said it was covid

Kelly KS
Ana Espinoza she says don't arrest me I have a kid in the car waiting for me. The lady taking the video asks them to let her go

Chuck Johnson
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Lance Creviston
Kathy Sanders well I'm sorry, not everyone is the same. FDA list the side effects of vaccine, do you discuss this with your patients like you would with other medications.

Heather Clark
Dawn Marie Atteberry yes that's a big problem. The people who have had it multiple times. The problem is getting it after being vaccinated and new cases of the variant. Not multiples cases in the same people. Please provide the numbers and reference for the people who had Covid multiple times. I'll wait….

Ruby Walker
Susan Whalen Hughes This is true, I Watched the governor’s report on it on the news.

Linda Morehouse
Kelly Erin doctors or nurses fill this out. Are you questioning science?

Linda Morehouse
Kelly Erin doctors or nurses fill this out. Are you questioning science?
Tyler McKellick
Ana Espinoza screen record any video on your phone, if no one sends it to you

Ruby Walker
Andrea Roberts McGuire True, and the one they’re giving people IS NOT approved.

Lynn Robinson
Albert Sutlick that’s hard to get the data, when they won’t do an autopsy! They don’t want the data!

Mary Warunek
Linda Morehouse gotta question science when money is the end game

We The Parents Are Fed Up
Adam Tobias if this information was correct, which in all the years it has been around those little bits of not a reliable source have NEVER been there then what point does this vaccine adverse events and deaths OVERSIGHT entity serve? Critical thinking time!

Paul Devery
Michelle Castagnini Eliquis may also cause tachycardia, needing Metoprolol.
Beverly Ann

Adam Tobias man I hear ya on that!! But even so, looking at their reports... don't you think that these numbers after covid vaccine in comparison to years past look a bit extreme in the difference? (Charts to follow comment) And look at the chart with the deaths at the first couple of days. Can you call that a coincidence?

****this is DIRECTLY from the VAERS report... not off CNN or some crap.

Fiona Spears

Jennifer Adkins , I only know personally of 3 people (2 in UK and 1 in USA) who have had Covid and none needed to go to hospital.
I know of several first hand who have had truly awful reactions in the first 24 hours, first week and month after the jab. This has included death in 2 cases, one a local mechanic another a school friend of a friend. Have these deaths been accepted as proven, no. On the Australian Government Theraputic Goods Administration Database Adverse Events Notifications. There are over 500 reported deaths and over 50,000 notifications of issues related to Covid Vaxes. Just in Australia. These have not yet been verified ... but it's a lot of notifications far more than for any other " medicine.

Go in and have a look for yourself

Beverly Ann
Adam Tobias

Ruby Walker
If it the exact same formula… why don’t they have any of it

Crystal Eden
Michelle Castagnini Can u send me this vax injury vid I can't screen record it and don't know why

Beverly Ann
Adam Tobias and check this out for reports after the flu vaxx in comparison to the covid vaxx. I mean, somethings a bit off, would you agree?

Crystal Eden
Michelle Castagnini Michelle Castagnini Can u send me this vax injury vid I can't screen record it and don't know why
Beverly Ann
Cynthia Herold I just posted screen shots from the website. That's just the deaths reported. There's many other medical injuries included.

Bethany Vicente
Crystal Laird Russell screenshot them.... share them.... I'm getting as many as I can...

Melissa Barnett
Adam Lee Marcus yes! People need to tell these stories!

Bonita L. Roberts
Trevor Johnson no side effects so far as you know.

Melissa Cantu
Adam Lee Marcus ok, please provide those stories. I'll wait...

Beverly Ann
Cynthia Herold you have to request the info from the site. She's correct tho. Here's some of their numbers just on the deaths. I didn't screenshot the other reported injuries.

Tracey Lynn
Marnie Bertolasio He did have asbestos on the lungs only thing is he had the shots before he got Covid and I'm not blaming anything but there was six people in the house that didn't get vaccinate and before he died he told me it would've been worse if he didn't get the shot.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Carla Bates Barzetti

James C. Patterson over 45,000 people died within 72 hours of getting a shot. They are ALL considered ‘unvaxxed’ because they weren’t 2 weeks past their last shot for that brand. You need to look deeper my friend.

Bethany Vicente

Michelle Castagnini my God. What a devil. He’ll burn in hell. But how is she doing?

Beverly Ann

Cynthia Herold and here’s one that compares the numbers against the flu vaxx. QUITE a difference wouldn't you say so?

Nicole Calise

Francesca Marie please read this thread.
Andy Dawn Nagy
What the heck? They’re giving the CV shot to toddlers???

Crystal Eden
Lance Creviston These idiots really just said they don't believe anyone has died from the vax WITH ALL THESE STORIES RIGHT HERE OF PEOPLE WHO DIED FROM THE VAC

I watched a lady died on the CVS floor within 15min of her shot
But they won't believe that either

 Took over 5yrs for medical "professionals" to realize thalidomide was causing miscarriages an the babies who made it to be born without limbs
But a vax we can't even know the ingredients for, go shoot that in ur body as many times as these idiots want ya to

Morons!!!

Brooke Wallace
Linda Morehouse yep look up who owns Moderna stock.. then look how much money they’re making this year compared to last year.

Amy Marie
Jaquelyn JWow Oberleuter

Mike Mariano
Mike Schmitt Did you look into what ‘legally distinct’ means? What is the legal distinction and how does it apply to lawsuits if it ever goes there?

Can you please share your research and findings with us on this and also reference a source to confirm that what you say is the case? Thanks bud.
Marti Kurtz

Amy Marie All trolls. Your joking right? 14 posts and all those followers. Your lies are killing people.

Monique Andersen Whiu

Adam Lee Marcus That's because the vaccine was created to kill people, to depopulate the world we live in today, COVID 19 DOESNT EXIST ITS JUST THE FLU.

Amy Marie

Marti Kurtz robot? Lol this has got out of hand. I merely tried to give you a source to hear ppls stories. It posted numerous times bc it kept telling me error when I tried to reply. You sound absolutely full of hate. I’m sorry you feel this way and I hope you realise ppl are dying and suffering severe adverse reactions post V. I really don’t see that as a laughing matter.

Brooke Wallace

Carla Bates Barzetti

Albert Sutlick 45,000 people died within 72 hours of getting a shot- ALL considered “unvaxxed” because they didn’t survive to 2 weeks after final dose. Probably more now. Hard data. My friend is a 911 call operator. She’s had many 22-25 yr old males dropping dead from heart attacks after getting a shot

Ericaa Taneia Cashae Bronner

Michelle Castagnini Reta Snead Mercedes Jackson Jessica Durham Stephanie Latectia
Amy Marie

Marti Kurtz there’s the link for Australians…they have just started gathering stories and setting up interviews but these stories are being properly reported and taking the time to sit and speak with those families

Monique Andersen Whiu

Linda Morehouse They can't. They've been ruled out as whistleblowers and they're now dead today because they tried warning as many people as they could.

Amy Marie

Marti Kurtz I am a registered nurse with a private FB but if you want to sound like a complete lunatic than please continue

Denise Shinker

Bonita Church wrong

Shelley Meisner

Christina Miller
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- Tina Schimpf
  Mary Warunek truth!

- Denise Shinker
  Bonita Church You know "people"? How many "people" I call bs

- Gail Patterson
  Monique Andersen Whiu Dr fucchi created it with the support of taxpayers money and in Asia

- Andy Dunkin
  Alicea Sheehan

- Kelly Marie Spencer
  Michelle Castagnini Heather Garrett

- Melinda Moore Kennard
  Monique Andersen Whiu Then how come I am still alive after getting the vaccine? Along with several other people I know?

- Jamie Chappo
  Andy Dawn Nagy yes! They're saying as early as next week it “should” be ok for toddlers

- Brooke Wallace

Here are the 5 multimillionaire...

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Brooke Wallace

Here are the 5 multimillionaire...
markets.businessinsider.com

Jamie Chappo
Andy Dawn Nagy (null) Andy Dawn Nagy yes! They're saying as early as next week it “ should “ be ok for toddlers

Krystal Lightfoot
Marnie Bertolasio the vaccinated are still dying from other medical problems too...so what does it matter. the elderly and people with underlying health issues die regardless if you are vaccinated or not

Krystal Lightfoot
Marnie Bertolasio the vaccinated are still dying from other medical problems too...so what does it matter. the elderly and people with underlying health issues die regardless if you are vaccinated or not

Tracey Lynn
Krystal Lightfoot thank you

Kelly Ziegenhagen
Susan Whalen Hughes also included in this numbers report is "While those percentages are unsettling, the "breakthrough cases" account for .4% of all of the state's COVID-19 cases." Probably having these high increases in fully vaxxed folks because they think they're protected but delta variant is very contagious and they probly aren't being careful and so are catching/spreading it.

WV Gov. Justice reports increases in...
wboy.com
Stephanie Crimm

Adam Lee Marcus, if you did your research, which by your comment you did not, you would know that those deaths that were reported "due to the vaccine" were not actually by the vaccine. If anyone dies within 6 months of taking the vaccine, it is reported to the CDC and goes into a database as an adverse reaction. The only true way to find out if that person died as a result of the vaccine is to do an autopsy. Btw, Covid is real! People are dying like crazy! I work at a hospital where our morgue is full, our critical care unit is full of ventilator patients, our PACU is now overflowed with vent patients and our ER is keeping vent patients down there. So, don't speak on something you have ZERO knowledge about!

Jenny Blaine

Lance Creviston sure

Christina Miller

Shelley Meisner it's not even sending me notifications from this post...even tho some have tagged me, have to come back an look myself wow this has never happened to me yet an I'm shocketh but I shouldn't be!!

Beverly Ann

Stephanie Beltz-Price very good point! But, in observing their numbers, from 1990 to 2020, does something look amiss? Even if there's some other kind of medical issue to cause the death after the vaxx included in these numbers, that's STILL a GINORMOUS difference from all of those years...to this one

Stacey Menso

Laura Filly do you mind me asking, is she generally in good health for her age? What symptoms did she have? Just purely out of interest.
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Helene Smigiel

Jamie Chappo  wait!!! Where did they say that?!?!?!

Brooke Wallace

Christina Foster

Melinda Moore Kennard, well.....can't cause panic right away! Do you think the Government would warn us all about an asteroid that will destroy the earth in 2024! What a mess that would be! Can't have 6,840,000,000 people perish at once or within months of each other! Imagine if that happened!

Christina Foster

Monique Andersen Whiu  can I find this info? I agree, just would like to read it!

Patty Tolan

Stephanie Crimm and they're most likely vaccinated, so take your ignorance and your know-it-all but clearly know nothing exclamation marks, and shove them

Patty Tolan

Melissa Cantu only if you hold your breath 1

Stephanie Gilronan

Stephanie Crimm just like people die from the virus, people die from the ingredients in the shot as well. Please don't gaslight each other, both are true, and it proves it's not a one size fits all..
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Melissa Jean Fejeran
**Stephanie Crimm** thank you for all you are doing!

Nicole Jennings Swan
**Stephanie Crimm** ok soooo the same way a COVID death was recorded? Asking for a friend

Michelle Van Eynde
**Adam Tobias** No you have to report the situation to VAERS. There is quite a process. At one count, it was reported that probably only 1% of incidences were actually reported to VAERS. Read the comments above. Many could not afford autopsies.

Phyllis Brown
**Adam Lee Marcus** , no you don't.

Beverly Ann
**Rachel Franzen** six???

Jeanne Montoya
**Melinda Moore Kennard** All the animals who were used in the initial tests died. All of them. Several doctors have declared that in relation to humans, they say many vaccinated people will die within the next 2-5 years.

Melissa Cantu
**Monique Andersen Whiu** whaaat?! Please tell me you are joking
Melodee Thomson
Adam Lee Marcus you find it so easy to lie. What else are you doing to harm your fellow man?

Melodee Thomson
Adam Lee Marcus you find it so easy to lie. What else are you doing to harm your fellow man?

Peter Martin
pity they are not using proper early treatments... then you wouldn't be so busy

Melodee Thomson
Adam Lee Marcus you find it so easy to lie. What else are you doing to harm your fellow man?

Jeanne Montoya
Stephanie Crimm Once a person is put on a ventilator, there is about a 75% chance they will not live. Fauci and the CDC know this, they also know Remdesivir is NOT a good medication to help these people. They are keeping life saving medications like hydroxychloroquine away from people.

Melodee Thomson
Shame on you.

Stephanie Crimm
Thats what vaccines and masks are for! To prevent spread and death!

Kev Hardaway
Melinda Moore Kennard y'all soon die it take 2-5 years
Gita Duranova

Adam Tobias so we are not allowed to say that the vaccinated people died because of vaccine… of course it can not be our good vaccine!…just to absolutely minimise the outcome!

When on the other hand we maximise deaths of dying due to virus….So we have to say they died because of Covid even when it was heart failure or cancer

Jamie Chappo

Helene Smigiel President said in one of his ramblings in a press confress “ vaccine for toddlers soon, as early as next week is possible”

Amanda Panda

Kev Hardaway

Rob Edwards

Stephanie Crimm I have a question that nobody seems to answer. In the event of a emergency or pandemic why aren’t the military mobile hospitals being set up to help ease the burden or overwhelming pressure of hospitals. After all wouldn’t this be great training as well as protecting the country they serve?

Jeanne Montoya

Stephanie Crimm Go to stopworldcontrol.com and read/watch what top doctors, scientists and lawyers have to say about this dangerous vaccine.

Stephanie Crimm

Nicole Jennings Swan, more than likely if a person dies from let's say kidney failure but also has Covid, they will put Covid on the death certificate. People will have to advocate for their loved ones and mandate an autopsy to find out the real reason
Jeana Farleo

Stephanie Crimm So you call him a liar because you didn't like his answer, then you pipe in with your answer because you work in a hospital!! Liar!! Why is it you can call someone else a liar then say you are right!! Gtfoh!! Liar!!

23 hrs Like Reply More

Kathy Crowley

Melinda Moore Kennard let this Dr./Scientist explain that to you.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/9Ci2j1yFoOd/

23 hrs Like Reply More

Melodee Thomson

Monique Andersen Whiu idiot

23 hrs Like Reply More

Marti King

Melodee Thomson

23 hrs Like Reply More

Marti King

Let someone else talk for a change

23 hrs Like Reply More

Stephanie Crimm

Stephanie Gilronan do your research. I'm not gaslighting anyone. I speak on it because I've done my research not because someone has told me or I've heard it somewhere. The CDC & FDA gets a report every time a vaccine is given and when anyone has reported any side affects within a 6 month period. They stated the only way to find out if the vaccine really caused the death is to do an autopsy

23 hrs Like Reply More

Marti King

Phyllis Brown Let someone else talk for a change

23 hrs Like Reply More
Kathy Crowley
https://www.bitchute.com/video/9Ci2jK1yFoOd/

A Final Warning to Humanity from Former...
bitchute.com

Beverly Ann
Courtney Gifaldi oh my

Coree Maysonet
Stephanie Crimm one question for you????
Why are they not treating them properly? CDC has mandated a protocol that is obviously not working and we all know this first hand. Last time I checked when saving a life you do what ever it takes and you don’t use drugs that kill people. Government (fauci) is banning life saving drugs from the hospital’s. Covid is not killing people it’s there treatment in the hospital. Sicken

Scott Krueger
Monique Andersen Whiu
media.tenor.co
media.tenor.co

Suzanne Tovar
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Alicia Dixon
Jeanne Montoya Or people who are already close to death are intubated in a last ditch effort to save their lives.

Suzanne Tovar
Stephanie Crimm that's what's killing them! The vents
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Rachael Renee
Monique Andersen Whiu

Adam, I am a mortician & I see both. But you know what the common denominator is with ALL of them? Obesity.

Melissa Bidon

Adam, I am a mortician & I see both. But you know what the common denominator is with ALL of them? Obesity.

Rachael Renee

Jamie Chappo oh better not give them there baby shots then or measles chicken pox ect lol

Elaine Smith

Think I will block this post... to many sheep... and not a one with a brain that can see common sense, who just listen to media and political hoohaa.

Cindy Crabtree

Jeanne Montoya I was going to ‘post about ‘Remdesivire-spelling ?). How can somebody say that they can ‘prove Fauci “knew about this drug actually causing ‘death and just not a good option also cutting out ‘all options, as people are dying from the drug, Remdesivir ,, People are calling it Genecide.!!!

““

How can he “not be turned in to the authorities and be “prosecuted ??

“how can ‘somebody get by with this ??

Conor O'Sullivan

Melissa Bidon this is so under mentioned

Derek Justin

Probably because they want it to happen that way. I’m the same way they don’t count people who have vaccinations as getting sick for Covid once they’ve received it. Even though I’ve known several who have personally. And unfortunately
Stephanie Crimm

Elaine Smith I'm a Registered Respiratory Therapist and I work with Covid patients day in and day out. Most of the people in this feed are totally brainwashed and can't see what is happening right in front of them. These people are fighting for their lives, YOUNG HEALTHY people! Wake up!

Banna Vollmer

Melissa Bidon exactly! So many of us in the healthcare field have been saying this ALL along, yet there is NO focus on preventive measures. Where did true healthcare go? Follow the money.

Stephanie Crimm

Coree Maysonet, the government has nothing to do with the people getting sick!!!! Are you that brainwashed? They are getting treatment!

Helen Reeves

Stephanie Gilronan - hmmm that’s a very ironic comment.

Stephanie Crimm

Jeanne Montoya, Plaquenil has not been proven 100% that it works to treat Covid. They tried it on our patients during the first wave. No one is keeping anything away from anyone. You absolutely have no clue!

Lesly Ralston

Lisa Burnham look up the group “covid vaccine injuries” on telegram.

Stephanie Crimm

Elaine Smith must be referring to yourself by the looks of your comments
Kathy Morrison Sanders
Melodee Thomson it's true, Melodee. I see it all.the.time.

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sandy Erickson
Cindy Crabtree Its called Democrats covering it all up.

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Stephanie Crimm
Sandy Erickson brainwashed. It's not political!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Brian Whittlesey
Monique Andersen Whiu Sorry, you are wrong. Wish it was just the flu. I was in ICU for 3 weeks. Believe me, Covid is not "just the flu".

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Helen Reeves
Stephanie Crimm - in Australia the doctors and nurses don't report the adverse reactions - the patient has too. They doctors are silenced here.

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Adam Walthall
Dennis Woyame some times, but the vast majority of the time they save lives. Apples to apples

23 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kelly Faith Abdool
Michelle Castagnini all those proprietary ingredients.... put the public at risk to make sure no one gets a competitive edge on the darkside of capitalism.
Adam Walthall

Dennis Woyame here. I did some research

https://www.kpcnews.com/covid-19/article_f0e9bff4-a968-56b3-928d-734094459955.html

By the numbers: Vaccinated vs....

kpcnews.com

Nathan Black

Melissa Bidon they're not ready to talk about this, or that the Government is not and has never been concerned with our health

Marti King

Helen Reeves they are pretty much here too. And then you get these things that try to shut you down whenever you speak the truth.
Lesley Michelle

Stephanie Crimm the masks do not help my husband has worked non stop the whole of the lockdowns as a key worker before masks even came in but he’s choice was not to wear one as he needed to breathe fresh air he could not cope with the mask on he used common sense to keep safe took regular testing no covid even when I caught covid he did not catch it our choice is not to use masks but to keep our hygiene top of every thing We see masks discarded in the streets we see people with scruffy masks on we see people eat and use their grubby hands straight after eating to put that mask back over their face we see people cough into those masks and use those same masks time and time again The masks are germ carriers they don’t even fit tight to your face to stop any germs and did you know the germs from covid are so minute they can pass through your tear ducts And the vaccine is not a true vaccine Vaccines work to protect you so you never catch that disease again a vaccine stops you from spreading the disease a vaccine protects you The covid vaccine does not protect you You can still catch spread end up in hospital and die from covid so why they call it a vaccine is a mystery The vaccine is nothing more than a trial booster jab that no one Really knows the side effects properly They don’t know the long term health issues from it but we do know it has caused swelling of the heart it has caused blood clots in a lot of people we do know it has caused a lot of deaths we do know it is still in trials and only ever given emergency use to be distributed to our elderly and infirm to help those who need help like they do every year with the seasonal flu which is also a deadly virus to most of us The masks and the so called vaccine gives people a false sense of security thinking they are safe thinking they are protected when in-fact our hygiene habits would do a lot better to protect you than those masks and jab out together What was it we did in the beginning to keep us safe and our NHS keep safe wash hands keep your space Hands Face Space It worked till these germ ridden masks came in it worked till the trial jab came in Common sense is your best chance of survival with a viral chest infection Stay safe

Stephanie Crimm

Cindy Crabtree speculation. Remdesivir has helped so many Covid patients but it has a certain window of time it can be given or the patient can’t receive it.

Angela Brunson

Melissa Bidon I have noticed the same thing.
Stephanie Crimm
Rob Edwards, I agree. I guess if it gets to the point when we are piling bodies in freezer trucks like New York did last year, maybe just maybe they might step in. Who knows? We have one on standby now.

Christina Foster
If someone takes the time to read a comment and only respond with the laugh emoji, sharing each other's perspective can help every point of view!

Erica Gaye
Lesley Michelle well said

Marcia Baker
Stephanie Crimm why don't they offer Ivermectin or Hydrochloriquin since they work so well instead of putting people on a ventilator which is a death sentence?

Christina Foster
Rachael Renee baby shots? Well....nevermind!!!!

Marcia Baker
Lesley Michelle well said!

Kristina Minnix
Melissa Bidon I have been seeing more and more about that lately

Marti King
Alicia Russell Chelsie Siemens Summer Kicinski Stacy Childs Morgan Bowen

Kristina Minnix
Banna Vollmer that's what I say....follow the money not the "heart"
Cindy Dandar

**Stephanie Crimm** you're full of it. Give me the hospital name of where you work?

Stephanie Crimm

**Lesley Michelle** sorry to say but you are sadly misinformed. Masks do work! I would not want to breathe the same air as a Covid patient nor anyone else that is sick! It cuts down on the likelihood of transmission in the event you are not maintaining social distancing. Vaccines are NOT designed to keep you from getting any virus it is designed to keep you from DYING AND KEEP YOUR SYMPTOMS LESS SEVERE!!! Just like the flu vaccine!!! As far as the deaths you are referring to, unless you have read autopsies on those people, they likely did not die from the vaccine. Do your research!

Stephanie Crimm

**Cindy Dandar** none of your business!

Kristina Minnix

**Marcia Baker** because they get paid per covid death. I mean "vivid death"

Kristina Minnix

**Marcia Baker** covid* not vivid

Laurie Soeka

**Lesley Michelle** well said!!

Van Walker Shearer

**Adam Lee Marcus** got painfully from the vaccine or had been vaccinated and died painfully from another cause? How long after the vaccination did they die? I can only go by a pretty good case study here in a town of 300k where 99% of the people dying are unvaccinated.
Billie Jo Swofford

**Stephanie Crimm** people with adverse reactions to these jabs are not getting treatment because dr specialists even don't know what to do for them and anything they are getting they are paying and their insurance companies by the thousands for testing and appointment after appointment!! When you call the CDC to report adverse reactions it falls on deaf ears. These people are suffering with these reactions and just being discarded and tossed to the side!!!
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Kristina Minnix

**Lesley Michelle** talked to a microbiologist and she said the only mask that'll work is the N95 or whatever. If you can smell through, it's useless.
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Liz Corr

**Stephanie Crimm**

Have the numbers risen thou for covid since the vaccines?
I'm so sorry you have seen so much and we thank you for your cate . God bless you .
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Stephanie Crimm

**Marcia Baker** Ivermectin is for ANIMALS!!! NOT HUMANS! Do your research on that too! It is not designed for human consumption. If given in high doses, it could be toxic and cause death. Who would want to take something intended for animals!!! Do you eat dog food, cat food, do you go to the vet for other immunizations? GTFOH
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Helen Reeves

**Marti King** - I crazy! Too bad if you die from the jab as you can't personally report it. The AHPRA have scared any doc from speaking against the jab.
No one can say anything unless it’s cheering on these vaccines or it’s blacked out!

Van Walker Shearer they call them unvaxxed even if they have one dose. This drug shuts down the natural immune system and can’t fight variants.

One gram once a week...it doesn’t kill animals and it doesn’t kill people...

no is doesn’t. I’m literally losing brain cells from your existence.
Tara Taylor Noseck
**Stephanie Crimm** ivermectin has been used for 40 years in humans with 4 billion doses given. It’s listed as an essential medicine by the WHO. Tu Youyou was awarded the Nobel peace price in 2017 for discovering its application for malaria. Marcia knows more than you do.
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Tara Taylor Noseck
**Stephanie Crimm** ivermectin has been used for 40 years in humans with 4 billion doses given. It’s listed as an essential medicine by the WHO. Tu Youyou was awarded the Nobel peace price in 2017 for discovering its application for malaria. Marcia knows more than you do.
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Brady Haynes
**Stephanie Crimm** how would an autopsy determine without a shadow of a doubt that it was the vaccine that killed someone? If they die from a heart attack, cause of death is listed as a heart attack. Is it a heart attack brought on by hypertension? Is there a history of it? If not what caused it? Autopsies do not go into that depth. They show what organ failed or what system was compromised, not necessarily what compromised it.
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Erin Kathleen
**Stephanie Crimm** do you live in TN?
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Nadia Watts
**Stephanie Crimm** that's not true. My uncle has HIV and is prescribed ivermectin. - must add he didn't get it from the vets
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Erin Kathleen
Because I just checked and the 7 day average of this week in your city is 100 new cases. The population not counting surrounding towns is 5k.
Stephanie Crimm

Liz Corr yes, it is awful. All hospitals are bombarded and it's crazy. The number of people taking the vaccines is not rising as much b/c people are scared of what these other folks are saying and all the BS they are putting out there. The vaccines are saving more lives than Covid is taking. My heart breaks for all the families
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Heather Reid

Patty Tolan Knowledge is power
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Stephanie Crimm

Tara Taylor Noseck yes for parasites, head lice in small doses in tablet form. What these crazy folks are talking about taking for Covid is at a high dose in injectable form
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Marti King

Stephanie Crimm the government and Bill gates have everything to do with it
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Stephanie Crimm

Erin Kathleen I don't work in my town
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Brady Haynes

Stephanie Crimm you've done your research? There isn't research available, lady. This is the first mRNA vaccine ever to get any sort of approval. Ever. A completely unique vaccine. It hasn’t been around long enough to give us any real historical data. The CDC and the FDA have been wrong before. Why is it so unthinkable that they’re incorrect? The FDA has approved some AWFUL things in the past. The CDC told us masks were useless in the early days of the pandemic. You’re treating people who’ve watched vaccinated loved ones die like they didn’t see what they saw. There’s 150,000 people on here commenting. A lot of this is anecdotal, sure. But to think that there is no truth in what 150,000 other people have witnessed is pretty ignorant.

22 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Lynda Ruiz
Stephanie Crimm try doing some research once in a while instead of regurgitating what the lamestream media tells you!! It has been used in humans around the world for years!!! But go ahead and get the shot, be a Guinea Pig, and let us all know how you're feeling in a few months!!!


Marti King
Patty Tolan YES THANK YOU THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT WE NEED TO TELL THE SHEEP!

Phyllis Bishop Taylor
Jamie Chappo potus is a walking corpse...

Stephanie Crimm
Lynda Ruiz I don't even watch TV! Already had the vaccine back in December! I'm a Frontline worker! I work in a hospital!

Marti King
Andy Dawn Nagy they're trying to

Paula Taylor
Brooke Wallace ha! Well before...just before the Event 201 exercise...

Stephanie Crimm
Brady Haynes there is enough research out.
Nadia Watts
And he didn't get it from a vet

Marti King
F that!!

Marti King
Alicia Russell Summer Kicinski

Christina Teglovic
Melissa Bidon weirdly my grandma and her identical twin got it and my grandma is thin and alive her twin was a big bigger and passed

Melissa Bidon
Banna, my husband is a paramedic, an ER nurse & a critical care nurse on an ambulance. He takes chemo daily to manage a blood cancer, he is not vaccinated & has not contracted COVID. A co-worker of mine was positive, I have antigens, which means I brought it home & no one else was affected in my house (I was a asymptomatic).

Now we have hospitals forcing employees to get vaccinated or be terminated, when last year they were running them into the ground & calling them heros for being on the front lines. You have trained, educated medical professionals refusing to take the vaccine. People need to sit back & think about why they don't want it. It isn't for s & giggles.

Christina Teglovic
Melissa Bidon weirdly my grandma and her identical twin got it and my grandma is thin and alive her twin was a big bigger and passed
Melissa Bidon
Again, F B is not allowing my comment to be posted

Billie Jo Swofford
Stephanie Crimm and in low doses has been used for decades with great success!! I think you need to do your research because you are dead wrong!! Don't quit your day job!

Marti King
Cori Broun James Roth Tony Hartley Karen Alter

Melissa Bidon
Stephanie, so if the vaccine works, why are you still able to contract the virus & reach your demise? The masks don't work & neither does the vaccine.

Billie Jo Swofford
Stephanie Crimm then why is it in the WHO's list of Essential Medicines for HUMANS
Marjan Cakmakoski
Melchaune Jacobs  Unvaxxed 14 days after second dose.

Gareth Cole
Kev Hendry

Melissa Bidon
Bonita, exactly on the side effects. No one has any ideas as to how this will react in ten years.

Van Walker Shearer
Melissa Bidon I have two neighbors that were vaccinated in both of them became quite symptomatic with covid. Even they admit they would probably be dead if they had not been vaccinated. The vaccine is extremely effective and it's been proven in every hospital and every city in every country across the entire world.

Stephanie Crimm
Melissa Bidon the vaccine is only supposed to lessen the severity of the symptoms and prevent death. If the person has comorbidities, then death may not be preventable.

Billie Jo Swofford
Melissa Bidon

Stephanie Crimm
Billie Jo Swofford LOL, I DONT WORK DURING THE DAY! I'M A NIGHTSHIFTER. READ MORE OF THE COMMENTS SILLY. I know it's given for parasites and head lice, etc. NOT MADE FOR COVID!
Jan Johnston

**Stephanie Crimm** You are such a young RN. Be open to learning something new. I thank you for your dedication, but a scientist looks at both sides of an issue when investigating: Two NIH articles on Ivermectin - for humans. PS: many meds we use for humans are also used in vet med - just different doses depending on animal size & way their kidneys function (i.e. dog vs cat renal fxn is much different)


https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7539925/

---

Wendy Erickson

Hank Aaron was the baseball player who died after V.

---

Billie Jo Swofford

**Stephanie Crimm** sharing real life experience!! It is scary you are absolutely correct..imagine how they feel living this..sorry if facts make you uncomfortable

---

Tash Kingston

**Adam Lee Marcus** yea.

---

Billie Jo Swofford

**Brady Haynes** everyone needs to stop responding to her..she has clearly show her intelligence level on the topic or lack there of

---

Kate Aubrey

**Adam Lee Marcus** you know people? How many?

---

Wendy Erickson

Joseph Gonzalez

It was Hank Aaron who died.
Van Walker Shearer
Melissa Bidon you do realize that a lot of people getting vaccinated are already in high risk groups?

Billie Jo Swofford
Stephanie Crimm lies

Ramona Linabary Keller
Melissa Bidon, I am so sorry. That is so wrong.

Billie Jo Swofford
Stephanie Crimm you need to go back to school!

Rachael Renee
Christina Foster all the shots babies get

Danny Zelko
Sarah Wollaeger Kaiser not surprised at all.

I have saved an interview with Dr. Bryan Ardis explaining how the treatment in early part of 2019 led to the deaths of covid patients where they could have been saved with relative ease otherwise.

It'll be in this list of interviews...

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=10225807903362911&id=1191907871&sfnsn=mo

Danny Zelko July 10 at 2:09 AM
This is just a list someone has asked of me.
Each item is a separate comment - this way any response can stay... More
Billie Jo Swofford
Stephanie Crimm

Kirby Merrell
Christine Haney-Davis I am so sorry this happened to you Christine.

And it is stories like this that make me so angry that they can't even tell people about at least vitamin D and vitamin C

Rae Harrison-Torres
Adam Lee Marcus Yes.

Michelle Castagnini
Adam Lee Marcus yes, talk. There are still Ppl out there thinking we are crazy... Until they get problems, themselves.
Clara Kalamity Klarzan
Adam Lee Marcus yeah in your dreams

Inge de Ruiter
Michelle Castagnini we lost a 22 years old one day after his "vaccine"

Joisy Rodriguez
Derek Justin yes, is not something that has not been confirmed. People can still get covid but not die from it or be hospitalized. It happen to my brother and he is vaccinated. His symptoms where like the flu...

Mechaune Jacobs
Kaitlin Di Cesare I have heard from so many Drs here in the US and around the globe speak on this and other Covid related topics. None of these Drs. have anything to gain, and much to lose by bringing this information to the public. You laugh and ridicule, but you are only filled with information that is ultimately tied to big tech, pharma, media, government, and billionaire finders. In other words you have been sold a lie. Follow the $$ and learn the truth. I'm sorry for you truly.

Mechaune Jacobs
Kaitlin Di Cesare I have heard from so many Drs here in the US and around the globe speak on this and other Covid related topics. None of these Drs. have anything to gain, and much to lose by bringing this information to the public. You laugh and ridicule, but you are only filled with information that is ultimately tied to big tech, pharma, media, government, and billionaire finders. In other words you have been sold a lie. Follow the $$ and learn the truth. I'm sorry for you truly.

Jay Spann Sr.
Van Walker Shearer dieing OF c-19 or WITH C-19? There is mounting evidence that vaccinated people are giving the virus to others by way of skin cells shedding.

William Conrad
Brian Whittlesey it is a virus just like the flu
Michelle Castagnini
Mike Hutchinson you know of a few cases.

Ciara Cooney White
Michelle Castagnini that's so shocking. Where is that?

Melissa Mork
Kimberly Inman funny how it was the opposite with covid tho. oh THAT'S right! They can't do that with the vaccine because there's no covid in it to trace. Silly me! i keep forgetting this is a Hollywood movie!

Melissa Bidon

Sarah McCrary
Van Walker Shearer same question to you. How many people died from Covid or got Covid and had a preexisting health condition and then died. Isn't this calling the kettle black, we were called names for questioning actual Covid deaths yet you are going to question actual deaths caused by the vaccine? Lol!! Isn't this same concept? How many people actually died from Covid without any other health issues? The numbers I would guess are much smaller. And those deaths shouldn't count. It wouldn't with the flu or any other virus, yet here we are. People have been affected by vaccines for a long time, this is nothing new, what is new is releasing a minimally tested vaccine out to how public, and using us a guinea pigs as they co it is to do their research as to efficacy and they will not have real data for years. Meanwhile people are dying and no one wants to think it's the vaccine well because then what.

Cait Lin
Inge de Ruiter So sad to hear this...
Helen Reeves
Stephanie Crimm
For animals and for human use too.
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Helen Reeves
Stephanie Crimm

Lisa Evans
Adam Lee Marcus there was a group with 68k people covid vaccine injury….but it's been removed off Facebook!
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Rebecca Getz
Clara Kalamity Klarzan are you laughing at people dying?
I sure hope I'm misunderstanding your comment!!!
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Danny McClintock
Following
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Corey-Leigh Ketu
https://1000covidstories.com/

1000 COVID Stories
1000covidstories.com

21 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Corey-Leigh Ketu
Lisa Evans I am unable to share the link as FB wont allow.

type into duck duck go -

Logan Ballabina
Adam Lee Marcus what a miserable little liar you are.

Trish Tate
Adam Lee Marcus please

Coralie Shannon
Corey-Leigh Ketu Jordyn Bateson have you seen all the videos on that website?!
Corey-Leigh Ketu
Melissa Cantu download Telegram and join this group - https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ft.me%2FExperimentalVaccineInjuries%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2yxB
t8JXNZ7Y6KEIG4MKyZ_DcPM_MXVhhlcpxbVVsdyk1pZcKFErZm1eQ&h=AT3bj-
v8BCN27IFciZY31q1jXhvnt_P11BQfuSdSQ4Ev5nr6oG-gFCiBRHqSnPaEbQic9HTQhf9axJD
nxsg8-20aAqwEtNB7MJVH71inLRQCzNau7wrMq3HTcF8UtELgOLBWiNds

Also , use duck duck go browser to locate the website below in screenshot for more info!

Christina Teglovic
Melissa Bidon yeah definitely. I am getting my masters in biology and I see it.

Coralie Shannon
Corey-Leigh Ketu Jordyn Bateson have you seen all the videos on that website?!

Coralie Shannon
Corey-Leigh Ketu Coralie Shannon Soo crazy. There is a telegram page aswell with all injuries.
Christina Teglovic
Melissa Bidon (null) it's going that to me that too

Jane Tuthill
Sarah McCrary I completely agree x

Jane Tuthill
Sarah McCrary I completely agree

Sharon Marie
Yea it's like the Spanish flu

Jane Tuthill
Sarah McCrary it won't let me voice my comment

Michael Colbert
Melissa Bidon you can be a trained anything and still be stupid....

Aloka Petra Canziani
Corey-Leigh Ketu thank you for this Corey.
José Maria Sarto Ruiz
Here you have stories trish Tate and co.

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100068922816380

Ria No Moresilence

Elaine Smith

Stephanie Crimm I would like to know what the connection to Gillian Barre syndrome is... and I do know it's vaccination triggered and an immunity issue, and why those people in ICU are not talked about by the media

Corey-Leigh Ketu

Stephanie Crimm https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2FhAFe8qJV6Qsf%2F%3Fbclid%3DIwAR3YykhUWZxWkOYocBOfhRwNfs_gKtUm_plAo-GonLzGMPHi0oY_PuF1H4&h=AT3bj-v8BCN27IfcIZY31q1jXhvnt_P11BQfuSdSQ4Ev5nr6oG-gFCiBRHqSnPaEbQic9HTQhf9axJDnxsg8-20aAqwEtNB7MJVH71inLRQCzNau7wrMq3HTcF8UtELgOLBWdNs

ICU Nurse “They Are Lying To You About...
bitchute.com

Nadia Watts

Marcia Baker I've been asking myself the same question. The only thing I've come up with is financial 😞.

José Maria Sarto Ruiz

Adam Lee Marcus here you have the stories https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100068922816380

Ria No Moresilence
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Monique Andersen Whiu

Brian Whittlesley Must I admit half the time I didn't bother wearing a mask been checked up by my doctor's and my health is tell me why?

Ben Wilcox

Helen Reeves send me this please

Monique Andersen Whiu

Melinda Moore Kennard I'll give you 2-3 years to come back to me and tell me your still here sounds like you haven't done your research love, but I wish you all the best

Monique Andersen Whiu

Melinda Moore Kennard I worked for the new Zealand health board, I now no longer do because I tryed warning people like you. YA WELCOME.

Lionel Goldberg

I recorded it and posted it on my wall. Hopefullyyy you can view and share it from there.

Aloka Petra Canziani

Stephanie Crimm aren't the ventilator part of the reason why people are dying?

Rhys Collins

Van Walker Shearer You do understand that they have changed their definitions again and are now labelling anyone who hasn't had the shot in their body for a full two weeks as still being unvaccinated right?

If any adverse reaction, including death, comes within that first two week period it is then considered an 'unvaccinated death' and the numbers are manipulated further.

It is the same for three months after the shot. You are no longer considered vaccinated after that period. That's where the boosters come into play.

Look into it further if you'd like.
Aloka Petra Canziani

Andy Dawn Nagy it's shocking!
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MB Bor

Adam Lee Marcus ye
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Alisha Maree

Kara Inia this group
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Astrid Harmsen Reina

Adam Lee Marcus really? Of all the people I know and everybody in their networks that have been vaccinated: no one died. So weird. More so: no millions of persons dropped dead after vaccination which is amazing considering the billions of persons that have been vaccinated by now. It's almost as if vaccines work…
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Corey-Leigh Ketu

Brady Haynes umm awkward cause She Is The Research! I applaud all those who are willing to be a lab rat for the ongoing clinical trials.

Have you heard of the saying, Fools rush in, where angels fear to tread?
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Darren Felice Baker

Adam Lee Marcus Yep I know 3 who have died from the jab...And Many who have been injured....I don't know a single person...Nor do I know anyone who knows someone...Who has died of COVID....But I did lose my uncle from cancer....And they put COVID as cause if death.
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Corey-Leigh Ketu

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bitchute.com%2Fvideo%2FHAFs8qJV6Qsf%2F%3Fbclid%3DIwAR3YykhwUWzWkOYocB0fhRwNfs_gKitUm_pIAo-GonLzGMHii0oY_Puf1H4h=AT3bj-v8BCN271FclZY31q1jXhvnt_P11BQfuSdSQ4Ev5nr6oG-gFCiBRHqSnPaEeQc9HTQhf9axJDnxsg8-20aAqwEtNB7MjVH71inLrQczNau7wrMq3HTcf8UtELgL0LBWdnDs

ICU Nurse "They Are Lying To You About...

bitchute.com

Darren Felice Baker

Astrid Harmsen Reina If they work...You shouldn't care who chooses to be unvaxinated!

Corey-Leigh Ketu

Aloka Petra Canziani I PMd you a little more info I've been trying to post on here but won't allow

Corey-Leigh Ketu

Astrid Harmsen Reina it's funny how thousands and thousands are out there protesting, yet haven't heard any dying from this "deadly" virus! Shouldn't they all have dropped dead by now?

José Maria Sarto Ruiz

Astrid Harmsen Reina Eudrance & Vaers registered

Chris Brown

Alisha Maree why hasn't the group posted anything since aug 20th?
Laura Hodge
On August 26, 2021, the definition of “vaccine” on the CDC website was “a product that stimulates a person’s immune system to produce immunity to a specific disease.” The definition of “vaccination” at that time was “the act of introducing a vaccine into the body to produce immunity to a specific disease.”

As of September 7, the new definition of “vaccine” on the CDC website was changed to “a preparation that is used to stimulate the body’s immune response against diseases.” The new definition of “vaccination” describes “the act of introducing a vaccine into the body to produce protection from a specific disease.”

Jordan Kay-haworth New
Astrid Harmsen Reina there’s only 7 billion on the planet and guarantee atleast 75% of the world have not been vaccinated and still dropping like fly’s

Lynda Ruiz
Joisy Rodriguez I had a fully vaccinated co-worker die from it. The vax doesn’t work!

Michelle Castagnini
Lol, they have taken all my comments off.

Astrid Harmsen Reina
José Maria Sarto Ruiz let me guess, it’s the same as over here: anyone can use a death certificate and put in false information. The majority, that has been vaccinated, will not have the fairy tales you are trying to make us believe.

Muhammad Sarmad Ayaz
Felice Baker all mrna vax?
Teresa Corbin

why not just use the documented reports from VAERS. Start with the wife of the Dr. in Florida whose platelets dropped and he had a massive brain bleed. I've taken care of 2 female patients under the age of 35 who got Gillian Barre after the shot and will never walk again, one of them will never even be able to feed herself or hold her 2 year old again.

Lindy Pienaar

Adam Lee Marcus

VAERS Website: There Were 3,296 COVID Vaccine Deaths in US Since July 24 – Or an Average of 70 Deaths per Day

By Jim Hoft
Published September 13, 2020

The VAERS website released its most recent weekly numbers on Thursday, September 9th.

There are now 14,701 reported deaths from the COVID vaccine in the United States, according to the latest numbers.

https://openvaers.com/index.php

There were 11,405 reported deaths from the COVID vaccine in the United States back on July 24th

And this was up from 9,125 reported deaths from the COVID-19 vaccinations total from earlier in the month in July.

The number of deaths linked to the CDC-promoted vaccines this year has absolutely skyrocketed, according to the CDC’s own data.

https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html

The VAERS database contains information on unverified reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with USLicensed vaccines.

The CDC government website links to VAERS platform.

In June, VAERS reported 6,985 deaths due to the COVID vaccines.

Then it jumped to 11,405 in July.

And now it is at 14,701 reported deaths.

That is a jump of 3,296 since July 24th.

This comes out to 70 average deaths per day due to the coronavirus vaccine in the last 47 days.

This needs to stop!
“The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database contains information on unverified reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with US-licensed vaccines. Reports are accepted from anyone and can be submitted electronically at www.vaers.hhs.gov.”

There were over 675,000 adverse reactions reported to the COVID vaccine listed this year.

Lindy Pienaar
Adam Lee Marcus

No…they are only interested in the stories promoting their narrative…wink

VAERS Website:

There Were 3,296 COVID Vaccine Deaths in US Since July 24 – Or an Average of 70 Deaths per Day
By Jim Hoft
Published September 13, 202

The VAERS website released its most recent weekly numbers on Thursday, September 9th.

There are now 14,701 reported deaths from the COVID vaccine in the United States, according to the latest numbers.
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https://
open vaers.
com/index.php

There were 11,405 reported deaths from the COVID vaccine in the United States back on July 24th
And this was up from 9,125 reported deaths from the COVID-19 vaccinations total from earlier in the month in July

The number of deaths linked to the CDC-promoted vaccines this year has absolutely skyrocketed, according to the CDC’s own data.

https://wonder.cdc.gov/vaers.html

The VAERS database contains information on unverified reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with US-licensed
vaccines.

The CDC government website links to VAERS platform.

In June, VAERS reported 6,985 deaths due to the COVID vaccines.

Then it jumped to 11,405 in July.

And now it is at 14,701 reported deaths.

That is a jump of 3,296 since July 24th.

This comes out to 70 average deaths per day due to the coronavirus vaccine in the last 47 days.

This needs to stop!

“The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database contains information on unverified reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with US-licensed vaccines. Reports are accepted from anyone and can be submitted electronically at www.vaers.hhs.gov.”

There were over 675,000 adverse reactions reported to the COVID vaccine listed this year.

The VAERS website released its most recent weekly numbers on Thursday, September 9th.

Michele Murcia PalmaDorschner

Felice Baker same in France since the beginning, it's a shame.
Today all the nurses, doctors, the firemen who don't have the vaccin can't work, they are fired, no more salary! This world is crazy.

Lindy Pienaar

Adam Lee Marcus

Adam Lee Marcus

No...they are only interested in the stories promoting their narrative...wink
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There are now 14,701 reported deaths from the COVID vaccine in the United States, according to the latest numbers.
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There were 11,405 reported deaths from the COVID vaccine in the United States back on July 24th
And this was up from 9,125 reported deaths from the COVID-19 vaccinations total from earlier in the month in July

The number of deaths linked to the CDC-promoted vaccines this year has absolutely skyrocketed, according to the CDC’s own data.

https://

wonder.

cdc.gov/

vaers.html

The VAERS database contains information on unverified reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with US-licensed vaccines.

The CDC government website links to VAERS platform.

In June, VAERS reported 6,985 deaths due to the COVID vaccines.

Then it jumped to 11,405 in July.

And now it is at 14,701 reported deaths.

That is a jump of 3,296 since July 24th.

This comes out to 70 average deaths per day due to the coronavirus vaccine in the last 47 days. This needs to stop!

“The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) database contains information on unverified reports of adverse events (illnesses, health problems and/or symptoms) following immunization with US-licensed vaccines. Reports are accepted from anyone and can be submitted electronically at

www.

vaers.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
There were over 675,000 adverse reactions reported to the COVID vaccine listed this year.

hhs.gov.

Ka Zia
Adam Lee Marcus https://www.facebook.com/groups/joinavision/

Mitchy McClung Wilson
Adam Lee Marcus exactly my uncles friend all his life died two days after his second vaccination, blood clot on brain , they're wanna stop poisoning people ffs

Andrèa Thomas McAlonen
Adam Lee Marcus me too! and it is gut wrenching painful! so sorry!

Jaimie Marx
Lindy Pienaar, thank you for sharing! Many people don't know about VAERS...and honestly, now I am more inclined to be terminated from my job, than be mandated to get the Vaccine.

Louise Causon
And certainly not dropping in China. Wow amazing how they got that under control…
Adam Wallis
Jaimie Marx You do realise that statistically if no one go vaccinated more would die from COVID19 than from the vaccine. Do you want you and your community to have a higher or lower chance of death from the pandemic? If you want higher, then don't get vaccinated. If you want lower, then get vaccinated. Pretty simple.

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Vicki Devine
Adam Lee Marcus rubbish

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lisa Evans
Corey-Leigh Ketu wow! What a brave nurse! We need more people like her

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Meleneay Paulse
Vicki Devine why would you say rubbish when Adam Lee Marcus has stated that he KNOWS people who have died painfully from this vaccine? He hasn't heard of but knows

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Michal J Ferdynus
Vicki Devine what do you mean? Do You think everyone is lying here?

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

David Carreira
Vicki Devine your comment is rubbish! He knows people that died from the vaccine!!! Have some empathy!

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Clark Junior
Felice Baker yea ppl are not dying at home from COVID. It's always in the hospital under a Honeywell or some sort of ventilator…

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Cara Healer
Adam Lee Marcus yes ...I believe this is important to share

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Vicki Devine
**Meleney Paulse** call me sceptical after seeing mass graves in Brazil make shift morgues in new York hospital ships in USA because the hospitals couldn't cope with the covid patients and you expect me to believe the vaccine will top those figures

Cara Healer
**Linda Morehouse** doctors and nurses aren't science. They are part of the system that convinces everyone to take Big Pharma medication

Piper Lindeen
**Mitchy McClung Wilson** from astrazeneca?

Margaret Ann
**Cara Healer** he is lying

Cherrie Navarro
**Vicki Devine** vaccine deaths don't but many other deaths topped COVID last year. Cardiovascular disease to name one. COVID has a 98% survival rate, you know that, correct? We also know it's a small percentage of those who've died from the vaccine. That's why all should have a choice, not be mandated. Where there is risk, there must also be a choice.

Cori Elizabeth McCreary
**Margaret Ann** no he's not. Over 13,000 have died after getting the covid vaccine. You can find that information on the cdc website. It was reported to VAERS.

Cori Elizabeth McCreary
**Vicki Devine** no it's not. Over 13,000 have died after getting the covid vaccine.

Mitchy McClung Wilson
**Piper Lindeen** I'm not 100% sure but think it was that one, I obviously didn't want to ask questions.
Mary Ellen Knox

**Rhys Collins** More like two months. Still defined as unvaccinated after 1st shot + 6 weeks till 2nd shot + 2 weeks before you are actually defined as "vaccinated" . . . The CDC has also admitted they got the 95-99% figures by using data from January onward--when virtually everyone except the very elderly with complications was still unable to get the shot. They had not yet included the actual delta variant figures in yet.

Vicki Devine

**Cherrie Navarro** last I looked heart disease isn't contagious. If it wasn't for vaccination we would still be dying of polio diphtheria etc etc so be grateful you have vaccine it's not a choice it's a responsibility

Vicki Devine

**Cori Elizabeth McCreary** rubbish

Leonel Ferreira

**Laura Hodge** that's interesting

Vicki Devine

**Michal J Ferdynus** call it scepticism

Cody-Tina Bannister

**Vicki Devine** it's definitely not a responsibility it is a CHOICE!!

Cody-Tina Bannister

**Vicki Devine** it's definitely not a responsibility it is a CHOICE!!

Vicki Devine

**Jaimie Marx** how about getting advice from a doctor your doctor not doctor Google get vaccinated stop being terrified by all the cult members of the conspiracy theories be an adult not a scared child
Philip Andrew
Margaret Ann he isn't loads have died from the vaccine and alot of side effects not there previously

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Brandon Kostelansky
Vicki Devine u are so uneducated....polio and diphtheria are single viruses with no mutation, why u get a flu shot every year? Cause there are too many strains and guess what, covid is similar to the flu in mutation therefore u will never be vaccinated against all the strains, so try again...

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mitchy McClung Wilson
Margaret Ann the government must be lying, go look the yellow card ,

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Anthony Keller
Adam Lee Marcus may you please post links to any articles or the website with the verified information. 1300 is a large # to cover up when they are directly caused by the shot itself.

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jeffrey Too Goods Matheney
Vicki Devine Sheep

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kamamokoena Mokoena MfuQs
Vicki Devine you are in deep sleep. This is not a vaccine but MnRA Gene therapy and it's a bio weapon to depopulate the masses. Do your research, research UNAgenda21

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Inge de Ruiter
Cait Lin thank you

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kamamokoena Mokoena MfuQs
Vicki Devine u are asleep

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Josh Mckinley
Vicki Devine Doctors and nurses are quitting over mandated vaccine...so....

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Vicki Devine  
Lisa Evans because it's fake news

Vicki Devine  
Corey-Leigh Ketu

Vicki Devine  
Michelle Castagnini you are crazy

Vicki Devine  
Lynda Ruiz it does work

Cara Healer  
Margaret Ann look in the VAERS database... He many be lying but there are deaths reported there.

Margaret Ann  
Mitchy McClung Wilson NO I KNOW ALOT OF PEOPLE THAT DIED FROM COVID THAT NEVER TOOK THE VACCINE.. MY FRIEND HER PARENTS AND BROTHER AND 5 YEAR OLD GRANDSON ALL DIED FROM. COVID AND NONE TOOK THE VACCINE IT WAS EVEN IN THE PAPER ABOUT THIS FAMILY THAT DIED.. SO I KNOW WHAT I AM TALKING ABOUT..

Daniel Haynes  
Adam Lee Marcus Sure you did

Vicki Devine  
Jeffrey Too Goods Matheney that's what all the members of the cult of conspiracy theories say . Because you can't put up a valid argument

Karen Henson  
Adam Lee Marcus EXACTLY
Vicki Devine
Josh Mckinley good I don't want them treating me or mine

Sue Wyldes Prough
Adam Lee Marcus Me too. Pitiful. So unnecessary.

Cuan Milton
Adam Lee Marcus yes need to be honest.

Vicki Devine
Clark Junior no they die at home as well and at the hospital on ventilators

Vicki Devine
Astrid Harmsen Reina are you saying that coroners all over the world are falsifying death certificates seriously .you should take your own advice free DUMB

Justin Pittman
Cori Elizabeth McCreary the number is 5,343? It even says on the cdc website that just because they died doesn’t mean it’s from the vaccine and as of yet they find no causal link between the two.

Karen Henson
Kamamokoena Mokoena MfuQs
Dadd Volante

Mitchy McClung Wilson the blood clots happen from the J&J shot, which is a one time shot.

Not two.

You're making stuff up.

Roy Dunning

Felice Baker exactly. Most other diseases have mysteriously disappeared! Sorry for your loss.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Laura Regan

Laura Regan

Laura Regan

Vicki Devine

Stephanie Crimm you are correct so many conspiracy theory cult nutters pity you can’t vaccinate to cure stupidity
Caleb Stewart
Cara Healer that comment was positively stupid tbh

Matty G New
Adam Lee Marcus Aaron Greer

Matty G New
Laura Regan Aaron Greer

Vicki Devine
Aloka Petra Canziani of course you usually ventilate people who don't need it. You're dumber than you look

Tilly Scott
Bethany Scott don't get it

Billy Billy Billy
Adam Lee Marcus doubt

Vicki Devine
Jeanne Montoya thanks doctor

Trevor Carr
Philip Andrew prove it man!

Pixi Eagleheart
Johannah Snow exactly!!

Darryn Barnes
Anthony Keller and who confirmed they were caused by the shot?
Lynn Jones
Laura Regan wow that's unreal you should share that thank you

18 hrs Like Reply More

Lynn Jones
Laura Regan you need to share

18 hrs Like Reply More

Samantha Flom
Darryn Barnes It's pretty easy to tell when one moment you’re perfectly healthy, you get the shot, and the next thing you know, you can’t remember anything, your vision is blurry, you’re permanently disabled, or you’re going into cardiac arrest.

18 hrs Like Reply More

Ashley Hefler
Darryn Barnes and who confirmed all the covid death?

18 hrs Like Reply More

Christy Kröhne
So this is a place where all the anti-vaxxers get together for their daily dose of conspiracy theories? I for one am fully vaccinated. And at least 4.6 billion got vaccinated with only a very, very small percentage of people with severe side effects.

18 hrs Like Reply More

Pixi Eagleheart
Joe Rexford how do you even know that? Nothing is said that supports.. And that's not even what we're talkin about so go troll somewhere else

18 hrs Like Reply More

Ashley Hefler
And who confirmed all the c19 deaths?

18 hrs Like Reply More

Linda Morehouse
Cara Healer at least their reporting the jabs incidents.

18 hrs Like Reply More

Ashley Hefler
Justin Pittman weird it's like the same can go for the reporting of covid too.

18 hrs Like Reply More
Sharon Elwell

Christy Kröhne so them people don't matter right? A small percentage of 4.6 billion is erm....
Quite a lot of people!   Do the math!

Ashley Hefler

Justin Pittman agreed

Christy Kröhne

Sharon Elwell They absolutely Do. The point is to stop making up lies that it is the other way around. Motor Vehicles are involved in accidents every day. Airplanes crashing. Does that stop you from flying or driving a car? Nothing in life is 100% guaranteed. Get used to it.

Ruth Ellen Jones

Christy Kröhne well why dont you tell that small percentages friends n loved ones not to worry about it then

Neena Tester

Laura Regan I've saved these all to my photos . Thx Laura

Sharon Elwell

Christy Kröhne so if people want to take their chances against covid then they can right? I'm used to it and accepting of that, seems others aren't and think they can tell others, for example, not to drive their car!

Christy Kröhne

Sharon Elwell No 4.6 billion got vaccinated. Only a 00.01% had severedide effects. That is life, unfortunately. For most people, it worked out just fine. STOP FEAR-MONGERING!

Michael Scott

Christy Kröhne what actually happens isn't a conspiracy theory, you do know that right? Or is the vax having some effect on your brain function?
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on. 

Christy Kröhne Just waiting

Sharon Elwell and if we go there... is it not a small percentage compared to total positive cases that you will die from covid?? You don't want to get covid and take that chance of dying... well I had and know several people with covid and survived. I don't want that small chance of an adverse reaction from the vaccine. We should both get that choice. It shouldn't be mandated.

Christy Kröhne you cant argue with stupid, let them carry on with their tin foil hats

Christy Kröhne so a small percentage of people dying from covid makes a pandemic where we shut down the country, but a small percentage of people who have adverse reactions including death to a vaccine is no big deal? Maybe stop watching the msm and take a look at the grip of people having a multitude of problems. If you want the vax and are ok with the risks then that's your choice you can make, if you rather run the risk of covid then again that's your choice to make. You can still catch and spread covid even with the vax so the only person the outcome changes with is the vaxed person, so why are you so pressed everyone get it and so upset with those who chose not to because they rather take a chance with a 99% survival rate over the unknown short and long term potential side effects.

Christy Kröhne your experience is anecdotal & the truth is, a very small percent of people who get vid die from it, too, so not only do you have no leg of empirical data to stand on, you're also acting like a hypocrite for saying the lives of those who died from the vidjab were marginal, but not those who died from the vid itself.

Shamrock O'Malley Not according to Vaers it happens with all of them.
Chris Endreson
Adam Lee Marcus who? What are their names specifically?
18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Joanie Latini
Court how many people do you know that died “from” covid?
18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sandra Hall
Jocelyn Northrip the truth is you are much more likely to suffer long term damage from Covid
then from the vaccine. It's really that simple
18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sharon Elwell
Christy Kröhne 0.01% of 4.6 billion = 460000 people who’s lives don’t matter!
18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kristin Coghlan
Adam Lee Marcus if you have to make up a cast of fictional characters to fit your
narrative you’re on the wrong side. No you didn’t. Stop lying.
18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Evan Nemo Rohm
Christy Kröhne you do realize that .01% of 4.6 billion people is still 460,000 right? And
664,000 out of 328.2 million people in this country have died from covid that is
0.0020231566% of the population have died from covid itself. I'll take my chances
4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jodi Clever
Christy Kröhne
Veronica Martinez
**Adam Lee Marcus** im sorry so many people are minimizing this your situation and I'm sorry for your loss. I too know people who have died from the vaccine.

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Gretta Ava
**Evan Nemo Rohm** what country has 328.2 billion?

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sharon Elwell
**Court Lar** I completely agree in freedom of choice!

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Gretta Ava
**Evan Nemo Rohm** what country has 328.2 billion?

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Gretta Ava
**Evan Nemo Rohm**(null) what country has 328.2 billion

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Khadijah Wallace
**Sandra Hall** but they don't know the long term health effects. That's why it's experimental and only for emergency use.

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Jeremy Eager
**Sandra Hall** what long term do you have when you get the vaccine and covid, like SO VERY MANY I know? nothing has been around “long enough” to really know the total outcomes.

18 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Marcus Boothby

Christy Kröhne lol only a VERY small percentage of people die from Covid. You do your own research to get those numbers your throwing around right? Or do you just listen to cnn or fox? The cdc retracted their original death toll and admitted the numbers have been wrong since the beginning. The PCR tests are almost guaranteed to produce a + test when at the level they were used at. M.Ds were being bribed to put Covid on the death certificate. Autopsies are very rarely performed during normal circumstances, the past year they've been pretty much unheard of. So that "very small percentage" that you're referring to when trying to tell a bunch of "conspiracy theorist" that their loved ones being MURDERED is no big deal because at least YOU didn't die is sick. You’re what’s wrong with America. I still hope you only got the placebo though. Because the spike protein does in fact keep replicating, they don’t know when or if it stops and it does in fact go to about every organ in your body including your brain. And it’d be really bad if you let them put a piece of HIV In you because it is in fact pieced into the spike protein to "stabilize" it. But what would I know, I just read hours of peer reviewed studies on pubmed. One of if not the most reputable sight(s) for medical journals and research. While you obviously watch the Colbert show or msnbc and the likes

Jessica Myers

Vicki Devine 650.000 people die from heart disease yearly in the US. That means we've lost nearly 1.1 million people to heart disease and 650k to covid.

Sandra Hall

Jocelyn Northrip have you had your head buried in the sand since the beginning of this pandemic? The issue has always been the severity of the disease regardless of how many actually die. Our healthcare system is not equipped to handle the amount of people who need hospitalization to survive Covid.

Josh Micek

Shawna DeAngelo -------> you don't know him. Keep your mouth shut.

Mark Furness

4.6 billion? What planet do you live on

Danny Sanchez

Christy Kröhne but America only has 333million people!
Eagan Mount

Marcus Boothby i will check out pubmed.. Information is hard to come by.. Propaganda and convoluted bias studies are what's primarily present..

Gayle Swan Viviers

Joanie Latini 4

Cody Stephens

Dan Seaman a tin foil hat would protect you better than the vaccine lol

Gayle Swan Viviers

Joanie Latini 4 perfectly healthy unvaccinated colleagues and friends, sadly. No vaccinated ones.

Anita Wherritt

Adam Lee Marcus SO very sad... They don't ask obviously of what are the major side affects including lost of life do they!!! Afraid less people would be willing to get it.Just a shame.

Nick Sagris

Christy Kröhne 4.6 billion dosages is not 4.6 billion vaccinated. Especially when most vaccines are two shots. Even the CDC is admitting that due to rapid deployment of vaccines worldwide severe adverse reactions data is significantly lagging. I'm not an anti-vaxxer but I would appreciate more transparency by the bureaucrats and pharmaceutical companies. Being vaccine hesitant due to some serious concerns is a genuine concern.

Marcus Boothby

Christy Kröhne oh and may I suggest you get antibody treatments along with your “safe” Vaccine. Because the virus is created with HIV like traits causing it to weakening your bodies antibodies, while the virus is able to slip past them, mutate, and become a variant. At least that's my understanding from reading the literature. Variants aren't known to be caused from natural immunity. It's pharmaceuticals that do that. But what do I know I'm not a doctor im just offering advice because while I believe you're a terrible person from your comment, you don't deserve to be murdered to like all these peoples friends and family members were
My neighbor had several strokes after his vaccine and he can't walk anymore. So sad last fourth of July he was so happy. I'll keep that memory of him forever.

Jackie Gibson Davis

Sandra Hall our healthcare system could handle more if they would quit requiring all of the healthcare employees to be vaccinated! So many have quit because of the dictatorship or have been fired so there are not enough nurses.

Anna M. Chelstowska

Chris Endreson Kacper Zabrzycki, Dawid Słowakiewicz, Gniewko Herbst, Roy Butler, Ian Carey, Olivia Podmore, Tomasz Hajduk, Kamynn Thomas, my uncle...end this is not even the beginning... just go and be ignorant somewhere else....

Efpraxia Sotiri

Truthy Seekers sorry to hear

Laura Regan

Lynn Jones we have been for many many months... Facebook has been heavily censored but this post has allowed many more people to become aware of what's going on

Josh Micek

Shawna DeAngelo idgaf. Did I stutter? Why'd you delete your comment? You mad?

Laura Regan

Christy Kröhne it's not by definition a vaccine, so your comment re anti-vaxxers is totally irrelevant
Lynn Jones
Laura Regan how do you get on telegram please

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Bailey Shannon McGovern
Adam Lee Marcus I would love to see the evidence for that. Everything I’ve seen for vaccines causing deaths have been anecdotal from randoms on Facebook.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Angie Fritz Nichols
Christy Kröhne I guess you could say only a small percentage of people have side effects from covid also, we’ve been told that many are asymptomatic

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Loretta Wagner
Bailey Shannon McGovern look at vaers website it has all injuries and deaths reported.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Loretta Wagner
Anita Wherritt they listened to msm and figured it was just like any normal vaccine nobody who did not look any further thought it was like a typical flu shot. Not that those are good but at least not experimental DNA changing therapy.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Angela VanTuyl
Adam Lee Marcus I would rather hear the truth then a lie every day

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Amy Green
Adam Lee Marcus I know people too. Not just death either but they got COVID after vaccination or had serious complications. No one knows what to do with them and most doctors are too afraid to call it what it is. Of course they don’t want those stories. They are just “coincidences” and not related to the vaccine.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Chelsea Dierickx Stafford
Loretta Wagner and that is just what is reported! There are probably a lot more
Loretta Wagner
Chris Endreson go to the government website vaers it's all listed there.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Truthy Seekers
I'm sorry you are a misinformed idiot but you're wrong. J&J had lowest injury and death and they pulled it from circulation. People still getting blood clots and strokes from the other shots

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Loretta Wagner
Laura Regan exactly it's experimental DNA therapy.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

William Sarver
Christy Kröhne your numbers are incorrect. The number of deaths from vaccine has not been reported. Also number of complications from vaccine have not been reported.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Carrie Anderson Bonnie
Laura Regan what is telegram please?

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Amy Green
Bailey Shannon McGovern and those are just the reported ones. A lot of people don't know about VAERS or are being told it's not a vaccine injury or death.

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Laura Regan
Bailey Shannon McGovern
Laura Regan
Christy Kröhne

Barbara Jean Dickerson Treat

**Christy Kröhne** You wouldn't feel it was a "very, very small percentage" if you were in that percentage, but I am and it's really disgusting that you I obviously feel that this "small percentage" is expendable, if it means you're safe. Well, my husband doesn't think I'm expendable, neither do my 6 children or 13 grandchildren..nor my sister with cancer who I go and take care of every day or my other sister who just lost everything that I am now financially taking care of...my brother who I make laugh when he's feeling the pressure of raising a special needs child....I am not expendable, but I'm sure the world would be a better place if we could ditch a few of you self absorbed, narcissistic sycophants....just sayin'

Ann Turner

**Adam Lee Marcus** YES

Loretta Wagner

**Marcus Boothby** yep I've read the study's also most of the public is in the dark because they only listen to cnn or msm which is propaganda and lies it's really sad.
Ana Ramos

**Christy Kröhne** I personally know (5) folks that had covid weeks after their "vaccines." One is in the hospital in critical condition, the other one ended up in ER being treated for covid a SECOND TIME (he got it a couple of weeks after the Pfizer a 2nd time). The other three are coworkers who also got the Vax. Vaccinated people are shedding the virus, walking contagions. If you want the Vax, that's fine. However don't impose it on someone else and definitely DO NOT MAKE this about the "unvaccinated." We are being lied to and that is a fact. Look at the "side effects" listed on the pfizer insert for the Vacs... Notice how they refer to people as "participants" and "phases" of the study. We are the lab rats. If someone wants to cheerfully roll up their sleeve that's great and their choice, however everyone needs to respect the choices of others who chose otherwise. My body, my choice. Remember?

Kristin Coghlan

**Christy Kröhne** but didn't you hear about that guys brothers uncles best friends goldfishes ex owner?!!
Vicki L Terry

**Truthy Seekers [Forwarded from #EARTH 2.0 GENESIS]**

*Spike Protein Protection Protocol*

For those:

- Who have already been injected with the experimental shot
- Concerned with the #spikeprotein transmission coming off those who’ve been jabbed

- Zinc (30-80mg per day)
- Vitamin D3
- Lypospheric Vitamin C (30ml, twice daily)
- #Quercetin (500-1000 mg, twice daily)
- Iodine
- CoEnzyme Q10 and PQQ

- Pine Needle Tea for shikimic acid or shikimate (from green edible pine needles)
  There are toxic pine needles, careful! When drinking #pineneedletea, drink the oil/resin that accumulates too! #Shikimate, shikimic acid and their derivatives possess: cancer fighting, antiviral, antimicrobial, anticoagulant and antithrombotic properties.

- Fennel and/or Star Anise Tea: These are also an excellent source of shikimate or shikimic acid (which is known to neutralize the spike protein)
  - C60 (1-3 droppersfull per day)
  - Charcoal (2-4 capsules a day): Charcoal is the pre-eminent detoxifier and when taken on an empty stomach, works its way down into the intestines and activates a blood purification process known as “interstitial dialysis”.

- Citrus fruit (especially blood oranges, due to their high hesperidin content — hesperidin is a chalcone like quercetin that deactivates spike protein)
  - Peppermint (very high in hesperidin)
  - Wheatgrass and Wheatgrass Juice (blades are high in shikimate)

- Superherbs to help disable spike protein:
  -Schizandra Berry (high in shikimate)
  -Triphala formulations
  - St. John’s Wort (shikimate is found in entire plant)
  - Comfrey Leaf (rich in shikimate)
  - Feverfew (leaves and flowers are rich in shikimate)
  - Gingko Biloba Leaf (rich in shikimate)
  - GiantHyssop or Horsemint (Agastache urtifolia) (rich in shikimate)
  - LiquidAmbar (Sweet Gum tree) A tea of the spiky seed pods is rich in shikimate.

**#HealthIsWealth**

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Lauren Regan

Lynn Jones download the app via telegram website. Once downloaded search 'medical freedom' that is just one of thousands of groups but will give you enough to get going..

17 hrs | Like | Reply | More

Ana Ramos

Christy Kröhne here's the insert of the side effects

17 hrs | Like | Reply | More

Kristin Coghlan

Ana Ramos I hope you'll wear a mask because I'm intentionally spreading my vaccine particles like glitter. Get too close to me and you'll have gay thoughts and blood clots for days.

17 hrs | Like | Reply | More

Laura Regan

Carrie Anderson Bonnie messaging app. Download via their website and they search key words for related groups to join

17 hrs | Like | Reply | More

Marcus Boothby

Eagan Mount the high wire.com, pubmed, honestly the CDC and NIH tell on themselves a lot of you dig deep

Enough, frankspeech.com

The most secure collaboration platform ...

17 hrs | Like | Reply | More

Kelly Jeter

Christy Kröhne, I think the problem is that there are any severe side effects. How do you know who it will affect? It's like playing Russian roulette with people's lives.

17 hrs | Like | Reply | More
Margaret Wilson
**Adam Lee Marcus** and I have suffered for 13 days so far!

Heather Van der Heyden
**Corey-Leigh Ketu** That is the best summary of what is going on. So thorough.

Jennifer Halsey
**Christy Kröhne** The funny thing is people say even 1 Covid death is too much or life long complications from Covid is too much but 1 death from the vaccine or 1 life long complication from the vaccine is ok because you feel more protected. As long as you had no issues and someone else died or is suffering complications from it for you it’s ok! It's not right. People should have a choice. There is no accountability for anyone if you die or have complications from this shot.

Brittany Ann Coad
**Adam Lee Marcus** I want to know what happened please my parents are considering getting the vaccine I need to know the real side effects

Christy Kröhne
**Barbara Jean Dickerson** Treat Compare that percentage to the millions who died of covid. Common sense tells me it's still my best bet.

Corey-Leigh Ketu
**Melissa Bidon** they don't even know how the jab will go mixing with other vaccines. Eg, the influenza vaccine. Surely, everyone that got the jab has looked into the Pfizer protocol documents for more info? surely!

Ronald Jaden
**Laura Regan** I wish people would research stuff. This is a fake photo and does not exist in the the briefing, of which you can go read yourself and see the real data. Smh

Katelyn Cobb
**Christine Rayle**
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Ronald Jaden
Loretta Wagner VAERS, is unvetted data and is in no way to be used as case study.
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Sandra Hall
Khadijah Wallace keep up, it is FDA approved, no longer emergency use

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Paulette Fuller-Gardner
Adam Lee Marcus Yes tell the world their as story!!

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Simone Conlon Gadd
Adam Lee Marcus yes

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Will Graser
Gary Tuller you only think it's be because they aren't being reported by the media… look at the VAERS database… if you aren't familiar with that then just know it's on the CDCs website…

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Laura Regan
Ronald Jaden I have been researching for many many months. But thank you for your useful tip if you are still defending the jib and think all ok and there's nothing of importance amongst all these comments where people have suffered a great deal then keep scrolling

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kristin Stephens
Christy Kröhne so you know the long term side effects of this vaccine? Just because you're fine now, doesn't mean you will be in months or a few years to come.
Angel Waugh
Under-reporting of adverse drug reactions: a systematic review.

"The median under-reporting rate across the 37 studies was 94% (interquartile range 82-98%)."

--


Joseph Dolph
Sharon Elwell
46000 people is the average number of season flu deaths each year worldwide. They probably didn't matter to you in 2019..

Nicole Mckay Campbell
Someone gets routine bloodwork because of medication they take. bloodwork was fine until after 1st vaccine. then bloodwork was all out of wack. died a few weeks later. Another very physically active and always on the go. 26hrs after 1st vaccine heart stops 3 times, was told by drs not to get the 2nd vaccine.

Caroline Gower
Go on this main page

Wendye Lusk
Brittany Ann Coad tell them not to get it and wait for you to bring them more info
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Josh Micek
Awwww she blocked me. Guess she didn't like getting called out for her BS.

Lisa Marie JB
Adam Lee Marcus No they don’t want to talk about that because that doesn’t fit the agenda

Angel Waugh
https://openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality

Arshak Andriasov
Sandra Hall it is not fda approved.

Angel Waugh

Lisa Evans
Vicki Devine really? Are you that brain washed that you think people are lying? Have you checked out any official data? It’s all there people just choose not to look

Ben Pigott
Adam Lee Marcus Same. This vaccine has killed more people than all vaccines combined in the last 30 years

Natalie Anne
Veronica Martinez i TWO PERSONALLY KNOW 2 DEATHS FROM VAX NONE FROM COVID
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Sarah Girard
**Debi Brewster** Do you have data to back up that statistic? 40%? Long term disability? Symptoms, sure. Disability? That's not true. All of the people I know personally have had covid, and only a couple have long term symptoms. One has long term disability. That's fear mongering.

Tamara J. Wilhelm-Sexton
**Angel Waugh** don't forget the vaers database

Georgia Halkias
**Emmanuel Tsacos**

Jessica Allen

Angel Waugh
dap.ema.europa.eu
dap.ema.europa.eu

Angel Waugh
Database of Adverse Event Notifications...
tga.gov.au

Paula Taylor
**Stephanie Crimm**
Paula Taylor

Stephanie Crimm

Tim Harris

Angel Waugh You do realise the reporting threshold for a so called adverse reaction is a headache. Hardly a case to support the anti-vaxer narrative.

Kristy Branch

Brittany Ann Coad show them all the responses on here oh, and send them as much information as you can about what's going on, my 78 year old dad got, my 78 year old dad got the poke and now he's shaking nervous his legs give out on him he's fallen numerous times he's using a walker now and that's not my dad he was very healthy prior to
Shayna Jasey

**Adam Lee Marcus** I know someone that was vax'd twice within less than a year... got the "variant" and brain swelling/damage. Anybody else I know that is unvax'ed and got the virus was ok, only 1 person I know in that group has went to the hospital- and that one person recovered from it in about a week. I also work in retail that has over 135 active employees (sharing break room and work space) and over 2/3 of the customers in my workplace shop without masking (also in one of the highest outbreak counties in California). We test weekly, and I have never been positive since the beginning of this "pandemic" and have only gotten sick once this year with only a normal head cold-and I tested negative twice during the duration of it.
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Brian Rapp

**Tim Harris** do you realize the government says you can kill a baby but can't decide what other choices you can make with your body? I'm not anti vax.
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Mike Zak

**Will Graser** where in the web site is this info please
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TJ Pranger

**Brittany Ann Coad** nothing happened. My entire family, ages 16 to 72 are vaccinated with no side effects and if any of us got Covid, nobody could tell cuz no one got sick. I have family members with autoimmune disorders too and the vaccine still works wonders. Don't be scared. My side effects was achiness and fatigue for about 3 days for both shots. That's it. My friend had nothing. My younger brother, nothing. My older mother, fatigue.
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Lisa Stoltzfus Loftis

**Tim Harris** what would you suggest someone use then?
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Alannah Brown

**Ronald Jaden** I would guess that the hospital is reporting the deaths and not the person who died. But, you can go to Vaers and read each individual report of death and it's pretty clear when someone is reporting about mom or from the medical chart.
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Laura Brittingham
Shayna Jasey You are very fortunate, I am fully vaccinated, followed all protocols and recovering from Delta, so disheartening

Tyler W Nash
Adam Lee Marcus imao, no you don't

Christy Kröhne
Kristin Stephens You taking medication whenever you want. Do you know the long-term effects? Do you getting into a car without any guarantee that you will reach your destination alive. You go to restaurants without even knowing whether the person who prepared your food, washed his/her hands or whether they've put poison in your food. You just put it in your mouth hoping for the best. Don't be a hypocrite!

Amy Bellis
Adam Lee Marcus Tricia Peck Sullivan

Jason Bubba Erb
Angel Waugh this page has no content

Christy Kröhne
Ana Ramos And I personally know hundreds of people who got their jobs and still live to tell the tale.

Nicole Coronado
Adam Lee Marcus https://www.facebook.com/groups/1173000619878342/?ref=share

Your Right to the truth

Christina Miller
Tyler W Nash why you laughing man? Do yourself a favor and read all these comments before commenting like this.
Heather Carden
Angel Waugh the claims are not verified either. Basically, anyone can make claims which may or may not be related to the vaccine and is definitely subject to bias. Also, if you look at the graphs, many of those people died months after the vaccine. The components of the vaccine are metabolized in roughly 48 hours so the likely hood of them being related to the vaccine is little to none.

Joseph LaCoste
Laura Brittingham so proved the point that the vaccine don't work thank you

Brian Thomas
Laura Brittingham hmm.. could it be the vaccine made you more susceptible? You're not the only person that's in this situation

Jason Bubba Erb
Tamara J. Wilhelm-Sexton the biggest thing for that is you have to screenshot every single page on specific State information just to actually show anything. I have done it multiple times. I had to narrow it down per state because there was just so many people

Angela Jones Crotts
Adam Lee Marcus yes please share, I work in clinics and we have administered 100s of vaccines. 1 adverse reaction that was mild. But please share with me all the stories you have.

Shayna Jasey
Joseph LaCoste I'm honestly not trying to prove any point, just trying to provide my own personal experience and information on the subject. Hope all is well for anybody having to deal with issues from the virus. I have been cautious not to bring anything home to my family for over a year, it's tiring to say the least.

Toni E Horn Arnold
Laura Brittingham, but you are recovering, as opposed to possibly dying if unvaccinated...

Annabella Bottali
Adam Lee Marcus I do too. Blood clot in brain
Michael Tromotola
Angel Waugh the vaccine gave me super strength and night vision……

Becca Rumeliotis
Brittany Ann Coad I'm sure some people experience few, if any, side effects, though without the 7-10 years of testing and study other vaccines have gotten, there’s a great unknown area that will only be revealed in future years. I got the attached information on side effects from Liberty Counsel, a Constitutional attorney group that is receiving hundreds of calls per day - people injured by the shots telling their stories and those mandated to get the shot pleading for help to be able to opt out without losing jobs & education. Here’s a link to Sen. Ron Johnson’s interview with some injured victims: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z_vsaXE6zvl

Mindi McCormick
Ben Pigott Source?

Christy Kröhne
Kelly Jeter Not getting vaccinated is playing Russian Roulette. By the way, it is FDA approved.

Shayna Jasey
Laura Brittingham hope you recover fully-I only know a few people that still have mild side effects, such as loss of taste and smell.

Steig Elven
Adam Lee Marcus i do
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Richard Mahabir

Shayna Jasey

Lisa Graber

Tyler W Nash where do you get this number from?

Richard Mahabir

Vincent King

Adam Lee Marcus very doubtful

Chris Cormier

Tyler W Nash so you’re saying all of those 2 of every million people have come here to share there stories. Have you not read these comments.

My bad this makes PERFECT sense. Totally. Your statistics are on POINT

Jeff Ciprich

Adam Lee Marcus positive you don’t.
Mary Brodman
Adam Lee Marcus no, they don't want the truth.

Shayna Jasey
Richard Mahabir I don't do swab test fyi... I spit into a tube every week, it is sent to a testing center and I receive my results in 2-3 days via email, text, and corporate email.

Lisa Graber
It's on the government website of reported adverse events

Richard Mahabir
Toni E Horn Arnold truly dumb as if not vaccinated people all die.

Chris Schein
Heather Carden Uh no.

Ashleigh Anne
Yes! This is what should be reported!

Tyler W Nash
Chris Cormier those 2 of every million don't die, the majority of them do not, they simply experience an allergic reaction to the vaccine. That can include anaphylaxis, which itself does not always mean death. Where vaccines are administered, you're overseen for half an hour in case you experience any adverse reactions

Tyler W Nash

COVID-19 Vaccination
cdc.gov
Nicole Coronado

Adam Lee Marcus please share!!!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1173000619878342/?ref=share

Your Right to the truth

TJ Pranger

**Becca Rumeliotis** Liberty Group is a very biased religious liberty organization, considered a HATE GROUP and isn't any sort of reliable. Ron Johnson is a wacko that denies anything treasonous happened on Jan 6th. Your 'sources' are biased. Stop giving people advice.

Astrid Harmsen Reina

**Felice Baker** in my country 5% if the population cannot have the vaccination due to health reasons. Everybody who can but doesn’t get the vaccin for utterly unsubstantiated reasons is flipping these persons (children and adults) the finger…

Lisa Graber

**Tyler W Nash** so you're saying it's only two people out of every million that have an adverse effect??? I'd be really surprised if that were accurate.

Bren Williams

**Truthey Seekers** Chances are he'd have had those strokes regardless of whether he was vaccinated. It's not a panacea against all health problems.

Jay Sherbino

Vincent King well I mean there have been over fifty people die that were fully vaccinated in Texas and that's just one state out of many but hey I guess those stories aren't true they're just there for you to laugh at and call b******* and then go online and say that's not true vaccinated people don't get sick. You're a f****** moron and some day you'll open your eyes but until then have fun with all your stupidity

Ron Breese

Adam Lee Marcus no you don't
Whitney Pedigo Reeves
Anita Wherritt it doesn't change your DNA.

Anne Cozart
Lisa Graber It isn't. 13000 confirmed deaths from the vax. Many more sketchy ones. He's repeating big pharma nonsense.

Ron Breese
Tyler W Nash no one posting has any clue or facts to back up anything.. you'll all a bunch of attention seeking little b#@ches

Anne Cozart
Mindi McCormick VAERS

Tara Hamby Ferguson
Anne Cozart where did you get this information? And, if you cite VAERS, then just know, you lost any hope of credibility.

Austin K. Haworth
Shayna Jasey will that stop you from getting infected?

Jason Bubba Erb
Brittany Ann Coad here is a draft by the fda that they came out with back in October 2020.

Chrysha Chris
Tyler, I wasn't overseen for even 15 minutes in case there was an adverse reaction. You have bad information.
Chuck Locke

Kristy Branch Yes and I have had 12 family members come down with Covid, no deaths 10 of them used over the counter meds, and now they all have an immunity system that is strengthened against the virus.

Anne Cozart

Christy Köhne 4.6 billion?

Tina Davis

Tim Harris My mom sees a cardiologist now and had to wear a heart monitor for a month and may have to have heart surgery from the vaccination. Her cardiologist told her that the vaccinations are causing heart problems. My friends mother went into heart failure after the vaccination, again her doctor confirmed that the vaccinations are causing heart problems. I personally know someone who had a heart attack after and someone who had a stroke after the vaccinations.

Tara Hamby Ferguson

Jay Sherbino https://www.texastribune.org/2021/07/21/coronavirus-texas-vaccinated-deaths/amp/. 50 out of 9000 total. I'd say the odds are better for the vaxed. Wouldn't you?

Texas has seen nearly 9,000 COVID-19...

texastribune.org

Janelle Covington

Sara Keltner Ellis I read an article just yesterday showing 70+ people PER DAY are currently dying from this vax

Valerie Brock

Katie Tate there's no need to be condescending. I personally don't smoke and despise soda so get off your high horse if you don't like what's being said walk on by, Karen

Richard Mahabir

Shayna Jasey well good because some jobs and testing sites do not follow that.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we’re working on.

- Tara Hamby Ferguson: Chrysha Chris I was and so was my husband and everyone at the facility.
- Jeremy Kaetz: @Adam Lee Marcus I spot a liar
- Amanda Naomi Basped: @Tyler W Nash majority of those who get covid don’t die either.
- Tara Hamby Ferguson: @Lisa Graber adverse effects and death are two totally different things. You get that right? Or no?
- Jessi Thomas: @Adam Lee Marcus yes we do. People need to see the truth.
- Brendan Mounce: @Adam Lee Marcus of all the things that didn't happen, this didn't happen the most
- Lena Richards: My neighbors mother will have open heart surgery because of the JAB!! Never had issues before or any other health issues...
- Lori Houk: @Angela Jones Crotts there are possibly hundreds of these stories in this thread from real people. You could start there. I know it’s frustrating because we want answers and it would be great if the vaccine was effective and harmless but these people have something important to say. It’s good to give them some respect
- Giselle Rodriguez: @Adam Lee Marcus yes! We need those stories to be known
Ann Marie Hudock

Tyler W Nash they need to be overseen 10 years

Anne Cozart

Tara Hamby Ferguson So you trust the FDA and the CDC? WHO? Bless your heart. They have lied and flip flopped from the get go. Not to mention their long history of approving meds that are detrimental to humanity. I'll take the credibility of citizens personal testimonies and doctors on the front lines any day of the week. Have a nice day.

Shayna Jasey

Austin K. Haworth did I say it would???

Leslie Ridenour

Nicole Coronado thank you!

Christina Miller

Tyler W Nash why you even post that link?!? We’re not supposed to get our info from the comment section per your words… it’s a lie anyways but that’s whatever

Margo Rey

Tara Hamby Ferguson What about promoting how to strengthen immune system safely? What about Ivermectin? What about promoting proper health education instead of forcing people to have killer shots? Wonder who gains from them? Not people.

Mari Sierra

Adam Lee Marcus yes!!!
Annabella Bottali
Adam Lee Marcus https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/stephanie-dubois-model-astrazeneca-vaccine-death-b1853973.html%3famp

British model dies days after receiving...

independent.co.uk
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Annabella Bottali
Adam Lee Marcus https://www.google.co.uk/amp/s/www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/stephanie-dubois-model-astrazeneca-vaccine-death-b1853973.html%3famp

British model dies days after receiving...

independent.co.uk
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Annabella Bottali
Adam Lee Marcus
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Angel Waugh
Heather Carden if you look into the graphs majority died within 7 days actually.
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Ying McLane
Tyler W Nash a vaccine needs boosters every six month is not a vaccine. It's a medicine.
Israel the most vaccinated country only count people who get their third boosters as vaccinated, and they still have an outbreak. Tell me this is not a failed medicine!!
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Angel Waugh
Tim Harris you do realise there are over 500 deaths attributed, look at the reports individually and you will see a common pattern, especially on VEARS which provides more data and is easier to read individual cases.
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Darryn Barnes

Samantha Flom
No ma'am thats not how science works.
You test and verify what the cause, and you dont speculate or assume, just because you want to find issues with the vaccine.
Can you show autopsy records that confirm so many are dying from the vaccine.
And ma'am, no one has never said that there wouldn't be side effects for some in the population.
But no real verifiable data has shown a large percentage of vaccine recipients have died from the vaccine.
Just random people on the facebook saying so is not credible.

Angel Waugh

Tim Harris you do realise 19 of those with a 'headache died.

Jessica Warden
c19vaxreactions.com

C19 VAX REACTIONS
c19vaxreactions.com

Angel Waugh

Headache
Number of cases;17957
Number of cases with a single suspected medicine (3 vaccines selected;17763 of cases with a single suspected medicine Number of cases where death was a reported outcome;19

Cory Anderson

Joseph LaCoste the vaccine doesn't prevent you from getting covid. So your claim is doesn't "work" is incorrect.

Tracy Wilkomn

Adam Lee Marcus yes
Jennifer Vicars

Tara Hamby Ferguson well thats funny. That VAERS system that you call “not credible” was established by the governmental entities called the CDC and FDA! Don’t just go saying all of a sudden that that system isn’t credible just because it doesn’t fit your narrative. A Harvard study, years ago, said that roughly 1-10% of incidents get reported. So you can SAFELY surmise that the numbers on there are extremely underreported.

Annabella Bottali

A girl I knew

Danny van Cleeff

Ben Pigott

Leslie Ridenour

Mary Brodman now that is a truth, right there! Wouldn’t it be wonderful if THIS POST caused WXYZ TV Channel 7 want to do an investigation into why so-o many on here are saying the things they are saying and totally changed the course of their objective, which I’m sure was to get some great stories about people that didn’t get venomized and their tragic endings and then sensationalize the hell out of those stories (use them as Poster Children for “this is what happens when you don’t get venomized”!) but alas the media is so very corrupt, so corrupt that I haven’t paid any attention to them for the last over 12 years!
Angel Waugh
Number of reports (cases): 53742
Number of cases with a single suspected medicine: 52949
Number of cases where death was a reported outcome: 505

Top Ten Reaction where death was the outcome

• Injury, poisoning and procedural complications; 110 deaths
• Dyspnoea (respiratory distress); 45 Deaths
• Pulmonary embolism; 810 cases, 38 deaths
• Cerebrovascular 'accidents'; 210 cases 36 deaths
• Cardiac arrest; 51 cases 31 deaths
• Concomitant disease progression; 49 cases 31 deaths
• Vomiting; 29 deaths
• Malaise; 26 deaths
• Thrombocytopenia; 458 Cases 22 deaths
• Pneumonia; 177 cases 20 deaths

and Myocardial infarction at 20 deaths as well.

Similar patterns amongst top Ten events also observed on VEARS. This is on the TGA Databas.

Tammy Sleeper-Lowe
Adam Lee Marcus speak their truth..... I wish more people would tell every single story they have. At some point someone will wake up and start reporting the honest truth!!!!

Ellen Marston Thurlow
Jeremy Kaetz sheep.

Marti King
Cindy Dandar YES Call them out!!
Astrid Harmsen Reina

Vicki Devine understand what you are reading seems to be hard. Over here anti-vaxxers have been falsifying the data in our ‘VAERS’ by using the death announcements and pretending to be relatives of the deceased and claiming they died from the vaccine. It does correlate with the numbers of the coroners/doctors. Besides the call to do so was done through social media so we all know they did it deliberately. So who are you calling dumb?
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Astrid Harmsen Reina

Vicki Devine understand what you are reading seems to be hard. Over here anti-vaxxers have been falsifying the data in our ‘VAERS’ by using the death announcements and pretending to be relatives of the deceased and claiming they died from the vaccine. It does correlate with the numbers of the coroners/doctors. Besides the call to do so was done through social media so we all know they did it deliberately. So who are you calling dumb?
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Marti King

Stephanie Crimm when in actual reality it's killing or injuring people.
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Linda Bly

Christy Kröhne 54% of the USA took both jabs. plus there is only 332 MILLION people in America.
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Astrid Harmsen Reina

Vicki Devine understand what you are reading seems to be hard. Over here anti-vaxxers have been falsifying the data in our ‘VAERS’ by using the death announcements and pretending to be relatives of the deceased and claiming they died from the vaccine. It does correlate with the numbers of the coroners/doctors. Besides the call to do so was done through social media so we all know they did it deliberately. So who are you calling dumb?
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Marti King

Melissa Bidon It's been doing that to mine also. But when I go back an check, it's posted. I think FB is having a meltdown.
Angel Waugh

Tim Harris not anti vaxer . I have received all of my prior Vaccinations. This is not a Vaccine , it doesn't even fit the definition.

More deaths have been attributed to the covid vaccines alone that any other vaccine that we have been inoculating Countries with.

This is Genetic Engineering, and this will go down in history.

You think it hasn't happened before ? It most certainly has.

Here are four instances in which vaccines failed the public big-time.

In the 1955 Cutter Incident, some batches of polio vaccine given to the public contained live poliovirus—even though they had passed the required safety testing. More than 250 cases of polio were attributed to vaccines produced by one company, Cutter Laboratories. The mistake resulted in many cases of paralysis, and the vaccine was recalled as soon as new cases of polio were detected.

In 2017, the Philippines stopped a school-based dengue fever vaccination program after reports of complications and several deaths linked to the product called Dengvaxia. The French manufacturer, Sanofi Pasteur, later stated that the vaccine posed a risk to those without prior infection from one of the disease's four stereotypes. The result was that it actually increased the risk that a child would contract a more severe form of the disease.

( Predicted to be the same with SARS-CoV-2 Vaccines)

Next on the list is the widespread vaccination against the childhood disease measles. In the early 1960s, thousands of children received a particular inactivated vaccine, so if they were exposed to the actual measles virus, they developed atypical measles. This was characterized by high fever, severe abdominal pain and lung inflammation and often required hospitalization. That particular vaccine was eventually withdrawn.

The final case deals with the vaccination attempt of the respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). Children treated with one type of vaccine in the 1960s developed an enhanced form of the disease, often suffering from high fever, bronchopneumonia and wheezing. Dozens ended up being hospitalized and two died. There still is no vaccine to prevent RSV infection.

Linda Bly

Christy Kröhne there's only 332million people in America. I saw Biden slip up on his news conference and say 4.6 billion people here. look it up on wikipedia. LOL

Marti King

Margaret Alter Brown
Jeremy Kaetz

Ellen Marston Thurlow looking in a mirror? Just basic math, and the fact that it is simply human nature to lie. 664K people have died from COVID, yet the majority of anti-vaxxers can’t give a first hand account of a friend or loved one dying, yet they have countless first hand accounts of the vaccine screwing up people, despite the fact that the # of those severely affected by the vaccine is maybe 3-4% of the total deaths? Yeah, big lies.

Carol Harris

Tara Hamby Ferguson I would say the numbers are likely skewed. Look at Israel that has 80% of their population v a x e d. Their hospitals are full of patients who had the jab. Many deaths too.

Nicky Castro

Adam Lee Marcus

If you said I know a single person who had a bad reaction to the vaccine I would say absolutely but you said people so I call your bull.

In all vaccines you will get a RARE case in which an individual will have minimum to extreme reactions and in most cases they can care for it. This is why when getting your shot you have to stay at the clinic for 15 min (timed)

So I’ll go ahead and say you are over playing a situation in your life or just straight lying to support your belief.

I know many people who have gotten the vaccine and are doing awesome and many who refuse and are doing just as well. I have lost friends during covid specifically and directly related to covid and lost friends who past away in the time of covid just because of life. So I can’t stand when people say bull just to make there point made but the only point they are making is I want to be right. Get the shot or don’t get the shot that’s on you and when kids get a case of covid or any sickness fir that matter remember you chose your comforts over there’s.
Linda Bly

Ana Ramos that's incorrect. that's the FACT SHEET NOT the package insert from the pharmaceutical companies. you know what it is...the huge piece of paper that is covered with tiny print on tissue paper. even a box of vision has a package insert. so they give us the fact sheet that anyone can type up. I worked in the FDA for 6 years so I know what to look for. my pharmacist gave me the J&J Janssen package insert...

Sophie Dixon

Josh Adam

Steve Kloepfel

Adam Lee Marcus you know people?
To be fair I only know approximately 500 people personally.
I haven't heard of a single one dying from a vaccinations. Or even having a hospitalization due to it.
However.... I know a few who died of COVID and several hospitalized from COVID

Donna Jean

Jeremy Kaetz The covid jab is NOT a vaccine. It's an experimental gene therapy and if you got the shot, your one of the guinea pigs. A lot of them around these days so I'm just sitting back and watching the show.

Donna Jean

Nicole Coronado I just joined the group. I will not comply

Lori Prince Clark

If you add in all the sids deaths which were not reported as vaccine death, you may not arrive at the same conclusion.
Jay Sherbino

Tara Hamby Ferguson and I assume you believe those numbers LOL you really think that that 9000 is unvaccinated people? Please hurry up and go get me the fax to tell me and show me that 9000 people who aren't vaxxed are being hospitalized as we speak in one area because I highly doubt that but when I can assure you is that anybody going into that hospital with any symptoms related is being counted as covid so yes I'm sure that number is pretty high. But I'm getting the feeling that you're a lot higher so please get over here so I can smoke some of that s***

Mary Bradley Sollberger

Steve Kloepfel Every week I talk to someone who has lost a close friend or relative that has died due to vaccine complications. Maybe you need to get out more

Donna Jean

Tyler W Nash That alone is a reason not to get it. Allergic reaction? Anaphylaxis? Read any drug insert and it says, clear as day, IF YOU ARE ALLERGIC TO THIS DRUG, DO NOT TAKE IT. SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY IF YOU EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTY BREATHING, etc. Which is Anaphylaxis. Stroke, Death. Get your facts straight.

Irene Maria

Jeremy Kaetz so true. I know close to 50 ppl who had Covid, no deaths thank God. But when it comes to the vaccine, I know two badly effected by it, one died last week.

Robyn Kalnins

Nicky Castro baaaaaaaa

Jeremy Kaetz

Donna Jean whole lot of ignorance to unpack there. 2

Mary Bradley Sollberger

Nicky Castro wow…. You are quite opinionated aren’t you! You must have gotten the “I’m always right” award in school ….. good FIR you!

Alex Jones III

Name one 1
Kristin Holtzman
Christy Kröhne 4.6 billion? ALL of your credibility is gone with that statement. Talk about a conspiracy theory! Stop speaking while you are ahead.
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Shawn Zanganeh
Nicky Castro my father died in my arms 5 days after the 2nd vaccine. So phuc you!
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Connie Grippin
Mary Bradley Sollberger I thought you responded brilliantly because she is very opinionated and she is absolutely positively right in her mind that she knows what's best for all of us
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Steve Kloepfel
Mary Bradley Sollberger the Doctors and Nurses I know personally haven't shared such stories with me.
Just because you say and think it doesn't make it true.
I will continue to trust the people I know personally rather than "get out" and listen to stories from people I don't know or trust.
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Chelle Williams
Adam Lee Marcus My mother never had Covid. She got the vaccine. Developed numerous blood clots all over her body. Protein spikes on every major bone in her body mimicking metastatic cancer (my mother got full body scans every 6 months for years) we have a bleeding disorder that runs in the family. For the record she didn't have cancer never did. Ending up with multiple pulmonary embolisms. She died within 6 weeks of getting vaccine. Before she died visited doctors and ER. All they did was blood tests and test her for Covid only to send home. By the time she could no longer walk (EMS was called) and admitted into ICU it was too late. I got to hold her hand as they removed her off the ventilator. I said my goodbyes as she took her last breath. I lost my mom 06-05-2021. From a vaccine that was continually pushed for her to get. In the end when I saw my mother she did not look anything like herself. She was so swollen and bleeding/leaking out of every crevice. It's a picture I will never forget. I miss my mother every day. My kids miss their grandmother. My step dad misses his wife. Covid is horrible yes. The vaccine can be just as horrible for people. There are no black and white areas. There will be people unable to get this vaccine. There are people who choose to not get vaccine for other reasons. We should not lose our means to support ourselves and provide for our families. We should have a choice to get it or not get. I could care less if others choose to get the vaccine. Because it is their choice. Don't take my choice away from me. I recovered from Covid and I don't think I will from the vaccine. I still have a daughter to raise. I have been in the medical field for over 11 yrs. I have been working around Covid patients since the beginning. I have seen/experienced what Covid does to people but I have also seen what the vaccine can do. So I am well aware from it.
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Ella Kro
Annabella Bottali

Stefanie Lynn
Nicky Castro rare?????? Are you kidding? Go to the VAERS website and look it up ... 557,726 reported adverse reactions IS NOT RARE!

Stacy Viles
Christy Kröhne it's not fda approved the one that is approved isn't even on the market yet it's called conformaty and won't be available until 2023 so stop lieng to people just like the news and the government to take a vaccine that is poison!!

BenGrace Starfonz
Mary Bradley Sollberger i don’t believe u.

Leslie Mast
Jamie Marie Mather
Sue Brix
Adam Lee Marcus liar
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Giovanni Von
Chelle Williams thank you for your response and so sorry for your loss
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James C. Patterson
14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jon Marsh
Mary Bradley Sollberger wow, crazy how your single experience is conflicting against all the CDC and hospital data! Either you’re lying or being lied to and won’t bother learn the truth. Either way, sad!
14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Shawn Zanganeh
Nicky Castro yeah my family wasn’t so lucky. My father died in my arms 5 days after the 2nd shot of sudden cardiac arrest. This is a real story. The hospital then did an autopsy which, we didn’t ask for. Why would they do an autopsy if there’s nothing more than a heart attack. RIP DAD 3/7/2021
14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Viles
Sandra Hall it’s not either, the one that is isn’t even on the market yet lol do your research!!
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Cyndi Snyder
Nicky Castro
14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Angel L Castillo
Steve Kloepfel I know a few people who have died from the vaccine!
14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Heyoka Chimera
Sean Bale I know 7 people that died aft getting the vaccine

Danielle Faulkner
I'm so sorry

Danielle Faulkner
I'm so sorry

GiGi Fleurantin
Chelle Williams awee this is heart breaking My condolences to you and your family love

Tami Hicks
Sue Brix - Liar

Autumn Huffman
How dare you call someone a liar when you literally have NO IDEA! Stop being a BITTER BITCH!!

Shawn Zanganeh
Sue Brix my father died in my arms of sudden cardiac arrest 5 days after his 2nd shot. FACT NO LIES

Sybil Wincheil
Adam Lee Marcus I have lost two family members after their second dose, and my close friends children's father after his first

Geoffrey Preece
Mary Melissa Yelton Shields just wondering. What were your chances of you dying from covid before the vaccine?
Melissa Mork
Alex Schmid reading is fundamental.
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Stefanie Lynn
Shawn Zanganeh I'm sorry for your loss!!! there are almost 2,000 stories like yours who's family member passed away very shortly after the jab. And the cover up is INFURIATING! PLEASE GO SHARE YOUR STORY #protectyourfamily
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Sybil Winchel
Chelle Williams sending comfort for your loss, my in laws both passed after their second dose
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Patrina Morales
Adam Lee Marcus Alex Morales
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Patrina Morales
Alex Morales
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Patrina Morales
Alex Morales
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Nicole Hlavac
Sue Brix Not a lie an actual fact that more people have died from getting the covid vaccine in 1 year than the total amount of people who have died from all other vaccines from 1990-current (31yrs). And this is from the .gov site not bogus numbers. So why don't you educate yourself and do some research instead of being a bigot spewing only what the media has told you to believe.

Sophia Gwynne Murray
Nicole Hlavac crazy!! Would love to check this out! Do you have a website you could provide?
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on. We may reach out for a story we're working on. 

Nicole Hlavac

Sophia Gwynne Murray

Nicole Hlavac (null) Is there a website you could provide? I would love to check this out

Nicole Hlavac

Tom Thompson

Nicky Castro I wish I had a video of my mother in law a few days after the vax. Maybe you would change your view.

Nequetta Leaming-Proulx

Shawn Zanganeh so sorry for your loss

Donna Duncan

Sybil Winchel that is awful...so very sad.
Steve Kloepfel
Angel L Castillo that's an interesting claim. Statistically you must personally know hundreds of thousands of people then. Must make dinner parties a bit crowded.

Sue Brix
Nicole Hlavac oooook

Paulette Toudouze
Sybil Winchel hearing more and more the terrible results of the second dose. Not always death but very ill....

Rachel Lotz
Nicky Castro I lost 2 friends after the jab. 1 friend from covid. I also have 4 friends struggling with side effects from the jab. 2 with tremors and 2 with seizures.

Crystal Spurlock
Same! (And some who did not die but were hospitalized due to strokes, etc.. mostly within a week, after!) ..I will wait to get it.

Sue Brix
Nicole Hlavac you should be imprisoned for your lies

Sue Brix
Tami Hicks I am a truth teller

Dan Cristy
You must be due for a booster or two by now, huh?

Dan Cristy
You must be due for a booster or two by now, huh?
Sue Brix
Autumn Huffman you silly

Kai Backupacc
Sue Brix idiot

Amy Heffernan Webb
Steve Kloepfel I know of two who died from the vax.

Nick Parker
This is just false. Please read what the VAERS data says. ANY death after someone is vaccinated is required to be reported. SOOO as we have more than 50% of the population vaccinated what do you think will happen with that number?

Sue Brix
Sophia Gwynne Murray she is a bot

Angie Jones
Adam Lee Marcus Pics or it didn't happen

Angel Waugh
De Smith

Sean Bale I had covid. My kids and man did too. I have an immune system issue, asthma as well as anemia and a bad heart and it didn't kill me. My 1 year old and 4 year old got over it faster than we did. My man who's healthy only had it for 2 weeks and I had it for a month and a half but we didn't get hospitalized or even close to.

Angel Waugh

Angel Waugh

Angel Waugh

Rusty Hagan

Sue Brix do you know the people that he speaks of. Can you prove his statement is false

De Smith

Sean Bale my grandmother has been hospitalized 5 times since she got the second shot. My household refuses the jab and we are fine.
Angel Waugh

Gary Corbin
Adam Lee Marcus they died from “non-related complications” or “other health issues”

Whitney Pedigo Reeves

VERIFY: No, the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines...

Tom Reid
Paulette Toudouze I was fine... The way I see it now is that we've done everything we can scientifically so now it's the strongest survive I'm afraid
Dillon Quinn Radish

Sean Bale nope
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Dillon Quinn Radish

Steve Kloepfel then you only see what ya wana dee
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Angel Waugh

13 hrs Like Reply More

Annabella Bottali

Can't believe someone has actually laughed at my post.

13 hrs Like Reply More
Joseph Nelson
Nicole Hlavac

As if correlation equates to causation?

Have you checked the VAERS report for those that died after drinking water? It is literally millions of people that have died after drinking water! Am I stupid enough to believe that means that drinking water caused the deaths. Nope.

Only in political debates does correlation get used to try to prove causation.

In AZ, almost 60% of the population is vaccinated. Recent report indicates that 93% of people in AZ hospitals are unvaccinated. That means that in ratio, there are significantly less people being hospitalized that are vaccinated then those that are unvaccinated. 40% of the population is causing 93% of the hospital Covid occupancy, and 60% is causing 7%. Anyone that understands basic math can see it is much more dangerous to go unvaccinated. And much of this surge is being caused by a mutation, variant D, that the vaccines were not specifically designed for, and they are still mostly affective.

Even taking all the negative side affects claimed, but not proven, getting the vaccine is still significantly safer than risking Covid.
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Angel Waugh
Heather Carden

Mike Schmitt
Angel Waugh - this doesn't actually mean what you think it means...

Rachel Johnson
Joseph Nelson I understand basic math & I also understand that the CDC doesn’t consider you “fully vaccinated” or vaccinated in general until 15 days after your 2nd shot. People are dying 10 days after , and they are being labeled as UNVACCINATED. That data has been manipulated

Shavon Williams
Wow, I had no IDEA so many died! And all of them were probably faking, even in other countries, just to make Trump look bad.

Dillon Quinn Radish
Chrysha Chris u have bad braincells

Jenna Mullin
Adam Lee Marcus YES
Cindy Cardenas
Stefanie Lynn

Scary Reports of Deaths Following...
muhealth.org

Cindy Cardenas
Nicole Hlavac

Scary Reports of Deaths Following...
muhealth.org

Sara L Kinney
Josh Lankford how is it a lie.. there have been people dying from this vaccine.. do the research you'll see

Cindy Cardenas
Nicole Hlavac
Cindy Cardenas

Scary Reports of Deaths Following...
muhealth.org
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Shavon Williams
Cindy Cardenas "Reports". I can report a UFO, doesn't mean there are aliens around.
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Sean America
Josh Lankford why is that a lie? have you ever read the cdc website? if not, you are ignorant.
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Mike Schmitt
Rachel Johnson - that's conflating 2 completely unrelated things... "unvaccinated" status prior to 2 weeks after the final dose is only for classification in breakthrough infections etc. If someone dies of COVID within 2 weeks of their vaccination, it means they caught COVID prior to gaining maximum immunity. If someone dies of something other than COVID within that time window, they're NOT LISTED AS A BREAKTHROUGH.
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Cindy Cardenas

Scary Reports of Deaths Following...
muhealth.org
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Shavon Williams
"Reports". I can report a UFO, doesn't mean there are aliens around.
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Shavon Williams
Nicole Hlavac "REPORTS". I just reported that you died in a sausage swallowing accident-did it really happen, though?
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https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?referrer=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Angie Jones
Angel Waugh

Josh Lankford
Sara L Kinney then why aren't there hospitals full of people with vaccine complications? This whole thread reeks of russian bots and liars who need to get off of infowars.

Tell me - what research did YOU do? Seriously - show me the study that shows the vaccines kill. I'll wait.

Gary Corbin
Shawn Zanganeh sorry for your loss. That's why vaccines should be a choice not a mandate. Or else it could be your loved ones mandate of death. I'm all for people making the choice to take a vaccine and I'm glad they are available to those who want them, but after losing someone to it, I'm sure your not for mandated vaccines for a job or whatnot.

Sue Brix
Rusty Hagan yep

Carrie Lynn Griffith
Gary Corbin just like the people that die from the actual virus?!? It should still be a choice

Mike Schmitt
Donna Jean 100% bull

Carrie Lynn Griffith
Angel Waugh Exactly why It should not be mandated
Gary Corbin: yeah and the people who died of anything and everything is labeled death from covid of course

Sue Brix: So many bots on this thread trying to scare people. The vaccine is safe and effective people

Tara Louise Chika: yeah and the people who died of anything and everything is labeled death from covid of course

Shelly Hunt: Megan Drew Heather

Jami Wright: Josh Lankford because no one is going to put down “AFib from vaccine complications” or a health issue from vaccine complications: because then more people wouldn’t take it.

Shavon Williams: Now do the % of deaths and hospitalizations of the unvaccinated vs the vaccinated!

Nicole Hlavac: Sophia Gwynne Murray It’s literally a government site called VAERS (vaccine adverse event reporting system) you can go straight to it just google it or the CDC site literally has a link to it on their site and/or just search for VAERS on it and it’ll have the link. I get there is a lot of false information going around but this is factual, reliable, and accurate information.

Tara Louise Chika: My comment is blocked lol

Tara Louise Chika: Angel Waugh abc
Aaron Puckett
Josh Lankford Russian bots!? Seriously!? Listen to yourself! Lol

Cindy Cardenas
Shavon Williams these are regarding the same "reports" being used by this thread.

Nicole Hlavac
Sophia Gwynne Murray It's literally a government site called VAERS (vaccine adverse event reporting system) you can go straight to it just google it or the CDC site literally has a link to it on their site and/or just search for VAERS on it and it'll have the link. I get there is a lot of false information going around but this is factual, reliable, and accurate information.

Rachel White
Josh Lankford https://undercurrents723949620.wordpress.com/2021/05/13/why-were-not-hearing-about-covid-vaccine-side-effects/

Steve Kloepfel
Dillon Quinn Radish I choose not to believe every claim on the internet. I ask medical officials I know personally what they see and treat. Of the several Healthcare workers I know personally I have not heard of a single death from vaccination complications. That is what I know, from people I know and trust.
I can not see what does not exist in my scope. I will not pretend I have access to credible information that I do not.
As I stated... of all the people I know,
Joseph Nelson
Rachel Johnson

That is the medical science of it. If they died 10 days after their second shot, it is likely they had Covid before their second shot, meaning that indeed they were not fully vaccinated.

Most of the data I have read talking about breakthrough cases, cases in those having received at least on dose, have included those that have had one dose. Last data I saw was just over 14,000. Out of 176,000,000. Pretty good odds considering that many of those got Covid before their second dose, and 93% of people suffering and dying in AZ hospitals are unvaccinated.

At what point will people stop being blinded by their own pride and start to see the simple mathematical truth of the efficacy of the vaccines?

Dillon Quinn Radish
TJ Pranger I know 6 people personally it put in ICU and one passed away

Dariusz Zaoceaniczny
Adam Lee Marcus

Angel Waugh
Angie Jones Data's Accurate

Shavon Williams
These geniuses claiming anyone with a pre-existing condition CAN'T die of Covid, but all the same people with pre-existing conditions HAD TO have died of the vaccine.
Shavon Williams
These geniuses claiming anyone with a pre-existing condition CAN'T die of Covid, but all the same people with pre-existing conditions HAD TO have died of the vaccine.

Matthew Hubbard
Josh Lankford bet you still believe Trump was a Russian asset too. Moron

Shavon Williams
Angel Waugh These geniuses claiming anyone with a pre-existing condition CAN'T die of Covid, but all the same people with pre-existing conditions HAD TO have died of the vaccine.

Rachel Phelps
Josh Lankford, There all hospitals full of people who have complications from the vaccine. The vaccine and its ingredients have been changing this entire time, depending on what lot # they inject in you . Do you really think they are going to say that people are in the hospital with internal bleeding, heart attacks, strokes, etc are there because of the vaccine? Natural immunity is the way to go.

Angel Waugh
Angie Jones Ignorance is Bliss isn't it Hun

Shavon Williams
These infectious disease experts in here claiming anyone with a pre-existing condition CAN'T die of Covid, but all the same people with pre-existing conditions HAD TO have died of the vaccine.

Tom Reid
Sean Bale millions World wide
Jennifer Vicars
Start boycotting these places! Boycott Walmart! Give your business to those who aren’t caving to this draconian pressure! Write them letters telling them you will no longer give them your business!

Shavon Williams
Amy Heffernan Webb so what pre-existing conditions did they have? Or are you going to say they were 35 years old, 140 lbs and never sick a day in their lives?

Kyera Monique
Jennifer Vicars that's crazy

Angel Waugh
Shavon Williams In Australia The Majority of deaths weren't even This year, nor with the 'Delta Variant.

Already More deaths From the Vaccine here than from Covid this year.

Joseph Nelson
Cindy Cardenas

It is amazing how gullible people are to twisted data. This is a good article. Thanks for sharing!
Lindsey Laasch
Adam Lee Marcus yes, I'd love to hear them. Seeing as I'm a respiratory therapist in a hospital full of covid and haven't seen one person die painfully from the vaccine (or anyone die at all that had the vaccine). But you seem to know multiple so I'd love to hear what you have to say. So far I haven't seen you respond to anyone with any of those stories.
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Shavon Williams
Shawn Zanganeh People don't have reactions like that 5 DAYS LATER. They either react within 15 minutes or not at all. Correlation does NOT equal causation.
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Angel Waugh
Shavon Williams Vaccine ain't the same as the virus that's why.
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Nicole Hlavac
So y'all are laughing because the CDC is only a reliable and trusted source on matters of COVID when it fits your agenda but not when it justifies why people are questionable about getting the vaccine? Talk about hypocrites and I'd call you brainwashed but that would require having a brain to think with to begin with. Keep making your decisions off “how you feel” and how they tell you to feel about things, that's your right and choice but I'll make my own choices off the reality and facts in front of me. Don't need the government to make decisions for me. So quit trying to silence the people and take the freedom and rights away because you are so easily manipulated and bought.
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Shavon Williams
Ellen Marston Thurlow
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Maureen Bolda
Lindsey Laasch the hospitals are not "full" stop
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Zach Paul
Nicky Castro that's what we are saying anyways. Get it or don't get it. Deal with the results. I trust my immune system. Plus all 8 of my close family have had covid and all fine. Recovered after 2 weeks. I should get a strong immunity card. My choice shouldn't affect yours. Some people have reactions and some don't. The justification isn't needed to make the “correct” choice. It should just always remain a choice.
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Shavon Williams

Donna Jean And THAT'S why we can't finish up with this crap.

Sarah Silveira

Shavon Williams that is not true. If the antibodies take weeks to build, if a cytokine storm causes the trouble, it would not be in 15 min...that would be an allergic reaction to an ingredient

Sara L Kinney

Josh Lankford there are thousands of reports of it doing serious damage to a healthy person or worse.. and why do i have to show you unless your too lazy to do the research yourself don't have to prove Nything to you a non beleiver.. all you need to know is I have done the research I have seen the videos of people seriously injured or worse and I have read and watched videos of the doctors coming out with the truth.. and the hospitals aren't over run cause it will take 2 to 3 yrs before everyone who has taken the vaccine to die.. and the ones who hVe already died either died instantly or died within months..of taking the 2nd dose and now they are saying yall need boosters..lol.. wake up people.. if the jab really works you wouldn't need a booster 6mints after 6montha after 6months.. get real

Shavon Williams

Dillon Quinn Radish source? And not just "reported" deaths. I

Joe Roy

Josh Lankford the cdc has on their site that 15000 ppl have already died from the vaccine lol, so what research did you do? I assume none

Zach Paul

Adam Lee Marcus and Nicky Castro that's what we are saying anyways. Get it or don't get it. Deal with the results. I trust my immune system. Plus all 8 of my close family have had covid and all fine. Recovered after 2 weeks. I should get a strong immunity card. My choice shouldn't affect yours. Some people have reactions and some don't. The justification isn't needed to make the “correct” choice. It should just always remain a choice.
Kathryn Darla Cazares
Dariusz Zaoceneiczny

Nicole Hlavac
Shavon Williams with that logic means that they could just say every death and symptom every individual has in related to covid, so good one

Steve Kloepfel
Dillon Quinn Radish I seek truth, if I had credible sources telling me of vaccination caused deaths or hospitalizations, I would certainly share my friends circumstances. I generally do not trust big pharma... so... it's not like I'm promoting anything. Just sharing my honest perspective.

Chelsea Hamilton
Maureen Bolda bro how are you gonna tell someone who works at a hospital that "hospitals aren't full" ?? you're just naive and plain disrespectful. open your eyes Maureen people are dying

Chelle Williams
Shavon Williams I don't trust their data. It's been jacked up from the beginning and will never portray the accuracy of what is actually going on.

Jared Larson
Adam Lee Marcus no you dont

Angel Waugh
Shavon Williams I could die from the Flu, so could you.. I could die from many natural viruses & I'd rather die naturally than have long term debilitating affects or die from having an unthoroughly tested vaccine (first time using this technology) that was forced upon me.
Marika Massie
I stopped going to a Walmart over a year ago when the adopted draconian measures.... that store sucks anyway.... they'll go bankrupt here real soon.

Rachel Miller
**Lindsey Laasch** you mean low staff not full hospitals.... Low staff due to previous staff refusing the vaccine.... One of my friends cousins died from the vaccine right after she got the 2nd one.

Marika Massie
I stopped going to a Walmart over a year ago when the adopted draconian measures.... that store sucks anyway.... they'll go bankrupt here real soon.

Ramon Monty Navarro
**Angel Waugh** just out of interest, where are years 2010 to 2020?

Marika Massie
I stopped going to a Walmart over a year ago when the adopted draconian measures.... that store sucks anyway.... they'll go bankrupt here real soon.

Katrina Stone
**Josh Lankford** the vaccines are injuring & killing people in Australia also. What research have you done to say they absolutely do not ???

Jared Larson
**Jennifer Vicars** Walmart's still gonna do just fine without your money.... Also this is fake news. Have fun with that
Monika Pysnakova Sessions

Drew Salem
Lindsey Laasch | then do your job and research.
https://openvaers.com/covid-data/covid-reports

Monika Pysnakova Sessions

Monica Hames Gunter
Lindsey Laasch | Maybe we should stop judging nurses who are making a medical choice for themselves and allow them the freedom to do so, so our nursing shortage won't get worse than it already is!!! That definitely isn't helping with the bed shortage!

Dillon Quinn Radish
Tom Reid | yes but do you them and the cdc already admitted that merely 6 percent of people who died WITH covid was actually FROM covid

Rob Childress
Lindsey Laasch | are you saying just because you haven't seen anyone die from civid after being vaccinated it just doesn't happen?
The document cites data showing that “The rate of vaccinated individuals among individuals with verified COVID cases is close to and even identical to their relative
proportion in the population even when sorted by age group, and even though the regulations of the Ministry of Health encourage a large number of tests among the unvaccinated.”

The second false assumption, that the unvaccinated infect others more easily than the vaccinated. Data from the CDC, Public Health England, and other studies demonstrate that once infected, the viral load is similar in both the vaccinated and unvaccinated.

Since viral load is the most significant factor in the ability to infect others, both vaccinated and unvaccinated pose a similar risk to pass the virus to others.

The third false assumption is that asymptomatic transmission is common. The paper states “Studies show that the rate of transmission of asymptomatic persons is 20 times lower than that of symptomatic patients (who are tested and isolated anyway, regardless of their vaccination status), so that the likelihood of an asymptomatic healthy person who does not know that they carry the virus to infect another person is significantly lower than 1%”

The paper also points out that high vaccinated countries such as Iceland are also experiencing a new wave of COVID despite their very high (80% – 90%).

“Therefore, unvaccinated persons are not what causes the pandemic to continue, nor do they endanger the vaccinated in that aspect. In fact, it seems that the hope of eradicating COVID by achieving “herd immunity” through vaccination of a high-enough percentage of the population has been proven to be unrealistic.”

Putting the burden on the healthcare system from the unvaccinated into perspective, In Israel, about 3% of the hospital beds are for COVID patients. At the time of writing, about 30% of them were occupied by unvaccinated people.

Notwithstanding the lack of scientific basis, politicians, health officials, and many in the media continue to blame the unvaccinated for the latest rise of COVID. This raises a number of ethical issues that the council addressed in their paper.

These attacks on individuals’ choice not to take a medical intervention is a slippery slope. Whether it’s someone who has lung disease and continues to smoke, or a heart attack survivor who refuses to alter their diet, or, not to mention some 80% of people who don’t take the vaccine to prevent the seasonal flu.

“The mission of the healthcare system is to serve the public, and it must not exercise any consideration that would restrict individual liberty.”

Health decisions should be made freely, otherwise, there will be a loss of trust between patients and healthcare providers: “Public-health policy is effective only when it is based on education and dialogue. Aggressive discourse might result in the loss of trust of significant sectors of the public, and lead to lowering the rates of other routine vaccinations that are of crucial importance.”

Blaming the unvaccinated could “foster the illusion that vaccination protects against contagion” and can result in vaccinated people thinking they are more secure than they really are.

In concluding their position, the Council writes “In a democracy, in whose core are human dignity and human rights, there is no room for calls and incitement of this kind.
The right of society to protection prevails over the right of the individual to freedom only when there is a real danger (as is done in the case of violent psychotic patients, or in the very different case of prisoners). It is wrong to restrict a person’s liberty due to a remote potential risk


Lindsey Laasch

Maureen Bolda tell that to the people in the ER for days waiting on a bed because we have no where to put them. We do not have an empty icu room. I could tell everyone that doesn’t work in a hospital saying they aren’t full to stop as well.

Nicole Hlavac

Robert Gagnon

Zach Paul thats what im saying. I have an awesome immune system and trust it more then anything. My daughter is the same way. I havent Been sick in YEARS. Not even a cold. So until that fails me, I will NOT be getting any such vax.

Brenda Williams

Lindsey Laasch Indiana covid dashboard says otherwise. There are deaths for vaccinated but not as many as unvaccinated.
Terri Ann Williams
Adam Lee Marcus lol...no you don’t.

Chris Ann
Chelsea Hamilton well sorry but stuff coming out of hospitals right now is not honest. If you die in the 14 days AFTER your second shot you are considered unvaccinated per the cdc. What a load of bull. Nice cover up.

Suzanne Best
Shana Michelle Arkin-Williams how do you know his family spread it?

Chelsea Hamilton
Samantha Rivera yes they’re short staffed AND every bed is full. people are being turned away and dying because of it. it’s a nightmare and worse than before.

Lindsey Laasch
Brenda Williams I’m not in Indiana . I’m speaking on what MY EYES have seen. Not for anyone else. Which is exactly why I asked for the stories

Veronica Buzzanca
Meg Zudycki ok.... you just keep those blinders on & listening to MSM so you don't have to see/hear or believe the truth...sad way to live. I will pray for you

Mike Schmitt
Brenda Williams - are you seriously conflating "covid deaths in the vaccinated" with "deaths due to the vaccine"?
Angel Waugh

Nicole Hlavac
All you saying this information is skewed, a lie, or invalid correlations than what the heck do you think that means about all the statistics they're spewing about covid in general?!? You can't have it both ways either they're both fact or both lies so either way doesn't support your cause.

Scott Titus
Nicole Hlavac science!

Lindsey Laasch
Rob Childress I’m not saying it doesn’t happen. Read my post again. I said I haven’t seen it so I’d love to hear the stories

Mahalia Fuentes
Terri Ann Williams, how would you know? People that I know have passed away after the shot. I wish I could see you.

Firehorse Incarnata
Adam Lee Marcus https://t.me/covidvaccineinjuries

Covid Vaccine Injuries

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Lindsey Laasch  
**Monica Hames Gunter** you are putting words in my mouth. I made no judgement towards any nurse. I work with nurses that I respect very much that have chosen not to get it. I asked for the stories because like I said, I haven’t seen it happen.

Scott Titus  
**Shana Michelle Arkin-Williams** well you bought into the BS that told you to get the vaccine

Rachel Williams  
**Dariusz Zaocaneiczny** 1 in 8 pregnancies end in miscarriage… vaccinated or not there is still a chance a woman will have one.

Angelia Eves Thompson  
**Adam Lee Marcus** please share . What did the individuals die of after being vaccinated?

Jeremy Frew  
**Adam Lee Marcus** I’d say the CDC would. Though, I doubt that you’ve taken that step.

Lindsey Laasch  
**Drew Salem** how is that me not doing my job? And why would I need to do research when, like I said, I haven’t seen it with my eyes. Was asking to hear the stories of someone who had.

Rachel Thomas  
**Adam Lee Marcus** yes, this! These are the stories they need to be telling.
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I bet you do!!!

I bet you do!!!

I bet you do!!!

Stories mean nothing without hard evidence. So please keep up the logical fallacies all day long. It won't change anyone's mind.

for many many years now you have been required to be vaccinated against highly transmissible and deadly diseases/illnesses to work in any medical setting. covid has killed nearly 5 million people in less than two years. would you want a nurse to spread chicken pox or polio to you when your immune system is already compromised? don't think so.

so right—that's just blatantly false. But cool tactic.
Nick Parker
THs makes a lot of sense. As you get a higher percent of the population vaccinated, of course you’re going to see a higher percent of cases from vaccinated people. The vaccine is not 100% effective. It's largely effective and also keeps most people out of the hospital.

Imagine if the vaccine is 80% effective, and 100% of people are vaccinated. What percent of the cases would be for vaccinated?

Mahalia Fuentes
Josh Lankford, you're uneducated on it and speaking about it. Great combo.

Marc Henze
Death after vaccination doesn't mean the vaccine is the fatality reason, right? Even when, you should set this in relation to the covid fatalities in the US ... 44,1 million infections and 660000 fatalities..

Nicole Hlavac
Scott Titus oh but you know science is only valid if it supports the agenda and propaganda.

Gavin Burton
Adam Lee Marcus stories from an unreliable source aren't facts buddy

Cheryl Dee
Adam Lee Marcus naw, doesn't follow the narrative. Not to mention those who got the jab and miscarried or had other adverse reactions to this experimental vax.

Oscar Cortez
Angel Waugh invest in child sized coffins

Angel Waugh
Lindsey Laasch Your a respiratory therapist , I wouldn't imagine you would be In the ER?
Patch Adams
Nick Parker 95% of the people on earth have NOT died from Covid or Covid related illness. Time to calm down.

Missy Lynn McCauley
Adam Lee Marcus Please post info. I lost my Mom from the 2nd dose of Pfizer

Lindy Bee
Nick Parker

Lindsey Laasch
Angel Waugh we ALWAYS have a respiratory therapist assigned to the ER. What do you suggest we do when someone comes in needing intubated/on a vent or bipap, needing cpr, or needing breathing treatments? Why on earth would there not be a respiratory therapist in the ER?

Christina Harrison-Garcia
Adam Lee Marcus same! I watched it!

Eddie Caine
Missy Lynn McCauley my condolences

Becky LaPlante
Nicole Hlavac can you tell me where you found these stats? I would really like to look at this information further. Thank you for sharing!!
Angie Miesner Blake
Adam Lee Marcus  Our prayers are with you and your family. My husband and I have an alternative news channel called VLTV. YT deleted our channel twice with over 75k subs, and GoDaddy deleted our blog without notice, as well, because we do not bow to the leftist agenda. Instead, we tell truth, like what people are saying here. We would love for you to come on our show and tell your story to warn people and help us get the truth out there about this vaccine.

PLEASE DM ME! IF FB does give me a notification of a reply, they won’t show me where the reply is and in a thread this big, it’s impossible for me to see your response. Send a friend request, or just DM, I answer DM’s from people I am not friends with, too.

You can find us on Bitchute and on Roku as VLTV. We have interviewed many whistle blowers - John McAfee, Bill Binney, Robert David Steele, Sherry Peel Jackson, Cynthia McKinney, Del Bigtree, Dr. Judy Mikovits, Dr. Richard Bartlett, Dr. Carrie Madej, and many many others.

Jerry Banman
Adam Lee Marcus

Colleen Nelson Coffey
Missy Lynn McCauley I lost my Dad less than a week after his 2nd fizer jab.

Mark Stufflebeam
Adam Lee Marcus tell them anyway many don't believe it
Nicole Hlavac

Marc Henze so 1.51% of infections lead to death? Yeah the numbers sound scarier your way which is why they do it, instead of the actual % and the same could be said for covid related death numbers, if you have it or had it, automatically it’s a covid related death? A lot of deaths aren’t even from covid specifically but more so the secondary infections and conditions it weakens you to be more at risk for. A large % of severe and/or death cases are related to immunocompromised including smokers, diabetics, over 50yo individuals who are higher risk for everything. I just find it interesting that everything nowadays is covid related like the flu, anxiety, stress, depression, sinus infections and allergies, etc doesn’t exist anymore when all the signs and symptoms for covid are some of the most common generic symptoms for a wide array of common alternative etiologies.

Jennifer Elmore

Gavin Burton Like the msm! 3

Donna Jean

Angie Miesner Blake web link? 1

David Bennett

and the hundreds of thousands of FLU deaths disappeared in the U.S. 22

Tegdirb Neirbo

Adam Lee Marcus I am very curious to hear those stories. Link(s)? 2

Jacob Dimick

Adam Lee Marcus I will do the story! I am not a journalist- just a pissed off American veteran.

If interested in sharing your story or just being included in the data I compile on vaccine injury and death please IM me or email me at jdimi34@yahoo.com

Once I compile the data and put the anecdotal stories together I will share it first with a reporter I trust and also on every form of social media available until it gets picked up by one of the news outlets.

Edited: I’ll reach out to those I see in the comments section to get me started if I don’t hear from you directly. Thanks

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
Jacob Dimick
Missy I will do the story! I am not a journalist- just a pissed off American veteran.

If interested in sharing your story or just being included in the data I compile on vaccine injury and death please IM me or email me at jdimi34@yahoo.com

Once I compile the data and put the anecdotal stories together I will share it first with a reporter I trust and also on every form of social media available until it gets picked up by one of the news outlets.

Edited: I'll reach out to those I see in the comments section to get me started if I don't hear from you directly. Thanks

Shannon Morgan
Donna Jean touch her name at the beginning of her comment. It takes you to her FB page and under her photo is the web link.

Rachelle Tinsley
Adam Lee Marcus yes.

Sandra Santiago
Adam Lee Marcus http://chng.it/chcRMtFW

Sign the Petition
change.org

Samo Banano
Monica Hames Gunter correct me if I'm wrong but isn't get the vaccine or be tested weekly?

Amy Heffernan Webb
Shavon Williams actually, one was a totally healthy female athlete in her 40’s. And does it matter? I thought “one death was too many?”

Sandy Schnoeker Hostetler Clasen
Adam Lee Marcus Yep. Link me in.
Mike Schmitt
Chris Ann the fact that you have no idea what these numbers actually mean is NOT evidence of a "cover up", SMDH...

Chris Antash
Angie Miesner Blake alot of that going around...

Brooke Reed
Gavin Burton define "reliable source." None of the media outlets qualify at this point. We literally have information being controlled and exercising freedom of speech apparently puts Americans on the same platform as terrorists. It's scary.

Brooke Reed
Jim Stevens hard evidence is hard to produce when "stories" are excluded from the narrative.

Kyle Edwards
Mahalia Fuentes I personally think this is all anecdotal. People have all had different run ins with covid and the vaccine. Like me personally all of my friends and family have the vaccine and none of them have had any issues at all. I knew a few people who died from covid and I know a lot of people who have had it and almost killed them. That's my circle. I'm sure for you it's different. Everyone will have different stories when it comes to this stuff.

Angie Miesner Blake
I see the bots and trolls are out today

Nicole Hlavac
Becky LaPlante the vaccine related ones are from the VAERS (vaccine adverse events reporting system) site, and the % I gave was based off the numbers from Marc's post but are close enough to the average numbers you find reported most places.

Kelly Anglin Hart
Gavin Burton this post literally just asked for unverified "Do you know someone who was vaxxed and died"? To write a slanted article. I didn't see them ask all the people who got Covid and are fine, if they got it twice, or think they need the vaccine.
Robyn Wolph

**Adam Lee Marcus** Nope. People don't die from the vaccine. They die due to underlying issues. I took the vaccine and I'm alive. You're being reported for false information. The vaccine works.

Nhlah Shangase

**Jacob Dimick** pls mail me too. shangano19@gmail.com

Claudia Kunis

**Adam Lee Marcus** I do

Brooke Reed

**Nick Parker** while you are right about more cases in the vaccinated as more get vaccinated, this is black and white data. Percentage of cases amongst vaccinated should be lower than percentage vaccinated if you are touting efficacy of the V.

Rob Teal

**Robyn Wolph** even the CDC website has over 5,000 deaths from the vaccine. That's reported not actual. Actual numbers are sure to be higher. Do some homework first.

Lindsey Laasch

Drew Salem did you even read some of those? Some literally say “vaccine failure” because the person got covid. Well we knew you could still get covid. I even saw a report because the patient failed to go get the second dose…. Come on. Not all of these are legitimate. There’s hardly any history or any information provided about any of these. Very hard to believe some of these with nothing to back them up. Or reported just because they had a positive covid test. Or death from general malaise, but no autopsy performed so we’re just going to call it the vaccine?
Kimberley Zampella Schulman
Robyn Wolph nice try except people have a do. Try researching for a change  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Ohmer Baker
Adam Lee Marcus does commenting on these posts help to get you more followers?  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Genelle Tracy Spence
Jim Stevens
https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kimberley Zampella Schulman
Robyn Wolph try research instead of playing games  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jess Arrigo
Angelia Eves Thompson this is a friend of my family  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sara Lawrenson Fiedler
Nick Parker The only problem is is that it is not 80% effective they are saying 60% effective at reducing symptoms and that percentage seems to dwindle more and more daily!  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Carol Marie
You’d have to post a medical death report for me to believe you. Anybody can tell a story or make up a story. It’s all subjective storytelling.  
12 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Jennifer Rurka
Rob Teal I’m pretty sure that it’s close to 10,000 deaths reported now.

Genelle Tracy Spence
Jim Stevens all the truth is getting blocked.
I can't even post this link without breaking it up.
www.c19 vax reactions.com

Shawn Spears
Robyn Wolph ummm… ok.. go to the CDC website called VAERS and it will tell you the thousands that have died from the vaccine and the hundreds of thousands with adverse health effects. I seriously hope you were being sarcastic with that remark? Otherwise. Wheewww…

Lisa Marie
Adam Lee Marcus sad how many have died from the vaccine......or fallen very ill I know of many x

Genelle Tracy Spence
Follow Shawn Vidiella her story is on her timeline. She needs prayers.

Nick Parker
That is not percent of people infected that are vaccinated vs those that arent. That is the percent of the population vaccinated vs percent of cases that are vaccinated.

Angie Miesner Blake
Truthey Seekers I am sorry for this and his family is in our prayers. Bren, on the other hand is either a troll or a bot.

Julie Zale
Shawn Spears anyone can put anything they want on VAERS. It's not accurate. I could go and put I grew an extra arm and people would believe it.
Angie Miesner Blake

**Whitney Pedigo Reeves** They don't even deny it is an experimental mRNA. That is why ins will not cover side effects. That is why big pharma takes no responsibility. Geez. Are you people too stupid or too lazy to do a little bit of real research rather than pulling fake articles and regurgitating CNN?

Kelley DeTrolio

**Steve Kloepfel** it's literally a listed possible side effect. As it is with many medications . Just because it doesn't happen to you doesn't mean it doesn't and can't or won't happen to someone else.

Angie Miesner Blake

**Christy Kröhne** how much are they paying you to troll? You are a truly sick bot

John Kim

**Shawn Spears** You guys may want to learn how VAERS works. The #’s are just reported #’s from random people and are not official (even the CDC says so there) and are way more likely to be a correlation than a causation. There are actual official death #’s directly linked to the vaccines and the last I checked (mid August), the CDC said 3 deaths were official.

Angie Miesner Blake

**Jennifer Rurka** it's over 14,000 as of Sept 3rd in the US alone.

Greg J Van Dorn

**Adam Lee Marcus** doubt it

Pam Hairfield

**Jennifer Rurka** it's over 14,000 as of Sept 3rd in the US alone.
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Michaela Waite
Carol Marie biggest fairy story of all is co-vid and the 'cure' of a vaxc-ine.

Kregg Barnhart
Adam Lee Marcus Yes

Bear Colón
Sylwia Studniarek When was that and how are you now?

Shelby Nicole
Adam Lee Marcus EXACTLY. people make excuses like their lives don't matter. sorry that reality doesn't match their narrative.

Belinda Brönner
Robyn Wolph really?

Amanda Martinez
Carol Marie lol, so can the news, but you believe them! People get paid everyday to lie, yet you still believe them, why, because they have more credentials? Credentials doesn’t mean honesty!

Shawn Spears
John Kim sorry I don’t trust the CDC . If you do that’s your opinion

Chelsea B. Moore
Carol Marie facts

Amanda Martinez
Carol Marie lol, so can the news, but you believe them! People get paid everyday to lie, yet you still believe them, why, because they have more credentials? Credentials doesn’t mean honesty!
Shawn Spears
Pam Hairfield Don’t ya know a vaccine has never harmed anyone especially this brand new untested vaccine. So they have been told.

Robyn Wolph
I love blocking the delusional Trump supporter idiots. Anybody else?

Breanna Nutter
Carol Marie so what you believe nobody died from the vaccine but you believe all the numbers of people that died from covid

Carrie Perrell
Carol Marie It’s always folks like you with fake profiles and weird pictures in your feed. It’s always the same. Do you get paid to troll?

Tenli Green
Carol Marie https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRxhDKMu/

John Stokes on TikTok
tiktok.com

Stefan Mulder
Sylwia Studniarek ‘Bell’s Palsy’ is know to occur with these jabs..

I hope you recover! Stay strong!

Steven Kay
Breanna Nutter Here is a better one. Last year, 30,000,000 flu cases. This year, 2600. Hmmm, lets sit in our thinking chair and put on our thinking cap.. hmmm
Pam Hairfield

Shawn Spears these people have no inkling or the intelligence to research. They just repeat what they are told, like good little indoctrinated followers!

Shawn Spears

Steven Kay People like that are incapable of thinking

Kevin Whitfield

Adam Lee Marcus

Generally speaking, I try to take the medical opinion of people who have chosen the best representation of themselves to be a photo holding a banjo in front of an American flag with a grain of salt.

Sylwia Studniarek

Bear Colón I had my 2nd dose in June. I was fine after 2-3 days, thank you. It was just a bizzare experience, doctors didn't really want to hear about the vaccine when I went to get myself checked

Jane Hogeland

Carol Marie then they need to post the death report for the Covid deaths proving it was Covid and not something else

Destiny Wheeler

Robyn Wolph you probably think the government also has our best interest at heart too

Shawn Harlan

Carol Marie see the til tok above. He's a real kid that matters too!

Shawn Harlan

Robyn Wolph bs
Brian Caissie
Brooke Reed  Yep, why would media and fakebook be hiding these stories of injuy? think about it.

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Chris Bell
Kevin Whitfield

Yeah, because knowing how to play a musical instrument and being patriotic means he can’t possibly possess any medical knowledge!

I guess when you have no valid argument just make a pathetic attempt to insult them because of the instrument they’re using.

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Staci Theaccidentalinfluencer Braziel
Kevin Whitfield  medical opinion or FACTS?  

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Shavon Williams
Pam Hairfield  How many dead from Covid??  

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Shavon Williams
Rob Teal  LIE

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Patricia Byrnes Lyman

Conservative radio host who spurned...

msn.com

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Ricardo Yevgeniy van Wyk
Pam Hairfield  Google research?  I’m into scientific research, you know, the peer-reviewed type.

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Vanessa Humphries
Well said, Chris Bell!

Carol Rauschenberger
Adam Lee Marcus that wouldn't fit the agenda!

Crystal Rose
Adam Lee Marcus yes!!!!! I do

Loretta Wagner
William Sarver they have been reported completely on the vaers website

Crystal Rose
Adam Lee Marcus I do

Dawn Wojick
Robyn Wolph because everyone is just like you??? Please!!! Get over yourself!!!

Lisa Marie
Stay safe have the jab.....jab for work, jab so u don't need to isolate, jab so you don't pass on, jab for a holiday, jab for the passport, jab do you can hug your friends and family.....jab so you get to your coffin faster guys stay safe 2metres

Crystal Rose
Chris Bell people are pathetic!!

Loretta Wagner
Barbara Jean Dickerson Treat meaning if someone doesn't want to get the DNA vaccine they are narsisst? I've had covid my own immunity says I don't need a vaccine.
Amanda Martinez
Carol Marie… they keep deleting my post so I’m going to keep posting it!!

lol, so can the news, but you believe them! People get paid everyday to lie, yet you still believe them, why, because they have more credentials? Credentials doesn’t mean honesty!

Kelly Kellams
Kevin Whitfield he wasn’t giving a medical opinion though. And the article wasn’t asking for a medical opinion either. But go on trying to be insulting because that has done wonders for everyone.

Amanda Martinez
Carol Marie… they keep deleting my post so I’m going to keep posting it!!

lol, so can the news, but you believe them! People get paid everyday to lie, yet you still believe them, why, because they have more credentials? Credentials doesn’t mean honesty!

Nunu Beradze
Shawn Spears Neither WHO!

David Minor
Lisa Marie

media.tenor.co
media.tenor.co

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_
Jason Gomes

Taryn Sipperly
Angel Waugh This is fake. I would with an Israel based company. Their reports don't even come out in english and also look very different. Have a peek. https://datadashboard.health.gov.il/COVID-19/general

Lori Bailey
Adam Lee Marcus of course they don't.
Kevin Whitfield
Chris Bell
Oh I'm sorry I guess I'll give a “valid argument” too.

The global network of epidemiologists, immunologists, virologists, medical scientists, medical researchers, and PhD-holding experts in every discipline of science related to vaccine development all recommend the COVID-19 vaccine is safe, effective, and our best path forward.

But Adam from facebook, yeah. Let's listen to him.

Kandee Smith
Patricia Byrnes Lyman look at how overweight he is.

Barb Evans
Nicole Hlavac

Angel Waugh
https://www.facebook.com/111154553802303/posts/382076833376739/

Michelle Bowles
Kevin Whitfield there is something wrong with the American flag and a banjo? Our flag shouldn't be offensive to Americans, and it takes quite a bit of talent and skill to play a banjo, just so you know.

Scott Mays
Adam Lee Marcus -- Sure, any doctors and/or nurses that work in the ICU that can confirm that more people are dying from the vaccine than Covid-19? How about where a doctor or a nurse that personally knows of a vaccinated person dying primarily from the vaccine instead of Covid-19?

Patricia Nelson
Jacob Dimick And please assist them all to report to VAERS.
Richie Zednem

Adam Lee Marcus I'm a reporter with NBC. If family members of those people are willing to speak on the record, we would absolutely be interested in those stories.

Jennifer Lynn

Adam Lee Marcus Dil Kelly wants to know about them.

Steve Kloepfel

Kelley DeTrollo deaths by COVID vaccinations are less likely than being struck by lightning. Yet in this comment thread people are claiming they know multiple people that died from the vaccinations.

Statistically people die at a similar rate of random natural causes as the rate of those who have been vaccinated.

Yes... rare cases of vaccination deaths occur. Yes 97% of all hospitalizations are unvaccinated patients currently.

Take it or don't.... perpetuate the overload of hospitalizations if you feel that's your right.

Less than 0.0019% of vaccinated patients have died within 1 year of vaccinations. This includes patients who are 90 years old and died 1 year after vaccination.

You're promoting vaccine fear, yet ignoring 97% of all current hospitalizations and nearly all current COVID deaths are unvaccinated patients.

Have a nice day, and good luck to you and your family through this endemic.

We'll all have to be exposed to the Virus at some point, whether we're vaccinated or not.

Vero Delgado

Jason Gomes stupid and nuts.

Dimitry Rubakov

Rob Teal no it doesn't, all it says is 5,000 people died who took the vaccine. If I would fall of the roof and died I would of been included in that data.

Ryan Banner

Richie Zednem you should look at hospitals moving covid patients with regular patients to use the covid floor for illegals. Happen in San Antonio.
Gregory Schwiesow

Adam Lee Marcus You are lying.

Richie Zednem

Ryan if you give me the name of the hospital i can check to see if that's true, though i don't know what that has to do with vaccine side effects.

Jeff Gordon

Adam Lee Marcus wow...you know all 3

Leo Remant

Adam Lee Marcus

Jennifer St.Clair

Gregory Schwiesow I know 2 people who died from the vaccine! Who the hell do you think you are?

Ryan Banner

Richie Zednem Pm you

Jon Lewis

Gregory Schwiesow wow.you sound like a nice person.

Lyubov CarLover

Jerry Banman Bree Cruz
Jason Kimball

Adam Lee Marcus Please ask anyone you know suffering an adverse reaction to join our group and post about anything that has helped with vaccine reactions. https://www.facebook.com/groups/504172294142967

Covid-19 Vaccine Adverse Reactions and...

Nicole Hlavac

Nick Parker well based on the CDC numbers (120.2 million infected and 767,000 deaths) when 0.63% of total covid infections lead to death and the total number of covid related vaccine deaths is higher in less than 1 year than all other vaccine related deaths from 1990-current (6,296), I think I'll take my chances and trust my own immune system and take precautions when and where appropriate.

Jason Kimball

Richie Zednem The real story, which your editors will never approve, is hospitals intubating patients illegally and as a first line of treatment all over the US. I have first hand experience with this happening at Tampa General Hospital one of the top transplant centers in the nation.
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Tanya Marie Lea
Robyn Wolph People have died from this vaccine more than all others combined.

Lisa Engelhardt
Stefan Mulder I know 4 people that got Bell's Palsy from the vaccine. Took 4 months for them to recover. Not worth it.

Richie Zednem
Jason not sure if you've ever worked in media, but our editors are extremely interested in those stories, sadly when we follow up on most of them they turn out to be false. But i will look into the one you tagged, what exactly are you claiming they're doing wrong?

Ellen Rigali
James C. Patterson Put your head back in the sand!

Kylie Kalscheuer-Schwartz
Carrrie Perrell Coral is actually my family member. She’s not paid to troll. She’s real. & she stand behind this stupid vaccine along with other stupid bs.

Jonathan Clark
Richie Zednem good to hear a reporter looking for truth. Where were you when New York doctor and nurses went public on YouTube about what was happening in their hospitals during the height of the influx of Covid patients?https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=5137785159581784&id=100000510533105

Jon Lewis
Jennifer St.Clair an a/whole thats what he is.
Kylie Kalscheuer-Schwartz

Carrie Perrell Coral is actually my family member. She’s not paid to troll. She’s real. & she stand behind this stupid vaccine along with other stupid bs.

11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nick Parker

Nicole Hlavac That is absolutely false that there have been 6k deaths from covid vaccines. Physicians are required to report *any* deaths after vaccination regardless of the cause. Look it up on VAERS

11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Richie Zednem

Jonathan always looking for the truth no matter which side is correct! sadly some of those youtube NYC people were wearing chef's jackets in their videos and claiming to be nurses and doctors.. but what exactly are you saying i missed?

11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kevin Whitfield

Gotta say. I agree on both accounts. It *shouldn’t* be offensive. And it does take a hell of a lot of skill to play banjo.

11 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jane Parrish

Rachel Franzen bit like the way used to diagnose Covid deaths so what's good for the goose is good for gander and the yellow card scheme Is actually what families fill in for adverse reactions and not the crap statistics of the government science so ho look at it

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Eli Levy

Tanya Marie Lea https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/dataguide.html

VAERS - Guide to Interpreting VAERS Data

vaers.hhs.gov

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Eli Levy
Shawn Spears have you taken into consideration how the data is collected?? This is on their website. https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/dataguide.html

VAERS - Guide to Interpreting VAERS Data
vaers.hhs.gov

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kera Black

Reports of Injuries, Deaths After COVID...
childrenshealthdefense.org

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

James McManus
Adam Lee Marcus Yes, post those medical records.

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Romance Douglas
Adam Lee Marcus yea me too man like 6 for sure right after that 2nd dose and didn’t wake up

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Eli Levy
Pam Hairfield have you taken into consideration how the data is collected?? This is on their website. https://vaers.hhs.gov/data/dataguide.html

VAERS - Guide to Interpreting VAERS Data
vaers.hhs.gov

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Debra Lynn
Kevin Whitfield sadly, you are mistaken and have omitted an important factor. The experts you list have all received their “guidance” from the FDA, who receives their guidance and information from CDC and NIH, NIH, you know the agency involved in the research of Covid-19 and gain of function! That’s who drives this bus, so please look up Christina Grady and how the system works! CDC FDA and NIH are all, I repeat ALL owned by big Pharma! Do some research instead of jumping in the mix to insult someone because they are displaying an American flag and play banjo! Seriously!

Chelsie Husvar
Richie Zednem there is absolutely tons to look into my grandpa died very shortly after the shoot hospital wheeling medical park it’s called wvu medical in wheeling or something now But he died of stroke caused by blood clot hospital wouldn’t even look into if it was caused by the shoot they flat out said it COULDN'T. EVER HAPPEN!!! Within a few weeks then the reports came out on the news abt the vaccine being linked to blot clots in women n blah blah blah hospital still said no it’s not true…I will say he had a heart condition forever my mom has one as well but now they wanna put that presidential law or w.e that companies with over 100 ppl have to to the vaccine what if it causes her dad to have a stroke that no one will look into if it was caused by the vaccine she has the same conditions then the gov. Just comes in n says idc if u die if u want ur job u need to take that chance how is this ok ???

Erin Pardee
Jennifer St.Clair some people are too blind to see the facts or hear anything logical, sadly. I am so sorry for your losses.

Jennifer Miller
Gregory Schwiesow You're saying that no one has died from the vaccine? And that there aren't terrible side effects? Even the pharmaceutical companies aren't claiming that.

Lewis Black
Adam Lee Marcus I've had one jab out of two and from my experience all i had was a numb arm, too many conspiracy theorists around these days.

Gemma Edwin
Adam Lee Marcus yep. Bring it on. People need to know.
Mc Mett
Mike Brody people can die from touching a peanut, but you want to be a smartass about someone dying from an experimental vaccine. Good job troll.

Heidi Neidig Urie
Adam Lee Marcus yesssss exactly !!!!!

Carol Westwood
Adam Lee Marcus that's horrible

Elka Kumar
Gregory Schwiesow

Cathy Ann Vandervort
Lewis Black Are you going to be naive enough to take another one?? And I am being nice when I say naive!!!

Eli Levy
Rob Teal you should really access credibility before you start copying other peoples papers.

Lauren Ashley
Lewis Black that may be your experience, but don't discredit other people’s experiences
Lisa Segally Koller

**Gregory Schwiesow** shut it. I love how you people come off calling others liars when it doesn’t fit your narrative. Sucks to be blind, and you’ll find out.

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kevin Whitfield

Yeah that’s fair. I was just pointing out the irony of someone THAT detached from the medical field disagreeing with consensus position of the overwhelming majority of experts on a subject.

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Gretchen Mullinax

**Adam Lee Marcus** yes! Give us those stories! I want to know. And I’m being serious because I’m in SC and they’ve not reported any here that I’ve heard. I’ve been vaccinated before anyone tries to attack me.

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Bailey Martin

**Megan Dushane** look at this comment

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Earline Frazier

**Adam Lee Marcus**

They have been telling Lies from day one .... The lied about how many have died from Covid .....Hospitals were getting money for a DX of Covid ....

They have been telling Lies about how many have been harmed and died from the Vaccines .....  

We have been Played from the beginning.....

The left want you to do as they SAY and Not as they Do ... wake up

10 hrs  Like  Reply  More
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Mc Mett
Mike Brody Wow FB, good to know it’s okay for someone to be a troll, but not okay to reply to the troll.

Kevin Whitfield
Debra Lynn no. The fda does not give guidance to epidemiologists. It’s the other way. I’m not mistaken. Scientists are highly incentivized to prove their colleagues wrong. You are demonstrably wrong about this.

Caleb Carr
Adam Lee Marcus no, you don't.

Mc Mett
Mike Brody sick burn bro! I need treatment from that burn now. I'll probably never recover. I wish I was from where you are from so I could come up with super intelligent Jr. High level burns like you.

Alex Cassandra
Cathy Ann Vandervort a lady I work with got the booster and is now hospitalized. Told me the first 2 didn't bother her so she took this one. Looked right at her and said, so you guys are just gonna keep taking this until it does do something? Yikes. Learn the hard way i guess

Angela Anagho
Lewis Black that's your experience. So if everyone doesn't react like you, it's a conspiracy. You are brainwashed and don't even know it.
Kevin Whitfield

Debra Lynn scientists don't make their suggestions based on what the FDA or CDC says. The FDA and CDC make their suggestions based on what the scientists say. And the scientists make their suggestions based on what the data points to.

You are not scientifically literate. I'm sorry?

10 hrs Like Reply More

Michell Vazquez

Adam Lee Marcus me too they are not interested in that

10 hrs Like Reply More

Elizabeth Key-Ryan

Connie J Nelson so sorry for your loss God Bless may she RIP

10 hrs Like Reply More

Michelle Kavanaugh Burke

Lewis Black give it a couple years. Might want to bookmark this post so you can return to it.

10 hrs Like Reply More

Titti Karma

Elka Kumar Who is this?

10 hrs Like Reply More

Dalila Hernandez Newhard

Lisa Marie

10 hrs Like Reply More

Mike Israel

Adam Lee Marcus nope

10 hrs Like Reply More
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Lewis Black

Angela Anagho I'm brainwashed because i had a jab, just listen to yourself

Lewis Black

Angela Anagho I'm brainwashed because i had a jab, just listen to yourself

Chris Jay

Nicole Hlavac

Nick Parker that's is from VAERS!!!
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Amanda Zaier
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Ellen Jardine
Elizabeth Ann Cotugno there are none of those stories...it's made up!

Jah Red

Yea, blame “the left” for all the Covid woes.

Mc Mett
Lewis Black oh, I didn’t realize every single human being in the world reacts the same to everything. So weird. So do you go into anaphylaxis when you touch a peanut, or eat shell fish?

Michelle Horton Rabun
Angel Waugh wow

Jane Marie
Jah Red 2020 was not red. Where have you been?

Bill Baskett
I also posted comments above about a friend had FIVE people, three relatives all go to same place within 24 -48 hours of each other. ALL were dead in a week

Lau Bee
Adam Lee Marcus i do!
 WXZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Debra Lynn
You REALLY should do some real research

Harvey Raven
Kevin Whitfield that's how it should work. The reality is the opposite. Do your own research.

Jacob Dodds
Elka Kumar when was this video?

Justin Cooper
Mc Mett I'd say you're already at least halfway there since the last time anyone used the word “burn” in that manner….was in Jr high.

Bee Legge
Adam anything is possible when you lie

Janice M. Lorenzetti
Robyn Wolph your alive. So are many others.......for now.

Nicole Hlavac
Btw this is the actual data from VAERS and FB wants to call it “partially false” because it’s doesn’t help the agenda to make everyone get vaccinated. Again from a government site that is reliable and had this happen on information from the CDC sites too, what hypocrites censoring when people speak truths they don’t want the masses to know about.
Janice M. Lorenzetti
Missy Lynn McCauley so sorry. Please get the word out.

Kevin Whitfield
Harvey Raven
Googling stuff and watching YouTube videos is not research.

My brother working on the moderna clinical research trials is research. My molecular biologist friend in atlanta does research. My other biologist friend who works at the CDC lab does research.

And they all agree about the vaccine and it's scope.

Stop calling your googling research. Jesus Christ.

Janice M. Lorenzetti
Colleen Nelson Coffey so sorry for your loss. Let people know everywhere.

Kevin Whitfield
Harvey Raven
I know it would be really helpful to your confirmation bias if this were controversial among scientists, but it super isn't.

Sallyanne West Graham
Elka Kumar Michelle Stacey Graham

Demi Allen
Janet Allen

Derek Adams
Adam Lee Marcus my gold fish died after it was vaccinated.

Kendra Weed
Mc Mett sometimes it's a connection issue. Or too many people posting at once
Nicole Hlavac
Wow they really won't let me delete or upload the original of this photo, that is not false information. when did FB decide to become a tyrant and take peoples freedom of speech away with such severe censorship such BS.

10 hrs Like Reply More

Crissie Kohues
Richie Zednem Shawn Vidiella

10 hrs Like Reply More

Crissie Kohues
Shawn Vidiella

10 hrs Like Reply More

Skhv IvanGalina
Adam Lee Marcus

10 hrs Like Reply More

Courtney Lynn
Adam Lee Marcus I'd love to hear those stories

10 hrs Like Reply More

Bill Baskett
Bee Legge What are lies? Those things taken on trust of the person telling that you never check and except or a bit of skepticism and research to find out the truth and then KNOW for sure the person is truthful or lying????

10 hrs Like Reply More

Ruaan Jooste
Adam Lee Marcus tell this story to the news too many people being censored

9 hrs Like Reply More

Donna Leffew
Adam Lee Marcus us too

9 hrs Like Reply More

Jani McNeill
Adam Lee Marcus yes

9 hrs Like Reply More
Nicole Hlavac
I'm glad to know that FB thinks the CDC and VAERS are liars and spreading false information. Idk who your fact checkers are but maybe they should actually do their jobs and not label every single thing that isn't get the vaccine today as false or “partially false”.

Elise Guidoux
Kevin Whitfield
And what to they all agree about? Safe and effective? Really?

Chris Brown
Adam Lee Marcus yes please do

Chris Brown
So you gonna tell us or nah?

Courtney Lynn
Scott Mays I'm a nurse and don't know anyone who has died or been hospitalized from the COVID vaccine lmao

Eli Dunning
John Kim You REALLY think there have only been 3?!?!? They expected hundreds from the results of their clinical studies.

If they are going to make pretend numbers, they should at least be. logical. Plus the fact that deaths dont get autopsies
Lewis Black
**Mc Mett** no you lot just over aggregate everything being dramatic

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Ari Marie
Yes. Do tell.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Kimberly Storey Rodgers
**Bill Baskett** oh my, I'm so sorry for your losses

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Joshua Posadas
**Adam Lee Marcus** Don't hold back, Billy. Give us the deets.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Kitchens
You played the "I'm being censored" card...while your comment is there. But yeah not dramatic at all...

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Todd Urbanavage
I know 3 people this year that have died and one was my dad and my father in law that had "sudden heart attacks" after 2 months of the second shot.....
Bill Baskett
Kimberly Storey Rodgers I did not know any of the people. They were family and friends of a FB friend of mine that lives in Louisiana. They are infuriated at the medical facilities for trying to cover up the deaths. I guess his family has money because they got two coroners from somewhere other than where the people died, attorneys and investigators to examine these deaths. Frank indicated to me that they were getting a lot of information to take to the state Supreme Court and beyond to try to expose what is going on.

Lucia Rushton
Adam Lee Marcus yes please and so sorry you’ve lost friends /family

Marshall Griffin
Adam Lee Marcus

Heather Carden
Chris Schein lol they even have a disclaimer on the site. Look for yourself.

Richie Zednem
Chelsie Husvar so sorry to hear about your grandpa, i lost mine too recently for other reasons. that news of blood clots were particularly in Astrazeneca and J&J vaccines, any idea if he was given one of those? myocarditis was reported from the mRNA vaccines but it was mostly in young guys and none reportedly died from it.

Andy Dunkin
Brandon Stairs the comments

Eli Ferreira
Elka Kumar thank you for that. Would you please be able to share the link as I cannot seem to access it. Thankyou again. Im tired of being called a conspiracy theorist.
Kimberly Storey Rodgers
Jacob Dimick amazing, thank you! 1

Marcia Peterson Buckie
oh do you?
How many?
600,0000

David Robinson
Adam Lee Marcus well that's a statistically high from the public forever. Including the number of deaths from people that already had the shot's.

Jazmin Suarez
Adam Lee Marcus lost taste after the vaccine 2

Nycole Missling
Adam Lee Marcus same 1

Jazmin Suarez
Adam Lee Marcus wanted to tell what happened to me and wasn’t allowed to

Marie Naff
Rosa Maria
Adam Lee Marcus yes, I want to hear them!!

Kyle Edwards
Mahalia Fuentes I love how you're smelling your armpit in your background photo. Lol it's kind of hilarious.

Devon Butz
Adam Lee Marcus name one

Lynn Babbitt Pratt
Adam Lee Marcus 100%

Vilene Houtz Strimbu
Adam Lee right?!? Guarantee they do not want the stories, and neither does anyone else for some reason, it baffles me

Karen Laczkowski
Adam Lee Marcus me too it's destroying lives. Notice the one that was pushed to give FDA approval Pfizer gave Dementia Joe 68 million dollars. This drug has a short freezer life, it's going to expire!Lol

Meg Zudycki
Lance Creviston that makes no sense they had antibiotics after they had Covid the vaccine gives you MORE PROTECTION

Jeanne French
Jennifer Kitchens it only shows up on the censored persons page!

Meg Zudycki
Adam Lee Marcus yes let me see those
Meg Zudycki

Lesly Ralston NOT ACCREDITED SOURCE

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lesly Ralston

Meg Zudycki seriously? They are the ones who are injured!

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Shearer Moore

Jazmin Suarez you literally posted it multiple times. Seems like you’re having internet trouble, not conspiracies

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Amber Probert

Todd Urbanavage mine too 😅

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Barbara Raso

I do

8 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Amber Probert

My father passed away a month after his second jab. A coroner said post mortem wasn't needed as week before he passed he was in hospital with COPD (but made worse from a chest infection) he had COPD fine for so many years it just seemed normal to us and i'm talking 10 years all fine. Not that i feel a post mortem would have given us the truth either way. Paramedics found him and said heart failure. Coroner said COPD on the phone due to seeing the hospital admission. However i sincerely wonder if it was that vaccine and i will never ever know awful times. Also my mother has had both covid and the vaccine as caught covid after only 1 jab... she has had side effects like black dots in her vision which won't go away in the corner of one eye and the start of a stroke. I have asked her why she wouldn't upload symptoms on the yellow card site she has said it is because she doesn't know if it is the vaccine or covid because of how close together the two were.... probably lots of this also so not accurate figures on side effects website. My husband had someone at his work tell him his mother had the vax and a stroke a few weeks ago to. I do not trust any of it anymore and if i lose friendships after what i have been through and my choices because of this... i am more than glad!

8 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jehanne d'Orleans

Courtney Lynn I have a friend who had to have 3 brain surgeries to stop a hemorrhage in his brain post vaccine! Not sure he will ever be the same...

8 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Louise Bjorling

Earline Frazier It's not the left. It's the Global elite that is behind this, got nothing to do with left or right. Biden is just corrupt anyway, has nothing to do with which political party he belongs to. Funny actually: Here in Sweden they're pushing the vaccine passports now. The only political party that is saying no to them is our party on the left (!) Our centre parties and particularly the ones on the right definitely wants them.

8 hrs Like Reply More

Jen Schein Obal

Adam Lee Marcus oh yeah? How many? What were their names? Where's their obits? That's amazing you know people (not just one person) that died from the vaccine, but give zero specifics and every single person I know who got vaccinated didn't die...but I do know several people personally who did die of Covid before the vx was available.

8 hrs Like Reply More

Eli Ferreira

Nick Parker so, same as covid deaths then huh, report any deaths WITH a positive covid test, not report any deaths BECAUSE of covid. Seems a bit of a contradiction happening.

8 hrs Like Reply More

Amber Scott Mullin

Jen unbelievable.

8 hrs Like Reply More

Amanda Burd

Josh Norton

8 hrs Like Reply More

Todd Urbanavage

Amber Probert so sorry to hear.... my wife's ex, he lost his dad too a few months ago. So my step kids have lost 3 grand dads in the past 4 months. All 3 have been fully vaxed.

8 hrs Like Reply More

Keenya Brown

Delaney Johnson

8 hrs Like Reply More

Jr Schneider

Adam your full of it.

8 hrs Like Reply More
Sophia Funkhouser
Kera Black just so you know, this website includes adverse effects like... Soreness at injection site. The deaths are also not confirmed to be linked to the vaccine, the reason of death is just unaccounted for.

Lesly Ralston
Meg Zudycki
media3.giphy.com

Jennifer Kitchens
Jeanne French then that is hardly being censored. Since he was able to express his opinion. It was not censoring, it is fb giving a warning he used a word that is against TOS, and is a chance to rectify it before an action is taken.

Jen Schein Obal
Amber Scott Mullin if you're going to spread insanity, at least back it up. The odds of dying FROM the (or any) vaccine are ridiculously small (though not impossible.) The odds that he would know more than one person who legit died from the vx and not coincidently or from some underlying condition are near zero. I know most of you people don't believe in science, so you probably don't believe in math and statistics either, so...

Angie Hernandez-Rodriguez
Adam Lee Marcus Gee looks like some people are not happy with what you had to say. But that's OK I agree with you 100%

Laura Jaunice Dewitt
Adam Lee Marcus me too. My niece is an injury and drs can't help her. She looks BAD now too. Like she is dying

Eli Ferreira
Angel Waugh thank you
Angie Marshall
Lisa Marie lady I read the jab only lessens your symptoms ..doesn't keep you from passing it on

Jen Schein Obal
I know many people who had zero reaction to the vaccine and haven't died of it OR Covid. Wanna have a contest to see who knows more people and who's not making things up? I could say "I rode a unicorn yesterday" and give no evidence, and someone would believe it. I guess not as many people that believe a random dude who says he knows "people" who have died painfully from the vaccine.

Amy Sagaser
Courtney Lynn sadly I do.

Angie Miesner Blake
There is no website anymore. As I stated above, GoDaddy deleted without notice. You can search VLT in the channel store of ROKU, there is no link for that. And if you search VLT on Bitchute, we're the only one there. This is the link to my interview with Del Bigtree. You can click our channel name after you watch this video to go to our channel. https://www.bitchute.com/video/tjf2tbR5eWiI

Michelle Bentu
Sophia Funkhouser Oh Just like how covid deaths are reported? Died with covid.. died covid positive but with underlining health conditions.. See the pattern with both?

Angie Miesner Blake
Donna Jean There is no website anymore. As I stated above, GoDaddy deleted without notice. You can search VLT in the channel store of ROKU, there is no link for that. And if you search VLT on Bitchute, we're the only one there. This is the link to my interview with Del Bigtree. You can click our channel name after you watch this video to go to our channel. https://www.bitchute.com/video/tjf2tbR5eWiI

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr__=___
Joseph LaCoste
Cory Anderson then why are people getting the vaccine? 😞 the whole point of a vaccine is to not get the virus

Eli Ferreira
Im so so sorry you have had to go through all this and have such painful memories. My heart breaks hearing your journey related to covid and the vaccines. I pray that you will be surrounded with supportive people and that Gods comfort will strengthen you, in Jesus Name. Much love. If you ever need someone to listen or to reach out, just message me.

Laura Jaunice Dewitt
Jen Schein Obal they are on VAERS and over a hundred thousand censored off Facebook in May. They deny relationship to the vax because it happens within weeks usually and they aren't correlating them. One of my friends dropped dead weeks after hers. Stroke. Not counted. My niece is injured now and has new untreatable heart condition. She looked horrible last weekend. My friends dog sitter got booster and is now in icu unable to breath, vomiting profusely. He family knows it was the booster. The people railing for choice aren't just doing it to be trouble. Most are very concerned. Many physicians and scientists being censored are also. We all should be. It isn't one size fits all. Most are fine. Some are NOT and some are dying. Informed consent isn't what it should be either. There are risks and no support for injuries. I am a prior vaxx injury myself. It happens and much more frequently with the new tech. They always say stuff is safe until yeats later when they can no longer deny it. That is fact with pharma and many chemicals inundating us and the planet.

Welma Liebenberg Smith
Jen Schein Obal unfortunatly 2 people i knew died of blood clots. My clients mom past 3days after the jab.some other sintoms. My mom looked like she might die . Dad very ill next day after jab

Not fond of the jab idea

Loretta Hitchcock
Adam Lee Marcus not likely. Doesn’t fit the scare tactics! Case in point — https://rumble.com/embed/vjuwa5/?pub=4

"We Need To Be More Scary To The Public..."
Daniel Altintas
Heath Wellgreen

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Loretta Hitchcock
Adam Lee Marcus not likely. Doesn't fit the scare tactics!

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Satu Oo
Adam Lee Marcus yes

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Satu Oo
Heyoka Chimera name names or it didn't happen

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Satu Oo
Being American is very embarrassing, tbh

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Amber Scott Mullin
Jen yeah you must be the only person capable of digesting data or having first hand experiences. Why should anyone have to justify anything to the likes of you. Just listen to yourself with your haughty arrogance with your "you people" and science bs. Shame on you. Where in the hell do people like you get off? Don't answer it was rhetorical because you just don't get it. BTW science isn’t science when it is formed by one side of an equation it is studied and questioned over several lens looking for abstractions and illegitimacies something you people do not want to accept. It isn't hushed or omitted because it doesn't fit within a narrow window. Fact is, people who are vaxed are dying from covid at a rate that tops unvaxed. Why would anyone mandate anyone lump themselves into that category? One day you will find out what the science is all about and pack of bs you have eagerly begged someone to spoon feed you and you will have regrets. Today i have none. Twice survived covid. Natural immunity is better. Always has been always will be. BTW, that doesn't mean I won't get it but it does mean i am more likely to beat it. Good day!

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Tiffany Thompson
Adam Lee Marcus wow

8 hrs   Like   Reply   More
Corey Finney
Michelle Benu or died in a car crash with COVID-19. My parents told me about this one. They're pastors out in Arizona.

Allison Marie
De Smith same with my family. I had it along with my 4 kids 17, 9, 6 and 2. The 2 youngest zero symptoms. The rest of us very mild

Sharon Twitty
Adam Lee Marcus Mike Golash believes that no one died from the vaccine. Can you educate him? He asked me to refer him to people with the truth.

Sharon Twitty
Adam Lee Marcus Right!

Helen Edgar
Laura Jaunice Dewitt a friend of mine's mother, father, sister and BIL had their first shots. BIL died 2 days later, 6 days later his sister died, another 7 days his father...all with sudden chronic kidney failure. Currently his mother is critically ill. Her bone marrow doesn't produce red platelets and her doctor told her its due to the vaccine.

Nick Parker
Nicole Hlavac you need to read VAERS requirements. Every single time someone dies, no matter the cause, they are supposed to report it, even if they think it's not related to covid.

Christopher Frage
Satu Oo then leave if your so embarrassed to be american

Nick Parker
Nicole Hlavac it's because you're telling people that thousands of people have died from the vaccine, which is likely causing more people to avoid it.
Tammy Cole Loughry Taubert

**Jen Schein Obal** my brother died with 24 hours of receiving the covid vaccine - due to vac injury. Two close friends of mine also passed away from vax related injury. 6 personal friends have passed from covid - all were vaccinated. Of my friends who got covid but were NOT vaccinated - all got sick - some worse than others - but ALL of them have survived. It's a personal choice whether to get the vax or not but my choice is NOT

8 hrs Like Reply More

Daniel Collins

No you don't. Stop lying.

Shane Anthony Russell

**Daniel Collins** your an idiot

8 hrs Like Reply More

Ethan Pate

**Sharon Twitty** can you read? Cause he said pretty clearly he knows People who have died from the vaccine

8 hrs Like Reply More

Michelle Castagnini

**Sara Keltner Ellis** https://www.facebook.com/100003077810035/posts/4233193130126572/

Brandon Neal Williams 22 hrs

There Are So Many Different Realities Playing Out Right Now. Different TimeLines Dimensions of Consciousness.... More
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook
Michelle Castagnini
https://www.facebook.com/100003077810035/posts/4233193130126572/

Brandon Neal Williams 22 hrs

There Are So Many Different Realities Playing Out Right Now. Different TimeLines Dimensions of Consciousness.... More
Michelle Castagnini

Amanda Dawn Talley nazis. How old was the brother?

Twila Hull Norman

Daniel Collins #protectyourfamily

Pam Caviness

Christopher Frage what does knowing someone who died from the vaccine have to do with being embarrassed of being an American?? Your a complete idiot for saying that and no class. Hope its you or someone you know next that goes We dont need thoughtless and careless people in this world

Jessica Phimister

Adam Lee Marcus yes ahae

Angie Miesner Blake

Lindsey Laasch then WHY GET A VACCINE if you can still get the virus it's supposed to protect against?????? You can also transmit with the vaccine. Common sense says there is no reason to get it other than being an experimental lab rat for them.

Pam Caviness

Jen Schein Obal how obese and overweight where they? What where those dead peoples underlying conditions? surely they Never ate fast foods, or processed foods. and worked out lived a healthy life style right? Obesity kills more people

Michelle Castagnini

Francine Bussell a teen?
Kathy Shope-Kunes
FYI Here is a list of 70 members of the Pfizer investment board who are all members of the Chinese Communist Party.

Michelle Castagnini
James C. Patterson nah, Dude, wake up, ppl are dying. We have these discussions as we don't trust the media. These are real ppl. In my country, South Africa, we all know one another in our communities. We are not making these stories up.

Sharon Twitty
Ethan Pate I can read. I am referring someone else who is in disbelief. I KNOW of someone who died from the vaccine too!

Michelle Castagnini
Courtney Farley so unfair.

Courtney Farley
Michelle Castagnini I know it. It happened in May and I still cannot believe it...

Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito
Adam Lee Marcus I would like to know the numbers of people who got the vaccine and had issues. I want to know both sides.
Amber Scott Mullin
Tammy she didn't really want your statistics. She doesn't care. She wants to argue her ridiculous agenda with fauxi's "science" while the creator or the m r n a is screaming at the top of his lungs this is bad bad bad and being silenced by mainstream because well science only matters if it's politically correct or aligns with the right side of politico. Those are the real facts.

Pam Caviness
Mct Mett cant help the idiots, only try to educate them, but that seems hopeless too. Let them all the experimental vax, Gods way of thinning of the herd, get rid of the weak!!

Mandy Henderson
Adam Lee Marcus yes!

Christie Moss Price
Satu Oo that's why you probably legally ain't one

Sheila St
Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito I know of 4 ppl- same family- all got the Jab- ALL 4 went into congestive heart failure - 2 still in hospital! Another young woman having constant epileptic type spasms Directly from the jab ( FND) - a woman blinded in one eye from Covid jab, and a man dead @52 yo from reaction immediately following the jab- died week later…. Those are just the ones I know of- not hearsay- I am friends with either the friends of these ppl OR their family member!

Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito
Thanks for sharing Sheila. We keep hearing we all need to get the vaccine. But we don't hear anything about those that got the vaccine and had issues. I have never had the flu shot and I don't plan on getting the covid vaccine ever.

Carla Lane
Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito
Look up the VAERS website. You'll have to do it from a different search engine than Google.
I couldn't access it on Google - along with many other sites that they block. Change your search engine to 'duck duck go' or QUANT (App Store). You'll be amazed at what info has been hidden from you!
Rourke Messner
Sebastian Gradl

Charlotte Bradley Baker
Adam Lee Marcus yes! Why are they blocking those stories????

Natalie Canning
Helen Edgar which vaccine did they receive ??

Kostas Baris
Once people realise a virus doesn't live outside a host then everything starts to make sense.

Kostas Baris
Once people realise a virus doesn't live outside a host then everything starts to make sense.

Kostas Baris
Once people realise a virus doesn't live outside a host then everything starts to make sense.

Kostas Baris
Once people realise a virus doesn't live outside a host then everything starts to make sense.

Tanja Simeonova
Adam Lee Marcus
В Грузия имате много ваксинирани ли???

See Translation
Kostas Baris
Once people realise a virus doesn't live outside a host then everything starts to make sense.

Becki Peterson
This is what should be on the news!

De Smith
My 4 year old only had one symptom. Vomiting. My son had a cough, diarrhea and snot nose. I had a list of them I had different symptoms every single hour. But it was more annoying than dangerous. My man acted like he had the flu for 2 weeks and it was over. I still don't have taste or smell back but everyone else is fine.

Becki Peterson
And if like me you bring up any of these scenarios to someone who has drank the Kool-Aid they will say those are anecdotal and not a part of the statistics. No duh they don't want them to be part of the statistics that they are compiling!
Tiger Jesse

Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito here are some stories and a link to a web page of thousands. This is just a glimpse of the issues.

People suffering from side effects


https://www.vaxlonghaulers.com/
https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/

Personal story of serious vaccine side effect

https://www.facebook.com/brant.griner.7/videos/902104703860143/

Another personal story of serious side effect

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=527385175213489&id=100038260334778

Another personal story


Shawn Vidiella July 20 at 1:38 PM

I'm sharing our “We Want to be Heard” video again! A few days ago I started a tik tok. Wow am I amazed at how… More
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Charles Fletcher

Charlotte Bradley Baker It doesn't fit their narrative

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jah Red

Jane Marie you know the election was in November of 2020 and inauguration was in 2021 right?

Google it, Sweetie.

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Angie Shivar Zinser

Adam Lee Marcus no those stories don't matter. Sadly but true

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Charles Fletcher

Charlotte Bradley Baker It doesn't fit their narrative

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Colleen Nelson Coffey

James C. Patterson

![media4.giphy.com](https://media4.giphy.com)

media4.giphy.com

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Steph Hatfield

Elka Kumar can you share where this video is from our where to find it? I would love to share this.

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Angie Shivar Zinser

Angie Hernandez-Rodriguez you know that saying...sometimes the truth hurts. Well they can't handle the truth

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sheila St

Judy Steffenhagen

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Meg Shoe
Adam Lee Marcus !!!!!!

Sheila St
Nancy Floss

Ross Heern
James C. Patterson actually about 14,500 people have died from the vaccine, and them at number is very likely grossly under reported.

Gee Chavez
Kathy Shope-Kunes how reliable is this source? Mixed thoughts

Mick Halker
I hope everyone sees the bots. They keep repeating the same exact paragraph all over this entire thread

Becca Rumeliotis
Mindl McCormick from VAERS. https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Ross Heern
James C. Patterson actually about 14,500 people have died from the vaccine, and them at number is very likely grossly under reported.
Kevin Master-Parsells
They need to be heard! [link]

Shawn Vidiella July 20 at 1:38 PM

I’m sharing our “We Want to be Heard” video again! A few days ago I started a tik tok. Wow am I amazed at how… [link]
Kevin Master-Parsells
Sharon Twitty https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=5000597823288705&id=10000156112794&sfnsn=mo

Shawn Vidiella July 20 at 1:38 PM ·
I'm sharing our “We Want to be Heard” video again! A few days ago I started a tik tok. Wow am I amazed at how… More

Denise Susterich
Bet you don’t, but humor us with the names and stories for quick little fact check. More
Alex Paul
Adam Lee Marcus no you don't. You don’t know a single soul that died from the vaccine. You’re a disgrace of a man for lying about that

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Alex Paul
Adam Lee Marcus no you don’t. You don’t know a single soul that died from the vaccine. Shame on you for lying

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Vickie Hudson Odom
Adam Lee Marcus those are the ones that need to be told also!

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mick Halker
https://youtu.be/c_4-R0_Jkn0

Jim Cunningham Infomercial- Donnie Darko

youtube.com

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jazmin Suarez
Shearer Moore see it happened again

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Waters Warden
Kathy Shope-Kunes you. Can’t post stuff like this and expect people to take you seriously. Where did you get this source? There is no context whatsoever with what you posted here.

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More
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Jazmin Suarez

Char Luisa

Alex Paul sorry but my ex partner passed in June who had had the v weeks before and had been fine after covid last year! How dare you!

Char Luisa

Alex Paul sorry but my ex partner passed in June who had had the v weeks before and had been fine after covid last year! How dare you!
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- Jazmin Suarez
  - Shearer Moore

- Hunter Forester
  - Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito [link: https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality]

- Jae Deering
  - Alex Paul: you're a Jerk.

- Kathy Mushisky
  - Alex Paul: I know several as well. Guess you're the one lying.
Katherine Sittig
Alex Paul hey, eat a

Alex Paul
Char Luisa he didn’t die from the vaccine. Your ignorance is no excuse for misinformation that can kill people.

Alex Paul
Char Luisa he didn’t die from the vaccine. Your ignorance is no excuse for misinformation that can kill people.

Ella Kro
Meg Zudycki

Ella Kro

Alex Paul
Kathy Mushisky no you don’t. You don’t know a single one. You lie.
Alex Paul
Katherine Sittig present one

Josh Norton
Amanda Burd personal anecdotes and hearsay that are not backed by statistically significant data carry little weight with me with regard to decision making.

Richard e Hamblen
Adam Lee Marcus unfortunately those are the ones msm ignore

Char Luisa
Alex Paul you disgusting ignorant being, he died of exactly that…. You don’t have a clue!

Shawn Davidson Hodgins
Adam Lee Marcus YES YES YES WE DO WANT THOSE STORIES!!!

Alex Paul
Char Luisa no. No he didn’t. Because people aren’t dying from the vaccine. It’s all lies.

Char Luisa
Muppet!

Kathy Mushisky
Alex Paul you live in Pennsylvania, drive to ohio and I'll introduce you to the families! You’re the bot lier

Alex Paul
Kathy Mushisky I live in Ohio. I'll personally tell them they're lying to their faces. No one is dying from the vaccine.
Alina Valentina
James C. Patterson as a person who studies statistics, this is not what 1 in a million looks like. Your Pharma companies are lying to you.

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sandra Hernandez
THE VACCINES ARE THE VARIANTS wow how did you not know by now.

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Char Luisa
Alex Paul he just died out the blue then as a young adult! Grow a brain mate! Or better still go get your booster!

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lindsey Laasch
Angie Miesner Blake or the fact that it's proving (again, my experience in the hospital) to keep people from getting critically ill. Drastic difference in the vaccinated and unvaccinated in the severity of illness. But again, what do I know, other than the fact that I work right in the middle of a covid icu and see if every day.

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Erika Ralf
Took one dose 3 weeks ago and my menses hasnt stopped since

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Alex Paul
Char Luisa a decent person would find out and care how he died. Guess that's not you. No doctor will tell you it was from the vaccine

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Michael Manderson
Alex Paul https://www.bitchute.com/video/8Zw7aCwGSTko/

Dr Ardis speaks Truth, on Dr Fauci, on...

bitchute.com

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jeff Schmidt
Adam Lee Marcus yes I want them now share them

6 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Alex Paul
Michael Manderson highly reputable source. Definitely true. Not something for gullible morons at all....

Heather Carden
Chris Schein they even have a disclaimer that says as much on their website. You have to put the data in the right context, not just claim it's gospel because it supports you argument.

Sherry Lee
Adam Lee Marcus please share.

Jeff Schmidt
Kathy Mushisky Bull share the stories ...

Katherine Sittig
Alex Paul I'd say look in your pants but I doubt you have anything worth looking at in there.

Sherry Lee
Adam Lee Marcus (null) yes

Sherry Lee
Adam Lee Marcus Share

Alex Paul
Katherine Sittig you're right, it's so smol. Pls halp.

Sherry Lee
Jeff Schmidt me too
Nycole Missling
I have friends and relatives and coworkers that have had life altering changes due to getting the shot and a few are dead and 2 I know wish they were dead.

Kathy Mushisky
Jeff Schmidt you wouldn’t believe them anyway! Same attitude as your friend

Jeff Schmidt
Charlotte Bradley Baker Because they are LIES

Alex Paul
Kathy Mushisky there’s not a single reputable source that says the vaccine is hurting anyone. There are a lot of idiots that make up stories about their cousins friends nephew though. No one is dying from the vaccine and I’ll bet your life on that

Debbie Rittle
Adam Lee Marcus we need to know!

Gabriela Duarte
Debbie Rittle https://www.facebook.com/80221381134/posts/10158207967261135/ read the comments
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After the vaccines were available to everyone, did you lose an unvaccinated loved one to COVID-19? If you're... More

No you don't.

Hope it's not your family that was hurt maybe you should think about the kids who lost parents and grandparents due to incompetence of rushing to vaccinate.

WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, did you lose an unvaccinated loved one to COVID-19? If you're... More
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Kathy Mushisky

Alex Paul yes we make up stories for the hell of it! And why not bet your life on it? Oh because you'd lose it!

Gee Chavez

Kathy Shope-Kunes and what does this prove? That pfizer has chinese investor?

Jeff Schmidt

Gabriela Duarte What the hell does that prove? NOTHING!! That is a question asking if you knew someone who died after vaccines were available. Hahahahahaha

Shelly Clauthier

Adam Lee Marcus yes! Those stories would be great to hear, as long as they are true.

Kimo Sabi

I think you'll find most of the supposed Deaths from CONvid-19 in hospitals the people are literally being murdered by the Treatment Protocols to get the scary numbers up...

Mike Rogers

Kimo Sabi truth

Mike Rogers

Kimo Sabi truth
Beth Nuccio Rochelle

**Alex Paul** the official vaers website has a reported 14k deaths... there is NOTHING easy about filing one of those reports they've made sure of it

Michael Manderson

[https://www.bitchute.com/video/8Zw7aCwGSTko/](https://www.bitchute.com/video/8Zw7aCwGSTko/)

Dr Ardis speaks Truth, on Dr Fauci, on...

Jennifer Olbrich-Esposito

**Tiger Jesse** thanks for sharing.

Cortney Jackson

**Jazmin Suarez** I had dizziness And extreme tiredness very bad for months after being vaccinated

Heather Holub

**Adam Lee Marcus** yes please share

Michelle Angelique

**Adam Lee Marcus** Yes and their names and state too. Would like to verify

James L Machie Jr.

**Shelly Clauthier** They aren't true so don't hold your breath lol

Joe Musashi

**Adam Lee Marcus** nope Maryam El said its safe
James L Machie Jr.
**Beth Nuccio Rochelle** So you clearly don't know what the Vaers database is for. Got it.

Scott Mays
**Amy Sagaser** -- Please name the hospital. Thank you.

April West
**Kimo Sabi**

Jody Bradford
**Shelly Clauthier** [link]

WXYZ-TV Channel 7  
*September 10 at 2:40 PM*

After the vaccines were available to everyone, did you lose an unvaccinated loved one to COVID-19? If you're… More

Ma Christina A. Sanborn

Jody Bradford
**Michelle Angelique** you can verify this:
**https://www.facebook.com/100000811850510/posts/4400561729980845/?d=n**

Chris Minor Graham  
*September 12 at 8:34 PM*
MYOCARDITIS!!! yet another case. when will it end???
Scott Mays
Michelle Horton Rabun - There are over 660,000 US citizens that have died from the Covid-19 virus.

At this point, 381 million people have been vaccinated and 179 million have been fully vaccinated. Have 660,000 people died from the vaccination? Have 100,000 people died from the vaccination? How many people have field from the vaccination?

Have any doctors stated there would be no adverse reactions to any vaccination?

Alex Paul
Beth Nuccio Rochelle 14k have died of Covid after being vaccinated. None have died from the vaccine. Learn something. Literally anything. And stop lying.

Dave Lee
Adam Lee Marcus stop with the misinformation please

Donna Starnes Rodriguez
James C. Patterson look at #projecttruth if it hasn’t been taken down.

Devin Williams-Frantz
Jody Bradford I... wouldn’t recommend having Facebook to verify anything. It and Twitter are information controlled, censored and scrubbed as they seem fit.

Deb Grays
Adam Lee Marcus I do!
Ma Christina A. Sanborn


NURSE WHISTLEBLOWER! Vaccine Injuries,...

Jody Bradford

Devin Williams-Frantz you are staying the truth. It was a video of a young athlete that developed myocarditis from getting the vaccine. He wants his story heard to let people know it is causing serious injuries to people like him. I am sure it will be taken down, bc they want to hide the truth!

Char Luisa

Alex Paul blood clot in the brain tells us all we need to know you whopper!

Kenzie O'Connell

I know of a few people who were perfectly healthy, got the vaccine, and died. There's also people who get the vaccine-get covid-and still die as well. It may lessen some people's symptoms, but it's not a cure.

Bill Baskett

Per the whistleblower who quit Pfizer, when she left, she knew of 45,000 deaths that her company had reported to the government. Have you heard the government say ANYTHING approaching this?!?! You won’t!!!!!!

Justin Frank

Alex Paul so u get vaccinated against a disease... only to die from the disease anyway? Thats weird

Kim Farley-Campbell

Michael Manderson I haven’t see this one thanks for sharing!
Bill Baskett
Per the whistleblower who quit Pfizer, when she left, she knew of 45,000 deaths that her company had reported to the government. Have you heard the government say ANYTHING approaching this?!?! You won't!!!!!

Karen Hallen
Adam Lee Marcus yes!!! That needs to be told!!

Joe Davis
Dave Lee

Meg Frizelle
Adam Lee Marcus yes PLEASE put them out there! These tragedies need to be told

Jason Carter
Adam Lee Marcus name them. I think your lying. I'm calling your bluff.

Eagan Mount
Mick Halker yes.. Its a scary world we are in right now..

Jennifer Britt
Tiger Jesse Kitty Hutson-Gibson
Kristen Nelson

Adam Lee Marcus same from blot clots

5 hrs Like Reply More

Danielle LaRue

Justin Frank it's like they don't hear themselves

5 hrs Like Reply More

Jody Bradford

Devin Williams-Frantz you are .... If it is not their narrative, they censor it.

5 hrs Like Reply More

Justin Frank

Alex Paul why so much effort to shame someone you don't even know? And how can you prove either side of the story by saying no evidence when you haven't shown any to prove your story?

5 hrs Like Reply More

Micky Cee

Adam Lee Marcus yes

5 hrs Like Reply More

Lorie White

Alex Paul so let me get this straight 14,000 people died of covid after getting the vaccine? But I thought the vaccine protected you?

5 hrs Like Reply More

Laurentiu Vasiescu

Gee Chavez well, you don't have to search too much to find that an exFDA exec is now on the board of Pfizer. You don't have to search too much to realize that the main contributors at FDA budget are the bigPharmas.

5 hrs Like Reply More

Lorie White

Kimo Sabi they no longer use ventilators per doctor as the ventilators are killing covid patients. Instead giving oxygen.

Dr. Scott Jenson

5 hrs Like Reply More
Lisa Brito
Adam Lee Marcus so incredibly tragic. And they keep pushing and pushing for more people to get it. Sorry for your loss.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Linda Krol
Alex Paul NONE!?! You can't tell others to "Learn something" when obviously you know nothing. Try looking into VAERS, the place where doctors are "required by law" to submit adverse reactions to vaccines. You'll see plenty of vaccine related deaths that have obviously been entered in by a doctor.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lorie White
Alex Paul and you know this for a fact?

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Tina R. Tesch
Kenzie O'Connell it is however keeping our hospitals tolerable - so the rest of us can still get healthcare.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Janet DiMaio
Alex Paul you don't know what killed them and you really don't expect any bad press from the media, do you?

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lorie White
Jeff Schmidt all of then are lies? All of them?

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Janet DiMaio
Ma Christina A. Sanborn why aren't we told why he feels covid vaccinations should stop and why he's sorry he took it? We need to hear more than one side of the vaccine story.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Jamie Macdonald

Jason Carter what would it take you believe it ? all it took for me was watching a loved one die unexpectedly within hours of being forced to take the concoction , along with 3 others in the same facility who passed unexpectedly , the next day, what an amazing and unfortunate situation , obviously just a coincidence , and coincidentally, the same thing is happening at nursing homes and aged care facilities in pretty much every U.S lapdog country, aside from my family's own personal experience, 2 friends of mine are nurses, they , and a vast majority of co workers, are terrified of the impending forced jab , and are considering career changes , but its all just a bluff.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Lyons

Alex Paul is a troll!

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Janet DiMaio

Kimo Sabi they didn't know how to treat it and that caused deaths.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Daelynn Romo

Tina R. Tesch BS - people being responsible for their own health is what would make the hospitals 'tolerable' - and you wouldn't be concerned with your healthcare- because you'd be healthy!

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Michael Sanchez

Tina R. Tesch So, it's okay for people to die from a vaccine that the government is trying their best to force on us just so you can say, "at least it's keeping our hospitals tolerable." Shame on you.

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Rosalinda Reed-Richardson

Jamie Macdonald you can't convince them it's a spirit poured out on them and they are also stuck in 2nd THESSEOLONIANS 2:11

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lorraine Hoffman

Jason Carter Adam Lee Marcus is just another COVID troll.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Kelly Lescenski

Jody Bradford funny I only find increased risk for myocarditis in those that were infected from covid. The vaccine is not giving covid to anyone

Rob Smith

Jason Carter you are clearly someone who was comfortable not knowing the truth. Please do share with us any evidence that contradicts Adams story instead of just calling him a liar. I'll wait.

Kenzie O'Connell

Tina R. Tesch eh not so sure about that. I'm not a close minded person so by no means am I trying to argue I'm right and you're wrong, but it seems that covid protocols are a bit messed up. I've heard that some hospitals are jumping almost immediately to icu and ventilators when that's only filling the hospital more and sometimes isn't even needed. There was a woman telling the story of her husband being put in icu that really didn't need it at all. And some of us still can't get Healthcare for other reasons such as insurance or lacking a job. I mean this vaccine has caused some places to fire employees over not being vaccinated and I wouldn't be surprised if there's some smaller businesses firing people for getting the vaccine. And there's still people who get vaccinated and end up in the hospital.

Felicia Gallegos

Alex Paul you obviously haven't talked to medical professionals who are seeing a surge in patients coming in from having heart attacks, multiple heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, etc. Crazy thing they all have in common is the covid 19 vaccine. Stop being a sheep

Rosalinda Reed-Richardson

Bill Baskett Mechelle Rogers the same report more than likely

Stacy Lyons

De Smith They say zinc will help bring back your taste and smell. It helped my sister.

Lori Finlon

Why would anybody get a shot and where I'm at 6th and stay away from other people who do not have a shot because they say that that shot does not stop them from getting this madeup pandemic???? My relatives died for our freedom and we will choose to be free.
Laura Seliner
Ma Christina A. Sanborn  Great reporting! Thanks for sharing this.

Susan Blattner
Kenzie O'Connell  this same story is being repeated all over the United States it is sad!

Bill Baskett
Rosalinda Reed-Richardson  The deaths are correct that I am quoting per the whistleblower's comments..... that is just ONE of the four companies too!!!!!!!!!!

Rebecca Jean Dixon
Erika Ralf  I know of others having the same problem!

Jessica Wein
Adam Lee Marcus  sadly me to i refuse to get this poison injected into my body or my children's body's

Ashley Jersey Williamson
Jamie Macdonald  what were the circumstances around the death? Did they already have covid? Were they already dying of something? There aren't many if any at all vaccine deaths reported because the deaths are not connected to the vaccine.

Most people dying from covid are unvaccinated. Please get vaccinated. Please save yourself and your neighbors. Please help save my family.

Nicholas Golland
Kara Breeden

Danielle Carpenter
Adam Lee Marcus  yes they need to share the real stories. The ones not funded by pharmas huge agenda. We are people. Not dollar signs. This is not okay
Nikki Constable
Ashley Jersey Williamson most people dying from covid have an underlying health issue

Micky Cee
Jamie Macdonald sure they are

Micky Cee
Bill Baskett got a citation?

Mike Gualano
Alex Paul you know that if you go to cdc website it lists 7600 people died from vaccine. Small percentage compared to those who have had the vaccine but clearly can't say that no one has been hurt by the vaccine

Andy Bowyer
Nikki Constable And are double jabbed. Funny old world isn't it. Xx

Micky Cee
Ma Christina A. Sanborn he didn't invent it

Dave Lee
... OK sure
Jennifer Pappa
Ashley Jersey Williamson not here to argue one side or another. But please before you go stating that no one has died from the vaccine, just simply do a quick search on your phone on the CDC website and read the VAERS data. I did it from my phone in 5 minutes two weeks ago. I had to narrow it down to just the Pfizer shot and "death" as a reaction. 6,486 at that time. Prob more now. Scroll through the details of the Dr reports. That's the Science. That's the data. Free to the public. And according to Harvard, only 1%-10% of actual reactions get reported to VAERS.
Here's the link: https://www.cdc.gov/vaccinesafety/ensuringsafety/monitoring/vaers/access-VAERS-data.html

How to Access VAERS Data through VAERS...
cdc.gov

Andy Bowyer
Janet DiMaio Plenty of fluids and rest is the usually treatment for a cold my lovely, even a school kid knows that. Xx

Janet Ruegge Varner
Ashley Jersey Williamson that is all lies from the media. There are thousands of deaths from the vaccine but the cdc is not reporting that. They are also NOT reporting the deaths of covid virus among the vaccinated! They are hiding the truth and only forcing one story - FEAR!

Robby Borden
Adam Lee Marcus I wish the same ones questioning your comment would question the MSM and the Federal Govt like this. How dare you ask a valid question.

Kim Farley-Campbell
Lynne Keohi please read all of these comments! Please!

Jordan Prince
Jennifer Pappa the cdc removed over 100k reactions and deaths from the vaers report
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Robby Borden

Jason Carter

Jessica Wein

Dave Lee it's NOT MISINFORMATION IDIOT WHY WOULD ANYONE LIE ABOUT DEATH I know a few that have died from the vaccine it's NOTHING TO LIE ABOUT

Stephanie Odine

Adam Lee Marcus out of the 4000 people that have dies from the vaccine, you know people. The odds of you knowing 1 person is low let alone knowing "people"

Jessica Wein

Ashley Jersey Williamson OMG u need to do ur homework there are over 100,000 reported vaccine deaths wow ur clueless

Teresa Wickersham

Erika Ralf have you gone to your doctor?

Teresa Wickersham

Erika Ralf have you gone to your doctor?

Joaquin Molina

Teri Christman here are a couple hundred firsthand accounts

https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/real-testimonials.html

Real Testimonials

c19vaxreactions.com
Teresa Wickersham
Jennifer Pappa read the disclaimer. They are deaths reported after vaccination, not FROM the vaccination.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Bill Baskett
Dave Lee all you have to do is spend a little time on line to research things and it will be amazing what YOU too can learn and know 😆

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Marian Wilson
Teresa Wickersham
Deaths FROM covid were reported instead of Deaths WITH covid....

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

John Patterson
Michael Sanchez Interesting Michael, I remember hearing not too long ago that one person dying from covid was too many. Vaccine deaths seem to be okay, its for the better good of us all.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Iulia Cluj
Stephanie Odine May this never happen to you! Even one death is too much for something that is supposed to "protect" us. They've tried a couple of years earlier and suspended the trail after 54 deaths. Now they'll go full throttle, because people don't care anymore about their health and lives, so why should they? It's become an inhuman society, and we're supporting and we're partners in CRIME.

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

April Showers
I work in a cardiac clinic and we have seen quite a number of our pts go into arrhythmias post 2nd vaccine

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jeannette Patterson
Jessica Wein I'm not getting it either

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Michael Rist
Adam Lee Marcus Did their testicles explode in size?
Jeannette Patterson
I refuse to

Jack Slater
sick, deranged trumpers posting misinformation and bs..you know no one that died from the shot..all you trumpers do is shoot out garbage from your bile infested mouths

Angela Livermore
**Stephanie Odine** I know 2 people who had to seek medical treatment after being vaccinated due to inflamed lymph nodes and blood clots

Teresa Wickersham
**Marian Wilson** Not true, but it would be irrelevant. Vaers does not mean that. The reports are investigated to see if there is a connection. Three people have died from blood clots attributed to a vaccine.

Tiya Rae
**Jack Slater** you clearly don't know anything my friend just passed a week after getting the vaccine from complications but nice try

Jack Slater
more fake news being spewed from the mouths of ignorant trumpers.

Kelsey Rush-Walco
**Jack Slater** i also know someone who passed from adverse reactions 10 minutes after the second dose.

Teresa Wickersham
**Iulia Cluj** prove it.
Johnny Jabbour

Ashley Jersey Williamson you are a sad case of an ignorant person. Please don’t post such a rubbish comment. You’re obviously misinformed big-time

Ryan Elliott

Micky Cee bahaha haha, his response to your question, “the deaths are correct that I am quoting” sharing no citation at all. So great.

Johnny Jabbour

What a clueless psychic you are

Teresa Wickersham

Kelsey Rush-Walko Who?

Denise Greenaway

Adam Lee Marcus please!! Get that into the open

Tiya Rae

Jessica Wein same!

Matilda Green

Jack Slater I don't get it what's trump got to do with this? Is he vaccinated?

Evan Nemo Rohm

Gretta Ava my bad.. I typed and did my math wrong.. 0.0020231566%

Johnny Jabbour

Ashley Jersey Williamson(null) ahh bless your heart
Johnny Jabbour

Ashley Jersey Williamson Hi

Denise Greenaway

Adam Lee Marcus exactly

Melissa Duncan

Jack Slater you sound sick and dereanged trying to dismiss the fact these vaccines are causing horrid effects and even killing people

Johnny Jabbour

Janet Ruegge Varner hello

Teresa Wickersham

Linda Krol Read the Vaers info. All deaths after vaccination are entered. It does not mean there is a connection.

Renee Guzel

Angela Livermore I know someone who after getting the vaccine could not breathe and was having severe reaction they had to give her something to reverse that she did not get the second shot

Leonne James

Melissa Duncan Paid trolls put onto posts to create doubt

Ma Christina A. Sanborn

Laura Seliner I have more to share. Facebook is blocking me from sharing

Leah Horrocks

D'Arcy Porter hmmm funny. Would you also say that about people who supposedly died from covid because those are definitely fabricated. Yet completely healthy people are dying or having life altering effects right after getting the vaccine and you're going to question THAT. Someone is using their brain.
Jennifer Zirkle Lovelace

Adam Lee Marcus, everyone wants to talk about pre-existing conditions that complicate COVID but when the same is said of the small amount of folks impacted by vaccines it’s like that doesn’t compute. I haven’t heard of anyone who even got more than a sore arm. I’m not saying it hasn’t happened but instead the % is so small- the likelihood of knowing someone who has had serious side effects is low. I know a few folks who’ve gone to the hospital with COVID and a few who have died.

3 hrs Like Reply More

Alissa Weissner

Alex Paul wow just wow!

3 hrs Like Reply More

Patrick Moritz

Shaina Moritz mathew moritz?

3 hrs Like Reply More

Melissa Duncan

Jack Slater you are the ignorant one here

3 hrs Like Reply More

Sarah Beth Hernández

April Showers more people like you need to spread the truth! Seems like only people that believe all should be vaccinated give the other side.

3 hrs Like Reply More

Lindsay Reay

Teresa so deaths after a positive COVID test aren’t counted as deaths from COVID either?

3 hrs Like Reply More

Patrick Moritz

Shaina Moritz

3 hrs Like Reply More

Helina Musco

Adam Lee Marcus yes

3 hrs Like Reply More
Iulia Cluj
My heartfelt condolences to your and your family. No words can console a parent's PAIN and broken heart. In your son's memory, we have to fight to find the truth and justice for the victims, and bring the guilty ones to justice. EVERYONE OF THEM. We need a civilized and caring society, not a bunch of greedy psychopats. No justice, NO PEACE!

Leah Horrocks
D'Arcy Porter Facebook won't let me say that

Laura Jo Frandson Ewigman
Teresa Wickersham Hmm. Only three?? The VAERS report that I pulled showed over 2,000 deaths from the vax and almost 700,000 injuries. Besides that, only about 10% is reported to VAERS. So add another zero to those numbers and that'll get you close to the real numbers.

Jason Carter
Jennifer Pappa VAERS was manipulated by anti vaxers just like the Tulsa Trump rally was sabotaged by Reddit users. VAERS data is a voluntary collection system and not scientific. People claimed all kinds of nonsense on there.

Read here for more information
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSL2N2OE1ZA

Fact Check-VAERS and FAERS data shown...
Donna Janczyk

Jack Slater i have taken care of fully vaxxed with covid and strokes.

3 hrs Like Reply More

Jason Carter

Jennifer Pappa https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSL2N2OE1ZA

Fact Check-VAERS and FAERS data shown...

reuters.com

3 hrs Like Reply More

Lynn Poag

Laura Jo Frandson Ewigman It's up to 14,000 deaths from vaccines.

3 hrs Like Reply More

Jake Neilson

Jack Slater get back to your basement!!

3 hrs Like Reply More

Jake Neilson

Jack Slater get back to your basement

3 hrs Like Reply More

Donna Janczyk

Jessica Wein me neither...I had to find another job

3 hrs Like Reply More

Amanda Jones

Adam Lee Marcus yes

3 hrs Like Reply More

Kenneth Nicoll

Adam Lee Marcus yes

3 hrs Like Reply More

Beth Amon

Look up VAERS. IT'S ALL THERE!!!!

3 hrs Like Reply More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Helina Musco
Jason Carter you are an idiot

Jason Lobo
Jack Slater nice fake profile commie

Donna Janczyk
Jason Carter people fully vaxxed are dying...I take care of them...it is so sad watching them die knowing we can't help them

Helina Musco
Jason Carter you still rely on paid fact checkers ?! They is the problem

Peighton Jones
Donna Janczyk because people couldn't have stroke unvaccinated, that's what you're saying? Love 99% of people dying are vaccinated and of that 1% of vaccinated, most were a) over 65 b) have SEVERE UNDERYLING CONDITIONS

Teresa Wickersham
Lynn Poag no, it isn't. It does not mean that www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSL2N20E1ZA.

Fact Check-VAERS and FAERS data shown...
reuters.com

Peighton Jones
Melissa Duncan that's because they aren't

Helina Musco
Jason Carter that's what they want you to believe
Omg
You so mainstream believe the lie
Peighton Jones
Tiya Rae oh yeah? Prove it

Iulia Cluj
Ella Kro My heartfelt condolences to the families of all those who passed away from COVID or COVID related medical, science and admin malpractice. No words can console a parent's PAIN and broken heart. In their memory, the least we could do is to fight to find the truth and justice for the victims, and bring the guilty ones to justice. EVERYONE OF THEM. We need a civilized and caring society, not a bunch of greedy psychos that would kill for $$. No justice, NO PEACE!

Teresa Wickersham
Laura Jo Frandson Ewigman The Vaers report does not say those deaths were from the vaccines. That is not what Vaers does.

Sue Freeman
Beth Amon is that a page.

Peighton Jones
April Showers you mean people....already being seen....having heart problems? Hmm that's weird. Almost like they had heart complications what clearly could lead onto further problems later on and that's why they came to your office in the first place? Weird..

Helina Musco
Ashley Jersey Williamson you so wrong

Sue Freeman
April Showers really

Paxton Ormsby
Jack Slater Trump has nothing to do with people dying from a rushed “vaccine”
Lorene Walsh

Beth Evans Marissa Walsh Wen Eva please read these comments

Teresa Wickersham

April Showers are they still alive? Did they recover?

Becki Ward

Jack Slater- I am an RN who works in a skilled nursing & rehabilitation Center & saw first-hand all but 2 of the 34 Pt's who received the first vaccines die horrible deaths without family by their sides; the 2 Pt's that didn't have numerous pulmonary emboli & 1 has severe cognitive damage as a result. Because if HIPAA, I am not able to share specifics. Now we hear there were never clinical trials on the elderly. We all decide who & what we want to accept as our reality; I pray you never ever lose someone you love under the guise of blind protection. God bless.

Becki Ward

Jack Slater- I am an RN who works in a skilled nursing & rehabilitation Center & saw first-hand all but 2 of the 34 Pt's who received the first vaccines die horrible deaths without family by their sides; the 2 Pt's that didn't have numerous pulmonary emboli & 1 has severe cognitive damage as a result. Because if HIPAA, I am not able to share specifics. Now we hear there were never clinical trials on the elderly. We all decide who & what we want to accept as our reality; I pray you never ever lose someone you love under the guise of blind protection. God bless.

Becki Ward

Jack Slater- I am an RN who works in a skilled nursing & rehabilitation Center & saw first-hand all but 2 of the 34 Pt's who received the first vaccines die horrible deaths without family by their sides; the 2 Pt's that didn't have numerous pulmonary emboli & 1 has severe cognitive damage as a result. Because if HIPAA, I am not able to share specifics. Now we hear there were never clinical trials on the elderly. We all decide who & what we want to accept as our reality; I pray you never ever lose someone you love under the guise of blind protection. God bless.

Teresa Wickersham

Renee Guzel sounds like an allergic reaction. Glad she is okay.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - WXXI-TV Channel 7 may reach out for a story we're working on. Why would anyone use a “laugh” emoji? Sick. 

Teresa Wickersham
Lindsay Reay irrelevant.

Helina Musco
Alissa Weissner speechless here of ignorance

Sue Freeman
Ma Christina A. Sanborn i can't get any information just screen shots

Hunter Forester
Jeff Schmidt you can look up the adverse events at https://vaers.hhs.gov/ And https://www.medalerts.org/

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...

vaers.hhs.gov

Sue Freeman
Ma Christina A. Sanborn Im on VALERS .looking around

Teresa Wickersham
I do not believe one word. Was this in the news? Show me.

Craig Duyck
Peighton Jones look into it. The vaccine's actually more likely to cause heart problems in teenage boys, than getting the virus is for them.
Marian Wilson

Teresa Wickersham
It IS true.

I know what VAERS is. I also know about data manipulation and censoring…

Cheryl Nelson
Becki Ward thanks for speaking out.

Joanne Forrest Mankuski
Kimo Sabi yes like Fauci Remdenisvir is killing everyone. He knows this and the Dr's know this. Why the hell would they still be using this crap to treat.

Jason Clark
Craig Duyck https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/10/boys-more-at-risk-from-pfizer-jab-side-effect-than-covid-suggests-study

Sue Freeman
Teresa Wickersham under what header there

Muriel O'Hare
Yes my son has been very ill after having the vaccine,

Muriel O'Hare
Yes my son has been very ill after having the vaccine,

Muriel O'Hare
Yes my son has been very ill after having the vaccine,
Muriel O'Hare
Yes my son has been very ill after having the vaccine.

Megan Robinson
Paxton Ormsby it wasn’t rushed…
The science has been around for decades and there was a surplus of test subjects. It met all the same requirements and went through the same testing as others.

Lynn Poag
Teresa Wickersham believe what you want. VEARS is trusted to use for ALL vaccines deaths & adverse reactions. There have been at least 14,000 deaths from these covid jabs & over 600,000 adverse reactions. If you believed VEARS for all other vaccines, why are they suddenly to not be taken seriously with this one?

Chris Walden
Teresa Wickersham wow! I cannot believe that you aren't aware of the THOUSANDS that have died from the vax. You will NEVER hear it on the news. They are in kahoots! The VAERS system is a reporting system for vaccines. They say only 1%-10% get reported. They had over 1200 deaths. After it started getting popular, it changed to a LOWER NUMBER!!! They are hiding it. So if they are under reporting, that means 12000-120000. Dead. The families cannot sue. The government has suspended liability. Many many many people are injured for life. I am so completely shocked that you aren't aware if this. Get rid of the tv and find other places for news.

Teresa Wickersham
Sue Freeman look for the disclaimer. Under data.

Cheryl Daley
Chris Walden 100% correct, but the VAERS covid vaccine deaths are over 13,000 now. Even though it's self reporting, everything is verified by the CDC.

Stephanie Odine
Iulia Cluj Yeah... even one death is too many. I agree. Wondering why you aren't mentioning the over 665,000 that died from covid? They could have been protected by following recommended procedures but some people don't think anyone is worth protecting
Teresa Wickersham
Marian Wilson that is VERY convincing. Show me.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Teresa Wickersham
Chris Walden your tinfoil hat is screwed on too tight.

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Meegan Williams
Teresa Wickersham 448 deaths in australia from the vaccines

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lynn Poag
Teresa Wickersham Wow! Where are you getting your info?

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Danielle Fischer
Teresa Wickersham https://openvaers.com/covid-data?fbclid=IwAR3FegBvvYMl4m2SGUa7_9frlUIKuSGeV-bHg3YAyro3Jyyu0NPzPte_FSs

3 hrs  Like  Reply  More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - https://openvaers.com/covid-data?fbclid=IwAR3FegBvvYMl4m2SGUa7_9frlUKuSGeV-bHg3YAyroZJyyu0NPzPTE_FSs

Welcome
donvaers.com

Danielle Fischer
Sue Freeman https://openvaers.com/covid-data?fbclid=IwAR3FegBvvYMl4m2SGUa7_9frlUKuSGeV-bHg3YAyroZJyyu0NPzPTE_FSs

Teresa Wickersham
Cheryl Daley they are not vaccine deaths, and not verified by the CDC. That is not what means.

Kay Burnett
Jack Slater Trumpers ??

Lynn Poag
Ashley Jersey Williamson Wow! I'm in shock that so many people still think that this "vaccine" is safe! It's killed over 14,000 people. Kids are suffering from heart inflammation. More kids have been harmed by these jabs than the actual virus. There are stories everywhere about people have horrible reactions to these that have forever destroyed their lives. What rock have you been hiding under?!

Linda Sue
Becki Ward fake Facebook account people

Cat Johnson
Sue Freeman it's the CDC adverse vax reaction site. So yes, it's a govt page.

Jennifer Watkins
Becki Ward as a nurse you should know how to spell HIPAA.
Nicky Saint

**Lynn Poag** 14,000 deaths from vaccines. Laura says 2,000. VAERS is anecdotal and the majority of reports do not have medical authentication. Likewise, are these deaths from the vaccine, or deaths after the vaccine and unrelated?

Marisa Leonard Abelseth

**Meegan Williams** You can't even read that it's so tiny take a picture of half of it in large it and then take a picture of the other half in large it if you want people to believe the story

Linda Sue

**Jack Slater** you should take something for your TDS

Stephanie Jones

**Megan Robinson** Hmmm. Then why doesn't Dr. Malone, the inventor of the mRNA technology support the shots and mandates?

J.J. Zeitvogel

**Chris Walden** 100%! Incorrect total of deaths are not reported. Numbers get changed to lower amount to hide the actual true numbers. Not to mention, with all other vaccines there are trials that have been required and if there are 25 deaths or more, the trials or actual vaccines itself have been shut down completely. Why not now? No trials. Emergency use never used before in history. Vaccines halted after 25 deaths. Just like the DS, VAERS cannot be trusted.

Jessica Wein

**Donna Janczyk** oh no that's awful my husband filled religious exemption and I got accepted thank god Do you have the option to file religious exemption
Sonja Henry Harper
Adam Lee https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/special-husband-of-deborah-bucko-shares-heart-wrenching-story-of-how-his-wife-was-slowly-murdered-at-hospital/
Every American needs to hear this man's Testimony of what a New York hospital did to his wife it is Bone chilling & heartbreaking! GOD help us all!!

Special: Husband of Deborah Bucko shares...
americasfrontlinedoctors.org

Stephanie Jones
Teresa Wickersham Because so many teens develop myocarditis naturally... And healthy adults get blood clots ALL the time. It's not causation because you don't want to see it.

Sonja Henry Harper
Adam Lee https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/special-husband-of-deborah-bucko-shares-heart-wrenching-story-of-how-his-wife-was-slowly-murdered-at-hospital/

Special: Husband of Deborah Bucko shares...
americasfrontlinedoctors.org

Jessica Cox-Wooten
Adam Lee Marcus those stories need to be aired E V E R Y W H E R E just like the lies the media spreads

Sonja Henry Harper
Adam Lee https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/frontlinenews/special-husband-of-deborah-bucko-shares-heart-wrenching-story-of-how-his-wife-was-slowly-murdered-at-hospital/

Special: Husband of Deborah Bucko shares...
americasfrontlinedoctors.org

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr=1
Michelle Castagnini

Albert Sutlick what a heartless comment. If her da was 60 then for about 60 times 365 days he lived with all his underlying human conditions. Then the morning after the vax he dies. That's not even a fluke. But live, experience your own perceptions and learn. Your child could be vaxxed, your signature needed, in the light of your perceptions, not of media but of independant happenings... Make a choice y r willing to live with.

Linda Sue

Jack Slater you're nothing but a brainwashed on your knees to a racist corrupt pedophile. You should get some knee pads if you don't already have them

Lynn Poag

Kenzie O'Connell it's poison

Jodi Miller

Jennifer Watkins stop with the grammar/spelling policing!!! You do know spell check messes up sometimes…

Madaline English

Adam Lee Marcus I DO PLEASE. PLEASE. I HAVE TO MAKE SURE MY GRANDKIDS DO NOT TAKE THE VACCINE. I NEED TESTIMONY ASAP

Spencer Howard

Lynn Poag spell check

Lynn Poag

Kenzie O'Connell The hospital protocols are killing people. Ventilators should be VERY LAST resort. If you're able to walk into the ER & they start trying to talk you into a vent... YOU DON'T NEED A VENT. Avoid hospitals at all costs. They actually get paid thousands of dollars to put you on a vent. They give you the wrong meds too. Check out this site for pre-covid protocol. https://covid19criticalcare.com/
Michelle Lee
Michelle Lee
Megan Robinson this is false. They started a test, and never finished it.

Josh Novodoff
Chris Walden I see you did not actually read the whole website. The Vaers site is ran and monitored by FDA and CDC. So far the amt for the US on that site is about 6k in deaths and it is stated on the website that the data is not causation. Since you are ok with these CDC numbers, then I’m sure you agree with the others that state 600k plus have died from covid.

Bridget Biss
Adam Lee Marcus yes please. May save a life

Michelle Castagnini
Sara Keltner Ellis all of us on this chat have stories of ppl who were far from one foot in the grave but the next thing they succumb to diseases or symptoms they have never had before. Honestly I am disappointed at humanity. bviously unlike in the sixties freedom means eating out in a restaurant, going to a hairdresser, buying the best car you can afford, etc. If you think that is true freedom it will always leave you with an empty feeling. Freedom is alzo about taking it, it is not given or even a given at the rate ppl are cashing in on their freedoms now, just o the jail keeper can open your sell door.

Earline Frazier
Gretchen Mullinax No one should attack anyone ...
NO body knows about other people Medical History...

I have been Hospitalized different times from FDA medications.... severe reactions.... I will not take this vaccine ....

Chris Walden
Teresa Wickersham Teresa, go get a d-dimer test. They don't call it the clot shot for nothing. My friend got her vaxes. The second one about 6-8 weeks ago. Now she’s in the hospital on a respirator. My heart is broken. Believe what you want, even if it's a fairy tale. It is a defence mechanism, so I understand.

Shawn Cooper Larsen
Stephanie Odine, I believe most died with covid, not from.
Chris Walden
Teresa Wickersham Only between 1%-10% are reported.

Lynn Poag
Nicky Saint
You can read as many cases as you want:

https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes

Sonja Henry Harper
Madaline https://tjwebbmd.com/2021/05/20/have-the-covid-19-vaccines-really-killed-4178-people-my-response-to-a-former-waco-chief-resident/

Have the COVID-19 Vaccines Really Killed...

Mark Hays
This page will be taken down- the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public. Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities.
Sonja Henry Harper
Madaline English I sent you a video that’s your testimony. Dr Ben Edwards!!! He’s warming everyone do not need this vaccine. Especially our children!!!

Sonja Henry Harper
Madaline English https://tjwebbmd.com/2021/05/20/have-the-covid-19-vaccines-really-killed-4178-people-my-response-to-a-former-waco-chief-resident/

Have the COVID-19 Vaccines Really Killed...
tjwebbmd.com
See Translation

Tara Leigh
Sonja Henry Harper Ivermectin doesn't work. People are stupid

Craig Batcheller
Mark Hays you are so correct

Shawna Nichole
Madaline English go onto bitchute (it's like YouTube but less censored) there are thousands of testimonies) just type covid vaccine testimonies or something like that. You'll get and see some horrific stories.

Martin Moore
Muriel O'Hare he must of angered our lord and savior Jesus Christ. You and your son need to repent now or may God have mercy on your souls

Kristen Nelson
Cheryl Nelson let’s hope it was accidental

Ami Wells McDowell
Shawna Nichole yes, or the telegram app. It has a lot of info as well.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, inflammation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. Facebook

LEokadia Bryk
Adam Lee Marcus yes, I do

2 hrs Like Reply More

Savannah Cee
Tara Leigh Tell us more Dr. Leigh MD?

2 hrs Like Reply More

Jody Bradford
Kelly Lescenski you might want to do a little research on that. You will have to look further then local media and social media.

2 hrs Like Reply More

Brita Nyberg
Tara Leigh Of course it does and has saved a bunch of lives all around the world. That's why it is so heavily attacked.

2 hrs Like Reply More

Nick Burden
Jack Slater I know two people personally that have had strokes within 2 months of the 2nd dose. One died. One lived

2 hrs Like Reply More

Stenie Steenie
Adam Lee Marcus I work in a long term nursing facility where our patients are elderly and have many predisposing medical conditions ... they all got vaccinated ... and are doing very well ... but please share ur story of the murderous vaccine

2 hrs Like Reply More

LEokadia Bryk
Angela Huffstetler any side effect should be reported to CDC so they have actual data

2 hrs Like Reply More

Mario Egeto
Mark Hays

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=._
Manorama Diaz
Teresa Wickersham “Patient values trump over clinical expertise, clinical expertise trumps over scientific evidence”
Why would you choose not to believe victim’s testimonies? Pfizer has been historically sued many times because their scientific evidence was manipulated for deception and caused innumerable damage to patients...

LEokadia Bryk
Adam Lee Marcus those should absolutely be reported to CDC

LEokadia Bryk
Francine Bussell hope they were reported to CDC

LEokadia Bryk
Tamara Garrett OMG!!!!!

Beth Fitts
Tara Leigh you are the one who is STUPID! Ivermectin has successfully brought the Covid rate down!!

LEokadia Bryk
Amy Glosser Moser and they wonder why people won’t take it

LEokadia Bryk
Kristin Dioguardo were you hey reported to CDC?

Brenda Ames
Do you have a link for this data?
Sonja Henry Harper
https://www.facebook.com/countyjudgekeough/posts/391370835891604

Mark Keough County Judge  Yesterday at 1:59 PM ·
While we were preparing for our emergency response to Hurricane Nicholas yesterday, I received some news that… More

Susan Heidel Lacy
Adam Lee Marcus yes. Do share. 1

Florence Fly
Steenie Steenie I think your argument might be with the CDC. It is their tracking that has recorded more deaths from this one vaccine than all the deaths from all the other vaccines combined over a 22 year period. It is their adverse reporting that is showing record numbers of hospitalizations and adverse events.

And, a recent study indicates the actual numbers being reported to the CDC are 1% or less of actual events meaning the damaged parties number into the millions.

Glad your patients are all ok. I'm sure that is great comfort to those who have suffered great loss because of this most dangerous shot. 4
Sonja Henry Harper
https://www.facebook.com/countyjudgekeough/posts/391370835891604. So you don’t think The Biden Administration has a bigger Agenda??!

Mark Keough County Judge
Yesterday at 1:59 PM ·
While we were preparing for our emergency response to Hurricane Nicholas yesterday, I received some news that… More

Rick Rose
Martin Moore
Where in God's Bible did you find that? Oh, it's not in there. We ALL die, including Paul the apostle who suffered physically. Those who have received the gift of Jesus Christ paying for their sins are children of God who took on the punishment for our sins. We live for Him!!!

Sonja Henry Harper
Adam Lee
https://www.facebook.com/countyjudgekeough/posts/391370835891604

Mark Keough County Judge
Yesterday at 1:59 PM ·
While we were preparing for our emergency response to Hurricane Nicholas yesterday, I received some news that… More
Karl Wieser
Adam Lee Marcus Things that didn't happen for 600

Jen Evans Colville
Steenie Steenie we want to hear those stories too, both

David W. Mallory
Adam Lee Marcus "I know people who died painfully from the vaccine. Want those stories?"
Yes, please. I have heard of people dying of Covid who had been vaccinated ('breakthrough cases'), but I haven't heard of anyone dying from the vaccine itself. If there is any substance to this, I'd like to hear it.

Mike Florendo
Look up vaers.

Karl Wieser
Stephanie Odine It's even lower, considering that 4000 people have not "dies" from the vaccine

Naomi Smith
Steenie Steenie unfortunately not everyone is as fortunate as those you care for. See How good they are doing when they need to keep getting booster shots, probably won't be around in a couple of years

Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements
The vaccines didn’t even test on animals ...there are reasons why they were able to get EUA's without a smidge of liability. We will never know the full truth. We must act on what is true for each of us. I have had two different bouts with COVID and do not believe any so-called COVID vax can make my body perform better against the virus.

Shannon Cox
Adam Lee Marcus Crystal Sunshine
David W. Mallory
Florence Fly "It is their tracking that has recorded more deaths from this one vaccine than all the deaths from all the other vaccines combined over a 22 year period." Can you provide a link to this data? I would like to read about it.

Mary Ann Thiess
David W. Mallory are you familiar the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS)? https://openvaers.com/covid-data

David W. Mallory
Florence Fly "It is their tracking that has recorded more deaths from this one vaccine than all the deaths from all the other vaccines combined over a 22 year period." Can you provide a link to this data? I would like to read about it.

David W. Mallory
Mark Hays "Either profits are more important than millions of humans lives destroyed and to be destroyed or this is genocide, those are the only 2 possibilities." Actually, I can think of one other possibility, and that is that the premise or your statement ("the media and the government as well as Facebook are all heavily invested in the vaccine and the truth about all of the MASSIVE vaccine deaths and life changing injuries cannot get out to the public") is totally false. Can you provide supporting documentation for this claim?

Henry Russell
Beth Amon No, it's NOT all there, It's grossly undercounted. One can extrapolate from all of these accounts that many more than VAERS states have died.

David W. Mallory
Muriel O'Hare I'm sorry to hear that your son has been very ill. The question is, was it a complication of the vaccine that led to his illness?
Henry Russell

Jack Slater Scared because you were idiot enough to take the death shot. We'll be reading about you soon....

Shona Wright

Adam Lee Marcus yes

Brittany Levy

Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements umm they sure as hell were tested on animals. But keep on drinking the kool-aid. And this is a actual fact that can be proven.. but instead you choose to believe something you saw on Facebook

Mary Kate

Ivermectin helped my mom not get COVID when my Dad got it along with my sister and brother-in-law. She took it the minute Dad got a positive test. It was dosed to her body weight prescribed by a doctor. If you take the amount a horse takes you will have issues and probably end up in the hospital. Just sharing one personal story of how ivermectin helped my Mom.

Tracy Thomas Clifton

Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements you've been lied to. There absolutely was animal testing.

Carol Brock Johnson

Beth Amon just did and it does

Kimberly A Moody

Mark Hays there aren't massive vaccine deaths and injuries. How cute you think we all believe liars like your cult does

David W. Mallory

Lori Finlon "madeup pandemic"? Are you saying there is no such thing as Covid-19?
Tracy Thomas Clifton

COVID-19 vaccines were tested in animals...

healthfeedback.org

Kimberly A Moody
Mary Kate lol the cult recommending sheep workers hahaha

Mike Florendo
LEokadia Bryk there 600k + reports on vaers.https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Welcome
openvaers.com

Heather Hyde
Adam Lee Marcus yes

Rebecca Klink
David W. Mallory I’m not for or against the vaccine, because I think people should do what they want with their own bodies. I will say this though. People will die from this vaccine, just like people have died from other vaccines, or meds, or shellfish, or nuts. Anytime you put something in your body or ingest it you’re taking on the risk of an adverse reaction. I think trying to scare people from getting the vaccine by pointing out deaths, which sadly is inevitable, is as shady as trying to scare people into getting the vaccine, which is what this article is also doing.

Skylar Kistner
Renee Harrington-Norris read these comments!

Dawn Greksa
Florence Fly share the recent study.
Rebecca Klink
David W. Mallory I'm not for or against the vaccine, because I think people should do what they want with their own bodies. I will say this though. People will die from this vaccine, just like people have died from other vaccines, or meds, or shellfish, or nuts. Anytime you put something in your body or ingest it you're taking on the risk of an adverse reaction. I think trying to scare people from getting the vaccine by pointing out deaths, which sadly is inevitable, is as shady as trying to scare people into getting the vaccine, which is what this article is also doing.

1 hr Like Reply More

Hennie Chandler Vallie
Brittany Levy Yes they were tested on Animals but the Animals didn't survive the studies which is why it was never FDA approved and only approved for Emergency use authorization. When the Animals came into contact with covid again they died.

1 hr Like Reply More

Dawn Bodak
Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements The research mRNA has been in development for 30 years but you go ahead and take your chances with covid. #darwinism

1 hr Like Reply More

Lori Finlon
David W. Mallory it is man-made it was made to destroy this country it was made to take all of the weaker links people with problems off the face of the Earth those who worked hard to enjoy the rest of their lives I do believe it is a flu they just called it covid-19

1 hr Like Reply More

Jen Evans Colville
Josh Novodoff FDA hid over 30,000 adverse reaction reports on breast Implants until Congress hearing in 2019. They hide numbers all the time

1 hr Like Reply More

Lorraine Kopicki
David W. Mallory
https://www.muhealth.org/our-stories/scary-reports-deaths-following-covid-19-vaccination-arent-what-they-seem?fbclid=IwAR3G0th9fsb_HRB7HBFwcz7is4vGqTgrb0poiGC_daVHHKr7_bbVKasqJl

1 hr Like Reply More

Scary Reports of Deaths Following... muhealth.org
Leslie Kim Bodes  
Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements hi I started reading the paperwork submitted to the FDA. They tested I a specific breed of rats, but when it came to the findings of reproductive issues, their stays was “on going”. Mind you, rats breed fast. They had plenty of time to report on this particular issue. They also tested on monkeys, same status for reproductive. They chose only healthy participants for their human testing, nobody with crohn’s, diabetes, heart problems, etc. so you are partially correct. FDA approval should not have been given.

Florence Fly  
Jack Slater at least “Trumpers” as you refer to people who disagree with you…at least we can read and do our own investigations and draw our own conclusions. Bless your heart, you have to be told what you can and can't believe.

Katy Madison  
Kathy Velasquez Angel Zuniga Jennifer Stevens Brown Jaime Fitzpatrick Amber Fitzpatrick

Danielle Lebron Rhodes  
Mary Ann Thiess Anyone can report to VAERS. That does not mean that whatever they had going on had anything to do with whatever Vaccine they received. This is all stated right on the site.
Danielle Lebron Rhodes
Mary Ann Thiess

Todd Anderson
Adam Lee Marcus “Stories”...I'm sure that's exactly what they are.

Lana Hawa
Nabil Gharbieh

Rayha Reeves
Ryan Pledger

Mary Janke
Todd Anderson not to the people who have lost loved ones.

Dawn Bodak
Hennie Chandler Vallie I got a nice piece a land for sale, once I get your check I will email you the address!!
https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-covid-vaccine-animal-idUSL2N2NJ1IK

Fact Check-COVID-19 vaccines did not...
Kimberly Kay
So anyone can report so then they can report non vaccinated die too. It can go noth ways...

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Jackson Green
Jean Butcher you cant its a experimental vax

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Diane King
Sonja Henry Harper I live in Montgomery County, Tx and Keough is as backwards as they come. He also recently had a DUI - driving on Ambien and ran into an officer and his car that was stopped on the side of the road. Don't trust him.

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Jeff Zwick
Dawn Bodak so has the gasoline engine but when you put it together wrong it fails

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Janelle Cooper
Kimberly Kay people are dying from the shot not COVID !

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Alecia Cruz
Todd Anderson ask my father in-law and his wife who were fully vaccinated 9 months ago and are now suffering in the hospital

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Teresa Wickersham
I hope your grandkids parents have more sense than you do.

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Casey Carr
Teri Christman the vaccine hasn’t been around long enough to know what the long term side effects are.

1 hr  Like  Reply  More

Helina Musco
John Patterson that’s the hypocrisy

1 hr  Like  Reply  More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Teri Brodnax Huneycutt
Dawn Bodak not successfully trialed in animals though. Why do you think they have been testing it so long

Emerson Adam
Mike Florendo which is also drastically underreported, by VAERS own admission. Perhaps 1-10% reported. The deaths and injuries from the jabs are massive. Propaganda is a powerful tool. Same folks pushing MSN are funded by big pharma. The media, the politicians, the regulatory agencies ffs, even the so-called peer-reviewed "science". All bought-and-paid-for. Wakey wakey people

Kenny Fletcher
Mark Hays can you show the stats or facts about these massive vaccine death please

Ginnii Myers Laurie
Robyn Wolph you are wrong...my mother died 12 days after having the first vaccine, she never had seizures before but she did after the jab...many people do ok but not all...

Shawn Cooper Larsen
Nikki Constable, exactly they are dying with covid, not from covid, for the most part.

Lisa Leopard Bynum
Janelle Cooper yes ma’am they are!

Dean Harris
Adam Lee Marcus sure ya do buddy

BobbieJo Covey
Dawn Bodak copied from cdc ….Experts don’t have information about the outcome of every infection. However, early estimates predict that the overall COVID-19 recovery rate is between 97% and 99.75%. Aug 7, 2021. Ummm I would say the chances are pretty good per the experts.
Francine Bussell

LEokadia Bryk - I hope so too. But honestly, I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if CDC screwed up the data. Additionally, people can and should be reporting on Vaers (a site for adverse reactions monitored by CDC).

43 mins Like Reply More

Sally Holten

Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements they were tested on animals but all of them died so on they moved to humans.

42 mins Like Reply More

Linda Price

Todd Anderson go home troll

39 mins Like Reply More

Lindsey Ramirez

Christina Ramirez

36 mins Like Reply More

Linda Price

Steenie Steenie tell that to my two friends that have permanent heart damage after taking the jab, my girlfriend who’s never suddenly died after the jab, and my girlfriends boss that developed a heart condition immediately after taking the jab and then died of a heart attack at 42...no previous heart problems...to poke fun at people that have lost love ones due to the jab is so cruel...look them in the face and say those things

32 mins Like Reply More

Brian Creed

Doris Pulizzi Roxanne Riley Justin St Germain Joey Gilbert Teddy Padrino Jolyn Rae Alicia Phillips Rachel Ann Heather Haar Andrew Lopez alot of information here about the vaxx. Lost my father after his shot 2 weeks ago. Make your own conclusions. I have mine.

26 mins Like Reply More

Alejandro Garcia

Ginnii Myers Laurie sorry for your loss my condolences and keep you in prayers

26 mins Like Reply More

Enbal Share

Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements This is not true. Tested on animals unfortunately

6 mins Like Reply More
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Alecia Cruz
Karl Wieser ask my in-laws that are fully vaccinated and in the hospital
25 mins Like Reply More

Jo Jo
Mike Florendo have you read their disclaimer?? Openly saying their own information is not accurate!!!
19 mins Like Reply More

Shawn Cooper Larsen
Josh Novodoff with covid, but not necessarily from covid
15 mins Like Reply More

Lara A Martin Hall
Leslie Kim Bodes wrong
14 mins Like Reply More

Lara A Martin Hall
Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements - Wrong.
13 mins Like Reply More

Jo Jo
Chris Walden read their disclaimer. Openly admits their data is a load of bull!
13 mins Like Reply More

Jo Jo
Beth Amon read their disclaimer where they admit their information isn't correct
10 mins Like Reply More

Teresa Wickersham
Chris Walden I am sorry about your friend. Is she in the hospital on a respirator because she got a clot or because she got Covid after all?
7 mins Like Reply More

Bernadette Williams
Carol Oszczakiewicz Clements they were tested on animals and when the animals were introduced to the virus a second time they all died.
7 mins Like Reply More
Christy Whittaker
David W. Mallory my mother-in-law's best friend. No heart issues. Died of a heart attack the day after her jab while she was doing pt for gout-Her only medical issue. Three days in the hospital. Never able to revive her. Other friends of mine have reported coworkers and others who suffered sudden stroke or heart issues within a day or two of vaccine.

Bernadette Williams
David W. Mallory try Telegram. You'll get no truths on faceache or msm!

Christy Kröhne
Angie Miesner Blake, I want tangible evidence of people who supposedly died of the vaccine. Of is all just HEAR-SAY?

Bernadette Williams
Kimberly A Moody who's paying you troll?

Hillary Simpson
I lost my Aunt to the Pfizer vaccine. CDC verified. VAERS documented.

Christina Medina Dominguez
Hillary Simpson I am so sorry Hillary ...

Mandy Ui Fhearghail Mac
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry.

Hannah Garcia
Hillary Simpson I remember when you originally posted about this...

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Dusty Dawn
Hillary Simpson  I'm so sorry for your loss
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Rachel Davis
  1

Julie-Wilson Fogle
Same story with my Mom
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Thon Thomas
Hillary Simpson so sorry for your loss.
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Meagan Joy
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry! Thank you for sharing her story and being a voice.
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Shannon Carr
Hillary Simpson im sorry for your loss. Thank you for reporting it.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Mason Michael
I'm sorry for your loss
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Priscilla Harkins Lansangan
I'm so very sorry, Hillary. Particularly sad when you're the advocate that you are. I lost one of my oldest friends, as well.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Tina Hayes
Please visit our Victims Website www.normoresilience.world and follow the links to submit your story
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Aysia Jenkins
Yikeria Cordy

Kerry Jo Solero
Hillary Simpson me too

Connie Cavara
Hillary Simpson I'm glad it got reported (most don't).

Ashley Morin
Hillary Simpson

Angela Marie Prisco
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry

Nancy Porter Wheeler
Hillary Simpson this is heartbreaking......

Owen Szymanski
Hillary Simpson I lost my mother to the Pfizer vaccine, not documented of course because we couldn't afford an autopsy, but I have seen the affects and a lot of people said they were getting heart troubles with that one and she already had two stints and a heart attack. So you put 2 and 2 together and it's not that hard to come too, she was perfectly fine that morning then my brother tried to wake her up and the rest is history

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr#_=_
Christina Medina Dominguez
Owen Szymanski that is awful, Owen. My condolences. This is what I'm afraid of too with loved ones. I am so so so so sorry..... that is wrong and should have never happened.

Owen Szymanski
Thank you much but exactly, thing with it too is her heart doctor recommended it

Christina Medina Dominguez
Owen Szymanski that's so wrong....... I am so so sorry!

Owen Szymanski
Christina Medina Dominguez thank you very much

Kimberly Saxelby
Hillary Simpson I am so very sorry for your loss my condolences to you and your family

Whitney Ann Pendergrass
Hillary Simpson I would love to message you about this if that is ok?

Rebekkah Lynn
Hillary Simpson I am so sorry for your loss.

Annette Hollander
Thank you for sharing this.

Annette Hollander
Owen Szymanski

Sarah Reidle
I'm so sorry to all who have lost loved ones to covid-19 and the vaccine
Rich McInnis
Hillary Simpson a/Your an anti vaccine person. Hard to believe.

Lancia Puckett Berglan
These stories are heart wrenching. I am so sorry for the losses you all have experienced due to the vaccine. And any station who will cover a virus being a virus, but won't cover a deadly man-made “cure” just to push a narrative is sickening.

Heather Lynn
Hillary Simpson I lost my best friend growing up to her second shot of Astraz

Laura Fairhaven
I'm so sorry for your loss. I pray those responsible for her death are brought to justice.

Robin LaFond Pa'u Leota
Tina Hayes the site does not seem to be coming up.

Christine Marie
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry. Thank you for sharing

Jillian Hadley
Hillary Simpson nope. So far 3 deaths in the us have been confirmed to be caused by covid vaccines, all 3 j&j.

Kimberly Ann Hill
Hillary Simpson so sorry... that's terrible. Praying peace to your heart

Patricia Casey Olsen
Hillary Simpson so sorry
Erin Beth
so sorry for your loss

Russell Dee Bolin-Tracy
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry for your loss. I'm thankful it was reported though.

Elaine Reed
Hillary Simpson I believe you and know that this bioweapon kills.

Cara Porter Burns
Jillian Hadley I'm confused. Are you saying this person is lying about her aunt's death?

Sherry M Morrison

Orianna Lnd
Hillary Simpson same, we lost two different Aunts.

Shelia Paige Kreick
Tina Hayes is any one else having issues trying to open this site??!!!

Nicole L. Gonzales
Owen Szynanski I was diagnosed with pericarditis 1 week after my first pfizer vaccine.
Kate D'Agostino
Tina Hayes get this when click the link

Robin LaFond Pa'u Leota
Kate D'Agostino yes

Lynn Thompson
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry

Gail Marshall
Nicole L. Gonzales but your alive, as are the majority.

Jennifer Grund
I'm so sorry! These are the stories that need to be in the public eye.

Jaimie Marx
Nicole L. Gonzales, thank you for sharing....so sorry you experienced this! I know there have been many cases with teens experiencing pericarditis & myocarditis after the Vaccine. My employer is mandating the Vaccine or termination by Nov.1st. I'm angry, scared and apprehensive about all of this!! I'll be filing an exemption but doubtful that HR will allow it for Medical or Religious reasons....and no alternatives as to weekly testing, antibody testing, etc. But unfortunately most employers will be requiring the Vaccine- no way to avoid it even if I changed employers
Lancia Puckett Berglan

Gail Marshall: The point is, a young healthy adult who would have no problem surviving Covid with little to no side effects should have never been subjected to this vaccine that causes known myocarditis in young healthy individuals.

Heather Schwartz

Gail Marshall: so are the majority who get covid

Gail Marshall

Lancia Puckett Berglan: untrue the symptoms you refer to come from any virus in this age group, covid is a virus.

Megan Andrea

Lancia Puckett Berglan: Covid also causes myocarditis and many other problems.

Harrison Jordan

Gail Marshall: wrong

Nicole L. Gonzales

Gail Marshall: I was also alive after recovering from covid itself. But didn't have heart problems from that...so there's that.

Karin Corea-Laurel

I am sorry to hear so many stories of people passing away from the vaccines & from the virus. 😞

Melissa Clark Lee

Hillary Simpson: sorry for your loss. I lost my mom to Pfizer
Raen Storm

Hillary Simpson please come to no more silence world wide group on here and share your story  I am so very sorry this has happened to your loved ones  I myself am a v injured and have made it my priority to get these accounts out as much as possible. Also the admin for the page will add here as well.
https://m.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78
And here’s our website
https://no-more-silence-world-wide.com/

Melissa Clark Lee

Owen Szymanski I lost my mom to Pfizer as well. Not documented because all the doctors at the hospital couldn’t figure out what was wrong. She went into cardiac arrest and they put respiratory failure, and renal failure as second & third contributing factor. Never had any problems with any of them before the V

Monica Ritchie

Robin LaFond Pa'u Leota https://nomoresilence.world/?fbclid=IwAR36OwJIV0Wwotl6Z7hWCW3eY9-6Jw2F3oFXAlcp3xcNzUEI0AqkniS0Vzk

Monica Ritchie

Shelia Paige Kreick https://nomoresilence.world/?fbclid=IwAR36OwJIV0Wwotl6Z7hWCW3eY9-6Jw2F3oFXAlcp3xcNzUEI0AqkniS0Vzk

Pamela Kaleel Murphy

Robin LaFond Pa'u Leota its misspelled. Suppose to be www.no more silence.world Take out the extra “r”
Pamela Kaleel Murphy
Sheila Paige Kreick its misspelled. Suppose to be www.no more silence.world
Take out the extra “r”

Monica Ritchie
Kate D’Agostino https://nomoresilence.world/?fbclid=IwAR36OwJIV0Wwotl6Z7hWCW3eY9-6Jw2F3oFXA1cp3xcNzUEI0AqkniS0Vzk

Angie Morrison
Yeah I know and hasanyone besides me notice mom has been sick since getting hers and now spot in her lungs

Gail Marshall
Heather Schwartz rarely

Gail Marshall
Harrison Jordan

Julie Mullenax
Hillary Simpson tell your story loudly. This is being swept under the rug.
David Lloyd
Owen Szymanski I'm sorry. As a physician, I'm ashamed of my profession.

Victoria Baer Pool
David Lloyd physicians are failing humanity by not standing up and speaking the truth

David Lloyd
Victoria Baer Pool yes, we are. I am one of the few left that is an exception. I'm fighting the battle, but it’s pretty lonely.

JD Shelly Dorton
Gail Marshall I would rather have covid.

JD Shelly Dorton
David Lloyd I'm praying that enough will do just this.

Pat Hefferin Fox
Gail Marshall So the 14,000 + (reported only) dead victims' lives don't matter???? Not to mention the thousands that are permanently injured! Tell that to their loved ones!!!

Pat Hefferin Fox
David Lloyd Stay strong…..you are respected by many!!!!

Jaimie Marx
David Lloyd, easier said than done...11 years at that Hospital. Yes, maybe unemployment after termination- IF that's possible?? But if all employers are requiring the Vaccine there's no way to avoid it
Gina Silveira Parker
Hillary Simpson - I am so sorry for your loss! Why isn’t this being talked about..

Jessica Griffin
Pat Hefferin Fox please share your source for this!

Alicia Costanzo
Gail Marshall you should think before you speak “but you’re alive?” Selfish and apathetic.

Jami Willis
David Lloyd there are more of you out there!

Edy JG
Hillary Simpson I’m so sorry babe!!

Jami Willis
Gina Silveira Parker it doesn’t fit the agenda

Kim Daum
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry for your loss as well! Going through the process now. Moderna killed my father records researched. Thrombocytopenia on death certificate. Will be confirmed and Vaers documentation completed. WILL SCREAM IT FROM THE HIGHEST MOUNTAINS IN THE LAND

Gloria Breaux Sanchez
David Lloyd Thank you Dr. Lloyd for being so honest and up front with us.

Julia Velasco
Hillary Simpson so sorry for your loss... I sent you a PM if that's ok
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Pat Hefferin Fox
Jessica Griffin https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fchildrenshealthdefense.org%2Fdefender%2Fvaers-cdc-injuries-reported-covid-vaccines-fda-boosters%2F%3Fbclid%3Dlwr3Cm86F2gx-x6QMx91RFbH2msPDZDbyhdMouF_Qrjm_wlpParAQDBWvpT0&h=AT08PEJS2kPekbsvW3U7rAx-jBn83ncfuuo2UXaYcuBRzeQV7rvzCc4tDdNFNJL4aRPL0e2XK6HYAozX0uMU7-YgAQ94nj18lQvs1ubAtEg3Qn7tcjO8pmQTQGo&s=1

Debbi A Fleming
David Lloyd your profession is decimated you are a puppet to your professional organizations and are disallowed from using your own judgment and doing your own thinking

David Lloyd
Jaimie Marx I understand. No individual should in a position like this. I've spent 13 years at my hospital and face revocation of privileges.

Melanie Loan Fuhrman
Hillary Simpson I'm sorry. More people must see and understand Vaers. Thanks for sharing.

Peggy June
Nicole L. Gonzales ty!

Gloria Breaux Sanchez
Kim Daum I'm so sorry for your terrible loss, but thank you for Shouting it out, and reporting to Vaers

Gina Silveira Parker
Jami Willis -

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_
David Lloyd
Debbi A Fleming 100%. Just mindless cogs in the Borg. So upsetting.

Pat Hefferin Fox
Jessica Griffin This is most recent.................https://default.salsalabs.org/Tbf8be7f1-9425-451c-8258-d67125cbb33c/2eb12e61-a3ef-4b4e-82ea-068a692d8316

Dondra Coniglio
Hillary Simpson And others speaking of their loss… I’m so sorry for your loss. No matter how you look at all of this… It’s just so scary. There seems to be a risk for some either way

Sherri Grove thank you for alerting me to this convo

Kim Sheppard
David Maile do you care about Hillary’s aunt?

Bruce Phillips
Gina Silveira Parker big pharma controls the media

Naomi Salley McAfee
Gail Marshall oh, so pericarditis is worth it?

Evelyn Asmar Kirmak
Owen Szymanski so sorry for your loss. How long after the vaccine did she pass?

Holly Allen
I’m so sorry David Lloyd!
Terry Swanson
Gail Marshall my Dad is 95 and lived through Covid.

Rhonda Wyne
Gail Marshall I wonder if you branch covidians can get any more insufferable.

Karen Johnston Krantz
Hillary Simpson so sorry to hear that your Aunt passed away from the shot.

Kysondra Elliott EA

Judi Dyer
David Lloyd thank you for sharing. Everyone seems to think that all Healthcare professionals are in agreement on the vaccine. I consulted with mine and he could not be certain it was safe for me. I will remain un vaxx’d.

Kit Tunstall
Hillary Simpson , I'm so sorry. Your story won't be featured though. It doesn't fit their slant.

Cass N Chad Mussman
Hillary Simpson so sorry for your loss

Claudia Ray
Hillary Simpson Thank you for sharing

Brian McKay
Hillary Simpson that is a total lie. VAERS is not official CDC data. In fact, most things on it are either misreported or deliberately false.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ..ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Kit Tunstall

Jaimie Marx, Kentucky and Montana have passed laws against a mandate. Other states likely will too. You might have to move, but there will be places hiring that won't force the shot.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Dee Morris

Hillary Simpson they don't care about that. They need to push the false narrative. And I'm very sorry for your loss

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Julie TN

I am so sorry. The truth is coming out more and more. 😢

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Gail Marshall

Naomi Salley McAfee any virus will give it to you, so not sure why you would solely blame a covid jab. But then Americans have really lost it with their high death rate of deniers.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Brittany Holland

i had the shots and my whole family they are fine and they had covid before the shots!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Gail Marshall

Kysondra Elliott EA the world knows that the term moron was born in the USA in 2020. The world weeps for you all as you anilate yourselves.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Darnell Hier

Gail Marshall your lights must be on dim

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Darnell Hier

Gail Marshall you are full of it and yourself

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Edward Niemela

Gail Marshall as is over 99 percent of people that had and beat covid!!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Shawn Rana
www.sorryantivaxxer.com

Jen Robi
Hillary Simpson So sorry for your loss. They need to use your story, & so many others like yours but sadly they probably won’t. Mainstream Media is owned by the devils disciples. They’ll have they’re day.

Jen Robi
Julie-Wilson Fogle So sorry for your loss. They need to use your story, & so many others like yours but sadly they probably won’t. Mainstream Media is owned by the devils disciples. They’ll have they’re day.

Jen Robi
KJ Teale So sorry for your loss. They need to use your story, & so many others like yours but sadly they probably won’t. Mainstream Media is owned by the devils disciples. They’ll have they’re day.

Jen Robi
Owen Szymanski So sorry for your loss. They need to use your story, & so many others like yours but sadly they probably won’t. Mainstream Media is owned by the devils disciples. They’ll have they’re day.

Jen Robi
Nicole L. Gonzales So sorry to hear! They need to use your story, & so many others like yours but sadly they probably won’t. Mainstream Media is owned by the devils disciples. They’ll have they’re day.

Chasaty Thomas Gioiello
Pat Hefferin Fox 63 deaths in 3 years on a Pfizer prescription drug Rezulin and they pull it from the shelves. Over 14,000 deaths worldwide in a year and they’re mandating more to get it!!! It makes NO sense!!!
Jennifer Bigler Rokisky

Hillary Simpson oh but they don't want that side of the story!!
I'm so sorry, these stories need to be told!!

Jen Robi

Gail Marshall ummm… With a forever, awful, heart condition, nasty witch.

Sarah Mae Cox

Hillary Simpson I had the Pfizer vaccine and got blood clots, high blood pressure, migraines, and heart palpitations. I'm so sorry for your loss.

Jen Robi

Nicole L. Gonzales and have antibodies (natural immunity) now! Same here!

Terra Vasquez

My little sister too 12 days after her second shot.

Jen Robi

David Lloyd more should be, and stand up for people. Silence is consent. You don’t want to be on the wrong side of this at the end of everything

Renee McCaslin Smith

David Lloyd thank you so much for your voice and for standing up for truth!!

Deborah Mathews

David Lloyd I think you and all healthcare workers need to start thinking about opening up your own private practices, community health centers … not hospital system affiliated .. take it back to the days of old before the money hungry corrupt industries dug their hands in it .
And if you do that, let me know where your location is, I’ll gladly be a patient!
Jeannie Carr
David Lloyd im an icu nurse and i feel the same!!!!

Kaelene Bolton
Terra Vasquez omfg..I'm so sorry to you and your family for you kids

Terra Vasquez
Kaelene Bolton thank you

Crystal Redden
Hillary Simpson I am so sorry for your loss!

Tiffany Willard
Hillary Simpson condolences and thank you for making sure it was documented.

Heather Stoner Parker
Terra Vasquez so very sorry

Harrison Jordan
Gail Marshall you go ahead and take the baby fetal

Pat Hefferin Fox
Chasaty Thomas Gioiello Yes.......and more deaths in 8 months from this vaccine, than all other vaccines in the last 30 years. This is a purposeful, mass crime against humanity, and Fauci needs to be charged! There are others behind him. The swine flu vax was pulled after 53 deaths. There's a HELL, and he WILL be riding the bus!

Ashley Proffitt
David Lloyd my cousin is also a physician Andy Turner. He's fighting the good fight too but I know he's doing it pretty lonely himself. Prayers for you!!
Elzbieta Adamczyk
Robin LaFond Pa'u Leota https://nomoresilence.world/

Home - No More Silence
nomoresilence.world

David Lloyd
Ashley Proffitt thank you! I could certainly use them!

Tricia Brown
Brittany Holland so why get the shot you have antibodies from Covid

Dene Harris
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry for your loss. This is what I said in comments:
My husband was medi vaced back to the states after being on the other side of the world serving our country and now he has to see a cardiologist after several abnormal symptoms and cardiac issues that started 2 hours after he was forced to get the Johnson and Johnson shot or he would go to captains mast and or told he wouldn't be sent back to the states because they would send him through vaccine passport countries.
F your narrative and fake journalism how about a real story!
People are suffering from vaccine injuries!

Debbie Claypool
Hillary Simpson I am sorry for your family’s loss. Why don’t news agencies do stories on those people?

Debbie Claypool
Julie-Wilson Fogle sorry for your loss.

Debbie Claypool
KJ Teale sorry for your loss.
Jill Hopgood

David Lloyd Thank you for doing the right thing!! Prayers for you and any other physician who speaks out for the truth!

Debbie Claypool

Gail Marshall how callous! She has pericarditis. That is not some minor little something and will likely affect her for a while. And she is just one of many. So far, 2500 young adults have been diagnosed with myocarditis and 25% are on heart failure meds and will deal with that the rest of their lives.

Debbie Claypool

David Lloyd thank you for standing strong. I know it is hard and few are doing it. I heard a well-respected doctor ask another doctor recently, “When did so many good doctors go bad?” Sounds like you are one of the good ones!

Pat Hefferin Fox

Jami Willis https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fslate.com%2Fnews-and-politics%2F2021%2F09%2Fnew-york-hospital-lewis-county-delivering-babies-covid.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3ZfnhngOOa_UclKq2zy62UbDjpmMfNkM6O5RHeyC1Oqvc0pDy7fxNF2k&h=AT3XdLO4eO6qIlSlyG1BNqODWEtEA9TrJdgfllyd9_mbe4BDz5se-EONO1iteVN3tk6nGZld5aRsFaUDakSzRXgDV_-8te5RRoOmITbvZopS8_QW3QnX_m9mq_crkE&s=1

Debbie Claypool

Brian McKay not true. 80% of those reporting are doctors and nurses. It takes 30 minutes to an hour to make a report and everything has to be verified. Then the one making the report has to sign saying they understand that any false report is under penalty of perjury and punishable by fine or jail. AND VAERS only captures 1-10% of actual adverse reactions. In addition, about a week or two after submitting the report, someone calls to verify all information. So what is on there has been verified and substantiated. Don't believe everything you read.

Raejene Riley

Gail Marshall...and the majority of people who have had Covid are alive too.
Dawn Elle
Julie-Wilson Fogle GRAPHERENE OXIDE... look it up! It's in the jabs... not disclosed. It's deadly to humans.

Dawn Elle
Owen Szymanski look up GRAPHERENE OXIDE. Go on DuckDuckGo. It's in all the jabs... deadly to humans.

Debbie Leff
Dawn Elle did you hear how the animals fared that were tested?? ITS REALLY bad - if only all knew!

Dawn Elle
Debbie Leff DuckDuckGo has many articles. It's in all the brands of the jab. Deadly to humans!
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99% survival is what you call "rarely"???

I'm supposed to get the phizer tomorrow but I'm scared I'm 59. I'm so sorry about your mom
Annette Wallace
Melissa Clark Lee
You can report it to VAERS
As a reaction. Doesn't have to be the drs.

Annette Wallace
Owen Szymanski you can report it to VAERS
Even without an autopsy

Melissa Graham
Jillian Hadley It's on the CDC website VAERS... 7/30 over 12k have died from the vaccine.. you may want to do some research instead of calling someone who lost a loved one from it a liar! Wow!

Barbara Forsythe
Jaimie Marx I think they can't fire everyone and still stay in business. Stick together and don't let them get the best if you!

Karin Polk
Hillary Simpson So sorry for your loss.

Kysondra Elliott EA
Gail Marshall I take it you don't actually know how to read data. Shame.
If you knew how to, you’d comprehend that their statistics are skewed and inaccurate. I guess my overpriced degree came handy in other areas in life. It's a shame when I come across someone so oblivious and unable to think critically.

Have a nice life

Robin LaFond Pa'u Leota
Elzbieta Adamczyk thank you.
Dawn Elle
Debbie Leff Look these up

Dawn Elle
Kim Belden Noooooo

Dawn Elle
Kim Belden please read these on DuckDuckGo!

Melissa Graham
Michele Gibson read these comments... Wow!
Tina Hahn
Me too. It’s heinous. This is what ABP says to us:

Expertise matters, and board-certified physicians have demonstrated that they have stayed current in their field. Spreading misinformation or falsehoods to the public during a time of a public health emergency goes against everything our Boards and our community of board-certified physicians stand for. The evidence that we have safe, effective and widely available vaccines against COVID-19 is overwhelming. We are particularly concerned about physicians who use their authority to denigrate vaccination at a time when vaccines continue to demonstrate excellent effectiveness against severe illness, hospitalization and death.

We all look to board-certified physicians to provide outstanding care and guidance; providing misinformation about a lethal disease is unethical, unprofessional and dangerous. In times of medical emergency, the community of expert physicians committed to science and evidence collectively shares a responsibility for giving the public the most accurate and timely health information available, so they can make decisions that work best for themselves and their families.

Brian McKay
Nothing on VAERS is verified.

Tina Hahn
We aren’t allowed to tell parents that kids have gotten heart problems after it or strokes. We are just supposed to Parrot Safe & Effective - For Pharma I guess. I wonder how much they pay ABP & AAP to Threaten doctors.

Yvette Argrave Salkeld
Jessica Griffin VAERS has been around for years (ask any special needs mom) its grossly under reported so the numbers most likely are way higher and runs about a week behind.
Brian McKay
Have you ever actually looked at it?

Yvette Argrave Salkeld

Yvette Argrave Salkeld

Yvette Argrave Salkeld

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_
Brian McKay

Debbie Claypool if you have you'll know what the CDC says about it in a disclaimer. I'm betting you never have and all of this is more BS second hand nonsense from crap sources.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Megan Andrea

David Lloyd, what is your specialty?

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Yvette Argrave Salkeld

Edward Niemela you cant reason with people who can't even spell basic words

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Brian McKay

Debbie Claypool if you have you'll know what the CDC says about it in a disclaimer. I'm betting you never have and all of this is more BS second hand nonsense from crap sources.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Megan Andrea

David Lloyd, what is your specialty?

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Yvette Argrave Salkeld

Edward Niemela you cant reason with people who can't even spell basic words

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Briana Clark

Nicole L. Gonzales I was diagnosed with heart arrhythmia 2.5 weeks after my first, never had heart issues before.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

David Lloyd

Megan Andrea Neuroradiology and Spine Pain Management

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Stacie Spradling Back

Megan Pearson

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Craig Calenti

Not for long unfortunately and what about all of the orphans left behind?

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Debbie Claypool

Brian McKay no, it's from several healthcare workers who have, in fact, reported. Dr. Peter McCullough, cardiologist at Baylor Scott and White and professor of cardiology at Texas A and M, for one. And the CDC once has a video with instructions for submitting reports because it is difficult. They took it down—guess they are trying to make it harder. And yes, I have looked at VAERS.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More
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Brian McKay
Debbie Claypool exactly. You just proved my point.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Brian McKay
Debbie Claypool most of you people will lie just to try and even look like you’re correct. Think about that.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Brian McKay
Debbie Claypool you all listen to quackery, consort with liars and refuse to acknowledge that your huge profit centers for an entire industry that gets you to their websites and YouTube videos with fantastical conspiracy claims.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Debbie Claypool
Brian McKay okay, whatever.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Alissa Jones
@Brian McKay, look up these comments!! Read the whole comment section! What is not verified is the long term safety of these vaccines, for God’s sake! Use your brain, not the tv!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Lisa O. Baker
Gail Marshall who the hell do you think you are? These are REAL stories of REAL people who died or had problems from the vaccines. You have no right to make light of their situations and basically calling them liars.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Elizabeth Spillman
Owen Szymanski my mom had this exact thing happen. Heart attack and stents. Also, blood clots and brain fog. They deny it was the shot.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Elizabeth Spillman
David Lloyd maybe contact Flccc or America’s Front Line doctors. They are also standing up. And thank you

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
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Jackie Harling

Brian McKay YEP...a million people are all conspiring to manipulate us. moronic

Amber Zinser

Debbie Leff yes, poor babies

Sara Thompson Traub

Brittany Holland micro clots. Be watchful...

Nicole Masci

Do you really think someone would just “make up” that a loved one died?

Cheyanne Bentley

Hillary Simpson so sorry for your lose but thank you for sharing this. This is important information that must be passed along.

Cheyanne Bentley

Dawn Elle keep spreading the word to protect the ones still not infected!!

Lisa Gabrielle Bright

Jaimie Marx

Pray to Jesus on your knees and tell him all that your thankful for. Ask for hope and guidance. Blessings

Shelley Gilbert-Hupp

JD Shelly Dorton at least we know there are things proven to help with Covid!!

Denise Voeller

Kate D'Agostino I got that too.
Mindy Hardy Adams

David Lloyd your not alone!! I know several health care workers that are fighting it with you!

Natasha Mitchell

Debbie Leff I'm curious to know where you read the results of the animal testing. You can post it and tag me or DM it to me. I'd be very interested to read it.

Glen Aley

#BrianMckay, you talk of people listening to quackery and consorting with liars and refusing to believe stuff except the fantasy conspiracy theories on YouTube. That's an interesting concept, other than the fact that these big money industries you missed were those in pharmaceutical products. Why do you think they have been calling HCQ and Ivermectin unauthorized treatments? If you had a clue about this, you might also know that to get an EUA, there can be no other effective, approved treatment options for the same disease or purpose as the product seeking EUA. Both of those medications have been approved for decades for treatment in anti parasitic, antibacterial, and antiviral applications worldwide, including the USA. Ivermectin received the Nobel Peace Prize in 2015 for treatments in humans for a wide range of different medical conditions. So why shame them? Because the very same big profit centers for that industry, that have made billions on these same vaccines, has contracts with all these countries in order to receive their vaccines, along with paying off quite a few government officials, (which is nothing new to Pfizer) in order to make those billions off of a vaccine that all these countries are now mandating on their citizens. But I guess you have a much better theory, other than the propaganda spewed by the lamestream media of course, that might explain why they want to manipulate numbers, deny facts, censor legitimate medical professionals who speak out against the narrative, and mandate an experimental vaccines, or should I say gene therapy, for a renamed disease with a 99% survival rate? And then deny, hide, or otherwise manipulate any adverse reaction to those same gene therapy vaccines? Play the rating, publicity, or whatever card you want, probably just the usual name calling and virtue signaling tactics used by sheep everywhere else, but keep in mind that those same people speaking so highly and so much in favor of mandating this crap on everyone are also getting paid for their advertising and promotion of it like you claim the other side of the argument are.

Angel Van Gilder-Murray

Ashley Morin thank you

Socorro Herrera Vigil

Glen Aley Bingo! Can I copy and share!
Heidi Roberts

Shelia Paige Kreick yes I am. I'm thinking something strange is going on?

Karen Bachta

Debbie Leff Animals are used to test the vaccines?

Glen Aley

#SocorroHerreraVigil, be my guest.

Jaramie Young

Sandy Nilsson

Karen Bachta the animal died.

Sandy Nilsson

Tina Hayes dosent work

Jaimie Marx

Kit Tunstall, thanks for the info, but I won't be moving...Family is here. Definitely feeling it's too little, too late for Minnesota. Maybe someday, not likely by Nov.1st.

Ashley Carol

Karen Bachta ya, they have been for decades.
Mary Beth Carlson

David Lloyd As a Pediatric ICU nurse with 28 years experience, I too am ashamed of my profession. The number of skilled, educated nurses that I work with following the narrative, taking the jabs and ignoring the true science. It's completely irrational. And the incredible physicians that I work with also following along. All the while, patients not being treated early outpatient and/or inpatient with protocols that work. Fear is a dangerous weapon. Stand your ground. My sister and I have 58 years nursing experience combined. She takes care of fully V'd adult ICU patients. We will lose our careers over this. No one will connect the dots. They don't want to. This is like a horrific science fiction movie that we are living in.

Doris Mullen

David Lloyd I am two semesters away from being a nurse and have 13 years in at the hospital and am being forced to walk away. There are many of us, you are not alone!!!!

Doris Mullen

Gail Marshall part of the problem

Doris Mullen

Jaimie Marx we filed discrimination civil rights suit and lawyers are getting religious exemption denial over turned. Don't give up!

Doris Mullen

Harrison Jordan let's not leave out the metals!

Doris Mullen

Brian McKay and the CDC is trustworthy?

Tina Hertz Evans

Bruce Phillips All media take paid ads and to preserve the advertising dollars, no media outlet will ever tell the real story.
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**Tina Hahn**
Who did his MPH at Michigan.

**Kemokie Imblessed**
That's the objective!!

**Kaz Musiga**
**Jen Robi** Truth

**Monique Veillon**
**Dawn Elle** --- they say that ingredient was a trade secret ingredient and it is poison. There is also been verified metals in it. Why is that necessary? I don't want poison and metals put in my body on a continuous basis.

**Melinda Polk Murdaugh**
**David Lloyd** thank you for fighting the and our freedom to choose.

**Jane Maitland**
**Gail Marshall** it's comments like this that show how little you have looked into it. There are many, many well credentialed people calling for these vaccines to be suspended.

**Melinda Polk Murdaugh**
**Deborah Mathews** I want to know where David Lloyd's practice will be too.

**Jane Maitland**
**Brittany Holland** some are and some aren't. I'd rather not play Russian roulette.
Tina Cutsinger

Shelia Paige Kreick this is what I get.
Tina Hahn

In the 1930-1940’s in Germany, Hospitals, Nurses and Doctors bowed to the dictates of the State after being subject to mass propaganda and State threats to livelihood & threats of Death. These Hospitals, Doctors & Nurses acting on behalf of the State as State Agents, murdered 10’s of 1000’s of their disabled & elderly neighbors. That’s a historical fact.

Now, 80 years later, something similar is Happening.

We have a Trusted News Initiative (which I call the Trusted Goebbels Initiative) producing massive amounts of State Coordinated Propaganda and Censoring Truth. We have State Agencies Threatening Doctors and Nurses and providing financial incentives to hospitals for Coding Practices.

Disabled children in the Hospitals in Nazi Germany were murdered in Hitler’s T4 program. They (nurses & doctors) murdered psych patients in the hospital and elderly in the nursing homes.

We have Hospitals, Nurses, Doctors & Now Pharmacists serving as agents for the state. Doing the State’s will and Hurting the people just like they did 80 years ago.

Pharmacists refuse to provide early treatment. Hospitals won’t allow anything but State sponsored drugs. Millions of people are being injured & are dying.

All we can hope for is for God to wipe it all out because everything is corrupted w/evil.

If you have ever fixed an old car w/Bondo, you know that unless all the rust is removed the corrosion just comes back. That’s where we are.

We haven’t discussed ADE -aka Immune Enhancement. We haven’t had a single report explaining all the ten’s of thousands of deaths in VAERS. We have had no report on how many deaths Medicare / Medicaid is Finding w/their data analysis of hospital claims, nothing from V-safe, nothing from the Kaiser Group, or the other systems noted in the October 2020 ACIP presentation on Vaccine Adverse Event Monitoring. Why Not?

It is what it is. I put my faith in God. I look forward to the time when the lies and the Gaslighting are no longer allowed.

I look forward to a time when we live in a world of Integrity, Honesty, Decency & Truth.

Karen Kibbe Johnson

Natasha Mitchell It’s on the NIH website. The SARS vax that they never finished.

Melinda Polk Murdaugh

Raen Storm thank you for sharing this information. Kim Allen Mills check out these links. It’s a group for those of us who want to stick together against the

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
Tracy Kandal Holcomb
David Lloyd thank you for fighting
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Roxane Jones Robinson
David Lloyd thank you for standing up for what is right!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Betty Madding
Hillary Simpson so sorry
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Betty Madding
Julie-Wilson Fogle so sorry for your loss
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Pauline Finn
Kate D'Agostino same here
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Melinda Polk Murdaugh
Glen Aley
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Pauline Finn
Tina Cutsinger same
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Katrina J Voss Omernik
Deborah Mathews We have a group in my town doing just that. Already have the lease signed and looking for health professionals to join. Dr. Lloyd, WI welcomes you!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Dawn Elle
Natasha Mitchell me too!! Debbie Leff
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tina Cutsinger
Pauline Finn another link is posted further down that works.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Jeremy Dennis

Brian McKay is intellectually dishonest. But I get it. His entire world view crumbles if he has to admit the truth. It's gonna be hard for many. Peace to all that are suffering!

on Mon Like Reply More

Denise Desroches Posey

Please provide the links

on Mon Like Reply More

David Maile

Kim Sheppard https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4599698/

on Mon Like Reply More

Erica Diana Resto

Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry for your loss! That is sickening

on Mon Like Reply More

JD Shelly Dorton

Shelley Gilbert-Hupp exactly!!

on Mon Like Reply More

Susie Q Twentyseven

VAERS data - estimated that approximately 1% of actual cases of adverse events and deaths get reported!

on Mon Like Reply More

Jeter Poseph

Hillary Simpson my condolences.

on Mon Like Reply More
Katherina Cullen
Tina Hayes is so sad I was on a group on Facebook covid-19 vaccine victims and families and the group was deleted because too many were sharing their stories of how family members died from the vaccine. They will only allow you to see what they want you to see. It's despicable!

Katherina Cullen
Gail Marshall so get the vaccine and worry about yourself let others live their lives as they please. Geez people are entitled!

Angela Harper Wolfe
Hillary Simpson I wish more of these stories were shared by media. Why do they only want one side???

Matt Page
Because Ivermectin is now available in a generic form and is not nearly as profitable.

Jeter Poseph
Susie Q Twentyseven that is true

Jen Robi
Chasaty Thomas Gioiello it only makes sense to the evil minds, plotting away… so if it starts making sense, be worried.

Raen Storm
Melinda Polk Murdaugh you’re welcome. We have to stick together so others know they aren’t alone in this battle WE ARE MORE THAN A STATISTIC

Debra Gallion Whetstone
Dawn Elle it’s true! Several docs I used to work for verified this. A pharmacist friend I asked to provide me with the insert from the vaccine bottles was shocked to find the inserts in every box she opened is completely blank.
Vanessa Cardona  
**Hillary Simpson** I'm so sorry for your loss. Sadly, this is happening at an alarming rate with these liability-free experimental Pharma injections.

Sylvia Irvine  
**Karen Bachta** yes, animals are used for phase 3. This time people are the animals. Study goes until 2023. On Pfizer website.

Christina Medina Dominguez  
KJ Teale oh no. So sorry KJ!!!!!!

Matt Page  
intentionally left blank

Mandi Lynne  
https://nomoresilence.world/

Wendy Coci  
Tamey Wyatt

Wendy Coci  
Read comments

Wendy Coci  
Tinker Hingle
Lynn Meehan
This isn't yet a vaccine that is FDA approved...the Pfizer vax isn't released to the public....EUAs are what they're getting not the FDA approved Vax. bait and switch by the government...isn't that illegal?

Keri Miller
I'm so sorry for your loss. The best thing you can do is to continue sharing her story. Glad you reported it.

Fiona Hook
Orianna Ln
Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

Fiona Hook
Angie Morrison
Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

Kimberly Petty
Hillary Simpson
my heart goes out to you. Please don’t ever stop spreading the truth. Thank you for speaking out.

Lindsay Kate
Tina Hayes https://nomoresilence.world/

Linda Dold Jones Jordan
Hillary Simpson
So sorry to hear of the loss of your loved one

Cathy Jory Proteau
I am very sorry for your family’s loss 😞
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Peggy Szana
Yes
on Mon Like Reply More

April Mayfield
Brian McKay you'll think differently when someone you love dies from the vaccine.
on Mon Like Reply More

Anonimo Secfor
Cdc no longer recognizes vaers for related deaths to the vaccine. Only covid related deaths
on Mon Like Reply More

Debbie VanderBogart
David Lloyd go into private practice and keep your integrity and practice medicine without government and insurance company dictatorship!
on Mon Like Reply More

Melinda Polk Murdaugh
Raen Storm AMEN!!
on Mon Like Reply More

Shanna Badders
Hillary Simpson I'm so sorry. Praying for you and your family and that you are heard!! We hear you.
on Mon Like Reply More

Jessica Coleman
Hillary Simpson I am so sorry for your loss. May I ask what her complication with it was?
on Mon Like Reply More

Jessica Coleman
Julie-Wilson Fogle I am so very sorry for your loss. May I ask what her complication with it was?
on Mon Like Reply More

Maggie Alberts
I know of a lady who got leukemia after her jab She had just had hip surgery with no abnormalities in her blood work. She then got the jab and within a few months she has leukemia
on Mon Like Reply More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Nena Dillon
David Lloyd my family doctor will stand with you. My dermatologist thinks this is ridiculous also

Angie Morrison
Fiona Hook will do

Brian McKay
Jackie Harling not only moronic but impossible too. You get it.

Brian McKay
April Mayfield the funny thing is that isn’t ever going to happen, so I guess Ill never know what you think you know.

Brian McKay
Doris Mullen tell me why the CDC isn’t trustworthy and you are please.

Emalea Hudgens-Toews
Hillary Simpson thank you for reporting it!

Debbie Claypool
Kim Belden praying for you. Do you have options?

Kathie Parrott
So sorry.

Matt Page
The bait and switch is a violation of the Nuremberg rules. Take a look.
Doris Mullen
Brian McKay I am a fellow human being watching others humans suffering at the hands of PAID officials. I am educated and use my brain. I keep looking for logic in all this and it all boils down to money, power, and fear.

Alyson Bayer
I'm sorry for your loss and the feeling that you have to justify that it's true. What a messed up world.

Angela Reaume Blake
Hillary Simpson I'm so very sorry for your loss.

Kim Belden
Debbie Claypool options as far as what?

Melissa Early Goodwin
Hillary Simpson me too
Lost an aunt after second shot
Massive heart attack

Lynn Spragg
Hillary Simpson so sorry for your loss. Would you mind sharing her story? I have a post vaccine site that we discuss just problems ppl have had with the vaccine

Debbie Claypool
Kim Belden for taking the shot.

Kelly Milford
Kathy Milford

Tricia Jay
Sorry. Familiar story
Jamie Nora
It takes two weeks for antibodies to offer protection after the second dose. sounds like you all got covid before or during the vaccine.

Brian McKay
Doris Mullen that statement reflects neither education or logic.

Doris Mullen
Brian McKay no it wouldn't to someone that studied "political science"

Brian McKay
Doris Mullen and has an MBA and has lived all over the world and speaks multiple languages.

Brian McKay
Doris Mullen actually it wouldn’t to anyone that knows how to think critically.

Lori England
I'm so sorry for your loss.

Brooke Nicole Feinstein
Debra Gallion Whetstone I heard there was a barcode or something on the blank insert and you use your camera and it takes you to the ingredient list..... Idk if that's true- I've never seen one- Just tossing that info out there....

Shera Starr Oliveria
Hillary Simpson my deepest sympathies for your loss. May all those with a hand in this scam be brought to justice!
Government data is showing there is more sickness where the vaccines are happening but if you try to post the chart you will get put in Facebook jail. More people are getting sick who are vaccinated than who are unvaccinated.

Richard Forsythe

Hillary Simpson look at the pure garbage laughing at this!

Jaz Trumpwon

Doris Mullen

oh I'm a critical thinker. The first thing taught in nursing school is critical thinking, aside from the book world vs the real world. I chose to remain in the real world

Brian McKay

Joyce Mollica

david lloyd thank you So many of us are praying for you and other medical professionals who are standing up for patients rights and true informed consent. You are not alone

Joyce Mollica

david lloyd thank you So many of us are praying for you and other medical professionals who are standing up for patients rights and true informed consent. You are not alone

Brian McKay

doris mullen apparently not
Brian McKay

Doris Mullen I hate to tell you this but I wouldn’t trust the opinions of nurses in regards to COVID. Your trained to administer that which was created out of science but not to be the scientist. That a nurse feels qualified to make scientific assessment (especially bad ones) is truly a violation of what your ethics should be. I tell people all of the time not to take the opinions of nurses in regards to this. You are proving my point.

Ildiko Kokenyesi-Veres

I lost my dad to the same one. 😞 so sorry

Donna Maria Collier

Hillary Simpson I’m so sorry Hillary.

Matt Page

https://www.bitchute.com/video/nROhpWGbyQEw/

Dr. Robert Malone- Inventor of the mRNA...

Melissa Early Goodwin

Jamie Nora nope my aunt died a few months after second shot
Blood clots
Which seems to be very common

Becky Bogart

Jamie Nora so convenient.

Pao Salom

Hillary Simpson no you didn’t. Just went over all your feed and there was no mourning post. This is such crap. You’re a sad person
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Jamie Nora
Melissa Early Goodwin I am so sorry for your loss.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

David Phillips
At least 6 on this one comment but your gonna stand on the 3 in the nation comment?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kim Moar
Owen Szymanski Michelle Christian. Rebecca Bridgette Tim Donohue read comments

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Celine Angulo
Chris Angulo

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lisa McIntyre Brown
Angela Harper Wolfe they have been groomed for this unfortunately

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lucinda Coblentz
David Lloyd, you are on the right side of history with this. Stay strong and thank you for what you do.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Janie LaCroix
Heather McVicker Cynthia Jordan LaCroix

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Haley Bennett
Linda Farve Bennett

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Eliza D. Bayliss
Hillary Simpson most don’t look at Vaers data and it’s sad. Sorry for your loss.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Brooke Camille Fowler
Hillary Simpson Hannah Belle Plemons read these comments

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Jodi Ray  
Owen Szymanski My mom had a heart attack in 2012 and had a stint put in also. Her heart doctor also recommended the Pfizer vaccine. She went to her doctor every 4 months, and every visit, everything looked good. She took the 1st shot, and 20 days later she passed away on Labor Day. She was fine at 10:30 that morning and by 11:00 am she was gone.

Courtney Nicole  

Hillary Simpson March 26 at 3:54 PM  
My Aunt Chippy was like a grandmother to me. She passed away this afternoon, but don’t worry...

Kim Craft  
Very sorry for your loss. May your story be heard and believed and received with compassion and determination to not allow this to continue to hurt others and make certain people are fully informed before they consent.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Gail Marshall

US couple dies of Covid-19, leaving five...
stuff.co.nz
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Gail Marshall

US couple dies of Covid-19, leaving five...
stuff.co.nz

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Gail Marshall

US couple dies of Covid-19, leaving five...
stuff.co.nz

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Anna B. Ross
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5MVXCNK Please consider filling out this quick survey.

Covid-19 Real Life Experiences
surveymonkey.com

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jacki Fleet
Kate D'Agostino same

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jeremy Dennis
Brian McKay is struggling. In fact he is battling his own world view. Peace to all who have invested in him. Now, inspite of him, go do great things.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Harrison Jordan
Gail Marshall Yea. I'm almost lost my sister from getting the shot.

Denise Durcan Wismer
Tricia Brown thank you!! Common sense and knowledge!

Natasja Steltenpool
Those three confirmed deads by J&J are same as Janssen right. With adeno virus as a host/vector voor C virus?

Dawn Elle
Cheyanne Bentley I try but fascist book censors me so hardly no one sees my post. But I carry on!!

Lori James
Lancia Puckett Berglan it's criminal

Amy Ledbetter
Jaimie Marx some attorney generals are helping people whose religious exemptions are denied.

Anna Marie
Hillary Simpson I am so sorry for you loss.

Courtney Anne
Hillary Simpson same, my uncle passed 3 days after his second dose. Autopsy confirmed!

Pat Hefferin Fox
Sydney Haustralia
Me too
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Brett Palmer
Once you are dead you can not advocate for yourself. I personally know nurses that know their patients have died after the shot. this days was never submitted to VAERS because the doctor didn't believe it was caused by the shot.
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Mat Koenig
Hillary Simpson so sorry for your loss. If you have the docs it would be so helpful if you would consider scanning them (maybe redact her personal info) and sharing a link here so others can share it to show the truth that the media refuses to report
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Jackie Wilson
Hillary Simpson this is why people should have a choice that is so upsetting I cannot imagine your loss
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Kuran Fowler
Hillary Simpson I am sorry for your loss.

Your Aunt sounds like she was a brave woman.

Truly brave. Not in the Woke sense of the word.
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Julie-Wilson Fogle
Jessica Coleman by the next day she ached all over, couldn't get out of bed and just kept saying she couldn't swallow and had trouble breathing. Her voice and speech complete changed and everything was garbled. When she was transported to the hospital, they treated her for an "infection" in her throat. While at the hospital she was treated with steroids and 6 different antibiotics, she ended up hallucinating and having to be restrained and was then sedated and moved to the ICU. Nothing was improving with all the meds and after a CT scan the diagnosis was an infection in her throat and a swollen epiglottis and by now her chest/lungs were filling with fluid. She was released on hospice late Sunday night, and passed at her home Tuesday afternoon. It was very upsetting/traumatizing to watch her gasp for air to breath and basically suffocate as her lungs filled with fluid. You can't prepare for that experience to happen in a short 10 days. But in some ways she knew she was home and knew she was going to see Jesus and that brought us peace.
on Tue   Like   Reply   More
Cathy Riihl

**Julie-Wilson Fogle** I am so deeply sorry for your loss

Justin Martin

This is the problem
Here....

Cathy Riihl

**Kim Belden** Please don’t do it!! Save your health and possibly your life !!

Natasha Fleshman

**Justin Martin** anyone who laughs at people losing someone they love will always be the problem and the reason bullying and murderers still exist.

Jim Laursen

**Justin Martin** you sure that's the problem? Or maybe its a symptom instead? Say, of the fact people are recognizing the hypocrisy of media outlets who push questions like these?

Alex Lofgren

**Natasha Fleshman** they are laughing that people took a experiment thinking it would save the them from all the worlds problems, when clearly that experiment is killing or causing problems to those that took it

Carlie White Swink

**Justin Martin** they're all see you next Tuesdays.
Jim Laursen

Alex Lofgren careful, Devil Dog, too much truth is painful.

-RLTW

on Tue Like Reply More

Alex Lofgren

Justin Martin someone had to say it

on Tue Like Reply More

Jessica Coleman

Julie-Wilson Fogle I am so very sorry for your loss! And I am sorry you all have had to go through this! Thank you for sharing your story. May she Rest In Peace with Jesus!

on Tue Like Reply More

BrettandCasey Rodgers

Alex Lofgren Actually, we don’t know why someone took a vaccine. Their job could have pressured them, family could have pressured them, they may have felt like they didn’t have a choice. After all, Biden is trying to force all businesses with over 100 employees to force said employees to get the vaccine or lose their job. You don’t always know everybody’s story of WHY they did something. Laughing at the fact that someone lost a family member is very cruel. Try being nice to someone who is going through a hard time.

on Tue Like Reply More

Natasha Fleshman

Alex Lofgren that’s nothing to laugh about. That’s like laughing at a child whose parents abuse it but it continues to go back to that parent in hope for love. No sir. You don’t laugh at other people for having hopes for something they was lied to about.

on Tue Like Reply More

Alex Lofgren

Natasha Fleshman wasn’t one who laughed at this just pointing out why they did, all it has been is lies in the past 20 years the people should realize not to trust anything the government pushes from both sides

on Tue Like Reply More
Katherina Cullen

BrettandCasey Rodgers I agree 100% but the sad truth is people don't want to hear the truth they would rather live in fear because of lies. I've seen vaxxers on these posts and they are evil, atrocious, despicable human beings. Laughing at people who lost someone to a vaccine. They call the unvaccinated selfish when in all actuality they are the selfish ones pushing and bullying others to take an experimental vaccine that could potentially kill them. That's ok for them to do but when someone talks about the truth they are hiding all the deaths and permanent damage that it has caused your a crazy tin foil hat who only cares about themselves. Pathetic really. I stand by my choice I know what is best for me. NO ONE has the right to enforce or bully someone into something that could cost them their lives. I pray that the veil of lies comes down and people realize things aren't what they seem. There's a lot going on behind the scenes and it's not good.

Katherina Cullen

I completely agree. No one should force a vaccine on anyone. I personally have not had it and do not want it for myself or my family. But laughing at someone for a loss of someone they loved is very cruel.

BrettandCasey Rodgers

I wasn't the one laughing just simply stating why. If the government pushed physical health as much as the have been pushing the jab then I bet there would be a lot less fatalities. There's 100000 ways to die every time you step outside of the house, but people jump at a vaccine to feel validated so they can say they saved a life when it doesn't do anything. We were all lied to so hopefully you learned a lesson not to trust this

Katherina Cullen

I totally understand. People can be so cruel. They need to learn how to be kind and compassionate towards fellow human beings. Everyone is going through their own personal struggles and a little love and kindness goes a long way❤️

Philip Fox

Alex Lofgren it's so ironic that the good intentioned people who trusted to authorities and took the vax are now actually the ones that are shedding off the variants — destroying the very society they thought they were saving. If this really is a bio weapon Fauci and Company that that created it are geniuses. Maybe it will solve the global warming “problem”
Laura Burbo
Hillary Simpson VAERS dont verify.

Alex Lofgren
Philip Fox yeah exactly they just need to validate themselves to feel part of something even if it means destroying America. If the “global warming” problem was real, banks would never give out home loans and builder loans to do anything across states and countries that have a low elevation because essentially if it were true they would be under water and the bank out of money

Natasha Fleshman
To me… this devastates me just as bad as 9/11, Benghazi, and Kabul… because these were human beings who didn’t deserve all of this death and suffering. Nobody in their right mind deserves this. These were and are workers… nurses… policemen… military… children… teachers… doctors… friends… sisters… brothers… fathers… mothers… this was a GLOBAL GENOCIDE!!! Which is absolutely NOTHING to laugh about. NOTHING AT ALL to laugh about. But everything to lean on one another and come together as a friend. Anyone laughing at somebody else’s loss is absolutely the ugliest person inside. I do not care. Truth is the truth.

Katherina Cullen
Jaimie Marx maybe you can check online o know someone said something about firms that were taking these kinds of cases. Sue them!

Nicole Clary Froelich
Tina Hayes do not click the link .. use a non biased search engine .. like duck duck go & type it into the search bar

BrettandCasey Rodgers
Alex Lofgren I agree that everyone is being lied to and I don’t trust (nor have I ever) anything the government says or does. I was simply stating that no one is gaining anything by laughing at people who have lost loved ones - no matter what the reasoning.

Bryant Scott
Rhonda Wyne branch Covidians are more like Vaccinazies
David Young

Justin Martin yes that is the biggest problem. None of them believe it because they have bought the lie. Sadly it will take one of them losing a child to wake them up if it's possible to wake them up.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kieu Phan

Justin Martin she needs to block these people so her page doesn't get taken down.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Barry Coe

Justin Martin Ignorance at the finest. These people are despicable and consumed in their own cognitive dissonance

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Justin Martin

Jim Laursen they're laughing at her statement not the op...

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Natalie Boutin

I’m so sorry for your loss.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Moad Ghazi


on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jake Moss

Hillary Simpson So sorry for your loss. What was her name so I can say a prayer for her?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Rhonda Wyne
Bryant Scott

Jessica Murdoch
Justin Martin yet, somehow, anyone who is unvaccinated is selfish and awful

Barbara Thomson Melton
Hillary, I am sorry for your loss. I am also surprised that they allow mention of Vaers.

Jack Larch
grrrr..

Angela Marie
Hillary Simpson I am so sorry for you loss.

Karissa Shyanne Mccarty
Buddy Mason the comments are crazy. So many deaths and severe problems after the vaccine.

Kenneth Straka
No you didn't, stop lying. She died of undiagnosed Interstitial Lung Disease caused by chemo.
Kami Guanella
Hillary Simpson so sorry for your loss.

Kami Guanella
Julie-Wilson Fogle so sorry for your loss.

Kami Guanella
Owen Szymanski so sorry for your loss.

Heather Lynn
Jillian Hadley thousands upon thousands actually

Robert Richards
Everyone loved VAERS when Obama touted it as the SARS validation database.

Robert Paddock
Richard Forsythe

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Robert Paddock
Richard Forsythe

Julie Emmo
Sorry for your loss. So did I

Shannon Lucas-Bowden
BrettandCasey Rodgers Exactly. So many people have had to have the jab because they've been threatened with losing their jobs if they don't. When you have kids to feed and a mortgage to pay or just want to continue in the career you've put years of time, study & energy into- what choice do you have? Makes me sick.

Cynthia Powers
You get a different job is what you do, you always have a choice

Amy Alana
BrettandCasey Rodgers I got my first jab in hopes it will help in getting a job

Jayme Alexander
Hillary Simpson, I am truly sorry for your loss. Thank you for sharing your story.

JD Shelly Dorton
Gail Marshall it has well over a 99% survival rate.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Elisha Scarbrough
Justin Martin exactly

Lynell Tagestad
Hillary Simpson So sorry for your loss!

Bethany Vicente
Hillary Simpson so glad you got this verified. More need to insist on it being done, but most are just too upset during that time, they don't think to force the issue. This only reflects a tiny portion of the many it's happening to. As always, VAERS is quite a joke. But, at least there are enough verified cases it should send the vax lines running away.

Shannon Nicole McLellan
Brian McKay it's literally funded by the CDC

Shannon Nicole McLellan
Brian McKay

Brian McKay
Shannon Nicole McLellan I didn't say it wasn't but look at the disclaimer please

Brian McKay
Shannon Nicole McLellan funding doesn't equal validity and the CDC specifically states that VAERS is only a reporting system. I download the csv file two nights ago and didn't see all this death and disaster you all claim. I take it no one pushing that crap story has looked at the file either.
Crystal Drury
Natasha Fleshman that is not what they are laughing at. They are laughing at what is being imposed on us all. Laughing at the ones that run right in. That’s what’s really sad!!!

Shannon Nicole Mclelland
Brian McKay co- managed by your beloved CDC and FDA

Brian McKay
Shannon Nicole Mclelland and?

Brian McKay
Shannon Nicole Mclelland it's a reporting system. That's it. And none of the stories about tens of thousands of deaths in there are true. Doesn’t that make you think just a little? Don’t you wonder why people someone would tell you their are thousands upon thousands of deaths in system they know you’ll never look in and none of what they say is true?

Shannon Nicole Mclelland
Brian McKay cool so no one has died from vaccines

Brian McKay
Shannon Nicole Mclelland should you wish to look at all of the data since vaccines started being administered, you can download the csv file yourself and open it in Google Sheets or Excel

Brian McKay
Shannon Nicole Mclelland so those numbers mean the vaccine is safer than COVID by the amount of stars in the Milky Way galaxy. Seriously.

Bon M Longo Das
Yeah and the vaccine probably triggered it!
Melanie Marie

Hillary Simpson are you willing or able to share the complications?

Glen Aley

*BryanMcKay*, it would almost seem as though you might be on the payroll to harass those with beliefs that go against the narrative. We can look up those documents as you say, and study the data, but at the end of the day, we are still left wondering exactly why they are still forcing a gene therapy vaccine on the population that has had more deaths associated with it that most if not all vaccines in the last few decades. You say you have an MBA, have lived all over the world, and speak multiple languages. That's quite an accomplishment, congratulations. I myself have lived in a few other countries for brief periods of time, don't speak any other languages, and have been in 2 war zones, so I'm fairly sure that qualifies me to be able to think critically about what is going on in the world concerning this "novel" virus and these "novel" vaccines. Normally when something is considered to be a novelty, it's not something that's dangerous, life threatening, or genuine, but hey, this is the new millennium right? So, back to this data on all these vaccines. We can look them up, then compare that information on the same product on VAERS, and wouldn't that give us the same verified information? You know, since it's information on the same vaccines? Yes, you can report on the VAERS website yourself, however, that leads to the same skeptical lines of thought that you are displaying, it's made up, it's false reports to vilify a certain product, (interesting side note here is that they are doing those same things to Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine), or any other position regarding the validity of those reports on the website. However, since the format for reporting threatens doctors against perjury, wouldn't it stand to reason that it would do the same for anyone reporting on that site? According to the FDA, they do follow ups of the information reported, so it wouldn't be hard to discover whether those were valid reports, or false reports. Then we have a very large number of people who claim a loved one has died from health problems associated with these forced gene therapy vaccines, to which I am also one who has lost a loved one, as well as a few acquaintances from these vaccines. Now, to say that there are no deaths that can be attributed to them is a blatant lie. The bad thing, is that any other vaccine would have already been pulled having the same adverse events that these have, especially the Pfizer vaccine. Look at the studies from Israel and Scotland, (although Scotland denies their numbers because roughly 90 percent of the country is vaccinated. More people are catching and transmitting the virus that are fully vaccinated, and dying from it in those countries that the unvaccinated. Why is that? Nothing is 100% guaranteed except eventual death that will happen to us all, but to justify those numbers by either saying that someone is considered unvaccinated if they have not had the booster, or that in a country where 90 percent of the population is vaccinated that it stands to reason that their death rate will be higher than the unvaccinated is blatantly misleading the public. That is, and has been a constant throughout this entire campaign against C19, misleading the public through inflating numbers, scare tactics, and programming. People don't see, or hear of anyone dying of natural causes, the flu, pneumonia, cancer or anything else that people normally die of, it's all C19. We went from 10s of thousands of flu cases, or deaths prior to 2020, down to just over 1800 last year. You don't find that even remotely odd? I know that not all of us can be paid promoters, experts, or even crisis actors, but that is way beyond the realm of believable.
Margaret Ann
Owen Szymanski so how do you. Know it was from the vaccine?

Cindy Knoll
I'm so sorry for your loss

Theresa Fagan
All Vaers data that is entered has to be confirmed. The person saying that it is not accurate, is lying. They utilize Vaers for collecting accurate data on side effects. This is an experiment. How hard is that to understand?

Becky Tucker Cash
Natasha Fleshman On both side.

Ajia Eades
I'm so sorry for your loss.

Joshua Gregg
Rich McInnis well losing a loved one might make you one wouldn't you think?

Vickie Washburn
Alex Lofgren and hold on to your britches because the variants aren't done yet.
David Medley
Vickie Washburn

Here’s the variants coming. But when you ask the guys who check to make sure which variants it is they say we leave that up to the government to say which one.

Edgar Vite
So sorry for your lost!

Jeremy Frew
Hillary Simpson Is there any CDC documentation on this or nah?

Jacob Dimick
Hillary I will do the story! I am not a journalist- just a pissed off American veteran.
If interested in sharing your story or just being included in the data I compile on vaccine injury and death please IM me or email me at jdimi34@yahoo.com

Dee Valente
Hillary Simpson your source?

Joseph Cummings
Vickie Washburn oh please do tell which tests reveals which variant you have??
Amber Christine
Justin Martin disgusting humans laughing
12 hrs Like Reply More

Justin Martin
Lidia Delgado what false statement? You think this lady is making it up?
12 hrs Like Reply More

Lisa Ross Carter
Justin Martin this laughing emojis anger me!
12 hrs Like Reply More

Anna Toye
Sorry to hear of your loss.
11 hrs Like Reply More

Jacalyn Butler
Unfortunately Your analysis posted is not what many wish to know. It is easier to play the tape in their heads to support either their lack of due diligence understanding of the facts or their bias is so strong they cannot get beyond their beliefs firmly established in their brain. Bias leads us. Thank you. Some replies could be bots.
11 hrs Like Reply More

Katie McIntosh
My heart hurts for you! I want to have kids one day I’m so scared of this vaccine done research and stuff nobody should be forced! Gosh and nobody wants you to speak up which is so sad!
11 hrs Like Reply More

Melissa Heeren
Hillary Simpson I’m very sorry for your loss.
11 hrs Like Reply More

Angie Lowerison
Justin Martin Just block them
10 hrs Like Reply More
Laura Laboo
So sorry for ur lose thanks for saying VAERS.com that documents adverse reactions to vaccines!

Christina Marie Aguillon
Justin Martin like what is wrong with people

Nathan Houston
https://www.google.com/amp/s/mobile.reuters.com/article/amp/idUSL1N2P21DB
Fact Check-VAERS data does not prove...

Amanda Loewen
Hillary Simpson
the disclaimer alone makes Vaers an unreliable data source

“VAERS accepts reports of adverse events and reactions that occur following vaccination. Healthcare providers, vaccine manufacturers, and the public can submit reports to the system. While very important in monitoring vaccine safety, VAERS reports alone cannot be used to determine if a vaccine caused or contributed to an adverse event or illness. The reports may contain information that is incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental, or unverifiable. In large part, reports to VAERS are voluntary, which means they are subject to biases. This creates specific limitations on how the data can be used scientifically. Data from VAERS reports should always be interpreted with these limitations in mind.”

Penny Ray
I’m so sorry for your loss.

Sigaote Nish
post the vares number so people can click it 86% of the vares report are from Doctors or nurses and they do it under penalty of perjury so doubt they will jep their practice licenses,

Stephanie Stubberfield
You are very wise!
Charlamaine Butler
Lost a 39 & 28 year old friend to their booster shot (edit 2nd shot). Also a friend's 19 year old daughter had massive blood clots in her lungs after her shot. Think I'll stick with not being vaccinated. All the ones I know in the ICU or that have recently died with “covid” are fully vaccinated.

Christina Medina Dominguez
Charlamaine Butler I am so sorry

Carrie Schultz
Charlamaine Butler that’s why they’re pushing so hard. Depopulation

Russell Dickerson
Charlamaine Butler they say the odds of clots are 1:68000. If that's true, how is it I know 4 people personally who had them. Statistically I shouldn't know even 1

Courtney Herring Tapscott
Russell Dickerson blood clots are so common that there’s no way to attribute them to the vaccine and vaccine only. Signed, a nurse on a non-covid floor and no covid patients and probably 10/19 admitted right now on this floor have blood clots.

Russell Dickerson
Blood clots within a week of vax, with no prior history? doubtful

Joseph Liberto
Courtney Herring Tapscott probably all vaccinated too
Miranda Redd
Charlamaine Butler my mother started having breathing problems after 2nd shot, month of dealing with this they finally, alot of testing they found week half ago that she has a blood clot in her lungs. All they can do is give her blood thinners and wait.

Annette Hollander
Thanks for sharing this.

Mary Ambrose
Charlamaine Butler there was a doctor who spoke out about 64% of people getting microscopic blood clots afterwards.

Jennifer Kelly
Charlamaine Butler the booster isn’t available yet. Are you referring to the 2nd shot?

Stacy Moyer
Charlamaine Butler Who is already getting booster shots??

Cindy Ferrari Ras
Charlamaine Butler Agree! I’ll take the 99.6% survival rate over an experimental gene therapy jab with unknown long-term side effects!

Cathleen Hoffman Jungreis
Charlamaine Butler that is horrible. I am so sorry.

Patricia Casey Olsen
Charlamaine Butler wow that is absolutely horrific

Carrie Schultz
Cindy Ferrari Ras amen! That’s why we research EVERYTHING before we do ANYTHING.
Cindy Ferrari Ras
Carrie Schultz Sadly, most don’t and are driven by fear, the lying media and our corrupt
government

Charlamaine Butler
Jennifer Kelly the second shot which they were told was the booster at that time.

Elaine Reed
Charlamaine Butler oh yes! The booster is a killer. My brother in laws girlfriend had her
cancer come back aggressively after the booster. She has pelvic pain all the time.

Lynn Thompson
Charlamaine Butler horrible! I’m so sorry

Janeice Alsip Carroll
Charlamaine Butler sorry for your losses, I have lost friends and family too.. and will not
be getting jab.

Raen Storm
Charlamaine Butler please come to no more silence world wide group on here and share
your story I am so very sorry this has happened to your loved ones I myself am a v
injured and have made it my priority to get these accounts out as much as possible.
Also the admin for the page will add here as well.
https://m.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Nomore Silencedworldwide
Raen Storm

https://no-more-silence-world-wide.com/

No More Silence World Wide

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Raen Storm

Miranda Redd please come to no more silence world wide group on here and share your story. I am so very sorry this has happened to your loved ones. I myself am a v injured and have made it my priority to get these accounts out as much as possible. Also the admin for the page will add here as well.

https://m.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

And here’s our website

https://no-more-silence-world-wide.com/

No More Silence World Wide

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Charlamaine Butler

Stacy Moyer **2nd dose

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Stacy Moyer

Charlamaine Butler I’m sorry for your losses. I know many who got both doses and are fine. Most of the teachers I know got the J&J and I haven’t heard of 1 having a negative reaction.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Amy Jay

Elaine Reed I also know someone whose cancer was stable for 5 years and then grew a few months after 2nd shot.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Monica Ritchie

Raen Storm https://www.c19vaxreactions.com/real-testimonials.html

Real Testimonials

c19vaxreactions.com
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Lisa Chandler
Miranda Redd do you mind if I ask which one she took?

Raen Storm
Monica Ritchie thank you I will be posting this in the group I help admin every story needs to be heard! WE ARE MORE THAN A STATISTIC!!!

Shelby Jené Gonzalez
Courtney Herring Tapscott I’m sorry I along with all these people I know way too many people this has happened to right after vaccinating HEALTHY people that this cannot just be coincidence. Way too many people. People need to start acknowledging this is also a reality.

Felice Troutman
Jennifer Kelly any vaccine after the first is a booster.

Jennifer Kelly
Felice Troutman any Moderna or Pfizer vaccines take 2 shots. They are now saying that these vaccines have lost effectiveness, so a booster is required. The 1st 2 shots are a round, & not effective until 2 weeks after the 2nd shot. So no, the 1st round of these shots isn't the booster. The booster hasn't been distributed yet.

Felice Troutman
Jennifer Kelly it actually almost always takes at least 2 vaccines to have any protective benefit. An exception is for rabies in our pets. It is also normal that you are not protected until a couple weeks after a second vaccination (aka booster). The fact that they are adding a 2nd booster just validates that the vaccines for COVID-19 are likely to be about as beneficial as vaccines for coronaviruses in other species or even the numerous coronaviruses which cause many of the common colds we deal with because they can't develop effective vaccines for the common cold. This is one of the many reasons I’m definitely not eager to get vaccinated.

Elaine Reed
Amy Jay me and my nurse practitioner was talking and she said she is also seeing cancer resurgence as well. The American people need to stop this campaign! Our government has turned on us globally. This is serious.
Courtney Herring Tapscott
Shelby Jené Gonzalez I'm not saying the vaccine will not and cannot cause blood clots. I'm saying that a blood clot can be caused by things OTHER THAN the covid vaccine.

Sasha Slattery
Russell Dickerson my daughter, fully vaccinated, had routine oral surgery And started spitting out massive blood clots, the first thing out of the surgeons mouth “oh, are you fully vaccinated? We are seeing a lot of this!”

Jennifer Smith Corder
Courtney Herring Tapscott there can be a correlation, especially if within 1 week of the shot. The thing that irkes me so much is that we have looked at VAERS for decades and investigated when people started making reports on vaccines. Now, there are more reports of death in VAERS in the past 6month from these new shots than there have been with ALL other shots COMBINED in the past 30 years!! What is the govt doing about that!? NOTHING! Just now mandating the shots to hundreds of thousands of more Americans. Sickening…

Antoinette Whitten
Courtney Herring Tapscott Courtney Herring Tapscott in other words, there was no “control group “ established as we “lab rats” were injected and sent out with out being monitored. This is the problem when one of the supposed vaccines has just been FDA approved because it has undergone human trial studies. If this is how studies are conducted.

Russell Dickerson
Speaking of studies.. the studies of the vaccine focused on antibody response, not outcomes. The media played along. Statistically those who died of COVID with and placebo group was the same. So it didn't affect mortality. They knew this before they rolled it out.
Shelby Jené Gonzalez
Courtney Herring Tapscott I get that.. I'm for people making whatever choice they feel most peace with, but I just believe people need to be properly informed on something being so pushed of the fact these side affects are not as rare as claimed. I know so many people who have had horrible side affects and doctors even claim it as bad reactions to the vaccine.. multiple strokes, heart attacks, heart damage, seizures, brain damage, even people who died. Just sad reality these stories are not what's broadcast and even some hushed.. removed from social media. It's just time that the public starts acknowledging that there is another reality to these vaccines that is affecting people in heartbreaking ways also. It seems just like how you never know when covid will affect someone badly no matter their state of health or age.. it seems vaccines have randomly affected some people in awful ways. It's just also a very real risk that needs to be made clear.

Norris Scott
Charlamaine Butler Smart choice!!

Susan Ganey
Charlamaine Butler Wise!

Courtney Herring Tapscott
Shelby Jené Gonzalez i absolutely agree with what you are saying and there definitely IS a correlation. I just simply mean correlation doesn't mean causation in every case. Some people just get blood clots. Now within the week of getting vaccinated, that's definitely wrong and vaccine related. I mostly meant blood clots overall because someone mentioned how only one out of 68k people get them. This whole situation needs to be handled better, and i am all for making your own choice.

Dave Semotink
Charlamaine Butler I am sorry to hear your loss!! Everything I have read says that if you've had SARS Covid 19 and had mild symptoms, the second shot is killing more people than it is helping. Obviously I don't know if I believe that but we will never know the truth until 20 years later.

Julie TN
I am so sorry for your losses. Thank you for sharing your story.....the truth is coming out.
Darinda Bryant
Charlamaine Butler https://vaers.hhs.gov/

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...
vaers.hhs.gov

Courtney Herring Tapscott
Antoinette Whitten I’m not telling you to go get vaccinated at all. You do what you feel is best for you, absolutely. Do I think the vaccine was rushed? Absolutely. I majored in biology. I know how studies work and I know there was no way in hell one was done properly in the given time frame. I’m literally ONLY saying that of all the bad side effects mentioned, blood clots have the most random causes that after immediate vaccination (within a couple of weeks after the fact) you can not definitively say it was a vaccine side effect. More so, I meant that blood clots can be caused by a multitude of factors. I have unvaccinated patients who have never had covid that have blood clots. I’m all for the truth, even if it’s not on my side. Just saying that the covid vaccine isn’t the only cause of blood clots. They were around before covid and they’ll be around after. However, some people are getting them as a side effect and that is when it becomes not okay. I guess I was speaking generally about blood clots and not only in relation to the vaccine.

Jen Robi
Charlamaine Butler So sorry for your losses. They need to use your story, & so many others like yours but sadly they probably won’t. Mainstream Media is owned by the devils disciples. They’ll have they’re day.

Nicole Bailey
Charlamaine Butler sorry for your loss!

Crystal Redden
Charlamaine Butler so sorry for your loss. There are too many deaths after these jabs. When will enough be enough?

Heather Cee
Bs
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. 

Jaime Patterson
Kim LaFollette
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Bryan Matthew
Charlamaine Butler lies
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Norma Armstead
Shelby Jené Gonzalez and a distinct possibility!
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Karolina ES
Courtney Herring Tapscott

According to Dr. Charles Hoff, the Moderna shot contains 40 trillion mRNA molecules.

Just 25% of these molecules remain in your arm, the rest picked up by your immune system and transported to your body. Your body uses these molecules of mRNA for the vaccine.

Circulated into the vascular system, into the vascular network, turning smooth cells into rough, spiked cells that more easily clot.
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Kathy Sullivan

Courtney Herring Tapscott They lie about the stats from beginning to end...from the 80% or more false positive PCR tests to lying about mRNA safety/transmissions to the falsified death counts in the hospitals...all incentivized. Whistleblowers remind us that most doctors don’t even know what VAERS is much less report any "correlation" reactions following the shots. Harvard 2009 study stated that only 1% of reactions are reported to VAERS.

Don't believe any of the stats from the CDC who holds the only patent on all coronavirus research.

Example. Stanford had 1500 Covid positive tests, that tested positive for influenza A and B. So they did the logical scientific research. They asked CDC for a Covid sample to use Koch’s Postulate testing, much more advanced than the fake PCR tests. The CDC, the ONLY place to go for support when researching coronavirus said they had NO Covid sample for them. Hopefully that wakes up a lot of people about the corruption on all levels.

FDA is funded 75% by drug companies when it comes to drug approvals. Basically pay to get approval and when paying more, the fast track process speeds up.

Kathy Sullivan

Charlamaine Butler Oh that is so tragic, so young:-( So sorry!

Danielle Waters

Charlamaine Butler omg that’s so sad everyone I have known that passed was unvaccinated and the people that I know are vaccinated including myself only had minor some had zero I wonder if it depends on the shot they get or if some batches were bad everyone reacts differently to the medication and to Covid it’s so crazy I just wish we would wake up one day and it would be gone I don’t want to get online and see the terrible sad stories it’s heartbreaking

Patricia King

Patricia Diegelman Case

Elaine Reed

Geri-Lynn Marie it is true. Please warn all your friends. We all know what’s going on. It’s gonna be hell getting educated people to take that juice. Biden can do whatever and say whatever. He has zero power!
Valerie Pitcock

Raen Storm can you tell me what group?

Kris Mays

Desja Wittmer she said the ones she knows

Jules Kay

My friend died 2 months after her shot. Lungs full of clots. Unreal

Kali Dahl

Joseph Liberto exactly.

Jamie Ingram

Courtney Herring Tapscott over the last 20 years, I’ve personally known or known of 2 people dying from blood clots in our area; and those were after major surgery. In the past few months, I’ve literally lost count of the number of people I know that have died from blood clots in our area.

Patricia Diegelman Case

Patricia King —Believe what you want

Patricia King

Patricia Diegelman Case keep watching that news!!

Raquell Shepherd

Raen Storm what group is that? Curious as also aware of many people with vaccine side effects that are not being discussed in media..

Rena Rom

Benny Castrejon
Lydia McGrew
Be sure to report these to VAERS. They're basing wildly false statements about risk on VAERS. We need to be sure to have all of these side effects in there.

Roseanna Mustacchia
**Russell Dickerson** I know 3

Desja Wittmer
**Kris Mays** misread that. Thank you

Desja Wittmer
**Danielle Waters** I'm seriously wondering the same. How can all these people have adverse reactions? Did it get administered wrong? Bad batch? Was it the J&J I'm honestly truly curious

Christa Alexander Wright
**Courtney Herring Tapscott** Retired RN here but tell me exactly how common are blood clots in 19 year olds?

Kathy Bishop
**Charlamaine Butler**

Christie Duvall
**Yarbo Kelly**

Tammy Pigford
**Elaine Reed** I have heard of many stories where cancer that was in remission came back with a vengeance after the shots
Michi Bacaro

Desja Wittmer do you know?

Noël Eden Webb

Charlamaine Butler So sorry..

Courtney Herring Tapscott

Christa Alexander Wright eh, I've treated a few actually. Are we talking pulmonary embolisms/strokes or people getting DVTs? I think the thing here, that I keep trying to explain, is that blood clots are pretty common. It's why every patient is on lovenox or some other dvt prophylaxis. Deadly blood clots like PEs, strokes, etc, especially from vaccines, should not be common. Which I've said multiple times, and even agreed with the fact that too much correlation makes it sketchy. I'm not arguing that. Birth control pills carry the same amount of risk for blood clots and are taken over a long period of time, but we don't see people freaking out and being anti-birth control. Again, I'm not on here telling you to get vaccinated. I think the reactions people have had should be taken more seriously. I. Am. Not. Arguing. That. At. All.

Jamie Horn

Elaine Reed so sad

Desja Wittmer

Michi Bacaro I don't know who's in the ICU fighting for their life and don't know who's vaccinated or not. I misread her comment so you can move along and have a wonderful night stay safe.

Missy Lampinen

Elaine Reed my husband is stage 4 kidney cancer, it's definite no for him.

Jackie Scharf

Charlamaine Butler I also lost a friend with massive blood clots in her lungs after her first shot.

Jessie Guzman

Sherry Coleman Antonelli
Robin Byrd
*Elaine Reed* my friends colon cancer came back with a vengeance and she recently passed away.

Jeny Conrad-Rendon
*Courtney Herring Tapscott* Hopefully someone is documenting if those with blood clots were vaccinated or have history of having Covid-19....that is the only way the truth will surface.

Monique Thompson Poole
*Russell Dickerson* because everything they tell you is a lie.

Keri Jay
*Jeny Conrad-Rendon*, they won't. That's the problem.

Fred LeBlanc
As a RN for over 25 yrs, 23 yrs as a Icu nurse. We had our share of covid 19 last yr. I was 2nd in line for my first and 2nd vaccine shots. I had no reservations about getting the shots. Nor did my wife nor my adult kids. I had zero side effects. My wife my son and daughter had mild HA and fatigue for about 15 hrs then gone. I know that all of our current icu covid patients are unvaccinated.99.5%. That number is real. Yes i have read all these testimonials. Im sorry these people?did not fare as well asi did. I dont know any of these people. I also do not know any of their pm hx. I do know the only way we get out of this pandemic is by way of vaccinations. If other treatments have worked for you im happy for you. But with covid 19D 17 times more contagious then covid 19 if you do not practice?social distancing and mask up in crowds or get vaccinated..covid D will find you. We know it hits hard and fast and spreads fast. I also know vaccinated people can contract covid d. But the sx are much less severe. Not requiring hospitalization. None of ANY of my nursing or medical collegues have contracted covid 19D. I believe this vaccine is safe. 1.6 billion doses given. Yes some have had complications. Some severe. And im sorry for them. But with any medication they can come with side effects. Every drug comes with side effects. I believe this drug works and i also believe these vaccines are the ONLY way we will come back to?anything close?to normal again. I only pass on accurate and correct information on covid to my patients and their families. I dont believe in conspiracy theories. Only facts. I believe in the science. Always have. Misinformation is the biggest detriment on this vaccine. Its not political. Its science. Please get vaccinated. And be safe.
Irene Simonson

Courtney Herring Tapscott older and after surgery is one thing. healthy young people that all of a sudden get blood clots, and all after taking this vaccine, nah, that isn't normal.

Alison Carter Plahitko

Courtney Herring Tapscott That is misinformation and you know it. Blood clots have specific causes and post-surgical patients are at high risk of them. So are stroke patients, and diabetics. Random normal people are not being admitted to the hospital for just blood clots-signed an RN who clearly isn't trying to twist facts.

Ellie Mathers

Miranda Redd omg I'm so so so sorry.

Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene

Sasha Slattery why are these doctors not speaking up, they are just as responsible for injuries by staying quiet.

Kendra Bear

Prayers to the family!

Marlee Ann

Corren Nicole Henry

Yaisha Perkins- Jeffries

Monique Thompson Poole YOU CAN SAY THAT AGAIN

Shelby Hall

Miranda Redd have her report to VAERS
Christa Alexander Wright

Courtney Herring Tapscott I haven't practiced for several years I was just curious if it was something new. What is new to me that you speak of is every patient is on lovenox. That's crazy, in my day, which I know advancements have been made, but we would get surgical patients up and walking soon post op as preventive, use ted hose on at risk surgical patients. Never were drugs prescribed the likes of Lovenox for ambulatory, no pre-existing conditions basic medical floor patients. I guess I'd definately have to take a refresher course if I were to go back to work. Good thing I've no intentions of going back

Athena Barnhart

Charlamaine Butler same. Six people I know are hospitalized. All vaccinated. Lost one friend in co two weeks after her second shot. Blood clots in her brain.

Matt Hay

Courtney Herring Tapscott Not common in that demographic unless there is an underlying genetic condition like Protein S Deficiency, Factor V Leiden, etc...ask me how I know. When I went in with my pulmonary emboli, every doctor I interacted with asked when I received the vax....when I asked why, they said they had never seen so many young, healthy people throw clots as they had in the last couple months

Sunshine Heinemann

Russell Dickerson my pastor died 2 weeks ago he developed covid and had to be vented. He developed clots which then turned into strokes. He was only 57

Cassie Shinail Liles

Justin Liles 😞

Ali Riv-Pims

Charlamaine Butler

Tianna Taylor

Russell Dickerson they think since the way censor everything negative that nobody will be able to piece all the deaths together
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Annette Wallace
Courtney Herring Tapscott


The numbers are staggering!

Canadian Doctor: 62% of Patients...
vaccineimpact.com

Jeny Conrad-Rendon
Keri Jay oh I know....I am disgusted by the whole entire thing.

Corren Nicole Henry
Marlee Ann welllll if I die you know what to do

Jade Hooper Holmes
Charlamaine Butler

Davita Best
Charlamaine Butler same

Melissa Golladay Edmondson
Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene bc they are being threatened to lose license, etc., or paid off...sadly , most care more about $$ in their pockets. Some are truly just brainwashed & have been government “trained” for yrs in med school to “follow” their big book of knowledge Some pharmacies won’t even fill certain helpful medications bc they are being fined too much to do so

Beth Cary
Sunshine Heinemann I'm sorry for the loss of your pastor. Did they give him Remdesivir and put him on a ventilator? The drugs they are using are killing people too. Yet they won't listen to the families when they deny particular drugs and won't let them use the recommended drugs like real Ivermectin, Hydrocloroquine, and others.
Robert Lee Andruszko
Charlamaine Butler please provide info as so far all vaccine reactions have been freely available and publicized.
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Susan Griffith Hiles
Courtney Herring Tapscott young people?? Older probably more likely.
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Mary Pruden Stucker
What about these facts?
<iframe width="640" height="360" scrolling="no" frameborder="0" style="border: none;"
src="https://www.bitchute.com/embed/vTFMMasGQPyb/" /></iframe>

SHOCKING REVELATION - Doctor Exposes...
bitchute.com
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Ragan Renae McFall
Jackie R. McFall
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Mary Perry-Rogers
Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene read Nuremberg code.
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Kena Lancaster
Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene because these hospitals get oick backs of 30,000 to 40,000 per patient dying of "COVID" from stories of last year up to now
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Jennifer Schmitt
Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene because they are afraid of losing their jobs and their funding……. It's absolutely being threatened. Some have been jailed for prescribing meds....
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Meagan Schriver
Kasey Schriver
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Deborah Burlingame
Charlamaine Butler my mom had blood clots in her brain, strokes, and seizures right after the J&J jab. She’s now bedridden and unable to talk.

Jennifer Schmitt
Susan Griffith Hiles not true. Many many young, healthy people. Dead.

Jennifer Schmitt
Shelby Hall all of these need to be reported to VAERS. Not that it will change anything, but at least there will be a record of it somewhere!!!

Krystal Bush Moore
Charlamaine Butler, so sorry for your losses. This is the kind of story that should be shared globally.

Stephanie Hubbell
Raen Storm which group is that. I would love to join it.

Ivy Seelhoff
Brittany Grumbles

Angelica Lee Coyle
Robin Byrd I’m a survivor of Colon Cancer 12 yrs now. I refuse to get the shot. I’m so sorry for you loss.

Why isn’t the news telling people this? May be someone needs to create a page regarding issues the of vaccine is causing since the Media doesn’t seem to.

I swear this is Government population control. This sad what the Government is willing to do to us Citizens.

John Ellis Christiansen
Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene they make too much to go against their establishment?
Melissa Albright

**Krista Kick** read these!

Kyla White

**Charlamaine Butler** did that friend vape or smoke?

Brenda Wing Gilbert

**Jennifer** …one simple reason…they want us dead.

Sunshine Heinemann

**Beth Cary** I’m not completely sure all what he was given. I do know there was no major medical problems so the outcome was pretty devastating. His kidneys ended up shutting down and i know his o2 levels were in the 30s and the highest was like 80s.

Kim Anthoney Johnson

**Charlamaine Butler** I’m a 58 year old cancer patient, I’ve had both Pfizer 5 months ago and had my booster two weeks ago. I fought to hard to beat this cancer so I got vaccinated after talking to a friend who is an epidemiologist of 30 years. Do I think it should be mandated, no... I say freedom of choice but, if a cancer, heart, diabetic patient comes in for an emergency they are taken before the ones that chose NOT to be vaccinated.

Chelsea Miller-Osborn

**Sunshine Heinemann** so sorry . May I ask if he was vaccinated or not when he got covid? Either way, so very tragic and sad.

Brittany Grumbles

**Ivy Seelhoff** wow that is scary

Raen Storm

**Valerie Pitcock** it’s called no more silence world wide
After the vaccines were available to everyone, formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Raen Storm
Raquell Shepherd the group is called no more silence world wide

Raen Storm
Stephanie Hubbell no more silence world wide

Susan Griffith Hiles
Christa Alexander Wright exactly

Valerie Pitcock
Raen Storm thanks

Susan Griffith Hiles
Jennifer Schmitt I was referring to this comment...

Sunshine Heinemann
Chelsea Miller-Osbourn thank you, and i wished i knew. When they interviewed his wife she wouldn’t say. I want to say he was but i can not say that with 100% certainly. I know that he and his got covid, she fully recovered. He got it and was in the hospital doing fine but then took a turn for the worse. A week or so prior to that my friend lost her husband he was only 38 with no health issues. He was fully vaccinated and he passed from covid
Susan Griffith Hiles
Jennifer Schmitt yes...that's what I meant. Blood clots may be common as she said, but Young people dying from them...i don't think so. The poke hasn't been studied nearly enough. It surely seems to be part of the problem

Raen Storm
Valerie Pitcock you're welcome let me know if you have any questions

Danielle Hajda
Russell Dickerson, my Dad got two clots within 24 hours of vaccine. One in his pancreas and one in his kidney.

Brandon Michael C
Desja Wittmer She is sharing her story. If you don't believe her and thousands others reporting here go away. We are all wintesses.

Stephanie Hubbell
Raen Storm thank you!!!

Jennifer Smith Corder
Melissa Golladay Edmondson that is so infuriating to me! I have covid right now and found a doc that prescribed me ivermectin. I called around to over a dozen pharmacies and not one would fill it! The government WANTS us to die, rather than try a med that has been deemed safe for almost 4 decades, that shows efficacy in dozens of studies, and that is cheap. I've been in healthcare for over 20 years and this has been the absolute tipping point for me.

Debbie Leff
Stacy Moyer my daughter - in the medical field - and she has MAJOR problems with it!

Debbie Leff
Jennifer Kelly the booster IS available to people in the medical field... my daughter got it
Jennifer Smith Corder

Sunshine Heinemann unfortunately covid is serious for some, but instead of treating early, we are telling people to go home and wait it out and the. Go back to the hospital when they can no longer breathe. At that point, they pump them with a drug that is proven to cause kidney failure and put them on a vent. They are doing this because they are getting paid an additional 36k for every person who dies in the hospital with “covid”. It is atrocious and these leaders need to be charged with crimes against humanity!

Shelby Jené Gonzalez

Courtney Herring Tapscott yes.. I think the biggest thing is that the media only wants to put out and focus on one side to the point of even flagging and even removing the negative vaccine related stories.. & the general public most commonly shames people who are skeptical because they are weary of the negative sides to the vaccine. It’s so wrong. Especially in regards to people who have suffered from the negative effects that so many want to discount. There just needs to be more openness and honestly all around, and people be able to freely make their choice based on all the risks.

Jennifer Smith Corder

Fred LeBlanc I’m sorry that you haven’t taken the time to search out the scientific literature showing that you’re wrong. These shots are very dangerous. More so than covid. There is a great deal of new (and old) research showing that the shots can and likely will increase viral escape and mutations. The US and Canada are the only countries that have 99%+ hospitalization of the UNvaxxed. Every wonder why that may be? Is the virus (D) different here than the REST of the WORLD? Please get off google and find a search engine that is not censoring the science that doesn’t fit with the governments narrative. We are not spewing conspiracy theories- we are concerned BECAUSE of the real science.

Donna McBroom-Theriot

That is absolutely selfish.

Fred LeBlanc

Jennifer Smith Corder dear jennifer. I do not use google. Please be respectful. I do my research with our epidemiologists. The people who study this virus. And you know im not wrong. 1.6 Billion. Vaccinated. The benefits clearly out weigh the risks. And yes not all of the world?may have covid 19d. I also did not say you are spewing anything. I said i do not believe conspiracy bs. Andi am concerned about the side effects some of the people have? suffered. I work in health care and see what i posted upfront. 99% of all new covid addmissions unvaccinated. That figure?does not lie. I meant no disrespect to anyone. I didn't discredit anyone. Please dont come at me like i dont know?what im saying.
Lorna Gajewski
**Charlamaine Butler** I believe that shot is extremely dangerous and the powers that be probably got shot with a placebo because they know how dangerous it is. They have to push the vaccine because they don't want a real live control group of people that stay healthy and survive when others die of long term effects!

Jennifer Smith Corder
**Fred LeBlanc** I didn't intend to “come at you like you don't know what you’re saying.” I am an RN and also know a great deal about interpreting science. All I am doing is urging you to please search for data that may not reflect what you believe is the truth. Both sides should be seen so that we can make informed decisions about this topic. I know that the US is saying that 99% or more of the population being hospitalized are unvaccinated, but what I am saying is how does that make sense when the rest of the world has sooo many vaccinated hospitalizations and deaths? How is the US so very different when we are fighting the same virus?

Fred LeBlanc
**Jennifer Smith Corder** i wish i had that answer too. I remember when some parts of the country were being over run and then some were having few cases.covid evolves and continues to baffle the scientists. I hope you stay well.

Lisa Payne
**Robert Parks**

Jennifer Kelly
**Felice Troutman** yea, & a booster every 6 months sounds great. Sounds like it'll be a guessing game & amount of protection will always be questionable.

Amber Zinser
**Carrie Schultz** yep

Shari Michelle Mulkey
**Fred LeBlanc** “the benefits outweigh the risks”….easy to say for someone who personally did not experience any of the “risks”. It’s all a game of chance, until it happens to you!! It’s cruel to discount these peoples real experiences and testimonies.
Jennifer Okoniewski
Karolina ES can you please send me this video? It needs to be seen! Thank you!!!!

Maggie van der Merwe
Courtney Herring Tapscott spike protein?

Bob Gingles
Covid is a common cold. With at least a 99% recovery rate. It's the contents of the Jab that is killing people - not Covid!

Sasha Slattery
Suzanne Spencer Benaidrene I absolutely agree and said the same thing!!!

Stacy Moyer
Debbie Leff Again, NOBODY I know has had issues, including my RN mom.

Karolina ES
Courtney Herring Tapscott

According to Dr. Charles Helen, the Moderna shot contains 40 trillion mRNA molecules.

Just 25% of these molecules remain in your arm, the rest picked up by your lymphatic system and transported to your body. Your body will then produce billions of copies of these.

Circulate to your circulatory system, into the vascular capillary network, turning smooth cells into rough, spiked cells that more easily clot.
Leigh Ann Ceretti
Very sad

Gipsy Gonzalez
Karolina Es where can I find this video online, not trough FB?

Kaz Musiga
Lorna Gajewski I agree. Was thinking exactly this the other day. All got placebo

Kaz Musiga
Bob Gingles ^ this

Amanda Matthews-Veneziani
I was told you could get the prescription and get it filled through myfreedoctor.com

Welcome to MyFreeDoctor.com

Jennifer Schmitt
Mary Perry-Rogers I keep screaming this!!

Erica Finnan
Courtney Herring Tapscott I worked in the hospital as an RN for 10 years. 10 out of 19 patients in for blood clots? I can say that I've never seen that in my time. We'd get blood clots but only here and there. 10 out of 19 seems very unusual.

Jennifer Schmitt
Sunshine Heinemann probably because they gave him Remdesivir, which is now the “protocol”. Which does NOT treat COVID, and causes kidney failure and usually heart failure. And denied him the PROVEN medication regimen that works. So, he is added to the mass genocide list. They are killing people. Denying appropriate treatment and, with thousands of studies showing efficacy, still denying appropriate medication regimens. It's horrifying.
Teresa Twilley Miller-Perkins
Miranda Redd and Charlamaine Butler my daughter found out in December she had 3 blood clots due to birth control. So she went off of it and did blood thinner for 6 months. Found out she pregnant and they are pushing her to get the shot. It makes me sick that they would push it with her history with blood clots, they don't care. Plus some heart issues to, her pregnancy is so high risk right now, I think they want to kill her and the baby. They also have put her back on blood thinner. I am so over this whole thing!!

Lee Perkins Leaupepe
Ann-maree Duxbury Mel Clarke Check out these comments

Erica Finnan
Jennifer Smith Corder yes! The same people that are complaining that the hospitals are over run are the same people who refuse to treat early onset of the disease. If they at least try some of the options before it got bad, how many people would they have prevented from needing hospital beds or worse dying!? I have a friend that was refused any treatment…his wife got the antibody treatment and felt fine the next day. He was refused. He asked 3 separate times for help. He was given nothing to help. Just got a lecture for not getting a vaccine.

Meredith Gagnier
Jennifer Smith Corder My 41 year old cousin died from Covid last April. He lost a kidney to cancer the year before but was doing a lot better. His other kidney shut down almost immediately after being hospitalized with Covid. His wife is requesting his medical records to find out what drugs they treated him with. If they gave him R knowing his medical history they basically signed his death warrant. I’m so upset.

Jennifer Schmitt
Mary Pruden Stucker I’ve been saying this from the beginning. It’s the perfect virus to wipe out mankind....

Meredith Gagnier
Fred LeBlanc My husband’s uncle died on Monday. He was fully vaccinated.
Fred LeBlanc

Shari Michelle Mulkey no one is discounting any or these. Did you actually read what i said. It is always disappointing when a drug has adverse reactions to a small percentage. And no its not cruel to promote bennifit vs risk. Its how all?drugs are measured. I personaally have had patients die in front of me. After you care for a patient for 3-4 days you become attached. And when rhey are full code me and our entire icu team work as hard as we can to save them. Try experiencing that once or twice. No i meant no disrespect to anyone who has had any adverse reaction to the covid?vaccine. But i still stand behind the?science and the effectiveness of the drug. Im sorry you experienced sorrow.
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Shawn Reiley Felicijan

Carrie Schultz I find this difficult to believe. Mostly because they required our entire military population to have the vaccine. Would a country really want to depopulate their armies?
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Jason Vollmer

Karolina ES, can you make that video shareable?
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Kim Kimistry

Shawn Reiley Felicijan
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Larissa Taylor

t
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Sunshine Heinemann

Jennifer Schmitt this is heart breaking, truly! He was such an incredible man. 6 thousand people in person at his funeral another 3 thousand online
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Jessica Lee

**Matt Hay** I have Factor V Leiden. I cannot get a medical exemption and thankfully work from myself. Just my world is becoming smaller and smaller and I have plenty of friends and acquaintances who support required vax. It's like playing Russian roulette with three bullets in the chamber.

Jason Vollmer

Fred LeBlanc, being a doctor, you've probably also seen there are more reported Covid vaccine deaths and AE's reported to VAERS (and verified by CDC) than all previous vaccines combined since the inception of VAERS.

Catie Yingling Martin

**Jennifer Kelly** The booster is available. Maybe only to some at this point but it is. My elderly mother in law went to inquire about it and they gave it to her and her husband the same day. She didn't think it was available yet and just wanted info on it. She had both shots and the booster.

Kim Anthoney Johnson

Bob Gingles common cold!?!?? WTH, does 600,000 people die in less than a year by common cold. Seriously

Jennifer Kelly

Catie Yingling Martin thank you. I hadn't heard that it was available & we need to get it for my mom.

Fred LeBlanc

**Meredith Gagnier** did he have any underlying conditions?

Patricia Diegelman Case

**Patricia King** Who do you listen to Patti?
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Seona Churchward
Jennifer Smith Corder

Israel was a leader in the COVID...

theconversation.com

Rosanne Logan Major
Kim Anthoney Johnson - and what about the obese, those with poor diets, those who smoke, those with lifestyle choices that put them at a higher risk... are we going to deny them care or move them to the back of the line because of their choices? I mean, they put themselves in that spot, right? #sarcasm Wow.

Meredith Gagnier
Fred LeBlanc Yes.

Patricia King
Patricia Diegelman Case I do my own research! And listen to my gut!

Matt Hay
Jessica Lee I understand completely, I have severe Protein S Deficiency, am unfortunately in the same position. My Hema said don't take it (I've already recovered from COVID).

Sherri Hudson
Please report to VAERS and go after those hospitals and companies that were involved. Me must not stay silent!!

https://vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html

VAERS - Report an Adverse Event

vaers.hhs.gov
Jennifer Smith Corder

**Meredith Gagnier** I’m so sorry to hear this. I am embarrassed that they medical system I loved and became a part of has turned into a profit machine with no moral compass. Unfortunately, money speaks and I’m afraid many more people have lost their lives to this virus due to facility malfeasance. So many lives could be saved if we stop telling people to wait until they can’t breathe before giving them the chance to have early treatment.

Shawna Gentry

**Courtney Herring Tapscott.** Signed a nurse who receives a bonus for every vaccine you inject, or every death you claim as covid when the truth is revealed those who assisted in this genocide will find themselves on trial for crimes against humanity

Danielle Merritt

**Charlamaine Butler Joe Sonya Merritt Sonya N Turtle**

Morgan Rubbo

**Fred LeBlanc**

**Meredith Gagnier.** Could of those under lying conditions led up to this reaction?? Im sorry for your loss.

Maddy Thompson

What ICU?

Crystal Urban

**Russell Dickerson** I feel like the statistics for the risks aren't accurate(just my opinion) if half of the vaccinated got placebos then they shouldn’t be placed in the overall number.

Beth Cary

**Lee Perkins Leaupepe** glad to see you calling this to your friends attention. EVERYONE NEEDS TO BE READING ALL THESE COMMENTS!!! Little did this news source image what a pot they were stirring up. THIS SHOULD BE THEIR STORY!
Dirinda Lacen

Courtney Herring Tapscott, how many of the 10/19 have been vaccinated and are not elderly?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Dirinda Lacen

We have a good friend whose dad developed blood clots and can hardly get around now. Previous to the vaccine he had never had trouble with blood clots.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Beth Cary

Jennifer Schmitt exactly what I said. I can't believe the pharmacies are denying Ivermectin prescriptions. They should be sued!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jana Jorgenson

Charlamaine Butler  ... sorry very sorry.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Melanie Lessley

Charlamaine Butler Sorry to hear about your friends.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Shanna Badders

Charlamaine Butler I pray they are heard. I'm so sorry.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patricia Diegelman Case

Patricia King different strokes for different folks

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sue Hambley-Ontiveros


INTERVIEW WITH DR. CARRIE MADEJ: COVID,...

projectcamelotportal.com

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Kim Anthoney Johnson
Fred LeBlanc thank you for your selfless service AND thank you for not providing misleading information-stay safe out there

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kim Anthoney Johnson
Jennifer Smith Corder and where do you find your documentation-sincerely curious. I work for a hospital in VA and know for a FACT that the Hospitalized and vented are unvaccinated @ 90% the rest are vaccinated with comorbidity.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kim Anthoney Johnson
Lorna Gajewski placebo, really?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Brandy Morris
Charlamaine Butler same! I have seen multiple friends all develop GB after their first vaccine.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kassandra Hill
Rodney Sexton

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Rochalle Racine
That's not a feeling, that's a thought. Lolol furthermore your thoughts are moot because you Aren't an expert.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jillian Henderson Heath
Kim Lawrence Henderson

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kelly Milford
Charlamaine Butler Kathy Milford

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tricia Jay
I'm sorry for your losses. All too familiar story lately
Russell Dickerson
Crystal Urban if you vax everyone, how is there a control (placebo) group? Everyone who was in the study probably got vaxed when it's over, so there's no way to do a long term study.

Lee Perkins Leaupepe
Beth Cary

Kellye Sandlin
Russell Dickerson Pfizer unblinded the "placebo" group, on purpose, then "encouraged" them to take the vax. That is NOT good science. Trial participants were healthy 18-45, no elderly, no pregnant, no immunocompromised. That's NOT good science either.

Crystal Urban
Russell Dickerson when reading the FDAs approval they started that they received a placebo.

Shelly Leger
Charlamaine Butler glad to see someone else knows ppl who had been fully vaccinated and have passed on after contracting the virus. When I commented on a post last week I was told only 30 ppl worldwide had passed after being vaccinated and got Covid. I personally know a few myself. It's a sad world we live in. Too many ppl believing the media.

Jennifer Schmitt
Jennifer Smith Corder amen. It's despicable. For no other disease process in history have we refused people early treatment and told them to go home until they can't breathe. There's no other word for it but disgusting....

Jeff Veit
My wife is an rn in the local hospital, and she tells me that 2/3 of all the covid cases in her hospital are people who have gotten the Jab.

Shelly Leger
Jeff Veit I have family who work in the system and can't say much but tell me the same.
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Mary Perry-Rogers
Jennifer Schmitt it's nice to know we're not alone.

Janie LaCroix
Heather McVicker Cynthia Jordan LaCroix

Caralee Weber
Russell Dickerson I know one also and I live amongst the most unwilling to vaccinate (meaning, I know few people who have gotten the vaccine)

Noël Eden Webb
Fred LeBlanc I'm just curious your thoughts on natural immunity? If vaccines are the only way out of the pandemic does this mean natural immunity wouldn't contribute to being out of the pandemic? There is REAL science to back it. Also are you saying since only a low percentage die from the vaccine its okay because as long as everyone is vaccinated it will end pandemic even though some won't make it to the day the pandemic is over because they will be taken out by this "SAFE" vaccine? I say we need a much safer vaccine after reading these comments. I'm glad you and your family did okay with the vaccine but you might feel differently if one of these testimonies had of been your own..

Michelle Mae

Kim Craft
So very sad. May their stories be heard!

Karen Malle
Stacy Moyer Israel.
Rhonda Tumey
CDC changed the guidelines. If you get put in the hospital within 14 days of the vaccine, they mark you as unvaccinated. Look it up & do your research. Because in Indiana it is the vaccine people that are in ICU...

Megan Nichole
@kimAnthonyJohnson

We know why the numbers are so inflated. Why didn’t they use the ships and the hospitals they built? Why didn’t they use all those ventilators that were mass produced in record speeds?

Tom Mansell
Jeff Veit tell it like it really is. It's all about control and depopulation.

Eric Harvey
Israel has confirmed around 85-90% of hospitalizations are from fully vaccinated
Stephanie Orr

Cindy Ferrari Ras 99.6% survival rate can look like being in the hospital for 3 weeks with increased oxygen and decreased oxygen saturation then finally being placed on the ventilator for 3 more weeks. Now you're in the hospital for 6 weeks. Come off the vent, still in ICU for a couple of more weeks before being transferred to a regular room for a couple of weeks. Now your body is so deteriorated and you're still requiring significant amount of O2 so you're going to go to a rehab facility for 6 weeks. In this time span you have also lost your job because you have been out of work more than 12 weeks and even if you hadn't your body is so tired & weak doing minimal things that you probably couldn't work anyway. Eventually you recover enough to go home with outpatient therapy, but now you are a Covid “long hauler” with potential life long medical problems that you never had prior to your Covid Dx.

My point is this...people with these exact same stories are also a part of the 99.6% survival rate because they did “survive” Covid.

Jennifer Schmitt

Shawna Gentry these are the people who should be imprisoned.....filth.

Jennifer Schmitt

Beth Cary it’s the FDA.... Not the pharmacies. Most of the docs, hospitals and pharmacies have been threatened with their licenses and their funding if the prescribe. By OUR ELECTED GOVERNMENT..........BY AND FOR THE PEOPLE.......
Jennifer Schmitt

Jennifer Smith Corder for me also. Go to America’s Frontline Doctors online. There are great resources and places to order meds online. I have seen countless healthy people go into the hospital with mild Covid, be isolated from family and nurse friends, be given Remdesivir, which is killing people, be sedated and intubated without family permission and even AGAINST families permission and even after hiring attorneys and fighting for appropriate meds, be denied and patients have died. The most recent....42 years old, in perfect health, and mild Covid. Dead. Because they caused his kidneys and heart to fail and vented him until they killed him. Against his and his families wishes. It's illegal, it's immoral, it's against everything I've ever stood for in my medical career. It's genocide and it's despicable and these people should be the ones put on a vent and killed slowly and painfully. And the lay people don't even understand enough to question it. Especially when the doctors are just saying sign this DNR, there's nothing we can do.... If you DM me, I can tell you where you can get the meds you need.

Jennifer Schmitt

https://www.mountainhomemag.com/2021/05/01/356270/the-drug-that-cracked-covid

The Drug that Cracked COVID | Mountain...
mountainhomemag.com

Jennifer Schmitt

Mary Perry-Rogers


Read this. Great, but sickening that they've known this the whole time....

MEDIA IN BIG PHARMA’S POCKET, ATTACKS...
Lindsay Machado
Courtney Herring Tapscott But in the stories people are sharing, it IS from the vaccine. Is it just a coincidence that one woman knows like 3 people, 39, 28 and 19 who were perfectly healthy, received the vaccine and either died or had blood clots? I know a nurse who was the picture of health, get brain swelling after her first dose. I also know two people who were given the vaccine and got blood clots. These are people with no prior history who are now affected. How is it that if it's only 1:68000 people, how do I even know one, let alone 3 people who were injured? Could it be because if the real information was released, people wouldn’t get vaccinated? Why are they pushing so hard when Singapore (81% vaccination rate) is now having a massive spike in COVID cases? Weren't they supposed to have reached herd immunity? It's ok to be a health care worker, and admit that many of these cases are coincidence. You're not a scientist, you're a nurse. It's ok to openly oppose the healthcare system when something sinister is happening. It doesn't mean you're a bad nurse because you are honestly acknowledging there's a problem. A 42 year old head nurse now has brain swelling from the first dose of Moderna. This woman has a 22 year old son to care for. She now has severe migraines and cannot work. This wasn't an issue prior to vaccination. She now opposes something she originally believed in because it caused her to be unable to work in a field she spent YEARS going to school for. She’s been in school since graduating high school and continued to get certifications (wound care etc) up until 38. A mere 4 years ago. She worked 4 years as a nurse before now being unable to work. There is something seriously wrong with these vaccines being pushed.

Mari Samali
Right and if these ppl had been treated early with Ivermectin and other "unmentionable" drugs they'd be home recovered in a few days.

Jennifer Smith Corder
Jennifer Schmitt Thanks! I actually went to FLCCC and put in my zip and found a small compounding pharmacy that filled it! I am 6 days in and after taking VitD, C, zinc, quercitin, Ivermectin, and getting monoclonal antibodies 2 days ago, am almost feeling normal today! Oh, and I am “high risk.” What the government is doing to us is disgusting! I will PM you anyway.

Jennifer Schmitt
Jennifer Smith Corder I’m so glad to hear it. I wanted to have it on hand just in case, because NO WAY am I going to the hospital if I get sick!! Not a chance in hell I’m letting them touch me!!

Brock Thomas
This never happened. If it did post their obituaries.
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Jennifer Smith Corder
Kim Anthoney Johnson documentation on what part of what I said? I’d be happy to send some over, just have literally dozens of links to studies, etc saved, so not sure what you’re looking for.

Karisa Lynn
Candy Butts

Kristin Dioguardo
Charlamaine Butler I’m so terribly sorry for your loss

Chris Lea
Charlamaine Butler I’m so sorry

Julie Bruce
Sad. I’ve heard many stories as well. How do you know the ones who died in the icu are vaxed? I’m told that all those in the hospital with Covid are unvaccinated

Cheryl Loschen
Charlamaine Butler, What’s frustrating is that the hospitals are lying about what’s really going on. They are trying to say the hospitals are full of unvaccinated people. I wonder how much money the hospitals are getting for pushing these dangerous shots and for lying to the media and people. It is very dishonest!

Sara Beth Reeves Hensley
April Garner Hensley

Laurelynn RC
Karolina ES Can you post the link to this so I can share?

Clif Walters
You have the best article on Covid! Congratulations.
There have been adverse reactions to all the vaccines, it's just not being reported. Read through all these comments. Look at the VAERS website. Search duck duck go for bad reactions. You won't be freely given this information because they don't want you to know.

Shanell Rivera
My friend has blood clot in lungs fully vaccinated but they say from “birth control” I say shot

Shelby Jené Gonzalez
Jennifer Schmitt oh I’ve been keeping my eyes open to it all . It’s all so sad and disgusting.

Brianna Burton
It's known that birth control can cause blood clots. Also a few months ago it was on cdc website to watch for increase incidence with the vaccine and birth control

Peter Ouchterlony
Mary Ambrose Yes, that was the doctor they fired that lived in Lyton and mysterious the town burnt down including his house! Yes it was hot and dry, but that maybe made it easier!

Bridget Goldade
Charlamaine Butler Same here. Most recently, the people I've known to get Covid 99% of them have been fully vaccinated. Two have died.

Satin Edmonds
Cindy Ferrari Ras So much this! 100% 😊

Tabby Ogle this comment (and so many more).
Rachel Rochelle Perez
Yah but if you get a blood clot sometime months after having covid they'll say it's from covid.. if you get them immediately following a they'll say it's pre-existing conditions. It's a one sided dialogue.

Valerie Kitchen
Charlamaine Butler

Jennifer Smith Corder
Jennifer Schmitt wow, what a great article! Thanks

Bonnie Leigh Jaffe
Shawn Reiley Felcijan Yss.

Doug Zalusky
Stephanie Orr or you get the shot and die within a week like all these people are commenting so...... your point is? The last eight people I've seen with Covid all were previously fully vaccinated something is not adding up to me

Doug Zalusky
Stephanie Orr Also the 99.6 survival rate can look like you having a mild headache for a day or two and then being totally fine

Emily Toby
Charlamaine Butler me too

Cassidy Cheyanne
Carrie Schultz Covid has killed 4.55 million ppl in a year, & that's not depopulation?

Carrie Schultz
Cassidy Cheyanne yes it is. Is called the health transition plan. Keep studying.
Gen Lkma
Shawn Reiley Felicijan That is the plan. CCP is already training here. Why?

Angela Marie
Charlamaine Butler I’m so sorry for you losses. It’s tragic. I was injured as well. Do you know if VAERS were filed in these cases?

Danielle Covell Sandbaken Kaercher
Courtney Herring Tapscott seriously? People need to stop brushing this off as “coincidence”. Doing such is killing people.

Deniece Closs
Russell Dickerson There is a while list of complications check it out open vaers.

Amy Jackson
Charlamaine Butler terrible. Keep sharing their stories- people need the truth!
Deniece Closs
Russell Dickerson  Through September 03, 2021

14,506
DEATHS

58,440
HOSPITALIZATIONS

77,919
URGENT CARE

106,184
DOCTOR OFFICE VISITS

5,783
ANAPHYLAXIS

7,911
BELL'S PALSY

1,757
Miscarriages

6,422
Heart Attacks

5,371
Myocarditis/Pericarditis

18,439
Permanently Disabled

2,910
Thrombocytopenia/
Low Platelet

14,594
Life Threatening

27,336
Severe Allergic Reaction

7,810
Shingles
Stacy Moyer

This guy?

Patty Fozo McCool
Shawn Reiley Felicijan you mean the same weak spineless military leaders who KNEW BETTER, and TRAINED their whole life, and took the same oath that I did, yet STILL sat back and AGREED to pull all the military out of Afghanistan - referring to the ORIGINAL time, BEFORE everything went sideways - AND agreed to leave all of the gear and weapons and equipment behind?! THEY KNEW BETTER! It was THEIR JOB and RESPONSIBILITY to KNOW BETTER!!! THAT IN ITSELF speaks VOLUMES - and with THAT being said, it does NOT surprise me they are forcing the military.... HAVE YOU HEARD of the military members taking DISCHARGE over being forced to get the shot?! Let's talk about WEAKENING our military and making us ALL vulnerable and in danger, as individuals, as well as a country! Slippery slope they are creating! Chaos, distraction, and hate and division is what it is all about! Break us down, break us apart, make us weak as a nation.... cause a civil war, and then swoop in a take over and 'bring down the hammer.'
Complete control.

Kami Guanella
Charlamaine Butler so sorry.

Coty Coluzzi
Dave Semotink Billion's of people are getting the second shot. if it's killing more than it's helping how would it take 20 years to figure out

Coty Coluzzi
No one I know even tangentially having had a bad reaction only people saying they know somebody who knows somebody and the seven people and the last few months that have went to the hospital I know one died one was put on a ventilator the other were extremely sick and all except for Damon who died came out of the hospital telling everyone to get vaccinated all were against it been there were between 25 and 41 I know that could be a coincidence but I think there's problems with how they're doing it if it was as bad as somebody's comments were saying I don't know how they would be able to keep it secret or at least I would have had seen somebody who wasn't just saying a friend of a friend or they read something on the Internet
Coty Coluzzi

Lorna Gajewski Then why isn't all the poor nations of the world getting it at the same time there's your control group

Elena Stock

Karolina ES can you send me that video

Elena Stock

Karolina ES Laura Scott this one that she posted

Alessandra Keighley

Peter Ouchterlony yes, noticed this from New Zealand. Looking at photos there are melted car rims and completely razed buildings with fully green untouched trees beside. Maybe things burn differently in Canada?

Erica Mahler Tuttle

Shawn Reiley Felicijan uhm of course they would because then they won't have them fighting against them for what is right.

Joy Petty Jordan

And yet if you're in a car accident and die but test positive for Covid that's a Covid death.

Charles Fletcher

Shawn Reiley Felicijan One that sold out to China, Yes.

Peter Ouchterlony

Alessandra Keighley A little focused burning

Catherine Monahan

Charlamaine Butler Roberta Becker read comments.
Alessandra Keighley
Thank you American people
This is the first uncensored real-person information I have read. Blessings to you all x ngā mihi aroha

Jenn Anne
**Shawn Reiley Felicijan** you think the government gives a hoot about the military? What just happened in Afghanistan?

Shawn Reiley Felicijan
Can I say to everyone that replied to my comment, thank you. I believe in open dialog and keeping an open mind. You all give me some things to think about and I appreciate you.

Shawn Reiley Felicijan
**Kim Kimistry** what is this?

Shawn Reiley Felicijan
**Patty Fozo McCool** thanks for this. I can tell you are upset by this. I’m sorry to raise your blood pressure. Thanks for sharing your thoughts though. Gave me something to think about.

Patty Fozo McCool
**Shawn Reiley Felicijan** thanks... you didn't raise my blood pressure though... they did

Peter Corriveau
That was totally sad Charmaine Olivia, no doubt you want to stay on laxed I don’t know where you’re from but I’m from BC Canada and they started their passport mandate these days I can’t go anywhere but I’m hoping change will happen if people speak out again sorry to hear for you loses

23 hrs

Melanie Marie
**Russell Dickerson** especially considering research has been done on the effect of the spike protein in instigating clots...vessels/cells are meant to be smooth, not carry jagged edges. There are several studies pending peer review.
Melanie Marie

**Russell Dickerson** do you have this study?

Sarah Louise

I personally only talk about friends and family members of people I know personally who had vaccine effects if you want personal stories though there are loads in the ‘I've had the AstraZeneca’ group on fb where people report reactions good and bad. Of course there are lots of people who haven't had reactions I'm sure but absolutely loads who have. If this was any other vaccine it would have been pulled by now.

Sarah Louise

The problem is they over estimate covid deaths by including any death if the person had a positive test within 28 days and then it’s almost impossible for people to get vaccine illness related to the vaccine:

Sarah Louise

From

What I see it seems to be that it brings out underlying things. Like I have a friend who got the jabs and an old issue he got rid of years ago flared back up, I've seen two people I know go through sudden early menopause just after the jabs etc I think in a lot of cases it's bringing out underlying things in an extreme way. Although have also seen clots/blindness/heart issues.

Susan Penhollow

**Gen Lkma** What??? Info please

Teanna Smith

**Charlamaine Butler JasChanelle Smith**

Focal Point

You mean THIS guy? [https://www.rivkaley.com/chai-shaulian-was-poisoned-by-the-jerusalem-police/](https://www.rivkaley.com/chai-shaulian-was-poisoned-by-the-jerusalem-police/)

Was Chai Shaulian poisoned by the...
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Lisbet Fjølstad
Charlamaine Butler
How horrible and sad

Jason Early
Shawn Reiley Felicijan the military gets a different shot than civilians. Believe that

Mary Perry-Rogers
Jennifer Schmitt thank you

Russell Dickerson
Melanie Marie are you referring to the odds? I believe I saw then in official media reporting, trying to downplay the side effects. But of course, if you personally know even 1 that's highly unlikely, so to know 5 means there's something wrong with those odds. A year ago I calculated your odds of dying from Rona to be equivalent to deliberately stabbing yourself to death (from Insurance tables). So unless you're a disgraced samurai the odds are in your favor

Jeff Veit
I have 2 friends who each have a son. One son is 18, and the other is 25, BOTH of them got the fake vaccines and both of them developed myocarditis shortly after. I'd say that makes the odds of serious side effects really high.

Jennifer Schmitt
Mary Perry-Rogers they are not letting me see responses to my comments……

Jennifer Schmitt
Jennifer Smith Corder they are no longer letting me see responses to my comments on this thread....

Carrie Schultz
Jenn Anne hell no. They've always been the guinea pigs
Barbara Carnes Braud
Shawn Reiley Felicijan they have been strategically disarming our military since Obama. Intentionally making our forces weaker.

Jacob Dimick
Charlamaine
If interested in sharing your story or just being included in the data I compile on vaccine injury and death please IM me or email me at jdimi34@yahoo.com

Shawna Gentry
Jennifer Schmitt we should put together a class action lawsuit against the media for violating our constitutional duty to stay well informed!

Jennifer Schmitt
Shawna Gentry I would love to!! I'm actually thinking I should try to find an attorney who is fighting this to go to work for!! I feel an extreme need to do my part in the education and representation of those who have been so horribly and gregariously misled.....

Sarah McLellan
You gonna do a TRUE story on THIS or WHAT?? @WXYZ liar liar liars?!!!!!!!!!

Antonio Brainard
Zen Antonio Arny Antonio Christian Antonio Cerila Antonio

Shawna Gentry
Jennifer Schmitt I'm working with an attorney on suing our government and the media but we need citizens

Jacob Alford
Zach Siegfried
Tamela Jackson
Shawn Reiley Felicijan easier to control the people without an Army!

Haylee Old
Nathan Percy read these

Jennifer Schmitt
Shawna Gentry where do I sign up??

Mary Perry-Rogers
Jennifer Schmitt strange!

Noelia Reyes
Adriana Sanchéz Daniela Reyes

Deanna Causby
Kim Anthoney Johnson just a question, how many in that number are partially vaxxed or unverified so they are lumped in the unvaccinated number? I’m asking because the partially (1 shot) vaxxed are lumped into the numbers in NC. I don’t think we’re seeing true numbers. You have to ask, they won’t volunteer this information.

Meredith Gagnier
Fred LeBlanc My husband's uncle did not have a reaction to the vaccine. He was a breakthrough case and he died from Covid months after being fully vaccinated. He was in his 70s and he did have underlying health issues but the vaccine did not lessen his symptoms or save him from dying from Covid.

Mickey Coke
Charlamaine Butler this is a Holocaust
Kirsten Witt
I know someone who was FULLY Vaccinated and always wore their mask; they were recently in ICU and passed away.

Helene Bishop
My dad was hospitalized the day after his second dose, he had a fever and fluid on his lungs, that was back in February. He’s back in the hospital now with covid, several others were he lives all were vaccinated as well and sick with covid. How about telling these stories

WXYZ-TV Channel 7

Jeff Gibson
Helene Bishop exactly

Amanda Lynn Dudek
Helene Bishop doesn’t fit their agenda

Kati Steele
Helene Bishop

Kati Steele

Kim Mason
Amanda Lynn Dudek exactly!
Angie Gallizzi
Kati Steele you're applauding about this person's family because it fits your agenda?

Bev Jean

Helene Bishop
Amanda Lynn Dudek of course not

Cat Popour
Helene Bishop I'm so sorry about you dad Helen, my prayers are with him and you. I totally agree with your question to w xyz!

Kati Steele
Angie Gallizzi absolutely not.. I'm applauding at the ending statement of hers.. can you read correctly?

Erica Lynn
Helene Bishop oh I am so sorry to hear and agree 100%

Kati Steele
If you voted for biden you probably cant

Angie Gallizzi
Kati Steele All I know is that you are clapping. Happy. I know your kind.

Erica Lynn
Bev Jean WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Helene Bishop
Cat Popour thank you. Last time he was hospitalized they sent him to a rehab center after and they screwed up so bad on his meds. They are planning on doing the same thing again. His apartments won't let him back. If this vaccine is so great and you can go to work as long as you are vaccinated, then you should be allowed back into your own home.

Kati Steele
Angie Gallizzi you're absolutely insane!! Gtfo I was by no means happy or clapping about people sick and dying. I'll explain again, I was only applauding to her last statement. But you're obviously like biden and have no sense and can't comprehend well.. sorry your that way

Terry Stephens
They don't want your story, doesn't fit the narrative.

Kati Steele
Helene, I by no means was applauding at what you went through and are going through the gifs were for your last statement, but the media will never be honest about the adverse affects this vaccine is causing.
I'm terribly you are going through this

Mary Miller-D'Orazio
Erica Lynn
WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Where are the stories where people are dying or getting extremely ill from the vax? Are you reading any of this???????? Who is paying you to post propaganda????

Helene Bishop
Bev Jean I am so sorry for your loss. Words can never express this

Beverly Burnash VanAcker
Bev Jean So sorry! Thank you for sharing!
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Shellay Gannaway Cremen

Helene Bishop I was just going to make a similar post. I have heard stories from nurses in the hospitals, that vaccinated people are coming in with all kinds of problems. I have not heard a news report about all of the adverse effects from the vaccines.

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Randi Resnick

Helene Bishop wish WXYZ would

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Julie Gesuale

Helene Bishop Exactly right why do we not hear these stories

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Randi Resnick

Shellay Gannaway Cremen my mother in law very bad after second Moderna

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Randi Resnick

Julie Gesuale need to call station and ask to be interviewed

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Angela Reaume Blake

Bev Jean I'm so sorry for your loss

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Pamela Conley

Helene Bishop I am so sorry to hear that. Praying for your dad and your family.

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

James Derek Musgrave

I would also like to know more about the ones fully vax'd in ICU or dying with covid. Is it solely the ones with high risk factors or a mix.

last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Jean Bailey

Bev Jean sorry for your loss! Did he have any other health conditions?
Deborah January
Helene Bishop My brother in law retired from LAPD and went on vacation, came back took the shot and died. I trust NO so called experts. News media never reports any of this and yet its happening world wide.

Shellay Gannaway Cremen My brother in law retired from LAPD and went on vacation, came back took the shot and died. I trust NO so called experts.

Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedishew
Helene Bishop my husband was hospitalized 5 days after his 1st dose. Vestibular Neuritis. He couldn’t walk and his vestibular nerve is 80% damaged.

April Brendle
Helene Bishop sending you dad and you and your family prayers

Luján Castro
Helene Bishop but they don’t care about your vaccinated dad or my friend.. they don’t want to report on that.

Scott Waldo Mullins
Helene Bishop can’t tell these stories.. it goes against the agenda

Danielle Slanec Williams
Helene Bishop truth on this will never be spoken!!

Liz Hill Woodcox
Helene Bishop sorry to hear about your family. But this is exactly why I refuse to get the vaccine!!

Carly Allen
Helene Bishop thank you for telling yours!
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Anila Shkreli
Helene Bishop God forbid if they tell the truth! I have a friend fighting for her life since she took the vaccines I hope your dad feels better soon!

last Fri Like Reply More

Anila Shkreli
Bev Jean where are all these stories wxyz

last Fri Like Reply More

Anila Shkreli
Bev Jean sorry for your loss

last Fri Like Reply More

Barbara Schuck
Helene Bishop truth but they won't air that prayers and strong vibes to your father

last Fri Like Reply More

Shae Jackson
Jean Bailey and why would that be any of your business? He died, what else is there to talk about?

last Fri Like Reply More

Christin Milspaugh-Rathburn
Helene Bishop

media2.giphy.com

last Fri Like Reply More

Debbie Francek
Bev Jean so sorry for your loss

last Fri Like Reply More

Shellay Gannaway Cremen
Randi Resnick that's awful! So sorry

last Fri Like Reply More

Debbie Francek
Helene Bishop So sorry to hear this about your dad sending healing prayers

last Fri Like Reply More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Shellay Gannaway Cremen

Deborah January WOW!!!
So sorry for your family.
My husband woke up one morning, 2 months after his 2nd shot
Numb from the knees down. He has MS, but never had anything like this happen before

Jean Bailey

Shae Jackson umm because people dying everyday. If he was old and had underlying health conditions then his system couldn't handle the stress. I'm old, just trying to understand. I go to memorial tomorrow for my bonus Dad, he was old, not covid!

Rochelle Holsworth

Helene Bishop I'm so sorry! Praying for your dad! Unfortunately, his story doesn't align with the current commie and chief and his admin that wants to govern my force!

Shae Jackson

Jean Bailey but what does it matter how old he was? She said he died from covid. Did you read that before you commented?

Helena Henry

Shellay Gannaway Cremen because it doesn't fit into their plan

Helene Bishop

Anila Shkreli thank you, I'll keep you in my prayers too

Helene Bishop

James Derek Musgrave I've been hearing that people were healthy and after having the vaccine, they started having issues. I'm sure there's some too with health issues as well

Helene Bishop

Deborah January I am so sorry, there's no reason for this. Prayers to you and your family
Helene Bishop

Danielle Slanec Williams no but if enough people come forward. I had several customers that were in the medical field that told me last year that the hospitals were empty and they were laying off Doctors, yet the media was saying how full they were. I had another customer tell me that she was a nurse at one of the Henry Ford Hospitals, her best friends dad died from an aneurysm and did not have covid. They were told to list covid on his death certificate, the family was suing the hospital.

Helene Bishop

Another sad thing to all of this, they are trying to find my dad a rehab center to go to when they release him, his apartment complex won't allow him back because he has covid. So where is my dad 83 years old to go. Is the government going to take care of him.

Helene Bishop

Randi Resnick I’m keeping her in my thoughts and prayers, I'll call you tomorrow.

Megan Catherine Casey

Helene Bishop

So glad he at least got his shot! Imagine how much worse it could have been!

Megan Catherine Casey

Jean Bailey

I’m so sorry for your loss.

Sharon Laurila Smith

James Derek Musgrave

I read that vaccinated people in the hospital that have died are typically over 70 years old.

Kim Ward

Stories of injury and death to those who got the jab need to be told too. Here is on, a few f bombs though. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVbt8wlKMEY

GOD on COVID: Eric Clapton's "Disastrous..."
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Vicente Martinez
Shellay Gannaway Cremen exactly they don't report the truth their agenda is to depopulate

Kim Ward
Helene Bishop So very sorry, hugs.

Kelly Marie
Helene Bishop these are the stories i want to hear too...

Cheryl Keskinen Wakeham
Helene Bishop Fyi - Your risk of being hospitalized Post vaccination is very low. The 2nd dose is the booster & doesn't take immediate effect. It takes time to kick in & for your body to build full protection - immunity after any vaccination.

Bianca Gorgis
Helene Bishop so sorry to hear that praying for your family

Ben Pachuta
Sharon Laurila Smith or obese

Lu-Lu Callis Mukhtar
Helene Bishop Nahhh this type of information isn't in their agenda...

Hope he feels better soon

Angela Dupree
Megan Catherine Casey WOW you really think that way, if you really believe it is so good why don't you want both side of what that vaccination is this just shows how closed minded some really are and that was being nice, what I really wanted to say was wow so many are so stupid it amazes that people don't worry about what is going into their bodies, I sure want to know.
Danielle Slanec Williams
Helene Bishop yes, that because they are/were getting paid big bucks for all that listed it
due to Covid!
last Fri Like Reply More

Cheri Anne
Bev Jean shh...they dont want to know this!!! I am sorry about your fathers passing!!
last Fri Like Reply More

Suzanne Kaczmarek
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew I'm sure the vaccine caused an inflammation of the inner ear
last Fri Like Reply More

Suzanne Kaczmarek
Kim Ward Must be true cause it's on YouTube... Fox News has uneven reported these
stories. And you know they would be the 1st one to jump on them if they were true
last Fri Like Reply More

Helene Bishop
Kim Ward thank you for sharing this, very powerful
last Fri Like Reply More

Carr Tomeko
Helene Bishop Is he in a facility
last Fri Like Reply More

Shellay Gannaway Cremen
Kim Ward good for him for speaking up
last Fri Like Reply More

Corinne Murphy
Helene Bishop prayers to your family
last Fri Like Reply More

Viyaan Yaldo
Helene Bishop my sister almost died after her first shot. She developed a blood clot and
had multiple strokes. Still doesn't have a lot of feeling in her right hand. 30 years old…
last Fri Like Reply More
LeAnna ES

Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew make sure you report to VAERS

Lisa Lucka

Luján Castro This information is on the web. You just have to look for it. This is what I found: The data reported from these states indicate that breakthrough cases, hospitalizations, and deaths are extremely rare events among those who are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 (see Figure 1). The rate of breakthrough cases reported among those fully vaccinated is below 1% in all reporting states, ranging from 0.01% in Connecticut to 0.54% in Arkansas. https://www.kff.org/policy-watch/covid-19-vaccine-breakthrough-cases-data-from-the-states/

COVID-19 Vaccine Breakthrough Cases:....

Lisa Lucka

Scott Waldo Mullins The truth is that there are not that many stories to tell about the "break through cases." Here is the data to prove it: The data reported from these states indicate that breakthrough cases, hospitalizations, and deaths are extremely rare events among those who are fully vaccinated against COVID-19 (see Figure 1). The rate of breakthrough cases reported among those fully vaccinated is below 1% in all reporting states, ranging from 0.01% in Connecticut to 0.54% in Arkansas. https://www.kff.org/policy-watch/covid-19-vaccine-breakthrough-cases-data-from-the-states/

COVID-19 Vaccine Breakthrough Cases:....

Nick Bee Byrnes

Helene Bishop Those stories are bad for business. So sadly they won't be told. With this big push they only care about their agenda. Positive vibes.

Scott Waldo Mullins

Lisa Lucka the data has been nothing but lies.. so we will agree to disagree on this subject..

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr#__=_
Lisa Lucka
Scott Waldo Mullins  Truth does exist. Whether you like it or not.
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Michele Lynne
Bev Jean so very sorry for your loss. I can’t imagine the heartache. Prayers being sent to you and your family.
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Alonso Hector
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 can we share this story
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Melody Hirsch
Helene Bishop I’m so sorry to hear that! I don’t see them asking to talk to you. Imagine that.
on Fri  Like  Reply  More

Timothy Mccaig
Scott Waldo Mullins were do we go to get the true facts just asking???
on Fri  Like  Reply  More

Helene Bishop
Vieyaan Yaldo sending prayers
on Fri  Like  Reply  More

Vieyaan Yaldo
Helene Bishop thank you! Same to you. Hope your dad gets better soon
on Fri  Like  Reply  More

Rianna Lehmkuhl Barnes
Jean Bailey you don’t have to explain yourself to someone like that. People need to use common sense. Helene posted about her dads condition from covid on a public social media website, on a news channel at that, for the very reason of wanting to help others with their story & wanting to be heard. She obviously posted it to make it everyone’s business & warn us. Most people know different ages, conditions, etc. are affecting individual reactions to covid & the vaccines & were all confused & torn. No one knows the truth but what best than to ask each other. As a community, it is our duty to help each other when we can. Even if that means sharing intel/info/ personal experiences to help someone choose against or for a vaccine. So don’t feel bad. Btw my condolences for your dads passing. Praying for a full recovery of Helene’s dad in the hospital. Good bless you both.
Rianna Lehmkuhl Barnes

**Shae Jackson** there’s nothing wrong with her question. Helene obviously shared her father’s story in the public eye, on social media, on a news page at that, cuz she wanted & chose to share their business to help others. She obviously wanted to communicate about her father’s condition from covid. We are a community & we should all look out for each other, so if that means giving insight on our own personal experiences to help others...why not? Maybe this lady is older & is scared to get the vaccine or maybe her hearing he had an underlying condition will give her relief about getting the vaccine or comfort she may not get from covid. We’re all in this together, we’re all confused & torn & trying to make sense of all this. You don’t have to be so harsh. God bless!

on Fri  Like  Reply  More

Shae Jackson

Rianna Lehmkuhl Barnes I wasn’t being harsh, the lady said what her father died from, it was clear what she said why ask about other ailments he may or may not have had? What does it matter?STILL! The man is gone! If someone loved one passed, I don’t keep asking them how did they die. It's out of respect. That isn’t being harsh especially if They’ve stated how already.

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Tammy Lowe

**Megan Catherine Casey** really?

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Pam Budd

Let’s not forget, the elderly and most vulnerable were told if they were fully vax’d they would most likely be spared severe illness, hospitalization and even death. So regardless of age and underlying health conditions, it is still concerning and sad to hear of a fully vax’d person dying from a breakthrough case of Covid.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Melissa Leigh Welsh

**Jenn Landi Dean**

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Mary Meloche Stchur

**Luján Castro** they are LITERALLY ASKING you to contact them because they WANT to report on this! Did u not read what u are posting on?

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Stef Miharas

Vaccines do cause inflammation of the inner ear also it is reportable potentially study

on Sat  Like  Reply  More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

- Dawn Darienzo Dougherty
  Megan Catherine Casey many have died from the jab or are suffering daily... what's worse than that?

- Cynthia Colonnello
  Danielle Slanec Williams so true. It doesn't fit their narrative.

- Mary Becker Kuzner
  Helene Bishop very true. So sorry about your Dad.

- Lizzy Keen
  Mary Meloche Stchur yep they are asking and they will skew the info they get and make it somehow all about the unvaccinated and how it's their fault. You really believe a news channel is looking to provide real and true news?? You probably need to wake up a little!!!!

- Lizzy Keen
  Megan Catherine Casey wow. You are a special kind of stooopid.

- Tizi Ana
  Helene Bishop

- Jamie Fitzpatrick
  Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew oh wow! I'm so sorry. I hope he can make a full recovery.

- Diane Cee
  Lisa Lucka Look a little harder, the vaccinated are the ones filling the ICU's with adverse events and COVID.

- Cynthia Colonnello
  Karen Laudisio read through here
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we're working on.

Nissan Furniss
Helene Bishop praying for your father

Joanie Louise
Diane Cee exactly. The increase is those who were vaccinated. It's not being reported.

Luján Castro
Mary Meloche Stchur You think I'm stupid? They don't report on this and they also take down posts from people reporting their side effects to the vaccine. Don't you see they don't want the truth to be told?

Amber Michelle Winiarski
Preach!!! Tell the truth for once!!! It's not the unvaxxed dying and you all know that!

Jennifer Curtis
Shellay Gannaway Cremen I want to hear the report of vaccinated coming in with severe symptoms and not being tested some even dying with no covid test.

Jennifer Curtis
Helene Bishop so sorry to hear this 😞 yes you're voice should be heard.

Karen Laudisio
Cynthia Colonnello interesting

Mary Geeting-Bohn
Helene Bishop for your father.
Lesley Ann Roberts-Cutshaw

Helene Bishop I am sorry to hear that. I myself have lost many vaccinated family and friends this year. I hope the hospital your Dad is in, is not treating him with Remdesivir. Everyone I know that went into the hospital for Covid that was treated with it died. The drug caused all their organs to fill with fluids, including their lungs and they died from drowning in their own fluids, not Covid. Fauci’s "approved" drug to treat Covid symptoms is making the symptoms worse and killing more people than it's helping.

Sheryl Robert Baton

Helene Bishop So sorry about your Dad I agree 100% they should definitely be telling stories like yours!

Kathi Dawn

Helene Bishop So sorry to hear that about your dad and yes the news needs to be telling the truth concerning the side effects/deaths of vax as well. There are many out there. I have two friends who now have debilitating tinnitus and another whose cousin had a stroke in his back two days after vax and had to have his legs amputated. It's truly sad they won't share both sides so people can make an informed choice rather than a forced choice.

Starla T Mee

Helene Bishop sorry to hear and thank u for sharing your story and shedding light on whats really going on regarding this vaccine. Prayers to you and your family

Tracy Lyn

Helene Bishop yes WXYZ-TV channel 7 tell the stories

Michelle Lipari Henry

Sharon Laurila Smith shoot, then it's no different than the unvaxed.

Sara

Mary Meloche Stchur actually it says to report if you’ve lost someone who was unvaccinated, not vaccinated.
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Lauren Kinsey
Shellay Gannaway Cremen Robby Kinsey Kristen Connell DeCola

on Sat Like Reply More

Lauren Kinsey
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew Robby Kinsey Kristen Connell DeCola

on Sat Like Reply More

Jim Killian
Sharon Laurila Smith
Looks like Fauci's plan is working! I hate to say

on Sat Like Reply More

Jill Schild
Shae Jackson
Put on your mask and go away. U r horrible.

on Sat Like Reply More

Sheila Maberry
Shellay Gannaway Cremen
is it MS or Guillain Barre? Major side effect from the jab. Keep working with him. A friend had chleation therapy and recovered.

on Sat Like Reply More

Cathy Tromer Weeks
Sheila Maberry
, I think it's GB.

on Sat Like Reply More

Heather Smith-Kerr
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew

on Sat Like Reply More

Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew
Suzanne Kaczmarek
his antihistamines went extremely high! His body was attacking itself.

on Sat Like Reply More

Janie Higgins
Diane Cee
absolutely false.

on Sat Like Reply More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Judith Olaechea
Mary Meloche Stchur please reread their post.

Tracy Leigh
Mary Meloche Stchur they are literally asking about the unvaccinated being lost, not the vaccinate. Didn't you read it?

Suzanne Kaczmarek
Diane Cee Stop. The vaccinated are not filling the hospitals

Suzanne Kaczmarek
Helene Bishop They were laying off doctors because no other elected Surgeries or appointments were not allowed in the hospitals. It was strictly for covid.

Shannon Bevel Royce
Helene Bishop 100 % I just lost my dad Sunday because of getting the " vaccine "

Martha Zambrano
Helene Bishop Exactly thank you for sharing your Story.

Mary Meloche Stchur
Lizzy Keen omg there is simply no hope for you people. Brainwashing at its finest!
Mary Meloche Stchur

Lisa Lucka oh but they don’t want to
Make the effort to find the truth!! They want to be fed nonsense.

Mary Meloche Stchur

Diane Cee you are not serious? Please tell me you are not serious!

Mary Meloche Stchur

Deborah January can you cite this please? I would be interested in seeing this actually listed on a death certificate. My condolences either way.

Mary Meloche Stchur

Luján Castro

Debbie Hitchcock- Hope

Helene Bishop Doesn’t fit WXYZ’s agenda. Pretty sad. Remember when the news was truthful and unbiased? Good times...

Helene Bishop

Shannon Bevel Royce my heart just breaks to hear this. Lots of prayers to you

Helene Bishop

Kati Steele I completely understand what your gif meant. I took it as support.

Helene Bishop

Beverly Burnash VanAcker my heart just breaks to hear this
Helene Bishop

Suzanne Kaczmarek the medical personnel I had spoken to on several occasions told me that there hospitals covid units were empty, they were being told to list all deaths regardless as covid and that they were laying off many Doctors and Nurses. This was from Henry Ford, and Beaumont I was hearing about

Helene Bishop

Lesley Ann Roberts-Cutshaw I have no clue what they have been treating him with. I know they put him on an IV when he got there on Tuesday. If they kill my father with any bs, I won’t be tolerating it.

Helene Bishop

Kathi Dawn I’m keeping you and your friends in my prayers

Jane Baines-Holmes

Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew my aunt had to have MRI for stroke after second Pfizer, and it turned out to be vestibular neuritis.

Helene Bishop

Debbie Hitchcock- Hope I stoped watching the news, I have no faith in them.

Rita Barnes

Sharon Laurila Smith , Ma’am! Exactly! Plus they have other underlying conditions! I have a Daughter who is an Anti Vaxer and Anti Mask Covidiot! I worry about my grandchildren:( Hmm People who are blaming the Vaccine for their Elderly parents getting the Virus are being Deliberately Ignorant!
1) No Vaccine is 100%
2) No one has Died from the Vaccine
#TruthMatters
#GetTheShot
#EndCovid

Lesley Ann Roberts-Cutshaw

Helene Bishop if they treat him with Remdesivir, he will get worse. I hope and pray they don’t.
Hunter Stephens
Mary Meloche Stchur Have you read any of the responses above about people with side effects FROM THE VACCINE ITSELF? The article was about unvaccinated, not VACCINATED and you want to talk about brainwashing?

Hunter Stephens
Shannon Bevel Royce My sincere condolences, sending prayers your way.

Jeff Caldwell
Helene Bishop they won’t! But I will https://localvegasnews.com/have-you-or-a-loved-one-been-injured-by-the-covid-19-vaccine/

Have You or a Loved One Been Injured by...
localvegasnews.com

Tami Thomason
My father in law got his shots in April and has been in and out of the hospital every since. His immune system is killing off his blood platelets!!

Lori Jones-Johnson
James Derek Musgrave I have read that if someone dies within 2 weeks of the vax, they count it as an unvaccinated death. Which is complete BS

James Derek Musgrave
Lori, is that your scientific opinion or just something you disagree with because posession is 9/10 of the law. Do u not agree with the scientific concensus that the vaccine takes time to sequence the immune system to help fight the disease? Just bad luck with timing for those cases.

Matt Fuller
Megan Catherine Casey moron
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Matt Fuller
James Derek Musgrave moron

Gina Strahan
My sister-in-law died had covid and unvaccinated. The whole story is though after a few days in hospital she was sent to rehab at mid-jefferson(was never in ICU or vent). Sent during a severe freeze in the middle of the night. She died there the next day. They gave her a breathing treatment her oxygen level dropped. They left her in there she apparently stood up and fell. They sent her to hospital where she passed. She was only 46. They said we would have to have a lawyer to get her records of what really happened. Lawyers said if death says covid noone can touch it. She died alone and scared of neglect but listed as covid. Wonder how many others that has happened to.

James Derek Musgrave
Matt, still learning how to express yourself i see. We are hear for you.

James Derek Musgrave
Gina, that tragic. This sounds like it happened last winter. Is that correct? Also sounds like amature hour at that facility. If so, hopefully they are better trained/equipped for delta and this winter season

Gina Strahan
James Derek Musgrave thank you. Yes the Feb. Freeze in Texas.

Catherine Robertson Rohman
Lori Jones-Johnson yep

Catherine Robertson Rohman
Lori Jones-Johnson yep, there is articles that talk about that.
Judy Martin Nations
Julie Gesuale government doesn’t want these stories out there just want a number saying how many have been vaccinated!! A nurse friend’s father in law was vaccinated and 3 days later died. She went to the funeral home to ask a friend what his blood was like, reluctantly he said it was like one big blood clot. He had problems with sticky platelets. Do they ask you if you have sticky platelets and if do it is not advised to take the vaccine???

Kathi Dawn
Helene Bishop thank you

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes wow you’re some kind of mom! Your daughter is a covidiot?! You call her that to her face?

Alyna Bryski
Vaers.com

Jan Sanders
Mary Meloche Stchur they are wanting unvaccinated deaths

Jolene Ryan Keating
Mary Meloche Stchur read the headline again! They want stories if you lost an UNVACCINATED loved one

Jolene Ryan Keating
Suzanne Kaczmarek the CDC what a joke!

Judy Martin Nations
Rita Barnes that we are being told. How many things has the government hidden from the public only to find out years later they knew what was taking place???
Abbie Nichole
Helene Bishop thank you for sharing. I'm praying for your father.

Joanie Mosley
Luján Castro that is the sad truth

Joanie Mosley
Scott Waldo Mullins exactly!

Joanie Mosley
Timothy Mccraig your not gonna get it from MSM

Joanie Mosley
Shannon Bevel Royce I'm so sorry

Laurie Oglesby Stewart
Rita Barnes did you even read ANY of the comments above yours about all the people sick because of the ???

Joy Schlich Siebenborn
Sarah Lancaster Schlich

Helene Bishop
Alyna Bryski I've been giving this out. Thanks for sharing, this crap needs to be told

Helene Bishop
Thank you everyone who's been commented support on my post. I really appreciate all the love and support. The truth needs to be told.
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew
Jane Baines-Holmes how is she doing? My husband had physical therapy, balance therapy, 3 times a week for an 1 1/2. It helped him tremendously. Fortunately, no hearing loss.

Courtney Aleman
Rita Barnes your ignorance is the blissful.

Rita Barnes
Jolene Ryan Keating Actually I seem to remember dropping her on her head; maybe that explains her Stupidity! What’s your excuse? Duh

Courtney Aleman
Mary Meloche Stchur you do know examiners have come forward about coercion and incentives right?

Rita Barnes
Laurie Oglesby Stewart Yes I did and I suggest you look at the Profiles of the People posting negative crap trumpZombies

Alyna Bryski
Rita...VAERS.COM...people Are dying from the vac
Rita Barnes

Judy Martin Nations
Yeah right:( Hmm
And every other Country is just going along with it lol
The WHO, CDC, Every News Source and and Google too:)
You people just kill me:{ Duh

Jolene Ryan Keating

Rita Barnes wow Trump zombies?! That tells me SO much about your caring character! Just know that you will give account someday lady!

Jolene Ryan Keating

Rita Barnes you really are mental aren't you?! Jesus can help you with that just so you know.

Jolene Ryan Keating

Rita Barnes stop being a Stalker!

Jolene Ryan Keating

Rita Barnes
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes notice the date!!!
Rita Barnes
James Derek Musgrave
Would that be White Republican Jebus:) lol

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Laurie Oglesby Stewart
Rita Barnes Wow…well if you even remotely think that Biden is the answer to all this…..there’s your sign. You might need to read them again. The is making people sick. The hospitals are not reporting the sickness of those who have had their vac within 2 weeks, or if they have only had 1, and sometimes even if they haven’t had the booster! They are also calling them the “unvaccinated” making it look like C-Vid is killing them instead of the jab! WAKE UP!!!

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Jolene Ryan Keating
Laurie Oglesby Stewart Rita is stalking everyone’s Facebook page. She is mental

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes are you mocking Jesus?! You better think about that!!

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes I suppose you are one of the ones talked about in the Bible that are under strong delusions and believe the lies I feel sorry for you

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Rita Barnes
Jolene Ryan Keating
Let me guess you’re Evangelical and a Right to Lifer lol
But yet you feel perfectly justified in exposing your Community to the trump Virus Duh
I say again, You people just kill me:( Ugh

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes give it a rest and get back to your pipe!

on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Jolene Ryan Keating
Rita Barnes I’m a born again, saved by the blood of Jesus, Christ follower. I’m not religious. You should invite Jesus into your life. He loves you ya know.
Joi Tydings
Shellay Gannaway Cremen I'm an RN (not beside) i hear this constantly from my fellow nurses.

Lynelle Stewart
Diane Cee not in my area. The unvaccinated are 90% of the Covid patients.

Amy Huber Massella
Sheila Maberry I'm very interested in the chelation therapy! I'm NEVER getting the clot shot, but I've heard great things about chelation to heal from all kinds of maladies. The one I've been researching lately is TRS Spray and I keep hearing about something called "Boo" powder. Was your friend's therapy in a hospital or a functional/holistic medicine facility?

Liz Ann
Cheryl Keskinen Wakeham You sure about that?


UNCENSORED: A Review of the First 8...

Sally Farrugia Roberts
Rita Barnes "no one has died from the vax". Are you kidding me? Have you read any of these testimonies?

Liz Ann
Rita Barnes Doublespeak. You all sound like puppets. Regurgitating the exact same words.


UNCENSORED: A Review of the First 8...
Joan Hampton

**Helene Bishop** I know all about rehab screw ups. In our case they let my husband develop sepsis from a UTI that he had recently been cleared of at the hospital across the street. Inspite of the fact that he had TWO clearly visible urine collection bags. It would be impossible to miss if anyone was actually paying attention. He had been there several years earlier when he first started using them with no issues. Wasn't expecting them to muck things up. I will always regret not checking them myself as I had taken care of them for years. Expecting company and trying to get ready for that. It ended up causing multiple blood clots and a stroke and multiple organ failure. He lasted two days.

Debbie Thomas

**Angie Gallizzi**

So ITS JUST FINE FOR YOU TO BE A HYPOCRITE HUH?

Sunshine McCullough

Yes, Lisa, truth DOES exist. Numbers don't lie.
Debbie Thomas
Kati Steele yes SHE IS! Can you FEEL THE EMPATHY?

Debbie Thomas
Angie Gallizzi Be Nice.. GOD IS WATCHING YOU NOT Mohammds

Lisa Lucka
Mary Meloche Stchur I know but I keep trying anyway.

Joan Hampton
Helene Bishop if he is negative for covid when he is released, and he should be, why does apartment have an issue with him returning. He doesn't have leprosy !?

Mary Conrad
Shellay Gannaway Cremen that goes against the one sided agenda!!

Helene Bishop
Joan Hampton you realize that it can still show up as a positive for 90 days later, his apartment said they won't let him back. They are so strict, last year he stayed with us for a couple of weeks and had to get permission to go back, then when he did he had to quarantine for two weeks. This time because he had covid they are saying nope

Debbie Bailey Long
Julie Gesuale They hide them
Debbie Bailey Long
James Derek Musgrave It is the mandated protocol that is killing people, Not the virus

Christy Loughead Fischer Scott
Shellay Gannaway Cremen because those stories fly in the face of the agenda the government, liberal media are pushing.

Christy Loughead Fischer Scott
Mary Meloche Stchur look again . The station is asking you for your story if you or your loved one were UNVAXXED when you got sick

Donna Pickering
Helene Bishop - Isn't that illegal? As long as he stays in his apartment, it shouldn't be a problem, right?

Helene Bishop
Donna Pickering you would think.

Ashley Machart
Well, WXYZ-TV Channel 7 ??

Michelle DeSelms
Helene Bishop pure insanity

Patty Novax
Mary Meloche Stchur They did NOT ask for reports on the vaccinated...they wanted reports on the UNVACCINATED.

Patty Novax
Timothy Mccraig not the lamestream media. You have to look for independent journalists...those who are funded by their listeners, not pHARMA.
Verna Weese
Helene Bishop yes, they are hiding these horrible truths. I have friends who this happened to. It's happening a lot.

Betsy Butler Dozier
Timothy Mccaig Try VAERS that the government website for adverse reactions. They say only about 1% are reported. Also look at Medscape it's where only medical professionals can comment. But we can read what has happened to them. If you can't find the information DM me and I'll get you the links.

Lisa Jay
Helene Bishop right? Any real NEWS agency wouldn't stick with one side only -

Sheila Maberry
Amy Huber Massella she went to a clinic in Canada

Claire Malcomb Wyles
Judy Martin Nations there is a question about this. It asks about bleeding disorders or currently taking blood thinner. Doesn't matter what the patients answer is, still proceed.

Anne Marie
Helene Bishop exactly

Marie Benasuly

TGA Full Report of COVID Vaccine Adverse...
Karin Gilbreath Becton

Lynelle Stewart I just talked to a friend of mine who is a nurse in a hospital. She said 94% of the 260 patients they have lost since March were unvaccinated.

Lola Crown

Helene Bishop totally agree with you

Jennifer Schneider

Rita Barnes omg are you kidding me. Wake up. This vaxxx has more deaths linked to it than and other vaxx in history. This is the VAERS from cdc in July

COVID-19

LATEST VAERS COVID VACCINE ADVERSE EVENT DATA THROUGH AUG 8, 2021

571,830 Total Reports of adverse effects*

* note: Only between 1-10% of adverse events are reported in VAERS

BROKEN DOWN BY AGE

-----------------------------
0 - 17 YEARS OLD:
- 21 Deaths
- 200 Life Threatening
- 71 Permanently Disabled

18 - 29 YEARS OLD:
- 108 Deaths
- 726 Life Threatening
- 919 Permanently Disabled

30 - 49 YEARS OLD
- 447 Deaths
- 2,565 Life Threatening
- 3,395 Permanently Disabled

50 - 64 YEARS OLD
- 1,141 Deaths
- 2,676 Life Threatening
- 3,015 Permanently Disabled

65 + YEARS OLD
- 6,203 Deaths
- 3,599 Life Threatening
- 2,923 Permanently Disabled

UNKNOWN AGE
- 4,872 Deaths
- 3,373 Life Threatening
TOTAL EVENTS:
- DEATHS: 12,791
- LIFE THREATENING: 13,140
- PERMANENTLY DISABLED: 16,044
- HOSPITALIZATIONS: 51,242
- ANAPHYLAXIS: 5,282
- BELL'S PALSY: 4,461
- MISCARRIAGES: 1,505
- HEART ATTACKS: 5,590
- SEVERE ALLERGY: 24,305
- SHINGLES: 6,784

Shawn Woodall Sarria
Omg that is horrible
Prayers

Jennifer Schneider
Lori Jones-Johnson yes they are doing that. You only count 2 weeks after 2nd dose as fully vaxxx here is a headline

CDC under fire for decision to limit tracking of Covid-19 cases in vaccinated people

The agency’s decision to limit its reporting of breakthrough cases has prompted wide variation in how states keep tabs on them.

Helene Bishop so sorry to hear this. But good this is being outed. Thank you for sharing.

Samantha Garner

Joan Hampton my grandmother passed 2 weeks ago due to the hospital as well, she was transported to the er by ambulance because she was so weak, no one could get her to the car. This had happened several times before over the years (either from a uti, low potassium, or fever). The er admitted her for a UTI. Next day they called and said she tested positive for covid and the UTI was a misdiagnosis. They blamed the weakness on “covid”, all over her vitals were good, no fever, no trouble breathing, chest X-ray was good. Only symptom was weakness. We asked that they retest in case it was a false positive and they refused to retest. (Btw she had COPD) when asked what they were going to do for treatment they said “nothing” and just kept her on the covid floor. We requested they give her vitamin d, they refused. They refused the antibody infusion also. Just let her lay there. We requested she be released and that night they let her aspirate, she was without oxygen so long that she couldn’t move, speak, or even blink. Family was called in and she was put on bypap machine. She passed after we said our goodbyes. Dr told us it was NOT a result of covid but was a “bad accident” the hospital’s don’t care anymore.

Carol Williams Castleberry

Debbie Thomas THIS IS THE MOST HATEFUL THING IVE EVER SEEN

Amy Kronstedt

Samantha Garner that is just horrible. I am so sorry for your loss.
In a normal life that would be a huge medical lawsuit just waiting to happen. I hope you can get some answers.

Samantha Garner

Amy Kronstedt it has really taken a toll on our family. She was such a good and godly woman that had been through so much in her life. She didn't deserve to go the way she did! I know without a doubt, she would still be with us if she hadn't have went into the hospital! Btw they told us that they were “keeping her comfortable” when we got there. She wasn't on any drip or anything. I asked a nurse if she could get drip or were they just going to let her starve and dehydrate to death, she informed me that was what the “comfort measures” are, no drip or anything, just waiting for them to pass!

Reuby Tuesday

Carol Williams Castleberry ..you've led a charmed life

Reuby Tuesday lol - thanks Reuby Tuesday- I live the name btw
Kate Hall Godsey
Shellay Gannaway Cremen because the V issues do not fit the narrative. Reading these comments makes me so pissed off and sad. Check the VAERS site. There are MANY stories of the V gone bad.

Pamela Sullivan Fisher
Helene Bishop so sorry to hear this about your father. There are so many stories like this that deserve to be heard.

Stacy Nicole
Karin Gilbreath Becton where is this? I work in two states in a hospital and have not experienced this at all so I'm curious to hear where it is actually happening

Darren Schroll
Lynelle Stewart

CNN let the cat out of the bag.

https://twitter.com/Girly_girl7707/status/1436881712269729793?s=20

April Griffin on Twitter
twitter.com

Lisa Lucka
Joanie Mosley Try NPR

Mattelyn Cassels Chatham
Unvac'd includes anyone who has had no shot, has had first shot, or is within a 14 day window of having received second shot.

Belinda O'Neal-Tanner
James Derek Musgrave it is here.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Mattelyn Cassels Chatham
People who are getting sick and dying either after the first shot or within the 14 day window are falling within the wrong stats. That's a lot of people.

Belinda O'Neal-Tanner
Mary Meloche Stchur they are literally NOT! Reread it! They are asking about people who are NOT VAXXED.

Belinda O'Neal-Tanner
Gina Strahan some of the drugs they give shut down the kidneys and kill them. Then they blame covid. Get the records, research it and sue the drug company if that's what happened.

Luise Pearson-Bernoth
Cat Popour I so sorry for your grandma and your family. Its part of the reset, killing off older and immune impaired people.Its disgustingly inhumane.

Elisabeth Mercaldo
Helene Bishop

Julie Woods
Helene Bishop

Debbra Ledbetter
Helene Bishop does not fit the fear and anger dialogue....

Tracey Fraser
Shae Jackson I think people want to understand as everyone is scared not always being hurtful

Joani Lindsey
Vieyaan Valdo if you don’t mind me asking hun how soon after her second shot did her clots and stroke happen ?? Asking out of concern for family member!!!!!
Tracey Fraser

Shellay Gannaway Cremen if the media report on how many beds in icu are actually being taken up by vaccine victims how would they keep up the jab campaigns and fear mongering.

Clancy Lynch

Lynelle Stewart mainstream news is not telling you the truth!!
My god
You believe yr TV doctors!
& when gov start playing medical experts
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE
1 Billion a week
PROFIT
For FAUCI
& Pharma
Changes people's Moral Code ...
They are going to push this as far as they can go
Its not about the health of humanity
Its Power & Control
IM ASTOUNDED
You Fools cannot see it!!
Its obvious ...

John Zych

Samantha Garner,
So sorry about your unfortunate loss. Your story is the bigger story and this is news they should be writing about. I don’t think the problem is that the hospitals don’t care, I think there is a bigger story behind tragedies like these. Basically, follow the money. Plus, if they categorize someone as Covid, aren’t they immune to liabilities from accidents?

Vieyaan Yaldo

Joani Lindsey her symptoms started the day after the shot. Her doctor told her it was a normal reaction. But she kept getting worse and worse. So about a week after she felt like she couldn’t walk anymore, she was very weak, she was cloudy, couldn’t think straight. She almost passed out. Ended up calling 911 and took her to the ER. They told her she had a clot in her carotid artery. Her other scans showed 3 strokes. She was in the hospital for almost a month after that. If they’re not feeling well, go to a doctor right away. She would’ve died had she waited longer to go to the ER
Joani Lindsey

Vieyaan Yaldo wow I'm am so sorry to hear this !! My prayers that thing may get better ! I have so many concerns for my loved ones so far so good but one person does have issues they are not relating to the shots not sure the whole story she is ling time friend of family! Will be checking into it tho thanks so much ! Much live and prayers!

Constance Wars

Helene Bishop they want because it's the truth

Joy Silva

Helene Bishop

Our neighbor (in his 40s) just told us that he had a heart attack last week and was dead for 20 minutes. He coded twice and they had to do chest compressions to bring him back to life. Doctors said that one of his valves in his heart was blocked at 99%. They have since put a stent in his heart. He did say that he got the Covid shot on Monday and then on Tuesday night he had a heart attack at work. Coincidence? This all despite having his heart checked last January and everything seemed okay then. He's very lucky to be alive.

Cherilyn Morgan

Lisa Lucka that would be because people are finding it very difficult to survive without incident all the way to 2 weeks after the second jab....so they are counted as unvaxxed

Ashley Smith Vickers

Helene Bishop I wish the Jews wouldn't try so hard to divide us and make unvaccinated people look sick. They need to be telling the truth about what's happening with the vaccines causing damages and deaths.

Vincent Americo

Helene Bishop WXYZ-TV Channel 7 you guys are fake news. Report these other stories

Megan Partlow

Helene Bishop How's your dad? Is he better today?
Lynelle Stewart

Pam Budd “most likely” is not 100% safe. I’m 72 and I understand that because the vaccine is not 100% effective, that I could get a breakthrough case. I do not have underlying conditions that could be an issue, but someone who does could still get very sick and die. But our chances of recovery are much greater if we are vaccinated. I think the question about underlying conditions is a reasonable one.

Holly Renee

Kate Hall Godsey exactly and how do we know what’s all not being reported to VAERS because most don’t know it exists!

Kari Lee Walden

Why do you only want stories about unvaccinated?? Oh, that’s right, your channel 7 news..... you get paid to SCARE people.. how about this.. I work on a Covid unit.. this past 2 months, we have had 21 of our residents test POSITIVE FOR COVID...and you know what ?? All were VACCINATED!! REPORT THAT!! You should be ashamed! But of course, you get paid to report on Covid SCARE stories! ABSOLUTELY RIDICULOUS!!! I will pray for all of you!!!!

Kari Lee Walden

Why do you only want stories about unvaccinated?? Oh, that’s right, your channel 7 news..... you get paid to SCARE people.. how about this.. I work on a Covid unit.. this past 2 months, we have had 21 of our residents test POSITIVE FOR COVID...and you know what ?? All were VACCINATED!! REPORT THAT!! You should be ashamed! But of course, you get paid to report on Covid SCARE stories! ABSOLUTELY RIDICULOUS!!! I will pray for all of you!!!!

E.c. Mayo

Helene Bishop exactly.

Kristen Toma

Samantha Garner I would freaking have these ppl in court!!!! Make them pay for this. I wouldn’t stop. I’m close with my grandma and when they have to take her to the hospital for uti or fall.. I tell my Mom and aunt “DO NOT CONSENT TO A TEST !!!!!!!” This world is outrageous. Tests that aren’t even approved now because of their efficacy but will allowed until dec 31!!!!! What a disgrace to humanity.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Jeff Smith

Alexandra Lee
**Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew** did you report it? Make sure you do if you didn't! Everyone needs to be reporting side effects!

Helena A Cora Moran
**Laurie Oglesby Stewart** yes! "There's your sign!" Love it.

Tina Hayes
Please visit our Victims Website [www.normoresilence.world](http://www.normoresilence.world) and follow the links to submit your story.

Kate Hall Godsey
**Holly Renee** exactly! The info they don't want the masses to know.

Brandy Waters
**Samantha Garner** I hope you hire an attorney.
Brandy Waters

John Zych I don't think so. Neglect is neglect. If they attempted treatment then possibly. However they didn't even attempt to treat this patient therefore they are liable. I'm sure there is plenty of documentation and lack of on the hospitals end to confirm this. This mess is just so sad!!

Carolyn Vandiver Withrow

They are not diagnosed with Covid or adverse effects... they're diagnosed with the adverse effect, therefore we do not hear of those.

Bonnie Craft

Judy Martin Nations Many of us could be walking around with "sticky platelets" & not even know it. As well as any number of issues that normal people don't even notice but would/could interact with the toxic ingredients in these shots.

Candace Dawn

Kate, yes many stories but not all the stories are being reported or told from what I've been reading. This whole thing makes me so sick! They're using the nazi playbook by using the medical field against us.

Randi Devine Shumaker


Dr. Peter McCullough: "The FDA Is Trying..."

Randi Devine Shumaker


Dr Bryan Ardis Interview July 13, 2021
Randi Devine Shumaker
Timothy Mccalg https://rumble.com/v14u7t-dr.-zev-zelenko-slays-globalists-exposes-global-genocidal-event.html

Dr. Zev Zelenko SLAYS Globalists,...
rumble.com

Melanie Beasecker-Arnold
No true always

Kathy Lichtenstein
Julie Gesualde because they funny exist. These people don’t come in because of COVID19. They come in because of other issues.

Karen Sides Holmes
Karin Gilbreath Becton have you seen the criteria for determining who's vaxxed? You can have both doses and still be called UNvaxxed if it has been less than 14 days since you got the second shot or if it's been more than 3 months. So if you receive a second dose and come in 13 days after, they record it as unvaxxed. If you have two doses and come in 91 days after, you are recorded as unvaxxed. Bad math, bad science... Misleading numbers.

Kimberly Russell
Helene Bishop same with my mother she is fully vaccinated and she almost died of COVID

Lynne Brady Koch
Helene Bishop YES to stories like yours. I am so sorry about your sad.

Helene Bishop
Kimberly Russell this really needs to be told, I'm hearing more and more of this. There are cases of people shortly after the vaccine having major medical issues.
Melinda Kelly

**Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew** he's not they only one! I have a patient that her husband hasn't worked in over six months bc he now has the same thing. What I'm so confused about is now he's going to start all over and get a different brand of vaccine.

Kimberly Russell

**Helene Bishop** yes she had her second dose in February and by June she was in the hospital with Covid but to be honest my mother hides her sicknesses so I think she was sick far before then.

Jennifer Williams

**Megan Catherine Casey** I hope that is a joke.

Helene Bishop

Kimberly Russell I was leaving for Fl with my husband back at the end of January to spend the full month of February down there. We got there and I knew the next day my dad was getting his second dose. I begged him not to do it. Then day after I called him, had my daughters call him, finally at 9 pm he called me. He was in the hospital and very sick. Come on a fever and fluid on his lungs. This is a man who only left his apartment for Dr. appointments, always wore his mask. I am not by all means not an anti vaxer, but this vaccine is made up differently than any other ones we have ever had. It was not studied enough.

Nicole Vadas

**Helene Bishop** my dad was hospitalized after the shot with fluid in lungs as well! 3 data after 1st Pfizer and 5 data after 2nd!

Kathy Gi

**Helene Bishop**

Sheila Bee

**Vieyaan Valdo** oh nooooo!!! Praying for her hun!
Karen Christner
Amanda Lynn Dudek so true

Michael Lowenberg
WXYZ-TV Channel 7

Steve Lacerda
Helene Bishop so true, my cousin had a stroke 2 days after the clot shot. He was perfectly healthy before, 42 years old and no history of anything. He's now recovering and hasn't been to work since. Tell that story and the millions of others.

Kimberly Russell
Helene Bishop my mother had very similar symptoms I'm sorry to hear about your father I hope he is doing well now

Cheryl King
Candace Dawn I know many don't because many still think their loved one died of the virus and not the jab.

Sonya Appel
Shellay Gannaway Cremen sadly you won't hear from the media as they are ONLY promoting the narrative they are told to by the government. They care not for anyone but profit and the leftist dogma.

Cara Jahner
Helene Bishop one hundred percent agree!

Kimberly Russell
Helene Bishop it all really scares me I have four children and now they are wanting children to get The vaccine I watched a video a few days ago I'll posted if I can find it of a mother in court I believe with her 12-year-old daughter who is now paralyzed after getting the vaccine
Cheryl King
James Derek Musgrave Does it really matter? They are dead. I’d like to know how many of these underlying patients received subpar care. I’d like to know if they are as aggressively treated as a young person. James, it should matter to you what happened and why. One day you could be on the losing end of the stick. Your question implies it’s not a loss if they were old or had underlying issues. How many people do you know don’t have some kind of underlying condition? We live in a sick world eating sick food and breathing sick air. Dusting of poison from the sky every now and then....

Cheryl King
Melinda Kelly Wait, what?! That can’t be true. Did he not connect the dots? 

Amber Morris
It’s so hard reading these stories. So many losing loved ones

Cheryl King
Mary Meloche Stchur They are only asking for stories from unvaccinated dying/getting sick. Maybe you should stick to one cup of coffee.

Terry Lynn Rick
Helene Bishop oh my God .. that is crazy. It's got to be illegal ??

Cheryl King
Lizzy Keen At least they reveal themselves for an easy block. You can’t fix it, you just gotta try and stay away.

Helene Bishop
Tracy Wager I'm so sorry for your loss. I can guarantee you that the amount of people they are claiming that are unvaccinated are way higher than what they are trying to say. I have a 19 year old who has epilepsy, asthma, and migraines. My other daughter has some Heath things as well. I suffer from migraines. I absolutely refuse to have that crap put into my body. It's going to be really scary in the next several years to see all the unknown side effects. I'm keeping you in my thoughts and prayers.
Helene Bishop
Tracy Wager I think if enough people stick to their guts and not cave then we have a fighting chance

Shaunna Kennedy Brown
Rita Barnes try 14,000 have died from it according to VAERS.

Kimberly Russell

Karin Gilbreath Becton
Stacy Nicole I think she lives in the Kansas City area. Not sure exactly where.

Lori Poignon
Samantha Garner how can they put people on "comfort care" without written consent? Omg!
Leigh Smith

Helene Bishop - they can’t tell these stories because it’s more important to pit the vaxxed against the non vaxxed and encourage us to turn on one another. Sickening.

Cheryl King

Shaunna Kennedy Brown The swine flu vaccine was pulled after under 30 (can’t recall exact number) issues with it. Not sure why we keep giving these jabs to people.

Jacob Whorton

They won’t tell these stories unfortunately they have an agenda to push. Those stories will make people not want the shot.

Helene Bishop

Steve Lacerda my youngest and I are both migraine suffers, there’s always the chance of a stroke, there is no way I’m adding something else that could cause it unnaturally. Lots of prayers to your cousin

Helene Bishop

Tracy Wager I just signed a petition this morning

Aaron Dubnoff

Shellay Gannaway Cremen the news doesn’t tell us that the news only tells us about getting the shot I know more that got the shot and now have blood clots or covid it’s a shame that the news doesn’t tell us

Samantha Garner

Lori Poignon I’m honestly not sure. It was all absolutely insane!

Cheryl King

Bev Jean Your story has been scrubbed. It’s no longer up to be read. I’m so sorry for your loss as I’ve read the comments to your now scrubbed story.
Lori Poignon
Samantha Garner I'm so sorry! I think the hospitals were given the ability to put patients on DNR/comfort care since family was restricted- it's criminal imo.

Anna Ditta
Angie Gallizzi what kind of person wishes death on a child or an adult because they didn't or couldn't take that shot? Those statements say a lot about you and the type of person you are. You should get right with God, one day soon your going to need him.

Kami Falcione Pichette
Holly Renee I think experts say it is only 1% accurate or that only 1% even gets rolled up and reported.

Katie Sre
Helene Bishop I'm sorry to hear this & I hope he improves. Please continue to advocate. These side effects aren't made up...... I pray for our whole world.

Melissa Rose Rothschild
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew that's interesting because I've heard that just like the virus... the V can cause exaggerated inflammation where it already exists in the individual. So if someone already had an inflammatory disorder say in the cranial nerve ... it can exasperate it.

It would be great with the medical community could explain that this is a possibility... a lot of times we don't even realize the inflammation that we have ... except for maybe some auto immune type symptoms.

Mallory Sneed Travers
Helene Bishop agreed! I'm interested in these stories! Prayers for your dad

Amy Gray Quinn
Holly Renee and VAERS is very hard to use and they don't make it easy to submit a report.
Amy Gray Quinn

Rita Barnes thousands, tens of thousands have died from getting the shot. Do you own independent research ... you can find it if you look hard enough and maybe don't believe everything you're told that vilifies half of the country. Do you really think 1/2 of the country is stupid? Or maybe they have looked into things vs just believing what they are told...

Debbie Thomas

Carol Williams Castleberry I'm Not the ONE HATEFUL.. you read HER POSTS.. you going to wish Those things on People? THEN ACT LIKE SHES GREATER THAN THOU? That's TERRIBLE..I get tired of ppl being 2 faced

Tina Waller

Sheila Maberry bells palessy is happening as well

Laura Stepp

Joan Hampton similar story. My mom broke her hip, had surgery, went to rehab, got Covid there but really didn't even notice. She got over that and then about died from being septic from a UTI (that I warned them she seemed to be getting from how she was acting but they refused to believe) & some pneumonia. Needless to say she is home with us caring for her now. They were wonderful with some things but missed the simple but potentially serious things.

Michelle Lasiter

I almost lost both my mom and daughter to the vaccines, 2 separate brands. Drs to date keep telling them, "we don't know what the vaccine is doing to you, just wait it out". 6 months later, same thing, we don't know, wait it out. How about those stories and ask WHY NO ONE CARES when the vaccine is doing the damage??

Steven Eddy

Helene Bishop < WXYZ-TV Channel 7

Donna Murray

Julie Gesuale because main stream media is owned by the rich who profit billions on those shots.
Ashley Rus Tate
Shellay Gannaway Cremen my husbands niece who is 16yrs old got vaccinated and now all of a sudden was diagnosed with MS no problems before the jab! My dad got it too and his heart goes out of rhythm a lot and his bp is up and down. I also know someone who woke up next day after her first shot with Bell’s palsy.

Mary Herold
Helene Bishop the vaccine isn’t effective for two weeks after the shot.

Kellie Whitt
Amy Gray Quinn https://www.openvaers.com/covid-data. This is a much easier way to read the vaers data.

COVID Vaccine Landing
openvaers.com

Helene Bishop
Mary Herold my dad had the vaccine back in January/February, he’s been I the hospital since this past Tuesday with covid.

Cindy Shehan
My ex brother in law took second dose last friday. Wednesday he was dead. So 5 days after.

Abby Miller
Sheila Maberry I agree! Guillian Barre patients are advised to never have vaccines for this reason!!

Tina Williams
Helene Bishop exactly
Nancy Louise Phillips-Auld
Shellay Gannaway Cremen of course you won't hear any negativity on the jab....even though there have been deaths and permanent neurological damage plus hundreds and hundreds of irreversible side effects...that doesn't fit the agenda of this admin....the side effects of the jab are as bad if not worse than the virus itself. If healthy, the virus is 99.6% survival.....co-morbidities ALWAYS increase risk factors from shots, meds, lifestyles etc. PRIMARY AMERICAN CONCERNS here are: TOO much controversy on both sides of this mess; our PERSONAL rights of choice are being taken away; the jab is EXPERIMENTAL by their own websites and the ingredients that they shared are controversial plus UNTIL it is FULLY APPROVED (not authorized for EUA, but FULLY approved) they don't have to tell what the 2 main ingredients are. WTH WOULD RECOMMEND ANYONE TAKE AN "UNKNOWN" SUBSTANCE and put it in their body without asking questions. On the "consent" forms you HAVE to sign when taking the jab, it says "I understand I am taking this experimental vaccine (which it isn't a vaccine) voluntarily" and I was given disclosure and risks; I am not allergic to any of the ingredients. Go find the consent forms on Google. I have talked to several people who "signed to get it" but never got copies of what they signed OR asked about allergies, illnesses, current meds....I'm a retired nurse and you ALWAYS ask illnesses/disease history, allergies, injuries, surgeries.....I read several studies from different countries and this is too too controversial; even the scientists & heads of WHO, NIH, CDC, FDA can't keep their information aligned from one day to the next. They contradict one another, give different opinions. BOTTOM LINE: It's a virus that "happened" during an election year and has been so so over-politicized for disruption and divide. We have had previous pandemics as bad or worse and NEVER were citizens FORCED to get a jab OR so heavily criticized and bullied or divided. I believe in people having an "educated and FULLY informed" choice. Either way, take it or not. Your body....people taking it are still getting the virus, are still contagious, being hospitalized and dying. They don't share stories like the entire cruise ship with ALL vaxx persons had 27 + virus on return and hundreds of stories like that. We had 3 family members, all different ages, who had the virus and ALL recovered.

Helene Bishop
Mary Herold I'm not also just referring to its effectiveness but the side effects and all the serious bad things that are happening to people after getting it, there have been many deaths from it as well. That's the stuff the media refuses to expose.

Helene Bishop
Cindy Shehan so sad, I'm so sorry

Anna Stelmach
Helene Bishop
Michelle Lasiter
Mary Herold that would be all vaccines. Average is up to 2 weeks before body has processed it to the fullest. But the vaccine is CAUSING lung and heart inflammation in many people and no one cares.

Kim Stone Zahari
Karim Gilbreath Becton you stated 94% of those hospitalized from COVID were unvaxxed and said this was the number since March. MOST people were unvaxxed in March. So what are the percentages of hospitalized with Covid THIS week or month?

Chantel Libertè
Helene Bishop keep sharing your story. The news certainly won't, but people need to hear this. Thank you for sharing!

Nancy Alvarez
Helene Bishop amen!

Tina Lancaster Hamilton

Ria No Moresilence

Sylvia Zambrano Baca
Claire Malcomb Wyles yes, there's a question that asks you're on blood thinners or have heart issues, if you answer yes, they ask which ones or for how long, pts are given vax anyway.

Heila Dyer
Kristen Toma was in hospital with bronchitus and till today I refuse to believe I have covid. Every year I have bronchitus and how can your oxygen be 95/96 but your test is positive. I am sorry I believe nothing anymore.
Erin Elizabeth
Kristen Tomasz sadely people getting the jab sign a waiver beforehand taking all responsibility off of the hospital and big pharma.

Heila Dyer
Shellagannaway Cremen you will not because your comment will be deleted

Barb Grand
Samantha Garner OH MY GOD!!! My sister has been saying this about what they did to my mom before she passed. These people are SICK and DEPRAVED and they're the ones we are forced to trust with our vulnerable loved ones!!! They love using that catch phrase we're keeping said patient 'comfortable'. How DARE THEY make the decision that it was your grandmother’s time!!!!! Bring a lawsuit against them. It’s the only language they hear $$$$$.

Kristi Pierce
Helene Bishop prayers for him.

Heila Dyer
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew that is exactly what happend. But facebook delete everything.
I will never never take that JAB

Lori Poignon
Samantha Garner

Scandal of 500 care home patients given...
dailymail.co.uk

Jennifer Baker-Russell
Rita Barnes I have always been pro-vaccine my entire life but I have family members that have been injured and died right after this so called vaccine. Not to mention everyone I know that has died of COVID was fully vaxxed. It's really scary to me. I don't think it's right for anyone to judge people and call them ignorant until they have walked in their shoes.
Kristen Toma
Heila Dyer my aunt had bronchitis as she assumed as she is 62 and gets it yearly. The dr wouldn’t allow her in the office, make her go get a flu and Covid test, both negative!!! Still told her she needed to wait 10 days before she could get an antibiotic! The system is killing ppl. They are the virus.

Tony Hruby
James Derek Musgrave you really believe that?

Aubrei Morrison
Helene Bishop which vaccine did he get? This happened to my dad. He got the J&J.

DeeAnn Schank Standlee
Helene, that doesn't fit their divisive fear mongering narrative.

Sheila Overcomer Bryan Patterson
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew Alice Gore Fraley

Helene Bishop
Aubrei Morrison I honestly do not know. My husband just read an article on Friday where Moderna is trying to make a combination flu/ covid, just what we need!

Aubrei Morrison
Helene Bishop oh, great!!

Terri Pellegrini Augarten
Helene Bishop EXACTLY TRUTH WILL COME OUT, it always does. Don’t forget about the “FORGOTTEN “ they do exist. Keep speaking your truth people.
Kimberly Sapp Bullard

Samantha Garner you should sue them! Negligence for 1, but many reasons. And hey, they should have plenty of money because of all the false Covid claims they claimed to the government and got money for

on Sun Like Reply More

Miya Musashi

Samantha Garner they used to call that the Liverpool Care Pathway in the UK until people found out.

on Sun Like Reply More

Melissa Nestor

James Derek Musgrave my mother was recently in ICU after a surgery. Prior to my arrival, the "talk" was how the hospital ICU was full because of COVID. In person I find out it is full, with patients, not all Covid just surgical etc. Gossip fueled by end of days reports in media. Disgusting.

on Sun Like Reply More

Debbie Daly

Amy Huber Massella if you want to reach out to me, I have information about the BOO powder! It's Fulvic/Humic acid and there are lots of research articles on it's healing benefits!

on Sun Like Reply More

Miya Musashi

Sylvia Zambrano Baca as soon as blood clots came up NHS was inviting me early for a shot... I just had a baby and had lost lots of blood and was having to self administer anti clotting drug... at that point I felt that it really is about experimenting on people! If I was already at risk of blood clots then why offer it?

on Sun Like Reply More

Karin Gilbreath Becton

Kim Stone Zahari I don't know, she didn't tell me that, but she said they had 2 elderly patients who had been vaccinated. They came in for unrelated things, but both tested positive for Covid. They were fine, and ended up going home. But four people in their 20s and early 30s that had Covid and were unvaccinated all died.

on Sun Like Reply More

Miya Musashi

Melissa Nestor went to hospital every week during lockdown... the car park was free but it was still empty and the hospital was empty too! Other than pissed off staff who I spoke to.
Clyde Marie Dye
John Zych Just buried an 88 year old uncle, same case..healthy man, they let him die
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

Clyde Marie Dye
Samantha Garner I’m sorry for your loss just buried an uncle..same case.
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

Clyde Marie Dye
John Zych I agree with you!
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

Clyde Marie Dye
Tracy Wager I’m so very sorry for your loss
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

Lori Poignon
"Comfort care" is beyond DNR. It means no treatment other than pain management - like hospice. It's not just refusing life support
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

Clyde Marie Dye
Erica Johnson
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

Holly Renee
Ashley Rus Tate omfg my coworker got it and has had issues with her heart going out of rhythm too!!!
on Sun   Like   Reply   More

LC Libertad
Gina Strahan same here. A friend had her grandmother fall and break her hip. They wouldn't do surgery unless the family agrees to have her tested for covid. They didn't so they said she had to wait 14 days in quarantine. After the first night at home, her blood sugar dropped and she became non-responsive. Someone in the family called 911 and the paramedics took her to the hospital with the family following behind. In the ER, they tested her and determined that she was infected. They put her in isolation and didn't let anyone in to see her. She died in less than 24 hours, alone and probably scared and in pain. She died from the injury and probably from complications of diabetes, but her death was listed as a covid death. The family tried to sue but no one would take the case
Heather Pimley Palmer
Sara really? Let's report the truth and not just focus on the agenda!

Carla Kestler
James Derek Musgrave here...

Maye Nichols
Amy Huber Massella
Following

Karen Miles Lucas
Bonnie Craft I have antiphospholipid syndrome. Sticky blood basically. I also have two autoimmune diseases, Systemic Lupus & Rheumatoid Arthritis. I will not be getting the clot shot! I've gotten over Covid twice now even while taking immunosuppressive therapy. I take plenty supplements, eat a lot of foods that were alive. Veggies & all.

Carla Kestler
But yes, I agree. They need to start telling us the stories from both sides, not just what serves their agenda.

Zhenya Altamirano
Helene Bishop I shared your comment here: t.me/exposingcovid19vaccine

Exposing Covid 19 Vaccine
t.me

Heila Dyer
Alexandra Lee daar is n link wat al die mense met sulke gevalle dit aanmeld. Skrikwekkend

See Translation

Heila Dyer
Shellay Gannaway Cremen that is 100% true
Lydia McGrew
Everybody in this thread PLEASE TELL the people you know who have had these terrible side effects to report to VAERS. It's a really simple process, you can do it yourself, you don't have to have your doctor do it. We need to get this reported and recorded to the extent that it lies with us!

Heila Dyer
Julie Gesuale facebook delete and send you to FB jail

Shawna Jones
Debbie Thomas What a depraved, freak sicko this woman is. They are all the same tho. They're hardened, evil sheeple who've sold their souls to the dark side. They will lie, cheat, steal and manipulate their way to the top.

Jeff Olefson
LC Libertad She might have been saved had she agreed to be tested. The testing is to protect staff from being infected.

Stephanie Doss Jordan
Debbie Thomas That's okay, I'm sure that in a year or two when all the heart and clotting problems from the shot come to light that Angie Gallizzi will stay out of the hospital to save a bed because she volunteered for the experiment and will ride out the consequences on her own...

LC Libertad
Jeff Olefson they tested her in the ER upon arrival and it was positive (according to them). Also, if the staff determines the value of a life according to their test results, they need to go into a different profession.

Helene Bishop because they're owned by big pharma.

Danielle Duduit
Helene Bishop Andrea Scarfpin
Kayla Harrison
Helene Bishop yes thank you!! My little sister has been hospitalized three time nows immediately after getting the vaccine...she has brain lessions, on and off lock jaw, numbess in limbs and blurred vision.

Sheena Bailey Herrington
Tracy Wager his family needs to make sure they reports that to VAERS. It's illegal for the dr that treated him or pronounced his death to not report it. But more so aren't reporting the injuries/deaths than the ones who are. So make sure it got reported. So sorry for your kiddos!!

Sheena Bailey Herrington
Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedishew make sure his dr has reported that the VAERS

Candy Olson
Helene Bishop thank you, yes!!!

Lynelle Stewart
I see laughing faces. These infections and deaths are no laughing matter.

Ingrid Alicea
Helene Bishop thank you for sharing this
Sending prayers

Cindy Shehan
Helene Bishop thank you. So sad.

Lynelle Stewart
Karin Gilbreath Becton I’m sure. That is so sad. My post about the people hospitalized received several laughing faces. I do not understand such apathy and lack of compassion!

Amy Huber Massella
Debbie Daly I would LOVE some information! I will pm you with my email address
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Sheila Maberry
Abby Miller yep!

Ashley Burgess Davis
Shellay Gannaway Cremen in thought people with MS or RA OR Lupus shouldn't take it.

Kris D Eichler
Samantha I hope your family sued that hospital.

Mimi Wilson
Karin Gilbreath Becton look up who is considered unvaccinated...

Olivia Strahan Berry
Helene Bishop thank you!!!
also, prayers for your dad

Kristie Harrill
James Derek Musgrave the ones I have heard were otherwise considered healthy people. So frustrating and I've also heard from nurses that having one dose considered unvax and media not stating that people were coming in due to complications from a dose or both doses and or hearing multiple reports or people under 50 dropping dead with in a two week window after second dose from brain bleed or heart attacks

Jae West
Helene Bishop Because the media companies are shills for our governments propaganda machine!

Judy Tarjeft
Helene Bishop amen
Kelsey Colleen Humble
Helene Bishop they would never!! Praying for you and your family.

Barbara D'Angelo Riley
Samantha Garner unless she signed paperwork that stated she wanted no fluids, that girl lied to your face!!

Lisa Walter
Helene Bishop So sorry that happened to your Dad. My Father-In-Law got his second dose and passed away recently. He did have dementia but the last time we saw him he seemed good. His heart and kidneys failed. Makes ya think.

Christine Marie
Helene Bishop I'm so sorry you're Dad is having this happen to him. My brother has been very sick after his 2nd vax dose. He has been to the ER several times and even has had to call the paramedics to his house because he thought he was having a heart attack. Other symptoms like tremors, stomach pain and no doctor has given him a diagnosis of what is wrong with him.

Gina Van Luven
I'm so sorry for your loss, Helene Bishop. I lost my aunt and colleague after both doses. I'm hearing so many personal accounts like this and no one is covering it. Sending lots of love to your family.

Rhonda Wendt Linderman
Samantha Garner I'm so very sorry for your loss. Same thing happened to my mom back in June 2020 they asked me to stop treating her. Rapid test positive longer test negative. They sent her back to nursing home and didn't even try to help her. They are murdering the elderly and others with underlying conditions and getting away with it.

Dorothy McDevitt
Helene Bishop God bless him

Tori Gittings
Julie Gesuale because it doesn't fit the narrative
Cindy Cappolla-Lois
Cindy Shehan holy crap!

Sue Politte Mullens
Amy Huber Massella the Boo is amazing! Everyone I the world needs to be on it! I sell it if you want info lmk

Brandi McKenzie-Britton
Lesley Ann Roberts-Cutshaw like AZT with AIDS, also another Fauci frock up.

Cheryl Keskinen Wakeham
Brandi McKenzie - Britton Keep on laughing You won’t be laughing when it affects you or your loved ones.

Lesley Ann Roberts-Cutshaw
Brandi McKenzie-Britton exactly!

Amber Wise
Helene Bishop yea WXYZ-TV Channel 7 do these stories!!! It seems like you have a plethora to choose from.

Linda Edens-Gonzalez
Lynelle Stewart I agree. It seems to make the mainstream media and late night talk shows hosts very happy when unvaxxed people end up with it, even to the point of saying that they don’t deserve hospital care.

Bonnie Cockrell
Shellay Gannaway Cremen
Corrie Marnett
Cindy Shehan Did they record it as a Covid death? That's what they have been doing. Deaths caused by the jab are being recorded as Covid deaths/hospitalizations. They are not telling us the truth.

Peggy Black
Belinda O'Neal-Tanner it's so funny when truth comes out panic ensues.

Carol Williams Castleberry
Debbie Thomas oh dear!!! I'm sorry. The comment that was hateful was whoever said they wanted people to die!

Michelle Green
LC Libertad It's called triage. Not that I agree with how it's being used in these cases.

Lynelle Stewart
Mimi Wilson would that be a QAnon site? I can't find anything on a reputable site for that information.

Peggy Black
Jolene Ryan Keating but it way better to find out about all the vaxxed getting sick because the media won't share that. It doesn't fit their narrative we need to know about every single vax person who dies or has covid or bad side effects.

Sarah Law
Helene Bishop sending love x

Michelle Green
I'm concerned with breakthrough cases. I'd like to know more about the individuals who have experienced this. What is their medical history? Living situation? In-depth reporting is needed.
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Sinead McCabe
**Helene Bishop** well done for speaking out sadly stories like yours don’t suit their narrative. I pray your dad makes a quick recovery 😇

LC Libertad
**Michelle Green** a triage assessment ensures that the critically ill and critically injured people receive medical attention before those with non-urgent issues, and it supports the best use of hospital space and resources. So I would think that someone who is non-responsive would take priority. If staff are using triage in any other way, it is unethical and they need to find a new profession.

Jolene Ryan Keating
**Peggy Black** I think things are fixing to get a lot worse. Check this out

https://www.theabfm.org/about/communications/news/joint-statement-american-board-family-medicine-american-board-internal

Laura Evans
**Shellay Gannaway Cremen** me too!

Monica Leal
**Amy Huber Massella** I used to use TRS until I found out it's synthetic and has No long-term safety studies. So I switched to PBX from Touchstone. They have a nanoparticle zeolite too but it's natural. Plus, they have a 1-micron sized drops as well, for the gut. The 2 work together.

Lisa Meier
**Helene Bishop** super spreaders!

Monica Leal
**Lynelle Stewart** If someone dies or has a reaction within 2 weeks of getting vaxxed, they count it as unvaxxed. So Figures don't lie but liars can figure!
Monica Leal
Timothy Mccaig https://nojabforme.info/

No Jab For Me
nojabforme.info

Marlina Gray Sharp
Amy Huber Massella I use the TRS spray and love it. I'm about to try the BOO too. Amazing stuff!

Lynelle Stewart
Kim Stone Zahari in my area of North Georgia, we have had 23 deaths from Covid during the last two weeks. In the hospital now 90% of Covid patients are unvaccinated. We have approximately 100,000 people in our area.
The hospitals are having to call in additional chaplains to pray and comfort the families. The Covid numbers here are higher than they have ever been. Unfortunately, many people still think Covid is a hoax. The Delta variant is so much worse than the Covid we saw last year. Patients in the ICU are coding so frequently that nurses and other staff members in the ICU have to go from room to room trying to bring people back to life.
I wish everyone could read the article written by a local chaplain who had been called in to assist last weekend. It is heartbreaking.

Michelle Young Wykel
What does unvaccinated mean?

Sue Gutierrez
Courtney Aleman Are there any articles from examiners?

Clyde Marie Dye
Shannon Bevel Royce I'm so very sorry to hear

Pamela Smith
Helene Bishop they absolutely should report these! Do you know if a news station would go against the agenda and tell the truth, they would absolutely get more viewers!!
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

**Clyde Marie Dye**

**Ashley Smith Vickers** I'm sure you mean news, not Jews!

**Helene Bishop**

**Cindy Shehan** it really is,y heart just breaks from all these people dying and having major health issues from these vaccines

**Gina Staton**

**Helene Bishop** it'd be interesting if they respond to you.

**Kimberly Ann Hill**

**Helene Bishop** so sorry - thanks for sharing

**Susan Cranston**

**Helene Bishop** Don't go to the hospital. That's where people DIE. P-R-O-T-O-L.
VENTILATOR = DEATH

**Lori Kibler**

**Prissy Wilson**

**Sara Aralia**

**Michelle Young Wykel** It means you either didn't get the shot.... Or its not been two weeks past your second shot. That's how they count it. You're considered unvaccinated until two weeks past your second shot.

**Sherry M Morrison**

**Helene Bishop** smh

**Lance Carter**

**Helene Bishop** doesn't fit the propaganda message
Sherry M Morrison
Tracy Wager forget them ppl

Dora Houser Doby
Susan Cranston, I worry a lot about the ventilator thing. Way way before covid, my mom was in a room with a woman who was on ventilator. A couple days later, they took her off. I asked the nurse why, and she told me that the ventilator posed risk of death after a couple days (I think she said 1 week max) and the risk increases every day after. I can't believe how quickly they put them on and how long they leave them on. I wouldn't be surprised if that is increasing deaths.

Sherry M Morrison
Helene Bishop your house..js

Michelle Young Wykel
Sara Aralia I know I tried to tag someone else in this thread talking about all the unvaccinated in the hospitals. My best friends sister just passed(34). She got the first dose and got covid two days later and passed within two weeks. She was considered unvaccinated, so I know they linking all of them together. The health care she received was terrible too. The hospitals are only following the cdc guide lines and nothing else and it's killing people.

Lynn Thompson
Helene Bishop I'm sorry!

Sara Aralia
Michelle I am so sorry.

Lisa Rowntree
That's how they can manipulate data.

Katharina Woodworth
Amy Huber Massella Look up calcium disodium EDTA - it chelates and binds with toxins in your system very effectively, and is cheaper and safer than a lot of other chelation therapy options.
Megan Andrea

Lori Poignon, nope.

Susan Cranston

Dora Houser Doby They follow whatever the protocol is they’re told to follow. Which is VENTILATOR. It’s sick and sad. This whole thing had people needlessly suffer and die.

Susan Cranston

Michelle Young Wykel

Watch this

https://cestialreport.com/programs/importantwebinar-replay_1-34bc09?categoryId=60440

Hospital care is not happening.

Melissa Partridge

Rebelnews.com

Chyan Heck

It’s really a shame that all the numbers are so unreliable and skewed. Those who are only partially vaccinated or are less than 15 days out from their final shot are considered “unvaccinated”. Have we really gotten so lazy that we can’t properly classify important data anymore?

Helene Bishop

Michelle Young Wykel I’m so sorry, this is so unacceptable. Prayers to you and your friends family
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Helene Bishop
Lisa Rowntree criminal

Lynelle Stewart
Monica Leal that's because it takes at least two weeks for the vaccination to be effective.

Lynn Patz-Nance
Angie Gallizzi You are just a tad bit hypocritical aren't you

Rina Shawn McNutt
Selena Boyd Snapp read these comments

Donna Froseth Boles
Helene Bishop I am so sorry. It's so familiar as I have heard of many similar reactions from the spike proteins.

Lisa Lucka
Melanie Barnhart Sorry, but I trust Science. Not facebook.

Claire Malcomb Wyles
yes we ask about bleeding disorders, blood thinners, chronic health conditions, pregnant or nursing however a “yes” doesn't warrant the need to not administer the vaccine. I’ve given so many unsure, frightened people vaccines lately bc they have to be vaccinated for employment.

Lisa Lucka
Luján Castro They actually do. It's what the post is about. They want people to send them their stories.

Luján Castro
Lisa Lucka no, they want unvaccinated stories not the other way around
Heidi Lynn Foster

Cheryl King I am not able to see anything either. I also selected all comments at the top and it’s still only showing me the most relevant comments. Not fair to those trying to speak out.

To everyone that had lost a loved one; I am sorry, so very sorry. My heart breaks for you all.

Mary Pruden Stucker

Actually following OBAMA CARE GUIDELINES

Lisa Goodwin

Susan Ofield-Kaltved

Heila Dyer

Tami Thomason that is what happens. And the people do not understand why we WILL NOT THE JAB

Heila Dyer

Helene Bishop true

Tami Thomason

Heila Dyer yep exactly!!

Lynkage Net

Helene Bishop screw the media! They will only lie and minimize!!

Eef Nietinteressant

Do you want to see all true covid stories together? Click on the link below and follow me on my personal profile on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78

Nomore Silenceworldwide
Lucy Carvalho

your comment is only valid if you are an actual scientist. otherwise you are choosing to believe what you are being told with no knowledge of its validity.

we are all in same boat. we need to look at facts. There are more cases today with 80% of people vaccinated than a year ago with zero people vaccinated.

Jane Baines-Holmes

Ann Marie Chudzik-Dedischew She is OK now but it took a long time. Refuses to equate it with the jab, and if so it was to be expected. Saving face big time.

Jessica Flanders

Lisa Lucka nurse here and that's a downright lie but thanks for Sharing more propaganda. The sooner u realize that they the government media and high ranking officials are lying the better for us all. I know what's in my hospital and it's not 1% not even close

Jessica Flanders

Helene Bishop Kalamazoo hospital ER physician put covid diagnosis on a patient ts chart after he had a negative swab for covid. I know the nurse that questioned him.

Jessica Flanders

Suzanne Kaczmarek yup that is why but I can tell u personally we were empty as while of covid patients at that time.

Terri Parkinson

Shellay Gannaway Cremen not to mention that the CDC isn't considering people “fully vaxxxed” until 14 days AFTER the 2nd jab. So, if they have an adverse reaction/die within those 14 days, they’re labeled “unvaxxxed”. Typical skewing of the numbers by them!

Marlina Gray Sharp

Katharina Woodworth I will check that out! Thanks!

Elaina Russell

One in the same
Sherri Hudson
Please report to VAERS and go after those hospitals and companies that were involved. Me
must not stay silent!!
https://vaers.hhs.gov/reportevent.html

VAERS - Report an Adverse Event
vaers.hhs.gov

Timothy Birdnow
As of June at least a quarter of medical personnel were not vaccinated.https://
www.webmd.com/vaccines/covid-19-vaccine/news/20210628/huge-number-of-hospital-
workers Now why do you suppose that is? That number has dropped, but only because of
mandates from employers and government.

Huge Number of Hospital Workers Still...
webmd.com

Neil Lee
The tinfoil hats warned you about this ! 1

Dion Bramblett
Rita Barnes

Cindy Shehan
Cindy Cappolla-Lois I know
Cindy Shehan
This is why they're saying you are officially unvaccinated until after the 15th day so that all the people that drop dead within the first 2 weeks they can say they were unvaccinated so it can't be from the shot this absolutely demonic I have no other word for it

Shanna Badders
Helene Bishop praying for your dad.

Niki Forster
We should be flooding them with these stories!

Amanda Rosenfried
Helene Bishop high dose vitamin C (like over 10k) and through Iv! He can be saved.

Kelly Milford
Kathy Milford

Zandra Johnson
Cindy Shehan didn’t think of that.

Sylvia Zambrano Baca
Miya Musashi exactly!! I refuse to take it! I work in the medical field and right now they're not requiring it but they are pushing us, sooner or later i will have to leave but they will have to terminate me 1st. Im so sad so many people are being used as Guinea pigs, this is such a sad scary, insecure time. Don't take the shot! It's deadly!

Helene Bishop
Amanda Rosenfried I can’t see the hospital doing that. He seems to be doing okay, I talked to him this morning.
Kelli Siegrist
Helene Bishop I am so sorry! I hope they recover. No one should be forced or coerced into making this decision. I agree the news should report these stories for these innocent victims of vaccine harm.

Carol Johnson Dorsey
Explain please?

Vickie Holder Bishop
Helene Bishop I'm so sorry your dad has gone through this Please make sure a VAERS report has been filed to help show the data.

Tatianna Romanow
Amanda Lynn Dudek

Ted Poweski
They won't say anything negative about the vax. They are just puppets doing as they are told.

Janie LaCroix
Cynthia Jordan LaCroix Heather McVicker

Michelle Mae

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
VJ Desjardins
Lynelle Stewart how do they test for the delta variant??

Heidi Sattler
everyone with reactions to the big V please contact they are doing news reports on peoples stories and getting it out there https://t.me/OurVoicesMatter

StenoNerd Christine
Judy Martin Nations please watch this about how the blood changes in a vaccinated person: https://rumble.com/vldaex-vaxxed-patients-blood-examined-horrific-findings-revealed-by-german-physici.html

Vicki Catchpole
Randi. What reaction? What was diagnosis?

Tairani Ngatai
Hare Marshall

Taylor Ballantyne
Georgia Rose

Lynn Patz-Nance
Rita Barnes The only idiot is you
Prissy Wilson
Lori Kibler so don’t get the Second shot

Billy Dougherty
Amanda Lynn Dudek sorry to hear that

Brian Fondurulia
Helene Bishop my father is dealing with similar. His doctor told him that it was a direct result from the jab. He wasn’t going to take it but a lot of pressure from my mother family got him to take it, he’s in poor health and this added idiocy is really bad.

Chris Moser
Wait till the vac get flu shot, a world renowned virologist in Oxford University has dire warnings what will transpire.

Helene Bishop
Brian Fondurulia I’m so sorry, I begged my dad after he got the first dose not to get the second one, but he insisted. My sister just got her first dose over a week ago, I begged her. She was not really thrilled about it but still did.

Helene Bishop
Chris Moser great! I use to get flu shots until about 6 years ago after hearing all the toxic things they put into it. My dad gets those as well and a couple years ago he was hospitalized twice within only a few weeks of each other with the flu.

Brian Fondurulia
Helene Bishop my dad is pretty resilient but he’s feeling rough. The doctor that told him this has been a family friend and doctor for years so he’s very trustworthy. He told him that he’s seen this is upwards of 60% of jab recipients in the area that he’s treated.

Helene Bishop
Brian Fondurulia I believe it, it’s scary
Jasmin Udy
**Rod Hopkinson** gotta read the comments mate.

Kami Guanella
**Deborah January** so sorry for your loss.

Joy Petty Jordan
Thanks for sharing

Bon M Longo Das
Sorry for you losses!
Curious where is thir location and what brand vaccine?

Doug Wes
Breakthrough Cases and vaccine passports

https://youtu.be/tiws5ll4k

Mike Carpenter
There are agendas on both sides.

Natalia Negritto
NWO

Jacob Dimick
**Helene**
If interested in sharing your story or just being included in the data I compile on vaccine injury and death please IM me or email me at jdimi34@yahoo.com
Chelle Clarke

Helene Bishop so sorry, I hope your dad pulls through. Our household agrees with you about the media sharing this truth! Our prayers are with you and your family!

11 hrs Like Reply More

Jill Rou

Helene Bishop I pray he pulls through

11 hrs Like Reply More

Michael Manderson

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8Zw7aCwGSTko/

Dr Ardis speaks Truth, on Dr Fauci, on...

bitchute.com

6 hrs Like Reply More

Robben Morin

Helen Bishop - for the love of God do NOT let the hospital vent him or Remdivir! Ivermectin only. CDC protocol is killing people- no Vanco is causes kidney failure and it's a broad spectrum antibiotic and NOT used to treat viruses unless your father has pneumonia and not COVID. PCR tests have a 80%+ false positive results. Of course it going to show positive, your father has been vaccinated and the PCR test can't determine live mRNA from dead mRNA. Use common sense and I'm sending prayers from Oregon

4 hrs Like Reply More

Write a reply...

Amy Dutsch

We lost my father in law in July 2020, not due to covid. But due to preventable illnesses that were not treated because he was so terrified of covid that he hid in his house. Will you do a story on that?

last Fri Like Reply More

Tonya Mansch replied 381 replies
Heather Dalpiaz
How about you ask for stories of losing a vaccinated family member?
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Amanda Loewen replied  761 replies

Connie Ingram Pinson
How about sharing the stories about losing someone who was vaccinated. Bet that won't happen!!!!!!
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Jessica Dinh replied  520 replies

Laura Lamkin
Dear WXYZ-TV Channel 7 ... I cannot get the vax. I survived covid twice. Most recently about a month ago. Same with my boyfriend and MANY others. Please stop trying to stir the pot .. start reporting the facts on the survival rate since that's one actual fact you fail to report.
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Laura Schumacher replied  228 replies

Dale Malone DeMay
I hope u do report on the people who tried the vaccine and now r hurt for the rest of their lives. Now that would be a great story. Shame on u for not telling both sides
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Michael Ross replied  500 replies

Deirdre Bearss
Just stop it .. Enough with the stories. Let's talk about cancer loss, Aids and so on
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Joan Marenger replied  713 replies

Gretchen Hell'r
The VA in Palo Alto gave my Father in law his THIRD booster?! Wth .. THREE?! He's wobbly and slurring his words, cant find words to communicate, etc. Its like he's a toddler, again. What the heck is in those viles?!!!
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Marilyn Folwell replied  369 replies
Jenifer Mackey Lay
Editing for all you trolls who can’t read… my Ex husband!! My kids father is my ex husband. What about my kids who lost their father after he got the jab? How about those stories? He was a doctor.

Christina Robe... replied 262 replies

Debbie Hitchcock- Hope
What about those who lost a vaccinated loved one? Not interested in that story?

Debbie Hitchcock- Hope replied 196 replies

Rachel Renee
Yall too trusting of your government

Rachel Renee replied 13K replies

Eric Rebman
No, I loss two who was vaccinated!

Eric Rebman replied 18K replies

Susan Haselhor... replied 261 replies

MelRae Tauro
This anomaly here would like an interview please why doesn’t anyone want to talk to me instead?

MelRae Tauro replied 20K replies

Miy Kiyanaa replied 474 replies
Shelly Bilkovic-Raab
Are you also going to do a story on a family who lost a love one to Covid even though they were fully vaccinated???

Dianna Nunnery replied 357 replies

Tonya Horton
I know someone who had a heart attack after the first dose, & isn't getting the second. I also know someone who died from the vaccine... let's tell THOSE stories!

Christin Milspaugh-Rathburn

Tonya Horton

Megan Catherine Casey
I guarantee you don’t know anyone who died from the vaccine.

Kelly Ghanavati
Megan Catherine Casey Do you know anyone that died from covid that was unvaccinated?

Megan Catherine Casey
Kelly Ghanavati nope, I know a few who still got it but recovered and it could have been far worse… let alone spreading it to kids and immunocompromised folk who CANT

Corinna Murphy
Tonya Horton Im so so sorry!
David Troia
Megan Catherine Casey you guarantee? With all due respect! Are you kidding? Every Pharmaceutical has a side effect. And some include death they should honestly do the ethical thing and Report accurately— but they're not & that my friend(s) is what concerns me the most!
on Sun  Like  Reply   More

Melody Hirsch
Tonya Horton hello!! Doesn't fit their Narrative and agenda though
last Fri  Like  Reply   More

Melody Hirsch
Megan Catherine Casey and who the fuxk are you to assume such bulls hit?!
last Fri  Like  Reply   More

Kelly Ghanavati
Megan Catherine Casey "would have been much worse?". That's not science, it's assumption based on your faith in vaccines.
on Sat  Like  Reply   More

Brid Gette Jones
Megan Catherine Casey And let's just be honest they are FAR MORE people vaccinated people who lived after catching it than died. We all know seat belts save lives, but yet sadly some people STILL die even with a seat belt same thing but they don't get it smh
on Sat  Like  Reply   More

Lisa Cash Hanson
Tonya Horton exactly! So sick of their propaganda
on Sat  Like  Reply   More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Charlie Plate
"I guarantee you don't know anyone who died from the vaccine"

Simone Barnard
Tonya Horton

Dawn McConnell
I know one friend who died of a heart attack and was called a Covid.. and one friend who had a liver biopsy and was sent to a nursing home where she got covid and died. I know three people who died right after getting the first shot..one was only 30 years old.. I don't know anyone who actually died from covid itself.

Sara Pereira
Tonya Horton same, someone who died from pulmonary embolism after his.

Patrick O'Flanigan
Tonya
I'm glad that you contacted the VAERS to report it.
Denise Stanley Watkins
Tonya Horton Did you all notice it says 16 replies. I clicked on it and there are only 4. WAKE UP PEOPLE! The enemy is Facebook, Fauci, Pfizer and all the hospitals that received the letter stating they must treat with Remdesivir. The hospitals were also told they would get $29,000 check for putting the patient on the vent. Do the homework, look up the Ebola study. You will see Remdesivir was supposed to be used for the 1 year study. It only made it 28 days. Death occurred in 61 people out of 174 patients. Please look on Bitchute for "Dr. Bryan Ardis with the most stunning truth about COVID Fauci & Remdesivir you could never imagine." This is an eye opener!

Tonya Horton
Denise Stanley Watkins thank you... I have noticed messages disappearing on other posts too.

Diane Provence
Tonya Horton they will blame it on natural causes or something else. My stepfather had a progressive decline in health after the first dose, and was found unresponsive 12 hours after his second dose, then died 3 days later.

Ellie Byrne
Megan Catherine Casey so the Vaccine stops you infecting other people now? That is exciting, I'd like to see this evidence please

Carla Heinze McConnell
I know someone who has never had heart issues but right after getting vaccinated her blood pressure shot up and had swelling and just had to have heart surgery…

Brianna Arnold
Tonya Horton I know 2 people who now have to see a cardiologist.

Joy Silva
Tonya Horton Our neighbor (in his 40s) just told us that he had a heart attack last week and was dead for 20 minutes. He coded twice and they had to do rib-breaking chest compressions to bring him back to life. Doctors said that one of his valves in his heart was blocked at 99%. They have since put a stent in his heart. He did say that he got the first dose of the Covid shot on Monday and then on Tuesday night he had a heart attack at work. Coincidence? This all despite having his heart checked last January and everything seemed okay then. He’s very lucky to be alive.
Kristene N Jack Newton
Connie Newton lots of heart problems from the vaccine, Gramps hasn’t taken the second dose yet has he?

Rachel Widuch
Denise Stanley Watkins yes to everything you are saying!!!
Tonya Horton

**Brianna Arnold** I believe you, I know people it has had negative effects on too!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Brianna Arnold

**Tonya Horton** they're my age too (mid/late 20s).

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Tonya Horton

**Brianna Arnold** so sad! They aren't talking about this

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Jessica Talbot

**Amy Davis Pascoe** this is what they should be reporting on!!! I’m so very sorry!!!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Trisha Meyer

**Carla Heinze McConnell** it is the sodium chloride (salt) that is making people swell. Super sad that we the people are so dumb and trusting

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Connie Newton

**Kristene N Jack Newton** yes, he has!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Anderson

I know someone who just lost her dad after his first shot. I'm good and will not get the poison. I've had covid and for me and my family it was WAY less severe than the flu we had literally just got over. Natural immunity has been proven to be way more effective than a Vax.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Kelsye Cook

**Tonya Horton** my mom didn't have heart problems and she took the first dose of the vaccine on July 1st and died on July 16th. Cause of death heart failure.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Tonya Horton

**Kelsye Cook** I’m so sorry

on Sun  Like  Reply  More
Kelsye Cook
Tonya Horton thank you! I just hope people will understand how awful this vaccine is and won’t wanna take it!
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Connie Newton
Kristene N Jack Newton was this the Pfizer shot?
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Jen RN
Trisha Meyer sodium chloride? Is it a lethal dose? Because I give that every shift I work?
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Mica Carol
Amy Davis Pascoe it’s so nice that your doctor gaslighted you…I’m so sorry?
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Mica Carol
Kelsye Cook I’m so sorry?
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Tricia Procino Wu
Tonya Horton I know someone who died of a massive heart attack two days after getting his vaccine. They do not collect this data because they do not want this data available.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Barbara Stec Borden
Tonya Horton amen, my best friend is dead because of the vaccine!
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Tonya Horton
Barbara Stec Borden I am so sorry for your loss.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More
Lynn Thompson
Megan Catherine Casey https://www.openvaers.com/

Raen Storm
Dawn McConnell please come to no more silence world wide group on here and share your story I am so very sorry this has happened to your loved ones I myself am am a v injured and have made it my priority to get these accounts out as much as possible. Also the admin for the page will add here as well. https://m.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78 And here’s our website https://no-more-silence-world-wide.com/

Taunia Williams
Tonya Horton my father in law had a heart attack the day after the 1st shot and they can’t do anything to help he has been given 6 months. But get this he is mad he can’t get his 2nd shot and wants us to all get it too. We have all had Covid and feel we are better off than the vaccinated. He lays in bed watching the news all day he is brain washed

Brandy Jo
Tonya Horton DMX got the vaccine & had a heart attack!

Barbara Stec Borden
Tonya Horton thank you

Anne Hicks Weller
Tonya Horton we also know someone who had a heart attack after being vaccinated. No prior heart problems.
Brian McKay

Tonya Horton I ate some Ben and Jerry's last week and then had a stroke. Because one happened near the same time as the other, clearly Ben and Jerry's causes strokes.

Stella Franze

Megan Catherine Casey tell that to the families whom have lost a child after having the Pfizer vaccine and the many others that we don't hear about via msm. Happened recently to a family here in Adelaide Australia, 17yr old boy fit & healthy!! Get yr head out of the sand and have some respect for the families that are suffering from losing their loved ones!

Darinda Bryant

Tonya Horton https://vaers.hhs.gov/

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...
vaers.hhs.gov

Darinda Bryant

Amy Davis Pascoe https://vaers.hhs.gov/

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System...
vaers.hhs.gov

Amy Davis Pascoe

Darinda Bryant thank you! I'm going to get the batch# and fill this out.

Darinda Bryant

Amy Davis Pascoe please share

Lori Pandozzi-Fargnoli

Tonya Horton I agree !!
Sonja Blair Bolser
Tonya Horton I know 2 people who recently passed because of the Vax and I know someone who had a stroke from it.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Katie Taylor
Tonya Horton, you are right now I think this whole post backfired on them.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Megan Kenly Reed
Brianna Arnold I have to see a cardiologist now that I received second shot. I received moderna!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Brianna Arnold
Megan Kenly Reed I'm so sorry! A friend of ours does too. I'm too scared to get it for many reasons but this is the main concern for me. My 3 yr old had heart defects that thankfully closed on their own around 8 months old but I just imagine he's really be at risk if people who had no heart issues are now having them!

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Ashley Bumsted
Megan Kenly Reed what is wrong? I've been having high heart rates since my first shot of moderna sometimes in 170s

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Jamie Ingram
Amy Davis Pascoe my dr told me he didn’t recommend my son (about to be 12) to get the vaccine. He said in younger people/teens, they're seeing an increase in cardiac problems (myocarditis for one).

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Megan Kenly Reed
Ashley Bumsted I had to go to hospital the other night it had been 24 hours since I received the second vaccine. I woke up with my heart racing and felt like I was having a heart attack. I go to hospital and my rate got in the 160's for a solid 3-5 minutes. They brought crash cart in and everything. They checked my heart levels and everything was okay at the time but it obviously did something for my heart to do that. They told me to follow up with heart doctor to make sure my heart levels stay the same. My chest has still been tight and I haven’t felt the same since I had the shot.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More
Tonya Horton
Brianna Arnold so sorry to hear this. Praying for protection and God's healing.

Yaisha Perkins- Jeffries
Taunia Williams they try to brain wash everyone all you hear on the news/tv, celebrities, the radio is to get the card. I’m sick of it. Now you can go out to eat or events without the card I guess I will ride this one out and not go anywhere until “people” wake the hell up and see all of the people who took the card dropping like flies.

Vicki O’Krane
I do not know of anyone that caught this so called deadly virus and no one that I know knows anyone that caught it... so if it were so deadly then why out of the millions of people in Canada know of one person that had it.... But my friend had a bilateral stroke after the injection.. also funny how I know so many people now that know people that had strokes, heart attacks.. blood clots some died some are permanently disabled after their vaccines & perfectly healthy before ... We were warned over a year ago from the real experts in science how deadly these injections were... the ones that have been injected have two to three years before organs start shutting down if not before.... People seem to think that adverse reactions are immediate... not with these injections for sure.

Brooke Knutson
Brian McKay
“Numerous reports of no pre-existing heart, clotting issues, or paralysis then got a Covid vaccine & had a heart attack, stroke, or became paralyzed shortly afterwards. Because they happened near the same time, clearly the Covid jab may cause heart attacks, strokes, & paralysis in some.”

Lisa Holte
Jamie Ingram My own dr even denied medical exemption and I have heart murmur. I cussed her out and told her I’m not accepted her denial. So I will be seeing a cardiologist to get my exam done then get medical exemption. I’m looking for a new dr as well.

Shoshana Allen
Tonya Horton girl I work with was n good condition got the first shot and now she’s going have to get a pace maker put in due to the shot giving her fluid build up around her heart even the doctor told her it was from the shot she refuses to get the second
Julie Tysinger
Megan Catherine Casey the ONLY people not spreading Covid are the people who had Covid and now have immunity.

Cori Burchart
Diane- I have to see a cardiologist and now a neurologist since I had my first dose. I am on week 22 of daily horrific headaches. Reduced with meds but never eliminated. It’s definitely a risk for some. I have autoimmune issues that may have caused my response. I was on high doses of steroids, BP meds, and aspirin for 5 weeks. Still on BP meds and migraine meds now. It’s been upsetting. I’ve never had Covid that I know of either?

Roger Primm
Tonya Horton had a good friend die 3 days after his shot. Last I heard he had a clot

Robyn Keaton
Kirby Ross read these comments it is wild

Lana Homan
Brian McKay listen to this man speak about losing his young son right after he got the vax, and then try saying again that it was just coincidence. More kids have died from the vax than from Covid.

Ernest Ramirez at Texans for Vaccine...
newsbreak.com

Nomore Silenceworldwide
Do you want to see all true covid stories together? Click on the link below and follow me on my personal profile on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/nomoresilenceworldwide78
Brian McKay
Lana Homan isn’t it odd that all there is is this video in which anyone could say anything? Looking through everything possible, there is only a Lifesitenews (absolutely fake news and conspiracy site) article and not even an obituary or anything else to be found.

Lana Homan
so all anyone has to do is be on a video and that’s evidence enough for you? This is why America is totally doomed.

Leslie Vashaun White
Tonya Horton lies

Lana Homan
so you really believe this guy is going to stand up there in front of all those people and lie about an imaginary son who had an imaginary death? https://youtu.be/u_iqMCSE8gU

Ernesto Ramirez at Texans for Vaccine...
youtube.com

Lana Homan
Brian McKay here is the obit https://www.ricbrownffh.com/obituaries/Ernesto-Ramirez-7/

Ernesto Ramirez Jr. - View Obituary &...
ricbrownffh.com

Brian McKay
Lana Homan I feel awful for the fathers death, but correlation is not causation. It never will be.
Brian McKay

Lana Homan not lie purposely but yeah, most of the conspiracy believers do lie without even knowing it. It’s the general psychological need. Your brain desperately wants to assign a cause for things that seem implausible or that it can’t truly grasp.

Brian McKay

Lana Homan imagine the lie so many have to tell to themselves that tens of thousands of well educated scientists fake studies and are part of a vast conspiracy. That extremely well conducted studies and decades of research are negated by YouTube videos and bad websites and social media. That’s insane. Pure insanity.

Lana Homan

Brian McKay Just because something doesn’t fit into your little box of confirmed biases, doesn’t mean it’s fake or a “conspiracy theory”. All you have to do is read through all the responses to this post to see the reality of this “vaccine”. It has proven to be dangerous, especially to young men. People I know personally have lost someone the very next day after the shot. A healthy guy in his late 30’s! Next day. His last post on Facebook was complaining about the chest pains he was having after getting it. He was dead the next day. Just coincidence, huh?

Lana Homan

Brian McKay just correlation not causation, I’m sure. You are a real piece of work. https://www.facebook.com/hydeout44

Karen Nyman

Brian McKay the sad reality is (at this point) there is absolutely NO way to show causation. If someone suffers after receiving the vaccine, it will ALWAYS be blamed on something else by the powers that be. There is no recourse because pharmaceutical companies are protected.
Lana Homan

Brian McKay the man was afraid that his son would get Covid so he made sure he got the vax. He was pro-vax. Not a conspiracy theorist. His son died from myocarditis. If you do the research, that has been a common side effect of the vax. My best friend works in an ER. She has seen so many cases of myocarditis in young men and numerous blood clots like she has never seen before in blood draws. She’s not a “conspiracy theorist”. She’s seen enough to not want to get the shot, so she is quitting a 35 yr career as a hospital worker due to the mandate. She’s already had Covid and still has the antibodies. She doesn’t need the low efficacy vax. I could give you plenty of other examples from other friends who are hospital workers, including my ex.

Erica Morgan

How awful, I will pray for your peace and healing 🖤

Brian McKay

I have family members in the ICU and on ventilators right now because they bought into all of the crap and refused to get vaccinated. Again, zero empathy at this point.

Vivian Moutray

Brian McKay you’re 1 person in how many... versus multiple people in how many having reactions.. common sense..

Brian McKay

Vivian Moutray what the hell are you even saying? Do you realize how ridiculous that statement is?

Selina Tee

Lana Homan here in NZ the government are saying you have a higher risk of getting myocarditis if u get COVID than the vax- it’s such rubbish!!!

Heather Hodges

Tonya Horton hi hon which did they have hon? Pfizer or az
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Tonya Horton
yes lets

Erika Gabrielle
My grandma didn’t have any heart problems. Fell and hit her neck on the marble bathtub after being severely dizzy and started having seizures and vomiting. Went to the hospital and discovered a-fib and an aneurysm. Now she has a pacemaker in and this was all less than 48 hours after her 2nd u-know-what which happened to fall on the morning of my birthday.

Aaron Byrd
Lana Homan you know they are advertising a medication right now for myocarditis... hmmm I wonder why?

Tonya Horton
I’m sorry you have family members going through this. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee if they got vaccinated that they wouldn’t still be in the same positions. It is only assumed.
My question would be what did their doctors do as soon as they showed symptoms? High doses of d-3, c, zinc? Ivermectin? Hydroxychloriquin? Monoclonal or anything?? Or was it like they “treated” my husband & so many others and say quarantine and wait, if it gets too bad go to the hospital?? In our case The doctors, did nothing... regular doctor and urgent care! They said any treatments were only used at the hospital. Imo... what I am hearing from some doctors speaking out is much of the hospitalizations could be prevented if more doctors would start some early treatments. Nothing is 100% either way. Prayers for your family members!

Tonya Horton
Erika Gabrielle so sorry for your grandma!

Ashley Miller
Kelli Smith I honestly think this comment can go both ways. What about the people that died from a heart attack that weren’t sick with covid but they were positive for covid and “covid killed them”

Jolene Erickson
Ashley, please don’t get the second one!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Karmel Baker
Stella Franze I'm in Australia and didn't hear about this! My kids won't be getting jabbed!

Mike Burke
Tonya Horton I'm sure it's not the same person, but I also know someone who had a heart attack 5 minutes after the first dose and will not be taking the second shot per his doctors orders. He also NOW has a heart condition requiring him to take a pill every day for the rest of his life.

Katelyn Emala
Megan Catherine Casey I've come to find 90% of people who "know someone who died from the vaccine" haven't. Lol its funny how they want to through numbers around for the vaccine on "deaths" but any number they throw out is FAR less the the number of deaths from covid itself... wonder why that is? people should have the right to choose what they put into their bodies. I'll never disagree with that. But the amount of "Facebook doctors and nurses" we have these days and people who act like its 1845 and we don't have modern medicine and medicine hasn't advanced and came a long way is what frightens me. I want to ask people if they live under a rock? I get they don't like their government forcing stuff on them, but to completely disregard science and medicine because they're mad at their government isn't how you solve the issues were having.

Lorraine May
Tonya Horton I had one dose of Astra Zeneca in early March and I'm still suffering awful side effects . I won't get a second jab !!!

Jamie Mood
I know someone who had a heart attack after 1st shot, too.

Alison Mountain
Ashley Bumsted a week after my second dose of Pfizer my heart rate was over 240. I felt like I was having a heart attack and had to call 911. They took me in for observation. They did blood work, ct scan and more and they claim I was just dehydrated. I drink SO much water daily. I was not dehydrated. I won't get a booster if they do one EVER!

Aleshia Jamerson Kirby
Tonya Horton my Dad passed away 2 weeks ago from a stroke he had back in April. He had the stroke exactly 48 hours after he got his 2nd
Vivian Moutray
Brian McKay  
no surprise

Aleshia Jamerson Kirby
Sonja Blair Bolser  
my Dad suffered a stroke back in April, 48 hours after his 2nd dose.
He passed away 2 weeks ago.

Sonja Blair Bolser
Aleshia Jamerson Kirby  
I am so sorry .. you will be in my prayers

Carly Rae McAlister
Tonya Horton  
how old were they?

Lea Kokalj
Tonya Horton  
are you sure that the person died from the vaccine ? Bc I don’t think so.

Jaclyn Fulmer
Ashley Bumsted  
that could be myocarditis, swelling of the heart lining, id get it checked out

Stella Franze
Karmel  
I'm not surprised u haven't heard, sure won't hear it from the news or on FB. It's bs
what's going on and I seriously can't believe parents are allowing their children to make their
own decisions, ones they just don't understand!!

Lynn Cottrell Miles
Tonya Horton  
I know of a couple people who had heart attacks after the first dose too.

Janice Williams
Tonya Horton  
which vaccine company? J&J?
Asia Manowiecka
I lost a family member because of vaccine side effects, neighbor's 17 year old son spent long weeks in ICU with severe clots after the vaccine. My fully vaccinated friend has covid AGAIN so severely that she can barely walk (it's been over 6 weeks since she got it again).

Lindsay Adams Peacock
Brianna Arnold yep a fib for someone I know

Lindsay Adams Peacock
Ashley Bumsted have you had it checked out? You may have atrial fib

Lindsay Adams Peacock
Brian McKay you can’t possible think all these are coincidences

Lindsay Adams Peacock
Aaron Byrd and do you know they’re coming up with an anticoagulant for children...thin gs that make you go hmmm

Be Heard
Lana Homan there are no conspiracy theorist - just people who understand taking a shot that rearranges your dna building code is dangerous - when was the last time the govt gave free health care- small pox blankets to Indians syphillis injections to black people.... come on people think!

Danielle Haggard
Anne Hicks Weller I know 3, two have died, one recovered, and my uncle had a stroke. This is whole thing is really mind blowing the fact that they are not being reported.

Carla Heinze McConnell
Megan Catherine Casey I have autoimmune disease and have had COVID and recovered..
Carla Heinze McConnell  
**Rhonda Wurtz-Houtcooper** you should read this

Aaron Byrd  
**Lindsay Adams Peacock** hmmm gee I wonder why ? I have a friend that’s a Dr. and she said they are getting around 5 to 6 briefs every morning on new drugs that basically are designed to treat the side affects of the ouchy ... things that make you go hmmm alright! They think we are a bunch of idiots over here don’t they?

Jane Corbin  
**Tonya Horton** I saw something yesterday saying the vials are colour coded. All do different things

Krystle Chebli  
**Tonya Horton** if they going to report they need to report properly and do this side as well and how we are FORCED with our lives or no jobs etc and what happening to all these people after getting vax - it’s really a scary time but let’s hide it under the rug and pump vaccines before anyone catches on

Sydney Tippit Anderson  
**Tonya Horton** we do as well. Our good friend died the next day after second dose. Fell down taking his garbage to the curb & died.

Kayle Tweeddale  
**Tonya Horton** yes a 22 year old co worker. Stroke, heat attack and now on ventalatior after the 2 nd dose

Renee Jones-Van  
**Anne Hicks Weller** most women do not show any signs of heart problems until dx with heart attack. Heart disease is one of the number one ways women die. This has been a fact for a long time. Just because someone has been vaccinated and then has a heart attack doesn’t mean the heart attack is because of a vaccine. People are still dying of plenty of causes. Ones that would happen with or without the vaccine
Renee Jones-Van
Anne Hicks Weller see my comment above

Kimberly Buff
Betty R Buff Jim Buff

Jeremy Patrick
Brian McKay is right. Do any of you idiots with your fb science degree understand what covid does?? Massive PE's and subsequent cardiac events.

Jeremy Patrick

Julie Fain Keeter
Tonya Horton me too!

Renee Jones-Van
Tonya Horton Do you know what the leading cause of death has been for the longest time in the US? No? I'll tell you......heart disease. You are correct the vaccination doesn't cure heart disease. Please stop with this unfounded narrative. Geez.

Kira Derby
Tonya Horton yup. It's happening A LOT
Bobbie Jo-tyra Starr
Megan brought a knife to a gun fight here lol
I know several people that have had long term life altering negative vaccine effects, and a family member who died just days after the vaccine... google the ingredients and research each ingredient. It's terrible that people are even lining up for it.. but anyway.

Kelsey Wake
Tonya Horton yes! We lost a family member after her second dose.

Katie McClemens
Tonya Horton yes. I agree. So much not being told... unless you look in the right places from the right sources.

Rhonda Wurtz-Houtcooper
Carla Heinze McConnell will do

Carolyn Vetter Twietmeyer
Brian McKay Yeah, Brianna, I can’t believe that 13 through 35 year olds are having heart attacks and strokes immediately following the jab. I’m sure their families would love the Ben and Jerry’s comparison.

Jason Rogers
Tonya Horton the vaccine does not prevent heart attacks Libritarians like all parties would simply vanish without a boogeyman.

Lisa Koch Hawkins
Tonya Horton I know someone who was in the hospital after the first jab. His doctor said don't get the second one. His employer said get it or your terminated and we don't care what your doctor has to say. Let's talk about following the science.
Christine Helrigel
Ashley Bumsted get a blood smear done.. the jab causes your little red blood cells that normally look like Cheerios to become deformed and clump together. I wonder if your heart rate is speeding up in a desperate attempt to keep enough oxygen flowing to your brain and other organs. One doc in Canada tested his vaxxed patients with blood smears and 62% of them had abnormally shaped and clumped red blood cells. The reds carry the oxygen.

Yra Sybil
Amy Davis Pascoe praying for your daughter

Nicole Lavoie
Danielle Haggard Those stories are not being told. How can we actually make an informed decision when the only thing we are hearing about the vaccine is that it is safe, effective, and necessary? You literally have to dig to find any other narrative.

Samantha Stevens
Diane Provence so what did they deem to be the cause?

JeJe Barrett
AMEN

Laurel Wicks
Anne Hicks Weller my uncle just passed- brain bleed/neuro issues. Was healthy and golfing 3x a week and a few weeks after that thing...
Same time period my sister had a huge blood clot. She had issues with high blood pressure in July - 3 meds in they tested for Covid. She is still recovering. Of course it is all unrelated....

Brent Kimbrel
Megan Catherine Casey probably as accurate as all the covid deaths, I know someone who died of liver cancer and they marked it as Covid so the government would pay $9000 towards the funeral

Kelci Perkins
I had the vaccine and didn't die.
Sharon Wiskeman
Kelsye Cook so sorry to hear this.

Danielle Haggard
Nicole Lavoie exactly. It's very sad actually, and I just got my DPT booster so I'm far from someone that is an anti-vaxxer. It just doesn't sit well with me. Too many perfectly healthy people ending up with myocarditis and neurological symptoms.

Megan Catherine Casey
Brent Kimbrel That is definitely not true

Jackie Doneworth
Tonya Horton the vaccine killed my friend Alice. She died one week after her second dose, bet they didn't put that on her chart, I bet they put that she died from covid. I'm SICK of the bullsh** lies!!

Diane Provence
Samantha Stevens They blamed it on old age, natural causes because he had dementia, so no memory. However, he was getting out of bed everyday and eating fine. He got super weak after the first dose, stopped getting out of bed, and stopped eating. So they thought it was a good idea to give him the second? Then unresponsive the day after his second dose.

Danielle Haggard
Leslie Vashaun White are you calling her a liar because you think no one has died or had bad reactions from the shot?!

Laura Albers
Kelci Perkins yet... Pray that it doesn't "turn on" an autoimmune disease you have never had. Time will tell with all of this....

Kelci Perkins
Laura Albers while we are waiting on that, at least I won't be be on a ventilator due to covid
Brandon Saint
Renee Jones-Van same applies to so many so called covid deaths.

Brooke Lee
Tonya Horton I know 5 dead from vaccine and 3 hospitalised

Bri Ku
Tonya Horton !!!!!

Krystal Hatfield
Rosendo Aguilar

Laura McNally
Tonya Horton my parent had a heart attack a week after her first dose, no known heart issues previously

Laura McNally
Brianna Arnold I know a 23 year old having heart issues after his 2nd dose

Amelie Bris Fra Skogen
Kelci Perkins wanna speak to a manager about that?

Joe Bernardo
Megan is so naive.

Bridget McKain Meadows
Diane Provence I'm so sorry for your loss.

Fiona Hook
Tonya Horton Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.
Debra Morgan
Megan Catherine Casey my stepdaughter died 3 days after her first shot.

Brian Dean
Katelyn Emala its funny how you ignore that the CDC says only 6% of that death count came purely from covid. Large majority were in their final stages.

Megan Catherine Casey
How did she die?

Tricia Mullaley-hayes
Megan Catherine Casey oh no that's because it is played off as a heart attack, stroke, etc. But that all mighty $$$ for hospital and Dr. Can say you died of covid so they get more money. Whatever diagnosis brings the bucks is what it is said to be.

Wilbert Martin
Tonya Horton Yes!

Shelby O'Regan Acevedo
Tonya Horton me too!! My aunt had a heart attach and now needs surgery....my godmom also now has heart issues. My boss who is older had a stroke.

Jennifer May Flachman
Kelci Perkins I had covid and didn't die. So we're even?

Sarah O'Neill
Tonya Horton these are really the stories we want to hear bc NO ONE WILL REPORT ON THEM!

Valerie Jane
Tonya Horton my fiancé’s aunt had a widow maker heart attack two weeks after her second dose. Hardly anyone recovers from that kind of heart attack but luckily she did.
Peter Scolaro

Brian McKay Plenty of whistleblower hospital nurses and staff are coming out and saying they have NEVER seen this many stroke patients and clot patients at one time. Is that correlation enough for you?

Rebecca Marie Granbery

Brian McKay since when does correlation not equal causation in science?

Megan Catherine Casey

Tricia Mullaley-hayes That's not how hospitals work.

Angelique Joy Bolton

Lana Homan my kids won’t get that poison!

Lana Homan

Kelci Perkins if you think you are safe from the ventilator just because you are vaxxed then you aren’t paying attention. This comment section, alone, represents just a small sampling of the population, yet it is overwhelmed with more testimonies of people dead after being fully vaccinated. The original post was asking for stories from people who had an unvaxxed loved one who died from Covid. At this point if there were any responses regarding as such, it would be like trying to find a needle in a haystack in this comment thread.

Lauren Aller

Tonya Horton YES!!!!!!

Sue Hope

Kelci Perkins Good for you.. for now! You're still a test subject.

Kassondra Lewandowski

Tonya Horton my healthy grandmother had a massive heart attack and was brain dead 3 days after she got the vaccine. the vaccine is killing people too.
Terri Honeycutt
Amy Davis Pascoe this is frightening

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Terri Honeycutt
Kelsye Cook so very sorry for your loss

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Jazz Sp
Trisha Meyer hi , can you please explain to me about the sodium chloride ?

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Lori Anne Rogers
I lost my 65 year old mother after she was hospitalized 2 days after getting her 1st vaccination. They blamed it on renal failure, after she started throwing clots so large, they couldn't finish her final dialysis treatment that was only to extend her life. When asked of it was the vaccine, the nurses stated "We honestly don't know, it could have been."

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Lana Homan
Katelyn Emala so you are claiming that 90% of the people in this comment section who say they know someone injured or killed by the vax, are liars. Sounds like it's something you need to tell yourself to avoid the discomfort of cognitive dissonance.

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Brent Kimbrel
Megan Catherine Casey believe it or not, I don't care but it's fact

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Roxie Gaines
Diane Provence I'm so sorry.

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Trace Ducharme
Tonya Horton check out my response above…

on Mon
Like
Reply
More

Shakonda Harts
Samantha Stevens probably a heart attack like they name every vaccine related death
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Natalie Gallivan
Sara Pereira which brand?

Ron Jones
Diane Provence replies have been filtered out because it doesn’t go along with their Agenda

Keisha Strelsky
Why are people getting the jab when you have a 99.7 percent survival rate if you catch it anywqy

Tyler Sheridan
Tonya Horton

Staci Josephina
Diane Provence this is horrible. I’m so sorry for your loss!

Shaylee Scranton
Ron Jones y’all are corny asf

Amanda Amah
Tonya Horton So sorry you lost someone over this vaccine! Or at all honestly. I hope they labeled it as it was and not covid. Thoughts with you!

Trisha Meyer
Brian McKay
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Trisha Meyer
Jen RN it is another word for salt
on Mon
Like Reply More

RJ Schulte
Brian McKay strokes and heart attacks happen for different reasons. The latter 99% of the time gives notice. So yes, if someone drops dead from a heart attack without any prior history or warning, I would 100% believe the cause was a vaccine that knowingly has negative effects on the heart.
on Mon
Like Reply More

Angie Kruger
Sonja Blair Bolser A friend of mine had a massive stroke after the AstraZenica and now can't even speak and her life is ruined.
on Mon
Like Reply More

Trisha Meyer
Jazz Sp it is salt. Salt makes me puff up with water retention. Not saying that salt is bad for us but i think there are better salts to choose from. I try to limit my salt intake and i use minerals.
on Mon
Like Reply More

Lacy Lee George
Jessica Fritts read these comments
on Mon
Like Reply More

Anita Bugges
Brian McKay if there were thousands of people having strokes within days of eating Ben and Jerry's ice cream wouldn't it be prudent to suspend sales and investigate it?
on Mon
Like Reply More

Matti Led
Brian McKay 100% of people who ingest dihydrogen monoxide will DIE at some point. Let that sink in.

media.tenor.co

Julie R Schrader Thomas
Kelsye Cook, oh my gosh, I am so sorry you lost your mom.
on Mon
Like Reply More
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Kelsye Cook

Julie R Schrader Thomas thank you. It's been really hard especially since she lived with me.

on Mon Like Reply More

Jackie Garcia

Trisha Meyer I have noticed that some of my loved ones who received the jab appear bloated and as though they have edema. It struck me as odd. Never realized it could be the sodium chloride in the dose.

on Mon Like Reply More

Lana Homan

Selina Tee the gubberment told you - must be true then.

on Mon Like Reply More

Danielle Henkels

Kelci Perkins I had covid and didn't even go to the doctor...weird... well I only suspect it was covid. I didn't get tested...

on Mon Like Reply More

Matthew Kelly

Tonya Horton they probably have diabetus, high cholesterol, or just too American. The First Dose Gave My Friend A Heart Attack. No.

on Mon Like Reply More

Jackie Garcia

Brandon Saint Yea.. the vaccinated are catching covid because their immune systems have been decimated. Look into antibody dependent enhancement. This shot is causing it.

on Mon Like Reply More

Jackie Garcia

Jane Corbin Do you have a source? I'd like to look into this.

on Mon Like Reply More
Justina Black

Tonya Horton

Here is an interview with the world expert check it out and share if it moves you to.

Mirror: There is no variant... not novel......
robertdavidsteele.com

Kenneth Joseph Miller

Tonya Horton my grandfather took 3 injections. 1st caused him to be unresponsive less than 24hrs after.
Not long after his last shot, he was in & out of the ER until he was gone.
I'll never forgive the US gov & big Pharma after that.

Jackie Garcia

Matthew Kelly Operative word in your comment is “probably.” You have NO way of knowing their medical history, and by the looks of these comments, majority of people who succumbed to the shot had a clean bill of health. It baffles me how quickly you and your ilk resort to gas lighting.

Deanna Latino

Tonya Horton yes let’s do!

Trisha Meyer

Jackie Garcia i also know a man who got puffy and lost his memory after his jab. His wife was almost comatose for 3 days after hers. It is super sad

Fiona Hook

Tonya Horton Write this on the channel's FB page. Let's flood them.

Sabrina Duncan

Tonya Horton yes! Stop silencing what doesn’t fit the narrative
Katelyn Emala

Brian Dean numbers are still massively less from the shot than COVID itself, so, I'm not sure what your point is here? CDC and FDA also green lighted that shot your so pissy about too but I guess you only wanna listen to the CDC when it fits your own narratives, right? Pick a lane, Brian.

Jennyca Mitchell

Tonya Horton They're not and a lot of people want to know why they're keeping it quiet they say they can't prove that it was caused from the vaccine Them So b's

Cody Brown

Tonya Horton my dad died from the vaccine 44 yrs old

Sara Pereira

Natalie Gallivan I don't know, I'd have to ask my aunt.

Rebecca Clifford

Megan Catherine Casey why? bc your news says so?! These are peoples real life experiences, not some scripted bs you watch on your TV! DO YOURSELF A FAVOR AND STOP TRUSTING MAIN STREAM MEDIA PROPAGANDA AND DO YOUR OWN RESEARCH! The govt VAERS website itself reports over 10,000+ and COUNTING deaths due to the vaccine, and that's only 1% that reports, so the number is much higher. You are seriously so insensitive to those who have lost someone due to the vax, and could improve tremendously on your compassion skills.

Heidi DH

Brianna Arnold , this scares me as it should!

Sandy McGee

Tonya Horton Me too Tonya! Let's tell the right story!

Heidi DH

Kelsye Cook , sorry for your loss! This is awful!
Megan Catherine Casey
Cool cool so how many people died from actual covid tho?

Megan Catherine Casey
Rebecca Clifford and lady, it's not “my” news, it’s just, ya know, reality?

Megan Catherine Casey
Brent Kimbrel
But it’s actually not a fact.

Amy Davis
Tonya Horton My husband’s cousin developed congestive heart failure after his vaccination. Not a thing wrong with his heart.

Dana Stevens
Tonya Horton How do you know it was the vaccine.15000000 people and this is the first I have heard of this. You need your head checked

Laura Ashley
Tonya Horton my cousin had a heart attack after the j&j. She is an RN of 25 years and now she’s telling us she sees people with vaccine injuries on a weekly basis and break thru cases on a daily basis. She tells us don’t get the shot- it doesn’t work. We have natural immunity and don’t plan on it anyway.

Paul Widme
Tonya Horton Same!

Pamela Blackwell Beals
Tonya Horton - yes please!

Ronnie Yost
Tonya Horton Regina Trimboli read the comments
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Kathy Laird Borsa
Tonya Horton I lost two friends from the vaccination but we don't want to make THAT public!!!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lisa McCaslin
Tonya Horton A very dear person I know lost their life AFTER the first shot. He died the day before he was supposed to get the 2nd shot!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Peter Soet
Tonya Horton was the heart attack a younger male?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Vicki A. Cone
Bill Potaris....read this
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Rebecca Clifford
Megan Catherine Casey and you're just, ya know, oblivious to "reality". Like i said, over 10,000+ deaths and counting due to covid vax. Thats on the government website itself! The same people pushing it so hard have already ADMITTED to over 10,000 deaths due to the vaccine. Thats reality. Wake up and smell the coffee!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Shanda Chell
What was their undisclosed condition?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Megan Catherine Casey
How many deaths due to covid?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Terran Elaine Farris
Kristene N Jack Newton I know 2 people, personally. 1 was a healthy as can, cross fit obsessed, 38 year old nurse who died, the other is a 70 year old who now has issues speaking and doing things that she used to do.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Lisa McCaslin
Heart attack BTW.

Lisa Souliere
Tonya Horton my cousin had both vaccines and didn’t develop antibodies and now he’s stuck in isolation

Jim Norton
So 2 people out of 169,000,000 americans who got vaccinated

Jim Norton
Anne Hicks Weller "If you know someone who gets sick from taking a covid vaccine you will be less likely to get one even if it is statistically safe. In fact if you see a story on the news about someone dying from the covid shot that one isolated case could be enough to keep you away from the vaccine forever....."

"The tendency to react more rapidly and to a greater degree when considering information you are familiar with is called the availability heuristic"---david mcraney

Shad Mayfield
Tonya Horton my dad is going through the same thing.

Stephanie Layne-Waddell
Tonya Horton YES! I lost my Beloved Daddy on June 2nd after he was KILLED by the 1st dose of the "Safe and Effective" Pfizer vaccine!

Roger Carter
Tonya Horton no you don’t.

Megan Catherine Casey
Prove it, any of you- I dare you.
Megan Catherine Casey
Bobbi Jo-tyra Starr
Prove it

Megan Catherine Casey
Brent Kimbrel prove it

Megan Catherine Casey
Rebecca Clifford prove it

Susy Castro
Tonya, what a strange coincidence that you only know people who had bad reactions. A friend of a friend of a friend told me that his friend died of a vaccine.

Stephanie Layne-Waddell
Megan Catherine Casey
You are a DISRESPECTFUL imbecile!
My Daddy was KILLED by the 1st dose of the Pfizer vaccine!

Rebecca Clifford
Megan Catherine Casey i dont do peoples research for people who dont even research for themselves. Dont be lazy. All it takes is a quick search. I dont do the work for people. If you want to know, you'll look into it. Its called the VAERS webseits. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System. Go see for yourself! Im not your secretary.

Megan Catherine Casey
I severely doubt that.
People die of actual covid every day though.
Yanning Ding Judd
Sorry to hear your loss. We are trying to collect information about vaccine caused neurodegenerative diseases. If your loved one suffered related problems, could you report their cases here? Much thanks. https://prions.rip/report

Megan Catherine Casey
Stephanie Layne-Waddell
Your daddy was not killed by Pfizer.

Yanning Ding Judd
Stephanie Layne-Waddell
Sorry to hear your loss. We are trying to collect information about vaccine caused neurodegenerative diseases. If your loved one suffered related problems, could you report their cases here? Much thanks. https://prions.rip/report

Yanning Ding Judd
Shad Mayfield
Sorry to hear your loss. We are trying to collect information about vaccine caused neurodegenerative diseases. If your loved one suffered related problems, could you report their cases here? Much thanks. https://prions.rip/report

Christine 'Anderson' Thorson
Amy Davis Pascoe
wow, hope you can get her the help she needs.

Stephanie Layne-Waddell
Megan Catherine Casey
You're not worth a reply!
Megan Catherine Casey
Stephanie Layne-Waddell
That's funny bc you just replied to me

Dawn Keating
Tonya Horton thank you!!!!

Mark McEntyre
Dana Stevens are you reading everyones comments here? how many coincidences do you need?

Christine Masone
Tonya Horton my dad died in his sleep after the 2nd dose

Audrey Tetlow
Tonya Horton a brother to a man my husband works with had a heart attack and died just days after his vaccine as well.

Jacob Noblick

Rashaad Moe DeCarlo
Guys, ignore the obvious dark energy vampire troll Megan Catherine Casey. Theres a way to disagree with respect. She's deliberately gaslighting and feeding off your pain. I rebuke you.

Minnie HK
Tonya Horton
Same. 4 people!
Shandra Pinion
Tonya Horton my grandmother died from the first vaccine as well. 😞 My heart hurts seeing thing slime this as well!
on Mon Like Reply More

Christine Masone
Cheri Cordts. Read the comments
on Mon Like Reply More

Jeannine Janveau
Yanning Ding Judd how can is see report when done?
on Mon Like Reply More

Shannon Wilson-Otu
Kelsye Cook my God, this breaks my heart I'm so sorry for this senseless tragedy.
on Mon Like Reply More

Barbara Holston Schipper
Tonya Horton
on Mon Like Reply More

Lisa Souliere
Susy Castro gross
on Mon Like Reply More

Amber Guerrero
Tonya Horton I know someone who got the first shot had a heart attack and made it though, then had his second shot and 30 days later died. My father had his shots and about 45 days later had a massive heart attack. He's never been sick a day in his life. I know another friend who had her shots and a month later starting having heart palpitations and chest pains. And my friends dad had both shots and now has a blockage two months post vaccines no one can tell me this is just a Coincidence
on Mon Like Reply More

Jeannie Wallace Thorn
Megan Catherine Casey many fully vaccinated are dying from covid.
on Mon Like Reply More
Tonya Horton that’s horrible and there’s so many that have experienced bad reactions and death. It’s so sad that they’re trying to mandate something with these kind of stories.

Tonya Horton I know someone who had a heart attack after they went grocery shopping the same day… Just because someone had a heart attack three months after a vaccine does not mean there is a causal relationship. People have heart attacks all the time.

Tonya Horton how old were they? Are they overweight? Smoker?

Tonya Horton I betting gramps is fine

Tonya Horton Tell the story please

Visit this site for updated data.
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System

https://www.openzaers.com/covid-data
Liz Smith
My husband had a massive heart attack that night he had a cardiac arrest came home after 2 weeks I hospital, home 3 days collapsed back in hospital icd fitted home after 2 weeks he was told he has heart failure now he's worse he has kidney failure as well all this started 3 days after vaccine, he was fit and healthy now his future doesn't look good

Ruth Abellar
Tonya Horton This is why I am scared to get vaxxed

Jackie Bergeron Jacob
Amy Davis Pascoe why was she given the first at 16?

Jessica Porter
Tonya Horton yes!!

Jessica Bowling
Leslie Vashaun White I personally know 2 people also just because the news isn't reporting it doesn't make it "lies." You know me personally I would never make that up.

Vanessa Bradford
Sara Pereira me too love less than 40 years old such a waste of life

Esther Garcia
Brianna Arnold so many stories like this.. it's a gamble for sure

Esther Garcia
Ashley Bumsted apparently a lot of people have reported this same problem.. hope you stop taking the shot

Robyn Keaton
Courtney Young
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C19 VAX REACTIONS

Tiffany Pit
Tonya Horton thank you for sharing the truth, keep spreading the truth! More people need to hear it!

Bryan Gerber
Tonya Horton I know a man that had major stroke after the first dose, Doctors told him not to take the second it most likely would kill him.

Connie Petersen
Tonya Horton yes I agree

Debra Thrower Storey
Tonya Horton Yep

Christine Capri
3 weeks post 2nd shot- my mother had a stroke. 3 weeks post shot my husband's uncle had a stroke. Day after 1st shot my mother's friend developed pain in her legs and 4 weeks later- died of blood clot. A few days after 1st shot a friend developed neurological issues. There are more and this is just in my circle. Coincidence? Let's hear a report on all this.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Victoria Bruker

Tonya Horton People have heart attacks everyday! It's a reach to relate the two.

on Mon Like Reply More

Korrie Jade

Megan Catherine Casey you do know the doesn't stop transmission/spreading right?

on Mon Like Reply More

Tiffany Jourdonais

Tonya Horton my uncle died of a heart attack after his vaccine and was previously very healthy. But nobody wants to have that conversation.

on Mon Like Reply More

Mel Barnett

Tonya Horton but not dead, right? Check out the adverse reactions for literally any medication, clinical trial and vaccine. Stroke, heart attack, death, blood clots etc. It's impossible to know every single persons dna, and undiagnosed health factors.

on Mon Like Reply More

Megan Catherine Casey

I don't read things in all caps, it's been pretty effective at stemming the nonsense.

on Mon Like Reply More

Bob Evans

Dawn McConnell come on....

on Mon Like Reply More

Cheri Cordts

Christine Masone I read them. They are frightening. But so is covid. Know that I will miss you if I die

on Mon Like Reply More

Becky Berry

Tonya Horton Let's also tell the stories of the 640,000+ Americans who have died because people could not tolerate being slightly inconvenienced

on Mon Like Reply More

Jack Rizzo

Tonya Horton I know of 2 people that had heart attacks after the first dose. They don't publicize those stories tho.
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Susan Davenport
Tonya Horton please start telling these stories. It is happening.

Candy Alcosiba
Tonya Horton Sorry that doesn’t meet their standards for news reporting. None of these people have ethics none of them have morals I wonder how they sleep at night

Melisa Schisel
Christy Espinoza look at these peoples experiences

Emily Adams Belcher
Amy Davis Pascoe this looks like POTS. I’m sorry this happened

Melisa Schisel
Karissa Reeves

Ronica Davis
Tonya Horton absolutely! Know of one who now has fluid around their heart, one has passed and the others have kidney failure now. All 6 months after the jab.

Dakota Mcavaney
Tonya Horton a guy I work with had a heart attack a week after his vaccine

Kristen Thomas
Tonya Horton exactly

Tonya Horton
And we have no idea what consequences we will find out about in the next several years to come.
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Jords Vanders
Ellese Paas omg the comments so much heartbreak

Abbi Hood
Tonya Horton one of my friends family members got the covid vaccine and they found her in her room dead almost a week later. It's terrible they dont want to here this side of the story

Celene Jones
Tonya Horton I know 3 that died after second, and at least 2 that's having blood clots and fighting for their lives after kill jab!

Claire Wright
Val Wright

Pennie Haggitt
Tonya Horton exactly!!

Jeff Johnson
Tonya Horton Remember when they completely stopped the vaccine distribution for 6 cases of blood clots out of 6 million. Why would they do that and ignore any other health issues?

Michelle Parry Braswell
I fully believe that the vaccine is killing people. This Virus was man made so it will continue to mutate into a million different variants. I think this vaccine is the same thing. Mass genocide going on. They will have to kill me before I let them inject me with poison

Chelsea Ariew
Tonya Horton agree- these people deserve to be heard!
Gina Renee
Tonya Horton Please share your story with www.nomoresilence.world

Marie Clark
Jamie Ingram Pfizer’s myocarditis drug has make huge profits since the vaccine has come out. They are raking in profits from it. Do they care about us? Pffft!

Gina Placido
Kelsye Cook

Sean Garrigan
Tonya Horton my grandma went into final stage heart failure after first dose, won't get 2nd

Holly Drake
Tonya Horton

Trisha Lee Baptista
Kelsye Cook I am so sorry for the loss of your mom. Have you contacted anyone from the vaccine company or has the hospital helped you in ANY way with this? I am sickened to hear about this!!

Kelsye Cook
Trisha Lee Baptista thank you and no I don’t know what to even do to go about doing any of that. No the hospital hasn’t helped at all.

Gemma Sleigh
Tonya Horton me too, lost my Aunt to the first Pfizer dose. And several friends with lasting complications
Blake McCabe
Katie McClemens you mean the ones that confirm your beliefs. Yeah... thats called confirmation biased. The best sources are evidence based sources.

Daniela Foster
My friend had what seemed like a stroke four days after getting the vaccine. It ended up being blood clots. Went home after a few days then got rushed to the hospital again. Male, healthy, fit, early 40s.

Jillian Grace
Tonya Horton yes!! I had a family member suffer two massive heart attacks, due to blood clots from the vaccine, after getting both doses of the only FDA approved one.

Hex Saucedo
Tonya Horton exactly

Hex Saucedo
Work on a story about the people who died from the vaccine!

Angela McLaughlin-Brown
Roger Carter oh ok Roger you seem to know EVERYONES outcome so tell me WHY there’s soooo many adverse affects and reactions AND deaths how bout you sit down be quiet AND listen

Brittney Baez Oney
Tonya Horton those stories are deleted for hate speech.

Tamara Loomis
I wonder if they were told that what happened to them was no relation the the vaccine

Rachel Munoz
Lorraine May what side effects?
Glen Pittman

**Victoria Bruker** People die in car accidents everyday too, so I guess if they are hit by a drunk driver, we shouldn't associate that with drinking and driving?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Laura Ranae

**Blake McCabe** Open your eyes!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jamie N Lambertson

**Tonya Horton** me too!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Glen Pittman

People die in car accidents everyday too, so I guess if they are hit by a drunk driver, we shouldn't associate that with drinking and driving?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Laura Ranae

**Roger Carter** Straight up accusing her of lying? What does she have to gain by lying? Furthermore, what do you have to gain by lying?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Angela Roberts Cabrera

Yup. I know a 42 year old who had a heart attack right after.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Amy Davis Pascoe

**Jackie Bergeron Jacob** she just finished her CNA exam and would like to get a job in healthcare.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Amy Davis Pascoe

**Emily Adams Belcher** she does have dysautonomia, but she’s never had blood pooling like this when laying in bed, and her heart has never gone crazy unless going from standing to sitting. Now it happens even at rest.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Anong Pennington-Ugarte

**Tonya Horton** read my post above.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Renee Thomas Fleming
Sonja Blair Bolser I also know someone who had a stroke.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

McKenna Gibson
Tonya Horton I have a friend of a friend who took moderna, got a blood clot & wound up having to amputate one of his legs.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Paula Oswalt
Amy Davis Pascoe that's called mottling. Not getting enough blood perfusion in legs. See it in elderly patients that are getting ready to die.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Scott Valley
Tonya Horton my Aunt just died after the 2nd dose 10days later …they are LYING to us!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Brenda Scott
Megan Catherine Casey the immunocompromised were told they should be first in line for the 3rd dose. This "get it for the immunocompromised" line is a false narrative. Plus, Rochelle Walensky from the CDC admitted that they don't stop transmission. So you getting the shot doesn't help a single person. And at 39% efficacy now, it barely helps you.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Michelle Borg
Cody Brown so sorry for you loss

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kelsey Gowen
John Stephen Pio Gowen Joan Elizabeth Roberts this thread

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Krystal Kiene DiPeri
Brian McKay so if thousands of people were having strokes after eating Ben and Jerry's, would that warrant an investigation? Because I think that's what people are trying to say here. I agree with you, correlation does not always equal causation, however, I personally believe it should be looked into either way, to either prove so or otherwise. And not sure if knew, but Bluebell ice cream was shut down a few years back for cases of listeria where 3 people died and others got sick....so, apparently they take "coincidences" a little more seriously in the ice cream business.
Victoria Bruker

Glen Pittman Huh? How on earth do you equate the two? If I take my vitamins and have a heart attack the next day does that mean it was the vitamins?

Karen Coons Bush

Tonya Horton they want to put them in a corner and shut them up.

KJ King Jenkins

Tonya Horton my bro in law had a small stroke within a couple days of 2nd jab. Never had any heart problems. Now he’s gotta have surgery.

Laura Jean Cortez Rye

Ron Jones was wondering why I can’t see them, I usually switch from relevant comments to all but It’s still showing less

Lorraine May

Rachel Munoz my arm swelled like a balloon, lymph glands all swollen and I had horrific pain, they still swell continually, tremors, bruising, fainting, vertigo, palpitations, joint pain and swelling, muscle pain, pins and needles in hands snd feet snd the skin peeled, erratic blood pressure, usual flu symptoms for about 3 weeks after.

Marisol Ramirez

Megan Catherine Casey you are an idiot.. they're is proud that fully healthy people got the vaccine and had extreme allergic reaction to whatever was in it and died

Tanya Tucker Bates

Tonya Horton yes, I want to hear all of those. I know my family can't be the only one dealing with this right now. My 45 year old cousin took the first shot and now my loved ones are being told to prepare for her death.
Jade Sharpe
Tonya Horton I never had a heart condition in my life, it doesn’t run in my family. However! After taking my 1st pfizer dose, I suffered with chest pains for 7-10 days. Well, the 2nd dose was 10x worse. I was afraid to sleep, my chest hurt so bad and I was afraid my breathing was so labored I wouldn’t wake up. Maybe they need to research the side effects of the vaccine instead! Our children should not be forced to take this!!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jake Fox
Tonya Horton there’s been like over 6000 deaths associated with the vaccine and countless complications all for a virus that has a pretty great survival rate

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Missy Guider Holmes
Tonya Horton. YES!!!!
I have heart issues from the vaccine echocardiogram, stress test and heart monitor this week ....

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Missy Guider Holmes
Vanessa Bradford Omgoodness

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Claire Smith
Rebecca Ellen Wainwright so many similar stories to what has just happened. This has definitely made my mind up without a doubt!!xx

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Clancy
Tonya Horton sure ya do

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kelly White
Lindsay Adams Peacock he clearly does. Give up appealing to these brainless idiots.. they are a lost cause and the very people enabling govts to steal more freedoms and rights.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Alyssa Sherod
There is a whole Facebook group of REAL people telling their stories. Very very interesting. If anyone is interested I can send the link. Hundreds of first hand accounts. And no one is paying them to tell their story. So I believe them before I believe big pharma.
Bill Boardman

**Tonya Horton** Don't hold your breath. They won't go against the agenda that promoting fear and the poison.

Deanna Timleck

Kelsye Cook so sorry

Payton Roberts

**Tonya Horton** i am intrigued on the person who died from the Vax, Is COD on death certificate “Covid Vaccine”???

Tammy Dawson

**Tonya Horton** Those can and do happen with any vaccines. Just like with prescription medications it's not a one size fits all. And just like surgeries & procedures many die during and after.

Sandy McGee

**Roger Carter** Ignore him. He’s from England. They’ve lost their minds over there. They’ve given all their rights over to the government. Losers.

Blake McCabe

**Laura Ranae** enlighten me then.

Mick Knowles

**Diane Provence** what vaccination did he get. ?

Danielle DeLibro

Kelsye Cook This is all too much…I’m so sorry!

DrLynn Duffy

**Tonya Horton** Right on!
Kathrein Marie
Tonya Horton they are also not reporting any Deaths if they had the jab within two weeks. Tell me that's not weird? And reporting them as Covid deaths, many Dr.'s and nurses confirm.

Becky Fairbanks
Tonya Horton two in our family! Both dead, 27 and 38 years old!

Karen Bull
Sara Pereira I don't think they think about what other medicine people are on. That is what scared me most. As I've had one heart attack didn't even know I did till 6 days later when I woke up in hospital. But this had nothing to do with the vaccine but I was scared to get the vaccine just due to this.

Christy Murphy Lutterloh
Kelsye Cook which one did she take? So sorry for your loss.

Debby Woodall Mooneyham
Patrick O'Flanigan VAERS is part of the CDC

Daniel John Schafer
Tonya Horton

Debby Woodall Mooneyham
Tonya Horton my sister who is a health nut and exercises daily even at 72, uses the elliptical for 45 minutes without problems and has no health issues is now having some cardiac problems! She is such a health nut that she was one of the first to get the shot!!!
Melissa Scott
How about a story about these people and thousands of others.

https://youtu.be/6mxqC9SiRh8

Sen. Ron Johnson with families on...
youtube.com

Kelsye Cook
Christy Murphy Lutterloh the Pfizer

Christy Murphy Lutterloh
Kelsye Cook My hubby got that one today. We had a friend pass away this morning from Covid. He fought for a month on a vent.

Kelsye Cook
Christy Murphy Lutterloh I’ll be praying for y’all! I pray nothing happens to your husband! So sorry to hear about your friend!

Bri Lockwood
Tonya Horton I know someone where this exact same thing happened, weeks after 1st started having health issues and then died of a heart attack. They will never link it to the vaccine but he acknowledged his health was declining since the vaccine

Christy Murphy Lutterloh
Kelsye Cook thank you. Prayers for you also.
Jess Williams
Becky Berry

Tammie Bowden
I'd like the link please Alyssa Sherrod

Cara Smith Taylor
Kelsye Cook I am so sorry for your loss

Kelsye Cook
Christy Murphy Lutterloh thank you!

Becky Berry
Jess Williams What is that referencing? Would you mind also copying and pasting the website so I can look at it?

Gerry Crocetta
Tonya Horton yes please let them print these stories and not all of the lies they usually print/
Ivan Polenko

Stephanie Layne-Waddell According to your own facebook page, your father had a staph infection. One can't get a staph infection from a vaccine - any vaccine.

You've also failed to mention that he's been having health issues for at least several months (that's as far as I scrolled down your page) even before the final hospitalization.

Don't soil his memory with your conspiracy bs.

Make America Honest Again

Tonya Horton I'm curious, why aren't you on the news telling that story then? Why do we never see anything about deaths from the vaccine on conservative media? Wouldn't conservative news media be all over that? … Yet nothing!

Karen Stillings Miller

Jamie Ingram kudos for your dr doing the research. It says right on the FDA site how it is a major problem for men under 40.

Katrina Shar

Ivan Polenko Heartless bast***. Just because someone is having medical issues does not mean that the medical interventions like the vaccine, can't make it worse or escalate it. why do you think they advise people that have autoimmune disorders and are immunocompromised not to take live virus vaccines? It adds to being immunocompromised status and allows for opportunistic infections. Come on, that's basic medical science.

Make America Honest Again

Diane Provence I'm very sorry to hear about your stepfather! I'm curious though, was an autopsy done? And if so, and they lied I guess is what you are implying, I wonder… why would they? What is their motive for doing so? And why would doctors ALL OVER THE WORLD all lie and be in on this big conspiracy theory, etc… what do they get out of it? That would mean that the VERY HIGH MAJORITY of the scientists, doctors, etc… are all in on it, are all bad people trying to cover it up. How are that many people globally keeping it a secret? What motive could do so many hundreds of millions of people or more have that way…?

Karen Stillings Miller

Kelsye Cook sadly the govt has seen to it where we can't sue hospitals and pharma is exempt from all liability until 2024! But it's safe and effective!
Make America Honest Again

Amy Davis Pascoe I’m sorry to hear about your daughter, unfortunately there are also plenty of conditions you can develop that way that happen completely out of the blue as well, it happened to me (no vaccine’s in like a decade or more at that time), and I developed a condition that way, just out of the blue, in my 20’s.

There are many health conditions that have triggering events or happen for no reason they can determine whatsoever, one day you are totally fine, the next day you just sadly aren’t!

So it’s very easy to say it might not have been the vaccine. I’m curious what the doctors have said?

Make America Honest Again

Jamie Ingram the myocarditis though, the teenagers have recovered, like the very high majority, it’s been very few that had any serious issues, even the ones that went to the hospital recovered easily, quickly, and well, especially once we were aware of it. Sadly a very small amount were harmed, but far larger percentages of children are harmed, even permanently because of Covid! The around 20% that become long-haulers, and the 10% of those long-haulers now being diagnosed with permanent, life-altering conditions, and the almost 400 children I think it’s at that have died now! And the other condition that is effecting mostly younger children, the MIS-C (multi-system inflammatory syndrome). It’s all devastating!

The vaccine is so important to protect children from Covid for the reasons above, very little side effects when compared to the devastating effect Covid has!!

Angela Roberts Cabrera

McKenna Gibson I saw a commercial of a guy that happened to. He was urging everyone to get the vaccination anyway because it’s still better than Covid
Lisa Holte I have a heart murmur as well, I haven’t seen nor heard of any issues with people with heart murmurs getting the vaccine, so that’s probably why your doctor said that.

I have a lot of very serious/debilitating conditions in which I’m actually in a group they recommended to wait and see about the vaccine… half of my doctors told me to get it, half said to wait. The specialists with my most serious conditions said to wait, but I decided to get the vaccine anyways, that felt like less of a risk to me, by a lot. It was a rough week of side effects, but other than that, it was just fine, no issues other than the usual/expected side effects (simply made worse because of my health issues).

I feel so bad for health care workers, they are doing their best, they have knowledge that we simply don’t on things. I’ve done a lot of research in which I know certain things better than just some of my doctors when it comes to my specific health conditions, but that’s it! There is no reason you needed to cuss your doctor out though. I don’t understand why people can’t be civil/decent/kind.

Il Kristeno Pace-o
Kelly Ghanavati I performed a safety blessing ritual dance around my car before getting on the road today. I would’ve surely died in an accident if I hadn’t.

Jess Williams
Becky Berry its off the cdc just google death rates america. Pretty steady increase considering there was a pandemic in there
Make America Honest Again

Paula Oswalt you also see it in dysautonomia (which Amy Davis Pascoe later on explained in the comments that her daughter has), it’s very common. I have POTS, and have had it for quite a while now, it’s the usual sadly. Your health can change at any given moment, all of the sudden, so there’s also a high possibility that the vaccine didn’t cause it, as it changes for people all the time, out of the blue sadly as I said, so I don’t know how that could be determined that way, but I hope Amy’s daughter gets help and gets better and they can figure it out!

I know for me, my POTS & other health issues got a lot worse when I had Covid/became a long-hauler, in my opinion the vaccine is so worth it! My health has deteriorated a lot since I was sick (getting close to a year and a half ago now), and I’ve stayed way worse health-wise than I was, it’s devastating. In the groups I’m in, that’s the normal it seems with the health issues I have, Covid has made things a lot worse for the high majority it seems, yet very few, a small minority, have been made worse by the vaccine studies have shown- and they aren’t even close to as bad off as those of us who got Covid the small studies/polls have shown.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dysautonomia

Kelly Ghanavati

Il Kristeno Pace-o I'm sure the tribal elders would be proud....

Karen Stillings Miller the not suing vaccine places has been that way for a long time though, it's nothing new. Why are so many people only having an issue with it now? I'm just curious. Other countries can sue though, they didn't pass the protections that we did that way, just saying.

Danielle Haggard doesn't that make you wonder why? I mean, wouldn't conservative news media be all over it? Lol, and yet nothing! That's why it's so hard for me to believe. Conservative news media would be telling stories like those day in and day out... so why is there nothing?

Crystal Harackiewicz

Renee Jones-Van the leading cause of death in America is medical mistakes..look it up
Make America Honest Again
Selina Tee no, it's not rubbish, it's fact! People are having far more and far worse health issues from getting Covid than the vaccine!

Karen Stillings Miller
Make America Honest Again I have an issue with not being able to sue the hospital that killed my dad. Who makes someone do an hour and a half of physical therapy when they can't breathe?

Karen Stillings Miller
Make America Honest Again also don't you think it's weird that Biden is pushing it on everyone but the White House is exempt?

Make America Honest Again
Aaron Byrd maybe because myocarditis is a thing? And it's been a thing before the vaccine’s. Just think, medications also have to go through processes to be approved, I would imagine the drug has been around for a while, at least being tested for a while before the vaccine, correct? So I'm not sure… what’s your point?

Make America Honest Again
Aaron Byrd as in what side effects? What medications? If there are 5 to 6 each morning there would have to be A TON of meds then, right? And for how long has this been happening, this morning 5/6 update of new meds? Can you name the meds for me? Also how were they able to be made, tested and approved so quickly? Lots of things don’t feel like they add up there! As for the idiots comment, I can’t say, and I wouldn't use the word “idiot” myself, but I fear you might be somewhat right that way… for instance, did you even ask this doctor friend of yours any of the questions I just asked, or any other questions, or did you just immediately believe them…?

Danielle Haggard
People are losing their jobs over speaking out, and no news station wants to carry stories against what the media is putting out. They are scared to lose credibility and sponsors for their ads.
Make America Honest Again
Carolyn Vetter Twietmeyer what 14-35 year olds are having heart attacks and strokes? How many? The thing that I find strange is that not even very conservative media is sharing those stories… so where are they? Who are they? Why aren’t they and/or their families speaking out? Don’t get me wrong, there has been a small amount of people that have come forward, that have had allergic reactions or proven issues with the vaccine’s, and for instance, Ron Johnson had a small group that came forward and believe the vaccine harmed them (those are unproven so far though)… so where are all these other people that have supposedly been harmed hiding, and why…?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Make America Honest Again
Angelique Joy Bolton it’s not poison. I’m sorry you’ve been lied to and believe that. Covid is so harmful, even to so many children (not the majority of course, but a statistically significant amount). You always have to look at the risk of things, and even for children… Covid is MUCH riskier than the vaccine, by a lot!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Make America Honest Again
Kelly White since when did you believe you had the right to hurt and/or kill people during a deadly global pandemic? Where is that in the constitution? I’ve asked people so many times, never once received an answer! If you having “freedom” means you have to take freedom away from others, then that’s NOT freedom! No rights have been stolen from you.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Carolyn Vetter Twietmeyer
Make America Honest Again Yeah. Apparently you either have a hard time reading 70k comments. Who the hell is hiding now? The problem is they are hidden and censored, unless you really research. For whatever reason this is still up, which is shocking. Have you not seen anything related to boys and myocarditis with the whackseen? They’ve even allowed a couple of those on MSM, while of course calling it rare. It’s NOT rare. This is a viral post for a reason. The numbers are staggering. Small amount???? Have you seen the hospital videos of victims??? Have you looked at VAERS??? Harvard did a study and determined 1% of injuries and deaths are actually reported. If you can’t see what’s happening here there is no proving anything. Funny with “Make America Honest Again” on your profile/name… It doesn’t seem you have any interest in that.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Make America Honest Again

Sonja Blair Bolser why are you on the news about it then? And why isn’t it on conservative news? Wouldn’t conservative news be all over it? Yet… nothing! Why is that? I think that’s what’s so hard for so many of us to believe… lots of posts on social media about people dying and being harmed from the vaccine, etc… but ALMOST NOTHING about it on conservative news. Ron Johnson did a thing with some saying they believed they were harmed by the vaccine. I watch a lot of conservative news and I never really see anything about it, so it doesn’t seem very legit to me that way. There’s NO WAY that conservative news wouldn’t be telling these stories just DAY AND NIGHT… over and over and over again!

Aaron Byrd

Make America Honest Again this is someone that I have known for years and she anticipated something like this happening early on because of the hard push now of the jabs and these medications have been in the works for a good while because they already knew what the side affects would be... you don’t have to trust what I am saying but she said that certain new medications and some older ones suddenly started coming up to be used as treatment for certain complications that aren’t consistent with what she and several other doctors are used to ... people that have been in the game for years can see trends and they can see almost that something isn’t right or at least it would make you ask questions.... you go ahead and believe what you want and once you start hearing so much noise that you won’t be able to ignore it then you can think about this and say hey maybe this guy was right ... these people have a lot of skin in the game and they will take full advantage of making billions at our expense!

Dana Stevens

Tonya Horton you didn’t say how many died without the vaccine

Diane Provence

Carla Heinz McConnell the same thing happened to my co worker at work! We had to call the squad because her BP was over 200 and she was symptomatic. We thought she was going to having a stroke and she's otherwise healthy in her 30s! No cardiac history..

Selina Tee

Make America Honest get real!! No1 is hiding- they’re being silenced!! Get your head out of the sand

Katie McClemens

Blake McCabe okay.
These were the things we were told by various doctors and specialists throughout his 4 month ordeal which coincidentally all began within 7 DAYS of him receiving the 1st dose of Pfizer vaccine... NOT a coincidence. They are not MY assessments of my Daddy's health issues. The doctors/specialists did NOT KNOW what was taking over my Daddy's lungs, even AFTER he underwent a Bronchoscopy and tissues, cells and fluids were taken from inside of his lungs!

My Daddy died a SLOW DEATH of DROWNING and it all began on day #7 AFTER receiving ONE DOSE of the Pfizer Covid "vaccine"

Perhaps you should read ALL of my posts throughout my poor Daddy's ordeal of suffering because he was LIED to and MANIPULATED into taking a "Safe and Effective" Poison into his body.

I certainly do not need the likes of YOU advising me of how to honor my Daddy and his memory.... I HONOR my Daddy and HIS LIFE by TELLING THE TRUTH that obviously, you, and those of your like-mindedness DO NOT WANT TO HEAR!

But don't you worry, the FULL TRUTH will be CONFIRMED as I had my Daddy transferred to a leading University Hospital where my family and I requested to have my Daddy's lungs FULLY AUTOPSIED.
Melissa Paulus Wyatt
**Megan Catherine Casey** take the total number of CDC reported deaths and multiply by 6% according to the CDC. That's how many died from only Covid. 94% had 2 OR MORE COMORBIDITIES. Also in the actual Covid press conferences, they said if a patient comes in for any reason and has either had Covid in recent weeks or tests positive it is marked as Covid death.

Lana Homan
**Megan Catherine Casey** you are a disgusting troll.

Angelique Joy Bolton
**Make America Honest Again** I have researched extensively! Luckily I'm not American. I live in a far more corrupt country, so there's ways and means. There's nothing you can say to change my mind. I promise that I researched in length and I don't believe you. I know Covid is dangerous, but that jab is even worse! I'd prefer a bullet in the head to letting my little kids take that stuff! I'm not even an anti vaxer. The virus was created in a lab for the sake of depopulation. All you have done is swallow the lies your government and media are feeding you. I know people who were injured by that poison of a vaccine. There's hundreds of thousands of injured people! Wake up! Do real research!!

Shawn Lazar
**Julie Tysinger** so true, cuz u have 27× better than the vaccine, if you've already had COIVD, for your body's natural immunity & antibodies fight it off than some "experimental, @best, vaccine". It's ALL CONTROL

Steph Morris
**Helen Morris**

Isabel Lalonde
**Megan Catherine Casey** my grandson is 4 and he's had it...he's fine...turn off your tv and do a little homework...

Marie Barry
**Wonder if this is shadow blocked yet.....**
Heather Warman

They do actually

Heart Problem More Common After Covid-19...
nytimes.com

Megan Catherine Casey
Stephanie Layne-Waddell
No he wasn’t.
Show me.

Megan Catherine Casey
Brenda Scott that definitely didn’t happen.
Please provide evidence of Rochelle Walensky from the CDC saying that vaccines do not stop transmission (we all know nothing is 100% effective but you seem to be arguing that internal sources say it isn’t effective at all- which is an obvious lie)

Joanne LaRocque Radziewicz
Megan Catherine Casey You GOD?

Kerri-Anne Pratt
Megan Catherine Casey you did not seriously ask that?

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Beth Dowden
Megan... CNN... August 5th

Melanie Marie
Tonya Horton tell them then...what happened. People are listening.

Melanie Marie
You need to work on your understanding of how studies work. They are all skewed. Sure, if there is ANY effectiveness in the vaccine that makes sense. You also have to factor in control variables...such as those likely to vaccinate are less likely to be in close social environments, less likely to be maskless, less likely to do a whole lot of things that can increase risk. It's not a controlled study to compare vaccinated to unvaccinated. Especially with how recent most vaccinations are. Hence why we are seeing a rise in cases in unvaccinated individuals. Regardless, the death rate is way below the prior peak, even with that consideration. And, there are few or any articles or studies claiming current strains, while more transmissible, are worse. It's just basic statistics. And in almost all areas in the US, cases are already declining, as they did in every other country that got the surge before we did.

Jacob Dimick
Tonya Horton
If interested in sharing your story or just being included in the data I compile on vaccine injury and death please IM me or email me at jdimi34@yahoo.com
Jason Kimball
Tonya Horton Please ask anyone you know suffering an adverse reaction to join our group and post about anything that has helped with vaccine reactions. https://www.facebook.com/groups/504172294142967

Covid-19 Vaccine Adverse Reactions and...

Crissie Kohues
Megan Catherine Casey You’re a clown!

Crissie Kohues
Stephanie Layne-Waddell She’s a clown! Probably the most ignorant person on this entire post. But you’re right, she’s not worth it. I found myself biting my tongue reading her ignorant comments!

Lauren Seng
September is childhood cancer awareness month. Every twenty minutes a child in the US is diagnosed with cancer. Only 4% of all cancer research goes to children. How about we focus on this tragedy for the rest of September?!?

Amanda McMichael
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 it sounds like you’ve just been handed a few leads. Maybe you could dig out an actual reporter and dig up some facts instead of towing the party line. Wouldn’t it feel good to actually investigate the news rather than just read the headlines you’re given?
Cherry Guidry
I am unvaccinated as is my husband and 16 year old daughter, caught covid 3 weeks ago. Husband was tired for 2 days and had a headache another 2 days, 16 year old lost her smell but thats it, I stayed on my couch for a week got better went on about my business with no need for any western medicine facility. That's a good story from an unvaccinated person who caught covid and survived just like 99% of the rest of us.

Teresa Wickersham replied · 496 replies

Jessica Suthard
Everyone needs to change their vpns to different countries around the world. Enjoy the different information that each gives doing it that way. Might blow some brains.

Kirstyn Annette Jurzysta
Well this wasn't the response you were looking for.....

Brian Hornsby
You all know what you're doing, you're all gonna burn soon. Dragon Fire

Jordan Castilloux
I'm still waiting to meet someone who had covid

Sam Marriott replied · 3 replies

Melissa Coffman
I wonder if they asked this so fb would t take it down...... the comments speak for themselves

Carelí Beukema
I wonder if these are the stories they are working on.
Robin Cameron
My neighbor died about a week or less after his second shxt

Sarah Gallier

Mandy Peers-lane

Dan Gallier
Read the comments, big paragraphs of what has happened to people after their second dose, iv had the Pfizer one.. Xx have to scroll abit

Tashina Woodard
i did! i lost my brother. and i would love to share our story

Tashina Woodard replied · 2 replies

Joel Abner
Lost a uncle to the vaccine

Ashley Gordnier
Sheila L. Page read the comments...just some outside info not being publicized...sad for all the loved ones lost due to this virus..

Sheila L. Page replied · 1 reply

Veronica McKee
These comments are awesome

DO NOT COMPLY

Madison Lloyd Brock
I know more people vaccinated and sick than unvaccinated and sick
Robert Eades
This will be taken down fairly quickly. As small as my circle of connections is now I am familiar with 3.

Candy Konkler replied

Ryan Johnson
**Temple Elaine Connery** was gonna comment on your post, but think I would have made the wrong impression on there. This is why I will not get it. Ever.

Temple Elaine... replied

Jan Sammelman
No losses. So grateful. 5 unvaccinated friends got sick 3 hospitalized.

Bryan Williams
Go figure, I'm surprised this post has not been taken down yet.

Andrew Clark
Way to divide people and I don't even live in your state thank goodness

Jacquelyn Ann
Omg, **Alexis Shapiro & Chet Gibson**... are you seeing this? The stories of strokes, major illness, death!

Magen Fitzgerald
**Christy Cates Fitzgerald** read some of these comments

Christy Cates... replied

Taniesha Marie Garibay
The manipulation needs to stop. This is so disgusting.
Jennifer Smith Czerniak
Well, WXYZ-TV Channel 7.... The people have spoken! What say you? What do you plan to do a story on?!?! Yea....that's what I thought #smh #realjournalismisdead #boughtandpaidfor

Kimberly Cobb Newton
I've lost friends & family who got Covid & were unvaccinated.

Natalie Wagner Willis
I'm wondering how you can be pro-woman and anti-abortion. Anti-abortion puts babies above women. Ther

Jennifer Fiona
I know three people who dies last week...all unvaxed

Kenny Banaciski replied 3 replies

Crystal Gipson
This is the most real thread I've seen since the beginning of this pandemic-- a covid nurse

Graham Burney
They can't hide the truth for much longer

Jazmine Kenney
My boyfriend got COVID he was vaccinated and I was quarantined with him and I am not vaccinated and never caught COVID

Joey Avo
FDA main directors resigned over the vaccine

Melissa Mastri... replied 1 reply
Terry Slater
My wife and I just got over it. I'm 58 she's 55 it really hurt. We survived thank god.

Lois Ballard
This us INSANITY Katie Paige !!!! I wonder how soon this us pulled down!!??

Dennis Homolka
I know of no vaccinated people in my area that were vaccinated and got COVID, including me!

Dustin Mears
My god I see alot of people on here talking about developing heart conditions after wards.

Corrine Proimos
Sending much love and prayers to all in need! Stay strong people and don’t give up!

Anna Scatena
My vaccinated father in law gave myself & my husband COVID....sooo there’s that

Kelly Elizabeth
Nothing like trying to shape the narrative!

Gary Johnson
No doubt your willing to pay for the family story

Jessica Nicole Ross
Chris Ross comments are gold. I’m sure this isn’t the story they wanted and they will never report on because that doesn’t fit the agenda.
Liad Matisse
Nope.. but we lose the vaccinated..
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Maria Jimenez
How about you do a story about the advanced healing technologies that have been suppressed.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
1 reply

Lisa Ell
These comments give me hope. Great awakenings are the answer to great resets.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Cody Whitaker
This comment section is the only place to get the truth on side effects
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kathy Gibson Boatman
Amee Jo Lima did you see this? I hope Jerry Wyatts family filed a VAERs report.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Wendy Greer Sk... replied · 1 reply

Olivia Liv Harvey
Well the responses on here went well!
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Anita Swartz
Oh my. We Americans are so trusting.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Felecia Cooley
Wow! By all these comments, I think you’re asking the wrong question.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cezar Sterling
Not the response they wanted
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Hollie Durack
Bronson Durack read the comments!! It's so bloody scary! More people are having reactions to the vaccine than covid!

8 hrs Like Reply More

Abigail Van Dam
Everyone I know who has died of covid was fully vaccinated
on Mon Like Reply More

Jerry Booher
All I hear is how many people are getting covid that are vaccinated!
on Tue Like Reply More

Kimberly Mosier
Abby Johnson: ProWoman, ProChild, ProLife I will be tuning into your findings, because you genuinely treasure life.

Thank you, Abby!
on Mon Like Reply More

Alison Monicatti
Well, this took an accurate but different turn…..
on Tue Like Reply More

Kevin Van
Worlds going down hill faster each day folks
on Tue Like Reply More

Victoria Woods
Aliyah McGill this post is full of vaxx injured stories to further back up what you already believe
on Tue Like Reply More

Stefanie Frike Anderson
Yes, lost an unvaccinated uncle.
on Tue Like Reply More
Yvonne Raley

Nikole Watkins just curious if you have read all of these posts about vaccine injuries not being reported. I am terrified after reading all of these comments.

Nikole Watkins replied · 1 reply

Vince Somar

My father passed away after his second dose of Pfizer’s garbage vaccine. Tell HIS story. Pathetic propaganda being pushed by pathetic people.

Bree Dressen replied · 1 reply

Larissa Walter

WXYZ-TV Channel 7 not the massive response you expected eh? Why don't you stop reporting on the pushed AGENDA, and start reporting on the TRUTH!!?

Sheree Shepherd

I didn't lose anyone unvaccinated no x

Jamie Vandenberg Hoving

Thank you to everyone speaking out in the comments These stories need to be shared!!!

Shawne Tagliarina

I'll bet WXYC didn't expect all these comments to the contrary LOL

David O'Connell

I don't think these stories are going like they expected...

Johnny Rasmussen

Donald Macintyre not exactly the comments they hoped for, interesting to see if they will make a story on all the injected ones I doubt it...
Alexandra Sullivan
Well well well....smells like we’re not the minority here! lol **Ang Presutti** take a look at the comments

Atina Stevenson
My Aunty was diagnosed with Ligma after being vaccinated

Cris Guzman
Family member pass away 2 weeks after getting the 2nd dose

Aryn Esper
my mom had a stroke weeks after her second dose

Aryn Esper replied 2 replies

Amy Sullivan
**Linda Sullivan** read some of these comments we already knew all along they are lying to us about the safety of the vaccine but holy smokes!

Linda Sullivan replied 1 reply

Dalton Long
Cherry picking stories that fit an agenda

Rob Smith
Are you going to share your findings here with the rest of the world? I didn't think so!!

Holly Harris
**Brooke Billions**, read comments. WHY are news channels purposely ignoring these stories?
Jenni Y Nando
Nope, but have family members who DIED from the VAX!!

April Thornton Taylor
Joy Handly read some of these comments. Some of them sound like Gangy And all of these are from my local area. Thousands injured by the jab.

April Thornton... replied 1 reply
Raymond Youssef
Fishing for a story to make a big deal of it!

Noah Biggs
this is a cesspool, christ.... darwinism needs to hurry up with yall.

D Jay Taylor
I lost some vaccinated loved ones

Dylon Hudgin
So happy to see all these comment the media is so manipulative and millions are falling for it

Kathryn Fierle
Wow, good for them for looking into this!

Esther Yoder
Somebody is shaking in there boots

Denise White
I bet y'all wasn't ready for this
Kate Eason

Peterand Gill Eason it doesn't say how many comments there are, but you won't get through them all before you realise they are quite one sided

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tonia MacLean replied 1 reply

Donald Keener Fears

No but lost a loved one from the shot.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Lea Brady

Wow these comments more needs to be shared of vaccine injuries and side affects

on 14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Autum Maxwell

I'm loving this comment section!!! The vaccine is a NO for me and my family!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Becca Valentik

I'm vaccinated and still alive- didn't even get sick, so I'dek what it even depends on anymore.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

UT Ras

And people still gather in thousands here to be vaccinated

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

UT Ras replied 3 replies

Kasey Sierra Wall

Seems like this might have backfired

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Shauna Ritchie

Thank you all for coming out and speaking the truth about this!!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Stephanie Wilsie

Keep singing the truth! Eventually they'll have to listen!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Amy Johns
Dena Scroggins Tracy Hurt Jackie Carolyn Tina Stewart-Teske they definitely didnt expect the answers they are getting in this thread!

Duane Chism
State Run Media will only report on what they're told.

Jo Sorohan
The main thing I hear is people arguing about it! Stop the seperation! I love

Christopher Zeiders
Not what they were expecting I take it

Mary Terry Mink
I had the jab and the covid.

Johnna Blalock
It's all a lie!
Time we all stand up!

Shara Alicia
Seriously you all need to contact lawyers ans me! These stories need to be heard ard

James Bowman
The vaccine save my brother's life

James Bowman replied · 3 replies
Chelsey Ervin

Adam 'mekanix' Ervin this post backfired on channel 7 in the best way. Read the comments when you get stopped.

Lori Jean Young

I wish people would tell which shot they took!

Katrina Shar replied

Heather Mpe

You have to be for more of the same stories. Need to feed that narrative

Christina Manitsas

Wow! Worth the read. You guys are awesome hopefully they get the hint. I doubt it

Ashlee Renee Bears

Google this “who paid the largest criminal fine in history and why”

Chelsey Coffman

Kyara Norman read the comments of all the reactions to the vaccine and everyone wonders why I am not wanting to go to nursing program just so I don’t have to get the vaccine.

Theresa Zyniecki Johnson

Not an unvaccinated but a 3 time P-vaccinated aunt

Crystal Liberis

I love the comments here. Truth be told!

Diohn Disney Benedict

Me and my my husband too. Healthy survivors.
Angela John Nyborg
Our friend's daughter became blind after the V.

Alyssa Jaynne
Oh my read all these comments. It went the other way. Not about dying from covid but from the v

Natalie Diab

Lucy Copson
Mother in law had a stroke after her second jab

Joey Schmoey Gurzeni
Do you really Need a booster shot?

Anthony Mize
Lol this didn't quite play out the way they were hoping

Dustin Bourque
Nope lost a vaccinated one over the weekend

Jeanne Pandzic-Paquin
No, we lost those who got the shot.

Gale Glenn
Some pretty passed off people!

Jessica UB
Those comments are speaking for themselves

Kyle Kerkstra
Seems like you're more likely to die from the vaccine then COVID-19
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Randi Sara
Once again, trying to spread fear to the masses.

Shawn Adams
Cody Adams not a single comment about losing someone unvaccinated just the vaccinated. Scary times…

Tabitha Lopez
Lost multiple people who were fully vaccinated

Lisa Bentley-Johnston
I’m surprised this post is still up! Not what they was expecting I’m sure

Laura Nickerson Birkmaier
Not the response they expected I am guessing

Tracey Le Merle
Loving the honesty here , everyone! Thanks for standing up !!!

Franz Josef
If I read through the comments, I am on the safe side as an unvaccinated person

Vicky Markham Blair
What about those who died afterwards

Theresa Szufel
No ,...actually lost people after getting the vax....
Shane Farlin
Wow the anti vax crowd is really showing us all

Katarzyna Pietruszka
Susan Hogan this is just basic for how to stay alive

Jeff Boldrin Jr.
I love looking at modern day examples of propaganda

Suzanne Abrahamson
So glad to see so many people reporting on the danger of the these vaccines..We need more of the real truth facts

Jamie Clark-Ragan
WXYZ-TV Channel 7. Another group you might ask regarding increase in deaths—are funeral home owners. I have heard from several sources that their business is way up

Kryzdy Martinez
It's being promoted that ALL cases in my local area are unvaccinated people...

Dylan Beheyt
Linda Barter Horrocks here u can read and tag too everyone about all these stories of how the vaccine did not work for a massive majority
Andrea Ryan  
Oh my, now this post is deemed unreliable. Thank you fact checkers

Augusta M. Arnold
Stephanie Foster you may want to read through the comments and get an idea of why some people want to take a pass on the "vaccines"

Jane Herd

Robertta Bowers replied 13 replies

Ames Taylor
This is nuts ty folks I've wondered if the vax was what they say it is for a long time!!

Siddy Archer
There is HOPE!!! Not everyone is a mindless goat after all

Ben Ferraiuolo replied 5 replies
RA Fitzy
I’m so proud of these comments. People are tired of our government and media’s fear tactics.

Roger Growler
So who is going to tell me that the vaccine is safe my 80 year old father is having his legs removed due to clots from spike protein shore they have medical protocols for reactions but who is going to pick him up not mum she has Alzheimer’s thanks for the fear campaign that help him make his mind up.

Danny Hopkins
Always remember to believe everything you read on the internet. half of you people could probably use brain loss.

Cory Herrick
Question should be how many of you lost vaccinated loved ones.

Stacie Carpenter
Barbara Tennant these are the things I’ve been seeing. I am reading this and seeing people’s comments about their adverse reactions. (Paralysis, deaf, ect)

Barbara Tennant replied 1 reply

Kieren Kerr
Just here to see the ratio, was not disappointed.

John Holt
Constantly taking vaccinated patients on the medic

Tina Zaronias
Read these comments Joseph Serpa this post has only been up for less than 48hrs
Samantha Burgess
I'm waiting go to hear stories of the folks who survived Covid

Austin Nebrigich
I took it and feel fine been over 2 months now.

Catherine Rice replied

Josh Hawkins
Well this post didn't go the way you expected it too did it.

Anna Tran
I'm surprised they haven't taken this down

Darleen Berger Helrich
My sister in law died within 2 wks of getting it.

Justin Pujol
I'll trust real people's experiences over the msm "experts" ANYDAY...

Brittany Wade
Dang this is not going as planned for them

Zena Ahmad
So, the comments section isn't going the way you planned

Eric Rhonda Curfman
My brother in law double vaxxed and now fighting Covid!!
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Kayleigh Marie
Well that backfired on you, didn't it..

on Tue Like Reply More

Nick Fiorentino
Definitely got enough stories from these comments

on Sun Like Reply More

AshRay Navarro
This is blowing up in a way they didn't want.

on Mon Like Reply More

Gary Alan Brown
I've had covid twice, good luck if u get it people

on Tue Like Reply More

James Simpson
Looks like people are waking up

on Tue Like Reply More

Kelly Backes
A talented Orthopedic surgeon in West Bend, WI is now unable to work, got the Moderna vxn December

on Tue Like Reply More

Janet Bobier Jesoro
Easier to just hire actors lol.

12 hrs Like Reply More
Ron Howe
Good morning if they are asking if anybody lost a vaccinated loved one

James Greer
I've seen both vaccinated and unvaxxed contract it, and die.

Jennifer Katz
Woooow way to push a narrative.

Amanda Quinn
My family all had Covid and recovered from it.

Sylvie CheekyJazzy
Helen Glover American network wanting to do a story about folks who "lost an unvaccinated loved one"... read these thousands of comments.

Angela VanSickle Reddell
Propaganda People!!! This is how the media is playing “us”.

Jackie Hansen Schroppel
Michael Gonda maybe read some of these comments!

Sofia Ma
We will never be afraid again.

LOVE IS THE ONLY FORCE THAT BRINGS BACK EVERYTHING TO ITS ORIGINAL SOURCE
This is a war between fear and love
If we choose together
We become the oneness we already are

Carey Thomas replied

Jason Hays
Let's continue to ignore natural immunity.

Christy Eaton
Pretty wild, everyone one I know who got the shot has been fine.

Kamann Holland
It sounds like you have all you need for a story.

Amber Rodriguez
I've literally only lost people who were unvaxxed

Amy Caldwell replied

Stephanie Gierich
Wonder when this post gets taken down....whatcha think Erik?

Stephanie Gierich replied

Louise Gardner
Danielle Evans these comments... they always scare people about not having the vaccine but these comments alot of people still died etc from having the vaccine...

Emily Lauren
No vaccinated. Beat covid not once BUT TWICE within 8 months!

Lisa GrandAkin
This post didn't go as planned

Erica Dyker
Iv had mine and most of my family we all ok
Brandi Fancher
We just barried my cousin yesterday. He died of a blood clot. He was fully vaccinated

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Joe N Sandy Soldwisch
Wow, the comments are not the reaction they expected I bet.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Noelle Cibelli-Sanguinedo
Proving news is all about that motive rather than the information

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kayleigh McGowan
The comments hahaha doubt they expected this kinda of response from everyone Blake McGowan

20 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mandy McCune
Sarah Ignacio did you see this? Yesterday when I shared it, there were 37K comments. Now there are 173K.

Amazing.

15 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Suzanne Carter
I know of a man of God of passed 48 hours after receiving his vax

13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sandra Santiago replied 1 reply

Crystal Rodriguez
How does the media overlook all these testimonies and comments?! So many people on here saying this.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Nic April replied 1 reply

Aaron Phelps
How’d this work for you

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Cia Laurén
These comments are so important. Informed consent is absolutely necessary.
15 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Greg Bintz
Narrator: the story never airs.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

David Cole
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 why do you feel like it is acceptable for these people to have endured their hardships? Has your payoff been worth it?
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mike Crane
When the Silent Majority speaks up...#backfired
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Haley Hartnett
Notice how they have to dig for these stories
17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Cameron Peel
I got the vaccine and I'm fine. Sucks to be everyone else.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kelley Marie Schmidt
Distasteful request IMO.

Looks like you’ll need a new topic for your story.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Tracey Geach
Im 51 over weight,had Covid was like a head cold. I'm not getting
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Patricia Halow
What about drug addictions .
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
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Nikki Webster
I shared this on my fb page and none of the posts came with it.

Nikki Webster replied
7 replies

Jenny Raquelina
Yes thankfully I didn’t lose any loves one ,but I can share my story...

Sheree Parkinson
You already knew what the response would be, lol clever

Deana Binkley Norwood
I can't even keep up with all the comments. This is crazy.

Jared Fricke
Jacob Fricke go ahead and read through the comments bud. Vac is killing more than its helping

Rebecca Ann Joseph
Me my husband my son and daughter-in-law and two grandchildren

Victoria Ortiz
Zach Stone Jesi Ortiz Olivia Lipe LOOK AT ALL THE COMMENTS ON THIS POST on people dying from complications from the vaccine and how many people are dying from covid who have gotten it. I scrolled to see stories of people who died who weren't vaxed and instead I saw all these comments and my mind is blown.

Marie Sonicooecie
Well well well…that was an unexpected turn of events for ya! #keepspeakingup!

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Cristal Santiago Cruz
I’m reading and it’s already blowing my head

Carrie Officer
I have friends who both had covid. All healthy now

Lucas Graphics
probably your most viral post ever in your pathetic business in the industry.

Jolly Tancer
After the vax a 22 year old ended up with myocarditis.

Savannah Sente
A lot of people who are vaccinated are positive

Savannah Sente replied

Jake Robinson
Laugh react in the lead followed by angry face and (bought)likes

Phoebe Chase
Keep posting truth. Real people are listening.

Bec Tanner
Am loving the comments! Shows how little people listen to lame stream media propaganda!

Mary Spies Marshall
I only know people who had serious problems after getting vaccinated.
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Katelynn Monty
Surprised they have not removed this post by now hahahah

Cody N Stephanie Compton
Everyone! Do what’s right for you.

Melinda Gibson Foster
Go to Prvbs31girl2 on Instagram, she is sharing the story that I think you are looking for

Marion Cook
Emily Lauren Monroe thank you for pointing to the comments before the White House could alert Facebook to take the comments down. Ah, Facebook, where hate has a home and the truth is unwelcome.

Wendy Brooks
Southwest Airlines needs to read these comments before they mandate their employees get the jab!!

Jess Adkins
i love the responses! WXYZ-TV Channel 7 I think y’all got enough insight here for a whole story shoot maybe even a series or nah?!

Tas D’Angelo replied

Francois Bregaint
Go on promoting the Snake Bite. The more you promote it, the more will die. Your dark lord shall be pleased.

Jason Tonn
Truth is getting harder to hide.

Sandy Preston
My sister and her son contacted COVID and both recovered
Mark Osterholt
Reading the comments here makes me feel so wonderful to be American, again!

Alicia Douglas
Renee Bissig Johnston, June Stamps Tabor, Chrissy Stew, Steve Lancer READ THESE COMMENTS. I have been saying this for months, and more is going to come. I feel so heartbroken for all the people who are not being heard.

James Hanson
Scott Mcculloch looks like it stopped the severity with this 100000 + people story’s.

Brad Bridges
Do the world a favor and just stop!!

Kevin Tinajero
Go ask Nancy Pelosi...... You guys love her she'll tell you all about them vaccines she might even tell you about Biden’s leg hairs too and some other things she probably plays with

Tmac Uncaged
Well this won't be up long. Yes I'll pass on vax.

Brian Mitchell
Thank you for sharing, Nora I still don't side with this. At all. It is such a tough time.

Kim Page replied

Tim Allen
You the Media are the Virus... I will gladly interview with Y'all on that..

Kimberlina Koty
My boyfriend lost a fully vaxed friend to Covid this week
Jackson Purfeerst
You are such a joke! Take your story and throw it out!
on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Heather Graham
yes two were unvaccinated...
on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Lisa Larsen
Know the Patient Bill of Rights!
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Kelsey Heilig
Katie Harless read these comments. This is a local Detroit news and they got a very different reaction then what they were looking for
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Katie Harless replied · 1 reply

Marie Monthe
A friends mom died right after receiving the second dose
6 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Jamie Davis
Report BOTH ways! Get the FACTS out there!!
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Robert Meagher
Trust in Jesus. Trust your own immune system. Proverbs 3v5-6 kjv
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Nealee Tarter
i got the vaccine a week ago and now i have covid
on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Tisha Jett
Wow I’m getting censored for posting things wow
1
Donna Bishop
Stupid media pandering to the current narrative
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Greg Bixby
These comments   truth not the “experts science” that’s shoved down our throats 24/7.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Andy Brown
Haven’t even had my first one and won’t get it either people might call me selfish but I’m doing good without it
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

José Hario
Nope, but believing in science, I know that I will eventually
last Fri  Like  Reply  More

Laura Barrett replied  4 replies

Lucinda Foster
Do a story on informed consent and list all of the ingredients.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Toni Taylor Parsons
Had a family member die after the   …and another family member had a miscarriage.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Cindy Blocker Suggs
Keeli Davidson you know any stories since working in hospitals? Please read these comments.
13 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lori Sherman Irelan
I’m thinking these aren’t the comments you were hoping for....oops
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mark Eldridge
You should do a story on Israel lol
6 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Adam Stickl replied  1 reply
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Danny Baker
Brother in law just had second shot...developed shingles

Britney Sheets replied

Debbie Matthews
Paula Sanders please read these comments. Channel 17 isn't getting the responses they were looking for.

Katy Berry Plaisance
I can’t wait to see the story you report after seeing all of these comments.

Doug Regan
Mitchell Black Soon to be the comment section on NSW Health in a few months

Juliana Williams
Chris Williams - so many people’s stories of losing loved ones or having serious injuries from the jab.

Millie Hilko Pegg
Bobbie Hilko
Debra Golub
Darla Rice
Check out the comments here.....most seem to be smart people against the "shot".....and how one sided

Darla Rice replied

Laurie Vitale
Wow.. seems this didn’t go the way you wanted.

Lynda Morsette
Well this post didn’t turn out the way they planned
Timothy Hance
Sounds like there is plenty of stories here. Report the truth and break the coverage.

Dillon Mckown
Wow i hope these comments which are the truth blow up

Valerie Kulhavy
Friend's brother is double vaxed and almost died

Janna Wood
Guess you aren't going to get many stories to fit your narrative!

Carrie MacIntyre replied

Kassi O'Peia

Julie Kinsella
looks at the comments! I can't believe this hasn't been censored or taken down.. yet

Julie Kinsella replied

Denise Myers Hopper
Looks like you got plenty of answers. Just not what you're looking for.

Danny Prince
Now you see the truth and what's really going on!

Crissy Slocum Jurj
Lost 2 now, fully vaxed. 0 unvaxed . No way we are getting it

Leslie Sankey
I'd say vaccinated this must worry you..make sure you protect your children
Erica Russell Brown
  twice. Pregnant both times (2 different pregnancies)
  on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sarah Tripp
  Linda Wolfert, read these comments! It seems pretty consistent, after the 2nd shot.
  on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Sam Welford
  If you test positive, find somewhere to get the monoclonal antibody infusion. I believe the vaccines have helped but this is a game changer.
  on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Yinka Ademosu
  Willie Johnson tag yulmaris in this the media only wants to talk & blame those that aren't vaccinated
  on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jon-Adam Bird
  Jesus christ you lot, thought i was on my own, now i see i'm part of a bigger family.
  17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Juliana Simonson
  I wonder how fast this post is going to get deleted after the comments are read..
  on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Melanie Bush replied · 1 reply

Jacqueline Aubut
  I'm guessing this will not be shown to public
  7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Jake Daniel replied 1 reply

James Devitt
  Bloke I'm working with started bleeding from the ears. Yer safe as. No thanks
  on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Kayla Gorges
Jessica Armstrong Justin Gorges Kyle Jorgenson Michelle Lynn read these comments.

I’m surprised they haven’t taken this thread down yet for too much truth. It doesn’t fit the agenda.

Daria Hsu
The question should be IS SELLING MY SOUL AND INTEGRITY TO BIG PHARMA REALLY WORTH IT??!

Mark Delk
I lost my lighter ooops it was in my pocket

Rachel Rich
“A story we are working on”….yeah, I’m sure Mysti Shamblin it’s not going to be biased at all

J.D. Madill
Andrew Mohns thought this thread was ironic given your post earlier.

If this was a Canadian post we both know how different the comments section would be.

But read through these.

Sue Pemberton
So many truths from people who are non-vaxers!

Ana Winterhaus
Yeah, can you focus on positive and stop the fear mongering, kthx.

Kyle Fox
I know two people who lost their fathers after their second shot …smh
Paige Roberts
Sounds like a balanced story to me...

Cassandra Daniels Reynolds
Exactly why I will
Never take that jab!

He Xiaowei
Be honest, please. So that you may sleep well in the night.

Amanda Moss Wenzel
Wow. This post was well and truly trolled. Hey Russia and friends!

Deacon Farley
Not the response they were expecting in the comment section but it's the response they got!

Amberly Brown
I'm unvaxxed and had Covid and I'm fine!! Husband had 1st shot and he's having issues with his legs going numb. And his memory. I begged him not to get the other shot and so far it's been 5 months and he hasn't got it.

Christopher Stacherski
So WXYZ-TV Channel 7, you only want one side? This is information gathering to develop a well rounded report? Hmm. Seems like data collection for a propaganda push.

Stacie Houghton
My mom's pregnant friend got the vaxx and shortly after miscarried her baby.
Gary Dyck
my aunty had a massive heart attack, after her first .. required open heart surgery

Will Jamie Russell
Katie Moore Hollis Caitlyn Janae Russell read comments …
I’m so sorry to all of you that have lost someone close. I have wavered back and forth on the vax and never felt peace about getting it.

Stralen Clowdus
Let’s all go watch channel 9 news. Channel 7 news is acting up today

Tonya Johnson
Pushing your own agenda still we see.

Juan Mayorga
Erick Erickson
I know you say they’re safe, and I don’t disagree. But idk about the numbers and the accuracy of reports anymore to be honest. Big crowd here.

Jordan Lerma
Never stop sharing your personal stories everyone!

Scotty Collins
No my family doesn't like the kool-aid

Zachary Hejduk
Get your shot people, and here's a donut .. Such a fair trade

Brandi Perry
Angela Wallace Wilkinson I think there are more cases than VEARS is showing data on! This is POSITIVELY terrifying.
Am I the only one thinking this is a population control agenda. I sure hope I’m wrong.
Belinda Keomek
The news doing what it does best. Provoking and causing Division.

Shawn Karicofe
So many scientists on this thread.

Tony Halvorson replied · 2 replies

Nicki Guay
So the verdict is in. VACCINES KILL OR INJURE. I wonder if they will do a story on this?

Stephen Greenhalgh
Well channel 7 you messed that up

Neka Parker
My Grandma got Blood clots in Her legs After getting The Vaccine she's a Heart Patient

Missy Valcricken
Hopefully someone has a screenshot of all these comments since they are deleting them now.

Susan Loadsman
I know if three people whom got vaccinated and then got Covid!

Megan Torres
Well heres your story.....how bout being the brave ones to report on all these comments.....

Jason Musante
No, but plenty of vaccinated loved ones & friends have been lost!
Nirvana Sayers
Gaslighting this is what the media is portraying everyday.

Dennis Pearson
OP getting dragged in an inhumane fashion

Doris Bruce
Tom Greer, Willis wanted you to see these comments.

Robert Ort Enzi
People open your eyes!

Jack Briggs
Wait till they vaccinate the children...

Faith Preston
What a bunch of covered up lies! How do you people live with yourselves!??

Marjorie Hatton
Brady Hurd ...these comments along with seeing vaccinated people get sick is exactly why I won't get the shot. They will have to fire me if I am told I have to get it.

Roette Louise Palmatier
No jabby jab and we LIVED just fine!!

Benjamin Bridges
Alex Taiki Laura Did you guys happen to see this comment section? Are all these people liars?
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Casey Shotwell
The critical thinking here is incredible...

5 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Broseph Brofera replied  1 reply

Charlton Ford
Not a family member but a really good friend

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Daniel Warnstaff
Lost 2 vaccinated members

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jo-Ann Rankin
About time people heard the truth. Well done.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Hughes
Wonder how much will get on the air

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Ashlee McCartney
I immediately had 6g installed.. It's been awesome!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Angelica Casimer-Lindley
3 family members and an old family friend.

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Kate Vink
I have not lost an unvaccinated friend.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Matt Powell
All my family been vaccinated and all are fine.

21 hrs  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Kennedy Malise Bryan
I have lost 3 family friends from covid AFTER getting the vaccine within a month of eachother!!!!

Thomas Hanna
Biggest criminal fine by Pfizer! Always against the people not for them!

Nicole Toney
They weren't expecting these comments lol

Honour Netek
Brooke Zucha Just read the comments. It is happening and people should know it's possible and be able to make their own choice.

Joe Crampton
My sisters friends Aunty was saying that her mother's best friends brother knew a bloke that had heard of a woman who had 3 toes on her back after the vaccine

Catherine Kennard
Look at the yellow card reporting system

Pamela Hannah
Is it supposed to be a vid. Bcoz it's got this. I'll show you

Seht Frehe
My grandma temporarily lost her vision shortly after getting that shot

Jennifer Deignan
I remember when journalists followed the story
Arran Wyllie
Jude look at these comments, it's a conversation in the house atm we're all very torn x

7 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sera Kelly
I love when comments turn in totally opposite directions!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Miguel Anguiano
No but I've seen a lot of vaccinated ones die

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Yoli Trosper
Thanks for keeping the comments open. The truth always finds its way.

9 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Patricia Eckstrom
I wish you would mention which vaccine company you took.

14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Susan Donaldson replied · 1 reply

Leone John
Aras Phillipo these are the stories that need to be herd of xxx

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Gina Vermiglio
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 where you at??? Did you decide not to report on your findings?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Gina Vermiglio replied · 2 replies

Noah Myre
Probably wasn't expecting this response LOL

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tamera Bailey... replied · 1 reply

Leslie Freeman
I have a friend that just died right after his second shot!!

4 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Keeping it going, everyone. Keep this feed alive.

They definitely weren't expecting this kind of feedback.

It's good you are doing this. Many too scared to keep it up and speak out.

Tag your local news stations. Hold them accountable to tell the truth. They are complicit otherwise.

No but I lost my vaccinated client.

We should make a group that won't get deleted!!!!! Not Facebook!!!!!

Ruh roh, lol, comments are up. How has the algorithm allowed this to stay up?

Biden is mandating the vaccine through people's workplace.

Read these comments... Definitely not with the original post though they would get! So many sad stories about complications after the vaccine.
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on.

Esther Verchovski-Lovrin
Let’s hear about all the recovery stories in the media  Yah, didn’t think so…

Leigh Ann Pippen
I just tried to listen and it’s been removed from YouTube

Gage McAfee
I wonder how they’re going to spin these stories

Andrew Moroz
Friend took the second dose and had to be hospitalized

Debbie Ernst Moore
If you type out vaccine, it won’t allow it to post

Sione M Makahununui
I think people shared this only for the comment section. That’s how I ended up here  too.

Brenda Guinn
know a lot of people had severe reaction

Karen Marie
Mike Perez read the comments. Any sound familiar? Blood clot deaths after getting the jab
Lindsay Teer Mastrogiannis
Well this didn’t go how you wanted it to

Cristina Isfan
Why are people laughing at these stories...just inhumane

Karen Haik
I would like to see that as well.

Sonia Ines Carramiñana Catanese
Timothy Michienzi have a look at these comments.. this is all i'm talking about. why the media doesn't say a word about this part of the story..

Angie Mitchell
It did you lose a love one or vaccination??

Carlos Johansson
Death will come for anyone regardless if you are vaccinated or not

Maureen McCabe
Wow. Holy Moly I bet the responses were totally not expected

Matt Perkins
These comments have given me great hope. Keep speaking out, y’all

Jacks Barn
I haven't had the vacancies but I identify as a person that does

Anna EL
I had Covid in February, I had flu like symptoms.
Nicole Hays
It won't let me comment... my father passed cause of it.... (fb won't let me say what)

Miriam Sweis Zaghlul
The government is creating mass genocide! Wake up people!

Amanda Brooke Allen
Has anyone noticed the picture they chose? A crocheted mask. Classic.

William Smith
I wasn't expecting any comments i was just sending information to family and friends

Kathy Grantham-Pitts
Craig Ford write a story on the comments people are talking about. People need the truth. Right now we are only hearing a one sided news broadcast.

Helen Diaz
A shout out to those in the control group.

Danielle M Bochicchio
Now is a good time to tell everyone about reporting to VAERS

Deanna Wright-Boon
Watch #rebelnews for Canadian news... they are right there, actually reporting!

Sandra Pinto
The thruth from real people..sorry for all the lost's. Thank you all
Alexis Pearson
Mayra Vasquez read these comments. The news always show one side. Think about all these risks when it comes to the kids.

21 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sandy Lee Giorgi
Wow WXYZ-TV Channel 7 are you going to publish this information? Or continue to push fear?

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Shannon Deeming
Don't take drugs from Dodgy dealers did your mother's not teach you anything

1 Like  Reply  More

Cory Lewis
The world are finally seeing it for what they are really doing to us

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

William Butterfield
Someone close to me is now paralyzed from the waist down with GBS from the vax. They say he may never walk again

on Tue  Like  Reply  More  5

Ann Wheaton
No vacc. Had it and survived!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Lloyd Hoggan
"We only care about the vaccinated" disgrace

on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Blake Graham
Go ahead and find out if it's about population control!!!

Angie Hobbs
Proud of these comments!
We won't be silenced!

Gabby Nellessen
My grandpa died a day after he got the vaccination.

Marie Litwin
I REALLY WISH THIS WAS ON EVERY MEDIA NETWORK OUT THERE

Ashlee Frazier Medlin
Nicole Newman Brewer you and Jason and Tommy Sheppard and Courtney Frazier Payne and Sandra Hamilton Medlin and Danny T. Medlin have got to look at these comments!!!!!!! Pretty sure they didn’t see the story going this direction. I love it.

Ashlee Frazier... replied · 5 replies

Kayla Wallenhaupt
Two of my friends lost their fathers

Addiana Rachele Paul
Jonique Scott have you read the studies on blood clots caused by this? Should dad still get this?

Cassandra Kitcho
I think y'all should start reporting facts instead of the agenda you've been given .. your credibility is in the gutter

April Vandenbosch replied · 1 reply

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Jeff Johnson

Chuck Johnson read these comments with an open mind and you'll start to understand some people's stance on the vaccine and why it's not all it cracked up to be.

on Tue Like Reply More

Jeff Lanni

Boy this post certainly didn't age well

on Mon Like Reply More

Robin Ann Poston

Wow, this is eye opening for sure!

on Tue Like Reply More

Stephen Campbell

well now you've got a story, let's see if you do it

on Tue Like Reply More

Joey Sloey Rigsby

Wow the amount of people laughing at this is sad

11 hrs Like Reply More

Adam Elliott replied

Joyous Walden

No but I know FIVE MEM in my small hometown who were fully VACCINATED and died in the HOSPITAL!!!!

on Sun Like Reply More

Annabel Waterf... replied

Teresa Terri

I've had 5 family members die of Coved

on Mon Like Reply More

John Dillinger

A guy Ik said he went deaf for two weeks after receiving the first Covid shot

on Tue Like Reply More
Kayla Brewer
Why so I can listen to it while shopping at Kroger?

Blake Alexander replied 1 reply

Liv Cooper
Nathan Cooper I have no say whether you get it or not but please make sure you're listening to all sides because I love you and don't want anything to happen to you x

Gud Buy
Debbie did Dallas and she didn't get covid.

Vicki Bailey
I did! Good for Noel!!

Melanie Kopala
Wow. I'm blown away by the comments. And loving the massive backfire this is.

Charlie Bean
I wipe and wipe and wipe... still brown. It's like a marker.

Brandon Watts
My mom probably has it and vaccinated. So there's that

Angela Maher-Friede
Join some groups against the H passport....look into it people....another world out there!!

Jeff T. Watson
Have faith... in.... God.... No one can
Take that away.... No one...!
Jason Johnson
What's interesting is, if you are within 14 days of getting your 2nd dose, they count you as unvaxed.
Food for thought

Amanda King
Bobbie Jean Taylor read the comments!! The “people” have a completely different perspective than the “fake media” reports!

Lydon Samuda
Jasvelis my God look at these comments. Look how many people were negatively affected by wax.

Monica Ritchie replied 1 reply

Austin Winter
You think they would delete this post after everyone bashing it.

Vicki Clark
Thank you! I will pass this to on!

Sheryl Risser
Yep, I don’t think I will get it. Love you all.

RA Dôn
No need to be vaccinated for the flu ...we drink bush tea on my ends

Darin Klingaman
I didn’t loose anyone but I know some people who got COVID anyway.

Lydia Price
I have had my injections and I'm perfectly fine

Esther Nickerson replied 1 reply
Gino Irvello  
Fricken Fishing for some stories now

Casey Lopez Curd  
Melissa Elton Curd this is why I stopped watching the news and have 0 respect for them. Trying to find the story that fits their agenda comes before all else. It's actually starting to become comical with how crooked they are

Josh Beaver  
It's good to see the truth coming out. Keep speaking up

Tina Marie  
Esther Masters read the comments. THIS is why I go off personal experiences and not just (biased) science

Tina Marie replied 1 reply

Shaelyn Holt  
Quit being so main stream

Sumer Kohli  
I know more vaccinated people than unvaccinated. No deaths to report

Brad Green  
Can you guys do a story about how KFC isn’t up to its standards that it once was  thanks

Abby Sue  
lmao I’ve never seen so many made up tragedies in my life.

Eric Kevin Tom  
I’m surprised they haven’t deleted this comment section yet.
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Jack Bowd
It's crazy how the whole virus goes when you turn off your TV

Randy Christianson
We need to have what we did back in the day with our kids. Pox parties

Sarah Grasso
Y'all are being paid to promote the vaccine. It's obvious.

Jeff Martincic
This isn't playing too well for your fear campaign

Sue Keogh Burnett
I'm thinking this post is here to give people a platform to tell the truth

Megan Stotts Toon
It looks like you may want to change your story

Louann Clousing Schluter
I'm still getting thru all the vast amt of info

Scott Melchi
Surprised fascist book is allowing this ... 

Aisha Nuddin Abdul Jalil
Oo what, seem that the vaccines might be dengerous.

David Hicks
The comments are not what I expected. Good thread to read!
Chris Corrales
Oh shoot, a few of those people who've commented are my colleagues

Lori Brost
Holy crap, I am absolutely stunned at some of the comments. Sure am glad I'm Canadian.

Lori Brost replied 6 replies

Ryan Wolff
That's why people don’t trust what you report.

William Duran
I feel like you got a lot of content to work with here!

Christopher Sloan Martin
Paul Brainard we have msm news version and we have the word on the street. In this case I’d say the script got flipped.

Notandy Perkelmeister

Persia Forouzan replied 1 reply
Courtney McConnell

Gemma these comments from people who lost vaccinated loved ones from either the shot or covid

Javier Zapata

Never trust the responses in the comments. If they agree with you, trust them even less.

Jeff Blankenberger

Jacob this is what I'm talking about with people having bad experiences with the vaccine. Look at the comments

Tatiana Levert

Same thing around me. Mens in perfect shape had Myocardia and are parents and grand parents (who are in the medical field) feel pretty bad about the situation.

Christy Sanderson-Shelton

Yes, two vaccinated.

Chasity Jeffery

No. I've lost non-vac

Lilla Faye Jackson

Grandma has heart problems... had a spell within 24 hrs after first dose and another within 24 hrs after the second dose, which resulted in her having a pacemaker put in. Not getting the vax bc obviously the heart problems that run in the family on my mother's side CANNOT handle whatever is in it.

James Morgan

How about you cover the Iran study!
Shane Schmittlein
The people have spoken. Here's your chance to gain some journalistic credibility back.

Sandy Frank
This backfired on ya! Finally people speaking out and the truth shall set you free

MaryAnn Frist
No. My brother has a stroke three weeks after his first shot

Erika Nicole Young
My sister in law knows several people who does after getting vaccinated

Anthony Miller
Brett Lowry show Brian this.

Mark Dooley
Got ma first one night after taking cb2 man got the best sleep of ma life after thanks

Paul Obinna Umeora
They might take this post down anytime from now...

Helena Ferro
Only way to follow for some reason

Curtis Fry
Well, I'm not dead from it yet. Neither is my mom or brother
Jennie Hamilton
Make sure you get these comments going viral !!!

Paws Pirk
No death shot for me mrspaws pirk

Kathy Goerges
Video taken down is there another way to view

Carly Sunderman Oborn
I lost two loved ones to the shots. Stop your propaganda!

Gerson Alvarez
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 Just diy your propaganda. Asking for help isn't really working out for you guys.

Jessica Flanders
Let's go America we need to stand and like now before it's to late.

Katherine Blair
Ben Cummins you should take a look at the comments before it's to late! Caring thats all!!

Tina Shannon
They removed some stories due to "Hate Speach" lol sure fb.

Victoria Dankewicz
Thank you for stepping up for we the people!

Jeff Alan
Ah, anecdotal evidence, the bottom of the barrel.
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Tanner Barrett
Wish everyone would take a look at these comments

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Scott Edwards
So, did y'all get your story yet….

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jimmy Hotrum
THEY ONLY TELL YOU WHAT THEY WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT'S FOR SURE PERIOD.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Justin Easley
All media is owned by one person. Follow the money. It's an agenda.

8 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Lynette Bowman Dickson
Lost a cousin from the second shot

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Krystal McKay
Spencer Wilson. I see at least 20 people just in this thread that have lost vaccinated family members. Not seeing any unvaccinated deaths though

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Valerie Hope
Sad thing is Biden pretty much made it mandatory

14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sheryl Monroe
Nope! But know 2 people dead, 2 people blinded, one V injury from the V! WTFU!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Vanessa Convery
Tiffany Oatway how are all these stories!! So scary that it is all going unreported according to alot of these people in the USA & UK. Fark…

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Tiffany Oatway replied  2 replies
Without a cough, thank you.

I hope y'all don't listen to our corrupted government and president they are junk

We went from supporting the military industrial complex to the medical industrial complex.

I've been seriously trying to find a comment about unvaxed deaths and it just ain't happenin

Wow, such eye opening responses.

The magnitude of ramifications is unconscionable

I have a friend who is in AFib after the 2nd shot when he was perfectly healthy prior to.

I'm vaccinated and I've lost no one.

My neighbour got blood clots three weeks after his 2nd shot. Thankfully they found his so he's on blood thinners for now.
Sara-lea Small
Hold them to account. Public prosecution.

Stephen Dickerson
Look what we've accomplished here. They HAVE to listen to us!

Zackeria Moore
I died from COVID and I'm vaccinated

Patrick Hansen
My neighbor got paralyzed from the jab..

VM Otf Giles
Nuremberg trials the sequel, coming to a country near you

Josh Buzzanco
The propoganda machine is crumbling, bumbling and imploding upon itself

Peter Carsonator
Lots of spike proteins in these comments. Beware.

Shawn Cando
Shame on the media and hospital's...

Ashley Peterson
Susan Read these comments, show your coworkers and discuss some questions amongst yourselves. Should be an interesting day.

Michael Ruddy
....that green mask the nurse is wearing looks extremely effective
Mel Braz
Has WXYZ-TV Channel 7 reached out to anyone in the comments in regards to covering their stories?

Dori Becchetti-Lytle
Not showing any more new comments

Amy Wilson
The truth is coming out.

Elie Cardenas
No but i did lose 2 vaccinated friends......

Devon Riederer
Im literally getting my 3rd shot as i write this and i feel hdkwnqbrixocnfbeu89272.......... 17 hrs

Ebay Jacob replied

Kelly Beane
My aunt is now in ICU after her 2nd shot. Feel free to report on that.

Karinee Karin
I've seen 5-6 dead on my feed in last 2 weeks!!!

Karinee Karin replied

Lance King
A new kind of ambulance chasing... truly a new low!
Sabrina Martin
I've lost 1 vaccinated.

Travis B Maki
I see the trolls are out in strong force today. I guess yall have extra free time now you don't have jobs anymore.

Sharon Wahl replied 4 replies

Deej Vee
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 I've seen no new updates regarding this post? Do any journalists work for you?

Jane Dorr Goodwin
Wow! People are "seeing."

Katie Martin
The video has been removed 7 hrs

Cheryl Provost-Jones
Leticia Dean, Terrell Dean, Denice Wallace! Read these comments just as our stories as we all use and are using natural medicine, no vaccines and overcame.

Cheryl Provost... replied 2 replies

Mikaere Mk Rapana
I died and I'm unvaccinated 16 hrs

Lindsey Rose High
I hope you all are bombarding Channel 7s DMs with these comments!
Hazel Marie Slee
It's my daughter thts had to go through this she had to give birth to him

Anthony J Buckman
Will be watching this one.

Joey Grant
Madison Orman if news channel 5 wants to jump in the pot they got to be prepared to cook

Michael S. Bowen
Ouch . I can't wait to hear their story now.

Michael Humphries
Never vaccinated. Got the covid last week. Recovered just fine.

Nancy Rodia Marple
I have a friend that died a few weeks after the “shot”

Mary Hays
Oh wow. I guess we were far smarter and aware than you thought.

Phillip Bebout
That didn't play out like they expected

Shelley Dennis
Wow...bet they wish they didn't post this story with the real truth now been revealed !
MJ Sherr
Im in love with these comments. Freakin preach yall! We want the truth not fear mongering stories.

Mack Major
Eden Decoded The comments!

Kim Cavanagh replied · 3 replies

Bobby Santii
ARE YOU ALL JUST TRYING TO KILL US OFF?? ITS NOT SO FAR FETCHED NOW

Connie Sparks
Kathy Reynolds. This was brought to my attention. This is main stream media... what they're focusing on. Check out the comments cause that's the interesting g stuff

Anthony Chacon
The ones who profit off the sick, do not have your best interest at heart.

Adam Zeaiter
Lol not the response you were expecting WXYZ-TV Channel 7... time to give up on these lies you are spreading.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
James Hanson
Angie Hanson have a gander at these comments. This is particularly why I have my opinion. Real people real story’s

Ann Keller
Looks like you’re working on the wrong story.. these comments should keep you very busy

Christopher N Angie Smith
How about stories from those who had loved ones get the jab and die?

Kim Chitwood
Tammi Miller this is the info being buried and why Heather Coley and I are sounding the alarm about forced Mandates. Read all the comments.

Melissa N. Walker
WXYZ, this post didn’t age well for you.

Samantha Poulin
The next thing you’ll be hearing is “if you or a loved one have received this vaccine you will be compensated for your hardships” because the government wants to rid of people

Bobby Elder
How bout the thousands dead from smoking. Cover that

Tika Boom
Crystal Connor-Read comments. There appears to be an ongoing theme. Yet all you hear from the lamestream media is “safe & effective.”
Carey Thomas
I hope wxyz is keeping track of how many crazy people there are out there for later use.

12 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Carly Rae Siejak
Lorrin Smith-Bates read through these comments.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Terry June
No love ones but lot's of friends!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Pancho Ferrer
I had a fully vaxxed customer pass one week after his last dose

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

ShaunKathy Dukes
The truth will set you free.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kali Brennand
Wow these comments!! Just swept under the rug the lot of it!!!

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Manel Yne
Fyi people, correlation doesn't necessarily equal causation. #gobacktoschool #fauxexperts

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jeff Holton
things aren't going according to plan huh action 7.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Matilde Olivas
I bet you'll make up a story that fits your narrative

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Graeme Bremner
I didn't realize there was so many qualified virologist commenting on Facebook.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Vincent Benghabrit
Just creating more FEAR . Shameful

Tara Mitchell Parker
Wow these comments are something else. Nothing like spreading negativity.

Bob May
Brock was telling me about this today

Georgette Amerie
Niellius Jones so all these people in the comments lying? I’m telling you this vaccine do not work! When they make one that does, I’ll take that one lol.

Niellius Jones replied · 8 replies

Ciara Mc Stravick
Ali Trimble look at the comments on this sorry for the tag again but had to share lol not the response they were expecting!

Ali Trimble replied · 1 reply

Andrew Howerton
Nope, haven’t lost one thankfully.

George Hall
NUREMBERG 2.

Hazel Marie Slee
Yeah my daughter had to go through all this

Anthony John
Lol they haven’t deleted this post yet? Must of missed this one
Kayla Shuemake
This didn't go quite how you planned, huh?
17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Gwen Hess
Tell the truth- report on these first hand accounts.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Debbie Abrams Picarello
Fully vaccinated friend got covid. They said it was from the shot.
16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mwana Wa Buster
Yep it's official for me I'm not getting vaccinated
14 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Michael Burbage
All I hear is complain complain complain.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

David Joseph
The organic, non fact-checked responses are what we've all been craving. Go figure.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cindy Harbison Harbers
122k comments. But not what the news station expected! Leigh Anne Crews Walker
1 on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Shioban O'Hara
Correlation does not equal causation
19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Nicole Lehmkuhle
Might want to re-evaluate your story here on this one
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Katey Hird
Amy Goldsbrough the comments! Just reassured stance on holding off!
Not the reaction the channel asking the question wanted I'm guessing haha
6 hrs  Like  Reply  More
Tony Moore
Ellen Jacquant Jenean Agley Manion Hoban please read through these comments!

Rachael Angela
Hope Mitchell the comments they are heart wrenching... the lives losses due to vax.. yet Government push it...

Marcel Pamphile
Over 55K posters expect real journalism. Thank you in advance

Christina Lawrence
No we lost vaccinated loved ones

Amy Luft-Trone
Antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) - do your research.

Careen Martin
Wow. I just came here for the comments.

Shirley Moerbe
It's a tough world, isn't it ?

Jim Darechuk
Read the comments, Bev. Scary & sad!

Trying to "corner" the unvaccinated...it backfired on them!

Sarah Jean Butler
Here are some stories from the people Zoe Anthony-Way.
Somer Johnson
Trying to make a news story out to suit your own agenda

Jill Minor Coley
Tucker talked about this last week.

Lorraine Sherman
Time to set the record straight.

Sandra Lynn
Now that they have all this information, will they do anything further iinvestigation?

Francisco Arturo Romero Jr.
Sooooo a couple breakthrough rare cases on here.

Scott Hill
Joe Public
Check this story out and the comments

Adam Foster
Got lots of news material here USE IT We will not be silent!

Taylor Gray
I took American Airlines here to see the comments

Barbara Lengyel Balas
Yes two in Ohio

Barbara Lengye... replied · 1 reply
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Tish Chambliss Eubanks
Nance Vallieres maybe this will open your eyes. Read these comments!!!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Ju Lie
How about covering the fact that most patients in MI hospitals are fully vaccinated.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Marilyn Rose
“Viles” is right! Some of you meant to say “vials”. But “viles” is much more accurate.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kasha Colvin
Get them guys. Waylay it into them. Rock their domes off.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mariah Begley
Whitney Amelong-Moxley you should really read through these comments. The narrative your being force fed everyday isn't the only narrative there is.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Whitney Amelon... replied · 5 replies

Kendal Russell
This is solid journalism! Too bad they won't publish the results.

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Nathan Fleming
Tamara Colville Oscar Sissy Duddridge Bronwyn Crawford not a chance that all of these comments are real lol. Tin foil hat brigade!

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Oscar Sissy Du... replied · 2 replies

Crystal Parks-Dares
Check out these comments Danny Dares and show Craig! Truth is coming out. Thank you WXYZ-TV Channel 7

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Craig Bell replied · 2 replies
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Cory Wren

How about the ones who were fully vaxed?! Oh.. we don't want to talk about that huh?

Brett Garzia

It's sad to see people laughing at this instead of being upset and mad.

Kellie Bella

Lori Ann Nespoli the comments didn’t go as planned. So many true stories of the vac in the hospital and dying.

Jill R. Thomas replied

Bonny Becchetti Emslie

Yeah, right, this isn’t non biased or political at all.

Claudette Chris Cyrus Groenewald

Hendrik Laas. Kate Laas. Latitia Basch. Danny Basch

Read the scary reality of the vaccines stories here...

Dean Allan

Nicola sturgeon should be reading this!

Robin Linger

These comments DEFINITELY passed the vibe check.

Charlett-jayne Lillis

But let's all shun the non Vaxers Daniel Lillis

Chad Hasty

WXYZ-TV 7, after looking at the 40k+ comments I am betting this thread didn't go the way you imagined.
Lindsay McLain Warren

Christina Sunshine Newsom Stacy Garner while I respect your point of view I must politely disagree with it. Too many personal accounts of ppl that would’ve lived if only they had built up immunity to this awful virus thru vaccination.

Kevin Bryant

My boss just died he has not been at work for 2 months after he got jabbed and today passed

Ree Ann N

Friend in Australia 54 yo healthy as a trout now heart problems straight after

Luis Daniel

I’m sure someone who’s vaccinated can take their place

Charlotte Lockhart

Paris Brady read the comments

Geoffrey Coates

Wow have you seen all the messages pinning up all against the vaccination.

Heather Redding Weiner

Sherry Russell Shaffer show these comments to those that think it’s only the un-v’s that are dying.

Heather Gomez

WXYZ-TV Channel 7 Are you changing your topic ? Clearly by the comments it’s the opposite of what many have seen and experienced.

Sheila Seybert

Stopping all testing is Mission primary and stop vaxing the children!
Cristen Futhey-Bahr
Dallas Fullhart in response to your meme about small pox.....read these comments. There are hundreds of thousands of stories like these.

Dallas Fullhart replied 1 reply

Judith Kathryn Smith
MORE SCARE TACTICS!!! Just stop it!!!!

on Tue Like Reply More

Carrie Vandine
Nicole Hays Derryberry read these comments. I would like to see study on those who have had covid and how their immunity compares.

on Mon Like Reply More

Carrie Vandine replied 5 replies

Craig Hibbs
Just selling it like dog's.

22 hrs Like Reply More

Jo Joy
Well well well! I don't quite think these were the responses you were looking for. The truth will set you free! My grandmother passed after her second shot.

on Tue Like Reply More

Kimberly King
Reba Rager read the comments

on Mon Like Reply More

Jason Deecki
I bet they immediately regret this decision.

on Tue Like Reply More

Jordan Leigh Hale
"like sheep led to the slaughter"

on Tue Like Reply More
Vee Sim
This one time… at band camp, I heard a guy cough.

Corey Jacob Po... replied - 5 replies

Nicola O’Leary
**Bec Hughes** read the comments. Many vaccinated people have been hospitalized and/or died from/with Covid that no-one hears about

Nicola O’Leary
**Bec Hughes** read the comments. Many vaccinated people have been hospitalized and/or died from/with Covid that no-one hears about

Kim Atallah
It appears they're trying to boost their narrative .

Sandra White
Loved one was hospitalized with two blood clots in his lungs after the j&j

Gotcha Beech
I’d like the vaccine. But can you just mail it to me? Just like mail in voting. Safe, secure, and honest. Then I’ll send the papers back stating I took it. You trust me right?

Burton Notrub
"Hi we are looking for stories that support our narrative."

Seth Hansen
Nope. Only list vaccinated friends and one got GBS

Pearl Indigo Watson
THE TRUTH CANNOT BE STOPPED
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Victor Douglas
Lmao literally asking for scare tactic stories

Anong Pennington-Ugarte
They are just trying to create a narrative against the unvaxxed.

WT Barnes
Got the jab no issues . Also lots of friends got it with zero issues

Travis Evans
i just passed some gas

Damon Wigington
Channel 7 stirring the pot up I see. Smh

Brielle Nicole Valle
Jimmy Barry majority vaccinated people dying... but you keep thinking I'm in la la land..

Cindy Orsborn
Did you get enough answers!! Now go and tell some lies!!

Filippo Ostuni
My auntie barely walks after her jab ... she is 65 years old ... ruined for ever

Jodi McFarlane
Fishing for stories! Unreal!
Devon Latendre
Girlfriends grandfather had a heart attack days after getting the shot

Matt Morrow
This is the most retarded thing I’ve seen on here!!!!

Julie Rudnick
Darn! Video now removed for not following guidelines

Teri Livingston
Hey channel 7, I hope you’re listening

Vina Sheree
Shannon Gale read these comments from the looks of these comments… many have died and or become extremely sick from the shots…

Kim Brewer
Sheep TV Station. Be a Lion! Stand up to the tyranny!

Cody Kruijer-Hall
Pretty sure by these comments you need to change you’re narrative..

Carolyn Beresford
I ended up with shingles

Brittany Anita
This comment section SO passed the vibe check

Scott Paden
These comments aren’t going the way you expected them to go.
Donnie Walls
Anyone that comments on this is an instant target. Good luck

15 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Pamela Ek-Lowney
I know many in their 60's-70's who just randomly died after getting the shot.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Kyri Haynes
I know 7 from Vax.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

James McMillian
No agenda with this story at all. No sir.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Kera Linn
Michael Greenberg how should I interpret the thousands of cases here?

15 hrs   Like   Reply   More

Michael Greenberg replied   3 replies

Beverly Elrod Adkins
Thanks for sharing!! It's just terrible!!!!

on Mon   Like   Reply   More

Andrew Lacey
Nek minnut, so I shouldn't be eating 120000 calories a day? Yes get the jab.

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Kirque George
Whoops... look like you're on to a bigger story

on Tue   Like   Reply   More

Eric Bendler
Lisa Bendler... makes you wonder about things like Dad and his brain cancer. When did he get the flu shot he never wanted?

on Mon   Like   Reply   More
Kassie Carter
Nope, but I know people with reactions to the injection.

David Porter
This hasn’t aged well.

Annette Toupin
Annette Toupin
Michele Siegel Karina Goode Richele Engel
don’t know if you gals got wind of this post yet but take a look at some of these 161,000 comments, so sad...total backfire on their narrative.

Lanard Wentz
WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Well, based off the comments it looks like this post didn’t go as planned.

Dylan Casey
@ Jacob Shephard have a look at these comments heavy stuff

Nicole Masci
Michelle Logreco see various comments. Literally hundreds of people mentioned who died shortly after the booster.

Wayne MCCaw
Standing in line for the NAZI TRAIN RIDE...... ONE WAY ONLY.
Sandra Stefani
That's one way to try and scare them.

James Houlden
Wasn't ready for all these comments were you

Morgan Francis
Learna Francis Charlie Lewis read the comments, they're trying to make a series to say vaccines helped save lives but all the comments are saying they've only lost people who got fully vaccinated! Exactly why I wouldn't have it

Learna Francis replied 5 replies

Judy Hammond
My ability to post on what works is being blocked.

Scott Titus
Reality vs. what they're telling you.

Julie Dahlen
Let's fuel the paranoia!!! Well played, collect that paycheck!

Priscilla P Cheung
They sure didn't get the memo

Morgan King
Mykisha Jordan-McKay, this is the side of the story I get to see about the vaccine. Read the comments! I wear my mask and keep my distance.

Israel Elisha
Got the popcorn ready.. Now time to read the comments.
Cassie Marie
Heather Renee have your mom and sister read these comments...this post will probably be taken down bc its definitely not the results the poster was looking for.

Kristy-Lea Tritz
Sarah Bigelow Tara-Lee York Falin Dilts read the comments under this post that was for a TV stations asking...guess their story line isn’t going the way they wanted it to.

Kristy-Lea Tritz replied · 2 replies

Amanda Schmidt
Had a friend get “it –the jab and die one week later

Tim Lee Kulijof
They r hitting the Delete Button really fast....... 

Melani Gella replied · 1 reply

Julie Mullenax
Oh my gosh. They are drumming up the blame

Nicholas Patterson
What about the blood clots. What about the irregular periods in women

Tom Rosco
Vaccine is like a Russian roulette. Only takes one shot

Jen Heintz
It’s time you ask the real questions!!!

James Wilhelm
KSL continues its downhill slide.
Huntington Chase Riley
Hey propaganda machine, you’re about to end

Larry Voegele
These numbers of fully vaxed people dieing are horrific why isn’t there a pause on this

Lynn Caudill
These comments are really eye opening

Sheryl Abner
Bet these comments are absolutely not what they expected

Jason Why
I think this chart speaks for itself.

Rosie Falloon
Report the TRUTH!!!
Is it that hard???

Caralee Weber
Maybe it’s time to change the story

Matthew Trobaugh
Hmmmm  well this comment section didn't go as planned
Some of these comments sound like a game of Chinese whispers

You guys should probably just delete this post

Omg!!! This thread is amazing!!! Please don’t delete this post

Had a friend pass one week after their second shot.

So many testimonials to turn into news stories, you know, proper news reporting!

Nope. The ones I know are doing just fine now. No shot.

Only vaccinated I heard

My girlfriends softball teammate just got his shot, now his face is partially paralyzed!

I tend to look at people that have a picture of them in front of a mountain with the idea that they are compensating for some type of deficiency.
Rhys Millington
Daniel Layton are all these people lieing, are they all related to each other or is there more than 8 deaths?

Rhys Millington replied · 3 replies

Cassie Wilder
Yovan Reyes are these people making up their comments also?

Cassie Wilder replied · 4 replies

To Mac
Ah yes everyone here isn't lying for attention

Kate Montgomery
Erin Autullo, Chrissy Haley, Lisa Raphael.. read these comments! This is what they are keeping from ALL of us. People please keep your voices being heard about the vaccine!

Erin Autullo replied · 2 replies

David Rowland
I got both shots, I woke up the next morning to discover that I’m gay now. Will you cover my story?

Guny Aleksiunas
Somewhat most of comments kind of.. backfired…:)

Stephanie Eis
Your loss is their gain...the new slogan.
Angela Atherton
This..

Colleen Mary

Wendy Miller replied · 1 reply

Jen Sterns
My aunt threw a blood clot after her second shot and died.

Cody Wayne Kurelic
How long before communistbook takes this post down because it didn't go the way they wanted it to? My guess is by tomorrow morning

Kris Nace
To those making fun! Glad your a walking pin cushion. And show some respect people are dying from this. Maybe you got lucky but don't forget there will be long term side effects.
Heidi Storm
Wow. Russia is burning the midnight oil in their FB comment factory.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

America Brooklyn
Judging by the comments, THERE ARE MORE OF US THAN YOU! 6
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Brandi Perry
Oh and research “Spike Protein “. That also is far more relevant. 1
10 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Beverly Little
I can't wait for you to present your fair and balanced findings.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Mickie Smith-Moore
This post is aging well.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jayke Moeller
This is some North Korea type "journalism" 7
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Gloria D Hendrix II
FIRST OF ALL, What is WXYZ TV? I THOUGHT IT WAS KATV CHANNEL 7?
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Marcy Bustuballz
Another way they're tricking us.
Sherry Lynn
Wow. Thanks for sharing your stories.  
2 hrs Like Reply More

Joe Erato
Next story, Tell us how Biden is more popular than Obama.  
on Tue Like Reply More

Nikki Purdy
Well. This backfired didn’t it. Looks like you have your headline now.  
on Sun Like Reply More

Taylor Wilson
wow WXYZ-TV Channel 7 this really didn’t go the way you were wanting did it?! Maybe it’s time to start listening. Oh right!...there’s no money in that.  
on Mon Like Reply More

Joe Michaud
When will you be doing a story on natural immunity?  
on Tue Like Reply More

Sandy Kelly Rozanski
I first thought this was an add from a law firm. Lol  
on Mon Like Reply More

Jan Faas Taylor
Lost a vaccinated one. Boo you.  
on Mon Like Reply More

Sylvie Morris
Look at a lot of comments and you will see truth.  
on Tue Like Reply More
Brittany Rard

Pruiit Estil
How about; doing a story of the ones that died; after the shots

Lee Outen
Well hell... I was comin on here to give them some but looks like y'all got it covered.

Rene Jenkins
People are also going into comas after the shots no reports there?

Cody Anderson
An acquaintance ended up in the ER with a racing heartbeat. Younger male in his mid 20s.

Nk Kane
When you make the propaganda THIS obvious, people are clearly going to speak up

Justin Eckholm
Anti-vaxxers are the glue & paint chip eating kids that have all grown up.

Karl Meletti
The Comments... the Truth always outs
Anne Krolik
Bet that didn’t go the way they thought it would eh. Ha ha.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Miguel Trevino
I NEVER got the SHOT, NEVER wear a mask am ALWAYS OUT, Disney World last year, Universal Studio, Las Vegas this year NEVER SCARED and I'M DOING AWESOME!!!!!!
20 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Mike Wolf
So how about something important, like pedophile rings.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Cheryl Ritter
What about the people who are immune?
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Michael Whetstone
Working on a story cause they don't have one.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jennifer Fajardo
I love how eye-opening to the truth this thread has become!!!
18 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Barry Soetoro
Outstanding
I love watching the backlash on you murderers
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Marissa Young
This is why I don’t watch the news..
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Kyle Turner
why are so many people lying in the comments...
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Maree Joels
Had my vaccies, cauught the virus , been ok

Keleki Veve
I lost one to aids

Gary Dyck
my friend died three days after second shot ,sunshine coast bc

Anthony Russo
Kelly Allen comments paint a picture the media wont.

Melinda Dawn Stamper
Do a story on that video I just posted

Patrick Lewis
Nope. I know a couple of people who got the vaccine who got it though

Amanda O’Riley
Because I love you all and want you to be safe

Carmen Ziko O’Riley Kelly Britton Lori Holbrook Micah Pucar Brandon Smith Kevin Hintz Jessica Quinn Stephanie Burkhart-Thompson Kelly Garner Meg Smith Watson N Tonya Prunier
Just look through these comments. Every death is a tragedy.

Micah Pucar replied 5 replies

Kendra Silvas
Yes I love the comments guys we want the truth no more scare tactics

Mellie Rae
Tee Leaf, i’m standing firm on my earlier statement regarding second jab... saline????
Kebori Denson
It's cool to proofread sometimes and go through response scenarios.

Brittany Simpson
How's that headline working out for you WXYZ-TV?

Asar Raset
It gave somebody i no asthma...she didn't have an issue before the shot

Charles F Terry
Just as expected a failed vaccine smh

Don Jones
Bring this energy to the protests folks!!

Chris Robb
Seem to be working on a lot of “story’s” recently

Eric Travis
Hahaha nice try looks like this backfired the news is useless

Kevin Dean
These responses speak volumes.

Lisa Mazzeffe-Martino
Have you tried sharing this?

Alexis Turcotte
the comments not the response they wanted to hear huh? Raymond Minisall
Brodie Higgins
I took phizer and my genitalia fell off

Sian Rybak
Uk

Wisdoman Lessa
Lost my brother, after been fully Jabed, two times, and months later die of COVID-19.

Rima Elkurdi
Well done to all those commenting who are well and truly not sheep!!!!!!

Grayson Whitaker
Some of yall need to apologize to your conspiracy theorist friends! Hopefully more people wake up to the truth!

Nathaniel John... replied

Todd Spraker
I have yet to see even one person comment that an unvaccinated person has died. Not one.

Mark Nicholls
Never seen so many liars on one feed

Mark Nicholls replied
Krystal Hagler
Are these the responses you’re looking for?

19 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Katy Gustafson
Wow the comments section how long till it's removed?

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Kurt T. Hickis
Welp, this backfired for you guys, wouldn't ya say?

17 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Tara J Boccia replied 1 reply

Kyle Hawthorne
The ones that don't believe in it are doing great

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Cass Ghee
Nope! All my loved ones I've lost WERE VACCINATED

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jeannie Weston replied 6 replies

Renee Walsh
My clients husband fully vaxxed died of covid

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Candy Smith
Oh look how the TRUTH is coming out!!!!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Billy Reilly
RIP uncle Barry Mckockner, he was a good man. I told him to get the vaccine and he refused.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Taylor Anstrom
Angie Guy check this out. My mother with a pacemaker and a stint got the shot and any day now I am expecting to hear she has passed

Angie Guy replied · 1 reply

Christina Campbell
Wow...this backfired didn't it!

Sharon Douglas
WHY ARE THEY GIVING THE DOSE?

Jay Shanks
The comments are very encouraging....leave our kids alone

Davon Scott
Look up Rizza Islam he exposes the truth his Instagram is gotcensored

Shawna Bridges
Meryl Aaron here are better statistics than the ones you've reading. These ones are factual. Sift through and read where they are coming up with numbers.

Nicolette Coble
Lost someone who was vaccinated

Benjamin Wadsworth
This is not what they they thought this post would be about haha

Michael Messervey
Who is paying these people these people off?
Michael Nelson
**Geraldine Hocking** where did you get the numbers from?

Geraldine Hocking replied 3 replies

Ann Mussoline Cwalina
I bet you're working on a story

Leanne Mae Trinidad
Is it safe for AB+ blood type?

Sharon Barrett
The comments, I guess this wasn't the response they were expecting

Kelly Beane
Jamie Connelly Lisa Wilson comments.... the real truth

Dale Mitchell
Kaysha Mitchell

Apparently every person here has lost someone but the government has only announced like 5 deaths lol

Lanie Ball
Thanks to everyone speaking the truth!

Jason Kulha
**Melissa Hall** take a look at some of these 93,000 comments...where there is smoke there is fire.

Gemma Pierre
The comments section wow welcome out of the matrix we salute you
Melissa Fitch Davis  
WXYZ-TV Channel 7  
Looks like you’ve got a pretty good story to tell  
I’m sure there are many of us wondering if you’ll be bowing to the corrupt left on this one?  
~sincerely, the unvaccinated.

Mark Dacus  
Need to make up stories to promote the narrative!!!!

Cheryl Holiday  
Dannelle Sullivan, you have to have an opinion on this one. Brad Brinkman, where ya at?

Brad Brinkman replied  · 1 reply

Jimmy Jen  
I'm very anti Vax for children but I got the vaccine

Andrea McGugan  
We see what your doing.  
Don't fall for the propaganda

Kimmy Graue  
Omg this comment section, I didn’t even release it was this bad. Wow.

Shezza Roberts  
Let the truth be told!!!! Stop with the bull people are dying from ur vacs!!

Philh Thomson  
The vibe I'm getting is the vaccinated need MORE shots ...

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Brandon Michael Redler
Not vaxxed was over it in a few days (symptomatically)

Jesse Mergard
Jayde Jamieson have you guys been in contact with these ppl luv?

Naomi Dennis
Kirsty Bryant Ruth Dell I don't think these were the comments they were expecting from this post. Balanced journalism really is required. It can't keep being one sided.

Lynne Boudrie
Yes stange things happening to some we know that was vaccinated

Sarah Magana
I lost two within days of getting their second vaccination

Erin Reynolds
Of course, they only want stories that fit their narrative.

Megan Kelly
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, _formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.  

Molly Hedges
Nope! But I've had some close calls with friends having complications from the vaccine.

Jason Caldwell
I WILL NOT COMPLY!! NOT NOW, NOT EVER!!

Brittany Rard

Mike Kadinger Jr
Nope. And no one I know has either.

WD Boucher
Wow. I guess channel 7 didn't see that coming...

Liv Hood
Well, this post probably didn't go the way they planned.

Micah Stephens
GOOGLE WHO HAS THE BIGGEST CRIMINAL LAW SUIT IN HISTORY AND WHY THANK ME LATER

William Straling replied · 1 reply

Victoria Woodard
Patrycia Berkemeier Karol Gąsior Kasia Gąsior Brian Gasior Gabriel Gasior read these comments

Victoria Woodard replied · 1 reply
Adam Kruse
My grandma died 5 days after her first shot.

Clemente Herrera

Irene Ailport
My co worker lost his mom to the shot!
Why don’t you report that.
You guys are killers!!!

Steven Takov
After reading all the comments i couldnt help but post this, dont touch that bioweapon!

Terra Vasquez
No. The clot-shot killed my little sister! Murderers!!!

Terra Vasquez replied · 7 replies
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Joni Shellene
Shannon Reeve Aurelie Reeve Amy Berglund Candice
Read the comments....
Sorry, I didn't mean to double tag you... I just tagged you in the wrong spot the first time... just scroll through the stories... heartbreaking... and these will never be told by MSM... they will probably pull this post down before the day is over... dismissing voices that need to be heard...
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Sherri Rose replied 1 reply

Jess Patrick
I'll be happy to tell you my story, but only on live TV.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
1 reply

Oj Simpsin
I trust alcohol and cigarettes more than your cute little needle.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Anthony Kayal
A close friends cousin fell into a coma for 3 days after her first jab.
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
1 reply

Sha Smith
Sarah Kandra Nic Kandra George Smith the comments may be of interest to you. So many stories. The truth of what the v@x is doing may help others as they decide for themselves what to do in regards to the unconstitutional mandates being flung around. Love you all so very much.

16 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Sha Smith replied 2 replies

Melissa Trunzo
Well, I'll give them this, they haven't taken the post down.

Yet.

15 hrs  Like  Reply  More

Brandy Michelle
I hope and pray all of you are willing to stand and fight what's coming!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More
Heather Nicole Glenn
Finally a movement of truth! Take screenshots of these comments, people!

Erica Faulkner
Robert Barnes has a list of lawyers available for law suits.

John Koon
Lee Gillette no shame in letting the mask slip and fall right off! “Fair and balanced” journalism at its finest!

Nicki Chantale
Lexi Tanas read the comments...so many adverse reactions. Please look into religious exemption. Love you!

Heather Payne
I still don’t know anyone who’s had covid

Kenneth Baker
Wow, they didn't expect all this truth come their way.

Cristy Phillips
I'd love to see a response from op!

Kyle Prouty
Maybe yall could report on #ProtectYourFamilies too.

Mike Everett
Father got the jab....had a stroke
Sam Ramby
It's unfortunate but it's life
I took the J & J hopefully nothing happens down the road

Pamela Gregory
This is a war on the unvaxinated plain and simple.

Jeff Peppers
Everyone here lost a vaccinated loved one

Adam Green
This is pathetic baiting. Stop fanning the flames on this dying fire.

Jennifer Chapman replied · 2 replies
Julie Dawn
I know two people in my street 12 houses that went deaf after the Pfizer

Phyllis Raines Stollings
After the V, I have had 3 unvaxx family get COVID and recover.

Sweet T Hartman
Jonimarie Gleave read these comments doll.. although there was over 170,000 news place keeps deleting people's stories.. didn't fit their narrative.

Ben No
You made it to Germany **WXYZ-TV Channel 7** but same questions as in the US.

Jessica Lynn Kilday
So your only going to report one side of the story. Whatever fits their narrative
Erica B Holt
I know of 3 people who have passed now, only days after getting the vax

Brett Allen Maurer
Bill gates and the boys are getting rich…it’s pretty simple math

Johnny Potter
I lost my freedom due to covid

Truthy Seekers
I made a FB just so I can come to this comment section..I deleted FB years ago when censorship started happening. Screenshot these in case it disappears

Christine Fitzgerald
Gary Fitzgerald look through these comments really worried for my second dose of Pfizer on Friday now

Gemma Woodward
A family member of mine had the vaccine, 2 days later had Covid and spread it to 4 other family members...

Jay Seabra
What a joke. As you can see by the comment section, we’re alive and well. And ready.

Kelley Clayton Berry
This post didn’t go as well as y’all planned huh?
Kristian Knuckles

Madison Dallas
Getting desperate. It's all falling apart for them.

Sam Ramby
He's extremely intelligent but he works with the CIA

Terrel Blanks
I lost my car keys once again if that counts

Kris Nace
People are commenting on this so fast the thing is freezing up lol

Paulius Na

Mandi Larsen replied · 1 reply
Ahmad Williams

Kidada Fields
So sad reading these. Transparency is needed around this vaccine's side effects!

Lewis Wicks

Stefanie Whitt
Hmm I've got a story for you! I've known 2 people who have lost loved ones after getting the Covid vaccine..
Jeremy Riddle

Chelsey Anne
I had covid and all I can say is it was a cold and was nasty but nothing like everyone is going on about. The people who die are the people who have underlining health problems.

Aimee Glaab Ro...
replied · 6 replies

Sarah Elizabeth Prehara
No, but I lost a fully vaccinated one

Cindy Wilke
Get on your knees people and give your heart to God. He is the only way out of this mess!

Stephanie Abadie Mclean
I lost my daddy to covid-19 and he was fully vaccinated in March

Nick Edwards
Will you do a story about wrapping your lips around my unit and getting your mouth pregnant?

EL Angelo
replied · 1 reply
Matthew Booten Lewis

Mac Zofchak
I've lost loved ones AFTER being vaccinated

Jaime Spring
What about the vaccinated loved ones?

Marie Derosier
Mariah Salas girl look at all these comments they all about how bad the vaccine is not a single person said they know someone who died from covid without the vaccine. This vaccine is not safe for everyone fr

Jamecca Thomas
No, I know people who lost their lives after receiving the vaccine.

Stephanie Shelley
I'm so extremely sorry to everyone who lost a loved one to the vaccine!

Benji Bino II
this comment section wins the internet for today and forever!

Cari Peters replied · 1 reply
Megan Lynn
My son's friends mother is in the hospital saying she has a fib now.

Oriana Amodeo
I know plenty of people who have passed away with COVID sadly. Everyone I know who is vaccinated (99% of the people I surround myself with) are fine. I also have a friend around my age (22) who is having kidney issues due to having COVID almost a year ago. Many of my friends around my age who had COVID did not pass away from it but are having kidney issues, can't taste anything or keep any sort of food down, and still can't do any sort of physical activity.

Jason Dreyer

Chris Massenburg

Nadia Rodriguez
My grandma got the shot on Wednesday and passed on Friday... no health issues whatsoever.

Desiree Gonzales replied · 1 reply
Naomi Byers
What about the patient that has Factor V Leiden and never had a blood clot in their life and after two doses of the experimental gene therapy has a blood clot from their ankle to their groin? How about that story **WXYZ-TV Channel 7**?

Christine Miles Kincaid
**WXYZ-TV Channel 7** Well? Are you going to respond? There are hundreds of stories here for you to cover. Are you going to follow up, or just ghost your followers? Come on, take a stand. Be brave.

Lily Madeline Liberto
I've lost no one to Covid or being unvaccinated but TOO many to the injections.

Ed Paz

Keith Gilpin
Would you be interested in hearing from those that lost loved ones after being vaccinated.
Nur Saffurra

Marybeth Twigg
I heard from a friend allot of his jr marines have heart disease bc of the vaccine.

Nancy Swift

Alex Johns
My grandfather died 14 hours after the second dose of Pfizer.
Paula Abbott

Erin Lauppe
Hahahahaha ya bunch of jerks. Trying to bully people into submission doesn't work! 1

Alicia Tootie Barnes Ashmore
The sickest person in my fam so far was fully vaxxed. 6

Bryan Scott-Williams
My daughters 23 year old, healthy, male friend had 3 blood clots and a heart attack after second shot. Did I say extremely healthy.

Ashleigh Nichole Garrett
My friend got the jab and now has Bells Palsy! So sad 2

Monica Martinez
I had one family friend who passed away who wasn't vaxxed at all. Its so sad to see everyone losing someone they loved 1

Mack Reta replied · 1 reply

Berni Vernon
My mother in law died of a stroke after the shot 7
Amanda Pierceall
My stepmother was hospitalized for blood clots around her lungs & in the main artery in her thigh.

Luke Willoughby
People just react differently to the vax. But take it or don't take it, it's your choice.

Kathleen Ru... replied

John Matthew Dorion

Moni Thgurl
My aunt just passed away a week ago with COVID and was fully vaccinated.

Breanna Tittle
Grandmother got her vaccines in February and passed in June. Her health deteriorated very quickly after her "helpful shot".

Julie Ellenwood
Idk does Microwave Illness or exposure play a hidden role in some of this?
Trey Naquin

Suzanne Davis
Brenda Thorpe read the comments!! Never known of anyone, but by the looks of these comments, it's a NO from me..more people are dying from the Vax...hmm time to wake up people! Smells like crimes against humanity in the air!!

Brooke Gutierrez
Karen Lisewski Hall If you read the comments, a lot of people are sharing their story about losing someone who got vaccinated due to heart complications.

Jessica Martin
I'm assuming that this isn't quite the response they were hoping for...

Katie Johnson

Leslie Terry Price
Rebecca Miller Boyd Mark Boyd Devin Boyd you guys look at all these comments. I have not seen 1 that said they lost a person that was not vaccinated all were vaccinated. Bet this will not stay up long for how many are speaking out against the vaccine. Don’t think they saw this coming.

Rebecca Miller... replied 1 reply
Alan Johnson
My buddy’s dad dropped dead less than 24 hours after getting the vaccine.

Saladin Amaar Muhammad

Riley Grimes

Liberty Forall
Jace Sull
Vaccines don’t work my gf is vaccinated and got covid last week

Noelle Quade replied · 1 reply

Tracy Schofield
Mother had a stroke within 24 hours from the vaccine.

Ashira Elamin-Guyness
They’re accepting blood donations from the vaccinated now.

John Lunes

Joshua Bajc

Bobby Coe
After taking the vaccine, did you or a loved one suffer from side effects?
Madison Nirchi
The amount of people who have commented that their older family members suffered from “brain bleeding”

Derek Hall

Simeon Snow - Financial Coach

Marie Daniel
The babies body does not belong to the Mother he has his own separate body

Charles Newman
My son Markese Newman Newman was stabbed to death by a friend, I am trying to bring awareness to the case, would you please consider doing a report on the story

Jennifer Bettis
I'm writing a story on how long posts like these with responses like these actually stay up for others to read. I may reach out.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Paula Abbott

Wow. These comments! Glad information is being shared!

Joshua Bajc

I know two people diagnosed with myocarditis and two with brain bleed/stroke (one died) after the vaccine.

Sarah Toombs Lord

Jennifer Schultz

Amanda Marcenko Gagnon

Mike Disalvo replied · 10 replies

Ryan Dumas replied · 1 reply
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Austin M Starla

Caroline Worlock Brickman
Don't take medical advice from random people on Facebook

Nick Yates

Matthew Booten Lewis
Amy Boothe Johnson
Marci Graham Smith
look at this comment section....The antibody dependent enhancement is unfortunately happening as they initially thought. This is so disturbing to see so many affected.

Lucy Dawson
and now they want our children to be vaccinated! not a chance in hell

James Mayer
I nearly lost a vaccinated love one to the vaccine

Carlos J Cruz
People also should look up Covid and chiropractic care

Brock Mace
I had a family member get the shot and have a stroke 2 hours after and passed away.

Paul Miller

Anna Valeria Bravo
My uncle almost did and he was unvaccinated...
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Cameron Harnden
Anyone have issues with Pfizer? 2

Britney Sheets
Cameron Harnden my grandmother died after her shot. Blood clot caused bleeding in the brain and had a stroke.

Cameron Harnden
Britney Sheets from Pfizer?

Britney Sheets
Cameron Harnden yes

Jake Stewart
The story is in the comments.

Mike Hunt

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#=_
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Rose Dell'eva
I forgot to put down Vitamin d but that also!

Anthony Chacon

Catrina Howard-Burns
So sad for everyone losing people after the shots.

Ashley Nicole McCusker

Samantha Dion
Heres your story 7. Write it.

Bret Tutor
Dan Diffy
I’m literally thinking everyone is only commenting “read the comments”

Heavenlii Lewis
I wonder if these losses are included in the supposed 2% of lost lives

Dario Di Paola

James Schwartz

Jennie Jones
Got my 2 jabs and now I have x-ray vision and I know of 75 other people who say the same!
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Julia Cary von Ehrenfried

I cant believe so many people are going through this bc of the vaccine. I'm not vaccinated and I just got covid. Very mild symptoms tho.

Marilyn Denise...

Zack Boswell

Scott James

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135/refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
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Dario Di Paola

Achsah Joy

Paula Abbott
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.
Amy Garrett
My mom passed away last week due to Covid- no underlying health issues.
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Dillon Nix

on Tue

Like

Reply

More

Dario Di Paola

on Mon

Like

Reply

More

Dario Di Paola

on Mon

Like

Reply

More
Dustin Naese

Leanne Marie
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 You are a disgrace to journalism. So well balanced and objective. You push this crap but won’t talk about the people who have been injured by the or those “rare” breakthrough cases. Wake up!!

Jerme Johnson

Jerme Johnson replied · 2 replies
Lacey McFadden
I know many who have gotten covid after being fully vaccinated
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Alice Lynn
Write a story about the temporary restraining order in NY against the DOH
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Papercut Lp
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Papercut Lp replied  5 replies

Brittani Crawford
So many people I know are having miscarriages after being vaxxed!! It’s awful
on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Veritas Vincit
on Tue  Like  Reply  More
Rachel Clayton Avery
Oof this whole comment section is very embarrassing for them....

Anthony Chacon

Sienna Eve

Camilla Toth replied 1 reply

Erika Olivo Ledesma
Carlos Ricardo Avila Sotelo todos estan diciendo que conosan a alguien quien murio fully vaccinated

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Holly Soundsoulbreath
I hope the real truth is heard! so much love to all those effected x

Randy Baker
My GFs brother passes a couple weeks ago, fully vaccinated.

Deborah Lynn

Alex Lightman
Every pregnant woman I know who got COVID19 came through it with no issues.

Every pregnant woman I know who got vaccinated had a miscarriage.

So, WXYZ-TV why not do a story about the horrific plague of miscarriages from the vaccines and the cover up of these deaths?

Are you allowed to do this story?

Arielle KT replied · 5 replies

Jashawn Boswell
Don't mind me, I'm just here to collect white people's tears

Kyle Kielman replied · 5 replies
Laura Krueck

Wow these comments sure escalated quickly. I am seeing far more stories of VACCINATED individuals dying.

Danielle Scott

Julee Aerrtz

Koma Kazi replied · 5 replies

Jonny D'nylen

Nope, but I've lost some vaccinated friends!

Lisa Joseph

A friend of mine lost his mom after she was vaccinated.
Brandon Cope

My aunt just passed and she was vaccinated.

Andrew Crook

What is with so many saying read comments

Jessica Michalek Pace

Andrew Knight looked at these comments... the news place requested stories on deaths of unvaccinated people... lol look what they got.

Melissa Sue Starnes

Rachel Adams Finley

Manda Dawn

I can not keep up with the comment. Please keep telling!
After the vaccines were available to everyone, formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Sheila Kay Marshall

Johnny Milligan

Joanne Silvey-McCorkle

I hear the vaccines won't help with the Mu strain ahead.

Rddc Mike replied
Kimmy Maloney
Check the comments out on this thread, clearly not the response they were looking for

Dutto Amy replied · 1 reply

Amanda Gentemann
Wow. Finally hearing the other side!

Veritas Vincit

Jammie Gould
Jessica Marie Roberts

Olivia Renell
No. Only those that were vaccinated

Tov Henderson
I've lost 4 friends to COVID and 3 of them were vaccinated. How about that for a headline?

Tov Henderson replied

Brianna Lynn

Emily Harlan
I'm guessing these comments weren't what they had planned for their news story to scare everyone from unvaxxed people! WILD. Laurie Harlan Skip Harlan.
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Brianna Lynn

Jackie Harling

Accidentally...
Update as of July 29, 2021

Jared Martin

Did this post get the attention / reaction you were looking for WXYZ-TV Channel 7

Tyler Beavers replied

Michele Cable

My sons dialysis nurse was fully vaccinated. He left on vacation for a week and she was dead

Amber Nicole

Just beat covid on my own at no shot

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Jonah Howell
My grandmother had a stroke the next day after receiving the 2nd vaccine shot.

Johnny Milligan

Trudy Ann Ster... replied

Ashlee Caudill
Who owns you're news organization?

Trudy Ann Ster... replied
Brianna Lynn

Tom Leavitt

Donald Heckathorn

Karen Campbell

Brianna Lynn replied

No, but I almost lost one to the vaccine. Want my story?

Jennie DeSerio replied
James Willard
We've never had anywhere near this much scrutiny over smokers who got lung cancer, alcoholics who got cirrhosis, overweight people getting type two diabetes, promiscuous people who got STDs, and drug addicts who overdosed. But now we're supposed to criminalize an entire class of people because of something that supposedly they could have prevented.

Denyse Kenney replied · 7 replies

Courtney Stewart

Jacks VR

Michael Kohli
Why keep instilling fear!

Orlando Morales
You need to heal yourself, if you need help check out Dr sebi recipes
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Elena Travassos

Trudy Ann Ster... replied 2 replies

Joe Salzmann

Krystal Barnett

Daphne Anderson-Forney Look at these comments and show them to Joel and your husband! This is not being told!

Daphne Anderson... replied 1 reply
Laura Krueck

Evelyn Reeves
I haven’t heard of anyone unvaxxed dying, or even having Covid. The only people I know who’ve struggled with the virus are my sister in law, and one of my friends. Both fully vaxxed.

Roseann Lepardo replied: 2 replies

Muramoto David
Don't respond if the vaccination was not yet available. Those don't count.

Jack Coeur-Fuller
My grandfather passed due to complications from the shot 5 days after he received the first dose. Was hospitalized twice in those 5 days before he passed

Margaret Stewardson
Thanks for the information xx

Jack Coeur-Fuller
My grandfather passed due to complications from the shot 5 days after he received the first dose. Was hospitalized twice in those 5 days before he passed

Margaret Stewardson
Thanks for the information xx
Chris Foster
Now these are the truly scary stories. Wow!

Marta Lucia Berrios
Nope not a single person.

Sienna Eve
#NoVaccinePassports

Jodie L Kirkup replied 1 reply

Joann Woolley
Jana Whitehead there's a lot of open eyes here
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Scott Colin Cundill

Cheryl Lee Ser... replied 1 reply

Raven McCoy
WOW look at these comments 1

Garrett Hurlbut
No. But I know someone who ended up in the ICU 4 hours after their vaccine. 1

Sharlene Bella... replied 1 reply
After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Laura May replied · 2 replies

John Lunes

18 hrs · Like · Reply · More

Jordan Lottmann

Josh Krull Joshua Lottmann

Seems to be more deaths from those vaccinated

Josh Krull replied · 1 reply
Mary Cecilia
Weird. All the comments are from people who lost relatives who were fully vaxxed. It's almost like maybe your numbers on "breakthrough" cases and deaths must be off or something.

Keivon Jones
someone i knew was fully vaxxed and passed

Djrob Cummings
No.... just ones that have been vaccinated.

Marie Daniel
The baby has his own body

Lynda Knotts B... replied

Patti Bartsch
Translation: "Our goal is to support the narrative and to only run stories that do so. Please share your personal experiences that further advance this position while we blatantly ignore any and all evidence to the contrary."

Rodger Petty
Step son got vaccinated and now has covid....not impressed with ANY covid vaccine

El Capitan Hook
Vaccine can Smd respectfully

James Von
Wow… please do the right thing WXYZ-TV Channel 7 and investigate this. The responses are deeply concerning.
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Brianna Lynn

Anthony Chacon

Natalie Kirk Hall
The 2nd shot killed my aunt!!

Autumn Hayley replied · 5 replies

Dani Goodbaudy
my unvaxxed relatives are healthy its the vax ones that arent my dad got it and has had pain shooting down his legs since

Cristina Briseno replied · 2 replies

Kevin Brooks
These comments are very sad and I pray for all the families. Let's see how fast these comments get this post taken down.
Mindy Harley
Nope, but I've run out of fingers to count how many I know who have been seriously injured from the vaccine, or have died.

Gary Edwards
It's amazing how blind and dumb people are.

Holly Alexis
I almost lost my aunt due to clots in her lungs from the virus after she was double vaccinated. Her husband also was vaccinated and got it.

Lloyd Belcour
A friend took the shot and ended up in ICU with clots in the lungs

Michelle Frederick
How about a story on the reason why teenagers refer to the vaccine as the CLOT SHOT, myocarditis.
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Sienna Eve

Sarah Hall replied · 1 reply

Christopher Toro

Faith Marie
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

James Jd

Dani Goodbaudy
mother in law lost eyesight and was temp paralyzed from moderna had to be hospitalized and was deathly ill. but shes alive and refused to get 2nd

Lana LaMuse replied · 2 replies

Cathy Jo Boggs
How about sharing the stories about losing someone who was vaccinated. Bet that won't happen!!!!!!

Antoinette Landau
Nope! I had covid in April at 61... HCQ and doxycycline., back at work in 14 days

Andy Christensen replied · 1 reply

Jeff Crisman
Nope but lost all my grandparents to the vaccine tho..

Annabel Waterf... replied · 22 replies

Dawnelle Smith
.....Read some of these comments Denise.........
Kär Lorraine
Two friends, both lost loved ones (mother and husband) immediately after the vaccine.

Christina Anderson

Jason McCoy
My mentally Sharp & relatively healthy (only managed high BP for yrs) grandmother passed a couple wks after 2nd dose. Her mental health faded quickly & we slowly watched her body shut down. Media’s LIES are infuriating!!

Luke McElravey
Have a childhood friend that didn’t make it out of the parking lot after her second shot. RIP Maria Martinez.

Michael Robert
I got the Rona back in October. I barely noticed I had anything. Just all the sudden lost my sense of smell. And now that I’ve had it I’m less likely to get it. So why in the HELL would I wanna stick that poison in my body???

Patricia Dickson
, They weren't expecting to see these comments.
Christina Anderson

My co worker’s aunt had a stroke from Pfizer shot and another friend’s mom died two months in after her vaccination. She was a biochemist. Bet you won't cover that!

Lisa Holte

My co worker’s aunt had a stroke from Pfizer shot and another friend’s mom died two months in after her vaccination. She was a biochemist. Bet you won't cover that!

Annabel Waterf... replied

Leanna Caterina

Only the vaccinated, but it’s ok keep covering that up…
Sarah Fox
IVE GOT A BETTER IDEA. WHY NOT DO STORIES ON THE TRUTH FOR A CHANGE???

Go on?!...try it. YOU MIGHT FEEL URRRMM CLEANED/ moral again, actually FIND YOUR ETHICS?!

Yep....

THOUGHT NOT.

ANY HOW:
I know 4 people who got covid after vaxxx?!

but they all managed to avoid it for 16 months prior while working in care/ retail. WEIRD RIGHT?!

I also know 6 other people who are ill after the COVID19 vaccines numerous health concerns arising over time.

This is the on-going LIVE list of some of the symptoms reported between them:

Body stiffness, aches and pains, severe pain at injection site/ arm & through the body, eye problems. Gluten/ lactose intolerance/ celiac disease, arthritis, breathlessness, tightness/ tingling in the chest, mini stroke, swelling behind the eye. ( awaiting specialist treatment) full body rash, swollen lymph nodes/ lumps in the breast ( she’s 24 years old) needs a mammogram, metallic taste in the mouth: extreme depression/ low mood/ motivation.

THESE ARE PEOPLE I ACTUALLY KNOW?!

one even had covid before the covid 19 AZ vaccine. He said THE VACCINE SIDE EFFECTS ARE FAR, FAR WORSE THAN COVID ITSELF.

needles to say. he’s never having his second or another one. His partner. she says NO BOOSTER/ NO MORE VACCINES

I hope you see what’s happening?

the lies are catching up. People are sadly experiencing firsthand what us ‘ conspiracy theorists’ have been saying for over a year.

WHATS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A CONSPIRACY THEORY AND THE TRUTH?

“ OH ABOUT 6 MONTHS”. Xx

Tiffany Anne Loafman
No, but I lost a vaccinated loved one.

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Marsha Price
Well this didn’t turn out the way they planned did it?
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Nancy Reynolds replied  2 replies

Brad Osoba
This certainly did not turn out the way ABC 7 hoped it would. Keep resisting friends.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Nick Janssen
My uncle died the night he got his 1st dose.
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Brett Hoonio replied  2 replies

Lauren Marie
When a post isn’t going the way you planned

media3.giphy.com
media3.giphy.com

Seanah Owen
My aunt had to have half her brain removed due to the “biggest blood clot” the doctors have ever seen after she had the clot shot.
on Sat  Like  Reply  More

Ken Callis replied  2 replies

Kristine Case
We had covid in November last year and a blood test from a vein in the arm shows we still have active antibodies!
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Josh Matthews replied  5 replies
Brian Christopher
Time to pivot the story it’s looking like. Isn’t that right **WXYZ-TV Channel 7**

Helena Henry
Why are they not doing a story on the vaccinated love ones that died of COVID-19

Cathy Churney replied • 2 replies

Va Ness Ah
How about all the stories of people who survive covid? Like 99% of people?

Lori Zidell replied • 5 replies

Marlo Ellsworth
No I lost loved ones that took the vaccine unfortunately

Dani Goodbaudy
also if you check into hospital from vx its not marked covid

Greg Cantin replied • 4 replies

Bryan Ridenour
How about doing a story on those who have died or who have experienced health complications after the shot?
Candice Ferguson Barsh
My daughters soon to be MIL's personal story (part 2/2)

Lori Emmott
I have yet to meet someone who regrets NOT getting vaccinated. The list of people I know who regret GETTING vaccinated is steadily growing though…

Steve Perry
Lost a friend from the 2nd shot.
Health tanked immediately after taking it. She was dead 4 days later.

Christina Anderson

Theresa Grande
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 your story should be about all the vaccinated who have died! Look at all these comments! Or does that not fit your “keep the fear” narrative?
Christina Anderson

How about covering the stories of people who passed from vaccine complications. Blood clots, cardiomyopathy, brain aneurysm, etc. Or the thousands of people with sudden onset of guillain-barre syndrome.

Pamela Shepherd

Chelsea Lum

Tracey Young Odessa Orlewicz Chris Vee Kristen Marie read the comments I knew it was bad but I had no idea it was this bad. Vaccine adverse events way higher than they tell us. Way higher

Marsh Diane replied 1 reply

Greta Schmid

I have 7 fully vaccinated residents that are now positive. Go sell the koolaid somewhere else

Steven Smith

Tammy Page replied 1 reply
Jess Fida
No but i lost my vaccinated mother inlaw within 3 weeks after her vaccination...so there's that......

Seaukaenash Tecumseh
As sorry as I feel for those falling for this, I am appalled at the parents volunteering their children for these obscenities.

Kylee Pfeffer-Boyd
Lost my grandmother on aug 4th 2021 to delta a month after her 2nd dose. in nkc hospital ICU

Barb Kanne-Sampson
Do a story on My Body, My Choice
Or how about No means No

I identify as an illegal alien so I don't have to get the "shot"

Angela Morris
germs theory is dead just like your lying reporting

Brittany Nystrom
Well. This didn't go the way they were anticipating.
Bobbie Morton
I've had 10 friends pass away with covid... 8 were vaccinated. Please share the real story!

Wayne Bunch

Terry J. Storie
Read some of these comments for another prospective

Wayne Bunch replied 2 replies

Kehinde Shombay
Americans made me proud on this post.

Lynette Duncan... replied 1 reply

Tracey Pidduck
I know so many people who were fine until they got vaccinated, then got covid. I can live with the stigma of being "unvaccinated " thanks.

Cindy Ann
My son started having seizures the morning after his 2 does. He was seizure free the last 18 yrs. He also had a heart episode the same day he started having seizures. He's been 2 and a half yrs without heart issues. How odd he suddenly after the shot starts having more seizures and heart trouble after many many yrs of good health

Cindy Ann replied 8 replies

Holly EN
I worked as a nurse in long term care. I saw way more elders die of the shot than the disease.

Merly Hartnett
I have friends who have lost a vaccinated love one.

Nerrida Mitchell replied 2 replies
Jolene Ryan Keating
Written by the famed Anglican author C.S. Lewis in 1948. Very applicable to today:

“How are we to live in an atomic age?” I am tempted to reply: ‘Why, as you would have lived in the sixteenth century when the plague visited London almost every year, or as you would have lived in a Viking age when raiders from Scandinavia might land and cut your throat any night; or indeed, as you are already living in an age of cancer, an age of chronic pain, an age of paralysis, an age of air raids, an age of railway accidents, an age of motor accidents.’

In other words, do not let us begin by exaggerating the novelty of our situation. Believe me, dear sir or madam, you and all whom you love were already sentenced to death before the atomic bomb was invented: and quite a high percentage of us were going to die in unpleasant ways.

It is perfectly ridiculous to go about whimpering and drawing long faces because the scientists have added one more chance of painful and premature death to a world which already bristled with such chances and in which death itself was not a chance at all, but a certainty.

The first action to be taken is to pull ourselves together. If we are all going to be destroyed by an atomic bomb, let that bomb when it comes find us doing sensible and human things—praying, working, teaching, reading, listening to music, bathing the children, playing tennis, chatting to our friends over a pint and a game of darts—not huddled together like frightened sheep and thinking about death. They may break our bodies (a microbe can do that) but they need not dominate our minds.”

Mark Shoup
Why do citizens who need hospital care have to wait and groan in the parking lot...unvaccinated should be the ones that groan and wait in the parking lot!

Chelsea Cox replied 15 replies

Jeannie Morris
Lost 2 VACCINATED ones under 30

Krissy Kirby
Almost like it doesn't work
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Jim Killian
How many have Died from the "SHOT"????

Curt Werner replied 1 reply

Jen F Ed
This was science based too and look what happened.

Mindy Robinson
I'm surprised this post has lasted this long given how much it uncovers what's really happening. I wrote this article with screenshots so it will live on long after Zuck inevitably bans it.


Kristina Calderon
My mom is C19 vaxeen injured. Will you do a story on that?

Casper S. Petersen
Lost my mother after jab, and 5 men In my network all In their start fifties
Libby Dal Santo
We lost a vaccinated one, have not lost any unvaccinated despite that we have all had covid.

Tori Loafman
No, but I've lost two vaccinated loved ones.

Bob Rish
No. But 4 friends who were vaccinated have passed away

Tiffany Lanham... replied · 3 replies

Kara Cherea Nester
Tammy Crisp Hodgson wow..... just read like 200 comments. 99% are about vaccinated people passing instead of unvaccinated. I just kept looking for unvaccinated stories and didn't find a single one. Maybe just a couple vague comments.

Eddie Bittner
Tested positive 2 weeks ago after running 4 miles that morning. Continued running 4-7 miles every day and lifting weights, while having Covid. Never got more than a mild headache and little bit of a scratchy throat. I'm unvaxed, just live a healthy lifestyle. Exercise everyday and don't eat a lot of junk.

Sarah Taco
Tammy Alt- look at the headline and look at the comments. I'm so proud of these people willing to call this publication out and tell their stories

Sarah Taco replied · 2 replies

Brittany Sorrentini
My friend just lost her baby after getting the Pfizer.

Emily Pacheco replied · 6 replies
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Amianne Louise
Well that didn’t go as planned, did it WXYZ-TV, you should address the statements from all of the people who commented.

Terry Lankart Knight
No, but I lost a fully vaccinated cousin.

Kazzi Cush
All the unvaccinated people are shaking it Boss!!

Terrance Wilkins
Dheaven J Kelley I've taken the vaccine as has my 18 year old. I've heard of plenty of sick and dead unvaccinated people but not so much as one person even getting sick from the vaccine let alone passing. Thanks for sharing.

Terrance Wilkins replied 11 replies

Alicia Molloy
This post has more comments and shares than every other one of this pages post combined. The truth will prevail

Paul Davies
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 I think it’s VERY clear from the comments what you really should be doing your story on...don’t you?

Beau Maine
A man at the condo association that I work at just died from covid. He was fully vaccinated.

Brett Kilham
True journalism died in the world the day Julian Assange was locked up for sharing the corruption in high places of power
Misty Mazon
How about stories of losing loved ones that WERE vaccinated with the kill shot!

Mike Seebeck
I lost a loved one to COVID-19. She was 135 years old.

She was a grand old lady, a beacon of light to millions, beloved by millions more. She was a native of France but came to America young and settled in New York City, where she would greet millions of immigrants just like her. She was of tall stature, always on her feet, never tiring, never wavering, always looking to greet the next person, always lighting the way home—even during 9/11. In 1986 at age 100 she did get a face-lift and some physical therapy.

Her name was Columbia. Her French name was Libertas.

You know her as Lady Liberty.

Michelle Mullen
I think the comments tell a very different story to the one you're trying to promote.

Amy Machamer
How about it? Instead of spreading lies, tell the truth. 61,000 comments and not one so far, positive. Listen to the people.

Mishelle Bee
How about all the thousands of stories of those vaccinated?! 4 replies

Nicola Rose
If this post gets deleted you know why!

Tasha Heaton replied · 2 replies
Gerald Knowwah
This is an epic fail. Good luck, though.

Justin Reed replied 1 reply

Maryanne Dean
Why to promote yours and Biden’s agenda. Media is so corrupt can’t stand you people.

Maryanne Dean replied 2 replies

Trisha Hyde
Do a story on these numbers!

Tami Taylor

Monica Ritchie replied 1 reply
Louise Anne
Open up Pandora’s box with this one. Congratulations.

Jamie DeWard
I’ve only lost 3 cousins from blood clots from the vax

Brigitte Rosalia
What about the loved ones that passed after receiving the vaccine? Can we get them on the media?

Lisa Probst replied 59 replies

Fanci Brown
So grateful for everyone speaking out with TRUTH in the comments!

Jamie Sykes
And finally, the great awakening

Nancy Chrashewsky Brady
I lost a vaccinated classmate from covid.

Another vaccinated friend is having severe medical problems from the vaccine.

2 unvaccinated friends had covid got the meds that worked and recovered.

It’s up to you to stay well so choosing the right foods and supplements are essential for your wellness.

Christopher St... replied 1 reply
Lori Parrish
All the communists with Pfizer investments

Brittani Switzer
Not interested in the story about those who lost a vaccinated loved one?

Kelli O'Hare Paslawski
I work at Beaumont Farmington Hills and we only have like 11 Covid patients. Under 200 in the entire system

Jameka Adrienne
My dad got vaccinated and then was diagnosed with diabetes 3 months later. He don't even eat bad

Janet Gordon Fenner
Do a story on vaccine side effects and reveal the truth

Mike Yatsco
Kim Murphy Smalley This post was created by a news channel to fish for stories of unvaxxed deaths but read through these comments and what do you see? The truth. They didn't expect that.

Paul Simon
The cure is worse than the disease and about to get worse.
Nancy Norwood
Obviously they don’t like our comments I tried multiple times to post

Colleen Kutcher Ofsanik
Talk to Angelia Gipson Desselle she has been injured and fighting for those who have!

Nathan Gilbert
It's great to see America speaking up. waking up is a beautiful thing.

Nathan Gilbert replied · 1 reply

Dylan Morton
So the comment section isn’t going how you planned?

Bethann Flack
You’re working on something alright. Not successfully, because we ARE the majority and we are not silent nor are we afraid. We aren’t buying what you’re cult leaders are selling. You can stop trying to choke us out now.
Col Richardson
I’ve lost loved ones “after” they’ve had the vaccine and would like to share my story!!  

Robbie Eacott
I’ve lost an Auntie and cousin to the VAX ( Pfizer & AstraZeneca) I have a friend right now in ICU with Heart Issues and seizures from the VAX …..it’s outright Genocide  

Tom Pullins
Looks like you have other stories to work on here if you really want to be journalist!  

Kate Johnson
I’m seeing a lot of people who losses loved ones who were vaccinated  

Nun Ya
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 are you going to acknowledge any of this? What are your thoughts on all these comments?  

Elizabeth Böhme
My close friend died last Wednesday. She got her first jab and her heart just stopped.  

Eve Yoh
Thankfully no... Well... Not yet but my mother is now having heart issues and looming heart failure after her second shot and my dad is having cognitive issues so thanks for that my lovely neighbour is also facing heart failure after his second shot.  

Joselynn Jax
Thank you everyone for speaking out!!! Let's keep the TRUTH in hindsight!!!!  

Michelle Rene Boyd
What about losing vaccinated members.. All the one that were unvaccinated are good
After the vaccines were available to everyone, …ormation. We may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook

Ben Dyball

Toby GT replied • 3 replies

Tallon Falvo
My wife granddad had a heart attack after receiving the AZ vaccines then dyed a few weeks later in his sleep.

Tallon Falvo replied • 2 replies

Donald Wayne
I've lost 3 friends and a family member that were fully vaccinated do you want those stories

Sarah Sarah replied • 1 reply

Kirk Andrew
It's obviously getting harder to dig up stories, but don't worry, they'll just make stuff up

Kirk Andrew
It's obviously getting harder to dig up stories, but don't worry, they'll just make stuff up

Laura Chapman-Adkins
No but I lost a vaccinated one!
Jasmine Davis
They doing any and everything to make us get vaccinated,

Kimberly Corvin

Kimberly Corvin replied 2 replies

Ben Ferraiuolo
**Austin Persons** join in on the first post that people are banding together to. Almost 80k comments now. All testimonials and patriots and simple people. Look at all these people. So many stories. I spent over two hours reading all these.

Jacques Strappé
I brought my own chair to read these comments

Haley Marie
**Rockney Shepheard** read down this entire thread of comments if you have time! These are real people with real stories. This is why we shouldn't trust the MSM in my opinion.

Bryant Vaught
Grandma had a stroke two days after Pfizer and 29 year old friend developed a heart defect. Both directly linked to the vaccines

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr#=_
Karen Masters Vasquez
I just lost a vaccinated friend to covid.

Jesi Damask
I wonder how long its going to take facebook to notice these comments and get rid of them

Robert Modzianowski
Can you do a story on the many people telling you to GFY???

Brittani Russell
Iam Canadian. If you follow up with these stories in the comments I would watch the program.

Kimberly Corvin

Tammy IsAnointed replied

Constance Dickinson
yes my mom's cousin just passed away last week. my mom had it 75yr old my brother gave it to her n my next to the oldest brother. but my mom n two made it out alive.

Afu Malik
I have a coworker who was perfectly fine until he took the jab & now he has permanent nerve damage
Scott Colin Cundill
Please like as many comments as you can. Keep this candle to humanity burning forever.

Trisha Marshall Burton
Dang… channel 7 you didn’t get the answers your liberal agenda was looking for!

Brenton Robinson
My brother Brandon Robinson had a heart attack the day after the 2nd shot. We buried him a month later when he had an aneurysm

Taylah Coonerty
Louise Almond Zoe Rowan
I feel you girls would appreciate the comments posted on this, from real people and their experiences of loved ones becoming ill or worse death following the covid vaccine! I’ve been reading a lot you girls have been sharing and commenting on things and just know I’m with you both 100% xoxo

Louise Almond replied · 2 replies

Bri Melcher
reaching much? how much more propaganda can a local news spread?

Karla Bausch Polce
Wow! Reading these comments should be opening to all!

Zik Z Peace
I need 33 doses for my cat and my neighbour cat... Please help me...

Susan Murphy
I lost a vaccinated love one

Susan Murphy replied · 3 replies
Kaitie Wood

Monica Hradek replied 8 replies

O'Brien McDuffy
"WE NEED ANECDOTES THAT SUPPORT OUR POSITION, PLEASE RESPOND."

Rebecca Ross King
I lost a vaccinated Loved One

Kimberly Corvin

Kimberly Anne... replied 1 reply

Theresa Palm
I've heard and seen more negative from the vaccine than positive….. just saying .

Jaimee Potter Loeffler
Kelly Potter Judd Check out all these comments... they are being hidden and not talked about, but there are tons of very bad reactions and death from the vaccine!
Will Gloss
No my dad had his first vaccine 6 days later he passed

Amanda Keasler McAdams
I tested positive for “The VID” at the end of Sept. Initially I thought it was just my normal seasonal bad allergies .... Cough & runny nose primarily. At first I didn’t have a fever, no shortness of breath, no fatigue, no loss of smell or taste. My general practitioner put me on my normal allergy prescriptions, including an inhaler and just said to watch my symptoms to see if anything progressed. A couple of days later I noticed I couldn’t smell or taste anything. I went and got tested and I tested positive. I called my general practitioner back to let her know and she put me on a couple different prescriptions geared more towards Covid. Then I signed up for the Monoclonal Antibody treatment (Regeneron) bc I’m currently being treated for breast cancer (so I have a suppressed immune system) and then have seasonal asthma. I went in 3 days after testing positive for Covid for the Regeneron treatment and within a day or 2 I was feeling better and my symptoms started to subside. No, I’m not vaccinated & don’t plan on it! Talking to one of my Radiation therapists (for my breast cancer treatment), he told me that he used to never have any heart issues .... Got the Covid V and now has heart issues. He had to get a defibrillator put in and now has to see a cardiologist regularly. Too much is unknown about the long term affects of this V, much less looking at the large number of really bad adverse reactions to it. I take D3, Zinc with Quercetin and Airborne daily and I feel that doing so is what helped me to not have severe symptoms. Andrea Morris

Blair Gwin
Here for all of the TRUTH in the comments. Keep using your voice everybody!

Michael J Wright
Glen A Wright Look at all these side affects/deaths in comments . My intuition never fails me.

Tiarnán Mac Conchoille
My girlfriend got vaccinated and got Covid a while later. She's fine but everyone in my house who isn’t vaccinated didn’t catch it off her

Nancy Charles
Read these comments and tell me these vaccines are “safe”
Tyler Kelley
Perfect example of what happens when the media and elected officials are entirely out of touch with the majority of the country.

Theresa Donahue McManus
Husbands co-worker on oxygen for the rest of her life after reaction to vax(she’s only 40)

Kaitie Wood

Gustavo A Rodriguez
The best tool against these viruses is keeping your immune system strong and is only 3 things that help 1-eat healthy, 2 exercise periodically and 3-positive environment, I'm a 64 yrs old men that is been for 19 months without any flu or covi even though I have been exposed to covi too many times and every time I tested negative for covi. Stay healthy.

Kathryn Lindsay
My 90 year old grandmother now has masses on her lungs after getting the jab. You can't convince me it's not from the shot.

Cassidy Godbout
My healthy able cousin has recently been paralyzed from the vaccine. Insanity
Anthony McCarthy

Misty Kay Bobik replied 3 replies

Peter Gianna
Better yet make a story and show all the comments on this post to your viewers

Melissa Kleinke
How much does pharma pay ya?

Tim Runstadler
Is it a story of more fear?!?!?

Luke Mitch
I haven’t had the vaccine and I’m a picture of health not had covid, never had symptoms
Llana Wallace

Scott Doorn, I tried numerous times to share real stories with you. Just read a good number of these comments so you can understand the magnitude of these effects!!

on Tue Like Reply More

Chet Zurawski replied 1 reply

Paul Simon

My brother's friend just had her leg amputated above knee due to vaccine induced clot.

10 hrs Like Reply More

Jaqueline Sparrow

How come y'all aren't doing stories on the ones who were vaccinated and still passed.....

on Tue Like Reply More

Tamra Smitty

on Tue Like Reply More

Tamra Smitty replied 7 replies

Brad Ware

My arm and hand turned completely black after getting both shots.

on Tue Like Reply More

Tink Tink

Not able to "like" these comments about death after vaccination

on Mon Like Reply More
Ken Harman
I know a guy who knows a guy who ....

Rachel Dyingtoretire
My cousin had a stroke after getting the vaccination

Merrell Crumley Jr
Well, that escalated quickly and failed with epic proportions.

Kimberly Corvin

Cameron Harris... replied • 3 replies
9/16/21, 12:14 AM

Kimberly Corvin

Kathy Gi replied · 1 reply

Tracy Albright
I love how the story asks “if you lost a loved one who was unvaccinated” and y’all commenting about how you lose loved ones who got the vaccine...y'all smart

Tracy Albright replied · 8 replies

David Sanchez
"Do you have a coincidental situation that will help push out narrative? We may be interested in your story! Any other experience that shows a different point of view? No thanks!"

Israel Maverick Gonzalez
You should do a story on breakthrough cases. That will be more informative and neutral.

Ramona Poirier Montemayor
Yes I lost my sis in law. She might have made it if she hadn’t stayed home in bed for about 4 days before going to the hospital. By that time she already had pneumonia and very sick.

Nicole Scott
Interesting comments!! I guess that didn’t go as planned......
Valerie Aho
I agree with all of the comments!! How about ask what the effects are once you got the vaccine!

Kelsey Rebecca
Can't wait to see this story! Will WXYZ-TV Channel 7 report what these comments are saying?

Cassidy Filbrun replied · 1 reply

Jarna Winter
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 Maybe you should cover some of the stories in these comments who have lost fully vaccinated loved ones?? or would that be too much truth for your viewers?

Josh Lane replied · 2 replies

Valerie Lynch Fowlkes
Go check out my coworkers page. She has documented her findings well and what has happened to her and been censored.

Nikki Updates

Jodi Grills Ke... replied · 1 reply

Kristina McCullough
No I haven't lost anyone to it. My brother and sister got sick and were fine.
Drew Walston

Courtney Murphy replied · 1 reply

Dasmine Davis
Suramin in Pine Needles helps reverse damage to DNA caused by the j a b.

Mikey Brown
Gotta love when the public finally wakes up to the mainstream media’s agenda.

Ulf Ayırtahsk Berg
I'm not so sure there ever was a pandemic

Mercades Sarlis
no but we almost lost a vaccinated one
Jill Hopgood
Check this lady's story. It's heartbreaking after her jab.

Melissa Tarver... replied 3 replies

Trisha Boyington
If it doesn’t fit the narrative you don’t want to talk about it?

Rob Wilson
So desperate for that narrative huh?

Pascal Palou Palomba
My son made an infarctus after his 2nd dose. Open your eyes

Stephanie Lemberger
I have natural antibodies 9 months after my original covid infection. I'd love to know why that doesn't count. Let's do a story!

Kelly Halsall
My mom and my aunt both had strokes 6 weeks post jab.

Karen L. King replied 5 replies
Kenya Sing
Mary Jo Lizio, Anthony Marlow, Audra Marlow, So weird that I cannot tag anyone else in my 3000 friends list but you three. Anyway read the headline, then the comments. This is mind blowing. If you know anyone that is willing to get this vax, please warn them and share this with them.

Darin Melanie Sanchez
The Wave of Truth is coming. They will not be able to hide it.

Chris Kearns
Watching the mainstream media continue to destroy themselves is very entertaining.

Lesley McMurray Martens
Fox News why aren’t you reporting on these comments and stories or Newsmax - anybody at least pretending they care about the truth?

Brandy Pursley
The comments on this post are ! The truth will come out someday. #WeAreTheNewsNow

Den Ledou
turn off the TV and covid goes away…. Covid only comes out after the 10 pm curfew

Jessica Beach replied · 1 reply

Sabrina Lara-babcock
Bill gates foundation funds Pfizer and Moderna now think about that !

Hunter Lilley
If you have a story that fits our narrative let us know!

Mell Mell
Let’s talk about the vaccine in general and how it was NEVER made to even help people.
Ron Higgins
You can keep your doses of graphene oxide. I'm a pure blood and will remain so.

Anne Bracken replied

Dia Merist
I lost a loved one to the vaccine actually.

Wade Marshall
Anyone think it's strange that there is no reply or comments from the post originator?

Wade Marshall
Anyone think it's strange that there is no reply or comments from the post originator?

Ted D Painter
I've lost three vaccinated friends to covid so far

Crawford Jason replied

Chris Mancuso
from the shot one dead and one with shingles.

Caydenn Dixon
My cousin was fully vaccinated and DIED GO FO HELL

Ann Marie Duncan Mba
I got a menustal cycle while in menopause

Only one if that matters
Susan Cranston
Love how they only show “most relevant” replies. Afraid of something? Gtfoh

Klara Bella
So you can plug more propaganda.. absolutely shameful do you not think there is enough of that going on

Alice Hammock
James Derek Musgrave they do. They just change the hospital logo. If you don’t believe me google for yourself

Alice Hammock replied · 2 replies

Devante Pearson
Definitely not getting the shot

Carrie Santelman replied · 1 reply

Brianne Hawes
I’m 28 yrs old I now have blood clots in my lungs from the vaccine and I ably got one shot

Leah Lavoie
Looks like you should "pivot" on your story.

Kassi Demetria... replied · 4 replies

Joyce Jewett Floyd
Let’s face it, liberal media such as yourself don’t want to know the truth!

Colin Hone
Qiva Higgins, maybe shouldn’t be encouraging kids to get gene therapy shots.. read the comments below - hope your keeping well.
Bill Daniels
I love that the comments are finally telling people the truth about the vaccine.

Kyle Williams
And we are back up to 40k when a couple day ago we we were at 35, than back done to 10k

Brian Kraft
Bunch of idiots...the reason we will be on and off lock down forever...science isn't real radical talk shows and YouTube are

Carr Tomeko
Nope and even if I did, I still don't want to take it.

Stan Kinzinger
So in short sounds like getting vaccinated is increasing peoples likelihood of trouble.
Based on this comment section.
Fascinating

Vanessa Martocchio
This didn't go as planned, did it?

Dane A. Reid
Congress is exempt from getting the vaccine thanks to Biden. Wake up.

Cole Keesling
Sounds like People aren't believing in your crap reporting anymore.

David Lewis
They're definitely going to take this one down
Latina Dodd Whitlock
All eyes on Israel y'all.... How they gonna explain away that info

Austin Carter
Couldn't be me what about the chick with paralysis? She gambled and ran out of aces

Galina Lobets
You got plenty of stories in the comments, are you going to share those?

David Crowell
A coworker of mine had a stroke at work a few days after his second jab.

Courtney Carpen-Glowacki
I know someone who's paralyzed from the shot. I'm set thanks.

Karen Elliot
I know 48 yr old woman got jabbed now dead

Kyle Hoffman
I lost a loved one right after taking the vaccine. Smh.
Kelli Anderson
I have watched the number of comments increase by 100,000.....

This Is The Definitely Crimes Against Humanity!!!!!!!

Olivia Reid
Daniel Scutts. I saw your posts. Look at their caption then read the comments. Not the way channel 7 planned for it to go. So fkd up!! Just money hungry people.

Daniel Scutts replied · 1 reply

Paul Simon
My friends 17 year old is now on blood thinners

Jennifer Golomb
Madison Schwarz Please share your story about your grandfather who is no longer with us because he took the vax

Alicianne Thomas Fritz
Follow the story that leads to the truth. Risk losing your job. WE NEED YOU!

Yulia Tantini
A friend of mine told me her friend got deaf after 1st shot of Pfizer

Yulia Tantini replied · 1 reply

Nydia Montanez
My best friend from NY fully vaccinated die from covid few weeks ago
Melissa Davrainville
Pam Lenon
Don Ferguson
Sean Davrainville:
Read these comments. The news asked if anyone lost an UNvaccinated loved one, BUT there's a ton who responded saying their loved one passed or was injured after receiving the vaccine.

Victoria Taylor
My friend lost her sister and other loved ones after they took the vax.. but they won't share those stories

Anthony Bartolo
I get the feeling this hasn't gone the way you expected (or more likely wanted it to).

Any comments or replies from you WXYZ-TV Channel 7?

Do you think it's now maybe time to re-evaluate which side of history you'd like to be on?

Jason Micari replied · 1 reply

Matt Berube
“Journalists” Looking for another corpse to drag through the street....

Paul Simon
My colleague, a 10k runner, had a mini stroke after first jab

Sarah Gough
Shame on all propaganda machines hiding the truth your time will come god has already won remember that

Frankie Owens
How about you ask if people got the covid two weeks after having it the first time. (Because I'm getting tested right now because I have symptoms again after 2 weeks of being negative). (come to find out you can have ongoing symptoms for months to a year.)
Kim Kimistry
I’ve “survived” twice now. Astaxanthin

Mark Christian
Rachelle Paniccia Check out this article. The news wanted to add to the narrative but nearly every person commenting tells the real story.

Cody Collins
Wow, I bet they did not see this comment section coming at them like this

Ginger Rae-Pittman
Yet schools do not quarantine vaxed students, only unvaxed.

Savannah Fisher
Laura B. Miller Angelica Stewart MaryGrace Miller Delanie Miller they were looking for stories on unvaxxed deaths but got 70k comments with vaxx death and injury stories

Michelle Esparza
Ok well I'm vaccinated as well as several others in my life and so far, so good.

Angeclic Clement
Lots of friends and family members forever affected by the Jab!

Dakota Sherman
Literally every person in my family has died from COVID. Even me. I’m typing from the afterlife.

Linda Johannes replied · 4 replies
De Wight Jarrett
Antonio Chef Toto Belvedere if I tagged you in an article that supports the vax all you see is
comments in favour of the vax so I dont see the point in tagging me in this.... What point does this
article prove? Facebook has millions of users yo, you wanna prove a point tag me in a post with a few
million comments supporting ya ideas...

Anne Nauschultz
You have to work on a story to convince people to get the jab?
Must be totally good and life saving, no hesitation whatsoever!

Jason M Copley
Hmmm don't you have that information already? Seems you are fishing for private information covered
under HiPPA. GTFOH

Sebuh Honarchian
Pretty sure my grandpa got a stroke after vaccination.

Tammy Bamba
Did anyone save this video, Can someone share it with me?

Erich Merkle
The msm wasn't expecting these comments.

Jenna Nelson
THE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE Also organic fruits and veggies, eat them.

Mahender Patel
Another attempt to vilify the sane people horribly backfires.. love it....
Shawna Adkins
My mom died a day and a half after her first dose of Moderna.

Trudy Ann Stergiopoulos
She was considered unvaccinated by CDC death count.

Trudy Ann Stergiopoulos
I’m so sorry for your loss. My heart breaks for you over this loss. I lost my son to suicide which is how I am sure my comment was crude and I am so sorry. My point is that your mom’s death is one the CDC is saying did not receive the shot. This spreads the propaganda fear that the ones not receiving the shot are overloading the hospitals but it is those whose body’s immune system rejected the operating system. Your mom is in peace healthy and safely removed from the dangers the end of this system will bring to the living humans and the hybrid cyborgs these people will be if they survive. Again I’m sorry for your loss.

Sam Mckinnon
So glad to see this post backfiring. Its about time.

Bec Agius
Dayna Towers
And i was called a liar and they said they must be telling you lies so you believe them. These are the stories we don't hear about

Dayna Towers replied

Kayla McCormick
Trina Hume I wonder how the story is coming along you think they got what they needed? Definitely not the responses they were looking for
George Maltese
Only deaths I know of were vaccinated people.

Aaron Dixon
Almost at 100k, folks keep it coming.

Bob Ross
The cull is on and still the sheep can't see it

Angie Whitney Brown
The kool-aid only works if everyone drinks it. -Pastor Jim Jones.

Arielle M Derksen
Someone save this before they take this post and comments down!!

Hannah Griffith
This comment section is full of a bunch of people aloof in conspiracy and agenda instead of grounded in truth and reality. Sad.

Ellen Breeden
Lost a family member within a week of their second jab

Dustin Kohlman
These comments are pretty one sided… if you are driven by ratings… change your story topic…

Lindalee Funk
Labs are seeing huge increases in herpes, shingles, HIV, and cancer!
Glendon Barber Barber
Seems to me people are catching on to Mr Hitler

Travis Slyngman
This was expected by anyone with common sense, indubitably.

Eric Eddy
When most of the comments going against this post have more likes than the post itself........

Paula Shepard
Melissa Howe maybe these comments will answer your question better. As the nurses you are wondering about are dealing with this...

Kerry Dougherty
My cousin has bells palsy from the vaxc

Tamar Case-Dixon
Well guess you can break out of the box you have been placed in.

Caleb Bourghs
WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Have you read any of these comments?
Do you care about your viewers or potential future viewers?
We all want to know.

KateriMarie PostOp Atlanta
My sister had 2 grand mal seizures after her 2nd dose of the vaccine.

Jo Jo
Only The strong,, will survive.. population control.
Amy Ting
My uncle is in the icu on oxygen after receiving the vax.

Matt Cline
Guy I work with lost 2" after his 1st shot. You’ve been warned guys.

Josh N Melanie Sensenig
Wow! These comments tell the other side of the story.

Michael Parker
Lol look at all these people who think anecdotal evidence is meaningful

Sonny Bell replied · 4 replies
Rhys Bowen
Eric clapton!. If it stops god playing guitar what chance us mortals got.

Andrea Louise Lillie
Anthony Lillie Jenna Marie McPhee look at the original question of this post and look at all the comments. It doesn’t add up does it?

Luke Deakin
Simon Cutajar The lady at beachaven who's mother died 3 hours after taking the second dose...

Wendy Hardy
Nice to see people speaking out on both sides

Faye Morgan
Channel 7 you are pathetic. Absolutely pathetic.
Diana Jeffries
*Kendall Lynn Kathryn Krejci Mia Prevatt* read these comments about what’s happening to ordinary people. Paints a very different picture than what we hear in the news.

15 hrs  Like  Reply  More

SG Jayy
I have covid rn and by any means I will fight it without a vaccine any day

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Anthony Streetman
Love seeing all these based comments!

God bless you all!!

It’s time to put the politics aside and unite against this medical tyranny!!

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Gmf Honcho
I know people that took it and a week later had Covid.. I WILL NOT take it

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Christopher Palumbo
I love all of you we need to smash the system!

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Jessica Langley
And just like that the world come back together as one again print what's real

on Tue  Like  Reply  More

Gerald Buzbee
*Lori Rodriguez* what are the odds we ever see any of this mentioned in the story they are working on???

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Doug Brackett
No, I lost a vaccinated friend.

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Dee Proctor
Yeah there are tons of these story’s and you can find them at #protectyourfamily

on Mon  Like  Reply  More

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Carmel Basile
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 best u report on the truth! I'm in Australia and we almost have 500 deaths related to the vac in 4 months! My nieces friend passed at 28 after her first dose, went to sleep and never woke up!

Lauren Binns
No but I lost a vaccinated one and nearly lost another one aswell

Mark Davenport
No but my nan went into life support for 8 days after having her first vaccine lucky she pulled through

Paddy Gavin
The truth is getting exposed incredible.

Brian Hayes
Love the responses!!! Truth is coming out!

Jason Tavares
I lost a dear loved one to the LIGMA variant. I'll never be the same.

Kristina Marie Stephenson
All my friends on here I'm proud of you!!! We do not F around. UNITE! #WeWillNotComply
Rollo Courtney
A little reminder.
You can also find the info to support this message online.

Paul Alexander Mills
Lost a dear friend from the pub fully vaccinated his name was Norrie Marr. Never forgotten.

Susan Crawley
Really amazing comments oirgin, ima survivor , got total immunity

Russell Jones
Katie Jones Chris Dodds Louise Byrne Robin 'Robeenio' Wilkes Dawn Jones check out the comments, it’s insane how many people have died fully vax’d or the vax it’s self has killed.

June Lee
WE LOST 2 people in our SMALL TOWN after one JAAB.

Andrea MP
I see a lot of people willing to share their stories, wonder if you’ll reach out

Jess Cheyenne
Yes. A week later. No prior health issues.
Deb Mari
So WXYZ-TV Channel 7, will you be brave enough to take these comments and write a story revealing the truth?

Tanya Dawn
Best of the Internet right here!

Chet Zurawski replied · 2 replies

Clara Burns
What a backfire! Theres a lot of reading in these comments

Sagan Hague
All the my cousins friends sisters husband's mom stories.

Andrea Doug Argo
Does Sorros own your thoughts?

Cab Memo
Lol I never got sick when COVID was out or from the vaccine y'all just

Marissa Rubin
Surprised (and glad) this is still up. Share, share, share!

Rae Sveng
Oh geeze I feel the solar flare coming on because we the people are uniting...
The responses are priceless, take note of them please.

The gaslighting continues... wake up world.

Just gonna drop this here.

This will be taken down soon no doubt.

So they want UNVAX stories, not VAX stories... funny not so funny.

Can some one share those comments with federal and state governments PLEASE.
Tommy Byrne
I didn't have the vaccine now I'm dead

Amanda Currie
Tucker Carlson Tonight Tucker Carlson Candace Owens have you seen this news article and all the comments that went the opposite way they anticipated? Please follow up and bring it to national attention. You have the voice. Please use it to bring all these stories to light!

Bobby Hudson
THE GREAT AWAKENING TO THE GREAT DECEPTION!!!!

Melissa Davis replied 1 reply

Ross Hughes
Sarah Tarlinton Nash Eves Lesley Hughes
Backfire: Verb
(Of a plan or action) have an opposite or undesirable effect to what was intended.

Nash Eves replied 1 reply

Kristy Michelle Sagers
Someone that was vaxxed

Ranan Damti
Yall should take some screenshots and videos cause they can delete this post at any moment..

Bryan Copeman
Who needs life insurance. Tap in

Daniel Moran Arribas
Chrissy Case Read these comments. I've read over a thousand so far. Does any of this change your mind about being pro-Vax? It should
Luciano Boydini
Well... I guess we know what the BIGGER story is here.

James Jnr Koroheke
Ain't no one wanna post up that they lost a loved one who tf asks for those stories wtf

Nick Mckenzie
Quinn Wilkins go argue with these people on why you reakon the Vax should be mandatory ya wombat

Jeffrey Hoogland
Didn't lose one family member or close friends!

Rachel Parsons
#Nuremberg2
Get on the right side of history.

Andrew Martin
My hand won't even give me any until I get vaccinated

Alannah Witherspoon
Wow look at all these medical experts.

Chet Zurawski replied 1 reply

David Frati
I know 2 people that got vaccinated and had a stroke weeks later

Nick Schultz
I'm surprised this hasn't been taken down yet
Devan Grams
Channel 7 didn't not count on the comments being what they are

Nicole Teluch
If anyone would like to send your v a x stories to me I would greatly appreciate it. If WXYZ-TV Channel 7 doesn't want to follow up then I for sure will. Send to teluch_v_search@outlook.com and be as detailed as possible.

Sean Hight
This comment section is like a tryout for the Paralympics. lol Tired of responding with the laugh emoji, so I'll head out now.

John Williams
I dare y'all to Google who paid the largest criminal fine in U.S history.

Brandy G Gardner replied · 1 reply

Jason Coughran
I'm a bit ovet weight and 49 years old, I had Cv-19 twice. And obviously pulled through.

Annette Reynoso Dudley
Please tag people in the comments. They need to hear these stories.

Susan Cady
My mom was part of the nursing home Covid mess. Thanks .CUOMO

Heather Doty
Even the MSM doesn't have a clue. Sell-outs.

Shell N Hall
Daphane Cornell read these eye opening comments. There are alot of vaccine injuries and deaths.
Bryan G. Jensen
Joe Rogan is healthy as a horse.

just sayin
on Sat Like Reply More

Roman Folker
Yes I died but I came back to life

on Sat Like Reply More

Julie Bradley
How can I share this video

on Mon Like Reply More

Diane Allen
Mainers Against Janet Mills. Stop The Mandate Maine. Unintended stories about vaccine deaths and injuries.

on Mon Like Reply More

Deandre Pierce
Bet this didn’t turn out the way you wanted…. lol

on Tue Like Reply More

Ichishima Spoon
I’m surprised this post hasn’t been deleted.

on Tue Like Reply More

Mik Boag
Grant Bradford Stuart Finnie can’t tag Ross, thoughts on these comments boys?

on Tue Like Reply More

Grant Bradford replied · 9 replies

Sharaun Covell
Sharmin N Scott Ridenour have you seen this yet? What’s going on in these comments is insane! Share as much as you can! Before they remove this post.

on Mon Like Reply More

Jake Pattison
Stick ya vaccine up ya James mason

9 hrs Like Reply More
Laven Tabor
I didn't but we got the vaccine like normal doctors family would lol

Lauren Kendall Evans
Penny Law Reed Tracy Evans Paul Evans why I don’t want yaw getting this crap until it has been accurately studied for short and long term effects. And then improved. Read these comments.

Lauren Kendall... replied 2 replies

Jade Monell
just keep on pushing that agenda.. smh..

Paddy Gavin
People are waking up slowly but it's happening

Jennifer Gee Gee Clark
They'll take this down, soon. Share, share, share, everyone!

James Kenzie
The sky be fallin'! The sky be fallin’!

Draper Rogers
Spike Cohen maybe you should see for yourself
Lucretia Hughes
Keep telling your stories and keep waking people eyes! these true people life stories that doesn't fit Mainstream social, political media but this is REALITY. They NEED TO HEAR and we need to listen to Real Americans and People across the World

Sandra Robinson replied 23 replies

Amanda Witherspoon
Erika Livingston scrolling through comments and thinking about what we talked about last night. Seems there's SO many heart issues

Erika Livingston replied 1 reply

Debbie Leach
Are you ready for jail?

Maureen Lucht
Would like to share my story how do I private message you???

Kevin Duver
Who paying you to write these articles after you read the first 20 comments here lmao

Benny Stever
Know heaps of people that got the “Golden ticket”!!!

Kat Null
Well, judging by all the comments… that didn’t go as planned lmao

Angel Staley Smith
Tell the stories in the comments!!!
Pearl Ochoa
Read the comments..
You might want to screen shot it before they delete the whole post at this point.

Matthew Baker, Roger Baker, David Baker, Esther Perez, Tracy Perez, Vanessa Perez, Mark South, Vinita Gilbert

Ammy Sheridan
Funny how I can't "like" any comments

Devin Strebler
It's the comments for me

Devon Strebler replied 1 reply

Ryan Kist
Looking for more stories to sensationalize

Todd Waller
Media only care their ratings.

Kathryn Casey replied 4 replies

Michael Antonovich
Well this didn't go to plan did it

Monique Ann
Omaira Cruz, Tom Wiermann, Alison Baxley, Critelli, look at all these comments!! Will News 12 Long Island and Newsday and The New York Times and CNN cover this I wonder? Will Governor Kathy Hochul, President Joe Biden, Kamala Harris and the rest of the lot explain why they are trying to kill us slowly? Just wondering.

Bob Radke
I have friends that have complications due to the vax but not before. Is that weird or what
AD Williams
Mara Rosenbloom
Here you go...Read some of these comments with an opened mind.

Trina Hume
Rinah Lynn Henhawk Jade Lucier you can’t share or all the comment disappear post the link but share this since in Canada we aren't aloud to know about this

Sophia Chapman
I know one person who has their life changed forever due to the Pfizer vaccine. She was a nurse and cannot work and has a permanent disability. Her employer didn’t even care. Her doctor wrote it off as anxiety until she found one that was willing to do tests to see what was going on.

Cindy Lee Vand... replied  22 replies

James Derek Musgrave
Wish all hospitals would put out info grams like this example..

From some replies...
Point is, we need independent reporting from the hospitals to get away from the biased media reporting. Thx to all who shared other examples. If hospitals are bullied by investors andor gov to skew the numbers, we need whistle blowers to call out fraud. If the public doesn't understand the physiology of the vaccine at jab days 1 through14 and then at day 180 and beyond, educate us. Form a panel of docs from various nations so its not US biased speakers.

Elli Winter replied  386 replies

Lakondraa Daviss
Karma Nicole Neka Thomas Jhanai Hicks scary af

Lakondraa Daviss replied  10 replies

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refs=deprecated&_rdr#_=_
Ana Tresidder

Yems Rose Parsonage, Robyn Mclauchlan, Nichola Scarlett and Vanessa Tallott read these comments woah

Robyn Mclauchlan replied 1 reply

Shawna Lambert

What about losing a vaccinated loved one to Covid?

Danielle Lee replied 10 replies

Carole Blackburn-Harvey

Trevor Jones

In western Kentucky the radio is advertising free shots an a chance to win a million dollars.

Joshua Hood

The comments tell an interesting story. Maybe we should hear that story.
Karma Wess
WXYZ-TV Channel 7
I think these comments and people's truths are your next story
You'll blow the headlines all across the world
Big time ratings
Is that what TV is about
The ratings?

David Jones
Kathy Okay the comments say it all. And look at the amount of likes/responses those comments have had

Emily Koechel Gerde

Hercules Jones
Do the homework and put it on you site right up top!

Tammy Quen
Bobby Westmoreland wanted you to see these. Could the jab be why gram fell and now has a pacemaker?

Sarah May
No, but one of my best friends (who had been vaccinated) passed away from it on Thursday. It obviously did him no favors.

Jessica West replied · 35 replies
After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on.

Shawnee B. Good
Check this out Wayne Rohde the stories are mostly of injured recipients...

Matthew Lemon
Jewish hands made this ad

Kimberly Edwards
Nope. But I know people who were injured by the vaccine or ended up in the hospital with covid after being vaccinated.

Rachel K Primeau replied

Syazwan Ali

Melanie Carter Fischer
Dan Carter Westley Carter Bailey Williams Brooke Williams check out the comments it’s incredible maybe people will wake up?

Katie Wilson
At this point, I know more fully vaccinated people sick with covid. And the only person I know that died from covid was fully vaccinated.
Raymond Anthony Peacock II
**Crystal Peacock** read the comments before this thread gets taken down

Janine Ellyn
My friend had an adverse reaction immediately after receiving the jab, she then suffered for weeks until her body could not continue!

Louis Leo IV
Everyone I know who got COVID was either vaccinated or got it from someone who was vaccinated.

Emily Koechel Gerde

Molly Farah
My tile guy knew 3 people personally that died within a week of getting the shot. No thank you

Jill Fitzpatrick replied 163 replies

Angela Amick
My grandma died 10 days after her first vaccine. She died in a nursing home alone.

Annelie Hinze replied 10 replies

Julie Sky
My friend lost her 12 year old boy after the second shot. Heart failure.

Julie Sky replied 2 replies
Leanne Mallon

Marie Mallon Annette Mallon read all the supposedly RARE side effects of the jab

Emily Koechel Gerde

Shoshana Allen
girl I work with was n good condition got the first shot and now she’s going have to get a pace maker put in due to the shot giving her fluid build up around her heart even the doctor told her it was from the shot she refuses to get the second..also my step sister doctor told her not to get the shot told her that she has 30 young patients that had no problems but now since there vaccinated they are non fertile. Almost everyone close to me and me has had covid and been fine

Chris Decker replied · 67 replies

Holly Hernandez

Jocelyn, Hope... read these comments. The media wants to put out there how many UNvax people have died from covid....but there aren’t any headlines on those who have died after the V. This thread is a ton of people saying the opposite of their agenda.

Kristine Swaff... replied · 21 replies
Melissa Rexroth
ER RN here. When would you like to hear from countless patients and family members who now have residual side effects from the vaccine? Or the family members of those who died as a result of the vaccine? Or those who thought they were protected since they got the vaccine because that's what they were told, only to get covid and die? Do any of those stories matter? Just thought you might want to provide the whole story instead of just a portion.

No vax for me, I've seen too much. #freedomnotforce

Nadezhda Anikeev replied · 41 replies

Leah Reyes Brister
I am so proud of the fight back in this comment section!!!!!!! these are MY people

Melissa Hall replied · 3 replies

Krysten Brooke Berryman
Lisa Lindsey Gidget Fisher Patrick Berryman scroll to top, press down on "most relevant" and switch to "all comments"

Jenn Cook
Click to view all comments
Kimberly Corvin

Ray Ray
go watch utopia 2020 first video on youtube

Lauren Clifton
I lost a loved one due to medical malpractice, negligence and not allowing an advocate to be with them. But you would never share that story.

Lauren Clifton replied 14 replies

Lauren Kubecka
Walker William

The only person I personally know who has died had 3 shots.

Michelle Rowton James

Lauren Kubecka
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Lauren Kubecka

Syazwan Ali

Derek A Henry
I can’t wait for your story on those that have died from the clot shot. Because, journalism.

Ladd Soraya replied 10 replies

Kimberly Corvin
Kimberly Corvin

Anna Jackson
Here’s what I looked like hours after the first dose after treatment for my throat closing you want a story I got one for ya!

Vicky Wills
Well this didn’t go down the path you wanted. What a spectacular backfire that was. Thanks for making my morning brighter.

How about writing the TRUTH for a change, start with that.

Marie Ellinor replied 2 replies
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, we may reach out for a story we’re working on. | Facebook
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Tara Marie
It's time for you as journalists to stop regurgitating the garbage at the top and start actually investigating the things the public is telling you about.

Brei Johnson replied · 3 replies

Lauren Kubecka

Nichole Murphy
Shelley Britzius Jason Britzius Jammie Harper read these comments.. so scary to see the side effects people have suffered from the second dose 😞

Cassie Gill
No. I know zero people who have died. I do however know people who were hospitalized after being vaccinated. That needs talked about!

Robin Jasher F... replied · 1 reply

Sandy Figueiras
Looks like you guys got a lot of material here...looking forward to the report!

Via Turner replied · 1 reply

Chris Heidbrink
Actually I've have never stopped working and never got vaccinated never had covid

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_= _
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Danielle Braden

Tamara Safarik
Cherry picking stories much? Going to give equal time to the vaccinated who have been lost?

Anita Petrosyan replied · 1 reply

Lauren Kubecka

Lauren Kubecka
Jolene Ryan Keating

Syed Nabeel Alrafai

Jolene Ryan Keating
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, information. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook
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Kimberly Corvin

Lindsey Rochele
These comments are good. Sooooo many are sick of the lies and propaganda. Sick of the division! This news station is trying to promote more divide and chaos. Shame on you WXYZ-TV Channel 7!

Justyna Elizabeth replied · 3 replies

Loralee Mills
How about the people who lost loved ones to the vaccine? Can you do a story on that?

Jennifer Tschi... replied · 35 replies

Melissa Gauthier Starnes
Remdesivir is being used to treat C patients, it is POISON and causes MORE problems such as respiratory complications, kidney failure, lungs fill with fluid, edema (fluid retention), enlarged heart, drop of blood pressure then they tell their loved ones they will not make it Dr removed the feeding tube without consultation!

People are being Poisoned, starved and drowned!!!

Stephanie Dool... replied · 77 replies
Michele Greer Harris
I lost a friend FOUR DAYS after her second covid shot so...She was young, healthy, non smoker, no pre existing conditions.

Elizabeth Zirkle replied · 6 replies

Paul Graham
I know a couple of people who have had blood clots after the vaccine and lots that have been really ill after it and still are, but we aren't aloud to talk about that now are we! 1984

Beverley Murray replied · 2 replies

Syed Nabeel Alrafai

Keri Smith
Cherry picking to fit a false narrative is not journalism.

Kevin Baker replied · 3 replies

Gina Lea Wilhelm
Debbie Gerrits

Nicole Jean replied · 4 replies
Rachel Swain
My sister has been having lots of GI issues after her second dose. Like actually pooping in the floor because she can't control it.

Meanwhile...my (unvaccinated) husband is covid positive right now and is out mowing the grass and changing the oil in our vehicles.

Patti Bartsch replied · 1 reply

Holly Joy McCabe
My inbox is literally full of someone New every single day telling me about someone they know who died or was injured from the vax, and begging for resources on how to get out of mandates etc. It's literally like a full time job. It's disgusting, disturbing and they are being silenced and censored.

The question is WXYZ-TV Channel 7 what are YOU going to do with this swarm of information, the truth of what these shots are really doing?!

Suziehannah Ru... replied · 6 replies

Syed Nabeel Alraifi

Waylon Thacker replied · 1 reply

Lynette Lucas
I lost a daughter in law to blood clots after getting the Moderna shots. Just got the medical records and it says the Pfizer shots. She said Moderna before she died.

Georgia Wright... replied · 17 replies
Ian Davis-Tremayne
95% of the positive cases in my clinic have been fully vaccinated.

Elizabeth Morin replied · 5 replies

Amanda Rene'e
No one in my family has contracted covid. I also worked on a Covid-19 unit for months. I will say my daughters change in health went untreated for months bc it was NOT respiratory in nature so it took months to discover(bc a doctor wouldn't see her) she had a large brain tumor- once discovered we were emergency flighted for surgery within hours bc it was so severe. I think many people have been negatively affected by the lack of preventative care.

Amanda Rene'e replied · 4 replies

Joey Nelson
I'm fat, have horrible cholesterol and triglycerides, drink too much, smoked for 30 years, eat like crap, and get no exercise (bilateral neuropathy in my feet), and I'm unvaccinated. My son got Covid so I took a test. I was positive. I started zinc, D3, B12, and C vitamins. I had a slight fever for one day. Never had another symptom.

Debbie Lew replied · 2 replies

Angela Oxford
I'm lucky that I haven't lost anyone to Covid, at all, vaccinated or not. Reading the comments, and based on personal study, I'm encouraging anyone who will listen to me to stay away from the clot shot!

Michele West C... replied · 1 reply
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...formation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook
Allie Duzett
I've had 2 vaccinated grandparents end up in the hospital with side effects from the jab. Neither of them have fully recovered and I wish they would take their doctors to court over the lies that this was safe and effective.

Maren Larsen M... replied · 5 replies

Shawna Lambert
I'm following a story where a 15 year old girl collapsed at school and is in the ICU fighting for her life after taking this vaccine.

Do you wanna hear HER story too, or...?

Dalia Jau replied · 2 replies

Skylie Ray Jessop
And our President just threatened us for questioning his agenda... these posts are what real Americans are going through.

Emily Gibb replied · 1 reply

Ryan Castle
Lacey LeAnn

Lauren Chamblee Phillips
Had the virus in November. Got sick on a Friday started that horse medicine stuff on Saturday and was feeling 100% by Sunday! Oh, and I’m “high risk” because of asthma. Let’s talk about THOSE stories!!

Tamara Przada replied 8 replies

Maureen Patt-Bogut
I had a patient with severe neurological damage GBS after vaccination

Archuleta Pam replied 3 replies

Jessica Walters
I know of several unvaccinated people who got Covid and survived and didn’t have to go to the hospital. Including myself and my spouse and my parents. This vaccine is not necessary.

Trudy Ann Ster... replied 3 replies
Jolene Ryan Keating

Syed Nabeel Alrafai

Mark Finch
My uncle, who has a learning disability, had a heart attack shortly after receiving his second jab (both of which he was massively coerced into having). He had no history of heart problems whatsoever, and he hasn't been ill in years, until now. Would this story be suitable, or does it not quite fit the agenda you're pushing?
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Alex Lee

on Sun

Steven Smith

Be sure to wear sunscreen....... So the person next to you doesn't get burned

on Tue

Michelle Ash

on Tue

Tara Grahl

What about my husbands boss who had two strokes after her second dose?! Not interested in that story??

on Sun

Fiona Hook replied 1 reply
Leila Marie Lawler
Cover this: 83 yo woman of my acquaintance gets and dies of acute appendicitis (virtually unknown in someone her age) after her second jab. 3 weeks of agony. Acute appendicitis is the foremost "side effect" of the jab she took. (Pfizer) Did anyone inform her of that before she took it? Do you know about that? Will you report on that?

Keri Lee Stevens replied

Heather Leigh

Jael Rebecca
Can I DM deets of a lady I know who died 36 hours after 2nd vaccination??

Leanne Ricigli... replied

Kimberly Corvin

Kimberly Corvin
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Kimberly Corvin

Like Reply More

Kimberly Corvin

Like Reply More
After the vaccines were available to everyone, we’re reaching out for a story we’re working on.
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Kimberly Corvin

May Runchie
How about all the suicides of not only adults but all the young people! So much blood on political hands

Chris Decker replied · 13 replies

Tiffany Hall
These comments.... prayers for everyone that have stuffed loss.

Katie Bierdz
This is the media's way to soften you up to the idea of reporting your friends and family to the authorities when they enforce more bs mandates and take more of your rights away. Say NO!!!

Kaylie Miller replied · 1 reply
Ellie Burscough
My Aunty got blood clots from the vax
on Sun

Amy Wells replied · 5 replies

Christine Sheldon Woodruff
How about let’s talk about mental health, suicide and addiction and what happened to the treatment for all of those things during COVID lockdown. No treatment available, and many lost their lives due to that. I don’t know a single person who lost their life to Covid in my circle or beyond. Not one.
on Sun

Hollie Jones replied · 4 replies

Hiedi Kroeker Miller
My precious uncle - was vaccinated and following social isolation-- still got covid and died. How is that possible other than the vaccine in his system.
on Mon

Jackie Fink replied · 6 replies

Rebekah Wiesen
I know someone who had an allergic reaction to the shot. It then triggered his asthma which put him in the icu for months. He did not make it.
on Mon

Kristi Steech
Wow these comments!! Maybe people are waking up to all this!! Looks like you may want to cover a the REAL TRUTH!!
on Sun

Delia Sanchez replied · 2 replies

Kindal Burke-Brewer
Looks like you got a little bit of a different response here than the propaganda you were looking for.

The tides are shifting & these tactics won't work anymore.
on Mon

Leah Earnest replied · 23 replies
Rose Robinson
All unvaccinated people I know are doing great, and most vaccinated people I know are having health issues, or DEAD.

Mel Genea
I have a story. I was tested positive for covid. The doctor at Rapid Urgent Care in Covington, LA asked if I had been vaccinated. When I told him no, his response was, "Ooohhhhh, that's not good." He did not examine me. Didn't come within 5 ft of me. He said he prescribes a Zpack, and left saying, "Good luck. I hope you don't get real sick. There are no hospital beds anywhere." 11 days later, I was getting worse. I went to a doctor with some integrity who prescribed Ivermectin, Budesonide, doxycycline, pepcid, aspirin, steroid, and Zofran. Within 48 hours I felt 100xs better. Doctors are discriminating against non vaccinated people and not prescribing available treatments. Do a story on that.

Melissa LoPresto replied

Jennifer Ann Hay
My dad received his second Pfizer dose on a Mon and was in the hospital by Sat
On a vent for 4 days in ICU
Spent a week in the hospital
Spent 3 weeks in rehab nursing home
Will now be on 24 hour oxygen flow the rest of his life
Grateful he is still with us

Deborra Leigh... replied

Kimberley Watkins-Dauplaise
I know a young man blind after his first shot and my mom perfectly healthy now has dry kidneys and constant dizzy spells

Rachel Santa replied

Danielle Burke
Maybe you could do a story on the events being described in the comment section.

Kirsten Myers replied
Betsy Ball Clark
Are you serious?!! What about vaccinated loved ones who died of the virus?! Don’t their lives and their stories matter to you?! This is one of the most discriminatory headlines ever!!!

Amy Green replied · 2 replies

Melody Watts
Several friends family members I know personally died right after the shot. Would you like me to connect you to those families for a story?

Holly Anne Malloy replied · 7 replies

Rukaya Jabsie
Had a customer last night who took the Pfizer 3 weeks ago and instantly had a heart attack. Fell to the floor.

He’s ok now thank God but his doctor is STILL recommending he gets his second shot

Suzanne Levac replied · 8 replies

Kasey Merced
Something tells me this news station didn’t intend for the comments to go this way. Very glad they did though!

Jari Gem Marie replied · 4 replies

Jessica Walters
When your propaganda laden fb post backfires. Good times.

Joy Hawk
My parents were fully vaccinated and took a cruise with everyone else fully vaccinated and got COVID. And then flew home as they were positive and symptomatic, exposing HUNDREDS of people — but they were vaccinated so I guess that is fine.
Natalee Branum
They are trying to make it look like we are the few holding out but there are a lot of us!

Kelly Beane replied

Sarah Wood
We've lost 3 vaccinated people in my little 6 bed icu in the 4 weeks I've been there?

Sarah Wood replied

Sharell Barrera
Sure sounds like we have lost more people
From the V than those that have been saved take your story and shove it !!!!!

Amy Gigi replied

Leisa Gray
Such a pandemic you have to go fishing for it

Leisa Gray replied

Lindsey Hardoin
Half of my vaccinated relatives caught covid. Lost on family member to blood clots following vaccine. Thankfully none have died from just covid.

Luciano Boydini
the PEOPLE are AWAKE!!!!

Taylor Quigg
It appears the question should be, "tell us your stories of losing a vaccinated loved one to CV."

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Jessica Steele
Crickets from the media. Bought and paid for by the same tribe that controls pHARMA.
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Jaimee Ivins replied 1 reply

Adam Konrad
What about my heart attack (afib heart rate at 240 for 8.5 hours) 2 weeks after the first phyzer shot. 4 episodes and counting now. Let's talk about that

Rich Nelson replied 10 replies

Samantha Bryson
If SOMEONE would follow the actual science, it would be nice. Noone answers the question about people who had the COVID and have better antibodies than the vaccine. Are they looking to see what antibodies there are after the vaccine? I think not, that would be following the science, don't want to do that!
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Beatriz Araujo replied 2 replies

Rachel Mills
Looks like news outlets have been spending too much time talking to the hospital marketing and communications departments and not enough time listening to the people.
on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Ross Lesperance
This comment section is on fire with truth of the harm the vaccine causes.
Great to see
on Mon  Like  Reply  More

Ross Lesperance replied 1 reply
Mary Pulles Cavanaugh
After reading these comments you need to focus on what happened to the vaccinated...

Pagan Alexis replied · 6 replies

Heather Brock
Show. True colors, you chase money and deception and power... not news.

Kyle Gaudet replied · 2 replies

Chelsea Dixon-Schwabl
I just spoke to a woman yesterday whose MIL went into the hospital and was deprived of fluids for 24 hours for not having a V. She was berated while literally being forced to become dehydrated. Thank God she survived.

Michalle Rivest replied · 8 replies

Fallon Husser Canal
I lost my dad two weeks ago and he was vaccinated...
He was initially admitted with a positive test and pneumonia. After 3 weeks on the ventilator, he developed ARDS and died of kidney failure a week before we celebrated our 6 year kidney transplant anniversary.

Anthony Gray replied · 3 replies

Mary Faulkner Miller
How about a story on WHY antiparasitic drugs are working on this “virus”??
Why would an antiparasitic kill a virus?
Or better yet, WHY are those safe, effective options being suppressed and in some cases refusing to be filled??!! What’s REALLY going on here???

Misty Roberson replied · 7 replies
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Kimberly Corvin

Cassidy Taylor
Nope - but far too many had adverse reactions, which is fantastic considering there’s zero liability

Johnny Ray Whitsett
you should do a story on this - https://twitter.com/ThorDeplorable/status/1437087246511919104?s=20

THOR⚡ the Deplorable 🇺🇸 on Twitter

twitter.com

Amelia Ingles... replied · 7 replies

Jef Smith
You have a very short window of opportunity to try to get on the right side of all this before Karma comes knockin' at your door...

Abraham Kohl replied · 1 reply
Ruben Sanchez

Lindsey Nicole replied 1 reply

Tracie West Irving
Everyone I know has survived from COVID. I cannot say the same about the vaccine. You’re covering the wrong story. There are now more deaths from people who have been vaccinated than those dying solely from COVID. Nice journalism though.

Aaron Joseph Burt replied 1 reply

Julie Radford
These propaganda mouth pieces are going to pay for what they’ve done. It might not be now or next month, maybe not even next year. But the truth ALWAYS finds a way, and you better believe after everything the media has done to help keep this farce going, you won’t be able to show your faces in public. You’re disgraceful.

Debbie Hodgkin replied 1 reply

Graeme Lohs
My dad was not well with kidney problems, but he managed it ok, within weeks of being vexed he was in hospital 2 weeks later he was gone, I know what I blame

Tracy Adamson... replied 1 reply

Makayla Faye Maker
I had Covid back in April while pregnant and was treated at the hospital for 2 weeks. Still WILL NOT GET THE VACCINE. I refuse to!!!!! I feel like baby and I have those antibodies now. Yes I’ll still be safe and keep baby up in my home for at least a month but I will not get a vaccine made by the same people who made covid itself.

Makayla Faye M... replied 4 replies
Nick Fox
The best thing about this post is they are looking for a story to fit their narrative but the thousands of comments I am reading through don't actually fit their narrative. We have came full circle. People can't be silenced anymore.

Jen Plunkett
Funny how you never hear the stories on people who have complications to ANY vaccination.

Ellen Wilder
I lost my father because he stayed isolated inside as directed, to stay safe while doctors did their work on zoom and family could only see his face in the window. Remember the Ben Stiller video showing his dad staying inside and telling us to do the same? I sent it to my dad trying to explain why seeing him at the window would save his life. Then, I failed to see the drastic changes happening below that window sill until it was too late and nothing could save him. I am not saying there aren't deaths due to lack of vaccination. But I, like many others, have a different story, and if you really want to cover the story of Covid you need to tell them all. Hindsight is 2020. Its obvious now what we did wrong. Lets talk about it.

Gina Parisi replied 

Heidi Ho
I have heard of multiple people not receiving any or proper care in the hospital, and then dying from that!!! Someone I know died tonight that way!!! Her power of attorney holders couldn't get the hospital to do anything for her!!! But yeah, let's cover it up and call it “COVID!”

Debbie Hodgkin replied 

Jenn Thompson
Yikes, after reading the comments, it looks like people are telling the side of the story you don't want to report on. This didn't go as expected.
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Allie Salas
Lol. This story did not go as planned Channel 7. How bout you just tell the news and stop trying to be part of the propaganda

Sarah Hollings replied 2 replies

Michael Curl
This huge response in the comments section proves the extreme bias in the media. They will ignore all this even when the evidence is overwhelming. It's Pravda all over again.

Susie Patrick replied 1 reply

Suze Lynn
Had it in February of 2019. It took a while but I kicked using good nutrition, herbs, acupuncture and time in nature. I stayed well for the entire winter of 2020. No need to waste all those shots on me.

Candace Holtsbery replied 6 replies

Denise Kidd
I'm not sure what the date was but my sister was forced to have the vaccine not too recently in Florida to be able to take her dialysis because she is diabetic. Night before last she was admitted into a hospital with very high blood pressure and dangerously low blood sugar. Her son came home and found her on the floor because her blood sugar was 28 and she had fallen. When they got her to the hospital they told him she had covid even though she had none of the symptoms. Her heart stopped and they revived her and sent her to another hospital more equipped. They placed her on a ventilator and have kept her extremely sedated. As of last night they started weaning her off the medicine so that she would wake up. Today they are going to try and remove her breathing tube. She was forced to have the vaccine and now she is in the hospital with covid. Run these stories instead of your idiotic stories about people who choose to trust in God our creator instead of trusting in scientist and big Pharma. You news people are a joke. It's the vaccinated people that are causing all of the problems. Write a true story for once and write about that.

Clif Walters replied 2 replies
Thea Hamilton
I refuse to vaccinate I have had covid twice the second round my own antibodies fought so I'm going with that not government forced mystery shot

Apana Tremlett replied  3 replies

Michael J Culotta
I had two people I know die a few weeks after receiving the vaccine. Plus my dad got the shingles 2 weeks after his second dose

Debbie Hodgkin replied  14 replies

Erin Reddington
Our entire family had covid in January and my kids barely had a fever for one day, even my 9 month old baby. My husband and I had it much worse and while it was not enjoyable, we didn't end up close to going to the hospital. What we did get was a whole bunch of helpful information from friends OUTSIDE the medical system to help us deal with symptoms. Which we very effect in helping us. I've also cared for several older family members and friends with covid since and haven't gotten sick. I had my blood drawn at LabCorp last week and tested positive for antibodies. 9 months out. Natural immunity > vaccine and covid coping helps at home keep people out of the hospital. Let's start spreading REAL and HELPFUL information!

Clare Wilson
Lots of friends ill with blood clots myocarditis and I have friends who have lost loved ones to strokes and heart attacks right after receiving the vaccine
If you want to keep your health refuse this jab

Graham Krautz replied  1 reply

Kim Ritchie Spencer
Haha how about media showing it's true colors. It's not about truth , it's about pleasing the advertiser and creating propaganda. Both sides are needed for a true story. Go back to journalism school.

Melonie Renae Chappell
Nope! I did however bury a dear loved one due to Vaccine! Want to interview me?

Melonie Renae... replied  2 replies
Leslie Beck
You could do a story on how the hospitals are understaffed because nurses are quitting rather than getting the shot. So when you hear about not enough hospital beds, look into what that actually means.

Katrina Shar replied · 3 replies

Brianna Yarbrough
My sons teacher had a stroke after receiving the vaccine. Is that good enough story for you?

Molly Lynn Antor replied · 1 reply

Susse Dirndl Guzman
My friends dentist, healthy 51 yo male, marathoner, thin and strong; fell dead from heart attack two days after his second shot. Please come and report this.

Ali Graham replied · 1 reply

Nikki Moriarty-Garner
My mom's neighbor got the first shot and died of a stroke two weeks later. My great aunt got her second shot within a month was diagnosed with liver failure and died shortly after. Are we covering these stories too?

Andreia Worst replied · 3 replies

Megan Hanson
I love how the news only want to report on the people who died that weren't vaccinated but they don't want to discuss the ones who've died that were vaccinated! I'm a nurse I've seen covid take both! If you're going to report the news you should do it fairly and show both sides! Quit with the agenda

Jessica McDonald Jones
I am a nursery RN. A coworker of mine who is a labor/delivery travel nurse said this week at her second hospital they had 4 mothers lose their babies about midway through pregnancy. All 4 were vaccinated the week, or two before.

Robin Ragan replied · 12 replies
Shelby Nowak
Really interesting reading these comments. I lost both my Grandpas within a month of each other. Both had strokes after they were vaccinated.

Heidi Smith
Got the vaccine on 8/27 and the next day I developed a sore throat and cough which has turned into heart palpitations, shortness of breath and chest pain. When I lay down, it literally feels like I'm drowning. After going to the walk in, I was told it could be related to the vaccine but they have no way of being sure and just wanted to get me better in time for my second shot. I was given prednisone, an antibiotic and a rescue inhaler. After finishing those, I feel no better. I emailed my PCP to find out what I should do because I am terrified to have the second shot feeling this way. She sent me to a pulminologist who ordered a CT scan and blood work. Nothing was found, now I'm being referred to a cardiologist. Meanwhile, if I don't get the second shot by 10/4, I lose my job that I've been at for 16 years but getting a doctor to sign off on not getting the second shot is virtually impossible. So now I'm choosing between my health and my ability to take care of my family. The worst part is that the powers that be don't care at all. I was perfectly healthy before getting the shot, this is extremely frustrating and makes me incredibly mad that I'm stuck in this position with no good choice.

Desiree Nitsch
I've had Covid twice. I also have stage four breast cancer and diabetes. I am 56 and also not vaccinated.

Jeanna Lichtenberger
Why not ask for those who have lost a vaccinated loved one? That is where the real story is if you were actually interested in true journalism. Those are the ones we only hear about first hand because you all refuse to acknowledge their lives & deaths.

Alex Bottoms
I know more people who have gotten covid after getting the vaccine. 1 died a month after the vaccine.

My entire family had covid, including my 11 month old son, and 13 month old niece. We were all fine after about 10 days, and now feel better than ever since we have the natural antibodies. No need to vaccinate over here. Natural antibodies seem to be stronger than the vaccine... and safer.
Erin Elizabeth
I received my covid vaccine. I worked the front line at my local hospital in rooms with covid patients 8, 12 and sometimes 16 hours. I was so excited when this vaccine rolled out no pressure from anyone I went right in line to take it. First in December then shortly after the new year. I looked at all the health care workers and elderly people in the big conference room with hope for the first time you could see it in our eyes. Till February. That February I didn't receive my period. Not pregnant just didn't come March April may. Till an ob/gyn and Reproductive endocrinologist said we don't know for sure if its the vaccine but we can't confirm it was. I just wish we would be able to say the negatives of this always I'd rather live everyday unprotected by a covid vaccine than not be able to get pregnant become I am not receiving a cycle. Did we make a mistake idk? I know I regret this!

Natalia Nazarova replied 5 replies

Jolene Erickson
I can't believe what I'm seeing as a nurse. Cancer like never before, heart issues like never before, a friend is now diabetic and had to have a stent put in, strokes, bones breaking, ALS, and much more all in the vaxxcinated. Me step-daughters step-dad was killed in a hospital today in New Mexico because he wasn't vaxxcinated. He was put on a vent and the doctor killed him for the money. How sick is this world we live in? No thank you. I'll be fired after being a nurse for 32 years. I'm thankful for the truth finally being told. If your loved ones haven't gotten it, don't let them. Please protect the children! Don't get a jab for something you have over 99% off surviving!

Laura Filly replied 14 replies

Deborah Joanne
I've never felt better...being un jib bed suits me..

Chelsie Taylor
Let's ask for stories of people who have lost loved ones to the vaccine or those who have suffered irreversible health damage.
A real journalist would look at this comment section and see that a different story needs to be told. But that will not happen here.

You are the enemy of the people.

Shawn Michael

Joel Bard replied · 5 replies

Kerrie Davis Suits

I am curious as to why we don't see this in the news—doesn't it spark your curiosity as a journalist???

As a healthcare provider THAT WORKS IN URGENT CARE that can Assess Diagnose Prescribe and treat under an Indiana and Kentucky License and Federal DEA—as a Family Nurse Practitioner, and a Certified Functional Medicine Practitioner

Goal is not to scare anyone to get or not get vaccine but to ENCOURAGE YOU TO THINK OUTSIDE The box-- for YOU TO MAKE YOUR OWN INFORMED DECISION!! Find the FACTS--not by just one scientist but multiple... search for it look for it--dig to find the answers,,,, not just for the situation at hand but always--it's your health--It's okay to ask questions

It's okay to ask what about this and what about that... and when you get your answer make sure it is validated!!

#1 I see more people getting COVID now that are vaccinated versus unvaccinated and
#2 why are there not studies out there looking at that?

#3 I have plenty of patients that have had Covid and still have the antibodies for COVID-19 yet the lab report states:

"the FDA issued a safety communication reiterating that "antibody testing should not be used to evaluate a person's level of immunity or protection from COVID-19 at any time, and especially after the person received a COVID-19 vaccination."

HOWEVER SCIENCE YES SCIENCE HAS been using antibody testing for any other virus to determine "immunity" for decades!! For example Rubella---

Per the CDC you can determine immunity of this virus by:

1. written documentation of vaccination with one dose of LIVE rubella virus-containing vaccine administered on or after the first birthday (not mRNA)
2. laboratory evidence of immunity (The IgG rubella antibody takes a bit longer to appear than the IgM, but once it does, it stays in the bloodstream for life, providing protection against re-infection.)
3. laboratory confirmation of rubella disease

Or for The Virus Hepatitis A---IgG antibodies are detectable in the body for life, providing protection against a future hepatitis A virus infection. The IgG anti-HAV test is used to detect past HAV infections and may occasionally be used to determine if an individual has developed immunity from a previous infection or vaccination
So why is the COVID IGG antibody test not reliable?? I wonder is it because that someone might have false antibodies with the vaccination (as we can tell by so many people getting Covid after being vaccinated…) Yet no one is discussing natural immunity?? Where are the studies for this?? Why is it that SCIENCE DOES NOT want to know the results for this? It's baffling to me and it should be baffling to everyone else!!

Where are the reports that are being discussed on social media and news channels about the adverse reactions in the last nine months? Or the amount of deaths from immunizations that have skyrocketed compared to the last 20 years combined? None of this is being discussed instead people are saying follow the science? The science is not from the journalist---instead the big shots that are shouting out the "science "follow the dollar signs…

I've seen a patient come in for a second dose of the vaccine that had Bell's palsy's… Yes Bell's palsy's and went to the ER 10 days after his vaccine and was told it was stress related and that he was safe to get his second dose…

I have seen both sides… Individuals die from Covid that were healthy, individuals die from the Covid vaccine that were healthy, individuals that had severe side effects from the Covid vaccine that were healthy, individuals that have long-haul symptoms from having Covid… But apparently the individuals that have issues from either Covid or the Covid vaccine and or individuals that have died from the Covid vaccine are not "important "… instead what's important is feeding and changing the individuals subconscious mind to think that they are wrong for anything they want to do for their health other than what the CDC says…

One last thing what about a study on people that have been exposed over and over again yet have never contracted.. looking to see if there's a commonality to help science with this!!??

Pamela Neufeld... replied 20 replies

Donna Burch Thompson
Ask the local EMTs about when an elder care facility went up and down the halls jabbing every patient, how many adverse reactions there were, how many times they were called to the facility in a two day period, and how many of the residents DIED.

Robert A. Avila replied 5 replies

Scott Kuyper
Yeah…they wont talk about the negative side of things…my wife had a mild case of covid over a year ago…this July the first moderna shot made her kinda sick…the second one put her in the hospital with a heart attack…another blood clot hit her heart the day before she was to be released to go home…that one killed her…August 9 2021

Scott Kuyper replied 8 replies
Kyla Lundberg
My husband was infected with Covid in July by his fully vaccinated coworker, I had Covid last February and slept next to him while he was sick and did not get reinfected. Why are we not talking about natural immunity after Covid infection? I did not get vaccinated because my immune system is already doing a better job than the vaccine. If you want to call yourself journalists, then you should be objective and tell both sides of the story. How many people are dying or getting extremely sick who have already had and recovered from Covid? My guess is not many, and they want us to get a vaccine that is not as effective as our natural immune response? Also, I'm NOT an anti-vaxxer, myself and my children are fully vaccinated for everything else that's available, but this whole Covid process has made me uneasy about this particular vaccine.

Kristie Ogle replied
1 reply

Carrie Cusick
I am incredibly disturbed by the injuries and deaths after vaccination. And yet here I am getting ready to lose my job if I don't get it. So heartbroken for everyone. I am not in a good place.

Tommy-Lisa Harris replied
10 replies

Rachel Dolma Balunsat
My girlfriend has been bedridden for 2 months. Not doing well. And another friend went into major convulsions and has been suffering ever since with a shaking body, head, voice and is really scared.

A friend of a friends son died having the vaccination at age 12. Stephanie Dawn

Michael David replied
11 replies

Deanna Wohlfeil
How about a story of how many have recovered from covid and have natural immunity??

Skye Awalt replied
1 reply
Jacinda White Moore
Not a story about the shot. But I had to have a surgery early this summer. They insisted I be tested for Covid before the surgery. And guess what! I tested positive. I had absolutely no symptoms. The disease I have is very rare so I had to see a specialist that ends up being several states away from my home. Anyways, since I had no symptoms and I traveled so far for it they went ahead with the surgery. They supposedly had to use a different surgery room. I was initially quoted around $5000-$6000 for this surgery. I just received my final bills and because I tested positive for COVID my $5000 surgery turned into $40,000. Now who’s benefiting from false positives? Makes me wonder how many false positives are out there.

Bill Wann
My mom is now paralyzed from taking the vaccine. doctor said it was due to inflammation of the spinal cord due to the vaccine.

Jenny Epler Berg
This thread is brilliant! Their post wording doesn't get censored & allows for everyone to post...look at all the awareness that is happening right now!

Stephanie M Abrams
I had a friend die 5 days after getting her shot. Another friend got the shot and started having heart issues; now he is going through a battery of tests to see what's going on...

Jessica Luttfrrng Brito
Our loved one was admitted with Covid and the hospital refused to even attempt give any treatment, including high dose IV vitamins! The next step on their protocol was the ventilator. We had to take matters into our own hands, like Amanda Gentry's family did, and it saved his life! After two days, his oxygen requirements dropped. After 3 days, he was out of ICU and three days after that, he went home! The lack of use of something other than the NIH/CDC protocols (and the use of Remedesivir) is what is killing people!!!
Brittney Nichole
I know of quite a few people who recently had heart attacks, strokes, and aneurysms, and they all had one thing in common - just days or weeks after they got their dose. So far everyone I know who hasn't gotten it are healthy and thriving.

Carisa Ann
My sil's sister had COVID, progressed to pneumonia, went to ER to get antibiotics and wished to go home bc she was doing ok enough otherwise. They held her, put her on oxygen, and refused to give her the alternative treatments (that she had already been taking) bc she "should've just gotten the vax", according to nurses. Eventually they stopped letting family come in and she ended up intubated. She died. Her family is looking to sue for malpractice. It's going to be tough.

Apparently some hospitals decide that if you are not willing to get the vax, that you don't get a choice and are treated however they see fit.

Aneta Harris
My mom was in the hospital for 11 days 2 weeks after 2nd Pfizer dose. Fluid in lungs. Guess that doesn't count cause she miraculously survived.

Paul Jussen
I know more people who died by suicide because of the social isolation, job losses, financial hardships, etc. Maybe you need to take a closer look at that!

Helen Millar
Be more interested in hearing from all the brave doctors, nurses and paramedics speaking out about the clotshot.
Shada Hakros
I've lost many vaccinated family members. But those who unvaccinated survived even when they were infected by the C.

Ummu Iman Yusuf replied · 1 reply

Candice Marcovich
I don't know anyone whose died of covid. Anyone who had it was either asymptomatic or had flu like symptoms for a day. I now know of 9 who have died from the vaccines. All healthy, no underling conditions. Blood clots, stokes, and heart failure. No diagnosis while alive.

Jenica Blues
I work in every hospital in my area within an hour.. every COVID patient I have taken care of has been double vaccinated and dying of covid in the hospitals I go to. My friend is also keeping track 100% of her patients also VACCINATED! STOP FAKING THE NUMBERS AND COVERING UP THE TRUTHHHHHH

Missy Sinner
Can you do a story on people who are not getting COVID & are not vaccinated to try to figure out why? I am from South Dakota with no lock downs & no mask mandates, we are beating to our own drum here. I only wore a mask when it was absolutely required which was only Menards & Target in our town. I ran an event center that seats 500 & took tickets for concerts, hosted weddings, business meetings, etc the whole time the rest of the country was shut down. We also have a dance studio for 200 kids in the same building. Parents, grandparents and siblings come to pick ups and drop offs as normal. I own a small gift shop & had thousands of people through over the holidays & weekends. I've been tested for COVID many times because of direct exposure for long periods of time… including my husband. I slept on his contaminated pillow, we kissed, shared drinks/food while we was sick, he even exhaled into my mouth while I inhaled (all intentionally trying to get it & be done) As of last week, I still have no antibodies & I obviously have never once tested positive for COVID. I wrote the Mayo Clinic to ask to be part of any studies & didn't hear a word back. I'm raising my hand , offering to be a part of any studies happening… no takers.

Kelley Gehrke replied · 8 replies
Joe Martino
How many here think that this news station will think all these comments are stories are lies instead of realizing... "holy crap something is going on here.." 

Andrew Morahan replied · 5 replies

Melanie Faircloth
These comments are golden! Y’all are my people!!!

Deanna Leach replied · 3 replies

Leslie Coley Shaver
Did you lose a vaccinated loved one? Those stories should be heard also

Truthy Seekers replied · 1 reply

Rachel Mills
This comments section makes me want to protest outside vaccination centers like people protest outside abortion clinics...

Jo Ann Vaccarino
Please don’t delete this post just because it didn’t get the responses you wanted. We are watching. We are taking screenshots.

Iggy Matt replied · 2 replies

Abby Lynn
I watched a healthy 25 year old, athletically fit, male turn grey, twitch and pass out right in front of my eyes at a restaurant last week... he was having a STROKE!! He had just come from getting his second vaccine shot. Riddle me that!
Laura Potter
Reading the comments has been like going to a support group! I had been feeling alone for the most part. I'm losing my job as of next month because of the mandate. Thankfully a lot of my family share similar views on the subject. I was feeling like the world had lost its mind and then I'm ready this feeling renewed hope.

Eva-Lynn Tolbe... replied 4 replies

Joanna Pike
My children can understand basic math so I am not sure why so many adults do not see what is happening. At some point stop repeating talking points and go read the Emperor’s New Clothes or something.

Mandy Wetzel
I could give you a story about my time working as a Covid hotline nurse and how I personally referred more patients to the ER for vaccine related injury/reactions than for actual COVID... but I'm assuming that would be against your biased fear mongering agenda

Steven Freeman
I know a few people who lost loved ones from the jabby and I know many who experienced injuries from the jabby. Which makes me think, the adverse events are way underreported and still I don't know anyone who got the dreaded covid

Christy Dill
My grandfather in law died last year. Wasn't due to Covid but they put it on his death certificate. He was tested 13 times up until the day he passed and they were all NEGATIVE! So Let's talk about all the deaths that were ruled incorrectly which made the number of “Covid deaths” rise
Megan Orr Burnside
My friend’s mother had a healthy heart in March. She then got the jab this past summer and died a few weeks ago from heart failure.

Let’s tell these stories, eh?

Rebecca Branham
My husband had his second vaccination February 11 2021 and died on February 26 2021.

Doneita Garza replied 7 replies

Frank Bucciero
From the looks of these comments the only thing COVID-19 killed is your credibility.

Rylee Millspaugh replied 1 reply

Jaime Vann
No, but my Grandma is now experiencing heart complications after getting both doses. She never had any health issues previously. Stop pushing your gross agenda. You’re guilty in contributing to the death and injury of many.

Jaime Vann replied 3 replies

DeeDee Melendez
Let's talk about how I only have 2 semesters left of Nursing school and had to drop out because of this stupid mandate! I have a heart condition called pericarditis and my cardiologist AND my regular physician BOTH wrote me exemption letters only to be denied clinical placement!

The vaccine would be a death sentence for me! Stop scaring people and actually report the truth about these vaccines!

Report that!

Sarah Sellers replied 3 replies

Cary William
Oooh this post isnt gonna go according to narrative.

Sarah Hardcastle replied 2 replies
Dennis Daniel
How about a story on how everyone I know that are unvaccinated personally, who have had covid recovered and are doing fine.

Christina Mari... replied · 4 replies

Caitlin Tuscher
Everyone needs to report these cases to VAERS!

Maria Forster replied · 1 reply

Katie Alnor Myer
Let's also forget to mention we're natural immunity is greater than vax immunity. But we won't go there will we?!

LeeAnn Mottern... replied · 1 reply

David Kolowski
Protecting the most vulnerable in the most critical of settings with... a crocheted mask.
You should do a story on why people are losing faith in the medical system because of the unbelievable lack of consistency in the pandemic measures.

Bradley Leblanc replied · 1 reply

Katie DeSimone
Can you do a story where you interview the hospital staff that were forced to claim the reason of death as COVID even if it was unrelated?? Because it provided government subsidies to the hospitals if they did?? I PERSONALLY know TWO nurses that went through this
Leah Crane
My blistering hands is just one of my many side effects from the vaccine. Also, I've had covid for month.

Cassie Savage... replied 4 replies

Kait Zog
I am so surprised they haven't turned off comments on this! This didn't go as well as they planned.. so far I have ONLY seen vaccine injury and death stories

Patty O'Keefe replied 1 reply

Geralyn Jones
I haven't wore a mask this entire pandemic, I've traveled and lived life normally — never got the sniffles or Covid. My masked vaccinated best friend has now had Covid twice and is on 2 BP meds to regulate her blood pressure.

Did you want more scenarios?! I can keep going...

Louise Doley replied 24 replies

Tracy Gary
Lost my mom to the vaccine. Anyone care to report those stories? Nope 29

Rebecca Hatch... replied 4 replies
Jamie J Leblanc
Brain fog thru the roof, accelerated heart rate, chest pains, feeling like I have fluid in my
brain..fatigue, I also have lupus and fibromyalgia.. my rheumatologist said no. Don't get da
jab, but I had 3 other DRS, tell me to get it… oh how I regret that decision… I WILL NOT get a
second.. no matter what! Going to cardiologist Wednesday, to see why my heart keeps racing,
and I am having chest pains

Bridgette Land... replied 7 replies

Nancy Reynolds
You can share a personal experience about an injection on your own FB page. I would. Let them
see what is really happening all over the feed.

Andrea Price replied · 1 reply

Amanda Poulton
This post has gone up nearly 100k comments in 24 hrs, are you going to help these poor
people get the truth out ABC News or are you just going to hide your heads in the sand and
forget you’re supposed to be journalists ! This could be the biggest story you’ve ever
covered. We all know people damaged or dead after these jabs ! Reading these comments is
tragic

Julia Copija R... replied · 2 replies

Tristy Smigels
Healthy 42 year old failed an EKG for the first time this June. I’m vaccinated since January

Christina Roulund
The people have spoken. Show them what they really want to see a story on - the truth... the
other side...

How about Honor those who thought they were doing the right thing, only to be harmed/killed
by the thing they thought would save humanity.

Interview THOSE families!
Erika Hollis
Seems like this comment section should be a good place to start some real investigative journalism. Looks to be a lost art these days.

Deb Swain
Earlier this year, brother in law rec'd his 2nd shot on a Thursday, died the following Saturday. He and his wife are all pro vaccine / masks / etc. I won't ask her how she feels now about them because he was the love of her life and a really great guy. I won't take them ....

Fiona Hook replied
Shanna B-nana
How about a story on how more young men have experienced heart problems from the vaccine than been hospitalized from Covid!!!

Jennifer Lynn replied
Anya Bean Baker
How about a story about vaccine injury? And death suddenly a few weeks post vaccination? Or getting the vaccine and dying anyhow? Or therapeutics? Or prevention? Or a healthy lifestyle?

Anya Bean Baker replied
Gregg Montella
Maybe you could do a story on my neighbor. She got Moderna early this year and has been bleeding nonstop ever since. Her body also twitches relentlessly when she lays down. She says it feels like it's not even her own body anymore.

Annayansi Justice replied
Ryan Somers
How long until the comments are turned off and/or the post removed?

Lynette Rachal... replied
Sara Lyons Jaffray
Only loved one we have lost was vaccinated! Why do you only want unvaccinated stories!? If you believe in it why do you have to have stories that are one sided????

Kim Hill
A close friend of mine got her first Pfizer dose back in March. Within 20 seconds of getting the shot, she felt it travel up to her head. The left side of her face went numb & she got a roaring headache. A couple of days later, she went to a neurologist who diagnosed her with an aneurism that was less than 3 days old. She reported it to VEARS, Pfizer, & everywhere else she could. She got zero responses. She has since had 2 strokes & her face is still numb. The neurologist (she's actually been to a couple) won't admit that it's the vax but he keeps telling her not to get the second shot. She is one of those beautiful people with a zest for life and a heart of gold. Her life has been hell since that day. We all worry for constantly.

Carolyn Kiesew... replied · 2 replies

Lindsay Tuttle
Can't tell you anyone I know who didn't get a jab who died. I CAN tell you countless people I know who did get a jab and had serious adverse outcomes and miscarriages.

Are you actually in journalism abc? You only seem to be concerned with one side of a story

Angel M Alongi replied · 1 reply

Lisa Waldrop Treece
I just got out of hospital for Covid pneumonia. I was lectured to no end for not being vaxxed by the drs. They demanded that I get vaxxed in 6 weeks after recovering. I said, why would I do that??..I now have the best kind of immunity...NATURAL IMMUNITY. The drs told me natural immunity was not good and only the vax could provide me protection. What???? I'm not a doctor but I am a nurse and this goes against everything I have ever been taught and I've been a nurse 31 yrs. what the heck is going on with our drs??? Brainwashed ??!!!
Terri Fulton-Sullivan
I know two people who were fully vaxxed in April and now they’re both sick with Covid...I had Covid in December, and just had lunch with a friend a few weeks ago, who had Covid and didn’t know it, she started feeling ill the next day. I never got sick, My natural immunity protected me. These are the stories you SHOULD be working on! Natural immunity!!

Chrissy Evans Kramer
This disease has no discrimination. Vaxxed, unvaxxed, healthy or not, young or old. How about we ban TOGETHER and worry about what our government may be trying to do to us rather than be divided.

Amy Somers replied · 1 reply

Lacy Willson
Had covid in February. Got it at work (while masking). Husband and kids got it. Passed it quickly with natural remedies. I’m considered high risk and have had bad reactions to vaccines in the past. Now I’m forced to choose between working or risking my life when we still have antibodies. I choose life. We are willing to lose our jobs!

Nicole Renae G... replied · 5 replies

Sariah Benns
I’m so glad to see how many people are not brainwashed here! I was seriously loosing hope.

Shannon Schnabel replied · 3 replies

Jessi Townsend Petersen
I have a loved one who is now permanently disabled after receiving the vaccine... Does that make the cut for your story?
Jennifer Ingvoldstad
My first moderna vaccine was February 27. I immediately reacted and was treated onsite. Over the next week I had 4 life threatening reactions in which I had to go to the ER. I was unable to care for myself or my son. I'm a solo parent. I made arrangements for my death as the hospital couldn't help me and it felt like I was dying. Heart rate was 120 at rest, high blood pressure, massive amounts of pooling water sweat on my chest, hard time breathing, whole body hives, inside and out, paralysis at times, loss of muscle control for walking, constant buzzing in each cell and tremors in my whole body, I stopped salivating and was drinking a liter of water an hour, burning everywhere, the horrors go on. Thankfully some TCM herbs from a highly skilled acupuncturist put the fire out and restored some order. I spent the next 3 months mostly bed bound. I'm on 5 meds now and many supplements and it's 6 months later and I feel so much better. I now carry an epi pen everywhere I go as I am allergic to many things that were not an issue before. I'm hoping my other vaccine injured friends have similar results soon. I urge anyone who is having these reactions to hold on!! Some are desperate and suicidal due to the censoring, gaslighting and no help from the community and doctors. We are the half vaxed, hated by all. Please believe us, see us, help us. We are many and we are you.

Kristi Bolduc... replied 9 replies

Teresa Atreed Bush
You're just adding to this divide in our country. Media at its finest. Nothing better than fear mongering. Let's talk about vaccine related injuries, those who are being denied healthcare, those losing their life's work and passions.

Kathryn Casey replied 1 reply

Lawna Johnson Price
Obesity is still the number one killer in the US. Talk about how to fix that.

Lawna Johnson... replied 3 replies

Tina Di Carluccio
God 1
Lucifer 0

I bet you didn't count on these responses did ya channel 7???????

Rebecca Stoy replied 1 reply
Sarah Von Bergen
Pretty biased story. How about interview people who had loved ones who died after vaccination.

Jan Reece
I was in a doctor's office once when a woman came in because she had been vaccinated a few days before and then she couldn't walk.

Cindy Sawyer replied

Misty Odom
I've been a wellness practitioner for over 19 years and I've had an unprecedented number of clients in the last 6 months coming in with "unexplained" symptoms since receiving the jab. Unfortunately, biased reporting such as this, causes most of them to refute the idea that their sudden onset severe health issues have nothing to do with the fact that they were recently vaccinated, even though they've been in good health for their entire lives prior to this. True journalism is dead.

Ryan Orrock replied

Kierstin Nelson
I know of 13 soldiers killed in Afghanistan. Not sure if they were vaccinated but they died because of a man who has a silver alert and thinks he's the president.

Now that's a good story!

Amie Spaulding replied

Joy Hawk
Oh, one more. Our family friend died of COVID. Fully vaxxed. Should I keep going?

Susan Schwieters replied
Jessica Lindsay
I know someone who developed Gillian barre after their second dose of Pfizer and is now pretty much paralyzed due to adverse vaccine reaction, but we won’t share those stories.

Kathleen Kastn... replied

Brandie Houston Mahoney
Maybe you should do a story on how a perfectly healthy athletic water polo player 16 year old girl gets vaccinated, and shows up at her sports physical to find out her heart was beating at 32 beats per minute, and she had myocarditus. That’s a story.

Amanda King replied

Stefanie Mosley
Wow! Knowing I’m not alone in this. I’m sorry for all you guys have gone through.

I received the Pfizer vaccine both rounds end of Feb. I’m 37 and decently healthy. No health concerns. Single mother of 2 precious boys.
On May 15th I was diagnosed with a pulmonary embolism (several) in my left lung along with pulmonary infarction (dying tissue from clot). It took me a bit to recover from that and it hurt like heck!
I’m now on blood thinners the rest of my life!
July 30th got covid and covid pneumonia but I’m okay. I lived in fear every day during covid bc of the damage already done to my lung from the pulmonary embolism caused by the vaccine to keep me from getting covid (lessen symptoms) or spreading it! This has affected the rest of my life!

Margie Stippel replied

Adam McCool
I had a close Friend of mine get Covid he was unvaccinated had fever and what and some other symptoms. A doctor prescribed him ivermectin and he felt great the next day. Do a story on that!

Jessica Sybill... replied

Tammy Steele Sanders
Everyone, I am so sorry for your losses (after vaccine) but I am so glad you shared your stories because it gives me courage to know im correct in choosing NOT to get the shot because i may lose my job over it. I can find another job (hopefully) but there isn't another me. Thank you!
Racheal Hand
Soooo the real story is people losing family who were vaccinated! Will you be contacting them or just continuing the propaganda.

Sara Ewing-Reed
No, but I’ve been keeping track of all the people I’ve ran across that are experiencing severe side effects from the shot. Why don’t you help them make their voices heard instead of gaslighting them like they’re crazy?!

https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRD8ndw8/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRrXSuVM/
https://www.facebook.com/100029039780158/posts/643403419970978/?d=n
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMR295gov/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdcCmtcR/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdC5uwn/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMd3RKEBs/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMd3P9wk/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMd3B4JKa/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdTwUfFm/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdwVBxSv/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdKLL5BS/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdcKj9fU/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMdErrbvT/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMR1TWPVE/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRJ2dcp3/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRJuD3By/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRJxShkr/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRJxuXNg/
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMRJqwnds/
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CSfbqxtFPrr/?utm_medium=copy_link
Alysia Harji on TikTok
tiktok.com

Karin Smith replied 7 replies

Susan Knapp
My sister social distanced herself...to death. She committed suicide 3 weeks ago. Thanks to mental health services being overwhelmed she didn’t get the help she needed in time.

Can we stop picking on the unvaccinated already and please raise more awareness for other important issues?

Courtney Russell replied 11 replies

Richelle Larose-Scheepers
Or why don't we dive into the amount of suicides due to lockdowns. I personally know 2.

Va Ness Ah
How about stories of people injured or KILLED by the shots?
Leslie Robertson Householder
I want to hear the real stories. Saw a graphic from a hospital network that showed how many beds were occupied by those with covid, how many on respirators, how many deaths, and what percentage of each were unvaccinated. But without also showing how those percentages compare to the percentages of those two groups in the larger non-hospitalized community, the full story is missing, and the meaning of those numbers is incomplete. I want reporters who give the complete facts and let the people derive their own meaning from them. That would be refreshing. I'd love to see a story about what’s happened on this thread.

Tammy Parker
These comments speak volumes! Thank you all for speaking out!

Jennifer Foster
What about all the injuries/deaths of the vaxxed?? I work in nursing and could share a lot!

Chris Hauser
Well this didn’t go as planned now did it?

Rusty-Amy Johnson
If they’d prescribe what they know works - a lot of the people that died wouldn’t have.

Lauren Rivera
just lost my vaccinated uncle to covid .. or rather ..(complications from Covid which was a blood clot)
Kelsey Colleen Humble
A disgusting question to ask. Infact, lots of people have lost VACCINATED family. The news likes to get off on people’s sadness, sick.

Lydia McGrew
I am a Michigander who has had major negative side effects to the Pfizer vaccine and who is not recovering. How about doing some stories on that? How about putting out a call for stories like that?

Emily Frank
My father got the second dose of his vaccine. Two weeks later he had a “migraine” that he couldn’t get rid of. He’s never had migraines before. He couldn’t sleep because of it and eventually he started hallucinating. He would see things in his vision that weren’t there, when it got really bad he saw people in his vision. He lost 18 lbs had to go to 4 emergency rooms and 3 neurologists before the last one told us what we already knew he was vaccine injured. It was the worst 3 months of my families life. He didn’t tell a joke, he didn’t smile. He cried and we hardly ever see him do that. They gave him 3 new meds and sent him on his way.

Samantha J. Loyd replied · 12 replies

Nadia Eva Mastroianni
No, but my inbox is overflowing with people who are now injured from it, know someone who is now injured, or was close to death. Still want that DM?

Lisa Moskovian replied · 1 reply

Cheryl Turner
We have a wellness center in West Virginia and we are seeing lots of people with so many adverse reactions after this vaccine, (gene therapy). We have no idea what kind of symptoms we will see over time.
Linda Borden
And please research exactly who the hospitals are calling “unvaccinated“!

Emily Chastain replied · 1 reply

Michelle Anne
I had Covid July 2020'.
I'm immunocompromised as I had a liver transplant in Feb. 2020. Released from the hospital 35 days later as the country was going into lockdown to slow the spread.

Never hospitalized.
Severe flu-like symptoms for a little over a week.
I actually take anti-rejection drugs that lower my immune system and I survived Covid. Unvaxxed and have NO plans of getting it! I do my best in caring for my overall health and take necessary precautions.
Faith over fear!

Elisa Fallis
Actually, would you consider covering stories about family members being separated from loved ones during their hospital stays? That would be a worthwhile read.

Our local hospital barred me from entering the ER with my husband last December due to covid protocols. That was a truly awful experience and I know I'm not the only one who is angry that immediate family members are considered "visitors" and have been prevented from being with their loved ones during their hospital stay.

Elisa Fallis replied · 2 replies

Martha S. Aranguiz
My friend who was pro vaccine to the point she fought and blocked anti-vaxxers got her 12 yr old the shot, she buried him 1 week after due to complications and heart failure from the vaccine.

Martica GS replied · 7 replies
Staci Burkhart
Our family has yet to get Covid. My kids are in public school and we don't shelter ourselves from living a fully normal life. We go to church, sporting events, shopping, parties- you name it... we also wash our hands, drinks lots of water, eat healthy(ish) and most importantly we don't live in fear. We don't plan on ever getting vaccinated- and why would we?
The media is helping destroy our country.

Kim King Stone
My friend died nine days after her second dose. Legs stopped working that day and her extreme diarrhea began also. Kidneys and liver failed. Gone!

Rachel Francis
You're losing people! They are finally fed up and done believing your lies! I love this comment section! It warms my heart that so many people are seeing right through your fake news and lies!
People are dying from the "cure" not the illness!

Christopher Heinrich
I lost my grandfather to Covid in February ‘21. He was 92. He never actually caught Covid - he died because of the strict regulations put into place in his state. You see, he was a former Fire Police Chief, a very social being, and a beloved figure in the community. When he was told he could no longer volunteer at the local parks, high school games, or other community events and that he instead had to stay home, he got depressed. He was disconnected from the outside world. He wouldn't even turn on the TV because the news, sports, EVERYTHING was just so divisive. He just sat in his chair and looked out the window, saying very little, until the day he passed. Do a story on how our elderly were treated during the lockdowns. I'm sure you'll get a lot of good content from families in New York.

Anna Schultz replied

Corina Tennison

These comments though
The silence and blatant disregard to be transparent about these things is why we have 80million who are refusing it.

Want more people to get the shot?
- Quit telling them it’s for the sake of others and be honest that it’s pretty much just for the individual to shorten their symptoms.
- Tell BOTH sides of the story.
- Stop forcing it down their throats and threatening to take away their livelihoods.
- Present ALL facts so that people can make an educated choice for themselves.

Otherwise minds will NEVER open to the idea of it... you get nowhere with dishonesty and censorship.

Jodi Walters

WXYZ-TV Channel 7
Are there any “true journalists” left out there? The REAL story is right here in your comments section. This isn’t “misinformation” & this isn’t a bunch of “conspiracy theorists”. These are REAL people with REAL personal experiences, and that should matter. Yet the media won’t report this side of the story.

Quite frankly, a lot of us are fed up with the same narrative being regurgitated over & over in mainstream media.
It is painfully obvious that the whole truth doesn’t matter. If it doesn’t feed the agenda of the WHO, NIH, or “Big Pharma” it is being censored, dismissed, & viciously attacked. (We know who primarily sponsors the MSM)

I’m so saddened to hear all of the harm that the shots have caused but I am encouraged to see all of these people speaking out.

There are many of us who aren't wearing blindfolds, and my hope is that more people will see what a lot of us have seen for quite awhile now.

When is enough enough???

Nikki Fair

replied  1 reply
Julie Kelchner
My husband is a covid nurse. He’s taken care of loads of vaxxed on vents. Young 29 yo with brain bleeds from vaccines, 50 with stoke few days post vaccination. He has had people die of covid. All morbidly obese like over 350 lbs…… so talk about the obesity epidemic.

Julie Kelchner replied 2 replies

Gabriel Costanzo
The reason that journalism is dead and people do not trust the news media anylonger, it is sh*t like this.

I could offer my thoughts further but it looks like the thousands of other folks have done a great job in torching this joke of a news outlet.

Kelly Jo
We need to screenshot all of these before they delete this or Facebook censors it...
The TRUTH will set us free!!!!

Sarah Em replied 1 reply

Gina Segally Hayward
My grandmother ended up with heart arrhythmias and CHF post vaccine, which she didn’t need because she survived covid back in December. But because her doctor scared her unnecessarily into getting it because “she could get it again and get it worse the second time”, she did it. She said she never felt the same after her second shot. She just passed away. How about you tell these stories?

Sarah Mabry replied 6 replies

Patty Jo Redlinger Sanchez
My kidney doctor canceled my appointment because I'm not vaccinated. He's vaccinated so why is he so scared of me if the vaccine is so great. My mother-in-law was extremely healthy and she got the covid vaccine and she passed away. About an hour before she passed away she said she felt like she had the flu. She went and layed down in the bed and never woke up.

Michi Williams replied 2 replies
Dan Astin-Gregory
When I asked has anyone in your close network of family and friends had an adverse reaction to the #CovidVaccine the response was astounding:

https://twitter.com/danjgregory/status/1395630873215709184

Dan Astin-Gregory on Twitter
twitter.com

Alison Weber replied · 15 replies

Stephanie Davies
My dad had survived cancer and a brain tumour by years only to die after been persuaded to get the vac

Lee Horsfall replied · 3 replies

Cheryl Graber
My sister is 52 and she had Covid in December. She was on ventilator for 31 days. The doctors called multiple times to prepare us that nothing more to do and she will linger and pass… our God had other plans and I told the doctors this every time they called and when we had final follow up appt the doctor mentioned how he was encouraged by the response we would give..she is now doing good has a few other health issues that she had prior to Covid that is requiring her to see neurosurgeon now!But all glorify to God because this world/hospital had no hope for her and He prevailed and restored her lungs! Thank you Jesus

Cheryl Graber replied · 3 replies

Alanna Rushing
One week after my fil had his second dose he couldn't stand up and was delirious. He had to stay in the hospital for a few days and then go to a nursing home for physical therapy. He has been in the nursing home for about 6 months now. #DoNotComply

Alanna Rushing replied · 4 replies
Katie DeSimone
I know 2 people who developed bells palsy from the vaccine

Monique Tomerl... replied · 1 reply

Kerri Gregoire
I've had 2 friend in their 40s, get blood clots. 2 family members break out in basically shingles, and 3 friends parents die unexpectedly within a week of 2nd shot.

Richard Prudhomme replied · 3 replies

Alexis Federoff
There's a lady who was pregnant with twins and she was healthy and so were the twins... up until her 2nd dose. She started bleeding after and stayed several days in the hospital bleeding, at 21 weeks pregnant she lost both babies

Amy McMillan Orr
Comments on this post are WAYYYYY more informative than any news story I've seen lately!

Raelene Hirschy replied · 5 replies

Lynn McDonald
I am just back from my dog groomer - she herself was sick with Covid - very sick - I have no idea if she was vaccinated or not as it is frankly NONE of my business so I did not ask - but that is the least of her worries. Her husband who was diagnosed with throat cancer last year was not able to get timeous help for himself. While she was sick with Covid he looked after her and then died literally 3 months later himself (never caught Covid either) her tragedy is not the Covid affecting her which yes she has recovered from her tragedy is the neglect of care during this time to her husband and her tragic loss - and yes we cried together as she told me her story.
I think you have a lot of stories you can report here now from this thread ok maybe not so many are biased towards the story you are wanting to get out there to support a FAILING narrative and to support further division of the people who choose to vaccinate and who choose to not vaccinate. The attempts to manipulate reporting to divide us are now off the scale and I think most people whether they took it or not are sick to the back teeth of that aspect of the proceedings. Perhaps less wanting to know and less judgement of other peoples' healthcare choices (which when I used to work as a GP were a private matter) and more reporting of actual truth and we will have more respect for reporters. I recommend you focus on that. No job is worth selling your soul for.

Rhona MacLeod replied · 2 replies
Lisa Keller
A fully vaccinated family member has been hospitalized for Covid pneumonia for 8 days and counting.

Robin LaRue Be... replied · 13 replies

Sara Wangler
Our family friend got the shot and had a heart attack 15 minutes later. He passed away an hour after.

Denise Sandlin... replied · 4 replies

Brooke Arrows
My faith in humanity is being restored in this comment section! The media is starting to lose their mind controlling grip on the people!!!

Brooke Arrows replied · 8 replies

Courtney Cato
My mom was my bestfriend in the entire world. She was a selfless RN that work excruciatingly long hours tending to patients with COVID. She was healthy as a horse. When they required my mother to get the vaccine. She got sooo sick snd sore after the first vaccine and she was petrified to go get the second because she was told the reaction after the second moderna is worse. WELL, It was just as bad if not worse than she imagined.. she finally started feeling herself again an entire 3 weeks after getting the second vaccine. She then died suddenly 3 weeks to the day after her second shot. SHE WAS HEALTHY AS A HORSE AND had been tending to elderly with COVID for over 8 months and was doing amazing! She died of a ruptured aortic artery which caused a heart attack.. did I mention she was healthy Af prior?

Janet Bender replied · 3 replies

Norma Joy Smith-Law
Could you ask this question, how many people do you know that have had serious adverse effects from the Vx. I know a few so far.
Santana Yunker
My fully vaxxed uncle now has many blood clots and cancer suddenly and unable to leave the hospital. My fully vaxxed second cousin died of a stroke. My grandparents are both suffering dementia symptoms they never had before their jabs. Only covid positive people I've known were also fully vaxxed.

Bob Pira replied · 3 replies

Kami Jo Riley
I’m a healthcare worker, and we lost most our patients after they were vaccinated rather than before. I don’t care your political views, or if you’re for or against vaccines, all I’m saying is open your eyes and realize what’s actually going on.

Betty Hartley replied · 1 reply

Jillian Francesca
No but lost my mother due to sudden cardiac arrest exactly one week after receiving her first dose of the vaccine.

Amanda Diefenbach
Jillian Francesca

Jillian Francesca
Amanda Diefenbach love you

Amanda Diefenbach
Jillian Francesca love you more
Ranee Johnson
Actually the opposite. Family hasn’t left the house since the pandemic as there are 3 children in the home that are very high risk. Dad gets the JJ stick and everyone in the house gets sick including dad. Dad died and one child is on life support not expected to recover. You won’t see this story or many similar stories like this in the media.

Abby Hurst replied · 1 reply

Erundina Joy
My father in law is not vaccinated and only has 20% lung function due to COPD. He got covid and we refused to put him on a ventilator. After 5 days with only oxygen he survived! The medical staff was shocked he didn’t die! Many people are dying from the treatment not covid itself.

Erundina Joy replied · 2 replies

Dale R Brown
Friend lost her sister within 2 months of the shot from heart failure. Another friend lost his wife’s uncle within 2 weeks after the shot from pneumonia of “unknown” cause. Another friends father was put on a pacemaker withing 3 months of his shots.

Anna B. Ross replied · 1 reply

Ullrica Centurion
I have lost a mrna vaccinated family and almost friends. Write about that!

Corianne Burton
These comments And the fact that no news outlet dares breathe a word of this is a burning red flag. THIS is news. It’s just not being funded by the powers that be. I can’t even believe I used to think the news was real.

Jennifer Bruce replied · 1 reply
Nichole Flesher
I lost my mom 6 days post Moderna. First shot. She was 58 and healthy. Brain aneurysm. VARES Documented. Please reach out. I'd love to share my story. There were 2 other women in my small county that had the exact same story as my momma.

Debbie Black replied · 3 replies

Melissa Ferguson

PLEASE READ THIS ALL

I can't be silent anymore. Enough is enough! It's time to tell everyone my first hand experience.

August 16 my uncle was getting to be discharged from Kelowna General Hospital. Before they discharged him he was given a covid test. August 16 test came back negative August 16 he was given his first shot of the Pfizer vaccine. August 17 when he woke up he felt really sick. August 19 he was admitted back in Kelowna General Hospital. August 19 he tested positive for Covid. They used the PCV for both his tests. On August 20 I spoke to him for almost and hour. He told me that he got sick right after his shot. If you heard the fear in his voice you would understand why I had to look into this. August 21 I asked him to ask his doctor about early treatment like ivermectin and high dose vitamins. Like India was doing with great response. I even had a nurse spell it out to give to his doctor. By August 24ish I spoke to his nurse and she confirmed what he was saying was true. He did test negative for Covid got the Pfizer vaccine right after the test results came in and was indeed sick. What he was sick with was indeed covid. He was given the standard Covid treatment. Even though he has other underlining health concerns like his liver. By August 30 he was on 85% oxygen. My mom was contacted around the same time by his doctor asking her if they should make him comfortable to dye. She expressed her concerns about his treatment and asked he be taken off the meds. He was and started to improve a bit. On September 3 I asked her nurse how is it that he could test negative one day and literally hours after his Pfizer vaccine be sick with covid. I said it doesn't make sense. How can someone test positive and have no symptoms but my uncle was hours away from being sick and test negative. I asked if I was exposed to Covid how long does it take to start feeling sick. She said 4-5 days but I could not have symptoms for up to 14 days. I asked if this was being reported to the health officials. She told me to call Interior Public Health. So I did. September 3 I reported it. I was brushed off. With claims that the vaccine had no live virus into. I insisted this be looked into. September 3 Interior Public Health called me back saying she passed his case to her superior. I asked for a case or file number. I was told that they are emailing the cases directly to the health officer. September 6 I get a call back saying that they decided his case would not be reported as a possible side effect. He did not meet their criteria. He would be classified as a Covid case. I expressed my concerns that they were classifying his case as covid and not a possible
I expressed my concerns that they were classifying his case as Covid and not a possible effects from the vaccine. Why would they not want to look into this? Why should I trust my body to this experimental drug if they were not doing there do diligence on tracking possible effects. The facts didn’t add up. She took my email and emailed the Criteria on September 7

September 7 I got a call back and was told yet again this was not going to be reported. Worse he would not be exempt from getting his second shot.

My uncle was now at 95% oxygen. I said but he got sick after the first one and now has Covid. Like every known virus your body builds up a natural immunity. That’s how our immune system works, we seem to all forget that. I would not back down and was now demanding that this be reported. I was told then that his nurse was also asking for this to be reported.

September 7 I spoke to his doctor. I asked her how many patients in the hospital were vaccinated. She stumbled on her words and said that was not a report that they are provided with. I asked if they were tracking the cases of vaccinated patients. Her answer was unclear and confusing. I took it as a no they are not tracking this.

September 8 I was told his case would now be exempt and not recommended the second dose and his case has now been reported. Confirmation of his case being now reported to the CDC was mail to my mom.

September 11.

I got to talk to a nurse after 2 days of calling and waiting. She told me he was at 70% now. I was so happy. I asked again to talk to him. She said around 2 pm. After talking to my mom, I called back Kelowna General Hospital. I got another nurse. He was nice too!! They all have been nice!!

I asked. How many people are in the hospital with c*vid that have one or more doses. He said he didn't know. I asked him if that is being monitored. He said well I guess we can look it up through their medical care. I asked him why it wasn’t on their charts. He didn't know. My uncle was so medicated today when I spoke to him all I could hear is the ventilator. So he gets better then not.

10 days left is what I was told. I will make sure that of g*vernment keeps records of everything. The people need informed consent.

September 12

My uncle passed away

Terry Hummel
December 16, 1962- September 12, 2021

My conclusion is this is not being reported properly. They would made someone on their death bed get the vaccine. Unless you’re stubborn as heck like me, most likely cases are not being reported. This is my first hand experience. Not a I know someone that knows someone that got hurt from taking the vaccine
Aubree Jo
Heather Dalpiaz since my family members have been vaccinated I have had one have a stroke, 3 have heart issues. I am a nurse. Will lose my job if I don’t get the vaccine and refuse to get it. I will also not allow my children to get it. America needs to wake up !!!

Summer Nida replied · 3 replies

Ali McGuinnis
My grandpa had a stroke days after the vaccine, my grandma had a heart attack, both grandma's got shingles, my great aunt died of terminal cancer that was found within weeks of the second shot. She was NED before hand. She also had tons of blood clots in her arms. My best friends grandma had dementia like symptoms and balance issues from the second she was vaccinated. She died last month. Want to tell any of these stories.

Ali McGuinnis replied · 2 replies

Danna Seevers
Is that how bad it is? You have to make a public appeal to find stories that promote the “narrative”? How about a story on my friend’s fully vaccinated Dad who died of heart attack and blood clots after the 2nd shot. But they didn’t count him as vaccinated. Why?

Ashley Clark replied · 8 replies

Tabby A. Goff
But the saddest one is...I lost a niece not born yet..7months in the womb with complications from the vaccine the mother got..at the time..didn't know she was pregnant...so I continue to fight against mandates!...esp pregnant moms...and will continue..
Go to a babies funeral and it will open your eyes..
My other friend also lost hers too..same week

Tonya Meadows replied · 1 reply

Sandy Congelliere Ireland
WOW! Incredible how corrupt and evil the media is!
Yes, the comments say it all!

Jillian Martin... replied · 1 reply
Mark Joyner
This question was obviously phrased to slant the story.

Even after all of these comments showing a different reality, how much would you like to bet they'll still go with the originally intended slant (“you’ll die die die if you don’t get the jab - rheeee”)?

(place your fake bets here 😊)

Michelle Geromel replied · 3 replies

Lori Cornelius Borre
You clowns never stop, do you? Good thing the people are seeing the truth! We are the news now!

on Mon Like Reply More

Evelyn Kessinger replied · 4 replies

Ryan Lewis
Mum went in for her vaccine on Monday by Wednesday she has suffered a heart attack and had both legs removed. Does this count?

on Tue Like Reply More

Katelyn Heard-... replied · 3 replies
Andrea Abric
My husband's journey has been very difficult. Vaccine injury is no joke and so hard to get a doctor to actually believe it ...
It's a daily battle, our lives forever changed when my husband got his first AZ May 6....
Follow if you wish. BE KIND. Remember this is someone's life, even if you have never met him. I'm exhausted from some of the mean comments, not tolerated. We have our friends, family and community support. We are thankful.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/346201453640946/?ref=share

Kevin's Story

Margie Stippel replied · 9 replies

Heidi Shami Ajlouny
How about talking about the abuse we are doing to our children by making them wear a mask all day at school when the survival rate for kids is 99.99%?!?

Lyric Cardiel replied · 3 replies

Sabrina Hall
I think there might be a different story you should consider reporting on judging from these comments. I'm a 33 year old RN who is suffering from a vaccine reaction after receiving both doses leaving me unable to work. There is not a specialist I have seen that has the answer on how to fix this. I also have not been able to access my own data in VAERS... with a report given in January!

Janelle Ann replied · 7 replies

Amy Lepinski Egan
After spending ten minutes reading these comments I think it's safe to report that we do not have a pandemic of the unvaccinated....we have a pandemic of lack of early treatment, deathly hospital protocol, vaccine failure and massive vaccine injury! “Safe and effective” is only an ad slogan!!
Michelle Chait
35,000 comments and counting. Talk about a back fire! #protectyourfamily

Kari Slay Carr replied

Scott Shoemaker
My healthy aunt had a heart attack within hours of her second jab. Then got COVID 3 weeks later!

Breeauna Sagdal
I'm a journalist, and I Will ABSOLUTELY be reporting this story! Lol, it seems like people might just be over having their consent socially engineered.

Laura Lynne Ellis replied

Wendy Wills
Reporters, I know you're a son, or a daughter to someone you care about...maybe you're a parent.

You KNOW this narrative won't last longer.

Time to rise up and do what's right.

Start telling the truth or walk.

Time to take back our country.

#massnoncompliance is the only way out if this nightmare.

Do what's right.

Tell the truth.

LOOK AT THESE COMMENTS!

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&_rdr#_=
Ben Ferraiuolo
EVERYONE! This is where it all starts. This is the first time ive seen us all stand up and declare it is enough. They want us divided but we all need this. To stay in touch. To communicate. We cannot annihilate a coming genocide if we are divided. Look at all these people. We've had enough! Its time to take a stand

Debbie Wright
My hubby died 20 day's after 2nd phizer! Totally killed him. It's not a vacinne! 03-22-21 5:17am Massive heart attack then Cardiac arrest gone in a matter of minute's. B/p was79/41 and hr was 40 when I called 911 then gone ..CARDIAC arrest he had heart disease Not everyone should get that so called vacinne, that they can't be held accountable for He himself said it did something to him.33 hours in...he even told our neighbor that's also a fireman. #50yearsoflove

Ashley Nicole

Brigit Atkin
I lost two family members because of covid - they weren't sick, but one shot himself because “suicide prevention” wouldn’t help because of covid. The other one shot himself because he was in overall poor health, couldn’t feed himself, and “meals on wheels” wouldn’t come bring him food because of their fear of covid.
Needless tragedy because basically, we’ve lost our humanity.

Vicki Greene
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 You may need to change your story narrative - seems like a good journalist would have plenty of stories about what is REALLY happening to our Covid response.
I'm see more stories about harm & death from the vaccine or collateral damage from lockdowns than the virus itself - wow! Definitely a story here about the vaccines.
Sarah Lunder
My whole family is unvaccinated and healthy. We all just had covid. My kids were unaffected and my husband and I had colds. Immune systems for the win!

Whitney Ashley Upright
In ten years, we will see the commercial that says; ” if you or a loved one have suffered or died from the covid vaccine, you may be entitled to…..”

Rachael Dommert
My brothers kidneys stopped working after the vaccine.
My sitter had a stroke after the vaccine and can never return to childcare.
A friend had a heart attack (in her 30s).
A family friend was denied her cancer treatments unless she got the vaccine and she died the night she got it.
As a newborn photographer, I’m seeing my moms are having their babies too many weeks too early and the newborns are being born with health issues.
People who simply speak the truth about the vaccine giving them heart issues are having their accounts deleted.
This isn’t about a vaccine anymore, it’s about basic human rights.

Cayla Clanton replied 3 replies

Rich Sutliff
I am of the opinion that dying free is more important than living in fear. Dying is not the worst; fear, hate, cowardice, slavery, loss of liberty are much worse.
Think about it

Laura Heiler Wallis
How about mental health from so much isolation? How about untreated health concerns because people are terrified of going to the hospital right now until its too late...
Liz Germain
I know a child who completely lost depth perception after the vaccine. A healthy normal child. That's neurological. Scary times

I also know someone who was Covid recovered, got the shots and ended up hospitalized for 6 days right after the second shot

He’d be considered “unvaccinated” the way they’re measuring it since he was only 2 days, not 2 weeks, past his second shot... but he was completely fine before the shots, already had recovered from Covid shortly before getting the shots, and he ended up in the ICU within 48 hours of the 2nd dose

Another person I know here in idaho died at 33, she was a mom of two. She was a nurse who was forced to get vaccinated to keep her job and she died the same week after getting it, was completely healthy before. Now those kids don’t have a mother anymore.

Megan Ferry replied
I am more scared of getting the vaccine than getting covid. Idk why it is just my intuition.

Desi Leal replied
ER nurse and I have stories of healthy young 20 year olds having lung issues that were vaccinated. Along with the ones I have lost in my ER due to stroke or PEs that were vaccinated. Or the ones with underlying heart issues that if effects and the new onset high BP in 30-40 age group. Yup I believe that about covers it. Take your pick.

Sam Byrd replied
Joy Hill
I’d rather lick a walmart shopping cart than take the jab.

Ryanj Lifts
I have many clients struggling past vax but all my non vax clients healthy as they have ever been.

Cindy Sawyer replied 1 reply

Jessica Walters
It’s so sad and disgusting that there’s all these stories in the comments and not one will be acknowledged or recognized or even replied to. 2021 is the modern day 1984.

Rebecca Zolkoske replied 1 reply

Draper Rogers

Draper Rogers replied 2 replies
Stacey Turner
I can tell you many stories of friends family members that 100% died because they were denied treatment. Without a doubt, every time I talk to the families, it's the same horrific story of effective treatments withheld in the hospital. There is no family to watch and question and keep mistakes from happening because family is kept away. Medical mistakes are the third leading cause of death in America even before Covid. Can you even imagine that not being the #1 reason now? This is the biggest crime against humanity in a long time and you, the media, are largely responsible. I seriously don't know how you each sleep at night knowing the lies you spread by not sharing any truth outside of what you are paid to say. Pitiful and humanity’s suffering is largely on your shoulders. Start doing the right thing and stop being a pawn. The love of money truly is the root of all evil.

Christy Bryant replied

Dyana Bracy
No story here, we are all fine. How about you do your story on the child of a vaccinated mother who was forced to get the vaccine or her hospital wouldn't deliver her baby. That poor baby now has uncontrollable shaking and is undergoing multiple tests. Shame on you for ignoring the real problem, the vaccine.

Siobhán Kathleen replied

Tim Goyetche
Gaslighting fail – Level 10

AL-Qamar Malik
A friend of mine's daughter was 14 weeks pregnant. A healthy fetus. Her doctor convinced her to take the shot and one week later she miscarried. The baby's intestines started growing outside of its body!!!

Jennifer Webb
Let's talk about how hospitals are prioritizing vaccinated patients and not treating people equally with care.

Jennifer Webb replied
Taylor Bean
I can share losing 2 people to suicide during the lockdown. And also several people whose surgeries were rescheduled and they instead died due to lack of care. I am assuming you want realistic stories and what is actually going on in the communities?

Amber Prejean replied · 3 replies

Darvis Walker
I Just spoke to a group of friends in Austria. They are part of a dance company. Covid went through the whole company, 100 odd people. She said 90% of them were unvaccinated. No one sick for longer than a week, cold symptoms, nothing more. They are all healthy and happy as they now have the immune protection that comes with it. Imagine a world where media and govt focussed on good health as a strategy, i know, its child like thinking.

Isaac Vitesnik replied · 8 replies

Ann Corell
Lost 1 family member who was fully vaccinated and died of covid and one had a heart attack and then stroke. Both had two doses of the Pfz.
Ashley Grice
I lost my unvaccinated father three weeks ago, but he died as a result of a horrifically accelerated decline after we were no longer allowed access to him in his care facility because of COVID restrictions. Whereas his family (wife and children) would spend time caring for him 1-2x daily, helping to feed him his meals, assist in daily hygiene activities like teeth brushing and nail trimming, taking him outside for fresh air and movement, hugging and talking to him as he endured an awful sort of dementia, all of that came to a screeching halt in March 2020. From that point on, we’d only be able to wave through a window or behind a glass door. He was confused and would try to walk towards us. He’d motion for us to come in and hold his arms out for us to come to him. After months of this, he seemed to give up and would give a sad wave, until he eventually stopped looking up at us altogether.

I would receive calls that he had fallen out of bed at night, fallen trying to walk in the dining room, tripped on the side of a chair leg in the entryway, slipped walking past someone’s wheelchair... he’d have head wounds, mouth wounds, bruised hips and back.

Eventually, as a result of his teeth not being brushed (he would only allow my mother to help him, and she was there nightly performing these duties prior to Covid) his teeth rotted out and began to chip, break, and shatter when he’d fall. He eventually had nothing but sharp, nubby chards left in his mouth and couldn’t eat regular food. His meals then had to be puréed and overworked employees who didn’t have the capacity to sit for 30-45 minutes and slowly spoon feed him (as we had done when he couldn’t) didn’t. He lost so much weight. We were finally allowed access this summer, but by then it was too late. The repeated falls, the trauma of isolation from family, the lack of nutrition all took their toll and he was 102lbs when he died. I’ve ever experienced anything like this, and our lives will never be the same.

Stephen Bryer replied · 15 replies

Connie Wagner Hendrickson
I am suffering a life altering vaccine injury from the Pfizer vaccine. Going on 7 weeks of doctor's trying to figure out how to treat my condition. September 24th I go in for a Bronchoscopy and biopsy to determine the severity of the damage done to my lungs. My eyesight has been affected. I haven't been able to drive!
I WANT MY LIFE BACK!!

Mary Wassum Ma... replied · 9 replies
Jennifer Knight
My grandpa has been in the ICU for 190 days so far, on a ventilator for 48 days, and now he is experiencing post covid complications. He has a feeding tube and a trach now. This all started days 3 days after his first Pfizer vaccine.

Lindsey Anne replied · 2 replies

Katie Joy
I've lost THREE friends in Australia to the Covid-19 vaccines... fuckery at it's best

Denise Humphries replied · 4 replies

Sarah Podendork
Do a story about doctors not being able to categorize vaccine injuries as vaccine injuries!

Krissie Tay replied · 1 reply
Teresa Monahan
(At home) I survived 2.5 weeks of COVID. Yes, it was horrible, I hurt all over, coughed so much, didn't want to move, couldn't eat and my head hurt. Took me about as long to regain my strength and energy level. I survived, unvaccinated, I survived.

Jeannine Spencer replied · 1 reply

Cale Jones
I lost my grandpa due to him being vaccinated. He wasn’t in very good health, had diabetes and had to go to dialysis, but he was living and getting around at 85 years old. As soon as he got vaccinated, he went on hospice immediately and died 2 weeks later. Almost lost my grandma as well but she is a fighter.

Charity Davis
Had 17 family members come down with covid last school year that had not been vaccinated 5 that would be considered very high risk with health conditions like diabetes, high cholesterol and high blood pressure and all recovered fine without the use of any vaccine or respirator. Almost a year later my family was exposed to someone with covid again and never got it we are still immune! That's facts!

Kayla Merkling
You gotta be corrupt AF to ignore all these comments. That's okay though. We all know MSM is a propaganda machine anyway.

Elizabeth Moon Tassone
This is so sad. I wish some brave journalist would get to covering what's really happening and not just putting out propaganda. Maybe this was their way of exposing the truth and getting it out and giving people a voice. we will see how long it stays up

Eva Rose Barros replied · 3 replies
Michi Williams
No but I have lost many vaccinated friends. I have had covid and many family and friends as well who all have recovered from it. Almost every female that I know who has been vaccinated has had a change in their menstrual cycles.

Heather Marie
I am an RN, I've always trusted vaccines. I got mine with hesitation, due to all the political crap surrounding this one. 3 hours later I had a stroke.

Mary Hackett
WXYZ-TV Channel 7, there is a story here. It's not the one you asked for, but it's HUGE and if you are journalists with integrity, you will at least begin an investigation into the hundreds (if not thousands) of claims made right on this thread. If you do not want to follow up, ask yourselves why, and be open to change. Your audience is hungry for truth and you CAN get it to them, if you choose to!

Stan Sheppard
Never in my life have I seen the failure of vaccines be blamed on those who haven't taken them.

Reagan Jewitt
I have a friend severely injured from the vax. Instant anaphylactic shock, has been experiencing tremors for 6 months and now has brain damage. Her and her support group reached out to tons of news channels to cover her story and no one would touch it. Hundreds of people have come together with similar symptoms, with no help or recognition from the gov’t and are being silenced from sharing their stories. My teen and I, tested positive for covid and got through it as we would any flu. Why not cover these stories as well???? Look at these comments, it is devastating. Time to start showing both sides of the story.
Christopher Fuller
Vaccine troubles in my small circle...father-in-law had a stroke (all testing showed nothing else different since his work up in 2005), friends wife in her late 30's had a stroke, coworkers wife had seizures for 90 days, our friend’s 14 yr old son is having heart troubles, my best friends' boss (who is a runner and in great shape) has heart trouble. My wife's good friend is a labor and delivery nurse and she has all kinds of horrible reports from vaccinated moms.

Brandon Glazier replied · 2 replies

Jaime Matthiesen Cheaney
My aunt developed a heart arrhythmia and dizziness (that isn't completely resolved) after her Covid vaccine. My husband’s friend developed profound brain fog and couldn’t make his legs work correctly after his second shot—months later, he is still struggling. Two teens in my daughter’s high school gym class passed out during exercise the day after Covid vaccination.

Family in health care (RN and NP) are reporting severe Covid cases in unvaccinated AND completely vaccinated patients!

Emily Davis replied · 8 replies

Gina Carnevale
My in-law lost her neighbor after they have taken all the vaccines and wore masks all the time. You should gather these numbers. My friends dad got vociv after his vaccines and lost vision in one eye. Please present the facts.

Gina Carnevale replied · 2 replies

Taey Ondracek
So are you also going to do a news story on all the people who've lost someone to covid who were vaccinated as well? Because there's many of those too that would love to share their loved ones story......

Darsha Anne replied · 2 replies

Vera James Sohovich
8 out of ten friends were fully vaccinated and got CV19. One hospitalized. Several were just as sick as if unvaccinated. I had CV19- a sore throat and sinus pressure. Report that!

Sarah Sarah replied · 1 reply

https://m.facebook.com/wxyzdetroit/photos/a.461583946134/10158207966696135?refsrc=deprecated&__rdr__=_
Susan Biddle
Is there any unbiased media left??? All seem to be bought and owned by just a few corporations with the same goals.

Lori James replied · 2 replies

Fa Ye
How about talk about all the thousands of medical professionals leaving healthcare, who have been working on the frontlines of covid since day one, and are willing to lose their careers instead of take this “vaccine”!

Sarah Hilton
My relative had one of these death jabs, since then she has suffered a blood clot, stroke, thrombosis and is now facing either breast cancer or skin cancer (they not quite sure even through she has had a biopsy!)

Trudy Ann Ster... replied · 3 replies

Leslie Faggard
The only person I know who died of covid had already received his 2 doses. He was vaxed after he had natural immunity from getting it the first time. Something affected his natural immunity.

Sherri Hudson replied · 1 reply

Mark Hume
Instead of looking to write about lies, maybe focus on the truth that is this jag has nothing to do with health and has caused so much death and sickness, yet scumbag blue ticks like your selves drive the MSM narrative of lies, thanks to all these people in the comments for speaking the truth

Liz Bennett
Of the people I know personally, no one was hospitalized or died from Covid. The one who was the most sick from Covid was the only one who was vaxxed.
Brookealynn Crass
The three people I know that are sick are fully vaccinated. Their health went down hill fast after the Vaccine. Heart Problems, skin rashes..

Melinda Shaffer replied · 1 reply

Brandi Rose
Devan Rother these comments. #truth

Devan Rother replied · 1 reply

Matt Malleo
None that weren't vaccinated. Multiple that were vaccinated.

Mary Christine McCall

Teresa Meyer replied · 56 replies

Lisa Payne
Robert Parks look through here. Read some stories.

Frank Joseph
Kimberly Ann
Pamela Tripp Wolfe
Ivermectin: an award-winning drug with expected antiviral activity against COVID-19

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7539925/

Ashlee Beshires
Grant Beshires read these comments

Konnie Dooley
Isaac Dooley

Angela Stewart
Stephanie Wheatley Lisa Moore read these comments

Meghan Gunderson
Aileen Garcia Fessia Dan Fessia Danielle Lasson Lauren Dahlberg read the comments

Jacob Way
Ryan Turnell

Josh Adams
Charity Stacey Christian Nina Adams Wallace check out this comments section
Makeisha Smith
Kimberly Cole smh

Angela Simon
Lolita Maria Isom-Harris
Takeysta Laquona

Amy Walsh
People should research this drug. If you have a loved one don't let them get this, it could kill them. Take care everyone

Kirsten Hall
Stormi Meche Lexi Rayne Meche. Idk if your mom was vaccinated or not but her story deserves to be shared!

Goldeneyes Voronovski Shai
Cheddi La Touche

Thomas Reynolds
Kenny Leemon
WXYZ-TV Channel 7 - After the vaccines were available to everyone, ...ormation. We may reach out for a story we're working on. | Facebook

Cassidy Leah
Marianne Despain Hovey
Kerrie Louise
Nisa Dawn
Aunte Jemima
Aubrie Hansen

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Summer Daye Thornton
Kayla Montoya ok but the comments

on Sun  Like  Reply  More

Notandy Perkelmeister
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